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This Patent Book
IN FILLING this Scrap Book NEVER gun-Tin papers.
etc., close to binding. Leave at LEAST ONE-HALF
INCH from back of leaf.
To get a better result after gumming the paper or picture on
the leaves, STAND the book up on END, the leaves spread apart
so that the air can flow through and dry.
This will prevent
MOULD, and the leaves will be less liable to wrinkle.
PAT. No. 471,276.
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CLEVELAND PRESS, JULY

THOUSANDS DO HARMON SQUARES WITH BAKER BY
JOHNSON HONOR FIRING CLEVELAND JOBHOLDERS
Crowd at Celebration Happy
as He Would Have It.
BIG SUM HELPS MEMORIAL
Many Favor Arch in Memory
of Former Mayor.
Tt was as he would have wished
it.
Tom Johnson's people gathered
at Luna park Thursday to honor
his memory on the anniversary oft
hi? birth. For a short time they
sat silent, while Mayor Baker and
Charities
Director Cooley paid
tribute to their former chief.
Then they scattered about the
park, some in little groups to talk
over the old times, others to visit
the various amusements in
the
park.
It was just the Bort of a memorial for a man, who had said he
would rather have little children
playing over his grave than have
a monument erected on it.
May Build Memorial Arch.
Despite the rain in the afternoon,
a great crowd gathered, and it is
estimated between $5000 and $7000
ivas added to the memorial fund.
Mayor Baker said the form of the
memorial would not lie decided until the citizens committee met upon
Treasurer F. (1. (Joff's return to the
rit)1. Councilman Bencueh's suggestion of an arch as entrance to
thi music hall and auditorium, to
be erected on the mall, seems to be
tlie must popular.
Shortly after 7 p. m. .Mayor Baker
and Dr. Cooley mounted the platform in the pavilion, and without
formality, the speaking began.
"It is well," Dr. Cooley said. "at.
n lime like this to come with a
smile on our faces to remember
him. He always liked to see the
children smile. To all of us he was
a friend. His friendship grew nut
of the interest and fellowship he
had in men. Though he has passed
from us, he still lives in the hearts
of Cleveland's people."
Mayor Baker said that when the
v of Cleveland was written,
the years prior to 1000 should be
passed over.
Display Figure of Tom.
' And when we write that history," he said, "it Will be of a useful city with a large measure of
happiness, the heritage of once
having Tom Johnson among us."
As the mayor finished speaking'
the stage was darkened and a
papier-mache figure of his old chief
appeared at the back of the stage.
For a moment there was silence.
Then cheers burst, from the crowd.
The afternoon
baseball game
was wonby the Strollers, defeating
Landers Engineers 11 to 9.
Helen F. Smith, New York, sister of Col. J. J. Smith, former
healther here, Friday sent a
plaster model of a Johnson statue
to Mayor Baker. She asked it be
presented to the memorial committee, as she would like to design
the proposed memorial. Her model
shows Mayor Tom seated in an
armchair and reading a paper.
Here nip contributions received for the
memorial
Friday tlirmiKh The Press:
5I
- ,:. Daly, (SO; William Agnew, $0:
Thomas Dufran, $6; 1'. M., 60c; collected
Hock. $20; A. M. Slmonsen, $1; p
"■ N"'l- ■?■"•: James A. Il.-irlnesic$1 ; A
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Gov. .ludson A. Harmon, .erstwhile presidential candidate, is
out for r-r-revenge!
Harmon has sharpened the gubernatorial guillotine and has
ordered the heads of Cuyahoga-co
appointees to state office must
fall, for Cuyahoga-co,
through
Mayor Baker and his antiunit
rule fight, punctured Harmon's
presidential bubble.
The first officer slated for decapitation is Deputy State Fire

j

BAKER OUT FOR
LOW-PRICE GAS
Mayor States His Position on
New Main Question.
"I'd rather that no new gas main
is built than to have it without certain guarantees to the people." said
Mayor Baker Friday, answering the
charge of President M. B. Daly of
the East. Ohio that Baker is holding
up the laying of the proposed main.
"One thing I want." said Baker.
"I- a guarantee of the amount of
gas the city can have if the new
line is laid. Another thing is an
agreement for a lower price for gas,
if it lie obtained from some place
closer to Cleveland than West Virginia."
Baker said he would write Daly
early next week on the gas situation.
Points Out Big Concession.
The demand of the company that
it be allowed to discontinue manufacturing gas and supply natural
gas through the old artificial gas
mains is a big concession for the
city tn make, Baker says.
In this event 30,000 families now
using artificial gas. Baker said,
would have to change all their fixtures.
Baker's demand about a ^ lower
price isn't welcomed by Daly.
Baker addressed the chamber
of commerce gas committee at
noon, explaining the city's position.
President Daly also will be
heard by the committee.
After that the committee will
decide just wha,t steps It will
recommend,

Marshal John Weber. State Fire
Marshal Zuber served notice on
the local democratic organization Thursday Weber must. go.
In Mayor Baker's absence, Zuber took the matter up with W.
.1 Murphy, the mayor's secretary.
"Disloyalty to the governor,"
Z-iber told Murphy, is the ground
on which Harmon bases Weber's'
cMsmissal.
Weber is democratic leader in
•vard 10.
Others to Go.
Other Cuyahoga-co appointees
whose sentences are under con-<
sideration are Joseph Bock and I
Edward Anderson, oil inspectors;
Fred Menger. dairy and food inspector : Peter Curley and W. B.
Uniack, workshop inspectors; and
Adolph Schmid. bakeshop
inspector.
The total list of Cuyahoga
appointees whose jobs are subject to Harmon's orders include,
in addition:
J. L. Wadsworth,
'banking department;
W.
A.
O'Keefe and Benjamin Wlndecker,
'Insurance: James A.
Dewine,
ibuilding
and
loan:
William
■Stroup, public utilities:
Fred
tange, C. T. Snyder, W. A.. Vaughan and Helen M. Clark, labor
commission; Ada M. Tooth, factory inspector; Thomas B. Eaton,
examiner steam engineers: H., A.
Baumpart and
Matt Slattery,
boiler inspection: James R. Hale,
3ta.te library; W. T. Keega.n, tax
commission: Ada M. Tooth, facblood, board of administration.
T.oc.al democratic leaders were
butspoken Friday in denouncing
[he proposed firing of Cuyahoga
Appointees as the capstone of
''petty peanut politics."
Will Get Jobs Back.
"Before Baker took up his fight
against Harmon for president," W
B. Gongwer, clerk of the board of
elections, said, "he told all state
employes from this county they
were working for Harmon and
ought to support him. Most of
them did keep hands off and the
others worked in Harmon's behalf.
"I today wrote Ed H. Moore, insurance commissioner, on whose
Reports the governor acts, telling
him that if Harmon ousts these
men they will all be reinstated
when Jimmie Cox becomes governor."
According to dispatches from
Columbus, Zuber has counseled
against the wholesale decapitation
of Cuyahoga officeholders, but so
far his objections have been overruled by hoth Moore and Harmon.
Charles C. Marshall, secretary
of the state democratic campaign
committee,
said Friday every
democrat Harmon fires will be
Iven a job in state headquarters
uring the coming campaign, and
,vill be given his state job back
when Harmon goes out of office,
should Cox win.
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THOUSANDS DO \ HARMON SQUARES WITH BAKER BY
JOHNSON HONOR FIRING CLEVELAND JOBHOLDERS
Crowd at Celebration Happy
as He Would Have It.
BIG SUM HELPS MEMORIAL
Many Favor Arch in Memory
of Former Mayor.
Tt. was as he would have wished
it.
Tom Johnson's people gathered
at Luna park Thursday to honor
his memory on the anniversary of!
his birth. For a short time they
sat. silent, while Mayor Baker and
Charities Director Cooley paid
tribute to their former chief.
Then they scattered about the
park, some in little groups to talk
over the old times, others to visit
the various amusements in the
park.
It was just the sort of a memorial for a man, who had said he
would rather have little children
playing over his grave than have
a monument erected on it.
May Build Memorial Arch.
Despite the rain in tlie afternoon,
a great crowd gathered, and it is
estimated between $5000 and $7000
was added to the memorial fund.
.Mayor Baker said the form of the
memorial would not lie decided until the citizens committee met upon
Treasurer F. H. Goff's return to the
city. Councilman BencEch's suggestion of an arch as entrance to
the music hall and auditorium, to
be erected on the mall, seems to be
the most popular.
Shortly after 7 p. m. Mayor Baker
and Dr. Cooley mounted the platform in the pavilion, and without
formality, the speaking began.
"It is well." Dr. Cooley said, "at
a lime like (his to COMP with a
smile on our faces to remember
him. lie always liked to see the
children smile. To all of us he was
a friend. His friendship grew out
of the interest and fellowship he
had in men. Though he has passed
From us. he still lives in the hearts
of Cleveland's people."
Mayor Baker said that when the
history of Cleveland was written,
the years prior to IH00 should be
passed over.
Display Figure of Tom.
'And when we write that history," he said, "it will be of a useful city with a large measure of
happiness, the heritage of once
having Tom Johnson among us."
As the mayor finished speaking'
the stage was darkened and a
papier-mache figure of his old chief
appeared at the back of the stage.
For a moment there was silence.
Then cheers hurst from the crowd.
The afternoon baseball game
was wonby the Strollers, defeating
Landers Engineers It to 9.
Helen F. Smith, New York, sister of Col. J. J. Smith, former
healther here, Friday sent a
plaster model of a Johnson statue
to Mayor Baker. She asked it be
presented to the memorial committee, as she woijld like to design
the proposed memorial. Her model
shows Mayor Tom seated in an
armchair and reading a paper.
Here nip contributions received for the
rial Friday through Thr Press:
M. B. Daly, ¥50; William ABnew. $rj;
Thomas Dufran, $5; I >. M., BOc; collected
Hock. $20; A. M. Simonsen. $1: n
W. Vail, $3; .lames A. [tartness. $1; A
Friend. SI:
Mrs.
Mary Tom'pkins, $2;
Charles I.. Seller, $."; Montle and Tounnle,
SI: Charles Ranallo, SI; .1. O. leaser $1 •
Edwald E. BrictKlgr, $1 : Carl W, Brand,
S2B; R. V I... SI: 'I- .1. Weldner, $1- P
M. Hnfcro.it. $lo; t;. II. Bailey. Billings,
Mont., $5; William Lintem, SI: No Name,
SI; Seventh ward Slovak democratic club
S2; Peter Kaiser, $1; Louis ami I.aure Merkle, BOc. Total, $146,
Received through Treasurer (toft':
II. 1., tfcheer. SI; G. w. l.awhcad. SU:
riends, Si: R. C. Greenwood, 52;
Wagner Mfg. Co.. $10; |>. rj. O'Brien $10;
M Morgan. $6; Newton D. Baker
StOO: S. c. Morris. S20: A Friend $5'
Hoffman. $20; Charles H. Folwell
St: R. I'. Wonncll. Jl ; Musical Mutual
Protective assn.. $26: j. A. Demuth, $6:
(,. A. Welts, $50; Mips Bigelow
M
\
Friend, S1 : Charles Marnitr.. Jl : Mrs Carl
II. Xau. $5; Donald Wilson. SI: i.awrencej
II. Wilson. St: Friends. $25; Ceorge F.
Toner. S.I; Dr. W. F. I.lnden, $n: Fred
H. Kroeger. $4: W. A. Stlnrhcomb $10- A
P. Srhraner. $.". Total. .<",LI0.
1
total received Friday, $466.

Gov. .ludson A. Harmon, .erst- Marshal John Weber. State Fire
Marshal Zuber served notice on
while presidential candidate, is the
local democratic organizaout for r-r-revenge!
tion Thursday Weber must go.
Harmon has sharpened the guIn Mayor Baiter's absence, Zubernatorial guillotine and has lv r took the matter up with W.
ordered the heads of Cuyahoga-co J. Murphy, the mayor's secretary.
"Disloyalty to the governor,"
appointees to state office must
fall, for Cuyahoga-co, through Zuber told Murphy, is the ground
Mayor Baker and his antiunit on which Harmon bases Weber's
rule -fight, punctured Harmon's dismissal.
Weber is democratic leader in
presidential bubble.
The first officer slated for de- -vard 10.
Others to Go.
capitation is Deputy State Fire j
Other Cuyahoga-co appointees
whose sentences are under consideration are Joseph Bock and
Edward Anderson, oil inspectors;
Fred Menger, dairy a.nd food inspector; Peter Curley and W. B.
Uniack, workshop inspectors; and
Ariolph Schmid, bakeshop
inspector.
The. total list, of Cuyahoga
appointees whose jobs are subMayor States His Position on ject, to Harmon's orders include,
in addition;
J. h. Wadsworth,
New Main Question.
banking department;
W.
A.
O'Keefe and Benjamin Windecker,
"I'd rather that no new gas main insurance; James A.
Devine,
William
is built than to have it without cer- building and loan:
istroup, public utilities;
Fred
tain guarantees to the people," said [Lange, C. T. Snyder, W. A. VaugMayor Baker Friday, answering the han and Helen M. Clark, labor
Ada M. Tooth, faccharge of President ML B. Paly of commission;
tory inspector; Thomas B. Ea-ton,
the Fast. Ohio that Baker is holding examiner steam engineers: H. A.
up the laying of the proposed main. Baumpart and Matt Slattery,
"One thing I want." said Baker, hoiler inspection: James R. Hale,
"-;■? a teiaran,tee of the amount of 3tate library; W. T. Keega.n, tax
hommission: Ada M. Tooth, facgas the city can have if the new blood, board of administration.
fine is laid. Another thing is an
Docal democratic leaders were
agreement for a lower price for gas, but.spoken Friday in denouncing
if it he obtained from some place the proposed firing of Cuyahoga
closer to Cleveland than West Vir- Appointees as the capstone of
ginia."
''petty peanut politics."
Baker said he would write Daly
Will Get Jobs Back.
early next week on the gas situa"Before Baker took up his fight
tion.
against Harmon for president," W
Points Out Big Concession.
The demand of the company that B. Gongwer, clerk of the board of
it be allowed to discontinue manu- elections, said, "he told all state
facturing gas and supply natural employes from this county they
gas through the old artificial gas were working for Harmon and
mains is a big concession for the ought to support him. Most of
them did keep hands off and the
city to make. Baker says.
In this event 30.000 families now others worked in Harmon's behalf.
"I today wrote Fd H. Moore, inusing artificial gas. Baker said,
would have to change all their fix- surance commissioner, on whose
reports the governor acts, telling
tures.
Baker's demand about a lower him that if Harmon ousts these
men they will all be reinstated
price isn't welcomed by Daly.
Baker addressed the chamber when Jimmie Cox becomes governof commerce gas committee at or."
According to dispatches from
noon, explaining the city's posiColumbus, Zuber has counseled
tion.
President Daly also will be against the wholesale decapitation
of Cuyahoga officeholders, but. so
heard by the committee.
After that the committee will far his objections have been overdecide just what steps it will ruled by both Moore and Harmon.
Charles C. Marshall, secretary
recommend.
of the state democratic campaign
committee, said Friday every
democrat Harmon fires will be
iven a job in state headquarters I
uring the coming campaign, and
,vill be given his state job back
when Harmon goes out of office,
should Cox win.
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There was just a suggestion of
harking back to old times in the mood
of the politicians. They got together
in corners of the park and talked a
little of the politics they had played
with HIM, of the ten years' traction
war and other battles HE had led
them in, but mostly of the man.
It seemed that the folks who came
to the park and spent their moneywere the people Johnson loved best
and worked for. They did not spend
a great deal of money—one or two attractions were all they could afford
in addition to the general admission,
it seemed. There were many who had
known the late mayor personally and
hence felt a particular reverence for
the celebration. Some of these men.
were too old to work. Their admiration for Johnson Is undying if the
manner in which they referred to him
counted for anything.
Anniversary of Birth Observed
Rain Spoils Game.
Henry Kuchrniester, eighty-eight
for First Time by
years old, 1045 E. 77th street, formerly an employee of the street departProclamation.
ment when Johnson was mayor, was
talking about the latter with Dennis
Ryan, seventy-four years old, 70608
Despite lowering skies and a drizzle Decker avenue, who also worked in
of rain, which interfered with the the street department when Johnson
afternoon portion of the program, was mayor. They grew excited try20,000 persons paid honor to the mem- ing to see who could cite the kindest
ory of Tom Li. Johnson at Luna Park and greatest actions of the mayor's
career.
yesterday—the anniversary of his
"He made Cleveland the best city
birth.
[! in the country for the children," said
More than $10,000 was added to the Kuchemiester and Ryan was content
' fund which is to erect a memorial to to let it go at that.
The entire gate receipts will go to
the former mayor.
the fund, as will those of all atBy proclamation of Mayor Baker tractions controlled by _the_ nark.
the day was observed for the first Concessionaires .donated percentages,
time as a holiday in the city hall and and in some cases entire receipts,;
municipal offices and many shops and After the speaking, motorcycle racesj
factories. Flags were displayed at were the thing of interest. The base-:
ball game in the afternoon was
half-mast, while the familiar John- spoiled by the downpour.
son pictures, framed in a broad band
of black, were much In evidence.
Baker is Speaker.
"We should blot out the history of
Cleveland before 1900, when the good
influence of Tom L. Johnson began to
make itself felt, and let the last
twelve years stand as a civic Inspiration for all time to come," declared
Mayor Baker addressing the meeting
at the park last night.
The audience of several thousand,
gathered in the pavilion to hear Mayor Baker and Rev. Harris R. Cooley
eulogize their former chief, was
thrilled to a marked demonstration .
when a curtain was drawn and a re- |
markably life-like papier mache
figure of Mayor Johnson with one
hand resting on a pedestal was revealed in a spotlight.
It was estimated roughly by J. Martin Thum, promoter of the plan to
raise money for the Johnson memorial
fund, that considerably more than
$10,000 was added to the memorial
fund.
There is now more than $10,000 on
hand. Various suggestions have been
offered as to the form the memorial
may take, among them that of an
auditorium. This was not discussed
' last night. Rev. Harris R. Cooley
told of Johnson's ."life after death"
in what he had done for Cleveland.
Holiday is Observed!
"Cleaveland was the pioneer who
blazed the way and founded our
great city: Tom L. Johnson was the
man who lifted it up and made it the
property of the people," said Cooley.
"He awakened civic consciousness
and gave the people the knowledge
that they owned the streets."
Yesterday—the
anniversary
of
Johnson's birth—was a holiday by
proclamation of Mayor Baker and
was observed as such in the city
hall and municipal offices and in
some of the smaller shops. Flags
were displayed, while the familiar i
Johnson pictures framed in a broad
band of black were much in evidence.
Johnson buttons were in great demand.
Most of the councilmen and city
hall officials were on hand in the
afternoon despite the rain.
The
young women who were to have assisted in taking tickets did not appear. Thumm had a committee of
twenty men working under him.
Politics is Discussed.
All the Democratic leaders were
there, and.- some Johnson admirers
who were not Democrats.
Among
them W. J. Akers, proprietor of the
Forest City House, was noticeable.
As the Republican candidate he opposed Johnson in the latter's first
mayoralty campaign.

NO NEW HALL, CITY 20,000 BRAVE RAIN I
SAVES, SAYS MAYOR TO HONOR JOHNSON
Baker Springs Isew Kedncto $10,000 is Added to Fund
Ad Absurdum in
for Memorial to the
Report.
Late Mayor.
Mayor Baker says Uncle Mose Is
making money because the new city
hall isn't built or even anywhere
near to being really started.
The mayor's letter to the city council explaining the city hall delay was
sent to City Clerk Collins and made
public yesterday.
When the new city hall is completed it will cost $100,000 a year for
custodians, the mayor wrote. Now it
costs only $37,000. So, the mayor
says, as long as the city hall remains
merely a hole in the ground the city
will be saving $63,000 a year.
This saving, he said, is more than
the loss sustained by reason of the
fact that the city has to pay higher
interest on city hall bonds than It (
gets for city hail money in banks.
However, city hall work is to be I
started after July 22, when J. Milton I
Dyer, city hall architect, delivers his
revised plans.
The revised plans. Baker says, will |
allow the city to determine positively!
what the city hall is going to cost.
Under the old plans, he said, it
might have cost $5,000,000. He thought.
a good building could be built for!
$2,600,000, so he ordered plans revised
and that, he says, is the principal
reason for delay.
—

GAS MAIN DELAYED
FOR ANOTHER YEAR
Daly Gives Reasons Why
Improvement is Impossible This Witner.
Even if the Chamber of Commerce
the council committee and Mayor
Baker force the East Ohio Gas Company to put in another main from
the West Virginia fields to Cleveland,
there is little chance that consumers
will benefit this winter, President M.
B. Daly said yesterday.
These are some of the reasons he
gave:
Financial arrangements must be
made with the public utilities commission of Ohio before work can begin.
Pipe companies are turning away
orders just now and are rushed to
capacity for months.
Prompt deliveries could not be made.
Scarcity of laborers now.
Would take months to get right-ofway for line. Some property might
have to be condemed and action would
await delay's of courts.
Lack of transportation facilities for
moving labor camps across country
would delay work.
"I do not want to be quoted as
saying it would be impossible to complete a main in time for use this winter, said Daly, "but take a look at
these rcasons and judge for yourself."
What is the reason there has been
no action since the subject was first
broached by Mayor Baker three
months ago?" Daly was asked.
Baker," replieid Daly
The mayor will confer with the
Chamber of Commerce natural gas
committee at noon today. Daly will
not be present. The committee has
all the correspondence that passed bemonths.
'^ Daly f0r three
The state public utilities committee
at Columbus yesterday ruled in connection with a Columbus case, that
It had no power to force public utilities company to extend car tracks
gas mains or telephone wires

1912.
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SUGGEST MAYOR LEAD
crres FIRST DANCE
Officials Would Have Baker Introduce Municipal Waltz
Halls in Cleveland's Parks—Cut Rates
for Two-Steps by Wholesale.
Mayor Baker may lead the first
dance in Cleveland's first municipal
dance hall, soon to lie completed at
Edgewater park.
In the opinion of Miss Marguerite
Kelly, supervisor of playgrounds, the
park department should invite Mayor
<r to perform this ceremony on
the opening of the first municipal institution of this character in the city

of refloorlng the shelter house and
converting it into a dance hall will
soon be completed.
Miss Kelly believes that the rate
for a single dance should be three
cents but suggested yesterday that
tickets be sold at the rate of ten for
a quarter. This will cover the maintenance expense and the cost of an
orchestra.
The first municipal dance hall for
winter use will be located in the remodeled Cleveland general hospital
Purchasing Agent Callow has or- building on W'ootlland-av S. E. The
dered maple boards for the new floor property was recently acquired by the
'n the Edgewajer pavilion. The work city.
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MANY PAY TRIBUTE
TDTIUOHHSON
Thousands Fill Up Luna Park
on Anniversary of Birth
of Great Mayor.
Mayor Baker and Dr. Cooley
Laud Late Executive
in Speeches.
MEMORIAL FUND SWELLS
Increased by Abont $20,000 for Day
is Estimate—Kain Dampens Ardor
In Afternoon, but Throngs Ponr
Through Entrances for Services
at Night—Mayor Says Day is Ob-

served as Johnson 'Could Have];
Made the Arrangements for the
Program.
Tom L. Johnson died with a smile
on his face.
The people of Cleveland last night
honored his memory by spending an
vening in pleasure and amusement at
Luna park.
Mayor Newton D. Baker, speaking
to a great audience in the park at 7
o'clock, said this was as Mr. Johnson
would have wished it. And the thousands of people at the park, aside
from the few minutes devoted to the
memorial addresses by Mayor Baker
and Harris K. Cooley, entered into the
spirit of the occasion.
While homage was paid the memory
of Mr. Johnson the crowd accepted
at face value Mayor Baker's interpretation of Mr. Johnson's views of life
(and thoroughly enjoyed itself.
jThonsands Visit Park.
Cleveland's first Johnson memorial
day was a success. The rain in the
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"We" are gathered here today In
afternoon marred the program to
some extent, but in the evening thou- memory of our friend," said Dr.
sands of people poured into the park. Cooley as he opened the meeting.
"Born in luxury, his family lost its
In the afternoon there was a baseball game between the Strollers and ner" a papier-mache figure representLander's Engineers, won by the Strol- ing Mr. Johnson was shown from the
rear of the stage.
lers by the score of 11 to 9.
The figure caught the audience by
In fie evening, after the memorial
surprise and it voiced its pleasure in
addresses, the crowd spread to all cheers that lasted as long as the figparts of the park. The motordrome, ure was in evidence. The crowd tJien
the shoot the chutes, the dance hall, scattered to the various places tf
amusement.
the moving picture theater and all
Tom L. Johnson died more than a
other attractions; were filled to their year ago.
Immediately after his
Twenty thousand Cleveland citicapacity until nearly midnight.
death the memorial fund was opened.
It was originally proposed that a zens paid honor to Tom L. Johnson
Thousands of dollars were raised.
at Luna park Thursday afternoon
Members of the citizens' memorial great playground be established as a
memorial, but it is now believed that and evening. It was the fifty-eighth
committee believe the day's receipts the fund is too small to attempt to
anniversary of the late mayor's
will be sufficient to bring the memorial carry out such a plan.
birth, and was a holiday by proclaAnother early suggestion was a mation of Mayor Baker. It was obfund to $20,Ob6. There was considergreat auditorium or convention hall served as such in the city hall and j
able discussion of the form this me- and recently the suggestion was made
of the shops of the city.
to Mayor Baker that the movement many
morial will take.
The entire receipts of the park j
Mayor Baker, speaking to the peo- for the establishment of a convention Thursday, amounting to more than j
ple said this memorial would be built hall be combined with the Johnson $10,000, were turned over to the j
memorial project.
some day, somewhere—possibly in
It has also been suggested that one Johnson Memorial fund.- It. now
the Public square, in I 3 mall or in of the newer parks be named after amounts to more than $20,000. The
money will be used to erect' a Johnsome park. The memorial, he said, the former mayor, and Councilman son memorial, , the nature of which
announced yesterday that in
would stand for those who need, as Menning
the event that it was finally decided has not yet been determined.
It may take the form of an arch
a people's embodiment of a lost lead- to place the memorial on the mall, he
at the entrance of a city auditorium,
er. To those who knew and lived and would offer a resolution in council,
or it may be a statue or fountain in
worked with Mr. Johnson he said it naming the mall and the park apthe Square, mall or one of the parks.
to the public buildings Johnwould stand as a vision he himself proaches
Speaking to the crowd at Luna
son park.
park in the evening, -Mayor Baker
started—a vision having as its end a
Former Public Service Director Anand
Director Harris R. Cooley eulodrew Lea some time ago suggested _an__
free city for a free people.
gized Johnson, praised him for unMemorial Depends on Fund.
.island memorial. It was his opinion selfish devotion to the cause of huMayor Baker later said that the (that the city by establishing a fill at manity and urged his friends to
some point just north of the outer
citizens' committee would not meet harbor, could construct an island build his monument in their efforts
carry on the work which Johnson
until F. H. Goff, treasurer, returns. The which could later be converted into a to
began. Said the mayor:
committee will then determine the park.
"Fifty years from now, or perhaps
Mayor Baker opened his address by 25, when Cleveland is a city of over
form the memorial will take. Indi- saying
that he doubted if any man
cations are that the suggestion of got more joy out of life than Mr. John- 1,000,000 people, the citizens will say:
'Let .us pass over and forget the hisCouncilman A. A. Benesch, urging an son. He said Mr. Johnson enjoyed tory
prior to 1900. Let us begin our
arch, marking the entrance to a mu- what he did, heard and saw. He said city's history there, where Johnson
Mr. Johnson liked to see other people
sic and convention hall to be built enjoy themselves and anything by began.' "
as a part of the group plan, will be way of diversion of young or old
adopted by the committee.
Action pleased him.
"So it appears fitting to me that
depends on the total sum of money
the last act of collecting the memorraised and the cost of a memorial.
ial fund should be out in this place
Benesch's plan involves the building of pleasure where, in a few minutes,
of the hall on made land on the lake all the people who have come to pay
front. The arch would be on the solid tribute to hi mwill scatter and spend
the evening in pleasure and amuseground above.
ment. Mr. Johnson would have had
Other suggested memorials are a it so. He would have every heart
fountain near the south end of the beating high with happiness and
mall and a bronze statue in the center pleasure.
Baker then spoke of Johnson's huof the great open space between the man side. He told some reminiscencourt house and new city hall building ces tending to show that Mr. Johnson
never let a chance to enjoy himself
on the lake front. ■
C. W. Stage favors the arch. Stage slip by.
The mayor, as chairman of the comwas one of Mr. Johnson's close friends mittee, publicly expressed thanks for
and associates. He is a member of the use of the park and the generos- j
ity of the management in donating re- |
the memorial committee.
"Of all the memorials suggested ceipts to the, memorial fund.
HlTspoke in a general way of the
the arch appeals to me as the best,''
memorial, and what it would mean to
said he last night. ' "The committee people in need. But he said to the
will meet on call by Mr. Baker, the people the monument would simply
remind of the vision Mr. Johnson saw
chairman."
free city and a free people.
Fair skies and a moderate tem- —a
The mayor told of Lincoln Steffens
perature early yesterday afternoon experience with Mr. Johnson. Stefcaused crowds to gather at the park. fens, unfriendly and a cynic, he said,
Until the rainstorm broke late in the came here to see what Cleveland was
doing. He said Steffens expected to
afternoon the park was filled.
find in Mr. Johnson the type of man
The rain drove some of the people he found generally in politics—a man
home and it was not until 7 or S temporarily in power.
Instead, he said, Steffens founl a
o'clock last night that the people different
spirit and feeling here. He
again began poviring through the en- said after his experience here Steftrances. Mayor Baker reached the fens proclaimed Cleveland the fertile
park early In the afternoon and re- spot of Democracy in American life.
mained until after the memorial
ting.
Without formality the mayor and
Dr. Cooley mounied the stage at the
Luna park pavilion and opened the
meeting. Mr. Cooley spoke first- Mr.
Linker closed the meeting.
Both spoke of the things Mr. Johnson did for Cleveland, emphasizing
the civic spirit he awakened in the
people and declaring the best monument that could be built to Tom L.
Johnson's memory would be the accomplishment of the vision he saw—
a free and happy city, with a larger
measure of happiness, the heritage of
each citizen because of Mr. Johnson's
having lived here.

FORJOHNSOh
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BAKER SEEN IN PLOT BAKER PLEADS FOR
TOHOLDOPYIADUCT. CHARTER REFORMS I

Unfair to the City's Builders.

N THE enthusiasm of paying tribute to the memory
of a dead friend and leader, greatly valued, Mayor
Baker was led into grave error, at Luna Park, Thursday night. He told his audience that it would be well
to blot out the history of Cleveland before 1900, when |
the good influence of Tom L. Johnson, as the mayor
said, began to make itself felt, and let the last dozen
years stand as a civic inspiration Co.- all time to come.
This is gross injustice to the earlier builders of
Cleveland. It is a distortion of history which is not
demanded by the fullest recognition of the work which
Linking: the new constitution with Tom L. Jolmson did for this city, whatever the value
the progressive movement in politics.
placed upon his services. It is the result of excessive
Mayor Baker last night, In two
|
emphasizing
of certain phases of recent progress to the
speeches, urged the adoption of tha
County Commissioner Would 8 charter
amendments September 3 to : unwarranted neglect of other factors in the creation of
Disregard
Owners | bring the science of government In the Cleveland of today.
sregard Property Own*
Before Tom Johnson ever saw this city it was known
Ohio to the progress that has been
to Rush Improvement.
made in all other sciences.
far and wide for its rapid srowth, its great prosperity,
While the mayor spoke at a woman's
suffrage meeting in Bohemian Na- the very high proportion of its citizens who lived in
County Commissioner W. P. El- tional Hall, Broadway and Meade their own houses, the width of its streets, the number
rick "last night charged Mayor Baker avenue, and at an open air fete at and beauty of its shade trees, the growth and solidity
E. 91st street and Miles Park avewith attempting to block the new nue, members of the Progressive of its industries, the great amount of its savings dehigh level .Superior avenue bridge and Constitution League, at Goodrich posits and the number of its depositors. Cleveland,
with efforts to have public interest set j House, were planning the general before that time, had built its first great viaduct—a
aside for the benefit of a few property campaign for the. amendments,
rare example of municipal courage and enterprise in
owners.
Old Charter Condemned.
a city of its size. Its schools, never under Tom L.
Eirick lBsued a red hot statement
"The constitution uader which we
in reply to threats made by Baker to now are governed was adopted in Johnson's control or in any sense indebted to him,
enjoin the county from erecting the 1851," said Baker. "In the mean- were already noted for their fine development and for
while the state of Ohio has ohanged
bridge. He suggested that the threat- its character. Then it was a state the extraordinary number of boys and girls who carened Injunction snit be subjected to settled by farmers. All the things ried their education through the high schools.
the same kind of public criticism men used were of domestic manuBefore Mr. Johnson returned from New York and bethat Baker made on lake front In- facture and the only thing govern- gan his career as mayor, the magnificent park system
ment had to do was to levy taxes
junction suits.
was virtually made. Before that time the water tunand build roads and courthouses.
Eirick answered Baker's charge
"Nowadays, in 1912, Ohio Is an in- j nels had been carried far out into the lake
The harthat the county commissioners lacked dustrial empire. Instead of villages 'hor had been created. The railroads were here"
The
„
° "<=IC- ±"«
imagination, by saying that bridges we have great cities. A very large), _
inflow
of
wage-earners
had
abundantly
proved
that
were built with money and not part of the work of women started
dreams. He accused Baker of taking by 73ve in Eden is still done by Cleveland was one of the best places in the world for
a different position from the late Tom women.
"All the arts men know have ad- poor men and women who lived by the labor of their
Li, Johnson, whom Eirick said taught
vanced
in fifty years except the art hands. Then, as now, it was true that only one city
one to take care of public Interest.-. of government."
In all the world—Chicago—was both younger than
flmt and settle private damages later,
He commended
the progressive
as the commissioners are going to do, work
of the constitutional conven- Cleveland and larger.
Johnson Is Quoted.
tion, urging especially home rule, the
Before the period began which Mayor Baker seems
"Why should the public interest be initiative and referendum and suf- to think ought to blot out the memory of all that had
frage
in
particular.
set aside for the benefit of two or
The art of government today is S'°he before in Cleveland, this city had become famous
three property owners?" asked Eirick. "The damages due these few | not the election of officers, but it is for the splendid giving of its rich citizens for civic
Interests by reason of the construc- trying so to order our common liv- purposes. Wade Park had been bestowed upon the
tion of the bridge can better be taken ing together that we may have larger
care of after It Is completed than at opportunities for happiness," said the municipality, and Gordon Park, also. The colleges
this time. Who can determine what mayor. "It is part of this great for- had been built and endowed. Rockefeller Park and
movement from
the damages should be until after ward progressive
Ambler Park were facts accomplished. The funds
which we all hope so much now
the structure la completed?
Mrs. Myron B. Vorce spoke at bothswhicb. are yet to erect a great art museum had been
"Former Mayor Johnson opposed
the grade crossing elimination act meetings'
created. The Western Reserve Historical Society had
Which provided that damages to prt-1
Talks on Suffrage.
its treasure house of records and memorials.
vate interests should be settled besuffrage is no question
In all of these things and many more Cleveland
fore
public
improvements
were of "Woman's
a sex war, it is a. question of more v., J ,,
„; "j i> .'
,
. ,
' ^'c»cia-"u
started, and he was Instrumental in helpfulness," said she. "In suffragehad been made before xthe "ch twelve years began
having a law passed which provided* states
women are not trying to^'bich so greatly interest Mayor Baker. This city is
Tor settling damages to property)
usurp men's places.
They are not no reformed sinner. It is not a rescued proflirate or
owners after the construction of pub- running
for the Senate or Congress.
...
»o»vucu pmm^Le or
lic improvements was completed.
All they want to do is to help in thea weakling endowed with new life and strength. No
"Threatened injunction along the
housekeeping."
one man built Cleveland or made its character the
line Indicated by Baker deserve the public
Mrs. Joseph Mulac was the "madam TVH Ho r*r ;to in(nii.-»™t
iu
™,_ » ,,
same kind of public criticism that chairman" of the Broadway meeting.VJlde °£ l<* mtelh
Sent Citizens. The fullest justice to
Mayor Baker has given John G-. John Jelinek and others spoke forTom L- Johnson does not sanction or call for the
White and others in their Injunction
suffrage in Bohemian.
painfully near-sighted backward glance which wass all
d,u
■uits In lake front cases."
At Goodrich House an
outdoor™.,,,
r>„i
, , ln
. hls
, . T una _
Maym Baker bad
speaking bureau was formed, and it
^
Park aidless, for the
Injunction Is Planned,
was decided to organize a campaigninspiring story of Cleveland before the Johnson period I
Baker yesterday
' committee of fifteen and a ward or-hegan.
Junction salt might be brought to ganization, and invite all civic orprotect the rights of property owners ganizations to help,
at the east end of the present SupeBaker will be asked to let open air
rior avenue viaduct.
meetings be held in the Public Square,
"The. rights of property owners who playgrounds and parks. A noonday
have contracts with the city since meting will be held daily later on in
K
the old viaduct was erected must be a tent back of the federal building.
p<
protected.
said Baker.
I cannot,. Seventeen wards were represented in:
B see why we cannot have two bridges rhp ward organization
last night.
Instead of one at that, point, so that' organizer Antrim, of the State Pro<
st
the old one can remain as it is."
gressive Constitutional League, repre,
sented H. S. Bigelow, its president.
Debates
with opponents of amendd.
ments will be sought.

Eirick Charges Mayor IsILinks Progressive MoveActing Against Interment With Constituest oi Public.
tional Changes.

QUOTES TOM JOHNSON
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against him.
State
Insurance
Commissioner
Moore, who managed the presidential
primary for Gov. Harmon, and who ,
ordered the dismissal of Weber, said
yesterday he had heard that Weber's
work had not been satisfactory and
that he was to be succeeded by another man. He said if the change
was made he understood the department would get along with one less
man.
Rumors have been current for a
number of days that James Devlne of
Cleveland, inspector in the building
and loan department, was to go back
to Cleveland shortly as a private
citizen.
Yesterday
there
was
strong
denial
made
of
this rumor. It is said the chances
are Devlne will stay in his present position. He is under Supt. David S.
Rockwell, but is an employe of the
insurance department over which
Moore presides. He has been working
out in the state, but is now at
Columbus.
It is known Rockwell has vouched for Devine as being
straight on the Harmon question at
every point in the campaign.
The rumors in circulation are that
about thirty other men are liable to
lose their positions over the Harmon
presidential boom. Most of them are
from Cleveland or points where the
Wilson movement showed much
strength.
Dismissals of Joseph Bock and Edward Anderson, deputy oil inspectors;
Fred Monger, dairy and food commissioner; Peter Curley and W. B.
1
Uniak, workshop Inspectors, and
Adolph Schmidt, bakeshop inspector,
are claimed to be under consideration.
The list of Cuyahoga county state
employes, subject to dismissal by
Gov. Harmon, includes: J. L. Wadsworth, banking department; W. A.
O'Keefe and Benjamin Windecker, insurance; James A. Devine, building
and loan; William Stroup, public
utilities; Fred Lange, C. T. Snyder,
W. A. Vaughan and Helen M. Clark,
labor commission; Ada M. Tooth, factory inspector; Thomas B. Eaton, examiner steam engineers; H. A. Baumpart and
Matt
Slattery,
boiler
! inspection; James R. Hale, state
'library; W. T. Keegan, tax commission. ■

WITHOUT GROUNDS'
—BAKER.

Mayor Says He's Astonished
at Governor's Dismissals
of Cleveland Men.
Temporary Jobs Ready Until
Reinstatement if Cox
is Elected.
"Gov. Harmon has no ground for
the dismissal of John B. Weber as a
deputy state fire marshal," said
Mayor Baker yesterday. "Weber was
loyal to the governor. He came to us
and said that the situation embarrassed him. We replied that he was
employed by the governor and he
should do all he could in his behalf.
He did.
"I could with difficulty be led to believe that Gov. Harmon is small
enough to spend his time In such a
contemptible effort at revenge."
Gov. Harmon has demanded Weber's resignation on the ground of
disloyalty. State Fire Marshal John
W. Zuber came here Thursday to
talk the situation over with Mayor
Baker.
Information here is that every man
friendly to Mayor Baker and the
Cuyahoga Democracy is to feel the
keenness of Gov. Harmon's ax. Zuber
didn't see Mr. Baker. He talked with
W. J. Murphy, the mayor's secretary.
Zuber explained the situation. Murphy told the Cleveland side of the
case.
Zuber promised to take the
matter up with the governor. The
direct order for Weber's dismissal
hasn't come yet, but is expected.
The expectation is that other dis, missals will follow.
Mayor Baker
' first heard of the governor's plans for
revenge at the state central committee meeting in Dayton last iaonday.
The committee has made plans to
meet just such a condition as is now
arising.
Every man dismissed by
Gov. Harmon is to be placed'-on the
pay roll of the Democratic committee
until after election and If James M.
Cox Is elected governor will be restored to his old position by Cox when
he takes office.
Cox is particularly desirous of satisfying the wishes of the Cuyahoga
I Democracy. This is in line with the
' new deal in state politics, whereby
Cox, Mayor Baker and E. W. Hanley,
the state chairman, are to be the dom, inating factors in the party. There is
a perfect understanding between these
three.
It means that after Jan. 1 next
Gov. Harmon and his friends will be
excluded from any voice in party affairs.
Marshal Zuber is aware of the situation. Fearful of the consequences
he is slow in obeying the governor's
order. He is between two fires. If
he doesn't he himself may be dismissed. If he does Cox, if e'ectsd,
may dismiss him after .fan. ]; Dispatches from Columbus last night
said Weber
has not been let
out, but it is saia that he will
be released with little delay and
the place filled by some man who was
for Harmon in the primary fight.
Zuber is understood to be contending that the charge made against
Weber is not valid and that Weber
did what he could for Gov. Harmon.
It is pointed out that Weber was
utterly unable to control the situation
n his ward or precinct, the Wilson
sentiment in Cleveland being overwhelming.
Those who are demanding the dismissal of Weber claim he was a party
to the Wilson movement and encouraged it. Zuber may be able to force
an investigation, but it is said Weber
is marked for the ax.
Unless Zuber changes front the dismissal of Weber will be ordered over
his head and his authority in his
own department thus overridden
It
is known he is putting up a fight for
the retention of Weber. It is understood at Columbus that Zuber returned there firmly convinced Weber
is not guilty of the charges made

PLAIN DEALER

MAYOR ASKS_AGREEMENT
Won't Agree tn New Gas Main
Until Understanding is Reaelied.

!
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Mayor Baker yesterday declared that
he would not agree to the laying of the
new gas mains until some understanding
is had as to how much gas the city
inav rely on obtaining and an agreement for cheaper gas if the supply is
secured from a field nearer than the
West Virginia fields.
The statement of the mayor was
given out as an answer to the charge
of President M. B. Daly of the East
Ohio Gas Co. that the mayor is delaying the construction of the new gas
Mayor Baker yesterday attended the
meeting of the Chamber of Commerce
gas committee and went over the various gas franchises of other cities with
tfte committee. Mr. Daly will be invited to attend the next meeting of the
—-J^Eajrtlit.tGfi,
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MAYOR TO BE CUPID.
Mayor
Baker's
services as
matchmaker are sought by a woman desirous of marrying a middleaged Cleveland gentleman of domestic inclinations. ,
The woman is 48 years old and
is a nurse. Her home is in the
east.
Mayor Baker has turned
over the letter to William Murphy, his secretary.
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EIRICK HITS BIER
10 PAYUPCLERKS
R TALK OF SUII
Members of County Budget
Commission Dig Into
Their Pockets.

County Commissioner Deplores Mayor's Hinting at
Viaduct Injunction.

Cline Holds County Cannot
Foot Ail the Bill and
Men Help.

Asks for Work in Harmony
With County Board's
Actions.

At a meeting of the county budget
The possibility of a suit restraincommission yesterday, County Proseing the county from proceeding with
cutor J. A. Cline refused to approve
work on the new high level bridge
vouchers issued and paid by County
that will necessitate the closing of the
Auditor Prestien for the hire of ten
old Superior viaduct was suggested
Cleveland bank clerks. He declared' yesterday by Mayor Baker.
the payment irregular.
Cline said
"Such a suit," said the mayor, "may
each had been overpaid $1.50, a total
be
brought by property owners along
or -Si~>.
the viaduct who have contracts with
it appears that Prestien as a member of the budget commission had the city.""
employed the bank clerks to work one
City Engineer Hoffman believe!
Sunday in operating tabulating machines to determine the results of that if the county makes it necessary
for the city to close the Superior viareturns made by assessors.
Four clerks were from the Central duct the county should be required to
National bank and six from the pay damage claims that may be made
Cleveland National bank. Eight of
them were credited with seven hours by property owners with buildings
work and two with six hours each. having entrances from the Superior
Each was paid $4.50.
viaduct.
At the meeting of the commission
"I am sorry to see that Mayor
yesterday, to determine the amount
due the sinking fund, Prestien pre- Baker has taken the stand that he
sented ' ■ pay roll for the clerks.
has," was County Commissioner W.
"Has ;L been paid?" asked Cline. F. Eirick's reply last night.
"Why
"Yes," said Prestien. "Each man
should public interest be set aside for
was paid $4.50."
"The.statute only allows $3 for one the benefit of two or three private J
day's work for ea'ch man," said Cline. property owners?
"Under the circumstances I must re"The damage to these few interests
fuse to approve the bill."
can be better taken care of after the
"Is there anything irregular about bridge is completed than at presentIt?" queried Prestien.
In fact, who can tell what the damage
"The law is plain," replied Cline. will be to these people until after the
"It forbids paying men for time they new bridge is completed?
have not worked.
You paid them
"Mayor Baker has taken an entirefor one and one-half days. They only ly different position on these public
Worked one day."
Improvements than did his illustrious
Prestien explained that the matter predecessor, Tom L. Johnson," added
of employing the clerks was of an Elrick.
"Mayor Johnson, while in
emergency nature. He said the ten office, promised to take care of public
bank clerks had been obtained to Interest first and settle private damcompile a great mass Of figures. They age claims later.
operated the tabulating machine, he
"He opposed the grade crossing
said, and while it was true that they elimination act'which provided settlewere paid more for one day than the ment of private damage claims before
law provided for, there were mitigat- the Improvement could be started. He
ing circumstances.
was instrumental in securing the pas"I suppose it would have been pos- sage of the present law providing for
sible to have the men work only a the settling of damage claims with
half of that Sunday." he explained property owners after the completion
yesterday afternoon, "and have them of the improvement.
come back again on the next day.
"If the county should be compelled
Each would have received $6 then. I to settle every real or presumed damfigured that the county was really age before the high level bridge can
ahead by having the work completed be started, when does Mayor Baker
in one day. I didn't imagine there I expect that it can be started?
would be any question about it.
"This threatened injunotion of
"Under the circumstances I feel as | Mayor Baker's in my opinion ought
though I should reimburse the county ' wot to be considered seriously. His
i threat deserves the same public crititreasury."
Prestien then drew out his check ! clsm as was given the lake front inbook and was drawing an' order for junction suits now pending before the
$15 when interrupted by Mayor courts.
"This imaginary trouble between
Baker.
"That isn't necessary," said the .the plans for the high level bridge
mayor. "I understand your position 'and the plans for the river straightand insist upon sharing the amount ening as proposed by Col. Minis' plan
No. !■, has already been answered by
with you."
"I shall be delighted '.J help you myself. But further, I am willing to
pay back the difference," said Cline. argue the point before any unprejudiced organization in the city.
This ended the matter.
"I want to say to Mayor Baker in
While the commission did not finish
conclusion
that it is best to stop tryits work, Prestien announced that it
ing
to block progress of the bridge.
was almost certain that the Cleveland tax rate for 1012 would be $1.3G, Bridges are built with money, not
dreams. Work in harmony with the
the same as 1911.
county commissioners and give to
Cleveland this most important and
needed improvement.
"You live on the West Side in the
summer, Mr. Mayor, and you know
**>» rtelavs we West Siders encounter."
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TO COMPLAIN OF
M'KAYTO BAKER
Arnstine

Claims

Prosecutor

NEWS
July 20, 1912.
Urges Charter Amendments
The adoption of the charter amendments on September 3 was urged by
Mayor Baker,
Friday
night in
speeches before a woman's suffrage
meeting in Bohemian National hall,
and at an open-air fete at East 91st
street and Miles Park avenue. He
linked the new constitution with the
progressive movement in politics.

CLEVELAND PRESS, JULY 22, 1912,

MINNIE KOWTOWS TO BAKER AS
MAYOR REVIEWS MUNY PARADE

Uncle Mose Cleaveland had his
day Monday. Slicked up like a
board walk dandy, he showed off
Leonard Arnstine of uie Huron
all day.
,o Co., 221 Huron-rd, said
Cleveland day this year was to
Saturday that he would complain,
have marked the starting and comto Mayor Baker of the action of
pletion of many city improveChief Prosecutor McKay of muny
ments, but nothing was ready.
court in issuing a warrant for him
Uncle Mose didn't care much,
Thursday.
though. He put. his biggest boast
The prosecutor on ered the arinto a parade in the morning.
>n the charge brought by:
Mayor Baker, from the reviewFrank RusUo, 722 ilill-av, that'
ing stand, saw just how big an inArnstine had accepted $18 from
stitution he's boss of when miles
him as par! payment for beds, a.
School board officials claimed Satof equipment for maintaining a
table and stove, and then had re- urday that some interest has begun
big city filed past.
a campaign among children playfused to deliver the goods.
"You could almost call it Gus
"Itiisko paid me $18 for two, ing on school playgrounds to induce
Hanna day," Baker said when a
with
mattresses
and1 them to request that the school playmile or two of street cleaning wag&t>rings," Arnstine said Saturday. grounds be removed from the superons, garbage carts and other
■'After the transaction was com- vision of the board and placed under municipal supervision. And City,
equipment of Hanna's department
and I had given him a re- Hall is suspected of being the interest.
passed the reviewing stand.
ceipt, he asked me to sell him a
■■ \ week ago a woman called me
table and stove on credit.
Floats Were Feature.
up," said H. W. Luther, supervisor
"1 told him that I'd have to con- of'school playgrounds, "and said she
Gus was to have ridden on a
sult, my father, and he left the had been called upon by a man repwater wagon at the head of the
lug himself as Mayor Baker's
store Next day he returned, and
procession, but he didn't. He rode
When credii was refused him, de- assistant secretary, who urged her to
in an automobile.
id his money back. My father make complaint about the school
Chief Kohler in a brand new
The man refused to
told him that the sale of the beds playgrounds.
uniform with shoulder straps and
give Ids name and was informed the
was a regular transaction, and that woman had no complaint to make."
followed by his mounted squad
have to take them.
II also is claimed that agents are1
and 5 0 marching cops, headed the
"I think that the prosecutor, in- approaching children on school playparade. Flaring banners on the
stead of issuing a warrant without grounds urging them to appeal of
various floats told just how much
understanding the situation clearly, themselves or through their parents
work Uncle Mose does each year.
it to have advised a civil for city supervision of school playMuny playground floats were
grounds
on
the
ground
that
city
playon."
equipped with swings in which
grounds
are
the
better.
McKay said Saturday he tried to
boys and girls were having gala
an explanation from the store playgrounds."
times.
Mayor Baker laughed at the talk.
i isuing the warrant, and felt
He d'«nied Saturday that any of his
Pavers laid pavements, sewer
his action justified.
_
secretaries were implicated.
builders built sewers, foresters
"I never heard of anything like
sprayed trees and other city emthat," Baker said. "I don't believe
ployes did their stunts.
1t My secretaries do my bidding. I
Minnie Makes Her Bow.
know they have not been visiting
nl a v grounds.
i
And Minnie was there. Minnie
Mayor Baker" took the stump
■It's news to me," said Miss Myra
had a section of the parade all to
for woman's suffrage Friday night.
Kelley supervisor of city playspots.
herself. She bowed profoundly to
At two meetings in Newbur.i he
She did admit that complaints had,
the mayor at the reviewing stand.
urged ratification of the constilied her about the school playThe Minnie division of the parade
tutional amendment for votes for
grounds.
won most applause.
wonen.
. „ .
,„
Minnie is growing up now. She's
While Baker was talking for
CLEVELAND
PLAIN
DEALER
lots bigger than when she first
suffrage, anti-Buffragets were talkcame to Cleveland, and Is growing
ing against it at a meeting of the
tusks.
building trades council.
In the afternoon a big basket
MONDAY, JULY 22, 1912.
picnic was scheduled for Gordon
park. Thousands went to the park
early and ate their basket lunches
Light in Dark Places.
A
unique
charity
has
been
established
in
Cleve"You paid expert accountant
$1.50 a day more than they wen land this summer, and for the past two months
legally entitled to. $15 in all, anc has been carrying on an eminently commendable
I'll not approve the vouchers,'
work. This is the "flower mission,'' which earl:
County Prosecutor Cline
told
Auditor Prestien at the meeting of week distributes among the wards of nine Clevethe budget commission.
land hospitals gifts of flowers, fruit and literature.
"Then I'll reimburse the counThe mission
had its inception in a meeting

Erred in Issuing Warrant.

SOMEONE WOULD
HAVE CITY DIRECT

SCHOOL PLAYSPOTS

BAKER ON THE STUMP
FOR EQUAL SUFFRAGE

HERE'S CLEVELAND
DAY PROGRAM
9 a. m..: Raising Cleveland
flag, Public square.
Placing
wreath on Moses Cleaveland
statue by early settlers association.
9:30 a. m.: Parade of all
city departments. St. Clair-av
to W. Nlnth-st, to Superior-av,
to Public square, to Euclid-av,
to E. 17th-st, to Superior-av, to
Public square.
2 p. m.: Basket picnic for
all at Gordon park. Sport contests, school children's drills,
council ball game and band
concerts. Opening Gordon park
bathhouse.
All day: Inspection of fire
engine houses, police stations
and all other city institutions.
on the grass. Sport contests of all
kinds were held.
Early in the morning Mrs. Lottie Cleaveland Binsmade, grand
niece of Moses Cleaveland, and
Dr. W. T. Horton of the early settires association, placed a wreath
on the statue of Cleaveland in the
Public square.
Jack and Betty Baker had a lot
of fun while waiting in the mayor's
office for the parade to pass,
watching a sparrow which had
flown into the office.
Jack, as junior sanitary policeman, wears a policeman's badge.
He grabbed A. B. du Pont by the
arm, and pointing to his badge,
said he would arrest him If he
.wasn't good. Du Pont, arrested
only Sunday by a real-for-sure officer for speeding his auto, promised to be good.

THE COUNTY THANKS
YOU ALL, GENTLEMEN

ty

'Toremy Veaf auditor, permit calied "y Mayor Baker last May, and since then
me to reimburse the county," put 't has steadily broadened its acope. Its work has
in Mayor Baker.
been greatly forwarded by the city forester, who
"I insist, my dear Mr. Mayor ,,.,,,,„ wee]j nas provided great masses of flowers."
and my dear Mr. Auditor I lnslstH(,
,
,
,.„..
establisned in th
that I shall be permitted to draw a lul
, ,, ' ,
check in the county's favor," "- where contributions are received for forCline said.
warding to the hospitals every Wednesday.
Finally the officials agreed to The promoters of the mission arc seeking to inPay $5 each.
tel.egt ,h(, owm,rs of [arge Cleveland estates to i
"I thank you. my dear
Mr. f .,-.-,,.
.
„
, ~
„
, ,
.,. •• prestien said.
"'1' to tlle lt\"ular noral donations ottered by the
"I thank you. my dear Mr. Aud-city. Automobiles for the Wednesday distribution
itor," insisted Baker.
, ueeded. The city has supplied the neces"I thank you, my dear gentle-sarv aut0inobiles, has provided the headquarters
men," (. ime added.
. .
. ,,
„
, ,
.,
„ i. ;
Then the mayor and auditor an<1 S,ven most ot the flowpvs> but as the work
thanked the prosecutor and every-:is constantly increasing further private co-operabody was happy.
,
jtion is desired.
The work is different from any other philanthropy of a public or semi-public character in
Cleveland, It is not practical, in that it does not
aim to fill any physical need.
Its aim may be
said to be higher. It brings joy and cheer to sufferers who have had small joy and cheer in their
lives, and who are, many of them, in the valley
of the shadow. The message of hope carried by
the workers of the flower mission may, conceivably
be of real value in uplifting the despondent and
inspiring a new light for the brightness of the
world.

i; ; I
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EMOVE CARS OR WE
TURN
—MISS SALEN
Miss Matilda Salen hasn't much
faith in Democratic chances this fall
around the corners of Lorain avenue
and Fulton road, where she lives.
Miss Salen had a real coat of war
paint on Monday and she didn't mind
one bit whether Mayor Baker knew
of her decoration.
Airs Her Grievance
"When Tom L. Johnson was mayor
this part of the West Side always
went Democratic," she said.
"Now here is my grievance:
"In March the residents of West
25th street and the residents of Fulton road petitioned council to stop
the heavy suburban cars running on
Fulton road, near my home. That
body just practically snubbed us^

Just before June 1 another petition
was sent to the council.
"I think that not one of the three
was even read, let alone action being taken.
We'll Turn Republican
"If we cannot be recognized even
by the council I'm satisfied the residents around here will become Republicans.
"But, mind me, I'm not making
any threat, politically.
"I spoke to Mayor Baker three
weeks ago about the suburban car
nuisance and he promised to do
something.
"Now, I've dropped the matter.
I'm not even going, to send another
petition to the counoilmen when
those tired statesmen return from
their summer vacations."

CONFRONT BAKER WITH
EMPLOYES' STATEMENTS
Mayor Baker and city officials will
be confronted with statements made
by dismissed city employes to Secretary Mavo Fesler of the Municipal
association before the report of the
association on civil service is made
public Forty-five of the 125 employes
dismissed since the first of the year
have been interviewed by the association. Superintendent Gus Hanna
of the street cleaning department is
the only official wha has been called
in yet. The report will be out about
August, 15. Fesler says.

CITY

HALL PLANS OUT

Revised plans for the new City Hall
are ready, Architect J. Milton Dyer
told Mayor Baker Monday noon.
"The blue prints are not quite finished but will be in your hands this
afternoon." Dyer assured Baker.

STATE
AND CITY AT PEACE
Peace has been made between the j
Cleveland state employes and the City
Hall, although there is bitter war between Mayor Baker's county Democratic organization and Governor
Harmon's state organization, centering about the threatened discharge of
Deputy Fire Marshal John B. Weber.
This was proved Monday when
State Commissioner of Labor Fred
Lange, a leader in the Harmon fight
this spring, spent nearly an hour in
conference with Burr Gongwer, clerk
of the board of elections and the city
organization's man on the state executive committee.
The conference was about local
matters and was peaceful.
Lange
said he had no message from Harmon or Ed Moore, Harmon's active
agent in patronage affairs.
"We have no quarrel with the state
employes," said Gongwer.

KANSAS CITY'S
MAYOR HERE TO
STUOY TRACTIONS
Henry L. Jost, thirty-eight, who says
he knows all about farming, something about law and is trying to learn
how to be a good mayor for Kansas
City,. Mo., came to Cleveland Monday
with his city attorney, A. F. Evans,
to learn just how the street car question is handled here. He spent several
hours with Mayor Baker and Traction
Commissioner Witt in studying city
maps, blue prints and talking tracr
tion.
In Kansas City they have a 3-cent
fare, a universal transfer system and
a franchise which doesn't expire until
1925. But the system has been thrown
into the hands of a receiver, $10,000 in
bonds are to be foreclosed this fall
and, unless an extended franchise of
17 years can be secured, it won't be
able to refund their bonds. Brokers
say they can't sell bonds of a corporation having a guaranteed life of
but 13 years. Knowing this, Jost is
holding the street car company at
arm's length and demanding something in return for the extension.
"I believe,, if we could get six tickets for 25 cents, 12 tickets for 50
cents and 25 tickets for $1, that, with
j our universal transfer system, we
: would be satisfied," says Jost. "We
have cpme to Cleveland to learn how
-Cleveland does it."
Kansas oity also is in the throes
of a gas fight. Natural gas is furnished at 27% cents per 1,000 feet.
Cleveland pays 30 cents. But Kansas
City gas magnates want to boost the
price, because they face the same
situation as confronts Cleveland—a
limited supply and a shortage in cold
weather. They say it will cost millions to extend their mains into Kansas natural gas fields.
"My idea is that municipal ownership will solve the problem," said
Jost.
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ADDRESS LIBERTY LEAGUE

ANTIS HAVE SKIRMISH
WITH BAKER; THEY LOSE

Mayor and Attorney Boyd to Attend
Picnic at Pnrk Wednesday.
J lay or Baker, William H. Boyd and
C. Homer Durand of Cincinnati will
speak at the annual picnic and field
day of the Personal Liberty league of
Cuyahoga county at Luna park on
Wednesday.
The evening program of Liberty
league contains the principal events of
the day . Mayor Baker will talk on the
"Home Rule Proposal." Mr. Durand,
state secretary Of the league on "The
License Proposal, and Boyd s address
is on "The Judicial Proposal."
The United German Singers' club will
render three favorite German song;'

j Anti-suffragets lost a skirmish they
made in an effort to get Mayor Baker to give them permission to erect
a screen in. Public Square for the
purpose of showing moving pictures'
depicting the evils of woman suffrage.
"No," said Baker firmly, yet po
litely.
Baker favors woman suffrage.

BAKERTSIT FOR

PRESS, JULlr 23, 1912.-

I

STUDY HALL PLANS

I

New city hall plans, expected to
Mayor Baker came out Tuesday
reach the city hall from architect
for the liquor license provision to be
voted on
at
the
constitutional
J. Milton Dyer's office Monday,
amendment referendum, September
were not delivered until Tuesday.
3, and announced he would talk for
JBulldlng Supt. Lougee spent the
license in his home rule speech
day going over the plans with
Wednesday night at the Personal Dyer. After reading the specificaLiberty league picnic at Luna park.
tions and estimating the cost un"I am for the license provision,"
der the revised plans, Lougee will
said Baker. "I will talk on that and
meet with Mayor Baker's efficienother amendments tomorrow."
r
cy board.
Baker's lining up for the license is
If Lougee reports the building
the latest development in the war
over the amendment between the
can be built for $2,600,000 Server
Personal Liberty league and the
Springborn and Lougee will ask
Anti-Saloon league.
j for bids at once.

*LATN DEALER

FOR THE DELAY ON
CENTRAL VIADUCT

MEMORIAL AWAITS GOFF.
I Johnnon Coinmittec Not to Meet
for Two or Three WeckH.

Charges that contractors at work
on paving the , east and west approaches of Central viaduct are at
loggerheads and consequently are delaying the work, were made Tuesday
to Mayor Baker by a committee
headed by Councilman Moylan and 12
members of the Jennings Square
Business Men's association.
The committee called on Baker to
ask an explanation of why the viaduct had not been completed June lo,
as first promised, then July 15, and
wanted to know why the job couldn t
be finished until August 15. They
urged immediate completion.
"Gentlemen," Baker said, "I believe
that the work is being hurried as
much as possible. However I will
go over this afternoon with City
Engineer Hoffman and investigate.
My idea is, that if the work can be
finished soon, we should wait a while
and get the use of the entire bridge.
If we can't do that, then we will see
If it is possible to open the foot path,
as_v-au__suggest."

Mayor Baker said yesterday that a
I meeting of the Tom L. Johnson Me:
mortal committee would probably not be
i hold for two or three weeks. There
wTlf be no meeting until Treasurer F.
(H. Goff returns to the city.
| niurV Goff is on is. vacation,

fe;re i^ce^r,

INIAYOR HAS AUTO SPECS
Mayor Baker is at last a 33d de- 1
gree autoist. He showed up at the .
ritv Hall Tuesday morning with a
pair of the largest tortoise shell rim
amber-lens goggles ever seen arounc
the hall. Then Pete Witt went ngnt
out and bought a. pair.
"Newt's got nothm' on me, saici
Pete.

-^^Macerd^towr"
MAYOR

UNITES

COUPLE

Performs Ceremony in City Hall
20 Minntes Behind Schedule.
Mayor Baker late yesterday afternoon united Miss Ella Mosbacher, 23,
7"18 Chamberlain-av S. E., in marriage
to Herbert J. Long, 23, 9514 EdmundsaV

The ceremony, performed in the
mayor's office, was private. Bride and
S-oom were attended by the grooms
Jarents and the bride's pother
The wedding was set for 4 o clock.A. few minutes before that hour the
bridal party reached the.hall.
The
mayor's office was locked. A janitor
opened the door and the party sat in
Secretary Murphy's office until Mayor.
Baker arrived at 4:20.
-o—■
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Oteorge Bartol, representfflS the
Otis Steel Company, assured the city
officials that his firm would expend
several million dollars in building a
big steel plant.
"We have been holding off operations awaiting assurance that the river was to be made navigable," he
Isaid. "We can begin work on our
plant in a few weeks."
Thomas' plans call for the straightCleveland taxpayers may have levy. The amount levied for counening and widening of the channel to pay $1.45 per hundred valua- ty purposes will be less this year
from the Cleveland Furnace Compathan last.
tion next year.
plant in a straie ht
ou th
The city, as a taxing district, is
At a meeting of the tax budget entitled
Thomas' Plans to Make h'*
, "f f feet
f :
under the gross aggregate
west to a point one ' hundred
n om tlle BaItimore & hi0 Railr,>aii Wednesday Mayor Baker proposed limitation to raise for all purposes
'
°
.Cleveland Greater I/llvC tracks,
then make a sharp turn and to add 9 mills to the tentative $8,067,000. But when the 1 per
extend the channel south in as near rate of $1.36, and add the differ- cent rate is applied the total is rePort Agreed Upon at a straight line as possible.
ence—$667,000—to the sinking duced to $7,400,000. The difference is to be added to the sinking
The river valley, beyond the fur- fund.
if the motion is approved by
Conference.
"The city has had no systematic fund
nace, is clear of buildings, and only
County Auditor
Prestien
and
method
of
taking
care
of
part
of
a few feet above river level, and exCounty Prosecutor Cline.
cavatlng will be done without diffi- its bonded indebtedness," Baker
The total for all purposes under
WILL AXTEK IMP OF
said. "We are about to tear the increased rate would be $10,782,culty, Thomas said.
down the Superior viaduct, but 000; the total for sinking fund purObjections Eliminated.
CUYAHOGA VALLEY i injections
some of the bonds are yet unpaid." poses $3,371,000.
to the plan which have . The legality of Baker's move is
"I am willing the rate be inbeen made in the past by railroad questioned because the amount to creased to give the city additional
t0 move their be raised for general purposes is funds to take care of its bonds if
Course South of Cleveland bridges
^mPanieswillwh0behaveovercome
easily. in excess of 1 per cent limit fixed the proposed action is legal," Cline
Mayor Baker said.
The railroads by the Smith law. The amount and Prestien said.
Furnace Company to Be built their present bridges with the Baker proposes to add is within The commission will meet again
that they would be the limitation of the sinking fund Thursday.
Straightened and Wid- understanding
shifted when Ehe river straightening
project was undertaken.
ened.
The only important property owner
not represented at the hearing was
Cleveland Furnace Company.
Plans for the straightening the
David T. Croxton, president of this
and widening of the Cuyahoga company, is out of the city. He has
River, south of the Cleveland made plans for the improvement of
his plant and Mayor Baker and DiFurnace Company plant and im- rector of Public Service Sprlngborn Suggests West-Side Stations;
proving of dock facilities which will call upon him on his return for Lake Shore and Big Four.
will more than douhle the value to ask him to dovetail his plans with
those of Engineer Thomas.
West-side passenger stations on
of the river valley property and The Stadler Brothers, the Cuyahoga
the Lake Shore and Big Four railincrease by millions of dollars i;,ait>- Company and the Corrigan- 1 roads were suggested to General
yearly the value of the city's McKinney Company are the priuci- Manager D. C. Moon Wednesday
, •
3 •
pal holders of the upper river land.
by Mayor Baker.
shipping, were concurred in
—*■—
"The West-side is a great comyesterday by city officials and
munity," Baker urged, "and
PLAIN DEALER
should have separate passenger
the majority oP the upper river
depots."
properly owners.
Moon declared it wouldn't be
The straightening of the river uS
anc WEDNESDAY,
__„„T^A^/
TTTT.Y 24.
19L practicable, claiming the traffic
JULY
24,
the enlarging of the dock facll:
wouldn't warrant the expense of
have been discussed for years.
spreading the four tracks to make
I room for a station in the middle,
First concrete action was taken yesI and this, he said, would be the
terday when plans drawn by Assist! only practicable method of arant City Engineer Thomas were
ranging passenger stops west of
shown (he property holders in Mayor
the river. Moon didn't favor a
Baker's office, and were approved.
City Officials Inspect Work Big Four station, either.
Thomas' plans provide for the elimlHe told Baker, though, that the
on Central Viaduct.
u c>r bends in the river, the
Lake Shore is willing to do its
changing of several bridges, possible
part in eliminating the E. 105th-st
shifting of railroad tracks and tha
Mayor Baker, Director Sprlngborn grade crossing, and he and Baker
building of decks: The new docks will and City Engineer Hoffman yesterday agreed that the work shall start
increase Cuyahoga's dockage acreage afternoon inspected the progress of as soon as plans can be drawn.
work on rebuilding the Central via| 40 par cent.
duct. The trip was the result of
Ready to Bear Expense.
complaint by a delegation of the
Mayor Baker told the land holders South Side Business Men's association
Mayor Baker yesterday morning.
that they would have to bear the ex- to
The business men said controversies
pense el* the improvements and ha between the contractors seemed to be
holding up the work. They wanted
was told that the
the bridge opened to foot traffic.
Attorney David Kline and H. C.
HIeber
among the spokesmen
if they had the c.iy's consent to go for the were
business men. They comuiead.
plained that few men seemed to be at
that completion of the bridge
W. A. nnd 1,. H. Stadler, who own work,
had been promised June 15, then July
much of the hind nlong the upper 15, and that prospects now are it
not be completed until Sept. 1.
fiver, told the mayor at the close of will
"No one is more interested in openthe meeting that they would furnish ing the bridge than T am," said
Baker in reply. "The congesfunds for their share of the improve- Mayor
tion on the Superior viaduct is so
ments as soon as work could be bad and the condition of the bridge
is such that public welfare demands
started.
the opening of the Central viaduct at
"The straightening should have 1 the earliest possible moment. It
would be unwise to open part of the
years ago." said W. .V. bridge
if it would retard completion
"We have made a big move of the balance."
The
city
may decide to open the
for the development of the city."
bridge to foot traffic at once.
Formei Congressman .lames A.
idy, who has been working with GIVES TRAP°~fc7~MAYOR
river and harbor commissions for
years to bring about river straight- Ply Campaign Originator, I,ravins City, Makes Baker Present.
ening, attended the meeting.
.H. j»n'- AJ—T1;i:' '.iiiis-j.-sr-n
Will Increase Shipping
■„
'lastly pun :[JI:.T 9PB«
"The city will gain several miles
uo s»odS oU;iS
of river front docks by the change,"
DUB
■l»u 'pnou agniMq 'Sopiinq p<
.^
"Shipping will be in<
million dollars
'O 'U1B9UU0O
oecuqiuv p.
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George Bartol, r< presenting the
Otis Steel Company, assured the city
officials that his firm would expend
several million dollars in building a
big steel plant.
"We have been holding off operations awaiting assurance that the river was to be made navigable," he
said. "We can begin work on our
plant In a few weeks."
Thomas' plans call for the straightCleveland taxpayers may have levy. The amount levied for counening and widening of the channel to pay $1.45 per hundred valua- ty purposes will be less this year
from the Cleveland Furnace Compathan last.
tion next year.
plant in a straight line south-!
The city, as a taxing district, is
Thomas' Plans to Make ny's
At
a
meeting
of
the
tax
budget
west to a point one hundred feet
entitled under the gross aggregate
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad | Wednesday Mayor Baker proposed limitation to raise for all purposes
! .Cleveland Greater Lake from
tracks, then make a sharp turn and I to add 9 mills to the tentative $8,067,000. But when the 1 per
the channel south in as near rate of $1.36, and add the differ- cent rate is applied the total is rePort Agreed Upon af extend
ence—$667,000—to the sinking duced to $7,400,000. The differa straight line as possible.
ence is to be added to the sinking
The river valley, beyond the fur- fund.
Conference.
fund if the motion is approved by
"The city has had no systematic County
nace, is clear of buildings, and only
Auditor
Prestien
and
a few feet above river level, and ex- method of taking care of part of County Prosecutor Cline.
cavating will be done without diffi- its bonded indebtedness," Baker
The total for all purposes under
WILT; ALTEEMAPOF
said. "We are about to tear the increased rate would be $10,782,culty, Thomas said.
down the Superior viaduct, but 000; the total for sinking fund purObjections Eliminated..
CUYAHOGA VALLEY1 objections
some of the bonds are yet unpaid."
$3,371,000.
to the plan which have . The legality of Baker's move is poses
"I am willing the rate be inbeen made in the past by railroad { questioned because the amount to creased to give the city additional
who have to move their be raised for general purposes is funds to take care of its bonds if
Course South of Cleveland companies
bridges will be overcome easily. in excess of 1 per cent limit fixed the proposed action is legal," Cline
Baker said.
The railroads by the Smith law. The amount and Prestien said.
Furnace Company to Be Mayor
The commission will meet again
built their present bridges with the Baker proposes to add is within
understanding that they would be the limitation of the sinking fund Thursday.
Straightened and Wid- shifted when Che river straightening
project was undertaken.
ened.
The only important property owner
not represented at the hearing was
the Cleveland Furnace Company.
Plans for the straightening David T. Croxton, president of this
and widening of tiie Cuyalioga company, is out of the city. He has
River, south of the Cleveland made plans for the improvement of
his plant and Mayor Baker and DiFurnace Company plant and im- rector
of Public Service Sprlngborn Suggests West-Side Stations!
proving of dock facilities which. will call upon him on his return for Lake Shore and Big Four.
will more than double the value to ask him to dovetail his plans with
of Engineer Thomas.
West-side passenger stations on
of the river valley property and those
The Stadler Brothers, the Cuyahoga the Lake Shore and Big Four railincrease by millionsi of dollars Realty Company and the Corrigan- roads were suggested to General
yearly the value of the city's McKinney Company are the princi- Manager D. C. Moon Wednesday
pal holders of the upper river land.
by Mayor Baker.
shipping, were concurred in
"The West-side is a great comyesterday by city officials and
munity," Baker urged,
"and
TLAIN DEALER
should have separate passenger
the majority of the upper river]
depots."
property owners.
Moon declared it wouldn't be
The straightening of the river and
nrcniY JULY 24, 1912 practicable, claiming the traffic
the enlarging of the dock facilities WEDNESDAY ,
wouldn't warrant the expense of
have been discussed for years.
spreading the four tracks to make
room for a station in the middle,
First concrete action was taken yesand this, he said, would be the
terday when plans drawn by Assistj only practicable method of arant City Engineer Thomas were
ranging passenger stops west of
shown the property holders in Mayor
the river. Moon didn't favor a
Baker's office, and were approved.
City
Officials
Inspect
Work
Big Four station, either.
Thomas' plans provide for the elimiHe told Baker, though, that the
on Central Viaduct.
nation of bonds in the river, the
Lake Shore is willing to do its
changing of several bridges, possible
part in eliminating the E. 10 5th-st
shifting or railroad tracks and the
Mayor Baker, Director Sprlngborn grade crossing, and he and Baker
building of docks: The new docks will and City Engineer Hoffman yesterday agreed that the work shall start
■ increase Cuyahoga's dockage acreage afternoon Inspected the progress of as soon as plans can be drawn.
40 par cent.
work on rebuilding the Central viaduct. The trip was the result of
Ready to Bear Expense.
complaint by a delegation of the
Mayor Baker told the land holders' South Side Business Men's association
Mayor Baker yesterday morning.
that they would have to bear the ex- to
The business men said controversies
pense of the improvements and he between the contractors seemed to be
up the work. They wanted
was told that the owners were win- holding
the bridge opened to foot traffic.
ing and anxion
Attorney David Kline and H. C.
were among the spokesmen
if they had the city's' consent to go Hieber
for the business men. They comahead.
plained that few men seemed to be at
that completion of the bridge
W. A. and L. H. Stadler, who own work,
had been promised June 15, then July
much of the land along the upper 15, and that prospects now are it
not be completed until Sept. 1.
fiver, told the mayor at the close of will
"No one Is more interested in openthe meeting that they would furnish ing the bridge than I am," said
Baker in reply. "The congesfunds for their share of the improve- Mayor
tion on the Superior viaduct is so
ments as soon as work could lie bad and the condition of the bridge
is such that public welfare demands
started.
the opening of the Central viaduct at
"The straightening should have the earliest possible moment. It
would be unwise to open part of the
been done years ago," said W. A.. bridge'if
if would retard completion
Her. "We have made a big move of the balance."
The
city
may decide to open the
for the development of the city."
bridge to foot traffic at once.
Former Congressman James A.
idy, who lias been working with! GIVES >RAP°~T0~MAY0R
river and harbor commissions for
'3 to bring about river straight- Fly Campaign Originator, Leaving City, Makes Baker Present.
ening, attended the meeting.
Will Increase Shipping.
.' Mayor Baker yesterday received a
"The city will gain several milea present from Dr. C. J. Hodge,
docks by the change," originator of the fly extermination
aid. "Shipping- will be increased campaign In America. The present
was a big fly trap made by the docmillion dollars yearly."
tor and the city carpenter.
Dr. Hodge, who is professor of hiolbgy in Clark university, "Worcester,
Mass., while aiding in the fly swatting campaign In Cleveland Improvised a number of large traps. One I
of the most successful of these traps
Icaught about 64,000 flies at the stock| yards during a trial of a few hours
This trap was brought to the city
I hall by Dr. Hodge, emptied and
Ipainted. Then, In view of the service
I that Mayor Baker has rendered the
I campaign committee, the trap was
Ipresehted to him by Dr. Hodge. The
(mayor last evening took It to his
I summer home near Dover and will
luse It o rid that community of flies

LAND OWNERS
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BAKER ASKS INCREASED LEVY
TO PROVIDE CASH FOR BONDS

AKERASIS
DEPOT
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3 CAMPAIGNS TO START

OFFICIALS TAKE LOOK
AT GARBAGE PLANT BOARD IE1G;

Mayor Baker will open his campaign for the home rule provision of
the constitution.
William H. Boyd
will start the campaign for judicial
reform in the constitution and Homer
Durand of Cincinnati Will begin the
fight for license Wednesday night at
Luna park in speeches before the
Personal Liberty league.
Baker will speak for home rule, license, women's suffrage and for the
constitution generally.
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Mayor Baker's opinion on the establishment of a department of information and complaint for Clevelami is
that such a bureau would be ennrely
feasible and highly desirable. The
mayor's reply to the council's resolution asking for his opinion was received by City Clerk Collins Wednesday.
With the services of a man in charge
of the bureau with a helper, Baker
estimates the cost of maintaining
such a department would be about
$2,400 per year..

Asks Additional Levy to Pay
City Bonds So That More
Badly Needed Can Be
Issued
INCREASE OF $667,000 IS
REQUESTED BY MAYOR!

"I

FEWER DOCS, PAY MORE
Mayor Baker wrote a letter Thurs-'
day to Secretary Ford of the heith
board; approving Ford's plan for the
reduction of the number of city
cuy
physicians.
Ford proposes, instead of havimr
a Physician for each ward, who give!
only a part of his time to the work
and draws $600 or $700 a year That
the total number of physicians he
reduced to 10, that their "ies be
doubled or trebled and that they give
their entire time to the work.

His Plan Is to Raise the'
Sinking Fund Levy Twenty
Per Cent Over That of
CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
Last Year
i
THURSDAY, JULY 25, 1912.

The county budget commission Wednesday deferred action
on the proposal of Mayor Baker,
its president, to increase the tax
rate for city sinking fund purposes 20 per cent over last year.
If the higher rate is adopted at
the meeting set Tor 10 o'clock
Arrest of Mayor Baker, Director Thursday,
taxpayers will be
Springborn and other
•"■ city officials i n
j ,
V,*
.
„
lay, by
by New
New- i iorced, to pay the increase of
was threatened, Wednesday,
burg Heights officials unless the city $667,000 in the coming year.

discontinues transporting garbage to
County Auditor Prestien, secretary
the disposal plant in that village of the budget commission, announced
within ten days. Notices were served Monday that the new rate would not
Wednesday upon city officials and go above $1.36 on each $100. This was
the B. & O. railroad.
the rate fixed a year ago. Baker
The notices give Cleveland ten days asks an increase to $1.45.
in which to abate the nuisance.
If
Pay Bonds to Issue More
the city fails to take cognizance of,
The mayor explained that the money
the ultimation constables from Newburg Heights will invade city hall ■was. needed by the city to retire
bonds. 'At present only the interest is
with warrants.
"We will act under the state law being paid.
"When the bonds are retired, more
which provides that one municipality
shall not operate a garbage reduc- can be issued. Is that not true?" inquired County Prosecutor Cline of
tion plant in another municipality," Baker.
Dr. George W. Vocke, secretary of
Baker said more bonds then could
the Newburg Heights health board,
issued, and, if the total indebtedsaid Wednesday. "At the end of ten' be
of the city was reduced below
days if the city attempts to operate ness
the
prescribed in the Longthe garbage plant we will arrest the worthlimits
a vote of the people would
city officials concerned.
We don't not be act.
necessary.
want the garbage plant here and we
"We will vote finally on the rate towon't have it any longer.
morrow," Prestien said after the
The 500 residents of Newburgl^' ti""'
"I do not know yet how I
Heights are up in arms against the ^m vote
city and several indignation meet.
„„ . n K
™.
llT
T
v „
If Le a1
ings also have brought protests from
S ' °- —d'M
the residents of South Newburg.
"I want to look up the law," said
Brooklyn Heights and Independence, jCline.
"If the idea suggested by
It was said Wednesday that tho the mayor is legal I will be in favor
Rev. Frank A. Houser, pastor of|l°« ''*•"
Trinity _ Baptist church, who also!forUnder the Smith law the tax rate
has Willow Mission at Newburg)
general expenses of government is
Heights, had to discontinue Sunday limited to 1 per cent.
Under it the
clty s
evening services because of nauseat-!
' budget was cut about $400,000
ing odors.
.toy the commission at a meeting two
"Mayor Baker has admitted that jt'weeks aSo; the school budget $300,and others
is a rotten hole," said I. G Kennedy C0°Cou
accordingly.
Wednesday. "We don't want the arn er
nty officials who thus were
plant here. Cleveland wants to an- * P ed by a shortage of funds are
nex us so that the plant can be kept ;exPected to Protest against a higher
here. They would make Newburg!einking fund rateHeights a Cleveland dumping
l
s
ground.
The Newburg Heights officials feel
certa n that the B. & o. railroad will
comply gladly with the notice to discontinue transporting garbage to the

F
May Preside at Inquiry Asked'
of Health Board by
Labor Officials.
Mrs. Rose Constant to be
Represented by Lawyer
of Female Sex.
Mayor Baker will attend today's
meeting of the board of health. At
this meeting the charges of Mrs. Rose
Constant that Dr. C. E. Ford, superintendent of the board, and Miss
Mildred Chadsey, chief of the sanitary force, have ignored her reports
of unsanitary conditions in Cleveland
factories, will be heard.
It is possible the mayor may use
his prerogative and preside at the
meeting.
When Mrs. Constant appears before
the board she will be represented by
a woman lawyer. Secretary Harry D
Thomas and other officers of the
Cleveland Federation of Labor also
will be in attendance. It is through
th^abororganization that the entire
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AKER MAY SIT
President P. W. Harvey, who has
been attending Grand Circuit harness
races in Detroit, and because of whose
[absence from the city Thursday the
'■ board of heath factional fight was not
'Staged at city hall, failed to reach
the city Friday morning. No word
was received from Harvey at health
board offices or at his home. It was
generally believed that he would arrive at 4 p. m.
Secretary Ford of the health department said a meeting would be
held at 4 o'clock, at which time the
charges and counter-charges involving Mrs. Rose A. Constant, inspectress of workshops, tenements, etc.',
would be aired.
Mayor Baker announced at noon
that in the event President Harvey
failed to arrive on time he would
ercise his prerogative as president
officio of the health board to occupj
the chair. He called the meeting tc
be held in his office at 4 o'clock.
. "We simply will refer the matter
back to the board as a whole for
consideration this afternoon," said
Tielke Friday. Tielke said the committee would ask for a full hearing
of charges made by Mrs. Constant
that Secretary Ford and Miss Chadsey. chief of sanitation, are incompetent.

m
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3 CAMPAIGNS TO START

Thursday, July 25, 1912.

OFFICIALS TAKE LOOK
AT GARBAGE PLANT

Mayor Baker will open his campaign for the home rule provision of
the constitution.
William H. Boyd
will start the campaign for judicial
reform in the constitution and Homer
Durand of Cincinnati will besin the
fight for license Wednesday night at
Luna park in speeches before the
Personal Liberty league.
Baker will speak for home rule, license, women's suffrage and for the
constitution generally.

Mayor Baker, Director Springborn
Solicitor Wilcox and City Engineer
Hoffman visited the garbage £!
?*ZbUre Heights Thursday to invef
tigate conditions complained of bv
Newburg residents, who nn «S
Springborn Wednesday that unlesslhe .
ab ate< in W da
?"r
wniebe
hL\taken
v in
? the court^ "he mat! I
ter wm

AKER FOR DEPARTMENT Asks Additional Levy to Pay FEWER DOCS, PAY MORE
City Bonds So That Ivlqre
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Mayor Baker's opinion on the establishment of a department of information and complaint for ClevelamJ is
that such a bureau would be enHrely
feasible and highly desirable. The
mayor's reply to the council's resolution asking for his opinion was received by City Clerk Collins Wednesday.
With the services of a man in charge
of the bureau with a helper, Baker
estimates the cost of maintaining
such a department would be about
$2,400 per year..
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Badly Needed
Issued

Can

Be

INCREASE OF $667,000 IS
REQUESTED BY MAYOR

His Plan Is to Raise the
Sinking Fund Levy Twenty
Per Cent Over That o
CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
Last Year

The county budget commission Wednesday deferred action
on the proposal of Mayor Baker,
its president, to increase the tax
rate for city sinking fund purposes 20 per cent over last year.
If the higher rate is adopted at
the meeting set Tor 10 o'clock
Arrest of Mayor Baker, Director Thursday, taxpayers will be
Springborn and other city officials
was threatened, Wednesday, by New- forced to pay the increase of
burg Heights officials unless the city] $667,000 in the coming year.

01 WEIL ARRESi
YOUR CITY MAYOR

Mayor Baker wrote a letter Thurs
day to1 Secretary Ford of the health
board, approving Ford's plan for the
reduction of the number of citvy
physicians.
Ford proposes, instead of having
a physician for each ward, who gives
/ i1 part of his time to the work
and draws $600 or $700 a year, that
the total number of physicians be
reduced to 10, that their salaries be
doubled or trebled and that they give
their entire time to the work.

THURSDAY, JULY 25,
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CANT STOP HEALTH
AKER MY SII
President P. W. Harvey, who has
been attending Grand Circuit harness
races in Detroit, and because of whose
absence from the city Thursday the
board of heath factional fight was not
staged at city hall, failed to reach
the city Friday morning. No word
was received from Harvey at health
board offices or at his home. It was
generally believed that he would arrive at 4 p. m.
Secretary Ford of the health department said a meeting would be
held at 4 o'clock, at which time the
charges and counter-charges involving Mrs. Rose A. Constant, inspectress of workshops, tenements, etc.',
would be aired.
Mayor Baker announced at noon
that in the event President Harvey
failed to arrive on time he would exercise his prerogative as president esofficio of the health board to occup>
the chair. He called the meeting tc
be held in his office at 4 o'clock.
"We simply will refer the matter
back to the board as a whole for
consideration this afternoon," said
Tielke Friday. Tielke said the committee would ask for a full hearing
of charges made by Mrs. Constant
that-Secretary Ford and Miss Chadsey, chief of sanitation, are incompej
tent. ■

F
May Preside at Inquiry Asked!

discontinues transporting garbage to County Auditor Prestien, secretary
the disposal plant in that village of the budget commission, announced
of Health Board by
within ten days. Notices were served Monday that the new rate would not
Wednesday upon city officials and go above $1.36 on each $100. This was
Labor Officials.
the B. & O. railroad.
the rate fixed a year ago. Baker
The notices give Cleveland ten days asks an increase to $1.45.
in which to abate the nuisance. If
Pay Bonds to Issue More
the city fails to take cognizance of The mayor explained that the money Mrs. Rose Constant to be
the ultimation constables from New- was needed by the city to retire
Represented by Lawyer
burg Heights will invade city hall bonds. 'At present only the Interest is
with warrants.
being paid.
of Female Sex.
"We will act under the state law
"When the bonds are retired, more
which provides that one municipality can be issued. Is that not true?" inshall not operate a garbage reduc- quired County Prosecutor Cline of
Mayor Baker will attend today's
tion plant in another municipality," Baker.
Dr. George W. Vocke, secretary of Baker said more bonds then could meeting of the board of health. At
the Newburg Heights health board, be issued, and, if the total indebted- this meeting the charges of Mrs. Rose
said Wednesday. "At the end of ten ness of the city was reduced below Constant that Dr. C. E. Ford, sudays if the city attempts to operate the limits prescribed in the Longthe garbage plant we will arrest the worth act, a vote of the people would perintendent of the board, and Miss
Mildred Chadsey, chief of the sanicity officials concerned.
We don't not be necessary.
want the garbage plant here and we "We will vote finally on the rate to- tary force, have ignored her reports
won't have it any longer."
morrow," Prestien said after the of unsanitary conditions in Cleveland
The 500 residents of Newburg meeting. "I do not know yet how I factories, will be heard.
Heights are up in arms against the •will vote."
It is possible the mayor may use
city and several indignation meet"If Legal, O. K."—Cline
ings also have brought protests from
his prerogative and preside at the
"I
want
to
look
up
the
law,"
said
the residents of South Newburg,
"If the idea suggested by meeting.
Brooklyn Heights and Independence. Cline.
When Mrs. Constant appears before
the
mayor
is legal I will be in favor
It was said Wednesday that tint
the board she will be represented by
Rev. Frank A. Houser, pastor of of it." ,
a woman lawyer. Secretary Harry D.
Trinity Baptist church, who also Under the Smith law the tax rate Thomas and other officers of the
has Willow Mission at Newburg for general expenses.of government is Cleveland Federation of Labor also
Heights, had to discontinue Sunday limited to 1 per cent." Under it the
will be in attendance. It is through
evening services because of nauseat- city's budget was cut about $400,000 the labor organization that the entire
by
the
commission
at
a
meeting
two
ing odors.
matter is to be heard by the board.
"Ma5'or Baker has admitted that it •weeks agor the school budget $300,Mrs. Constant laid conditions in the
000
and
others
accordingly.
factories
and the board of health beis a rotten hole," said I. G. Kennedy
Wednesday. "We don't want the County officials who thus were fore the labor organization. Thomas,
as its representative, asked a hearplant here. Cleveland wants to an- hampered by a shortage of funds are
ing.
nex us so that the plant can be kept,: expected to protest against a higher
sinking
fund
rate.
Mrs. Gertrude M. Handrick, who
here. They would make Newburs
has law offices in the Society for SavHeights a Cleveland dumping
ings
building, is the woman to whom
ground."
Mrs. Constant will look for legal
The Newburg Heights officials feel
I guidance in her case.
certain that the B. & O. railroad will
"So far as the case itself is concomply gladly with the notice to dis|
cerned there is no need of more proof
continue transporting garbage to the
j
of
Mrs. Constant's ability to discharge
plant.
1
her duties than is already contained..
jffi her reports which'are on file at
the board of health offices," said Attorney Handrick yesterday.
"I will help her, not so much be'cause she needs any legal aid, but
more because she has been a victim,
of much trouble. She has had three!
deaths in her family, in a year and j
then to be attacked in this way, it
has had a tendency to make her
nervous and she might not be able
to lay her case before the board in
the most forceful manner."
Another matter that may come up I
for investigation by the board today]
will be the printing of stationery]
with Miss Chadsey's name as "Chief"
on it a month before she was elected I
to the place. This report has been in I
circulation for some time about the)
board's offices and members said yesterday they intend to find out if itj
is true and the reason for it.
It was brought out yesterday that|
among the reports of unsanitary conditions in shops visited by Mrs. Constant and which she says were]
pigeonholed were two of shops located j
three blocks from the Public square!
which were not provided with toilet \
rooms for the girl employes.
The girls, Mrs. Constant found, I
were compelled to leave the shops J
and go to the shelter houses on the j'
Public square because of lack of con-|
veniences at the shops.
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Gas Company Auks Baker
perlor-av Property In Wanted.
President M. B. Daly of the East
Ohio Gas Co. called on Mayor Baker
yesterday
afternoon
to
inquire
whether the city will purchase the
gas company property on Superlorav N. E., Immediately east of the
present city hall. Daly wanted to
know whether the company could
rent the building-.
The mayor told Daly he could not
assure him the city would purchase
the property.
Ho said the council, as a committee of the whole, had
approved the suggestion that all the
property on Superior-av N. E. between E. Sd-st and E. 6th-st, except- I
Ing property at the corner of E. 6th- I
st and Superior-av, should be puriy the city as part of the gen- i
group plan project.
■< matters were not disr.nsa^i
|

Combats Cline on Proposal
to Increase Sinking Fund
for Bond Retirement.
Decision Postponed When
Westenhaver Calls Up
on Phone.
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Mayor Baker is expected to start State Inspector Probes Charge
| a row in his organization next week
of Unsanitary Shops.
jff he tries to get the Democratic
workers to Indorse woman's suffrage at their meeting Friday night. MAYOR HEARS COMPLAINT
Baker would not say Saturday
whether he would ask the organization to indorse woman's suffrage Board
Members Say They
and license.
Those are the two
amendments upon which there is the
Won't Tender Resignations.
largest difference of opinion.
"How can I tell, so far ahead?"
Baker said.
Members of the board,
of
Democratic workers split on the
health,
Chief
Chadsey
and
suffrage question.
The Democratic executive commit- Healther Ford
were declaring
tee meets Monday at 5 o'clock in Saturday they would not resign
Baker's office. That meeting will be
followed at 7 o'clock by a meeting of until asked.
Asked if he intended requesting
'.ho ward leaders in the same place.
the healthers to resign, Mayor
Baker said he did not.
"My friends who are quoted to
this effect are not good mind
readers," said Baker,
At the same time state workshop inspector Peter T.
Curley
and Harry Berkowitz, business
agent for the garment
makers
"Mayor Baker and all-star cast all union, were gathering evidence
next week" is the sign over the doors to substantiate charges made by
oi one moving picture show house Berkowitz to Mayor Baker Friday
Saturday.
that the board of health was alNext week, the Al .vmbra, Grand lowing unsanitary conditions in
Olympia, Globe and Opera House are Cleveland seltzer shops.
going to show. moving pictures of
Secretary Harry Thomas of the
Cleveland's anti-fly campaign. Baker Cleveland federation of labor,.
1
plays one of the;. leading
roles
,] = ■■««=«.. Miss
ta with Berkowitz, said most East- '

'Mayor Baker
and an A11-Star
Cast*; Good Show

ir^^u^z. ■:;;:; T

; -^ «*,«. ^ ^/l^t

BAKER REFUSES TO
CLOSE E.105TH-ST
Mayor Baker Saturday refused tc
. allow the Lake Shore railroad tc
close E. 105th-st to vehicle traffic,
"The street is the main thoroughfare of that district, and the only
one which runs to the lake," Baker

MAYOR LOSES
TAX RATE RAISE
Budget

]216

Commission , Keeps

Figure Same as Last Year's.

The budget commission voted
down Mayor Baker's request for an
increase of nine-tenths mill in the
city tax rate Saturday and made
it 13.6 mills on a dollar, last year's
rate. The total levy will be $10,064,000, or $718,000 less than Baker
asked. Baker did not appear at the
meeting.
Of the total levy, 3.6 mills or
$2,664,000 will be used for sinking
fund and interest purposes for the
state, county, city, school and library. The remaining 10 mills, or
$7,400,000, will be used for all other
purposes.
Through the proposed division
the city will get $132,000 more for
purposes exclusive of sinking fund
and interest than it received last
year. The schools, library and state
will receive a slight increase.
When Baker did not appear,
County Prosecutor Cline, who has
been opposed to the proposed increase in the rate from the start,
moved that the rate be made the
same as last year. County Auditor
Prestien moved to reject Baker's
proposal. The motion was carried.
Baker said he wanted to use the
extra funds to retire bonds.
Atty. Gen. Hogan
announced
today that he probably will issue
a supplemental ruling which will
mean an increase in the personal
tax of every bank depositor in
Cuyahoga-co.
Hogan recently advised County
Auditor Prestien that money on
deposit in banks could be listed
as credits, and that debts could
be deducted from credits, and personal tax paid on the difference
only.
This ruling was made because
all Cleveland hanks reserve the
right to exert the 60-day clause
before paying deposits.
Hogan
has now discovered that Cleveland banks have not enforced this
rule since the panic of 1893. If
Hogan reverses himself, It will
mean tax will have to be paid on
all Dank deposits, regardless, of
deDts.
mi
-»-»
X lie PubilP
July 26, 1912-

ir
Action on increasing the city sinkmore
case her voice gives out, Baker may i f,f
°r less maimed at Doting fund $0<>7,000, which would result be invited to lecture
j tllng machines which charge soda,
pop and other carbonated drinks.
in an increase in the Cleveland tax
The men are not permitted to
next year from $1.36 to $1.45 on
leave their machines if they are
h $1(10 valuation, was deferred
cut or otherwise injured.
Some,
yesterday until tomorrow morning by
they claimed, have tuberculosis and
the county budget commission.
others rheumatism. Their hands,
avy artillery was brought into
they said, are shriveled and chalky
by Mayor Baker, who sought to
from contact with water. They
obtain the Increase, and Prosecuting,
handle the bottles and put their
Attorney Cline, who opposed it. A
hands in the ingredients used, Barihone call by D. C. Westenhaver,''
kowltz declared.
.1 board member, saved County'
Auditor Prestien temporarily from'
Ford Says He Won't Quit.
the embarrassment of casting the
Mayor
Baker asked for a report
ing vote.
of these shops. Thomas imme"The proposition of Mayor Baker is
diately asked Curley to investito raise the city tax rate from 1.36
'
"
to 1.45, the extra 9 mills netting' Mayor Baker's insistence on a high- gate.
President P. W. Harvey of the •
$6(17,000, to be placed to the creditier tax rate
«o tho Mt-,,
^i„i,*
n ,
S
of the sinking fund and used for,'lo J** r*„'
," *** city **t eouM be hoard
board of health returned to Cleve-i
Cleveand bonds
retlrlng city bonds, thus paving the; umiou
, "™
eventually issued land Saturday. He said he would
for the issuance of more bonds
t a vote of the people, was -not discuss the possibility of tenderin their place without the vote of the ;turned down by the Ijudget commis- ing his resignation until he had
people," said Cline._ The Smith law sion Saturday. Baker'was not pres- talkerl with other members regarding officials from levyte in excess of 10 mills for ent anu Prosecutor Cline and County ing the meeting held Friday.
"No!"
explosively
announced
iral purposes, and also restricts Auditor Pr«itien both voted to fix the
■t L.36, the same as last year.
Healther Ford, when asked If he
i mount which may be levied
In 1912
ier cent, more than
't the rate be would resign.
:
was assessed In 1910. The *667,000,!
" ?1That
-45 oents on each $100 of
Member M. O. Tielke says he-has
proposed to be added is in excess of
would net an addition not thought of resigning.
the 10 mills allowed for general pur*<IV'!' • ('line held that the pros
"There are Beveral preliminary
's, but is within the total aggre- P,osed ""
Illegal and Preslegal questions to be settled Dy City
gate sum which might be assessed I,", et""k Ws vlewwere it not for the rate limitation.
I ' " adoption oi the low rate Satur- Solicitor Wilcox Defore I would
' The letter and spirit of the Smith day mak|,s certain the expected effort think of resigning," said Gardner
— ot Raker. D. C. Westenhaver of tho ADbott.
,law prohibits levying a tax in exces»schoo] h
and others to have the
"Not until I am asked," Miss.
Chadsey answered.
laA
u lne next
nerpl nurnoses and added to th< *
<
session.l
Delay Shakeup,
sinking fund tax it would defeat the
Healthers Monday are to go to
sration of the Smith law by a subthe bottom of charges that theEuge, and in my opinion is illegal."
health department is disorgan
Mayor Baker did not agree with
Cline. He declared the increase
fzed. Charges of incompetencj Newton D. Baker,
lessary to pay debts on bonds,
against Mrs. Constant were droppec
r,,h
,n ■ ,t 4 '„ ,
'lying to a question from Cline tt
late Friday at a meeting of health(Creighton) Nebraska Liberal (dem. Dem.),
Ju
vm- said he could not promise
ers with Mayor Baker.
'y 19-—When Newton Baker, the young Cleveland,
was granted that ad
0nio
Healther Ford said no one evei
' mayor, arose to speak before the restless Baltional bonds would not be issued.
ealled Mrs. Constant inoompetent timore convention, every eye was held for a momentnii't tell what the city councu
do," he said. "I may not be
nind '?eSn~T,i^HS th8 »onl and whfiB_tlifi_fi6allenge to^Jhe Harmon element in
t mayor. Perhaps Mr. Cline will be
^SSeTSSanp was de- ™° iT™ ^.^ 55 ears of fiTTSSSS
mayor.
City Auditor Coughlin said that,
ved at Baker', requestor the law ZZIVTV™ StlUed The great Tom Joh^on beboth Cline and Prestien appeared in,
queathed his mantle to Mayor Baker and it will
Mrs. Constant's job. Baker inthe light of not wishing to pay just ;
never be trailed in the dust. Mayor Baker could not
ated it would come Monday.
of the city. Both men denied |—
=
be tempted from his work by the offer of the Vice
the accusation.
1
lne men who showed to most signal advantage
Presidency^ When you meet a man with the force
that he Zrs£t™l*t2stf™*'™ the convention are Senator JAMES, Mr. PALMER
of Mayor Baker and study the fight he has waged,
mission before it decided on the rate. . of Pennsylvania, ..Mayor BAKER of Cleveland. Mr
you forget some of those small potato politicians who

TAX RATE IS SAME
AS 'TWAS IN 1

.s.^^^ras^r^
^OTn™ °f v Y°^ *• *«* The
of canothers will support the mayor in j forma, and Mr. ii LO'OD ot Virginia.
big

v.4o Pftntdntlnn
his
contention.

sell their constituents out the first time they see a
few thousand dollars in one pile.

fipiintni"
A "L
i
Senator frnm
from 7wvn-Hi/-»Lr-\r
Kentucky io
is nl^n-itl-^
clearly +l,«
the Abou-benadhem of the list, but looking- to the future the
reader will not go far astray if he sticks a pin
through the name BAKER.
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AUTOISTSlSKMKffiORPHANS TO ENJOY COUNCIL MAY A
1

TOCALLKOHLEROFF CITY'S AUTOMOBILES ^m JQ
Club Petitions Mayor m* " Officials to Dr°P Duties Discusses Question of Health
Outing Day and Join
Stage for Less Drastic
Members Retiring on AcFun.
count of Fight.
Action.

BAKER FOR^CENTlfllLK
Mayor Gets Fluid at l>over by the
Quart.
Mayor Baker has qualified for an
honorary degree in domestic econ0I

He has said he smoked a pipe because cigars were too expensive.
He has advocated three-cent fare
because he believed that was Plenty j
for people to pay for a car ride. Now
he is paying 5 cents a quart for genuine milk.
City dairymen are trembling. They
fear'a 5-cent milk crusade by the J
mayor.
. ,
Baker gets the milk from a neighbor at his summer home in Dover,
Arch C Klumph, president of the
Cuyahoga Lumber Company. However he goes after it himself, or
.jaends his children, Betty and Jack^

City business will have to worry;QL„|.. M
in Department
along without the direction of its OIldKc-Up
managers on August 27, the Cleveland
May Follow Hearing
Automobile Club's annual orphans' i
day.
Tomorrow.
{Motorists Insist That They Mayor Baker and his official family |
of department heads announced yesAre Being Discriminated
terflay they would take the day off to j
Members of the board of health
join the "Good Fellow" Club in makAgainst.
ing the day a memorable one for the j were disturbed yesterday by the dec8,000 waifs of the city in orphan j laration that Mayor Baker would be
| asylums.
pleased if they would resign. But
Kormal protest against the tactics ! fllled
The wlth
mayor will drive his own car n0 member offered to reaip.n Friends
of the nnlice in the "crusade" on
auy°"ng
guests.
Director
i
member ottered to resign, x rienus
of the police in the crusade °n au
stage and Park guperlnten(jent Aiber of the mayor say resignations by the
tomobihsts was made Saturday to win do llkewlse_
Treasurer , members would end a situation in
city
Mayor Baker, Director Stage and Po- Krause and Director of Sports Mc- i the board that is growin& seriouS.
lice Chief Kohler by the committee Ginty will drive city machines. Di- ,\ „„„„, T,0I,^ „U m.,H™i, „„«,
Mayor Baker sald
annointed
at the
the Indignation
Indignation .^
'rector of Charities Cooley
take ij terday
P°sltlvel
y yes"
apponted Pridav
Friday at
Directorwill
Springhe would not request
resignameetmg at the Cleveland Automobile Ln doeg not ^.^ but he has P^ tions. The men were not app0inted
Club.
hhe three machines attached to his I?? Mr- Baker and mteht refuse to
Wholesale arrests of motorists con- [department at the disposal of Chair- j get out even If asked.
Councilmen
tinued yesterday, but the final count - man R. C. Wetmore, of the orphans' were discussing the plan of having the
council adopt a resolution requesting
was only half of that for Friday. \ daJ committee.
„,
.
, .
, , .
♦ i
' Secretary Fred H. Caley, of the resignatioi-3.
!
Two hundred and sixteen were taken ; elub announced last nlgh^' th r
President Harvey said he would not
Mayor Baker, chairman of the
0n
U e
and charges placed
discuss
the
possibility
of
tendering
his
°J^l sixty-six.
,^Z l ,l
ceipt of $400 toward the $1,000 enteragainst
tainment fund to be spent on the resignation until he had talked with Democratic executive committee and
youngsters at Euclid Beach In the other members of the board. M. G. exponent of woman suffrage, will
Visitor Quickly Arrested, i
afternoon and pledges for 150 ma- Tielke said he had not thought of re j meet with opposition at the com
I Clark Williams, a construction en- Ichines.
1 signing.
Dr Ford declared most i mittee meeting this afternoon if he
gineer from Indiana, visiting J. C.
BAKER TO SPEAK-Mayoremphaticaly he would not resign as | attempts t0 secure an indorsement
Schwab, 295S W. 25th street, his
INVITE
V = iCen "sked to speak on superintendent of the health depart I ol the suffrage proposal. The mayor
brother-in-law, took out a new car, Baker has been «£=" wimam Boyd rae'nt
has said he might bring up the subbought by Schwab last Saturday, for HTnVil^to'lis^r/'juaicial reform at
Factory inspectors, at the sugges- ; ject.
a spin yesterday. He got to W. 50th f,una Park on l^abor pay.
tion of Secretary Harry D. Thomas
"I am opposed to woman suffrage
street and Detroit avenue before be! of the Cleveland Federation of Labor, and would fight against the commiting arrested for permitting the mawere gathering evidence yesterday to tee indorsing it," said Tim McDon— chine to emit smoke.
substantiate the charges that unsani- , ough, committeeman and Democratic
Prominent among those caught inj
tary conditions are permitted to exist ' leader, last night.
"I don't hear
the dragnet yesterday were Samuel'
in factories.
any one advocating it except a few
K. Elliott, 10005 South Boulevard,
The board meets again tomorrow society women. None of our home
president and treasurer of the Cleveand there are indications that the women do."
land Electric Company, and Dr. Isaexpected shake-up in the department
W. B. Gongwer, member of both
dore Goodman, 2607 Vestry avenue.
will follow the hearing of the charges the county and state executive comOf the seventy-seven arrested Friand counter charges in the Ford- mittees, was noncommittal.
day and who faced municipal court
Chadsey-Constant dispute.
"I don't care to be quoted in the
justices during the day thirteen were
j matter," he said.
fined $10 and costs, eighteen $5 and
"Haven't given the woman sufcosts, thirty-five sentence suspended
frage proposal much thought and
six months, four costs, three disdon't
know how I would vote until
charged
and
continuances
were
the matter came up in a committee
granted to three.
meeting," said William J. Murphy,
The triplicate letter says:
secretary. "I don't think that it will.
The protest, resulting from Fri"We will map out a plan for securday's meeting, is in the form of an
ing votes for the home rule proposal
open letter tq the three city officials.
(at the meeting. That is the one in
• The motorists declare they "are not
which we are particularly interasking any special favors, but are
ested."
objecting to special discrimination Clerks Do State Work, but
, Baker is expected to spring the
against a class of citizens whether
suffrage proposal after plans for the
made for political or for other purDoctor Takes Pay, Is
home rule campaign are out of the
poses."
way. If he does a lively little scrap
The protest continues:
Charge.
will follow, politicians say.
The committee meeting this after
Insists on Golden Rule.
noon, which is scheduled for 4
"If the golden rule policy has the
Enter John Andrews, councilman,
^llh^nrintion
List and AUTOS i o'clock, may be held at Baker's office
merits claimed for it with reference
OUUbUlfJllUII UIOl allu "Uluu lnstead of at Democratic headquarto criminal cases far more serious Into the health board's miniature
,,Jrs in the
InCreaSe fOr BiQ '
American Trust building.
than technical infractions of the tempest.
traffic law, then we insist that such
Andrews said yesterday he will ask
policy should be applied to all citizens
council when it reconvenes in Sepof the community alike.
"If a policy is adopted of permitting tember after its vacation to probe
Mayor Baker and city department
persons, owning practically no prop- the board.
erty, to appear in court without imSecretary Ford, Andrews charges,
heads yesterday enlisted In the Cleveprisonment and obtain bail, we Is given five cents by the state for
land Automobile club campaign to
believe the same policy should operevery birth and death reported at the
make Aug. 2T the best annual orhealth office. Clerks, paid by the
phans' day ever held.
'Si
city, he asserts, do the work of makOfficials at the city hall responded
QQQ
ing records, but Ford gets the money,
In a body to the club's appeal for 500
not the cltv. The
a9
automobiles and an entertainment
fund of $1,000.
Mayor Baker anounced that he himo:
self would pilot his new machine in
666
u
the parade.
Safety Director Stage
-1
[sad AireJgoirejtj—rXQr
likewise will abandon his desk for
the day to amuse the orphans. City
'aiqnj, J»*Traj>-8*91
U-.
Treasurer Krause, Park Superintendent Alber and Sport Director McGin'•KUOJK
ty, also pledged the services of their
n
machines to the orphans' day committee, upon condition that they be
permitted to participate as hosts.
Director Springborn does not drive,
96" IS '*»daa }U9iuaseg jno
but he placed the three cars attached
u| joioods inq 'OJOUI qonui
to
his department at the disposal of
•OK
I||JOM (»o| gq|U| psiuasajdej
the committee.
OJB sazis ||e> sjaquinu )S«q
•^Bpoq. Si9d-Bd o:aq;o
jno |0 Aueui |o sazjs uoijo-iq
i :o tnojj urn suotpnp
'•pjo»xo»uo»Ed PUB |e)9uiun*>

216 NABBED BY POLICE

BAKER FACES PARTY
SPLIT ON SUFFRAGE

Executive Committee May
Oppose Indorsement
Plan.

ANDREWS GETS INTO
HEALTH BOARD ROW

Councilman Threatens to
Ask Probe if Baker
Fails.

RAPS SECRETARY FORD

City's Executive With Aids to
Participate in Outing
for Children.

Day.

Jna AmjSorrBH—
|0 ^O PloD—S9I
praioxoo *™&—6^1
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IAUTOISTS ASKBAKER!ORPHANS TO ENJOY COUNCIL MAY A
TO CALL KOHLER OFFI CITY'S AUTOMOBILES ^ j Q
lub Petitions Mayor and Officials to Drop Duties Discusses Question of Health
Outing1 Day and Join
Stage for Less Drastic
Members Retiring on AcFun.
count of Fight.
Action.

jrn<>
ER

BAKER FOR 5-CENT MILK
Mayor Gets Fluid at l>over by the
Quart.
Mayor Baker has qualified for an
honorary degree In domestic econ°gj nas said he smoked a pipe because cigars were too expensive.
He has advocated three-cent fare
because he believed that was plenty
for people to pay for a car ride. Now
he is paying 5 cents a quart for genuine milk.
City dairymen are trembling. They
fear a 5-cent milk crusade by the
mayor.
.
Baker gets the milk from a neighbor at his summer home in Dover,
Arch C Klumph, president of the
Cuyahoga Lumber Company. How
ever he goes after it himself, or
._gends his children, Betty and .lack.

_
"-"y Business will have to -worry «i,_i,_ n„.
mT, T,ATTnr, '
in Department
216 NABBED BY POLICE along without the direction of its bliaKe-Up
^managers on August 27, the Cleveland
May Follow Hearing
Automobile Club's annual orphans'
day.
Tomorrow.
{Motorists Insist That They Mayor Baker and his official family
of department heads announced yesAre Being Discriminated
terday they would take the day off to
Members of the board of health
: .loin the "Good Fellow" Club in makAgainst.
| ing the day a memorable one for the were disturbed yesterday by the dec3,000 waifs of the city in orphan laration that Mayor Baker would be
asylums.
,
if they would resign. But
The mayor will drive his own car ' pleased
n0 m
Kormal protest against the tactics
ember offered to resign. Friends
filled with young guests Director
Stage and Park Superintendent Alber | of the mayor say resignations by the
tomobilists was made Saturday to will do likewise. City Treasurer j members would end a situation in
Mayor Baker, Director Stage and Po- Krause and Director of Sports Mc- j the Doard that ls &rowing serious
lice Chief Kohler by the committee Gmty will drive city machines. Di- ' Mayor Baker said positively yesappointed Friday at the Indignation rector of Charities Cooley will take terday he would not request resigna- Executive Committee May,
out the farm car. Director Springmeeting at the Cleveland Automobile born
does not drive, but he has placed tions. The men were not appointed
Club.
Oppose Indorsement
the three machines attached to his by Mr. Baker and might refuse to
Wholesale arrests of motorists con- department at the disposal of Chair- get out even If asked.
Councilman
tinued yesterday, but the final count man R. C. Wetmore, of the orphans' were discussing the plan of having the
Plan.
I
council adopt a resolution requesting
was only half of that for Friday. day committee.
Secretary
Fred
H.
Caley,
of
the
reslgnatioi.s.
Two hundred and sixteen were taken club, announced last night the rePresident Harvey said he would not
Mayor Baker, chairman of the
to station houses and charges placed ceipt of $400 toward the $1,000 enter- discuss
the possibility of tendering his
against sixty-six.
tainment fund to be spent on the resignation until he had talked with Democratic executive committee and
youngsters at Euclid Beach in the other members of the board. M. G. exponent of woman suffrage, will
Visitor Quickly Arrested, i
and pledges for 160 ma- Tielke said he had not thought of re- meet with opposition at the comClark Williams, a construction en- afternoon
signing.
Dr. Ford declared most mittee meeting this afternoon if he
gineer from Indiana, visiting J. C. chines.
,NVITE BAKER TO SPEAK-Mayor emphatically he would not resign as attempts to secure an indorsement
Schwab, 295S W. 25th street, his
superintendent
of the health depart- of the suffrage proposal. The mayor
h aS
a
brother-in-law, took out a new car, home
Baker
*« rule
, and
*?V\£SL
William
Boyd ment.
Attorney
William
bought by Schwab last Saturday, for is invited
u'dicial
reform
at
Factory inspectors, at the sugges- has said he might bring up the subto discuss "
a spin yesterday. He got to W. 50th TAin'a'park'on
Labor day
tion of Secretary Harry D. Thomas ject.
"I am opposed to woman suffrage
street and Detroit avenue before beof the Cleveland Federation of Labor,
would fight against the commiting arrested for permitting the. mawere gathering evidence yesterday to and
tee
it," said Tim McDonchine to emit smoke.
substantiate the charges that unsani- ough,indorsing
and Democratic
Prominent among those caught in;
tary conditions are permitted to exist leader,committeeman
last night. "I don't hear
the dragnet yesterday were Samuel
in factories.
any one advocating it except a few
K. Elliott, 10005 South Boulevard,
The board meets again tomorrow society women. None of our home
president and treasurer of the Cleveand there are indications that the women do."
land Electric Company, and Dr. Isaexpected shake-up in the department
W. B. Gongwer, member of both
dore Goodman, 2607 Vestry avenue.
will follow the hearing of the charges the county and state executive comOf the seventy-seven arrested Friand counter charges in the Ford- mittees, was noncommittal.
day and who faced municipal court
Chadsey-Constant dispute.
"I don't care to be quoted in the
Justices during the day thirteen were Councilman Threatens to
matter," he said.
fined $10 and costs, eighteen $5 and
"Haven't given the woman sufcosts, thirty-five sentence suspended
Ask Probe if Baker
frage proposal much thought and
six months, four costs, three disdon't
know how I would vote until
charged and continuances were
the matter came up in a committee
Fails.
granted to three.
meeting," said William J. Murphy,
The triplicate letter says:
secretary. "I don't think that it will.
The protest, resulting from Fri"We will map out a plan for securday's meeting, is in the form of an BAPS SECBETAEY FOKD
ing votes for the home rule proposal
open letter to the three city officials.
at
the meeting. That is the one in
The motorists declare they "are not
which we are particularly interasking any special favors, but are
objecting to special discrimination Clerks Do State Work, but City's Executive With Aids to ■ested."
Baker Is expected to spring the
against a class of citizens whether
suffrage proposal after plans for the
made for political or for other purDoctor Takes Pay, Is
Participate
in
Outing
home rule campaign are out of the
poses."
way. If he does a lively little scrap
The protest continues:
Charge.
for Children.
will follow, politicians say.
The committee meeting this afterInsists on Golden Rule.
noon, which is scheduled for 4
"If the golden rule policy has the
may be held at Baker's office
Enter John Andrews, councilman
merits claimed for it with reference
Subscription List and Autos o'clock,
instead of at Democratic headquarto criminal cases far more serious into the health board's miniature
ters in the American Trust building.
Increase for Big
than technical infractions of the tempest.
traffic law, then we insist that such
Andrews said yesterday he will ask
policy should be applied to all citizens council when it reconvenes in Sep- |
Day.
of the community alike.
tember
after
its
vacation
to
probe
"If a policy is adopted of permitting
Mayor Baker and city department
persons, owning practically no prop- the board.
erty, to appear in court without imSecretary Ford, Andrews charges, heads yesterday enlisted in the Cleveprisonment and obtain bail, we is given five cents by the state for land Automobile club campaign to
believe the same policy should oper- every birth and death reported at the
make Aug. 27 the best annual orate against persons owning property
whose idetnity and residence are health office. Clerks, paid by the phans' day ever held.
fixed."
city, he asserts, do the work of makOfficials at the city hall responded
The specific complaints against the ing records, but Ford gets the money,
in
a body to the club's appeal for 500
crusade" policy made are:
: not the city. The councilman says
"That, though the ordinance con- Ford's salary was increased nearly automobiles and an entertainment
tains more than, 100 punishable of- $1,100 last year through this item.
fund of $1,000.
"I think, too, that the city needs
fences no advance notice of its rigid
Mayor Baker anounced that he himenforcement was given and the 10 000 not only eight more sanitary police,
self would pilot his new machine in
motor car owners of the city now hut nearer twenty," said Andrews.
are unable to obtain copies of the or- •"But it needs somebody who knows the parade. Safety Director Stage
dinance.
■what to do with them.
likewise will abandon his desk for
the day to amuse the orphans. City
Call Ordinance Illegal.
Will Give Baker Chance.
Treasurer Krause, Park Superinten.. "That, regardless of this fact, more
"J shall wait and see what the outdent Alber and Sport Director McGin-than 1,000 persons have been humill- 'come of the mayor's investigation is,
ty, also pledged the services of their
f:ed by the manner of its enforce- as I do not believe it would be fair
machines to the orphans' day coment, particularly in arrest and de-i for the council to. attempt to take
mittee, upon condition that they be
ntion at police stations for long the matter out of his hands now.
periods for offences which the su- Then I shall see the city solicitor permitted to participate as hosts.
Director Springborn does not drive,
preme court has repeatedly held are and find out Just what power the
but he placed the three cars attached
.ot criminal in nature.
council has in board of health afto
his department at the disposal of
"That life and health of citizens are fairs and demand a council investithe committee.
endangered by needless delays in de- ' gation."
tention of physicians hastening to
Andrews agrees with Councilman
emergency calls.
McGinty on the sensational charges
"That motorists are discriminated
about the Haymarket district. Mcagainst.
recently branded them as
•. ''That the provisions relating to the Ginty
mission of smoke have been tech- greatly exaggerated.
Agrees With McGinty.
ically enforced to an extreme."
"I was raised In one of the disAsk More I/iberal Treatment.
tricts attacked by Miss Chadsey and
The letter asks that the police be
r..y boys were born there," Andrews
instructed to take numbers of cars
said. "All of us are healthy and
violating the ordinance, Inspect the
strong."
state license of the drivers to estabAndrews was a health board memlish their identity and. then order
ber several years.
their appearance in court the next
Miss Chadsey said yesterday that
morning.
The protest concludes with an ehe knew conditions existing In pop
and seltzer factories were bad and
assurance that the committee "will
that she closed one place recently.
at all times be pleased to co-operate
Harry Berkowita, general agent for
in the working out or any procedure
the garment workers, has interested
advantageous to the city of Clevehimself in the welfare of the pop
land in such matters."
works laborers, and added to the
It is signed by President Fred C.
discomforts of the board of health by
ood, of the Automobile Club; Secrecomplaining that the board is allowary Fred H. Caley, Attorney John
ing the unsanitary conditions to go,
A. Alburn, Chairman Robert J.
unheeded.
chmunk, H. J. Twelvetree, Henry
Hower, C. G. Beasdale and F. C.
ove.
Officials to whom it is addressed reused to predict action or comment
>n It until they have received it
fflclally Monday morning.

BAKER FACES PARTY
SPLIT ON SUFFRAGE1

ANDREWS GETS INTO
HEALTH BOARD ROW
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WILCOX REPORT BOARD MAYOUST
HITS HEALTHERS BOTH WOMEN IN ROW
When the city board of health met sey. In February the board of health
told Mrs. Constant she was to report
Monday afternoon with Mayor Baker, her findings to the sanitary departfurther
to
investigate
the
charges
of
ment. She has done so regularly, but
Constant is Boomerang.
"inefficiency" made against Mrs. Rose her complaints of unsanitary condiConstant, inspector of tenements and tions in certain workshops and in
tenement districts have »een ignored
HIS OWN
JOB
IN
DANGER
workshops,
the sianamg
standing of
Miss —
Mil almogt entirely, 0n the ground the
*,.„.*.. «vu ■ .„ ^r,..~-.. workS
hops, tne
UL m.==
f
■
dred Chadsey, chief of sanitary police. health department's force of inspecSolMtor Doubts His Appoint- ta the city official family, was to be tor« is Inadequate for the work it now
„,,o=tir.norl by
hv Councilmen
nounoilmen Andrews has before it.
■
. „_
questioned
Complaints made by citizens of unand McGlnty, who are fighting to rement was Regular.
sanitary
conditions
in
yards,
dead
tain Mrs. Constant.
dogs in the streets, etc., are given
If The real thing in boomerangs ^^^^S^SS^lSn& precedence over complaints filed by
developed Monday in the health to tne effect that both Miss Chadsey Mrs. Constant, Dr. Ford said Monday.
Her opponents say Mrs. Constant
! office controversy over the effort and Mrs. Constant are occupying po- merely looks up work for the depart'.
f
-A
,
-M,
D
r.„„
t„r,t
Isitions
which
rightfully
belong
under
n
'to get rid of Mrs. Rose Constant,
^u^ ^^ and that neitncr haa ment and can not order certain samI city inspector of workshops and .cintiliflorl legally by standing an exam- tarv changes, because she has no police power. They say if she was refactories. City Solicitor Wilcox [nation.
.
.^
moved from office at least one addispent the whole day preparing the I ^Mlss_ Chadsey WM «£» "» ]leaUn t^aTsanitary policeman could be apopinion as to whether Mrs. Con"cn|ef of the bureau of sanitation | pointed.
.
slant's appointment was regular. P^^^^
Healther Ford charges it was not. Ij-unt ^ " mUhs ,loIure'Mi8s Chad-I ity of the questions raised.
The shift to the claim of irregu- ,
APPEAL TO BAKER
lar appointment is what proved to
be a boomerang. The Wilcox opinTO HELP FIND GIRL
ion on the subject, it is said, will
Mayor
Baker Monday ordered
not only apply to Mrs. Constant's
Chief Kohler to continue to look
job, but also to the job of Miss
for Dorcas Snodgrass, the missing
New York nurse, in Cleveland,
Mildred Chadsey, chief of the sanafter he had received a telegram
itary police.
It also leads to a
from J. T. Snodgrass, a relative
line of investigation which may
of the girl, who lives at Martinsshow that Dr. Ford himself holds
burg, W. Va., Baker's home town.
his position as health board secreBaker knew Miss Snodgrass and
tary under irregular appointment.
her family when he lived in Martinsburg and his action in the
Miss Chadsey has been one of
those who opposed Mrs. Constant. : matter was prompted partially
All jobs on the city sanitary po- by a regard for the family.
lice force, from the chief down t<M
the rank and file, are found by j
the solicitor to be under civil serv-1
ice.
Took No Examinations.
As such, civil service examinaMayor Baker, who entered the
tions would
be required before
health board squabble last week as
any permanent appointment could
a peacemaker, stirred things up himbe made. Temporary appoint- MAYOR BAKERJIOT THERE self yesterday. He told Mrs. Rose
ments could be made in emergencies, but
as Chief Chadsey and Fails to See Himself Act in New Constant, factory inspector, that she
was incompetent and said that she
Mrs. Constant never took any exshould be dismissed by the board.
Fly Film.
aminations of any
kind,
it Is
The board lost no time in receiving
found they could not regularly be
Mayor Baker did not go to see him*
a motion for her dismissal.
appointed.
self act last night in the latest mov.Mrs. Gertrude M. Handrick, the
The mayor, at this prompt action,
i] attorney representing Mrs. ing picture drama, "The Fly Cam- cautioned board members not to act
paign,"
played
by
himself
and
an
allConstant, had argued that Mrs.
too hastily and action on the motion
nit's job was created sep- star cast. Dr. Jean Dawson and was deferred until this afternoon.
ij and that therefore the civil about 100 city officials and their The testimony of Sergeant Motter.
i> rules for the sanitary po- friends did. The mayor has prom- desk officer of the sanitary police
force, and of Miss Mildred Chadsey,
lice department did not apply to ised to go tonight.
sanitary police chief, will be considher. nut Wilcox holds her duties
The film was shown at the Alham- ered.
arc strictly those of sanitary pj- bra theater, Euclid avenue and E.
Called Incompetent.
is to the workshops and fac- 105th street, last night for the first
. and that therefore the posiCharges of incimpetency made by
Mrs.
Constant against Secretary
tion must come under civil service time.
Dr. Dawson gave a ten-minute
ten-minute Ford Mlss chadsey and the board of
rules.
preliminary lecture before the pic- health
generally, will be further
Report at Special Meeting.
tures were shown and talked while, thrashed out at today's hearing,
Wilcox opinion is prepared the pictures were on the screen. Her
Mayor Baker asked Mrs Constant
piciuies weio o
„_ what law she was trying to enforce
for a special health board meeting tne
lecture dealt with the n>-ti«,iiuns,^ hfej_ ^^ golng abQut to wQrk_
Monday at I p, m., at which Mayor
work and aroused considerable in- I ghops and fact0ries over the city. She
r will be present.
said she ala not know.
The job of Dr. Ford as health terest.
"Why did you not appeal to the
board secretary presents a slightly
board of health when you thought
different phase, and therefore is not
that your reports were being negdirectlj covered in the solicitor's
lected and that Dr. Ford and Miss
opinion. But Wilcox finds such
Chadsey
were mistreating you?"
strong indications that Ford may
asked the mayor.
"I didn't know I had the right to
limllar position with refbother them about it," replied Mrs.
e to his job that he will look
Constant.
| the matter up for possible further
The mayor quizzed her on her other
report.
[ niattoro aglrinp- why qhp rliH not taltp
When the first efforts were made
}V •paa'aaddTSsjp eqs aum air} }» IJI2
| to remove Mrs. Constant the charge
>Bap an,} A1 UJOM }BU; am Sujpuu Aq
I was mcompetency. But when pubiap.reM.aJ eaaM. puB punoj KBM. Apoq
Mi the situation stirred up
r of opposition there was a \
m a-ian-". AIUIOIA am m 5{aaao oirj jo
ige of tactics.
ojBas injaj-BO JCIBA B ap-etu sfmoujo

Ford's Charge Against Mrs

0

(^W '^

BAKER SAY80 LAW
TO HEALTH BOARD

Keady to Dismiss or Keep
Mrs. Constant as
Per Orders.

W

„-SSBJ3

pous -a,, euiBU 'm mjM. £iu[B[d
anxEui uiam punoj puB .CunjaaBo
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Municipal dancing will be inaugurated at 2 o'clock Saturday afternoon. At this hour the city
dancing pavilion at Edgewater
park will be thrown open,
Mayor Baker will have ticket No.
1. All city officials have' been extended invitations to attend. If
the pavilion proves a success 6thers will be opened.
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AGAINSTINSPECTOR
Board of Health May Drop
Inquiry Regarding Mrs.
Rose Constant.
Tilt at Hearing Relative to
Duties off Miss
Chadsey.
That the motion made by P. W
Harvey, president of the board of j
health and seconded by Gardner Abbott, declaring Mrs. Rose Constant
Incompetent as an inspector of work- I
shops and factories for the city and
declaring her place vacated, will be
voted down, Mrs. Constant kept in
her place, and further inquiry into
conditions prevailing in the health
department under Chief of Sanitary
Police Mildred' Chadsey and Secretary C. E. Ford, dropped,- was the
sentiment of the board members at
the close of the hearing yesterday.
The members In a heart to heart
talk in Mayor Baker's office yesterday
noon tentatively arrived at this conclusion. Mayor Baker, who called the
meeting, was present and discussed
the case with the members.
The mayor, however, will have no
vote on the motion upon which hangs
the fate of Mrs. Constant's tenure
of office, unless through the absence
of one of the members a tie vote j
should result. A vote on the motion j
will be taken at an executive session [
to be held tomorrow morning at 11 j
o'clock in the mayor's office.
The session yesterday afternoon,
was devoted largely to an investiga- j
tion of conditions in the health office
with Dr. Ford and Miss Chadsey the
center of interest. Miss Chadsey was
I put on the stand as were also Sergts.
Motter and Kadel and Sanitary Patrolmen Rothgerry and Stryker. Gertrude M. Handrick, attorney for Mrs.
Constant, together with Mayor Baker,
did the examining.
McGlnty Asks Question.
The close of the hearing was enlivened by a tilt between Councilman
James J. McGinty of the ninth ward
in which is located the Haymarket •
district, and Miss Chadsey and Gardner Abbott.
Miss Chadsey on the stand, in reply
to a question from Member Cogan as
to why she had not followed up Mrs.
Constant's reports, replied that she
did not have the time.
"I want to know,", said McGinty,
"why it was that Miss Chadsey did
not have time to follow up these reports when she had plenty of time to
stroll around through the Haymarket!
.with a cemera?"
"1 didn't carry a camera when I j
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WILCOX REPORT

BOARD MAY OUST
HITS HEALTHERS BOTH WOMEN IN ROW
sey. In February the board of health

When the city board of health met
Mrs Monday afternoon with Mayor Baker, told Mrs. Constant she was to report
her findings to the sanitary departfurther to investigate the charges of ment. She has done so regularly, but
Constant is Boomerang.

Ford's

Charge

Against

"inefficiency" made against Mrs. Rose her complaints of unsanitary condiworkshops and in
Constant, inspector of tenements and tions in certain
districts have '5>een ignored
HIS OWN JOB IN DANGER workshops, the standing of Miss Mil- tenement
almost entirely, on the ground the
dred Chadsey, chief of sanitary police: nealth department's force of inspec
is inadequate for the work it now
Soliwtpp Doubts His Appoint- in the city official family, was to he j tors
questioned by Councilmen Andrews has before it.
Complaints made by citizens of unand McGinty, who are fighting to rement was Regular.
sanitary conditions in yards, dead
tain Airs. Constant.
dogs
in the streets, etc., are given
An unofficial oDinion was given out
A
£ The real thing in boomerangs
^XTegaTdepartment Monday precedence over complaints filed by
Constant, Dr. Ford said Monday.
developed Monday in the health U) tlie effect that both Miss Chadsey Mrs.
Her opponents say Mrs. Constant
office controversy over the effort and Mrs. Constant are occupying po- merely looks up work for the depart<- ., , i.
a
rv,„=tant sitions which rightfully belong under
' to get rid of Mrs. Rose Constant, R™ sel.virCi .ind tnat neither has ment and can not order certain sanichanges, because she has no pocity inspector of workshops and |qua]ined legally by standing an exam- tary
lice" power. They say if she was refactories. City Solicitor Wilcox Ination.
was appointed De- moved from office at least one addispent, the whole day preparing the ,.,,,,,I ,.,- i, mil. by the board of health tional sanitary policeman could be apu of sanitation ; pointed.
opinion as to whether Mrs. Con- as
,,
,' , h department.'1 Mrs. ConSolicitor Wilcox is to give his opin's appointment was regular.
;.-''„, nlo' position she ion Monday afternoon as to the legalHealther Ford charges it was not.
before Miss Chad- I ity of the questions raised.
The shift to the claim of irregu-j
/
APPEAL TO BAKER
lar appointment is what proved to
be a boomerang. The Wilcox opinTO HELP FIND GIRL
ion on the subject, it is said, will
Mayor Baker Monday ordered
not only apply to Mrs. Constant's
Chief Kohler to continue to look
job, but also to the job of Miss
for Dorcas Snodgrass, the missing
New York nurse, in Cleveland,
Mildred Chadsey, chief of the sanafter he had received a telegram
itary police.
It also leads to a
from J. T. Snodgrass, a relative
line of investigation which may
of the girl, who lives at Martinsshow that Dr. Ford himself holds
burg, W. Va., Baker's home town.
his position as health board secreBaker knew Miss Snodgrass and
tary under irregular appointment. } her family when he lived in Martinshurg
and his action in the
Miss Chadsey has been one off
matter was prompted partially
those who opposed Mrs. Constant
by a regard for the family.
All jobs mi the city sanitary police force, from the chief down t<M
the rank and file, are found by j
the solicitor to be under civil serv-!
ice.
Took No Examinations.
As such, civil service examinaMayor Baker, who entered the
tions would
be required before
health board squabble last week as
any permanent appointment could.
a peacemaker, stirred things up himbe made,
Temporary appoint- MAYOR
BAKER NOT THERE self yesterday. He told Mrs. Rose
m
meats could be made in emergen-i"
Constant, factory inspector, that she
but
as Chief Chadsey and „_.,_
tn gee jjimseif Act in New
Fails to
was incompetent and said that she
Mrs. Constant never took any exshould be dismissed by the board.
Fly Film.
aminations of any
kind,
it Is
The board lost no time in receiving
found they could not regularly bo
Mayor Baker did not go to see hima motion for her dismissal.
appointed.
self act last night in the latest moyMrs. Gertrude M. Handrick. the
The mayor, at this prompt action,
n attorney representing Mrs. lng picture drama, The Fly Cam- cautioned board members not to act
Constant, had argued that Mrs. palgn," played by himself and an all- too hastily and action on the motion
Constant's job was created sep- star cast. Dr. Jean Dawson and was deferred until this afternoon.
1} and that therefore the civil about 100 city officials and their The testimony of Sergeant Motter.
service rules for the sanitary po- friends did. The mayor has prom- desk officer of the sanitary police
force, and of Miss Mildred Chadsey,
lice department did not apply to ised to go tonight.
sanitary police chief, will be considHut Wilcox holds her duties
The film was shown at the Alham- ered.
are strictly those of sanitary pj- bra theater, Euclid avenue and E,
Called Incompetent.
i to the workshops and fac- 105th street, last night for the first,
Charges of incimpetency made by
. and that therefore the posiMrs.
Constant against Secretary
tion must come under civil service time.
Dr. Dawson gave a ten-minute Ford, Miss Chadsey and the board of
rules.
health
generally, will be further
preliminary lecture before the pic
Report at Special Meeting.
l, and talked while, thrashed out at today's hearing.
1
The Wilcox opinion is prepared the p.ctures were
„,^„ on
^n the
the scieen,
screen Her
Mayor Baker
asked Mrs. Constant
He
.^
she wag try]ng to enforce
for a special health board meeting
nj n
u
" f" xf' in her work, going about to workMonday at 4 p. m., at which Mayor lecture dealt with the
work and aroused considerable in"r'snopa an<j factories over the city. She
Baker will be present.
said she did not know.
The job of Dr. Ford as health Merest,
"Why did you not appeal to the:
board secretary presents a slightly
board of health when you thought
lit phase, and therefore is not
that your reports were being negivered in the solicitor's
lected and that Dr. Ford and Miss
opinion. But
Wilcox finds such
Chadsey
were mistreating you?"
strong Indications that Ford may
asked the mayor.
"I didn't know I had the right to
ly a similar position With refbother them about it," replied Mrs.
erence to his job that he will look
j Constant.
I lie matter up for possible further
The mayor quizzed her on her other
report.
matters, asking why she did not take
When the first efforts were made
her grievances before the board of
to remove Mrs. Constant the charge
health. When she replied that she
was incompetency. But when pubdid not know she had a right to
the situation stirred up
"bother health board members," the
ir of opposition there was SJ
mayor became incensed. He told her
her
answers convicted her bf incom' u'lied change of tactics.
petency.
Harry Thomas, secretary, of the
Cleveland Federation of Labor, tried
to defend Mrs. Constant by offering
to bet the mayor that two-thirds of
the city employees would have been
that ignorant.
"Then they ought to be dismissed,"
said the mayor.
Baker read the opinion of Solicitor
Wilcox, asked for at the inquiry last
Friday, that, although Mrs. Constant's position as factory inspector
was bona fide, she would have to be
replaced as soon as the civil service
commission offered the board o*,
health an eligible list.
Has No Police Powers.
The opinion also stated that Mrs.
Constant was without power to act
as one of the sanitary police, because she had not passed a civil
service examination.
Councilman Andrews attempted an
attack on Secretary Ford, but was
promptly informed by the mayor that
what he had to say had no bearing
on the issue. State Factory Inspector
Curley was also given orders to be
seated when he volunteered what the
mayor considered unnecessary infor
mation.
Mrs. Constant's lawyer, Mrs. Gertrude Handrick, was present, but was
unable to help her client out of her
difficulty in her attempts to answer
the mayor's questions.
—7*^

BAKER SAYSOLAI
TO HEALTH BOARD

Keady to Dismiss or Keep
Mrs. Constant as
Per Orders.

Municipal dancing will be inaugurated at 2 o'clock Saturday afternoon. At this hour the citydancing pavilion at Edgewater
park will be thrown open.
Mayor Baker will have ticket No.
1. All city officials have been extended invitations to attend. If
the pavilion proves a success othI ers will be opened.

NOT 10 URGEGAS
AGAINST]NSPECTOK
Board of Health May Drop
Inquiry Regarding Mrs.
Rose Constant.
Tilt at Hearing Relative to
Duties off Miss
Chadsey.
I That the motion made by P. W
| Harvey, president of the board of j
health and seconded by Gardner Abbott, declaring Mrs. Rose Constant:
Incompetent as an inspector of work- I
shops and factories for the city and
declaring her place vacated, will be
voted down, Mrs. Constant kept in
her place, and further inquiry into
conditions prevailing in the health
department under Chief of Sanitary
Police Mildred Chadsey and Secretary C. E. Ford, dropped, was the
sentiment of the board members at
the close of the hearing yesterday.
The members in a heart to heart
talk in Mayor Baker's office yesterday
noon tentatively arrived at this conclusion. Mayor Baker, who called the
meeting, was present and discussed
the case with the members.
The mayor, however, will have no
vote on the motion upon which hangs
the fate of Mrs. Constant's tenure
of office, unless through the absence
of one of the members a tie vote should result. A vote on the motion;
will be taken at an executive session \
to be held tomorrow morning at 111
o'clock in the mayor's office.
The session yesterday afternoon,
was devoted largely to an investiga- j
tion of conditions in the health office
with Dr. Ford and Miss Chadsey the
center of Interest. Miss Chadsey was
put on the stand as were also Sergts.
Motter and Kadel and Sanitary Patrolmen Rothgerry and Stryker. Gertrude M. Handrick, attorney for Mrs.
Constant, together with Mayor Baker,
did the examining.
McGinty Asks Question.
The close of the hearing was en! livened by a tilt between Councilman
James J. McGinty of the ninth ward
in which is located the Haymarket
district, and Miss Chadsey and Gardner Abbott.
Miss Chadsey on the stand, in reply
to a question from Member Cogan as
to why she had not followed up Mrs.
Constant's reports, replied that she
did not have the time.
"I want to know,", said McGinty,
"why it was that Miss Chadsey did
not have time to follow up these reports when she had plenty of time to
'stroll around through the Haymarket1
.with a cemera?"
"I didn't carry a camera when I
went through the Haymarket," re. plied Miss Chadsey.
"Well, probably you didn't carry it
yourself," answered McGinty. "You
had a sanitary patrolman along to
-tarry it for you."
At this point Member Gardner Abbott went to Miss Chadsey's defense
and told McGinty that Miss Chadsey
had already answered all the questions necessary.
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™ fS^ ™2 MAYOR ON SCREEN
IS GIVEN APPLAUSE

lice Mildred Chadsey. Sergt. Motter
and other members of the sanitary
force had been ordered to come beorganization will open a campaign
the board and a thorough investiAug. 15 for home rule, initiative
gation of conditions threatened when
and referendum and liquor license
President P. W. Harvey, who was sitproposals of the constitutional conting as a member, allowing Mayor
vention. On Aug. 29 the big tent
Baker to fill the chair, gained the
will be brought out and pitched at
floor.
Payne-av and E. 19th-st. Gubernatorial candidate Cox will address
Would Vacate place.
the meeting.
After stating; that Mrs. Constant
had come to see him about her reSHORT SHAVINGS
Great applause greeted the picture
May Buckley, the actress, has the ports he said that he had been impart of a young widow to whom the pressed that she was incompetent and
I
of
Mayor
Baker
in
the
"Swat
the
There is one story that is easily
campaign comes as a blessFly" motion film, the initial exhibi- anti-fly
the most popular in Cleveland. It
ing. Prof. C. F. Hodge of Clark col- moved to declare her place vacant.
I
tion
of
which
was
given
last
night
at
has come to Short Shavings not
lege is shown explaining one of his Gardner Abbott, Mayor Baker's apEuclid-av, big traps.
pointee on the board, stated that the
jless than once a week since Mayor I the Alhambra theater,
A number of the young women who trouble in the department had ocBaker took office, and in the form j near E. 105th-st.
attend
normal
school
and
are
shown
Why
the.fly
should
be
swatted,
jin which it was received the other
! ways of swatting him and a little in the pictures were in the audience curred before he became a member,
Iday is as follows:
! comedy sketch, showing the career last night. Once in a while an ec- but that he would second the motion.
I J«ik Baker, the four-year-old son of
] of a too enthusiastic swatter, without static whisper would be heard among
Chairman Baker said he would de■Mayor Baker, was riding his foot-power
regard for the heads of his friends them, with a total disregard for lay putting the motion to a vote until
(automobile on the sidewaik, when a man
when flies alighted thereon, were por- grammar:
(stopped him and said, "Here, young man,
after Sergt. Motter comes before the
Jdoirt you know you are liable to be ar"That's me!" .
trayed in the film. Dr. Oean Dawson,
Irested for riding that thing on the side"I
am
greatly
pleased
and
encourboard today and the reports of Mrs.
leader
of
the
campaign
against
flies,
jwalk?"
aged with the success of the first per- Constant are also submitted for inexplained the different scenes.
"Oh, no." replied Jack, "I am a friend
of the mayor."
The applause began when the formance," said Dr. Dawson after the spection.
mayor was shown in his office with show.
Among the various versions
During this and one other period
his secretary, "Billy" Murphy. re-f
| Jack was:
ceiving Dr. Dawson and promising
of the session yesterday Mrs. ConThrowing snowballs.
to support the campaign. Mr. Baker
stant was under fire.
During the
Sliding on the sidewalk.
appeared in another scene, telling the
Blowing a horn.
rest of the session Dr. Ford and
boys to "swat the fly." Street CleanPlaying baseball.
ing Superintendent Gus Hanna was
Chief Chadsey were - the targets for
Plying a kite.
shown directing the cleaning up of
criticism.
an unsanitary part of the city.
. Sprinkling the lawn.
Mrs. Constant's first
experience
Riding a bicycle on the sideunder fire came when Mayor Baiter
walk.
as chairman cross-examined her. Mrs.
Etc., etc., and etc.
MEET WITH MAYOR TODAY.
Constant stated that she had not
As members of the board -of
Head of Health Board Ac- taken her case to the board because
health left the mayor's office yesshe did not know its real functions
cuses Mrs. Constant
terday at the conclusion of the
and because she had been told that
day's session, Mayor Baker stopped
Dr. Ford and Miss Cljadsey were her
of Incompetency.
them and asked them to come to
superiors and she j thought tttey
, ought to have told the board of the
his office at 11:30 o'clock today
Dr. Ford and Miss Chadsey trouble
for a conference.
"Your statement tljat you did not
The meeting, it was stated last
Under Fire at
know
the functions cif the board,"
night, will be behind closed doors. •
said the mayor, "is io my mind the
Hearing
Tiie mayor did not tell the memmost serious imputation upon your
bers the nature of the business that
incompetency that hks yet ome up.
they are to consider, but most of
MAYOR PRESIDING OFFICER You should have takfen your troubles
Health Board Member Declares
them believe inquiry into condito' the board instead! of appealing to
Chief of Sanitary Police at
tions in the health department and
the newspapers;) ncl calling in the
Mr. Baker Tells Factory Inspector
labor org^jieauons./'
the Constant case will be talked
Fault in Wrangle.
She Should Have Taken Troubles
Idi^rtiot go to outside parties, but
over.
to Boar Instead of Newspapei
"bore it all in silence until I was
•'Either Miss Chadsey must be
dropped as chief inspector of the
Secretary Thomas of Labor Fed- charged with incoaipetency and Dr.
Ford told stories about me," replied
sanitary department or I shall reeration Defends Inspector—Mrs.
Mrs. Constant. 'Even then I kept
sign from the health board."
Constant Says She Tried to Obey silent for four days before I did
This was the declaration of
Orders at All Times, but That Her speak to defend myself.
health board member M. G. Tielke
"Instead of hunting up the newsReports Were Neglected.
Tuesday when asked by Councilpapers, the reporters were after me |
„man McGinty to express an opintime and again aid I refused to talk. ,
lion of the outcome of the health
With a motion before it declaring' Did you want mef to lie and tell them j
| board controversy precipitated by License and Initiative and
| efforts to oust Mrs. Rose Constant
Mrs. Rose Constant, inspector ofl there was nothing wrong? I finally;
Referendum Also Indorsed
las city inspector of factories and
workshops and factories for the board did come out and tell the truth when .
I workshops.
I could no longer keep silent."
by Democratic Body.
of health, incompetent, and vacating,
"If Miss Constant loses out it
In Woman's Drffeime.
I will be because there seems to be
her position, the board of health yes-'
"In defense |of Mrs. Constant's
an opinion she talked too much,"
terday afternoon closed the second failure to know all the members of
said Tielke. "But Miss Chadsey Campaign for Three Amendcannot stay in the employ of the
session of its inquiry into conditions, the board or t heir functions," said
ments to Open in
board if I am to remain as a
obtaining in the health department Harry D. Thor las, secretary of the
member."
Fortnight.
Cleveland Fedei ation of Labor, "I am
and adjourned until this afternoon.
The board went into executive
willing to wage r, Mr. Chairman, that
session in Mayor Baker's office at
With Miss Mildred Chadsey, chief
noon with four of Its members
The Cuyahoga County Democratic of sanitary police, and Secretary C. if you will call in here all the sani- .
tary police you Iwon't find more than
declaring they would demand an executive committee, meeting in
E. Ford under fire through a turn
five who know Ithese things you are
airing of every angle of the health Mayor Baker's office yesterday afterwhich the inquiry had taken, the mo| department ruction and that they
criticising
Mrs.. Constant for not
noon, with Mr. Baker in the chair, de-, tion came as a surprise and switched
1 would demand the attitude of Dr.
knowing.
cided
that,
as
an
organization,
i\s
the
investigation
back
again
to
Mrs.
IC. E. Ford, health board secreConstant. The motion gave to the inItary, and of Miss Chadsey be in- fight for state constitutional ameij^
I quired into as well as the com- ments at the special election Sept
quiry the fourth twist it has received j
| petency of Mrs. Constant.
will be limited to home rule, the id
since it began last Thursday afterative and referendum and the 1M
All Three Must Explain.
noon.
j.
Even Gardner Abbott,
mayor license proposal.
At that time Mrs. Constant ap-1
The complete organization will
\ Baker's recent appointee to the
peared to answer to, the charge of in'. board, who seconded
President Friday night finally to decide t^
competency which she understood had
Harvey's motion for the ousting of ganization's course.
been made against her. After an
• Mrs. Constant, announced that the
Speakers at Democratic i
hour's argument the board decided |
seconding of that motion did not need not confine themselves
that the charge was "inefficiency" and
necessarily carry with it his sup- three ouestions. They may
I not "incompetency". and that ineffiport. "I only seconded the mo- for or against such other ameri
tion," he said, "to get the matter as they desire. Mayor'Baker;
\ ciency included the question of the
_
_Slieak-f
cu-nad
n„
q
n
d-olbir:
max
properly up for consideration.
I legality of the position. This was re- i
"And I want to say right here
ferred to City Solicitor Wilcox, whose ,
that there has been such evidence
decision rendered yesterday declared!
that I shall insist on hearing
the position a legal one.
'I68T pa^Biodiooai
from Dr. Ford and Miss Chadsey.
With Mrs. Constant apparently safe ,
(•SpiS ^siui ireoiiaur:
Dr. J. E. Cogan was openly inin her place through the winning of i
dignant at the way he said Mayor
Baker had "heckled" Mrs. Conthese two phases of the case, the in- i
UBOI
. stant in cross-questioning at the
quiry began to focus upon Secretary j
3
hearing late Monday.
C. E. Ford and Chief of Sanitary Po- \

Baker's Part in Fly Swatting Campaign Commended by
Crowd That Sees First Performance of Film
Showing Fight on Pest.

GIVES CASE TWIST
TO OUST

MISS GHADSEY
MUST GO OR I'LL;
RESIGN--TIELKE

11 RULE
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'PLAN CHARTER FIGHT!
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IS GIVEN APPLAUSE

lice Mildred Chadsey. Sergt. Motter
and other members of the sanitary
Mayor Baker and the democratic
force had been ordered to come beorganization will open a campaign
the board and a thorough InvestiAug. 15 for home rule, initiative
gation of conditions threatened when
and referendum and liquor license I
President P. W. Harvey, who was sitproposals of the constitutional con- i
ting as a member, allowing Mayor
vention. On Aug. 29 the big tent '
Baker to fill the chair, gained the
will be brought out and pitched at j
floor.
Payne-av and E. 19th-st. Guber- j
natorial candidate Cox will address
"Would Vacate 1'Inee.
the meeting.
After stating that Mrs. Constant
had come to see him about her reSHORT SHAVINGS
Great applause greeted the picture
May Buckley, the actress, has the ports he said that he had been impart of a young widow to whom the pressed that she was incompetent and
of
Mayor
Baker
in
the
"Swat
the
There is one story that is easily
campaign comes as a blessFly" motion film, the initial exhibi- anti-fly
the most popular in Cleveland. It
ing. Prof. C. F. Hodge of Clark col- moved to declare her place vacant.
!
tion
of
which
was
given
last
night
at
lege is shown explaining one of his Gardner Abbott, Mayor Baker's apjhas come to Short Shavings not
pointee on the board, stated that the
Euclid-av, big traps.
less than once a week since Mayor I the Alhambra theater,
A number of the young women who trouble in the department had oc■ near E. 105th-st.
Baker took office, and in the form
attend
normal
school
and
are
shown
i
Why
the
fly
should
be
swatted,
fin which it was received the other
' ways of swatting him and a little in the pictures were in the audience curred before he became a member,
/day is as follows:
! comedy sketch, showing the career last night. Once in a while an ec- but that he would second the motion.
I Jack Baker, the four-year-old son of
j of a too enthusiastic swatter, without static whisper would be heard among
Chairman Baker said he would dejMayor Baker, "was riding his foot-power
regard for the heads of his friends them, with a total disregard for lay putting the motion to a vote until
[automobile on the sidewalk, when a man
when flies alighted thereon, were por- grammar:
[stopped him and said, "Here, young man,
after Sergt. Motter comes before the'
Idoivt you know you are liable to be ar"That's me!" .
trayed in the film. Dr. ,",ean Dawson,
Ireated for riding that thing on the side"I am greatly pleased and encour- board today and the reports of Mrs.
leader of the campaign against flies,
walk ?"
aged with the success of the first per- Constant are also submitted for inexplained the different scenes.
"Oh, no," replied Jack, "I am a friend
I of the mayor."
The applause began when the formance," said Dr. Dawson after the spection.
mayor was shown in his office with show.
Among the various versions
During this and ope other period
his secretary, "Billy" Murphy. reI Jack was:
ceiving Dr. Dawson and promising;
of the session yesterday Mrs. ConThrowing snowballs.
to support the campaign. Mr. Baker
stant was under fire.
During the
Sliding on the sidewalk.
appeared in another scene, telling the
Blowing a horn.
rest of the session Dr. Ford and
boys to "swat the fly." Street CleanPlaying baseball.
Chief Chadsey were the targets for
ing Superintendent Gus Hanna was
Flying a kite.
shown directing the cleaning up of
criticism.
an unsanitary part of the city.
. Sprinkling the lawn.
Mrs. Constant's first
experience
Riding a bicycle on the sideunder fire came when Mayor Baker
Walk.
as chairman cross-examined her. Mrs.
Etc., etc., and etc.
MEET WITH MAYOR TODAY.
Constant stated that she had not
As members of the board -of
Head of Health Board Ac- taken her case to the board because
health left the mayor's office yesshe did not know its real functions
cuses Mrs. Constant
terday at the conclusion of the
and because she hart been told that
day s session, Mayor Baker stopped
Dr. Ford and Miss Chadsey were her
of Incompetency.
them and asked them to come to
superiors and she \ thought trtey
, ought to have told the board of the
his office at 11:30 o'clock today
Ford and Miss Chadsey trouble.
for a conference.
"Your statement triat you did not
The maeting, it was stated last
Unjj'er Fire at
' know the functions fljf the board,"
night, will be behind closed doors.
said the mayor, "is to my mind the
Hearing
The mayor did not tell the memmost serious imputation upon your
bers the nature of the business that
incompetency that has yet cjme up.
they are to consider, but most of
MAYOR PRESIDING OFFICER You should have talaen your troubles
Health Board Member Declares
them believe inquiry into condito' the board instead? of appealing to
Chief of Sanitary Police at
tions in the health department and
the newspapers g.np calling in the
Mr. Baker Tells Factory Inspector
labor nrcjjftrrmnn"
the Constant case will be talked
Fault in Wrangle.
Sue Should Have Taken Troubles
"Idi^rot go to outside parties, but
Toore it all in silence until I was
to
Boar Instead of Newspapei
"Either Miss Chadsey must be
Secretary Thomas of Labor Fed- charged with incoiipetency and Dr.
1 dropped as chief inspector of the
Ford told stories About me," replied
I sanitary department or I shall reeration Defends Inspector—Mrs. Mrs. Constant. "Even then I kept
I sign from the health board."
Constant Says She Tried to Obey silent for four days before I did
This was the declaration of
Orders
at All Times, but That Her speak to defend myself.
1 health board member M. G. Tielke 1
"Instead of hunting up the newsReports Were Neglected.
1 Tuesday when asked by Councilpapers, the reporters were after me j
I man McGinty to express an opin- j
1
time and again aid I refused to talk. ',
ion of the outcome of the health !
With a motion before it declaring Did you want met to lie and tell them j
I board controversy precipitated by License and Initiative and
efforts to oust Mrs. Rose Constant
Mrs. Rose Constant, inspector of: there was nothirjg wrong? I finally i
Referendum Also Indorsed
as city inspector of factories and
workshops and factories for the board did come out and tell the truth when :
workshops.
'
I could no longer keep silent."
by Democratic Body.
of health, incompetent, and vacating,
"If Miss Constant loses out it
In 'Woman's Defense,
will be because there seems to be
her position, the board of health yes-',
"In defense "of Mrs. Constant's
an opinion she talked too much,"
terday afternoon closed the second failure to know all the members of
said Tielke. "But Miss Chadsey Campaign for Three Amendcannot stay in the employ of the
session of its inquiry into conditions: the board or iheir functions," said
ments to Open in
board if I am to remain as a
obtaining in the health department Harry D. Thor las, secretary of the
member."
Fortnight.
Cleveland Fedeiation of Labor, "I am .
and adjourned until this afternoon.
The board went into executive
willing to wage-, Mr. Chairman, that
session in Mayor Baker's office at
With Miss Mildred Chadsey, chief
noon with four of its members
The Cuyahoga County Democratic of sanitary police, and Secretary C. if you will call in here all the sanideclaring they would demand an executive committee, meeting in' E. Ford under fire through a turn tary police you iwon't find more than
five who know ithese things you are
airing of every angle of the health Mayor Baker's office yesterday afterwhich the inquiry had taken, the moI department ruction and that they
noon, with Mr. Baker in the chair, de-. tion came as a surprise and switched criticising Mrs.'; Constant for not
! would demand the attitude of Dr.
knowing.
IC. E. Ford, health board secre- elded that, as an organization, its. the investigation back again to Mrs.
I tary, and of Miss Chadsey be ln- fight for state constitutional amend- ] Constant. The motion gave to the inI quired into as well as the com- ments at the special election Sept. il quiry the fourth twist it has received |
I petency of Mis. Constant.
■will be limited to home rule, the initi- since it began last Thursday afterative and referendum and the liquor noon.
All Three Must Explain.
Even Gardner Abbott,
mayor license proposal.
At that time Mrs. Constant ap- <
The complete organization will meet peared to answer to the charge of in- '
l Baker's recent appointee to the
board, who seconded
President Friday night finally to decide the or- competency which she understood had
j Harvey's motion for the ousting of ganization's course.
been made against her. After an
Mrs. Constant, announced that the
Speakers at Democratic meetings j
seconding of that motion did not need not confine themselves to these | hour's argument the board decided i
necessarily carry with it his sup- three ouestions. They may declare j that the charge was "inefficiency" and
port. "I only seconded the mo- for or against such other amendments 1 not "incompetency". and that ineffithey desire. Mayor'Baker himself j
tion," he said, "to get the matter as
may speak for some and other speak- ■ ciency included the question of the
properly up for consideration.
ers may speak against the very pro- j legality of the position. This was re"And I want to say right here posals he is for.
ferred to City Solicitor Wilcox, whose
that there has been such evidence
The mavor, for example, is known decision rendered yesterday declared!
that I shall insist on hearing to be friendly to woman's suffrage,
from Dr. Ford and Miss Chadsey. but the larger part of the organiza- the position a legal one.
With Mrs. Constant apparently safe ;
■■
Dr. J. E. Cogan was openly in- tion opposes it.
The fight for the three big issues in her place through the winning of
dignant at the way he said Mayor
named
is
to
be
made
by
the
organizaBaker had "heckled" Mrs. Con- tion because these are the things Tom these two phases of the case, the instant in cross-questioning at the D Johnson proposed for bis "city on a quiry began to focus upon Secretary
' , hearing late Monday.
hill" They were-the big things he C. E. Ford and Chief of Sanitary Pofought for "all through his nine years
of administration.
.
The campaign is to open Aug. io.
There will be ' hall meetings for ten
days or two weeks. The tent will be
taken out about Aug. 29. The first
meeting will probably be at Payne-av
N. E. and E. 19th-st. The next one
will be at Library park
Congressman James M. Cox, DemoIcratic candidate for governor,
speak at one nf these meetings

Baker's Part in Fly Swatting Campaign Commended by
Crowd That Sees First Performance of Film
Showing Fight on Pest.

ES CASE TWIST

TO OUST

MISS GHADSEY
MUST GO OR I'LLj
RESIGN--TIELKE

Dr.
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MT STOP SALE iBOARD WON'T TRY
OF ARTIFICIAL GAS, TO JIRE J
EY
BAKER TELLS DALY
Mayor Baker Wednesday reiected the demand of President
T^
l 01* +l,„
ComDaly
the l'.»t
hast Clhin
UlUO ftas
Lras wm
pany that the company be per. - , to stop selling
„• „ artificial
nr.t\fip\'A\
mitted
gas while there is natural gas.
Daly's demand was a condition

When the health board meets
Thursday £c™™f\JZn*TBpectorj oi charges of incompetency,
there
will be no attempt on the
part
V( ^^
memberg t0 prefer charges
against either Miss Chadsey chief
of sanitation, or Scretary Ford .unleBS they are made by Member M o.
Tie.ke^ ^ & probaWUty that an ef.
fort will be made to have the sani-

precedent to the giving of a new ^gated* ""gSuuTh-ith Toard
gas main to supply Cleveland
; n^mber^want ^Juo,^^ are
Baker, in a letter to l>aiy, them Motter's admission that certain
fiD-rppd
submitted by Mrs. Constant,
agreed however,
nowever to have the reports
d whloh Bhe tnought shouid be inEast Ohio's iranclnse cnangea, vestlKated) were filed lor reference
tO Stop extensions of artificial! oniy, has set health board members
„„„ ,'der tiresent conditions.
to thinking that there may be some
gas under uiebeuL ^"
of laxity among the sanitary police.
Baker also agreed in ^e hope of
Chaa8ey sat in a chair in Maygetting more natural gas to Permit
Baker,s offlce ,ate Tuesday and adthe company to extend natura^ gas
te(j
u
t be posslble for
where no artificial gas exists aM so
nt to pursue the even tense the eompany of any obligation t^ Consta
^
^
her
lnspector of work_
to furnish artificial to those sec ,BhopB and factories without the sanltions of the city.
East'tary department throwing sand in her
ker threatened to sue the Bast ■
y ^
Chadsey folded her arms,
Ohio unless it gives a new natural ^path^ Mlss^naa^ ^ ^^ ^^
gas main.
. ma„,, in
in ^i^
frof a chair, because
they wouldn't
am ^ear that the demand
fe she gaye expert
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BAKER AND GAS MEN
TO CONFER ON MAIN
Meeting to Negotiate Addition, Demanded !>y Mayor,
Ordered by East Ohio Company Directors Before August 15.
M. B. Daly and S. IT. Tolles, of the
East Ohio Gas Company, were instructed yesterday afternoon by the
directors of the company to meet with
Mayor Baker not later than August
15 and negotiate with tho city officials for the additional gas main
which the mayor demanded In his
letter to Daly, written yesterday.
The resolution, which was passed
at a meeting of the directors of the
gas company, states that "negotiations with city officials with a view
of effecting such a modification of
existing ordinances" , as will enable
the company to act toward the procurement of an additional and adequate supply of gas for the city is
desired.
Baker denied the demand of the gas
company to be permitted to stop selling artificial gas, but in his letter
offered to have the gas company's
»'.„n„i,io„ changed to stop extensions

of artificial gas mains under present
conditions.
A suit was threatened by the mayor
unless a new main is provided by
the company.
"I am clear that the demand In
Cleveland would justify the introduction of a new main," said Baker. "In
my view, it is an obligation on your
company to install that main."
The gas company's resolution states,
that if the supply is to be obtained
for the coming winter a speedy conclusion must be reached. Daly said
vesterday, after the directors' meeting, that the date upon which the gas
company's committee -would meet
with the mayor would depend upon
the mayor.
.j
Baker was not at the city hall
vesterday afternoon. As he has expressed the view that the additional
gas main should be ready In time fort
the needs of the coming winter, it is
expected that he will arrange a meetlng with Daly and Tolles soon.

J^$W^ J^oJUsr.

Seek Garbage Plant Peace.
Cleveland would J"^ *hpV" M "In peBtlniony on the housing and sanitation of a new main, Baker
sam. in i
r,roblems
Mavor Baker, Service Director
view
>,
is
an
obligation
on
your;-«™P»
my
gave
everyone
Springborn and City Solicitor Wileox
company to install that main.
clean bill of health and the apparent met with Mayor Loesch and other
"My hope is that by meeting the olutlon Is that Mrs. Constant will Newburg Heights officials yesterday,
to reach an adjustment of
company In a reasonable spirit and «*> retained. She -will make her vis- seeking
garbage disposal plant question.
adlusting the two kinds of gas to tits as uBual and divide her reports as the
The village has ordered the plant rethe needs of the people, we can SJoUowsTTo "state factory inspector, moved from Newburg Heights.
satisfy your directors of the propriety K bulldlng inspector and to sanitaand wisdm of installing this addi- h£jQn departrnent. Miss Chadsey re-1
tional supply, but as I believe your L^,} gracefully, but was heckled a
comuany to be under this contract Knoment later by Councllmen Mc-,
obligation, I reserve the right to have ,C}lntyi Andrews and Hanratty, repre- j
[uestion of your contract obli- L)eentatlves from the districts where
on judicially determined if our [fpeopie whom they termed the "poorMayor to Render Decision in
[ations fails to produce the re- her classes" are housed.
suit for which we are both striv-1
McGinty Scores Miss Chadsey
Dispute Today.
' lng'",
... , t,j thQf )lla „o<, KR'i] "Miss Chadsey says she hasn't time
Baker stipulated
that the gas be ,. "nvpstieate
me
of
Mrs.
ConSO
8
, of a uniform pressure. He also de- PjJ^
™^ bu? she ftnds time to
Mayor Baker will meet with the
a
'manned that the company P^
F
""
camera up in the Haymarket
of
9
guarantees of a minimum supply
K ^^"ures of the dirtiest boys board of health in executive session
morning to pass finally on the.
natural gas.
P■ _
find," McGintyy said, hotly. ,thls
"The city of Cleveland is constantly M^^n^
f th em reformer6 : Ford-Chadsey-Constant row. It is gensubject to a complete diversion of its J^ny.
^^ ^ ^^ peop,e erally believed that Dr. Ford and
supply unless you protect us by con- r
u
in {ront of aaloons Miss Chadsey will meet defeat in their
tracts which you can enforce and M .
,cturea she ^^ effort to have Mrs. Constant dismlsseu.
thgir
which will assure us a minimum r»
& cent each and )f a boy.s too
Councilmen are expected to attack
daily available quantity, Baker said ■
shoves him out of the pic- Miss Chadsey for the secret methods
The letter was sent to Daly at his >
,,
she has installed in the office. For, but found him away. A meet- 6 ..y'ou.re wr0ng," interrupted Garding between Haker and Daly in a day .^ Abbottj lawyer member of the
cSmpfguunelerlockandkey.mlhey
or two is expected.
Oiealth board, "She
"
"It ought
does to
notconsent
seem toto me
that the
..Yoll
From the
city
an arrangeYouVfi
le .From
trie Avenue"
avenue
men! which would involve the fcntire
"What d'ye know about it?" lnsuspenslon of the distribution and .quired M'Ginty fiercely, turning on
sale of artificial gas.
Abbott.
"Where do you live? On C1saomeycounciimen are busy coltoettag
"'Phis does not mean that I am un- ijthe avenue? You don't know anything evidence against
her Some of it will
willing to consent to modification in Wbout the way poor people live. But he furnished Maygr_Baker_totU>
the artificial gas ordinance as an in- -these here reformers come to town
ducement to your company to install and what do they do? They run up to
additional natural mains.
the Haymarket district and drag the
would be entirely willing to see poor people up for the rich to look at.
the artificial gas ordinance modi- 'Then they set up a holler and
to relieve the company of kstraightaway get a city Job. Oh, I
artiflci
xtensions under exist- kfcnow all about you people." M'GinIne requirements, reesrving however, fty's voice trembled with emotion. He
distribution of artificial gas in (furtively brushed his cheeks as two
ons where the greatest use of it -big tears rolled from his long black
la found to exist; and I would also .eyelashes.
a modification of the artificial
"You mistake my meaning," began
gas ordinance which would permit Abbott.
isions of natural gas where there ! But M'Ginty had gone from the Directors of Company Name
supply.
room.
M. B. Daly and S. H. Tolles
All ot this, however, as it seems
"You've hurt Jimmy deeply," Baker
,,,.. depends entirely upon the ysaid. "O, Jimmy!" he called, and
to Talk Modification.
ability of the company to Install such jprOlnty came back.. Baker introces as will control the pressure. , duced M'Ginty all around to health
to me entirely impracticable fboard members and Abbott told him
to use natural gas with widely vary- Hie was sorry. But M'Ginty refused j Mayor Urges More Gas for
ing pressures, for lighting purp
*"» mollified.
City, Mo., has acco
Natural Output to
pushed practically a constani pr<
listrilmtion of natural
Meet Needs.

SETTLES HEMllte

EAST OHIO WILLING
10 TAIXNEW MAIN

Ka

-1 am clear, loo. that the East
n'pany ought to a
[to have a minimum quantity of nat[uraj
for the use of the
people of Cleveland."

AUGUST

COMMITTEE REPORTS SOON

Cfcotf',',/') l& .

Special Body to Dismiss Gas Problem for City Will Report to Company Aug. 15—Baker Tells DalyQuestion Will be Judicially Dutermiirfil if Mot Settled Otherwise
—Holds Natural Product Impracticable for Lighting — Mayor
Against Suspending Artificial.
President M. 3. Daly and S. H.
Tolles, attorney for " the Fast Ohio
Gas Co., were named by the board of
directors yesterday a committee to
conduct negotiations with the city for
a modification of the gas franchises.
Negotiations a.-e to be opened at
once. The committee is to report
back to the boar* of directors not
later than Aug. 15.
The action of the gas company followed the rejection by Mayor Baker
COLUMBIA NOT BOUGHT.
President Daly declared last
night that the Columbia Gas &
Electric Co. has not been purchased by the East Ohio Gas Co.
"I am authorized to state that
the East Ohio has nothing to do
with the Columbia,'' said Mr. Daly.
"Neither has any of the East
Ohio's allies."
by letter of the suggestion by Daly
that the city agree to an arrangement
which would permit the company to
suspend entirely the distribution and
\ sa'.e ' ' artificial gas.
The mayor said he was willing to
consent to certain modifications, but
at the same time asserted that it was
! clear there is a demand for a new
: natural gas mam and that in his
view of the franchise of the East
Chio Gas Co., it is an obligation on
the part of the company to install
that main.
The way for opening negotiations
was suggested by the mayor when
he proposed a meeting.
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"My hope is that by meeting the
company In a reasonable spirit and
adjusting to the needs otf the people
the two kinds of gas distributed we
can satisfy your directors of the propriety and wisdom of immediately
taking steps to install this additional
supply, said the mayor.
En.phoi.izes City's IUel.ts.
"As I believe your company
to be under this contract obligation, in any event I shall
reserve the right to have the
question of your contract obligation
judicially determined if the result of
your negotiations fails to produce
the necessary result at which we are
both striving.
"I trust you will understand that
this last suggestion is merely a restatement and insistence of what I
believe to be the city's rights in
this contract."
The mayor's letter was delivered to
President Daly at noon. He laid it
before the directors when they met in
the afternoon. It was thoroughly discussed and the board then adopted
a resolution covering the entire matter. The resolution says:
Whereas the president has laid
before the board the negotiations
had witlf the city officials with reference to procuring1 a larger gas
supply for the city of Cleveland aud
the correspondence with the mayor,
including the letter of July 31, and
Whereas it is the desire of this
company, if possible, to reach an
amicable agreement with the city
authorities so that an additional
supply of natural gas may be procured, and
Whereas if such additional supply is to be obtained for the corning winter, a speedy conclusion
must be reached.
Now, therefore be it resolved
that Mr. M. B. Daly and Mr. S. H.
Tolles be and they are hereby appointed a committee to take up
and conduct negotiations with the
city officials with a view of effecting such a modification of existing
ordinances as will enable this company to act toward the procurement of an additional and adequate
supply of natural gas for the city
of Cleveland and report to this
board not later than Aug. 15.
'• Makes Letter Public.
Mr. Baker made his letter to Daly
' public before the latter had received
it. The board of directors of the gas
i company did not need more than a
' minute's consideration of the mayor':;
! letter for the formulation of their
• resolution. All of which recalls the
'act that the. mayor and Daly had a
conferenc. one day last week.
The action of yesterday res;:"-:
f: m negotiations that have been h. I'd
since May 10. On that date Daly
wrote the mayor a letter suggesting
the possibility of discontinuing the
sale of fio^UfBi^Jias and also proposing tl-"i Oo-j-g)^.
i?S^-Uiii-mitter>T*
1D_ collepoo -gj
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Thursday, August 1, 1912.

HERE ARE OFFICIALS IN GAS DEAL AND
ROUTE BY WHICH THEY COULD SAVE TIME

I
j
j
I
'

Gas negotiations will be resumed
Friday at 1:30 p. m., it was decided
Thursday noon at a conference between Mayor Baker, President M. I!.
Daly and Attorney S. M. Tolles of
the East Ohio Gas Company. Daly
and Tolles were authorized by gas
directors Wednesday to dicker with
the city for a new franchise in consideration for a new natural gas
main.
Daly and Tolles said they might
have a new proposition to make to
.the city, but refused to tell what it
would be.
"It will be a matter of conversation
tomorrow," said Daly.
"I hardly consider Mayor Baker's
letter refusing to permit us to stop
the sale of artificial gas entirely
final," Tolles said.
Baker said he always was open to
argument, but intimated he would not
change his mind.
Daly explained it would be necessary to give assurance of a very
large increase in business before he
could ask his directors to build a new
pipe line. He declared that all but
2 per cent of the people of the city .
now have natural gas.
"We have 127,000 consumers' cca^nections; figure it out for yourself,"
the gas man said.
Daly and ' Tolles told Baker they
might send a. letter to him as a basis.
for their conference Friday.
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East Ohio Will Submit New
Proposal in Gas Main Fight
are behind.in orders and
A new proposition from the turers
labor is scarce. Contracts for the
Bast Ohio Gas Co. will be laid be- additional gas and other details
fore Mayor Baker by M. B Daly, would consume much time before
gas company president, Friday aft- actual pipe line construction cdhld ■
ernoon, when they meet to discuss be started. We would do the very ]
the construction of an additional best we could, but I fear} we will
main from the West Virginia have to trust this will be a warm
fields to insure a plentiful winter winter."
Concerning the Ashland fields,
supplyDaly and S. H. Tolles, gas com- which are within 60 miles of
Ipany attorney, ordered by East Cleveland, while the West VirI Ohio directors at the annual meet- ginia fields are 130 miles distant,
ling
Wednesday to confer with Daly said:
.
1
"Much of that gas contains
Baker and report at a called meetsulphur
and
is
unfit
for
use.
There
ing before Aug. 15, visited Baker
Thursday to inform him of the is not enough gas there to warnew proposal and arrange a meet- rant the building of a pipe line. I
ing time. The directors delegated have heard nothing of plans to
Daly and Tolles after reading a pipe gas from there to Detroit.
letter from Baker in which he Our experiments have shown the
threatened to sue unless a new field to be a poor one."
"I will urge that gas be piped
main is provided.
"I shall present the proposition from a field near Cleveland if it
in writing to the mayor before our Is possible to find such a field, !
conference," said Daly. "It takes said Baker. "I have already sugcare of the mayor's demand that gested to Daly that with the reartificial gas be not discontinued duced cost of piping from a nearentirely. I can't at this time make by field the gas rate to the consumer could be cut. An additionpublic any further details."
Asked whether it would be pos- al advantage of locating a nearby
would be the time gained in
sible to complete a new pipe line field
construction. I doubt whether a
by winter in case work is started line could he built from West Virimmediately, Daly said:
ginia in time for the winter deDoubt Relief This Winter.
ma
The present East Ohio line was'
"It is doubtful. Pipe manufacconstructed in about six months,
under the most favorable conditions, Daly says.

DALY WON'T WRITE IT
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M. B. Daly, East Ohio Gas Co.
president, Friday changed
his
mind about submitting in writing
to Mayor Baker his new proposition with reference to an additional pipe line from the West Virginia gas fields, prior to their conference at 1:30 p. m.
Daly, S. H. Tolles, gas company
attorney, and Baker will attempt
to reach an agreement by talk.
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"My hope is that by meeting the
company in a reasonable spirit and
adjusting to the needs of the people
the two kinds of gas distributed we
can satisfy your directors of the propriety and wisdom of Immediately
taking steps to install this additional
sv.pply, said the mayor.
Einpliasizes City's Rights.
"As I believe your company
to be under this contract obligation, in any event I shall
reserve the right to have tho
question of your contract obligation
Gas negotiations will be resumed
judicially determined if the result of
Friday at 1:30 p. m., it was decided
your negotiations fails to produce
Thursday noon at a conference bethe necessary result at which we are
tween Mayor Baker, President M. B.
Daly and Attorney S. M. Tolles of
both striving. '
the East Ohio Gas Company. Daly
"I trust you will understand that
and Tolles were authorized by gas
this last suggestion is merely a redirectors Wednesday to dicker with
statement and insistence of what X
the city for a new franchise in conbelieve to be the city's rights in
sideration for a new natural gas
main.
this contract."
Daly and Tolles said they might
The mayor's letter was delivered to
have a new proposition to make to
President Daly at noon. He laid it
the city, but refused to tell what it
before the directors when they met in
would be.
"It will be a matter of conversation
the afternoon. It was thoroughly distomorrow," said Daly.
cussed and the board then adopted
"I hardly consider Mayor Baker's
a resolution covering the entire matletter refusing to permit us to stop
ter. The resolution says:
the sale of artificial gas entirely
final," Tolles said.
Whereas the president has laid
Baker said he always was open to
before the board the negotiations
argument, but intimated he would not
had witif the city officials with refchange his mind.
erence to procuring a larger gas
Daly explained it would be necessary to give assurance of a very
supply for the city of Cleveland and
large increase in business before he
the correspondence with the mayor,
could ask his directors to build a new
including the letter of July 31, and
pipe line. He declared that all but
Whereas it is the desire of this
2 per cent of the people of the city
now have natural gas.
company, if possible, to reach an
"We have 127,000 consumers' ccaamicable agreement with the city
nections; figure it out for yourself,"
authorities so that an additional
the gas man said.
supply of natural gas may be proDaly and ' Tolles told Baker they
might send a. letter to him as a basiscured, and
for their conference Friday.
Whereas if such additional supply is to be obtained for the com- ■
ing winter, a speedy conclusion
must be reached.
Now, therefore be it resolved
that Mr. M. B. Daly and Mr. S. H.
Tolles be and they are hereby appointed a committee to take up
and conduct negotiations with the
city officials with, a view of effecting such a modification of existing
; ordinances as will enable this company to act toward the procurement of an additional and adequate
supply of natural gas for the city
) of Cleveland and report to this
board not later than Aug. 15.
I Malces Letter Public.
Mr. Baker made his letter to Daly
I public before the latter had received
j it. The board of directors of the gas
i company did not need more than a
' minute's consideration of the mayor'!-:
i letter for the formulation of their
' resolution. All of which recalls the
;
fact that the mayor and Daly had a
conferenc-. one day last week.
The action of yesterday resu"-i
f: m negotiations that have been h. Id
since May 16. On that date Daly
wrote the mayor a letter suggesting
the possibility of discontinuing the
sale of artificial gas and also proposing that the company be permittee'
,la__£ollect a minimum, charge of ,/.!
cents a month from each natural gas
consumer. Daly forwarded a proposed ordinance with his letter. This..
! ordinance provided the company could j
sell natural gas for lighting as well j
as heating purposes.
The mayor replied May 17 and in
bis letter of yesterday says that he
does not think the city ought to consent to complete elimination of artificial gas because .there are two coking plants in Cleveland which furnish
a cheap supply and through these
plants an artificial supply is always
available-when natural gas fails.
The mayor points out that experts
agree the natural product will fail
some day and that the supply from
ihe coking plants ought not to be di.y^r'ted to other channelsjand .become^
unavailable in the city's hour of need
—the time when the natural gas suddenly ceases.
"That does not mean," says the
n-in(0-rrrv- "that-I am Unwilling to consent to -modTfttafWrr in the artificial
gtts-,ordinanc J as an inducement to
your compaujv to install additional
natural mains. I would- be entirely
willing to see the artificial gas ordinance modified so as to relieve the
company of artificial gas extensions
under existing requirements, reserv
ing, however, the distribution of ar
tificial gas in sections where the
greatest use of it is found to exist;
and I would also favor a modification
of the artificial gas ordinance which
would permit extensions of natural
gas where there now is no artificial
supply. .
"All of this, however, as it seems
to me, depends entirely upon the ability of the company to install such devices as will control the pressure.
"It seems to me entirely imprac
ticable to use natural gas with widely'
varying pressures, for lighting purposes. Kansas City has accomplished
practically a constant pressure."
Baker also said he was satisfied the
company should agree to have a minimum quantity of natural gas available for the use of the people of Cleveland. He said this gas is bought from £
producing companies and that the
East Ohio could assure such a supply
by buying enough.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the gas company was held
yesterday morning.
All the old directors were re-elected. They are A. C.
Bedford and J. W. R. Crawford of
New York; M. B. Daly, S. H. Tolles,
A. T. Gowen and H.'V. Shulters,
Cleveland, and Frank B. Enslow of
Huntington, W. Va.
The directors, in addition to considering negotiations with the city,
lected officers. All were re-elected.
R. W. Gallagher, formerly superintendent, was promoted to the position
of assistant general manager.
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HERE ARE OFFICIALS IN GAS DEAL AND
ROUTE BY WHICH THEY COULD SAVE TIME

East Ohio Will Submit New
Proposal in Gas Main Fight
A new proposition from the turers are behind . in orders and
labor is scarce. Contracts for the
Bast Ohio Gas Co. will be laid be- additional gas and other details.
fore Mayor Baker by M. B. Daly, would consume much time before
gas company president, Friday aft- actual pipe line construction co"uld
ernoon, when they meet to discuss be started. We would do ,ihe very j
the construction of an additional best we could, but I fear, we will
main from the West Virginia have to trust this will be- a warm
fields to- insure a plentiful winter winter."
supply.
Concerning the Ashland fields,
Daly and S. H. Tolles, gas com- which are within 60 miles of
ipany attorney, ordered by East Cleveland, while the West Viri Ohio directors at the annual meet- ginia fields are 130 miles distant,
ling Wednesday to confer with Daly said:
I Baker and report at a called meet"Much of that gas containsing before Aug. 15, visited Baker sulphur and is unfit for use. ThereThursday to inform him of the is not enough gas there to war-:
new proposal and arrange a meet- rant the building of a pipe line. I
ing time. The directors delegated have heard nothing of plans to
Daly and Tolles after reading a pipe gas from there to Detroit.
letter from Baker in which he Our experiments have shown the
threatened to sue unless a new field to be a poor one."
"I will urge that, gas be piped
main is provided.
"I shall present the proposition from a field near Cleveland if it
in writing to the mayor before our is possible to find such a field,"'
conference," said Daly. "It takes said Baker. "I have already sugcare of the mayor's demand that gested to Daly that with the reartificial gas be not discontinued duced cost of piping from a nearentirely. I can't at this time make by field the gas rate to the consumer could be cut. An additionpublic any further details."
Asked whether it would be pos- al advantage of locating a nearby
sible to complete a new pipe line field would be the time gained m
by winter in case work is started construction. I doubt whether a:
line could be built from West Virimmediately, Daly said:
ginia in time for the winter deDoubt Relief This Winter.
mand."
.
-i
The present East Ohio line was ■
"It is doubtful. Pipe manufacconstructed in about six months,
under the most favorable conditions, Daly says.

DALY WON'T WRITE IT
M. B. Daly, East Ohio Gas Co.
president, Friday changed
his
mind about submitting in writing
to Mayor Baker his new proposition with reference to an additional pipe line from the West Virginia gas fields, prior to their conference at 1:30 p. m.
Daly, S. H. Tolles, gas company
attorney, and Baker will attempt
to reach an agreement by talk.
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BAKER LECTURES ON IEITRA NATURAL GAS
CHARTER CHARGES -MAIM ASSURED CITY
Mayor Tells 500 Democrats Aldermen May Lose Vacations to Consider ProHOAV to Vote on
posed Ordinance.
Amendments.
FLATLY CONDEMNED DALY AND BAKEKMEET
Warns Hearers That War Is Corporation President Suggests 20-Int'h Pipe to
Price of Progressive
West Virginia Fields.
Constitution.

East Ohio's Head Says His Company Is Willing to'
special session of the city counMake Concessions in Friday's Conference With! Mayor Baker lectured before 5 00 cil,A which
is now on vacation, probI members of the oitv Democratic orwill be called by Mayor Baker
Mayor Baker; Will Not Hold to Demand That|sanitation, ward ana precinct work- ably
for action upon a new agreement
Making of Artificial Gas Be Discontinued .,
^ amendment l°J*e ^nStte? ^Zf-' with the East Ohio Gas Company, so

er-s September 3, in Weber's hall, 245 that the work of building the proposed new main from the fields of
Superior avenue, last night.
"Don't Imagine we're going to get West Virginia may lie started im-

President M. B. Daly of the East. Ohio Gas Company declared a progressive constitution without mediately.
Friday lie WaS ready tO make any reasonable concessions to got ha^ng to fight for it," Baker told his
President M. B. Daly and Attorney
Cleveland a fourth natural gas main. IMy and S. H. Tolles, gas hearers.
; s H ToUos or the |as company,
•n
-,i M,
ii
, i i)n i
™,.;
Tbe mavor d sclosed the quarters conferred With Mayor Baker and Dicompany attorney, will meet with Mayor Baker at 1:30 p. m. In- fr™e «»*,£ flthse flghting against rectof of Public service springborn
day. Daly thinks it probable there will be a new main.
;the progressive amendments will yestcrday afternoon, and an agreeBaker's letter to Hast Ohio directors, Wednesday, showed come. He read a ''strictly confiden- men(. was practicaliy made to. sub.
. . ,
-,. • i
11
-, , i ,
i' i i
tial" letter, wnien tie saiu jviarsii<ui
council

Daly's demand that artificial gas works be permitted to shut down Cushing N'PW York, was sending to mit an ordinance to the
When Consumption welll below ;{()(),000,000 feet a year, .was the "the big fellows in Niew York," to which will provide the new main,
Sticking point. Daly said Friday he was willing to recede from ^uiate contributions for the •>«]»*££«£££* j££the gas
company officials to guarantee an
this position.
Raps A. R, Foote.
adequate supply of gas for the needs
"1 am willing to make some i
ions on our proposal of shutting
artificial gas works that
may help to satisfy Mr. Baker," said
Paly. "We have no new propositions
to presenl and we have not had his
\ lews "ii the subject.
Hopes for Agreement
"I hope we will have a new gas
n mid i believe we can get toner. Of course, a new main would
lormou's money value to the
pie of i i
Real estate
Mrs in* other cities have told me
nm $3 to .$10 a foot when
rial ural gas was Installed.
"You maj say thai we are willing
to make anj reasonable concessions
to meel the city's views. We do not
believe i.Ir. Baker wishes to be unonable, and we do not think he
wishes to do us any injustice. I can
tell you how far we can go, in
nil- of our conference, because
11 will depend on what is said

Also he referred to Allan Ripley of the city.
Foote, secretary of the Ohio State
Promises 20-Inch Main.
chamber of Commerce, who, he said,
is compiling campaign
literature
Daly and Tolles replied that they
against some of the amendments.
considered the $20,000,000 investment
The mayor took up each amendment
..„....„ h„_ m.d. ln ripve.
by number, stating in a few sentences the gas company has
made in Cleve
what it meant. Four of them, he de- land, with the additional expense
dared, should have the support of the .which the company will go to in
organization, as they have long been', building a new main to West Virin the Cuyahoga county Democratic;'giniai a sufficient guarantee.
Daly
platform; fourteen more he endorsed
probably would
personally; twenty he passed without.
,
,.
I
comment, favorable or otherwise; one he twenty inches in diameter and
he declared himself doubtful about' would increase the present supply 50
and two he condemned.
, per cent.
The amendments endorsed as part
company offiBakej. t
>f Johnsorrfs old platforms were the,
.
°
f *
lomerule, primary, initiative and eiala that if an ample supply of natreferendum, and eight-hour work- I ural gas will be guaranteed, the cornday on publSc works.
. pany will not be compelled to conApproves of Fourteen.
j tinue to supply artificial gas if the
The fourteen., favored by Baker per-j consumption falls below a certain
' point, which will be fixed later.
u
Daly and Tolles will draw up an
1
ordinance as they want it and Baker,
Daly and Assistant General ManaR. W. Gallagher of the gas com• islation for welfare of employees and, after a conference with City Light
panj conferred over a set of
regulation of bill boards near public; Superintendent Kibbey, will draw up
of i
Ids near Cleveland. Daly
roads or places.
another. Tuesday morning another
< it was out of the question to
Cleveland railway officials dis"I want everyone of you to remem- j conference will be held to compare
land anywhere exber to vote against amendment No.
., . ..■
fi'inn West V
pUted ownership of $300,000 of 3* authorizing the taxing of fran-> notes- [f a mutually agreeable ordi"Even If gag should be found on
nance is the result of the conference
border of the city, it would not Cleveland Railway stock and the «"£» £* Xl^L ta^°U
be cheaper here," said Daly. "The
.
, _„„_ i-(..„„( _„ the special session of the council will
Has it will sell it for wharf right of the company to create a means we must^pay m°'e '"terest
on be called to rush the ordinance
it 1. „•,„-,1,
i.,,nnn„ j r. •■ .
n ■ our bonds without getting an appre- through, so that the main can be
40 QQ0 ,lehclt ilt U
"Why hould
pected to let | °'
^etmgfe- ciable increase ^taxe-"
finished in time to supply the needs
"' aban" ^ n°°nligTtorf' the' «Ttf voTing^nint, of the coming winter. The ordinance
The
antlty of gas in northern
-W.OOO stock was owned' he condemned It ^oked like vote will also contain provisions for the
by the company under a trustee- m0cfh£0e. ^authorizing the $50,000,000 rate at which gas will be supplied.
tlol afford to abandon our linos. In»
11
i»il bond issue for intercounty wagon AVhy Virginia Fields Are Tapped.
Fall-field county, which is in the same j;LlWA>^«r|!>T1ty1 ^f^'HilT"^
oads, he was doubtful. It looked as
strat
Ashland field, welts last- [
if city realty holders would have to "We would be willing to use gas
cil five years. Bui there is nothing to j
/-V-ITT/T
' bear
too much of the burden, he from the fields closer to Cleveland,
6 soiling gas here ,~\f ^OyJlQ^
feared.
such as the Ashland and Lima fields,"
We have no exsaid Daly, "but the gas from these
Dalj
to the case of Akron, ^*<r*%¥(stf
' fields would cost us just as much and
I which, he said, made a contracl with
. we believe the supply could not be
iher concern Cor gas a l'ev» years
jL^oadn sin 01 s^r..-.
ml now has a shortage
"Now ihey are trying to get more
jiaqi pappu uaapijqo PUB saiqiiq psu;
gas there and there Is none on thi?
-iqSui jo jaquinu v '11 ^aojoq \\v\
market." said Daly.
puB ' urea aui SuiAtap 'pums putu;
S. II. Tolles said Friday lie had n
aqi qanoaqi SuidaaAiS '.IBOJ -e irru
new propositions to offer to Baker
aurea ;i ,,-spnop euop-fo,, sis sn'
mil Tulles were to consult be
- \J3U oqi Xq paqiaosop Andmoad aja.'
going to the City Hall
%-em spnop ip^iq I'eaJS Aq papreaa.
BE*
uiaojs am J° qo-eojddB aqi
I uaaq SUI
•raaojs P1BJ3H spnoio
-Will uoijuiii.Hio.KU B 'A-PM.'! U'M1
•sainj Suioua o
-iiad am passiiiisjp "is viuourua
pu-8
>'.| unlit'"' ■ l-'tu
IUJOJUOO uiaqj a-^-em 01 sjaAiap aiaq
UIOJI s}dtua;i'E AUIB ^noqijAi 'aaAOO ao
uiiuuns 'saw 0S1
aiiojq,, Anduioad 'no-Ba^ aqi uo ,.%n
sutsiJOAi,, ajiqAS. ;qSm3o 'saaoBJ aaaq.

Mayor Calls Upon Cleveland^
Railway Head to Explain J^ZT^ZZV/n^n^
$400,000 Deficiency; Ar-l^ ^E2f^ £{&£
bitration May Come

iJPl
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BAKER LECTURES ON iijEITRA NATURAL GAS
CHARTER CHANGES! MAIN ASSURED CITY
Mayor Tells 500 Democrats Aldermen May Lose Vacations to Consider ProHow to Vote on
posed. Ordinance.
Amendments.
2 FLATLY CONDEMNED DALY AM) BAKER MEET

'East Ohio's Head Says His Company Is Willing to
Make Concessions in Friday's Conference With
Mayor Baker; Will Not Hold to Demand That
Making of Artificial Gas Be Discontinued ,...,, ,,4

Warns Hearers That, War Is Corporation President Suggests 20-Inch Pipe to
Price of Progressive
West Virginia Fields.
Constitution.

A special session of the city council, which is now on vacation, probably will be called by Mayor Baker
for action upon a new agreement
with tho East Ohio Gas Company, so
■ that the work of building the proposed new main from the fields of
West "Virginia may be started imPresident M. B. Daly of the East Ohio Gas Company declared a progressive constitution without mediately.
President M". B. Daly and Attorney
Friday he was ready to make any reasonable concessions to get having to fight for it," Baker told his
S. H. Tolles, of the gas company,
Cleveland a fourth natural gas main. Daly and S. H. Tolles, gas hearers.
conferred with Mayor Baker and Dicompany attorney, will meet with Mayor Baker at 1:30 p. m. Pri- f™ *™ ^fXVnl Qa£ata™ rector of Public Service Springborn
day. Daly thinks il probable there will be a new main.
the progressive amendments win yesterday afternoon, and an agreeBaker's letter'to East Ohio directors, "Wednesday, showed come. He read a "strictly confiden- ment was practically made to sub,, , .
,
, .
,-r. • ,
, ,
•,, , ,
, , n
lial" letter, which he said Marshall
Daly s demand that artificial gas works be permitted to shut down: Cusnlng) New York, was sending to mit an ordinance to the council
when consumption went below 1100,000,000 feet a year, .was the "the big fellows in New York," to( which will provide the new main.
sticking point. Daly said Friday he was willing to recede from ^™"Jf.te c™MhF*ions for the antt-j Baker endeavored to get the gas
company officials to guarantee' an
this position.
Raps A. R. Foote.
adequate supply of gas for the needs
i willing to make soim
Also he referred to Allan Ripley of the city.
cessions on our proposal of shutting
Foote, secretary of the Ohio State
down the artificial gas works that
Promises 20-Inch Main,
Chamber of Commerce, who, he said,
may help to satisfy Mr. Baker," said
is
compiling
campaign
literature
Daly
and Tolles replied that they
Daly. "We have no new propositions
against some of the amendments.
considered the $20,000,000 investment
in and we have not had his
The mayor took up each amendment
views on the subject.
by number, stating in a few sentences the gas company has made in CleveMopes for Agreement
what it meant. Four of them, he de- land, with the additional expense
elared, should have the support of the .which the company will go to in
"I hope we will have a new gas
organization, as they have long been building a new main to West Viriniiin and I believe we can get toin the Ciiyahoga county Democratic ginia, a sufficient guarantee.
gether, i if eiiui.se, a new main would
Daly
platform; fourteen mere he endorsed stated that the main probably would
money value to the
i
personally;
twenty
he
passed
without
people of Cleveland.
Real estate
comment, favorable or otherwise; one be twenty inches in diameter and
iif other cities have told me
he declared himself doubtful about would increase the present supply 50
from $3 to $10 a foot when
and two he condemned.
per cent.
I gas was Installed.
The amendments endorsed as part
"You may say that, we are willing
Baker told the gast company offiof Johnson's old platforms were the
to make any reasonable concessions
cials that if an ample supply of nathome
rule,
primary,
initiative
and
i the city's views. We do not
referendum, and eight-hour work- ural gas will be guaranteed, the combelieve i.Ir. Baker wishes to be unday on publSe works.
pany will not be compelled to conible, and we do not think he
to de us any injustice. I can Mayor Calls Upon Cleveland^
j tinue to supply artificial gas if the
Approves of Fourteen.
not tell you how far we can go, in
The fourteen' favored by Baker per- consumption falls below a certain
advance of our conference, because
Railway Head to Explain sonally
include those dealing with re- point, which will be fixed later.
will depend on what is said
forms of the judiciary, abolishing of
Daly and Tolles will draw up an
$400,000 Deficiency; Ar- capital punishment, woman suffrage, I ordinance
Daly and Assistant General Manaas they want it and Baker,
state
civil
service,
public
schools,
legger R. W. Gallagher el' the gas comislation for welfare of employees and j after a conference with City Light
bitration May Come
pany conferred over
I maps
regulation of bill boards near public ; Superintendent Kibbey, will draw up
near Cleveland. Daly
roads or places.
j another. Tuesday morning another:
said it was
i" the question to
want everyone of you to remem- | conference will be held to compare
Cleveland railway officials dis- ber"I to
I for Cleveland anywhere exvote against amendment No.
cept from Wei
aia.
; notes. If a mutually agreeable ordi"Even if gas.should be found on puted ownership of $300,000 of 32, authorizing the taxing of fran- nance is the result of the conference
chises
and
bonds,"
he
said.
"Courts
irder of the city, It would not Cleveland Railway stock and the
have held franchises taxable.
It the special session of the council will
be oheaper here," said Daly. "The
ho has ii Will sell it for what right of the company to create a means we must pay more interest on be called to rush the ordinance
i..,.,,,,.,,, , e •. ,
,•
TH •
our bonds without getting an appreworth.
through, so that the main can be
$400,000 deficit at a meeting Pri- riable increase in taxes."
"Why should we be expected to let
joy
n
r]
No. 25, the amendment making ob- finished in time to supply the needs
00
ies be aban»
'
ligatory the use of voting machines, of the coming winter. The ordinance
The $300,000 stock was owned he condemned. It -looked like vote will also contain provisions for the
"The quantity of gas In northern?
Ohio is sus.ii. it is so small wo could |)V the company under a trustee- m*cfn'"e ™ ^hoHzin^the^ooooooo rate at which gas will be supplied.
not afford to abandon our lines. In
•
..,
/
T>
• i
Of No. 29, authorizing tne ?50,UUU,uuu
wlth
eld county, which is in the same hnlP
former
President bond issue for intercounty wagon AVhy Virginia Fields Are Tapped.
^
roads,
he was doubtful. It looked as
is the Ashland field, wells last- Horace E. Andrews as trustee
"We would be willing to use gas
if city realty holders would have to
But there Is nothing to
else selling gas here when the Tayler franchise was Pear too much of the burden, he from the fields closer to Cleveland,
feared.
■.ill'., fields. We have
such as the Ashland and Lima fields,"
passed. President John J. Stants."
said Daly, "but the gas from these
Daly pointed to the case of Akron. Ley of the company claims this
fields would cost us just as much apd
he said, made a contract with
we believe; the supply could not be
another concern for gas a (evi years stock belongs to those who were
depended upon for any great length
stockholders tit the time the new
iw has a shortage.
"Now they are trying to get more franchise passed".
of time. The gas from West Virginia
gas there and there is none on the
Mayor linker contends the stock beis of a splendid quality and we feel
I." said Daly.
longs to the company, as a company.
that there would be 'much less danS. II. Tolles said Friday he had no
1 laker found in the June financial
ger of the supply playing out."
new propositions to otter to Baker.t report
of
the
company
a
deficit
of
Daly and Tolles were to consult be-1
The question of the varying pres$160,000 in the operating fund and
going to the City Hall.
sure of gas at different periods dur$250,000 in the maintenance fund.
These deficits were caused by the
ing the day, destroying mantles on
company spending more money than
gas lamps, was brought up, and Dalyhe ordinance permitted.
assured the mayor that the best con"1 claim the company had no right
trol possible, through different sized
create deficits," said Mayor gaiter.,
pipes, would be provided.
com-,
The new main will be the fourth
vy must ,
p uiul. r its al I
il and get
when built, and will increase the sup„£her all<
or get more mom
ply to 120.000,000 feet per day.
The
oy arbitration.
average daily consumption,
Daly
"The question of who shall pay
says, is 25,000,000 feet, and the maxipresent deficits is under consideramum 80,000,000 feet.
tion.
When the new main is laid Baker)
"The company claims it is operattold Daly the gas company will not
ing at cost with the approval of the
be required to lay pipes for carrying
street railway commissioner," declared President Stanley. "The only
artificial gas on streets where such gas |
Way we can tell what allowances w
jis not now in use, unless an unusually
must have is to spend the money.'
iarge demand for artificial gas is
isking an Inci
made. This concession was asked byin the operating allowance also was]
taken up al ; he t oni< rehce. A bitr
Daly in an ordinance he submitted to'
lion is possible.
No decision was
the city officials last spring.
hod.
Those at the conference in Star
I
office were Stanley, BaKer, Tractlnru
Commissioner Witt, Secretary ll. .1.
arbiter Thomas Kilfoyle and
ttorriey Harrj J. Crawford of tin
ompany.
Mayor Baker lectured before 500
members of the city Democratic organization, ward and precinct workers, on the forty-two constitutional
amendments to he submitted to voti ps September 3, in Weber's hall, 245
Superior avenue, last night.
"Don't imagine we're going to get
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BAKER ASKS FOR HELPTOLEAD DANCE
THREE-CENT PAVILION SHOWS PROFIT
Can't See Why People Should
be Forced to Pay When
They Get Nothing.
Sinner Voices Possibility of
Independent Entry Into
Field.
Councilman* opposition loud and
strong to any change in the exist ng
gas franchise which would allow the
East Ohio Gas Co. to assess a mini*v,i,r rharse
62 cents for
mum monthly
charge of
ui. ""
natural gas was heard yesterday in
Cl

VaoWt believe the people of
Cleveland should be th
held W^
East Ohio or any ° ^ companysaid Councilman D. J. Z>™r'
*°J
my part I never will vote for any
S

" Weeshould the people of Cleveland he
forced into such an agreement*6 Is Mr. Daly ^-anteein^ he
will furnish the gas main to the West
Virginia fields in any specified time.
1

«yTpinion there will not be a
new main this winter and in the
meantime if the ordinance they are
fe&Cto Passed the 117 000 cou
ers of the company in Cleveland win
find themselves bound to a minimum
of 62 cents a month whether they use
^"ifthe^East Ohio Gas Co. does not.
want to agree to build a new mam
perhaps w! can force it to do so or
Perhaps we will get a company that
will furnish gas at a- lower rate.
There is gas near Cleveland, it is »eing found and it is entirely possible
a new company will be formed to luinish gas to the people. They may
faugh at an independent gas company The Forest City Kailway Co.
once was laughed at."
Mayor Baker's message to the East
Ohio Gas Co. this morning will show
whether the entire gas question s to
be put up to the council for decision
a? this stage at a special meeting
called for the purpose, or whethei the
negotiations are to be continued along
the lines followed for some monuis
Pa

At the close of Tuesday's conference in his office the mayor indicated |
he is willing to place the entire matter
' in the hands of the council for doc.- |
slon, with a statement showing the
differences that have arisen be .weenii
the city and the company. The only
big obstacle now is the matter of a ,
minimum charge for service.
.
Other members of the council besides Zinner have expressed opposition to the minimum charge proposed.
The mayor also is strongly opposed
to it, his position being there ought
not be a charge of this kind unless
the entire question price is reopened.
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. k BUILDERS DISCUSS
Paid Admissions for 11,636 Persons on Opening Assure
All Expenses for the First Week—Kuhlman. Leads CHARTER CHANGES
March for Timid Mayor.

[Mayor Baker and Judge
Henry to Give ThirtyMinute Talks.

'You walk ahead of me and show
Mayor |Tewton D. Baker may shine
me where to go."
as a mJrtng picture actor and at
Kuhlman Leads March.
Democratic national conventions, but
So the order of march was W. J.
when it comes to leading cotillionsKuhlman, first; Mayor and Mrs.'
well, he would rather make speeches.
Baker, second; Master Jack and Miss- Mayor Baker will discuss the consti"How do you lead a grand march, Betty Baker third; the Mr. and Mrs. tutional amendments that he believes
anyway, Tony?" the mayor nervous- Fred' C Alber and the others.
should be approved, and former Circuit
o. AIUCI
Tndim
Henrv will
discuss
ly inquired of Secretary Sindelar,- of a reu
-Rikor
looked»"»
much relieved whenJua
se ±ieni>
»m "»
»= the amendBaker looked mu>fa«,,..■ ments he believes should be defeated at
the park department, as he stepped
the ordeal was over. An oid-tasn the fluarterly meeting of the annual
out on the slick and shining floor innod waltz was announced; he and watermelon feast of the Builders' Exof the new municipal dance pavillion Mrl Baker were out on the Hoot change, to^held^atUie noon hour on
at Edgewater Park Saturday after- again. They did well at this, A
The ob1ect oi the discussion will be to
"■nir, ^chottisehe " however, phazedeniighten the members as to the argunoon.
Dip
bcnouibuie,
,
m
ents on both sides of the subject,
"Why, you just start right up the them again and they len.
,-each speaker being given thirty minutes
middle of the floor—wait a minute.
The total number of tickets soKln wnicn to express his views. The
„„;i evening
.,-onln? nerform.
speakers
are left to their own choice as
e
I Let's ask Alber." The park superin- at afternoon and
P^iioim ^
amendments t0 be fav0red and those
Uendent was called into the confer- ances was 11,630. Of these 5,230 wei tQ be opposed. The mayor will be the
;
„.
.'
««..+ speaker
nuQtop and
nnrl Judge
Tnde-pi Henry
Henrv will folfirst
ence.
sold in the afternoon.
C\ "I don't know anything about it,
]l
"That pays
•inai
paja- the
™ expenses
*-~i
— <>f t j °A" IUII
use
ui the
LIIO amendments,
»mcuui*«=....=,, with
...«.
full n
st of
said Alber, "let's ask McGinty." Mc- vdi for the first week," said Albe explanations of the same will be dishall
toi
me
luhi.
«<-■=>.
,
♦„i£„+»,i
*t
the
luncheon,
which will be
tributed at
Ginty did not know how.
last night. "It proves that Clevelan presided over by George A. Ruther"How Do You Do It?"
wanted the 3-cent dances and we wi ford, vice president of the exchange.
The feature of the luncheon that will
"Well, somebody's got to show me giVe them more of them soon if tbJ distinguish
it from noonday affairs of
how to do this," said Baker, looking patronage keeps up."
the sort will be the prominence givto watermelons, a goodly supply ol
Alber,
Secretary
Sindelar
af en
worried.
which will be provided for the feast.
A party of city officials did some Sport Director McGinty stayed at ¥
hurried thinking.
pavilion all afternoon and evening.
■"I've got it," said Alber. "We will Dance Hall Inspector Robert Barask Xuhlman," and unexpected hon- tholemew was also present.
ors were suddenly thrust upon the
The new hall will be open, from .-2
white-duck-uniformed manager of the to 5 o'clock afternoons and from 7
new dance hall.
to 10 o'clock evenings except SunKuhlman carefully explained to the day. It has a floor 77 feet long and
mayor how to lead a grand march,
36 feet wide.
j describing turns and circles with his
A check room is operated in conwhite clad arms. The mayor shook nection with the dance floor and a
| his head.
charge of 3 cents is levied for check"I'm afraid to tackle It alone, he
! ing wraps.
said.
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DALY AGAIN BLASTS
HEW GAS MAIN HOPE

MfcL rlEttt PLfvlB.
through tli" crowd for the Inauguralj
jpartv to get out, and the floor was
oleared fw tho first dance.
The, new dance floor, which is 77
feet long and 36 feet wide, was
crowded to capacity when the orchestra struck up music for the first waltz,
and there were hundreds of ticket
holders who were forced to wait in

City's Executive Opens First
Municipal Ballroom at
Edgewater Park.
Crowds Give Evidence at
Outset of Popularity of
Movement.

Says Extra Pipe Line Can-

<?

not Be Laid This
Feai'.

DALY WILL ASK
MINIMUM FEE

MAYOK TAKES HURT BOY.
' Mayor Baker pressed his auto
into service as an ambulance yesterday to take an injured boy from
Edgewater park to the Industrial
home at 10427 Detroit-av N. W.
The victim was 11-year-old Fred
Connell, an inmate of the home.
He was, with other boys from that
institution, watching the baseball
game, when a ball struck him in
the face, rendering him uncon-

TO L0C£ HORNS TODAY

City Officials Insist Added
Supply .Vast Be Had Coiu| City Will Dispute Proposed
irjjM Winter.
Fixed Charge for Gas.

The bone of contention in CleveCleveland'siijHopes for a sufflcien
I land's fight for an additional nat- supply of natural gas this winter
Three-cent dances
are now - a
scious.
ural gas main is whether the East which rose last week when Mayo)
reality in Cleveland.
r and President M. B. Daly, o,
Mayor Baker, visiting the game
Ohio Cxas company shall be allowed
City
Forester John Boddy arj to fix a minimum charge per month the Bast Ohio Gas Company, an
after leading the opening march,
ranged palms and plants about the
nounceid that they were' praeticallj
: to consumers of natural gas.
saw tho accident, lifted the boy
new municipal dance hall in EdgeThe
ordinance which Mayor agreed on their differences as to prointo his machine and hurried him
park yesterday afternoon until
likely
b<
Bakor will submit to President posed ordinances, will
to the home, where he was taken
the old shelter house looked like a
Daly and Solicitor Tolles of the blasted today.
to the hospital ward. Doctors said
Lge altar. Wallace's vocal orEast Ohio Gas Company Tuesday
Daly said last night that Cleveland
morning in the mayor's office con- could not be assured the additiona
chestra was in the balcony ready for
last night that the boy was on the
tains no provision whatever for gas the city seeks by December 1
action; many city officials were on
road to recovery.
any such charge.
hand and white suited attendants
This point was the principal on<
Under the ordinance drawn by the upon which Mayor Baker insisted ii
were on duty.
Then Mayor Baker, accompanied line at the entrances for an opportun- mayor, comsumers will pay for
by Mrs. Baker, Jack and Betty, ar- ity to get in the hall for the second exactly what gas they use and no the city's proposed ordinance submit,m the scene.
dance.
more. The ordinance drawn by ted to Daly yesterday.
A. J. Sindelar, secretary of parks,:
"It is fine," said Mayor Baker, as Tolles for the gas company as a
Refuses to Fix Date.
who acted as chief run
he watched the first waltz through.
or Uakev and ether city officials "If this proves a success we will open counter proposition to that of the
"We cannot possibly complete the
mayor will provide for a fixed work on the new main this year,''
where Mrs. Catherine other 3-cent dance hall.s"
idy to sell 3-cent da
The new municipal dance hall, which charge below which the consumers' said Daly.
Asked how long aftei
ien the official open
overlooks the lake in Edgewater park, , bills each month cannot fall.
he city's new pay-enter-3-cent
will be open every afternoon from 2 i | The mayor has decided to drop Tanuary 1 the work would have to gc
dance1 o'clock until 5 o'clock and every even- !
leave-by-the-front-door
jhis demand for further regulation nn before completion Daly said he
hall was ready to dedicate
ing from 7 to 10 o'clock, except Sun-] 'of natural gas pressure.
Experts could not tell.
Tho orchestra struck up the march uay3
Director of Public Service Spring"School Days," written by Prof. Barth i
'
I nave decided it is impracticable.
Hence tbe minimum charge per born said last night that he and
of Cleveland, Floor Manager W. J.
Kuhlman, in a white suit, raised his
month question is practically
the Mayor Baker would take the stand
hand and the mayor and his wife
only point of dispute remaining.
that the main can be completed by
started down the hall with dlgnli
December 1 and will insist on a guarsteps, in the lead of ttte first gri
antee of completion by that date.
march On
id -Mrs.
'
Baker
The city forces and the gas com,wed by their two children,
pany men, President Daly and the
Betty. Back of them oame
company attorney, S. H. Tolles, will
thy
and
Geraldine
meet today to lock horns over the two
Murp'
■ their parents, Mr.
Billy Murphy, who w
honored because Mr. Billy Murphy is
the mayor's secretary.
Superintenof Parks Fred Alber and Mrs.
Bakei- Tola He C.„ E.« Specific**^^mm£S!f', pS*'"Sow
r with their two children c
. then follow,M1 Joseph Steink
and his daughter, Sybil; Mr. Sindelarl
m
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Mayor Baker conferred with W. S.UBtil
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sim^ BIBSBIKT
with his dauKhter, Antoinette; Mr.I
Lougee, superintendent of construe-^ jjfj^i"^ '0 'a 'uospj/^
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I other members off
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Jl^na jo ^^7,^^
ithiahisa^ve' peeled for turkey
Mayor Baker began work Monday:'
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;
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A VISIT TO MAYl

THREE-CENT DANGE

Met nEtrePiAwe;
i through the crowd for the inaugural
3 party to get out, and the floor was
cleared for the first dance.
The new dance floor, which is 77
feet long and 36 feet wide, was,
crowded to capacity when the orchestra struck up music for the first waltz,
and there were hundreds of ticket
holders who were forced to wait in

DALY AGAIN BLASTS
MEW GAS MAIN HOPE
Cfl
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DALY WILL ASK
! MINIMUM FEE

Says Extra Pipe Line Cannot Be Laid This
Year.

MAYOR TAKES HURT BOY.
City's Executive Opens First " Mayor Baker pressed his auto
into service as an ambulance yesMunicipal Ballroom at
terday to take an injured boy from
Edgewater Park.
Edgewater park to the Industrial
home at 10427 Detroit-av N. W.
City Officials Insist Added
i
The victim was 11-year-old Fred
Supply Mast Be Had ComCrowds Give Evidence at Connell, an inmate of the home.
City Will Dispute Proposed
iiiMWinter.
Outset of Popularity of
He was, with other boys from that
Fixed Charge for Gas.
institution, watching the baseball
game, when a ball struck him in
The bone of contention in CleveCleveland'sjL^tiapes for a sufficien"
the face, rendering him uncon- j land's fight for an additional nat- supply <jf natural gas this winter
Three-cent dances are now
scious.
! ural gas main is whether the East which rose last week when Mayo
reality in Cleveland.
Mayor Baker, visiting the game
' Ohio Gas company shall be allowed Baker and President M. B. Daly, o
City Forester John Boddy ar-1
after leading the opening march, i to fix a minimum charge per month the East Ohio Gas Company, an
ranged palms and plants about the '■■
nounced that they were' practicallj
new municipal dance hall in Edge- - saw the accident, lifted the boy ; to consumers of natural gas.
The
ordinance which Mayor agreed on their differences as to pro; water park yesterday afternoon until I into his machine and hurried him
I Bakor will submit to President posed ordinances, will
likely b<
to the home, where he was taken , Daly and Solicitor Tolles of the blasted today.
; the old shelter house looked like a
marriage altar. Wallace's vocal orto the hospital ward. Doctors said
East Ohio Gas Company Tuesday
Daly said last night that Cleveland
! chestra was in the balcony ready for, last night that the boy was on the
morning in the mayor's office con- could not be assured the additiona
action; many city officials were on! road to recovery.
tains no provision whatever for gas the city seeks by December :l
i hand and white suited attendants,
any such charge.
This point was the principal one
i were on duty.
Under the ordinance drawn by the
Then Mayor Baker, accompanied;; une at the entrances for an opportun
mayor, comsumers will pay for upon which Mayor Baker insisted ii
, by Mrs. Baker, Jack and Betty, ar- ity
to get in the hall for the second exactly what gas they use and no the city's proposed ordinance submit; rived on the scene.
dance.
;more. The ordinance drawn by ted to Daly yesterday.
A. J, Sindelar, secretary of parks,
"It is fine," said Mayor Baker, as
who acted as chief functionary, led he watched the first waltz through. "Tolles for the gas company as a
Refuses to Fix Date.
Mayor Bakes and other city officials "If this proves a success we will open ■counter proposition to that of the
"We
cannot possibly complete the
to the window where Mrs. Catherine other 3-cent dance hall.s"
provide for a fixed
; mayor will
work on the new main this year,"
'1 Story was ready to sell 3-cent dance
The new municipal dance hall, which charge below which the consumers'
said Daly. Asked how long aftei
tickets and then the official openin. overlooks the lake in Edgewater park, i bills each month cannot fall,
1
of the city's new pay-enter-3-cent- will be open every afternoon from 2
January 1 the work would have to gc
mayor
has
decided
to
drop
The
I fare-leave-by-the-front-door
dance o clock until 5 c. clock and every even-! |
regulation on before completion Daly said he
?hig demand for furtner
I hall was ready to dedicate.
ing from 7 to 10 o clock, except Sunf natural gas pressure.
Experts could not tell.
The orchestra struck up the march days.
Director of Public Service Spring'< "School Days," written by Prof. Barth j
have decided it is impracticable.
- of Cleveland, Floor Manager W. J.
Hence the minimum charge per born said last night that he and
Kuhlman, in a white suit, raised his
month question is practically the Mayor Baker would take the stand
hand and the mayor and his wife
only point of dispute remaining. , that the main can be completed by
started down the hall with dignified
December 1 and will insist on a guar-:
steps, in the lead of tile first grand i
march on the new floor.
an tee of completion by that date.
Mr. and Mrs. Newton D. Baker j
The city forces and the gas comMonday, August 5,1912.
were followed by their two children,
pany men, President Daly and the.
Jack and Betty. Back of them came
Florence, Dorothy and Geraldine
company attorney, S. H. Tolles, will
Murphy followed by their parents, Mr. meet today to lock horns over the two:
and Mrs. Billy Murphy, who were'
l/l I T HALL PLANS READY ordinances t0 be Proposed, one by the
honored because Mr. Billy Murphy is
city and one by the company.
!the mayor's secretary. Superintendent of Parks Fred Alber and Mrs.
:
Baker
Told
He
Can
Have
SpecificaDraft Ordinance Today.
Alber with their two children came
'next, then followed Joseph Steinkamp
tions Tomorrow.
Tolles and Daly will meet this
and his daughter, Sybil; Mr. Sindelar
morning and finish the draft of the
Mayor Baker conferred with W. s
with his daughter, Antoinette; Mr.
- ordinance they propose.
and Mrs. Boddy and other members of
Lougee, superintendent of construcDaly was asked last night if the
;the official family.
Mayor Baker began work Monday tion of a new city hall, yesterday L
With his eye peeled for .turkey
afternoon,
and
was
told
that
the
com-£
_,. in building the main would do
w
•trotters or bear dancers, "Bob" Bar- »li his idea of a franchise under
"away with
the possibility of .reliefi
'
tholomew brought up the rear, giving which the East Ohio Gas Company plete plans probably would be ready&„!?'
f,om sh
tomorrow .
°rtage this winter.
tomorrow.
to the ceremony the official sanction snould operate in Cleveland,
of the d^« toweotorB dep^ent.
Yes, unless arrangements can be'.
At the game u
s H T „
Lougee saw J. Milton Dyer,
made to
A te
Wh
^maue
10 get a supplsupply temporarily
^
l
u
'^
"lAl
wiffefl
to
the
company
attorney,
was
working
on
architect,
yesterday
morning,
,a
the hall, Mayor Baker was led to the _ nrdi „
"'
-—"""
whiph „pt„ fnrth *v,„t;_"""
ier source," Daly said.
from some other
61
exit in front allL the marchers follow-, & °£~ j£>£nfsln*00^^! the
f/ "' ^T'T ""? ** ""^ ^^ Daly would not say whether he
i3g, and Lieut. Masterson of the , »
^aranfw of a fourth r,»
specifications tomorrow. Lougee,
relfth precinct police made way tion ^ora ^rantee^f v^d and^ha. ■ been familiarizing himself w!tfe* .wS**"""1*- ™gements
a new main
sufficient supply of gas.
_/3the drawings already finished, so that/ „ . ,
- City and'gas company officials wiuJwnen tne complete plans arrive no. bPnn&born insisted that the new
meet Tuesday at 10 a. m in the may.mam can be completed by December
or's office and compare the two ordiicauj ^
it
nances. Baker and Tolles* and Pres- for a conference with the mayor and; ,«_._.
ident Day of the Gas company hope the group plan advisory board for|
and in the middle," he said. "The j
to reach an agreement.
^^^— consideration.
Bids will be advertised for imme- gas company is a wealthy concern,
diately thereafter if the plans are and can put on a large force of men j
who can finish the work by Decemfound satisfactory.
ber 1. The only thing that would j
make it impossible would be a very j
early and very severe winter, if the
gas company wants to get it!
through."
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Daly Gets Baker Draft.
Baker completed his ordinance and !
sent, it to Daly late yesterday. Attorney Tolles was out of the city j
yesterday, and did not get back in j
time to confer with Daly. Daly, however, has practically drawn up his I
ordinance, and it will be sent to the|
mayor this morning. The meeting,
which was set for 10 o'clock, hasj
been advanced until 1:30 this after-J
noon.
"Aside from the question of date, l|
think we can agree with the city officials," said Daly. "1 believe Mr.j
Baker will be reasonable, and see that
it will be impossible for us to complete the work this year."
A fixed charge below which the
consumers' bills each month cannot]
fall is asked for in the ordinance]
prepared by the gas company. Tho]
mayor's ordinance provides that con-|
sumers shall pay for exactly the
amount of gas they use and no moreJ
Another clash may come over this
point.
Pressure Phase Dropped.
The mayor has decided to drop thel
question of regulation of pressure,]
because it is said to be.impracticable.]
At the conference held in the mayor's
office Friday, nothing was said about
a set time for the completion of thel
new main, but when the mayor sug-l
gested a special session of the cityl
council to atft upon the ordinance tol
be agreed upon, Daly and Tolles!
stated that they would favor it, be-J
cause of the short time in which
supply is to be obtained.
The inference from this attitude on]
the part of the gas company officers,]
was that they expected to deliver thel
natural gas through the new main in
time to relieve a possible shortage |
during the coming winter.
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DISAGREEMENT
HALTS GAS MAIN

Mayor and East Ohio Heads
Split on Rock of Minimum Charges.

Breach Between City and East Ohio Baker Insists on Price Reduction if New Fields
Officials Widens as Conference Be
,
Are Found.
gins—Daly Wants 60c Minimum.
With a suggestion from Mayor

BAKER RESORTS TO LATIN.
"Timeo Danaos set dona ferentes."
Thus did Mayor Baker make reply at yesterday's gas meeting in
his office when Attorney S. H.
Tolles offered to supply mantles for
natural gas tests now being conducted by the city chemist.
The effect of natural gas on the
mantles is to be determined to ascertain whether the lower price
would offset the cost of additional
mantles required.
Mayor Baker turned down Attorney Tolles' offer. What he said
in Latin was:
"I fear the Greeks even when
they bring gifts."

The controversy over the effort Mayor Baker's ordinance fixes Baker that differences between himto get a new gas main was far from Dec. 1 as the time limit.
self and representatives of the East
Baker declares he will insist or. Ohio Gas Co. in negotiations for con- Cleveland and the company obtains
Z323 .TIAZZEZS. settled when Mayor Baker and setting
a date early enough teamen™ nt « „ ,„ atural Sas maln enough of it to make up one-third
Server Springborn went into consupply Cleveland with sufficient to
™
"
t Z
the amount consumed in Cleveland
ference with President Daly and gas
in the winter.
. the West Virginia fields, be sub- of
it should agree to give Cleveland 30mit
Solicitor Tolles of the East Ohio
Daly declares he can't fix ^
ted to the city council at a special cent gas throughout the entire ten
Gas Co. Tuesday afternoon in the time limit because of the dim- meeting called for the purpose, yes- years of its present contract, instead
mayor's office in an effort to agree culty of getting labor, the uncerj terday's gas conference at city hall of increasing the rate to 35 cents at
the latter end of the period.
on a franchise ordinance under tainty about the delivery of pipe, came.to a close.
A big yield of gas on the city's own
which the gas company would lay «i^ahe fneCeS™% WhiCh^e,-Sa51 Indications were yesterday that the property
adjoining the garbage disaddltlona
an additional gas main from the right-of-way S
*
' nation of fixing 62-cent monthly posal plant in Newburg Heights is
West Virginia fields.
minimum
charge
for
It further developed that th«j servic
natural gas expected to bring the city immediate
Two big hitches had developed question
returns. E. A. Alexander, J. T. Hardof requiring the company
e would be the rock upon which ing
and
a third was
threatened.
and C. A. Judson yesterday agreed
tne
s ]it
to
regulate
the
pressure
in
it?
P
would
occur
if
a
break
to furnish the city with 3-cent gas
Neither side seemed disposed to
mains
is
by
no
means
settled,
comes.
City
officials
also
are
taking
if given the right to drill on the city's
give in. Mayor Baker announced
positively he would not grant the Mayor Baker has had tests made the position that recent discoveries property. If gas is found the city
will
be supplied at 3 cents per 1,000
gas company's demand to charge as to the effects of varying pres. of natural gas in the heart of the city feet up
to 500,000 feet per day.
sure on gas mains, and is getting and in suburbs should be givan recognatural gas consumers a minimum expert
The new ordinance prepared by the
advice on the practicability nition
through a clause requiring the
com
of 60 cents a month.
of requiring pressure regulation
Pany to reduce gas rates if it East Ohio contains a clause stipulat"The only thing which would
purchases gas from some near-by ing that the new main shall be comcause me to consent to a minimum
pleted by Oct. 1, 1913. The ordinance
point for distribution in Cleveland.
charge," said the mayor, "would
The company's representatives hold prepared by the mayor fixes Dec. 1,
the minimum charge should be al- 1912, as the date.
be a lower rate. The rate is fixed
The discussion yesterday indicated
lowed by the city in return for the
at 30 cents a thousand for 10
company's agreement to build the that the city officials would not hold
years by ordinance. That price
out on this point, as President Daly
main.
was settled upon as being high
Mayor Baker discovered at yester- stated that while the main could not
enough to compensate the company
possibly
be completed enough headday's meeting in looking over the
for any loss it might sustain beordinance prepared by the company way would be made to assure Clevecause some customers do not con,iat the clause requiring the main to land a larger supply during the comsume sufficient gas to pay the exe laid from the West Virginia field ing winter.
It is probable that the city will
ad been omitted. \ The ordinance
pense of supplying them.
Unless
repared by the mayor contains the also waive its demand for pressure
the gas company wants to reopen
regulation
and that a minimum supwds, "West Virginia."
the price question, I shall not
"If someone should strike a 10,000,- ply of 100,000,000 feet per day be asagree to fixing of any minimum
00 foot gas well around here, 30 sured by a mixture of water gas if
charge."
_ents would be too much to pay for necessary. President Daly stated
that no way had been found of mixas," said the mayor.
Daly Wants 60-Cent Minimum.
"How would we get it?" retorted ing natural gas with coke gas or
The ordinance as submitted by
water
gas for commercial purposes.
'resident M. B. Daly of the East
Daly and Tolles fixes a 60-cent 1
The city also may withdraw from
>hio Gas Co. "Would the mere fact
minimum. Daly says it costs the.''
lat I am living in Cleveland and do- its stand that the pressure of th.
company between 55 and 56 cents
ig business here affect the price any? natural gas output should be regu
a month to supply each consumer.
hey charge us more around here." lated. The mayor indicated yesterThe mayor suggested that if gas day that he was not positive in his
The second big hitch resulted
on either of these questions.
from the announcement of Daly Time nf completion of the new nat-! 'arge quantities is found around stand
"I believe in the principle of a
that the company could not fix a urai gas main, the minimum charge Parole Board Invites Mayor.
minimum charge but I do not believe
date when it would agree to have and the reserve supply will be the Mayor Baker has been invited to at- that it should be allowed unless the
the new natural gas main com- points on which Mayor Baker and nd the first meeting of the city parole entire price question is reopened at
pleted. Its ordinance is drawn .President Daly of the East Ohio Gas>ard at the correction farm in War- this time," Baker said.
msville
tomorrow afternoon. There
without setting a date, whereas Company will disagree at their con- fe
"The price is so low that there is |
17
ference Tuesday afternoon
° prisoners
at the farm. All those only one way of dealing with that,"
1
e
institution on
Daly's proposed ordinance, present- S
1
B. JiVr
will be
transferred- Wbodland-av
to the farm replied President Daly. "I'm trying
ed to the mayor Tuesday, provides for &, 'month,
to get something in here that will be ;
a minimum monthly charge of 60
an inducement to build the line. So |
cents and for completion of the new
far all of the changes proposed have
mam by October 1, 1913. The conbeen for the benefit of the city."
struction of the main in time for next
winter's requirements, Daly says, is
impossible. Daly's ordinance has no
provision as to a reserve supply of
gas.
Baker will insist upon construction
of the main this fall and will fight
the minimum charge feature. He is
disposed to stand firm for a pressure
regulation.
"I am willing to discuss the minimum charge question if the whole
subject of gas prices is opened up,"
said Mayor Baker Tuesday, "but, as
the price is not under consideration,
I shall oppose the minimum charge
feature" of Mr. Daly's ordinance.
"We are anxious to have the new
main completed December 1, the date!
provided in the ordinance I drafted,
but, if that is * impossible, I would
take January 1 rather than lose the
gas supply this winter."
"Both dates are impossible," said
Daly. "We cannot complete the new
main for next winter by any chance.
The mere work of digging will take
longer than that. Letting contracts,
getting right of way and securing delivery of pipe all takes much time.
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Mayor and East Ohio Heads
Split on Rock of Minimum Charges.

Breach Between City and East OhioBaker Insists on Price Reduction if New Fields
Officials Widens as Conference Be
.
Are Found.
gins—Daly Wants 60c Minimum.
With a suggestion from Mayor

"Timeo Danaos set dona ferentes.''
Thus did Mayor Baker make reply at yesterday's gas meeting in
his office when Attorney S. H.
Tolles offered to supply mantles for
natural gas tests now being conducted by the city chemist.
The effect of natural gas' on the
mantles is to be determined to ascertain whether the lower price
would offset the cost of additional
mantles required.
Mayor Baker turned down Attorney Tolles' offer. What he said
in Latin was:
"I fear the Greeks even when
thej bring gifts."

The controversy over the effort Mayor Baker's ordinance fixes Baker that differences between himto get a new gas main was far from Dec. 1 as the time limit.
self and representatives of the East
settled when Mayor Baker and
Baker declares he will insist or Ohio Gas Co. in negotiations for con- Cleveland and the company obtains
.
Server Springborn went into con- setting a date early enough tc„t_,,„t; <,f a„ new natural
enough of it to make up one-third
supply Cleveland with sufficientf™f
°
^as main
t0 the °"
West
the amount consulted in Cleveland
ference with President Daly and gas in the winter.
Virginia fields, be sub- of
it should agree to give Cleveland 301
Solicitor Tolles of the East Ohio
Daly declares he can't fix gmitted t0 the city councll at a special cent gas throughout the entire ten
Gas Co. Tuesday afternoon in the time limit because of the diffl- meeting called for the purpose, yes- years of its present contract, instead
mayor's office in an effort to agree culty of getting labor, the uncer; terday's gas conference at city hall of increasing the rate to 35 cents at
the latter end of the period.
on a franchise ordinance under tainty about the delivery of pipe; came.to a close.
A big yield of gas on the city's own
and
the
necessity
which
he
says
indications
were
yesterday
that
the
which the gas company would lay
property adjoining the garbage disan additional gas main from the rTght-of-way ^^ addUi°na5 ^estion of fixing ffl-oent* montSy posal
plant in Newburg Heights is
West Virginia fields.
char e
It further developed that th<jminlmum
& for natural gas expected to bring the city immediate
Two big hitches had developed question
service
returns.
Alexander, J. T. Hardof requiring the companj
would be the rock upon which ing and C.E.A.A.Judson
and
a third was
threatened.
yesterday agreed
tne
to
regulate
the
pressure
in
its
split
would
occur
if
a
break
to furnish the city with 3-cent gas
Neither side seemed disposed to
mains
is
by
no
means
settledl
comes.
City
officials
also
are
taking
if given the right to drill on the city's
give in. Mayor Baker announced
positively he would not grant the Mayor Baker has had tests made the position that recent discoveries property. If gas is found the city
will
be supplied at-3 cents per 1,000
as
to
the
effects
of
varying
presof
natural
gas
in
the
heart
of
the
city
gas company's demand to charge
sure on gas mains, and is getting and in suburbs should be givan recog- feet up to 500,000 feet per day.
natural gas consumers a minimum expert
The new ordinance prepared by the
advice on the practicability com
"itiona through a clause requiring the
of 60 cents a month.
P ny to reduce gas rates If it East Ohio contains a clause stipulat"The only thing which would of requiring pressure regulation purchases
gas from some near-by ing that the new main shall be completed by Oct. 1, 1913. The ordinance
cause me to consent to a minimum
point for distribution in Cleveland.
charge," said the mayor, "would
The company's representatives hold prepared by the mayor fixes Dec. 1,
the minimum charge should be al- 1912, as the date.
be a lower rate. The rate is fixed
The discussion yesterday indicated
lowed by the city in return for the
at 30 cents a thousand for 10
company's agreement to build the that the city officials would not hold
years by ordinance. That price
out on this point, as President Daly
main.
was settled upon as being high
Mayor Baker discovered at yester- stated that while, the main could not
enough to compensate the company
day's meeting in looking over the possibly be completed enough headfor any loss it might sustain be•ordinance prepared by the company way would be made to assure Clevecause some customers do not con,iat the clause requiring the main to land a larger supply during the come laid from the West Virginia field ing winter.
sume sufficient gas to pay the exIt is probable that the city will
ad been omitted. \ The ordinance
pense of supplying them.
Unless
repared by the mayor contains the also waive its demand for pressure
the gas company wants to reopen
regulation and that a minimum sup^ords,
"West
Virginia."
the price question, I shall not
"If someone should strike a 10,000,- ply of 100,000,000 feet per day be asagree to fixing of any minimum
00 foot gas well around here, 30 sured by a mixture of water gas If
charge."
.ants would be too much to pay for necessary. President Daly stated
that no way had been found of mixas," said the mayor.
Daly Wants 60-Cent Minimum.
ing natural gas with coke gas or
"How
would
we
get
it?"
retorted
The ordinance as submitted by
'resident M, B. Daly of the East water gas for commercial purposes.
Daly and Tolles fixes a 6 0-cent
The city also may withdraw from
'hio Gas Co. "Would the mere fact
minimum. Daly says it costs the''1'
lat I am living in Cleveland and do- its stand that the pressure of thi
company between 55 and 5 6 cents!
ig business here affect the price any? natural gas output should be regu
a month to supply each consumer. I
hey charge us more around here." lated. The mayor indicated yesterThe mayor suggested that if gas day that he was not positive in his
The second big hitch resulted
on either of these questions.
from the-announcement of Daly Time o| completion of the new nat i large quantities is found around stand
"I believe in the principle of a
that the company could not fix a ural gas main, the minimum charge Parole Board Invites Mayor.
charge but I do not believe
date when it would agree to have and the reserve supply will be the Mayor Baker has been invited to at- minimum
that it should be allowed unless the
the new natural gas main com3 on which Mayor Baker and nd the first meeting of the city parole entire price question is reopened at
pleted. Its ordinance is drawn President Daly of the East Ohio Gas)ard at the correction farm in War- this time," Baker said.
tomorrow afternoon. There
without setting a date, whereas Company will disagree at their con- snsville
"The price is so low that there is
ference Tuesday afternoon
'"e 1TO prisoners at the farm. All those only one way of dealing with that,"
Dalv's nrnnnoori ^wnv,„„ 6
i t the old institution on Woodland-av replied
President Daly. "I'm trying
ed
' Presentwill be transferred to the farm
mT„P £„/«,!
ea toth?
to the mayor
Tuesday, provides
for^gE.month.
to get something in here that will be |
minimum monthly charge of 60
an inducement to build the line. So !
cents and for completion of the new
far all of the changes proposed have
mam by October I, 1913. The conbeen for the benefit of the city."
struction of the main in time for next
winter's requirements, Daly says, is
impossible. Daly's ordinance has no
provision as to a reserve supply of
gas.
Baker will insist upon construction !
of the main this fall and will fight!
the minimum charge feature. He is
disposed to stand firm for a pressure
regulation.
"I am willing to discuss the minimum charge question if the whole
subject of gas prices is opened up "
isaid Mayor Baker Tuesday, "but, as.
! the price is not under consideration,'
I shall oppose the minimum charge
feature of Mr. Daly's ordinance.
"We are anxious to have the new
main completed December 1, the date
provided in the ordinance I drafted,
but, if that is •impossible, I would
take January 1 rather than lose the
gas supply this winter."
"Both dates are impossible," said
Daly. "We cannot complete the new
main for next winter by any chance.
The mere work of digging will take
longer than that. Letting contracts,
getting right of way and securing delivery of pipe all takes much time.
We may be able to devise some way
to increase the gas supply next win*
ter, but the main cannot possibly toa
built.
"The one thing wc ask
nance is the*?ninimum
cents. We Will insist on that
Under the present ordinance pat
rons pay only for the gas which they
actually use.
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SKER BLOCKS I
GAS DICKER ON
FIXED CHARGE

4
D

■:'.'.

'

hGy agreed on ordi- j
<>f this year.
Z-SL^,™
„,n,
provisions for
Extending serv
ice and eliminated ^duplication oi'
artificial and natural igas mains and
on an annual charge of*j;5 a year for
each city street gas lamp. Baker
abandoned a stipulation the com[pany must furnish 100,000,000 feet a
■ day.

The negotiators hqjd' left the mini| mum service ■charge provision of the
jtproposed ordinance to th<> last. One
1<
provision appeared in the
. ,1,1 J + ,*mi '.drafted ordinance which Daly and

,.
Negotiations lor
Addition-ji Tolles
rr>

i nr •

TI

1/1 T'n *

til Natural Mail) Held I 1»

—
as t,le

j
had submitte
~

,,,

1912.

working m cold ^ eaf
ible t0 get
«n»
camps,
men »to*%*?<,
stay in constrCction
constr
d
tely
uncomfortable
ana
warmed.
Agree to Supply Xeeds.
But as the city officials were beginning to worry and to look ste^
the gas
u j^ nM or
nr
tne
gas men
mo" said i that_
th „ 5,000,000
agree
get the city
,000,000toafdltl^l
feet the
needed to take
care of W^^tto last one,
as severe a winter a
^ plan
in plentj oi tlmt.iDe from the
to start laying the; vwe:
1
tQ

tne mayor

meeting open*!, but none was

BAKER QUOTES LATIN
TO DALY: IT IS CAUGHT
A year in the mayor's chair has
not dulled Mayor Baker's keen
edge for the "highbrow" figure of
SP

AnCd' intimate
contact
with
Standard Oil - A the gas business
should not be conducive to hignbrowism" in President M. B. Dais,
of the East Ohio Gas Company, or
S. H. Tolles, its attorney.
But when the gas men offered
to give Baker some fancy mantles
for testing, in the gas meeting
yesterday afternoon, Baker said.
"Timeo Danaos et dona fer-

el
h, the document Mayor Baker had
And Daly and Tolles laughed
dictated.
heartily.
., ,,T • _
In English Baker said: I fear
Promise to Kebate Charge.
the Greeks, even when they bear
Briefly, the company's proposition
gifts." He quoted it from "Virgil.
was that each of the 117,000 separate
Baker «d aB e^^ tlie pe0.
surance
of
enougn
B«-»
consumers would have sixty-two
cents marked irp on his bill before P'^We'll gefn" here as quick as the
Tolles exclaimed.
the meters started to turn every L \vei git
^f think
ven with the conditions
month. If they used more than 2,000
feet, the sixty-two cents would be of las winter, we can take care of
deducted from their total gas bills.
If they used less, the company would bJt'be™ Director of Public Works
_
get only the sixty-two cents. Two Springborn seemed to think it was
cents of the sixty would be rebated a
Datf said he had no doubt if the
for payment of the bill within ten
company started the> line 1« could^t
days after it was presented
'I cannot adjust my mind to this j th*„°Fto waive a contractual right
for a year's notice before parting a
proposition unless you agree to talc
up the entire' price question," the' 'new line. When the line is built it
mayor declared.
"If thirty cents will give 40,000,000 feet a day.
"Cities are the neglected accidents
Small Well Offered.
was fix.-.d as the price without this,
of the nation," declared Mayor
Deadlock mme again yester then you must stand any loss on that
lBten
Baker recalled 3e™
* "ij^ Baker, talking* on the home rule
that the territory near Cleveland (amendment at the Builders' Exchange
day in negotiations to procure price."
might^ve gas and -anted the peo- annual watermelon feast yesterday
Daly coldly said the price was not j ple to have the benefit of It. ile
noon. Former Judge P. A. Henry,
enough natural gas to keep' under consideration.
found the company had not said, is who also talked, agreed with the
Baker explained that while he felt its draft that gas was to come from mayor on this, but disagreed with
Ireland warm next winter
a minimum charge was correct, it West Virginia Daly said the omis- him on nearly all of the other
when Mayor linker refused to was not proper now. He thought it sion had been made so the company amendments which will be voted on
coind not be in the power of West by Ohio citizens September 3. About
lei the Ivisl Ohio Gas Company Only right when it would decrease Virginia
operators.
but said he 150 members of the exchange heard
charge 60 cents a month to !ii price to the general consumer. thought no'gas could he obtained the discussions.
The minimum charge would pre- nearer at a less price. He said ne
"The founders of the constitution
every gas consumer whether gas vent some people from changing wts offered the output of a wnall could not possibly have foreseen the
is used or not.
from artificial to natural, Baker well nearby at 22 cents per 1,000 feet problem of the city as it exists today," said Baker, "and unwise adBaker offered to agree to some thought.
re|akerathought gas should be cheap- herence to the mere letter of that
minimum service charge of that sort
Say Charge Affects Few.
er nearby and wanted a provision constitution, not only in this particuii the gas company would reopen the
The gas company argument was Sat "one-third of the supply came lar but in many others, is unwise.
Lion of tin' price of natural gas that it cost fifty-six cents a month from nearby fields the price should Home rule is the only solution of the
a'sjfj-- over again the negotiations to keep a connection ready to serve remain thirty cents Instead of in- problem, for cities differ as greatly
to thirty-five in the last five as do individuals."
,1 1,\ Mayor Baehr in 1910. and- that really it made no profit creasing
Mayor Baker also supported the
years of the franchise But no acAl. I',. Hilly, of the East frem a consumer unless his bills to- tion came of this. Tolles said the initiative and referendum amendtaled
SiS
a
year.
The
charge
would
i, declined to dicker again.
company would like to get a nearbj ment. "The old idea that we, the
people, are unable to give ourselves
The sixty-ccnl minimum service
source temporarily.
. .
Ect only a few illuminating gas
One of Baker's ordinance provisions the kind of laws we want, and that
rga is regarded as a matter of I customers.
we will bring ruin to the nation
sufficient importance,
Baker
and , Raker admitted this might be so, was abanodned when the East Ohio through hasty and impetuous legislamen showed that if at any time their
Then
Dalv
in
Daly said", to prevent an agreement but still stood fast
natural gas supply falls short the tion is weak," he said.
Judge Henry spent the greater
if city and coirftany remain firm.j; ,imated everything was off unlei^ , artificial gas mains must be built.
Baker at first wanted the company to aart of his time attacking the I. &
iBressure regulatVJi, a question stillB Baker agreed
inducements agree to mix gas to make up the sup- a proposal. He asserted that the
in doubt, is not s<v considered.
company had received
ply whenever the supply falls below ■navor's contention that people at
'arge can and will act intelligently
Calls Minimum vCharge Vital.
100,000,000 feet a day.
is wrong.
"My directors regard the minimum
Wants Extensions Definite.
"The voters cannot possibly beliarge as vital." Daly deThe negotiators agreed on no dup- come familiar enough with the forty;wo
amendments which are now beclared.
lication of new- service and that any
time 75 per cent of the residents on a 'ore them to act intelligently," he
■I
iid no rVason whj
whs 1
^aid.
should agree to It nr change my all the comfort Baker gave the =as street, now supplied by artificial gas
The mayor took a shot at the
petition and sign pearly natural
mind." 1 laker said.
e
Standard
Oil Company of New York
gas
contracts,
natural
shall
be
subrT°ne only other seriou^aUer, and
linker and the gas oflcials will try,
stituted.
Baker wanted extension and declared himself for direct priin Thursday to eomek together. If
tied down so the ability of the com- maries and the recall. On all of these
Henry disagreed with him.
Call Baker told Daly he would the meter at a P^fulcsaid there pany to furnish gas should be meas- points
The abilitv of a bond to hide on
ured by something else than the comDalJ saiu
in the ci
id thresh stipulated marks.
assessment
day, Baker said, made
no better way of doing w i
pany's'say-so. This was left as it
all difiicul
the eoun- was
him oppose the proposal to tax citye company was doing now but
OUUJ j~^- -—^ artiflcia, franchise
conducting tests
of,
oi m
K^
&
ciliuen in a final effort to a
bonds.
.
Baker, who is conducting
^ He
Baker agked for and got> a price
The Chamber of Commerce legislagas mantles, was not so. sui. . He , ^ $5
Neither Bide wants to quarrel.
street ,amp lnstead of $6.
Enough gas to supply Cleveland thought there was some
>aUer> but tne city wili have to care for the tion committee, which, with subcom- |
mittees, is considering the proposed;
this winter can be obtained by the l«eping a uniform P^^more
to;iamps.
amendments, met at noon to discuss,
m
he
would
have
s°
"
>
l
t
the
meeting
were
Chairman
A.
said
teraay s
A
East Ohio, Daly and IS. H. Tolles,
the amendments. As some of the;
sax
Thursday.
Alter
m
gaid A stearns, of the Chamber of Com,
subcommittees were not ready to re- :
East Ohio attorney, sjlid. but they
rheeflng was ovi«'li. nmight become merce gas committee; Ar. W. Sincere, port, another meeting of the com!
to try to procure the gas 'this P^rticulai Point .e
negQ_
Secretary Baxter, of the commit1
^^ Baker, Daley, Tolles and Direc- llmitee was called for next week.
unless the city meets, their terms . exceedingly important
tiations.
tor'Springborn.
in a new ordinance.
Fix Date Octohei 1, AWAO.
Director Springborn has not yet
Building Defayed.
TWnvo the meeting opened, it haa d iled t0 accept the bid of E. A.
While they are negotiating, build- , beared that the rock on which the Alexanaer, j. T. Harding and C. A.
ing operations In many outlying parts ' teeak was likely to occur was the Hardl
for a iease of land next the
,litv of the company to complete
,ant in NeWburg. The men
of Cleveland are held up for the
its cw main by December 1 of this oft.ered to seU gas for three cents
want of assurance of natural gas
veai" In the ordinance Prepared by thousand t0 the city if they found
connections.
If the deal with the
Ether that date was bxed. ^he ^ They lntend to drill, if they get
through, Daly said enough
one drawn by tones, ^v
the land
gas for all reasonable extensions of
"!?i
SS
Sliemb..
If
Baler
eom.
could be had.
Baker and Daly locked horns on
the minimum service charge afterthey
had avoided what had been expected
Ot 111*^ f»w~o-_
to be a serious break by dodging a
and
trench, 180 miles long^in «$ne
guarantee that a new pipe line from
hard to get the
the gas fields in West Virginia would
be built and i
-v December 1

When Mayor Balks at 60Cent Fee.

I

DALY SAYS DIEECTOKS
HOLD IMI()\ 1SION VITAL

BAKER AND HEM i
CLASH OH CHARTER

Officials of City and Corporation Will Attempt to
Reach
Agreement at
Meeting Thursday.

[Discuss Proposals at Builders' Exchange Watermelon Feast.

\%~S&£1*-&'*

\ P.

WE MUST HAVE MAYOR TO GIV
FIXED GAS CHARGE, ULTIMATUM IN
DECLARES DALY DICKER FOR GAS
Daly,
SSSr^SSSV that heXou.ht

?LceUnrfr^homtthPaa^r °off
Mils is the lowest fixed minimum
price the company can work under
L an inoucer of the new natural**
main the city wants was ?. .ne same
frame
of mind Wednesday.
»mwon't say that we won't come
to an agreement," said Daly, cautiously, "because I don't see how we
can fan to ultimately ^VD wante
circumstances.
Clevel'-.a .wants
more gas and I personally want to
furnish it As a business ■ propositon, I can't see for the life of me
just why Mr. Baker doesn't accept
our proposition.
"The only thing we are standing
out for is the minimum fixed rate.
Experts all over the country agree
that 62 cents is the lowest price that
could be fixed and that doesn t mean
a profit. Of course, at present we
have no fixed rate on natural gas
land only 25 cents on artificial gas.
but the latter doesn't represent oneihalf of the cost.
"We were willing to waive the
proposition that we shut down our
artificial gas plant and we dont
; want to quibble about whether the
'price of street lamps shall be fixed
'at $5 or $6. Our only concern in
that is whether we shall take care
of the pipes or whether the city shall.
I prefer that the company take care
of it.
"I have no assurance that we can
get the gas. But I am anxious to
try
It represents an outlay of
$2,500,000 by us and $800,000 by the
gas producer. Personally, I am anxious to get the gas. My directors
are not, and by the way, the directors are the gentlemen who say that
62 cents shall be the mimimum rate."
rate."

■Mayor Baker used three ~TanBages in conducting the gas conference.
■On one occasion, when he
^feed with President Daly, he
■narked: "Moi aussi." French
B>r "Me too.
"In turning down the company's
REer of —jantles for his pressure
xperiments he quoted
latin
p Virgil: "Timeo Danaos e<
ona ferentes."
In English, that's "I fear the
rreeks even when they bring
Bts."
The rest of the conference was
[inducted in English.

Sticking

for

Fixed

Charge, Will Hear Just What
City is Willing to Concede.
The controversy between the
city ,and the East Ohio Gas Co.
has passed the conference stage.
President Daly of the East
Ohio announced Wednesday that
he wouldn't recede one cent from
his demand for a 60-cent minimum charge against each consumer every month, whether gas
consumed amounts to that much
or not. After the conference in
the mayor's office Tuesday afterI noon this demand stood as the
sole remaining barrier to a settlement whereby the company
will lay an additional main to
give Cleveland an adequate supply of natural gas.
Another conference had been
agreed upon for Thursday.
It
won't be held, however.
At the city hall Wednesday it
was said Mayor Baker will submit a written ultimatum to Daly
Thursday, telling him just what
concessions the city will grant
the company in return for the
new main. A minimum charge to
consumers will not be one of
them.
Mayor Baker said in Tuesday's
conference he believes in the principle of fixing a minimum charge,
but not when the price of gas is
fixed high enough to cover any loss
from small consumers.
"Reopen the entire price question," said the mayor, "and I'll be
willing to consider a minimum
charge."
Daly refused to dicker for a
lower price. He insisted the minimum Charge IBin. nepesaarv condj*tion Deiore tne company wTlP
agree to lay the additional main. \
Goes to City Council.
j
r"All right," said Baker. ""^Tri
communicate with you Thursday
afternoon, and then, if we can't
I agree, let's present our differences
I to council and let them be
| thrashed out there."
And so the matter stands. Other
differences between the mayor and
the gas officials are practically settled, except the matter of pressure
regulation, on which the mayor is
having experiments made in the
city laboratory.
The mayor agreed to give the
gas company till October 1, next
year, to complete its main, with
the understanding that the company shall finish enough of the
main so that increased pressure
can be turned into the present
mains and thereby furnish adequate gas for Cleveland this
winter.
The mayor discovered a sleeper
in the gas company's ordinance in
the omission of the words "West
Virginia," as specifying from what
fields the additional main shall
be laid. President Daly admitted
he is dickering with other fields.
He has hitherto insisted the
West Virginia fields are the only
ones available to his company.
Demands Better Prices.
The mayor thereupon insisted
that the city shall get a better
price on gas if it is piped from.
nearer fields. A provision to that
effect will be drawn up.
Daly agreed that the city shall
are for piping the gas into its
wn street lamps, and the comany will charge $5 instead of
fi a year per lamp to the city.

PLANS GAS ULTIMATUM
Controversy Over Franchise Will
Go to the Council.
The gas situation remained unchanged yesterday, as Mayor Baker
and Director of Public Service Springborn were both away from their offices all day. President Daly and
Attorney S. H. Tolles, of the East
Ohio Gas Company, did not confer,
either, and their minds are unchanged regarding their stand for a
sixty-cent minimum charge against
all gas consumers, every month.

CLEVELAND

PLAIN

FRIDAY, AUGUST 9,

DEALER
1912.

City Officials Lenient at Warrensville Farm.
Twenty-six times yesterday afternoon the promise to do better was
made to the parole board at the City
correction farm at Warrensville.
Twenty-two of the men who made
it were paroled. Two were passed,
and two held until later.
Yesterday was the first time the
parole board has met at its new headquarters at the farm. Mayor Baker,
several councilmen and city officials
attended.
The mayor and officials were the
guests of Supt. W. H. Cowley at
luncheon. Those in the party were
Mayor Baker, C. W. Stage, director
of public safety, W. J. Springborn,
! director of public service; Rev. Dr.
Harris R. Cooley, director of charities; J. B. Vining, secretary of the
department of charities and. correction; Howell Wright, superintendent
of the Associated Charities; City
Treasurer John Krause, Councilmen
Hanratty, French, McGinty and Sulzmann; C. D. Cuthbertson, parole officer, and Robert Mack, deputy'superintendent.
The men paroled are:
Donato' Lombardo, Martin Genaka, Melvin E Poor, Walter Trimmer, Robert E.
Wilson, Henrv Straub, George Seelig, Fred
Spilker, John Upson. Warren B] Parker, Domenico Pucci, Charley Neat, Richard Neat,
William Miller, Mike Dever, John O'Brien.
William Kovarik, Anthony Burke, Charle!
Parker James Patmore, Peter Sasala ano
William Dloniak. Charles Russell and Edward Maloney were passed, and Mike Graham and Cornelius Murray were held ovei
until later.

GAS DEADLOCK STILL ON
Mfyor Defers Proposition to Company Until Today.

Mayor Baker decided yesterdaj
that o i account of other duties h<
would not forward his communica
tion to the East Ohio Gas Co. till today. In the meantime, the deadlock
onthe question of a minimum month'
ly charge of 62 cents is still on.
"Sixty-two cents is too much tc
ask for a minimum charge," said
Councilman French yesterday. "1
never will vote for that and I believe
the ether members of the council feel
the same way."
'"We are waiting for the mayor s
communication," said President M. B.
Daly of the Eastern Ohio yesterday.
"We have no new suggestions to
make at this time. Perhaps the mayor
will give us some new ideas in his j
communication."
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SATURDAY, AUGUST
CITY

IT'S'MEN/NOT'PRISONERS'
AT NEW. CITY WORK-FARM
; Councilman Favors Reduction of Rates if Minimum is
Demanded by Company.

TO

LEASE

GAS

RIGHTS—

Mayor Baker, Director of Public Service
Springborn and Director of Public
Safetv Stage voted yesterday to accept
the offer made $arly this week for a,
lease of the privilege to bore for gas
and oil on the city garbage plant property at Warrensville. If the prospectors
are successful Cleveland will have
three-cents-per-l,000-feet gas. The bidders are E. A. Alexander, J. T. Harding
and C. S. Judson.

GAS^olDINANCEUP TODAY
Baker's Dra^nVlmimatiim **

Would Appeal to Courts to
Determine City's Rights
at Present.

Finished.
Mayor Baker did not complete Ms

"Tt will be finished in the mornWhen the gas ordinance prepared
Snf£ TaYa Baker as he left his office
bv Mayor Baker reaches the city yesterday.
of the
chairman
council, Councilman Haserodt will
ctJer ^Commerce committee on
ask that the whole subject be thrown
^^rU^yesSy^con^rring
open so that new terms can be made
*ff&f*.d/aft^ *egO=nce
with the East Ohio Gas Co.
"I believe we should get better
;th \° l^ter^ying the terms
terms than were obtained under the
the mayor hp.« decided upon.
old ordinance," he said yesterday. "I
am in favor of throwing the whole
thing open If any changes are to be
made. If that isn't done, I would
suggest that the city throw the question into court to test the city's power
to force the company to build a new
main under the present ordinance." j
Mayor Baker yesterday completed a
new draft of the ordinance, upon j
which he has been working. This will,
man he had been freed.
There be forwarded to President M. B. Daly
was a jauntiness in his step as he of the East Ohio today, with a letter j
went out. He was stronger and explaining the mayor's attitude on
healthier than when he arrived a the entire question.
.
|
The ordinance makes no provision;
few weeks before. His eyes were
a monthly minimum charge, as
"Call the first man," said ,T. B. clearer and the lines in his face for
the mayor is strongly opposed to this (
ig, who sal at the head of were not so deep.
in the existing franchise. The comMany Are Paroled,
pany is asking the right to charge,
ahle at the first meeting of
The pleas of 2 6 were heard by 62 cents a month whether gas is used
iarole board at Warrensville
or not, in return for an agreement to,
the hoard, and 2 2 were paroled. extend a new main to the West VirThursday.
.lit. him were Mayor Baker, One was an attorney who forged ginia field or some other point where
gas Is to be found.
Harris
R. Cooley, W. J. checks for small amounts; a few natural
Councilman Menning declared yesSpringborn, C. W. Stage, direct- were workmen who got into trou- terday that if there was a minimum
members of the council, and ble while drunk; two were well- charge it should be no greater than
officials.
to-do men who were harming 25 cents a month. Councilman HaseAnd he said "man" instead of
said he would oppose any minithemselves by drinking too^mucb. , rodt
mum clause that would not compel
"prisoner."
One was a boy who came to the [ the company to refund the amount
The man was led in. His face
farm a few days ago in knee j after the consumer had used the gas
and
hands were deeply suntrousers.
He stole a water me- ;
Mayor Baker's ordinance may be
burned.
His shoulders
were
considered at a special meeting of the
ter from a wagon.
squared. He hold his head erect,
Those who had no place
to council.
.
.
chin down, military fashion. He go were
The measure now contains no rerpromised
room
and
Hist laid aside his hoe in a
erence
to
pressure
regulation,
as
the
board at the Brotherhood until mayor, in the city laboratory, nai
potato field.
found pressure variations have n<
glanced through the open they obtained work.
Thursday
marked the final
windows as he walked to the transfer of headquarters of the effect on mantles. This leaves thi
chair opposite Dr. Cooley. Twenty house of correction from the old minimum charge the only importan
point in dispute.
feet away he saw a woods—a
The attitude of Mayor Baker am
workhouse, with its black walls
green-carpeted, old-f a s h l o n e d
several
members of the council is tha
and barred windows, to the 500-;
woodsy woods, in which butteracre farm where the men watch the entire subject of price should h
flies fluttered about and birds things grow and breathe clean, reopened if the question of a minimur,
charge is to be discussed. The mayo
caroled.
fresh air.
has held that, while he believed ii
Wife Sits With Him.
Lunch was served
to
board the principle of a fixed minimun
The man's wife, who had come members and visitors by Mrs. W. charge, he was opposed to a minimun
to help her husband obtain his H. Cowley, wife of the superin- in the present ordinance.
parole, was given a chair near tendent.
Some members of the council an
Everything on the tahim,
„„
, . ble came from the farm—ham, expressing strong opposition to tin
i
minimum
principle. Among these is
"What did you do?
asked veal,
potatoes,
butter,
cream,
radishes, milk,
apples. Henry ' Councilman D. J. zinner who declared
' '"One day at work," said the Novak, an inmate, played grand | some days ago that the company is
' standing out for this change that
man, "a fellow put a roll of bills opera music on the piano.
| Cleveland citizens might guarantee it
in my coat pocket by mistake.
The board members walked to a monthly income of $70,000.
There was over $100.
I spent the meeting room on a road made
Councilman Zinner has in mind the
money. They arrested me.'
by prisoners, and sat on chairs plan of encouraging a new company
The man's wife said she had and did business over a
table to compete with the East Ohio. A '
mortgaged the furniture to pay made by the men who are serving similar move was suggested by Councilman Haserodt yesterday.
back the theft.
She , said she time.
"I think Cleveland should get betwanted her husband to come back
erms than the present ordinance^
he said. "I don't believe in any con"lie is a good man, she tola
cessions.
the hoard.
"If they won't throw open the enA minute later they told the
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IT'S'MEN/NOT'PRISONERS'
AT NEW. CITY WORK-FARM

WILL TRY TO OPEN

AUGUST l^lg^
CITY

TO

LEASE

GAS

RIGHTS—

Mayor Baker, Director of Public Service
Springborn and Director of Public
Safety Stage voted yesterday to accept
the offer made qlarly this week for a,
lease of the privilege to bora for gas
and oil on the citv garbage plant property at Warre'nsvilfe. If the prospectors
are successful Cleveland will have
three-cents-per-l.OOO-feet gas. The bidders are E. A. Alexander, J. T. Harding
and C. S. Judson.

Councilman Favors Reduction of Rates if Minimum is GAS ORDINANCE UP TODAY
Baker's Draft and Ultimatum Not
Demanded by Company.
Would Appeal to Courts to
Determine City's Rights
at Present.

Finished.
Mavor Baker did not complete MS
ordinance nor his ultimatum to
President Daly of the East Ohio Gn.s
Company yesterday though *e-was
busy working nearly all the after

n
°'Tt.' will be finished in the mornWhen the gas ordinance prepared ing" slid Baker as he left his offlcs
by Mayor Baker reaches the city yeslerday.gtt!arnSi chairman of the
council, Councilman Haserodt will
number of Commerce committee on
ask that the whole subject be thrown eas s^nt more than an hour in
open so that new terms can be made Bakers office yesterday conferring
with htm- A draft of the ordinance
with the Bast Ohio Gas Co.
"I believe we should get better Zill be sent to Daly this morning
a letter specifying the terms
terms than were obtained under the wltn
the mayor has decided upon.
old ordinance," he said yesterday. "I
I am in favor of throwing the whole
thing open If any changes are to be
made. If that isn't done, I would
suggest that the city throw the question into court to test the city's power
to force the company to build a new
main under the present ordinance." .
Mayor Baker yesterday completed a
new draft of the ordinance, upon |
man he had been freed. There which he has been working. This will,
forwarded to President M. B. Daly j
was a jauntiness in his step as he be
of the East Ohio today, with a letter)
went out. He was stronger and explaining the mayor's attitude on
healthier than when he arrived a the entire question.
few weeks before. His eyes were
The ordinance makes no provision j
"Call the first man," said J. B. clearer and the lines in his face for a monthly minimum charge, as
the mayor is strongly opposed to this j
Vining, who sat at the head of were not so deep.
in the existing franchise. The comtable .at the first meeting of
Many Are I'aroled.
pany Is asking the right to charge,
the parole board at Warrensville
The pleas of 2 6 were heard by 62 cents a month whether gas is used
return for an agreement to.
Tliursdaj.
the board, and 2 2 were paroled. or not, ain new
main to the West VirAbout, him were Mayor Baker, One was an attorney who forged extend
ginia field or some other point where
Harris it. Cooley, W. J. checks for small amounts; a lew- natural gas Is to be found.
Councilman Menning declared yesSpringborn, C. W. Stage, direct- were workmen who got into trouors: members of the council, and ble while drunk; two were well- terday that if there was a minimum
charge it should be no greater than
other city officials.
cents a month. Councilman HaseAnd he said "man" instead of to-do men who were harming ■ 25
said he would oppose any mini
themselves by drinking too-much. rodt
"prisoner."
mum clause that
compe
came
to
the
™ouI,d tne
.?ot amount
The man was led in. His face One was a bovj who
i« ~uc IU me i the
., nnmnnnv
company tn
to refund
the
and hands were deeply sun- farm a few days ago in knee , after the consumer had used the gas
burned.
His shoulders
were trousers. He stole a water me- '
Mayor Baker's ordinance may be
considered at a special meeting of the
Squared, He held his head erect, ter from a wagon.
Those who had no place to council.
chin down, military fashion. He
The measure now contains no refust laid aside his hoe in a go were promised room and
board at the Brotherhood until erence to pressure regulation, as the
potato field.
mayor,
in the city laboratory, has
lie glanced through the open they obtained work.
found pressure variations have n<
Thursday
marked
the
final
windows as he walked to the
effect on mantles. This leaves thi
chair opposite Dn Cooley. Twenty transfer of headquarters of the minimum charge the only Importan
house
of
correction
from
the
old
away he saw a woods—a
point in dispute.
The attitude of Mayor Baker am
carpeted, old-f a sh i o n e d workhouse, with its black walls
and
barred
windows,
to
the
50
0several
members of the council is tha
ly woods, in which butterthe entire subject of price should b
nut tered about and birds acre farm where the men watch reopened
if the question of a minimur
things grow and breathe clean,
caroled.
charge is to be discussed. The mayo
fresh air.
Wife Sits With Him.
Lunch was served to board has held that, while he believed ii
The man's wife, who had come members and visitors by Mrs. W. the principle of a fixed minimun
to help her husband obtain his H. Cowley, wife of the superin- charge, he was opposed to a minimun
the present ordinance.
parole, was given a chair near tendent. Everything on the ta- in Some
members of the council ar»
him.
ble came from the farm—ham, expressing strong opposition to thi
"What did you do?" asked veal, potatoes, butter, cream, minimum principle. Among these h
Stage.
radishes, milk, apples. Henry Councilman D. J. Zinner who declared
"One day at work," said the Novak, an inmate, played grand some days ago that the company is
standing out for this change that
man, "a fellow put a roll of bills opera music on the piano.
citizens might guarantee it
in my coat pocket by mistake.
The board members walked to Cleveland
There was over $100. I spent the meeting room on a road made a monthly income of $70,000.
Councilman
Zinner has in mind the
money. They arrested me." by prisoners, and sat on chairs
plan of encouraging a new company
The man's wife said she had and did business over a table to
compete with the East Ohio. A
gaged the furniture to pay made by the men who are serving similar
move was suggested by Coun- j
the lheft.
She , said she time.
eilman Haserodt yesterday.
ed her husband to come back
"I think Cleveland should get bet-j
home.
rms than the present ordinance,"
he said. "I don't believe m any con"He is a good man," she told
cessions.
the board.
"If they won't throw open the enA minute later they told the
tire question, let us go to court as
quickly as possible to decide the
rights of the city under the present
ordinance."
Discovery of gas in Cleveland and
! the vicinity has led the members of
the council to hope early develop! ments. will place the city in a more
' independent position.
The city board of control at a meet• ing yesterday noon, voted to accept
j the offer received some days ago for
' a gas and oil lease on the garbage i
disposal plant property In Newburg
Heights. Under this lease, the city
will have the right to buy the gas out- |
put at 3 centeta 1,000 feet up to 500,000 feet and free oil up to a certain
percentage of the output. Gas and
oil have been found in the vicinity.
A big yield of gas at this point
would enable the city to run its garbage disposal machinery with gas and
other city Institutions would be supplied.
The administration has taken the
position that the East Ohio should
give the city a lower gas rate If it
purchases gas nearer Cleveland than
West Virginia. President Daly says
the company is forced to pay more
for gas found nearer Cleveland.

CL EVELAND NEWS ^turday,AugustW7l9&.

BAKER PUTSMSORDINANCE UP
TO DALY; BALKS AT MINIMUM FEE

seems clear that the best time
provide for the regulation of pressure
Is at the time that the system of
mains is installed, and as we are not
now at that point in the construction
of your company's equipment, and as
experiments made by my direction
seem to indicate that the variations
in pressure which occur in the supply
of natural gas from your company
do not affect injuriously the incandesshould be without considering1
The n°w natural gas ordinance the profits as well as losses made
cent mantles used, and do not noticeably affect the illuminating power of drafted by Mayor Baker himself, by the company and likely to be
the burner, it has seemed to me tnat together with a letter stating made in the distribution of its
the pressure question could sately De
he's ready to call a special coun- product. Of course any considdisregarded for the present.
"With regard to the minimum sup- cil meeting to take up that ordi- eration of profit and loss leads
ply, I realize that, in dealing with , nance, which provides for the into the question of price and the
price question, I have understood,
natural gas, we are considering a I
product the amount of which is lim- | construction of an additional gas is resrarded by your company as
ited by natural laws, and is not sus- main by the East Ohio Gas Co., so far settled under the existing
ceptible of arbitrary and unlimited in- •were forwarded by Baker Satur- price ordinance that no present
day to President Daly of the gas consideration of it is permitted.
'iCan't Fix Minimum Charge cr63.sc" Street Lights at $5
Waives Pressure Demand.
The company will not be compelled company.
In his letter, the mayor flatly
Baker waives his previous deWithout Knowing Com- to extend or lay mains or pipe for
distribution of natural gas in streets declines to consent to the gas mands for pressure and supply
being supplied with artificial gas company's demand that it be al- clauses in the ordinance. His orpany's Probable Profit and i now
only, but whenever 75 per cent of tne lowed to charge natural gas conI: bona fide residents of a street or dis- sumers in Cleveland a minimum dinance provides:
Whenever 75 per cent of the
Loss, Baker Tells Daly
trict shall petition the gas company of 60 cents a month whether or
i to substitute natural for artificial gas, not they use that amount of gas. residents of a street petition the
i that the substitution shall be made.
gas,
"II find myseli,
WHIBB
>-"<= company
company for
i^ natural
"">=-- ■ the ..armyself," writes
Baker wants street lights provided mayor,
"unable to consider either tificial gas supply shall be dis_
il/IAYOR SUBMITS HIS
at $5 each, the city to pay all costs
for repairs, connections, etc. Daly whether there should be a min- continued and natural gas
what such charge 1 stjtuted.
.
.
IDEA OF FRANCHISE wants the company to look after the imam charge or —-~
^
Where there is now no gas att
lights and the city to pay $6 per annum for each light.
■
■ On wriLieii oo»~» — - , , I
Take Up Pressure Later
[Declares He's Ready to Call
At a dinner of anti-protectionists Went for each ^und™d ££ £_
Baker's attitude toward the comearnings or losses as a basis not long ago Blroy M. Avery pro-'use gas. Where a pi
Council Together at Any pany's
for considering the fixing of a mini- auced plpefs showing that Louis consumer Pca^e «ach,d un
mum charge may mean that the Post, editor of The Public, and der this 0 J,°ji -onnectlonB at his
connections
Time; Aug. 15 Suits Him, company will be asked to make a fi- Mayor Baker had at one time been gas by making
nancial statement to council.
contributors to a protective tariff own expense
uuplication
Daly said Saturday that the com- leaeue of which Avery was once the
There snan ue
,,,,,„„ ftrt
iDaly Says
pany had paid 7 per cent on its capi- secfetary There was a good laugh of mains required. ^^ artl
tal stock of $20,000,000 last year but It Pos/'and the mayo?, both of ficial mains now ei^, «^y a™ to
lf
that its holdings were of considerMayor Baker Saturday for- able more value and that it has an whom changed their minds about be used for »atu™ /"• the nat_
the
tariff
a
long
time
ago.
ural
supply
is
asked
for
Dy res
valuation of $22,000^000.
| warded to M. B. Daly, president assessed
"Oh, I can tell worse than that," dents.
Daly will take up the Baker orThe gas company shall maini of the Bast Ohio Gas Company, dinance with directors of the East said Avery. "In one of the Bur- tain
its artificial plant to be operOhio next week and report to the ton-Johnson campaigns for conhis idea of what the gas fran- mayor by August 15, he said Satur- gress there was a workingman's ated in case the natural supply
day.
candidate, who, I heard, was about fails,
.r
„-,„,.
chise ordinance sliould be.
The city shall pay $5 a year
to withdraw because he had no
Accompanying the draft was
each
for
natural
gas
street
lamps,
funds to carry on the campaign. I
a letter which points out salient
went to him and asked about the the city to take care of connecreport. He said it was true. At tions and repairs.
features of the city's demands
my suggestion the tariff league
Must Start Main Soon.
and concludes: "I am prepared
gave him funds to continue the
The construction of the new
campaign,
feeling
any
vote
cast
for
main shall begin within 30 days
to recommend the ordinance as
him would be a Johnson vote.
after passage of the ordinance.
: I here submit it, to the council
"And so it turned out. The Its completion is required by Aug.
Every ' Monday morning Mayor
Johnson vote was split, and John- 31 of next year.
\ for its approval and to call a speBaker drives his automobile along- | son was defeated. But I have reThe gas company must rush its
cial meeting of the council to side City Hall, climbs out, walks to { pented and I hope that heaven has
new main and use its other reconsider the subject at such the rear of the auto and lifts out a forgiven me."
sources to such extent that there
| time as it will be convenient for huge, spongy-looking bundle.
shall be an adequate supply for
Every
Friday
a
woman
comes
to
| you to appear before it.''
the coming winter.
Mayor Baker's office, lays down a
Baker does not push his demand
Here's Mayor's Idea
wicker basket, collects some money
that there shall be a new price,
Baker's ordinance:
and departs.
negotiation in case the new main,
Omits pressure and minimum
In the afternoon Baker lifts the
be connected with some other
I supply requirements, but underwicker basket into the rear of his
field than West Virginia.
The
; takes to bind the company in
auto and takes it home.
"West
Virginia"
' expressed terms, so far as it can
?ords
It's the weekly washing being
in good faith, to a supply equal to
taken to and from the Baker country
fitted from the mayor's orthe demands of the people and up
home at Dover.
ance.
to the capacity of -the mains proThe Bakers like their town washyided.
erwoman, who looks after their
Omits reference to a minimum
clothes during the'winter residence
charge for the supply of natural
in Crawford road.
gas. In his explanatory letter,
Baker reminds Daly that he has
said in conference that the minimum charge seems to him sound,
but that he is unable to consider
either whether there should be a
minimum charge or what such a
charge should be without considering what the profits as well as
the losses of the company are
likely to be in the distribution of
its product.
Section 5 of Bakers proposed ordi
nance provides that a new main be
constructed and an additional supply
of gas be available not later than Au- '
gust, 1913, city officials realizing that
it is an impossibility to finish the v
work by the coming December.
No mention is made in the Baker
ordinance of artificial gas supply.
Mayor Baker said that inasmuch as a
.SIIDDIV of artificial gas is provided for ;
' in the ordinance passed in January,
and as the East Ohio Gas Co. has |
' waived its rights and the question of j
shutting down that plant, the proviso '
in the old ordinance stands as it is, .
and the mention of artificial in the
new ordinance is not necessary.
Take Up Pressure Later
"From such ivestigation as I have j
been able to make," writes Baker, "it
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BAKER IMPEDESlSPEflKERS JJEEP BUS!1 MMR WELCOMES
1
DICKER FOR mi^SS^f , COUNTRY'STYPOS
DECLARES DALY
President M. B. Daly, of the
East Ohio Gas Company, will not
break off negotiations with
Mayor Baker for a new $2,500,000 natural gas main here from
West Virginia, although Baker
yesterday refused to consider
ther a minimum service
charge of sixty cents a month
unless given leave to go into the
total profits of the company.
Ohio directors had demanded
the minimum charge as prerequisite
ancing for a new mam.
said last night prospects of
impaired by Baker's
mil the ques" his company. He will confer
i Ohio financiers and AttorS. H. Tolles Monday and will
er then.
Baker May Relent.
Baker intimated if the gas company
unteers to show its profits as well
its losses, a minimum service
ire may be considered.
Baker said if . ipany oificialsj
aro willing to take up his ordinance, submitted yesterday, he will
call a special meeting of the coun> consider it.
course, the mayor's proposal
relative to profits would mean a negotiation about price," Daly commented last night. "There is only one
price question in the natural gas
business and that is a higher price,
producing cost is greater every
Bui we are not swing to have
any price negotiations now.
Says Poor Not Hit.
"We will make as good an answer to
Mr. Baker as we can. His stand on
im service charge impairs
uiecs for the investment being
There seems to be an impresthal if the minimum service
charge is allowed, the working people
and ifie poor will pay it. i in tire i
trary, the workingman's wife oo<
The people il
aimed at are the ones who cook a cup
for
breakfast
and then take
>:- their meals out.
"We will be willing to show i
s on this point. We have one
mer who paid us 12 cents in six
months."
eral eouncilmen declare that
th.'v will bitterly oppose any minii ate.
ired yesterday that, while
is only capitalized at
its valuation was much in
I hat.
"We paid 7 per cent last year on
$10,000,000 of preferred stock. We
never paid dividends on the
common stock," declared Daly. He
said that the company Is assessed at
$L"->,000,000, but that Its property, franchises and prospects aro worth much
"Baker's ordinance waives the dei new gas main be finished
by December of this year, but Insists
work commence within thirty days
after pa iage of the ordinance, and
il on or before Auric:
vear. Daly
says lie wants until October.
r waived the pressure and
minimum supply requirements first
made, although lie insists that the
people of Cleveland shall be guarnpply equal to their defor the winter. It is agreed
the gas company will continue to
supply artificial gas, but in districts
75 per eenl of tho bona fide
residents petition the gas company to
the -supply to natural gas, the
■ my shall comply.

Plain Dealer Bureau,
44 E. Broad-st,
COLUMBUS, O., Aug. 11.
Speakers will be busy the next three
weeks in all parts of the state addressing meetings in favor of the adoption
of the proposed amendments to the constitution, to be voted on Sept. 3. Mayor
Baker of Cleveland, Mayor Whitlock of
Toledo, President Blgelow of the constitutional convention and a score of
former members of the convention will
do the speaking.

Mayor Baker has these dates:
Toledo,
AUK. 19; Hum, 20; Columbus, 21; Marlon.
22; Mansfield, 23; Akron, 24; Dayton, 2G;
Springfield, 27; Cleveland. 30.
John D. Fackler of Cleveland—Palnesvllle,
Aug. 22; Ashtabula, 23; Willougrhby, 24; Columbus, 25; Cincinnati. 27; Lebanon, 2S;
Franklin, 20; Urbana, 30; Lima, 31.
H. Gl Reddington of Elyria—Upper Sandusky, Aug. 16; Ravenna, 17; Bucyrus, 23,
and Gallon, 24.
Judge R. M. Wanamaker of Akron—MasKlllon, Aug. 13; Canton, 14; Dennlson, 15;
Canal Dover, 16; Dundee, 17; Tiffin, II);
Fostorla. 20; St. Marys, 21; Sidney, 22; Urbana. 23; Marysvllle, 24; Bryan, 26; Paulding, 27; Van Wert, 28; Greenville, 20; Eaton,
30; Cincinnati, 81.
Robert Crosser and S. S. Stllwell of Cleveland—New Lexington, Aug. 17; Athens, 2(1;
Wellston. 21; Ironton. 22; Portsmouth, 23;
Waverlv and ChlHicothe, 24; Troy, 26; Piqua,
27; Sidney. 2S; Wapakoneta, 29; Lima, 30,
and Flndlay. 31.
ConKfessman James M. Cox. Democratic
G&ndldate for governor, will speak on the
proposed changes in Cleveland on the evening of AUK. 3Q. President Blgelow will talk
to the Chamber of Industry in Cleveland'

City's Executive Lauds Printers for Bettering Working Environment.

Cleveland Publishers Entertain Visiting Delegates
for Day.
CHICAGO

STRIKE

AIRED

Xeaff of Windy City's Stereotype™'
Union Barred From Convention
Floor

at

Delegates

First

Session-Certain

Declared

Elected

Two Committees of Eleven Men
Aslcs

Strike

Wednesday, August 14, will be the
first weekly anniversary of the date
on which J. Milton Dyer, architect
promised to deliver specifications oi
the new City Hall.
They have arrived in dribs anc
drabs, but W. S. Lougee, superintendent of construction, said Tuesday
he had not studied the installments
"I'm waiting to get 'em all together," said Lougee. "Mr. Dyer says it's
only a matter of typewriting and thai
he will have the balance here today."
Mayor Baker refused to make any
comment.

1912.

Baker to Speak on Home Rule.
Mayor Baker speaks this afternoon
on home rule at Painesville, although
his ten-day stumping tour of the
state will not begin until Monday.
The Sycamore and Jackson clubs
meet tonight to hear arguments on
the constitutional amendments.

'SILENT ON GAS PROPOSAL
Daly Fails

to

Reply

to

Baker's

Ordinance.
President Daly, of the East Onio
Gas Company, did not reply to the
gas ordinance proposed by Mayor
Baker yesterday. Daly said Saturday
he would write the mayor a counter
proposal.
Daly denied yesterday that he and
the mayor were about ready to agree
to disagree.
"I believe we will yet be able to
reach an agreement," said he. Daly
and Solicitor Tolles, of the gas company, spent yesterday afternoon preparing a letter to Mayor Baker, in
which Daly said, a refusal to meet
the mayor's terms would be made.
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EAST OHIO FRAMES
REPLY TO BAKER
TODAY'S PROGRAM.
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legally-Lynch Appoints Twenty-

Each—Telegram

CLEVELAND

030 "a.
in.—Convention
session
opens at the Grays armory.
1 p. m.—Delegates and visitors j
board cars at Public square for Luna
pork.
8i30 p. m.—Program of sports, arranged by entertainment committee,
begins at Luna park.
4:30 p. m. — Adjourn to picnic
grounds at Luna park for official photograph of convention delegates.
5:30 p. m Supper at Luna dining
hall and band concert.
7 p. m. to midnight—General jollification at park, band concert, fireworks, etc.
Cleveland yesterday became the uncontested property of the International Typographical union because
the great organization- of typos a year
ago chose Cleveland as the city in
which to hold their fifty-eighth annual
convention.
Never before in Its history has the
International Typographical union
held so large a convention as that
which was formally opened at the
Grays armory at 10 o'clock yesterday
LYNCH USES TWO GAVELS.
President James M. Lynch of the
International Typographical union
is a hard man on gavels. He uses
them hard and often. Knowing
this, two labor organizations sent
gavels to the convention hall yesterday morning with their compli-,
ments.
The first gavel was the gift of
the carpenters' district council of
Cleveland. It was used at the
morning session. The second gavel
was the gift of the Fresno (Cal.)
local of the typographical union.
It was made by William Lucas, a
Fresno violinmaker.
morning. Never has a convention
city more willingly given itself over
to an army of delegates than has J
Cleveland.
The city's mayor, its newspaper j
publishers, merchants, weather man I
and even the baseball team did their
utmost to please. The mayor extended
the city's welcome, the newspaper
publishers extended their hospitality
and the merchants displayed their
choicest bargains for the wives, '
I daughters and sweethearts of the

A new proposition is being
framed by President Daly and
Solicitor Tolles of the East Ohio
Gas Co. to be presented for Mayor
Baker's approval in the hope of
ending the controversy over the
terms under which the Company
will lay an additional main to the
natural gas fields to give Cleveland an adequate supply.
What.this proposal is to be
Daly refused Tuesday to reveal.
He and Tolles late Tuesday were
to finish drafting it. It was said,
however, that the company's new
offer would be in Baker's hands
within 24 hours.

CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALFff
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

President Daly of East Ohio
Yields to City in Company's Ordinance.
Mayor Baker Pleased at Outlook for Early Settlement.
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Being very desirous of meeting your wishes
Insofar as may be possible, and of rendering the best possible service to the public
the company can give, we have already
waived, so far as our recommendation goes,
the suggestion, so important to the company,
that it be permitted to discontinue the operation of its artificial works when such operation falls to pay expenses.
We have omitted from the draft any reference to a minimum charge. We waive the
matter of minimum charge, on condition
that you will approve and recommend the
draft so submitted to the city council.
Having thus yielded the two points of
principal importance to the company which
have been considered in these negotiations,
we trust you will make the slight concessions asked and submit draft to the
council and recommend its passage.

The sections of the ordinance which
will be given the chief attention of
the council relate to gas extensions
and the manner of substituting natural for artificial gas. The extension
clause as it now stands in the draft
of the ordinance prepared by the
, company is as follows:
The East Ohio Gas Co. shall not be re. quired to extend or lay mains or pipes for
the distribution of natural gas through or
under any street or public place which is
now being supplied with artificial gas only,
but whenever 75 per cent, of the residents
upon any such street shall petition the East
Ohio Gas Co. and sign bona fide contracts
for the substitution of natural for artificial
gas throughout the entire length of said
street within the city, or so much thereof
as is supplied by a separable source of supply, the East Ohio Gas Co. shall discontinue
the supply of artificial gas and substitute
therefor natural gas.
In all such cases the East Ohio Gas Co.
shall make such reconstruction and repair
of existing mains and pipes as shall be necessary to make the supply of natural gas
adequate and safe. Provided, however, that
the said the East Ohio Gas Co. shall not be
required to make any such change or subsituation before April 15, 1913.

In a letter to Mayor Baker late
yesterday afternoon President M. B.
Daly of the East Ohio Gas Co. made
known that he Is prepared to recommend to directors of the company that
the new main to the natural gas
fields be laid without a concession
from the city permitting the company to establish a minimum monthly
charge.
With the letter was the copy of an
ordinance which Daly and Attorney
S. H. Tolles will recommend to the
directors. The ordinance omits all
reference to a minimum charge.
Daly states that if the ordinance is
approved by the mayor in the form
now suggested he is prepared to waive
the 60-cent minimum clause.
This announcement was looked
upon in city hall circles as a message of peace.
■ The letter and ordinance 'reached
the mayor as he was about to leave
for his home. The absolute omission
of the minimum clause was not looked
for at city hall at this time. A long
drawn out controversy on the subject
was generally expected.
The changes in the ordinance submitted to the company by the mayor
some days ago are enumerated in
President Daly's latest communication to the mayor. Among, other
things Daly changed the rate for
street lighting to $6 per annum for
each lamp. Baker had asked that a
rate of $5 be allowed and that the
care of the lights be taken over entirely by the city.
The gas company ordinance makes
the date for completion of the new
main Sept. 1, 1913. The date named
bv the mayor was Aug. 1, 191cS. Ihe
company will also insist that the new
main should not be entirely reserved
for Cleveland's use.
i It 1B probable that the latest ordi' nance, if it meets the views of the
■ mayor, will be submitted at a special
i1 council meeting to be held prior to
the first regular ' session Aug. 2D.
President Daly states that he will be
able to attend a council meeting after
Friday of this week.
The letter to the mayor says:

The company agrees to commence
the construction of a new main within thirty days after the passage of the
ordinance, but it is not stipulated in
the company's draft of the ordinance
that the pipes are to be laid to the
West Virginia fields.
The capacity of the new main is to
be 40,000.000 cubic feet per day and
the company agrees by carrying forward so much of the construction as
can be done this year to increase the
supply of gas in Cleveland for the
coming winter.

Considered purely from a business standpoint, the ordinance prepared by you grants
the company no privilege It does not now
possess, except to the extent to which it
may relieve the company from duplication
! of mains in certain instances.
On the other hand, the city and its ini habitants will acquire great benefits if an
increased supply of natural gas is obtained.
' On the one Item of street lighting, the saving will be about $50,000 per annum, based |
on the number of gas lamps now in use.
,
We have prepared a draft of an ordinance, which we submit herewith, and which i
:
is substantially the one submitted by you, [
with certain minor modifications, most of
which require no explanation.
In Sec. 2 we bave inserted the words !
"before April 15, 1013." This for the reason
that we should not bo required to change l
from ' artificial to natural gas on ' streets I
which are already supplied, until we have .;
an ample supply of natural gas here, and ;
we should not be required to do the work j
until after the frost is out of the ground
■ in the spring. The first extensions which
we ought to make are on streets which
have neither kind of gas at present.
We have stricken out of Sec. 3 all that
portion which permits persons having extensions made at their own cost.
We have entirely rewritten Sec. 4 and
have changed .therein the rate per post from
, $5 to $6 per annum, as originally proposed.
We must ourselves attend to the tapping
of mains and keeping the service pipes
clear. If thiB is not done, the efficiency
of our service in the neighborhood might
be seriously affected.
We have changed the date of completion
from Aug. 1, 1913, to Sept. 1, 1913, which
we do not think will make any material
difference to the city, as the demand for
gas does not begin until later in the year
and it may be difficult for us to complete
the work at an earlier date.
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DALY RECEDES,
CITY WILL GET
HEWGASIAIH"
East Ohio Will Issue $3,000,000 Bonds for Extensions if No Hitch
Spoils Plans.
DEMAND FOE SERVICE
CHAKGE IS DE0PPED
New Ordinance Drawn for
Acceptance by Council—
To Start New Pipe Line
at Once.
Cleveland's full winter supply
of natural gas was practically
assured yesterday, when the
East Ohio Gas Company receded
from its demand for a 60-cent a
month service charge before it
would promise a new main.
President M. B. Daly, of the
company, sent a drafted ordinance to the mayor which did
not contain the minimum service charge provision. The ordinance is changed in a few ways,
which seem comparatively unimportant, from one drawn by
Baker. Daly thinks Baker will
accept it.
If no hitch occurs, and one seems
improbable, the new ordinance will
be passed by the city council at a
special meeting within a few days.
Then, Daly announced, he will submit a request for permission to issue
$3,000,000 East Ohio 5 per cent thirtyrear bonds to the gtr^ r.MiT| ■ ,
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CITY AND GAS CO. :
10 AGREE ON NEW
GRANT, SAYS BAKER
After a conference with Director j
Springborn and City Solicitor Wil»|
Cox, Mayor Baker announced at noon \
Wednesday, that an agreement between the city and East Ohio Gas
Co. officials is assured.
"I can see no insuperable obstacles
to the ordinance presented by Mr.
Daly,' delcared Baker. He said another conference would be held later
in the day, with Wilcox and Daly,
for the purpose of discussing several
minor features of the ordinance.
Baker, Wilcox and Daly will discuss the question of street r lighting.
Daly wants the city to paj $6 per
lamp; Baker want $5 lights, the city
; to maintain them. Another phase of
the ordinance and one which Baker
will probably insist on, is the proposition that the gas company must furnish gas in residences where owners
arc willing to pay the expense of
piping.
Offers Street Lights at $5
President Daly late Tuesday wrote
Mayor Baker promising to recommend to. company directors that the
fourth natural gas main from West
Virginia, which the city has demanded, be constructed. No strings in the
way of a fixed monthly minimum
charge were attached. With the letter was a revised ordinance drafted
by Daly and S. H. Tolles, counsel for
the gas company.
The companv also agrees to furnish
street lights at $5 each a year instead
of $6; the city is to maintain the
street lights.
"This item alone will save the city
more than $50,000 a year," said Daly.
There are more than 8,000 lamps in
use.
Daly's ordinance fixes the date for
completion of the new main at September 1, 1913, instead of August 1 as
asked by Baker. Work on the main
is to be started within 30 days after
passage of the ordinance.
Baker will take his ordinance and
the one submitted by Daly, compare
them, and then draft an ordinance
which he will recommend to city
council at a special meeting he will
call.
What Daly Wants
The Daly ordinance asks these concessions:
That the East Ohio Gas Company shall not
be required to extend or 1-jy mains or pfpes
for the distribution of natural gas through or
under any street or public place which is
now being supplied with artificial gas only,
but whenever 75 per cent of the residents
upon any such street shall petition the East
Ohio Gas Company and sign bona fide contracts for the substitution of natural for
artificial gas throughout the entire length of
said street within the city, or so much
thereof as is supplied by a separable source
of supply, the East Ohio Gas Company shall
discontinue the supply of artificial gab and
substitute therefor natural gas.
In all such cases the East Ohio Gas Company shall make such reconsl ruction and repair of existing mains and pipes as shall be
necessary to make the supply of natural gas
adequate and safe. Provided, however, that
the said the East Ohio Gas Company shall
not be required to make any such change or
substitution before April 15, 1913.

The capacity of the new main is to
be 40,000,000 cubic feet per day and
the company agrees by carry' 3 forward so much of the construction as
can be done this year to increase the
supply of gas in Cleveland for the
coming winter.
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Being very desirous of meeting your wishes
Insofar as may be possible, and of rendering the best possible service to the public
the company can give, we have already
waived, so far as our recommendation goes,
the suggestion, so important to the company,
that it be permitted to discontinue the operation of its artificial works when such operation falls to pay expenses.
We have omitted from the draft any refer| ence to a minimum charge. We waive the
matter of minimum charge, on condition
that you will approve and recommend the
draft so submitted to the city council.
Having thus yielded the two points of
principal importance to the company which
have been considered in these negotiations,
we trust you will make the slight concessions asked and submit draft to the
council and recommend its passage.
The sections of the ordinance which
will be given the chief attention of
the council relate to gas extensions
I LEADER,
and the manner of substituting natural for artificial gas. The extension
clause as it now stands in the draft
of the
ordinance
prepared by the
company is as follows:
The Bast Ohio Gas Co. shall not be required to extend or lay mains or pipes for
the distribution of natural gas through or
under any street or public place which is
now being supplied with artificial gas only,
but whenever 75 per cent, of the residents
tetter
to
Mayor
Baker
late
In a
upon any such street shall petition the East
yesterday afternoon President M. B. Ohio Gas Co. and sign bona fide contracts
the substitution of natural for artificial
Daly of the East Ohio Gas Co. made for
gas throughout the entire length of said
known that he Is prepared to recom- street within the city, or so much thereof
is supplied by a separable source of supmend to directors of the company that , as
ply, the East Ohio Gas Co. shall discontinue
i the new main to the natural gas i the supply of artificial gas and substitute
\ therefor natural gas.
i fields be laid without a concession
In all' such cases the East Ohio Gas Co.
make such reconstruction and repair
from the city permitting the com- i shall
of existing mains andi pipes as snail
shall be
neC' _
De neepany to establish a minimum monthly essary to make the
adequate and safe.
iio fi-AR
Y,n
charge.
the said the East Ohio
Gas Ho.
Co. shall not be
With the letter was the copy of an required to make any such change or subsituation before April 15, 1918.

President Daly of East Ohio
Yields to City in Company's Ordinance.

Mayor Baker Pleased at Outlook for Early Settlement.
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CITY mwat
10 AGREE ON NEW
IT,
WEDNESDAY

DALY RECEDES,
CITY WILL GET
NEW GAS MAIN

SV^TtrS East Ohio Will Issue $3,^7

000,000 Bonds for Exordinance which Daly and Attorney
The company agrees to commence
S H. Tolles will recommend to the the construction of a new main withtensions if N0 jjitch
directors. The ordinance omits all in thirty days after the passage of the
ordinance,
but
it
is
not
stipulated
in
reference to a minimum charge.
Spoils Plans.
company's draft of the ordinance
Daly states that If the ordinance is the
that the pipes are to be laid to the
approved by the mayor in the form West Virginia fields.
The capacity of the new main is to
now suggested he is prepared to waive
be 40,000,000 cubic feet per day and DEMAND FOR SEEVICE
the GO-cent minimum clause.
the company agrees by carrying forThis announcement was looked ward so much of the construction as
CHARGE IS DROPPED
hall
circles
as
a
mescan be done this year to increase the
upon in city
supply
of
gas
in
Cleveland
for
the
sage of peace.
• The letter and ordinance -reached coming winter.
a. ■
—i
■' New Ordinance Drawn for
the mayor us he was about to leave
for his home. The absolute omission
Acceptance by Council—
of the minimum clause was not looked
for at city hall at this time A long
To Start New Pipe Line
drawn out controversy on the subject
was generally expected.
at Once.
The changes in the ordinance submilted to the company by the mayor
some days ago are enumerated in
PrTsidenY Daly's latest communicaCleveland's full winter supply
tion to the mayor. 'Among* other
things Daly changed the rate for
of natural gas was practically
street lighting to $6 per annum for
each lamp. Baker had asked that a
assured yesterday, when the
rate of $5 be allowed and that the
care of the lights be taken over enEast Ohio Gas Company receded
tirelv bv the city.
The gas company ordinance makes
from its demand for a 60-cent a
the date for completion of the new
mlln Sept. 1, 1913 The date name
month service charge before it
bv the mayor was Aug. .1, i»io. ine
would promise a new main.
company will also insist that the new
main should not be entirely reserved
President M. B. Daly, of the
for Cleveland's use.
•
It is probable that the latest ordicompany, sent a drafted ordinance, if it meets the views of the
nance to the mayor whi«h did
mayor, will be submitted at a special
council meeting to be held prior to
not contain the minimum servthe first regular session Aug. ^b.
President Daly states that he will be
ice charge provision. The ordiable to attend a council meeting after
nance is changed in a few ways,
Friday of this week.
The letter to the mayor says:
which seem comparatively unConsidered purely from a business standpoint, the ordinance prepared by you pants
The company no privilege
it does not now
Possess e"ceP?toy the extent to which it
mly relieve the company from duplication
! of mains in certain instances.
On the other hand, the city and its inhabitants will acquire great benefits if an
Increased supply of natural gas is obtained.
I on the one Item of street lighting, the savine will be about $50,000 per annum, based
on the number of gas lamps now In use.
,
We have prepared a draft of an ordinance which we submit herewith, and which i
! ?T substantially the one submitted by you [
with certain minor modifications, most of
which require no explanation.
Tn Sec 2 we have inserted the words !
"before April 15, 1913." This for the reason
that we should not be required to change
from ' artificial to natural gas on streets I
which are already supplied, until we have
an ample supply of natural gas here, and ,
we should not be required to do the work
until after the frost is out of- the ground
, in the spring. The first exteteons which
! we ought to make are on stoats which
have neither kind of gas at present,
i We have stricken out of Sec. 6 all tnat
' portion which permits persons having extensions made at their own cost.
We have entirely rewritten Sec. 4 and
have changed therein the rate per post from
$5 to $6 per annum, as originally proposed.
We must ourselves attend to the tapping
of mains and keeping the service pipes
clear. If this is not done the efficiency
of our service in the neighborhood might
be seriously affected.
We have changed the date of completion
from Aug. 1, 1913, to Sept. 1, 1913, which
we do not think will make any material
difference to the city, as the demand for
gas does not begin until later in the year
and it may be difficult for us to complete
j the work at an earlier date.

important, from one drawn by
Baker. Daly thinks Baker will
accept it.
If no hitch occurs, and one seems
improbable, the new ordinance will
be passed by the city council at a
special meeting within a few days.
Then, Daly announced, he will submit a request for permission to issue
$3,000,000 East Ohio 5 per cent thirtyyear bonds to the state public service
commission and will begin construction of a new main, to deliver 40,000,000 cubic feet of gas a day, from
West Virginia to Cleveland.
Conference Today Probable.
Mayor Baiter would not read or dlacuss the new ordinance last night,
but Is expected either to accept it
i or call for a further conference with
| Daly and Attorney S. H. Tolles, of
the gas company, today or tomorrow.
If the main is built it means hundreds of requests for service will be
satisfied, new residence districts
opened and that a large part of
$1,000,000 will go to Cleveland labor.
For weeks the question of a minimum charge has loomed up as the I
one rock on which gas negotiations
for an increased supply might break.
The company directors, Daly said,
insisted on it and Baker, while admitting: such a charge might be reasonable, refused to consider it unless the gas price was opened for a
new deal.
Daly and Tolles, while protesting
they could not, finally consented.
Daly Shuns Contests.
"We have decided, in order to obviate all possible points of difference,
that we will recommend this draft to
the directors of the company, waiving the matter of minimum charge,
on condition you will approve an4
recommend the draft so submitted to
the city council," Daly wrote Baker.
One other point, the right to abandon artificial, gas plants when unprofitable, previously had been conceded by the company. The question
of regulation of pressure by the city
was abandoned by Mayor Baker, although at one time it seemed a bar |
to progress.
Daly, in his letter to Baker, said I
the company hoped he would make
the "slight concessions asked, and |
recommend the passage of the ordinance."
The first of these concessions is one I
by which the gas company would
not be bound to change from artificial
to natural gas on streets which are
already supplied until after April 15,
1913. This change was asked because the company did not desire to
add a very large number of consumers until an ample supply of gas is
here and did not want to do the work
until after the frost of winter is out
of the ground.
Promises Extensions Soon.
Daly explained last night that the I
company would proceed to make new I
extensions where necessary as soon |
as possible.
The company also asks to be exonerated from the necessity of laying I
additional artificial pipes wherever a I
change from artificial to natural gas |
is made.
Probably the most important of the I
changes asked is omission from the I
ordinance of a requirement to furnish
gas where consumers are willing to
pay for the piping. Daly wrote the)
mayor that business reasons make I
this clause Objectionable.
He explained last night that in the
first place the enormous amount of
construction work was objectionable,
although the company would be paid
for. it. He said that the company
would take care of any reasonable
extensions, but it objected to having
allotments, which seemed unlikely
to use gas for many years, piped for
gas.
"We will take care of any places
where there is a prospect of building
up, irrespective of the ordinance,"
Daily said.
Mayor Baker fears this omission
will cr&mc Uje frowth oX ta» city*

After a conference with Director j
Springborn and City Solicitor AVil-1
Pox, Mayor Baker announced at noon i
Wednesday, that an agreement between the city and East Ohio Gas
Co. officials is assured.
"I can see no insuperable obstacles
to the ordinance presented by Mr.
Daly,' delcared Baker. He said another conference would be held later
In the day, with Wilcox and paly,
for the purpose of discussing several
minor features of the ordinance.
Baker, Wilcox and Daly will discuss the question of street lighting.
Daly wants the city to pay $6 per
lamp; Baker want $5 lights, the city
to maintain them. Another phase of
the ordinance and one which Baker
will probably insist on, is the proposition that the gas company must furnish gas in residences where owners
are .willing to pay the expense of
piping.
Offers Street Lights at $5
President Daly late Tuesday wrote j
Mayor Baker promising to recom- i
mend to company directors that the
fourth natural gas main from West
Virginia, which the city has demanded, be constructed. No strings in the
way of a fixed monthly minimum
charge were attached. With the letter was a revised ordinance drafted
by Daly and S. H. Tolles, counsel for
the gas company.
The company also agrees to furnish
street lights at $5 each a year instead
of $6; the city is to maintain the |
street lights.
"This item alone will save the city |
more than $50,000 a year," said Daly, j
There are more than 8,000 lamps in
use.
Daly's ordinance fixes the date for
completion of the new main at September 1, 1913, instead of August 1 as
asked by Baker. Work on the main
is to be started within 30 days after
passage of the ordinance.
Baker will take his ordinance and
the one submitted by Daly, compare
them, and then draft an ordinance
which he will recommend to city
council at a special meeting he will
call.
What Daly Wants
The Daly ordinance asks these concessions:
That the East Ohio Gas Company shall not I
be required to extend or lay mains or pipes !
for the distribution of natural gas through or
under any street or public place which is
now being supplied with artificial gas only,
but whenever 75 per cent of the residents
upon any such street shall petition the East
Ohio Gas Company and sign bona fide contracts for the substitution of natural for
artificial gas throughout the entire length of
said street within the city, or so much
thereof as is supplied by a separable source
of supply, the East Ohio Gas Company shall
discontinue the supply of artificial gas and
substitute therefor natural gas.
In all such cases the East Ohio Gas Company shall make such reconstruction and repair of existing mains and pipes as shall be
necessary to make the supply of natural gas
adequate and. safe. Provided, however, that
the said the East Ohio Gas 'Company shall
not be required to make any such change or
substitution before April 15, 1913.

The capacity of the new main is to
be 40,000,000 cubic feet per day and
the company agrees by carry' 3 forward so much of the construction as
c>n be done this year to increase the
supply of gas in Cleveland for the
coming winter.
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CITY WILL GET
ANOTHER MAIN,
Daly Backs Down on Minimum Charge; Baker Says
Everything is About Settled.
The gas controversy is practically settled. The.city will pass a
new franchise ordinance granting
the East Ohio minor concessions,
and the company, in return, will
build a new main to the gas fields |
to .give Cleveland an adequate
supply of natural gas.
Mayor Baker said so Wednesday afternoon after a conference
with Server Springborn and City
solicitor Wilcox over the latest
draft of the proposed franchise,
submitted by President Daly.
|
Daly gives up his demand that
the company be allowed to charge
a 60-Cent monthly minimum to
consumers of natural gas. The
mayor is inclined to bicker further
over the question of street lights
and one or two minor points, but
he is satisfied now that the city
and company will get together.
"There are now no unsurmountable obstacles," he said.
Daly's ordinance differs only
slightly from the one submitted by
Mayor Baker to Daly Saturday in
his ultimatum. The company proposes to charge the city $6 a year
per natural gas street lamp, and
take care of the connections, instead of the city caring for the
connections and paying $5 a year.
Dal v. further asks until April 13
to change the supply on streets
now using artificial gas. He also
asks Baker to waive his demand
to require piping natural gas to individual consumers wherever they
are willing to pay the cost of such
piping.
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SAKBB AT MASS MEETING.

Mavor of Cleveland to Talk on
Amendments at Springfield, O.

HALL ON DEPOT SITE

SPECIAL TO THE~PLllN DEALER.
SPRING-FIELD, 0., Aug. 14.—Announcement was made today of a mass
meeting on the' constitutional amendments to be held in this city Aug. 27
in the old Billv Sunday tabernacle.
Mayor Newton D. Baker of Cleveland.
Herbert S. Bigelow and Congressman
Times M Cox will be the speakers.
The only amendment on which there
is any evident interest is the equal suffrage proposition.
Mayor Baker in a letter to Chairman R. C. Wetmore . of. the -club, orphans' day committee yesterday declared he was very sorry that he
would not he. able to. drive, hjs car
with a load of orphans Aug. 27, but i
that he will be out of town on that ;
date. He announced, however, he had
made arrangements with one of his
secretaries to drive the car in his
place.

Council will ask railroads entering Cleveland whether they still
plan to use land at. the head of the
mall on the lake front for a union
depot. If not this will be the site
of the proposed convention hall, for
-which a special council committee
has been named, with Councilman.
Shaw chairman.
Mavor Baker told the committee
late Wednesday he believes the
railroads have given up the mall
site, preferring a site either on the
Public square or extending southwest from Prosper! a_nd_Ontano.

City Council to Ask Co-Operation on New Depot at
Foot of El 3d-st.
Mayor to Give Ultimatum to
Railroads Upon Sale
of Land.
Another effort is to be made by the
city to bring about the erection of a
new
union
passenger
station
in
Cleveland.
At
the
meeting
of
the
city
council Aug.
26 a resolution will
be offered
calling upon the city clerk to forward
letters to all railroads asking whether they would co-operate in the erection of a union passenger station at
the foot of B. 3d-st.
At a meeting of the convention hall
committee of the city council yesterday Mayor Baker announced that he
favored the adoption of this resolution. .The mayor stated further that
he did not favor erection of a Lake
Shore depot at B. 3d-st unless that
road would co-operate in the erection
of a station. Should the railroads decline to take part in union depot negotiations the property will probably
be used for convention and music hall
purposes.
The mayor outlined his views regarding the much discussed options
on the property on Ontario-st just
south of the Public square. He stated
it was his belief that a union depot
company was about to be formed and
that the railroads would he offered
the property for depot purposes.
"The Lake Shore is anxious to get
the property on the lake front at the
foot of E. 3d-st," said the mayor.
"The Pennsylvania road would take
part in the plan but it would rather
be out on Euclid-av.
"The Lake Shore could afford to
build a handsome depot but we don't
want to have them there alone. The
railroads should indicate whether they
want the site at the foot of B. 3d-st
regarded as a union depot site and if
so when' they are ready to commence
negotiations.
i
"Let us say to the railroads: 'Here's
the land the city has and will sell at
a reasonable price. If you don't want
It, let us know. If you don't want it
we'll use it for some other purpose.'
As soon as council reassembles I will
suggest the adoption of such a resolution."
All the railroads were called upon
under the former administration to
state whether they would take part in
union depot negotiations. Favorable
response was received from the Lake
Shore, Pennsylvania and Big Four.

SHORT SHAVINGS
Mayor Baker is not enthusiastic
over automobiles. It was not until
a few weeks ago'that he became
interested enough to buy one, and
ownership has not developed any
great liking for a car. The mayor's
complaint is that driving an automobile is work that requires such
strict attention that the driver
must confine his thoughts to the
steering wheel. He doesn't like
that. He likes to study city problems when he is en route, and he
can do that better in a street car
than in an auto.

$2,000,000 GAS MAIN PARK CONCESSIONS
TO HELP CLEVELAND WILL BE REVOKED
Baker Kecomits Benefits
Priced Above Scale to Cost
the City Will Beceive
Many Dealers Their
From Improvement.
Contracts.
OBDINANCE APPBOVEI)
Daly's Changes Are of Only
Minor Importance, the
Mayor Says.

Director of Public Service Springborn (will ask Mayor-Baker
revoke license granted to a number
of park concessionaires following an
investigation trip made last night bj
Secretary Sindelar, of the park department, during which he found concessionaires selling refreshments at
prices above the scale agreed to in
their contracts with the city.
Price lists are placed where they
cannot be seen, according- to Sindelar.
and excessive prices charged.
Contracts call for a three-cent rate
on ice cream, pop, coffee and sandwiches and five and ten-cent rates
on other things. Concessionists are
charged with selling three-cent goods
at five cents, live-ecu.
ten
cents and ten-cent goods at fif
cents.
Springborn also ordered park police,
through Chief Kohler, to see that
price lists are properly posted and
•that goods are sold at contract
'lirices. The grantees are under $1,000
bond to observe their contracts with
Uhe city. Park venders say that they
do not sell anything under five cents.
because the city officials have paid
no attention to them. Sindelar will
make/ a full report today of conditions as he found them.

Many benefits for Cleveland were
seen by Mayor Baker yesterday in the
new $2,000,000 natural gas main which,
the mayor said, seems assured.
Baker said he was not ready to pass
finally on the ordinance submitted by
the East Ohio officials, but he thought
the changes fro mhis ordinance were
of minor importance, not sufficient to
stop a settlement.
Purer air through elimination of
part of
the coal-consuming furnaces,
cheaper
fuel
for
many
August 15, 1912
citizens,
increased
real
estate
values
and
more
comfort
for
Cleveland people, the mayor declared,
are part of the advantages which the
city will receive.
Ordinance Under Lens.
After a long conference between
Baker, Director Springborn and City
Solicitor Wilcox, Baker announced
Springborn and Superintendent of
Lighting Kibbee will go over practical
features of the ordinance, while Wilcox will go into its legal aspects.
The mayor will meet with President M. B. Daly, of the East Ohio
company, Saturday and will go over
Out of Mayor Baker's investigation the minor portions of the ordinance,
seeking agreement on all sections.
of the charges that park refreshment Then, the mayor said, a special meetconcessionaires are violating their ing of the council will be called in a
contracts with the city by demanding day or two to receive the ordinance.
Although it will be impossible for
5 cents for all their wares, rather
the ordinance to be passed at one
than the 3 cents stipulated in the meeting
of the council, Baker declared
contracts, there developed Thursday a probable the council would decide to
possibility that Cleveland soon will go into a committee of the whole and
have municipal 3-cent refreshment hear what he and Daly have to say
stands. The city also may operate about the ordinance. Then, if the
council favors it, and there is no treathe municipal 3-cent dance hall the son to think it will not pass if Baker
recommends it, another meeting of
year round.
Incidentally, Baker announced his the council will be called to pass the
intention to make the present park ordinance.
concessionaires do business at 3 cents
Thirty Days' of Grace.
or shut up shop.
Thirty days are given in the ordi"I've come to the conclusion that nance for acceptance by the East
we ought to sell peanuts, popcorn Ohio directors. During that time the
chewing gum, coffee, lemonade and directors will have to get permission
pop in the parks, ourselves and not for the issuance of $3,000,000 of bonds
sell the concessions to private inter- from the state public utilities comests " Baker said. "We are not in a mission.
position to take over these concesSpringborn said the company s desions right now, as we flight if we sire to take care of the street lamp
chose, but we certainly are going to connections and charge $6 a year for
see that the contracts are carried each lamp, rather than charge $a and
out.
.,, .
have the city to do the work, would
"Eventually, however, we will be make no trouble.
our own clerks and sell the people
Daly, before he went East last
such things. I believe public grounds night, expressed confidence that a
operated for private profit is a bad settlement will be made within a very
idea. If we operate the concessions few days. He will be back Saturday
we would make them only self-sus- morning.
taining and would have no interest in
lowering the quality of goods sold.
"Another thing. I understand that
in the 10 days we have operated our
municipal danee hall at Edgewater
park, Secretary Sindelar's dream of
50 000 tickets sold in two weeks has
been realized before the two weeks
are completed. That gives me the
idea we could operate a municipal
dance hall all winter, in a building
that could be boarded up in winter
and left open in summer, in the most
central location we could get. What's
that? East Side or West Side? Cleveland is all one city."
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3-CENT POP COMES BACK
Friiif. of City's Crusade on Park
Concessionaries Ripens in Day.
Wednesday night, pop and ham
sandwiches .sold for 5 cents at the city
parks and there was ~ot a sign ot
a rate card showing that 3 cents was
the correct price for such delicacies.
Last night price lists were posted
and the 3-cent price reigned.
."We have not canceled any contracts with park concessionaires—
yet", said Director of Public Service
Spviiigborn last night. "The city will
not municipally operate the stands—
But the police are instructed to
that signs are posted and that
the prices specified in the contracts
are enforced."
Mayor Baker said that he hoped the
city would be operating the stands
by the time the parks open next
ion.

CAMPAIGN FOR
AMENDMENTS
OPENS MONDAY
i
j Public-Spirited Men Will Visit
Every Hamlet in State to
Urge Support of Voters.
'BIG

BUSINESS"

FIGHTS

j Selfish Interests Raise Fund to

BAKER OUT LEARNING CITY

Defeat People's Wish to Gov-

Scours Cleveland in New Auto tor
Get Pointers.
Since Mayor Raker bought that
shiny little automobile, he has been
getting acquainted with Uncle Mose,
for whom he is working. Nearly
every day he hurries somebody
through an appointment in order to
get a few extra moments, and slips
quietly out of the city hall, gets into
his machine, and goes out to inspect
a new police station or hospital.
"I'm educating myself to be a real
mayor," he says.
Yesterday afternoon he went to the
Kuhlman car works and inspected
the new trailer cars which will soon
be hitched to the street cars of the
city.
"Fine. Great improvement," said
the mayor, and hied himself back to
his office. Yesterday morning, he took
a look at the Division street pumping station

ern Themselves.

WINTER DANCES PLANNED
Amusement Devices in Parks Projected by Baker.
Mayor Baker said yesterday that
too little attention is paid to winter
amusements in sanctioning the plan
of A. J. Sidelar, secretary of the park
department, to build a large municipal dance hall in Washington park, to
be run both summer and winter.
Municipal merry-go-rounds, skating
rinks and other amusement devices
fin' the city parks arc now being
planned by the mayor.
"I cannot sec why private persons
should have a monopoly on these
usements," said Baker.

D ALY

ASKS $2,500,000

Gas Company Head Seeks Big Iioan
in Gotham.
Mayor Baker did not take up the
gas problem yesterday.
M. B. Daly, president of the Bast
Ohio Oas Company, Is in New York,
trying to borrow $2,500,000, it is said,
with which to build the new gas main
to the West Virginia fields. He will
return in time for a conference with
Saturday.
., and the mayor have practically
I an agreement, and the fourth
ired If the city council
accepts the ordinance prepared by
and providing Daly can get the
mom

fact that scores of churches are
being thrown open for the use of
speakers supporting the changes.
The first of these church meetings will be held Friday night,
when Mayor Baker will speak in
the Bay village Methodist church.
Preparations for active assistance in the campaign will be
made Friday night by the Lakewood democratic
organization.
The committee will meet at the
Highland building, Detroit and
Highland avenues, to organize in
support of the amendments.
Cyrus Locher, former assistant
city solicitor, and Joseph Hosteller, present assistant solicitor, will
speak in favor of the changes at
Royal hall, Woodland-av and E.
55th-st.
S. S. Stilwell and A. Vaughan
will address the united brewery
workers of the city at 1899 W.
2 5th-st. Crosser speaks at Huron,
O., Friday night and at Cambridge, O., Saturday night. Stilvvell will speak at Elyr.ia Saturday
night.

The fight to turn hack to the
people of Ohio control of their
own government, through passage
of amendments to the state's constitution, is to reach a climax in
a two weeks whirlwind campaign
beginning next Monday.
Already Ohio's "big business"
interests, assisted by their allies
in other states, are driving an ac- Mayor Decides to Extend Muny
five fight against the amend> ments. A fund of thousands of
Park Control.
dollars, gathered by the beneI ficiaries of special privilege and
There'll be municipal cohtrol of
employers of unorganized labor, the rowboats rented in Cleveland
i has been raised to defeat the pro- city parks, as well as municipally
I posed changes.
I The Ohio board of commerce, operated refreshment and lunch
j the organization through which. stands.
the tight, against, the amendments
Mayor Baker has decided that
is being waged, is littering the all revenues earned in the parks
, state with V™?™?£«™%J§}£* shall, by next season, go into the
the columns of controlled publics'
p
•tions with advertisements attack-, rCity s cotters.
ing the changes.
♦ Just how well this plan works
Talk Direct to People.
was shown by figures reported
But. the fight in behalf of the Friday by Park Secretary Slndeamen.dmen.ts is to be made direct lar to the mayor and Server
to the people by word of mouth, Springborn on financial results in.
through progressive and public- Milwaukee, where the city operBpirited men who will go into ates all refreshment, eating and
every county and city and town to boating privileges in city parks.
.tell VOteffi just why they should1 There are seven parks in MilwauI support the amendments Sept. 3, kee. Receipts of lunch stands for
ami how the proposed changes will the past year were $63,985.54; ex! effectively wrest, from big business penditures 540,658.
The boat
uts ability to Influence further the rentals netted Milwaukee $15,000.
' government of the state against the
Councilman Harry French an. will and the welfare of the common nounces he will introduce a reso' people.
lution calling for a report from
• In Cleveland the fight already has •Park Superintendent Alber on restarted by a series of open aiLceipts, and statistics on all park
noonday meetings at large manu-*amusome,nts and concessions.
factoring plants, and in hall and
Club meetings.
Beginning next
week the number of meetings will
be increased. The last week before
election will be featured by a series
Of tent meetings, at which Mayor
Baker will
be the principal
speaker.
Campaign Xonuartisan.
The fight in behalf of the amendments] however, is to be In no way
partisan. Republican, democratic
and labor leaders will speak from
the same platforms. Chief among
Cleveland speakers will be Mayor
Baker. John D. Fackler. William
H. Boyd, Robert Crosser, Harry D.
Thomas and S. S. Stilwell.
The fight is to end locally in a
great Labor day constitutional
rally at Luna park Sept. 2, the
day preceding the election. MayorJ
Baker. Harry Thomas and Wil
Ham IL Boyd will be the speakers.
At noon Friday Thomas ad-.
i dressed a crowd of several hundred workmen at the Winton
automobile shops, Berea-rd. Friday night Thomas will debate the
amendments with K. J. Hobday,
secretary of the employers' association, at the chamber of industry. The public is invited.
A striking feature of the campaign for the amendments is the
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BRYAN THROUGH CITY 'CZAIT OF NINTH WARD
ON SPECIAL TRAINS WANTS ONLY RAG-TIME
Classical "Stuff" Is Banished for Haymarket Picnic on
the Banks of the Ohio Canal After Mayor Comes
Out as Music Censor.

Commoner Here Whole Minute on Second Stop of Day,
Between Chautauqua Engagements—Makes
Few Remarks About Roosevelt.
William-Jennings Bryan, looking a grounds at Chautauqua, N. Y., where
he lectured last night at 9 o'clock.
little older and a trifle more tired
It was exactly one minute from
than usual, paid Cleveland two visits the time he stepped off one moving
special
train
until he boarded the
'yesterday.
which started out with a jerk
Shortly before noon he was . here other
as soon as he was aboard.
long enough to shake hands with
The engineer on the Lake Shore
Mayor Baker and Service Director special hardly gave Charlie Gibson,
Lake Shore city passenger agent,
,,
v. -,„„
takp aa "
characteristic
Springborn,
taKe
vn,«ti«
wallop at Col. Roosevelt, then hustle time to get off.
"This is my busy day,'
was
for. an interurban car to the biKer
Cuyahoga Bryan's sole comment as he rushed
■Lake chautauqua, near Cuyahoga
Falls, O where he spoke yesterday from train to train.
Bryan yesterday noon said Rooseafternoon.
. • .
The second visit was a sort of hop- velt is long on criticism but short
Bkip-and-a-Jump Into the dingy TTn- on construction. Then he went for
ion depot and out again. He came the trusts.
"That's all I have time for today,
up from Cuyahoga Alls on a special
train over the Pennsylvania railroad, boys," he said as he hustled up the
stepped from it into a special train street between Baker and Springborn
on the Lake Shore railroad and wab who arrived just before the interurstarted to pull out with Bryan
whisked oil
vve&uiciu, IN.
....
^-., ban
~««. —
off to Westfield,
to take an auto_for the assembly aboard.
j Edgrewater Dances Mate ?1,300.^
Eleven clays' operation of the o'cent municipal dance hall at Ldge
water park has brought the city
$1763 65 on $550 maintenance cost
Park Secretary Sindelar yesterday
Forward!*™ statement °f receipts to
Mavor Baker and Service Director
Springborn. The attendance has been
-rowing steadily each day,.the report
Shows A total of 6,016 tickets was
sold Thursday as against 5,683 for tne
dav previous.

"Come to the Ninth ward picnic spiring rag-time! Oh, my!" he finish, Sunday on the banks of the Ohio ^^herhf-was told thatMayor
i canal, and you won't have to listen Baker had called a halt on the plan
to highbrow music," said Councilman of his namesake, and referred to ragJimmie ' McGinty yesterday, after time as "light, frothy music, Jimmie was disappointed.
hearing how Mayor Baker sat on the
"Aw, did he call it that?" he askplan of Sports Director McGinty for ed aggrievedly. "Well-I guess our
a rag-time concert at Edgewater tastes differ," he said.
The onlv selection Mayor Baker left
Park Sunday.
on the program Bandmaster Carlton
"We're going to have the Royal had
prepared
was
' A Hunting
Hungarian orchestra," said Jimmie. Scene," which was the only number
"We don't know what the program which was not rag-time.
"Many real music lovers *go to the
is, but if it is full of classical stuff.
somebody will choke the players off." parks on Sunday to hear the consaid the mayor, "and I tninK
McGinty and Councilman Hanratty certs,"
it would be difficult for them to
■ have chosen a picnic grounds along sit through an entire afternoon of the
j the canal! near Dille road, far from light, frothy stuff called rag-time.
Then the mayor announced himself
.'the haunts of the "highbrow"—as a
.place to entertain the people of the as music censor and issued an order
that programs for park concerts be
Haymarket ward.
to him in the future, before
"That classical stuff makes me submitted
_
shiver," said Jimmie, "but that in- they are given.

BRYANTALKS

TO BAKER'

Tells Mayor What He Thinks of
Colonel Roosevelt.

BAKER TO
OF BABIES' HOSPITAL

William Jennings Bryan and Mayor
Baker had "a very nice little visit"
yesterday morning from 10:15 o'clock
to 10:50 o'clock. Both said so.
Mayor Plans Board of ExThe "Peerless Leader" dropped off
a sleeper in Cleveland yesterday |
perts to Censor Programs
morning at 8:30 o'clock, en route to
a lecture engagement last night at
for City Park Concerts.
Silver Lake. He called at the mayor's
office and was informed the mayor 1
would be down about 10 o'clock.
| Ragtime Offering for TomorBryan then dropped* into the office
of Virgil V. McNitt, manager of the
row in Edgewater
Central Press Association, to discuss
the details of a book on the three
Canceled.
political conventions of the summer Other States Helping in Cami
which the press association is pubfor him.
paign to Eaise $1,000,Girl Canvassers for $1,000,- An advisory committee of the best} lishing
There Baker found him shortly
after
10
o'clock.
The
most
of
the
000 Fund.
musicians, musical critics and com- \
000 Infants' Hospital.
"very nice little visit," as Baker
posers in Cleveland may co-operate I
called it, was spent in listening to
with the city in arranging programs:
Bryan's "unbiased" opinion of Colo-:
_..
A
nel Roosevelt.
The opinion was
Mayor Baker, Charles A. Otis an
Contributions Are Coming in for Sunday band concerts.
lengthy
and,
on
the
whole,
not
of
a
j.
A.
Leitch
will
tell
why
a
Babies
After putting his foot down hard
From Cleveland and
complimentary nature.
Hospital is needed for Cleveland and
on an "all rag" concert scheduled by
Bryan left at 10:50 a. m. on an :
.
.
t
do for the chllSport Director McGinty for Edgeinterurban car for Silver Lake.
All Over State.
dren of the city at a meeting to be
water park next Sunday, Mayor
this morning at Central AraioiJ.
BAKER TALKS ON CHARTER! held
Baker said yesterday he has considThe 5,000 young girls who will mane
!
Mayor Baker is rejoicing in
the house to house canvass next week
ered the plan of calling on the leadAddresses Meeting in Church at , for contributions toward the hospital
an opportunity to make one speech
ing musical people of the city to work
this month which has not one thing
fund will receive directions and inBay Village.
with the city on' park concert prospiration at this meeting and everyin it about politics nor one thins grams.
one interested in the work will learn
Mayor Baker last night addressed
about any of the forty-two proposed
The mayor did not learn until
the plans and needs for the new milThursday that the park department ; an audience in the Methodist Church
constitutional amendments.
lion-dollar hospital.
at
Bay
Village
on
the
charter
amendwas
about
to
put
forth
a
"rag"
novHe will talk this morning at Cen- elty. Yesterday morning he notified
Movies' Aid Enlisted.
a
ments.
Mrs.
Baker
and
Mrs.
Myron
! tral Armory to 5,000 young girld who Sport Director McGinty that it would
Moving pictures taken this week at
■ D. Vorce sang a duet and the latter
will make the house-to-house canvass not do, that a new program would : also spoke on the woman suffrage j the Babies' Dispensary will be shown
next week for contributions
is toward,have to be prepared,
during the meeting to illustrate the
amendment.
the million-dollar fund for a big ba-;
o
baOn
prograr but one of the
n the new program
arguments of the speakers. These picThe Cleveland Federation of Labor
' 'es' hospital for Cleveland, a cause original "rag" selections was left to
tures will be shown at local theaters
has circulated thousands of cards to
which is very near to the heart of, teli the story.
next week.
voters requesting them to vote for
the mayor.
"They had a 'rag time' concert in
Twenty-five hundred letters were
the proposed charter amendments.
C, A. Otis, chairman of the hospital Cincinnati that was very successful,
sent out yesterday from campaign
Pastors of Cleveland churches were
building committee, and A. J. Leitch, said Sport Director McGinty to W. J.
headquarters
asking for contributions
asked to discuss the amendments in
representing the Cleveland Ad club, Murphy, secretary to the mayor.
and contributions are already coming
their
churches
the
Sunday
before
also will talk at this meeting which
"We do not want to follow Cincinin through the mail.
election.
B
opens
o'clock. m
Mr.
Otis W1
will
de?T fatL V0 "V^Jrf''- uua
" "
:lnati," replied Murphy.
"One of the most encouraging feaJ.
P.
Fackler
find
nr.
A_H^,• in detail the work accomplished
f
program
substitutes
"March
Tn
^"«"i"«="°-|
The program suDstitutes
■'""™ " I, ~
ri.y H
■ ... TTT..,-i '
tures of the preliminary work," said
h
by the Babies' dispensary,'• tho
work
i j, y ■ £., for
fo
'' wor
*lReligioso"
"Suwanee Rag," tlie^^l^quiaui in? miAO *n°!s '
Campaign Manager Tope yesterday,
which the hospital is to supplement; •RaPhmaninoff Prelude for the "To^F .*,~„o -u T• jo
io insodoJd
ou.x
rasodoad oui
1
"is the number of contributions we
and complete, and Mr. Leitcn will basco Rag Waltz" and a "MadSmF ~^S H
are getting from outside of the city
dwell on the civic conscience
lativ
selection for the "GabyJrjoABJun pa^da. p?U suoiun ^uup
''
?
,
Butterfly
and outside the state. West Virginia.
to such enterprises.
G
Pennsylvania and New York states
a2u
0J
■ The talks will be illu«trati|d . th \ **li
Mayor
Baker
said
yesterday
that,"^^^
*'
.
issnosip
P
.°I
^
aT
UO
all have good donations to their credwu9
the moving pictures taken this week hBM*^v h« abL to gethfadvisoTy
«*2n0
«
advisory f^
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l
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pres,
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•> sick
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•y of
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Seek
Fresh
Air
Fund.
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em
summer
.
ent
rind weeping mother and the
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Two women at Washington avenue
>S
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and W. 25th street are struggling as
n
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Mayor and Others Will Address Armory Meeting Today.
MANY
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'CZAR' OF NINTH WARD
ON SPECIAL TRAINS WANTS ONLY RAG-TIME
Commoner Here Whole Minute on Second Stop of Day,
Between Chautauqua Engagements—Makes
Few Remarks About Roosevelt.
William-Jennings Bryan, looking a grounds at Chautauqua, N. Y., where
he lectured last night at 9 o'clock.
Uttle older and a trifle more tired
It was exactly one minute from
than usual, paid Cleveland two visits the time he stepped off one moving
special
train
until he boarded the
yesterday.
which started out with a jerk
Shortly before noon be was here other
as soon as he was aboard.
The engineer on the Lake Shore
long enough to shake hands with
'Mayor Baker and Service Director special hardly gave Charlie Gibson,
Lake
Shore city passenger agent,
' Springborn, take a characteristic
wallop at Col. Roosevelt then hustle time to get off.
"This is my busy day," was
for an interurban car to the Silvei
Lake chautauqua. near Cuyahoga Bryan's sole comment as he rushed
Falls, O., where he spoke yesterday from train to train.
Bryan yesterday noon said Rooseafternoon,.
. .
The second visit was a sort of hop- velt is long on criticism but short
'Bkip-and-a-jump into the dingy TTn- on construction. Then he went for
. '
ion depot and out again. He came the trusts.
"That's all I have time for today,
up from Cuyahoga Falls on a special
boys,"
he
said
as he hustled up the
train over the Pennsylvania railroad,
stepped from it into a special train street between Baker and Springborn
bn the Lake Shore railroad and was who arrived just before the interurwhisked off to Westfield, N. Y., ban started to pull out with Bryan
totake an auto Jor the assembly aboard.
! EdKevrater nances Make $1,200.^
Eleven days' operation of the lucent municipal dar.ee hall at Ldge
water nark has brought the, city.
SI 75 65
$550 maintenance cost.
Park Secretary Sindelar yesterday
forwarded a statement of receipts to
Mavor Baker and Service Director
Springborn. The attendance has been
lowing steadily each day, the report
Shows A total of 6;015 tickets,« :
sold Thursday as against 5,68
dav previous,

Ir

PUBLIC MUS

Mayor Plans Board of Experts to Censor Programs
for City Park Concerts.

Ragtime Offering for Tomorrow in Edgewater
Canceled.
j
Mayor Will Talk to 5,000
i
Girl Canvassers for $1,000,- An advisory committee of the best j
musicians, musical critics and com-j
000 Infants' Hospital.
.

._

.

.

Contributions Are Coming in

posers in Cleveland may co-operate I
with the city in arranging programs'
for

Sunday band concerts.

A fter putting his foot down hard
on an "all rag" concert scheduled by
Sport Director McGinty for Edgewater park next Sunday, Mayor
Baker said yesterday he has considor Baker is rejoicing in bavins
ered the plan of calling on the leadan opportunity to make one speech
ing musical people of the city to work
this month which has not one thins
with the city on park concert proin it about politics nor one thing grams
about any of the forty-two proposed
The mayor did not learn until
constitutional amendments.
Thursday "that the park department
He will talk this morning at Can- was about to put forth a "rag nov...
. ■ K nAri
. ,
.
elty. Yesterday morning he notified
tral Armory to ;>,000 young girld who gport Director McGinty that it would
will make the house-to-house cunvasa not do, that a new program would
next week for contributions toward have to be prepared,
the million-dollar fund for a big baon the new program but one of the
pies' hospital for Cleveland, a cause original "rag" selections was left to
which is very near to the heart of ^en j-^e story.
ihi' mayor.
'"They had a 'rag time' concert in
C, A. Otis, chairman of the hospital Cincinnati that was very successful,"
building committee, and A. J. Leiteh, sa{d gport Director McGinty to W. J.
representing the Cleveland Ad club, .Murphy secretary to the mayor,
also will talk at this meeting which j ..We do not want to follow Cincinopens at 0 o'clock. Mr. Otis will de- nati » rcpiie(j Murphv
sen lie in detail the work accomplished : Tne .program substitutes "March
by the Babies dispensary, 'he wo; k
,. .
„ for «SuWanee Rag," the
, which the hospital is to supplement Rachmaninoff Prelude for the "To| and complete, and Mr. I.eiten will ; basco R
Waltz" and a "Madam
H on the civic conscience relative Butterfly» selection for the "Gaby
o such enterprises.
■The talks will be illwitrattid with' Glide."
Mayor Baker said yesterday that
he moving pictures taken this week' ,h " — y b abIe t0 get his advisory
the dispensary on E. Thirty-fifth- committee organized before the presshowing the story of <i sick child ent summer park concert season is
and weeping mother and the cured over. New York city has been payfinally restored to Us home ing much attention to the character
through the offices of the babies' ph
its park concerts and every effort
cians and nurses. These picture will of
been made to have them worthy
be shown later at the moving picture has
of the attention of all music lovers.
| show theaters.
Following was the original "rag"
Not only will these 5,000 girl canvassers attend the rally at the armory program scheduled for Sunday at
but all who are interested in the dis- Edgewater park:
pensary work and the building of the Suwanee rag.
Maid.
hospital. The campaign will be ex- Selection—Spring
(a) Gooaby Rose.
plained and outlined so that general
(b) Mammy's Shufflin' Dance.
information can be given -nit on the Tobasco—Rag waltz.
present
this Popular Songs.
Ole Arkansas.
morning.
Attractive
blue
ribbon In
review.
will be gi
can- Broadway
Gaby Glide.
vassers.
Waitin' for the Robt. E. Lee.
J\ Hunting Scene.
Twenty-five tiundn
Busy.
sent out from campaign headquar- GetHere
is the revised edition:
ters yesterday. Contributions, small March—Religioso.
and large, are coming in throm
Overture—Poet and Peasant.
every mail, even though the campaign Waltz—Danube Waves.
Prelude—Rachmaninoff.
is not really started.
i a i Mill in the Forest.
It looks as though not only Cleve(In Hearts and Flowland but all Ohio is going to respond March- SI
• ill enthusiasm to this request lor American Patrol.
[on—Mme: Buttei-n?.
a babies' hospital in this city, which
A Hunting Scene. .
be greater than anything of Mv
Country 'Tis of Ti.
ithe kind in the whole country.

From Cleveland and
All Over State.

Classical "Stuff" Is Banished for Haymarket Picnic on
the Banks of the Ohio Canal After Mayor Conies
Out as Music Censor.
"Come to the Ninth ward picnic spiring rag-time! Oh, my!" he finisheloquently.
»T-„_Sunday on the banks of the Ohio edWhen
he was told that Mayor
canal, and you won't have to listen Baker had called a halt on the plan
to highbrow music," said Councilman of his namesake, and referred to ragJimmie ' McGinty yesterday, after time as "light, frothy music, Jimmie was disappointed.
hearing how Mayor Baker sat en the
"Aw, did he call it that?" he askplan of Sports Director McGinty for ed aggrievedly. "Well-I guess our
a rag-time concert at Edgewater tastes differ," he said.
The only selection Mayor Baker left
Park Sunday.
"We're going to have the Royal on the program Bandmaster Carlton
had
prepared
was
"A Hunting
Hungarian orchestra," said Jimmie. Scene," which was the only number
"We don't know what the program which was not rag-time.
"Many real music lovers'go to tne
is, but if it is full of classical stuff.
somebody will choke the players off." parks on Sunday to hear the concerts,"
said the mayor, "and I think
McGinty and Councilman Hanratty
it would be difficult for them to
. have chosen a picnic grounds along sit through an entire afternoon of the
j the canal! near Dille road, far from light, frothy stuff called rag-time.
Then the mayor announced himself
■'the haunts of the "highbrow"—as a
, place to entertain the people of the as music censor and issued an order
that
programs for park concerts be
Haymarket ward.
"That classical stuff makes me I submitted to him in the future, before
^
' shiver," said Jimmie, "but ttoat_in- they are given.

BrlYAN TALKS

TO BAKER

Tolls Mayor What He Thinks of
Colonel Roosevelt.

BAKER TO
OF BABIES' HOSPITAL

William Jennings Bryan and- Mayor
Baker had "a very nice little visit"
yesterday morning from 10:15 o'clock
to 10:50 o'clock. Both said so.
The "Peerless Leader" dropped off
a sleeper in Cleveland yesterday
morning at 8:30 o'clock, en route to
a lecture engagement last night ati
Silver Lake. He called at the mayor's;
office and was informed the mayor*
would be down about 10 o'clock.
Bryan then dropped'into the office
of Virgil V. McNitt, manager of the
Central Press Association, to discuss
the details of a book on the three
political conventions of the summer Other States Helping in Camwhich the press association is publishing for him.
paign to Kaise $1,000,There Baker found him shortly
after 10 o'clock. The most of the
000 Fund.
"very nice little visit," as Baker
called it, was spent in listening to
Bryan's "unbiased" opinion of ColoMayor Baker, Charles A. Otis and
nel Roosevelt.
The opinion was
lengthy and, on the whole, not of a j J. A. Leiteh will tell why a Babiescomplimentary nature.
Hospital is needed for Cleveland and
Bryan left at 10:50 a. m. on an what it is going to do for the chilinterurban car for Silver Lake.
dren of the city at a meeting to be
this morning at Central Armoi y.
BAKER TALKS ON CHARTER" held
The 5,000 young girls who will maKe
the house to house canvass next week
Addresses Meeting in Church at for contributions toward the hospital
fund will receive directions and inBay Village.
spiration at this meeting and everyone interested in the work will learn
Mayor Baker last night addressed
the plans and needs for the new milj an audience in the Methodist Church
lion-dollar hospital.
at Bay Village on the charter amendMovies' Aid Enlisted.
j ments. Mrs. Baker and Mrs. Myron
Moving pictures taken this week at
i D. Vorce sang a duet and the latter
the Babies' Dispensary will be shown
: also spoke on the woman suffrage
during the meeting to illustrate the !
amendment.
arguments of the speakers. These picThe Cleveland Federation of Labor
tures will be shown at local theaters
has circulated thousands of cards to
voters requesting them to vote for
next week.
Twenty-five hundred letters were
the proposed charter amendments.
sent out yesterday from campaign
Pastors of Cleveland churches were
headquarters asking for contributions
asked to discuss the amendments in
and contributions are already coming
their churches the Sunday before
in through the mail.
election.
"One of the most encouraging feaJ. D. Packler and Dr. A. Hahn,
tures of the preliminary work," said
delegates from Cuyahoga county, will
Campaign Manager Tope yesterday,
speak at the Lakewood High school
"is the number of contributions we
auditorium tonight. Next Saturday
are getting from outside of the city
Professor A. R. Hatton will address
and outside the state. West Virginia.
a meeting in the same hall.
Pennsylvania and New York states
The legislative committee of the'
all have good donations to their credChamber of Commerce met yesterday
it already."
,
and discussed ways and means by
which to educate members in the pro-Seek Fresh Air Fund.
visions of the proposed amendments.
Two women at Washington avenue
The chamber is not taking a partisan
and W. 25th street are struggling as
stand in the coming election, but is
hard for money for babies as the
endeavoring to acquaint its members
campaigners for the building fund
with the provisions of the amendfor a new hospital, though they need
ments.
.
but $50 instead of $1,000,000.
They are visiting nurses Hammeloff
WANT BIGGER DANCE HALL and
Wain. They organized and are
conducting
the small fresh air camp
Edgewater Patrons Sign Petition to
for babies in the West Side corner
of the congested district, where inEnlarge Pavilion.
fant mortality soars high for lack of
Dancers at the Edgewater Park
fresh air, nourishment and proper
municipal dance hall are demanding
care.
The nurses were assigned to their
tjthat
i.i- bcerrlarged, and a
duty from the Bridge avenue and the
petition was passed around Thursday
Detroit avenue dispensary stations.*
night which they say they will send
The camp, they fear, will have to be I
closed for lack of funds unless theyj
to Mayor Baker asking for an enare able to raise $50 more to carry it j
largement of the floor, according to
through the season.
] Secretary A. J. Sindelar, of the park
I department, yesterday.
"The hall has cleared $,207.65 in the
j eleven days it has been run," said
' Sindelar. "The total receipts have
been $1,757.65 and the expense $550."
Sindelar has given Mayor Baker a
list of the concessions of the city
parks, which the mayor will use in
planning a scheme for municipal
ownership. "I think the winter and
summer dance hall at Washington
Park will be a go," said Sindelar.
"The mayor says he is much in favor
of it."

Mayor and Others Will Address Armory Meeting Today.
MANY

CONTBIBUTIONS

CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
(JLcJVjiLAXu FKi&ti, AUGUST 17, 19.12.-

r, UN DAY,

AUGUS

T

18,

1912.

am^t^mm

FOR BABIES
WILL BEGIN NEXT WEEK

LAVKA KQTMCttZK. TA6&IAG MAYOR! BAKte

AWAITS CITY REPLY
AS QUESTION
President Daly of East Ohio
Asserts Time Short to
Start New Main.

MAYOK liAKIJR AND [ttJtiS. >'- "■ sAmiN.
ed
Mayor Baker, President C. A. |
H a trim little girl ors a grown
Otis of the babies dispensary, and I
up girl comes to your home next others snoke.
Moving
pictures
week with a sweet smile and a showing the treatment of babies in
jUea for help in raising $1,000,- the dispensary were shown after
000 for the babies dispensary and the speeches.
Mayor Baker's stories about Jack
hospital, don't think you've been
id out of the families on and Betty Baker made a big hit
with the workers.
your street.
"I almost forget when to stop
Over one hundred girls will begin
a house-to-house
canvass talking when I get to telling about
Monday.
The second week, the my own two youngsters," Baker
campaign is to be carried to the said.
business offices.
volunteers met at central
armory Saturday, and were divided
into companies and captains elect-

Mayor Baker Will Suggest
Changes in Company's
Ordinance.
President M. B. Daly of the East
Ohio Gas Co. received no word yesterday from Mayor Baker as to the
next move of the city in the natural
gas negotiations looking toward construction of a new main to the West
Virginia fields.
The company forwarded a letter
to the mayor some days ago bearing
word that the demand for a min|mum
charge of 62 cents a month would be
dropped and inclosing a copy of Its
ordinance.
.
_»,„-* »
"The time is getting very shortsaid President Daly yesterday. We
should have had a start four months
ago
It is now the city's turn to
SP

Mayor Baker stated, after receiyine the letter, that he. would probably
write a letter to President Daly sugeestlnK some changes in the orainTnce^as submitted by the company
President Daly said yesterday ^V8
first step that the company would
take after reaching an agreement
with the city would be to apply to
Se state public service eommissk^n
for permission to sell about $3,000,000
worth of bonds to provide money for
th

U mwaTerTmored yesterday that
Kepublican members of the council
were planning to oppose the gas ordinance now being considered because
of the ' revision which gives the com• panv the right to discontinue artificial gas service on any street when
petitions are signed by 75 per cent.
^The^^ritfcism is that this clause
will permit the company to drop us
unprofitable artificial gas business
and still retain Its artificial franchise

lft*tt"l
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* Mayor Baker's Memorial Hall Address
on the Constitutional Amendments
In his address at the Memorial hall the women we know, but if it does de- gone down to the legislature time
scribe any woman in this state, then : alter time, asking for changes In the
ist Tuesday evening Mayor Newton
tO look
10OK up
Up these
UICOC j municipal
illUiilUjpUl COUe
LO meet
in.CCL 1UCU.1
our duty as menl IS
is to
code to
local UUUU1condi.
D. Baker of Cleveland, lucidly
ex- women,
nuuicu, who may be mothers, school | tions in that great and growing city
plained tho significance of some of teachers and companions of theehil- j where T live
\vJxuja_iH*>
n
*"* ^ f IT ^ r> L , v t
the constitutional amendments tfltlll f3 T.P
■which the people of Ohio will be
to express their sentiment Tu
His explanations were so compi
sive, especially as referring to tlji
posed Home-Rule-forcities
pro
that it is herewith given in full si
'he Daily News readers may hat
.dvantage of his deductions in e
ping themselves to vote intclli"
next Tuesday.
The address in full follows:
Mr. Baker said:
"Mr. Chairrnaii and Ladies and
tlemen:
"The way of a reformer is a
hard and the one advocating
3
things has many discouraging
eulties to encounter.
When one;
es to the peopie of the state
there shall be some amenumer
their constitution lie becomes a:
VOcate ot the new things, of ref
and must expect tot have ail the
tiles that usually fall to the 1
such men.
And yet, of course,;
Whole process of civilization, j
lprtiole advance of mankind, from
.■days when our remote ancestors v
Heathers and lived under palm IL
jand ale the dates as they fell f||
Ithe trees, until now the whole p;;l§
ress of civilisation has been duV|i
the fact that mere were aiway
osupBjfl X^psjnqx Sa^JBiS
ii;
human family some intrepid,!
terprising spirits who would look
lover the problems that con oi., p. jgflll,'0
■ mankind
and
propose
somet!
W$M 'i
h
lliew; and then they nad the com
ifS^-L
,e laughed at. to nave people Tg3$m®S&&*&

qi jo

Y10ZZYD 91WI15I

fey <^'t you' ^%^-~^T^^av KX arinbu «* cmoH^xv^
isnoi35 c!Unk? Letu
hTm°as^
:
*:sc3 2a-vp«: xvex„.^v****
^H>i
"I well remember when I wai
r OAA1
n3

child, something less than fifty !'«,31,p3lU UHISOAI &U I 413 SiBdA UM-l
ago, mv father one day brought hQ ■*«!-ic's"1 X
* „,„„,„„ <ilfan-VT qjJI.TBU'^ AQ[
11
U
a canary bird in a cage. I was you„¥AT 3ISIIUT £lJ I ,. 4° ^H*
¥
^ il S3HKH J ^O
l
enough still to be tender-hearted, :f»**SAl
.
HAl
"J-»» •»
^_^
M
a
a grieved because the bird was in
cage; and as it hopped from perc:
rerch and it now and then seeme
ieat its wings against the liars
:hat cage, I had a feeling tha
wanted more room, that it wa
to get out; and so 1 opened the
one day when the elders were
about.
For quite a time, to my
tense
astonishment,
that bird, I
though the door was open, remain
in the cage and hopped from pej;
to perch, beating itself against t
-_—»«-». s%«v •
ing to try the outside and
the door,' fluttered around
frightened at the size of
and at being out of the

went 6
**"*
the roo| -„the rociQCpT
cage, al„<5^»v

., 's sake. That made 1:
impression on me at the time
thought that merely a habit of bin
"I have grown older; I have studi
-more and more the operation of ra
own mind, of the human mind, a
find that we are all much like t
bird.
The tendency of every one
to form habits, to build arcVu
Ourselves a circlt

to me who Is starting a soap factory,
or a man is putting up a manufacturing plant of some kind that uses
a gas engine, so that my boarders
won't stay.'
The only answer I can
possibly make is that the courts will
probably say, 'We have to get out of
the way of advancing civilization.'
1
do not want to obstruct it, but 1 do
not think that in our great modern
cities offensive operations like the
manufacture of soap, glue, and noisy
manufaeturies that are disagreeable
ought to be allowed except in certain
sections.
1 am not sure whether we
can do that even under these amendments; 1 am simply trying to show
you how powerless a city is to deal
with the kind of questions' we have to
deal with. We can't even make them
stop keeping chicKens in the city of
Cleveland.
One of the most distinguished men that lives in Cleveland, a great student, working and
writing for the benefit of the human
race,
is
sensitive
to
unnecessary
noises. The crow- of a rooster is particularly annoying to him, and I
don't know now many great works
of science we have lost by the
rooster's crow.
"People who live in the narrow
congested surroundings in the cities,
as they live in the tenement houses,
have no view of the flowers of the
fields and the stars of the sky; and it
does not seem right that the weary
and tired shop girl, who has to work
long hours, should be kept awake—
if does not seem fair; yet here is a
city of 600,000 people; we have to put
tip with these nuisances.
"You cannot
in Dayton
require
railroads—the, whole
population of
this city—two or three hundred thousand, I think—the whole population
of this city, if you have a railroad at
grade crossing, cannot compel that
railroad to put up a safety gat
that crossing place,
The state commissioner of railroads might, if he
chooses tc, if you ?an find him. But
the people that know, the people
vvhos? wives and children have to be
subject to the peri) of that crossing,
Where they run with the speed of express trains across your street—the
people who are interested in The conditions, have no power to make them
even put a watchman there with a
red flag or red lantern.
"Now, I have illustrated the character of the want of power that our
cities have.
Cities are confronted by
grave problems
in these
modern
times; we have problems that grow
out of the fierce competition and
conditions under which people work
in the city
Fifty ner r,„-,t nf the
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to me who is starting a soap factory,
or a man Is putting up a manufacturing plant of some kind that uses
a gas engine, so that my boarders
won't stay.' The only answer I can
possibly make is that the courts will
probably say, 'We have to get out of
(the way of advancing civilization.' 1
do not want to obstruct it, but I do
not think that in our great modern
cities offensive operations like the
In his address at the Memorial hall the women we know, but if it does de- | gone down to the legislature time manufacture of soap, glue, and noisy
last Tuesday evening Mayor Newton scribe any woman in this state, then j after time, asking for changes in the manufacturies that are disagreeable
our duty as men is to look up these j municipal code to meet local condi- ought to be allowed except in certain
D. Baker of Cleveland, lucidly ex- women, who may be mothers, school | tions in that great and growing city sections. I am not, sure whether we
plained the significance of some . of teachers and companions of the chil- j where I live. When the legislature is can do that even under these amendthe constitutional amendments upon dren of the next generation, and res- j Republican they don't grant it to me, ments; I am simply trying to show
because I am a Democrat, or at least you how powerless a city is to deal
which the people of Ohio will be asked cue them from their charge.
"Now, I do not believe in the
am called one. When the legisla- with the kind of questions we have to
to express their sentiment Tuesday. amendment which proposes to tax Iture
is Democratic and somebody deal with. We can't even make them
His explanations were so comprehen- municipal bonds. I think that amend- goes there from a Republican city, it stop keeping chicKens in the city of
One of the most dissive, especially as referring to the pro- ment was gotten through by public does not matter where It is, his re- Cleveland.
men that lives in Cleveposed Home-Kule-forcities proposal, service utility corporations of the state quest is not granted, because it Is a tinguished
who were afraid of the principle of
city. In other words, the land, a great student, working and
that it is herewith given In full so that municipal ownership, and they feel Republican
legislature has power to deny im- writing for the benefit of the human
The Daily Xews readers may have the that there is certainly unfairness in provements and modifications in the race, is sensitive to unnecessary
idvantage of his deductions in equip- competition between the municipal power and organization which may be noises. The crow of a rooster is parping themselves to vote intelligently and private enterprises if the munici very beneficial to clues, on account ticularly annoying to him, and I
pality can use the public
„
credit and ; of political opinions, instead of hav- don't know how many great works
next Tuesday.
borrow money at 4 per cent when ing the city government improved ac- of science we have lost by the
The address in full follows:
they are compelled to pay 5. There cording
to
well-settled
political rooster's crow.
"Peopie who live in the narrow
is a certain element of truth in it. I philosophy, which recognizes the inI Mr. Baker said:
"Air. Chairman and Ladies and Gen- think the main difficulty with the dividual, needs of people in the dif- congested surroundings in the cities,
as
they live in the tenement houses,
private corporation is that they water ferent cities. Different plans are sugtlemen:
"The way of a reformer is always their stock; but there is a certain gested. We have w-bat is known as have no view of the flowers of the
commission fields and the stars of the sky; and it
^hard and the one advocating new amount of truth in the claim that the city government
does not seem right that the weary
-"things has many discouraging diffi- if the public can borrow money at 4 '■■ plan, such as they have in Des Moines
culties to encounter. When one pro- per cent and they have to pay 5 , it and Galveston, the federal plan—ail and tired shop girl, who has to work
poses to the people of the state that does make a difficult competition. But i sorts of plans are suggested, any one long hours, should be kept awake—j of which may be no better than any it does not seem fair; yet here is a
there s'hall be some amenument to
j other for ail, but one of them woulod city of 600,000 people; we have to put
their constitution lie becomes an adj perhaps be better for Dayton and ,an- up with these nuisances.
vocate ot the new things, of reforms,
"You cannot in Dayton require,
; other for Cleveland and another "for
MAYOR BAKER
and must expect tot have all the trouI Cincinnati; for government is effec- railroads—the, whole population of
bles that usually fail to the lot of
i five really in proportion to the facil- this city—two or three hundred thouBuch men. And yet, of course, the
ity with which people handle the in- sand. I think—-the whole population
whole process of civilization, the |
strument they want to use. We ought of this city, if you have a railroad at
whole advance of mankind, from the
to have the utmost freedom given to grade crossing, cannot compel that
days When our remote ancestors wore
the people who live in a city to make railroad to put up a safety gate at
feathers' and lived under palm trees .
the kind of city government which is that crossing place. The state comand ate the dates as they fell from
the best fitted for the uses and pur- missioner of railroads might, if he
the trees, until now the whole prog- ;
chooses tc, if you ;p.n find him. But
poses they have to accomplish. ,
ress of civilisation nas been due to i
"When the constitution of 1851 was j the people that know, the people
the fact that mere were always in j
\ adopted, there were only nine cities whose wives and children have to be
the human family some intrepid, en- j
! in the entire state that had as high as subject to the peril of that crossing,,
terprising spirits who would look out ,
i 5,000 population, and the whole nine where they run with the speed of exover the problems that confronted j
did not have as many people, in them, press trains across your street—the
mankind and propose something
as the city of Toledo has today, and people who are Interested in the connew; and then they nad the courase i
i now more than 50 per cent of the ditions, have no power to make them
to be laughed at, to have people say
even put a watchman there with a
j people of Ohio live in cities.
they are fools, trouble makers, or :
I
"What this amendment authorizes red flag or red lantern.
'Why don't you let us alone?' or else
'Now, I have illustrated the chari is this: It gives the people of the city
'Who is this noisy crank? Let us put |
I of Dayton the right to vote in this acter of the want of power that our
him aside.'
i question. It would have a commis- cities have. Cities are confronted by
"I well remember when I was a1,
i sion elected by the people to frame a grave problems in these modern
child, something less than fifty years ;
, charter, which is to be the city char- times; we have problems that grow
ago, my father one day brought home ,
ter if that question is carried. Fifteen out of the fierce competition and
a canary bird in a cage. I was young
! electors of that city .would be dhosen conditions under which people work
enough still to be tender-hearted, and ,
I by popular vote to draw up a charter, in the city. Fifty per cent of the
a grieved because the bird was in the
and that charter -would be sent by people who work; go to work early
cage; and as it hopped from perch to
; mail to every voter in this city, and ip the morning; they have worked on
perch and it now and then seemed to
I if the people approved of that charter shoes, but not made shoes—they have,
beat its wings against the bars of ,
it would then be the charter of the made one part of Shoes—made eyethat cage, I had a feeling that it I
city of Dayton; and if the people did lets of shoes, or laces of shoes, doing
wanted more room, that it wanted ,
not approve it, if it was voted down, a single operation, an uninterrupted
to get out; and so I opened the door ;
you wopld have to make another repetition of unimportant operations,
one day when the elders were not ,
i charter and have another vote. It which wear out the nervous system,
about. For quite a time, to my insimply gives you what our ancestors so that the tendency in American
tense astonishment, that bird, alwho landed on Plymouth Rock stood cities is to go to the bad. The tenthough the door was open, remained
for, what is the foundation idea of dency of our young men and women
in the cage and hopped from per en
American institutions, local self-gov- is to go to excess in vices—drink and
to perch, boating itself against toe j
'The address of Mayor Newton D. ernment. Matters which are not ether vices nameless to us, not only |
wires just as though it liked it. After Baker
of.
Cleveland,
at
the
Memorial
they lack the power of re- '
a while the "bird seemed to be will- Halt meeting Tuesday night was per- purely local are reserved for the state because
legislature absolutely.
All power si^tance by being broken down, by
ing to try the outside and went out
and
the most comprehensive presen- which now is and always has been a the destruction of nervous
the door, fluttered around the room, haps
of the constitutional amend- matter of state-wide concern, as dis- physical vitality, but also because of '
frightened at the size of the room tation
made in connection with the tinguished from matters of merely lo- the presence of compelling temptaand at being out of the cage, and ments
local campaign. For the benefit
of its cal concern, are reserved for the leg- tions in the cities; because very often
finally went back into its former place readers
are seeking1 enlighten- islature, and the right to limit the our young people—and old people,
for safety's sake. That made little ment on who
the
subject
which
comes
up taxing power of the cities by general too—are not paid enough to live on.
impression on me at the time. I for final disposition at the polls next
have to eke out their means of
thought that merely a habit of birds. Tuesday, The Dally News herewith law and the bond issuing power of the They
by other processes.
When
"I have grown older; I have studied publishes a stenographic report of ads city by general law, so that this support
amendment gives us the power of lo- women work, as they do in New York
more and more the operation of my talk:
cal self-government as to our private —women who are mothers of famown mind, of the human mind, and
ilies, for 3 cents an hour, making garand local matters.
find that we are all much like the
ments, and perhaps trying to supbird. The tendency of every one of if their management is so much more
"There
is
one
thing
in
this
home
port their families on that kind of
us is to form habits, to build around economical than the public manage- rule amendment that 1 tried very wages—a
pound of beef costs more
ourselves a circle, within which we ment the difference would disappear. hard to get in, and I am proud that than a day's
wages—the people that
(Applause.)
flutter from one side to the other, and
I
did
get
it
in;
it
is
this:
When
a
"But the fact is that nine-tenths of city makes a public improvement, like are to blame for the immorality that
if bv' any chance our habits are interfered with, no matter whether it is the money the city borrows is not opening a street, it may tax the ad- follows that are not the immoral
reallv for our good or harm-, our sense borrowed for going into municipal en- jacent property for part of the cost people;
"I am advocating in this campaign
of shock is altogether out of propor- terprises at all, but is borrowed to of the improvement, not exceeding
adoption of the license amendtion to the inonovatioh. That is a build bridges, poor houses, police sta- half, the tax not to be in excess of the
cage and we beat ourselves against it, tions, fire stations, for Which the the enhanced value that goes to the ment, because it is for the correction
of
a
great city problem. The evil
and if we should perchance have the public does not charge a penny, and property. This was the law in Ohio
opportunitv to fly a greater distance I feel that when the city is doing that until the supreme court turned over that flows from the sale of intoxicatthan we used to fly. we say to our- kind of work, recognizing its social In its sleep and decided that all the ing liquor is peculiarly a city probselves we do not, quite know what is responsibility, it ought not to be put judges that had concurred in that lem. It is not much of a problem
outside; we know what is inside: it to the/additional responsibility of pay- Were wrong, and that the five who cut in the country. Out in the coun"bruises us to beat against it. but after ing out more of the money it has to were on the bench at that time knew try they can have residence districts,
all we have been here a great while: borrow that the public credit will more than all that were there before, local restrictions. In the big cities
some kindly providence from day to justiiy. The attempt on the part of and made a change. This will re-es- the population is too fluid. People
that live in one part of the city one
day puts in enough water for us to the framers of that amendment to tablish that rule as it was.
day live in another part another day.
drink and enough seed for us to eat. put in the' condition to tax municipal
"I don't know whether you have
of new people and peoPerhaps it will be better for us not to bonds and franchises is not fair to any dead-end streets, but I presume Importations
the people of this state. The lawyers you have, which everybody is anxious ple that come in and pa^ss through,
try to open the door."
a changing, kaleidoscopic popThe speaker referred to the differ- w-ell know that under a decision of to get through. We have a very make
ulation. Any man in the state can
ent amendments. In reference to the the supreme court, decided 25 years handsome street in Cleveland known go
into the saloon business if he
amendment abolishing the death pen- ago, the legislature now has power to as Carnegie avenue which has dead
If this amendment Is
altv he spoke strongly in favor of it, tax franchises if it wants to; and the ends at both ends. If it is opened it wants , to.
only one. in 500. can g-o- into it.
ving' that instead of hanging and supreme court of the United States will cost $50f>,000 to extend it from passed
If
this
amendment
is passed we con
has
held
t-bat
the
leg-islature—rrf—the'
' }-c.k
its now western end to the center of determine who can go into the busistate of Ohio, under its present con- the
city.
It
is
a
very
valuable
public
ness and under what conditions he
UD,'-some place and make them
stitution, has power to do so. But
" : other men have to■ wo«, the amendment proposes1 to tax mu- improvement; but the estimate of the can go into it; and if he does not live
7-k
real
estate
men
is
that
if
it
is
opened
1
to: those conditions, we can take
\t^6rthinhtheX^,Wahn1 nicipal bonds, which is more than the it will cost $500,000 to do It. It will up
legislature has authority to do; but increase the property along the street him out of business and determine
if cT^afwage t£te their board if anybody were to propose to collect
he cannot go into it again.
more than $2,000,000. If that street
"I believe in license because it is in
±eep
^^Swivtana taxes upon public halls, fire stations, is opened a very handsome additional keeping
with modern conditions.
send the balance
lire engines, poor houses and things value is going to be created, and the
"I ought not to keep you any
of that kind which the city of Day- people who get that additional value
l^fam going to make just a short ton owns—if you were to pay taxes
longer. I have fulfilled faithfully the
referent to vfoman suffrage, which is oa them, in addition to their main- ought to pay a large part of the cost pledge I made the people of Cleveof
opening
it,
and
not
the
general
taxprovided for in Amendment 28. <Ap tenance, and on other charitable enland when they elected me mayor,
Clause
) I believe m it for the rea terprises, everybody would realize payer.
that I would go all through the state
U
"And
yet
this
is
called
in
a
pamph"hich
would
be
expressed
by
imand urge and entreat the people in
the injustice of that; so that everyson w
plication from the statement of .vtr. tody should remember that that let I have % Socialistic proposition.' this state to vote for municipal home
lBigelow when speaking of the m- imendment is a tax upon our state As a matter of fact, I am not a So- rule, in order that we might have
cialist, although the Socialist philoso- power to stand up in Cleveland and
itiative and referendum, that U_ peo welfare.
vote, the : "Now I pass to the amendment on phy is one of the most beautiful meet our local needs, to meet toipie
pie ULI
do not
u«- know
»»r., enough
----.;;- ,. to„err
m respon- I
cure for that is-to give them TesponJ^^ ru!e__municipal home rule. It philosophies in the world. If by any gether as a great, free commonIt
bibillty; give them P»wer' /'Tf
are "is probable that at the time the pres- act of mine I could legislate the So- wealth, considering all the local sub-,
sed that the women of ^apacient constitution was adopted the peo- cialist spirit into the world 1 would jects, and ask ourselves, 'Is It well
nca
be insistent on doing it. My objec- "with the children in the city of
frivolous and foolish and >
P*
le o£ ohio dld not mtend that we
tated for the ^rcise of th'- £tu «s v
^^ & uniform system of mu- tion to the Socialist philosophy is Cleveland?' and if we, find that our
I of the citizen. That does not descnoe ^^ govement> for jmrneQiately that, while the spirit is beautiful, conditions there are ot a wholesome
after that constitution -was passed the there is no way to legislate the spirit kind, such as tend to make life a
legislature of the state began to try of brotherly kindness into the world poem—broad and sound and sweet
to classify cities into first class, sec- without growing into it by degrees. I and fine—then as a free, responsible
ond class and third class—even had resent when anybody tries to use that and powerful people we could concities of various grades and various as a term of reproach, so far as I am sult together and produce results for
classes, showing that the legislature personally concerned.
the betterment of our city and our
"There are some things we have city population. We are doing it all
recognized that our cities differed
tried
to
do
and
cannot
do,
because
from one another, arid for fifty years
the time, In Cleveland, when we
the supreme court of this state per- the state has not given us power and found that people were going out in
mitted a county classification, which we have no constitutional right. We the dance halls, we opened a town
| recognized a classification of the coun- tried to exercise the right to control hall in the park, where they could
! ties of this state containing cities of the sub-surface of the street to make see the grass and look at the trees,
| not less than 19,502, and not more some money out of it. Down in the and wheTe sisters were not ashamed
j than 19,511, showing that it meant city of Baltimore they make large, to go with them. We close it at a
particular cities. After a while the amount of money by. renting this. In, reasonable time. They are perfectly
, supreme court decided that all that Cleveland people use the public prop- satisfied, and stay away from bad
i kind of special legislation was un- erty without paying any rent for it. places, because a good place is open
i constitutional; that under our pres- People who would be perfectly will- to them,
! ent constitution we had to have in ing to pay for it cannot do it. We
"I look forward to see the time
Ohio the same form of government in get about one-third of the rent of when all the cities of this nation
all the cities in the state. This is that property from taxes that people shall be great governments of intelliwhy you have in Dayton the same now pay, but we cannot rent the pub- gent people, with broad Influences,
i form of government as Painesville, a lic property. We can let them use it where the men, women and children
city of 5,000 population, and Cleve- or keep them from using it. I do are so interested in the welfare of all
land, a city with 600,000 people, has not see why the city, which expends people that they have built instituto have the same municipal code, the enormous sums of money to make tions that will be a model for the
same political machinery, the same the street, why It should not.be per- nations of the world."
form of government they have in mitted to rent cellar rights out Into
Painesville. That either means too the street and make some revenue
much government for Painesville or out of it.
"We cannot prevent the disfiguretoo little for Cleveland.
"So that the cry for municipal ment of streets by signs. The public
in
Cleveland has spent millions of
home rule, for the emancipation of
the city, is perfectly natural; we money making one of the most magshould change the constitution so as nificent boulevards in the world, and
to make It. what it was' for many whenever you ride along you have to
years under, the rulings of the su- hide your eyes to keep from seeing
preme court, except in this, it is a repulsive sign boards, advertising a
qualified form of special legislation. 5-cent cigar, or something of that
"I got my political education from kind, which destroys the whole prosperhaps the greatest Democrat, with pect. We ought to have the right,
a small '&' of modern times, Tom when we have built a , great public
Johnson. (Applause.-? And I like to recreation ground, to say that It shall
quote what Mr. Johnson used to say not be turned into a great, extensive
on subjects of this kind. He said advertising scheme. We cannot do
that the
constitutional
provision that.
which required that there should be
"We have in Cleveland a couple of
no change in the form of the city municipal electric light plants, and
government in any one city in this have some surplus steam, too far
state until there was a change in all away to make it useful for heating
the cities, was exactly like a law purposes. Some ingenious man has
would be which provided that there invented a wfty to use steam for
never could be any improvement in a making artificial Ice, and in the hot
printing press until all the printing summer in Cleveland we have a great
presses in use could be changed at increase in mortality. One of the
rhe same time. If there were to be great problems of modern civilizano improvement in a printing press tion is to prolong the life of the
until every printing press in the babies. We thought we would manUnited States was improved at the ufacture .a little Ice with this masame time, there would never be any chinery. We did not have to buy any
improvement. So it is in regard to machine, only just let the steam from
cities. If they all have to be changed one tank to another; it didn't cost
at the same time, wo could not go to anything. But we cannot have a
the legislature at Columbus and say, municipal ice plant in Cleveland to
'Change the government of the city save the babies, or prevent mortality;
of Dayton,' or of 'Columbus;' repre- we have no power.
sentatives from different cities would
"Every once in a while some
say, 'We don't need a change; we can woman will come in to me and say:
get along. very well without that 'My husband left me with four little
change, and it is difficult to get the children, and all I have is my little

| Mayor Baker's Memorial Hall Address
on the Constitutional Amendments

changes from the legislature.' I have home, and there, is a man right next
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Asks Every Person in Cleveland to Contribute to
$1,000,000 Fund.
Fortnight's Campaign Opens
Today With 1,600
Workers.
Mayor Baker yesterday issued a
personal appeal to every person in
Cleveland on behalf of the proposed
new babies' hospital. Ho urged the
co-operation of every one in raising
$1,000,(XH) "to save the lives of future
citizens of Cleveland."
The campaign for the babies opens
y, when 1,600 volunteers will canvass all parts of the city for subscriptions. The canvassers, who are mostly girls, will first consult with their
various captains, sixty in all, sta
tioned throughout the city.
Twelve members of the Cleveland
Advertising club yesterday traveled
around the city in automobiles ob
;iK) additional fund canvass
ers i
use. From Rocky River
Euclid, < >., the advertising men
in their endeavor to obtain girls
nen who are willing to solicit
In'the fortnight's campaign.
iid letters have been
gent out from the campaign head
quarters to residents of the city ask
pledges. These letters of ap
signed by women members
he board of trustees of the babies'
dispensary.
canvassers who start out today will wear badges. Those wishing
to communicate with the campaign
mim
v do so by ringing either
In IfiGfl on the Bell phone or Cen^
.'IK! on the Cuyahoga.
Mayor Baker's letter to the public
folio,
"The babies' dispensary and hospita] of Cleveland is starting a
i^o^f 1,000,000 during
I wo weeks for the build
equipping and permanent en
i hospital exclusively
for babies and children and I have
asked to say what I think of
pro.iect and whether I am in
E it.
almost unto answer, because every
mm
nan who is privi!
the love of little children
isity be heartily in
■ (if any movement that will
vc suffering from their lives
Lice health and

Mayor Baker started Monday on
his stumping tour of the state in the
interest of proposed «*»'! a
amendments.
He. will «£■** «*£
Ohio cities and towns in 10 nights, re
to
Cleveland
each morning
turning
the afternoon.
and leaving
Itinerary beginning Monday and continuing until -i.e week from Wedne
flav with no rest except on feunaaj. is
as VolTows:
Toledo, Lima, Columbus,
Marion, Mansfield, Akron, Cincinnati,
Dayton, Springfield.

MAYOR ENDORSES
BABIES' HOSPITAI
Campaign for $1.000,00(
Starts in Earnest
Today.
Sixteen hundred girls and wome
will start out at 9 o'clock this morn
ing to collect $1,000,000 from Mose
Cleaveland to build him a Brbief
Hospital.
The number of workers at 6 o'cloc.
Saturday night .umbered 1,000, an
because this was not enough to in
sure a house-to-house canvass of thcity in one week, these twelve mem
bera of the Cleveland Ad Club gav.
up their Sunday to making an auto
mobile tour of all unsupplied part'
of the city; President W. R. Creer
A. E. Davis, C. A. Tallinger, W. H
Hyde, Allan Ernshaw, W. J. Raddatz
W. S. Gilbert, T. H. Hatcher, F. R
Morrison, William Boehmke, J. H
Harris, and F. G. Mi'.chell. The5
from Rocky River to Euclic
went
f$eaeh, not neglecting Newburg, anc
orought in 600 names of persons whe
will aid in the canvass.
Volunteers Offer Aid.
Several other volunteers telephoned
the hospital campaign headquarters
during the day, offering their services.
"We will be glad to get still more
of these 'phone calls," said Campaign
Manager Tope.
"Tell every one to
call us at Main 1S69 or Central 346."
The young girls who will make the
canvass will report at the homes of
their captains at 9 o'clock this morning and will begin work at once, after
being decorated with their blue satin
badges to insure recognition.
Thirty thousand letters were sent
out last week asking donations,
signed with the names of prominent
society women of the city who serve
on the women's board or the buildIng committee of the hospital,

gary and hosis doing a very noble
id hi giving it
irsemeni l want to
;t i,m of every
id child in making
ssful one.
short ami a great deal
Mayor Endorses Plan.
ded.
Mayor Baker has given the hospital
i 'leveland loves
eer high stand- campaign his hearty endorsement in
hopeful for her future the following letter addressed to the
i no greater or people of Cleveland:
The Babies' Dispensary and Hospital
i nt in the world than
n life, and tHe future of Cleve- of Cleveland is starting a campaign to
raise
one million dollars during the next
d all other con- two weeks
for the building, equipping
-~—
■
^- _*—w
tions upon the welfare of her
GE 'sqmB[ Snjjds :OSE©ST 'eSupBaqs—sjja-a
the lives of the
'OO'IS®
jfutur
-land that 009 'snoaiap loiiggr 'pajno lo^ST
,„ 'snjijsjrB.
■y and hospital uaaja j -ONJ :oa'S@SS'£j 'sapjqasaoq tun
your help. It is to make them 'sapiq uaajjj :Bsai ot 'sapiq z 'ON :af[@HS|
pajlia 8i 'Ofj tsaapd 2u|Xnu. ,s.W[ua<i—sapijj
hy, happy and efncienl men .''-""I
I)° »I '.Cpoas :JI;JIO; -pai(SB.ttlin 'out
n that U seeks your as- •08o®SS 'pau.SBM.un auretap '.sizgtsz 'Suiqiuo;
pooiq-javnmb :oi3@9S 'Siuquioa pooiq sqjq3|c
-aajlu '.0LZ<8)9Z, 'Suiquioo pooiq-j;-Bq loag^lf
o
'paqsB.u. 'sauimap :o6S®83 XX 'soaan
-lAsuua.1 puB omo :<ia!.m 3u|.tna-[oo'.u.
'S}|3d pue sapiH '|00/v\
'09
0>';J 'suad piau UPBUBO Ipunoct v ore@SI 'do
pa.i pauBaio.,.1 iou-BJ IWJJJoO'ot 'SSB.IS p.iBqir
-Jo :09'8<80KES 'ssiua arliq XjpnjuaH ^OUB<
:0S'£#0S>J '.t0UB; ei auiijd ■\i|ioiuii :oo'9^
©OO'SCJ 'a3(ls[B I09"I@00'?U 'aiin.v, los'SSOO'S*
•.la.vop uosuijJD :os:.lBOu","IS 'moiuiUBiu :ci;'|
©OO'IU 'mnipaiu ooioq., U| JUHJJ -.IO.VO'I"-)
•spaas
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BAKERBEGINS TOUR
FOR CHARTER REFORM
Opens Campaign to Cover Whole State by Speech at
Toledo With Mayor Whitlock; Cuyahoga County Tent to Be Put Up Next Week. %
Mavor Baker won't get much sleep ; paign will start at Payne avenue and
for the next two weeks, while he is j E. 19th street, either Thursday or
stumping
Ohio for
constitutional | Friday of next week, with Congressamendments, in a campaign which i man Cox, of Dayton, -and Mayor
he opened at Toledo last night.
The mavor. with Brand Whitlock, ■ Baker as speakers.
pleaded for the entire charter at To- | The school board yesterday authortedo.
. .
. J ized the use of the public schools for
Baker will speak every night in] the discussion of the forty-two consticities tar distant
from
Cleveland. I
riing each midnight to this city tutional amendments by citizens.
Director Hogen put the question of
he can attend to duties of his ofling the schdbl buildings for this
Tuesday be talks at lama,: Wednes- purpose up to the board.
"I
think it proper and favor it. but
day, at Columbus* Thursday; at Marion; Friday, at Mansfield, and Sat-j I want a ruling frbin the hoard," he
unlay, at Akron.
Next week he said.
at ('meiimati Monday, Day- | The board unanimously adopted the
ta
ton Tuesday and Springfield Wednes- • recommendation.
Harry D. Thomas. secretary of the
land Federation of Labor, adThe i'i
ounty
tent
d shop workers at Lakeside
e and W. 6th street at noon
yesterday and talked asain at night
at'Mc.Ness' Hall. 6701-West Madison
me. on the proposals.
The Lakewood
Progressive Club
.will hear of the amendments tomorrow night from William Gordon, candidate
for Congress, and John D.
Fackler.

BAKER-HARMONIAR
SHAKES PLUM TREE

Each Rewards With Joh an
Enemy of the
Other.

FATE OF GAS MAIN
IN ACTION MONDAY

WEBERAND GREEVES IS
New Ordinance Ready to
First Is Made City Sewer In
QQ to Council for Final
spector; Second Becomes
Intlorsement.
State Insurance Examiner.
Hostilities ZTZL** vester
day between Mayor Baker's count}
Democratic organization and Gover
nor Harmon's state Democratic or
ganization when announcements were
made that each organization had re
warded with a job an enemy of tht
other.
Appointments of .Joseph J. Greeves
■to be state insurance examiner and
of John B. Weber to be city sewer
ispecror were tuiunuicu.
inspector
confirmed
Greeves was one of Harmon's close
allies in his fight here this spring on
tAe Baker organization, under direction of State Insurance Commissioner
fid. H.
Moore,
of Toungstown.
Greeves had
naa been
oeen promised
pronuseu a
a. nomi
iium*
nation by the Democratic county con-

DALY SURE OF VICTORY

Decision on Auditorium Site
and Winter Dance Halls
Also Expected.
Mayor Baker said yesterday that
the gas ordinance providing for a
fourth
main to the West Virginia
iuul
*•" "»<"" •i+t„j
fields probably would be submittea
to the city council next Monday
night, at the first meeting since the
vacation of six weeks began in July.
M. B. Daly, president of the Bast
Ohio Gas Company, also said that he
"'""
-• '
-'
'«,)„«• to
thought there would be nothing to
prevent the ordinance coming up.
Baker rushed through his business
affairs in order to make an afternoon
train to Toledo, where he spoke last
night, and did not have a conference
with Daly or take up the gas question.
Auditorium Plans Tp.

VenUon as state legislative candidate.
£ut after the fracas between the
Baker men, who were supporting
Woodrow Wilson and assailing Harmon, and the Harmon supporters
the nomination promise was unfulfilled.
Blow at Baker Seen.
Harmon's appointment ol
of ureeves
Greeves !|t ti"i^ssnv-^r^z-<
s, uo;TjasiP
was taken as a direct slap at Baker. punoaB u^i on ^ gi
moJ} A[a3ij
But in as great degree, the shaking yuu ^fP^Su si P300 -"i00^,?"^ I
of the city hall plum tree in Web-g** ?"\J^8^ o,i|oS in* V> ^^\
er's direction was a defiance of Har- UJ1* f W
pi 8^ ^»» *« '""J
mon.
Weber was discharged as |^jn^ aowq papioap^^W ^
lH
uo'
S
state deputy fire marshal as a horiun
PUB
|;,7JO jaquinu V
ss9
EJ3a
rible example of what happens to ,puiqaq om
Sp Avaj }SBd stfl l'l3ll
state employees who are accused of
\SJaddiqs jo •^ct"'n"
refusing to obey political orders, dn ;uas w*^ 1°«*™' 'ammo "Su
Weber's offense, simmered down tc. ;| P«*
anou8 %wi P^°? #nip™ai em
8 J1 jgrt
™$aZW
cases, was failing
falling to accept a part .»*»£
°? ™n ^^^
'inaaqil g*
„ ?. .!];™QnllT!
' pasuuqa I
tV
Btti ^r»a

•uot^,Srannpv

no »WU o, ,dmWv ^«°

m °a

s

"n«lpsUBVUpBunoaB ^3 it,ir» «

!°»» " S^T "^«^rS

($\^^\AVU~'
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ABIES7 HOSPITAL
Asks Every Person in Cleveland to Contribute to
$1,000,000 Fund.
Fortnight's Campaign Opens
Today With 1,600
Workers.

Mayor Baker started Monday on
his stumping tour of the stale in the
interest of propose^ constitutional
amendments.
He will speak in nine
Ohio eities and towns in 10 nights, returning to Cleveland each morning
and leaving in the afternoon.
His
itinerary beginning Monday and continuing until one week frorn Wednesday, -with no rest except on Sunday, is
as follows:
Toledo, Lima, Columbus,
Marion, Mansfield. Akron, Cincinnati,
Dayton, Springfield.

Mayor Baker yesterday issued a
per:
";il to every person in
Cleveland on behalf of the proposed
new
hospital. Ho urged the
I ion of every one in raising
$1,000,000 "to save the lives of future
citizens of (Cleveland."
The campaign for the babies opens
today, when 1,600 volunteers will can
all parts of the city for subscrip.
tions. The canvassers, who are mostly girls, will first consult with their
various captains, sixty In all, stationed throughout the city.
Twelve members of the Cleveland
Ad\
erday traveled
around the city in automobiles ob-' Sixteen hundred girls and wome
talning 600 additional fund canvass- will start out at 9 o'clock this morn
ers i
From Rocky River
to Euclid, "., the advertising men lng to collect $1,000,000 from Mose
le in their endeavor to obtain girls Cleaveland to build him a Brbies
nen who are willing to solicit Hospital.
in the fortnight's campaign.
The number of workers at 6 o'cloc.
Thirty thousand letters have been
Bent out from the campaign head- Saturday night -umbered 1,000, an.
quarters to residents of the city ask- because this was not enough to in
Cor pledges. These letters of apled by women members sure a house-to-house canvass of th>
Of the board of trustees of the babies' city in one week, these twelve mem
isary.
bera of the Cleveland Ad Club gav.
canvassers who start out to- up their Sunday to making an auto
day will wear badges. Those wishing mobile tour of all unsupplied part'
to communicate with the campaign of the city; President W. R. Creer
man
y do so by ringing either A. E. Davis, C. A. Tallinger. W. H
Main ISGf) on the Bell phone or Cen- Hyde, Allan Ernshaw, W. J. Raddatz
10. on the Cuyahoga.
W. S. Gilbert, T. H. Hatcher, F. R
Mayor Baker's letter to the public Morrison, William Boehmke, J. H
follo\
Harris, and F. G. Mi'.chell. The>
"The babies' dispensary and hos- went from Rocky River to Euclic
pita! of Cleveland is starting a Beach, not neglecting Newburg, anc
i so $1,000,000 during | orought in 600 names of persons whc
it two weeks for the buildm aid in th<J canvass.
permanent enVolunteers Offer Aid.
menl of a hospital exclusively
for b
' children and I have
Several other volunteers telephoned
what I think of the hospital campaign headquarters
the pro.ieci and whether I am in during the day, offering their services.
it.
"We will be glad to get still more
ins seem almost un- of these 'phone calls," said Campaign
r, because every Manager Tope. "Tell even' one to
man
1 woman who is privil
us at Main 1869 or Central 346."
to know the love of little children call
The
be heartily a
>'°un£ sMs who will make the
novement that will canvass
will report at the homes of
rom their lives [n
,thelr captains at 9 o clock this mornice health and S and will begin work at once, after
happln
being decorated with their blue satin
"Tl
dispensary and hos- badges to insure recognition.
. erv noble
Thirty thousand letters were sent
lng it out last week asking donations,
rsemenl 1 want to signed with the names of prominent
operation of every society women of the city who serve
in making on the women's board or the buildssful one. lng committee of the hospital.
Mayor Endorses Plan.
n of Cleveland loves
Mayor Baker has given the hospital
id of her high stand- campaign his hearty endorsement in
is hopeful for her future the following letter addressed to the
There is no greater or people of Cleveland:

MAYOR ENDORSES
BABIES' HOSPITAI
Campaign for $1.000,00(
Starts in Earnest
Today.

i ni In the world than
human life, and the future of Cleveeyond all other eon■ upon ih.
. of her

.itiies' dis]
your help.
hy, happy

the lives of the
of Cleveland that
<ud hospital
It is to make them
and efficient men
seeks your ns-

The Babies' Dispensary and Hospital
of Cleveland Is starting a campaign to
rais» one million dollars during the next
two vvpeka for the building, equipping
and permanent endowing of a hospital
exclusively for rabies And children, and
I have been asked to say what I think of
the project and whether I am in favor
of It.
Such questions seem almost unnecessary lo answer, because every man and
woman who is privileged to know the
love oC little children must of necessity
be heartily in favor of any movement
that will remove suffering from their
lives and bftng in its plac» health and
happiness.
The Mjbies- llispensary and Hospital is
already doing a. very noble and useful
work, and In giving it my hearty endorsement I want to ask for the co-operation
of every man. woman and child in making this campaign n successful one. The
! and a great deal of help
Is needed.
Kvery citizen .-.r Cleveland loves th*
city. Is prou.l of h*r high standing and
ii ful for he,- future greatness.
in no greater Or better
ill the world than human life, and the
future of Cleveland rl...
other consideration* upon the welfare of
iple.

It is to save the lives of the future ritlif Cleveland that the Rabies' Dispensary and HOSpIta) sMks your help. It
them healthy, happy and
men and women that it seeks
your assistance. Tours sincerely
NEWTON D. BAKER.

The house-to-house canvass will be !
ompleted by Saturday night, and '
'iext wee'.c will be devoted to the I
solicit lng of subscriptior.j from busi-|
ness men.
attributions from outside the city]
are coming in dally. The fact that
this hospital will be the only one
in the country with equipment for
thorough research work makes its]
building a matter of interest to the
entire country.

BAKER BEGINS TOUR
FOR CHARTER REFORM
Opens Campaign to Cover Whole State by Speech at
Toledo With Mayor Whitlock; Cuyahoga County Tent to Be Put Up Next Week. ,
Mayor Baker won't get much sleep . paign will start at Payne avenue and
for the next two weeks, while he is j E. 19th street, either Thursday or
stumping
Ohio for
constitutional | Fridav of next week, with Congressamendments, in- a campaign which | man Cox, of Dayton, and Mayor
he opened at Toledo last night.
The mayor, with Brand Whitlock, Baker as speakers.
Cor the entire charter at ToThe school board yesterday authorledo.
ized the use of the public schools for
Baker will speak every night in the discussion of the forty-two consticities far distant
from Cleveland,
returning each midnight to this city tutional amendments by citizens.
Director Hogen put the question of
so he can attenti to duties of his ofopening the school buildings tor this
flce.
purpose
up to the board.
Tuesday lie talks al lama; Wednes"I think it proper and favor it, but
day, to Columbust Thursday, at. Marion: Friday, at Mansfield, and Sat- l want tt ruling from the board," he
urday, a! ,\!;t
Next week he s;'id.
The board unanimously adopted the
;,s at Cincinnati Monday, Dayton Tuesday and Springfield Wednes- recommendation.
j
Harry
D. Thomas, secretary of the
day.
The t'ttvaiio.ua county ' tent cameland Federation of Labor, ad
dressed shop workers at Lakeside
entie and W. 6th street at noon
ty and talked again at night
t McNess' Hall. 6701-"West Madison
. on the proposals.
The Lakewood Pro
Club
ill hear of the amendments tomorrow night from William Gordon, cantor Congress, and John D.

BAKER-HARMONIAR
SHAKES PLUM TREE

Each Rewards With Job an^^
Enemy of the
Other.

FATE OF GAS MAIN J
IN ACTION MONDAY

WEBERAND GREEVES IN
New Ordinance Ready to
First Is Made City Sewer In
spector; Second Becomes
State Insurance Examiner.

GQ

t() Coimcil

for Final

Indorsement.
DALY SURE OF VICTORY

Hostilities were exchanged yester
day between Mayor Baker's countv
Democratic organization and Gover
nor Harmon's state Democratic or Decision on Auditorium Site
ganization when announcements weri
and Winter Dance Halls
made that each organization had re
Also Expected.
warded with a job an enemy of tht
other.
Appointments of Joseph J. Greeves
Mayor Baker said yesterday that;
to be state insurance examiner anc
of John B. Weber to be city sewei the gas ordinance providing for a;
fourth main to the West Virginia,
inspector were confirmed.
Greeves was one of Harmon's close fields probably would be submitted j
allies in his fight here this spring on to the city council next Monday |
*r>.e Baker organization, under direc- night, at the first meeting since the!
(ion of State Insurance Commissioner vacation of six weeks began in July.
M. B. Daly, president of the East;
sOd. H.
Moore,
of Youngstown.
Greeves had been promised a nomi- Ohio Gas Company, also said that be
nation by the Democratic county con- thought there would be nothing to
vention as state legislative candidate. prevent the ordinance coming up.
But after the fracas between the; Baker rushed through his business
affairs in order to make an afternoon
Baker men, who were supporting train to Toledo, where he spoke last
Woodrow Wilson and assailing Har- night, and did not have a conference
mon, and the Harmon supporters with Daly or take up the gas questhe nomination promise was unfultion.
filled.
Anditorinm Plans Up.
Blow at Baker Seen.
The council will have the audiHarmon's appointment of Greeves torium
Mayor Baker's rewas taken as a direct slap at Baker. port onproposition,
new city hall and posBut in as great degree, the shaking sibly an the
ordinance providing for a
of the city hall plum tree In Webmunicipal dance hall at Wooder's direction was a defiance of Har- new
Hills and Washington parks
mon.
Weber was discharged as land
which
Counctlmen
French
and
state deputy fire marshal as a hor- Pelcinski are boosting, to deal with.
rible example of what happens to
City Clerk Collins said yesterday
state employees who are accused of that a great many contract ordirefusing to obey political orders, j nances, and much routine business
Weber's offense, simmered down to would come up.
Councilmen are
cases, was falling to accept a part J daily returning from vacations, but
of the Harmon campaign fund to have not been active in starting
spend in nis precinct of the Tenth
law making as yet.
* .
ward.
Specifically, he was dis- their
"I suppose we will get a bunch of
charged for "disloyalty," with great ordinances
and
resolutions this
parade, by Harmon personally.
week," said Collins.
Sot) Hunt Is Strenuous.
Act on Depot Site.
The city hall people were busy
The mayor told Councilman Shaw,
for weeks in trying to find a pob for who is chairman of the auditorium
Weber. He was not on any civil committee, last week that he would
service list, to begin with, and the ask the council to adopt a resolution
I job-market was tight. But at last to ascertain the attitude pf the rail-,
they found that the eligibility list for roads running into Cleveland, as tol
sewer inspector was used up, and the building of a new union depot at I
Mayor Baker made a temporary ap- the head of the mall, foot of B. 3d
I pointment in that place.
"Weber will be back as deputy fire
If it is not wanted for a depot, the
I marshal after the first of the year, mayor said that he believed the site
I commented Mayor's Secretary Mur
the proper one for a new auditorium
Traction Commissioner Peter Witt
will ask the council to eliminate alternate street car stops on six or
m™Tlmls, including . Euclid^ Payne
£t Clair and Detroit lines. Witt says ,

.lines.
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CITY HOME RULE COUNCIL GIVES
IS GIVEN GREAT GAS DICKER 0 K SCHEDULE; SLEEP]
BOOSTBYBAKER
IE,
Democratic Members Approve
Mayor's New Ordinance.

By decision of the caucus of
democratic councilmen in Mayor
Him of All Constitutional Baker's office Tuesday, the new gas
ordinance, as drawn by Baker, will
Proposals.
be introduced into council next
Monday, then referred to the comSEES PLEASING PICTURE mittee of the whole, and a public
meeting called for Wednesday, Aug.
28, to hear suggestions from citiDeclares Reforms Will Curtail zens.
Daly was asked to attend the
Number of Three-Million-Dol- public meeting. Several minor
points for discussion were adlar Babies in the Future,
vanced, the most important being
the question of whether a propStaff Special.
erty owner may be forced to pay
TOLEDO, 0., Aug. 2 0.—The the charges of installation when
constitutional proposal providing a resident owner who signed a
home rule tor cities is the clearest petition for natural gas has moved
of all the proposed amendments out.
Baker further told the councilto Maypr Baker of Cleveland.
men Daly agreed to provide sufIn making this declaration to a ficient gas from local wells to suplarge crowd here last night, he ply all winter demands, and to propainted such a beautiful picture of ceed with the connections as soon
the city under home rule that the as the ordinance is passed and pecrowd afterward rushed to .the titions signed. Councilmen want
further assurance from Daly that
platform to shake his hand.
Baker advocated the labor and i this is the case.
judicial reform amendments and I
those for woman's suffrage, the
initiative and referendum and the
abolition of capital punishment.
He disapproved of the voting machine' proposition and the taxation
amendment. Instead of machines
he urged the short ballot.
His Idea of Smith Law.
"I heartily disapprove of the
Smith «1 per cent law," said Baker.
"It is vicious and tends to make
cities bankrupt. Its effect is to
compel cities to raise necessary
money by taxing occupations, such
as huckstering. I'd let Cleveland
go into bankruptcy before such
measures are resorted to."
Baker was introduced, by Mayor
Whitlock of Toledo, who declared
that the election of Sept. 3 will be
the greatest since Lincoln was
chosen.
Speaking of home rule for cities
Baker said:
"The greatest object of a city is
its socialized care for its people;
the substitution of the wholesome
pleasures and things for the unwholesome. Our municipal dance
hall in Cleveland is an instance.
Hits $3,000,000 Babies.
"Because of the growth of the
cities problems have arisen that
were not dreamed of by the framers of the present constitution,
and it is our duty to meet these
problems as they arise. It is wonderful hat a city can do if it is
free.
"With the new constitution ratified, I am, not so sure that there
will be as many rich men or so
many marble palaces or so maty
babies worth $3,000,000 when
they are born, but the masses will
be better off."

Mayor Declares It Dearest to

THEY'LLJSHOW BAKER
The muny association will submit its report on civil service under Mayor Baker's administration
to the mayor before it is published.
"The report may be changed
after our talk with Baker," said
iMayo Fesler, muny secretary.

This is a sample of the travelog
schedule begun Monday by Mayor
Baker and which is to continue eight
days more, either worse or no better
as regards hours:

Lv. Cicvelanrl 4:40 p.m., Arr Toledo 7.01.
Lv. Toledo 11:15 p. m„ Arr. Cleveland 1.15

a
'v?ork in mayor's office, 7:30 a. m. until
12:20.
Eat lunch, 12:20 to 12:33.
.
Leave Cleveland 12:40, Arr. Lima r.OL

And so on until one week from next
1 Thursday, in and out of Cleveland
1 Baker is
talking constitutional
i amendments in that amazingly strong
I voiced, eloquence of his and actually
is waxing fat on it.
"I like it," he- confessed, Tuesday.
"I don't get tired and I have no flesh
to lose."
"But when do you sleep?"
"I'm like an Oklahoma man at the
Baltimore convention. A sergeant-atarms noticed him asleep in his chair.
" 'Here,' he said, shaking the delegate's shoulder, 'you can't sleep here.
" 'You're a liar,' the delegate answered. 'I can sleep anywhere.' "

BAKER TO URGE CHARTER
CHANGE AT CINCINNATI
Mayor BaHer of Cleveland, Mayor
Hunt of Cincinnati, Lawrence K.
Langdon, who was a candidate for
the Republican nomination for govnor; Judge R. M. Wanamaker of,
Akron candidate for judge of the
supreme court; John D. Fackler of
Cleveland, member of the constitutional convention, and E. J. Dempsey of Cincinnati have been invited
to speak on the initiative and referendum at Rev. Herbert Bigelow a
tent meetings in Cincinnati.
Beginning at Cincinnati, it is
planned to extend the campaign for
the initiative and referendum
to
every town and. citv in-±he =tato ;

7 SEE
CITY GIVING AID 10
GENERAL MARKET
Although he has agreed to confer
with Director Springborn some time
soon to discuss the proposal of Fred
W. Wheeler to enlarge the scope of
the Municipal Fish & Produce Com- '
pany, Mayor Baker said Tuesday he
doesn't believe the project is reasonable.
"I haven't looked into it thorough:
lv," Baker said, "but on the face of
the proffer I would say ft is doubtful if the' city could lend itself to
such a move."
Wheeler proposed Monday to Director Jpringborn to store thousands
of pounds of butter, cheese and fish
and 150,000 dozen eggs in Buffalo, to
be sold to Cleveland housewives next
winter. He proposes to sell at these
set prices: Fish, 6 cents; eggs, 25
cents; cheese, 20 cents, butter 31 to
32 cents.
f
"The fish proposition was all
right," Baker said. "The city lent
its support there to break up a
monopoly. The company is purely a
private enterprise and I don't think
is entitled, to use the city's name or
credit to do a general business.'
"I have been opposed all along to
the city going into the butter busi- |
ness," Markets Superintendent KamP
said Tuesday. "I think we might
do something with potatoes and apples along those lines, but I know
of people who are selling butter on
a 10 per cent margin and that s as
cheap as it can be sold. It's really
a national problem and won't be settled until the 10 per cent tax on
oleomargarine is removed."

1

(M/v\

K^-tw^' ^'
in order that millionaires may be
made.
"Capital will leave Ohio, they say.
Then let it go and take its crimes
with it. We are not such a poor lot
of orphans that we can't scratch out
a living. We can go back to the
more -wholesome life on the soil. But,
of course, capital won't go. That is
the kind of talk they scare babies
with."
"We need home rule," he declared, "that we may meet our problems as they arise."

J<X^K\)rsaloon in wet territory,

CITY EGG SALES OPPOSED

the mayor

Sa

"If he doesn't conduct that saloon
nroperlv we can then take away that
Baker Would Keep Potatoes and right Under the present system any
man can enter the saloon *™™f *
Pish Alone on List.
believe that so long as we are to
If the municipal fish market wants I have saloons we should have contro
of the class of men who are to operto handle potatoes, "good," says Di- ate them^ and the license amendment
rector of Public Service Springborn,
d
T group of Prohibitionists in the
but the proposition to sell butter and
eggs probably will not be accepted hall led by A. A. Thomas, of Ada
Mayor Joins Brand Whitlock
, commenced* heckling the mayor and
by Mayor Baker for discussion.
a warm debate ensued. Mr. Baker
in Campaign Speech on
"A meeting will be arranged for came back sharply, though ini a goodFred Wheeler and Thomas Walsh humored manner, and answered their
Amendments.
with Mayor Baker," said Springborn arguments to the great delight of the
yesterday, "and their proposition to ereat crowd. He pointed out that the
sell municipal butter and eggs will prohibition question was not involved
Says He Would See Clevebe discussed. I believe it will be as the amendment specifically pioturned down.
Potatoes, however, tects all prohibitory and regulatory
land Bankrupt Before
could be handled all right.
"Butter and eggs would be con^I'm against license
because the
Overtaxing Poor.
taminated if handled in the same
brewers are for it," Th°rnas f outecL
place where fish are handled. The
"That might be a good reason at
Mayor and Council Members city
is now prepared to handle them."
certain times," Baker replied
but
SPECIAL, TO THE PLAIN DEAXiBR.
Mayor Baker also disapproved of
not this year. They are f oi-it be
to Dissect Company's Orthe plan yesterday morning. That
TOLEDO, O., Aug.
ID.
cause they would .rather submit to
Mayor Baker is waiting until the
the SevereT regulations provided than
Newton H. Baker of Cleveland opened
dinance on New Main.
city gets home rule before any more
to spend so much time and money in
his campaign for the proposed amcndmunicipal market problems are taken
their constant campaigns.
its to the constitution with Mayor
up, is the belief of Sprineborr^
Baker, as In his Toledo speech,
.id Whitlock here tonight before Opposition Held Not Likely to s
aeaTn strongly indorsed the home
ntamendmJnt,
citing Cleveland ,;nGAS
ORDINANCE
IS
0.
K.'D
an enthi
mdlence of 1,500
stances of its great need. He, warm
be Serious on
lv indorsed the initiative and referCouncil Democrats in Caucus FaOne of the features of the meeting
endum
and favored all the amendProposition.
vor Plan for New Main.
mednt?excepting the taxation.proposal
was the tribute of applause that
and the one providing for voting ma
ted the mention of the late Tom
Democratic members of the city
Democratic members of the city council favor the
Johnson's name by Brand Whitlock
gas ordinance
^MaTor Corbin B. Shook, Lima Soon Introducing Mayor Baker. Baker council at a meeting with Mayor Ba- which will be submitted to the councialist, introduced the mayor.
also was given an ovation which ker this morning at 10:30 o'clock In cil next Monday night by Mayor
last.
I
minutes when he the mayor's office will discuss the en- Baker. They told the mayor so yesstepped to the platform to begin his tire gas situation.
The ordinance terday in a caucus at his office. It
submitted
to
the
mayor
by President was decided that the ordinance is in
,r Baker opened lii;
proper shape to go before the body.
telling of the amendments to which M. B. Daly of the East Ohio Gas Co. It will be referred to the committee
He opposed the iutro- will be gone over and the mayor will of the whole, if favorable action is
ne |
tion of the voting machine, UTe- explain the changes that he now Is taken, and a public meeting will be
icipal bonds and the,
called for August 28 to hear suggesprovision for a sinking Fund sufficient - For the' past few dayg certain tions from citizens.
t all municipal bonds at ma- points that are to be brought up in
M. B. Daly, president of the East
turlty.
connection with the proposed changes Ohio Gas Company, has been asked
Of the aVnendment to permit of the have been made the subject of inves- to attend the public meeting. Baker
oting machines he said that tigation by city department heads. says his ordinance is almost identical
. of them in Cleve- One matter has been referred by the
the one drawn up by Daly. The
entirely disapproved of them, mayor to City Solicitor Wllcox and with
who attended the caucus
tending In unthinking voting. He others to Service Director Springborn councilmen
Answers Prohibitionists in
were told that Daly has promised to
thai amendments had bein an(J gupt. Kibbee of the city street supply sufficient gas from near-by
fathered bj
pi the lighting department.
His Lima Audience.
wells to meet all winter demands,
machines.
Incidental to this lie
It is not believed there will be op
and
will
proceed
with
the
connections
pleaded for tin
allot, ami
position from many members of the I
-imittee council to the gas ordinance submit- i as soon as the ordinance is passed
SPECIAL TO THE PLAIN DEALER.
i Cleveland. I ted by the company. Councilman An- and signed.
0f ori
LIMA, O., Aug. 20.—A debate on th<
otten which party, drews is still strongly opposed to the
proposed saloon license amendment begone into provision which requires that a petitween Mayor Newton D. Baker o'
without knowing tion for a change from artificial to
Cleveland and radical Prohibitionist:
the qualifications of all the natural gas must be signed by 75 per
scattered throughout the hall enlivenec
horn I was to pass!
pass cent, of the residents of the street.
the big mass meeting here tonight whei
then can a man. Andrews declared yesterday that this
Mayor Baker lectured on the proposec"
isiness it is not to be requirement might result in the blockled vote intelligently on ing of natural gas extensions.
constitutional amendments.
"I believe 50 per cent, is enough,"
any subject'.'"
Mayor Baker declared the saloon
against the amend- he said. "It is sometimes hard to get
question has short circuited every great
ling for the taxing of mu- 75 per cent, of the people of a street
public movement that has come before
bonds. He said the provision to agree on matters of this characthe legislature in years and has preamendment for franchise, ter."
vented much legislation that would
Councilman Haserodt said yesterincome ami inheritance tax was simhave resulted in great public good.
•'I almost believe that the saloon
ting. and that the day he believed that the council j
question has done more harm than the
heady has the power to should take final action on the gas I
saloon," he said.
such
purposes.
It question as quickly as possible, so
A group of Prohibitionists, led by A.
that the cities, in- that work on the new main to the
A.
Thomas of Ada, commenced heckI per cent, on their natural gas fields could be started and
ling the mayor and a warm debate ensued. Baker came back sharply, though
would have to pay 5 per cent., the city assured of a larger gas sup- i
in a good humored manner, and an't the public utilities corpora- ply next winter. This view is shared i
swered the arguments to the great de—I
•d this out in order liv other members of the. conn oil.
light of the great crowd. Mayor Cornight find it more dilB. Shook of Lima, Socialist, introoyide money for municipal
Addresses Big- Mass Meeting bin
duced Baker.
ownership,
heartily dlsaprove of the Smith 1
on Merits of Amend■ ait. tax- law. he said. "It aUj
has bankrupted nearly every!
ments.
Icipality ami .school district in the ;
It is a part of the sa
ne with this municipal bond tax
By Special Dispatch to the Leader.
osition and designed to force,
LIMA, O., August 20.—A debate on • "BAKER""FOR~"LrCENSE
■ to levy part of their revenues |t
the proposed saloon license and regutaxes on hucksters, peddlers j
LIMA, O., Aug. 21.— (Spl.) —
and other working people instead of! Mayor Baker Will Not Recog- lation amendment between Mayor \
Mayor Baker of Cleveland, camvisible wealth of the well-i
Newton D. Baker, of Cleveland, and 1
nize Municipal Fish &
radical
prohibitionists
scattered i paigning for the constitutional
n mayor of Cleveland." he
throughout
the
hall,
enlivened
the ! amendments, had a lively tilt here
Produce
Co.'s
Offer.
"and Cleveland can go bank-j
rupt rather than collect its revenues
big mass meeting here tonight when | with drys last night when he adI he poor and impecunious."
Mayor Baker lectured on the pro- vocated the liquor license proinitiative and referendum,
posal.
'
posed constitutional amendments.
Maintains
Fish
Enterprise
aid that the only argument used
"I am strongly in favor of the
"I am strongly in favor of the
ist it is that it means "mob!
Only Justified by
"
proposed license amendment because, proposed amendment, because I
am interested in lifting the saloon
"That is." he said, "we are told
as an executive of a great city, I am question out of politics," Baker
Monopoly.
the people of Ohio are likely to
interested in lifting the saloon ques- declared. "I almost believe that
aad and remain in that state of
tion out of politics," Mayor Baker the saloon question has done more
distraction for at least six months
City recognition and support will declared. "That question has short- harm than the saloon."
to their own destruction."
■
yor Baker did not dwell oni
■p.i-.i■'!>"■•■'II t1,;.n,'""'M),|'"ti'l''''-h fr
circuited every great public question
MayoFTjaker, who spoke at
woman suffrage, but said he agreed)
that has come before the Legislature Lima Tuesday night, speaks at Co- |
with Mayor Whitlock in indorsing it.
:; \n,Av smooj iK.qsir
in years and has prevented much lumbus Wednesday night and Maproved of the labor amendments
Robert
and of the judicial reform amendlegislation that would have resulted rion Thursday night.
uuoo 'aidnoo aiqisnodaa-i jj.1
Crosser and S. S. Stilwell carry
in great public good.
Qf Xo. 10, "welfare of emp
•saovmiax HMV s.tvw
"I almost believe that the saloon their speaking campaign to Wellshe told how a I Homestead one baby
ton Wednesday night, and Jackquestion
has done more harm than son Thursday night.
every three dies before reachFackler
o years because of unwholethe saloon. Under license, the state speaks at Painesville Thursday
some conditions permitted to obtain
will authorize a nerson to conduct a
night.

ENURE GAS CASE

BAKER CHAMPIONS
LICENSE PROPOSAL

Has Sharp Debate With
Prohibitionist at Lima
Meeting.

DEFENDS HOME KILE

OF CHEAPPRODUCE

IT.

N
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ER ELUCIDATES
TER CHANGES

in order that millionaires may be
made.
"Capital will leave Ohio, they say.
Then let it go and take its crimes
with it. We are not such a poor lot
of orphans that we can't scratch out
a living. We can go back to the
more -wholesome life on the soil. But,
of course, capital won't go. That is
the kind of talk they scare babies
with."
We need home rule," he de

MaVOr JoinS Brand WhitlOCk clared, "that we may meet our prob-;
_

„

.

in Campaign Speech on
Amendments.
Says He Would See Cleveland Bankrupt Before
Overtaxing Poor.

lems as they arise."

CITY HEADS REVIEW
ENTIRE GAS
Mayor and Council Members

*AV(V»AV
__„__ saloon

-*h\- \<\\%>-

wet territory," the mayor

CITY EGG SALES OPPOSED saidIf

he doesn't conduct that saloon
r
°Perly we can tbeh take aTa7 th5t
Baker Would Keep Potatoes and Pright.
Under the present system any man can enter the saloon business. I
Fish Alone on list.
believe that so long as we are to
If the municipal fish market wants have saloons we should have control
to' handle potatoes, "good," says Di- of the class of men who are to operate them, and the license amendment
rector of Public Service Springborn,
does this."
but the proposition to sell butter and
A group of Prohibitionists in the
eggs probably will not be accepted hall, led by A. A. Thomas, of Ada,
commenced heckling the mayor and
by Mayor Baker for discussion.
warm debate ensued. Mr. Baker
"A meeting will be arranged for acame
back sharply, though in a goodFred Wheeler and Thomas Walsh humored manner, and answered their
with Mayor Baker," said Springborn arguments to the great delight of the
yesterday, "and their proposition to great crowd. He pointed out that the
sell municipal butter and eggs will prohibition question was not involved
be discussed. I believe it will be as the amendment specifically proturned down.
Potatoes, however,
tects all prohibitory and regulatory
could be handled all right.
laws.
"Butter and eggs would be con"I'm against license because the
taminated if handled in the same
brewers are for it," Thomas shouted.
place where fish are handled. The
"That might be a good reason at
city is now prepared to handle them."
certain times," Baker replied,
but
Mayor Baker also disapproved of
riot this year. They are for it bethe plan yesterday morning. That
cause they would .rather submit to
Mayor Baker is waiting until the
the severe regulations provided than
city gets home rule before any more
to spend so much time and money in
municipal market problems are taken
their constant campaigns."
upjjs the belief of Sprin^hoEB—;—
Baker, as in his Toledo speech,
again strongly indorsed the home
GAS ORDINANCE IS 0. K.'D rule amendment, citing Cleveland instances of its great need. He warmly indorsed the initiative and referCouncil Democrats in Caucus Faendum and favored all the amendvor Plan for New Main.
ments excepting the taxation proposal
and the one providing for voting maDemocratic members of the city
council favor the
gas ordinance
° Mayor Corbin B. Shook, Lima Sowhich will be submitted to the councialist, introduced the mayor.
cil next Monday night by Mayor
Baker. They told the mayor so yesterday in a caucus at his office. It
was decided that the ordinance is in
proper shape to go before the body.
It will be referred to the committee
of the whole, if favorable action is
taken, and a public meeting will be
called for August 28 to hear suggestions from citizens.
M. B. Daly, president of the East
Ohio Gas Company, has been asked
to attend the public meeting. Baker
says his ordinance is almost identical
with the one drawn up by Daly. The
councilmen who attended the caucus
Answers Prohibitionists
were told that Daly has promised to
supply sufficient gas from near-by
His Lima Audience.
wells to meet all winter demands,
and will proceed with the connections
as soon as the ordinance is passed
SPECIAL, TO THE PLAIN DEALER.
and signed.
LIMA, O., Aug. 20.-—A debate on th<
proposed saloon license amendment between Mayor Newton D. Baker o'
Cleveland and radical Prohibitionist!
scattered throughout the hall enlivenei
the big mass meeting here tonight wher
Mayor Baker lectured on the proposed
constitutional amendments.
Mayor Baker declared the saloon
question has short circuited every great
public movement that has come before
the legislature in years and has prevented, much legislation that would
have resulted in great public good.
"I almost believe that the saloon
question has done more harm than the
saloon," he said.
A group of Prohibitionists, led by A.
A. Thomas of Ada, commenced heckling the mayor and a warm debate ensued. Baker came back sharply, though
! in a good humored manner, and ani swered the arguments to the great de! light of the great crowd. Mayor CorB. Shook of Lima, Socialist, introAddresses Big Mass Meeting bin
duced Baker.

SPECIAL TO THE PLAIN DEALER.
TOLEDO, O., Aug. 19.—Mayor j to Dissect Company's OrNewton D. Baker of Cleveland opened '
dinance on New Main.
his campaign for the proposed amendments to the constitution with Mayor
Brand Whitlock here tonight before Opposition Held Not Likely to
an enthusiastic audience of 1,500
be Serious on
listeners.
One of the features of the meeting
Proposition.
was the tribute of applause that
greeted the mention of the late Tom [
Democratic members of the city
Johnson's name by Brand Whitlock
on introducing Mayor Baker. Baker council at a meeting with Mayor Baalso was given an ovation which ker this morning at 10:30 o'clock in
lasted several minutes when he the mayor's office will discuss the enstepped to the platform to begin his tire gas situation.
The ordinance
address.
Mayor Baker opened his speech by submitted to the mayor by President
telling of the amendments to which M. B. Daly of the Bast Ohio Gas Co.
he is opposed. He opposed the iutro- j wju i,e gone over and the mayor will
auction of the voting machine the „
changea that he now Is
taxing of municipal bonds and the _,.£.„RtIlia.
provision for a sinking fund sufficient;
§*r
*■
few
dayg
certain
to meet all municipal bonds at ma- , points that are to be brought up in
.. - ,,_ i connection with the proposed changes
Of the a'mendment to permit of the have been made the subject of inves■Use of voting machines he said that tigation by city department heads.
from his experience of them in Cleve- One matter has been referred by the
land he entirely disapproved of them, mayor to City Solicitor Wilcox and
as tending to unthinking voting. He others to Service Director Springborn
believed that amendments had been and Supt. Kibbee of the city street
fathered by the manufacturers of the lighting department.
machines.
Incidental to this he
It is not believed there will be oppleaded for the short ballot, and said: position from many members of the
"I am chairman of the committee council to the gas ordinance submitof one of the parties in Cleveland. I ted by the company. Councilman Anthink I have forgotten which party, drews is still strongly opposed to the
but one'of them, and I have gone into provision which requires that a petithe booth myself without knowing tion for a change from artificial to
personally the qualifications of all the \ natural gas must be signed by 75 per
candidates on whom I was to pass cent, of the residents of the street.
judgment. How then can a man. Andrews declared yesterday that this
whose special business it is not to be requirement might result in the blockso acquainted vote intelligently on ing of natural gas extensions.
"I believe 50 per cent, is enough,"
any subject?"
He declared against the amend- he said. "It Is sometimes hard to get
ment providing for the taxing of mu- 75 per cent, of the people of a street
nicipal bonds. He said the provision to agree on matters of this characin the same amendment for franchise, ter."
Councilman Haserodt said yesterincome and inheritance tax was simply a sugar-coating, and that the day he believed that the council
legislature already has the power to should take final action on the gas
pass laws for such purposes.
It question as quickly as possible, so
meant, he said, that the cities, in- that work on the new main to the
stead of paying 4 per cent, on their natural gas fields could be started and
bonds, would have to pay 5 per cent, the city assured of a larger gas supand that the public utilities corpora- ply next winter. This view is shared
tions had figured this out in order hv nther members of the councilthat the cities might find it more difficult to proyide money for municipal
ownership.
- "I heartily dlsaprove of the Smith 1
on Merits of Amendper cent, tax law, ' he said. "It alI ready has bankrupted nearly every
ments.
municipality and school district in the
state. It is a part of the same
I scheme with this municipal bond tax
By Special Dispatch to the Leader.
proposition and designed to force
LIMA, O., August 20.—A debate on ,
cities to levy part of their revenues
the proposed saloon license and regufrom taxes on hucksters, peddlers
and other working people instead of Mayor Baker Will Not Recog
lation amendment between Mayor
from the visible wealth of the wellNewton D. Baker, of Cleveland, and
nize Municipal Fish &
to-do.
radical
prohibitionists
scattered
"I am mayor of Cleveland," he
throughout the hall, enlivened the
Produce Co.'s Offer.
said, "and Cleveland can go bankrupt rather than collect its revenues
big mass meeting here tonight when
/
from the poor and impecunious."
Mayor Baker lectured on the proOf the initiative and referendum,
Maintains Fish EnterpriSe posed constitutional amendments.
he said that the only argument used
"I am strongly in favor of the
against it is that it means "mob
Only Justified by
rule."
proposed license amendment because,
"That is," he said, "we are told
as an executive of a great city, I am
Monopoly.
that the people of Ohio are likely to
interested In lifting the saloon quesgo mad and remain in that state of
tion out of politics," Mayor Baker
distraction for at least six months
City recognition and support will declared. "That question has shortto their own destruction."
Mayor Baker did not dwell on
not be given the Municipal Fish & circuited every great public question
woman suffrage, but said he agreed
Produce/ Co., when it branches out that has come before the Legislature
with Mayor Whitlock in indorsing it.
Into the1 butter, egg and potato bus- in years and has prevented much
He approved of the labor amendments
legislation that would have resulted
and of the judicial reform ^mendiness.
ments.
The city's attitude on the question in great public good.
Of No. 10, "welfare of employes,"!
, "I almost believe that the saloon
he told how at Homestead one baby! was clearly defined by Mayor Baker
.■
lt
out, of every three dies before reach-j yesterday following an announcement question has done more harm than
ing two years because of unwhole- • from President Fred W. Wheeler pi the saloon. Under license, the state
sortie conditions permittad to ob*
" *i- & Produce <""■ , will authorize a person to conduct a
the Municip
will sell dairy prodthat the
uce at a low price if the city will!
provide space in the central market.
■Wheeler and Thomas F. Walsh,
business associate of Wheeler, called
at the office of Service Director
Springborn yesterday to make this offer.
"This is a private company," said
the mayor late yesterday in defining
his stand on the question. "The city
has no interest in it. The fish situation is entirely distinct from the rest.
There was a monopoly and the city
for this reason lent "s assistance in
•a movement to bring down the price.
So far as anvthing but fish is concerned I don't want the company to
ase the city's name, ' property or
credit."
It was stated yesterday that
Wheeler and Walsh have thousands
of pounds of butter in storage and
that they would be in a position to
offer 150,000 dozen eggs to the people of Cleveland at a slight margin
above actual cost.
The Municipal
Fish & Produce Co. representatives
also reported that they have lo,000
pounds of York state creamery cheese
and 20,000 pounds of c-eamery butIter in storage.
It was stated they would sell their
j storage eggs at 25 cents, the cheese
at 20 cents per pound and the butter
nd 32 cents.
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BAKER CHAMPIONS
LICENSE PROPOSAL

Has Sharp Debate With
Prohibitionist at Lima
Meeting.

DEFENDS HOME RULE

TURNS DOW
OF CHEAP PRODUCE

BAKER FOR_LICENSE
LIMA, O., Aug. 21.—(Spl.) —
Mayor Baker of Cleveland, campaigning for the constitutional
amendments, had a lively tilt here
with drys last night when he advocated the liquor license proposal.
"I am strongly in favor of the
proposed amendment, because I
am interested in lifting the saloon
question 'out -of politics," Baker
.declared. "I almost believe that
the saloon question has done more
harm than the saloon." _
Mayor Laker, who spoke at
Lima Tuesday night, speaks at Co
iumbus Wednesday night and MaThursday night.
KoDert
rion
Crosser and S. S. Stilwell carry
1
their speaking ^P? *^, ^|.
tnn Wednesday night, ana jacit
ton weaw. t ^
Fackler
son
painesville Thursday
speaks AX
night.

qU^.GLpv-^tv. Qi^ IA^^
„.7; The origin °f Bla"B
MAYOK BAKEB.
tly, our "onsoladoes not interest us ^ it k6eps comtion lies in We
ing—and going.
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Only two slight changes have been
made by Mayor Baker in the revised
ordinance submitted by President
Daly of the East Ohio Gas Company.
A copy of the ordinance as it will go
to city council Monday night was sent
to Daly Wednesday by Baker, together with a request that Dal ymeet
the council as a committee of the
whole next Wednesday at 10 o'clock
in council chamber.
Baker's changes contemplate the
substitution of natural gas for artificial gas in street lighting and add a
proviso which protects the city's
rights under the old ordinance as
well as the company's.
"My opinion is that $6 for each
street lamp is too high," Baker wrote,
"but, in consideration of other ad- .
vantages obtained by the city, we will
let the price stand."

CITY CENSORS
j
ON CONCERTS

3-CENT ICE CREAM? NEVER
Park

i

Out Next Summer's
Programs of Diversified Order.

JOHKNN

5tCK

WIUSOKIQ^SMITB

^^L'l^l^
IVUO^
^-\QWl Parlc Concessionaires Say Sandwiches Cost Too Much to Make.
Park concessionaire* assembled in
the office of Mayor Baker yesterday,
told the mayor and Service Director
Springborn that they could not sell'
3-cent sandwiches because of the present food prices.
Mrs. A. F. Tillman, owner of the
Wade Park concession, said that
young men did not want to treat girls
to 3-cent ice cream and that they
were willing to pay 10 cents.
The mayor suggested that if prices
as fixed by the city are too low there
should be a revision and that the
present concession owners should bid ,
again under the revised scale of
prices.

ON LAMP POSIS
President M. B. Daly of the East
Ohio Gas Company, Mayor Baker
and Director Springborn discussed
the eternal gas question Thursday
and failed to agree on w'hat all three
term "a trivial matter"—the question
who shall pay for removal of street
lamp posts when the city orders
them removed. The city now pays.
Daly contends that it should continue to do so, but Baker and Sprinborn insist the East Ohio should bear
the expense.
The'ordinance as it stands will go
before council Monday night. Daly
said he would be present at the public meeting called for Wednesday at
10 a. m. to discuss the gas question.
"I can't say we will accept the ordinance as it is," said Daly. "I can
only recommend at best. It will be
impossible to call a meeting of my
board of directors for some time as
they could not get together."

Holder

Says

rn^ XYatinCg0nher9i0contrreactWto0 sell
Igoods at°Pricfs specified by the city
"He would rather pay ten cents
and show the girl that he is not
cheap "she said. She admitted, however that women and children liked
to buy at three-cent prices.
She also explained carefully to
Mayor Baker how to make a sandwich, and what it costs. Another
woman and three men concessionaires
appeared at the mayors office yesterday and complained that they
could not make any profit by selling
their goods at the prices stipulated.
Director of Public Service Springborn and Park Superintendent Alber
suggested that they revise the price
list to meet the high cost of living.

Mayor Baker announced yesterday
that he has asked Wilson G. Smith,
Johann H. Beck and Emil Ring to
serve on an advisory commission that
will co-operate with the administra1 ion in arranging park concerts for
th- people.
Smith is well known as a composer
and musical critic. Beck and Sing
have for years been directors at the
"pop" concerts given during the winter seasons at the Grays armory.
The mayor is taking a deep interest
HECKLES BAKER ON STUMP I in the park concerts. Last week it
was his veto that stopped a ragtime
Big Crowd Hears Charter Speech
concert scheduled for one of the
parks. Following this the mayor anat Columbus; Mayor Returns.
nounced that he was considering the
lappointment
of the advisory commisHeckUrs who attempted to tangle
sion.
Park Supt. Alber, who has
Mayor Baker up in the proposed
long favored the appointment of a
constitutional amendments were met
commission of this character, yesterday stated that with this co-operation
with a ready reply at Columbus last
a schedule of park concerts for the
night and were quickly subdued. Basummer of 1913 might be mapped out
ker was greeeted by a big tent crowd
during the coming winter mont-is.
when he spoke on the amendments
By this plan concerts that will atand was loudly cheered.
tract music lovers from all sections
He took an early morning train out ■ of the city can be arranged. It is
of Columbus and will be on the 30b i believed the city will be given the asagain at the city hall this morning.
sistance of Cleveland musical organiWilliam Gordon, Democratic candi- I zations in carrying forward such a
date for Congress, spoke with V John 1 policy.
D Fackler to the Lakewood Wilson
Alber also favors making the winProgressive Club last night on the I ter "pop" concerts municipal affairs.
Some months ago he stated that he
constitutional campaign.
favored the use of Central armory
The Motion Picture Exhibitors
for Sunday band concerts.
League yesterday adopted resolutions
There will be four band concerts in
approving the constitutional amend-,
the parks next Sunday.
ments, and announced that slides advertising the amendments with cartoons and arguments in their support
will be exhibited. One hundred and
twenty moving picture houses here
I will get in the fight.

CAN'T SELL FOR 3 CENTS

Concession

Young Men Prefer to Pay More.
Would a real gentlemanly young
man w^ant to buy his lady friend a
dish of three-cent ice cream? "No!
says Mrs. A. F. Tillman, one of the

Mayor Baker Appoints Smith,
Beck and Ring on Advisory CommissionMap

ju4-.iqiv-

tniu S1NQ.

jTlSAGREEON LAMP POSTS
Mayor and Daly Clash Over Purchase of Standards.

1

The question of whether or not the
city will pay for lamp posts as has
been the custom, or whether the East
Ohio Gas Company will pro
them, was the only point on which
Mayor linker and M. B. Daly of the
gas company disagreed yesterday, in
a discussion of the new gas ordinance Which will be presented to the
council Monday night.
"I can not say Uiat we will accept
tho ordinance," seid Daly. "I can
only recommend it to the directors."
Daly will attend the public meeting
next Wednesday

vfMb- ^w
HOME RULE
Mayor Telia Akron Foot>le to Take
His Word for It.
SPECIAL TO THE PLAIN DEALER.

Councilman Newell Calls It
Unsafe for. Woman After
Dark in Edgewater.

AKRON, O.,
Aug.
24.—Mayor
Newton D. Baker of Cleveland at an
oberi air meeting here tonight expressed himself in favor of woman s
suffrage, hpme rule for cities and the
initiative and referendum. He opposed the voting machine and approved the amendment abolishing capital punishment. -The license amendment was also favored. He said that
If women were given the right o£ a
I vote the politics of this country would

DANCE AFTERNOONS AT
NEW CITY DANCE HALL
They're going to play matinees as
well as evening performances at
Woodland Hills' three-cent municipal
dance hall, which opens Saturday.
Dancing hours will be from 3 to S
•and 7 to 11, Secretary Sindelar announced Tuesday. A six-piece orchestra will be on hand.
Mayor Baker and Mrs. Baker will
lead the grand march Saturday night.

$vW

Asserts Not Enough ?fm\%^.£S^£l^*2&
Officers to Maintain
\ll^^rL^J>$^£>peal was made in favor of home rule; OPEN NEWJHJT. HALL
Decorum.

for cities.

Mayor Baker has promised to
lead the grand march Saturday
afternoon, when, it was announced
Tuesday, the second muny 3-cent
dance hall, at Woodland Hills
park, will be opened. Hours will
be from 3 to B and 7 to 11 p. m.,
a half hour later than the Edgewater pavilion is kept open.
j

6
men to
word
"1I want you
^ take
•.<*"■" the
-"~
"r;T
*.
licit- nun
More police and better lighting of o£ a man wh
o —for ten..^n^tyears has
had
the parks at night may be demanded J unlimited experience in m«n«ipai ar-■
If the policy of scattering dance halls fairs and Jjjptajl.^ffi&^fa.
throughout the park system is fol- j
'uties fighting the battle of the peolowed.
I pie for the rights of the People.
Councnman Newell declared yesHe said ^ ^r^ Jtaabo^jneat
. terday that conditions at aQgewmei
"tes
Edgewater >| ^
°\ '^s
He cited the light which
in Cleveland for the 3-cent
' at night have become very bad and ^ tSe
wag ma(
that more thorough policing and bet- car fare and showed how the state
supreme court had held them up in
ter lighting are required.
th, battle by the use of the injunc"The question of policing is up to
n
He said that in Cleveland I
the police department," said Supt. schools had been established to instruct
the
people, but the voting maAlber of the park department yesterchines were so complicated that it
day. "The lighting at Edgewater has onlyeSne.ped to confuse the men who
been inadequate, but new links are nad a good education and those with
onfy slight education were at a loss
to be installed."
"I have received no complaints of to know what to do.
ifflcient police," said Safety Director Stage. "I do not favor scattering a lot of police through the parks."
Councilman Newell said yesterday
that he has received a number of
.complaints regarding conditions atMflAVnD
flirQlWrpxq GRADE
j Edgewater. These are W against M AY OK
IIMbrtU I O UnttUC
management or operation of the
, Pi„te GolnK s„„th
city dance hall itself but about gen»
^^ closlng.
l
eral conditions in unlijghted parts of
"
the parks at night.
J Mayor Baker favors the plan of West
! Unsafe for Women.
Iside citizens to as-k the Nickel Plate
| "Conditions in the park have be- railroad to swing its roadbed further
come very bad," said Newell. "It is ft?*™*^™ aV°ld the ""*" ""^
unsafe for a woman to venture there
the territory
Tne mayor inspected
at night. I tol# Sport Supervisor ^tw^ei^FuHon^d S. W. and Detroit-av
McGinty when tlie dance hall was
Residents object to the crossing elirni- |
first started tl^'t more police would nation ^ecause ^ would^cl^ wjoo
have to be put in the park or this in tne way of operations now is that
...,
,
tho rnilroad has purchased land for tne
condition would arise.
improvement with the consent of the
"I don't attribute this condition of city's engineers.
n
affairs to the change in the park police policy. iThe regular police could
handle things as well as the park
police but there are not enough of
them and they are not given time to
become familiar with park duties under the present system. The men
are transferred too often."
W. J. Murphy, secretary to Mayor |
Baker, said yesterday thatsthe parks i
have never been as well policed as
they are now and that no complaints
have been received at the Inuyor's
Billy Murphy, Secretary to Mayor;
office.
Bake?,
turned f*^™?*^The new lighting system being in- discovered
a missing iMress' i» ptew
stalled at Edgewater will soon be in land. Murphy receivef »fe"« £°™
operation. The new'Woodla|d Hills the Austrian consul, saving Dora
Markuson had fallen heir ^ 2 000
park dance hall will be opened next
■ „e rtdOfil
There was no other
Satun
SEES- than Cleveland. Murphy
Casual observation in "Wp.de and talked w«" Maurice Weidenthal. ediRockefeller parks during fthe past tor of the Jewish Independent.
I "Miss Markuson is visiting at my
Indicates that the lack of light
cottage at Beulah park this week,
ing and efficient pohcingj has pro- M ^ iWel(ienthal
duced undesirable results, f There are
gas and electric limps along
the boulevard, and passin* autos pronore illuminatio
nost of
Baker in Springfield.
tlie park benches are set back from
Mayor Baker spoke last night at
the roadway In the sha*>w of trees,
Springfield O.. with James Cox, canand it is there that scopes of young didate for Governor. His state cam-,
men and girls who vilit the parks jiaign will close tomorrow night at
after dark are accusttmed to con- Dayton. On Thursday, unless word
today from Congressman Cox pre-.
gregate.
vents, two tent meetings will be held J
here at E. 19th etreet ana Payne ave- <
nue and Library Park. Baker and |
Cox will speak at both meetings.
The
Progressive
Constitutional
League yesterday arranged a meeting for Wednesday night at North
Koyalton, with Gordon. Tom Fitz.sinions and Hal D. Banks as speakers. A meeting will be held Thursday night at Wade Park Methodist
J.
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Councilman French Wants
Conditions Bettered.
Harry L. French, chairman of the
council committee on parks, at the
coming- meeting of the city council
wiU ask that all city parks be adequately lighted.
"I believe that adequate lighting
will make it unnecessary to increase
the police force," he said. "I have
had the matter up with Service Director Springborn."
Councilman Newell has complained
regarding lighting conditions at
Edgewater park.
Preparations for
lighting Edgewater park are now in
progress. By October the work will
be complete.
Mayor Baker at a meeting with
City Dance Hall Inspector Bartholomew yesterday, arranged to have the
regular police withdrawn from dance
hall duty and the deputy police on the
civil service eligible list used for this
purpose. Under this plan dance hall
receipts can be used to pay the special police. Bartholomew favors the
plan.
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Solons at Opening Session,
Want Action on Numerous Building Projects.
Menning Believes Position of
Municipal Architect
Necessary.
Demands for explanations regarding delays encountered by the administration in carrying out a number of
city projects marked
last
night's i
council meeting, the first following a I
summer vacation of five weeks.
Councilman Menning pointed
out
that Mayor Baker's report on the new
city hall progress, prepared July 17
and read last evening, expressed confidence that the revised plans would
be turned over by the architect
July 22.
Menning served notice that he
would introduce an ordinance in council at the coming meeting creating the
position of city architect.
"We have had too many delays under the present system of entering
into contracts with architects."
Councilman Newell offered a resolution, calling for explanation of the
delay on the Edgewater bath hou:;e,
and Councilman Benesch called for a
report of progress in acquiring land
for the Kingsbury run park project.
The meeting was enlivened by an
announcement from Councilmen Hanratty and McGinty that they would
strive to block an ordinance introduced last evening, allowing fiftyroom hotels or hotel additions to be
constructed under sixth grade regulation, in cases where such buildings
.are three stories in height or less.
They say this ordinance amends the
building code to cover a special case.
Newell called for reports on the w.
76th-st and W. 65th-st subway projects.
The three resolutions were
; adopted.
.
The gar ordinance reached tne
I council and was referred to the com' mittee of the whole.
Councilman
I Pelclnski, who introduced it, askea
that a meeting be *°'*
tomorrow
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BAKER

HOME RULE

Mayor Tell» Akron I'eoi>le to Take
lli.s Word for I«.
SPECIAL TO THE PLAIN DEALER.

Councilman Newell Calls It
Unsafe for Woman After
Dark in Edgewater.

AKRON, O.,
Aug.
24.—Mayor
Newton D. Baker of Cleveland at an
open air meeting here tonight expressed himself in favor of woman s
suffrage, home rule for cities and the
initiative and referendum. He opposed the voting machine and approved the amendment abolishing capital punishment. -The license amendment was also favored. He said that
if women were given the right ot a
I vote the politics of this country would

,
Asserts Not Enough Polto»l*^^
tg^^'f^^*3ffi
, be cleaner and that graft would be

Officers to Maintain
Decorum.

I ended. His last and strongest appeal was made in favor of home rule
I for cities.

DANCE AFTERNOONS AT
NEW CITY DANCE HALL
They're going to play matinees as
well as evening performances at
-Woodland Hills' three-cent municipal
dance hall, which opens Saturday.
Dancing hours will be from 3 to 5
■and 7 to 11, Secretary SindeJar announced Tuesday. A six-piece orchestra will be on hand.
Mayor Baker and Mrs. Baker will
lead the grand march Saturday night. '

dW
OPEN NEWJ3-CT. HALL

Mayor Baker has promised to
'
'•I0 want you men to take the word lead the grand march Saturday
More police and better lighting of of a man who for ten years has had afternoon, when, it was announced
the parks at night may be demanded unlimited experience in =« *ji Tuesday, the second muny 3-cent
if the policy of scattering dance halls | airs and wno^s ^ ^ muniei. dance hall, at Woodland Hill»
park, will be opened. Hours will
throughout the park system is fol- | „.llltles fighting the battle of the peo- be from 3 to 5 and 7 to 11 p. m.,
lowed.
i pie for the rights of the People.
a half hour later than the EdgeCouncilman Newell declared yes He sa id^e ^re^the^ohshmeat water pavilion is kept open.
rlbl
terday that conditions at JDugewaier
Edgewater >>fj ^ ™
-—^
" cited tne nght which
at night have become very bad and tj was
in Cleveland for the 8-cent
wa£ made
ma,
that more thorough policing and bet- ear fare and showed how the state
supreme court had' held them up m
ter lighting arc required.
thTbattle by the use of the mjunc-|
"The question of policing is up to
said that in Cleveland
the police department." said Supt. schools had been established to in"™.,'
people,
but the voting mathe
Alber of the park department yesterwe e so complicated that it
. "The lighting at Edgewater has chines
I toinnrt to confuse the men who
been inadequate, but new links are W a goot education and those with
only slfgM education were at a loss
installed."
"I have received no complaints of to know what to do.
Insufficient police," said Safety Director Stage. "I do not favor scattering a lot of police through the parks."
Councilman Newell said yesterday
that he has received a number of
complaints regarding conditions at
INSPECTS GRADE
I Edgewater. These are :not against MAYOR
the management or operation of the Considers Nickel Plate Going South
city dance hall itself biit about gento Save Streets Closlnff.
eral conditions in unlighted parts of
the parks at night.
Mayor Baker favors the plan of West
Iside citizens to ask the Nickel Plate
I Unsafe for Women.
I "Conditions in the park have be_ railroad to swing its roadbed further
come
Newell. "It is fou^^drtus avoid the grade crosscome very
very bad,"
bad," said
said Newell
unsafe for a woman to venture there
The mayor inspected the territory
at night. I tol/Sport Supervisor ^t^engFulton-rd S. W. and Detroit-av
McGlnty when the dance hall was
Residents object to the crossing elirmfirst started th/ more police would nation tacause ^woul^close^up^too •
Y streets. The obstacle, however,
have to be put in the park or this in the way of operations now is that
the railroad has purchased land for the
condition would arise.
improvement with the consent of the
"I don't attribute this condition of city's engineers.
affairs to the change in the park police policy. 'The regular police could
handle things as well as the park
police but there are not enough of
them and they are not given time to
become familiar with park duties under the present system. The men
are transferred too often."
W. J. Murphy, secretary to Mayor r
Baker, said yesterday that,,the parks j |
have never been as well policed as
ire now and that no complaints
have been received at the hiayor's
Billy Murphj
#S to Mayor
office.
„
turned
^J^^C^eThe new lighting system being in- discovered a missing ^^^r from
stalled at Edgewater will soqjh be in land. Murphy receive^ fetter from
operation. The new' Woodlaijjtd Hills the Austrian consul; sayTsg Dora
Markuson had f al en her to.^000
park dance hall will be opened next
day.
£££ Can Sand.
Murphy
Casual observation in "V\gb.de and talked with Maurice Weidenthal, ediRockefeller parks during fthe past tor of the Jewish Independent.
■ "Miss Markuson is visiting at my'
Indicates that the lack of light
cottage
at Beulah park this week,"
a
lng and efficient policing^ has pro- ^^
eidenthal
iaiU. ^
woiuou-"—,
duced undesirable results. JThere are
gas and electric limps along
the boulevard, and passing autos provide more illumination, put most of
linker in Springfield.
irk benches are sel back from
Mayor Baker spoke last night at
the roadway in the shafow of trees,
Springfield O.. with James Cox, canand it is there that sc*es of young didate for Governor. His state cammen and girls who vilit the parks paign will close tomorrow night at ,
on. On Thursday, unless word,
after dark are accustlmed to contoday from Congressman Cox pre- i
gregate.
vents, two tent meetings will be held ;
here al El. 10th street ana Payne ave- '
nuc and Library Park. Baker and
Cox ■will speak at both meetings.
The
Progressive
Constitutional
League yesterday arranged a meeting for Wednesday night at North
Royalton, with Gordon. Tom Fitzsinions and Hal D. Banks as speakers A meeting will be held Thursday night at Wade Park Methodist
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LIGHT

Councilman French Wants
Conditions Bettered.
Harry L. French, chairman of the
council committee on parks, at the i
ipming meeting of the city council
wiU ask that all city parks be adequately lighted.
"I believe that adequate lighting
will make it unnecessary to increase1
the police force," he said. "I have I
had the matter up with Service Diree-'
tor Springborn."
Councilman Newell has complained
regarding lighting conditions at;
Edgewater park.
Preparations for I
lighting Edgewater park are now in
progress. By October the work will
be complete.
Mayor Baker at a meeting with
City Dance Hall Inspector Bartholomew yesterday, arranged to have the
regular police withdrawn from dance
hall duty and the deputy police on the
civil service eligible list used for this !
purpose. Under this plan dance hall':
receipts can be used to pay the special police. Bartholomew favors the
plan.

FOR CIIH DELAYS
Solons at Opening Session,
Want Action on Numerous Building Projects.
Menning Believes Position of
Municipal Architect
Necessary.
Demands for explanations regarding delays encountered by the administration in carrying out a number of
city projects marked last night's
council meeting, the first following a
summer vacation of five weeks.
Councilman Menning pointed out
that Mayor Baker's report on the new
city hall progress, prepared July 17
and read last evening, expressed confidence that the revised plans would
be turned over by the architect
July 22.
Menning served notice that he
would introduce an ordinance in council at the coming meeting creating the
position of city architect.
"We have had too many delays under the present system of entering
into contracts with architects."
Councilman Newell offered a resolution, calling for explanation of the
delay on the Edgewater bath hou;?e,
and Councilman Benesch called for a
report of progress in acquiring land
for the Kingsbury run park project.
The meeting was enlivened by an
announcement from Councilmen Hanratty and McGlnty that they would
strive to block an ordinance introduced last evening, allowing fiftyroom hotels or hotel additions to he
constructed under sixth grade regulation, in cases where such buildings
are three stories in height or less.
They say this ordinance amends the
building code to cover a special case.
Newell called for reports on the W.
76th-st and W. G5th-st subway Pro]ects. The three resolutions were
: adopted.
The gar ordinance reached tne
I council and was referred to the com' mittee of the whole.
Councilman
I Pelcinski, who introduced it, askea
that a meeting be held tomorrow
morning at 10 o'clock in the city coun' cil chamber.
Councilman Rolf presented an ordinance authorizing the people to
vote on the question of annexing
Nottingham.
This step would add
3,000 to Cleveland's population.
Councilman
Benesch ; introduced
three ordinances for which he ruu
received suggestions in Chicago, one
requires cold storage articles to^unstamped, another relates to the "gm
ing of vehicles at night and the: thira
compels boys under fourteen to re
main off the streets from b P- mThe mayor reported in favor or es
tablishing an information bureau a
the city hall with a clerk in char e a
$1,500 a year and a stenographer a
The council voted to eliminate hal
of the car stops on Central-av b. *
and Broadway SE.

- U^-^K/x-

BAKER FAILS TO PUSH
]
MUNY FISH-DEALER TO |
CONTINUE LOW PRICES1
it hadn't been for the promise of
city co-operation," said Capt. Alex
Mclver of the fish tug Charm.
"The three of us—the captains of
the Burns and the Grace and I—
were offered contracts at city hall
last spring for all the fish we
could catch at 3 cents a pound.
"I'm getting 2 cents now. All
three boats were laid up live
weeks because no freezing facilities were provided by - the city,
and probably we'd have been laid
up still if the Burns and,.the,
Charm hadn't the chance to catch
fish for another dealer.
"At that, the project is a good;
thing. It hammered the price!
down to 5 cents in all markets, j
and kept it there.
"And I've made more money I
than last year. This time last I
year I was getting 1 Vi cents a,
pound from Ranney. With proper
aid from the city, the municipal!
fish enterprise will continue to be j
a big money-saver for the consumer."
Consider Cheap Butter Plan.
The cheap butter and egg
project, which Mayor Baker has
held up, is to be considered Monday
at
a meeting between
Wheeler, Baker and Springborn. \
Baker hasn't yet decided whether A
to permit Wheeler to open a dairy
produce stall.
Wheeler, just back from Buffalo, announced Wednesday he is
prepared to keep the. enterprise
going.
"I've got 28,281 pounds of fish
in cold storage at Buffalo," he
said. "What's more, ± ve just secured three carloads of whitefish,
which I'll sell this winter at 9 or
10 cents a pound, cheaper than
it's ever been sold here before.
I'll have 60,000 pounds of yellow
pike that'll be sold at 5 to 6 cents
cheaper than the regular market
and I have a t'on of eels for
(Menning Demands Ea9t Ohio price,
the Italian Christmas celebration
that'll go at 5 cents a pound less
Make Immediate Connections than
ever before.
"I'm going to keep this thing I
Demand for definite assurance going."
[that the East Ohio Gas Co. will
[begin at once making natural gas
connections for consumers was
City Solicitor Wilcox was told to
served on President Daly Wednes- make
sure.
day by Councilman Menning, in a
Mayor Baker said it will devolve
public meeting in Mayor Baker's upon the gas company to see all
\ office .
connections shall be made safe
"People who can't get natural I when natural gas is diverted to
i gas now ought to have something j artificial gas pipes.
conferees started at noon to
* more definite than a verbal agree- goThe
over the clauses of the new
Iment,"
said
Menning.
"They! ordinance one by one.
I ought not have to wait until the
[new main to West "Virginia is1
[done."
Daly, the mayor. Server Spring-;
Iborn, City Solicitor Wilcox, all the
(councilmen and several citizens
discussed the new gas ordinance.
Councilmen Benesch and Hanratty
wanted to know if the company is
willing to make price concessions
tfor gas from Cuyahoga-co wells.
Daly was to give his answer later.
Menning proposed a majority InI 3tead of 75 per cent of the residents
fen any district should determine
when artificial gas is to be abandoned for natural gas. On a vote
(everybody but Councilman Newell
(voted in favor of the 75 per cent
[provision, Menning joining the vote
{against his own proposal.
The possibility that under the
new ordinance the company may
not be compelled to furnish natural gas for lighting purposes was
raised by Councilman Bernstein.

The city administration is letting the high cost of living go
hang.
The municipal fish project, which
brought cheap fish to Cleveland
.markets for the first time in 20
ivears, has been abandoned so far
as active city co-operation is con< cerned. Fred Wheeler, private fish
* dealer,., has been left to carry on
the enterprise.
As-a result, one tug, the Charm,
is working alone to keep the price
of fish down to five cents. The
Burns
and the Grace, brought into
f
he enterprise because of assurances of active city support, are
fishing now for a private concern.
"I didn't know the city ever
promised anything except the use
of a municipal dock," observed
Mayor Baker Wednesday. "In fact,
I haven't heard anything about the
municipal fish project for months.
Baker Delays Muny Butter.
"An application was . received
from the so-called municipal comj pany for permission to open anI other stall for the sale of cheap
I butter and produce of that kind.
I I asked Springborn to put that
lover until I could consider it."
This project has been in the air
for weeks. The refrigerating plant
I at West-side market, which was to
I provide freezing facilities for city
fish, isn't anywhere near finished,
and work is proceeding on it with
reat deliberation.
"I wouldn't have come into the
I municipal fish enterprise at all if

[WANTS QUICK
GAS ACTION

ES 3-CENF
Supt. Alber Suggests Boston
Attraction in Cleveland
Next Summer.
Mayor to Open Woodland
Hills Dance Hall
Saturday.
Swan boats bearing twenty passengers each will glide gracefully over
the lake in Wade park next summer.
The l'are will be 3 cents.
Supt. Alber of the park department
has brought this idea from Boston,
all but the 3-cent feature. He announced yesterday that 3-cent muncipal swan boat service would be a
feature at Wade and perhaps on other
park lakes next summer.
"This will be especially attractive
for the women and children attending the parks," said Alber yesterday.
"They cannot have the rowboat rides
when they are alone."
New 3-cent dance tickets startlingly similar to the 3-cent street car
tickets now in use have been adopter!
by the park department. They will
be sold in strips of five just as the
Street car tickets are sold.
The new Woodland Hills park
dance hall will be opened Saturday
afternoon at 3 o'clock. Mayor and
Mrs. Baker will lead the grand march
as they did at the opening of the
Edgewater dance hall.
The hours at the new dance hall
will be from 3 to 5 o'clock in the afternoon and from 7 to 11 o'clock in
the evening. The Edgewater dance
hall closes at. 10 in the evening.

TO DISCUSS~GASra0P0SAL
Mayor, Company Officials and
Councilmen Meet Today.
Mayor Baker's office will be jammed
this morning when members of the
city council, East Ohio Gas Company
officials and other interested persons
convene there to discuss the mayor's
gas ordinance which was introduced
at the council meeting Monday night.
The council chamber was to have
been used but the registration of
voters was so great that the room
will again be in use by the board of
elections today.
Councilman Pelcinski, who introduced the ordinance, said yesterday
that as far as the councilmen were
concerned, he believed the ordinance,
as it was introduced, suits am* that
he anticipates no fight.
The gas company yesterday was
said to have arranged for natural gas
for this winter's supply, to be taken
from a well recently drilled on the
property of Marcus Monaghan adjoining the plant of the Winton Motor
Car Company. If the supply is found
good, other wells in that vicinity may
be drilled.

2 NEW HITCHES
IN GAS DICKER
Mayor Bfaker Threatens Suit to'
Get New Main.
Council as a committee of the
whole Wednesday afternoon renewed its efforts to discover flaws
in the new gas ordinance
by
which it is sought to give Cleveland
another main to the fields and an
adequate supply of natural gas.
Two large sized hitches were in
evidence when the meeting adjourned, and Mayor Baker had
threatened to bring suit to compel
laying of the new main In case of
a disagreement with the company.
During the session" President
Daly declared his company is conceding everything, and the city
nothing.
The two new hitches are the
discovery that Cleveland must
share the supply of gas in the new
"'main with towns and cities along
I its route, and the demand by
Daly for the right to charge for
transfer of connection of street
lamps from artificial to natural
mains.
Councilmen and the mayor*
want a guarantee of exclusive
(service from the new main.

PLAYGROUND KIDS
WONDER WORKERS
Things that otherwise would go
to the scrap heap have been utilized by Cleveland's playground
youngsters to make some of the I
most attractive features of the ■
playground exhibit, to continue '
Thursday and Friday in the old j
East Ohio Gas Co. building, just!
east of the city hall.
Mayor Baker and his wife spent
an hour there. The mayor was enthusiastic.
An old peach basket makes an .
ideal doll cradle when properly
covered and draped with discarded finery. Smooth stones from the
lake bottom have been carved
into neat watchfobs by playground
boys. Doll furniture has been
manufactured from old tin and
brown paper, and a big packing ]
box makes a fine doll house.
The needlework and weaving i
prizes were announced Thursday .
morning:
Dolls: Theresa Raider. Clinton playground; Katherine Bolesky, Sterling; Edith
Myer, Scranton.
Collars and cuffs; Edna Schuttenberg
Scranton; Hilda Amster, Pair
Baskets: Manie Miller, Broadway; Anna
McGulre, Clinton; Edna Gelger, Traln-st.
Cushions: Ida Kriphas, Clinton; Anna
Zettle, W. 38th-st; Molly Fertel, OrangeWoodland.
Centerpieces:
.Molly
Fertel. OrangeWoodland; Marie Leopold, W. 3Sth-sf Pauline Cox, Fairview.
Dresses: Gladys
, Sterling; Rose
Collura. Orange-WoodlaYid; Margaret Martin. Polo.
Blomers: Naomi Belihorn, w 38th-s£Gilsty Fuller, Sterling; Katherine McHugh'.
Marion.
White aprons: Emily Reiser, SterlingMyrtle Weber, Sterling; Mildred Dress W
oSth-st.
Caps: Tillie Rlekbrott, Scranton: Fannie
Klein. Orange-Woodland; Ursula Caine
Sterling.

WtrJW^W^' ^^^^^W^' A
EAGLE ON WILSON POSTER

Gassing Over Gas.

Combination of Democrat and Republican Emblem Excites Wonder.
Republican politicians wondered
yesterday when they saw a campaign
lithograph of Woodrow Wilson with
an eagle, emblem of the Republican
party, at the top.
"I don't believe board of election
rules will let Wilson run under the
eagle,'' Ud. Horn, Republican deputy
clerk of the board, commented.
The picture did not bear any union
label.
The Democratic executive
committee treasurer, W. J. Murphy,
said his organization was not paying
for the posters.

DIVIDE GAS
MTH OTHER CITIES
ft

Daly Says Cleveland Will!
Have to Share New
Main Supply.
REACH. NO AGREEMENT
Baker and Councilmen to
Continue Discussion
Today.
Cleveland will have to take its pro
rata shave of natural gas from the
proposed new main to the fields of
Wesi Virginia, in the same ratio as
the numerous oilier cities and towns
between here and the fields.
At least, that is what M. B. Daly,
president of the East Ohio Gas Company, told the members of the city1
council who discussed the gas question with him in Mayor Baker's of- •
nee yesterday. The meeting was ad- I
kmrned until 2 o'clock this afternoon
.re this question was settled.
Councilman Bernstein wants Cleveland to have the preference.
Whether or not the city will be re- I
quired to pay $1 for the removal of j
every light pole abandoned, and $3 I
for each new pole placed, also is still ,
in the air. Baker contends that the i
city ,/ill not do it.
Baker suggested that the position of
a gas commissioner be created, If;
troubles arise between the city and ,
the gas company. His suggestion is ;
that the position should be similar:
to that of the traction commissioner, j
and that the commissioner's duty
would be to see that connections and
usions were made when needed,
I and that the supply of gas be regulated to meet the demands of consumers, including the consumption
on street lights.
Daly Is Charitable.
Daly declared that tho gas com- j
pany was conceding everything and j
the city nothing.
"Why do you do It?" he was asked, I
"out of charity?"
"Partly out of charity," Daly re- i
turned, "and partly for my own
comfort and peace of mind as a patriotic citizen of Cleveland."
Mayor Baker quickly told the council that in his correspondence and
conference with Daly, no Intimation
has been given that the city would
not go to court over the gas question
if the matter cannot be settled
peaceably. Thin statement was made
when Councilman Moylan wanted to
' know who will decide what Is an
"adequate" supply of gas, which
Daly agrees to furnish.
Daly claimed that there is no need
of worry about an adequate supply
after the new main is laid.
Calls Service Best.
"Cleveland is getting the best gas
service of all cities in the world, he ;
declared. He also said that the East |
Ohio Gas Company has no monopoly .
on supplying the city with gas. Any
company who will come in with
cheaper gas could form a new com>any and sell gas to the city, he
"He certainly could," said Mayor
Baker. The discussion will be continued this afternoon.

-Gooj^v--^<)-\\\v

Republican and Democrat in
Set-to Over Old Ordinance Clause.
City to Reduce Cost of Arc
Lights to $45 Each
Annually.
Democratic and Republican members of the council clashed yesterday
at a meeting of the council committee of the whole called to consider
the pending natural gas ordinance.
Reference by Councilman Moylan
to a section of the old ordinance to
be retained in the new as "one of
the most insidious sections in the en-I
tire measure," brought a retort from j
Councilman Bernstein, chairman ofj
the gas committee of the former
council.
Moylan held this section of the
old ordinance leaves the company
sole judge of its ability to supply
natural gas.
"It means everything for the com. and nothing to the city, he
"There is no basis for anything but a subterfuge in it."
■Didn't we request your judgment
on this matter at the time you were
2lty solicitor?" asked Councilman
Bernstein, turning to the mayor.
"It is probable." said the mayor.
"I didn't know any way to get
around it."
The mayor stated that the ordinance now being •considered makes
the matter of gas extensions more
specific, as it requires the company
to make new extensions when there
is one signature for every 100 feet.
This, he said, would make it easier
for the city to bring mandamus proceedings for failure on the part of
the company to make desired extensions.
Service Director Springborn announced that the city will reduce the
cost of arc lights connected with the
municipal lighting plants to ?45 each
a year. This will go into effect next.
year or earlier.
The Cleveland Electric Illumlnat-j
lng Co. is now charging the city.
$51 00, and the city municipal light-1
ing department is charging the citystreet lighting department the same
price. Springborn announced that
the reduction was being planned by
the city in standing out for a lower
rate for natural gas street lighting
service than is favored by President
M B. Daly of the East Ohio Gas Co.
"If we do not get a lower rate for
natural gas service we will not con-,
tinue the artificial gas service," he
said. "We find that we can reduce
j the rate for arc light service."

IT IS a fine display of diplomacy that Is being given
by M. B. Daly of the East Ohio Gas Company and
Mayor Baker, in the negotiations over the request of
the city that a fourth main shall be laid from the
West Virginia fields to make the city's supply of natural gas adequate to all needs next winter.
Nobody doubts that, in the end, Cleveland's wishes
will be fulfilled. The East Ohio company is in business here to supply the people with gas. It has a
sufficient supply and that supply is for sale. Many
people in Cleveland and Its suburbs who do not now
get natural gas are ready to buy it.
Naturally Mr. Daly seeks the best possible terms
for his company. That is his business, and as a gas
man he ranks among the shrewdest in the country.
On the other hand Mayor Baker is eager to get as
good terms for the city as possible. Hence the sparring. Cleveland will get the other main and more gas
—enough, probably," for all who want it.
But, while Mayor Baker and Mr. Daly aro negotiating diplomatically, time is slipping away. Within
t~o months old Winter will begin to growl about the
homes of Cleveland. Will the fourth gas main be laid
by that time? Hardly.

DALY CONCEDES ALL | LAUDS
CITY'S GAS DEMANDS

CHILDREN'S WORK

Baker Congratulates Instructors on
Playground Exhibit.

Mayor Baker is delighted with the
playgrounds exhibit.
"The instructors are to be congratulated. I was very agreeably surprised at the skill and ii.genulty
shown by the work the children have
done," said he yesterday.
The old gas company office, next to
the city hall on Superior avenue,
;
where the exhibit is, will be kept open
-r^- <-</-\/~>A~ today and tonight, so Mose Cleaveland
WfYRli TO BEGIN S00-N will have a chance to see the dolls
YVV/xi-iv
and dresses and kites and things his
—
j kids have made.
->r-i
j-nr,;,.
The orchestra from the Hollenden
Will Lav Thirty Miles oi Mam Ho^el ls furnishing music, sports DI„T. ,
rector McGinty said last night that
tO IllSUre Winter
go0(j crowdB attended yesterday.

President of Company Bo\vs
to Baker's Wishes in
Controversy.

Supply.
The gas fight is over. M. B. Daly,
president of the East Ohio Gas Company, yesterday surrendered, and
Mayor Baker's gas ordinance, practically without change, will again go
to the council, and probably will be
passed.
The council committee of the whole
which discussed the gas problem with
Daly in Mayor Baker's office, adjourned late yesterday in peace and
harmony. The proposed contract with
the gas company will expire in 1921.
Daly said, after the meeting, that
as soon as the ordinance is passed
he will go to Columbus and make application to the state public service
commission to build an. additional
natural gas main into Cleveland from
West Virginia.
To Lay New Main.
As soon as permission is granted
work will begin on the West Virginia
end of the main, and Daly has promised that thirty miles of the main
will be laid in time to connect up
with the three other mains now in,
so that a shortage in supply will be
avoided this winter.
The thirty miles of new main will
serlre as a reservoir and will supply
gas to the space in the other three
mains from which gas is taken out
along the line.
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Will Open Recreation Spots
and Hire Teachers of
Terpsichorean Art.
General Hospital to be Remodeled for This
Purpose.
Recreation centers similar to those
recommended in the report of former
City Dance Hall Inspector Bartholmew to Mayor Baker are to be established by the city without delay.
The first are to be located at the
old Cleveland General hospital property adjoining the Orange-Woodland
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EAGLE ON WILSOM POSTER
Combination of Democrat and Republican Emblem Excites Wonder.
Republican politicians wondered
yesterday when they saw a campaign
lithograph of Woodrow Wilson with
an eagle, emblem of the Republican
party, at the top.
"I don't believe board of election
rules will let Wilson run under the
eagle," Ud. Horn, Republican deputy
clerk of the board, commented.
The picture did not bear any union
label.
The Democratic executive
committee treasurer, W. J. Murphy
said his organization was not paying
for the posters.

l\f DIVIDE GAS
Vflf H OTHER CITIES
Daly Says Cleveland Will
Have to Share New
Main Supply.
REACH. NO AGREEMENT;
Baker and Councilmen
Continue Discussion
Today.

to

Cleveland will have to take its pro
rata share of natural gas from the
proposed new main to the fields of
West Virginia, in the same ratio as
the numerous other cities and towns
ie and the fields.
At least, that is what M. B. Daly,
president of the East Ohio Gas Company, told the members of the city'
council who discussed the gas question with him in Mayor Baker's office yesterday. The meeting was ad- '
[ourned until 2 o'clock this afternoon
before this question was settled.
Councilman Bernstein wants Cleveland to have the preference.
Whether or not the city will be re- |
quired to pay $1 for the removal of
every light pole abandoned, and $3 I
for each new pole placed, also Is still
In the air. Baker contends that the
city ..'ill not do it.
ker suggested that the position of
a gas commissioner be created, If;
troubles arise between the city and
the gas company. His suggestion is
thai the position should be similar
to that of the traction commissioner, j
and that the commissioner's duty;
would be to see that connections and |
nsions were made when needed,
and that the supply of gas be regulated to meet the demands of consumers, including the consumption
on street lights.
Daly Ts Charitable.
Daly declared that tho gas com- |
pany was conceding everything and )
the city nothing.
"Why do you do it?" he was asked, j
"out of charity?"
"Partly out of charity," Daly re- i
turned, "and partly for my own
comfort and peace of mind as a patriotic citizen of Cleveland."
Mayor Baker quickly told the council that in his correspondence and
conference with Daly, no intimation
has been given that the city would
not go to court over the gas question
if the matter cannot be settled
peaceably. Thin statement was made
when Councilman Moylan wanted to
' know who will decide what is an
"adequate" supply of gas, which
Daly agrees to furnish.
Daly claimed that there is no need
of worry about an adequate supply
after the new main Is laid.
Calls Service Best.
"Cleveland is getting the best gas
service of all cities in the world," he
declared. He also said that the East'
Gas Company has no monopoly (
on supplying the city with gas. "Any
company who will come in with
cheaper gas could form a new comiany and sell gas to the city," he
•aid.
"He certainly could." said Mayor
3aker. The discussion will be continued this afternoon.
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Gassing Over Gas.

IN GAS D1S
Republican and Democrat in
Set-to Over Old Ordinance Clause.
City to Reduce Cost of Arc
Lights to $45 Each
Annually.
Democratic and Republican members of the council clashed yesterday
at a meeting of the council committee of the whole called to consider
the pending natural gas ordinance.
Reference by Councilman Moylan
to a section of the old ordinance to
be retained in the new as "one of
the most insidious sections in the entire measure," brought a retort from
Councilman Bernstein, chairman of
the gas committee of the former
council.
Moylan held this section of the
old ordinance leaves the company
sole judge of Its ability to supply
natural gas.
"It means everything for the company and nothing to the city,' he
"There is no basis for anything but a subterfuge in It."
"Didn't we request your judgment
on this matter at the t'-ne you were
?ity solicitor?" asked Councilman
Bernstein, turning to the mayor.
"It is probable,'' said the mayor.
"I didn't know any way to get
around it."
The mayor stated that the ordinance now being considered makes
the matter of gas extensions more
specific, as it requires the company
to make new extensions when there
Is one signature for every 100 feet.
This, he said, would make it easier
for the city to bring mandamus proceedings for failure on the part of
the company to make desired extensions.
Service Director Springborn announced that the city will reduce the
cost of arc lights connected with the
municipal lighting plants to ?45 each
a year. This will go into effect next
year or earlier.
The Cleveland Electric Illuminat-j
ing Co. is now charging the city,
$51:96, and the city municipal light-:
ing department is charging the city
Street lighting department the same
price. Springborn announced that
the reduction was being planned by
the city in standing out for a lower
rate for natural gas street lighting
service than is favored by President
M. B. Daly of the East Ohio Gas Co.
"If we do not get a lower rate for
natural gas service we will not continue the artificial gas service," he
said. "We find that we can reduce
i the rate for arc light service."

IT IS a fine display of diplomacy that is being eiven
by M. B. Daly of the East Ohio Gas Company and
Mayor Baker, in the negotiations over the request of
the city that a fourth main shall be laid from the
West Virginia fields to make the city's supply of natural gas adequate to all needs next winter.
Nobody doubts that, in the end, Cleveland's wishes
will be fulfilled. The East Ohio company is in business here to supply the people with gas. It has a
sufficient supply and that supply is for sale. Many
people in Cleveland and its suburbs who do not now
get natural gas are ready to buy it.
Naturally Mr. Daly seeks the best possible terms
for his company. That is his business, and as a gas
man he ranks among the shrewdest in the country.
On the other hand Mayor Baker is eager to get as
good terms for the city as possible. Hence the sparring. Cleveland will get the other main and more gas
—enough, probably," for all who want it.
But, while Mayor Baker and Mr. Daly arc negotiating diplomatically, time is slipping away. Within
t»-o months old Winter will begin to growl about the
homes of Cleveland. Will the fourth gas maia he laid
by that time? Hardly.

DALY CONCEDES ALL i LAUDS
CITY'S GAS DEMANDS
President of Company Bows
to Baker's Wishes in
Controversy.
WORK TO BEGIN
Will Lay Thirty Miles of Main
to Insure Winter
Supply.

CHILDREN'S WORK

Baker Congratulates Instructors on
Playground Exhibit.
Mayor Baker is delighted with the
playgrounds exhibit.
"The Instructors are to be congratulated. I was very agreeably surprised at the skill and ii.genuity
shown by the work the children have
done," said he yesterday.
The old gas company office, next to
the city hall on Superior avenue,
where the exhibit is, will be kept open
today and tonight, so Mose Cleaveland
will have a chance to see the dolls
and dresses and kites and things his
kids have made.
The orchestra from the Hollenden
Hotel Is furnishing music. Sports Director McGinty said last night that
good crowdB attendejj^yesterday.

The gas fight is over. M. B. Daly,
president of the East Ohio Gas Company, yesterday surrendered, and
Mayor Baker's gas ordinance, practically without change, will again go
to the council, and probably will be
passed.
The council committee of the whole
which discussed the gas problem with
Daly in Mayor Baker's office, adjourned late yesterday in peace and
harmony. The proposed contract with
the gas company will expire in 1921.
Daly said, after the meeting, that
as soon as the ordinance is passed
he will go to Columbus and make application to the state public service
commission to build an. additional
natural gas main into Cleveland from
West Virginia.
To I/ay New Slain.
As soon as permission is granted
work will begin on the "West Virginia
end of the main, and Daly has promised that thirty miles of the main
will be laid in time to connect up
with the three other mains now in,
so that a shortage in supply will be
avoided this winter.
The thirty miles of new main Will j
serve as a reservoir and will supply
gas to the space in the other three
mains from which gas is taken out
along the line.
Ordinance Is Satisfactory.
Mayor Baker and the members of
the city council are satisfied with the
ordinance as it now stands, they said
afternoon. A few changes
in the wording of sentences will be
made at Mayor Baker's request by
City Solicitor Wilcox and the ordinance will be reprinted. The council,
will take it up and probably pass it,
at the next meeting, September 4.
The city wil continue to buy gas
for street lighting at the flat rate of
$6 per year for each lamp, and Daly
withdrew his demand that the city
pay *1 for disconnecting street lamps
and $3 for placing new posts.
Daly appeared at the meeting yesterday alone and refused to fight.
Councilmen Bernstein and Bieder
were active in questioning Daly.

Will Open Recreation Spots
and Hire Teachers of
Terpsichorean Art.
General Hospital to be Remodeled for This
Purpose.
Kecreation centers similar to those
recommended in the report of former
City Dance Hall Inspector Bartholmew to Mayor Baker are to be established by the city without delay.
The first are to be located at the
old Cleveland General hospital property adjoining the Orange-Woodland
playground and at the Clark-av bath
house and gymnasium. Supt. Alber of
the park department said yesterday
•that there would be a trial of dancing classes for the boys and girls.
The city will engage instructors.
In his report to the mayor, Bartholmew pointed out that strict
regulation has driven the cheap saloon
dance hall out of business, wherefore
it is the duty of the city to provide
places Where wholesome recreation
would be furnished. He favors dancmg instructions for the boys and
girts and social dances for the older
Pe
The' Cleveland General hospital
property recently was purchased by
the city for recreation purposes andl
work on remodeling the structure «
soon to be started. The former dance 1
hall inspector said yesterday thatl
would be an ideal center for the Hay-i
market district.
■
The opinion was expressed by him,1
that centers should be established by I
the citv in three other localities.
I
At the last meeting of the council!
a resolution was offered by Council-!
man Pelcinski calling for an estima el
of the cost of erecting a dance, halll
in Washington park. The Woodland!
Hills park dance hall is to be openedl
at 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon.

\

What Cleveland's Foremost Citizen
Said of Woman's Suffrage

"I believe in woman suffrage for the same reason
I believe in man suffrage. Woman suffrage is part of
democracy, and one who believes in democracy should
believe in woman suffrage. The women who create
life should have power to protect life."
"After all, democracy is not a matter of sex any more than
It is a matter of race, color or previous condition, but a matter
of people.
The more perfect the recognition of the common
rights of all people the more perfect and the more just the
decocracy. A truly enlightened and democratic form of government would, of course, recognize the equal rights of women."
—TOM L. JOHNSON.

PLAYGROUND SHOW
DELIGHTS CHILDREN
(Mayor's Youngsters Heartily Approve; Jack Wants
Plane and Betty Doll.
First, Master Jack Baker, whose
pa does Cleveland's mayoring, had to
be dragged away from that aeroplane
—the big one built by the children of
the Broadway playgrounds—then he
had to be coaxed away from the
green summer house, built by Otto
«th f(ourteen yea" old, of the W.
»8tb street
playgrounds.
Miss Betty Baker danced delighted y from dolls and dresses to the
house built 'by the children of .
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"I believe in woman suffrage for the same reason
I believe in man suffrage. Woman suffrage is part of
democracy, and one who believes in democracy should
believe in woman suffrage. The women who create
life should have power to protect life."
"After all, democracy is not a matter of sex any more than
It is a matter of race, color or previous condition, but a matter
of people.
The more perfect the recognition of the common
rights of all people the more perfect and the more just the
decocracy. A truly enlightened and democratic form of government would, of course, recognize the equal rights of women."
—TOM L. JOHNSON.
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MISS LOTT1L ZINMLfc AND A. J.JMlDtLMR OVERFLOW DMCk
ON GCASSj
',i was a hot il;i.v and the derri'and
for botll 3 and tO-cent lemonade was
great.
idland Hills danc< pavilion had
keen rushed to have it ready on time.
ly arrivals SCiw the las! of tho
decorations tOCKed in place, observed with Inters* the arrival
Of Win. Kuhlman, who has had
charge Of the Edgewater nark dances
luil from iiow on will preside at
Woodland Hills, He came in a white
flannel suit.
Mike Hruska of the Woodland Hills
park force, ehoo-ehoued up to the '■
new pavilion in his combination lawn
mower and steam roller to put the
final touches on things by driving!
his lawn rnOwer anil roller around ,
tin- pavilion in Circles, trimming the
to a short pompadour -and
rolling down the new gravel paths to a
hard finish.
Mrr.sk.i concluded with an exhibition of fancy roller driving. He accomwhat spectators applauded as
a most creditable representation of
a BChottsche, but found the difficulties
in the way of waltzing so heavy a|
macriine as a park roller too great
,,, lu, overcome.
Then Mayor Baker arrived. Kuhlman talked out upon the floor, said
who w< had with us and that all
were invited to join in the grand

march.

The music began and Mayor Baker
and Mrs. Baker stepped out upon
;. the others from city hall
lining Up behind them.
a was a pause. Mayor Baker
whii
to Mr. Kuhlman who
spoke to the leader of the orchestra.
music stopped and the piano
I player said the grand march was free.
Thereupon there were plenty to
line up behind the party from city
hall. The music began again and the
ball was on.
The afternoon dance was from 3 to
f> o'clock. The hall is open every
afternoon and evening except on
Sunday.
Councilman Harry L,. French was
patron-in-eliief at last night's party,1
which began at 7 o'clock, and until
11 p. m. the vocal orchestra sang "Ob,
Mis;
Man. Plea*
I Some More."
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[MAYOR BAKER AND HIS WIFE OPEN SECOND
CITY 3-CENT DANCE HALL AT WOODLAND HILLS

BAKER TALKS THRICE
Mayor Baker gave advice to first
voters at Engineers hall- Sunday
night under the auspices of the
federated churches. Ex-Judge F.
A.. Henry presided. Baker also
spoke at the annual festival of the
Schwaben
Unterstutzungvereins
a": Hungaria garden, Clark-av and
W. 25th-st, and at the celebration
of the Hungarian self-culture society in the Socialer Turn Verein
hall, 3919 Lorain-av.

MAYOR SETS'EM UP TO
ICE CREAM AT 3 CENTS
Mayor Baker treated to ice
cream after leading the grand
march that opened the new muny
dance hall at Woodland Hills park
Saturday afternoon. It cost him
3 cents a plate.
His honor bought for five. Three
took plates of ice cream and two
ice cream cones. He got 6 cents
change back out of a quarter.
"This mathematics is too deep
for me," confessed Baker, "but I
suppose it's all right. Nineteen
cents isn't a multiple of anything
I know of."
"Two cones at 5 cents each and
[three plates of ice cream at 3
I cents—that's 19," explained the
presiding genius of the stand.

CLEVELAND

PRESS,

N0,MAY0R CAN'T
SELL MUNY FISH
Explains He Won't Let Market

EXTEND 3C

DANC;

Trade on City's Credit.

| Officials Will Make Hall of Woo
land Hills Shelter House.
The shelter house at Woodland
I Hills park will be converted into a
three-cent municipal dance hall, as
was the one at Edgewater park some
Jme ago. This was decided yesterday i
it a conference attended by Mayor!
ker, Director of Public Service'
ISpringborn and Park Superintendent
| Alber.
Plans will be made to install a
heating system so the hall can be
" both summer and winter.

, p AST SIDERS were given a chance
*-* last night and yesterday afternoon to show the city dads that they
were as keen about municipal threecent dances as West Siders.
Mayor Baker and his wife opened
the new hall at Woodland Hills Park
and a stream of dancers followed
tnem all afternoon and until the park
closed at 11 o'clock last night
The mayor and his wife led the
grand march with less difficulty than

|

HE DROPS OUT OF FIGHT
High Cost of Living Must be
Solved Without His Aid.

they experienced at the Edgewater
opening several weeks ago. With j
them were William L. Murphy and'
his wife and City Forester Boddy. :'
William Kuhlman, who managed
the Edgewater pavilion since its
opening, is in charge of the new hall
His place at Edgewater has been
taken by Herman Streiber. There will
be no Sunday dancteg at the new
hall. It will be open afternoons from
3 to 5 o'clock and evenings from 7 to

Mayor Baker's failure to aid the
municipal fish project, which cut
fish prices in Cleveland in half, or
to extend the plan by permitting a
municipal butter and egg market,
is due to the fact, he says, that he
"does not propose to permit the
city's credit and backing to be used
to further a private enterprise."
The municipal fish market must
get along as best it canWork on the 13-year-old new
West-side market, which isn't finished yet, is "being rushed," Baker
added.
Baker Explains.
Complaint of Baker's failure to
do anything to help solve the
problem of the high cost of living
was met by this statement:
"Of course I am vitally interested in anything that will lower
prices for the public," said Baker.
"But I do not propose to permit
the city's credit and backing to
be used to further a private enterprise.
"The Municipal Fish & Produce
Co. was the only logical solution
of the problem presented when

1
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jBAKER TALKS THRICE
Mayor Baker gave advice to first
voters at Engineers hall- Sunday
night under the auspices of the
federated churches. Ex-Judge F.
A. Henry presided. Baker also
spoke at the annual festival of the
Schwaben
Unterstutzungvereins
a; Hungaria garden, Clark-av and
W. 2 5th-st, and at the celebration
of the Hungarian self-culture society in the Socialer Turn Verein
hall, 3919 Lorain-av.

MAYOR SETS'EM UP TO
ICE CREAM AT 3 CENTS
Mayor Baker treated to ice
cream after leading the grand
march that opened the new niuny
dance hall at Woodland Hills park
Saturday afternoon. It cost hirn
3 cents a plajte.
His honor bought for five. Three
took plates of ice cream and two
ice cream cones. He got 6 cents
change back out of a quarter.
"This mathematics is too deep
for me," confessed Baker, "but I
suppose it's all right. Nineteen
cents isn't a multiple of anything
I know'of."
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I three plates of ice cream at 3
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Trade on City's Credit.

Officials Will Make Hall of Wouj
land Hills Shelter House.
The shelter house at "Woodland
I Hills park will be converted into a
I three-cent municipal dance hall, as
I was the one at Edgewater park some
Itime ago. This was decided yesterday
at a conference attended by Mayor
FBaker, Director of Public Service
ISpringborn and Park Superintendent
| Alber.
Plans will be made to install a
(heating system so the hall can be
pun both summer and winter.

HE DROPS OUT OF FIGHT
High Cost of Living Must be
Solved Without His Aid.
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■p AST SIDERS were given a chance
■>-< last night and yesterday afternoon to show the city dads that they
were as keen about municipal threecent dances as West Siders.
Mayor Baker and his wife opened
the new hall at Woodland Hills Park
and a stream of dancers followed
them all afternoon and until the park
iClosed at 11 o'clock last night.
The mayor and his wife led the
grand march with less difficulty than

they experienced at the Edgewater I
opening several weeks ago With)
them were William L. Murphy and '
his wife and City Forester Boddy. !'
William Kuhlman, who managed
the Edgewater pavilion since its
opening, is in charge of the new hall.
His place at Edgewater has been
taken by Herman Streiber. There will
be no Sunday dancfog at the new
hall. It will be open afternoons from
3 to 5 o'clock and evenings from 7 to

Mayor Baker's failure to aid the
municipal fish project, which cutfish prices in Cleveland in half, or
to extend the plan by permitting a
municipal butter and egg matrket,
is due to the fact, he says, that he
"does not propose to permit the
city's credit and backing to be used
to further a private enterprise."
The municipal fish market must
get along as best it can.
Work on the 13-year-old new
West-side market, which isn't finished yet, is "being rushed," Baker
added.
Baker Explains.
Complaint of Baker's failure to
do anything to help solve the
problem of the high cost of living
was met by this statement:
"Of course I am vitally interested in anything that will lower
prices for the public," said Baker.
"But I do not propose to permit
the city's credit and backing to
be used to further a private enterprise.
"The Municipal Fish & Produce
Co. was the only logical solution
of the problem presented when
fish tug owners desired to sell fish
to the city. It is impossible for
the city to continue to buy or sell
produce. I went so far as to advise the parties to this project in
the drawing up of their contracts.
"Work on the West-side market
house refrigerating plant is being
rushed. Contracts have been let.
The delay was partly caused by
failure to receive architects' plans
on time.
Must Talk It Over.
"I heard one week ago that Mr.
Wheeler, of the muny fish company, had asked permission to run
a stall for cheap butter and similar produce. Until I talk the
whole matter over with Director
Springhorn I can't say what my
decision will be.
"As to farmers' markets, I refer you to Mr. Alber. A fact which
is overlooked in considering this
proposition is that farmers are
loath to sacrifice the time which
could have been spent in farm
work in order to stand at a stall
to sell their produce. It is easier
ror them to turn it over to a com
mission man."
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FIRST VOTERS GIVEN
COUNSEL BY BAKER
Y o u ii g
AgaillSt

Men

\

Baker advised+flrst voters to read
part of Browning's "The Ring and
the Book," to draw from the decision
of the wise pope.; who was to ;Wdge
a murder case, to study the chronicles of others who had been judges
• a decision to study the lives and
He
thoughts of political thinkers.

Wai'llCXl pointed this with a reference to John
Stuart Mill.

Prejudices in

Warns Against Prejudices.
"There seems a prejudice against

Political Problems.

,-Ydngs that are new; if the policy of

rejecting new things because they
■^Tnnci-no are new was right, Christ would have
IX
THREE
ADDR-hSShS been rejected of men because of the
noveltv of the doctrine, he^brmiajt tp
t£2
w.riri " Baker commented, ratner
the world
daringly
Mayor Marches With German
"Young voters must not get into
»v,= hohit thnt will prevent them from
Band Miid Wonders ai
embracing-the new, when it is also

Magyar Cimbolimi.

IrJnfchthd, The peopIe^aretela^U
^S^'^l^^^^
united States we have a nation but
,,,„• people are composite,
n0 raoe.
Germans and English, of all races
and all kinds, and we must select
from all the world the best and weld
it into a great nation."
Baker concluded by congratulating
Germans on bringing to the United
States thrift, sobriety, and "a great
gift of constructive imagination to
apply to the problems of the government of this country."
lie had a hard time getting away.
Thev shook hands with him and
joked with him and obviously he
bated to go. But he had to ;ro to
another festival, so he drove off.
When Baker reached the gardens
of the Socialer Turnverein. he found
the Hungarian celebration In full
swing. Dr. Henry Baracs, president
of the culture society, Bela Klell and
Alex Mihok, of the entertainment
| committee, took Baker around.
He
|| 1
people when he spied a Hungarian
orchestra.

TELLS NEW VOTERS
Mayor Baker, in Pre-Election
Talk, Advises Young Men
Not to be Bossed.

!

Prof. M. M. Curtis Emphasizes Individual Responsibility.

the true.
BAKEE-CTJRTIS-ISMS.
"Gorikin says:
'Every reform in
Wonders at Cimbolum.
no.
the world consists in taking a bone
Strike out prejudice and vote
Baker asked
Baracs to have it
Mayor
I taker
motored
out
to from a dog.' True reform means
as you think.
play so he could watch the cimbolum.
,untrj borne at North Hover
taking from the dogs the bones The cimbolum is an instrument like
Vote for the good of the vrhole,
"Whenever
last
night as
happy
as a clam, which are not theirs
a piano with no keys and the top
not for yourself.
for he bad made
three
entire bones are found that ougbt to be taken off and is played by striking it
Forget hysteria
and radical
lv ,,
lie speeches, marched taken away, things culled vested I with two cloth-covered mallets.
talk of revolution.
■ested wrongs,
rights
that
are
often
While
the
orchestra
played
swirl.
nt
In a small parade
with
Ohio has changed; Its constiing
Hungarian
love-songs,
Baker
it is our duty to
- take them away
tie Greman hand, and had a Hun
tution must change too;
"Ohio has changed from a rural 5climbed
bandstand
t0
tne
and
Kaiian orchestra piny the Magyar population to a great industrial and ] lvatchcd the cimbolum.
The appeal of the interests usually is intemperate.
"come hore_ Billy, this is wonderoimbplum for bis enjoyment. He went commercial empire. Ohio has changea.
Public welfare is the inspiring
all the way from Browning to a dis our institutions must change, too. ',fuIj.- ne caiie(j, and Mayor's Secretary
The duty of every voter Tuesday is Murpny climbed up, too.
idealism spurring us on.
on on American citizenship Inj
to vote so he can say he voted in
Later Baker made a short speech
Prevailing indifference of the
his addi
accordance with bis own judgment
on cuIture.
electorate is the country's greatgave advice to first voters at
Mattoon M. Curtis also spoke, but
est curse.
ting of the Federate,] Churched before Curtis started. Baker had to
leave the rather solemn meeting to
in Engineers' ball; then he visited the
"Get facts from those who know,
attend It* exact opposite, in the Hun
annual festival of the Scliwaben Ln- garian gardens
As
Baker
apbut reserve always both the privilege
erein at Hungarian gar
ache<C"aTr'ass band was banging
and duty of an independent citizen in
dens. VV. 45th street and Clark ave-i out a two-step, and as soon as he entered
the gardens, he went over to
reaching conclusions on public quesor
n of the Hun"As society becomes more closely
the dancing pavilion and watched the
garian Self-Culture Society in So- twirling couples.
knit, new theories must come in gov- tions," said Mayor Baker yesterday
ernment. Some are intemperate, but at a first voters' meeting conducted
olaler Turnverein hall, 3919 Loraii
Jokes With Crowd.
most of them are Headed the same
a .venue.
Then be demanded of the committee
way, forward. It is not a question of by the federated churches in EngiThe meeting In Engineers' ball be to hear the Schwabian singers. While
direction, but of speed. Some try to neers hall.
Onward) to
_r wefB b(jlng
^.^ gathered together,
singing of "Onwaru
^^
jump out all at once; others take
"Nature has given everyone a mind
in
the
merrymore time. That is the situation in
Christian Soldiers," in which Baker Ul(,' mayor took part
of his own. Let him use it, and not
Ohio today.
I heartily. Judge Frederick A. making.
he told a
"The electorate must remember allow anyone to bind a collar about
chairman,
opened
the
Tm a 'Schwab, too,"
these things.
Especially the young his neck or pin a button upon his coat
lI
voter who may have been filled with „rh, H . . .
.
"IJ«U "is coat
Ing after Rev. Henry Gaston ofepiUter Knab'," declared William
the fervent appeals of certain inter- wnl(;n is bigger than the man himprayer.
Seckel, chairman of the day.
ests
against
certain
of
these
amendself,"
he
added.
Then the singers formed a circle
Tells of His First Vote.
around Baker and sang several Germerits. Duty comes first. Vote ac"Do not forget your individual recording to your lights and you wlil ssDonsibilitv"
HT ■», ^
.
"This represents the effort of tha man songs. lie joked in German with
SBM T>,.„f
slDlllt
have
opened
your
career
with
the
P°"
J'. said Prof. M. M. Curtis
ches ol Cleveland to inculcate, in the singers, and his back was slapped
or We
makings
of
a
good
man
and
a
good
stern
Reserve
university.
"Remembers the principles of good by them in gle^TJien the mayor
citizen."
buke the effrontery of the man who
citizenship," Henrj said, in introduc- WM»d to a platform, covered
"The constitution is a religious and would tell you how to vote He is in
social
document,
said
Prof.
Curtis.
_„
. ,
'
had
lt,
ini,' I laker.
^
little
German
band
that
T e
"It should be treated as such. I am SUJnn& your judgment, your characthe
The mayor began with a story that! been piaylng for the dancii
ter
glad Mayor Baker did not, like some
> your intelligence, your very digstart, recalled a thousand bandsmen with their coats
persons, tell you to abandon judgment: nity as an American citizen "
ed to play's rollicking maich and tne
In bis political life.
and
vote
'yes'
on
all
the
amendments.
"pivt^»
,i„t;„„
„_
~
. narade of the
Vereln Deutscher
dutles are not
"No political machinery, no devices
„
,
confined by
I very well remember my first
first parade
P*™"™, oa military company
company, started.
Krieger
any flnlt
of politicians, no isolated ambitions
e law, ' said Judge Henry,
vote," said Baker. "1 rode wun my A good cr0wd was in front oi
or platforms can take the place of j "Exercise your rights and pay the
father, who was a country doctor, to.j[platform, as the band passed,
the people when they make use of debt you owe the
whnio ™~™
.* »
e WhoIe
the polls. We were driven by a man
Follows the Bund.
their rights. Let the voters go to the I™?.
immunity."
s
me
Tuesday
and
speak
their1
etmg, at which former
oyed In the family as a coach-1
h0rn went by, polls
Jugt as the
baBS
Father and 1. voted and thenjl president Frank Moldenhauer of the thoughts—their own thoughts and Judge F. A. Henry presided, was denot opinions borrowed or thrust upon signed to lead the young voter, the
Vereln, caught Baker's eye
we held the rig while Jim voted.
along,"
Moldenhauer : UWJEJ
"Come
man casting his first ballot, into the
"Alter we returned, I
told
my
shouted, waving an arm.
proper path. So far as the few whe
er that I was not proud of the | ""g^^' made'two"jumps off the platattended seerned~To be concerned the
Institutions of my country.
I had i form and- arm-ln-arm with Moldenadvice was good.
No word 'was
,us, returned from an education that ;hauer, just behind the German band,
spoken for or against any amendn-« htan a good deal of money, i andI just in.ront of t^company.
ment.

w.

APPEAL FOJIISIC HALL

1 told him: 'My university calls me a j™"1^ (,heortnl.
well-educated man. I have two de- ;|
,.Vm a pretty good marcher, am I
bul niv countrj appraises Jim |Uot?" Baker asked Moldenhauer.
.,,-t read
,-ot.fl
"You are" 0said
"iH Moldenhauer.
Mnldenhau
and me the same.
an't
introducing Baker, spoke
Seckel,
in
or write, t think that in any national
Kannstadtter Volksfest
of
system of government, intellect ought whl,trT U,e festival was an America^
iMd copv and mentioned that lorn
to count.'
Johnson had attended their meetStrength in Convincing Others.
in
^!;;rVha?rm^0reca.ls that three
" 'Are you sure your intelligence in
„,.»„„
Mr. Johnson was here and
politics Is more than Jim's?' my
Kafnow 1 ;im here somewhat in his
father asked me.
'The test of the
jorrectness of your political informa- Bt5&^*e& have fallen to
tion and intelligence is only found if niv"'aVe^uul.,am,U,ighted^knoW
„. ,,, his pleasures have also_
fou have met together in a campaign
,nu you can convince mm if you are He en°oved life as few men enjoyed
every aspect of the happiness of
•ight.'
e was a joy to him. no i»»> »—»•<
"Now, it does no good for anyone I when! came here and was made a
.0 he enlightened unless he helps | aehwab as 1 now consider I am, I
ht among other people ? fl'l, I bad a right to come every year
our harvest festival.
the rightness of his conclu- >
^■llen'nexrT^arisover we will
dons reflected in the opinions of oth- |
! lot of sheaves in the harvest
m,
very voter ought to be a political .
missionary.
'•No man does his duty when he!
draws bis skirts around him, even |
etitude him-:
if he
self."

Council Leaders to Call Conference of Musicians.

The sparseness of the gathering,
however, caused Prof. M. M. Curtis to
remark it was but an illustration of
the
indifference
which
obtains
w throughout the United States in
To work out some plan of co-oper- matters affecting the common weal,
ation that would appeal to the musl-,/hls
indifference,"
he
declared,,
cal organizations of the city and to'^f ^-erc-e if th e laws now in
the city citizens' commission worlc-.n operat,
are to ™ ^rntaisK
ing for the establishment of a musicbroperly."
"uniiiuhwuea
and convention hall, a public meet.-] "What's the use of making laws"
Ing probably will be called soon atie asked, "if you do not elect the
the city hall by the council commit-'roper men, honest and efficient, to
tee on group plan.
f1"1^ thenl™to effect? You have not
Secretary Benesch of the -mmit- °^0- There a
tee said yesterday that the commis- ^ou]d not be ^g* judiciary who

sion of musicians recently appointed hrown out to make of any worth exby Mayor Baker and the active mem-feting laws.
Only by elimination of
bers of the citizens' commission will hat indifference can this be done."
be invited to attend the meeting.
"Prejudice," said Mayor Baker, "is
6 tne
Letters have been sent to all the!*h
fluttering of a bird in a cage,
el y
„_,.,
:
„.^„*^„_
*>,„„
w
„Hr
"
n
railroads asking whether they would [,^en
L you
?u open
°Pen the
the door
to give that
rd more freedom
co-operate In the movement to locate™^ T^teSte^coPe orlc^
Thelems too ra(Jicalj too
^^ J a6t °n
a union depot on the lake front
mavor
the
belief
thatbvation.
mayor
has
expressed
Held
Points Cosmopolitanism.
the city ought to use the land for So with men. Every time the mind
.
•
.,„„„»„„ music ha 1 and convention hall pur- rays from an accustomed channel it
American nation is different musio ^ mereJv Qne of tne rallroads- ems to be alone. The space is so
rh,
from other nations in this peculiar] £hows an interest in the scheme.
de, there are no bars against which
.,, ' ,
ermany, the people are
,.T believe that if a depot is located beat the wings. That is a sample
...;..,.!.. ,-„,.,„nn
lnl
plan it
„„;,.
>l entirely
German.
Irj .,,„,.„
there no
as aa part
part of
of. the
toe, group
group ^plan
U the prejudice, against progress
real union depot," he said.
should be

TAKE Fl
FOR NEWCHARTER
Mayor Baker and S. D. Fess
Argue for Amendments
in Park Festivity.
Initiative and Referendum
and Home Rule
Urged.
The final shot at the forty-two pro- j
posed constitutional amendments to
be voted on today, was taken yesterday afternoon and evening at Luna i
park as one of the important features
of the Labor day picnic.
Dr. S. D. Fess, president of Antioch ;
college, who was vice president of '■
the constitutional convention, in the
afternoon wound up his six weeks'
speaking tour by urging particular
attention to the so-called labor group
of amendments, making a special plea
for those which will give the people
more power.
He urged the initiative and referendum, indorsed home rule, made a
strong appeal
for woman suffrage'
and wound up with a request for the
proposed judicial reforms.
Mayor Baker last night devoted
nearly all his time to an exposition on
"home rule" in which he enumerated its benefits therefrom and attacked arguments which have been
set up against it. He declared home
rule, initiative and referendum and
woman suffrage amendments comprise the three great "cornerstones
of our new democracy."
"We are trying to correct the
danger of a bad legislature, not do
away with the legislature as has
been charged by the interests opposing the amendments," declared
Fess in urging adoption of the initiative and referendum, home rule, removal of officials, primary^ nominations and easier amendment of the
constitutional proposals.
"We ask the people of Ohio to correct these defects," continued Fess.
"It will be like .the school master's
lash hanging above the school house
door. It will be within reach but we it
won't need to use it.
\l
"And who are these people who "
are afraid of these amendments?"
demanded Fess.
"The men who i
use legislatures for selfish ends. !
They say the people are afraid to
govern themselves.
If you are
afraid of the people, then tell me
where does our protection lie?"
"Home rule, initiative and referendum, and woman suffrage are the
three great cornerstones to our new j
democracy," declared Mayor Baker.
:
Frank C. Burkley, chairman1 of the |
Labor day committee, presided. The i
mayor was followed by Thomas Fitz- I
Simmons, constitutional
convention
d. legate. Mrs. W. N. LaJeunesse
spoke acainst the action of the board
of education in adopting Ginn & Co.
school books.
The mayor first said he was against
amendment No. 3, relating to deposition in criminal cases, and the
right to comment on the failure of
.accused persons to testify in criminal
cases. He said the amendment.
maujd_put defendants at the mercy .if
I jo asnieo aqi uaaq suq pu-eqsnq .laclat
jaq oi uonOA9P asoijAi 'AtJ-eg; 'S.IH Jj
•pnoi
jp-eiq aiq-e-nauadtuj u« euiooaq sis'
sj^aA 3AU isouire JOJ 'jadat '^ata ui: \
-sn-H uqof J8A0 3unq 6-eq yeq} M.op'eq
juajS aqi,—'3 'l^S 'N01ONIHSVAV
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LABOR SPEAKERS AT
LDNA BOOM CHARTER
Tell Crowd of 10,000 Reasons for Supporting
Amendments.
BAKEE STATES STAND
Woman Attacks Textbooks,
2,500 Sign Petition to
Board.
Each of the Labor day speakers at
Luna Park last night voiced an earnest plea to the worklngmen, asking
them to cast their votes today at
any cost. Forty thousand people were
in the park last night and It was
estimated that a quarter of them
heard the speeches.
Mayor Baker, Thomas Fltzsimmons
and Frank C. Burkley spoke on the
amendments. Mrs. W. N. LaJeunesse
in a speech, bitterly assailed the
school board for the rule making it
compulsory for school children to buy
Ginn & Company textbooks.
Fltzsimmons was not scheduled for
a speech, but took the place of Attorney William H. Boyd, who, Sunday,
was slightly injured in an automobile
accident. His talk was extemporaneous and centered on the judiciary.
Burkley was chairman and previous to introducing the speakers delivered a brief, but spirited talk on
the duty of the workingmen toward
the state in casting their votes.
Baker Explains Stand.
Mayor Baker, speaking on the three
amendments which he does not favor,
stated his reason for opposing them.
The voting machine, municipal taxation and deposition In criminal cases
amendments, he said, would prove unsatisfactory.
He spoke at length on the initiative
,and
referendum.
judicial
recall,
'woman suffrage, home rule and municipal ownership.
"The purpose of the initiative and
referendum." he said, "is so plain
that any child would vote for it, if
allowed to."
In concluding, the mayor expressed
a desire that every man present go to
the polls today and cast a vote. He
was vigorously applauded.
Fltzsimmons spoke on the various
amendments and their advantages. He
explained the meaning of the majority and the probable result if they
are passed.
"Men, go to the polls today before
you do anything else, get your
mandate put in there and if the
majority of those amendments are
passed your grandchildren will bless
you forever," was his parting plea
Mrs. W. N. LaJeunesse, who
reigned over a booth at Luna all
day and obtained 2,500 names on a
I petition to the school board, spoke
next. Her talk was one of the
characteristic "raps" at the actions
of the school board, and probably
[ received a longer ovation than any
speech on the program.
"If you pay for the books that the
school board has purchased for your
children," she said, "you will disclose to the members of that board
that you are ignorant of their
methods."
At the booth yesterday she was
assisted by Edna Bitter, a ten-yearold girl of 539 E. 101st street, who
collected nearly a thousand signatures. One man last night, after ,
signing, said, "I'd sign a dozen times
if I could."
Members of dual organizations, if
fliscovered, will be expelled from the
local organization. With the exception of Lupo, it is believed there
are no others contemplating joining
the wbrkers of the world or
ing to any o

LABOR SPEAKERS AT
LDNA BOOM CHARTER
Mayor Baker and S. D. Fess
Argue for Amendments
in Park Festivity.
Initiative and Referendum
and Home Rule
Urged.
The final shot at the forty-two proposed constitutional amendments to
be voted on today, was taken yesterday afternoon and evening at Luna \
park as one of the important features
of the Labor day picnic.
Dr. S. D. Fess, president of Antioch ;
college, who was vice president of
the constitutional convention, in the
afternoon wound up his six weeks'
speaking tour by urging particular
attention to the so-called labor group
of amendments, making a special plea
for those which will give the people
more power.
He urged the initiative and referendum, indorsed home rule, made a
strong appeal
for woman suffrage
and wound up with a request for the
proposed judicial reforms.
Mayor Baker last night devoted
nearly all his time to an exposition on
"home rule" in which he enumerated its benefits therefrom and attacked arguments which have been
set up against it. He declared home
rule, initiative and referendum and
woman suffrage amendments comprise the three great "cornerstones
of our new democracy."
"We are trying to correct the
danger of a bad legislature, not do
away with the legislature as has
been charged by the interests opposing the amendments," declared
Fess in urging adoption of the initiative and referendum, home rule, removal of officials, primary, nominations and easier amendment of the
constitutional proposals.
"We ask the people of Ohio to correct these defects," continued Fess.
"It will be like .the school master's
lash hanging above the school house
door. It will be within reach but we
won't need to use it.
"And who are these people who
are afraid of these amendments?"
demanded Fess.
"The men who
use legislatures for selfish ends.
They say the people are afraid to
govern themselves.
If you are
afraid of the people, then tell me
where does our protection lie?"
"Home rule, initiative and referendum, and woman suffrage are the
three great cornerstones to our new j
democracy," declared Mayor Baker.
:
Frank C. Burkley, chairman1 of the !
Labor day committee, presided. The
mayor was followed by Thomas Fitz- I
Simmons, constitutional
convention
d.legate. Mrs. W. N. LaJeunesse
spoke arainst the action of the board
of education in adopting Ginn & Co.
school books.
The mayor first said he was against
amendment No. 3, relating to deposition in criminal cases, and the
right to comment on the failure of
accused persons to testify in criminal
cases. He said the amendment
would -nut defendants at the mercy of
the prosecutor, who now speaks last
in criminal cases. Mayor Baker also
declared his opposition to No. 25, to
authorized use of voting machines,
and No. 32, providing to tax munici- i
pal r.nd state bonds.
"I will not say much on the initiative and referendum," said Mr.
Baker. "It has been so well presented during the campaign for the
amendments, and is so plain that I
believe any child in the audience 'f
giver, a vote, would vote in favor
of the proposition.
"In the matter of liquor license, I
believe it is proper to recognize the
traffic, as the business is now organ
ized. It is better to regulate it than
to have it conducted without any re
sponsibility to law."
Mr. Bake- discussed at some length
his reasons for favoring woman suff-i
rage, then turned to municipal home'
rule.
>«»«>
"Home rule will give the municipality power for local legislation "
said he. "We ought to have the
right to call ourselves into a con
vention here and give the citv that
power. It will give the cities of th! I
ership*' the HrhtS t0 mun^ipa,°own!|

r,a^rredecSedShfstberf,atUhSaet & °

3
of municipal ownership ifaLrn"!'
mg. He also predicted t*Ppr.°*ch-!

Xhe h,°me rule amendment, which
L^°nfLly ^commend to you will
[strike the shackles frpmJSLdSL
.1 free its people to make it what
I our great departed leader loved i o
call 'the big free city on the hill.' "
T

Tell Crowd of 10,000 Reasons for Supporting
Amendments.
BAKER STATES STAND
Woman Attacks Textbooks,
2,500 Sign Petition to
Board.
Each of the Labor day speakers at
Luna Park last night voiced an earnest plea to the workingmen, asking
them to cast their votes today at
any cost. Forty thousand people were
in the park last night and it was
estimated that a quarter of them
heard the speeches.
Mayor Baker, Thomas Fitzsimmons
and Frank C. Burkley spoke on the
amendments. Mrs. W. N. LaJeunesse
in a speech, bitterly assailed the
school board for the rule making it
compulsory for school children to buy
Ginn & Company textbooks. •
Fitzsimmons was not scheduled for
a speech, but took the place of Attorney William H. Boyd, who, Sunday,
was slightly injured in an automobile
accident. His talk was extemporaneous and centered on the judiciary.
Burkley was chairman and previous to introducing the speakers delivered a brief, but spirited talk on
the duty of the workingmen toward
the state in casting their votes.
Baker Explains Stand.
Mayor Baker, speaking on the three
amendments which he does not favor,
stated his reason for opposing them.
The voting machine, municipal taxation and deposition in criminal cases
amendments, he said, would prove unsatisfactory.
He spoke at length on the Initiative
^and
referendum,
judicial
recall
woman suffrage, home rule and municipal ownership,
i
"The purpose of the initiative and
referendum." he said, "is so plain
that any child would vote for it, if
allowed to."
In concluding, the mayor expressed
a desire that every man present go to
the polls today and cast a vote. He
was vigorously applauded.
Fitzsimmons spoke on tha various
amendments and their advantages. He
explained the meaning of the majority and the probable result if they
are passed.
"Men, go to the polls today before
you do anything else, get your
mandate put in there and if the
majority of those amendments are
passed your grandchildren will bless
you forever," was his parting plea.
Mrs. W. N. LaJeunesse, who
reigned over a booth at Luna all
day and obtained 2,500 names on a
: petition to the school board, spoke
next. Her talk was one of the
characteristic "raps" at the actions
of the school board, and probably
! received a longer ovation than any
speech on the program.
"If you pay for the books that the
school board has purchased for your
children," she said, "you will disclose to the members of that board
that you are ignorant of their
methods."
At the booth yesterday she was
assisted by Edna Ritter, a ten-yearold girl of 539 E. 101st street, who
collected nearly a thousand signatures. One man last night, _ after
signing, said, "I'd sign a dozen times
if I could."
Members of dual organizations, if
fliscovered, will be expelled from the
local organization. With the exception of Lupo, it is believed there
are no others contemplating joining
the workers of the world or belonging to any other body.
The Industrial Workers are endeavoring to swing the waiters'
union from the Federation of Labor
into the social revolution. The Industrial Workers teach that labor
shall hold all means of production,
by violence if necessary.
"They are pure anarchists," said
Burkley last night.
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BAKER WIRES CONGRATULATIONS.
Mayor Baker at 11 o'clock last night sent the following
telegrato to Herbert S. Bigelow at Cincinnati:
"Returns bore show Cuyahoga county has ratified the initiative and referendum, home rule, and other progressive amendments by about 5 to 1. The state is apparently doing almost

City's Executive Elated as
Returns Show Cleveland
for New Charter.

as well.
, ,
"The convention's work is thus vindicated. I congratulate
"NEWTON D. BAKER."

or any other question can never be
family" cat when a new baby is in the indicative of the vote in other parts
Ohio."
„ ,
Women Throng Municipal Of- 10"Be'fore long," commented Matt of "In
California," said Mrs. Baker
Excell, drawing deeply on his cigar, hopefully,
"the
cities
were
against
fices, Debating on
"I suppose they won't let us smoke woman suffrage and the country diseven out here."
, .
. ff
carried it."
Suffrage.
He didn't seem to feel bad about it tricts
But Mayor Baker did not enthuse
however, and said he was still willing much
the hope thus set forth,
to bet that woman suffrage would i MissatElizabeth
Houser, who hast
"I'm delighted," said Mayor New- carry in the state—if given the right been campaigning for woman suffrage |
odds.
He
thought
10
to
1
would
be
ton D. Baker, when he arrived at
throughout the state, said that if the ,
right.
,
city hall at 8 o'clock last night and about
William Gordon, candidate for con country districts did not overcome the
vote against woman suffrage, it
Kress, who campaigned for most or city
heard the returns.
would be because of yesterday s rain. ]
"But you're not delighted with the the amendments but not for woman
"Rain,"
she said, "keeps voters
■ on woman suffrage, are you?' suffrage, Was one of those who had an from the polls in country districts
early seat in Mayor Baker s office. As
d Mrs. Baker, who came with the women began to arrive he re- much more than in the city.
Public Safety Director C. W. Stage,
him
The ballots then indicated marked that he "thought he had betA. B. duPont, and Prof. R. G. Perkins,
,1 had voted against suffrage ter be going," and he went.
all
votes-for-women
enthusiasts,
Park Secretary Anthony J. Sindelar
were among those in the inner office.
by a large majority.
arrived about that time.
"No. I'm disappointed in that,
"I told my wife," he said, that I Mrs. R. G. Perkins came early with
paid Mayor Baker. "But generally, would vote for or against woman suf- several women friends, Ralph Leo?he vote shows a discriminating•pub- frage, just as she wished. She said pold, a brother of Mrs. Baker, acthe mayor.
lic intelligence and an aroused ap- she was against It, and I voted that companied
Mrs. Myron B. Vorce, a close friend
preciation of the importance of re- way. I think most men voted as their
of
the
Bakers,
who had been camwives wished.
.
f
"Men pay more attention to what paigning for suffrage all day, couldri t
"'-ThelefaaScUtret"at the bond taxation
amendment and the good roads their wives want than to what other come. Her automobile, she teleamendment, which 1 did not favor women say they want. That, I am phoned, had broken down, leaving
carried In Cleveland, Is tl* result of sure, explains the vote on ^amend- her stranded in the East End.
Miss Myrta Jones, who headed the
the argument to vote yes en all mies- ment. The" vote expressed the sentisuffragist organization,
was an early
tfons, which was very good advice ment of women generally.
arrival. Before (.) o'clock a big deleMayor Baker was not so sure.
to those who did not have time to
"It was too new an idea in Cleve- gation of women workers arrived
give careful study to all.
Then Mavor Baker sent for Coun- land," was his explanation. The ar- from suffragist headquarters. Among
cilman Jimmy McGinty of the hay- gument that women would close sa- them were Mrs. C. S. Brooks, Miss
rkot ward, to present him to Mrs. loons might have had something to Ruth Presley and Miss Belle Sherwin,
er Mr. Jimmy McGinty worked do with it, but the great reason was who have been among the most en..hist woman suffrage, and the vote because it was new."
^~_ thusiastic votes-for-women workers.
It was when Tim McDonough obTim McDonough, head of the DemoIn his own precinct was 3 In favor to
cratic organization, who differed with served the bearing of these that he
(11 against it.
paid
them the corripliment that they
"I've heard many complimentary Mayor Baker in opposing votes tor
things about you, Mr. McGinty,' said women, stayed smoking just outside are good losers."
The prize argument of the evenMrs'' Baker. "But I heard you were the door to Baker's inner office. .He
against woman suffrage, and I didn t said he was most Interested in learn- ing was between Mayor Baker and
Tim McDonough, the joint leaders of
ing "how the women took it.
11
It was
"Wen, it is like this," said Mr.
"They seem like good losers, was the Cuyahoga Democracy.
Jimmy McGinty. gracefully.
There his comment. "I see they re smll- deeply philosophical, McDonough exwasn't much sentiment against it
pressing for the first time the basis
in my ward at the start. But this
Mayor Baker came out and joined of Ms oposition to votes for women.
morning I heard that Mrs. Gertrude McDonough.
"If rich women want to help those
Til Handrick, the woman lawyer who
"They are game fighters and game who are well off, as they say,' said
headed the suffragist organization In losers,"
McDonough,
"let them show it. They
sald.Mayor Baker. "The wommy ward, told a policeman that I was
don'-t. A man worth a million can
en
are
game,
all
right.'
against it, and that when the re- ' Mr. Jimmy McGinty came from the walk down the street, and you
turns were in she was going to sing
Inner office soon after his talk with couldn't tell from his attitude how
to my face 'Down Went McGinty.
much money he had. Tou can tell a
said Mr. Jimmy McGinty, I Mrs Baker. Miss Maude Tounger of wealthy woman in a minute.
the
thought It was time for me to get San Francisco, who campaigned yes- fine things she wears and her attitude
busy. The vote of 61 to 3 In my pre- terday in McGinty's ward, appeared to women she considers her inferiors
in a handsome purple costume, and
cinct was the result."
hunted him up outside. She taxed Mr. hurts them more than anything else
Then others came In.
expect you're pleased, Mr. McGinty with pulling down suffragist In the world."
"They wear fine clothes because
banners.
'
.
Baker," said Mr. McGinty.
Mr. McGinty had carried off his in- men of wealth make their wives exuiderfully
pleased,
Jimmy,
But he hibits of their wealth," said Mayor
i Mavor Baker. "It was the great- terview with some eclat.
Baker. "The first thing a young man
est battle I ever fought In my life, didn't feel equal to much more.
"I didn't pull them down, said Mr. who becomes engaged does is to buy
nnd one of the most satisfactory.
The mayor's office filled rapidly. It McGinty, tugging nervously at his the girl the most expensive ring he
filled with women, and a scattering of cuffs, and smiling in a fashion calcu- can get. It's true women aren t
husbands. The outer office filled With lated to disarm attack, while he democratic. Politics have made men
Thej were men who, in the old looked appealingly to the men about democratic. It would have the same
women were in politics, him. "I'm sorry if anyone else tore effect on women. I wonder if there
filled the mayor's inner office election them down." he . added, and faded isn't some drinking water about?
"Oh, you'll drink water all right,
nights and sat in circles about the through the door.
in grave or joyous eon
Walter W. Pollock said he thought If women ever get to vote," was Tim
maJ
the big majorities given the reform McDonough's parting shot.
sultation.
,
or Baker made frequent trips amendments in Cuyahoga were a
About that time returns on woman
from the inner office, gay with fall boost for the new legislative ticket suffrage from Mayor Baker's precinct.
bats, to talk with his followers out- made up largely of delegates to the In Ward 20, came in. No. 26 losi
side, and prove to them that they constitutional convention.
there, 57 to 65. ,But Mayor Baker
But just as woman suffrage was had been campaigning about his
were not forgotten.
Hut
most of them felt like the nearly the sole subject of discussion country residence at Dover, and th.?
In the inner office, it also engaged returns from Dover Bay City, where
most of those in the stag smoker he spoke for woman suffrage with a
congress of hamlet mayors on the
outside.
Mrs. Baker wanted to know if the platform, hadvnot yet been received.
results in Cleveland were indicative
of the vote in other Ohio cities.
"Cleveland has always stood alone. '
was Mayor Baker's comment.
The
vote in Cleveland on the initiative,
and referendum, on woman suffrage
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CLEVELAND

PLAIN

SKETCH OF NEW MUNICIPAL LIGHT PLANT

DEALER

NEWLIGHTPLANT
Ordinance Introduced Authorizing Expense to Build
at E. 53d-st Site.
City Sinking Fund Commission Decides to .Buy
Necessary Bonds.

&~- ^1V
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GAS ORDINANCE IS
PASSED BY COUNCIL
Revised Measure, Approved

pulped through the new main, which
must be put in before September 1
of next year. The amendment lost.
Wood and Councilman Fitzgerald
voted against the gas ordinance,
which carried, 28 to 2.
Mayor Baker explained
to
the
council that while the ordinance does
not

stipulate that the East Ohio Gas

Company shall
sh
»">irnish the city all
gas required this winter, Daly has
made public promise the gas will be
furnished. The ordinance was up for
second reading, but council rules were
suspended asd the measure passed.
AMENDMENTS ARE LOST
Councilman Peleinski introduced an
ordinance providing for the expenditure of $475,000 for the building and

by Baker, Accepted
on Vote.

:Bill

Providing

$475,000

Municipal Light Plant
Introduced.

for 'equipment of a municipal light plant.
Earlier in the day Mayor Baker had
quietly called a meeting of sinking
fund commissioners.
They bought
$500,000 of the $2,000,000 bond issue
'authorized by popular vote a year

City council last night passed the
,
revised gas ordinance as agreed to by
Mayor Baker, the council committee

ja*°Erector Springbc-rn said he
would prepare specifications at once
la advertise for blds for the new
Ljant

of the whole and M. B. Daly, presi- j Sinking fund commissioners were
dent of the East Ohio Gas Company, ; afraid three months ago to buy the
after several mild attacks had beenJbondSf because of the fact that court
ade. Then council received and re- proceedings threatened the project,
'erred to committees the old ordi- But Judge Collister's ruling that the
•ance, defeated early in the summer, !ord!nance was legal, providing that
hen the Cleveland Electric Ilium- a period of sixty days was allowed
Bating Company sought a franchise to elapse befor„ lt beCame effective,
PiP6S
Sets
^ down-town dls" gave them courage yesterday. The
™. '
.,
required period had passed and no
The ordinance was relntroduced referendum petttlons had been cirtn Councilman McGinty as sponsor
nd Is In substance the same meas- c"IatecL
jire as defeated by vigorous protest
Councilman Shrw-s resolution calling
I stationary engineers, who threat- on Tract,on Commissioner Witt to
ened a referendum after council com- work out a thTOUeh schedule of cars
nittee, Director Springborn and other to and from the East and West
city officials had approved.
Sides, lost. The counctlmanic cornMayor Baker, it is understood, now mlttee report was adverse, Councilavors the ordinance, following an in- men Pelclnski. 7'och a«d Benesch
estlgation. It will be threshed out votm^
against
and
Councilmen
gain in committee meeting and will' Haserodt and Dittrtck for.
irobably be bitterly fought by en-j Dlttrick introduced resolutions relneers, who claim that 800 men will quiring tripper cars on the West
thrown out of employment by the! sifle *° IoQP at Detroit avenue and
lauro
--T
HWT
IST
i
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_
leasure.
la
809
589
*>mojS
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Following an announcement that
the city sinking fund commission had
finally agreed to purchase $500,000 '
municipal lighting plant bonds, ordinances reached the city council last
night authorizing the expenditure of
$475,000 for the building and equipment of the new E. 53d-st plant and
for the equipment of the new Walworth-av substation.
Litigation raising the question of
the validity of the $2,000,000 bond issue authorized by the people last No- I
yember caused members of the sink- ^
ing fund commission to suggest a!
postponement of action on the question of purchase. Mayor Baker proposed some months ago thaf $500,000
worth be taken to start work.
City Auditor Coughlin announced
yesterday that the .majority of the
members of the commission had
agreed to the plan of purchasing the
bonds.
In order to carry out this
plan securities that were purchased
by the commission some time ago
have been sold and the cash is now in
the bank.
"It means that the citv will merely owe itself $500,000 if the circuit
court holds that the bonds are not
valid." said he.
Constructing Engineer Ballard has
completed plans for the new E. 53dst station which shows a plant similar in design to the Kirtland pumping station which it will adjoin on
the east.
The new building will be
of gray brick and will cost $200,000.
One ordinance introduced last night
authorizes the expenditure of $265,000
for three 5,000 K. W. steam turbines.
Another authorizes the expenditure
of $135,000 for work on the new building at the foot of E. 53d-st. The remaining $75,000 will be spent on the
Walworth substation.
'■
,
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PLANS IN COUNCIL
Ordinance Introduced Authorizing Expense to Build
at E. 53d-st Site.
City Sinking Fund Commission Decides to .Buy*
Necessary Bonds.

piped through the new main, which
must be put in before September 1
of next year. The amendment lost.
"Wood and Councilman Fitzgerald
voted against the gas ordinance,
which carried, 28 to 2.
Mayor Baker explained to the
council that while the ordinance does

evised Measure, Approved ■?<* stipulate that the East owo Gas

fCompany shall * irnish the city all
gas required this winter, Daly has
made public promise the gas will be
furnished. The ordinance was up for
^
second reading, but council rules were
suspended asd the measure passed.
AMENDMENTS AEE LOST
Councilman Pelcinski introduced an
.ordinance providing for the expenditure of $475,000 for the building and
Bill Providing $175,000 for 'equipment of a municipal light plant.
Earlier in the day Mayor Baker had
Municipal Light Plant
quietly called a meeting of sinking
fund commissioners. They bought
Introduced.
$500,000 of the $2,000,000 bond issue
'authorized by popular vote a year
i City council last night passed the !**>.
Director Springbom said he
,
would prepare specifications at once
pvised gas ordinance as agreed to by la ^Mrtta for bld3 for the new
Mayor Baker, the council committee Lialit
i>f the whole and M. B. Daly, preslSinking fund commissioners were
Sent of the East Ohio Gas Company, .afraid three months ago to buy the
litter several mild attacks had beenjbondS( because of the fact that court
Blade. Then council received and re- proceedings threatened the project,
fcrred to committees the old ordi- But Judge Collister's ruling that the
Bance, defeated early in the summer, !ordinance was legal, providing that
frhen the Cleveland Electric Ilium- a perlod of slxty days waB aUowea
bating Company sought a franchise to elapse befor„ u becam6 effectlvej
for steam pipes in down-town disgave them courage yesterday. The
■irlcts,
required period had passed and no
■The ordinance was reintroduced
C1
uuul ::u
ftHt* r*„„ .,
„.• ™ x ""
-'
referendum petitions had been cirjwlth Councilman McGinty as sponsor
and Is in substance the same meas- c"lateaIre as defeated by vigorous protest Councllman ShrVs resolution calling
|f stationary engineers, who threat- on Tract,on Commissioner Witt to
Ined a referendum after council com- work out a thr°ueh schedule of cars
inittee, Director Springborn and other to and from the East and West
Kty officials had approved.
Sides, lost. The councllmanic comIMayor Baker, it is understood, now mlttee report was adverse, Councilfevors the ordinance, following an in- men PelcinBkt. 7:>°ch arid Benesch
litigation. It will be threshed out:votIng'
against
and
Councilmen
fcain in committee meeting and will1 Haser°at and Dlttrlck for.
Dlttrlck Introduced resolutions regrobably be bitterly fought by en
glneers, who claim that 800 men will quiring tripper cars on the West
|e thrown out of employment by the Side to loop r t Detroit avenue and
Beasure.
W. 2Bth srtreet, instead of crossing
fcCouncilman Bernstein declared in a the Superior avenue viaduct and
Speech on the gas ordinance, for Lorain cars going ag far as W.
Which he voted, that the reason there 117th street to alternate.
P no competition in Cleveland for the Haserodt introduced resolutions to
N'e of gas i3 that the East Ohio Gas allow the street car company to esCompany and other selling companies tablish a car yard at St. Clalr avelelong to a combination which num- nue and Penobscot, at a cost of $34,jers the' producers among Its mem 250, and to purchase 16.4 acres of
land In Newburg at $1,900 per acre.
■Councilman
Wood
offered
ai
Mayor Baker opposed reorganizafcenament that would require th« tion of municipal court. He said the
ms company to furnish to Cleveland proposed reorganization was for the
I
anded, all of the gas to bt purpose of Increasing the salary of
a bailiff from $1,200 to $1,800 per year
He won his fight.
Councilman French introduced an
ordinance to put to voting test the
question of annexing Newburg.
Other ordinances and resolutions
j Introduced were: By Mennlng, to appoint a city architect and assistants;
by French, to buy property at E.
93d street and Woodland avenue tori
! playground purposes; by Zepp, to
' expend $12,000 for bear cages in
Brookside park and to appoint W.|
A. Stinchcomb to draw the plans
♦

Following an announcement that
the city sinking fund commission had
finally agreed to purchase $500,000
municipal lighting plant bonds, ordinances reached the city council last
night authorizing the expenditure of
$475,000 for the building and equip- ;
ment of the new E. 53d-st plant and
for the equipment of the new Walworth-av substation.
Litigation raising the question of
the validity of the $2,000,000 bond is- ■
sue authorizod by the people la-st No- 1
vember caused members of the sink- ,
ing fund commission to suggest a!
postponement of action on the question of purchase. Mayor Baker proposed some months ago thaf $500,000
worth be taken to start work. ■
City Auditor Coughlin announced
yesterday that the majority of the
members of the commission had
agreed to the plan of purchasing the
bonds. In order to carry out this
plan securities that were purchased
by the commission some time ago
have been sold and the cash is now in
the bank.
"It means that the city will merely owe itself $500,000 if the circuit
court holds that the bonds are not
valid." said he.
Constructing Engineer Ballard has
completed plans for the new E. 53dst station which shows a plant similar in design to the Kirtland pumping station which it will adjoin on
the east. The new building will be
of gray brick and will cost $200,000.
One ordinance introduced last night
authorizes the expenditure of $205,000
for three 5,000 K. W. steam turbines.
Another authorizes the expenditure
of $135,000 for work on the new building at the foot of E. 53d-st. The remaining $75,000 will be spent on the
Walworth substation.
I

FIGHT AGAINST CITY
Illuminating Officials Seek
Long Term Contracts at
Reduced Rate.

— .
™
-;
nn ic
The -_
Eastern Ohio
Traction
Co. is
the first interurban line in Ohio to
contract for an entirely independent
supply of motive power, and the illuminating company is the first public
service corporation in the state to
take on a contract for the independent, supplying of electrical motive
power to a traction line.
Some time ago it w;as announced
from the city hall that agents of the
city were ready to start out immediately to solicit contracts for the
new municipal plant. Up to yesterday
there had been no activity on the
part of the city and F. W. Ballard.

QtrPPi RailwaV Company's constructing engineer in charge of thy
MietU
ndlivvaj
r; municipal plant, said last night nothBusiness is iieci up
< lng had been done t0 Une up business
£or Lhe cit s
fnr
Tpn
Ypars
y' p'ant because there has
IUI l CII ICO ■
been nothlng deflnite as to the date
■
for starting the operation of the plant
HOT COMPETITION LIKELY or its exact capacity.
Maker Won't Comment.
Mayor Baker yesterday afternoon
Straggle for Subway Company's refused to make any comment on the
Carreat Expectcd-Sollcitora for
that while the city is busy with
Municipal Plant Not Yet Started Us p!an<. for the municipal plant at
,- ... ..... Heard of naUer's E. Md-st, the Illuminating company
thrt-GrMIcUm Heard of
^ been reacning out for all the fuActlon in SljrnlnK Trolley w»« ^^ hmlheBa ,t has been able to
Order, bnt Mayor RcfnxeH to Com
, ,.heap rateS.
ment-Wltt Say* Move Wan Nee"it is a matter I can't say anything about," was the mayor's reply
canary.
In the question.
Robert Lindsay, general manager
During the ten months that have, (f t,)e niuvn'inating company, said
led since the people approved the yesterday afternoon that his company
«o 000 000 bond issue for a munipical is making a strong bid for all man$_000,000 bond
m„trtc ner of big contracts calling for the
lighting plant the Cleveland Electric supp.ying o£ la[.ge quantities of elecIlluminating Co. has been making a trk.lty
rmined campaign to sew up fuTne Ions term contracts, by which
,„ 1™,. term contracts the Illuminating company is making
turo business in long term contra
^ campaign t0 sew up future busl.
at lower rates.
ness, will in every instance eliminate
This has been revealed within the thu euming municipal electric light
past two months when the illuminat- piant from another 'customer when
lng company undertook to furnish the plant is completed.
lnb , ompany
The _ubwa). i£ it is compieted or :n
motive power Cor traction lines, x irsi ^^ operation within the next five
, ten-year contract foi iur- ^^ ^ ^ & ^ ^^ Qf electricity)
nishing the Eastern Ohio Traction LO. ^ ^^ ^ understood to be under
its solo supply ...' motive power, ana conslderatlon by the nominating com^ ^^ ^ bug._ess
h(Ml ,„, wltn taklng over a tenwith the city ana tne
^^ ^^ ^.^ offered by the ,-.
Cleveland Railway Co. for furnishing Iumlnatmg. company for big consum„OVl
ed for the operation ol . ^ long term contracts are s0 mod.
lines over the capacity of tne ^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ Mg saylng| at least
twi
wer plants of the Olevetana ^ ^ &g th& Eastern ohio Tracti0„
Railway Co.
ro in concerned," said General ManFear was expressed at the city hall ___„ Beatty of that line yesterday aftthat the municipal plant ernoon.
lo make a hard'fight to get
contracts with large consumers belt is put in operation, which it
predicted at the city hall would
it Inn the next year or year and a
Trolley Business <;one.
The ten-year contract to furnish i
power for the city lines, signed a
,, by Mayor Baker and
llwaj Co. officials, will
torn involving a revenue of
00,000 to !f500.000 per year,
n .1. Stanley, president of the
land Railway Co., said Yesterday
afternoon.
atracl will
the mu-(
lng any of the
Cleveland Railway I'O.'S business during that time. There has been criticism.
In takin
with the Eastern Ohio Traction Co.
illuminating company has agreed j
to supply nil motive power used by i
interurban road over its forty j
vs of line and has agreed to start!
tver by Dec. 1.
R. D. Beatty, general manager ofi
,.,■„ Ohio Traction Co.. yes-,
terday afternoon said the traction
company's present power plant, lo- 1
d at Gates Mill, is to be aban- '
doned entirely.
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CITY'S INFORMATION MAN
NOW READY FOR QUERIES
Will Hear Complaints Too; Is Busy
Completing System to Make

'

f

CLAM, NOT CALM,
BAKE'SDEM PLAN

Work Easy.
Earl H. Wells, Mayor Baker's new
Mike Walsh's Farm is Place
information and complaint bureau
Mayor'll Go.
man, is on the job at the City Hall,
readv to answer inquiries and register kicks Mose Cleaveland may have.
For two days Mike Walsh's big
He began work Tuesday, but was
barn out on his farm in South
ready for business for the first til--.e
Newburg will house 100 of Cleveyesterday.
His office is a little room made ouf V land's leading democrats, including
of the end of the hall on the second
councilmen and other officeholders
floor, and It directly opens into the
and aspirants.
offices of Mayor Baker and Director
of Public Service Springbom. ForMayor, Baker will be one of the
merly it was occupied by the rivers
bunch on the second day of these
and harbors commission and later by
big doings, which will start a week
former Dance Hall Inspector Barfrom Saturday.
tholomew.
There'll be no mattresses for this
If Kansas City or Los Angeles ofaffair at Camp McGorray, which
ficials want to know about the gas
will be the official title of Walsh's
situation, dance hall, or other municipal enterprises which Cleveland
barn. Whitney Van Uhm of 5516
boasts, Wells will write letters and
Lorain-av will be the hotel clerk
tell them. "If the waste paper hasn't who will tell the democrats which
been collected, and the ash pile neg- particular board in the barn Is
lected by the man who is supposed theirs.
to haul these things away, the comWhitey has reserved to himself
plaining person may tell Wells about
a bunk in the loft, and is to be
it.
"I do not expect much activity in hoisted to his berth via block and
this department until people have tackle after the others are quartime to learn that there is such a tered.
bureau, and I can not be of much
Johnny O'Malley, in the park deservice, until I complete the system
on which I am working,", said Wells partment, is the lad who is sending out the bids for the two-day
yesterday.
clam bake. Mike Walsh is the original municipal ownership personage of these parts. He has his own
gas well, and supplies his house
and barn and half dozen other
buildings about his place with light
jancLhfiat,

BAKER DRAFTS
FREIGHTjNG LAW
Mayor Heeds Merchants' Plea
for Interurban Plan.
An ordinance permitting interurban companies to haul bulk
freight over Concon lines and to
permit the distribution of . package freight to downtown wholesale stores during certain hours
by interurban cars, is to be
drawn at once hy Mayor Baker.
The ordinance will then be submitted to a special committee of
the wholesale merchants board
for criticism and possible revision
before it goes to council.
Baker's promise to draft the ordinance followed a meeting with
the wholesale merchants'
committee Friday, and
brings
in
sight the end of the fight Cleveland mercnants have made
for
seven years to secure interurban
freight service.
Merchants say the proposed
service will bring to Cleveland
hundreds of thousands of dollars
of business that now goes to Detroit, Columbus, Indianapolis and
other cities from which quick deliveries by interurban freight are
possible.
A proposition that the subway
company be given grants to extend its lines into the W. Ninth-st
wholesale district, discussed at the
meeting, was passed as necessitating too great delay. W. R. Hopkins conferred with Baker before
the meeting and expressed the
willingness of his company to
build such a subway if the city
volunteered
the grant and the
merchants would make guarantee
of sufficient earnings.
"As I understand it, however,"
Hopkins said later, "the merchants
want immediate relief, and, of
course, ii would be a _matter_of _a
few years before the subway could
help them."
Other subway officials said tne
cost of the tube would be almost
prohibitory,
estimates
running
close to $1,000,000 a mile.
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WANTS CITY TO
QUIZ ON CITY HALL
HAVE ITS OWN
PLANS IS PROMISED
REALTY OFFICE |BAKER ASKS CHANGE Council to Probe Failure to
Keep Specifications
Baker on Wilson Committee.

May,,,- Newton D. Baker last nighi
was named a member of the Democratic national advisory committee
by Woodrow Wilson, Democratic
nominee for President. Senator Pomerenee was the other Ohio man honored by a place on the committee.

Cleveland, which does quite a little real estate business on its own
hook, may soon have a real estate
•department In the City Hall with a
real estate expert in charge, if a plan
Assistant City Solicitor Hostetler will
present to Mayor Baker is approved.
Hostetler wants the department to
keep all the records, deeds and abstracts of very bit of property owned
by the city. He believes it would ef- I
feet a saving and systematize the
work of keeping the real estate records.
"Now records are kept in the various departments," Hostetler said.
"Records of land bought for park and
playgrounds are kept in the public
service office. Records of land purchased for police and fire stations are
kept in the public safety department.
"If we could keep all these in one
office, under an expert who could appraise property and secure options, it
would greatly facilitate the work. The
city is a heavy buyer of real estate.
It owns hundreds of parcels. Only
last spring it bought $1,000,000 worth
of land for the West Side boulevard."
City Hall officials to whom Hostleter has broached his plan favor it.

CITY

AS

MIDDLE

MAN

Mayor Considers System of Bluniclpal Markets to Cut Prices.
Mayor Baker has now before him a
plan to establish a series of municipal
markets operated under a system which
would enable the city to, act as commission merchant.
■\
Instead .of requiring a profit, however,
under this scheme the city would merely deduct the cost of operating the
markets and handling the produce before turning- over to the producers
receipts from sales. The plan now in
the mayor's hands was worked out by
Building Inspector. Allen.
Councilman Bieder believes the "West
Side market should be made the first
of a series of markets at which produce
handled and stored ny the city would
sold.

JAKERHS^

COMMITTEE'

layer of Cleveland, GOT. Harmon
and Poraerene Are Advisers.
BY PLAIN DEALER'S LEASED WIRE.
NEW YORK, Sept. 7.—Newton D.
Baker, mayor of Cleveland, and Atlee
Pomerene, United States senator,
have been selected as members of the
Democratic national advisory committee. William J. Bryan will be
chairman.
Judson Harmon, governor of Ohio
las accepted the appointment as
member. All the Democrats who were
candidates for the nomination before
The convention at Baltimore have accepted memberships ana have telegraphed their willingness to serve
Gov. Harmon wired today:
Charlevoix, Mich.—Am s\a.& to
Serve."
In commenting on the nomination
of Qscar S. Straus by the Progres
sives for governor of New York Gov
Wilson said todav: "it is an ad'
mirable ticket and an admirable plat"
form.

I IN PLANS FOR TUBE

Within Limit.

Mayor Calls Subway Promo- SA\S CONTRACT BROKENi
tersInto Conference
Beneseh Thinks Dyer Violated
on Specifications.
Agreement by Not Keeping
■

Cost Down.

EXTENSIONS TO COME UP
City Officials Demand Safeguarding of Municipal
Property.
What W. R. Hopkins, president of
the Cleveland Underground Rapid
Transit
Railway
Company,
calls
"broader plans," for the
proposed
subway sustem, will be discussed
with Mayor Baker at his office Monday afternoon.
Hopkins, T. P. Schmidt, another official of the subway company, and
probably City Engineer Hoffman and
Director of Public Service Springborn,
will discuss the changes the city officials want made in.the plans submitted to Springborn some time ago. by
J. C. Cromwell, who is now in Europe.
Springborn and Hoffman claim that
the plans do not provide tubes strong
enough to support heavy traffic in
the streets above.
They also assert that changes will
have to be made in the plans to prevent the Slibway interfering with
sewers, water and gas mains and other street improvements.
Hopkins said last night that all of
the differences which the company
and the city have will be discussed
and straightened out if possible. He
said some proposed extensions will be
discussed, but would not say just
what they are. Pie admitted that it is
possible that the first line will not
be stopped at the Public Square, but
will be, completed west in Superior
xvenue to the Cpyahoga river.

The failure of J. Milton Dyer, architect, to submit plans and specifications for a new city hall building, to
cost not more than $2,600,000 will be
investigated by the city council, according to Councilman Beneseh yesterday.
Beneseh said there would probably
be a wait until Mayor Baker gets
the report on the plans and specifications, which, he has asked a committee from the Builders' Exchange
to make.
"We don't want to butt in on the
mayor," said Beneseh yesterday, "but
Dyer's contract with the city lias
been violated, it seems to me, If
these plans and specifications provide
for a building which will cost nearly
a million and a half more than the
amount specified."
Dyer's contract calls for 5 per cent
of the actual money spent in the
building. Up to date Dyer has drawn
$63,133.60. The contract was sent
to City Solicitor Wilcox yesterday,
and although no comment was made,
it is believed that Wilcox wants to
post himself thoroughly in the event
the contract plays a part in the future of the building.
Since 1905, when the building was
authorized at :i cost of $1,500,000 and
later boosted to $2,600,000. Dyer has
drawn nearly one-half of the total
amount he would receive when the
the building was completed.
The plan« came in for a building
'tich w-ould cost about $6,000,000 several months ago, but the city would
not appropriate that much money,
and Dyer was instructed to remodel
the plans, and keep the cost within
$2,600,000. W. S. Lougee, superintendent, of the new city hall building,
claims that, he has not done so and
that a building constructed according
to the plans and specifications submitted wou'd cost at least $4,000,000.
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But Baker Sticks
to Beloved Pipe
Despite Honor

COUNCIL VOTES
BIG BOND SALE
With only two dissenting votes,
city council passed bond ordinances
for the sale of municipal bonds aggregating $1,540,000 Monday night, on
advice of Mayor Baker. Councilmen
Fitzgerald and Woods voted against ,
ssues.
' .
J
Mayor Baker explained to council.
i It was necessary to rush the ordinances through In order that the
! bonds be ready for sale before January 1 when the bond taxation
amendment takes effect.
Figuring
60 days to allow referendum petitions to be filed, the time for advertising, etc., Baker said, by passing
the 'ordinances Immediately, the
bonds could be marketed December
20 Council suspended the rules.
The following provisions are made
in the Issues authorized:
|600,000
of sewer
$26 000,
J26.000,

to cover the city's altars of the cost
and paving work
for girls" farm at Warrensvllle.
for addition to boys' farm at Hud-

"»3G,000, for polios department Improvements,
Including motorbom for harbor patrol and
two auto patrol wiiRons.
$180 000 for new workhouse buildings.
$17f,',000, for additions to the tuberculosis
sanitarium.
$[.0,000, for garbage disposal extensions.
$126 000 for Are department Improvements.
$22«'ooo' for park department improvements.
$176|000, for purchase of gaa building.

Councilman to Urge Naming
of Commission of Experts
to Report on Question.
Mayor May be Asked to Take
Trip of Investigation
Abroad.
First steps toward taking over the
telephone systems of Cleveland or
establishing an entirely new municipal system may come at Monday
night's meeting of the city council.
Declaring the telephone situation
lemands immediate attention of the
city council, Councilman Haserodt
announced yesterday that he is planning introduction of a resolution calling on Mayor Baker to name a commission of citizens to study the telephone situation and to submit to
council a report recommending some
definite line of action.
Haserodt said he would suggest
experts be named, fitted to take up
the question from all standpoints, so
council, following Nov. 15, when the
home rule amendment becomes effective, would be in a position to act.
'The telephone situation is one that
council should look into," Haserodt
said. "Under the home rule power
the city should take this matter up
as soon as possible. The report of a
commission on'the entire local telephono situation would be valuable.
I would like to see the mayor devote
to municipal telephone systems a
portion of his report on municipally
owned utilities."
Service Director Springborn believes Mayor Baker, to gather material for his report on public utilities and to obtain ideas for the Cleveland charter, should go abroad for a
study of municipal projects and
forms of government in the cities of
Europe.
"The mayor should go abroad and
study these things before preparing
a report to the council," said the director. "His tour would be of great
value to the city of Cleveland."
The council Monday night adopted
a resolution by Councilman Menning;
requesting the mayor to prepare a re- |
port on the subject of municipally,
owned utilities embodying a review
of the activities of the cities of Europe along this line.

At last!
Newton D. Baker may now lay
claim to real fame.
Our mayor has been selected as the
proper person for calling a cigar after.
"The Little Baker" appeared Thursday at City Hall cigar stand. Like
Newton D., it is small, but strong for
its size, and stirs up quite a cloud.
There is no picture of Baker on the
band.
"What do you want for a nickel? A
picture gallery with your smoke?"
asked the cigar girl of a customer
who looked in vain for Baker's likeness.
Baker still sticks to his beloved
pipes despite the high honor.

LSON GREETED
BY PRECINCT IN
Candidate Pleased When
2,000 Workers From All
Over Ohio Cheer Him.
Gathering at Columbus First
of Kind in History of
Politics.
Plain Dealer' Bureau.
44 E. Broad-st,
COLUMBUS, O., Sept. 20.
Two thousand enthusiastic Democrats, county and precinct committeemen from every county in the state,
assembled in Memorial hall this aft■ toon at the first meeting in the history of politics in the nation- where
■inct committeemen from an entire state gathered in. counsel with
the, candidates on the national, congressional and state tickets.
It was one of the most important
of, the many meetings ui the day, the
attendance, interest and enthusiasm
■and the indicated results being such
as completely to surprise the candidates.
The meeting was purely an experiment. Chairman W. L. Finley wanted to hold it.
He was counseled
against it for fear the attendance
might not prove sufficient. He placed
reliance on the fighting committeemen to make the meeting a success
and tonight is being congratulated by
all.
"Boys, I'm glad to see you," were j
the cheering words of welcome from I
Chairman Finley when the meeting)
was called to order. "I'm proud of
the battles you have won for the
party in the past, and 1 think the
precinct committeemen and workers j
are tile ones who deserve the large j
measure Of credit for the successes.
I'm glad you are here because I want
our two new leaders to see the men
who -compose the militant, vigorous,
fighting Democracy of the state.
"These are the men, Gov. Wilson," '
said Finley, "who are to garner and
harvest the votes in the state that
will Rive you 24 electoral votes from
Oil id.' When I wire you on the night.
of Xov. .", as I am going to do, that
i he state of Ohio has declared for you,
I want you to think of the men now
before you, the men who are going to
make that victory certain."
The party workers gave Chairman
Finley rousing applause and continued as he presented Gov. Wilson. For
live minutes the din continued, Gov.
Wilson standing on j, the platform,
bowing and smiling.
"This is tin- first time J ever saw;
an organization," he said as the
cheering subsided. "I want to ex-

press my pleasure at the sight
it
looks good to me. The note of youth
and energy and the prediction of vie.
tory are in the cheers you give.
It
shows, along with many other developments of the present day, that all
over the land our lungs are again
filled with the inspiration that in the
beginning built up American institu-i
tions.
"It Is significant in Ohio, where voul
have so recently shown that vou know®
what you want and are willing to go I
out and fight to get it. It shows that
you are eager for a victory. Not a
victory solely for Congressman Cox 1
for myself or for any other particular
candidate; that is not the purpose ofthe gathering, the purpose of your
eager minds. It is of little significance that certain men have particular ambitions. You are anxious for a
victory that frees humanity, that J
makes possible the use of American ■
institutions for the service of man-.-J
kind. You are looking through and
past the candidates appealing for
support at your hands, to the grea t
principles that ■ are involved in the
contest. I am just as well convinced :;
now as I expect to be after the elec-4j
tion, that Ohio will declare herself
Democratic."
Congressman Cox drew a large:!
measure of applause as he was intro- S
duced as the next governor of tile I
state, and was told by Chairman Fin-1
ley that among "my good soldiers. I
whom you see in front," there was I
represented every county in the state 1
Referring to Gov. Wilson as a i
leader able to preserve the peace on I
th,e Democratic premises, Congress- H
man Cox said:
"You'are the men who win battles. %
and who ought to be and will he «
recognized after the fight is over f
You will be entitled to kindly consid- M
eration and appreciation for what I
you have done and what you will be Ifl
doing then.
"After the election it will be your e|
duty and it will be my duty to have %
every promise in the Toledo platform 'ii
enacted into law. That is our prom- jl
ise to the people. If we win the elec- 9
tion, as honorable men, we must and m
will redeem our promises. I serve 'SI
notice on you now that if any occa- fl
sion should require, you will be called
on to assemble at Columbus to aid
in carrying- out our promises to the
voters of Ohio.
"No general assembly will long
hesitate in discharging its duty when
brought face to face with a state
wide organization that is insisting
on a redemption of promises. I anil
familiar with your difficulties in do-1
ing your work. I appreciate the situ-1
ation in which many of you make;
your fight, and after election I ami
going to measure my actions by an^
appreciation of your difficulties. We
are all going to redeem our promises
made to the people of the state."
Thomas P. Gore of Oklahoma, th
blind senator who was expected to
night, came in early in the day an
attended the meeting. He was recognized by the audience as he was led]
onto,the stage by James Ross of Columbus and Joseph H. Harper ofj
■Washington C. H. When he was introduced he was given a welcome
that pleased him greatly. He made
a short, witty speech, saying that
' this year the Democrats had a worthy
candidate, a just cause and a fine
organization.
Talking of the voters coming to
the Tanks of the party, he said the
Democratic faith was popular this
year with many people and the managers were accepting all who made
profession of the faith. The La Follette followers, he said, were being
i taken in on letter, but the reactionaries were expected to submit to
baptism. The statement caused great;
i amusement. He closed with an eloquent appeal to the battle scared veti erans trained in Democracy by Allen
G. Thurman and old Bill Allen, to
put the state in the Democratic column.
Senator Atlee Pomerene, the next
speaker, derided the claim that the
followers of Roosevelt were Bull
Moosers. A bull moose, he said, ||
fought his -own way, did his own
planning. He declared the followers
were merely cow moose because they
followed, never assuming to have an
opinion. The refrain of "Follow,
Follow, We Will Follow Teddy" was
a confession of cow mooseism because it revealed a characteristic
lacking in the bull moose, he asserted.
After the speechmaking all of the
state candidates were introduced
save Attorney General Hogan, who
was at a county fair, by invitation,
making a Democratic speech.
Lieut. Gov. Hugh L. Nichols closed
his speech by saying that no element
in the party would be more loyal and
enthusiastic and devoted to the cause
of Gov. Woodrow Wilson than the
men who fought in the last state primary for the advancement of Gov.
Judson
Harmon.
The
statement
brought out a great applause.
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"One of the things I held dearest
when I was the president of a university was the success of an experiment of which the undergraduates
were to beVmade the companions^ of
the TtrateatijsKSL —o n-^——-"^—'—-* -^
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"Do you know that when we dissect these things in the raw, it is
hard to keep our passions from ris- —
ing? But it is better to restrain ourselves and remember that this campaign is to be waged, at least on our >
part, and the problems before us settled without resort to passion."
Not once in his speech did Gov.
Wilson refer by name to either Roosevelt or Taft. He explained that he
had set up for himself at the outset
of the campaign certain "rules df
etiquet" which he proposed to observe
to the end. Gov. Wilson declared that
both the opposing parties were dodg- :
ing the real issues before the people—
the tariff and the restoration of busi- j
ness freedom.
v
"No one wonders, therefore, that \
the leaders of the Republican and,
Progressive parties are sayi.ng less'
about higher prices," said the candi- j
date. "They dare not, or will not, go
1 straight at the cause of high prices in i
(this country in the remedies which
: they propose. Government regulation
:
will shield monopoly as well as guide
'it, and regulation is not freedom.
"The net result is that both these
parties have to all intents and purposes abandoned the central issues of.
the campaign. The Democrats alone
.are bold enough and far-sighted
enough to see that they must tackle
frankly and directly this question,
' upon what principle shall tariff duties
be laid, and by what means shall
monopoly be prevented?"
Assisting Gov. Wilson in the open' ing of the national end of the campaign in Ohio were United States
Senator Gore of Oklahoma, Gov. Harmon of Ohio and Mayor Baker of
Cleveland. While Gov. Wilson was
speaking in Memorial hall the Other
speakers were addressing overflow
meetings in the streets.
One of the biggest crowds that
ever attended a campaign opening
moved about Columbus during the
day and night. There were a half
dozen special trains from central
Ohio towns. In the crowds were representative Democrats from every
county in the state. Preceding the
night meetings there was an old fashioned torchlight procession with an
abundance of red fire along the way. \
Gov. Wilson was generously cheered
along th^ line of march.
Yet tonight, with the. opening a
matter of history and Gov. Wilson
hurrying eEEst, the thousands who
participated in the events of the day
are thinking rather than cheering.
Apparently they are acting on: the
advice of the presidential candidate.
who said: "This is a campaign in,
which to think rather than cheer."
o-

"One of the things I held dearest
when I was the president of a university was the success of an experiment of which the undergraduates
were to beVmadethe companions of
the professors, and not only to feel
it a duty to attend class so many
times a week and receive instruction
of a formal sort. I have met some,
men-singularly, almost exhaustively,
informed who had just about as little education and sense as it is possible for men to have; who were absolutely astray in the world of judgment, although they knew all the
landmarks in the world of knowledge.
They could not And themselves either
morally or intellectually because
their information was one thing and
their life another.
"What this country must look to,
therefore, is this: Is the life of our
college swallowing up the institution
of our college? My own belief, as I
have several times expressed it, is ;
that the side shows are swallowing i
up the circus. I have found the main ;
tent very poorly attended and all the j
side shows crowded and so long. as
this is the case I do not care to be j.
ringmaster in the main tent.
I
"This is the problem of our mod-1
State Sees in Presidential
era education system; to make the
life of our university full of the atCandidate a Leader Digmosphere of serious learning. I don't
mean to make prigs of ^ur youngnified and Versatile.
•
sters. I hate a prig as much as I
hate a fool. I do mean that if a
man supposes that learning is not
part of life and that he is free only
Democratic Nominee Talks
when out of the class room, then you
1
SLNKTOR.
NTLLk?
have not begun to teach him what
to Four Audiences on
the real function of the university is.
OF OHIO
In novels of English life, you will j
First Visit.
find how men spiritually found themselves by. contact with their Oxford
teachers. Not in the class room, but
Plain Dealer Bureau,
in their rooms, smoking their pipes,
44 B. Broad-st,
talking over things together.
The
COLUMBUS, O., Sept. 20.
It was the plain, real Woodrow Wil- winning, that will make us go home wb/ble problem is to unite the life
sit down and Ttel that we have with the learning; is to make a man
son that Ohio saw today in the first and
done something to ba proud of, it will know that the thoughts of his heart
visit of the Democratic presidential be a victory for a -:ause for which we are the fountains of his life; that to
have picked out representatives and think ignorantly is to go astray; to
nominee to this state.
wrong is to mislead himself
Gov. Wilson is in dead earnest in spokesmen for the time being, and think
which will be a cause long after' these and others; and that the only service
this campaign. His attitude reveals men are dead and gone, because of a that the nation can demand of its
his intense eagerness to win the pres- free government that can serve the university men is that they shall
idency. He rejects the advice of people of the United States.
know whither they lead, and knowing,
numerous politicians to "sail in and
"There is exhilaration in this fight, shall not hesitate to push forward to
crack a few heads," ajad further ad- not merely because--we ara so. confi- the largeness of righteousness and ilvice Lha.t~utr--liT^ctic© ~a little stage dent of victory; there is exhilaration lumination toward . which all
the
craft.
in it because tnere is exhilaration in world has been struggling.'
The governor admits that some of the air we breathe in this year 1912.
After his appearance before the
the developments of the campaign are I verily believe that there is getting educators, Gov. Wilsoon went to the
galling and rasping. He does not rest into our lungs again the original in- Hartman theater. Here he spoke beeasily under the charge of his op- spiration that built up the institutions fore an audience of business men that
ponents, that he is misrepresenting of America.
filled the building from pit to gallery.
men, and the more personal accusa"It is particularly inspiring to me It was an exclusive business men's
tion that he is a pedagog," "a school- to be here in Ohio where so recently meeting, admission to the theater
master," and therefore unfitted by you have shown what you want and being by ticket. Here the presidential
training to act as chief executive of have it. All the reactionary forces in candidate made his most important
the United States.
Ohio were lined up against the con- and pretentious speech, of the afterThere is nothing, the governor says, stitutional changes which you have noon. He spoke of the unsatisfactory
he would like better than to answer just put through, and the strength of conditions of business which, he said,
some of Roosevelt's flings aimed at the the reactionary forces in the United everybody recognized, and then went
personality of the Democratic candi- States^ may be judged by their on to say that there was to be no de-,
date. But the ex-change of personali- strength In Ohio. They want to pre- struction of business in this country,
ties, Gov. "Wilson says, plays no part serve the conditions in which things but rather encouragement of all
in a presidential campaign so far as have thriven, which we know have legitimate enterprises through the
he is concerned.
been hurtful to the life not only of regulation of competition, rather than
Invading Ohio today, he discussed this ,great commonwealth, but to the monopoly, and the establishment of
issues and problems confronting the life of the country as a whole; and rules of business procedure which
country. He refused absolutely to en- just as we will do what we please would open the doors to the younger
gage in a verbal encounter with Col. with our institutions, we will use generation and to all men who wanted
Roosevelt. He adhered rigidly to his those institutions for a single object, to do business on the basis of effiprogram of dignified discussion of namely, the service of mankind, with- ciency and business ability, rather
than through unfair governmental
facts rather than men in his four ap- out fear or favor.
unfair privileges assumed
pearances on the platform.
"The government is no game; gov- privilege,
Through a misunderstanding with ernment is not something to under- because of the laxity of governmental
i both the Ohio state and the national take to put parties in power and administration.
"If business does not want to operDemocratic headquarters, Gov. Wil- keep them there. Government is a
son reached here at 8 o'clock this thing which we undertake in order ate on this basis, we will have to commorning, three hours ahead of his that after we have, performed our pel it to do so," said the candidate,
schedule. He came thrqugh x>n a night duty we may look our neighbors in while his audience of business men
train from Detroit instead of stop- the face and say, 'We. have served cheered.
of the most amazing Actions
ping over in Toledo and making back you to the best of our ability and of "One
our politics," said the governor, "is
platform speeches along the line of nothing more.' The glory that comes that the Democratic party is not interthe Toledo & Ohio Central railroad with the performance in duty in pol- ested in the business life of the United
from Toledo to this city. The gov- itics is sort of an unearned usury States. When you reflect that the Demoernor says frankly he regards one- because I believe that the saying of crats of the United States comprise
half the population it is very
minute speeches from the tail of a Scripture is absolutely true: 'We are about
that half the population
railway train unsatisfactory from the unprofitable servants; we have done interesting
should be suspected of the desire to I
standpoint of the people as well as that which it is our duty to do.' commit commercial hari kari."
from the viewpoint of the c—didate. It we hadn't done that much we
In attacking the idea of a board of
He calls them very much in .he na- ought to be ashamed of ourselves, experts to handle the tariff auestion
he
said conditions were constantly
ture of a vaudeville performance. And and, having done only that much, changing
the tariff, as often, somethe governor continues that he is no there is nothing to boast of, except times, as with
every twenty-four hours.
vaudeville performer and does not be- that our hearts beat close against .the
"You cannot touch one tariff schedlieve that a man has to be a prac- hearts of the men with whom we are ule " he added, "without having incalculable results in other schedules. I
ticed vaudevillian in order to make a associated day by day."
From the atmosphere of a hall suppose that when you deal with the
successful campaign for the presischedule, for example, you sup-i
dency.
filled with veteran political workers woolen
posed that was all the woolen men were
Exhausted from his dash through who see just ahead the vision of the interested in. But the woolen men, if I
the northwest, Gov. Wilson remained promised land, Gov. Wilson hastened may credit what I have read m their
in his car until 10 o'clock this morn- to appear before a gathering of edu- reports, are almost as much interested
ing. From then on until nearly mid- cators at the board of trade hall. It in the chemical schedule
schedule.
night he was kept on the constant was a quick change for even a presi- woolen
"Bodies of experts to guide legisla
move, speaking, conferring, shaking dential candidate. There was not any tion
have always been the machinery ot
hands and dining.
time to waste and the moment the one thing, and that is delay."
The Democratic candidate appeared noisy reception had tamed down the
In-speaking of the currency question
in a wrinkled, gray sack suit which candidate started in.
'the nominee said:
"One of the things that makes Hie
'! find this sudden change of coss'.iowed plainly the effects of camquestion most Pressing and
paigning. He wore a brown fedora tume ■ somewhat embarrassing," he currency
at this moment is that xve
"Just a few moments ago I significant
hat and a four-in-hand. His first act said.
are certain now, in my judgment, to
was to place a ban on the escort had to wear the costume of the poli- remove some of the artificial obstacles
business. He frowned at the propo- tician. Now I have had to undergo to our prosperity in business, and the
sition to chase him about the city a rapid change for which they did minute you do that there is to be such
to the escort of gold lace and clank- not give me time behind the scenes an increase in the economic activity ot
ing swords, and he had his way.
and resume my old garb of school- America, that this stubborn, stiff, ancurrency system of ours can t
From the car, the governor drove master. So that my mind reverts, as tiquated
stand the strain. You've got to make
in an automobile to the Southern I face this audience, to many of the it elastic, you've got to change it or
hotel where was held the first re- most delightful and some of the most else you can't stand your own prosperception of the day, with W. L. Finley, strenuous days of my life, because I ity.^
"America is now straining at the leash
state chairman, master of ceremonies^ am of that uneasy disposition that
"Gov.Harmon, Representative Cox, can- makes it impossible for a man to and I could name some of the gentlewho hold the leash. I don t know
didate for governor; Mayor Baker-of accept things submissively, "just as men
whether they know they are holding it
Cleveland and the state candidates he finds them.
or not. The leash is there, and Amer"I am among those who have a ica is straining to be free; and <with other invited guests participated
in a luncheon in honor of the presi- profound affection for the great ed- willing, she shall be free."
dential nominee. From the luncheon ucational establishments of this coun-otable the candidate waded into an try. I believe that a great deal of
MEETS HARMON
afternoon speaking program which American character and achievement WILSON
kept him busy until 5 o'clock. He springs out of that soil. Nobody can
faced three big audiences.
watch the academic world in America Candidate Chats With Governor
At Memorial hall, Gov. Wilson was without realizing that the
and Both Hold Reception.
same
brought in contact with the Demo- change is taking place in that world
cratic organization of the state. There that is taking place in the field of
STAFF SPECIAL.
was a good deal of the pie counter politics.
COLUMBUS, O., Sept. 20.—Gov.
atmosphere about the gathering, a
"I want to say that after dealing Woodrow Wilson paid Gov. Judson j
situation which the candidate seemed with some college professors, the men Harmon a formal visit this afternoon |
to take in at a glance and which he I am dealing with now sfeem to be just after the meeting at the Warthandled adroitly. The governor let amateurs. They have not the same man theater.
, . ... .
this big gathering of Democratic gift of deceiving themselves; they
When Gov. Wilson reached the
workers know that he was not run- have not the. same gift of making state house he was met by Secretary
ning as a pie counter candidate, but black look exactly like white; in George S. Long, who accomplished
After the goveithat he 'believed in the doctrine of a other words, they have not the same the introduction.
had chatted a few minutes it
man's standing by his friends after subtle gift of gab that covers every- nors
was arranged to have all the people j
as well as before his election. In thing over with a fine veneer of ex- at the state house meet Gov. Harmon
Plain language, Gov. Wilson then told cellent phraseology.
And yet any and G<3v. Wilson. The reception
these active politicians that the per- man that has lived in the academic lasted twenty minutes. Gov. Harmon
sonal ambitions and the wants of any world of our time knows that under presided at the evening meeting and
Gov. Wilson
In the inman or particular set of men was not this fine veneer there are some things introduced
speech Gov. Harmon sad
the big thing in American political which ought to give us very deep troductory
"I have always hoped to live under
life. He said in part:
concern.
a Democratic president and a Demo"If I could not look upon you with"I am not in the least worried cratic governor at the same time. Yet
out asking myself the victory of about the school room. I am not in within my political memory this nas r
what? of Congressman Cox's ambi- the least anxious about what happens happened only once, when Gov. HOMH
tion? of my ambition? of the ambi- in the lecture room, but I am very ley-s term lapped ten months ovei
Cleveland's. Now I a«
tion of the other candidates who oc- anxious indeed about what happens President,
confident that we shall send a DemoI cupy office? surely it would not be between exercises. I am very anxious cratic. governor to help inaugurate a
| worth the while of a body of men like indeed about the life of our students Democratic president next year, it .ui
this to fight for the personal ambition in our schools and in our universities, can escape the well known risks
| of anybody.
for it is not instruction that forms Which always beset an apparently
sure thing."
"If we gain a victory that is worth us; it is experience; & is lJ-s>
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DEMOCRATS OBJECT STATUE WILL FORM THREE MAYORS GUESTS
•JOHNSON MEMORIAL
OF ADVERTISING MEN
TO BIG ASSESSMENT
Executives of Buffalo, Detroit and Cleveland to AccomCandidates Think Fifth of
Unearned Salaries Too
Much.
$7,000 IN STBONG- BOX
Chairman for Wilson Meeting
to Be Picked at Today's
Session.
Democratic legislative candidates
are objecting because the extraordinary political assessment of 20 per
cent of their first year's salaries, in
the event of success, has been collected from them to run the Woodrow Wilson campaign here.
More money is in the Democratic
campaign barrel at present than in
any other party's here. It was admitted yesterday that between $6,000
and $7,000 has been obtained already.
City Employees Assessed.
Some of this money came from the
candidates, the major portion of It,
William J. Murphy, treasurer of the
committee, says. The rest came from
the assessment of city employees, and
this assessment was taken In spite of
the fact that the city government is
not at issue at this year's election.
The Democrats plan to put out a
campaign booklet, which they are
now compiling. The rest of the barrel will be used to pay for red fire
for the campaign opening and subsequent meetings.
The Democratic executive committee
will meet at 4 o'clock this afternoon
to decide on a chairman for the Wilson meeting, October 11. Reports on
how the candidates have "come
through," will also be in order, and
there is likely to be some comment
on the latest appointment by Governor Harmon.
Rodway Issues Bulletin.
Chairman A. N. Rodway, of the
Taft committee, issued his first bulletin yesterday. It was:
"You will find that the people are
coming back to Taft. The people are
enjoying unparalleled prosperity andi
they tell me they will vote for Taft
to have it continue."
Rodway's committee meets this
week.
The executive board of the Municipal Association began yesterday
its work of looking up the records of
candidates for county offices and for
the Legislature. The last day for
filing petitions is October 5. The association will issue its bulletin about
October 25.
Will Ask Bar's Aid.
Letters of inquiry will be sent to
the members' of the bar of Cleveland, asking for information and
opinions concerning the candidates
for judges, prosecutor and clerk of
courts. Special attention will be
given to the legislative candidates.
The executive board has accepted
the resignation of Professor A. R.
Hatton, who recently became a candidate for Congress on the Progressive ticket.

Committee Decides Site
Should Be Down
Town.

WILL CONSULT ARTISTS
Baker to Get Ideas As to
Design and Proper
Location.
The Tom D. Johnson memorial will
I take the form of a portrait statue tc
stand in the down-town district.
This was agreed upon by the committee having the disposition of the
funds in charge at a meeting at
Mayor Baker's office yesterday. Baker
was requested to confer with artists
of the city and to obtain from them
suggestions as to where tho statue
should be located. The verdict of the
oommlttee was against placing the
memorial in one of the city parks.
The Johnson memorial fund Is approximately $9,000. Several plans for
the form of the memorial were suggested at the meeting yesterday. A
memorial gateway at Warrensville
was one plan mentioned. An arch or
room In some public building to be
erected was another. The committee
finally agreed that the statue would
be the most fitting memorial, with
available funds.
Baker will obtain the suggestions
of artists as to where the statue
should be erected so that It will not
appear incongruous and will receive
ideas as to the design. He will report progress to the committee at
la
-\eT meetings.

r.

pany Acl Club Delegation to Conclave at Rochester, N. Y., for Semi-Annual Function.
Mayor Baker will be the guest of
honor to accompany the delegation of
Cleveland Advertising club members
which leaves tomorrow night to attend the semi-annual convention of
the Advertising Club affiliation in
Rochester, N. Y., Saturday and Sunday. •
But Mayor Baker will not-he the
only chief executive who will attend
the session, for the Buffalo and Detroit Ad clubs also will take the
mayors of their cities. The' three
mayors will be greeted by the mayor
of Rochester, who will do the honors
for the Rochester Ad club. The four
cities comprise the Advertising Club
affiliation.
,
The Cleveland delegation leaves tor
morrow night^on special Pullman cars

over the Lake Shore road at 10:30
o'clock, arriving in Rochester on Saturday morning. They return, leaving
Rochester Sunday night. There will
be 100 members of the Cleveland club
in the delegation.
The Cleveland Ad club, at a
luncheon yesterday noon, discussed j
the question of "Dishonest and TJn- \
truthful Advertising and Its Effect
on Advertising in General." William |
H. Dodge, business manager of the I,
ScripDs-McRae league of papers, discussed it from the newspapers' standpoint.
Clyde E. Horton, advertising mm'
ager of the Sherwin-Williams Co., discussed it from the point of the manu-,
facturer. A. A. Dorn of the Dorn
Shoe Co. gave the retailer's point of
view.
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FIGSALS
INSPECT W.-SIDE
MARKET HOUSE

Mayor Takes Hand
In Bag Mystery
Waste

Paper

Receptacle

is

Missing.

There is another investigation
in Supt. Gus Hanna's street
cleaning department.
Mayor Baker will be asked to
Mayor Baker Says He'll Rush take part in it.
The strange disappearance of a
Completion of
I waste paper bag has started it.
The bag reposed in the back yard
Building.
of C. J. Burns, former city sealer,
it 1430 W. 77th-st. Burns says
"If we ever have a flood the new me
of Gus' men took it away a
market house will float," joked week ago. Since then he has been
Park Superintendent Albert while rying to get it back. He says Gus
city officials were inspecting the oromised him to have the bag recork linings of the refrigerating turned. It, wasn't.
Burns visited the city hall Frirooms.
"This market house needs some day and again urged Gus to get
sort of life preservers," shot back liini his paper bag. Gus told him
he wasn't entitled to one. Hot
Mayor Baker.
Baker, Alber, Secretary Murphy, words passed.
Burns went, to William Murphy,
Server Springborn and Inspector
Eccleson looked over the building. secretary to Mayor Baker. Murphy
promised to put the matter before
Baker found that:
The fish section of the refriger- the mayor.
ating plant had been reconstructed
in another section of ithe building
to bring it nearer the ventilating
draft pipe.
Forty-one counter gates with inlaid glass tops are useless. The
glass will he replaced with wood.
Maple counters at the back of
stalls and touching exterior walls
will have to be replaced with glass.
The wood expands too easily. Three
sections of marble have been
cracked by the expansion so far.
Nothing has been planned for
the basement space reserved for
the lighting plant. Current is to
he furnished from the city plants
and the room isn't needed.
Officials know of no definite use
of a room on the first floor equal
in area to the entire fish section.
Baker was whistling "Humoresque" when he entered the building. As the inspection continued
the tune resolved into snatches
from Rubinstein's Melody in F and
then it stopped altogether.
"Everything that can be done to
hurry the completion of the building is being done," Baker said
after the inspection.
Mr—i*' w.
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DIRECT SCHOOLS
FROM CITY HALL,
AKER'S PLAN
Abolishing School Board Fa-i
vored by Mayor, Robert
Grosser and Others
The Cleveland hoard of education will be abolished and the
management of the schools made
a part of the city government, if
Mayor Baker, Professor A. R.
Hatton, Robert Grosser and other
locates of home rule can bring
t about.
All three declared for abolition of
the school board Saturday and exoresscd the hope that it .will be posect the change through
work of a charter commission
"1 long have urged legislation making this possible," Baker said Saturday. "Personally 1 think the schools
should be managed through a director of education, just as the police
are managed by a director of public
safety."
Baker and Hatton wrote a clause
.Into the original home rule proposal
'which in express terms made it possible to iiliolish school boards and
put the control of the schools under
the city, if the citizens so desired.
The opposition of enemies of home
rule lulled this clause.
Professor Hatton has hope that the
amendment providing for the "reorganization" of school boards in cities
leaves opportunity to abolish the
d entirely.
"I am heartily In favor of the abolition of the school board as a sepLte branch of city government,"
said Crosser.
. ,,

BAKER WILL TALK

WANTS POP CONCERTS
CONTROLLED BY CITY

Mayor Assigned for Speeches
for Democrats in Iowa
and Wisconsin.
New Rulings Made Defining
Legal Residences
of Voters.
Mayor Baker has been assigned to
speak at four meetings in Iowa and
Wisconsin week after next.
The
mayor received his assignments from
the Democratic national committee
yesterday.
Leaving Cleveland Oct. 6, Baker
will go to Charles City, la., where
he will speak the evening of Oct. 7.
Oct. S he will speak at Elkader, la.;
Oct: 9, La Crosse, Wis., and Oct. 10,
Madison, Wis. Hs will come home
for tne Woodrow Wilson meeting here
the night of Oct. 11.
W. E. Scofield of Marion, Oscar
Newman of Scioto, and J. Foster
Wilkin of Tuscarawas, the three
Democratic candidates for state supreme judge, were here ■yesterday.
They called on Mayor Baker and discussed political conditions generally,
after which they visited the court
house. The candidates are at The
Hollenden.
Guy O. Parquharson, chairman of
the Bull Moose county committee, announced yesterday that the first of
the Moose house meetings will be
held Tuesday night in East Cleveland.
Three meetings are planned for that
night.
The board of elections has announced rulings with reference to residence requirements for unmarried
men and married men who are separated from their wives that will enfranclfise hundreds of voters who,
under the old rulings, would have
been denied a vote.
Unmarried men, under the new
ruling, need live in a precinct only
one night to be able to vote in the
precinct instead of twenty days as
has been required. He must get a
removal certificate the day before
election. The new ruling requires a
residence of twenty days in the ward.
The question of the residence of a
married man under all conditions has
been settled in a more distinct manner than ever before by Secretary of
State Graves.
"The voting residence of a married
man who is lrrmg with *is wife is
,
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Chairman Wilson G. Smith of the
city advisory music commission has
suggested to Mayor Baker that the
city take over the Sunday "Pop"
concert management for the coming
season and that it would be advisable
to provide a fund of $10,000 td care
for the auditorium rental and for
the engagement of the orchastra and
soloists.
I....,
In the opinion of the chairman of
the commission the city should engage the Hippodrome for the Sunday
afternoon concerts and prices should
range from 15 cents to 50 cents.
This and other plans have been
talked over at meetings between the
mayor and Chairman Smith but no
definite action has been taken. The
other members of the city advisory
commission are Emil Ring and
Johann H. Beck.
The Sunday park concert season
will close today with concerts in
three city parks. The following program will be given by Gugliotta's
lowing selections at Gordon park:
March, "Caesar's Triumphal" (Mitchell);

RIVER SCHEME

overture, "Nobucco Dohosor (Verdi); fan.'
tasia, "Lucia Lamarmora," cornet solo
(Verdi); selection, "Martha" (Flotow); baj
let, "Egyptian" (Luiginl); "Echoes from the
Metropolitan Opera" (Tobani); "Pilgrim
Chorus from Lombard!" (Verdi); "'The'
Dance of the Serpents" (BaccalardI; "Reminiscences of Ireland" (Godfrey); ''Pout*
Pourry," fantastic pensier (Odds); "America."
At Brookside park the following
program will be given by the Great j-1
Western band:
/ (J
March, "Cadet" (Elienburg); overture, tW
"Jubel" (Von Weber); waltz, "Schualkel" | (Hollander); "Grand Russian Fantasia," cor- 'jj
net. solo (Levy); selection, "Atlla" (Verdi) II
"First Hearth Throbs" (Eilenburg); "The!"
Brothers," cornet solo, Alois and John i
(Short); "Cuban- War," descriptive fantasia k.
(Dalby); "La Czarina Mazurka" (Canne);
"The Red Mill," "Sel Wind Quinted" (Herbert);
"The
College
Capers March"
(Zamecnik).
Voukoun's band will play the following selections at Gordon park:
"Overture to Tannhauser" (Wagner); "The
Lost Chord" (Sullivan); "The Forge in the
Forest" (Michaelis); flute and horn duet, j
"Serenade;" selection. "Faust" (Gounod);
cornet solos (a) "The Last Rose of Summer,"
<b) "Come Back to Erin;"' "Fackeltanz"
(Meyerbeer); "Sextet from Lucia" (Donizetti);
overture, "Jubel," finishing with a grand |
finale "America" (Weber).
, fa

SNAGGED

Proposed Widening- Again Halted
and Mayor Threatens Action.
Following ,a meeting with President David T. Croxton of the Cleveland Furnace Co., at which Croxton
expressed disapproval of the compromise plan for straightening the
upper river, Mayor Baker stated the
city might have to establish a line
for the new channel and appropriate
the property required.
The city had hoped to obtain donations for this improvement from
interested property owners, but thus
far the land owners have been unable to reach an agreement
. "I'm getting tired of the negotiations, said Mayor Baker following
the meetfng.
The
contemplated
improvement
extends from the present head of
navigation just south of Clark-av S
W. to a point near the Denison-Harvard bridge in the upper river valley.

'Mayor Favors Investing One
Man With Authority.
! Mayor Baker believes the schools ■
'should be handled through a director of R
education, as the police and fire de- ■
partments are managed by a director J
i of. public safety, but he is by no means |
sure that any amendment to the constitution would permit aboltion of. the
board of education in Cleveland. Prof.
A R Hatton is hopeful that the amendment" providing for the reorganization
™fschool boards in cities leaves the way
open for the abolition of boards of edu-
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"The suggestion is very interesting,"
said the mayor yesterday "There is an
amendment which would perm t a roofglnlzation where school districts and
cities are identical. I always have favored .legislation making this plan pos" Mayor Baker and other mayors of
Ohio cities favored a clause in the home
rule amendment to the consMuH
making it possible to abolish the boan
Sf education. Cleveland and the C eve
land school district are not identical
Several suburbs, among them NewburF
Heights and Wade Park, have been an
nexedto Cleveland for school purpose
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Chairman of Music Commission Suggests to Mayor That
Fund Be Raised to Aid Municipal Musicales and
Admission Fixed at From 15 to 50 Cents.
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""school board members y^erdayl
would not discuss the suggestion. They|g
held the amendment does not pro™e"
for abolition of boards of education.
tu
efl
cit
pr.
to
PUSHES LAND SEIZURE
tr<
pr
Mayor Baker to Advise Council to
tu
Act in River Straightening;.
The city council will be advised tonight by Mayor Baker to begin proceedings to condemn land hecessary to
straightening the Cuyahoga river.
"I have done all I can to get an
amicable adjustment with owners of the
la.nd in the upper valley, and now I
am going to recommend to the council
that they take action in the matter,"
said Mayor Baker yesterday.
At 10 o'clock this morning the special
committee
considering the electric
freight service franchise ordinance will
meet in Mayor Baker's office. .
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BAKER WILL TALK
DIRECT SCHOI
FROM CITY BAD ON WESTERN TOUR
for Speeches
S BAKER'S PLA1 Mayorfor Assigned
Democrats in Iowa
Abolishing School Board Fa-I
vored by Mayor, Robert
Crosser and Others
The Cleveland board of education will be abolished and the;
management of the schools made j
a part of the city government, if'
Mayor Baker, Professor A. R.,
Hatton, Robert Crosser and other
"advocates of home rule can bring
t about.
All three declared for abolition of
the school board Saturday and expressed the hope that it will be possible to effect the change through
the work of a charter commission
6
"I long have urged legislation making this possible," Baker said Saturday "Personally I think the schools
should be managed through a director of education, just as the police
are "managed by a director of public

Baker and Hatton wrote a clause
'into the original home rule proposal
'which in express terms made it possible' to abolish school boards and
put the control of the schools under
the city, if the citizens so desired.
The opposition of enemies of home
rule killed this clause.
Professor Hatton has hope that the
amendment providing for the "reorganization" of school boards in cities
■leaves opportunity to abolish the
board entirely.
"I am heartily in favor of the abolition of the school board as a separate branch of city government,"
said Crosser.
, s

and Wisconsin.
New Rulings Made Defining
Legal Residences
of Voters.

ANTS POP CONCERTS
CONTROLLED BY CITY
Chairman of Music Commission Suggests to Mayor That
Fund Be Raised to Aid Municipal Musicales and
Admission Fixed at From 15 to 50 Cents.
Chairman Wilson G. Smith of the ^
city advisory music commission has j
suggested to Mayor Baker that the I
city take over the Sunday "Pop"
concert management for the coming
season and that it would be advisable
to provide a fund of $10,000 td care
for the auditorium rental and for
the engagement of the orchastra and

overture, "Nobucco Donosor • (Verdi); Ian
tasia, "Lucia Lamarmora," cornet solo,
(Verdi); selection, "Martha" (Flotow); bap
let, "Egyptian" (Luigini); "Echoes from the*
Metropolitan Opera" (Tobani); "Pilgrim,
Chorus from Lombardi" (Verdi); ''The
Dance of the Serpents" (Baccalardi; "Reminiscences of Ireland" (Godfrey); ' 'Pout!
Pourry," fantastic pensier (Odds); "Amer-!
ica."
At Brookside park the following
program will be given by the Great!
Western band:
March, "Cadet" (Elienburg); overture,
"Jubel" (Von Weber); waltz, "Schualkel"
(Hollander); "Grand Russian Fantasia," cornet, solo (Levy); selection, "Atlla" (Verdi) I
"First Hearth Throbs" (Etlenburg); "The!
Brothers," cornet solo, Alois and John {
(Short); "Cuban War," descriptive fantasia
(Dalby); "La Czarina Mazurka" (Canne);
"The Red Mill," "Sel Wind Quinted" (Herbert);
"The
College
Capers March"
(Zamecnik).
Voukoun's band will play the following selections at Gordon park:
"Overture to Tannhauser" (Wagner); "The
Lost Chord" (Sullivan); "The Forge In the
j Forest" (Michaelis); flute and horn duet,
"Serenade;" selection, "Faust" (Gounod);
cornet solos (a) "The Last Rose of Summer,"
(b) "Come Back to Erin;" "Fackeltanz"
(Meyerbeer); "Sextet from Lucia" (Donizetti);,
overture, "Jubel," finishing with a grand i
finale "America" (Weber).

Mayor Baker has been assigned to
S
speak at four meetings in Iowa and
°InStn'e opinion of the chairman of
Wisconsin week after next.
The
the commission the city should ene-aee the Hippodrome for the Sunday
mayor received his assignments from
afternoon concerts and prices should
the Democratic national committee
range from 15 cents to 50 cents.
yesterday.
This and other plans have been
talked over at meetings between the
Leaving Cleveland Oct. 6, Baker
mayor and Chairman Smith but no
will go to Charles City, la., where
definite action has been taken. The
he will speak the evening, of Oct. 7.
other members of the city advisory
Oct. S he will speak at Elkader la ;
commission are Emil Ring and
Oct 9, La Crosse, Wis., and Oct. 10,
Johann, H. Beck.
Madison, Wis. He will come home
The Sunday park concert season
for the Woodrow Wilson meeting here
will close today with concerts in
three city parks. The following prothe night of Oct. 1,1.
.
W E. Scofleld of Marion, Oscar
gram will be given, by Gugliotta s
lowing selections at Gordon park:
Newman of Scioto, and J. Foster
Wilkin of Tuscarawas, the three
March, "Caesar's Triumphal" (Mitchell);
Democratic candidates for state supreme judge, were here •yesterday.
RIVER SCHEME SNAGGED
They called on Mayor Baker and discussed political conditions generally,
Proposed Widening: Again Halted
after which they visited the court
house. The candidates are at T.he
and Mayor Threatens Action.
Hollenden.
.
|Mayor Favors Investing One
Guy O. Farquharson, chairman of
Following sa meeting with Presithe Bull Moose county committee, anMan With Authority.
dent David T. Croxton of the Clevenounced yesterday that the first of
land Furnace Co., at which Croxton
the Moose house meetings will be
expressed disapproval of the comheld Tuesday night in East Cleveland.
i Mayor Baker believes the schools'!
promise plan for straightening the
Three meetings are planned for that
upper
river, Mayor Baker stated the 'should be handled through a director of I
night.
city might have to establish a line education, as the police and fire de- j I
The board of elections has anfor the new channel and appropriate partments are managed by a director J
nounced rulings with reference to resithe property required.
dence requirements for unmarried
The city had hoped to obtain do of. public safety, but he is by no means -J
nations for this i"-,^,.,,,,.,
J. *__.
men and married men who are sepsure that any amendment to the con-II
stitution would permit abolition of.the W
arated from their wives that will enboard of Tducatlon in Cleveland. Prof. 1
franchise hundreds of voters who,
A K Hatton is hopeful that the amend- <|
under the old rulings, would have
m'eht providing for the reorganization ;|
been denied a vote.
tions," said Mayor Baker followin
of school boards in cities leaves the way |
thP meetfhg.
Unmarried men, under the new
open for the abolition of boards of edu- I
. The
contemplated
improvement
ruling, need live in a precinct only
extends from the present head of ^"The suggestion is very interesting,"
one night to be able to vote in the
navigation just south of Clark-av S. said the mayor yesterday "There is an I
precinct instead of twenty days as
W. to a point near the Donison-Har- amendment which would permit a re- |
has been required. He must get a
vard bridge in the upper river valley. organisation where school districts and I
removal certificate the day before
cities are identical. I always have favelection. The new ruling requires a
oredlegislation making this plan posresidence of twenty days in the ward.
S1
Mayor Baker and other mayors of
The question of the residence of a
Dhio cities favored a clause in the home I
married man under all conditions has
rule amendment to the constitution ■
been settled in a more distinct manmaking it possible to abolish the board
ner than ever before by Secretary of
ofEducation. Cleveland and the Clew- I
land school district are not idem
State Graves.
Several suburbs, among them -Newburs,
"The voting residence of a married
Weurhts and Wade Park, have been an-1
man who is living 'with %is wife is
nexed to Cleveland for school purposes I
where his wife resides, rules Graves.
"A married man living apart and
""school board members yesterday!
separated from his wife, but living
would not discuss the suggestion. They,
with and supporting his children
held the amendment does not provide;
for abolition of boards of education.
votes from the place at which his
children reside.
"A married man separated anc
•living apart from his wife, whethei
supporting her or not, votes frorr
the place in which he lives.
PUSHES LAND SEIZURE
Under old rulings, married met.
separated from their wives, thougl
Mayor Baker to Advise Council to
the wife lived here and the husbanc
Act In River Straightening.
in Ashtabula, was compelled to vote
in the precinct in which his wif<
The city council will be advised tolived.
.
Every citizen who desires to particnight by Mayor Baker to begin proceed- :
ipate in the general November elecings to condemn land necessary to j
tion will be required to register this
straightening the Cuyahoga river.
fall The days of registration are Oct.
"I have done all I can to get an
amicable adjustment with owners of the
3, 10, 18 and 1Q.
,. , „
Clerk W. B. Gongwer, on behalf
land in the upper valley, and now I
am going to recommend to the council
of the board of eleptions, yesterday
that they take action in the matter,"
asked Secretary Graves to decide
Mayor Baker yesterday.
whether the Bull Moose will be en- ' said
At 10 o'clock this morning the special
i titled to challengers and witnesses of
committee
considering the electric
:
election next Nov. 5. Under the law,
freight service franchise ordinance will
: as viewed by the members of the
meet in Mayor Baker's office. .
Cleveland board, the Bull Moose can
i have neither witnesses nor challengers. Regular parties only are entitled to these officials.
Political organizations that get on
the ballot by petition are entitled to
nothing, in the opinion of those who
are familiar with the law. Democrats and Republicans get the challengers and witnesses.
Election pfficers are to,. be instructed in all details of their work
prior to the election. W. B. Gongwer \
will act as teacher in a school at the
city hall. He will be aided by a I
stereopticon and will show a clean j
tally sheet in comparison with one |
that is blotched. Incidentally, the
board, in letters to the officers, will
thank all for their co-operation in
making possible the rapid counting
that was effected on the constitutional amendments.
Election officials yesterday called
attention to the fact tnat no organi-!
zation that participated In the
amendment campaign has filed a re
port of receipts and expenditures
with the board of elections. Such a
report is required under the corrup
practices act.
Democratic ward leaders at a meet
ing in Mayor Baker's office last night!
talked plans for getting out registration. They decided there should be
no parade, fireworks or music for the
Wilson meeting in Central armory
Oct. 11.
, ._ _„
The finance committee of the Bull
Moose organization adopted a resolution opposing assessment of candidates. It did not take up tag day
plans. This is to be considered at a
meeting Monday.
"Two candidates have voluntarily
contributed to the campaign fund and
I hope others do, but it will be purely voluntarily," said Chairman Clay
Herrick of the committee.
"There
will be no assessments."
The Progressive Legislation league
met at Goodrich house.
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I Councilman Haserodt to Ask
Council to Call on Mayor
to Consider Question
'LPLAW MOVE AT MEETING

erture, I

IN THE MAYOR'S OFFICE
Verdi) !
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/ill Plan Campaign for Municipal

Ownership Under

"Home

Rule" Provisions

The first gun in a fight to gain
unicipal control of the Bell
,nd Cuyahoga systems in Cleveand, under the "home rule"
rovision, is to be fired Monday
ight in city council, when E.
Hasedrot, president pro tern,
ill introduce a resolution callg on Mayor Baker and Direcr Springborn to investigate
d report back to council the
asibility' and advisability of
king over the companies.

his method brings to a focus
.other move in the direction
of
unicipal control or ownership of
iblic utilities, following a conferee in Baker's office, Monday, at
hich Haserodt and Councilman A.
Benesch were present.
sting,"
The telephone systems here are
3 is an
ful; in fact the Cuyahoga is a
a reime," said Haserodt.
ts and
"Taking over the lines is a consumre favn posation to be devoutly wished," said
aker. "We had better go into the
urs of
atter thoroughly first, before act3 hom
Jtutlonj hg too quickly."
Baker
indicated in answer to Has! boan"
Cleve- rodt and Benesch that the question
entical. f bonded indebtedness of the two
ewburi companies would be an important
een an
urpose; [actor in taking the step. Bondholders might insist on calling in their '
sterdayBoldings,
unless
it
is
otherwise
. Theylgreed upon in the purchases.
provide| The city, under the new home-rule i
tion.
lause provided in the recent consti- I
tutional amendments, voted on and '•
effective November 15, allows
the]
city to negotiate for purchase of the
properties, and in the event of failure
to reach an agreement with the controlling interests, may condemn the
property at an appraised valuation
to^be arrived at by a commission.
'The financial end of the enterprise
is the most gigantic thing we have to
Peal with," said Baker.
"However,
it might be stipulated in making the
purchase that the bonds are not to be
recalled until their expiration "
The law governing the purchase of
B public utility corporation holding
makes it compulsory for city council
to pass an ordinance. The measure
floes not become effective until 30
nays after passage. Meanwhile if 10
for T^f th,e VOters si&n Petitions
a special
£L\ tW^
election
fct, \held_and the question put up
r 0 the
0terS
The fa h
&di
of
„
^
'
« ^d !
t
Kedlt.of the Clty cannot be pledged
Sn such a purchase. The valuation of
mr,,Hmpany holainSs- including its
franchise must stand as a guarantee
bon
EL
ded indebtedness of the
S>a"yBonds in excess of thl
ponded indebtedness fixed for a city
by law may, however, be issued
We could have a valuable fran-

froldt.maklnS " ^etuav saw

Mayor Baker said Monday that at
council meeting in the evening ne
would urge council members to institute proceedings for condemnation of
land, so as to straighten the upper
Cuyahoga river.
„„™„ mlse
com mm e
Negotiations' for
a
P™ i!
apparently were brought to a stanastill when David T. Croxton, president of the Cleveland Furnace Company refused to consider changes
nroposed.

SCHOOL HEADS
DO NOT WANT
BOARD KILLED
Mayor Baker's suggestion that the
school board be abolished and the
schools managed as a branch of the
city government doesn't please school
officials and members of the board.
The majority doubts whether the
board can be abolished under the
amendment providing for reorganization of school boards.
Superintendent Frederick said in regard to the plan:
"The old federal plan had the merit
of. centralizing power and responsibility in city government. Whether this
centralization should extend the power of the mayor to the public schools
:
is a serious question, however. The
public has insisted that' the schools
, shall be free-from politics.
"There are undoubtedly disadvantages in the present plan of school
- Organization in this state, but I think
these can be remedied with comparative ease. A study of school administrations where the mayor appoints the
board of education, as- ;4n Chicago,
leads me to the belief that the present nlan is preferable."

hi, y.y
BAKER FAVORS
CITY BUYING ONE
OR BOTH PHONES

\y (W-^KUW. iuMu.lM-r5 ■ )<j
Sure, Chickens Is
Chickens; Mayor
Makes That Clear
A tentative agreement was reached
Wednesday by Councilmen ITaserodt,
Dittrick, Beneschand Pelcinski of the
council committee on street railways,
with Mayor Baker, Traction Commissioner Witt and President Stanley of
the Cleveland Railway Company on I
the question of hours for hauling
freight over car tracks. They were
fixed from 7 to 10 p. m. and from 5
to 6 a. m. No agreement was reached
as to rates. Stanley said he would be
"tickled to death" to faul freight over
his car tracks, but insisted that 50
cents per car mile is the least it can
be done for and maintain the tracks.
The question of hauling live stock at
certain rates was raised.
"Are chickens live stock?" was
asked.
"No," answered Mayor Baker.
"What are they?"
"Chickens," he answered gravely.

Mayor Baker announced Tuesday
three plans, anyone of which he Tel:; as feasible for obtaining municontrol of telephones. They are:
Kirst—To buy both companies.
Second Buy one company and comith the other.
Third Build and equip a city telephone system.
Cites Federal Decision
"First, of all, however," said Baker.
"I will ask the ..pinion of City Solicitor Wilcox as to the feature of reciprocity with other linos in the state
and with interstate lines. It seems
to me thai an opinion handed down
by Judge Tayler held that a message
offered over one telephone line, must
be transmitted by another. Also,
"I wish to communicate with offtcials in England and other European cities when' telephone lines are
owned .atlier municipally or by the
government, hi fact, 1 would like to
go to Europe and study conditions,
and have Mayor Brand Wiiitlock of
Toledo ramble around with me.
• I have been to Europe—once for
three months and again for six
weeks. Then- was an interval of six
or seven years between and I'm overdue for a trip now."
He'll Study Question
I inker said
he anticipated
ho
trouble with the question of reciprocity with other telephone lines.
"At present I shall not communiwith the heads of the telephone Mayor Baker Predicts Era
ipanies while my knowledge of
of Electric Centrifugal
telephones is so small." Baker continued. "I shall study the question
Stations in City.
carefully and when 1 am prepared,
the matter up. If they don't
want to sell, we might proceed by
condemnation. I don't know of a condemnation suit of such large propor- System Might Mean Duplica:; ever having been instituted in
tion of Mains Unthe United Stat
"I favor one of the first two plans
derground.
tioned.
It
would
be
more
Icable I think. If we started out
to build and equip a line, it would
Mayor Baker informed a commitbe the most stupenduous task we ever
tee representing^ residents in the W.
'inve undertaken."
14th-st section I yesterday that the
day of the fire engine on wheels is
declining and that the time is approaching when there will be electric centrifugal stations in all sec; tions of the city from which high
pressure underground mains would
' lead.
|
The committee of W. 14th-st citi: zens, headed by Councilman Moylan,
called to ask additional Are protection for the southwest section of the
city.
The mayor stated that the
question of additions to the present
service was being studied and that
the request would be carefully considered.
Under the high pressure pumping
station scheme proposed by the
mayor yesterday fixed pumping stations would replace the movable engines, but Supt. Scfiulz of the water
department pointed out that extenActs Promptly en Order of
sion of such a system throughout the
entire city would mean a duplicaCouncil to Investigate.
tion of the system of underground
mains. This cost would be greater
or Baker Tuesday began inthan $7,000,000, he stated.
vestigations looking toward muUnder the mayor's plan, in renicipal ownership of Cleveland's
sponse to an alarm, fire fighters
would turn out in atito hose carts and
telephone systems, as directed by
ladder trucks, but there would be no
council Monday night.
He asked
need
for auto or horse fire engines,
City Solicitor Wilcox whether the
as the hose attachment would be
city could enforce long distance
made to the fire main leading from
connections if Cleveland should
the nearest high pressure pumping
condemn the Bell and Cuyahoga
station.
systems or build its own system.
The foundations for the downtown
and compete with the two existhigh pressure pumping station have
ing companies.
been completed, but the city decided
after the completion of this portion
He also piepared for investigaof tlje work to acquire a larger lot,
tions of municipal and government
so that the fire station could be comowned telephone systems In Engbined with a downtown electric light
land and Germany.
He has arand power substation. New building
ranged to confer with Frederic
plans are now being prepared.
C. Howe who recently returned;
from Europe where he made a|
special study of municipal prob-i
lems, and with Prof. E. W. Bemis.
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MAYOR STUDIES CALL 'EM OFF;
MUNY PHONES HECKLING ME,

Acts Promptly on Order of
Council to Investigate.

Mayor Baker Tuesday began investigations looking toward municipal ownership of Cleveland's
telephone systems, as directed by
council'Monday night.
He asked
City Solicitor Wilcox whether the
city could enforce long distance
connections if Cleveland should
condemn the Bell and Cuyahoga
systems or build its own system
and compete with the two existing companies.
He also prepared for investigaiions of municipal and government \
owned telephone systems in Eng- \
land and Germany.
He has ar- V
ranged to confer with Frederic
C. Howe who recently returned j
from Europe where he made al
special study of municipal problems, and with Prof. E. W. Bemis.
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MAYOR REFUSES
REQUES
Hitch on Bonds Will Cost City
New Gas Supply.
Mayor. Baker Thursday turned
down a request of President M. B. j
Daly of the East Ohio Gas Co., j
that the city withdraw its demand j
.before the public utility commission for a physical valuation of
the company's property.
"The attitude of the city," said
,Daly, "is going to prevent the
.company giving Clevelanders an
'adequate supply of gas this winter."
Thursday was the last day on
which the company can accept the
ordinance under which the newpipe line to the fields was to be
built.
The city has insisted that before
the $5,000,000 worth of new bonds, (
required for the new main and the
purchase of the Akron Gas Co. and i
the Mohican Gas Co. be approved,
the
public
utility
commission
should order a valuation of present
property.
"We cannot continue to allow the
East Ohio to pile up capitalization
beyond the value of its physical
property," Baker told Daly.

ASSERTS DALY
President Daly of the East Ohio r<==
Company called Mayor Baker over thne
telephone Thursday.
"Please call 'em off," he begged wtfv,
tears in his voice.
* Wlth
"Who?" asked Baker.
"Why, your city solicitors" =„
swered Daly. He said that, besides
Cleveland, Akron has been ftghtini
the gas company's petition to be at
lowed to Issue $5,000,000 more of stnev
Daly said the opposition is blockw
the building of that promised new
main. Baker consulted with ASS,sti
Assistant
City Solicitor Stockwell.
'
»U
"I don't see any reason for our
withdrawing. It seems to me that all
we want is the East Ohio Company to
file an inventory of its assets and liabilities," announced Baker.

- 2"Hi%
RIDICULES BAKER'S
PROGRESSIVE CLAIM
Fackler Declares Mayor Is
Training With Wrong
Party.
I HAMPERED IN NATION
Wilson Criticized for Dodging
the Real Issue of
Campaign.
... .
. j
, ,
Progressive candidates had a lot
| of fun with Mayor Newton D. Baker s
fclaim that the Cuyahoga county
Democracy holds a copyright on the
national Progressive movement, in
several meetings in the West End
last night.
The Progressives declared that
whatever the degree, of progress! venass of the local Derhocracy, as long
as it was tied to a national party
that had not courage to stand for
humanitarian planks in its platform,
it was branded as part of a reactionary machine.
John D. Fackler, candidate for
State Senator, gasped at Baker's
claim, made the night before at Weber's Casino, in a meeting in the
Lakewood chamber of commerce.
"The surprising thing in this campaign is that a group of men, in sixty
days, have made a party that is a
serious contender for the Presidency
of the United States," Fackler declared.
"When the Democrats met last
night to plan their campaign, they
showed that the Progressives, not
the Republicans, are considered
their true opponents.
Then Fackler, while his audience
roared, recited "Baker's Soliloquy,"
dealing with the mayor's claims. The
"Tim" of the ballad was taken to be
Tim McDonough, one of- the two
bosses of the local Democratic organization'.
The soliloquy said:
The whole progressive movement has been
bottled up bv me,
Myself and Tim.
No other human bchlg can e'er progressive
be.
'Cept me and Tim.
All that's good in legislation,
From coast to coast throughout the nation,
Has derived its inspiration,
From me and Tim.
Way out In California, Hiram Johnson copied
us.
Myself and Tin-..
Eob I^aFollctte's flg.it was started, stirring
up th? privileged muss,
By me and Tim.
Teddy's railroad regulation.
Finehot's fight for conservation,
AH derived their inspiration,
From me and Tim.
P«n Lindsay' tight for children was started
up by me,
Myself and Tim.
,l£ ne Madams' social welfare worlc could
never hope to be.
'Thbut me and Tim.
Teddy's workmen's compensation
And child labor legislation.
All derived their inspiration.
From me and Tim,

rne local Democracy is puffed
with pride," Fackler continued. "The
Progressive movement is bigger than
this county. Whatever the attitude
of the Cuyahoga Democrats, they are
part of a national or... nization that
has not courage enough tp stand for
pi-ogress in its national platform. So
far as the local organization contributes to the national, it is tarred as
reactionary.
"Does "Wilson stand for progressive
issues? He is like those who stood
for slavery. They raised a false Is- _;e
of states' rights,"
Frank W. Woods of Medina, Progressive
candidate
for Congress,
spoke in the West End.
Likens Murphy and Barnes.
"What difference is there between
Boss Barnes and Boss Murphy?" he asked. "Even if Wilson should prove
a progressive, can he control a ConI gress owned by such men as Murphy,
Taggart, Barnes, Daugherty, Roger
Sullivan and Ryan, all representing
the same interests and not the intere
sts L.f the common people?
„It wag Theodore Rooseveit who
i took the scales from the eyes of the
people."
He said the Democrats, by nominating Wilson, overrode the primary
vote of their people for Champ Clark.
"Some people say the bossos did not
want Wilson," Woods skid. "But the '
Democrats always have stood for
jobs.
By nominating Wilson they <
figured they could get the jobs and
that no progressive legislation would !
be enacted."
"Put as many God-made laws on j
the statute ' poks of men as you can," .
declared Harry C. Gahn, candidate ;
for state Senator. "Our need now is i
to free the worker from industrial i
slavery. Wilson is against the minimum wage.
Let's stop the stores [
;from telling girls, who receive too I
^small wages to live, to get gentlemen I
'friends."
|
JEL C. Acker, Bull Moose candidate
for county commissioner, spoke a
good word for Bill Eirick and scored
the county commissioners for extravagance. Eighty scrubwomen are used
in the court house, he said, when
forty took care of the Citizens, American Trust and Hippodrome buildings,
all together.
Addresses were made
by Alexander H. Martin, candidate
for Senator; Ernst Durschlag, candidate for sheriff; Silas H. Cole, candidate for commissioner; A. M. Gibbons, candidate for Legislature, and
others in meetings at the Lakewood
hall and in the First ward housemeetings. A. C. Bagnall, 1539 Wyandotte avenue, Lakewood, and Captain
John Ward were elected president and
secretary of the Lakewood club.
Durschlag last night issued a platfrom promising specific reforms if he !
is elected. The platform says:
If elected I will see the office force
is composed of men who are qualified to perform the duties for which
they are employed.
No bosses nor political machine
will be allowed to dictate these appointments.
I do not believe that a public office
should be a private snap.
The prisoners should be substantially fed and regardless of the amount
allowed by the commissioners for that
purpose, any saving through this or
any other channel should b. returned
to the taxpayers.
A careful record, including invoices,
should be kept on file.
I will ma!-e an honest effort to collect all fees due the county.

Praise for Baker.
"The leader of the Democrats here
is a Progressive man. He has only
one fault. He ought to be in the
' Progressive party. He could sub-j*
scribe to our platform and I believe \
| that before another four years have'
] gone by, Newton D. Baker will find \
j that he and those like him are pow- 3
; erless to stem the forces of the
bosses in a reactionary party.
| "Last night Baker took' rather,'
j more credit to himself than even his J
• splendid record entitled him to.
"The fight for humanity began
jages ago. It was fought by Abraj ham Lincoln, and by many wise and
! good men.
| "But we find Baker saying last
I night:
:
' 'Ten years ago, the forward
I movement for better things for hu; inanity was begun in this county
• I want no mistake made as to who
, made the fight.' "

BAKER HAS PLAN TO
BANISH FIRE ENGINE
Suggests Electric Centrifugal Pumps to Take
Places.
It Is only a dream BOW, but Mayor
Baker foresees the day when there
will be no clanging Ore engines, no
rubber coated firemen clinging; to a
swaying; hose wagon as It dashes
along- a crowded street.
He let a delegation of protesting
W. l*th street residents have a
glimpse through his roseate glasses
yesterday when they called and
asked for additional Are protection
in thedr section of the city.
"Why
not
electric centrifugal
pumping stations in all sections of
the city, doing away with steamers
altogether?" suggested Baker. He
then outlined his plan. The centrifugal stations would be located in
sections of the city now protected by
engine houses.
They would be operated in connection with the high pressure pumping
station proposed for the downtown
district. Firemen would be transported in automobiles to the scene
of a bte.ee. The pumps would be
started when the alarm of Are
sounded and the water would be
thrown from high pressure mains.
"Of course the plan is rather visionary," said Baker last night. "It
has never been tried In any city."
Waterworks Superintendent Shuls
is now working upon plans for housing the new high pressure pumping
station and a substation of the municipal electric light plant under one
roof. He will submit them to Director of Public Service Sprtngbom.
ShuhVs plans would call for a revision of the accepted plans for the
high pressure station building on
Lakeside avenue, near H. 9th street.
The light substation could furnish
power for the high pressure station
after the city's contract with the
Cleveland Illuminating Company has
expired.
Bast Side residents will have additional Are protection In two weeks.
Hiram Btiriman, secretary to Director of Public Safety Stage, announced yesterday after lnspeoting
the new Aehbury avenue engine
house, that It would be completed
at that time. It is located at Ashv..-.. owmiw and E>. 1224 street.
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GAS ORDINANCE BAKER'S IDEALS
IS TURNED DOWN WILL RUIN CITY
BY EAST OHIO

(§u)r
MUNICIPAL DANCING IS
HERE TO STAY-BAKER|

—Declares James Brown.

Republican Nominee Foresees
Destruction of Cleveland.

Failure, of the East Ohio Gas;
Co. Friday to accept the ordi- rttaff Special.
LIMA, O., Oct. 4.—Gen. R. B.
nance authorizing the construction of a new gas main made if Brown, republican candidate for
certain Cleveland will have to go governor, today predicted that a
through another natural gas riot would shake Cleveland from
to circumference" if
Bhortage during the coming win- "center
Mayor
Baker "continued to
ter.
Two-thirds of the homes may preach socialistic ideas."
be entirely without, gas during
"Baker's radical views will
zero weather and only half-heated shortly foment the ignorant eleat other limes, while 3000 new ment, into such a frenzy that they
applicants for natural gas will will arise in their wrath and
either have to install coal stoves burn their city," said Brown.
or accept the East Ohio's offer of
Brown predicted last night he'd;
rule Ohio for the next four years, i
80-cent artificial gas.
gave credit to the republicans for j
Investigation Will Be Slow.
out the ill-feeling between [
Announcement by the public blotting
the north and south since the civil j
utilities commission at Columbus war, and went so far as to admit'
Friday it would conduct an inves- that sometimes the g. o. p. was in
tigation of the Bast Ohio's pro- the wrong.
poned absorption of the Akron
"Roosevelt does not hope to win
Gas Co. and the Mohican Gas Co. In 1912," said Brown. "He trusts
led city officials to believe pro- to succeed in putting through a
ceedings would be so dragged out uational primary law which will
the winter will be over before a enable the people to nominate
new ordinance can be passed and f.nd set him upon a throne in
accepted.
President Daly was in Columbus 1916."
Beecher W. Waltermire, candiand urged the commission to make date for lieutenant governor, and
immediate
decision, saying he Tom L. Lewis, candidate for sec- :
would be compelled to cancel pipe retary of state, the other speakers, j
orders. The commission said more advocated standing pat and "con' time was needed. Friday was the tinuing the present prosperity."
last day on which the company
Brown and Lewis went from
could accept the ordinance.
Lima to Bellefontaine to address
"I thought at first Daly might the men at the Big Four shops at
file a conditional acceptance, sub- a noon meeting and hold a meetject to the action of the public ing at nieht
utilities
commission,"
Mayor |
Baker said. "His absence indi-1
cates he lias decided to pass up
the ordinance."
Daly has declared the company
cannot enter into a contract with
the citv for additional gas until
the public utilities commission
approves the company's application for permission to issue
.$5,000,000 bonds.
With these bonds Daly proposes
to buy the Akron Gas Co. and the
Mohican Gas Co., and in the
spring build a new main from
West Virginia. In a field adjoining that of the Mohican Gas Co.,
he told the commission, he would
be able to buy a temporary supply of gas, sufficient to tide Cleveland over this winter.
Daly attributes the commission's failure to act promptly to
the city's request for a physical
valuation of the property.
' We can't continue to allow
overcapitalization." said
Baker.
"It is better to sacrifice present
interest for the larger welfare of
the future."
Mayors of East Cleveland and
Lake-wood have urged the commission to make immediate disposition of the East Ohio's application.

Mayor Gives Free
Grammar Lesson
Orders Change in Spelling in
New Ordinance.
:iso Mayor Baker's interurban freight ordinance is aimed
at the high cost of living for
human beings and not for animals, Maker has directed Cityj
Solicitor Wilcox to chance—tu—J.
■ ■■■,—r-i»—o—orrrrtjuiiuou err}
!t?9q eq ;on pjnoo wx 1«in
■utuoaq U JI iinSuajis
iJfX atn }no paj pu« 'uiiiuj
aaqiouis in-wi jnd }ou .\\\\\„
'I!«i pnu!
tjBX ;snjBSB eiupipuBD n emooeq I
0} puojju }ou p[noo 9H aouuuol

After Reprimand Releases
Adelbert Student Nabbed
for 'Proc'
'Juniors Elect Officers; Dinner for Prize Winners.
Mayor Baker belongs to the Phi
Gamma Delta college fraternity. So
does Robert Mortimer, sophomore at
Adelbert college, Western Reserve
university, who was caught by a policeman in plain clothes early yesterday morning when he and a number of other sophs were posting
proclamations to freshmen on various shop fronts at Euolid-av and E.
105th-st.
When Mortimer was taken to Central police station, his first thought
was to appeal to his eminent fraternity brother. Mayor Baker received a hurry telephone call, and
Mortimer explained the situation to
him.
After censuring Mortimer severely
for his actions, the mayor instructed
the officers at the police station to
release him.
It has been the custom for years
at Adelbert for the sophs to post
lurid "procs" for the benefit of the
freshmen at the beginning of each
term, and each sophomore class always signs the effusions "S. C. I."
(Society for the Care of Infants) and
the numerals of the class.
About a dozen of the class of 1915,
headed by Mortimer, last year's class
president and varsity football player, started out at 4:30 a. m. yesterday to paste up the posters. The
statues of Mark Hanna and Kossuth
in University circle were not ■ immune. Each was presented with a
"proc." The figure of Kossuth has
its hand outstretched, and to heighten
the effect a red lantern was hung
from the statue's hand.
Junior class elections yesterday at
Adelbert resulted as follows: President, John Stroup; vice president,
R. R. White; secretary, Lester Fretter; treasurer, W. R. Daly; historian, Harry B. Peebles. A tie resulted between the two nominees for j
student council membership, George
Williams and William Trautmann,
and another election for that office
will be held next week.
A dinner was given the honor and
prize men of Adelbert college last
evening at the University club. An
address was delivered to the guests
by President Thwing.
"The large majority of graduates
who have become distinguished by
their life work were students of the
highest rank," said President Thwing.
"It is seldom that a pupil of low
rank has succeeded in attaining
great eminence before the world.
Good health, good morals and a good
mind lead to success in college and
in the world "

No matter what local organizations
say or do, municipal dancing has
come to stay," averred Mayor Baker
Friday.
"We will open the city dance halls
again next summer. How many, I
can't say. But charges that they induce immorality are
unfounded.
Clandestine meetings in the parks
have been going on before dancing
was established and we had to police
The parks just as much before dancing began, in order to keep such persons out," Baker declared.

BAKER WON'T SIT UP
TO GET GAS DECISION
No word was received at City Hall
Friday from the East Ohio Gas Company relative to the ordinance passed
30 days ago by city council granting
the company certain privileges in exchange for the promise to buiid a
new main.
"I understand President Daly is out
of town," said Mayor Baker. "However, the gas company has until one
minute before midnight to mail
their acceptance. I'm not going to sit
jp, however."
r

;
-p.,ir0r -arTrT William Gordon,
canffie^&oSrels, will speak
candidate
proKressive club in
ChSfbef o Commlrce hall, Detroit
and Belle avenues, Saturday night.

ANGER
George Lomnitz, assistant treasurer
of the Citizens Savings & Trust Company, who attends as many fires as
Chief Wallace, told Mayor Baker Friday Cleveland should spend $500,00C
at once for fire protection. The mayor didn't commit himself.
Lomnitz declared this city is in danI ger of being swept by fire Eft any time.
Ten more companies and three hook
and ladder companies are needed at
once, Lomnitz said. He criticised the
delay, in completing the auto engine
bouse on Ashbury roafc ».
"We are years behiftd other cities
like Detroit, Buffalo and Pittsburg In
fire protection," said Lomnitz. "Wo
have built only two new engine houses
since the Hill street station No. 28
was erected 12 years ago. Two stations, Nos. 29 and 31, were acquired by
annexation."
Lomnitz told the mayor $1,000,001
worth of property might easily be destroyed in 30 minutes in the lake front
section from East 9th to East 55th
street.
Lomnitz has a complete fire alarm
system in his home, and goes to all
fires of consequence.
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GAS ORDINANCE BAKER'S IDEALS
IS TURNED DOWN WILL RUIN CITY
BY EAST OHIO
-Declares James Brown.

Failtiro of the East Ohio Gas j
Co. Friday to accept the ordinance authorizing the construction of a new gas main made il
certain Cleveland will have to go
through another natural gas
Bhortage during the coming winter.
Two-thirds of the homes may
be entirely without gas during
zero weather and only half-heated
at other times, while 3000 new
applicants for natural gas will
either have to install coal stoves
or accept the East Ohio's offer of
80-cent artificial gas.
Investigation Will Be Slow.
Announcement by the public
utilities commission at Columbus
Friday it would conduct an investigation of the East Ohio's proponed absorption of the Akron
Gas Co. and the Mohican Gas Co.
led city officials to believe proceedings would be so dragged out
the winter will be over before a
new ordinance can be passed and
3CC6Dt 0(1.

President Daly was in Columbus
and urged the commission to make
immediate
decision, saying he
would l)e compelled to cancel pipe
orders. The commission said more
' time was needed. Friday was the
last day on which the company
could accept the ordinance.
"I thought at flrst Daly might
file a conditional acceptance, subject to the action of the public
utilities
commission,"
Mayor j
Maker said. "His absence indicates lie has decided to pass up
the ordinance."
Daly has declared the company
cannot enter into a contract with
the city for additional gas until
the public utilities commission
approves the company's application for permission to issue
$5,000,000 bonds.
With these bonds Daly proposes
to buy the Akron Gas Co. and the
Mohican Gas Co., and in the
spring build a new main from
West Virginia. In a field adjoining that of the Mohican Gas Co.,
he told the commission, he would
be able to buy a temporary supply of gas, sufficient to tide Cleveland over this winter.
Daly attributes the commission's failure to act promptly to
the city's request for a physical
valuation of the property.
"We can't continue to allow
overcapitalization." said Baker.
"It is better to sacrifice present
interest, for the larger welfare of
the future."
Mayors of East Cleveland and
Lakewood have urged the commission to make immediate disposition of the East Ohio's application.

Mayor Gives Free
Grammar Lesson
Orders Change in Spelling in
New Ordinance.
Because Mayor Baker's interurban freight ordinance is aimed
at the high cost of living for
human beings and not for animals, Baker has directed City
Solicitor Wilcox to change the
word "feed-stuffs"- in the ordinance to "food-stuffs."
The mayor, who does not, al-,
i ways confine his official remarks
to the English language, had recourse to German In explaining
the change.
"It is the same difference as
between 'fressen' and essen,' " he
explained to Wilcox, who looked
Hid laughed at the linguistic
quip.
"Fressen," be it understood, is
the German word for eating like
an animal. "Essen" means eatlike a person.

Republican Nominee Foresees
Destruction of Cleveland.

,vfo./7 Special.

LIMA, O., Oct. 4.—Gen. R. B.
Brown, republican candidate for
governor, today predicted that a
riot would shake Cleveland from
"center
to circumference" if
Mayor
Baker "continued to
preach socialistic ideas."
"Baker's radical views will
shortly foment the ignorant element, into such a frenzy that they
will arise in their Wrath and
burn their city," said Brown.
Brown predicted last night he'd
rule Ohio for the next four years,
gave credit to the republicans for
blotting out the ill-feeling between
ihe north and south since the civil
war, and went so far as to admit
that sometimes the g. o. p. was in
the wrong.
"Roosevelt does not hope to win
In in 12," said Brown. "He trusts
to succeed in putting through a
national primary law which will
enable the people to nominate
i.nA set him unon a throne in
1916."
Beecher W. "Waltermire, candidate for lieutenant governor, and
Tom L. Lewis, candidate for secretary of stare, the other speakers,
advocated standing pat and "continuing the present prosperity."
Brown and Lewis went from
Lima to Bellefontaine to address
the men at the Big Four shops at
a noon meeting and hold a meetIne at nis-ht
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MY0RJRAT1N,
FREES S0PH0W10RE
After Reprimand Releases
Adelbert Student Nabbed
for 'Proc'
Juniors Elect Officers; Dinner for Prize Winners.
Mayor Baker belongs to the Phi
Gamma Delta college fraternity. So
does Robert Mortimer, sophomore at
Adelbert college, Western Reserve
university, who was caught by a policeman in plain clothes early yesterday morning when he and a number of other sophs were posting
proclamations to freshmen on various shop fronts at Euolid-av and B.
105th-st.
When Mortimer was taken to Central police station, his first thought
was to appeal to his eminent fraternity brother. Mayor Baker received a hurry telephone call, and
Mortimer explained the situation to
him.
After censuring Mortimer severely
for his actions, the mayor instructed
the officers at the police station to
release him.
It has been the custom for years
at Adelbert for the sophs to post
lurid "procs" for the benefit of the
freshmen at the beginning of each
term, and each sophomore class always signs the effusions "S. C. I."
(Society for the Care of Infants) and
the numerals of the class.
About a dozen of the class of 1915,
headed by Mortimer, last year's class
president and varsity football player, started out at 4:30 a. m. yesterday to paste up the posters. The
statues of Mark Hanna and Kossuth
in University circle were not ■ immune. Each was presented with a
"proc." The figure of Kossuth has
its hand outstretched, and to heighten
'the effect a red lantern was hung
from the statue's hand.
Junior class elections yesterday at
Adelbert resulted as follows: President, John Stroup; vice president,
R. R. White; secretary, Lester Fretter; treasurer, W. R. Daly; histor-1
ian, Harry B. Peebles. A tie resulted between the two nominees for
student council membership, George
Williams and William Trautmann,
and another election for that office
will be held next week.
A dinner was given the honor and
prize men of Adelbert college last
evening at the University club. An
address was delivered to the guest?
by President Thwing.
"The large majority of graduates
who have become distinguished by
their life work were students of the
highest rank,"- said President Thwing.
"It is seldom that a pupil of low
rank has succeeded in attaining
great eminence before the world.
Good health, good morals and a good
mind lead to success in college and
In the world "
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MUNICIPAL DANCING IS
HERE TO STAY-BAKER
No matter what local organizations i
say or do, municipal dancing has
come to stay,' averred Mayor Baker
Friday.
"We will open the city dance halls
again next summer. How many, I
can't say. But charges that they Induce immorality are
unfounded.
Clandestine meetings in the parks
have been going on before dancing
was established and we had to police
The parks just as much before dancing began, in order to keep such persons out," Baker declared.

BAKER WON'T SIT UP
TO GET GAS DECISION
No word was received at City Hall
Friday from the East Ohio Gas Company relative to the ordinance passed
30 days ago by city council granting
the company certain privileges in exchange for the promise to build a
new main.
"I understand President Daly is out
of town," said Mayor Baker. "However, the gag company has until one
minute before midnight to mail
their acceptance. I'm not going to sit
jp, however."
~Mavor Baker aHcTWiiliam Gordon,
candidate for congress, will speak
??,™ Wilson Progressive club in
Chambef of Commerce hall, Detroit
and Belle avenues, Saturday night.

NTS OUT
FIRE DANGER
George Lomnitz, assistant treasurer
of the Citizens Savings & Trust Company, who attends as many fires as
Chief Wallace, told Mayor Baker Friday Cleveland should spend $500,00C
at once for fire protection. The mayor didn't commit himself.
Lomnitz declared this city is in danger of being sw.ept by fire sit any time.
Ten more companies and three hook
and ladder companies are needed at
once, Lomnitz said. He criticised the
delay in completing the auto engine
house on Ashbury roads.
4
"We are years behiftd other cities
like Detroit, Buffalo and Pittsburg in
Are protection," said Lomnitz. "Wr
have built only two new engine houses
since the Hill street station No. 28
was erected 12 years ago. Two stations, Nos. 29 and 31, were acquired by
annexation."
Lomnitz told the mayor $1,000,00C
worth of property might easily be destroyed in 30 minutes in the lake front
section from East 9th to East 55th
strGst.
Lomnitz has a complete fire alarm
system in his home, and goes to all
fires of consequence.

Q-^-gZ fq ,^
. TIME EXPIRES; GAS
| ACTION INVALIDATED
Company Fails to Accept
Ordinance. Negotiations
Required Again.
Negotiations between the city and
the last Ohio Gas Company which
ended in the passage of an ordinance
granting the company certain priv£geS in exchange for the promise
of a new main from the Wot Virginia
fields will have to be started all over
again, if Cleveland is to get additional
gas The company yesterday failed
to accept the ordinance on the last
dav on which it could.legallyAo so^
Mavor Baker, when he left the city
hall "last night, was still confident
that the company would accept the
ordinance, although it only, had until
midnight to do so.
Daly Back From Capital.
"I do not know what will be the
next step if the company does not flit
its acceptance," said Baker.
M B. Daly,, president of the Bast
Ohio Gas Company, back from Columbus last night, after an unsuccessful effort to have the state public
utilities commission pass at once upon
the company's application to Issue
$5,000,000 worth of bonds, would not
Bay that negotiations were entirely
off.

"I do not know what the city s
next move will be," said Daly. "We
will not ask for a further extension
of time in which the ordinance can
be accepted, at least not until the|
application to issue bonds has been
passed upon. The time was short,
anyway. With this additional delay
it would be late in the winter before
a new line could be built.
Company Has Consolation.
"The purchase of the Akron plants
would have assured a sufficient sup
ply of gas until the new main wa;
completed. If the new main is no
built the company will at least havi
the consolation of knowing that it die
the best it could do to obtain it."
Daly yesterday urged the publi<
utilities commission to act upon tin
application and allow the company tc
issue the bonds and take up the question of a physical valuation of thi
property later. The city had insistec
upon the valuation.

Favors Place for Foreign III
Despite Commerce Frown.
Opposition by the Chamber of Com-!
merce to the proposed Elizabeth Memorial hospital, in whlch ctevelanV
Hungarian-Americans are particular^1
interested, is to be disregarded^ th»;
Ciev^nd^re^ds^e5^11 C,onsul
meeting washeld yesterdav^"^
Ice of Mayor Bak™ f„y
,in the
committee, and nfan, i"ember of

the other

members that the art.iml ?
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MAYOR ASKS COUNCIL
TO ACT ON HOME RULE
ter?" immediately
upon the
amendment becoming effective
Nov. IB.
Baker's statement in full follows:
The secretary of state has officially announced the adoption
of the home rule amendment to
the constitution. The vote in
the state was 301,«ft2 to 21
but in Cuyahoga-co, where for 12
vears the city of Cleveland has led
the agitation for municipal home
rule, there were 49,845 votes for
the amendment and 9740 against!
it.
The result of the adoption of
this great, political principle is
that the city of Cleveland, after
50 vears of struggle, is free to
adopt that form of municipal government best adapted to its condiWestern Reserve Will Aid in tions. Victim of Experiments.
The legislature has from time to
Gathering Data.
time changed the form of governWestern Reserve students will ment applicable to Ohio cities, and
aid in building up the municipal I Cleveland has experienced practicall the ills that can come to a
j reference library,
planned
by I! ally
great and growing community from
I Mayor Baker. Quarters for the !such unintelligent experimentation.
new library have been selected. It I We have lived through the in; will be in the big assembly room efficiencies of the board plan, flour; at the city hall, formerly head- ished under a home-made federal
' quarters of the sanitary police.
plan' for a few brief years, and then
Librarian Brett agreed Satur- had our entire institutional system
day to provide shelves for the overthrown and had the unique exmunicipal pamphlets, books, re- perience of being governed practicports, and publications that will ally by the supreme court for an
make up this library, and to trans- interim period of about a year.
fer to it books and data now in the
Under the so-called new municipublic library applying to munici- pal code adopted in 1902, Clevepal subjects.
land was obliged to share the inAn attendant provided by the li- convenience of a scheme of governbrary board, and Earl Wells, head ment neither elastic enough to
of the city hall information bureau, cover all its needs nor responsive
will have charge. Wells already enough to public sentiment to make
has written to the large cities in the administration of the civic afthis and other countries for all fairs a direct responsibility of the
available data on their municipal people in the city themselves.
activities.
Amendments to the new muThrough Prof. A. R. Hatton, who nicipal code have, in part, restored
holds the chair of economics in the situation existing prior to the
Western Reserve, Baker has ar- .overthrow of the federal plan law,
ranged for students under Hatton but since the adoption of, the fedto help out on the library as part eral plan Cleveland has more than
of their outside studies in eco- doubled in size, its problems have
nomics.
increased in number and in intricacy, its sense of civic responsibility has enormously developed,
GAS CO. FAILS TO
and best of all, its .jpeople have
ACCEPT ORDINANCE learned to throw aside all considerations of national partisan afThe' postman Saturday dashed
filiation in dealing with municipal
the last hope that the Bast Ohio
Gas Co. might have accepted the
Tn^thei- par* of the United
new gas main franchise ordinance
States experiments of one kind ancl
which gave the company until
another have been tried for the purmidnight Friday to accept it.
pose of developing improved plans
Had a letter been in the mails by
of municipal government. Various
that hour the acceptance would
forms of so-called commission plan
have been valid.
are in practical operation. In some
"The city can do nothing but
small cities of the country the busiwait for the decision of the state
ness manager plan has been
utilities commission on the gas
company's application for auadopted.
. .,
Upon tne merits of these exthority to increase its bonded
Iperiments
I
do
not
desire
now to
debt $5,000,000," said Mayor
comment, but the fact that the
Baker. "If its application is
various cities of the country are
granted, the gas company probexperimenting, shows contlusiveably will apply to have the ordilya recognition of the fact that
nance extended."
the form of government is lmporPresident Daly told Baker SatI tant and that no mere deadly uniurday he was sorry his company
formity in plan ought to be perhad been unable to accept the
Imitted to cripple the energy and
franchise.
destroy the efficiency of a city
"We can't enter into any conpopulation.
.
tract until we know where the
The home rule amendment to trie
money to pay for the improveconstitution confers upon Ohio
ments is coming from," said
cities large powers. It gives usi all
Daly.
the powers of local self-government, and except for the right
reserved to the general assembly
to limit the tax rate and the bonded indebtedness of
municipal
corporations, we are empowered
to deal with all questions not or
such a nature as to affect the welfare of the state at large.

Cleveland is to be the first city
in Ohio to take action looking to
the immediate drawing up of a
| charter for home rule governSment.
Mayor Baker Saturday noon
'issued a statement outlining the
course the city will pursue. He
recommends council pass an ordinance for submission to voters of
■the question. "Shall a commission be chosen to frame a char-

[STUDENTS HELP
MUNY LIBRARY

Cleveland Should l>ead.
The question, therefore, is how
to provide a system of administration that will make the wisest and
most efficient use of these powers,
and to that end it is plain that the
city of Cleveland, having led in
the agitation for the emancipation
of Ohio cities, ought to take the
lead in the making of a charter of
its own. Such a charter should
be drawn up and submitted for
ratification by a vote of the people, and it should be drawn by
those citizens whose experience in
municipal affairs and affection for
their city best qualify them to
study our municipal needs.
In the preparation of such a
charter and its submission no partisan question should be allowed
to enter. The spirit in which we
should all act is that Cleveland is
now \a free city and that its free
citizens are going to determine the
method of administering its affairs.
Outlines the Method.
By the provisions of the home
rule amendment the legislative
authority of the city, by a twothirds vote, is empowered to submit to the electors the question,
"Shall a commission be chosen to
frame a charter?" The ordinance
providing for the submission of
the question must require it to be
submitted to the electors at the
next regular municipal election,
if one occurs not less than 6Cf nor
more than 120 days after the
passage of the ordinance. Otherwise the question is to be submitted at a special election held
within said limits of time.
All details for calling the election and the method of securing
the nomination of suitable persons to be a charter commission
in the event of an affirmative vote
on the main question are to be
provided in the ordinance. A
charter framed by such a commisision of 15 is submitted to the
electors at a time fixed by the
charter commission itself, but
within one year from the date of
its election.
The machinery, therefore, is
simple. The initiative lies with
the council, and in order that
Clevelaira may proceed at once
to the consideration of this important
question,
I
recommend that immediately upon the
constitutional amendment becoming effective, Nov. 15, 1912, your
body pass an ordinance providing
for a submission of the question
as provided by the constitutional
amendment to the voters of Cleveland, and also providing all the
necessary details for the selection
at such an election of a commission of 15 citizens, who shall enter at once upon the labor of preparing a charter for submission to
popular vote.

DALY'S SORRY BAKERJEERSVKION BAKER WOULD HDU
GAS IS SHORT;
OF
BROWN
ON
MOB
CHARTER
ELECTfO!
BLAMES STATE Laughs at Republican Candi- Wants Commission to Frame
date's Prophecy of VioPresident Daly of the East Ohio
City Constitution Under
Gas Company was sorry Saturday
lence by Ignorant.
that his company had been so misunderstood by the state public service commission and by Cleveland. He
said hie company had been virtually
Roos.evelt 'Blather- jSays Politics Should be Ig"kicked out" by the commission and Brands
that Cleveland's chances for an adskite' and Taft
ditional supply of gas this winter
nored in Interests of
are slimmer than the gas supply It'Pathetic'
Cleveland.
self.
"We didn't want the additional gas
aa a means of profit, but rather to
Mayor Newton D. Baker, addressgive the people what they wanted.
Mayor Baker yesterday forwarded
I thought it would create a better ing a Democratic meeting in Lake- a report to the city council urging
feeling all around," Daly said.
d last night, m^t facetiously the; that, immediately after the date
"Any chance for negotiations between council and you being re- attacks of Gen. R. B. Brown, Itepub upon which the home rule amendlican candidate for governor, who ment to the constitution becomes efopened?" he was asked.
"I don't think so," answered Daly. said at Lima, last week:
fective, the council pass an ordinance
"The public service co~ mission vir"Mayor
Baker's radical views providing for an election on the -questually turned down our application
for the bond issue Friday. That was shortly will foment the ignorant ele-j tion of the election of a commission
the end of us. I believe the time for ment of Cleveland into such a frenzy wh]ch wln be empoworeQ- to frame a
aoceptlng the new ordinance granted that they will arise in their wrath home rule charter. The home rule
by city council 30 days ago expired and burn their city."
amendment becomes effective Nov
then, too."
15.
Baker said:
Daly said no inventory, such as deThe mayor advises that the council
manded by Assistant City Solicitor
"I find myself growing famous. " pass an ordinance ^putting the queaStockwell, would be filed with the young- man (referring to John ns lion to the people and providing all
commission.
Fackler, author of 'Me arid, Tib') has'necessary details for the selection at
"I don't know now we will get made me the subject of a poem, and! such an election of a commission of
more gas for Cleveland, but I'll do now an old gentleman of whom I; fifteen citizens.
the best I can." said Daly.
never heard until he was picked up
The mayor in his letter says,
and nominated has said that the ig- among other things:
noraot people pf Cleveland will burn
"The. home rule amendment to the
their city because of what I say.
constitution confers upon Ohio cities
"But I have issued orders to the large powers. In terms it gives us
Cleveland lire department not to per- all the powers of local self-governmit fires of any sort. So you may be ment, and except for the right reured, and the people of Lima served to the general assembly to
not be panic-stricken by the limit the tax rate and the bonded infra is of Gen. Brown. "
debteclness of municipal corporations,
or Baker referred to Roosevelt we are empowered to deal with all
as "a blatherskite who rushes about questions not of such a nature as to
country putting everyone in an affect the welfare of the state at
Ananias jail ' and to Taft as "a pa- large.
thetic figure."
"The question, therefore, is how to
Wilson was described as "a realiprovide a system of administration
man, a scholar and a statesman,;that: will make the wisest and most
whose election appears as certain as efficient use of these- powers, and to
though the stars had foretold it." that end it is plain that the city of
Going hack to ancient Rome for an Cleveland, having led in the agitation
illustration for his arguments on the for the emancipation of Ohio cities,
tariff, .Mayor Baker referred to the ought to take the lead in the making
late Epistetus and spoke approving-of a charter of its own.
Such a
ly of his life and maxims.
charter should be drawn up and subThe meeting was in the Lakewoodmitted for ratification by a vote of
chamber of commerce. It was Mayor the people, and it should be drawn
r's first speech of the campaignby those citizens whose experience in
outside the city, and the crowd which municipal affairs and affection for
I gathered to hear him was enthusias-their city best qualify them to study
tic.
our municipal needs and ' prepare I
illiam Gordon, twentieth districtsuch a charter as will satisfy them.
candidate tor congress, proceeded the, "In the preparation of such a
mayor, and both speakers centered charter and its submission and disi their arguments on the tariff.
cussion, no partisan question should
■Those who made the last tariff," be allowed to enter. The spirit in
or Baker, "sat in marble hallsiwhich we should all act is that Cleve-<
at Washington, at great gilded tables.land is now a. free city and that its
witli gold pens in their hands.
free citizens are going to determine
"They asked manufacturers of cot-the method of administering its afton goods to decide what the tariff fairs."
on cotton shouli
id they asked
manufacturers of woolen goods what f
Uty on wool should be.
"Then. 'Let's go to the Willard ho „
tel.' they said, and for tile rest of the
was pop, pup. pop of Champa in
while manufacturers
ami tariff makers drank each others' layor Takes Step to Open
ih.
i lull, employe in the office
Republican congressmen have been
Reference Library.
Ly clerk for the past twenty- on such intimate terms with great
tluv.
terday at manufacturers that, even if they wish
to be fair, they cannot push aside What is believed to be the first step j
liolO Clinton-ay N. W.
i these friends, blood of th
blood. jn the carrying out of the University of:
> fter the meeting of
and bone of their bone, to recast this Cleveland idea may come with the es- j
council last Monday night situation.
tablishment by the city of a departi ricken with apoplexy at his
" Roosevelt was president for sevenInent of municipal research in which
id did not regain conscious- years. Search all his speeches and political science classes of Western Reiii that time till the time of messages. Not one work on the tariff ferve university are to have a prominth at 7 o'clock yesterday question can you find.
position
fo,-„,.ori

Home Rule Plan.

APOPLEXY TAKES J
COUNCIL HELPER!

Throughout
nearly all of the
od in which lie was employed by
the city his duties were those of first
I city clerk and the routine
work cit' the council was largely in
ands.
He was -C years old and is surmd two daughters,
Cleveland and
C. K. Kdson of Buffalo. The
members of the city council will atI'nneral in a body.
The
place from
t he Hall n sidence at - o'clock tomorrow afternoon. The burial will
be at Riverside cemetery.

"New leaden and a new *gSregz-ti^e^^^X%J£?^

tion are needed. I do not say a new forwarded a letter to the library board
party.
The Democratic party has asking the board to co-operate with the
been a party of opposition, but the eitv in the establishment of such a deBaltimore convention cleared it as I partment
to the extent of furnishing
have seen a glass of cloudy liquid in books for a municipal reference IIbra
lOratory Cleared by a single drop i ™
y
offered theuge of room 110
nother chemical, until now it is on the seoond ft001. oi the city hall for
the organization the situation re- the library. If the board approves
quires."
available works on subjects that would
Said William Cordon:
be of use to the city in its reference
"If I am elected, it will be my pur- work will be placed in this department.
The clty
st a t
pose to., see
, on ^^}^,
L r some
£?m*■ montns
mnnth^and
, ,, the
, tariff
_., , is reduced
, „ and| work
this plan lor
ana
to see that it is entirely removed from]™'Viking out of some scheme was
food products and from cotton and piaced in the hands of Secretory Bunwoolen goods."
Earl
njng 0f the board of efficiency.
H Wells, of the information department of the city, will have charge of
the new city department.
Students of Western Reserve engaged
in the study of political science will be
assigned to working out municipal
Puns as part of their college work.

DRAFT FREIGHT MEASURE
Mayor to Plan Ordinance for Electric Hauling; In Streets.
Mayor Baker decided yesterday to
prepare an ordinance authorizing the
interurban companies to 'haul freight
over the lines of the Cleveland Railway
Co. The ordinance will be submitted
to a committee of the wholesale mer
chants board of the Chamber of Com
merce.
This course was decided upon at
meeting in the mayor's office yesterd-iv
and the decision of the mayor indi
cates that a settlement of the long uis"
cussed electric freight handling OUHSH™
is in sight. W. R. Hopkins, president o?
the
Cleveland
Underground RaDirl
Transit Co., discussed the matter or"
caring for this service by means of
tubes.
The subway company could not fur
nlsh the service desired until the ne\v
hlgh level bridge is completed

CITY WWW
IEST0 BID
Dispute Between Dyer and
Louge Passed by Baker to
Exchange Committee.
Superintendent Says Plans

as Revised Call for
$4,000,000.
The controversy between the city
and Architect J. Milton Dyer over
the cost of the new city hall was not
settled when Dyer was directed by
city authorities some inonthu aa'o to
revise his plans to meet the views of
W. S. Lougee, superintendent of construction, who declared the building
would cost nearer §5,000,000 than $2,600,000.
Dyer maintained that the building,
barring furnishings and approach
treatment, could be built within the
smaller estimate. This was denied
by Lougee and eight months' delay
has ensued.
The Builders Exchange has been
appealed to and, through a tpecial
committee to be appointed within the
coming week by President J. C. Skeel
will go over the plans and specifications recently submitted by Dyer.
President Skeel acts under authority
of the board of directors of the exchange.
Mayor Snggests Committee.
The board of directors decided on
this course Thursday noon, upon receiving a letter from Mayor Baker
suggesting the action. The letter was
delivered during the meeting, but the
matter was not made public.
Superintendent Lougee, upon whose
advice the city has been guided, has
had two meetings with the mayor
within the past two days, but the nature of the discussions was not made
known. Lougee maintains that the
building cannot he constructed for
less than $4,000,000, even under the
revised plans.
The attitude of the city administration has been that the building
should not be rushed to completion
until it was known that the superstructure and interior would not cost
above ?2,000,000, the maximum named
by the council a number of years ago.
Dyer, in his revised plans, has substituted terra cotta for granite in portions of the buildings not in plain
view.
Cheaper material has been
substituted for much of the interior
marble work. Dyer has not yet delivered his plans and specifications for
plumbing, heating, ventilating ana
wiring.

^"^£ii2Z^ ^^(w.v^.i-^^i^,
COHTIMUEJMS FIGHT
Mayor Baker expects to make an
other fight .tor more gas when he
returns from his campaigning trip.
President Daly of the East Ohio
Gas Co. told Baker he would try to
get more gas. hut that the proposed
new p°pe fine is impossible because
the public utilities commission has
not approved the company a plan
tn issue more bonds.

s
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IS
RE INCONSISTENT

Walter Flory Tells Why He
Quit Party to. Join With
Progressive Movement.
Declares" Politicians Conser* vatives and Radicals.
Declaring there is in the Democratic party an inherent Inconsistency between two warring elements,
pHOIR boys leaving B. 55th street and the smiles with which Bishop
calling one presidential year for votes
V-i Farrelly and Mayor Baker greeted them as they passed the reviewfor a progressive, the next for votes
tng stand on the Superior avenue side^of the Cathedral
for a conservative, that the same
HT3AKER STARTS STUMP TRIP situation practically has caused the
destruction of the Republican party
Will Speak for Wilson Tonight in
and that the new Progressive party
Iowa; Returns Friday.
is the only way to insure political
consistency, Attorney Walter L. Flory
Mayor Baker left Cleveland late
last night for his Western tour on the
at a Bull Moose meeting in Waldo
stump in the interest of Woodrow
hall, Hough-av N. E. near E. 86th..,
Wilson, Democratic candidate for
last night outlined his reasons for
\iirhilv MeCllIlgS, I WO ill. ; President, and this morning Vice st,
leaving the Democratic party.
Mayor Charles W. Lapp is the official
"When party regularity requires
of the community,
that one do violence to his own ideals
Central Armory. Cam- i head
Baker gave up a trip abroad with
and integrity by now voting for a
Mayor Brand WhitlocK, of Toledo,
progressive (Bryan) and four years
paign Program.
' to make this tour and partake in the
later voting for a conservative (Parkfall campaign. His speech tonight
er) and again being askeS to vote for
Tomor; will be at Charles City, la.
a progressive (Wilson), all the time
row he talks at Elkader, la. !
realizing that these shifts are caused
ILSOX MERE FEHUY Baker invades Wisconsin for by
an Inherent inconsistency between
, speeches Wednesday night at La
two warring elements composing the
■ Crosse, and Thursday
night
at
Democratic party, and further realizMadison. He will be back just in
ing that this condition of shifting is
foblicans Await Signal ' time
to welcomeaWilson to Cleveland.
sure to continue in the future as in
Wilson is.here Friday night.
the past, the situation becomes intolFrom i)aiii>liei'tv to Sot
erable and demands relief,"
said
Flory.
their campaign. It is probable~CerP
Pownsehd's Date.
"This
situation
has
prevailed
in
the
tral Armory will be chosen and the
Republican party and practically has
event set for Saturday night, with
caused its destruction. I believe the
[•parent lack of excitement among Senator Townsend, of Michigan, as
Democratic party is destined to a
Jvoters over the approaching the headliner.
similar fate and that the Progressive
party affords the only remedy now
Progressives will meet tonight in
lion is making Cuyahoga county
at hand.
licians prepare to stir things up Waldo Hall, Hough avenue and B.
"I have only the highest regard for
86th
street,
to
hear
A.
R.
Hatton,
Keek in a rough-and-tumble efWoodrow Wilson's" political ideals and
Progressive candidate for Congress,
to have the average man believe C. W. Toland, W. W. Hole, Walter
his personal integrity. The only criticism I have to make of Democrats
country will go to the dogs in- L. Flory and Julius P. Preyer. It will
1
like Newton D. Baker is that they
be Flory's first appearance on the
ter unless he -'votes right.'
prefer
to give a large portion of their
a~ a Progressive. He has
aiKl stump
Bferessives,
Republicans
time to an incessant .fight with the
ressive
.oerats are arranging to put on- J^f f*u P™^
' Democrat until
conservative and bourbon elements in
their party, when they could better
ve-ounce mitts. Meetings nightTomorrow night the Progressives
benefit the country by joining the
§> sessions in Centra] Armory and will meet at the homes of J. C. Hub,
consistent
party of progress.
Implication of charges will make 12006 Clifton boulevard; Dr. W. J.
"It is high time the conservative
week lively.
Benner, 16803 Detroit avenue; S. B.
and bourbon elements be put into one
nes of national campaigning here Robinson, 1422 Elmwood avenue, and
party and the progressives and radi. developed sufficiently so that E. J. Thobaben, 10406 Kempton avecals in another. Men like Mr. Baker
ure out where they nue, Speakers will be Frank W.
at.
and Mr. Bryan, who now spend half
Woods, candidate for Congress; S. S.
their time trying to keep their party
fogresslves are emphasizing the Stilwell, John D. Fackler, Julius P.
straight, can then devote more of
Ian betterment planks of their Preyer, A. M. Gibbons, A. R. Hattheir time to keeping the affairs of
Mform, treating the tariff in a ton, C. W. Toland, Thomas S. Farrell
nate way.
the public straight.
"I, for one, am sick and tired of
■fee Democrats, denying that the and J. C. Keller.
seeing Mr. Bryan and Mr. Baker and
■pessive advocacy of a decent
Wilson Here October 11.
their
kind forced to spend their valuBe for women and prohibition of
able time trying to convince Judge
P. labor> for instance, are the! The_ _pemoerats' big meeting this
Parker and Gov. Harmon that the
■rnmg issues of the fall, are talk-!
'. Democratic party should be progres■ .tariff from a free trade stand-!:
n e 0r less direct as
| sive. For the first time we then
Kthe ino', T ,.
shall have political consistency.
KdU!>1
belief of the speaker per"The only thing that can save the
Democratic party from going on the
■epiiblicans are talking prosperity
rocks is its defeat."
■T,,."
enough alone," is their
In answering criticism of Theodore
Roosevelt, Flory said that what Tom
Signal From Daugherty.
L. Johnson did for Cleveland Roose'cans expect to hear today
velt has done for the country.
1
ite Chairman Daugherty, in
Harry C. Gahn, candidate for state
senate; Attorney W. W. Hole, and
• about when they can open
Prof. A. R. Hatton, candidate for congress from the twenty-first district,
also spoke.

LINE UP
FOR WEEK OF ACT!
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Mayor in Iowa Address Discusses Textile Strike.
SPECIAL TO THE PLAIN DEALER.
ELKADER, la., Oct. 8.—Mayor Newton D. Baker of Cleveland roundly
scored President Taft and Theodore
Roosevelt before a large audience here
tonight in his second address of his Iowa
tour. Me strongly urged the election
of Gov. Wilson, whom he
the
most likely presidential candidate since
the d;i
ham Lincoln.
That the recent I. W. W. outbreaks
in Lawrence, Mass., were the forerunners of social and political revoln
and that stepS should be taken to heed
this warning of unrest, was one of the
assertions
the speaker. Starvation wages for the woolen mill workers were responsible for the outbreaks,
he declarerd, and he denounced the
woolen trust and schedule K in severe
terms.
"Roosevelt promises many tariff reforms in his appeals to the voters," declared Mayor Baiker, "but during his
seven years as president he accomplished nothing. Not once did he send
a message to congress on the tariff
question.
. "Despite the .protective tariff, which
is expected to protect the American
workmen, the foreign workmen
dressed in wool,
irkmen in
American
are compelled to
wear only the thinnest clothing."

In ran' IDEA PLEASES
Scheme to Build New Plant
Interests Mayor.
Mayor Baker is decidedly interested in the plan for the establishment of a municipal telephone system" as outlined by Allen C. Morse,
former chief engineer of the Cuyahoga Telephone Co., in a report now
in the hands of Service Director
Springborn. Morse advises the city
to establish its own system.
"I have not yet studied the report,
but was much interested in the aocount I read in the newspaper,"
said the mayor. "If there is to be
a municipal telephone system I want
to have 'Main 1.' "
Councilman Haserodt, author of the
resolution asking Mayor Baker to
report on the question of a municipally owned
telephone system, said
that the city would be assisted in
the laying of underground cable by
the free use of the proposed subway which might make the cost
lower than estimated by Morse.
Morse asserts that it would cost
the city about $6,500,000 to establish a system of- handling 65,000
telephones. He estimates that If the
city undertook to buy the equipment
of the Bell and Cuyahoga telephone
companies it would cost $12,000,000
or $16,000,000.

fc^ &m*vi>-1.-\-\<w-

Ur&M^-^a-Qlt^U^
CONTINUES GAS FIGHT
Mayor Baker expects to make another fight iof more gas when he
returns from his campaigning trip.
President Daly of the East Ohio
Gas Co. told Baker he would try to
get more gas, but that the proposed
new pipe line is impossible because
the public utilities commission has
not approved,the company's plan
Jxt-issue more bonds.
rx
y _

ARE INCONSSSTENT
Walter Flory Tells Why He
Quit Party to, Join With
Progressive Movement.
Declares' Politicians Conser' vatives and Radicals.

/"""HOIR boys leaving E. 55th street and the smiles with which Bishop
^-" Farrelly and Mayor Baker gree ted them as they passed the reviewing stand on the Superior avenue sid e of the Cathedral.

LINE UP
EK OF ACT

'"BAKER STARTS STUMP TRIP
Will Speak for Wilson Tonight in
Iowa; Returns Friday.

■ Mayor Baker left Cleveland late
last night for his "Western tour on the
stump in the interest of Woodrow
Wilson, Democratic candidate for
JLWO at I President, and
this morning Vice
Mayor Charles W. Lapp is the official
head of the community.
Baker gave up a trip abroad with
Mayor Brand WhitlocR, of Toledo,
to make this tour and partake in the
fall campaign. His speech tonight
will be at Charles Gity, la. Tomorrow he talks at Elkader, la.
Baker
invades
Wisconsin
for
speeches Wednesday night at . La
Crosse, and Thursday
night ■ at
Madison. He will be back just in
Signal time
to welcome ^Wilson to Cleveland.
Wilson isrhere Friday night.

Nightly Meetings,
Central Armory, Cam
pa ign Program.

WILSON MEilE FEIDAY
Republicans Await
From Daugherty to Set
To.wnseM's Date.

their campaign. It is probable Central Armory will be chosen and the
event set for Saturday night, with
Apparent lack of excitement among Senator Townsend, of Michigan, as
jithe voters over the approaching the headllner.
l| election is making Cuyahoga county
Progressives will meet tonight in
il politicians prepare to stir things up.Waldo Hall Hough avenue and B.
L,,ic. _.„ i. •
, *
iT
/ 86th street, to hear A. R. Hatton,
u
thiswe.ek m a rough-and-tumble ef-, Progressive candidate for Congress!
| fort to have the average man believe c. W. Toland, W. W. Hole, Walter
| the country will go to the dogs in- L. Flory and Julius P. Preyer. It will
be
stanter unless he "votes right."
Tory's first appearance on the
Progressives,
Republicans
and ltamp a~ a Progressive. He has
„
.
.
.
been a progressive' Democrat until
i Democrats are arranging to put on thi fall
I the five-ounce mitts. Meetings nightTomorrow night the Progressives
ly, ty/o sessions in Central Armory and will meet at the homes of J. C. Hub,
a multiplication of charges will make 12006 Clifton boulevard; Dr. W. J.
the week lively.
Benner, 16803 Detroit avenue; S. B.
Lines of national campaigning here Robinson, 1422 Blmwood avenue, and
have developed sufficiently so that E. J. Thobaben, 10406 Kempton avepoliticians can figure out where they nue. Speakers will be Frank W.
are at
Woods, candidate for Congress; S. S,
Progressives are emphasizing the stilwell, John D. Fackler, Julius P.
human betterment planks of their preyer, A. M. Gibbons, A. R. Hatplatform, treating the tariff in a ton c> -y_ Toland, Thomas S. Farrell
subordinate way.
and j_ a Kel,er_
The Democrats, denying that the
Wilson Here October 11.
Progressive advocacy of a decent
wage for women and prohibition of
The Democrats' big meeting this
child labor, for instance, are the
burning issues of the fall, are talk- week will be at Central Armory, Ocing tariff from a free trade stand- tober 11, with Woodrow Wilson.
point, more or less direct as the inCongressman Paul Howland yesdividual belief of the speaker per- terday took strong exception to Maymits.
Republicans are talking prosperity. or Baker's remarks in Lakewood Sat"Let well enough alone," is their urday night. Baker had said that
war cry.
after Congressmen finished work for
Await Signal From Daugherty.
the day, on the tariff, they went to
Republicans expect to hear today a hotel where he said they drank
from State Chairman Daugherty, in champagne,
the East, about when they can open %;"That Jpnd of talk . is disgusting
from Mr. Baker, who knows better,"
Howland said. "The men who have
Ithe most to do with drafting tariff!
I bills are not that kind. Oscar Un-I
Idcrwood is not that kind. Payne I
heads one of the most simple lives of I
lany man in Washington.
Baker |
| knows his statements are not true."
Howland, Gordon, his Democratic |
lopponent, and Woods, the ProgresIsive, all will meet on the same platIform Thursday night when they willl
{talk before a men's club in Cleveland |
|Heights.
In the Twenty-first district, the I
Ithree candidates, Hatton, Progres- [
Isive; Congressive Bulkley, Democratic, and F. L. ..Taft, Republican, i
I all will meet next week in a meeting]
Iof the men's club of the Euclid Avenue Presbyterian Church. Both meetings are likely to turn into threeI cornered debates.
Need Cash for Campaign.
Taft, the only one of the candidates I
or Congress in either district who I
has not spoken in the campaign, is |
I doing a little muckraking of Bulkley's record and will make a speech I
asking him some pertinent or impertinent questions, depending on the |
viewpoint.
The principal worry of the TaftJ
campaign here is cash, right-' now..
The treasury is comparatively empty!
and desperate efforts are being madel
to fill it, particularly since politicians!
say there is doubt that county candidates will pay any assessment to thel
| Republican committee, to be used in|
the Taft fight.
Meanwhile, the county candidates!
of the various parties are starting inl
to tell real names. The DemocratsI
have not yet accused any Progressive
or Republican of stealing chickens,!
but it is suspected that such a charge!
is in preparation. The Republican!
candidates start stumping late thisl
week.

Declaring there is in the Democratic party an inherent inconsistency between two warring elements,
calling one presidential year for votes
for a progressive, the next for votes
for a conservative, that the same
situation practically has caused the
destruction of the Republican party
and that the new Progressive party
is the only way to insure political
consistency, Attorney Walter L. Flory
at a Bull Moose meeting in Waldo
hall, Hough-av N. B. near B. 86thst, last night outlined his reasons for
leaving the Democratic party.
"WTien party regularity requires
that one do violence to his own ideals
and integrity by now voting for a
progressive (Bryan) and four years
later voting for a conservative (Parker) and again being aske2 to vote for
a progressive (Wilson), all the time
realizing that these shifts are caused
by an- inherent inconsistency between
two warring elements composing the
Democratic party, and further realizing that this condition of shifting is
sure to continue in the future as in
the past, the situation becomes intolerable and demands relief,"
said
Flory.
"This situation has prevailed in ,the
Republican party and practically has
caused its destruction. I believe the
Democratic party is destined to a
similar fate and that the Progressive
party affords the only remedy now
at hand.
"I have only the highest regard for
Woodrow Wilson's" political ideals and
his personal integrity. The only criticism I have to make of Democrats
like Newton D. Baker is that they
prefer to give a large portion of their
time to an incessant .fight with the
conservative and bourbon elements in
;
their party, when they could better
benefit the country by joining the
consistent party of progress.
"It is high time the conservative
and bourbon elements be put into one
party and the progressives and radicals in another- Men like Mr. Baker
and Mr. Bryan, who now spend half
their time trying to keep their party
straight, can then devote more of
their time to keeping the affairs of
the public straight.
"I, for one, am sick and tired of
seeing Mr. Bryan and Mr. Baker and
their kind forced to spend their valuable time trying to convince Judge
Parker and Gov. Harmon that the
Democratic party should be progressive. For the first time we then
shall have political consistency.
"The only thing that can save the
Democratic party from going on the
rocks is its defeat."
In answering criticism of Theodore
Roosevelt, Flory said that what Tom
L. Johnson did for Cleveland Roosevelt has done for the country.
Harry C. Gahn, candidate for state
senate; Attorney W. W. Hole, and
Prof. A. R. Hatton, candidate for congress from the twenty-first district,
also spoke

B1EB WflBNSJF OKST
Mayor in Iowa Address Discusses Textile Strike.
SPECIAL TO THE PLAIN DEALER.
EDKADER, la., Oct. 8.—Mayor Newton D. Baker of Cleveland roundly
scored President Taft and Theodore
Roosevelt before a large audience here
tonight in his second address of his Iowa
tour. He strongly urged the election
ot Gov. Wilson, whom he termed as the
most likely presidential candidate since
the days of Abraham Lincoln.
That the recent I. W. W. outbreaks
in Lawrence, Mass., were the forerunners of social and political revolution
and that steps should be taken to heed
this warning of unrest, was one of the
assertions made by the speaker. Starvation wages for the woolen mill workers were responsible for the outbreaks,
he declarerd, and he denounced the.
woolen trust and schedule K in severe '
terms.
"Roosevelt promises many tariff reforms in his appeals to the voters," declared Mayor Ba/ker, "but during his
seven years as president he accomplished nothing. Not once did he send
a message to congress on the tariff
question.
."Despite the /protective tariff, which
is expected to protect the American
workmen, the foreign workmen are
dressed in wool, while workmen in
American factories are compelled to
wear only the thinnest, clothing,"

G1TY fflfliyu PLEISES
Scheme to Build Mew Plant
Interests Mayor.
Mayor Baker is decidedly interested in the plan for the establishment of a municipal telephone system" as outlined by Allen C. Morse,
former chief engineer of the Cuyahoga Telephone Co., in a report now
in the hands of Service Director
Springborn. Morse advises the city
to establish its own system.
"I have not yet studied the report,
but was much interested in the account I read in the newspaper,"
said the mayor. "If there is to be
a municipal telephone system I want
to have 'Main 1.' "
Councilman Haserodt, author of the
resolution asking Mayor Baker to
report on the question of a municipally owned
telephone system, said
that the city would be assisted in
the laying of underground cable by
the free use of the proposed subway which might make the cost
lower than estimated by Morse.
Morse asserts that it would cost
the city about $6,500,000 to establish a system of- handling 65,000
telephones. He estimates that if the
city undertook to buy the equipment
of the Bell and Cuyahoga telephone
companies it would cost $12,000,000
or $16,000,000.
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BAN'S ON BRASS
BANDS; WILSON
HATESRACKET
Coming to Speak in Armory
Tonight, Wants to Appeal
by Argument Alone.
DOORS TO OPEN AT 6 P. M.
Democratic Candidate Will be
Guest of Honor at Dinner
Preceding Meeting.

A New Charter for Cleveland.
Mayor Baker's letter to the city council brings
to public attention the whole subject of a new
charter for Cleveland. The mayor recommends
that as soon as practicable after the home rule
amendment to the constitution becomes effective
on November 15 the council shall submit to popular vote the question whether a charter commission shall be selected.' The council will, in all
probability, act promptly on the recommendation. Mr. Baker's communication may be looked
upon, therefore, as a program of action.
With the general proposition advanced by the
mayor few intelligent men will disagree. Cleveland's present form of government represents a
series of compromises.
The
council
is
too
large; many officials arc elected who might far
better be appointed. It is basically unfair to demand that a city as large as Cleveland should be
hampered in the solution of its purely local questions by checks placed by an unsympathetic legislature.
The general question was fully discussed during
the recent constitutional campaign and Cleveland's decision in favor of home rule was given
by a majority of votes that could leave no doubt
in any mind. Having thus indorsed the home rule
issue, Cleveland will doubtless be ready when the
proper time comes to indorse tho project of selecting a commission to revise the present form of
government.
It is a big question, upon the right determination of which depends much in the future welfare
of the community. People may well prepare for
tho campaign of information which will follow the
submission of the question by the council.

Wodro'w
Wilson, democratic
candidate for president, will make
his first and only direct appeal
for the support of Cleveland voters at central armory at 7:45
p. m. Friday.
Wilson will arrive by special
train over the Pennsylvania
at
5:30 p. in., and will be the guest
of Mayor Baker and John
H.
Clarke at a dinner at the University club.
There will be no brass bands or
red tire at the Wilson meeting.
The democratic candidate has expressed a preference for "sane
politics." The appeal for support
will be by argument, and not by
noise.
Doors to the armory will he
open at 6 p. m. There are no reserved seats.
Wilson comes to Cleveland after
Mayor in Iowa Address Disa noonday speech at Dayton and &
afternoon address at Orrcusses Textile Strike.
ville.
lie will leave for
New
York at it: I 5 p. m.
SPECIAL TO THE PLAIN DEALER.
.Met by Committee.
iM.KADBR, la., Oct. 8.—Mayor NewA reception committee of Cleve- ' ton D. Baker of Cleveland roundly
land democrats left for Canton at' scored President. Taft and Theodore
10:45 a. in. They will return
Roosevelt before a large audience here
from Canton on the Wilson spe- tonight in his second address of his Iowa
tour. He strongly urged the election
cial. Most of them will be guests
of Gov. Wilson, whom he termed as the
at the University club dinner, in
most likely presidential candidate since
the party were John It. Clarke,
the days of A.brahatn Lincoln.
That the recent I. W. W. outbreaks
who will be chairman of Friday
Mass., were the forerunnight's meeting; D. C. Westen- in LaWrence,
ocial and political revolution;
Congressman R. J. Bulkley;
that steps should be taken to heed i
warning of unrest, was one of the
William Gordon, candidate for
lions made by the speaker. Starcongress In the twentieth district;
n wages for the woolen mill workBurr Gongwer, member of the
ers were responsible for the outbreaks,
declarerd, and he denounced the
state democratic committee, and
woolen trust and schedule K in severe
"Billy" Murphy, Mayor
Bayer's
terms.
secretary.
"Roosevelt promises many tariff reShort speeches by Baker and forms in his appeals to the voters," deMayor Baiter, "but during his
■ will precede the main ad- clared
seven years as president he accomis by Wilson.
plished nothing. Not once did he send
Delegations of democrats from
lessage to congress on the tariff
towns and cities within a radius (pics!
"Despite
the protective tariff, which
of 5 0 miles of Cleveland will ated to protect the American
tend the W llson
meeting here,
nen, the
workmen are
ied in wool, while workmen in
a party of
compelled to
;e students, headed
■nnest clot

BIKER III OF UNREST

lonai friend of \\ II| approves the teaching
ssive political ideals in
The college party will come on
special cars, accompanied by the
and.

dwVo^'^rAt).M(\a.
A Divided Treasury

j

The board of education will ask the taxpayers!
at the election this fall to approve an additional!
tax levy of 1 mill for three years for school purposes. Not enough money is in sight for require- ■
ments which must be met unless the work of the j
schools is curtailed. And that alternative is one
which the people of Cleveland are not inclined to
Should the school government be consolidated
wUh that of the city under the proposed new municipal charter, as is advocated by Mayor Baker,
this contingency probably would not arise again.
There would not be a divided treasury. The requirements of the schools would be on the same
basis as all the others of the municipality.
If
more school houses were necessary park and
■boulevard extensions, for instance, could be held
in abeyance to provide immediately the money
needed The schools would gain by the change.

(U--W-VWV-

p. win COULD
LEARN CUSSIN' IN
IOWA POLITICS
—Mayor Baker
Mayor Baker returned riday from
his five-day poitical speechmaking
trip in Iowa and Kansas. He made
some observations as follows:
"Bull Moose and Republicans in
Iowa are so angry with each other
that Pete Witt could take a post
graduate course in picturesque language by listening to them.
"The farmers in the . so-called
'backwoods' of Iowa are rich, own
automobiles and farm in ease and
comfort.
"Iowans are like Clevelanders In
that
they
enjoy
argumentative
speeches and do not care for claptrap.
"Westerners are as hospitable and
polite as southerners."
Baker was reported to have made
a speech Thursday night in Madison,
Wis! He made no speech, he says.
"I visited Professor Ely at the
University of Wisconsin and saw
some of the Phi Gamma Delta boys,''
said Baker. "That was all."
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PROWD PACKED IN ARMORY CHEERS AS
WILSON VERBALLY WALLOPS TEDDY
AND SCOFFS TAFT'S HARD TIMES BOGY
terror „f
of the
lie free
nee trade bogy
•„t*H bv President lau, i» .
Tlv prediction of rainy days
ne

ntuled by Woodrow Wilson,
Sotatic candidate for president
., a record-breaking oro*a at
rentral 'armory Friday mgbt.
You are told that democratic
Ruccees will bring about fbe bogy
0" free'trade," he said. "Hare you
° er reflected the democrats com0ne-half of the United States
and' as a Philadelphia editor said,
couldn't commit economic murder
^thout committing economic smHrte" There cannot be free trade in
this country because the govern, o«, IB committed to a fiscal policy
of indirect and not,direct tax.
"President Taft has talked about
the bunshine of today. I yonder
' f the poor masses toiling at Lawrence under the weight o schedule
I K have had many bright days. I
don't think disturbing the tariff
could possibly make things more
intolerable than they are now. You
can't go below rock bottom.
Looks Like Bridegroom.
"Why in the name of the intelligence of the American people
haven't the workingmen called
this bluff long ago?"
Gov Wilson, looking like a
bridegroom, with a sprig of lilies
the of vallev in his buttonhole, had
difficulty in making his voice
carry Some of those in the galileries began, leaving shortly after
he began speaking. One old man
with flowing whiskers gave the
patrolman at the right of the platform much trouble.
"If you'll just give me one look
at him I'll go," the old man
finally said.
He was given the chance.
"Huh," he said after a ^ moment's inspection, "he'll do."
' And he left.
Wilson devoted some time to a
"Does anybody think it would be wise to have so extremely acdiscussion of immigrants, and de- tive a gendeman, so extremely aggressive and versatile a gentleman
clared they should be given what, oc i» nW leading
the third party established alone in Washingthey expected to find, a right to "nwHhout6 party support■ V restraint, an impatient understudy
participate in the government. Ha to Providence?"
r.+oi.
spoke at length on monbpolies and
"The democratic party has not proposed to change the estabpromised the democrats would lished fiscal policy of this country, except where it furnishes root
wipe them out of the United
f r B
States.
° ^hereB2Vn1otea"democrat I know who is afraid to have the
"If I didn't believe monopoly
powers of the government exercised to the utmost. But there are
could be restrained and destroyed
a great many of us who are .afraid to see them exercised at The
I wouldn't believe liberty could'be
fiiucretion
of individuals."
t_„_*
dlb
restored," he declared.
"I want to suggest to you that the only basis of readjustment
"You have three courses open
or suggested by our opponents is *« ^"^ ^ ^t
to you. You can stand still with proposed
the standpatters, gyrate with gy- diency, and that only the democratic party offers a standard 01
rators or move with the mass of PrlnC^Ilewant to see conditions created which will permit_ this:
the democratic party that has had
Let a man begin his business on ever so small a scale.and lethim
its eyes on the horizon for 16
be safe in beginning it on a small scale. He is not safe no*
years."
Condemns Progressive Party. W cheers. Tvlayor Baker.^Who
The progressive party he con- Ispoke first, was given an ovation
demned because he said it had [equal to that of Wilson.
During the dinner given for
been bred in the very company
that has debauched and dis- YVilson at the University club the
grace the United States, and -its argument, of John Fackler, local
principles were the principles of progressive, that Wilson had opconverts and tyros.
portunity as governor of New Jer"There are some in the party sey to dissolve many big corpora^yho used to be progressives, al- tions and didn't, was put up to
lied to such a genuine progressive him He said the argument was
as Robert M. LaFollette," he said, 1)ased on such a wide misconcep"but who have suffered themselves tion of the law he wouldn t have
to imagine the leader of the third time to answer it.
^
parly is a real progressive."
The allusion ■ to LaFollette
brought the biggest applause during his speech.
John H. Clarke, former democratic candidate for senator, presided. Before the speakers arrived delegations of college students from Oberlin and German
Wallace sang songs and gave Wril-

Human Are These Declarations
From Speech of Woodrow Wilson

X^^^y O&UJU^- ' G~c3r-r /2, - /?/<£,.
Mr. Wilson said he feared they did not find such conditions, hut that
power was often vested in bosses who dealt with privilege for franchi«
and unequal advantages.
»ncnises
Mayor Baker was the first speaker at the meeting. The mayor flivld
ed the applause that was bestowed upon tha,national leader.
™^T B^er dlrectly-2harged that Roosevelt as president had HUp
sup
invest eat nn wnnrt.
*,
znr^r- D.
pressed investigation
reports and'or
a„A „.
r- A—e£z^._,
the mayor,
TT_vvrestenhaver, condered the attorney general of the gressman R. J. Bulkley, John H
United States not to begin a suit to Clarke and others.
'dissolve the harvester trust.
Wardem Bar Admission.
| He told how the trust had been
It was 7:40 o'clock when the party
i formed, how the McCormick, the
iDeering, the Piano, the Milwaukee reached the Central armory.
Gov. Wilson entered from the HamI and other companies had gone to J P
Morgan & Co., told what they wanted ilton-av N. B. entrance.
An hour Defore he appeared every
and been accommodated with Morgan & Co. taking $5,000,000 profit for seat in the great building was occuthemselves. He named George W. „ pied, and half art hour before ChairPerkins as the man who had organ- f man Clarke called for order, fire warized this trust and said it was made | dens ordered that no- more people be
possible because of nonaction by the | permitted in the galleries.
As the campaign party entered the
legal department of the government
Records Show Trusts Not Prose- building a few hurrahs near the
, cuted.
doorway announced Gov. Wilson's en"Mr. Morgan a few days ago said trance, and in an Instant the crowd
he expected nothing in return for con- was on its feet cheering and yelling
Mr. Wilson had hold of John H
tributions he had made to Roosevelt s campaign," said Baker, "but Clarke's arm. Behind these two came
Maybr
Baker, D. C. Westenhaver, S
the actual fact is that records will
show that syndicates and corpora- D. Dodge, William Gordon and Contions were hot prosecuted by Mr gressman Bulkley.
Gov. Wilson waved his hands at the
Gov. Woodrow Wilson of New Jersey last night, in a speech Roosevelt's attorney general."
"You have three possible choices " crowd. He was presented with a
at. Central armory heard by 10,000, asked whether the people of said Mayor Baker. "In the first place ( bouquet, and then sat down.
The audience had been entertained
Jt is possible to re-elect President
the country are going to stand still with the standpatters, gyrate
prior to the arrival of the notables by
j
the
Oberlin college Wilson club, sixtyThe statement was received with so
with the gyrators or move with the mass of the Democratic party much jocularity by the audience that j seven strong; and a band of GermanBaker was forced to stop ' talking a | Wallace university students, twenty that has had its eye <>n the horizon for the last sixteen years.
tow seconds.
i five strong, who vied in yelling for
"I admit it is not probable, but it the former Princeton college presiThe candidate promised that the Democratic party, if success- is possible," he said, resuming. "Let dent.
The Oberlin crowd sang:
me tell you why it ought not to be
ful, would cut all special privilege out of the tariff and remove done."
"Goodby, old Bill Taft. We hate
The president should not be elected to see you go, hut you are awful slow
monopoly from the United States.
Goodby,
old Bill Taft. Amen."
because he had not fulfilled his prom"One-two-three-four.
Who for7
ises t6 the American people."
Mr. Wilson declared there cannot be free trade in this counRoosevelt, he said, ought not to be What for? Who are you going to
elected because he is without morals yell, for? W-I-L-S-O-N. That's the
try because the government is committed to the fiscal policy of and
did not in his seven years as way to spell it. That's the way to
president do any of the things he now yell it. Wilson," was the yell of the
indirect and not direct taxes.
Wallace boys.
promises to do.
Chairman Clarke presented Gov.
Mr. Baker charged unmorality to
"You are told that Democratic success will bring about the Roosevelt because of the "confisca- Wilson as the man whom the whole
tion ' of the Panama canal route. The country, by a unanimity seldom seen,
bogy of free trade," said Mr. Wilson, discussing the tariff. Have mayor
charged the former president seems this long before election day to
with having fomented the Panama in- have chosen as its president for the
you never reflected that Democrats compose about one-half of the surrection
against a sister republic next four years.
Put on Mettle Here.
was a ward of this nation.
United States and that, as a Philadelphia editor has said, it could that
"Maybe this is some new political
It is indeed tantalizing not to have
Peruna or Paine's celery compound the full power of my voice tonight in
not commit economical murder without committing economical which
will make the benefit of the the presence of an audience so large
tiuicide.
tariff break out in the pockets of the as this," said Gov. Wilson, as he beworkingmen. If it is such a cure we gan to speak after the applause with
"There is not a business in the United States but that is sus- are entitled to the forumla."
which he was greeted had quieted.
"Gov. Wilson ought to be elected
"I seem stimulated and put upon
tained in some degree by the intelligence of Democrats. We are because
in this hour of vulgarity in my mettle when I come to the city of
political discussion and apparent po- Cleveland, because I know how this
not as innocent as we look.
'"jnai madness he appears sane and city has set itself free. I am deKnives for Unwholesome Growths.
lighted to come into comradeship and
ENTERTAINS WBITERS.
follow the leadership of your mayor,
"I have nowhere heard a suggestion by any Democrat that
Mayor Baker acted as the aband men of whom you feel you can
lay your mind alongside—men you
we propose to touch the sound part of our business life, but I have
sent host at a dinner at The Holknow tell the truth and act upon the
lenden
last
night
to
the
dozen
truth as they see it.
heard it suggested that the Democratic surgeons are getting their
"I hope you will forgive-me for renewspaper
special
correspondknives ready to cut out the unwholesome growths in the economic
calling the fact that my own father
ents who are accompanying Gov.
was born in the state of Ohio and a
policy of the country."
Wilson on his speaking tour.
certain touch of fllllal romance that is
tifov. Wilson brought to Cleveland the message that political and inalways felt when I enter the state.
W. Burr Gongwer, chief clerk of
"Moreover I have always thought
dustrial freedom is not to be found under a centralized government—a
the board of elections, acted as
of Ohio as the first territory toward
government dominated by a man and commission appointed by him but
which
the free forces of America
host. W. L. Finley, chairman of
government by the law, builded of structural steel, but not by individuals
seemed to move and encamp. It i3
the
Democratic
state
executive
The governor referred to both the old parties and their leaders, Preshere that these men set up a comI and Thr
:t. hy nam
monwealth that has originated so
committee, forsook
the
quiet
much of the leadership of our counin- of the president he did so in terms of respect. He dedinner given the governor at the
try.
things that had happened under the president, but placed
University club to join the news"This circumstance appeals to my
responsiblity not on him, but on tho men who represented the interpaper correspondents.
imagination—that so many of the forests that hold in their hands the government, as now constituted.
eigners
that have come to this counOnly at one other place, Denver,
try have crowded into the large cities
'Confesses Private Influences Stronger.'
Colo., more than a week ago, was
of Ohio. It seems to me that they
•.came to see what the men who had
there a similar entertainment.
"It is self-confessed by the president that the forces of private
established them had In mind in
influences are stronger than his own convictions and stronger than the man
building them.
dates of the people," said the candidate, driving home his reference to the
rational, brave and courageous, a doer
"A short time ago I was attending
president.
of things."
a meeting of men interested in for"This should be our resolve," said eign missions.
I could not help
Mr. Wilson also attempted to define his opposition. Of the progresJohn H. Clarke, In his opening speech thinking that if they could succeed
sives he said they were like men trying to reach a certain point. The quick
as chairman, "Washington would pot, in a field of missionary enterprises
Grant could not and Roosevelt shall that the converts ought not to come
! sure way was by direct road, he said, but he said the Progressives had
not have a third term."
to America and find that we Christaken an indirect route. He illustrated his point on his hand
Gov. Wilson reached Cleveland from tians could not agree as they had
"The whole crux of the difficulty is that these gentlemen are insisting
Canton at 5:35 o'clock last evening. agreed.
on doing the thinking for the people and I want to see the time when
He spoke in McKinley's old home
"I should not like America to be
the people do their own thinking," he said.
shortly after noon. He also took time looked over for her Christian unity
11 1
8 tomb
layin
a
^Ji^.^X* . ??.' ,
'
»
When I think what these people
"I do not want to go to the point where we will have to have receivwreath on the mausoleum
came to find I cannot help asking
er our intelligence. The Republican party has placed the country
Starting
for ^.^.wi^u
Cleveland „«o»
...0 „.
■..«,
inyaeii
uia
xney
over
the
myself
did
they nnd
find in .the
the flel
field of
mn n rria »—nil..
i_ _ . .«
in the hands of receivers in Wail Street offices. They were very able rePennsylvania by way of Orrville,
the politics what
they came to
find?
<
insisted n a spe c
ceivers and no doubt received their share.
«n 7?h!' n?Zw ?
°
° £
"One of these men who came .here
and the candidate agreeably complied to find freedom told me of his ex"What Theodore Roosevelt wants is power to appoint the receivers
W1S
agrains
?n» «Jv.n
f ™ ft *ds 1°eoause of* Periences. He searched for that unity;
unless he has already been vested with divine power."
th! ™«rt?S«n„ff 1<1%1
'/
of action that he expected, but did i
r at
New Jersey's governor, in opening his speech, referred to the immigra
in ,t
T
° t0
. iS^
°
„
„ not flnd it ""til after a long search. 1
b
CIeveland cr
ds
„.
™ at
J the
X station
^+<
he said to me:
tion question. He spoke of the crowding of the cities with so many of the
t
were
to
greet Gov. ™
Wll-.a "Finally
j flt 'I gpassed
school house
t
foreigners who come to Amerloa's shore, and made the subject the theme
son. Arrived here Mayor Baker, who ]H„htpj h t nrv _„£ ', ";,' „,-.«„„
was unable to go to Canton, greeted 1^™' T„"t " ° ,£h°°LTMJE5?w
of whether or not the men from the lands across the seas found here what
Mr Wilson at the JCiinnd nv Station ,tnere- Insteadfl the whole neighborthey came for—political and industrial freedom, with the American people
ffrthrPennsyltvantatUC"d ^ Stat'°n *°£ J£"
r^fb there
-, ANOt S£L
d
participating as a whole in the government.
Automobiles were in waiting and ;*?*"
Jeal Amerlca1]n ,lt l/t^J^
tne unity
of
Gov. Wilson was driven to the TJni-'
interests,
verslty club. where_he lunched with

Wilson, Speaking to 10,000 in Central Armory, Declares Democrats, Changing Indirect
Taxes, Would Not Touch Sound Business

New Jersey Governor Warmly Greeted on
Ohio Invasion With Speeches at Canton
and Orrville—Baker Shares Honors.

■■Tin found that the men there had tariff and Roosevelt's reply, Mayor
",00t without disturbance of any Baker said:
fwi the movement that leads to po"So President Taft went to Mr.
„ leal freedom. But this was found Aldrich in the senate and Mr. Cann v in an isolated spot. So it seems non in the house and asked them to
?n me that we are under the indict- help him.
lnTof not affording those who
"Mr. Aldrich and Mr. Cannon did
^,e to us the things they expected exactly as they pleased and the burden of the tariff was heavier to bear
to And.
"They expected to And that all men than before. Not only that but they
had an equal voice in the government, sent the president of the United
hnt thev found nothing of the kind. States, like a messenger boy, to
Thev found that if they wanted any- "Winona to defend this tariff as the
th ne in the field of politics they must best the country ever had.
eo to some unofficial person. They
"I can liken this situation to nothAnd a boss to consult and that that ing save the complaints of the- people
ho«s was not the leader of a political: who came to King Rehoboam and
nartv but the arranger for men seek- said: 'You have bound upon our backs
in* contracts and franchises and burdens which are indeed heavy to
though they found no kings crowned bear;' and he answered them saying,
»« despots, there are masters to which j *My father whipped, you with whips,
all resort if they want to see their but I will lash you with scorpions.' "
political action made effective.
He directly charged Roosevelt had
"Just so the president of the United ordered the attorney general of the
i States found that Aldrich and Can-, United States to suppress reports as
i non were stronger than all the prom- to the organization of the harvester
I ises he made to the American people, trust and halted a suit to dissolve the
stronger because they have the pol- trust. He assailed Roosevelt's record
itics of the government in their pri- on the trust, tariff and Panama canal.
i vate hands.
_
Attacks Third Terim.
"It is self-confessed by the presiJohn H. Clarke, as chairman, predent that the forces of private influence are stronger than his own ceded his introduction of Mayor Baker
with a spirited attack upon seekconvictions and stronger than the
ers for a third tetm in the White
mandates of the people. •
"If you examine the Congressional House.
"Now that the assault has come,
Record you will And that Senator
Aldrich refused to reveal to the sen- why should we break this tradition of
100
years?" asked Clarke. "Is It be- I
ate information on which tariff
schedules were constructed and the cause through his seven and one-half ;
I senate was compelled to take them. years Theodore Roosevelt raised no |
hand against the iniquitous rates of i
blind on the assurance that the pow- the Dingley tariff law? Is It because !
ers behind the party wanted it.
he has debased the right of public I
"I have no fear of the money -back speech until the highest praise is that I
of Mr. Roosevelt, but I do very much a public man speaks the language of
fear the ideas back of him, for the a scholar and a gentleman?
ideas were bred in the debauchery
"Is it because three-quarters of the ■
that debased the United States senate. fund that elected him came from the !
It is not to my purpose to Impugn monopolies and the other quarter
their motives. The Ideas set forth in from Morgan, Frick and the Standard
the platform of the third party are Oil?"
the ideas set forth by those who conGov. Wilson held a reception on the
trol the monopolies of the United stage for a few minutes and then
States.
went directly to his train at the Union
"This is a. battle, ladies and gentle- station.
men, for emancipation—emancipation
from mistaken men it may be, but
nevertheless men who conceive government to be for private power.
"I am loath to go into a contest in
HI
which the sole question is which party
is to be trusted with power or which
man is stronger or better for the
presidency. I am not interested In
these questions.
"I am Interested in the question of
what set of principles you are going
to enthrone In government and I am
proud to stand at this juncture of
affairs as the candidate of the Democratic party. I want to introduce you
to the present Democratic party.
Conld Destroy Monopoly.

r
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GIVE WILSON CHANCE
TO FORGET POLITICS
Mayor Baker and Others Entertain Candidate at Dinner
at University Club as Soon as Train Comes
and They Talk 'Just Nonsense.'
Just Nonsense" as a means1 of recuperation from the strain endured
hy a candidate for president, was
tried on Gov. Woodrow Wilson by
Mayor Newton D. Baker and Attorney John H. Clarke last evening at
the University club, Prospect-av S. E.
Judging from the governor's hearty
laugh following the dinner given him
the remedy worked well.
The dinner was given by Mayor
Baker and John II. Clarke. Besides
Gov. Wilson they had as guests Congressman R. J. Bulkley, candidate for
Congress William Gordon, D. C.
Westenhaver, member of the board
of education, and William F. Murphy,
secretary to Mayor Baker.
At the Euclid-av Pennsylvania station where Gov. Wilson and his party
disembarked from their train, special
preparation had been made to greet
him. A large detail of police kept the
crowd back. This permitted the governor and his party to board a half
dozen automobiles that took them
down town.
The, train, scheduled to arrive at
5:45 o'clock, was five minutes ahead
of schedule.
The six hosts met the governor at

the depot and , escorted him to the
University club. The governor, tired
by his speechmaking tour, slowly ascended the stairs to the suite of John
H. Clarke on the second floor. There
he rested, changed clothes and prepared for the dinner and his speech
at Central armory. At 6:30 o'clock
he entered a private dining room ;nnl
from then until' 7:25 o'clock waiters
were kept busy making round trips
to the kitchen.
The governor interrupted the meal
only once.
That once, between
courses, he left the dining room and
crossed the hall to greet Attorney
James Mathers, an old friend. After
dinner the governor stepped across
the hall a second time to greet another old friend, Attorney James W.
Taylor.
"We are Just talking nonsense,"
explained Mayor Baker at the dinner
We are not allowing politics to be
mentioned because the governor is
tired and we want to keep his mind
on" of politics and on other things
just to freshen him up."
At the dinner the governor told two
humorous stories and three or foui
others present joined the "That reminds me" class.
A few minutes after dinner the
party, packed in a touring car, was
being rushed to the armory.
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CITY'S NEW CHARTER
SHOULD MAKE SIMPLE
FORM OF GOVERNMENT
—Mayor Baker

Editor's Note: Mayor Baker is 1 mission of 15 men work out a short!
one of the original boosters for home charter which would provide a better I
rule for cities.
He believes that city organization.
Give Him Warm Hand In His "the
city is the hope of democracy,"
"We do not need a charter to inand that municipal government, to
our powers," said Baker i
Speech Attacking Teddy, fulfill what is best for the people, crease
Those are fixed by the home-rule i
amendment,
and a city charter canmust be extremely simple in form.
'tn -ouiad:
Baker urges haste in getting ready not increase or diminish them The i
'-1J. *IUBAt.«BnU9<I PnB -9AV UOJ to frame a new city charter.
<
He charter will provide for a proper orinvawoo ONINMHH viapimo; tells here some of his ideas. This ganization under those powers granted by the amendment."
is one of a series of articles on this
mayor has his own ideas as
big question in which the News will to The
what form of city government
present the thoughts of leading should be established, but he will not
Clevelanders.
talk about them at this time.
"Why muddy the water by discuss"Cleveland now is governed by the
same code which governs Paines- ing forms of city government now''"
he asked. "The first thing we want
xaarius HI* isva COOK
ville."
That is to do is to decide to have a commisBaker's way of sion. After we have agreed to that
a n s w e ring the it will be time enough to come forquestion:
"Why ward with out various plans."
«a
Mayor Baker, on other occasions
does Cleve land has said he doubts whether the
•eos »na
need a new city commission
form of government
charter?"
would be suitable for a city like
"Our problems Cleveland, and has expressed a liking for the federal plan.
are different and
The mayor admits with disappointour situation is | ment, that it is doubtful whether wo
d i f f e rent from i can consolidate control of the public
Painesville," said library and schools with the city
the mayor. "We government.
should have a
As Baker and his friends drafted
c h a rter adapted the hjome rule amendment it would
to our pecu liar have been possible to put the library
needs. It is wrong and schools under direct city conto compel all the trol, if the voters had wished it But
cities of the state this feature of the proposal was
to operate under the same rigid code " changed by the constitutional conIn the mayor's opinion our form of vention.
B9ST -*n*o
pnana 9^0C
J9*I q»JVT
city government should be simplified
The members of the citv charter
03 HV3 HOXOK XOSOTYHOIH
greatly. It is too complex and cum- commission
should be nominated by
bersome now. The system of making petition, Baker
believes. He will ask
up budgets, of keeping accounts and the council to provide that candicarrying on the city activities is too I dates for the commission shall be
complicated, he thinks.
by petitions containing the
He would have a nonpartisan com- j nominated
names of 2 per cent of the voters.
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"He found that the men there had:
set afoot without disturbance of any
kind the movement that leads to poHUcal freedom. But this was found
only in an isolated spot. Sc.it seems
to me that we are under the indictment of not affording those who
came to us the things they expected
to find.
"They expected to find that all men
had an equal voice in the government,
but they found nothing of the kind.
They found that if they wanted anything in the field of politics they must
go to some unofficial person. They
find a boss to consult and that that
boss was not the leader of a political
party, but the arranger for ihen seeking contracts and franchises and
though they found no kings crowned
as despots, there are masters to which
all resort if they want to see their
political action made effective.
"Just so the president of the United
States found that Aldrich and Cannon were stronger than all the prom«
ises he made to the American people,
stronger because they have the politics of 'the government in their private hands.
"It is self-confessed by the president that the forces of private influence are stronger than his own
convictions and stronger than the
mandates of the peopl«.
"If you examine the Congressional
Record you will find that Senator
Aldrich refused to. reveal to the senate information on which tariff
schedules were constructed and the
senate was compelled to take them
blind on the assurance that the powers behind the party wanted it.
"I have no fear of the money -back
of Mr. Roosevelt, but I do very much
fear the ideas back of him, for the
ideas were bred in the debauchery
that debased the United States senate.
It is not to my purpose to impugn
their motives. The ideas set forth in
the platform of the third party are
the ideas set forth by those who control the monopolies of the United
States.
"This is a battle, ladies and gentlemen, for emancipation—emancipation
from mistaken men it may be, but
nevertheless men who conceive government to be for private power.
"I am loath to go into a contest in
which the sole question is which party
is to be trusted with power or which
man is stronger or better for the
presidency. I am not interested in
these questions.
"I am interested in the question of j
what set of principles you are going
to enthrone In government and I am [
proud to Btand at this juncture of
affairs as the candidate of the Democratic party. I want to introduce you
to the present Democratic party.
Could Destroy Monopoly.
The governor spoke of the Democratic party as one purged by fire in
its last sixteen years. He enlarged
on this thought and expressed the
belief that with the Democratic party
as the instrument monopoly could be
destroyed.
'.'If I did not believe monopoly could
be restrained and destroyed I would
come to doubt that liberty -could be
preserved in the United States," he
said.
"It is a choice of life and death—
whether we shall allow this country
to be Controlled by small groups of
men or whether we shall .return to
the form of government contemplated
by (the fathers.
j
"Some of the men in the new party1
started as insurgents. They were Republicans who wanted to lower the
tariff and get rid of the trusts.
Theyve got lost. Take a man who
wants to get .from this point to this
point,
illustrated by placing one
finger at the tip of his little finger on
the left hand, drew a line across-to
.his thumb and said: "This is the direct way.
"If you go from here to here and
then here," illustrating by drawing
hie finger from the little finger to the
palm and then to the thumb, "you are
not going directly. That is the way
the Progressives are going."
Local Issues Later.
1 Mayor Baker as presented as the
best mayor of the best governed city
in the United States.
,"^e^Te °Pening in Cleveland tonight the Democratic national campaign, he began. "There will be no
reference to state and local matters
Later the candidate for governor will
be here and I expect to wear out my
voice and your patience talking state
and local issues."
After reviewing President Taft's
appeal to former President Roosevelt
for advice on how he should carry
out the promise made in the Republican platform for a revision of the!

tariff and Roosevelt's reply, Mayor
"So President Taft went to Mr.
Aldrich in the senate and Mr. Cannon in the house and asked them to
help him.
"Mr. Aldrich and Mr. Camion did
exactly as they pleased and the burden of the tariff was heavier to bear
than before. Not only that but they
sent the president of the United
States, like a messenger boy, to
Winona to defend this tariff as the
best the country ever had.
"I can liken this situation to nothing save the complaints of the people
who came to King Rehoboam and
said: Tou have bound upon our backs
burdens which are indeed heavy to
bear;' and he answered them saying,
"My father whipped, you with whips,
but I will lash you with scorpions.' "
He directly charged Roosevelt, had
ordered the attorney general of the
United States to suppress reports as
to the organization of the harvester
trust and halted a suit to dissolve the
trust. He assailed Roosevelt's record
on the trust, tariff and Panama canal.
Attacks Third Term.
John H. Clarke, as chairman, preceded his introduction of Mayor Baker with a spirited attack upon seekers for a third telfm in the White
House.
"Now that the assault has come,
why should we break this tradition of
100 years?" asked Clarke. "Is it because through his seven and one-half
years Theodore Roosevelt raised no
hand against the iniquitous rates of
the Dingley tariff law? Is it because
he has debased the right of public
speech until the highest praise is that
a public man speaks the language of
a scholar and a gentleman?
"Is it because three-quarters of the
fund that elected him came from the
monopolies and the other quarter
from Morgan, Frick and the Standard
Oil?"
Gov. Wilson held a reception on the
stage for a few minutes and then
went directly to his train at the Union
station.

GIVE WILSON CHANCE
TO FORGET POLITICS
Mayor Baker and Others Entertain Candidate at Dinner
at University Club as Soon as Train Comes
and They Talk 'Just Nonsense.'
Just Nonsense" as a means1 of recuperation from the strain endured
by a candidate for president, was
tried on Gov. Woodrow Wilson by
j Mayor Newton D. Baker and Attorney John H. Clarke last evening at
| the University club, Prospect-av S. E.
Judging from the governor's hearty
laugh following the dinner given him,
the remedy worked well.
The dinner was given by Mayor
Baker and John H. Clarke. Besides
Gov. Wilson they had as guests Congressman R. J. Bulkley, candidate for
Congress William Gordon, D. C.
Westenhaver, member of the board
of education, and William F. Murphy,
secretary to Mayor Baker.
At theEuclid-av Pennsylvania station where Gov. Wilson and his party
disembarked from their train, specia'l
preparation had been made to greet
him. A large detail of police kept the
crowd back. This permitted the governor and his party to board a half
dozen automobiles that took them
down town.
_ The train, scheduled to arrive at
0:45 o'clock, was five minutes ahead
of schedule.
The six hosts met the governor at

the depot andt escorted him to the
University club. The governor, tired
by his speechmaking tour, slowly ascended the stairs to the suite of John
H. Clarke on the second floor. There
he rested, changed clothes and prepared for the dinner and his speech
at Central armory. At 6:30 o'clock
he entered a private dining room and
from then until' 7:25 o'clock waiters
were kept busy making round trips
to the kitchen.
The governor interrupted the meal
only once.
That once,
between
courses, he left the dining room and
crossed the hall to greet Attorney
James Mathers, an old friend. After
dinner the governor stepped across
the hall a second time to greet another old friend, Attorney James W.
Taylor.
"We are just talking nonsense,"
explained Mayor Baker at the dinner.
We are not allowing politics to be
mentioned because the governor is
tired and we want to keep his mind
off of politics and on other things
just to freshen him up."
At the dinner the governor told two
humorous stories and three or four
others present joined the "That reminds me'' class.
,
A few minutes after dinner the
party, packed in a touring car, was
being rushed to the armory.
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CITY'S NEW CHARTER
SHOULD MAKE SIMPLE
FORM OF GOVERNMENT
—Mayor Baker
!. Editor's Note: Mayor Baker is mission of 15 men work out a short f
one of the original boosters for home charter which would provide a better I
rule for cities.
He believes that city organization.
"the city is the hope of democracy,"
"We do not need a charter to in-1
and that municipal government, to crease our powers," said Baker i
fulfill what is best for the people, "Those are fixed by the home-rule I
must be extremely simple in form. amendment, and a city charter can- j
Baker urges haste in getting ready not increase or diminish them. The
charter will provide for a proper or- \
to frame a new city charter.
He ganization
under those powers granttells here some of his ideas.
This ed by the amendment."
is one of a series of articles on this
The mayor has his own ideas as
big question in which the News will to what form of city government
present the thoughts of leading should be established, but he will not
Glevelanders.
talk about them at this time.
"Why muddy the water by discuss"Cleveland now is governed by the
ing forms of city government now?"
same code which governs Paines- he asked. "The first thing we want
ville."
That is to do is to decide to have a commisBaker's way of sion. After we have agreed to that
a n s w e ring the it will be time enough to come forward with out various plans."
question:
"Why
Mayor Baker, on other occasions,
does Cleve land has said he doubts whether the
need a new city commission
form of government
would be suitable for a city like
charter?"
Cleveland, and has expressed a lik"Our problems ing for the federal plan.
are different and
The mayor admits with disappointour situation is ment, that it is doubtful whether we
d i f f e rent from can consolidate control of the public
Painesville," said library and schools with the city
the mayor. "We government.
should have a
As Baker and his friends drafted
c h a rter adapted the home rule amendment it would
to our pecu liar have been possible to put the library
needs. It is wrong and schools under direct city conto compel all the trol, if the voters had wished it. But
cities of the state this feature of the proposal was
to operate under the same rigid code." changed by the constitutional conIn the mayor's opinion our form of vention.
city government should be simplified
The members of the city charter
greatly. It is too complex and cum- commission should be nominated by
bersome now. The system of making petition, Baker believes. He will ask
up budgets, of keeping accounts and i the council to provide that candicarrying on the city activities is too dates for the commission shall be
complicated, he thinks.
I nominated by petitions containing the
He would have a nonpartisan com | names of 2 per cent of the voters.

Give Him Warm Hand In His
Speech Attacking Teddy,
Tariff and Trusts
Woodrow Wilson was inspected Friday night for the first time by the
local Democracy. After looking him
over and hearing him make a speech
on Teddy, tariff a„d trusts, they gave
him warm applause.
The immense crowd at Central armory saw a tall, long-faced, raw■ boned man whose coat sagged and
■whose trousers bagged.
There is
.nothing flashy about the Democratic
presidential candidate.
He wore a gray business suit.
'^h«TnS ^6 "° rings' ana no watch
chain. The only bit of jewelry was
' tio
^fh0e pin in hls modest gray
f,?,V • , careless way in which his
four-m-hand was knotted would give
a haberdashery clerk a chill
Wilson's stage presence is not good,
tLl
'il the P^sence of such an
immense throng as that which faced
him Friday. He seemed particularly
uneasy m the first part of his speech
tLWf n- he told of his interest in
the foreigners whom he is accused
or attacking.
Gestures Not Graceful
hi^-a ,*;im,e he kept nIs hands behind Ins back. Finally he brought out
the nght one. With it he made awkward gestures. The left he glued to
his side, except toward the end when !
warming to his subject, he became
more eloquent.
His sentences were short, snappy !
and epigrammatic. The crowd liked
them immensely. But his delivery
was not so good. He was hampered !
• further by trouble with his voice :
■ roughened by too much speaking'
While waiting his turn he was busy
eating cough drops.
The gist of his speech was that the
Democratic party, if successful will
abolish the trusts and kill monopoly
I by reducing the tariff. He declared
I there is no danger of free trade, and
I wanted to know whether people think
I the Democratic party, composing half
I the people in the country, expects to
I commit economic* murder without
[committing economic suicide. Wilson
I spoke of his personal respect for
[President Taft and said the real j
[trouble with Roosevlt and the Progressives is that they want to do
| the thinking for the people.
Laughs at Baker
The New Jersey governor showed
■lus sense of humor by hearty laughIter at the sallies of Mayor Baker who
■spoke before him. The corners of his
■mouth, habitually turned down, went
■up repeatedly ' for such Bakeresque
■quips as: "These cure-alls, these political Perunas," and "We may reflect President Taft—it's possible but
■not probable."
■™Th?re were many Reserve, Case and
■UDerlm college professors on
the
■stage. Students made . noisy demonstrations before the meeting.
1 Wilson reached the city at 5-35 at
the Pennsylvania Euclid avenue station He was.the- guest of John H
■Clarke at dinner at the University
■club. He left for the east at 9:30 go■ing'direot to his private car from the
■armory.

6^^A^A)( I?UrouShfcneH by thr. strain of train-end
electioneer!ng, troubled him and he
spoke for a l^a time than he had
planned to do.
Wilson arrived In Cleveland at 5:80
p. m., after he hafl made a speech
In Canton and one at Orvillo. during
the afternoon.
On the train with
him were a number of Cleveland polans, under the leadership of w.
B. Gongwer, state executive committeeman. William Finley, state campaign manager, was running- the
train.

iq/%,

GOVERNOR WILSON LEA VING STATln,

Crowd Meets Candidate.
Democratic Presidential NomA crowd filled the platform of the
B. 55th street station of the Penninee Talks Tariff to Big ' sylvanla
railroad as Wilson's special
train drew In and cheered Wilson as
Crowd in Armory.
he alighted.
He doffed his brown

SHOWS WEAR OF GAMPAibN
Mayor Baker and Candidate Both
Make Roosevelt Target
for Criticism.

soft hat many times as he was hurried through the station to where
Mayor Raker, In an automobile, was
waiting.
A smaller crowd wag along the
street and "Hurray for Wilson" was
called out by several.
Baker hurried Wilson to the University Club,
where he entertained the New Jersey
Governor at
dinner.
The ■ other
guests were John H. Clark, who later
was chairman of the Wilson meetIing; Robert .1. Rulkley and William
Gordon, candidates
for Congress:

uuiitim-UUICML NOISEMAKERS ^^^^S^.J'£SS!
' .

and Finley, who had been expected,
went downtcnvn instead.

Woodrow Wilson, the DemoMany Women in Audience.
While Wilson was dining, the Demcratic candidate for President,
i ocrats were assembling in the arpresented his ease to the people ! mory. All the old Democrats of the
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6U±^KA)^/^roughened by the strain of train-end
electioneering, troubled him and he
spoke for a less time than he had
planned to do.

Demooratio Presidential Horninee Talks Tariff to Big
Crowd in Armory.
SHOWS WEAR OF CMP/toN
Mayor Baker and Candidate Both
Make Roosevelt Target
for Criticism.
STUDENTS OFFICIAL NOISENMKERS

Wilson arrived in Cleveland at 5:30
p. m., after he hafl made a speech
in Canton and one at Orville, during
the afternoon.
On the train with
him were a number of Cleveland politicians, under the leadership of W.
B. Gongwer, state executive committeeman. William Finley, state campaign manager, was running the
train.

iqjju

GOVERNOR WILSONlJXvmGjTT^1

Crowd Meets Candidate.
A crowd filled the platform of the
B. 55th street station of the Pennsylvania railroad as Wilson's special
train drew in and cheered Wilson as
he alighted.
He doffed his brown
soft hat many times as he was hurried through the station to where
Mayor Baker, in an automobile, was
waiting.
A smaller crowd was along the
street and "Hurray for Wilson" was
called out by several.
Baker hurried Wilson to the University Club,
where he entertained the New JerseyGovernor at
dinner.
The ■ other
guests were John H. Clark, who later
was chairman of the Wilson meeting; Robert J. Bulkley and William
Gordon, ..candidates
for Congress;
Mayor's Secretary William J. Murphy
and D. C. Westenhaver. Gongwer
and Finley, who had been expected,
went downttwn instead.

governor Wilson in center, Senator Pomeren

°n left,
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Thefore, the difference between the
Democratic and tlie Republican parties,
rather between
the
Democratic
party and those various other groups
' and parts of parties that are masquerading under all sorts of names, is that
they are willing to accept the discretionary power of individuals, and we
not willing to accept anything exthe certainty of law. That is the
only thing that has ever afforded sal! vation or safety.
I want to draw a few illustrations.
There is the great policy of conserva! tion, for example, and 1 do not conceive
I of conservation in anv narrow sense.
I There are forests to conserve, there
are great water powers to conserve,
' there are mines whose wealth should
not be deemed inhaustible and whose
resources should be safeguarded and
id for future generations: but
there is much more than that in the
policy of conservation.

[WILSON DODGESQUIZ
ON FACKLER CHARGE

ample, you add to the reputation of
America for ingenuity by originating a
great invention, a great Industrial Invention, a singular thing happens to
}ou. tf you Want, let us sav. a millinn dollars to build your p'lant and
advertise your product and emplov
your agents and make a market for
it, where are you going to get the million dollars'.'
The minute you apply for the million
dollars, this proposition is put to you:
This invention will interfere with' the
established processes and market control of certain great industries. We are
alreadv financing those industries: their
securities are in our hands; v..
lend you the money If you will make
an arrangement with those industries
and go in, with them. Tf you will not,
then you can't have the money.
Protecting: Competition.
I am generalizing the statement but
1 could particularize it.
I could tell
you instances where exactly that thing
happened.
And
by
the
combination
of
On Conservation.
great industries processes are not only
While Wood row Wilson
There are the lives and fortunes of being standardized, but they are hem'
the citizens of the United States to be kept
ept at
at a single point of development . * leveland yesterday, he failed to anconserved.
Conservation covers not nnd efficiency of operation.
The in-i ewer the i-haro-e tiiot „i.v,
u T.
maige that although h« is
(only forest reserves and forest culti- crease of the power to produce in provation and the safeguarding of water portion to the cost of pi
production is not claiming, as a candidate for Presipower* and mines, but it includes pure studied in America as i
d
e dent
' that he "-ants to dissolve the
fond and the public health and the con- studied, .because, if you db">f h '° , !
ditions of labor and all those things improve your processes in order to ex trusts, yet as Governor of New Jerwhich government must see to minutely eel a competitor—if you are human— sey, in control of the legislature, he
and courageously if we are not to be you aren't going to improve you* prosapped of our vitality and disappointed cesses, and if you can prevent a com- has had power to force the dissoluof our hopes.
Now, the thing that petitor from coming into the field, then tion of practically every large mostand:
v of the proper policy you ran sit at your leisure, and behind nopoly and has failed utterly even
of cons,
lakes it impossi- this wall of protection which prevents to attempt to do './•,.
The question was first raised by
John D. Fackler, Progressive candidate for state Senate. It was predicated on the following section of the
New
Jersey corporation laws:
■ut.i\p[i?a piu^
"The charter of every corporation,
,,'ti.,p! atn jo JOABJ tit )ou si .jt[ jj
dOS PUU 'AI[BUOSJ3Cl U.U.O.IH luyipiyi1 or any supplement thereto, or amendsarjsnf aas oj puajui i dn JBJJBUI air* mend thereof, shall be subject to al9AtS i ajojag,,
•uraqj jo A'UB LUOJJ teration, suspension and repeal, In
ja.vvsuB tit: pa.uaaaj jou sBq 'pun! the discretion of the legislature, and.
the legislature may at pleasure, disAjBSiiacIsifj .saiqea nil? oj "sajuouiaaad solve any corporation."
aSBjjJBiu
Sujuuojjad
uio.ij
paA[3q
"If Governor Wilson wants the
-aj A'aq) A'auuiu aqj jo UUIJJUU B ajBij trusts dissolved, why has he not had
I^AVOJS
;UB^
-op jCaqj }Biu gui;saS3us '>[aa.« JSB] them dissolved under that law, since
soBad 3qj jo saaijsnf aqj oj sasjje most of the vicious monopolies are
New Jersey corporations?" was the
u
juas o.qAi 'uiAipiBa -a :y Aaujojjy ' question.
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Is Asked Why He Has Not
"Busted"• ftew Jersey
Trusts.

SAYS "TOO INVOLVED"
Moose Speakers Strike at the
County (omniissioiieKs
Office.
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Evades Charge in Reply.
Mayor Baker carried the question
to Wilson for a reporter, since the
Governor was Inaccessible to newspaper men while he was in Cleveland.
"Governor Wilson asks me to tell
you that the question is based on
such a misapprehension of the situation and laws in New Jersey that the
answer would have to be long and
Involved," Baker said.
Fackler repeated his charge In a
meeting in Garibaldi Hall last night.
He charged Wilson with insincerity
and with raising a false issue In the
national campaign. He added to his
speech a statement that the aggregate
capitalization of the fifty-odd conspicuous monopolies chartered in New
Jersey is above $4,000,000,000.
Advise Jersey Cleanup.
Advising Governor Wilson that he
could better spend his time in New
Jersey rooting out the trusts than
campaigning around "the country.
Progressive speakers last night fired
shot after shot into the Democrati--,
party at a meeting at Flachbardt'3
hall, Bush avenue and W. 41st streeti
County officials also had their inning,
charges being made that the Cuyahoga county court house, and especially the commissioners' office, was
a hotbed of graft.
Frank C. Woods, Progressive candidate fQr Congress from the Twentieth district, predicted a panic rivaling that of l&aa
i,e Democrats
should go int.
lhi8 fau
HB
charged Governor Wilson with being
in league with Democratic k<>«»== —*nj^
that he and President Taft stood, for'
practically the same issues.
Fred Acker, Progressive candidate
for county commissioner, characterized the commissioners' practice in
approving numerous pavinrr contracts
throughout the county as a vote
pulling scheme. Acker promised many
reforms if elected.
J. C. Keller, A. M. Gibbons and
Alexander Martin, Progres»ive candidates for the state Legislature, declared for a broadening of humanitarian rights and promised that the
Progressive party would do more for
labor than any other party.
At a meeting of the Progressive,
Legislation League in its new head-i
quarters, 27 Euclid Arcade, Elroy M.
A very was elected president and. H. I
P. Boynton, secretary. Halloran D.
Banks
resigned as secretary becauso
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processes of law shall be and the means
of remedy.
,
Thefore, the difference between ,the
Democratic and the Republican parties,
Ur rather between the Democratic
party and those various other groups
• and parts of parties that are masquerading under all sorts of names, is that
they are willing to accept the disere■1 tioriarv power of individuals, and we
are not willing to accept anything ex• "cent the certainty of law. That is the
only thing that has ever afforded salvation or safety.
I want to draw a few Illustrations.
1
There
is the great policy of conserva1
tion, for example, and I do not conceive
i of conservation in any narrow sense.
I There are forests to conserve, there
I are great water powers to conserve,
there are mines whose wealth should
: not he deemed inhaustible and whose
resources should be safeguarded and
.preserved for future generations; but
j there is much more than that in the
■ policy of conservation.
On Conservation.
There are the lives and fortunes of
the citizens of the United States to be
conserved.
Conservation covers not
only forest reserves and forest cultivation and the safeguarding of water
powers and mines, but it includes pure
food and the public health and the conditions of labor and all those thing's
which government must see to minutely
and courageously if we are not to be
sapped of our vitality and disappointed
of our hopes. Now, the thing that
stands in the way of the proper policy
of conservation and makes it impossible to form that policy is that the government of th-; United States is now
under the influence of men who want
to control the forests, control the water
courses, control the mines, who will
not admit that these are public properties
which we hold in trust for future
. We are going generations
as well as for ourselves,
EH, therefore, and reed it.
and who are resisting the efforts of
T
those of us who would extend the
* Tariff Stand.
of law all through those indusfive the littleplants threads
trial processes which threaten our reIch to grow. Ve are sources
and threaten our lives and vii N p every root that das so
."*• 3 to draw all thenutri- tality.
Then
there
is the matter of the regu'"Ulll from the other plants. lation of the hours
of labor, of the con.(■o to it thit fer- ditions of labor, the question of the
? «nttlligence, of intention, sanitation of factories, of the limitation
ince more apjlied to of the hours of work for women and
now ihreate'ing to children, of the limitation of hours for
?B3
~
'cause
thrtateninf to be men, questions which are in part state
lf 5
.0! netatratefl. That >is the questions, but also in part federal ques"'Democratic party in reV'Foteotive tariff, ai I un- tions.
All of these matters have to be
"i It.
by knowledge and pursued by a
'',?' : said the other cay that treated
of purpose which no special
party were put in constancy
interests
ought to be allowed to stand
,*"
roiild come a series of in the way
a
of. And the government of
" .'S"- those engaged in the the United States
nes
under the Democratic
'!:ie country.
party will attempt to put all through
a
" * :me when he condemned this nation the structural steel of law,
schedule K, under
no man can doubt what his
™ il monopoly flourishes, so thatare,
or doubt the stability of the
Jj;3ri ask him if he doesn't rights
thing
that
he is walking on.
■ 'iy days came long ago
Wriin hands in Lawrence,
Begin at Foundations.
'"»i kind of days are those Sometimes when I think of the growth
\- some cf the' em!
, 'I :e overshadowing steel of our economic system, it seems to me
*,
«Si have to work seven as if, leaving our law just about where
nil,
:»ek, twelve hours every it was before any of the modern inven[-'■"II, and can't, when the tions or developments took place, we
?>!' e passed and a'vear is had simply, at haphazard, extended the
11
r bills fully paid, or old family residence, added an office
:|
■"' ilies properly sustained? here and a workroom there, and a new
"I tiling for rainy days? I set of sleeping- rooms there, .built up
» all iis attention to the fact higher on the foundations, put on new
«il
iver this country in in- foundations and new wings, little lean5 :
, "i ;■ lected see more sun dur- tos, until we had a structure that has
«11 in those who are in most no character whatever. Now, the prob!"':■>.] industries. They get lem is to continue to live in the house
»>W,th>y have shorter hours, and yet change it. Well, we are archi" nbl<p to maintain them- tects in our time, and architects are
* i degree of respectability also engineers nowadays. We don't
ls
tal to the rest.
have to stop using a terminal because
a new railway station is being built.
Tr Help Industry.
we don't have to stop any of the
ay tot the policy,of the Dem- processes of our lives because we are
Wjnll so variegate and mul- re-arranging the structures in which
K M undertakings in this we conduct those processes.
till ihere will be a wider I say that what we have to undertake
Magreater competition for Is to systematize the foundations of the
»»i fit the sun will shin'e house, then to thread all the old parts
i^ouds and there will no- of the structure with steel which shall
te «m the skies and a bur-! be laced together in modern fashion,
wn* to carry for the servall the modern knowlittcteitirj»a of some of the pro- accommodated-to
strength ah-d elasi edge ofandstructural
the
slowIy chan e
,
»1 Walls, let Sin the
the light
parh(li!<bne by for statements; H&L
tltions relay
the
"■'•■ ' be sustained bv the through new apertures, improve tffe
earnestly arid re- yentilfiliOTi, until,-finally, a generation
against arguments oi two from now, the scaffolding will
io - ■ square with the -facts. be taken away, and there will be the
i tais, that the Democratic
Vn a Sr?,at buMing whose noble
as a proposed to change the BJMZ
architecture win at last be disclosed,
Mfcil policy of this corni- where men can live as a single family
er a it furnishes root for
,aS in nota afraid
Perfectly
col
pitaft; and that wherever SSSSSSft!
ordinated beehive,
of anv
prl* grows there American storm of nature, not afraid of anyart?
^another thing It is said flcial storm of imitationthethunder and
?pa the Democratic party go
gf down'
down tTr^V^
to the bedrock offoundations
principle
n. : know that one of the
at th e st c
, ., ™ ture wfllPstand as
if' SS that Mr. Jefferson &'??
as «
th
?"f
,
e solid globe, and knowing
tiitsarly days of simplicity that
whenever they please thevcn«
iginnthg of our govrt tot the best government
t t did as little governing neeess!tya'oftht6heirP,fy^ t0 the Merl™
bit.
leriii still a sense in which my mind «%fl»?ure .l'have carried In
true I is still intolerable for ture. This ii«7e ?nPuS*t <* the fuminute interlacing- of an
interfere with our dent life ns
modern law such s tSe
except where it Is program ofwith
the Democratic patty
c :■ uerfere with them in
an image in my
[tutes liberty. gup.
"g a great piece
«■ and suppose
Parrs of u fhat
jtried to move it
>. with by the othersM would buckle up and
Liberty for the several
onsist in their best postg and adjustment, would
tnitcd Government.
the great piston of the
with absolute freedom
sly perfect alignment and
m the other parts of the
free not when you let it
* you associate it most
carefully with the other
■eat structure. And so 1
hat if Jefferson had lived
would see what we see
lual is caught in a great
P of all sorts of compliances, and that to let
p leave him helpless as
ac es with whicli he has
1 that, therefore. law in
ome to his assistance
tic party does not stand
>n of the powers of govin the field of the state
of the federal governs not a Democrat that
afraid to have the powrnment exercised to the
here are a great many
if raid, to see them exerlscretion of individuals
at many of us who stili
ncient principle that we
verned by the power ot
y the power of men
favor as much power
but power guided by
rer extended in detail,
n out m the lump, to
ion, for example as the
third party proposes to
moderation of the trusts
lencumbered by restric,nd authorized to origructive regulation," as
Us it, of the trusts and
law which takes its
casts its illuminating
secret corridors of all
,v w™<* monopoly has
1, which polices those
: highway robbery is no
d on them, so that men
waylaid upon them, so
of individuals to eomr checked by the power
stronger than any poscan be. -We want to
ministered, we are not
ssions.

zarro or "beau
._ arts."
tT.L11?!"1^ t?1iltJ,our Pcon°mic architecture is decidedly bizarre; and I am
afraid that there is a great deal to
learn about the architecture from the
same source from which our architects
have learned a great manv things
1
don t mean the school of fine arts at
.fans, but the experience of France and
many of the older countries.
Changing Conditions.
For from the other side of the water
men can now hold up against us the
reproach that we have not adjusted our
lives to modern conditions to the same
extent that thev have adjusted theirs
I. was very much interested in some of
the reasons given by our friends across
the Canadian border for being very shy
about the reciprocity arrangements,
ihey said, "We are not sure where
these arrangements will lead, and we
don t care to associate too closely with
the economic conditions of the United
States until those conditions are as
modern as ours." And when I resented'
it and asked for particulars I had in
regard to many matters to retire from
the debate, because I found that they
had adjusted their regulations of economic development to conditions Which
we had not yet found a way to meet
in the United States.
So that all over the Country We are
facing the same problem. It is a problem not of revolution, but of readjustment. And what I want to suggest to
you is that the only basis, the onlv
standard of readjustment proposed or
suggested by our opponents is tHe
standard of expediency, and that only
the Democratic party offers a standard
of principle. The expediency of the
situation is merely to see to it that
those who receive special privileges behave themselves, whereas our principle
is that nobody ought to receive %r retain special privileges at all; that 'Svery
special privilege shall be destroyed «Bot
with a ruthless hand, not in such' a
fashion as suddenly to upset the conditions of business, but nevertheless with
the firmness and kindness of the iudicious parent.
For the government of the United
States at present is a mere fosterchild
of the special interests. It is not ai
lowed to have a will of its own Tt Is
told at every move, "Don't do that
You will interfere with our prosneritv "'
When we ask, "Where is our p^rosperitv
say^-Wifh^s.'''11 gr°UP °f SentFemeJ
Caring for Nation.
Now, I for my part don't want to
belong to a nation, and takl iL„
prettily to believe that I do 'not belong
to a nation that needs to be taken
care of by guardians. I want to be"
long to a nation, and I am proud that
I do belong to a nation that knn7«
how to take care of itself Tf ?

;egal Reforms.
i a good deal of force
to admit, that merely
nd leave their applicasent courts with their
e, is not a very likely
because the present
■ courts means that in- reckfess * wer^l^n?"1 Pe°P,e "er«
ch allenge the power reckless, were ignorant, were vindic?xerted against them tive, do you suppose I would want to
al must wait until he put the government in their hn^;?
the beauty of democracy i^har
len go to the court for But
hen 7 OX
r
eckle
ss you destroy ™
t he must have money L
t l? S ^
own
established
conditions of life when
rage enough to go to
you are vindictive, you wreak your
jk for redress.
of our present situa- vengeance upon yourself, and that the
quires courage to chal- whole stability of Democratic polity
• of the men now in rests upon the fact that each interest.
ndustries by resorting is every man s interest. If it were"nnt
so, there would be no community -if
whatever.
n ready to admit that it were not so, there could be no co
not so, there eo,,M
have special tribunals operation; if it Were
and that, to my m°nd
; and I am not afraid be no renewal,
m
part th
the creation of special niattei. .tor what I am anxious abn,,t
secial tribunals; but 1
the conditions which the next gener
jposed to leaving it to is
ation will find. The present S-»L???,
use tribunals what the i finds this to be plain! that* £3Sr «"
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| WILSON DODGES QUIZ
ON FACKLER CHARGE

ample, you add to the reputation of
America for ingenuity by originating a
great invention, a great industrial invention, a singular thing happens to
you. tf you want, let us say, a million dollars to build your plant and
advertise your product and emplov
vour agents and make a market for
it, where are you going to get the million dollars'.'
The minute you apply for the million
dollars, this proposition is put to you:
This invention will interfere with the
established processes and market control of certain great industries. We are
already financing those industries; their
securities are in our hands; we will
lend you the money if you will make
an arrangement with those industries
and go in. with them. If y0u will not, Moose Speakers Strike at tlie
then you can't have the money.
Protecting Competition.
County Commis.siojier'S
I am generalizing the statement but
Office.
I could particularize it. I could tell
you instances Where exactly that thing
happened. And by the combination of
great industries processes are not only
While Wood row Wilson was in
being standardized, but thev are being
kept at a single point of development i Cleveland yesterday, he failed to anand efficiency of operation. The in-! swer the char-ire that -ltv,
^ x.
crease of the power to produce in pro-|
cnatge that although h<» is
portion to the cost, of production is not ; c'alniing, as a candidate for Presistudied in America as it used to be ! dent, that he wants to dissolve the
studied,..because, if you don't have to i ^
improve your processes in order to ex- trusts, yet as Governor of New Jercel a competitor—if you are human— sey, in control of the legislature, he,
you aren't going to improve you? prd
cesses,. and if you can prevent a com has had power to force the dissolupetitor from coming into the field, then^ tion of practically every large moyou San
ran sit at your leisure, and behind nopoly and has failed utterly even
this wall of protection which prevents to attempt to do ;/>.
the brains of any foreigner competing
The Question was first raised by
with you, you can rest at your ease John D. Fackler, Progressive candifor a whole generation.
And so I say that I want to see con- date for state Senate. It was predditions created which will permit this: icated on the following section of the
Let a man begin this business on nrver New Jersey corporation laws:
so small a scale and let him be safe
"The charter of every corporation,
in beginning it on a small scale. He is or any supplement thereto, or amendnot safe now, because if he enters a mend thereof, shall be subject to alfield where a great combination has es- teration, suspension and repeal, in
tablished a market, that combination
will undersell him in his local market, the discretion of the legislature, and
which is his only market, making its the legislature may at pleasure, disnecessary profits in other parts of the solve any corporation."
country, until he is killed off; arid en"If Governor Wilson wants the
terprise alter r nt<yprise is nipped in trusts dissolved, why has he not had
its infancy by the monopolistic control them dissolved under that law, since
of our industrial markets. Jt would most of the vicious monopolies are
seem as if America were about to see New Jersey corporations?" was the
a generation, grow up which must be a
generation of employees, unless it question.
makes up its mind to be a generation
Evades Charge in Reply.
of masters. The great militant, fightMayor Baker carried the question
ing, triumphant America the world has
known and admired is a nation of of- to Wilson for a reporter, since the
ficers, a nation of men who are their Governor was inaccessible to newsown masters, a nation of men who will paper men while he was in Cleveland.
originate their own processes of In"Governor Wilson asks me to tell
dustry and of life, and we shall never
see the day. I confidently predict, where you that the question is based on
such
a misapprehension of the situaAmerica will allow itself to be employed and patronized and taken care tion and laws in New Jersey that the
of.
answer would have to be long and
I hope I have succeeded, therefore, in involved," Baker said.
introducing to you the presentday
Fackler repeated his charge in a
Democratic party. It has been here all meeting in Garibaldi Hall last night.
along, but you weren't paying any at- He charged Wilson with insincerity
tention. You are Just now beginning to
take, notice, because there was a solid and with raising a false issue in the
phalanx, a solid organized rush line, national campaign. He added to his
speech a statement that the aggregate
between you and the horizon.
The whole horizon was shut out from capitalization of the fifty-odd conyou by the towering figures of men spicuous monopolies chartered in New
who held closely and firmly together in Jersey is above $4,000,000,000.
order to dominate the situation. But
now their lines are broken, a little bit
Advise Jersey Cleannp.
of the horizon can be glimpsed, and beAdvising Governor Wilson that he
yond these towering figures you see the
great resurgent mass of the American could better spend his time in New
people; and you see certain gentlemen, Jersey rooting out the trusts than
I hope modest gentlemen, trying to campaigning around the country.
speak for them, saying: "We have been Progressive speakers last night firerl
waiting for your attention for a long shot after shot into the Democratic
time; now will you be kind enough to party at a meeting tit Fl-schbardt'3
listen? Will you be kind enough to
realize what our ideals are? Will you hall, Bush avenue and W. 41st street;
be kind enough to open your eyes to County officials also had their inning,
the vision which has led us on through charges being made that the Cuyahoga county court house, and espedark days for a whole generation?"
For we would not have carried CM* cially the commissioners' office, was
burden of exile if we had not seen a a hotbed of graft.
vision. We could have traded; we
Frank C. Woods, Progressive cancould have got into the game; we could didate _|or Congress from the Twenhave'surrendered and made terms; we tieth district, predicted a panic rivalcould have played the role of patrons to ing that of IRtrr-rrr-eage the Democrats j
the men who wanted to dominate the
interests of the country—and here arid should go into power- this fall. He'
there gentlemen who pretended to be charged Governor Wilson with being;
—*«_
Democrats did make_ those arrange- in league with Df-mncra.
ments. I could mention some of them; "that he and President Tail sTctod for'
1 have: know-n them. They couldn't practically the same issues.
stand the privation. There was too litFred Acker, Progressive candidate
tle in it. And' you' never can stand it for county commissioner, characterunless you have some imperishable food ized the commissioners' practice in
within you upon which, to sustain life
and courage, the food of those Visions approving numerous pavinir contracts
of the spirit where a table is set before throughout the county as a vote
you loaded with palatable fruits, the pulling scheme. Acker promised many
fruits of hope, the fruits of imagina- reforms if elected.
tion—those invisible things of the spirit
J. C. Keller, A. M. Gibbons and
which are the only things upon which Alexander Martin, Progre»»ive canwe can carrv ourselves through this didates for the state Legislature, deweary world without fainting. We have clared for a broadening of humanitacarried in our minds, after you thought rian rights and promised that the
you had obscured them, what those
men saw who first set their foot upon Progressive party would do more for
America, those little bands who came labor than any other partv.
At a meeting of the Shfogresslve,
to make a foothold in the wilderness,
because the great, teeming nations that Legislation League in its new head-1
they had left behind them had for- quarters, 27 Euclid Arcade, Elroy M.
gotten what human liberty was, lib- Avery was elected president and H. j
erty of thought, liberty of religion, liberty of residence, liberty of action; and P. Boynton, secretary. Hallorah D. I
so we set up an asylum. For Whom? Banks resigned as secretary because)
he is a candidate for the Legislature.
For the world.
The league starts shop-meetings nexc
■week.
V1LSQLN PAYS TRI

Is Asked Why He Has Xot
"Busted ' New Jersey
Trusts.

SAYS "TOO INVOLVED"

CANTON, October 11.—Woodrowi
Wilson, addressing a crowd of 4,0001
persons in the auditorium, in the
home town of William MCKinley,
this afternoon paid eloquent tribute
to the memory of the martyred
President, who he termed a pioneer
progressive. Wilson devoted much J
of the rest of his talk to an attack J
upon the Progressive party's attitude towards the trusts and the |
tariff.
When he entered the auditorium I
with Senator Pomerene at 1:10 o'clock]
the building was already well filled.;
He rested for a few minutes in anj
annex and. then entered the hall.
His entrance was the signal foi^
applause from the crowd, which completely filled the hall. After a brief!
introductory speech by Congressman]
Whitac-re, he began his talk.
Saying that he was glad that he |
had enough of Voice left to pay a
tribute of deep respect to McKinley,
he declared that the martyred President before his death showed signs
of adjustment to new conditions such
as all of his successors have failed
to show.
"McKinley saw what his successors
failed to see," said Wilson. "He saw
that the American people have made
for themselves a straightjacket and
that we must change both its pattern j
and its fabric."
The audience listened as a rule in I
thoughtful silence, but failed to
whoop 'em up. He was talking of
George W. Perkins, when he brought
some applause from the audience by
declaring that he was not interested |
in where Roosevelt got Itis money,
but where he got his ideas.
"If you stand pat on the tariff
you sanction monopoly. The regular!
Republicans say they are opposed tol
monopoly and then they indulge in a I
narrative of what they have already
done, which was not very effective.
"The new party proposes an indus- I
triai commission. It is a very significant thing that George W. Perkins is back of the idea. I do notl
intimate, I would not intimate, improper or corrupt influences, because I
Mr. Perkins has just as much right
to express his opinions as I have.
"But he has testified publicly thatj
he was in favor of an industrial com-l
mission. He is in favor of a monopoly that will completely eliminate alll
competition under the regulation ofl
the industrial commission.
"The Republican party's form ofl
government is a theory of govern-l
ment by a board of trustees, through!
a selected number Of the big business!
men of the country. They take itl
for granted that the ignorance of thel
people would wreck the
United!
States. It is the ambition of both!
Taft and Roosevelt to be presidentl
of the board of trustees. I want to
be President of the people
if i
could have handled Princeton mv
self, the college would have moved!
forward much faster than it did with
a board of trustees."
.
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r does not, .tell this
b.d'ry of his past life. ' Bui certain, associates of his still-repeat'
it.
It happened when the mayor'
was city solicitor. He had fon
a very close friendship wir.h a i
tain
y. The newsboy i
fon
., ss for
pitching pennies and other gai
of cha
,
had been arrested several '
'«'S, and each time Baker had
reeded for him.
The last
time Judge Fiedler gave him a
severe lecture.
"Now, Mr. Baker has guaran-1
teed to stand responsible for
you," he told the lad, "and
if
yon're arrested again he'll have "■
to be brought in, too."
For several weeks the boy be- ;
haved.
Then one day a patrolman found him at the old game.
He saw the patrolman in time, j
though, and started running down
Superior-av. Up the steps of the
city hall he dashed, and brushing
past the attendants in the oi
solicitor's office, burst in
upon
Baker, busy with some one.
"Mister Baker," he panted, '
"We've got to beat it. The cops
are after us."

Q*v-ii^v
TELLS OF UNDERWORLD.
Mayor Baker, Chief of Police
Kohlor,
Prosecuting
Attorney
and Sheriff Hirstius have
sent personal invitations by
A. S. Gregg of the American
Reform union to hear the
address by Detective Owen O.
Wiard of Chicago, who for two
. has been investigating the
: world of Cleveland. The address "ill be delivered this mornit the Euclid Avenue Baptist
cliincli.
Wiard will tell a specific story
of vice and crime in Cleveland,
Gregg said last evening. He will
show fifteen stereopticon views of
the city's underworld.

QWABAKER STARTS WORK I
ON CITY LIGHT PLANT
Tuesday turned
irsi shovel of earth for the
dations of the
new
muny
light plant, at. the
Kirtland-st
pumping station site.
Immediately after Baker had
1 the first shovel of dirt, the
mammoth steam shovel
was
swung from its derrick into the
,. It is estimated the plant
bo completed within a year.

EXPERTS TO PASS ON
Three Contractors Volunteer to Inspect Architect's
Handiwork.
DYEE MAY LOSE ,1015
Has Already Been Paid $60,000 for Work
Done.
Three brave men have come forth
al last willing to wrestle with the
"ill, battle-scarred city hall plans.
: The heroes
George B. McMillan, president of
the George li. McMillan Company and
■ former president of the Builders' Exi change.
W. B. McCoIlister, president of the
|W. B. McColllser Company and former
president of the Builders' Exchange.
William Dahl, of Andrew Dahl &
j Son, builders of the new court house.
They were appointed by the Builders' Exchange yesterday. Thy hav
been asked by Mayor Baker to report,
whether, in their opinion, a city hall
built from Architect J. Milton Dyer's
specifications, can be erected for
$2,600,000.
All of the men are well known contractors. McMillan's company is building the new Marshall building on the
PubUb Square. Dahl's lirm erected
the new $4,000,000 court house, the
American Trust and Citizens and
Savings buildings. McCollister's firm
has erected many of the largest buildings in Cleveland.
Secretary Robert^, of the exchange,
yesterday denied ihat the delay in
appointing the committee was due to
I lie reluctance of members to serve
because they might have to stand by
any estimate of cost of building the
city hall they might make, if awarded
the contract.
"The committee will employ an expert estimator," said Roberts," and
then make an independent and unbiased report. The first meeting will
be held at once. The report ought to
be ready In two weeks."
It was declared a close estimate
would not be made, but one allowing
for overhead and contingent expenses.
It was rumored that if the report
showed the hall could not be built for
the specified sum, Dyer would be released from his position and a new
city architect named. Dyer has alreadv
been paid $60,000 for the plans he has
submitted.

MAYOR GETS UNDER
COMMISSIONERS' SKIN

FIGHT PHONE BOOST
BY "MUNY" SERYICE

The county commissioners were
"hot" Saturday. Mayor Baker, told
300 persons in a tent meeting Friday I '
tTal ave nu and Eaat
'm^nZl
, ?
of VCnvn
j 40th street?M
the commissioners
spent 'City Ownership
-'U-J'dI 75 per cent for labor and ma1
o
+
i J
terial and 25 per cent for supervision |
HOga S>yStem AttVOCated
and engineering
"If Mayor Baker would only start
something and finish it I would have
no criticism to make, hut he doesn't.
Why doesn't he go ahead with the
city hall?" said Commissioner
Fischer.
"If you read between the lines
you'll find Baker simply wants to divorce county affairs from the city's," Threatened
Kate Increase
said
Commissioner
Eirick.
"He
thinks the county is spending too
Would Be Prevented,
nnnh money for the countv and not
Is Belief.
enough for the city.
He's dead
wrong. Aren't we building a new
high level bridge?"
Municipal ownership of the Cuyahoga Telelphone Company, to provide
better telephone service and to keep
the Bell Telephone Company from
Prospects for a busy 24 hours
loomed up before Mayor Baker Sat "boosting" Its rates, as it has been
threatening to do, was Indicated yesurday.
terday by Mayor Baker.
This was his program:
Saturday-10:50 a. m., leave for
"In my opinion, long distance teleMedina. Then to Seville and thence phone lines ought to be owned by
to Wadswortli. Three speeches.
Sunday-Meets Mayor Hunt of the government and operated in conCincinnati and Superintendent Han- junction with local exchanges owned
I "f ?u *■!* ,?tr°Jet c,eanin& departmentand operated by municipalities," Ba'at the.Hollenden in the morning in ker declared.
the afternoon addresses Woodmen of
Ownership of the Cuyahoga could
the World.
| be obtained under the provisions of
the new home rule proposal. MayorBaker ■ believes. He would not say

by Mayor Baker.

BLOCK PLANS OF BELL

TAINT NO SOFT JOB,
MAKING SPEECHES

AGAIN MAYOR BAKER
JOINS 'EM IN WEDLOCK.^TT^^^TZ.^

Mayor [Inker earned $2 more for w'ould be invoked, but intimated that
i the commonwealth
of Cleveland municipal ownership of the lighting
Saturday.
tt e
transp
on companies doin
[and Miss hna Berger as one Satur
n Baker's fifth marriage business in Cleveland streets would
' day. It was
come first.
ceremony.
Tinder the home rule proposal the
city could buy the telephone company from its principal owner, J.
Pierpont Morgan, or by condemnation proceedings.
Finn Believer in P. O.
Baker is a firm belliever in the
principle of public ownership of
public utilities, and he thinks that
the day will come when the federal
government will own the railroads.
This period will not arrive, he thinks,
until after some years of experimentation with government regulation.
Baker said that the first step in this
policy of government ownership Is
contained in the Democratic platform
this year, which declares for a federal parcels post.
Recently a number of complaints
have been made of slow and lneffl-}
cient telephone service.
The tele- i
phone nuisance Is believed by many
to be blamable to the faot that there
are two systems.
The consolidation of the Bell and
the Cuyahoga companies is beginning to appeal to some people as the
solution of part of the efficiency problem. With others knowing this the
opinion is spreading that the bad
service they allege may be part of a
plan of the telephone companies to
attempt to force public opinion to approve a merger.
L J
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%*tayor Baker does not Acll this '
iruw-y of his past life.'" But certain associates of his still -repeat'

iL

I

It happened when the mayor *
was city solicitor. He had formed ;
a very close friendship with a certain newsboy. The newsboy un- I
fortunately had a weakness for j
pitching pennies and other games j)
of chance.
He had been arrested several '
times, and each time Baker had
interceded for him.
The last
time Judge Fiedler gave him
severe lecture.
"Now, Mr. Baker has guaran- i
teed to stand responsible for
you," he told the lad, "and if
you're arrested again he'll have
to be brought in, too."
For several weeks the boy behaved.
Then one day a patrolman found him at the old game.
He saw the patrolman in time, i
though, and started running down
Superior-av. Up the steps of the
city hall he dashed, and brushing
past the attendants in the city
solicitor's office, burst in upon
Baker, busy with some one.
"Mister Baker," he panted,
"We've got to beat it. The cops
are. after us." .

TELLS OF UNDERWORLD.
Mayor Baker, Chief of Police
Kohler,
Prosecuting
Attorney
Cline and Sheriff Hirstius have
been sent personal invitations by
Supt. A. S. Gregg of the American
Civic Eeform union to hear the
address by Detective Owen O.
Wiard of Chicago, who for two
weeks has been investigating the
underworld of Cleveland. The address will be delivered this morning at the Euclid Avenue Baptist
church.
Wiard will tell a specific story
of vice and crime in Cleveland,
Gregg said last evening. He will
show fifteen stereopticon views of
the city's underworld.

6WABAKER STARTS WORK
ON CITY UGHT PLANT
Mayor Baker Tuesday turned
the first shovel of earth for the
foundations of the new
muny
light plant, at the Kirtland-st
pumping station site.
Immediately after Baker had
tossed the first shovel of dirt, the
mammoth steam shovel
was
swung from its derrick into the
earth. It is estimated the plant
will be completed within a year.

EXPERTS TO PASS ON
PLAEOF CITY HALL

MAYOR GETS UNDER
COMMISSIONERS' SKIN
(-

Three Contractors Volunteer to Inspect Architect's
Handiwork.
DYEE MAY LOSE JOB
lias Already Been Paid $60,000 for Work
Done.
Three brave men have come forth
at last willing- to wrestle with the
"1'!, battle-scarred city hall plans,
The heroes are:
George B. McMillan, president of
the George B. McMillan Company and
, former president of the Builders' Ex, change.
W. B. McCollister, president of the
|W. B. McColliser Company and former
president of the Builders' Exchange.
j William Dahl, of Andrew Dahl &
| Son, builders of the new court house.
They were appointed by the Builders' Exchange yesterday. Thy hav
been asked by Mayor Baker to report,
whether, in their opinion, a city hall
built from Architect J. Milton Dyer's
specifications, can be erected for
$2,600,000.
All of the men are well known contractors. McMillan's company is building the new Marshall building on the
Public Square. Dahl's firm erected
the new $4,000,000 court house, the
American Trust and Citizens and
Savings buildings. McCollister's firm
has erected many of the largest buildings in Cleveland.
Secretary Robert^, of the exchange,
yesterday denied lhat the delay in
appointing the committee was due to
the reluctance of members to serve
because they might have to stand by
any estimate of cost of building the
city hall they might make, if awarded
the contract.
"The committee will employ an expert estimator," said Roberts," and
then make an independent and unbiased report. The first meeting will
be held at once. The report ought to
be ready in two weeks."
It was declared a close estimate
would not be made, but one allowing
for overhead and contingent expenses.
It was rumored that if the report
showed' the hall could not be built for
the specified sum. Dyer would be released from his position and a new
city architect named. Dyer has already
been paid $60,000 for the plans he has
submitted.

The county commissioners were
"hot" Saturday. Mayor Baker, told
300 persons in a tent meeting Friday
night at Central avenue and East
40th street the commissioners spent
"5 per cent for labor and material and 25 per cent for supervision
and engineering.
"If Mayor Baker would only start
something and finish it I would have
no criticism to make, but he doesn't.
Why doesn't he go ahead with the
city hall?" said Commissioner
Fischer.
"If you read between the lines
you'll find Baker simply wants to divorce county affairs from the city's,"
said
Commissioner
Eirick.
"He
thinks the county is spending too
much money for the countv and not
enough for the city.
He's dead
wrong. Aren't we building a new
high level bridge?"

;

'TAINT NO SOFT JOB,
MAKING SPEECHES
Prospects for a busy 24 hours
loomed up before Mayor Baker Saturday.
This was his programSaturday—10:50 a. m., Ieave for
Medina. Then to Seville and thence
to Wadswort.h. Three speeches
Sunday—Meets Mayor Hunt" of
Cincinnati and Superintendent Han"f £f *£? Mtr(Let c,eaninS department
at the.Hollenden in the morning in
the afternoon addresses Woodmen of
the World.

'AGAIN MAYOR BAKErT

WEDLOCK

Mayor Baker earned $2 more for
the
commonwealth
of Cleveland
Jnd-S ,:|; ig- Z^Z £5£
day. it was Baker's fifth marriage
ceremony.

FIGHT PHONE BOOST
BY "MUNY" SERYICE
City Ownership of Cuyalioo-a System Advocated
by Mayor Baker.
BLOCK PLANS OF BELL
Threatened Kate Increase
Would Be Prevented,
Is Belief.

Municipal ownership of the Cuyahoga Telephone Company, to provide
better telephone service and to keep
the Bell Telephone Company from
"boosting" its rates, as it has been
threatening to do, was indicated yesterday by Mayor Baker.
"In my opinion, long distance telephone lines ought to be owned by
the government and operated in conjunction with local exchanges owned
and operated by municipalities," Ba<
ker declared.
Ownership of the Cuyahoga could
be obtained under the provisions of
the new home rule proposal. Mayor

srrSgh^r^iZ

would be invoked, but intimated that
municipal ownership of the lighting
-^-Po^ofco^panie^ing
bus,ne3s ln
Cleveland streets would
come first.
Tinder the home rule proposal ths
city could buy the telephone company from its principal owner, J.
Pierpont Morgan, or by condemnation proceedings.
Finn Believer in P. O.
Baker is a firm belliever in the
principle of public ownership of
public utilities, and he thinks that
the day will come when the federal
government will own the railroads.
This pei-iod will not arrive, he thinks,
until after some years of experimentation with government regulation.
Baker said that the first step in this:
policy of government ownership is
contained in the Democratic platform
this year, which declares for a federal parcels post.
Recently a number of complaints
have been made of slow and ineffi- J
cient telephone service.
The telephone nuisance Is believed by many
to be blamable to the fact that there
are two systems.
The consolidation of the Bell and
the Cuyahoga companies is beginning to appeal to some people as the
solution of part of the efficiency problem. With others knowing this the
opinion is spreading that the bad
service they allege may be part of a
plan of the telephone companies to
attempt to force public opinion to approve a merger.
Baker would not say anything yesterday on the subject of when his
municipal ownership ideas will be
put into action. The mayor is thought
to be holding the municipal ownership rights of the city in obeyance
with an idea of compelling the public
service corporations to "be good."
Buy System Cheaply.
Financiers believe now that city
purchase of the Morgan interests in
the Cuyahoga company could be
made at a comparatively low price.
J. P. Morgan & Co. have been
carrying the burdens of the Ohio in- I
dependent telephone companies for
; two years now, but the profltabi'
j merger with the Bell interests thatI supposed to have been ln his mind]
when Morgan bought in has not ma- j
I teralized.
It is now thought the Morgan people
[repent of their bargain and would be
willing to sell for what they paid and
a fair amount for interest. The
Cuyahoga company has $1,600,000 preferred stock that brokers say could
be taken over at par. It has $2,000,000
I common stock, with par at $50, for
Iwhich Morgan paid $25. The stock of
Ithe company, financiers believe, could j
|be purchased for $2,700,000 to $3,000,000.
Bonds would not need to be purIchased, since they are fully protected
(as a Hen on the property.
Could Face Merger.
With the Cuyahoga company under
Icity control and with city competiItion, the municipality would probably i
Ibe in a position to hit the Bell comIpany hard. It would be able to keep j
Idown rates and possibly to force the
iBell into a merger on city terms or to
I sell out to it altogether.
Public ownership of telephones in
I Europe has worked well. The teleI phones are owned by the government
I in France, England, Switzerland and
I Italy where cheap and efficient ser
I vice is given

(f^M^- (UM-lt-Wh
dors. 1 am not complaining of the
i court house's size or its beauty, but
j of the utter extravagance that has
i marked Its furnishing and decoration."
In referring to Gen. Brown as "an
accidental nominee to a position nobody else would
Baker said that although Gen. Brown
has lived in Ohio many years, the
progressive things accomplished of
Baker Raps Court House recent years have passed by him just,
as the world's progress passed by
'Extravagance' and RidiRip Van Winkle during his twentycules Gen. Brown.
year slumber.
Rev. Dr. Harris R. Cooley, city
! director of charities, spoke of thej
Congressional Candidates in human welfare attitude of the Democratic party.
Debate—Republicans
"We are all progressives in CuyaHold Forth.
hoga county," said Rev. Dr. Cooley.
" 'Let well enough alone.' Do you
hear that now? No place except on
Mayor Newton D. Baker, speaking the billboards," he said, referring to :
[last night in a tent at Dorain-av and the Taft billboard campaign.
William B. Gordon, Democratic
Fulton-rd N. W., declared the present candidate for congress in the twen'commissioner form of county govern- tieth district,
opened the meeting.
iment to be all wrong, irresponsible: He devoted most of his time to the
tariff and to an attack on Congressland inefficient, that it conflicts with man
Paul Howland, his Republican
and overlaps the city government.
opponent, and Howland's votes on the
He urged In conclusion that Cuya- Payne-Aldrich tariff bill.
Attorney John H. Clarke, schedhoga county start a reform movement
uled as one of the speakers at the
[for a constitutional change in the Democratic county opener, was out
I system of administering the affairs of of the city.
Judges gave no decision on the tri' Ohio counties.
I It was at the Democratic county angular debate last night at the Euclid Avenue Presbyterian church becampaign opening in a crowded tent tween Congressman R. J. Bulkley,
that the mayor made known hia Democrat; Prof. A. R. Hatton, Bull
Moose candidate, for the twenty-first
views.
Incidentally he critic
honors, and Fred L. Taft, Re■harshly the "lavish" amounts spent I district
publican aspirant.
in decorating the new court house,
The debate was confined largely to
bluntly referring to it as "drunken the tariff, trusts and extension of the
powers
of the federal government.
extravagance.''
Bulkley asked his two opponents to
The mayor also took occasion to tell specifically what each platform
ridicule as "a modern Rij
Van meant on the tariff, and particularly
Winkle" Gen. R. B. Brown, Republi- he asked Taft to tell whether the
bill complied with Recan candidate for governor.
He Payne-Aldrich
publican pledges made four years ago.
urged the election of James M. Cox ' "The Democratic policy is not to
and a Democratic legislature to carrj sweep away immediately the present
out the full progressive program o] tariff," he said. "We do not stand for
immediate free trade, or even a tariff
constitutional changes demanded by for revenue only. We believe in a
Ohio in the recent charter election.
revision of the present tariff. We
will not do anything foolish—it is the
Called Fatally Defective.
good sense of the Democrats that
"The present form of government worries their opponents."
Hatton urged a tariff commission
in counties is the very worst posand scientific Investigation by such
sible," declared the mayor. "The com- a commission. He condemned presmissioner plan is fatally defective. ent methods of tariff legislation. Taft
And I want to plant this notion in upheld a protective tariff system
which would not interfere with inyour heads. I want the movement to ' dustry
generally.
start right here in Cuyahoga county
Harry D. Vail, Charles S. Horner,
C.
B.
Stannard, John A. Cline and
to abolish by amendment to the concandidates ad, stitution the commissioner plan of other Republican
dressed Republican and Bull Moose
I county government In Ohio.
meetings last night.
"The time has come when we ought
Vail spoke at the Bull Moose meeti to take advantage of the new power ing at Garibaldi hall, Murray Hill-rd
S.
E. He said the people of Cleveland
we now have to change the present
had a higher sense of civic duty than
plan.
people in any other city of the coun"It is time that we had a more re-' try.
"The establishment of such a spirit
sponsible, a more efficient and a more
here is a. monument to Tom L. Johnsatisfactory form of county govern- son," he declared. "He gave his forment. As at present the county gov- tune and his life in the great work.
ernment overlaps in many ways the It took ten years to accomplish it
and I am not so partisan that I will
city government."
not give credit where credit is due."
Baker said the greatest conflicts
Nearly all of the Republican canoccur in the workhouse and in bridge didates spoke in the twenty-second
ward
tent meeting, E. 73d-st, between
building and maintenance laws.
"It is Impossible for any lawyer to Hough and Lexington-avs N. E.
Prof. A. R. Hatton, following the
tell where the authority oC the county- debate at the Euclid Avenue Prescommissioners starts or ends in build- byterian church spoke to a meeting at
ing bridges in the city," Baker said. Royal hail, Woodland-av S. E., near
"The bridge tax goes into the counC. W. Toland spoke at the Bull
ty treasury, yet the city gets none ! Moose meeting on Wakefield-av N.
!
of the benefit, although paying prac- ■ W. and W. 5Sth-st.
tlcally all of it. The workhouse system is indefinite, confusing and
wrong.
"It is time for a change in most if
not all the county offices," the mayor
continued. "However, while I am one
of those who do not hold the county
commissioners solely responsible for
the drunken extravagance shown
down at the new court house, we
ought to rebuke the present commissioners as the ones who can be
reached at the coming election.
"Literally hundreds of thousands
of dollars have been spent in vulgar,
tawdry, overdecorated super-splen-
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This is one story Mayor Baker
tells on himself:
A short time ago Baker, who, It
5s necessary to remember, used to
be city solicitor, went to the solicitor's office in- the city hall. The
whole place was torn up. Repairs
were being made.
Baker found
no one in the office but a scrubwoman.
"It's going to be a fine place,"
he observed, chattily.
"Yes, pretty swell," the woman
agreed.
"This \city solicitor is a good
one," the mayor continued.
"A
great deal better than the old
one."
"Well, I should say so," the
woman declared, enthusiastically.
Whereupon the mayor, who
used to be city solicitor, abruptly
left..
—-Mayor Baker has approved
Sanitary Chief Chadsey's proposed exhibit of housing and sanitary conditions, likely to be held
in January in the former gas office building, adjoining the city
hall.
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ULL MOOSE DODGE
SUE, SAYS BAKER
■7_

Progressives Charged by!
Mayor With Deserting Plank j
on Which They Started.

Bulkley and Cooley Declare
Republicans Hard
Pressed.
Mayor Baker, Congressman R. J.
Bulkley and Rev. Harris R. Cooley
talked to MOO people in a tent meetins at E. ipth-st and Central-av S. E.
last night. Heavy rain interrupted
or Baker and later cut the meeting short. P. C. O'Brien presided.
Mayor Baker urged registration today and asked that the ballot be
closely studied by voters, denounced
the form of county government, compared the candidates for governor
and charged that the so-called Progressive party had changed face
about on national questions.
Congressman Bulkley said the
Democratic platform was clear and
definite on the tariff and that the
people have an example of the program in tariff bills passed by the
house and senate in the recent session, but vetoed by the president.
He demanded that his two oppo' nents in the twenty-first district,
I Fred U Taft and Prof. A. R. Hat-

WlaVOr SayS Gen. BrOWn IS ton, tell the people which schedules
.......
_
.they would vote to reduce, if elected,
Unqualified fOr GOVernOr. jand how they would base the differ-

^
lence in cost of production at home
and abroad. Bulkley maintains the
.'• SPECIAL TO THE PLAIN DEALER.
|Cost of production here is so varied
WADSWORTH, O.. Oct. 19.—Mayor'•* would be difficult to arrive, at a
Baker of Cleveland in an address here a,SiS. ' made
. a plea
,
.„„.- „„
My opponents are apparently trylitl„B
tonight
for clean
politics
jng. t£) get ^^ by mftk^g the £e* ^
and the support of the entire Demo- misunderstand their positions," he
cratic ticket, state and national.
added.
In speaking or Gen. Brown, Republi- Rev D Harris K Cooley said the
can candidate for governor, Baker char- Renub!ican
„
„„ hard nrei*»d it
acterized him as behind the times and /,, l'11'',^ ^ „ werG
5! so naid piessed it
hopelessly unqualified to deal with pres- had come to the point where those
ent day issues. He lauded Democratic ndvoeating the Standpat policy were
' Gubernatorial Candidate Cox as a vigor- "orccd to advertise along with
ous young man pledged to carry out the ..ujts, chewing gum, hair tonic for
reforms the people demand.
•
lald heads and fifty-seven varieties
The mayor at an afternoon meeting in
jk because no nanw wnnlrl
Medina held up the records of Roose- "f Dlck
lJILi^u s
no paper would
velt and Taft as detrimental to public iflyocate1 standpat policies."
welfare and eulogized Woodrow Wilson. Mayor Baker especially appealed
He was accorded an ovation by the or careful consideration of the nonfarmers largely composing his audience, artisan judiciary ballots, specificalCongressman Paul Howland at the v advocating the defeat of W. Z.
same meeting was charged by JVllliam lvlh
j
candidate for re-eWtirm t>a
Gordon. Democratic candidate for con' <-a,iu.aaic ioi re election
gS, with trading postoffice jobs for f Preme court judge. He urged elecsupport in Medina county. Gordon at- Ion of Judge C. A. Niman and
tacked In detail Howland's free sugar harles R. Grant to the circuit court
bill and charged he broke party pledges ] this district.
by voting for the Payne-Aldrlch bill.
The mayor charged an invest)
tion of the county commissioners' reiport, while not. thorough, indicated
osts the county 7~< per
and material and 25" per i
for supervision and engineering. He
said any engineering concern in
.land Would contract to furnish
engineering and supervision for B per
cent.
"That kind of wastefulness is terdeclared.
.'. ! Garford, said the mayor, had'
no definite program for state affairs.
Gen. R. B. Brown had not as much
chance of election as the mayor's son
Jack. James M. Cox was pledged to
a program of progressive legislation.
"The so-called Progressh
changed face entirely," he said. "It
started with tariff reform and the
chief plank in its platform calls for
the legalizing of trusts. Instead of
destroying the Standard Oil, tobacco
and steel trusts they would legalize
them and then see if they could control them.
"The real answer to that is the
Democratic answer as given by Gov.
Woodrow Wilson. He said there
should be no monopoly in the necessaries of life unless the monopoly was
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dors. I. am not complaining of the
! court house's size or its beauty, but
I of the utter extravagumx that has
\ marked its furnishing and decoration."
In referring to' Gen. Brown as "an
accidental nominee to a position nuelse would
Baker said that although Gen. Brown
has lived in Ohio many years, the
n
Pniirt
HfllKP progressive things accomplished of
Baker
RapS OUUIl
nuusc .recent years have passed by him just..
'FvtrflVaaanCe' and Ridias the world's progress passed by
Rip Van Winkle during his twentycules Gen. Brown.
,year slumber.
Rev. Dr. Harris R. Cooley, city
j director of charities, spoke of the,
Congressional Candidates in human welfare attitude of the Democratic party.
Debate—Republicans
We are all progressives in CuyaHold Forth.
hoga county," said Rev. Dr. Cooley.
" 'Let well enough alone.' Do you
hear that now? No place except on
Mayor Newton D. Baker, speaking the billboards," he said, referring to '
hast night in a tent at Dorain-av and the Taft billboard campaign.
William B. Gordon, Democratic
Fulton-rd N. W., declared the present; candidate for congress in the twenopened the meeting.
(commissioner form of county govern- tieth district,
Iment to be all wrong, irresponsible He devoted most of his time to the
tariff and to ' an attack on Congressand inefficient, that it conflicts with man Paul Howland, his Republican
| and overlaps the city government.
opponent, and Howland's votes on the
He urged in conclusion that Cuya- Payne-Aldrich tariff bill.
Attorney John H. Clarke, schedLoga county start a reform movement
uled as one of the speakers at the
for a constitutional change in the Democratic county opener, was out
system of administering the affairs of of the city.
Judges gave no decision on the triI Ohio counties.
It was at the Democratic county angular debate last night at the Euclid Avenue Presbyterian church be[campaign opening in a crowded tent tween Congressman R. J. Bulkley,
[that the mayor made known his Democrat; Prof. A. R. Hatton, Bull
! views.
Incidentally he
he criticised
criticised 8 'Moose candidate, for the twenty-first
.7 "'.'lavish
, J> amount*
harshly the
amounts soent
spent 1 . district honors, and
. Fred L, Taft, RepubUcan asplrant

in decorating the new court house,
bluntly referring to it as "drunken
•,
extravagance.
•
,
The mayor also took occasion to
Van
ridicule as 'a modern Rli
Winkle" Gen. R. B. Brown, Republican candidate for governor.
He
urged the election of James M. Cox
and a Democratic legislature to carrj
out the full progressive program oi
constitutional changes demanded by
Ohio in the recent charter election.
Called Fatally Defective.
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This is one story Mayor Baker
tells on himself:
A short time ago Baker, who, it
5s necessary to remember, used to
be city solicitor, went to the solicitor's office in the city hall. The
whole place was torn up. Repairs
were being made.
Baker found
no one In the office but a scrubwoman.
"It's going to be a fine place,"
he observed, chattily.
"Yes, pretty swell," the woman
agreed.
"This icity solicitor is a good
one," the mayor continued.
"A
great deal better than the old
one."
"Well, I should say so," the
woman declared, enthusiastically.
Whereupon the mayor, who
used to be city solicitor, abruptly
left.. _
—Mayor Baker has approved
Sanitary Chief Chadsey's proposed exhibit of housing and sanitary conditions, likely to be held
in January in the former gas office building, adjoining the city
hall.

ULL MOOSE DODGE
Progressives Charged by
Mayor With Deserting Plank
on Which They Started.
Bulkley and Cooley Declare
Republicans Hard
Pressed.
Mayor Baker, Congressman R. J.
Bulkley and Rev. Harris R. Cooley
talked to 300 people in a tent meetihg at 10. <Oth-st and Central-av S. E.
night. Heavy rain interrupted
Mayor Baker and later cut the meeting short. P. C. O'Brien presided.
Mayor Baker urged registration today and asked that the ballot be
closely studied by voters, denounced
the form of county government, compared the candidates for governor
and charged that the so-called Progressive party had changed face
about on national questions.
Congressman Bulkley said the
Democratic platform was clear and
definite on the tariff and that the
people have an example of the program in tariff bills passed by the
house and senate in the recent session, but vetoed by the president.
He demanded that his two oppo' nents in the twenty-first district,
. iPred £.. Taft and Prof. A. R. HatIS ton, tell the people which schedules
they would vote to reduce, if elected,

Ouf -1 ^, y.

confined largely to
the tariff, trusts and extension of the
powers of the federal government.
Bulkley asked his two opponents to
tell apeclflcaliy what eaori platform
meant on the tariff, and particularly
he asked Taft to tell whether the!
SaYS Gen. BrOWn
Payne-Aldrich bill complied with Re- MaVOr
3
\
.
publican pledges made four years ago.
"The Democratic policy is not to
Unaualified for Governor, ;and how they would base the duier^
,ence in cost of production at home
sweep away immediately the present
and abroad. Bulkley maintains the
tariff," he said. "We do not stand for
immediate free trade, or even a tariff
SPECIAL TO THE PLAIN DEALER.
jcost of production here is so varied
for revenue only. We believe in a
WADSWORTH, O.. Oct. 19.—Mayor'" would be difficult to arrive at a
revision of the present tariff. We Baker of Cleveland In an address here
will not do anything foolish—it is the
"My opponents are apparently trygood sense of the Democrats that tonight made a plea for clean politics jn{? tQ ge% vQt^ foy mftk"ing ,..
arid
the
support
of
the
entire
Demomisunderstand
their positions," he
"The present form of government worries their opponents."
added.
Hatton urged a tariff commission cratic ticket, state and national.
in counties is the very worst pos- and
In speaking oi Gen. Brown, Republl- Rev Dr. Harris R- Cooley said the
scientific investigation by such
^
gQ .^^
sible," declared the mayor. "The com- a commission. He condemned pres- can candidate for governor Baker char-Republ.cans
missioner plan is fatally defective. ent methods of tariff legislation. Taft ^effly^»llSMdea\wShVenB^-l come to the point where those
g the Standpat policy were
And I want to plant this notion in upheld a protective tariff system ent day issues He lauded Democratic
which would not interfere with in- 'Gubernatorial Candidate Cox as a vigor- on-,.(1 to advertise along with bisyour heads. I want the movement to ; dustry generally.
ous young man pledged to carry out the
wing gum, hair tonic for
start right here In Cuyahoga county
Harry L. Vail, Charles S. Homer,
reforms the people demand.
,;l)d heads and fifty-seven varieties
The
mayor
at
an
afternoon
meeting
in
to abolish by amendment to the con- C. B. Stannard, John A. Cline and Medina held up the records of Roosertv,„,.,r,, „t,,ml,,.lt „nliniiK "
candidates advelt and Taft as detrimental to public iQAoeaw
standpat polioi
, stitution the commissioner plan of other Republican
dressed Republican and Bull Moose
welfare
and
eulogized
Woodrow
Wilson.
Mayor Baker especially appealed
county government in Ohio.
meetings last night.
He was accorded an ovation by the or careful consideration of the non"The time has come when we ought
Vail-spoke at the Bull Moose meetfarmers largely composing his audience, artisan judiciary ballots, specificalCongressman Paul Howland at the v advocating the defeat of W. Z.
to take advantage of the new power ing at Garibaldi hall, Murray Hill-rd
same meeting was charged by William . yl
candidate for re-election as
E. He said the people of Cleveland
i we now have to change the present S.
had a higher sense of civic duty than
gr^rwSrtS PSC-I «j>W court Judge. He urged elecplan.
people in any other city of the counfunport in Medina county. Gordon at-Ion oi Judge C. A. Niman and
"It is time that we had a more re-' try.
tacked in detail Howland's free sugar harles R. Grant to the circuit court
bill and charged he broke party pledges i this district.
"The
establishment
of
such
a
spirit
sponsible, a more efficient and a. more
by voting for the Payne-Aldrich bill.
Tlo
charged an investigahere is a. monument to Tom L. Johnsatisfactory form of county govern- son," he declared. "He gave his fortion of the county commissioners' rement. As at present the county gov- tune and his life in the great work.
t, while not. thorough, indi.
costs the county To per cent.
ernment overlaps in many ways the It took ten years to accomplish it
and
I
am
not
so
partisan
that
I
will
Or
and material and 25 per cent.
city government."
not give credit where credit is due."
for supervision and engineering. He
Baker said the greatest conflicts
Nearly all of the Republican cansold
ngineering concern in
occur in the workhouse and in bridge didates spoke in the twenty-second
Cleveland would contract to furnish
ward tent meeting, E. 73d-st, between
engineering and supervision tor 6 per
building and maintenance laws.
and Lexington-avs N. E.
"It is impossible for any lawyer to Hough
Prof. A. R. Hatton, following the
"That kind of wastefulness is
tell where the authority ot the county debate at the Euclid Avenue Presdeclared.
commissioners starts or ends 1n build- byterian church spoke to a meeting at
| larford, s
ciyor, had '
a.i definite program for state affairs,
ing bridges in the city," Baker said. Royal hall, Woodland-av S. E., near
i. R. B. Brown had not as much
"The bridge tax goes into the coun- , E. C.55th-st.
W. Toland spoke at the Bull
chance of election as the mayor's son
ty treasury, yet the city gets none ! Moose meeting on Wakefield-av N.
Jack. James M. Cox was pledged to
a program of progressive legisl;
of the benefit, although paying prac- JW. and W. 58th-st.
"The so-called Progress! i
tically all of It. The workhouse syschanged face entirely," he said. "It
tem is indefinite, confusing and
started with tariff reform and the
wrong.
chief plank in its platform calls for
the legalizing of trusts. Instead of
"It is time for a change in most if i
destroying the Standard Oil, tobacco
not all the county offices," the mayor'
and steel trusts they would legalize
continued. "However, while I am one
them and then see if they could conof those who do not hold the county
trol them.
"Tho real answer to that is the
commissioners solely responsible for
Democratic answer as given by Gov.
the drunken extravagance shown
Woodrow Wilson. He said there
down at the new court house, we
should be no monopoly in the necessaries of life unless the monopoly was
ought to rebuke the present comowned and controled by the people."
i missioners as the ones who can be
"If you can t vote for Taft, vote
| reached at the coming election.
for Debs. Don't vote for Wilson or
"Literally hundreds of thousands
Roosevelt."
Such was the sentiment voiced by
of dollars have been spent in vulgar,
several speakers at the Republican
i tawdry, overdecorated super-splentaieeting in Clayton hall, 2828 Centrallav S. E„ attended largely by negro
Ivoters.
irjner Mayor I:
billed as the leading s
appear. Sheriff A. J. Hirstius, Charles
Stannard, Charles S. Horner, W. K.
Green and Lamar T. Beman were candidates who spoke.
Attorney G. T. Bauder urged reelection of John A. Cline as county
prosecuting attorney.
The debate was
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Mayor Newton D. Baker and the Bishop conversing in the reviewing stand
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Here Are the First Photographs of the 1912
Scramble for Votes; Wilson in Columbus
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BAKER URGES DEALS
WITH DIRECT LABOR
Mayor
Baker enthused Monday
over the prosp^ts of the city doing
its improvemenXwork with direct
labor, as suggeste\by B. H. Bunning,
secretary of the ak^y board of effl: ciency.
Bunning
e concrete pier work on .
:W Clark
avenue high level bridge
"I certainly believe in M wherever
possible," Baker said. '¥ think it's
an admission of a terriMe situation
in municipal affairs wfen anyone
says the city can't do it* work with
direct labor as cheaply aje under contract. I won't admit euch is the
case."
Bunning's pioneer effort now is under way, that of removing a great
mound from the Kentucky street reservoir and using the earth to complete Edgewater boulevard

CITY HEADS MEET
CINCINNATI MAYOR
Mayor Henry T. Hunt, Cincinnati,
met with Mayor Baker, Secretary
Murphy and Superintendent Hanna
of the street cleaning department
Sunday, at the Hollenden hotel. He
was to return home Monday.
"There are some things in your
city we haven't got and we want
them. For instance we are going to
build a high pressure pumping station and I wanted to get some ideas
from Superintendent Schulz," Hunt
said.

BAKER DOESN'T FAVOR
SUFFRAGE IN CHARTER

WILSON PLEADS FOR
REGULATION OF TRUSTS
SPECIAL TO THE NEWS

COLUMBUS, O.. Sept. 21.-Following three afternoon meetings which
they addressed. Governor Woodrow
Wilson of New Jersey and Congressman James M. Cox of Dayton Democratic candidates, respectively for
president and governor, spoke before
a vast audience In Memorial hall here
last night as the climax of the campaign opening In the state
The presidential nominee asserted
'hat the regulation of trusts Is one of
-he principal issues of the present
light and that this question, together
with .he tariff is at the bottom or
the struggle which the average man is
making against the steadily Increases difficulty of enabling earnings
meet expenses.
For the American people to accept
at &J~G&r. c<5x- ~t ZcSt
the Roosevelt plan for regulated monopoly would mean for them to turn
in the direction of industrial tyranny
he said. He pleaded that the government was strong enough to control the vast corporations which it
has created, and that through regulated competition brains and industry should have a chance for success
and not unfair advantage.
%\~ \>Congressman Cox spoke on the
issues of the state campaign and
urged progressive laws to make the CINCI'NNATI'S MAYOR HERE
progressive constitution effective
Both candidates, together with Is on Motoring Trip; Has InterMayor Baker of Cleveland and Senaview With Baker.
tor Gore of Oklahoma, addressed an
overflow meeting.
Mayor H. T. Hunt, of Cincinnati,
the man who put Boss Cox's gang out
of business, was in Cleveland yesterday on a motoring trip.
Mayor Hunt had a brief non-political interview with Mayor Baker yesterday morning and spent most of
the day riding around Cleveland with
Harry Bunning, departmental examiner at the city hall, and Gus Hanna,
superintendent of street cleaning.
Mrs. Hunt was with him.

iHJjyr.

The cherished hope of Thomas P.
Schmidt, of the Cleveland Underground Rapid Transit Company, to
have women vote in municipal affairs
when Cleveland has home rule, received little encouragement Monday
from Mayor Baker.
"I want to see women vote of
course. You know how heartily I am
in favor of equal suffrage," said
Baker. "But the fact remains that a
majority
of
Clevelanders
voted
against it when the constitutional
amendments were up. Now if we
could have a separate election for
the question, I believe that would be
all right. As the matter stands now,
I don't believe in putting it in the
new charter."

K^- &f.''&JL''<hV

CITY DOCKS TO COUNCIL RUSHES |
RESULT FROM BIG BUSINESS |
COURT VICTORY TOHEARBRYAN
City councilmen worked like a
Baker Tells Plarri Following rapid fire gun Monday night and in
33 minutes the table was clear of
Decision on Land Near business. They wanted to get to
Central armory to hear Bryan.
the Depot
Councilman
Koch
offered
an
amendment to the Fitzgerald ordinance giving the police an eighthour day. Koch's ordinance was inRAILROADS LOSE TITLE
spired by Chief Kohler's recommenthat the force be reorganized
TO $30,000,000 VILUE dation
so as to provide for 10 captains, 17
lieutenants and 57 sergeants. There
are now four captains, 30 lieutenants
and 30 sergeants. The present cose of
Rights of Municipality and maintenance
of the department is
J92.220 a year. Under the reorganizaRoads Must Be Iflxed in tion the cost would be $140,825.
The $2,000,000 bond issue for cleaning Cuyahoga river, as ordered by the
Conferences
state board of health, was ordered.
The Haserodt ordinance providing
for a special election to name a
<>r linker seesjfei the city's commission to frame a new charter
Cleveland under the home rule
victory Tuesday inlhe Ohio su-i for
provision will be referred to a committee
of the whole council. A pubByeihe court over Ipe Cleveland;
lic meeting is to be held.
& Pittsburg Railroad Co., in the
Councilman Newell offered a resoaimed at the manner of letland suit fight, a line of munic- lution
ting leases for stalls in the West
ipal docks alongfthe lake and Side market house. He wants Director Springborn to file a detailed report
rtVer front, offering the finest: to council showing depreciation m
of the market house during
facilities of any bite in Cleve- value
course of construction, loss through
land, lie would not commit taxes, receipts for stalls, etc. It was
himself to say that municipally adopted.

owned warehouses would be opcrated ultimately in conjunction
with the docks.
"The docks will be along the
lines! deep water harbor here,''
declared Baker.
"It will be some time before the
entire matter is settled, as to the
city's
rights and the railroad's
ts," he continued, "but I -want
y that as long as I have anything to do in the fight, no railr I will be given an inch of vanalong the lake front. The railreads have never, during my U
experience here, shown any
osi'tion to yield a point and if
they can be positive, we can be
as firm.
Tribute to Johnson
"The result of this suit is a tributl
te the remarkable legal ability and
knowledge of Judge Lawrence and
to ti
smanshlp "f Tom L.
Johnson. When the land in question was about to be yielded in a
consent
decree some years
Johnson stepped in and fought. He
red Judge Lawrence to take up
the legal cudgel and the railroads
been beaten."
The territory involved is bounded
Erortt. West 9th street,
it street and the river, and coniwort'h
"It's K. R.'s Next Move"
"The decision determines the riparof the city," said City So"tf^'V v*'11'1"*.
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WILL TALK IN SHOPS

Mayor Baker and Safer Stage
will join William Gordon, democratic congressional aspirant in
the twentieth district, in a series of
meetings in Lake-co Saturday. Beginning at the Wickliffe shops at
11:30 a. m., the trio will continue
speechmaking at Willoughby park
at 1:30 p. m., at Madison park at 4
p. in. and at Painesville park at.
7:130 p. m.

BAKER BARS SUFFRAGE
IN MUNICIPAL CHARTER
MAYOR
BAKER does not
think that the new home
rule charter should give women
the right to vote In munlclpa
affairs even, if It were found
possible to Pant themjmnrw^
"You know how h,e""iyBaker

al
^a^ln favor of ■<?£«V
yesterday* B«l ,~t?v nf Cleve-

ss&.%s -Sr Khf^
suffrage amendment to the c

TO DEMAND HEARING
ON VICE COMMISSION

BRYAN AMUSES j
HUGE CROWD IN
MEETING HER]
Nebraskan's Quips at Ex-]
pense of Taft and Roose-j
velt Win Applause From)
Mixed Audience.

TELLS OF OWN TRIALS :
Gregg Wants to Go Before
LN PRESIDENTIAL RACE'
Council at Public
Session.
Throng Gathers Early and!
Waits Long to Greet!
WIARD IN HOT WATER
Orator on His Arrival at!
Reform Union's Detective Armory.
Called "Freak" by
Mayor Baker.

William Jennings Bryan never
was in better form than when he
A public hearing, to receive argu- smiled at a crowd that packed
ments for a vice commission, will be Centra! Armory to the doors last
demanded of city council by the
American Civic Beform Union. Su- night, poked a lot of fun at
perintendent A. S. Gregg, of the President Taft and Theodore
Cleveland office, will ask council to Roosevelt, and then turned into
hear the union's arguments Monday
a denunciation of Roosevelt ?s
night.
Gregg intended to make the de- trust policies as a menace to the
mand yesterday afternoon, but, it is
claimed, an avalanche of charges i nation.
against Detective O. O. Wiard, who
The portion of his speech that
has been conducting the vice inves- dealt with Roosevelt was barbed and
tigations, prompted him to postpone
winged with venom.
the request.
Wiard and Gregg refused to talk Bryan declared that Roosevelt, by
concerning charges made by Mrs. C. his policy of dealing with monopolies,
M. Sullivan, municipal dance chaper- would plunge the country into despotone, except to say "the charges would
be answered in due time" and that ism if elected, and said that Rooseshe was "a tool of persons higher velt wanted not three, but innumerup."
able terms.
Opinions Cleveland officials have of j The orator, his arms swinging in
Wiard are:
the inimitable gestures that have
Calls Wiard Cheap.
made his name a by-word, made one
Mayor Baker: "I have no desire -of the most bitter speeches against
to see freaks. It is a pity such cheap Roosevelt that has been heard in
things as Wiard are so common in
Cleveland this year.
this country."
Chief Kohler:
"We know Cleve,. Shies Progressive Platform.
land better than Wiard and are satThe Progressive party platform he
isfied. I will give $500 to charity if
he proves charges that fourteen-year- left severely alone, as far as any
old girls get liquor in grill rooms or serious attempt at criticism was conthat gambling rooms are operated in cerned. Bryan's wealth of sarcasm
Cleveland."
and his scathing wit was turned at
Director of Public Safety Stage:
"Wiard's charges don't amount to Roosevelt, personally. This followed,
however, a brief explanation that he
anything."
Hiram F. Stillman, Stage's secre- had withheld this personal discussion
tary: "Wiard is a proposition that of the Progressive leader until after
should be put up to Gus Haraia, su- it was certain Roosevelt was . in no
perintendent of street cleaning."
Councilman McGinty (referred to. serious danger from the bullet.
It was Bryan's first visit to Clevebv Wiard as Peanut McCafferty, of
the First ward): "That is about as land this fall and his friends, of all
close as he comes to getting things, parties, were eager to hear him. Many
right."
of the Democrats audibly wished he
Says Pictures Are False.
were their candidate again, instead of
Mrs. Sullivan, dance hall chaper- Woodrow Wilson.
one, yesterday reiterated charges
Crowd Gathers Early.
that Wiard showed pictures portraying vice in Cleveland that are untrue.
The crowd began to assemble early,
The first petition from voters ask- even before the armory doors opened,
ing for a vice commission was re- and by 7:30 o'clock-Bryan had been
ceived yesterday afternoon at the
city clerk's office and contained the! delayed by a wreck-when the meet-.
names of three women and twenty- f ing began, it was well filled. The
three men.
galleries were full and there were
The anti-vice crusaders are p-oing many people standing. In the crowd
to publish a paper to help carry on, were many Republicans and Progrestheir work. "The paper will not be
drawn
D>
a sensational one, telling of tours | sives of prominence,
Into the red-light district, which ] Bryan's reputation as an orator, am
seems to be so popular just now," I a large number of women were there,
said John Rutledge; "it will be circulated among church people and I too. The most earnest Bryan man >
will not be connected in any way i the audience, J. H. Aston, of Cincmr
with A.S.Gregg or Detective Wiard." nati. had waited s^x;e 5 o'clock.
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COUNCIL RUSHES I
CITY DOCK:
BIG BUSINESS\
RESULT
COURT VICTO RY TO HEAR BRYAN
Following

Baker Tells Plar
Decision

on

.and Near

the Depot
—

jRAILROADS LOSE TlTbE
JO $30,000,000 VILUE
Rights of Municipality and
Roads Must Be ixed in
Conferences
Mayor Baker seesfc the city's
victory Tuesday infhe Ohio supreme court over fie Cleveland
& Pittsburg Railroad Co., in the
land suit fight, a |ine of municipal docks along s the lake and
river front, offering the finest
facilities of any site in Cleveland. He would not commit
himself to say that municipally
owned warehouses would be operated ultimately in conjunction
with the docks.
"The docks will be along the
finest deep water harbor here,"
declared Baker.

City councilmen worked like a '
rapid Are gun Monday night and in
33 minutes the table was clear of
business. They wanted to get to
Central armory to hear Bryan.
Councilman
Koch
offered
an
amendment to the Fitzgerald ordinance giving the police an eighthour day. Koch's ordinance was inspired by Chief Kohler's recommendation that the force be reorganized
so as to provide for 10 captains, 17
lieutenants and 57 sergeants, I here
are "ow four captains, 30 lieutenants
and 30 sergeants. The present cose of
maintenance of the department is
$92,220 a year. Under the reorganization the cost would be $140,82o.
The $2,000,000 bond issue for cleaning Cuyahoga river, as ordered by the
state board of health, was ordered.
The Haserodt ordinance providing
for a special election to name a
commission to frame a new charter
for Cleveland under the home rule
provision will be referred to a committee of the whole council. A public meeting is to be held.
Councilman Newell offered a resolution aimed at the manner of letting leases for stalls in the West
Side market house. He wants Director Springborn to file a detailed report
to council showing depreciation in
value of the market house during
course of construction, loss through
taxes, receipts for stalls, etc. It was
adopted.
»
j

"It will be some time before the
entire matter isN settled, as to the
city's
rights
and the railroad's
rights," he continued, "but I want
to say that as long as I have anything to do in the fight, no railroad will be given an inch of vantage along the lake front. The railroads have never, during my 12
years' experience here, shown any
disposition to yield a point and if
they can be positive, we can be
equaly as firm.
Tribute to Johnson
"The result of this suit is a tribute
to the remarkable legal ability and
knowledge .of . Judge Lawrence and
to the statesmanship »f Tom L.
Johnson. When the land in ques, tion was about to be yielded in. a
'. consent decree some years ago
Johnson stepped in and fought. He
secured Judge Lawrence to take up
the legal cudgel and the railroads
have been beaten." '
The territory involved is bounded
j by the lake from, West 9th street,.
:
Front street and the river, and com' prises about 50 acres. It mowMs
timated to be worth $30,000,000.'
"It's R. R.'s Next Move"
"The decision determines the riparian rights of the.city," said City Solicitor Wilcox. "Just as soon as we
receive copies of the opinion and lawyers for the railroad companies are
ready we will hold conferences to
reach an agreement. We will wait
for railroad counsel to make a move."
Attorneys for the city and the Lake
Shore and Pennsylvania railroads
| have a" lot of adjustment conferences"
| ahead as the result of the Ohio supreme court's decision in the so-called
lake front case Tuesday.
The supreme judges affirmed the
judgment of the lower courts. Judge
j Vtckery, in common pleas court, In
j February, 1909, decided that the city is
i entitled to control of the land lying
j between the Union depot and the
Cuyahoga river, but that the railroads
which have their tracks there have
certain rights which the city must respect!
Attorneys declared Tuesday
that this decision left the question
open for adjustment between the City
and the railroads.
Increases to 50 Acres
The land originally was about 10
acres. By successive fillings it has
Increased to about 50 acres. It is
covered- with: tracks and freight
houses. Originally it was a public
thoroughfare known as Bath street,
and later as Front street. In 1848
j the C. & P. condemned it for railroad use and in 1849 got a perpetual
lease from the city for $15,000 in railroad stock.
After the railroads had spent over
$1,000,000 in improvements, the city,
in 1893, sued to recover the land,
claiming the perpetual lease was
beyond the city's power to give. The
>suit was removed to federal court
i:d was about to be decided in the
federal circuit court of appeals, when
a decision of the United States supreme court covering the same points
was handed down and held that the
federal courts had no jurisdiction.
Court Is Divided
The case then was brought back to
the state courts where Judge Vickery decided it in 1909 and the circuit
judges affirmed him.
In Tuesday's supreme .court deciion the Republican judges, Spear,
Shauck and Davis, voted for the rail„ roads, while the Democrats, Johnson,
I O'H&ra and Donahue, held with the
|city.
..Since it takes four-.or more judges
| to . reverse £he lower courts, the
jVickery decision stands.

WILL! TALK IN SHOPS
Mavor Baker and Safer Stage
will join William Gordon, democratic congressional aspirant in
the twentieth district, in a series of
meetings in Lake-co Saturday. Beginning at the Wickliffe shops at
11:30 a. pi., the trio will continue
speechmaking at Willoughby park
at 1:30 p. m., at Madison park at 4
p.i m. and at Painesville park at
'7 330 p. m.

BAKER BARS SUFFRAGE
IN MUNICIPAL CHARTER

M
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BAKER does not
think that the new home

affairs, even, if « Jsuffrage.
possible to grant them
BU
S
"You know how ljeartnyBakerj
in favor of ■««"*%„, fact reBu
yesterday*
oHnritv of Clevemains that a majorl'ty
o.'
landers voted against the
oQn_
suffrage amendment *
k that
stltutlon and I don t
h
ter.»
It should be put Into tD°

TO DEMAND HEARING
ON VICE COMMISSION

BRYAN AMUSES"
HUGE CROWD III
Nebraska's Quips at ExJ
pense of Taft and Roose-i
velt Win Applause From!
Mixed Audience.

Gregg Wants t« Go BeIoJTELLS 0F <"™ ™AM'
Council at Public
F PRESIDENTIAL RACE!
Session.
jThrong Gathers Early and;
WIABD IN HOT WATER 1 Waits Long to Greet I
Orator on His Arrival at!
Reform Union's Detective Armory.
Called "Freak" by
Mayor Baker.

William Jennings Bryan never
was in better form than when he
smiled at a crowd that paeked
Centra! Armory to the doors last
night, poked a lot of fun at
President Taft and Theodore

A public hearing, to receive arguments for a vice commission, will be
demanded of city council by the
American Civic Reform Union. Superintendent A. S. Gregg, of the
Cleveland office, win ask council^ to; Roosevelt, and then turned into
hear the union's arguments Monday;
[a denunciation of Roosevelt s
ni ht
Gregg intended to make the de- trust policies
as a menace to the
r
mand yesterday afternoon, but, it is,
claimed, an avalanche of charges, nation,
against Detective O. O. Wiard, who
The portion of
hIg
speech
that
£tS rrompte^him iH-gS. «ealt with Roosevelt was barbed ana
the request.
winged with venom.
Wiard and Gregg refused to talk Bryan declared that Roosevelt, by
concerning charges made by Mrs. C.j hig poijcy 0f dealing with monopolies,
M. Sullivan, municipal dance-chaper- ;
country into despotx
one exceDt to say the charges would
"
■'
r.
be answered in due time" and that I ism if elected, and said that Rooseshe was "a tool of persons higherjvelt wanted not three, but innumerup."
.'able terms.
Opinions Cleveland officials have of i Tfae orator> hla armg 6wlnging in
Wiard are:
|the inimitable gestures that have
Calls Wiard Cheap.
jmade his name a by-word, made one
Mayor Baker: "I have no desire Qf the most Ditter speeches against
to see freaks It is a pity such cheap-^
hat hag
feeen
heard
jn
things as Wiard are so common m,^ _,__, thta
Cleveland
this
year.
'. this country."
Chief Kohler:
"We know Cleve.. Shies Progressive Platform.
land better than Wiard and are satisfied. I will give $500 to charity if I The Progressive party platform lie
he proves charges that fourteen-year- left severely alone, as far as any
old girls get liquor in grill rooms or serious attempt at criticism was conthat gambling rooms are operated in cerned. Bryan's wealth of sarcasm
Cleveland."
and his scathing wit was turned at
Director of Public Safety Stage: Roosevelt, personally. This followed,
"Wiard's charges don't amount to;
however, a brief explanation that he
anything."
Hiram F. Stillman, Stage's secre- had withheld this personal discussion
tary: "Wiard is a proposition that of the Progressive leader until after
should be put up to Gus Haima, su- it. was certain Roosevelt was . in So
perintendent of street cleaning.
Councilman McGinty (referred to senons danger from the bullet. _
by Wiard as Peanut McCafferty, of j It was Bryan's first visit to Cle\ethe First ward): "That is about as land tWs fall and his friends, of all
close as he comes to getting things, parties, were eager to hear him. Many
right."
of the Democrats audibly wished he
Says Pictures Are False.
were their candidate again, instead of
;
Mrs. Sullivan, dance hall chaper- Woodrow Wilson.
one, yesterday reiterated charges
Crowd Gathers Early.
that Wiard showed pictures portrayThe crowd began to assemble early,
ing vice in Cleveland that are untrue.
The first petition from voters ask- even before the armory doors opened,
ing for a vice commission was re- and by 7:30 o'clock-Bryan had been
r-pived vesterdav afternoon at the auu w •■»<■
4h/1 _„*.
cHvilerk's office and contained the flayed by a wreck-when.the meet,
names of three women and twenty- ing Degan, it was well filled, ine
three men.
galleries were full and there were
The anti-vice crusaders are p-omg »
In the crowd
nf.ome standing.
to publish a paper to help carry on many J^le^,Bo£B and Progrestheir work. "The paper will not be were many Re^pumican
a sensational one, telling of tours slves of prominence, drawn
into the red-light district, which ; Bryan
Bryan.sa reputation
lo^*""-— as
— an orator, anu
seems to be so popular just now, j a large number of women were there,
said John Rutledge; "it will be cir- i too The most earnest Bryan man in
culated among church people and | too. A«
Aston of Cincn>
will not be eonneeieu
connected m
in a^y
any way
,v. j the
t"e audience,
a."""-"^' ~J. H. ASTOH,, V, .
with A. S. Gregg or Detective Wiard. | nati nad waited s^ce 5 o clock
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hall The speech consumed ahout
hours a trifle long for some huntwo hours
.
before he con
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, td many of them quitting seats
^whTchH was impossible to see
the
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Councilmen Arrange for Public Hearing in City Hall
Next Monday.

"Sed hy Old Friends.
Bryan came down the aisle the
if rose and cheered him, and, In-

g

! Declares Roosevelt Doesn't
Kohler Offers Reward for. Understand First Principles of Trust Evil.
Real Evidences of
Gambling.

re:f it seemed fee a meeting of
,d friends.
Bryan certainly was
SenSy enough as he stood facing
he crowd, his familiar black cut"!,„ ab0ve the baggy trousers, with
the bla* string tie. ,nd the bald

Arouses Thousands Packed

^That's him," shouted one, and a
small fight arose in the gallery when
^e seasoned Democrat begged Bry-

in Big Armory Who Wait

he could be seen.
"I have been in this city three
times as a candidate and on each of
those occasions I had with me as
chairman one of my closest friends,
one whose name is indelibly written
on this city's history, and whose
°Le was not easily filled" was
Bryan's opening tribute to the late

. j Leaves for Pennsylvania
Sure of Sweeping
Victory.

DEUAYED BY TRAIN WRECK

Tom L. Johnson.
"I miss his friendly greeting, 1
shall miss his face, but I am glad the
city has the benefit of the wisdom,
experience and sense of duty of those
trained under him who can prolong
his influence.
Bryan got his crowd into a good
humor at once, with the light way
in which he spoke of the issues of
the campaign.
"We're a moving van," he said, referring to the Democratic party.
"We're a progressive body, fighting
for remedial legislation."
lie said a good word for the Congressional candidates in Ohio, for
Congressman Cox and the state candidates, . congratulating Ohio then
for having "gone on the people's
side," by adopting the initiative and
referendum.
any statesman on any economic ques
tion since we became a nation.
"For nine years I have been getting evidence, since he described the .
trusts, in a speech at Milwaukee, as
an economic development, and one
here to stay.
That means an industrial despotism that will put to
shame any landlord system in the
old country.
I "Did any of you read,
in your
Cleveland Leader, Will Irwin's recent article about Roosevelt's conversion?"
Bryan read the article, in so far as
it dealt with Roosevelt's attitude on
the monopoly question.
J "There are enough errors of principle and fact to defeat any man who
lever ran for President," Bryan commented. "In the first place, Roosevelt takes Taft's view of dissolution."
Criticizes Trust Stand.
"Roosevelt
recognizes
the
steel
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Rev. A. S. Gregg, superintendent of
the American Civic Reform bureau,
appeared before the judiciary committee of the city council yesterday and
asked that action on Councilman
Foster's ordinance for a vice com
mission like those which investigated j
Minneapolis and Chicago, be
post- j
poned for one week and that the hear- j
ing next Monday be at an open meet- .
ing in the council chamber, with all'
members of the council present.
Between now and the day of the I
public hearing, the American Civic Campaign Special Arrives Late, bat
Reform bureau and the investigators
Crowds of Thousands in Terriwho are aiding Owen O. Wiard, their
tory] ol BnU Moose In Ohio "Wait
vice detective, will seek evidence to
take the place of that which has been
Patiently—Commoner Tells Audishown to have been unfounded and
to support claims made in Wiard's
ence! He Finds Special Pleasure
"expose."
in Pleading- for Another—ImThe public meeting was arranged
after Councilman Zinner, as chairmense Central Armory Audience
man, told Rev. A. S. Gregg that the
committee was unwilling to report
Hashed as Bryan Pays Tribute to
favorably on any evidence yet preMemory
of Tom
JJ.
Johnson
sented. Councilman Zinner promised
the open meeting and asked that Deand Lands His Successor.
tective Owen O. Wiard, whose declaration concerning conditions in Cleveland is made the basis for the apProclaiming that the day of vicpeal for the creation of the commission, be present.
tory was at hand, lauding Woodrow
Detective Wiard, who refused SunWilson as a man trained and fitted to
day to give representatives of the city
any evidence in support of his acculead the people in the final assault on
sations, spoke again last night at the
German United Brethren church on
the forces? of privilege and realize for
Lorain-av, repeating his appeals for
the people the full fruits of victory,
support.
"If I were on the judiciary commiturging that the ranks of the Demotee I would not have voted- to report
cratic par^y be filled and the !in?3
favorably on the ordinance if no evidence to show the need of a vice
closed for the great movement, Wilcommission were presented," said
liam Jennings Bryan closed in CleveCouncilman Foster, who introduced
the ordinance.
land last eyening a two-day tour of
"But that does not say conditions
cannot be improved. I am not backOhio, during which he made a scjre
ing Owen O. Wiard or any other inof speeches through half a dozen conterest, but I know that if it is gone
after in the right way evidence can
gressional districts, spoke to many
be found to show that need for imthousands of voters and enthused
provements exists.
"With $100 I could get abstracts
thousands with the spirit of the fight
which would show that church memof 1896.
bers and persons of high standing in
Impressed with the resolute spirit
the community own and profit by
property used for immoral purposes."
of the state as he found it, and conChief Kohler said:
vinced of the sweeping victory in Ohio
"Of course room for improvefor the state and national tickets, he
ment exists.
We are not standing
departed, after speaking last evening,
still in the work of the department,
; but we are finding ways all the time
for Pennsylvania, where he will con. to improve conditions and are imtinue his tour for evangelizing and
i proving them.
We are doing it in i
enthusing the Democrats of the naa way that does not scatter vice aboutj
the city, as does any sudden and spastion.
i modic crusade, but are obtaining a
Arguing, pleading, illustrating, he
permanent improvement.
entertained and enlivened the Democ"Wiard said, Sunday, that 'everybody' knows that gambling goes on'
racy of a dozen counties and nerved
• in Cleveland with roulette wheels. I
it for the fight thai he predicts will
■will give $500, for charity, to Owen
be harder and more fierce during the
O. Wiard or any other person who >
final days of the campaign.
j can show me a single piece of gam! bling paraphernalia in operation in
He is as intensely in earnest in the
' the entire city.
fight for another as he ever was for
\
Mayor Newton D. Baker, whom"
: Wiard criticizes because Mayor Baker: ; himself, he told his listeners; he was
smokes a pipe, was smoking the con- I 1 free from the suspicion of interest in
demned pipe yesterday when he was
'the outcome; he was trj|ng to repay
asked
to comment
on
Detective
j to the plain people of theUand a part
I Wiard's "expose."
i of the debt he admitted he owed for
"I don't think he can do me any
!
' harm," said Mayor Baker, "though he
the many honors that had.been given
; may do harm in other ways.
| him, repaying it by trying to get
Rev. A. S. Gregg was quoted yesthem to select for president the man
terday for this statement:
of the hour, best fitted by nature and
"If the council does not pass the
ordinance for a vice commission then
training, whose heart beats in symwe will let~it be known that they are
pathy with the hearts of the plain
afraid of being shown up. It will be
people and who will remember them
for the reason that influential officials
are afraid to let the public know the
when he spends his days in the White
real conditions."

Long for Train.

an, in a loud voice, to step out where
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CLOSES OHIO TOUR

E

House and remember tneir interests
when the laws are being made and
enforced;
Packs Every Building-.
The election of Wilson, he told his
people, would be his joy because it
would mean the successful culmination of a battle to which he had given
sixteen years of his life and energy.
There would be glory in that, glory
enough for all.
Yesterday he swung through the
strongest Bull Moose territory in the
state on a special train, speaking at
eight placfs to large crowds.
Other
speakers at the same towns had
spoken to mere handfuls of j people.
Bryan packed every building in which
he appeared and 10,000 people gathered in Grace park at Akron to hear
him and waited an hour.
Delayed by a train wreck he was
late in reaching Cleveland last night,
but Central armory, with its immense
capacity, was jammed full by people
who went to hear Bryan, who counted
a delay no hardship and who shouted
for very joy as the familiar features
of the commoner were seen as he
entered the hall and was escorted to
the platform.
In Bull Moose'territory Mr. Bryan
bore down harder on the fallacies, as
he termed them, of the Bull Moose
party, of the hopelessness of the people in looking to that movement under
the - direction of Col. Roosevelt, for
any permanent relief from the things
against which the complaint has been
leveled by the peop'l
Through the Western Reserve and
at Cleveland last night Mr. Bryan
preached with all of the Bryan force
and fire of the old d-ays, the unwisjdom of electing Mr./Taft for a second term and the utter folly of electing Mr. Roosevelt with any hope that
I relief would be obtained when he had
.himself surrounded with steel trust
directors as his confidential advisers
jand backers.
i]
Against this background with its
•'forbidding features Mr. Bryan paintled and brought forth Woodrow Wil. son, the man whose heart is right,
; who has the courage, the wisdom, the
' ability, the force to fight out the battle under way and lead forward to
completion the movement for popular
government.
The crowd that heard Bryan was
conspicuous for the large number of
women, both on the platform andscattered through the audience. More
than 200 men and women were
seated on the platform.
During pauses a cheer team of
Baldwin college students from Berea,
occupying a place in the middle of
the north
balcony,
made
things
lively.
"It wouldn't seem like a presidential election without Mr. Bryan,' said
Rev. Dr. Cooley during his speech.
"But to be such a leader as he has
been during the past twenty years is
better than being president.
Rev. Dr. Cooley made a plea for
mothers' pensions as well as the pensioning of old workmen by their employers.
"The time has come,
he said,
"when we should pension our soldiers^
of industry just as we pension ouri
soldiers of war."
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But Aston and the rest had a long
time to wait, still, for Bry«■««£«*
train had heen delayed by a railroad
wreck down state and it was not un«18:40 o'clock that he finally entered
the hall. The speech consumed about
two hours, a trifle long for some hundreds, who left the hall ^J6^
eluded, many of them «i*"f * "?£"
from which it was impossible to see
the speaker.
Greeted by Old Friends.
As Bryan came down the aisle the
people rose and cheered him, and, indeed, it seemed like a meetmg of
old friends. Bryan certainly was
friendly enough as he stood fanng
■ the crowd, his familiar black cutaway above the baggy trousers, with
the black string tie. nnd the bald
SP

"Thafs him," shouted one, and a
small fight arose in the gallery when
one seasoned Democrat begged Bryan, in a loud voice, to step out where
he could be seen.
"I have been in this city three
times as a candidate and on each of
those occasions I had with me as
chairman one of my closest friends,
one whose name is indelibly written
on this city's history, and whose
place was not easily filled, was
Bryan's opening tribute to the late
Tom L. Johnson.
"I miss his friendly greeting, I
shall miss his face, but I am glad the
city has the benefit of the wisdom,
experience and sense of duty of those
trained under him who can prolong
his influence.
Bryan got his crowd into a good
humor at once, with the light way
in which he spoke of the issues of
the campaign.
"We're a moving van," he said, referring to the Democratic party.
"We're a progressive body, fighting
for remedial legislation."He said a good word for the Congressional candidates in Ohio, for
Congressman Cox and the state candidates, . congratulating Ohio then
for having "gone on the people's,
side," by adopting the initiative and
referendum.
any statesman on any economic ques
tion since we became a nat.'on.
"For nine years I have been get
ting evidence, since ha described the.
trusts, in a speech at Milwaukee, as
an economic development, and one
here to stay. That means an industrial despotism that will put to
shame any landlord system in the
old country.
"Did any of you read, in your
Cleveland Leader, Will Irwin's recent article about Roosevelt's conversion?"
Bryan read the article, in so far as
it dealt with Roosevelt's attitude on
the monopoly question.
"There are enough errors of prinT
ciple and fact to defeat any man who
ever ran for President," Bryan commented. "In the first place, Roosevelt takes Taft's view of dissolution-"
Criticizes Trust Stand.
"Roosevelt recognizes the steel
trust °.« ° wrmaneTit thiiie. and he.
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REPORT BRYANHSTSTEDDY
T OPEN MEETING FOR PICKING TAFT:
CLOSES 01 TOUR

House and remember their interests
when the laws are being made and
enforced:
Packs Every Building'.
The election of Wilson, he told hia
people, would be his joy because it
would mean the successful culmination of a battle to which he had given
sixteen years of his life and energy.
Councilmen Arrange for Pub-1
There would be glory in that, glory
lie Hearing in City Hall
enough for all.
Yesterday he swung through the
. Next Monday.
•]
. ..
strongest Bull Moose territory in the
.
I Declares Roosevelt Doesn't
state on a^ special train, speaking at
eight placWs to large crowds. . Other
Kohler Offers Reward for. Understand First Princispeakers at Vap same towns had
pies of Trust Evil.
Real Evidences of
spoken to mere handfuls of] people.
Bryan packed every building in which
Gambling.
he appeared 'and 10,000 people gathArouses Thousands Packed
ered in Grace park at Akron' to hear
him and waited an hour.
Rev. A. S. Gregg, superintendent of
in Big Armory Who Wait
Delayed by a train wreck he was
the American Civic Reform bureau,
late in reaching Cleveland last night,
Long for Train.
appeared before the judiciary commitbut Central armory, with its immense
tee of the city council yesterday and
capacity, was jammed full by people
asked that action on Councilman
for Pennsylvania
who went to hear Bryan, who counted
Foster's ordinance for a vice com- Leaves
a delay no hardship and who shouted '
mission like those which investigated
Sure
of
Sweeping
I for very joy as the familiar features
Minneapolis and Chicago, be posti of the commoner were seen as he
poned for one week and that the hearVictory.
entered the hall and was escorted to
ing next Monday be at an open meet- :
ing in the council chamber, with all'
the platform.
In Bull Moose territory Mr. Bryan
members of the council present.
DEUAYED BY TRAIN WRECK
bore down harder on the fallacies, as
Between now and the day of thei
he termed them, of the ilBull Moose
public hearing, the American Civic Campaign Special Arrives Late, but
party, of the hopelessness of the peoReform bureau and the investigators
Cro'#ds of Thousands In Terriple in looking to that movement under
who are aiding Owen O. Wiard, their
the. direction of Col. Roosevelt, for
vice detective, will seek evidence to
tory! of Bull Moose in Ohio Walt
take the place of that which has been
any permanent relief from the things
Pati$ntly—Commoner
Tells
Audishown to have been unfounded and
against which the complaint has been
to support claims made in Wiard's
ences He Finds Special Pleasure
leveled by the people.
"expose."
In meading for Another-ImThe public meeting was arranged
Through the Western Reserve and
after Councilman Zinner, as chairat Cleveland last night Mr. Bryan
mense
Central
Armory
Audience
man, told Rev. A. S. Gregg that the
! preached with all of the Bryan force
committee was unwilling to report
Hashed as Bryan Pays Tribute to
land fire of the old days, the unwisfavorably on any evidence yet preMemory of Tom I,. Johnson
sented. Councilman Zinner promised
j dom of electing Mr. >Taft for a sec1
the open meeting and asked that Deand Lauds His Successor.
ond term and the utter folly of electtective Owen O. Wiard, whose declaing Mr. Roosevelt with any hope that
ration concerning conditions in Cleveland is made the basis for the aprelief would be obtained when he had
Proclaiming
that
the
day
of
vicpeal for the creation of the comj himself surrounded with steel trust
mission, be present.
tory was? at hand, lauding Woodrow
directors as his confidential advisers
Detective Wiard, who refused Sunday to give representatives of the city Wilson as a man trained and fitted to
and backers.
any evidence in support of his accu- lead the people in the final assault on
Against this background with its
sations, spoke again last night at the
forbidding
features Mr. Bryan paintGerman United Brethren church on the forced of privilege and realize for
ed and brought forth Woodrow WilLorain-av, repeating his appeals for
the people the full fruits of victory,
support.
son, the man whose heart is right,
"If I were on the judiciary commit- urging that the ranks of the Demowho has the courage, the wisdom, the
tee I would not have voted- to report
ability, the force to fight out the batfavorably on the ordinance if no evi- cratic par|y be filled and the Mnsa
dence to show the need of a vice closed for the great movement, Wiltle under way and lead forward to
commission were presented," said
completion the movement for popular
Councilman Foster, who introduced liam Jennirjgs Bryan closed in Clevegovernment.
the ordinance.
The crowd that heard Bryan was
"But that does not say conditions land last evening a two-day tour of
conspicuous for the large number of
cannot be improved. I 'am not back- Ohio, during which he made a scare
women, both on the platform a**"
ing Owen O. Wiard or any other inscattered through the audience. More
terest, but I know that if it is gone of speeches through half a dozen conthan 200 men and women were
after in the right way evidence can gressional districts, spoke to many
be found to show that need for imseated on the platform.
thousands of voters and enthused
During pauses a cheer team of
provements exists.
Baldwin college students from Berea,
"With $100 I could get abstracts thousands with the spirit of the fight
which would show that church mem- of 1896.
occupying a place in the middle of;
bers and persons of high standing in
the north balcony, made things
Impressed with the resolute spirit
the community own and profit by
lively.
.,
property used for immoral purposes."
"It wouldn't seem like a presiden- ,
of the state as he found it, and conChief Kohler said:
tial
election
Without
Mr.
Bryan,'
said
vinced of the sweeping victory in Ohio
"Of course room for improveRev. Dr. Cooley during his speech.,
for
the
state
and
national
tickets,
he
ment exists. We are not standing
"But to be such a leader as he has j
departed, after speaking last evening,
still in the work of the department,
been during the past twenty years is j
but we are finding ways all the time
better than being president.
.
for Pennsylvania, where he will conto improve conditions and are im- tinue his tour for evangelizing and
Rev. Dr. Cooley made a plea for
proving them. We are doing it in
mothers' pensions as well as the pen- J
enthusing the Democrats of the naa way that does not scatter vice about
sioning of old workmen by their em- |
the city, as does any sudden and spastion.
ployers.
\ modic crusade, but are obtaining a
"The time has come," he said, |
Arguing, pleading, illustrating, he
permanent improvement.
"when we should pension our soldiers :
entertained and enlivened the Democ"Wiard said, Sunday, that 'everyof industry just as we pension our [
body' knows that gambling goes_on^ racy of a dozen cotmties and nerved
soldiers of war."
• in Cleveland with roulette wheels. I
it for the fight thai he predicts will
Recounts Chicago Convention.
■ will give $500, for charity, to Owen
be harder and more 'fierce during the
In opening his address Mr. Bryan I
O. Wiard or any other person who
said he wanted to tell the audience 1'
final days of the campaign.
, can show me a single piece of gamwhat happened at the Republican na-.
'■ bling paraphernalia in operation in
He is as intensely in earnest in the
convention at Chicago. He said
the entire city.
fight for another as he ever was for j tional
no Republican would tell it and the
Mayor Newton D. Baker, whom
himself,
he
told
his
listeners;
he
was
public ought to know it. In a humor: Wiard criticizes because Mayor Baker 1
free from the suspicion of interest in 'ou's way he detailed the story of the
smokes a pipe, was smoking the consituation, the conflict, the hard fight
demned pipe yesterday when he was ^the outcome; he was try|ng to repay
that was made and the unpleasant
asked to comment on Detective j to the plain people of the|land a part
developments. He said he sketched it
l Wiard's "expose."
roughly because one had to speak
| "I don't think he can do me any: I of the debt he admitted le owed for
roughly to tell the truth about it.
! harm," said Mayor Baker, "though he (the many honors that had', been giv;;n
He pointed out what he called the
j may do harm in other ways.
| him, repaying it by trying to get
folly of an old committee organizRev. A. S. Gregg was quoted yes- I them to select for president the man
ing
a new convention, referred to it
terday for this statement:
as a dead hand stretched from the
of the hour, best fitted by nature and
"If the council does not pass the
past to strangle the living. But he
ordinance for a vice commission then
training, whose heart beats in symcalled attention to the fact that the
we will let it be known that they are
pathy with the hearts of the plain
Republicans left the situation the
afraid of being shown up. It will be
same; they saw the evil of the syspeople and who will remember them
for the reason that influential officials
tem, but did nothing to change it.
when he spends his days in the White
are afraid to let the public know the
The Democrats made a change ana
real conditions."
hereafter their new committssi. ±s-ssscharge at election, he said. A new
committee will organize a new contention, he said. Four years hence.
She said the small Bull Moose statesmen would find a gang of old Bull
I Moose with four-year-old horns well
I developed to handle the situation and
t drive the little fellows away from the
{larger work of the convention.. Continuing Mr. Bryan said:
Quotes Teddy on Monopoly.
"In a story written by Will Irwin.
and published Sept. 20
in the Clevesev
land
Leader,
Mr. R°°
ft'*/'rattle
the trust
question
are stated
a little
more concisely than they have heen
heretofore. He ^ quoted as saying
" 'Understand, I'm not for monop I
olv when we can help it. ^e Intend
to'restore competition; we Intend to do
away with conditions that make for
monopoly.
But there are certain |
! monopolies, which you cant preve

l^fldto/ys
IS MET AT DEPOT BY CLEVELAND DEMOCRATS

W.j.BeYAN. W.J.MURPHY, NEWTOND5AKER,WILLIAM6oi2DON.ROB£K.TCROsseR.TJ.M<:NAMARA,YouNiGSTOWNJVV.B.6oNevve(?.
I understand the steel trust Is not an lined, contemplates the establishment
absolute monopoly.
of a legalized private monopoly, and as
" 'But If It were, what would be the mere bigness does not disturb him, he
use of splitting up the steel trust into can have no objection to the merging
three companies, controlled by Mor- and merging again of these big indusgan, Carnegie' and Rockefeller, say? tries until a few men control the indusWould it ameliorate conditions at all? trial world.
I Would it make the prices lower to the
"He has evidently convinced himself
HIT, the wages and conditions that these gigantic institutions, with
higher for the worker?
Don't you their billions of dollars of watered stock,
le those three fellows would can be effectively regulated by a bureau
agree on prices and methods unoffi- appointed by the president, provided, of
cially?
course, that he is the president. But
" 'Here is one of your examples of he cannot be president always; and supimpetitiun. I saw awhile ago pose he should be succeeded by a man
the plant of a competitor of the steel like Mr. Taft.
The hours were longer, the
"He commended Mr. Taft after a
conditions
iu every way worse—it is much more intimate acquaintance with
"in1 Of I In' concerns upon which The , him than the people are able to have
.Survey came down the hardest. How J with a presidential candidate.
If he
would It help if we should restore 'gave Us Mr. Taft. what may be forced
such competition as that?
| upon us when he is no longer able to
" 'The Standard Oil Co. has been of- protect us? How can any honest, earnficially broken up.
The result is ! est, well-meaning man believe that it is
higher prices for the public and just safe to vest in a president the enoras big dividends for the stockhold- mous power which he proposes? How
ers—unionism barred, no advance for can anyone doubt that his plan would
the workers.'
compel the trusts to enter actively into
'Statement ContatiiM Error*.'
politics?
"Mr. Perkins is a defendant in suits
"Hero we have his plan for legaluonopoly.
He does not want brought against two monopolies. He is
monopoly when he can help it.
He an object-lesson. He shows us what
Wants
to restore competition.
but we may expect if the Roosevelt system
rain monopolies ever gets into operation. What chances
whirh you can't Bfevent.
Then he have the people to regulate effectively
singles out the steel trust and, while a private monopoly when the. monopoly
il Is an absolute monop- can afford to spend millions of dollars
n If il wore an to elect the man it wants and then prelute monopoly there would be no vent regulation?
"The plan which Mr. Roosevelt offers
use of splitting it n\>; and. by inferme thing of the contains the gerrys of a system more
Standard Oil Co.
oppressive than
any landlord system of
"This statement contains enough the old world,1' errors of fact and ..principles to de- Recalls Tlanna Name.
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attempting to lash a nation into sub- sixteen years has been fighting the
jection to the will of the plunderbund. battle of progressive Democracy'.
Goes to Bible.
"If he could do this before he be"We hear a great deal now of meet- came a president, what influence
could
he not exjert on the nation after
ing at Armageddon and battling for
the Lord. Unless Mr. Roosevelt insists it had lifted him to the pinnacle?
on the doctrine that the first shall be
last arid the last first the Democrats Pledged to One Term,
ought to have some credit for reaching
"We present him not only as one
Armageddon before he did. They deserve some credit for having battled for qualified in every respect, but as one
the Lord in matters of reform for from pledged by his platform to a single
He will not have to appoint
five to twenty-five years longer than term.
postmasters with a view to getting
Mr. Roosevelt has.
"But, returning to Armageddon, when delegates. He will be all yours. His
I saw that Mr. Roosevelt was using brain, his heart, his energy will be
this as a campaign slogan I turned to
the Bible to refresh my memory as to yours.
"When he is made president he'll
the connection. I generally do this, for tear
1 find that, as a rule, the Republicans j
. from his breast every shred of
find it necessary to misapply the Bible ambition and on his bended knees will
in order to use it at all. I found Arma- consecrate himself to a people's servgeddon referred to in the sixteenth verse ice.
That's 'the man we give you.
of the sixteenth chapter of Revelations. He's the man of the hour."
It reads as follows:
Mr. Bryan began yesterday by
" 'And he gathered them together into
a place called in the Hebrew tongue, speaking to a large crowd at Massillon
at
8 o'clock.
Armageddon.'
"Now, I And that the verse just beThis was followed by another large
fore that has been strangely overlooked crowd at Canton, and a mammoth
by Mr. Roosevelt and his friends. Verse outdoor meeting at Alliance.
15 reads:
A wreck at Berlin Center made a
" 'Behold, I come as a thief. Blessed
is he that watcheth and keep'eth his long delay in reaching Youngstown,
where he spoke- to a packed opera
garments lest he walk naked.'
"I recall that when I followed Mr. house and a big overflow meeting.
Roosevelt at the Ohio constitutional Attorney General T. S. Hogan preconvention last March the Ohio State ceded him at Youngstown.
Bryan
Journal welcomed me with a cartoon was told it was the lai'gest Democratillustrating the idea set forth in. the
ic
meeting
Youngstown
had
seen
fifteenth verse.. The hero of the niiodern
Armageddon was re£reseii±jaj3—»»-ta^ErI5 since 1S96.
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I understand the steel trust is not an lined contemplates the establishment
of a legalized private monopoly, and as
absolute monopoly.
" 'But if it were, what would be the mere bigness does not disturb him, he
use of splitting up the steel trust into can have no objection to the merging
three companies, controlled by Mor- and merging again of these big indus!1 gan Carnegie' and Rockefeller, say? tries until a few men control the indusWould it ameliorate conditions at all? trial world.
"He has evidently convinced himself
i "Would it make the prices lower to the
i consumer, the wages and conditions that these gigantic institutions, with
higher for the worker?
Don't you their billions of dollars of watered stock,
suppose those three fellows would can be effectively regulated by a bureau
agree on prices and methods unoffi- appointed by the president, provided, of
course, that he is the president. But
cially?
" 'Here is one of your examples of he cannot be president always; and supfree competition. I saw awhile ago pose he should be succeeded by a man
the plant of a competitor of the steel like Mr. Taft.
"He commended Mr. Taft after a
trust. The hours were longer, the
conditions in every way worse—it is much more intimate acquaintance with
one of the concerns upon which The him than the people are able to have
Survey came down the hardest. How I with a presidential candidate. If he
would it help if we should restore gave us Mr. Taft, what may be forced
such competition as that?
upon us when he is no longer able to
" 'The Standard Oil Co. has been of- protect us? How can any honest, earnficially broken up.
The result is est, well-meaning man believe that it is
higher prices for the public and just safe to vest in a president the enoras big dividends for the stockhold- mous power which he proposes? How
ers-—unionism barred, no advance for can anyone doubt that his plan would
the workers.'
Compel the trusts to enter actively into
politics?
'Statement Contains Errors.'
"Mr. Perkins is a defendant in suits
"Here we have his plan for legal- brought
against two monopolies. He is
izing monopoly.
He does not want an object--lesson.
He shows Us what
monopoly when he can help it.
He we may expect if the
Roosevelt system
wants to restore competition, but ever gets into operation.
What chances
there are, he says, certain monopolies have the people to regulate
which you can't prevent.
Then he i a private Monopoly when the effectively
monopoly
singles out the steel trust and, while
denying that it is an absolute monop- I can afford to spend millions of dollars
to
elect
the
man
it
wants
and
then preoly, declares that even if it were an
1
absolute monopoly there would be no vent regulation?
"The
plan
which
Mr.
Roosevelt
offers
use of splitting it {Up; and, by inference, he says the sa.me thing of the contains the gerrcs of a system more
oppressive
than
any
landlord
system
of
Standard Oil Co.
"This statement contains enough the old world."
errors of fact and ^principles to de- Recalls Hanna Same.
feat any presidential candidate, if the
"If Roosevelt '■' thinks he is the man
people understand wl at the state- called to lead us out of bondage, then in
ment means.
the olden days the Jews should have
"In the first place he d->es not compre- looked to Pharaoh to deliver them from
hend the objections to nonopoly. Even their oppressors.
if it could be shown that competition
"It was not the voice Of the Lord Ceilin industry would not make prices lowto Roosevelt out of a burning bush
er (although prices would, without ing
to be a Moses and lead. It was the
doubt, be lower), and if it could be 1 voice of George W. Perkins he heard; it
shown that the wages and conditions was the flames from a steel trust blast
of the worker would not be improved j furnace he saw.
(although wages and conditions would
"In Ohio there was another man who
doubtless bo higher) still the destruc- spent $177,000 in helping create a detion of independence iri industry would' mand and organize it for Mr. Roosebe indefensible.
:velt>" said Mr. Bryan. At that point
"The greatest objection to private I he stopped and then continued as if
monopoly is that it robs the American ] talking to himself.
citizen of the stimulus which independ"The name of that man appears to
ence' gives him. It takes hope out of
escaped me."
him and that materially lessens his have
audience laughed at the sarcasm
productive capacity and his value as a of The
the utterance. Then he continued.
citizen. Mr. Roosevelt seems entirely
"The name, as I recall it, was not a
obvious of the fact that it would be familiar one to me. O, yes. I do redifficult to preserve political independ- call it, and if that family is working
ence under an industrial despotism.
ideas now it has cer"In the second place he cites the for progressive
undergone great change since
farcical dissolution of the Standard Oil Itainly
first met it in public life.
Co. as an illustration of what would
"Are you afraid of anarchy in this
come under a return to Competition. The country?
We need have but little fear
Standard Oil Co. was not dissolved. The of the anarchist
talks on the street
ownership was noi.
changed.
The corner. He willwhomake
few converts.
monopoly is just as complete how as it Converts to anarchy are made
when big
ever was and the higher prices are due i government officials scourge small
to the fact that the trusts, which went j thieves to prison and permit the big
through the so-^c.l'led dissolution, are ones not only to continue, but to adnow protected by a decision of the su- I' vise
on governmental policies. If this is
preme court, sanctioned by the presi- not done
the anarchist on the street
dent.
corner has little to talk about."
"Such enforcement of the law is a Told About Meeting.
fraud, and the fact that Roosevelt cites
Bryan was told of a meeting of
;it as an illustration of what would happen under a return to competition, Ohio manufacturers, held at Canton
shows that he does hot understand the Saturday, at which John Kirby, jr.,
first principles of the subject which he of Dayton was said to have presided.
is discussing.
"Then again he says: 'Don't you sup- He was told it was called to devise
pose those three fellows (Morgan, Car- plans for stimulating Taft sentiment
negie and Rockefeller), would agree on and getting out Taft votes in the
state.
prices and methods unofficially?'
Mr. Bryan said the meeting was
Calls Proposition Astoiindlrtg.
gf"it is astounding that a candidate for the natural result of the plan indithe presidency would declare the fed- cated by the story put out that if a
eral government powerless to prevent change of administration was made
men from agreeing to prices and rtletn business would be interrupted, hard
ods.
Is our government so helpless
that while it can prevent three poor men times would follow and a financial
from conspiring to rob a house it can- panic might be developed.
Pointing out the great prosperity
not prevent three rich men from conspiring to burglarize a nation? Mr. of the country, saying no foundation
Roosevelt ought not to say that we can- existed on which to base a suspicion
not prevent them; he ought to say that of a panic, Mr. Bryan denounced
we have not prevented them, and then such tactics as unfair, untrue, unhe ought to explain that we have not
interfered with the trusts for a very American and unworthy, impossible
simple reason, namely, because the of emanation from any source save
trusts have elected our presidents, and the sordid depth of Wall street,
Mr. Roosevelt is one of the presidents where the dollar is the unit, and the
elected by the trusts, and no one has man considered only as he may be
seemed more helpless than he in propossible of- exploitation.
tecting the public.
"Shame on the man who would
"All we need In the White House is
a president under no obligations to the favor
or
employ
such
unholy
trusts—a president in syhipathy with weapons in a battle." cried Mr.
the people, and a senate and house to Bryan.
"Its "use is an admission
support him—and there will be no dif- that Wall street knows it is defeatficulty In preventing those three felIt has
lows or any other fellows from agree- ed save by unfair means.
failed utterly in its appeal to your
ing on prices and methods.
"One more reference to his words. intelligence; it now threatens to
He seems to base his Opinions as u scourge your backs,
™hnt wnnlri happen, it' the steel trust
"Wall street, unholy and callous
were broken up upon what he sa.\v~ iii
one plant which is a competitor of the as it may be, dare hot perpetrate this
steel trust. Poor, innocent Mr. Roose- monstrous outrage on the people. It
velt. He judges what would happen is a bogie man to frighten and it
under competition by what he sees now. will fall as it deserves to fall."
"Possibly the poor, .struggling competitor of the steel trust, which he ob- One Tiling Brings Panic.
"What is there in industrial condiserves, was suffering from strangulation< The steel trust may have been tions to suggest a panic at this time''
selling below cost in the competitor's No period of depression, no era of
market for the express purpose Of driv- falling prices to drag debtors to the
ing the competitor Out of business— verge of bankruptcy. From what dithat is one of the methods that those rection does the fear of panic come?
"There is only one thing that can
three fellows have been using. If Mr.
Roosevelt will, in the limelight of a bring a panic at. this time and under
presidential campaign, defend the steel these conditions—namely, the delibertrust, whose capitalization was more ate withdrawal of money by the
than half water, what hope is there of money trust. Is It possible that a few'
his protecting the people from the trusts financiers could bring a panic at will?
Will any Republican say that? Will
if he is elected?
"Mr. Roosevelt's plan, as here out- any Republican sav that 90,000,000 of
people are helpless and can be thrown
into bankruptcy at the Whim of a few
financiers? And, if a few financiers
have it in their power to bring a
panic, would they be heartless enough
to do so?
"If We have reached a point in the
centralization of wealth, _permitted
and encouraged by the privileges and
favors granted by the Republican
party—If we have reached a point
where we afe not at liberty to consider public questions or to adopt
remedies but must purchase Industrial
peace and prosperity by submitting
to the dictation df a few financiers
who have enthroned themselves in
Wall Street—if this is the situation,
We are not a nation bf freemen, but
a nation of serfs and the sooner we
rise, in revolt the better.
"If we are slaves then the first need
is emancipation.
No other question
can be considered until we have demanded and secured the right to decide upon public policies unawed and
unterrified.
"Whether the panic threat is considered from the standpoint of history, or from the standpoint of polities, or from the standpoint of finance,
it ought hot to be allowed to influence
a single vote unless it be to make the
people
more
indignant
at
the
emissaries of plutocjjjicy who are now
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attempting to lash a nation into subjection to the will of the plunderbund.
Goes to Bible.
"We hear a great deal now of meeting at Armageddon and battling for
the Lord. Unless Mr. Roosevelt insists
on the doctrine that the first shall be
last and the last first the Democrats
ought to have some credit for reaching
Armageddon before he did. They deserve some credit for having battled for
the Lord in matters of reform for from
five to twenty-five years longer than
Mr. Roosevelt has.
"But, returning to Armageddon, when
I saw that Mr. Roosevelt was using
this as a campaign slogan I turned to
the Bible to refresh my memory as to
the connection. I generally do this, for
I find that, as a ruse, the Republicans
find it necessary to misapply the Bible
in order to use it at all. I found Armageddon referred to in the sixteenth verse
of the sixteenth chapter of Revelations.
It reads as follows:
" 'And he gathered them together into
a place called in the Hebrew tongue,
Armageddon.'
"Now, I find that the verse just before that has been strangely overlooked
by Mr. Roosevelt and his friends. Verse
" 'Behold, I come as a thief. Blessed
is he that watcheth and keep'eth his
garments lest he walk naked.'
"I recall that when I followed Mr.
Roosevelt at the Ohio constitutional
convention last March the Ohio State
Journal welcomed me with a cartoon
illustrating the idea set forth in. the
fifteenth verse.. The hero of the modern
Armageddon was represented as having
taken my clothing and according to the
cartoon I had to content myself with
fig leaves until I could get up some new
reforms.
>
"Of course, the cartoonist did me honor overmuch when he represented Mr.
Roosevelt as taking my clothing but
Mr Roosevelt has robed himself in so
far as his political clothing is worth
wearing in the garments of the Democratic party. My one regret is that they
do not fit him better, that he did not
take more and that he was so long in
picking out what he did take."
Mr. Bryan then proceeded to show
the date when Mr, Roosevelt appropriated the Democratic garments and
how long the Democratic party had
worn the garments before they had
attracted Mr. Roosevelt's attention.
Mr. Bryan, after summing up his
views of President Taft and Theodore
Roosevelt, said the people are not required to take either Taft or Roosevelt.
Baltimore tlnllke Chicago.
"You have a better chance to serve
your country," he said. "You have a
chance to take a man standing on the
Baltimore platform.
Mr. Roosevelt
has libeled our party when he says
our convention was as bad as that at
Chicago. I know better. He was on
the outside of one and I was on the
inside of two.
"If he tells you the bosses controlled at Chicago I'll not deny, but if
he tells you the bosses controlled at
Baltimore I know better. They went
home the worst whipped set of bosses
a convention ever saw. And your
mayor helped whip the bosses at Baltimore.
'
"I never saw a convention that was
so completely controlled by the folks
at home. Do you know how many
telegrams were received by the delegates to that convention. There were
110,000 of them.
"I myself got more than d.UUlt.
They were from 3,331 persons and
were from forty-six states. I.didn't
have time to read them, so I put
them in a box and sent them home.
I'll read them in November, after the
election.
"My part in that convention was a
very modest part. I don't deserve as
much praise as I have received from
some or as much criticism as I have
received from others. All I did was
to turn on the faucet of home sentiment.
,,
„..t
"That was a convention in which
the people ruled and my friends, our
candidate hasn't disappointed us. I
think he Is making a brave fight. He
Is Worthy to lead. I think his heart
is on the people's side. I know his
courage has been tested.
"In two years this man has taken
the Democratic party in corporation
ridden New Jersey and has made it
as progressive as it is-ia^any^state 1
the nation.
"After the Baltimore convention
had made Gay. Wilson our leader he
crossed the river and paralyzed Mur
phy and today we have a Sulzerlead
ing us in New York; a matt who for

sixteen years has been fighting the
battle of progressive Democracy'.
"If he could do this before he became a president, what influence
could he not exert on the nation after
it had lifted him to the pinnacle?
Pledged to One Term.
"We present him not only as one
qualified in every respect, but as one
pledged by his platform to a single
term. He will not have to appoint
postmasters with a view to getting
delegates. He will be all yours. His
brain, his heart, his energy will be
yours.
"When he is made president he'll,
tear from his breast every shred of'
ambition and on his bended knees will
consecrate himself to a people's service. That's <the man we give you.
He's the man of the hour."
Mr. Bryan began yesterday by
speaking to a large crowd at Massillon
at 8 o'clock.
This was followed by another large
crowd at Canton, and a mammoth
outdoor meeting at Alliance,
A wreck at Berlin Center made a
long delay in reaching Youngstown,
where he spoke, to a packed opera
house and a big overflow meeting.
Attorney General T. S, -Hogan preceded him at Youngstown.
Bryan
was told it was the largest Democratic meeting Youngstown had seen
since 1890.
The delay did not serve to lessen
the crowd at Warren or at Ravenna,
many having waited nearly two hours
to hear him.
Akron had arranged for an open i
air afternoon meeting in Graoe park,
at 4 o'clock, but it was 6:20 p. m.
when the meeting was started.
At 4 o'clock the crowd in Grace;
park for the daylight meeting wasj
over 10,000, while at 6 the twilight;
meeting had only about 2,000. That;
number of people waited two hours to
hear the man from Nebraska.
The train should have been in
Cleveland at 5:80 p. m., but it was]
8:30 o'clock when it arrived. That!
upset all local plans save to hurry toi
the meeting and let the people hear
the commoner.
Robert Crosser, candidate, for con-'
gressman-at-large, was to have been
chairman of the meeting. Crosser had
gone to Akron with the reception committee. When 7:45 o'clock came and
it ■ was found the meeting would have
to be. started without Bryan's presence, Cyrus Locher, candidate for
prosecuting attorney, was pressed
into service as chairman.
When' Rev. Harris R. Cooley had
completed his address Locher was
again called upon to fill in the gap
that came before Bryan's arrival. II ;
was close to 9 o'clock when *^e N|
braskan appeared.
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cU/ubvr, (^Jr- i>b~\(\\1HERE BUT CITY DOCKS ASSURED!
[RAIN BARS ORATORY BY RUUNO OF COURT!
IO'GORMAN
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tiator Arrives Several' Municipality Gains Title to]
Hours,Late to Give Two
Fifty-seven Acres Along
Set Speeches.
Lake Front.
|EW OUT TO GREET HIM

CNION STATION NEAKJBR

Finally Decides to Call Off
Decision Paves the Way to
Meeting; Leaves for
Make Cleveland LeadToledo.
ing Port.
Senator ,Tame3 Aloysius O'Gorman,
of New York, who had been booked
to deliver two scholarly addresses for
Woodrow Wilson here last night, did
not do so. He had his first touch of
a regular Cleveland campaign.
The Senator was to arrive at 4:35
o'clock yesterday afternoon.
Mayor
Baker, accompanied by William .T.
Murphy, his secretary, waited on the
platform at the Union depot.
The
train pulled in. It consisted of seven
mail cars and a day coach. No Senator appeared.
"Billy, do you suppose he could;
have come by mail?" inquired Baker,
anxiously.
Then the second section of the train;
came in and delivered one TJ. S. Senator, life-size and twice as natural.
O'Gorman is chunky, wears a white
Vandyke and seems jolly, unlike the
Ohio brand. He was whisked off in
an automobile to the Cleveland Athletic Club, where Baker was his host
at a dinner.
Finds Scene Deserted.
While O'Gorman, Baker, Murphy,
Congressman Bulkley, F. X. Cull,
William Gordon and Burr Gongwer
were at dinner, the Cleveland men
thought it well to prepare the Sena- (
tor.
So Baker explained he was to speak (
bt two tent meetings. It was to be
O'Gorman's first tent speech. The ,
mayor said he was afraid the crowd
would not be very good, because it
Was raining. Drops splashed against
Ihe club window and the Senator
leered out.
| "You make it an inviting prospect," '
exclaimed O'Gorman, laughing.
They bundled him into a touring
car and drove to the first tent, at W.
S5th street and Washington avenue.
The rain was driving, too, and when
Key arrived the crowd consisted of
eight strong men, one elderly woman,
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The city's victory in the state Supreme Court yesterday in its twentyyear fight with the Pennsylvania and
New York Central Railroads over
lake front land titles opens the way
for the placing of Cleveland flrst
among lake cities for its harbor and
its dockage facilities for both passenger and freight and makes the
Union depot proposition a shade
clearer.
The state Supreme Court upheld
the decision of Judge Lawrence in
the Cuyahoga common pleas court
giving the city the right to eject the
railroads from fifty-one acres of lake
front land worth thirty million dollars. For sixty-three years the land
has been used solely by the railroad
companies to the exclusion of the
city awd access to the water front
has been denied citizens.
Will Improve Harbor.
Mavor Baker announced yesterday
thattne*c?ty's legal department will
get together in the near future with
attorneys for the railroads and plans
for improving the harbor will be put
into shape immediately there is a
final settlement. ,
Municipal warehouses are a possibility, city officials said. The territory in question in the suit is between
W. 9th street and the Cuyahoga
River.
The decision leads .city officials and
boat transportation companies to believe that another decision favoring
the city will be rendered in a few
days in two eases involving the right
of the city to lease lake front property to navigation companies for th«j
construction of piers and docks. This
would make possible immediate construction of the long delayed E. 9th,
street passenger pier.
From the money the city would receive as rental from the boat companies for the pier privileges expenses of a bridge across the railroad at B. 9th street could be defrayed.
May Go to Highest Court.
The railroad companies have still a
chance to appeal the case to the
United States Supreme Court. The
case, however, was thrown out of the
federal court once and Federal Judge
R. W. Tayler ruled that the United
States courts had no jurisdiction.
W. C. Boyle, attorney for the Pennsylvania Railroad, said last night
that the case would be appealed to
the United States Supreme Court.
The six judges of the Ohio Supreme
Court voted on the case, three for
and three against. Four against were
needed to reverse the lower court decision. The three Democratic judges
voted to uphold the city.
The effect of the decision was to
set aside a transaction in 1849 when
F. W. Bingham, then mayor, transferred to the Pennsylvania, Cleveland
& Pittsburg Railroad the land. The
city sued in 1893 to break the con-

tract. In 1899 the railroad took the
case before Judge E. C. Hammond
in U. S. circuit court. The city won.
Sends Case Back.
An appeal was taken and years of
litigation followed until Judge Tayler
threw it back into common pleas
court. There, with Tom L. Johnson
leading the city's fight, Judge Vickery
ruled for the city in February, 1909.
Mayor Baker, then city solicitor,
argued the case before the Supreme
Court, taking the ground that the j
ultimate question involved in the en- i
tire proceedings was the power of
municipal corporations to control,
for public purposes, its own property.
Mayor Baker and City Solicitor
Wilcox believe that the threatened
appeal to the United States Supreme
Court will not be taken by the railroads. One of the big questions to
come up when the city and railroad
legal lights get together, will be the
question of whether rentals from the
roads may be collected. Back rental
may be asked, but it is not likely
this will be allowed.
The land at present is occupied by
millions of dollars' worth of railway
physical property.
A network of
trackage and a number of freight
houses cover it.
The decision yesterday, if followed
by the expected decision on the two
other lake front suits, will undoubtedly be followed by a renewal of negotiations between the roads and the
city on the union depot matter. The
city will likely get more attention
from the roads.

Floor Drops With Men.
Through the lit windows the men
Could be seen working toward a
vantage point.
The floor buckled
and they disappeared. One shouted,
but his cry was not heeded to summon aid.
The men had barely
reached the ground, a distance of
twenty-five feet, before their companions were dragging them out of
the debris.
Gallagher, the most severely hurt,
sustained a broken arm, Watters
was badly shaken up and bruised
and Lieutenant Ruddy escaped practically unhurt.
Gallagher was taken home in Assistant
Chief Whyler's
machine
where the fracture was reduced.
Watters was sent to the German
Hospital and later went home.
Ruddy continued to work at the fire.
Among those who dogged ''
lets of flame that trickled away
from the seething, tossing mass about
the building was Mayor Baker. He
had been at the tent meeting at B.
19th street and Payne a^venue, which
was to have been addressed by U. S.
Senator J. ' A. O'Gorman.
Baker
edged nearer and nearer to the building, discussing methods of fighting
fire with Assistant Chief Whyler, and
finally W. J. Murphy, the mayor's
secretary, fearing that his chief
might be injured by an explosion, insisted on escorting him to a place of
comparative safety.
Mayor Out for Fire.
This was Mayor Baker's first fire
since his experience at the BrowningKing conflagration in Euclid avenue,
last February, when he was driven
out of the lines by a patrolman.
Last night the policemen knew him,
he saw to it that they should, following his experience at the Euclid
avenue fire.
The blaze
was
discovered by
Thomas McDole, night watchman at
the B. & O. railroad freight depot.
He turned in an alarm at 8:10 o'clock,
but, owing to the character of the
streets and the sharp turns necessary
to reach it, the apparatus did not
arrive until twelve minutes later. By
that time the blaze, which started
from a lighted gas jet in the main
office of the plant, had communicated to the celling. It fell, setting
fire to a tank containing nearly
eight thousand gallons of gasoline.
The building seemed to rock on its
foundation and flames burst from
every crevice. A wave of fire rolled
through doors, and a second later the
adjacent streets were filled with torrents of flame thaj^ rolled and bil
lowed like a swq
stream. The
firemen were pew
j^j^and turned
their attention
|g£ nearby
buildings.
As the flafflkes surged.
through the streets, Thies, from his
bed, saw the red glare. Crawling to
a window he gazed down at the monster which seemed ready to engulf
him. With a shriek he fell and relatives found him on the floor. One
hemorrhage had dyed his garments
crimson, and, as they picked him up
another racked his frame and left
hir.i as still and white as if dead.
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roads. One of the big questions to
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come up when the city and railroad
Senator James Aloysius O'Gorman,
The city's victory in the state Su-;le&al "ghts get together, will be the
of New York, who had heen booked preme Court yesterday in its twenty- jquestion of whether rentals from the
to deliver two scholarly addresses for year fight with the Pennsylvania and roads may be collected. Back rental
Woodrow Wilson here last night, did New York Central Railroads over may be asked, but it is not likely
not do so. He had his first touch of lake front land titles opens the way this will be allowed.
a regular Cleveland campaign.
for the placing of Cleveland first The land at present is occupied by
The Senator was to arrive at 4:35
among
lake cities for its harbor andm«li°ns of dollars' worth of railway
o'clock yesterday afternoon. Mayor
Baker, accompanied by William ,T. its dockage facilities for both pas-!Physical property. A network of
Murphy, his secretary, waited on the senger and freight and makes the! trackage and a number of freight
platform at the Union depot. The Union depot proposition a shade; houses cover it.
decision yesterday, if followed
train pulled in. It consisted of seven clearer
The state Supreme Court upheld by the expected decision on the two
mail cars and a day coach. No Sen°ther lake front suits, will undoubtator appeared.
the decision of Judge Lawrence in edl
common' pleas court
y be followed by a renewal of ne"Billy, do you suppose he could the Cuyahoga common
giving
the
city
the
right
to
eject
the
gotiations
between the roads and the
have come by mail?!' inauired Baker,
railroads from fifty-one acres of lake ^ty on the union depot matter. The
anxiously.
Then the second section of the train, front land worth thirty million dol- eity will likely get more attention
came in and delivered one U. S. Sen- lars. For sixty-three years the land from the roads.
ator, life-size and twice as natural.1 has been used solely by the railroad
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O'Gorman is chunky, wears a white companies to the exclusion of the
Vandyke and seems jolly, unlike the city and access to the water front
Ohio brand. He was whisked off in has been denied citizens.
an automobile to the Cleveland AthWill Improve Harbor.
letic Club, where Baker was his host
Mayor Baker announced yesterday
at a dinner.
thatthe'*«ty's legal department will
Finds Scene Deserted.
get together in the near future with
While O'Gorman, Baker, Murphy, attorneys for the railroads and plans
Congressman Bulkley, F. X. Cull, for improving the harbor will be put
William Gordon and Burr Gongwer into shape immediately there is a
were at dinner, the Cleveland men
settlement. ,
thought it well to prepare the Sena- , final
Municipal warehouses are a possitor.
bility, city officials said. The terriSo Baker explained he was to speak [ tory in question in the suit is between
at two tent meetings. It was to be W. 9th street and the Cuyahoga
O'Gorman's first tent speech. The , River.
mayor said he was afraid the crowd
The decision leads city officials and
would not be very good, because it boat transportation companies to bewas raining. Drops splashed against lieve that another decision favoring
the club window and the Senator the city will be rendered in a few
peered out.
days in two cases involving the right
"You make it an inviting prospect,"
of the city to lease lake front propexclaimed O'Gorman, laughing.
They bundled him into a touring erty to navigation companies for th«
car and drove to the first tent, at W. construction of piers and docks. This
26th street and Washington avenue. would make possible immediate conThe rain was driving, too, and when struction of the long delayed E. 9th,
they ^arrived the crowd consisted of street passenger pier.
From the money the city would reeight strong men, one elderly woman,
a score of assorted boys, twelve po- ceive as rental from the boat comlicemen and the ubiquitous J. Mar- panies for the pier privileges expenses of a bridge across the railtin Thumm.
"On account of the rain, the meet- road at E. 9th street could be deing is dismissed," was Thumm's frayed.
only speech of the campaign.
May Go to Highest Court.
Again the automobile made a skidThe railroad companies have still a
ding progress as far as the Superior chance to appeal the case to the
viaduct, where it stopped. Several United States Supreme Court. The
barges went through the draw and
case, however, was thrown out of the
the automobile waited ten minutes.
Then it slid on to Payne avenue and federal court once and Federal Judge
R. W. Tayler ruled that the United
E. 19th street.
States courts had no jurisdiction.
Says Wilson Will Carry New York.
W. C. Boyle, attorney for thePenn*
As Mayor Baker, beneath a drip- sylvania Railroad, said last night
ping umbrella, entered the tent, he that the case would be appealed to
■net the few people who had been in the United States Supreme Court.
he crowd. Owing to the tariff or
The six judges of the Ohio Supreme
something in Standard Oil prices the Court voted on the case, three for
cent had not been paraffined and and three against. Four against were |
leaks.
needed to reverse the lower court de"I just called the meeting off," Ba- cision. The three Democratic judges
i ker was told by Congressman Bulk- voted to uphold the city.
ley.
The effect of the decision was to
So Baker went back and told the set aside a transaction in 1849 when
Senator. O'Gorman gave a brief in- F. W. Bingham, then mayor, transterview, saying that Wilson will' ferred to the Pennsylvania, Cleveland
carry New York by 160,000, and that & Pittsburg Railroad the land. The
Congressman Sulzer, the Democratic city sued in 1893 to break the connominee for Governor, wtl! win by'
as much, also. The Senator, with a
meaning smile, regretted that he
would be unable to speak here later
in the campaign, but he had to go to
Toledo tonight, and thence to Detroit
and Chicago.
"In my speech at Buffalo last night
I read a speech by Oscar Straus commending Sulzer, that was made five
months ago," O'Gorman said. "That
was my closing argument. I said I
was willinr to take tu ■ estimate
made by such a fine man as Straus,
who is my very good friend."
At that juncture a fire engine
clanged by on its way to the Bowler
Foundry fire in the flats, and Mayor
Baker, thinking it was a lumber
yard blaze, sent O'Gorman to the
Athletic Club, while he went to the
fire.
"You see," Baker remarked. "I am
likely to be blamed for this fire."
His hearers were amazed.
"Oh, General Brown, you remember, said I was inciting the citizens
to burn up the town."

i

Fifft-seven Acres Along
Lake Front.

Floor Drops With Men.
Through the lit windows the men
j could be seen working toward a
vantage point. The floor buckled
and they disappeared. One shouted,
but his cry was not heeded to sum- |
mon aid. The men had barely
reached the ground, a distance of I
twenty-five feet, before their com- ;
panions were dragging them out of i
the debris.
Gallagher, the most severely hurt, !
sustained a broken arm, Watters |
was badly shaken up and bruised
and Lieutenant Ruddy escaped prac- I
tically unhurt.
Gallagher was taken home in Assistant Chief Whyler's machine
where the fracture was reduced.
Watters was sent to the German
Hospital and later went home.
Ruddy continued to work at the fire.
Among those who dogg«,3
lets' of flame that trickled away
from the seething, tossing mass about
the building was Mayor Baker. He <
had been, at the tent meeting at E.
19th street and Payne avenue, which
was to have been addressed by U. S.
Senator J. ' A. O'Gorman.
Baker
edged nearer and nearer to the building, discussing methods of fighting
fire with Assistant Chief Whyler, and
finally W. J. Murphy, the mayor's
secretary, fearing that his chief
might be injured by an explosion, insisted on escorting him to a place of
comparative safety.
Mayor Out for Fire.
This was Mayor Baker's first fire
since his experience at the BrowningKing conflagration in Euclid avenue,
last February, when he was driven
out of the lines by a patrolman.
Last night the policemen knew him,
he saw to it that they should, following his experience at the Euclid
avenue fire.
The blaze was
discovered by
Thomas McDole, night watchman at
the B. & O. railroad freight depot.
He turned in an alarm at 8:10 o'clock,
but, owing to the character of the
streets and the sharp turns necessary
to reach it, the apparatus did not
arrive until twelve minutes later. By
that time the blaze, which started
from a lighted gas jet in the main
office of the plant, had communicated to the ceiling. It fell, setting
fire to a tank containing nearly
eight thousand gallons of gasoline.
The building seemed to rock on its
foundation and flames burst from
every crevice. A wave of fire rolled
j through doors, and a second later the
j adjacent streets were filled with torI rents of flame that rolled and billowed like a swolfehv stream. The
firemen were pow^^^s^sand turned
their attention 8^^s|tutiggV nearby
buildings. 'As the flake's surged.
j through the streets, Thies, from his
j bed, saw the red glare. Crawling to
j a window he gazed down at the moni ster which seemed ready to engulf
him. With a shriek he fell and relatives found him on the floor. One
hemorrhage had dyed his garments
crimson, and, as they picked him up
another racked his frame and left
him as still and white as if dead.

CLEVELAND DEMOCRATS WITH
SENATOR FROM NEW YORK

Mayor Baker declared yesterday
that the decision opened the way to
establish municipal docks on * the
water front and that the city \|ould
not yield any rights it has succeeded
in establishing.
Councilman McGinty believes that
in place of demanding a lump sum
of the railroad for past occupancy
Pennsylvania iGoing to Su- and use, the city should seek to obtain
a number of concessions fromy the
preme Court lor Occupancy railroad that would be of great| advantage in the general scheme| for
of Lakd Front.
development of the inner and |uter
harbor.
ity's Victory paves Way to Wants Riparian Rights.
Among other things McGinty beBuild System of
lieves the Pennsylvania should jjfeive
the city the riparian rights to about
Wharves.
1,000 feet of property which it ^ow
.... . ■««■« owns along the lake front east of E.
LAND IS WORTH MILLIONS . 9th.Bt.
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McGinty also would demand a qfeed
that contains no restrictions to pfppProperty In Dispute Has Area of 51
erty near the Lake Shore bridge
Acres and is Covered With Tracks, across the river. Restrictions in |he
Warehouses and Cqal Docks—State ] deed turned over to the city by fhe
Supreme Court hy Tie Vote Upholds j company caused the government to
decide against proceeding with f a
Decision That Cleveland Had No j
long discussed river widening scher|e
Authority to Give Title When
City attorneys do not believe tfee
Granting Rights lit Old Bath-st i: Pennsylvania will succeed in obtain| ing a hearing in the United Si
—Nevy Land Enlarged Street.
I supreme court.
This view also is
shared by Judge James Lawrence,
While the city yesterday was pre- who was city solicitor when the suit
paring to take advantage of the Ohio to oust the Pennsylvania was brought,
supreme court decision, giving It pos- nineteen years ago.
"The case will be appealed to th$
session of land now used by the Pennsupreme court of the United States,'*
sylvania railroad, the Pennsylvania,
said Attorney Boyle yesterda: when,,
through Attorney W. C. Boyle, an- asked what action was contemplated'
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nounced that the case would be ap- by the company.
The Pennsylvania attorney said the j.
The senator and Mayor Baker go pealed to, the supreme court of the
to Toledo today, where both speak at
company among other things would
United States.
a Democratic meeting tonight.
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claim that if the city 'Obtained pos- '
Mr. O'Gorman expressed unbounded
The land in question comprises fifsession of the land it would be a vioconfidence that Gov. Woodrow Wilson will be elected president.
He ty-one acres between the ?-Cuyahoga lation of the federal constitution and
says Mr. Wilson's election Is gen- river and W. 9th-st, useft by the that every possible point to aid the
erally conceded in the east.
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CLEVELAND DEMOCRATS WITH
SENATOR FROM NEW YORK
jnnsylvania
preme Court lor Occupancy
of Lakij Front.
City's Victory paves Way to
Build System of
Wharves.
.~.,«

Mayor Baker declared yest<$j-cfay
that the decision opened the way to
establish municipal docks on | the
■water front and that the city \fould
not yield any rights it has succ^ded
in establishing.
Councilman McGinty believes that
in place of demanding a lump sum
of the railroad for past occupancy
and use, the city should seek to obtain
a number of concessions from;? the
railroad that would be of great| advantage in the general scheme'; for
development of the inner and quter
harbor.
Wants Riparian Rights.
Among other things McGinty believes the Pennsylvania should ijpive
the city the riparian rights to about
1,000 feet of property which it t|iow
owns along the lake front east c§ E.
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Authority to Give Title When,
Granting; Rights in Old Bath-st (
—New Land Enlarged Street.
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While the city yesterday was pre- who was city solicitor when the suit
paring to take advantage of the Ohio to oust the Pennsylvania was brought,
supreme court decision, giving it pos- nineteen years ago.
"The case will be appealed to the
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sylvania railroad, the Pennsylvania,
said Attorney Boyle yesterda: when
through Attorney W. C. j Boyle, an- asked what action was contemplated
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The senator was to have spoken in ; here from Cincinnati. He will begin other words, rented the property from Judge Lawrence, who, as city solictents at W. 25th-st and Washlngton- to speak at 7:30 p. m.
'itor and later as special counsel, repFarquharson yesterday named S. T. Cleveland. That land is the city's resented the city in its long fight in
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r. the senator reached the West Rabbi S. Margolies, John D. Fack- believe, revoke the lease.
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At the close of the Farley
rubber boots and raincoats and of a reception committee to greet the fifty years the railroad has >een administration, when a settlement
nearly all carried umbrellas.
The distinguished New York man.
tarwas/proposed, former Mayor JohnAddresses in English and Italian using It is a question yet to be d
rain was beating a tattoo on the canson, who had just been elected, obvas. Water flooded the interior of urging support of the Republican mined."
tained an injunction against the setCouncilman
James
McGinty,
rijemticket
were
delivered
by
several
cantent.
tlement and took hold of the mayor s
When Mayor Baker saw tha situa- didates at a meeting last night In ber of the council committee on tiartion ho immediately called off the Garibaldi hall, Murray Hill-rd S. E. bors and wharves, will ask Chai^nan office.
The case was started in common
ting. The same condition exiBted Charles Son presided, and urged his
Menning to call a meeting of the pleas court, but later was carried to
at the East Side tent and the meet-1 countrymen to work in harmony.
the federal court as the railroad
ing U
ailed off. SenProsecuting Attorney John A. Cllne committee as soon as possible to pap pleaded nonresidence. The United
irman was taken back to the outlined the duties of his office. Cor- out some plan of procedure,
Stales supreme court caused it to
Clev.
club, where he re- nelius Mjxloaey, speaking for Charles
be sent back to the state courts.
mained for the nieht.
S. Homer, candidate for county clerk,
referred to the work of two Italians
now in the clerk's office. Harry L.
Vail, candidate for county commissioner, and Lamar T. Beman, candidate for state representative, also
spoke. B. D. Nicola, candidate for
state representative, spoke in Italian.
The Italians are planning a mass
meeting for the day before election.
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across the rjVer.
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-^i- \<\\L ■
184S the railroad board of Tirree-dopted a resolution looking
\ ,^\cd the condemnation of propertyneeded for trackag-e and the following year a perpetual lease to the
Bath-st property was obtained by the
railroad from the city for $15,000 in
railroad stock.
The improvement of the property
was then begun by the railroad and
when -the suit was started by the
city solicitor in 1S93 the claim was
made by fcim that the city had no
authority fo enter in to the lease.
"The contention of the railroad
was that the city had abandoned the
property as a public street and that
occupancy of the property for forty
years had given it possession. The
tract covered but a small area when
the railroad took possession. Additions to the land were made by filling
from time to time.
In the decision by the Ohio supreme
court yesterday' the six judges divided on political lines. Chief Justice W.
Z Davis, John Shauk and W. T,
Spear, Republicans favored reversing
the lower courts, while Judges M.
Donahue, J. W. O'Hara and James
Johnson, Democrats voted for affirming the judgments of the lower courts.
It requires a majority of the judges
sitting in a case to reverse the lower
court, and the even division of the l
court constituted
an
affirmation
of the decisions of the lower court, so j
the city won.
It is believed the decision will en- [
able the city to force the railways to '
take some action with reference to a j
^ew union depot. Pending determination of the suit, the railroads have refused to talk about a new union depot,
but now it Is believed they will come
to terms.
In holdingsthe city to be the lawful
possessor, the courts held that the
lease made by the city in 1849 had not
the effect of-a deed, that notorious
possession for twenty-one years did
not give a fight, and that the statute
of limitations, was not a bar to an
action, nor did they recognize the'
claim of the 'defendant railroad that
it was .entitled to fee simple ownership because of immense sums spent
in improvements.
One of the'strongest points of attack by the city was furnished by the
railroads in another suit. The original owner of land was the Co'nnecticult Land Co. vand one of the heirs
of a member of the company several
years ago brought suit to obtain possession of the land. The railroad successfully pleaded it was holdingg- the
land with the consent of the city and
was not in fact fee simple owners.
i City Solicitor Wilcox stated yesteriday that the decision of the supreme
court has established beyond a shadow of a. doubt that the docks now
psed by the railroad belong to the
Icity and that the company had no
[authority to take over these docks or
tto put up warehouses or other buildings. The right of the company to
[maintain its main track and sidings
[along old Bath-st has not been placed
p jeopardy by the decison, he holds.
I Future meetings between the city
Bna railroad representatives must defide a number of questions relating
po track arrangements and the city's
holds the docks' the clty solicitor

COURT SAYS THESE TRACKS ARE ON CITY LAND

In accompanying map the shaded
area, north of Front-st, bet-ween W.
9th-st anC Cuyahoga river, is land
•which court holds must be restored
to "city.
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SAYS GEN. BROWN
LOOKS BACKW
Mayor Baker Tells Toledoans'
Republican Nominee is
Behind Times.
Calls Trusts and Tariff Two
Main Issues of
Campaign.
SPECIAL, TO THE PLAIN DEALER.

TOLEDO, O., Oct. 23.—"Gen. Brown
has no more chance of being elected
governor of Ohio than I have, and I
am not a candidate," said Mayor
Newton D. Baker of Cleveland to a
large audience in the Terminal auditorium, gathered to hear Senator
O'Gorman of New York and the
mayor talk on national issues.
"Brown is ten years behind the
times." He believes the Democratic
party is ten miles in the rear, but the i
fact is the Democratic party is ten \
miles ahead of them and Brown is
looking in the wrong direction.
"A larg-e portion of the credit for
the many progressive measures recently adolited by the recent constitutional election is due to the efforts of
I Congressman Cox, and the people of i
the state should elect him their governor."
Speaking of national affairs, Baker
!! stated the hope of the people of this
country rested on the election of
! Woodrow Wilson.
"The two main issues of the campaign are the trust and tariff ques! tions," said Baker. "Most of the
trusts were born under the administration of Roosevelt. Roosevelt bei lieves in the trusts and says they are
here to stay. Roosevelt wants the
, trusts legalized, while "Wilson is" opposed to all trusts."
Baker criticised Taft for his weakness in signing the present tariff bill
. and Roosevelt for failing during his
I seven years as president to discover
' that the profits of the tariff were not
going into the workingmen's pay envelope.
.
"Monopolies must be destroyed, not
licensed to prey upon the masses,"
said Senator O'Gorman. "To the
Democracy the eye of the country now
turns in hope, and it is our high mission to respond to that appeal and to
meet that expectation. It is gratifying to note that the signs point to a
great triumph for our party and for
our leaders, Gov. Wilson and Gov.
Marshall."
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Baker Scores Wiard
in Woman's Defense
Mayor Baker, Thursday, took
one last shot at Owen Wiara, vice
detective.
-Wiry," said Baker, "this man
should' say harsh things about as
estimable a woman as Mrs. bulm-a™! can't understand Herds
a woman who has i™"*1™1^
unquestionable character. He haj
slurred her appearance-a marked
face for which'the city of Cleveland
itself is responsible.
a
"when smallpox broke out in
Mrs Sullivan's neighborhood she
voluntarily went to the pesthouse,
noTecause she had smallpox but
having been exposed to it, did not.L
wish to endanger others, -tnece
at the pesthouse she contracted
the disease and was marked by
pits in her face. There is no one
to blame but the city, and its
worse than cruel for this man to
remark it."

-14^1^

DRAGS JUDGES
SACK INTO POLITICAL
E BY HIS TACTICS
Mayor Newton D. Baker is dragging the judiciary

back

into the

political mire.
Over his signature as chairman
of the democratic committee, he
"recommends" to the voters the
whole democratic judgeship ticket
from supreme court down.
To cap the climax, DEMOCRATIC
CANDIDATES
FOR
COMMON
PLEAS JUDGE HAVE BEEN ASSESSED $600 EACH FOR CAMPAIGN
EXPENSES.
THREE
HAVE PAID IN FULL; TWO ARE
PAYING IN INSTALLMENTS.

Take this to the Booth with
you on Election Day.
Tke Democratic Etecutife Cornoaillee earaoilltrecommend} to the voter! of Cuyoboga Couoly tbe
folio- iuf candidate* lor Mgei of lot Supremo,
Circuit and Conimoo Plea* Court.
Find [beie oarae* and put a erojt I X1 in Iron!
•I e.wb.
Tbey art on tho aeparalo Judicial Ballot.

SUPRHME COURT -l.'mg Term.

OSCAR W. NEWMAN
X

W/V\. E. SCOFIELI)
Short Term.

X I J. FOSTER WILKIN
CIRCUIT COIIBT— Lonir/Tcrm.

X j C. R. GRANT
Short Term.

X | CHARLES A." N.MAN
COMMON PLEAS COURT

W. A. BABCOCK
What Baker Has Said
F. B. QOTT
Baker for years has been talking
P. L. A. LIEQHLEY
in favor of a nonpartisan judiciary.
This year the people have a chance
A. J. PEARSON
to vote for judges on a nonpartisan
FRANK E. STEVENS
ballot. Candidates for judges are
Democratic. Exi&i'tot Committee,
grouped
together without party
designation.
Chairman.
The presumption is that the people will vote for candidates on MAYOR
BAKER'S
INDORSEtheir merits, without consideration
MENT OF DEMOCRTIC
JUDGES.
of the party to which they belong.
j A card, with the heading, "Take BAKER SCORES BROWN
;his to the booth with you on ele&j
TOLEDO, O.:
Addressing
great crowd, Mayor Baker of
tion day," and with Baker's sig Cleveland said: "Gen. Brown has
nature at the bottom, has beei no more chance of election than I
scattered broadcast by the demo have, and I'm not a candidate. He
is ten years behind the times."
cratic committee, urging voters t'_
"find these names and put a cross
(X) in front of each."
The names are those of the democratic nominees for supreme, circuit and common pleas court.
Baker's Explanation.
"The card does not conflict with
my views on a nonpartisan jpdicial
ballot," Baker claimed Thursday. "I
always argued for that, and we
have it now. It only remains to
pick out your candidates as you
find them fit. I certainly would not
have indorsed those democratic
candidates if I had, mot thought
them as worthy as the others."
Republicans this year have not
assessed their candidates for common pleas judge. Candidates were
told they could send in something
if they wanted to, and two have
complied. They sent in $100 each.
W. B. Gongwer of the democratic
committee said Thursday that the
democratic assessment was not a
regular assessment, as the candidates had been invited to fix it
themselves, and had complied.
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TO FIX HALL EXPENSE
B builders exchange commit.-.
,' architects examining J. Mil-j
r's new city hall plans i
I'rirhn promised Mayor Baker to:
der a decision Wednesday as to |
whether the hall as planned by
Dyer can be built for $2,600,000
W L Lougee, superintendent
of construction, pretticted the aiecision will be the hall cannot be
built within the sum appropriated.

NOBODY CONVERTED

1 t-ha rnlvarv
Presbyterian
churcneThSay night.
Mayor
Ue, led for Wilson, »»^
,owed for RooBevelt. and Bradley
M, offl the Taft pyrotechnics, iwo
hundred were present.
P. H. Jackson, who speaks
at the South Euclid town hal F Aav nljrht on the initiative, reier
endumand recall, is the first worn
In to stump the local political
field.
, . ,,„„ „
Herbert Wilson club has a
"talkfesf in Eldred ha 1, addressed by Mayor Baker, Car
Friebolin, Cyrus
Locher and
others.

(yi-^-'Hi^
DEFEND 3 PARTIES
INWDEBATE
Progressive. Democrats and
G. 0. P. Men Speak at
Church Meeting.Progressives, Republicans, Democrats and Mayor Baker's pipe, accompanied by the mayor, had their
Inning last night at a joint political
meeting at Calvary Presbyterian
Church, Euclid avenue and E. 79th
street.
Mayor Baker, who spoke first,
spent most of the time praising the
Democratic platform and particularly the stand on the tariff question.
He charged the Harvester trust with
being the backer of the Progressive
movement and ridiculed the Progressive idea of regulating trusts and
big business by means of a board appointed by the President.
Charges Wilson Inconsistent.
"Mayor Baker Is the most artful
Democratic pleader in the country,
said Professor A. R. Hatton, Progressive candidate for Congress from
the Twentieth district, opening his
speech.
Hatton attacked Bakers
stand on the tariff and charged Governor Wilson and the Democrats with
being inconsistent in their stand on
national problems. Professor Hatton
was particularly Insistent that the
battle for human rights and not the
tariff was the real issue of the Presidential campaign.
"Mayor Baker would make a far
more acceptable president—if he
discarded his pipe," declared Rev.
Dr. Dan F. Bradley, speaking for the
Republican side.
Talks About Colonel.
Dr. Bradley characterized Colonel
' Roosevelt as the Warwick of Oyster
Bay and the founder of the Roosevelt
:
dynasty. He put County Commisi sloner Eirick and Dr. Lyman Abbott;
in the same class as Roosevelt supporters and ridiculed Roosevelt's cry
that President Taft stole the nomii nation from him at the Chicago con, vention.
At a Democratic tent meeting last
night at Belle and Detroit avenues,
Mayor Baker, W. A. Greenlund, candidate for State Senator; Cyrus
Locher, candidate for prosecuting
attorney, and William Gordon, Congressional ' candidate
from
the
Twentieth district, spoke on local
and national issues.

.2/5" (V%-
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"Woodrow Wilson's main claim to
distinction appears to lie in eight college degrees, an American history,
that he has defeated some Democrats
who aspired to office and who, being
Democrats, of course should have been
defeated. To vote for Wilson is to
vote in the dark, to take a chance.
"If I saw a fire and Theodore
Roosevelt were around I'd get him to
wake the neighborhood to its danger.
Mayor, Prof. Hatton and Rev. If I needed a cultured speaker, I'd get |
Woodrow Wilson. But if I required
Dr. Bradley Analyze Presi- a man to handle a big estate, a difficult matter involving law and justice,
dential Timber.
I'd call upon William H. Taft."
Mayor Baker discussed state and
national issues before the Democratic'
meeting at Detroit-av and BelleBaker, Before Democrats, tent
av, Lakewood. Cyrus Locher, candidate for county prosecuting attorney,
Repudiates Progresand E. B. Haserodt, for county clerk,
were the other speakers. William A.
sive's Charge.
Greenlund presided.
"If my friend Hatton is correctly
quoted when he said the Republicans,
Merits of Woodrow Wilson, Presi- Democrats and Socialists should not
dent Taft and Theodore Roosevelt be relieved of part of the responsibilfor the attempted assassination
were presented last night to about ity
of Roosevelt, I wish to accuse him of
200 persons in Calvary Presbyterian malicious slander," said Mayor Baker replying to Prof. Hatton's statechurch.
It was a triangular "debate" be- ment at the triangular debate after
had left.
tween Mayor Baker for Wilson, Prof. the"Imayor
refuse, and you before me
A. R. Hatton for Roosevelt and Rev. should resent being held in any way
Dr. Dan R. Bradley for Taft.
accountable for the act of a crazy
There was no decision, but each.1 man. It looks as if Hatton were trydrew applause in spots. About two- j ing in reality to make political capital out of the regretable affair, alscore women were in the audience.
Mayor Baker, who opened, assailed though he artfully denies in advance,
the Progressive platform in general any such intention."
"The manner in which the new;
and its proposal to regulate the trusts.
handles
the
liquor
in particular. Upon President laft: legislature
he directed fire for "complete failure question, and the question of women
to do anything." For that, however, and children in commercial activities
he did not wholly blame the presi- t will be the tests of the wisdom of the
constitutional amendments,
dent. Considerable blame he placed. new
upon President Taft's associates who, continued the mayor, as he pleaded
for a Democratic legislature.
he said, had tied his hands.
"Theodore Roosevelt," said the •
mayor, "I regard as the greatest danger to this country. His attitude on |
trusts alone stamps him as that. Ap- j
parently Mr. Roosevelt has a sort of j
touchstone by which he determines ,f ,
a trust is wicked or benevolent.
"I leave it to Mr. Hatton to con-'
tradict me when I say among the
trusts prosecuted by Mr. Roosevelt
there was none created through the,
doubtless, benign, benevolent and patriotic efforts of Mr. Morgan or Mr.
Perkins. This touchstone it seems instantly proclaimed the purity of the
Perkins product so it was let alone.
"On the other hand Woodrow Wilson realizes that death of the trusts
means the life of the country. When
they are dissolved competition will De
restored and the country again will
become normal and business healthy.'
Prof. Hatton started with tribute
Baker Plans Big Saving by
to the "perspicuity" of Mayor Baker.
He regretted the mayor was on the
Wholesale Purchases.
"wrong" side. Further, he regretted
the mayor was as efficient a pleader
Plans whereby Cleveland will
for a "bad" cause as he had proved
save hundreds of thousands of
in the past to be for a good.
;
"Doubtless, Mayor Baker refrained
dollars in its purchases of coal,
from saying some things he would
foods and supplies, are being
have said had not Mr, Roosevelt been
shot," said Hatton. "He should not
worked out by Mayor Baker. Conhaye done so. No attempt has been
sideration
of the plan will be recmade by the. Progressive party to
ommended to the commission
make campaign capital of the attack
which will frame the new city
on Mr. Roosevelt."
charter.
Then he went on to declare the
Baker's idea, announced SaturDemocratic, Republican and Socialist
parties unquestionably responsible
day, contemplates establishment
for the shooting because of their
of a central city purchasing dersonal abuse of Theodore Roosepartment to buy for all city develt.''
partments, instead of each deiker, he said, had dodged what
partment buying, as at present, its
the Democrats called the issue, the
individual supplies in lots so
tariff. Wilson had done the same.
small as to necessitate bids at
Closing, Hatton told again what the;
Progressive party saw as the Issue—j
retail figures.
not the tariff nor the trust problem,;
The city is a big consumer, and
but the problem of human welfare.
Baker figures if supplies can be
"From these two speakers," said
standardized under a single purRev. Dr. Bradley, "you have learned
chasing department, they could
that there isn't much to Mr. Roosebe bought directly from producers
velt nor much to Mr. Wilson. That
at wholesale prices.
leaves only Shafer, Debs and Taft.
Coal, for instance, could be
I am for Taft, a man of rare experi- ;
and amazing skill, who has gov-:
bought in car-load lots at the
i with consummate ability."
mines. There were but two firms
if \vh;it Hatton had missed
bidding last Tuesday to supply
Wilson and what Baker
police coal. If it could have been
ed saying about Roosevelt,
bought at the mines, a tremenI in.
dous saving would have been et"Roosevelt started the mud slingire; When he calls a man 'a liar and
f ected.
The plan contemplates also esa thief,' it is merely the defect of his
unbridled vocabulary," said Dr. Bradtablishment of a central city wareley.
house, with branch storage places.
"If anyone got their nomination in
Coal yards may also be estaba questionable manner it is that of
lished.
the Progressive and Prohibition candidates, because theirs were not given
by delegates elected by the people. It
is a singular tiring, however, that
Roosevelt's fi
iways lay thenown faults to otli
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•0 PLEAD FORCjtY"CLUB
Baker and Others Will Speak at Or.
ganization Dinner.
, ,>„r -Raker, former Judge F. A.
? Zand Professor A. R. Hatton
fciead
for a clearing house for
E1, social and political questions,
clV1C
'flfnner
in the Chamber of Comata
p building, October 30, when 150
merC
1npnt local men will meet to
^rpS*« a "City Club."
c0
^ irman D. E. Morgan points out
■ hTl w "e a "social club with a
1& purpose to promote co-operation
? LeM civic organizations and of-f^° opportunity for Interchange of
I ffv information and Ideas."
1 Cl
nUl rooms centrally located with
dining room and library will be maintained.
ia

:LI VELAND

PLAIN

DEALER

mr, OCTOBER 26, 1912.
■layor Baker, -in a Democratic!
Ill meeting at W. 99th-st and MadHi-av N. W., derided the claims of |
Breiand and Ohio Bull Moosers that
By are the original progressives
■th reference to questions of humanHan ideas and opposition to special
;
:•.
He named particularly
I
. R. Hatton and A. L. Garford,
till Moose candidate for governor.

TMSnl
Cleveland's Mayor Joins Candidate on Stump.
SPECIAL TO THE PLAIN DEALER.
PAINESVILLB, O., Oct. 26.—Mayor
Newton D. Baker of Cleveland and
Candidate William Gordon, opponent of
Congressman Paul Howland, addressed
a good sized audience at the city hall
here tonight after a series of meetings
in Lake county in the afternoon,
Candidate Gordon, who talked almost
exclusively on the tariff, accused President Taft of failing to keep his preelection pledges.
He declared the
Paine-Aldrich law was a repudiation or
those pledges. He also charged that
Roosevelt also defended the PayneAldrich law that he afterward called a
"bundle of privileges."
Gordon also charged Paul Howland
with Inconsistency in his tariff record
in congress and attacked Candidate F.
W. Woods for his views on the same
subject.
,
-,
Mayor Baker, who followed Gordon,
spent considerable time discussing the
constitutional amendments and talking
for the state Democratic candidates.
He also touched upon the tariff phase
of the presidential campaign and other
Issues.

CITY SCHOOL SIUDY
Mayor Baker's Idea Outlined for New University of
City of Cleveland.
Protest Against Use of Name
for Baldwin Institution.

IAS RESIGNATION;
DOESN'T ACT ON IT
faie resignation of Dr. C. S. Howe
as president of the city river and
Bbor commission, has been in the
Is of Mayor Baker ever since
■ive left for an extended vacation,
Bker said Saturday.
■Dr. Howe felt that as he would be
Bay for some time, his absence
Hit interefere with the work of the
■mission and for that reason left '
■ resignation with me to accept
■never I see fit. I haven't acted
■it yet," said Baker.
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A course in pedagogics in the proposed municipal university of the cither Cleveland would make the Normal
school conducted by the board of education an unnecessary institution, in
the opinion of Mayor Baker.
Earl H. Wells, head of the city's
information department, who now Is
engaged in preparing a report on the
subject of municipal universities, believes the main buildings of the municipal university of Cleveland should
bo located down town as part of the
city's group plan of public buildings.
He believes this location would add
to the usefulness of the institution.
A resolution will be offered in council tomorrow evening by Councilman
Menning protesting against the proposed use of the name of the University of Cleveland by the Baldwin university and two affiliated institutions.
The mayor favors adoption of this
resolution.
If it is adopted copies
will be sent to the trustees of the
three institutions about to combine
under the name of the University of
Cleveland.
In the opinion of Mayor Baker this
should be the name of the new municipal university.

BOSSES? BLAME BURTON,
SAYS HATTON; WANTS TO
MEET BAKER IN DEBAT
Wtih an attack upon Senator lector of internal reveim
Burton for allowing federal office- fact paid officials of the repul
holders to use the people's time machine. They owe their appointment to Senator Burton, and he
and money in running the repub- can not escape responsibility now;
lican campaign, and a challenge to for the misuse of public funds inMayor Baker to debate the issues cured when they arc withdrawn
of the campaign, Prof. A. R. Hat- from real work to direct Mr. Taft's
ton, Western Reserve university, campaign.
Wants Merit System.
Monday began a spectacular final
"By the use of time belonging to
-lap in his race for congress on the
the people and salaries paid out of
progressive ticket.
Hatton spoke at noon to em- the public treasury, they are erectployes of the Cleveland Punch & ed into local political bosses. SenShear Co. and the Variety Iron ator Burton should tell us whether
Works, at Hamilton-av and E, lie approves of this."
40th-st.
Hatton decdlared he favored a
"I do not approve of the political
activity of our local federal office- merit system of appointment durholders," he said. "They are paid ing good behavior to remove fedout of the public funds to serve the eral officeholders from
partisan
entire people, and .their time can- politics.
not, with justice, be used in the inThe challenge to Mayor Baker
terest of any political party.
"Maurice Maschke, collector of resulted from Baker's attac
customs, and A. N. Rochvay, col-1 Hatton last week, in which h
manded to know how long Hatton
been a progressive. Hatton, in
HOWE QUITS COMMISSION hart
a letter, to Baker Monday, said:
Mayor Baker
Monday
anr Mayor I laker:
nounced the resignation of Presi- you have trequeni
thi n
dent Charles S. Howe of Case as campaign
well as of persona involved,
i to eonnni
president of the city river and sisi nil<
on of issues, making
harbor commission.
Individuals only when some ma
The supreme court's decision of eiple appeared to me to be al stake. I am,
whether
the lake front case, and its ex: willing to meet meto inaska publli
the issues of the campaign a
j peeted decision of the union sta of
ed in the programs of the progress!
parties.
turn case, have led Baker to an- democratic
i would suggest that the meeting
night in an ample luill or tent.
ticipate a big amount of work.
! shall nan
entatlve
Howe will be in Europe a year.
(pointed by
Baker has mot decided upon arrange the details.
"I've been preaching the same
Howe's successor.
doctrine ever since I came to
land," Hatton said Monday.
"I
fought for and voted for Tom
Johnson in his campaign a
Herman Baehr."
Fought for Home Kule.
Hatton was father of the home
rule amendment, adopted by the
voters in September.
Bacl
Baker and Mayor Whitlock of Toledo he helped win the victory for
the Cleveland form of the home
rule amendment over the Cincinnati
form.
His candidacy for constitutional
delegate last fall was indorsed by
the democrats, and Mayor Baker
especially mentioned his platform
as being the most progressive.
Hatton
will
make
noonday)
tes every day this week. Wed-'
nesday noon he will speak in the"
Public square.
Congressman Bulkley, his oppb;u
nent, whom he challenged to debate, twice this week, lias agri
to meet him once. Hatton sug-*j
gested they debate Tuesday ai
Thursday nights, the democrats to |
pay for the hall Tuesday night and
ilie progressives Thursday. Bulkley said he was unable to
Tuesday night, but would meet
him Thursday night.
Bulkier put up to Hatton.Monday a series of questions on the
tariff and trusts.
"So far as I have been able to
learn from newspaper accounts,"
reads an open letter addressed to
Hatton, "you have avoid.,
definite declaration of your own
views,
or explanation of your
party's platform on these all important subjects.
Owes It to Voters.
"It is but common fairness that:
the voters of the twenty-first district should undersand your post-,
lion on these issues, and I thei
dnse herewith a seri<

Uywm
BAKER CALLS
FOR RADICAL
CAR CHANGES
Demands Metal Tickets, Pay
Leave and Pay Enter System and Split Routes at
Square
SAYS SWEEPING MOVES
WILL BETTER SERVICE,
Demands the Immediate Enforcement

of

Ordinance

Requiring Use of Discs as
Means to Save Time
All cars running down
town are to be pay-enters.
All cars running out to
be pay-as-you-leave.
Strip tickets are to be
abolished immediately and
the old metal tickets used
in their place.
Until I lie high level bridge
is built, all oar lines are to
(•ml at I lie square or on
downtown loops.
These are the sweeping traction
operation
changes
decided upon;
Tuesday l>> Mayor Baker, who was
aroused by complaints of bad car
ire. He announced that he will
Immediately urge all of them upon
Traction Commissioner Witt.
Will Be Adopted
Chances an- thai practically all
Baker's reforms will be accepted. ,
•|'h,' mayor consulted Tuesday with
\. i; ,1M Pont, president of the late
Municipal Traction Company. After
conferences he announced the
Traction officials hope for still
better service alter the new substations i"i- power are in working order.
I'l
uniplaints against the trailer
lie mosl insistent.
The traction officials admit the
bad. The Wlndermere substation will be completed November
more power to the
Superior, Payne, Wade
Park, ICuelid, Cedar, Central, East
Kinth street lines. Tlie
other substations now being

u an in

>i by

.Must Have Move Power
I mtU there i
aver no more
nailer:; ean be added to the system.
There are now 6!) of I lie new batch
oi' trailers in operation. The power
n officials say, that
her one can be addela.
President Davies or the street car
men's union Tuesday denied the
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BAKER

0. K.'S TAG

DAY

Salvation Army Will Seek memorial Funds From Voters.
Mayor Maker yesterday gave pel
mission and approval to the Salvation
Army's plan for a big tag day on
election day. The local army men and
women and girls are going ahead
with added enthusiasm in their work
of getting ready and of enlisting 500
sympathizers to help tag Mr. Voter.
The session of Methodist ministers
j iterday approved the work and
this means of raising money for the
General Booth memorial.
The memorial is to be a university
with branches in Chicago and New
York where officers will be trained
for efficient army work.

Cox and Baker Help Drag the Courts
Into Politics
THE non-partisan judiciary law was passed only when the
public demand became so vigorous, emphatic and imperative that party bosses did not dare to disobey.
That demand was that the courts be taken out of party
politics, and judges placed on the bench who were under no obligation to any political boss, party or special interest.
The plain purpose of the law was that the people themselves
should nominate judges without any let or hindrance from party
bosses, or any regard for the politics of the judges.
One thing that helped arouse public sentiment in Ohio for a
non-partisan judiciary was the admission of Hamilton-co circuit judges that Boss Cox sent for them and used his influence
with them to get a decision of a lower court reversed.
These judges owed their jobs to Boss Cox. Cox had it in his
power to take them off the bench by refusing to renominate
them.
And he did take off the bench the judges who refused to j
obey Boss Cox's orders in this particular case.
Then the people of Ohio determined to set all judges free, |
so that no judge on the bench need fear Boss Cox or any other,
political boss.
.,.-';•
*
They wanted all judges to be free from obligation, free to
administer the faw with fearless impartiality, free to make law
mean justice, free from parties, free from bosses, free from every
selfish influence.
,
..,.■/,
Yet in the very first year of the operation of this law, party
conventions, controlled by party bosses, nominated partisan candidates for the supreme court.
That was bad enough, but the astonishing and shameful
party slavery of James M. Cox, democratic candidate for governor and Mayor Newton D. Baker of Cleveland in advocating
the election of DEMOCRATIC judges under a non-partisan judiciary law is even worse.
Congressman Cox calls himself a progressive, and ever since
he has had in mind the governorship of Ohio his public acts have
been progressive.
.
,'
His votes in congress were progressive, and his good tight
for progressive amendments to the;constitution was progressive.
He has stood for progressive politics as a candidate for governor.
But he got down into the mire of partisan politics as a rank
reactionary when he advocated the election of democratic candidates for supreme judge, by intimating that the non-partisan
judiciary law lives only because of democratic judges, insinuating that the only real brand of justice is to be had only from partisan politics—democratic because he is a democrat.
But even more surprising than this reactionary step of Congressman Cox is the advocacy by Mayor Baker of the election of
the democratic slate for judges in Cuyahoga-co.
Baker is one of the ablest and most earnest progressives m
Ohio, yet he sent out a marked judicial ballot, over his signature
as chairman of the democratic committee, urging democrats to
vote for democratic judicial candidates.
Neither Cox nor Baker is stupid. Both are keen, bright, intelligent men. They understand as clearly as anybody in Ohio
the meaning and purpose of that non-partisan judiciary law.
They know as well as anybody that the nomination of democratic judges by democratic conventions was a violation of the
spirit of that law, and of the public sentiment that compelled its
enactment.
They know that the people wanted THEIR courts taken out
of politics; and yet these two brainy men have joined hands with
party bosses and the evil influences back of them, to drag the
courts down into the mire of partisan politics, from which they
had been rescued.
Are there no political leaders big enough and brave enough
to defy the bosses and stand by the people ?

BAKER

CD

FOR RADICAL
CAR CHANG
Demands Metal Tickets, Pay
Leave and Pay Enter System and Split Routes at
Square
SAYS SWEEPING MOVES
WILL BETTER SERVICE,
Demands the Immediate Enforcement

of

Ordinance

Requiring Use of Discs as
Means to Save Time
All cars running down
town are to be pay-enters.
All cars running out to
be pay-as-you-leave.
Strip tickets are to be
abolished immediately and
the old metal tickets used
in their place.
Until the high level bridge
is built, all car lines are to
end at the square or on
downtown loops.
These are the sweeping traction
operation changes decided upon
Tuesday by Mayor Baker, who was
aroused' by complaints of bad car
service. He announced that he will
immediately urge all of them upon
Traction Commissioner Witt.
Will Be Adopted
Chances are that practically all
Baker's reforms will be accepted.
The mayor consulted Tuesday with
A. B. du Pont, president of the late
Municipal Traction Company. After
the conferences he announced the
changes.
Traction officials hope for still
better service after the new substations for power are in working order.
The complaints against the trailer
service are the most insistent.
The traction officials admit the
service bad. The Windermere substation will be completed November
15, This will give more power to the
Si. Clair, Superior, Payne, Wade
Tark, Euclid, Cedar, .Central, East
55th and East 105th street lines. The
three other substations now being
constructed will all be completed by
February.
Must Have More Power
Until there is more power no more
trailers can be added to the system.
There are now 69 of the new batch
of trailers in operation. The power
is so bad, traction officials say, that
not another one can. be added.
President Davies of the street car
men's union Tuesday denied the
charge of Councilmen Shaw and Bieder that the car men are trying to
make the operation of trailers a failure.
"We are carrying out every order of
the company to the. best of our ability," said Davies. "Any grievances
we have we take up with the com. pany directly."
Trailers Are Blamed
However, the car men and the company officials concede that the trailers, in the evening rush hour, are
running from six to IS minutes late
on every line. They say this is due to
the large number of passengers the
trailers are carrying. -The average
load is from 200 to 250 on each trailer.
Mayor Baker and du Pont believesl
the establishment of the combination!
pay-enter and pay-leave system will
help to keep cars on time.
They
argue that by making the cars payenter when they come down town the
work of unloading them at the square
will be rapid. On the other hand by
operating the outbound cars as payJ
leaves the people can be loaded rapJ
idly in the downtown district.
Orders Metal Tickets
Witt, Tuesday, was inclined tc
agree.
"We have plans under way
now for establishing the combination system on Detroit avenue," he'
| said.
The mayor declared that further delay by the railway company in providing conductors with metal tickets will not be tolerated.
"We have an ordinance providing)
for the use of re-issuable tickets "|
he said.
"The company has con-l
tinued to use the strip tickets on thel
plea that there is a large supply onl
hand."
Baker thinks the use- of meta
tickets will expedite service.

O.^S_TAG

DAY

Salvation Army Will Seek Memorial Funds From Voters.
Mayor Baker yesterday gave permission and approval to the Salvation
Army's plan for a big tag day on
election day. The local army men and
women and. girls are going a.head
with added enthusiasm in their work
of getting ready and of enlisting 500
sympathizers to help tag Mr. Voter.
The session of Methodist ministers
yesterday approved the work and
ibis means of raising money for the
General Booth memorial.
'Hie memorial is to be a university
with branches in Chicago and NewYork where officers will be trained
for efficient army work.

Cox and Baker Help Drag the Courts
Into Politics
THE non-partisan judiciary law was passed only when the
public demand became so vigorous, emphatic and imperative that party bosses did not dare to disobey.
That demand was that the courts be taken out of party
politics, and judges placed on the bench who were under no obligation to any political boss, party or special interest.
The plain purpose of the law was that the people themselves
should nominate judges without any let or hindrance from party
bosses, or any regard for the politics of the judges.
One thing that helped arouse public sentiment in Ohio for a
non-partisan judiciary was the admission of Hamilton-co circuit judges that Boss Cox sent for them and used his influence
with them to get a decision of a lower court reversed.
These judges owed their jobs to Boss Cox. Cox had it in his
power to take them off the bench by refusing to renominate
them.
And he did take off the bench the judges who refused to
obey Boss Cox's orders in this particular case.
Then the people of Ohio determined to set all judges free
so that no judge on the bench need fear Boss Cox or any other
political boss.
They wanted all judges to be free from obligation, free to
administer the law with fearless impartiality, free to make law
mean justice, free from parties, free from bosses, free from every
selfish influence.
Yet in the very first year of the operation of this law, party
conventions, controlled by party bosses, nominated partisan candidates for the supreme court.
That was bad enough, but the astonishing and shameful
party slavery of James M. Cox, democratic candidate for governor, and Mayor Newton D. Baker of Cleveland in advocating
the election of DEMOCRATIC judges under a non-partisan judiciary law is even worse.
Congressman Cox calls himself a progressive, and ever since
he has had in mind the governorship of Ohio his public acts have
been progressive.
His votes in congress were progressive, and his good fight
for progressive amendments to the;constitution was progressive.
He has stood for progressive politics as a candidate for governor.
But he got down into the mire of partisan politics as a rank
reactionary when he advocated the election of democratic candidates for supreme judge, by intimating that the non-partisan
judiciary lawv lives only because of democratic judges, insinuating that the only real brand of justice is to be had only from partisan politics—democratic because he is a democrat.
But even more surprising than this reactionary step of Congressman Cox is the advocacy by Mayor Baker of the election of
the democratic slate for judges in Cuyahoga-co.
Baker is one of the ablest and most earnest progressives in
Ohio, yet he sent out a marked judicial ballot, over his signature
as chairman of the democratic committee, urging democrats to
vote for democratic judicial candidates.
Neither Cox nor Baker is stupid. Both are keen, bright, intelligent men. They understand as clearly as anybody in Ohio
the meaning and purpose of that non-partisan judiciary law.
They know as well as anybody that the nomination of democratic judges by democratic conventions was a violation of the
spirit of that law, and of the public sentiment that compelled its
enactment.
They know that the people wanted THEIR courts taken out
of politics; and yet these two brainy men have joined hands with
party bosses and the evil influences back of them, to drag the
courts down into the mire of partisan politics, from whieh they
had been rescued.
Are there no political leaders big enough and brave enough
to defy the bosses and stand by the people 1
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STREET CAR DECISION
Breaks
SXPECTRUSH Baker
Auto haw, ButIt 'J
OPENS WAY FOR HOST OF SITS ON Not His Fault
OF INDIVIDUAL SUITS
CE
Mayor and Other Officials Thus InterI pret Effect of Ruling on Elimination

I of Stops.

Court

to Attack

Witt's

Various Changes in Traction Operation

kny Dissatisfied Taxpayer Now Can
[ J-Iold Up Any Ordered Change Until It's Proved Reasonable.
fhe city faces innumerable suits
taxpayers to test the "reason(eness" of changes in the operaof Concon cars ordered by
council, as a result of Judge
"feeler's ruling Tuesday that the
irfe can pass on council traction
islation.
his court review of the coun[action in the street railway matdoes not, however, question

Look for Scores to Rush to

the supremacy of the council in
establishing routes, stops and making betterments, Mayor Baker and
other city authorities believe.
The city will immediately request that Attorney G. D. Hile, in
whose suit as a taxpayer Judge
Keeler made his ruling, prove 51
per cent of the car riders are inconvenienced by elimination of
stops. He sued to have the city order for stop elimination set aside.
Puts It tip to Courts.
The city, in its demurrer,
claimed council had final authority in the operation of the street
car lines. Keeler declared the
courts' word is final.
Stop elimination has already
gone into effect on the Superior.
Cedar, Broadway and Central
lines, and is to be put into effect
on the E. 55th and Payne lines
within a week.
Legislation was
started Monday to put the plan
into operation on the Euclid,
Wade Park and St. Clair lines,
with the West-side lines to come
next.
"Inasmuch as the stops were
not eliminated until a favorable
vote had been recorded by patrons
of the lines, we do not believe attorney Hile can prove his contention," said Assistant City Solicitor
Stockwell Wednesday.
"We will not appeal Judge
Keeler's ruling in our demurrer
unless Keeler should hold against
us on the facts in the case.
Opens Road for Suits.
"The only thing this decision
does is to open a road for suits
against the city in every traction
change council orders. But it will
be up to the plaintiff in each action to show that the change is
an unreasonable one."
Said Mayor Baker:
"Judge
Keeler's
decision
amounts to this: If any city counCa
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KEELER DECISION SAYS
COURT CAN RUN CARS
Rules That Bench Has Right
to Pass on "Reasonableness" of Any Orders the
City May Give
Mayor Baker, Traction Commissioner Witt and City Solicitor Wilcox were to meet
Wednesday to plan a fight to
control car service in spite of
what the courts have to say.
about it.
They were aroused by the decision of Judge Keeler late Tuesday that every change in car
operation made by the city council under the Tayler franchise
can be vetoed by the court, if
it decides the change is "unreasonable. ''
The city administration expects a
flood of suits attacking the service
program mapped out by Witt as a
result of Keeler's decision. The first
' suit will come Thursday when Village Solicitor Nelson J. Brewer of
Euclid announced he would file suit
asking the court to compel the Cleveland Railway Company to restore
service On Euclid creek.
Euclid Creek Cars Off
This service was taken off Monday
noon, 18 hours after the Euclid council rejected the request of the company for a 25-year franchise in the
village. Brewer also announced the
company would be sued to compel
it to give better service to Euclid.
Those who object to trailer operation, rerouting of cars and other
changes put into effect by Witt are
expected to go into court, declaring
them to be "unreasonable."
"If thfi courts are going to run our
street car system, the judges will
have to work more than five hours
a day," was Witt> only comment on
the. Keeler decision^However, Mayor
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"I. hope you'll excuse me. I'm Mayor Baker. It really isn't my fault.
I don't mean being" mayor, but there's
a reason my auto lights aren't lit and
my car limping. You see it was this
way—"
And Baker stopped to explain to
every cop on the West Side where he
spoke Tuesday night and on the
East Side clear out to his home in
Crawford road the wherefore of his
violation of the traffic ordinance
which requires lights on autos.
While Baker was in tent meeting
Tuesday night, someone cut all of the
wires connecting with his electric
lights and even filed four spark plugs
to their sockets. Bake? had a tough
time getting home and had even a
harder time getting to worii Wednesday.
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STREET GAR DECISION
OPENS WAY FOR HOST
OF INDIVIDUAL SUITS

Baker Breaks
Auto Law,ButIfs
Not His Fault

Look for Scores to Rush to

Mayor and Other Officials Thus Interpret Effect of Ruling on Elimination

Court

to

Attack

Witt's

Various Changes in Traction Operation

of Stops.

KEELER DECISION SAYS

Any Dissatisfied Taxpayer Now Can
Hold Up Any Ordered Change Until It's Proved Reasonable.
The city faces innumerable suits
from taxpayers to test the "reasonableness" of changes in the operation of Concon cars ordered by
city council, as a result of Judge
Keeler's ruling Tuesday . that the
courts can pass on council traction
legislation.
This court review of the council action in the street railway matters does not, however, question

the supremacy of the council in
establishing routes, stops and making betterments, Mayor Baker and
other city authorities believe.
The city will immediately request that Attorney G. D. Hile, jri
whose suit as a taxpayer Judge
Keeler made his ruling, prove 51
per cent of the car riders are inconvenienced by elimination of
stops. He sued to have the city order for stop elimination set aside.
Puts It Up to Courts.
The city, in its demurrer,
claimed council had final authority in the operation of the street
call lines. Keeler declared the
courts' word is final.
Stop elimination has already
gone into effect on the Superior,
Cedar, Broadway and Central
lines, and is to be put into effect
on the E. 55th and Payne lines
within a week. Legislation was
started Monday to put the plan
into operation on the Euclid,
Wade Park and St. Clair lines,
with the West-side lines to come
next.
"Inasmuch as the stops were
not eliminated until a favorable
vote had been recorded by patrons
of the lines, we do not believe attorney Hile can prove his contention," said Assistant City Solicitor
Stockwell Wednesday.
"We will not appeal Judge
I Keeler's ruling in our demurrer
'unless, Keeler should hold against
us on the facts in the case.
Opens Boart for Suits.
"The only thing this decision
does is to open a road for suits
against the city in every traction
change council orders. But it will
be up to the plaintiff in each action to show that the change is
an unreasonable one."
Said Mayor Baker:
"Judge
Keeler's
decision
amounts to this: If any city coum
cil should abuse its power and become captious and unreasonable
in its street railway legislation,
the courts can be appealed to by
the injured taxpayers. His decision does not question the
supremacy of the city council in
street railway legislation."
Officers of the street car men's
union are dissatisfied with the li
trailers. It was expected Wednesday they might bring court action (
to test the "reasonableness", of
Tractioner Witt's act in putting on \
the trailers.
Mayor Baker with City Solicitor
Wilcox, his assistant, John Stock-'
well, and Witt, are to confer on
what action the city shall take in
the suit of Hile.
Must Answer Nov. 15.
Answer must be made by Nov.
15.
"The eminent judge was unable
to distinguish between a private
corporation, arbitrarily making
stops to suit itself, and a legislative body acting in conformity
with an ordinance wherein the
power to make stops has been
wholly reserved to itself, and then
only exercised after the people by
great majprities had voted in fafor of the proposed stops/' said
Tractioner Witt.
The city and the Concon face
another suit immediately.
President John Stanley Tuesday noon had service to Euclid
Creek by Concon cars discon
tinued because that village refused to give a new franchise atj
8-cent fare. The village has in
structed its solicitor to sue.

COURT CAN RUN CARS

"I hope you'll excuse me. I'm Mayor Baker. It really isn't my fault.
I don't mean being mayor, but there's
a reason my auto lights aren't lit and
my car limping. You see it was this
way—"
And Baker stopped to explain to
every cop on the West Side where he
spoke Tuesday night and on the
East Side clear out to his home in
Crawford road the wherefore of, his
violation of the traffic ■ ordinance
which requires lights on autos.
While Baker was in tent meetingTuesday night, someone cut all of the
wires connecting with bis electric
lights, and even filed four spark plugs
to their sockets. Baker had a tough j
time getting home and had even a
harder time getting to work Wednesday.

Rules That Bench Has Right
to Pass on "Reasonableness" of Any Orders the
City May Give
:

Mayor Baker, Traction Coin-.
missioner Witt and City Solicitor Wilcox were to meet
Wednesday to plan a fight to
control car service in spite of
what the courts have to say.
about it.
They were aroused by the decision of Judge Keeler late Tuesday that every change in car
operation made by the city council under the Tayler franchise
can be vetoed by the court, if:
it decides the change is "unreasonable."

The city administration expects a
flood of suits attacking- the service
program mapped out by Witt as a
result of Keeler's decision. The first
suit will come Thursday when Village Solicitor Nelson J. Brewer of
Euclid announced he would file suit
asking the court to compel the Cleveland Railway Company to restore
service on Euclid creek.
Euclid Creek Cars Off
This service was taken off Monday
noon, 18 hours after the Euclid council rejected the request of the company for a 25-year franchise in the
village. Brewer also announced the
company would be sued to compel
it to give better service to Euclid.
Those who object to trailer operation, rerouting of cars and other
changes put into effect by Witt are
expected to go into court, declaring
them to be "unreasonable."
"If the courts are going to run our
street ear system, the judges will
have to work more than five hours
a day," was Witt> only comment on
the Keeler decision. However, Mayor
Baker and his advisors deny the
right of the courts to' interfere with
the stop elimination program.
Keeler's decision overruled the demurrer of the city to the suit filed
by G. IX Hile, taxpayer, asking an
.injunction restraining the council
from eliminating stops on the ground
that the program is unreasonable.
The city's attorneys were undecided Wednesday whether to carry
up the demurrer to the supreme
court,. or to yield Jo Judge Keeler
and go into court to prove that tile
elimination program is "reasonable."
"We will have no difficulty in showing that the elimination plan is reasonable," said Baker.
Keeler Hints How He Feels
Keeler indicated Wednesday he will
decide the elimination program is unreasonable, if the case comes before
him. His decision Tuesday only went
so far as to say that the court has a
right to pass upon the "reasonableness" of the changes ordered by._
[council.
Criticism of Keeler's action in failng to sustain the city's demurrer
laroused the judge Wednesday.
"Such criticism is anarchistic andl
savors of Russian methods," said|
Judge Keeler.
Councilman Haserodt announced ho
will call upon the mayor and Witt to
prepare a full report showing how
traffic in the downtown district |
should be handled.
The city has been stirred to action |
by complaints of overcrowding, irregular service arid general inefficiency. |
Baker purposes to go into the situation thoroughly and fix the responsi-|
gility for the bad service.
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LIKE CLEVELAND'S
Candidate James M.-Cox Favors State Regime Such as
Baker Gives City.
Asks Moose Leader Garford
to Define His
Position.
i

bearer at the Ob
tion, would
he later have declared for Col. Roosevelt?
"A dispute is raging between Mr.
Garford and some of his former associates, with whom he at present is estranged politically. It started after
the Republican state convention approved of President Taft, gave hearty
indorsement to his administration and
pledged him support. After all of that
was done Mr. Garford suffered his
name to go before the convention as
an aspirant for the no...-- Ion for)
governor, and the record shows that)
when Lorain county was called all the
votes were cast tor Garford. Thus
Mr. Garford must have voted for himself, or at least suffered his vote to
be so cast. The law allows no proxies.
"Mind you, this was after the Progressive party had been formed, had
conducted an extensive and expensive campaign over the state and met
the regular Republicans.
"What does the course of Mr. Garford in the convention mean? He
says he was known to be a Progressive. If so, what did he propose to
do with a nomination on an air tight,
stand-pat Taft state platform? Did
he propose to run as a Republican on
the Taft platform? Did he intend to
turn his back on the party, had it
named him and carry his nomination
and power over to Col. Roosevelt?
Would he, like Judge Dillon, have refused to make a complete declaration
of fealty to Col. Roosevelt, or could
he have sworn fealty and tried to
maintain that he was a Republican?
"The more you consider the situation, the more confusing it all appears and the further It appears lo
be from the lofty standards proclaimed by this new party in its appeal to the people.
"Mr. Garford went into the convention and tried to wrest a nomination from it on a stand-pat Taft platform. Being worsted in the fight, be
jumped clear over the Republican
fences and helped his chief organize
a new party opposed, for the present,
to the Republican party. It gave him
the nomination for governor and he
is mtiking the race in an open field,
in broad. daylight, with all of the
Moose forces on guard.
"Now he declares there is a conspiracy to steal votes from him at ,the
polls. What does that charge imply?
That having bolted the Republican t
i nominations, he proposes to go further Iand bolt the fall election? Has he Jnu
mind a challenge directed to the ver- ■
diet of the people at the polls? What i
sort of an election can we hold, what .
sort of convention must be arranged ,
that will give results pleasing to Mr. >
Garford? What verdict will be final
with him? When does he plan to
stop running?
"Out of all this turmoil one question
stands out plain and strong and clear.
What did Mr. Garford propose to do
if be had been named as governor on
j the Taft stand-pat ticket last sumjmer; had he been so named, would he
jhave followed Col. Roosevelt over to i
Armageddon?
"That is, I contend, a perfectly fair
and proper question to ask Mr. Garford and one, I am sure, he may answer to the enlightenment of the
voters. And I believe the people of
Ohio have a right to have his answer
before he may expect to receive their
votes for the high office he is asking.
[Mr. Garford has asked many questions of other candidates during the
campaign. I hope he may decide to
answer this one."

BY A. B. McKBE.
STAFF SPECIAL.
ASHTABULA. O., Oct. 29.—Urging
Ohio voters support the com]
henslve progressive platform and'
man \
•udi- i
lay he wanted to give to Ohio ',
Newton D. Baker had
a the city of Cleveland.
The, remark brought rounds of applause when uttered at Elyria in the
afternoon and again when repeated
at Ashtabula and Conneaut tonight.
"Over In Cleveland," said-Congressman Cox, "there has been applied the
best principles of progressive government that I have ever seen. The new
and broad powers have been put to
'their highest us... directed not only by
one of tiie strongest figures in public
life' in Ohio but by one of the most
promising figures in the younger rank
of our national life. I know of no
man in public life today whose powers
for i
od are larger than those
of Mayor Baker, nor do I know of any
man who is using more unselfishly
these powers for the good of the pttbi lie. No man whose heart beats in
sympathy for the victims of misfortune can visit that city and see what
is being done without feeling a loftier
conception of his duty and privilege
as a citizen.
"I want to help give that great opportunity to Ohio, to open to the people of the state the door that Baker
opened to the people of Cleveland. I
want to see that great work, already
so well started, transplanted to the
state. I want to see It open the door
of opportunity and shed its mellow
light of kindly interest and hope and
progress to the whole" state."
Ask» if Garford Will Bolt.
"Is Arthur L. Garford getting ready
to bolt the election in Ohio next
" is the question asked tonight
bj congressman Cox of his audiences
at Conneaut and this city. The question was brought out by the statement
of Garford in Cincinnati that " the
of evil in the state were making c^TMe'd TSnSSSt*^
plans to steal votes from him next he spoke. Congressman E. R. Bathrick, Robert Grosser and former Gov.
Cox admitted he was puzzled and J; w- F°Ik °f Missouri also spoke at
the meetings.
confused by the course of his Bull
Moose opponent.
"When is Mr. Garford going to got
through running?" he asked. "It is
claimed by the Moose leaders that I
their party stands for higher ideals in
public life and cleaner methods in
politics. If that is true then their
record as candidates ought to stand
a very thorough investigation.
"Mr. Garford, be it remembered,
was a candidate for governor at the
Republican state convention.
That
was after the Republican stand pat
platform had been adopted and the
forces of President Taft were in control. Now. what I would like to know
is this: If Mr. Garford had been
i as i the Republi<

BRHSRNE88 BRINGS !
CITY TROLLEY HEAR
Mayor Baker Also Opposes
Municipal Association
on Clerkship.
Board of Elections Conducts
School for Judges and
Clerks.
Mayor Newton D. Baker, in a tent
meeting at W. 58th-st and Franklinav N. W., last night attacked Theodore Roosevelt's record as president
of the United States.
John H. Clarke, Cyrus Locher and
William Gordon, candidate for congress in the twentieth district, spoke
from the same platform.
Clarke discussed almost exclusively
the tariff question and the views
Theodore Roosevelt and William H.
Taft now hold. Locher talked about
the c,ounty ticket and Gordon talked
of How land's record in congress.
"Let us examine Theodore Roosevelt's record," said the mayor. "He
was president seven years. During
that time the country was groaning
under tariff legislation. The evil effects of the tariff were then in evidence. Roosevelt did not once attempt to reduce it or urge reduction
in a single message to congress.
"It was in this era. too, that the
greatest trust growth was witnessed.
When Roosevelt became president
there were 140 trusts and combinar
tions in the-.United States. When he
turned his office over to President
Taft there were 1,020 trusts and combinations.
"The capitalization of these combinations when Roosevelt took office
was $3,700,000,000; when he retired
it was $33,000,000,000, and Senator La
Pollette estimates 70 per cent, was
water."
Mayor Baker also dissented from
the Municipal association bulletin,
dealing with E. B. Haserodt for county clerk. The association indorsed
Charles S. Horner.
"The Municipal association is wholly wrong about it," said the mayor.
"Both men were members of the city
council. Horner searched around for
every possible petty way to thwart
the things Tom L. Johnson tried to do.
Haserodt, although first elected as a
Republican, tried in every possible
way to aid the Johnson program.
Haserodt's record is such as to show
him one of the most intelligent, efficient and capable officers the city
has."
Baker characterized as "pure impudence" Prof. A. R. Hatton's claim
that the Progressives originated a
single plank of the human .welfare
platform.
Prof. Hatton at the Elks hall meeting, 4421 Central-av S. E., declared
the great issue in this campaign to
be the political boss.
He said the people of Cleveland for
years had an example of this in the
government officials, who have been
permitted and are expected to give
a large portion of their official time
to furthering the interests of the
[ party under which they have been
appointed. He said if he was elected
to congress he would use his utmost
efforts to put an end to the system.
He asked that the Democrats define
their position on the question. He
asked what would be gained in a
change from Maurice Maschke and
A. N. Rodway to Timothy McDonough and E. B. Haserodt, who, the
profess jr implies, are to succeed
Maschke as customs collector and
Rodway as internal revenue collector.
Election board members held a
"school for election officers at the
city hall last night.
Dan T. Miller, member of the
board, acted as lecturer last night.
His talk was illustrated by stereopticon views.
Miller called particular attention to
the fact that the names of two Republican candidates for state senator and four Republican candidates
for state representative appear on
the Progressive Legislation league's
ticket and that the names of two or
three Bull Moose candidates for the
legislature are also on the leagse's
ticket.

Impoliteness Forerunner of
Municipal Control,
Savs Baker.
DAVIES DEFENDS MEN
Mayor Has Plan to Relieve
Congestion at Public Square.
Mayor Baker declared yesterday
that discourtesy on the part of
Cleveland Railway employees was
bringing nearer the time when he believes municipal ownership of the
traction lines will come.
Baker said many complaints had
come to him of ill-treatment of passengers by the employees, failure to
stop on signal and the like.
"This is simply bringing nearer the
day when it will be necessary for the
city to own and operate the lines,"
said Baker. "The city has no control over the car men now. Under
municipal ownership it would have."
President G. R. Davies, of the car
men's union, denied the men were
wilfully trying to damage service.
Baker yesterday advocated the
making of ail cars running downtown
pay-enters and all cars running away
from the center of the city pay-asyou-leave. He also advocated the
abolition of paper tickets and substitution of the metal discs.
Traction Commissioner Witt said
yesterday that the paying system the
mayor likes will eventually go into
service, not, however, at once. Only
six cars are equipped to do this. The
ernpany is now negotiating with
Witt for others, enough to equip the
Detroit avenue and Clifton lines.
Baker also said that the lines
should all split near the center of
the city until the high level bridge
is built.
"Resolutions will be presented to
the council calling for the splitting
of the Woodland-Lorain, W. 25th
street and Scovill and the Clark and
W. 14th lines," Witt said. "Those
are the only lines that now cross
the entire city.
'The re-routing of the cars to
lessen congestion at the Public
So ;are will be done as soon as possible. Special work for the necessary
curves and cross-overs is now ordered."
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AVER FEARS FALSE
ON HEELER'S ROLE
Mayor and Attorney Agree
, Court Traction Review
Not Serious Menace.
Councilman Thinks Suits
Might Invalidate
Franchise.

|
"There is a clause in the ordinance
I which will cause the whole ordinance
to fail if the regulation clause is declared invalid," said Chairman Haserodt.
Councilman Alex Bernstein, Republican, declared yesterday that the Republican members demanded a roll
call on every traction resolution at the
last meeting because they wished to
have a record of the votes as cast.
"I believe the people are not in
favor of the elimination of stops and
I want my vote against these resolutions a part of the council records,"
he said.
Should an injunction be issued after
a hearing of all the facts it is expected
to lead to interminable litigation in
the courts every time- an effort is ■
made to change street railway serv
ice in any manner.
Any person who has an objection j
to anything the city or company does {
with reference to service could go"
into court and attempt to tie up the
changes.
~»
Proof that the changes are unreasonable, as they relate to the Cedarav line, it is agreed, will be hard to
obtain. In the first place a vote of
the car patrons was taken. They
agreed to the change. Then the complaintant would have to show that
more than 50 per cent, of the riders
are inconvenienced.
"The only thing tills ruling does is
to open a road for suits against the
city in every traction change- suggested by the council," said Assistant
City Solicitor Stockwell. "But it ifup to the plaintiff in each case to
show that the change is unreasonable."
The ruling also had the effect ol
suggesting to the street railway employes, who do not like the trailer^,
that they bring suit to test the reasonableness of the company's actioi
in using trailers.

"A mountain is being made out of
molehill," declared Attorney Harry
Crawford 'last night,
concerning
Judge Harvey L. Keeler's ruling
that the reasonableness of stop elimination on car lines is subject to judicial review.
Mayor Baker agreed with him.
"Judge Keeler is handing me a
ihot or two because of the many
things I have said of him: all of
riiich were true and never denied by
him," said Traction
Commissioner
Peter Witt.
Criticisms of Judge Keeler aroused
dim to reply.
'Such criticism is anarchistic and
savors of Russian methods," he said.
The Judge agreed that he will hear
arguments before he grants an injunction against continuing the alternate stop system for Cedar-av cars.
A date for a hearing was not set,
ind until a restraining order is isMAYOR CAN'T FORGET PIPE.
led the city and street railway
Mayor Baker was on his way out
impany are at liberty to proceed
of the tent at Superior-av N. E.
Ith the policy that has been foland E. 51st-st, where he had dewed.
livered a speech last night, when
'There will be no change until the
he felt of his pocket.
Sourts order it, and then, if Judge
He felt again.
Keeler should finally hold against
pity and company after a hearing,
"My pipe! My pipe! I left it
the decision is certain to be appealed.
back there on the platform. I
piost Have Hearing;.
must get it. I can't go home
'Judge Keeler has agreed there
without my pipe."
Shall be no order without a hearing,"
He went back to get it.
fcaid Attorney Crawford last night.
"John N. Stockwell, jr., representing
the city and myself, appeared before
the judge this morning and requested
a hearing before issuance of an order.
"I think the ruling is wrong, but
even if the judge is right, Mr. Hile,
Vfho brought the action, will have no
Tase on the facts.
"Upon the filing of the suit we, for
Mayor Silent on Figures of
the sake of argument, believing the
Builders Exchange as to
Mty have absolute right to control
Service, admitted the things stated
New Building.
In the petition, but demurred.
"The judge now holds that regulation is subject to review by the courts
Board of Efficiency Tomor"id it is now up to the parties bringrow Discusses Conng suit to sustain the facts set forth
» their petition. We do not believe
clusions.
the tacts set up In the petition can
tained."
Mayor Baker received the repor
Mayor Baker, after meeting Crawrd at lunch, discussed the situation
SUIAI.O[[OJ sq; ;nae
jCp^rarpainnit
pntli City Solicitor Wilcox and Traclanomo aux
-auuijaug ijnepisai^
;on Commissioner Witt.
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"All that the city has to do is to
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eny that its action has been unreadable," said the mayor. "If the city
lakes this denial the court is powerPs to interfere."
Chairman Haserodt of the council
omm.ttee on street railways declared
fterday that if the section of the
|Tler franchise grant which gives
,
'"ell the right to regulate the
of stops and the routing of
;
ars fails, the whole ordinance

BAKER HAS REPORT
ON CITYHALL COST

TERMS CITY HALL
DO-NOTHING SPOT
Councilman Newell Charges
Mayor and Aids With Delaying Projects.
Insists on Immediate Action
as to West Side
Tunnel.
Declaring the present city administration would go down in history as
a do nothing administration because
of its policy with regard to public
improvements, Councilman Newell
announced yesterday that he would
offer a resolution in council at the
coming meeting calling upon the department of public service to proceed
with the construction of the new
West Side water tunnel for which
funds were provided early in 1910.
"The city is losing the interest that
it is paying on the money borrowed
for these improvements and nothing
has been done," said Newell.
"I have asked for reports showing the progress of the work on the
plans tor the Edgewater bath house
for which funds were provided in
1911 and in the work on plans for the
subway entrances to Edgewater park,
for which funds were provided in the
same year.
"People have been calling me up
to ask about progress on the new
city hall, the Edgewater bath house
and other improvements. The new
city hall now is considered a joke."
Although the contracts for the new
water tunnel have not been let the
new crib placed at the proposed new
intake it. nearing completion. Supt.
Kchulz of the water department says
he is about ready to readvertise for
tunnel bids.
"The entire city is now depending
on the East Side tunnel for its water
supply," said Newell.
"The people
of the West Side are anxious that
work be started on the new tunnel
as soon as possible."
Supt. Schulz claims the redrafting
of plans for the high pressure pumping station has held him back on the
preliminary tunnel work.
,The present administration has decided to abandon the site selected by
the former administration for the
high
pressure
station,
although
the foundation has been erected, and
to build a combined pumping station
and light and power distributing station on a lot near by.
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AVER FEARS FA
ON HEELER'S RULE
Mayor and Attorney Agree
Court Traction Review
Not Serious Menace.
Councilman Thinks Suits
Might Invalidate
Franchise.
"A mountain Is being made out of
a molehill," declared Attorney HarryCrawford 'last night, concerning
Judge Harvey L. Keeler's ruling
that the reasonableness of stop elimination on car lines is subject to judicial review.
Mayor Baker agreed with him.
"Judge Keeler is handing me a
shot or two because of the many
things I have said of. Vim: all of
which were true and never denied by
him," said Traction Commissioner
Peter "Witt.
Criticisms of Judge Keeler aroused
him to reply.
"Such criticism is anarchistic and
savors of Russian methods," he said.
The judge agreed that he will hear
arguments before he grants an injunction against continuing the alternate stop system for Cedar-av cars.
A date for a hearing was not set,
and until a restraining order is issued the city and street railway
company are at liberty to proceed
with the policy that has been followed.
There will be no change until the
courts order it, and then, if Judge
Keeler should finally hold against
city and company after a hearing,
the decision is certain to be appealed.
Mnst Have Hearing.
"Judge Keeler has agreed there j
shall be no order without a hearing,"
said Attorney Crawford last night.
"John N. Stockwell, jr., representing
the city and myself, appeared before
the judge this morning and requested
a hearing before issuance of an order.
"I think the ruling is wrong, but
even if the judge is right, Mr. Hile,
who brought the action, will have no
case on the facts.
"Upon the filing of the suit we, for
the sake of argument, believing the
city have absolute right to control
service, admitted the things stated
in the petition, but demurred.
"The judge now holds that regulation is subject to review by the courts
and it is now up to the parties bringing suit to sustain the facts set forth
in their petition. We dp not believe
the facts set up in the petition can
be sustained."
Mayor Baker, after meeting Crawford at lunch, discussed the situation
with City Solicitor Wilcox and Traction Commissioner Witt.
"All that the city has to do is to
deny that its action has been unreasonable," said the mayor. "If the city
makes this denial the court is powerless to interfere."
Chairman Haserodt of the council
committee on street railways declared
yesterday that if the section of the
Tayler franchise grant which gives
the council the right to regulate the
number of stops and the routing of
street cars fails, the whole ordinance
fails.

I

"There is a clause in the ordinance
which will cause the whole ordinance
| to fail if the regulation.clause » declared invalid," said Chairman Has' Councilman Alex Bernstein, Republican, declared yesterday that the Republican members demanded a roll
rail on every traction resolution at the
calioneveiy
wished to
last meeting because ws
have a record of the votes as cast
"I believe the people are not in
favor of the elimination of stops and
I want my vote against these resolu| tioTa pL of the council records,'

TERMS CITY HALL
W SPOT
Councilman Newell Charges
Mayor and Aids With Delaying Projects.
Insists on Immediate Action

'heShH an injunction be issued after
as to West Side
a hearing of all the facts it is expected
to ieaa to interminable litigation in
Tunnel.
the courts every time, an effort is
made to change street railway service in any manner.
Declaring the present city adminisAny person who has an objection
to anything the city or company does tration would go down in history as
with reference to service could go a do nothing administration because (
into court and attempt to tie up the of its policy with regard to public
improvements,, Councilman Newell
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Proof'that the changes are unrea- announced yesterday that he would
sonable, as they relate to the Cedar- offer a resolution in council at the
av line, it is agreed, will be hard to coming meeting calling upon the deobtain. In the first place a vote of partment of public service to proceed
the car patrons was taken. They with the construction of the new
agreed to the change. Then the com- West Side water tunnel for which
plaintant would have to show that funds were provided early in 1910.
more than 50 per cent, of the riders
"The city is losing the interest that
are inconvenienced.
it is paying on the money borrowed
"The only thing this ruling does is for these improvements and nothing
to ope'u a road for suits against the has been done," said Newell.
city in every traction change sug"I have asked for reports showgested by the council," said Assistant ing the progress of the work on the
City Solicitor Stockwell. "But it ii- plans for the Edgewater bath house
up to the plaintiff in each case to for which funds were provided in
show that the change is unreason- 1911 and in the work on plans for the
subway entrances to Edgewater park,
able."
The ruling also had the effect Oil for which funds were provided in the
suggesting to the street railway emj- same year.
ployes, who do not like the trailer^,
"People have been calling me up
that they bring suit to test the rea- to ask about progress on the new
sonableness of the company's acttoi
city hall, the Edgewater bath house
and other improvements. The new
in using trailers.
city hall now is considered a joke.
Although the contracts for the new
MAYOE CAN'T FORGET PIPE.
water tunnel have not been let the
new crib placed at the proposed new
Mayor Baker was on his way out
intake if nearing completion. Supt.
of the tent at' Superior-av N. E.
Schulz of the water department says
he is about ready to readvertise for
and B. 51st-st, where he had detunnel bids.
livered a speech last night, when
"The entire city is now depending
|
on the East Side tunnel for its water
he felt of his pocket.
'supply," said Newell. "The people
He felt again.
of the West Side are anxious that
work be started on the new tunnel
"My pipe! My pipe! I left i,t
as soon as possible."
,„«.•„
back there on the platform. I
Supt Schulz claims the redrafting
of plans for the high pressure pumpmust get it. I can't go home
ing station has held him back on the
without my pipe."
preliminary tunnel work.
He went back to get it.
The present administration has decided to abandon the site selected by
the former administration tor tne
high
pressure
station,
although
the foundation has been erected, and
to build a combined pumping station
and light and power distributing staj tion on a lot near by.
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Mayor Silent on Figures of
Builders Exchange as to
New Building.
Board of Efficiency Tomorrow Discusses Conclusions.
Mayor Baker received the report j
of the special committee of the Build- I
ers Exchange yesterday showing the!
cost of the new city hall building
as based on plans prepared by Architect J: Milton Dyer, that are now in
the hands of the city.
The mayor declined to make public ;
the nature of the report and enjoined
to secrecy other city officials to
whom the contents were made known,
declaring it would be discussed at a
meeting of the city board of efficiency
tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock.
Architect Dyer claims the new city
hall can be built for less than $'3,000,000 exclusive of mural decorations, sculpture and approaches.
W. S. Lougee, superintendent of
construction, claims it would cost upwards of $4,000,000 if present plans
are followed. Jt was because of this
difference in opinion that the mayor
submitted the question to the Builders Exchange for a report.
The city hall work has been held |
up for nearly a year because of this
altercation.
The foundation was I
completed by the former administration and the contract for steel work I
let. Mayor Baker as city solicitor
enjoined the letting of the contract!
for the superstructure.
The attitude of the mayor has been!
that the city should know deflnitelyl
what the cost of the entire building!
is to be before the superstructure |
contract is let.
The council by ordinance some I
years ago fixed the maximum cost of
the new building' at $2,600,000. Archi-1
tect Dyer expressed confidence recently that the report of the special
committee of the Builders Exchange
would uphold him
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We Take It That
They Won't Work
Mayor

Baker

Says

a

Few

Words About Election Day.
Cleveland's city employes Won't j
to work election day.
Such is the boiled-down sub- ,
stance of a letter Mayor Baker
wrote late Wednesday to the,
county bull moose committee, In j
answer to the moosers' demand
he keep city employes at work j
and away from the polls.
Baker's answer staggered the I
moosemen. Declaring it lacked
Hie concise, clear-cut declaration
necessary to clear understanding,
a second letter was sent Baker
with
the request he answer
Straight to the point.
■ ong other things Baker
wrote:
,
,.
"I am wholly undeceived and
unconfused by the presumptlous
assumption of the name 'Progressive' by a faction of the republican party. The patriotic duty of
the citizens of the United States
is to be active in the pending election in the interests of Woodrow
Wilson.
•"Ibis patriotic duty falls
as
much upon one who happens to
be employed by the city as upon
any others. I should be sorry to
feel that the service of the- city
sculated and paralyzed either
his disposition or right to participate In this patriotic duty."

DYER PLAN CITY EIRJCK SLAPS BUILDERS REJECT
HALL WILL COST BACK AT BARER i LOUGEE'S REPORT
Declare City Hall]
OVER $2,609,000 ATTACK ON HIM Experts
Will Cost $2,576,000 on
So Declares Special Builders'
Exchange Committee; Investigated for Mayor Baker
INCREASE IN COST OF
MATERIAL IS REASON

■ county Commissioner tttrk>k ££•
out Friday in a two-foot poster striking back at verbal and printed attacks he says Mayor Baker and Cyig
Locher, Democratic "^f* *°'
prosecuting attorney, made.on him
1
Tririrk declares the attach LU "<=,.
^ -election started *^
obtained legislator.takingU e buiW

Plans of Dyer.
Mayor Says Work on Building is Likely to be Resumed Soon.

The claim of J. Milton Dyer,
tect of the new city hall building, that
fctf^bef^«.h1canfluia,j the structure can be built for less
! the bridge.
„,,.,,, ws Eirick saysi than $3,000,000 is upheld' by a speDemocratic P^/^'thouse custocial committee of the Builders ExCommittee Members Refuse picture
O. P. Ci'
d neg^
change
in a report to Mayor Baker.
dian, getting $5,000 J «
,
c
The estimates submitted by W. S.
to Discuss Report They
Lougee, appointed superintendent of
construction by the present adminisSubmitted Thursday
tration following acceptance of the
resignation of the members of the
M
plans, which c-ost the coun . ibU( au city hall commission, are overturned
The new city hall cannot be built
under plans and specifications presands, instead of ™Virlek says.
in the report. Lougee has maintained
present oommlswone s,^^J *"
pared by City Hall Architect J. Milthat if the plans of Dyer are followed
B K
Eirick
saj
s
J
"
^<,
vy
urges
[
tant
ton Dyer for $2,600,000, declares the
partisan rpoliti C£ hut «««*«»$«« I the structure cannot be erected for
special committee of the builders' exless than $4,000,000.
change, appointed at Mayor Baker's
^eXsuppos^o^-1^011^
In the opinion of the Builders Exnonpartisan ballot.
■ are
request to investigate. Members of l,
change committee the structu
Eirick also says-coumy
the committee; and City Hall officials
gtreets. I
be erected for $2,576,600.
refused to discuss the contents of the
report, which reached Baker ThursFollowing this report the city
board of efficiency at a meeting this
■ increase in the prices of steel, brick,
morning will probably decide to adstone and labor during the last year
vertise for bids and if the estimates
is believed to be the principal basis
contained in the.report to the mayor
of the committee's report. The report
will be made public at 10 a. m. h rlare borne out by actual bids, work
cTtv hall
ur^_
day when the city board of efficiency
j *&
new i;n.v
— until it's
_..#r-r»
will
at last be resumed on the new
meets at City Hall to discuss it.
THATCHER AND BAKER
structure delayed for nearly a year
Dyer has claimed- the structure
could be built for $3,000,000, exclusive
of the difference in opinion
TALK TO LAW STUDENTS because
of mural decorations, sculpture and
between the administration's' adviser
Charles
A.
Thatcher
disbarred
Toapproaches.
Construction Superinand Architect Dyer.
ledo attorney, ru^ng^or supreme
tendent W. S. Lougee says a city hall
built from Dyer's plans would cost ,
Council Fixed Maximum.
& Baker i. makms a' speech to
$4 000,000. The difference in opinion
The council some years ago by or.
the'weSern Reserve law school stuled Baker to ask the Builders' Exj dinance fixed $2,600,000 as the maxchange opinion.
, to Thtacher,
d,,nts Friday
! imum cost and the mayor took the
W. B. McAllister of the W. B. M i-,
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Allister Company was chairman d'U
position on assuming office the first of
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the committee. William Dall of An- j
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the
supreme
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drew Dall & Son, who built the new \
certain definitely the cost of the newcourthouse, and G. B. McMillan of . secuted him.
structure before the superstructure
the G. B. McMillan Company were ■-.
I the other members.
. • , . j
contract was let.
Basis for the statement that tne
The report of the special commit■ report is adverse to Dyer's plans.was
tee of the Builders Exchange reached
furnished by Dall Thursday.
the mayor's office late Wednesday
"Steel, stone, brick and labor all
have increased in price in the last
afternoon and its contents were not
year;" Dall said. "The new courtdivulged until yesterday afternoon.
house would cost $500,000 more now.
The city board of efficiency will disCouncil originally fixed the cost of
cuss the report at a meeting this
the new City Hall at $1,500,000. Later
the maximum cost was placed at $2,morning in the office of the mayor.
600,000.
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We Take It That
They Won't Work
Mayor Baker Says a Few
Words About Election Day.
Cleveland's city employes -Won't.;
have to work election day.
;
Such is the boiled-down sub
stance of a letter Mayor Bate;
wrote late Wednesday
to
trie
county bull moose committee ^n |
answer to the moosers demand ,
he keep city employes at ^ork,
and away from the polls.
Baker's answer staggered the ,
moosemen. Declaring it lacked,
he concise, clear-cut declaxa ion
necessary to clear ^derstandlng
a second letter was sent Baker
with
the
request
he
answer
straight to the point.
Among
other
things
Baker
Wr

'Vam wholly undeceived and
unconfused by the P™sumPtious
assumption of the name Progressive' by a faction of the republican party. The patriotic duty of
the citizens of the United States
is to be active in the pending election in the interests of Woodrow
Wilson.
"This patriotic duty falls
as
much upon one who happens to
be employed by the city as upon
any others. I should be sorry to
feel that the service of the city
emasculated and paralyzed either
his disposition or right to participate in this patriotic duty."
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PLAN CITY EIRICK SLAPS
BACK AT BAKER
LL WILL
ATTACK ON HI
So Declares Special Builders'
Exchange Committee; Investigated for Mayor Baker
INCREASE IN COST OF
MATERIAL IS REASON!

LOUIE'S m
Experts Declare City Hall
Will Cost $2,576,000 on
Plans of Dyer.

• County Commissioner Emck came
out Friday in a two-foot poster striking back at verbal and printed attacks he says Mayor Baker and Cyius

Mayor Says Work on Building is Likely to be Resumed Soon.

Bocher,
Democratic ^"JftJ^
prosecuting attorney, «fde '°" JJ^
Eirick declares the attack to defeat
him for re-election started when he
.obtained legislation taking the build
ing of the high-level bndge^^^^
hands of the city.
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Committee Members Refuse
to Discuss Report They
Submitted Thursday
The new city hall cannot.be built
under plans and specifications prepared by City Hall Architect J. Mil- ,
ton Dyer for $2,600,000, declares the
special committee of the builders' exchange, appointed at Mayor Baker's,
request to investigate. Members of i
the committee and City Hail officiate
refused to discuss the contents of the
"port, which reached Baker Thurs° increase in the prices of steel, brick,
stone and labor during.the last year
is believed to be the principal basis
of the committee's report. The report
will be made public at 10 a. m. Friday when the city board of efficiency
meets at City Hall to discuss it.
Dyer has claimed the structure
could be built for $3,000,000, exclusive
of mural decorations, sculpture and
approaches.
Construction Superintendent W. S. Lougee says a city hall
built from Dyer's plans would cost l
$* 000 000. The difference in opinion
led Baker to ask the Builders' Ex- (
change opinion.
.
W B. McAllister of the W. B. Mxpr,
Allister Company was chairman o*#J
the committee: William Dall of An-,
drew Dall & Son, who built the new)
courthouse, and G. B. McMillan of.
I the G. B. McMillan Company wenj
i the other members. ,
|
Basis for the statement that the
i report is adverse to Dyer's plans, was j
' furnished by Dall Thursday.
"Steel, stone, brick and labor all
have increased in price in the last;
year," Dall said.
"The new court-'
house would cost $500,000 more now.
Council originally fixed the cost of
the new City Hall at $1,500,000. Later
the maximum cost was placed at $2,600,000.
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THATCHER AND BAKER
TALK TO LAW STUDENTS
Charles A. Thatcher disbarred Toi~,=i„ a
ottnrnev running for supreme
l Tn independent, followed
Mavor Baker in making a speech to
the Western Reserve law school stu-

The claim of J. Milton Dyer, architect of the new city hall building, that
the structure can be built for less
than $3,000,000 is upheld by a special committee of the Builders Exchange in a report to Mayor Baker.
The estimates submitted by W. S.
Lougee, appointed superintendent of
construction by the present administration following acceptance of the
resignation of the members of the
city hall commission, are overturned
in the report. Lougee has maintained
that if the plans of Dyer are followed
the structure cannot be erected for
less than $4,000,000.
In the opinion of the Builders Exchange committee the structure can
be erected for $2,576,600.
Following this
report the cits
board of efficiency at a meeting this
morning will probably decide to advertise for bids and if the estimates
contained in the.report to the mayor
are borne out by actual bids, work
will at last be resumed on the new
structure delayed for nearly a year:
because of the difference in opinion ]
between the administration's' adviser
and Architect Dyer.
Council Fixed Maximum,

d

Baker neTer referred to Thtachcr,
,
I
i,i« time to an attack,
^SS^fs^rridea, Thatcher
declared the supreme couif had pel j
seeuted him._

TO HEAR REPORT
ON CITY HALL
W S. Bougee, construction superintendent of the new city hall, was to
disclose official infqrmfttion Friday
to the citv board of efficiency , :usi
what" Builders' Exchange experts; said
about whether the new city hall can
be built from Architect Dyer's plans
for $2,600,000.
,
The board didn't meet, so the palpitating public must wait another M
hours
The board is to meet foatur^
day
The experts gave their report
to Mayor Baker l^e Wednesday
Andrew Dall, courthouse contrac
tor, intimated what the report said
when he stated that the cost of labor
and material both had gone up greatly in the last year, so much so in
fact, that the courthouse, if built
now, would cost $500,000.
i_,«„v
Baker was late returning Fridai
from a political tour to Zanesville
and wen? almost 1mmjftotrty out to
Western Reserve college to talk poll
tics to law school students. That s
why the efficiency board didn't meet.

The council some years ago by ordinance fixed $2,600,000 as the maximum cost and the mayor took the
;
position on assuming office the first o
1
the year that it was his duty to ascertain definitely the cost of the new
structure before the superstructure
contract was let.
The report of the special committee of the Builders Exchange reached
the mayor's office late Wednesday
afternoon and its contents were not
divulged until yesterday afternoon
The city board of efficiency will discuss the report at a meeting this
morning in .the office of the mayor.
It. is probable that the board at this
meeting will decide to advertise for
bids.
__After the report was made public
Mayor Baker yesterday made the following statement:
The report of the Builders' Exchange was handed .to me late
Wednesday evening and as I was
out of town all day Thursday, 1
had no opportunity to examine it,
nor have I yet. had an opportunity
to consider the various things
. which are not included in the estimate made nor covered by he
plans and specifications of the
architect. I am delighted to to
that the estimate is so low ami
hope that, on the basis of ths ns
port, it will be possible for us to
proceed at once with the erection
&ofc^tor*tbe new city M
buUchng oYn the lake front was obtained by the city under the Johs
administration.
The lot is bound*
by E. 3rd-st, Summit-av• N. E„ Law
sideav N. E. and E. Oth-st
main .entrance is Jo b* a^a P
commission under the^ ^
istration, the "ty counc.^
the issuance °£ **S"
broken
the improvement, JGround™■»
^
and cornerstone Yeicisestion
gunS/and^el wor* nave cost
*2lf ''reported J^
or $5,000,000. Following this repo".
Dyer was asked to modify ^"fX
The revised plans submitted W
mavor some months ago were■
spected by Lougee and his e
then given was that the »"
could not be built for lea<Ja
$4,000,000 oven under the,„f the
plans. Following is the re port o «
special committee of the BuiWeis
Exchange:
Hon. Newton D. Baker,
Mayor of Cleveland.
our reDear Sir—In accordance wm .
the
quest, the committee appo mteo J bab,e
Builders Exchange to estimate t»° ^ tte
.cost of the proposed hew city nu now|ng
honor to submit herewith tne
NIT committee has examined i^
and specifications for the nCT uw
sub
pared' by Architect J. W'2, of sad
mltted to us, and estimates W' tlierelvlth,
bulMlpg erected m aoconlai ce
Mt m
at ,$2.O7.-!,i313.0O 'Ih,s estimate J^ all(J
elude tho contracts already
work performed.
. „ called our
In vour letter of Oct. -• >"?ing heating
particular attention to he Pj^'^ver and
and ventilating systems electri i
e,
lighting- Plants, passenge a no
f01. whrCh
tors, specifications and drawing
asked
have not been submltted to■Jfa
for you
us to make an approximate raw
on these items.
.
, occept opm°ln order to do tins, « "Inject of the
ions given, to us^b^the^arc^ ^
ions
given
iu
XS.iii4the
sanK
"mu
building who obtain** llnos
,the were
I
,« in
j« +ti»
Inerts
the various lme.s.,.!''pnts ,by, him.
v"ed as to the probable reamremenW^
f2!5,.«C?0POsrnouMl,StPI-nartto"cover '
■ items.

Very rf«^Sy'
wiLMAMDAM^nj^.|
GEORGE
' committee.
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COURTS AND POLITICIANS

'BOSS'ROBS BAKER
OF STAGE CENTER Judiciary.

To the Editor of The Press:
Yon arraign Congressman Cox
and Mayor Baker for refusing to
recognize nonpartisan principles in
the selection of candidates for the

)IcJ)oiioii8-li Makes First
Speech of Campaign to
Captains.

In a morning paper there appears
an editorial denouncing your action
in attempting to influence the voters to separate the courts from
politics.
As a member of the progressive
party the writer desires to. commend The Press for its stand.
A. T. SSL

B0« HEAR MAYOK TALIi g|JILDERS APPROVE
Huddle in Tent While Winds
Shriek; Bernstein Eaps
Eoosevelt.

DYER'S HALL PLANS
Commission Declares $2,
073,913 Sufficient for
Structure.

Tim JicDonough leaped Into the
tenter of the stage and the calcium
light in the Democratic spellbinding
last night.
I
jUcDonough, sometimes called the
Democratic boss, made his only
speech of the campaign to the Dem
jcratic precinct captains in Weber's
Esino. He took the spotlight away)
from Mayor Baker, although the Architect Ordered to Trim
mayor also spoke before going to
l tent meeting at E. 33d street and
Specifications at LouWoodland avenue.
The politicians gave McDonough
gee's Suggestion.
roara of applause. His Ideas of the
motives of others were a revelation.
J[e let one thing slip, when he said:
Cleveland's new city hall can be
We have selected for you candidates for the Legislature and county built according to plans of Architect
pfficea."
J. Milton Dyer for $2,073,913, In the
'ThiB la the pld machine got to- opinion of a special Builders' Exgether again," Bald McDonough. "I
believe Tuesday will be the greatest change committee. The committee
lattle the organization ever fought, had been asked by Mayor Baker to
(jnfl It will win the fight of twelve determine whether the building could
years.
be constructed for the $2,600,000 au[ Calls Progressives Impostors.
thorized by council.
j "The olalms of these people who
W. S. Lougee, superintendent of
blatm to be progressive, I want to construction, had maintained that the
lay to you, the real progressives,
bught to make you laugh out loud. cost of the structure would reach
I was amused last night to hear Pro $4,000,000 if the Dyer plans were follessor Hatton preaching progressive' iowed
fcings. K it had not been for Gor..j am dellgnted to find the estlU
T°LM,?£ « SSJ^f-wTJ^^i"^ is so low and hope that on the
L w« JS2, tl*2J1\%£Zht ° ^asls of this report
it will be possiSro^ess
fighting for We fQp ug t0 proyceed at once wltn the
The same thing Is true In the; erection of the building," said Mayor
Kate. Walter Brown is leader of the Baker yesterday when the report was
feogresslves. "Well, the fact that nlade Public at a meeting of the eftlDan Hanna made such great con-.lclency board,
^buttons explains why Brown Is In
Plans Not Complete.
the Progressive movement. It does
"The report was handed me late
to me.
JVe have no bosses, but a leader. Wednesday evening and as I was out
■ those other so-called bosses are of town all day Thursday I had no
Dty porters. Our leader is Mayor opportunity to examine it, nor have I
■tor. Billy Murphy, Gongwer and I yet had an opportunity to consider
fflpers and myself, we're only porters. the various things which are not ln"yWe have selected for you candi- eluded, in the estimate made nor
ttes for the Legislature and county covered by the plans and speclflca■ces. It Is a cold business propo- ' tions of the architect," continued
■m. If they are elected, they will Baker.
^■what they are pledged by their
Dyer's plans and specifications did
'P^tfonn.
I not include plumbing, heating and
: is more or less menacing to ' ventilating systems, electric power
^B the third term tradition Ig- and lighting plants and passenger and
nored" said Baker. "Every coun- freight elevators. The committee es^■hat has had that tradition over- timated that these would total $250,' brown has had It done by a dio- 600. Their estimate does not Include
the contracts already awarded, which
amount to $252,687. This would bring
I Winds Drown Speakers.
Bth a temperature rapidly ap- the total cost of the building to $2,■jhlng the freezing point, nearly 266,600. Architect fees already drawn
to $63,123.60.
■itizens of the Twelfth ward last
■t attended the tent meeting at
^flland avenue and E. 33d street
"s which threatened to hurl the,
to the ground shrieked, and it!
with difficulty at times that the
ters could be heard.
igressman Robert J. Bulkley,
ng the meeting, expressed sur-i
and pleasure that so many had;
fred in spite of the weather. The
nee sat huddled in overcoats
Bulkley spoke ontlia_i«t<rr>ii-a_

BAKEE GIVEN EEPOET
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'BAKER'S LEAP SAVES
LIFE m AUTO WRECK
As Mayor Baker wound up his
campaign last night, he had a near
escape from death in an automobile
accident. The mayor was driving
down town from a meeting at E. 90th I
street and Buckeye road when his car
went into an excavation ditch at the
Nickel Plate crossing.
Baker saw the danger and leaped
from the car. He was unhurt. Karl
Brown, 4157 E. 104th street, who was
with him, remained in the car' and
was well shaken up, but unhurt. The
car was wrecked and Baker went to
■ his next meeting, at Douse Hall, la a
I street car.

MAYOR RUNS INTO HOLE
Drives Auto Into Excavation ami
.innips With Passenger.
Mayor Baker, on his way from one
political meeting to another last night,
] accidentally drove his automobile into
an excavation near the Nickel Plate
tracks at Buckeye-rd S. E. The car
was so damaged that the mayor had to
go to the second meeting on a street car.,
i He saw the hole before the car went
' into it and jumped, saving himself from j
injury.'
.
!
With the mayor in the automobile
was Carl K. Osborne, 2738 Prospecl-av
S Pi. Osborne, too, jumped and saved
himself. They were leaving a meeting
at tSuckeye-rd S. E. and E. BOth-st. The j
second meeting was lit Douse-av and
Broadway S. E.
j
i Congressman R. J. Bulkley, who fol- I
lowed" shortly after, was. saved from
driving into the same hole by being
; flagged.

ELECTION 0P
Mayor Baker, in Brief Statement, Predicts Victory
for Wilson.
Rodway and Farquharson
Confident of County
Victory.
Mayor Baker, following the custom'
i of Tom L. Johnson, refused last night
to issue other than a brief statement
as to the outcome of Tuesday's election. He wired the Democratic national committee headquarters in New
York his opinion that Cuyahoga county would give Wilson a substantial
majority.
A. N. Rodway and Guy O. FarquWliat Baker Thinks.
The issues in this campaign are
the tariff and the trusts, on both
the position of the Democratic
party and the leadership of Woodrow Wilson have been accepted by
the people.
Wilson's election,
therefore, is assured by an enormous popular plurality and a substantial majority In the electoral
college.
NEWTON D. BAKER,
Mayor of Cleveland.
harson, as chairmen of the Republican and Bull Moose organizations,
respectively, issued statements.
"The contest in Cuyahoga county
is a three-cornered one," said Rodway, "it is my impression no candidate will have much advantage over
anotner.
"The prosperous conditions in the
country have occasioned much consideration during the past few weeks
m the minds of business men and
employes with the result that manv
ot them have decided if the national
administration were changed now it
would hazard the present prosperous
condition ot the nation.
"I am convinced, from information
I have received and from personal observation, that this conclusion will
result in a great many votes, doubtful
a short time ago, being cast for President Taft.
"The personnel of the Republican
county ticket is so well recognized for
its proved merit by the electorate of
the county that I am convinced the
entire Republican ticket locally will
elected."
4.1 "puyaho&a county voters
know
that the contest is between Roosevelt
and Wilson, says Parquarson. "Taft
has not the remotest chance to win
The working men, the farmers am
the business men realize this anc
:^P3e7ioing-to"-^oTi-fof SboieveTtr
He received more than 57,000 votes
,m. this county in 1004, and he will i
-have a substantial plurality this

COURTS AND POLITICIANS

'BOSS' ROBS BAK1
OF STAGE CENTER
licDonougli Makes First
Speech of Campaign to
Captains.

To the Editor .of The Press:
You arraign ^n/resS™"ingto
and Mayor Baker for refusing to
recognise ^nonpartisan i *£»£<£
the selection of candidates iy»
^nt^ormng paper there appears
an editorial denouncing you acUon
k attempting to influence, the ,ot
ers to separate the courts
P

tfaVember of the progressive
party the writer desires to. com
mend The Press for %™w.

BOO HEAB MAYOR TALK BfllLDERS APPROVE

DYER'S HALL PLANS

Huddle in Tent While Winds
Shriek: Bernstein Eaps
Eoosevelt.
Commission Declares $2,-

073,913 Sufficient for
Structure.

^V3i
BAKER'S LEAP SAVES
LIFE JIM AUTO WRECK
As Mayor Baker wound up his
campaign last night, he had a near
escape from death In an automobile
accident. The mayor wag driving
down town from a meeting at E. 90th
street and Buckeye road when his car
went into an excavation ditch at the
Nickel Plate crossing.
,„Bak!u saw the danger and leaped
from the car. He was unhurt. Karl
^STV157 E- 104th street. ^ho was
with him, remained in the car and
was well shaken up, but unhurt. The
car was wrecked and Baker went to
I Ms next meeting, at Douse Hall, in a
I street car.

Tim McDonough leaped into the
center of the stage and the calcium
MAYOR RUNS INTO HOLE
light in the Democratic spellbinding
Drives
Aoto Into Ejceavation and
last night.
Jumps Wltli Passenger.
McDonough, sometimes called the
Democratic boss, made his only,
Mayor Baker, on his way from one
speech of the campaign to the Dempolitical meeting to another last night,
ocratic precinct captains in Weber's
Casino. He took the spotlight away
accidentally drove his automobile into
from Mayor Baker, although the Architect Ordered to Trim an excavation near the Nickel Plate
mayor also spoke before going to
tracks at Buckeye-id S. E. The car
Specifications at Loua tent meeting at B. 33d street and
was so damaged that the mayor had to
Woodland avenue.
go to the second meeting on a street car..
gee's Suggestion.
The politicians gave McDonough
He saw the hole before the car went
roars of applause. His ideas of the
into it and jumped, saving himself from
injury.
motives of others were a revelation.
With the mayor in the automobile
He let one thing slip, when he said:
Cleveland's new city hall can be was Caii 10. Osborne, 2738 Prospect-av
"We have selected for you candiS
E. Osborne, too, jumped and saved
dates for the Legislature and county built according to plans of Architect himself.
They were leaving a meeting
J. Milton Dyer for $2,073,913, in the at Buckeye-rd
offices."
S. B. and E. 90th-st. The
"This Is the old machine got to- opinion of a special Builders' Ex- second meeting was at Douse-av and
fether again," said McDonough. "I change committee. The committee Broadway S. E.
Congressman R. J. Bulkley, who folelieve Tuesday will be the greatest
battle the organization ever fought, had been asked by Mayor Baker to lowed" shortly after, was. saved from
and it will win the fight of twelve determine whether the building could driving into the same hole by being
flagged*
years.
be constructed for the $2,600,000 au,
n—Calls Progressives Impostors.
thorized by council.
W. S. Lougee, superintendent of
"The claims of these people who
-claim to be progressive, I want to construction, had maintained that the
Kay to you, the real progressives, cost of the structure would reach
ought to make you laugh out loud.;
I was amused last night to hear Pro- $4,000,000 if the Dyer plans were folfessor Hatton preaching progressive! lowed.
things. If It had not been for Gor"I am delighted to find the estidon and Bulkley taking care of him, mate is so low and hope that on the
I would hare liked to ask him where basis of this report it will be possihe was when we were fighting for ble for us to proceed at once with the
progress.
erection of the building," said Mayor
"The same, thing Is true In the! Baker yesterday when the report was
Btate. Walter Brown Is leader of the made public at a meeting of the effi(Progressives. Well, the fact that
Dan Eanna made such great con-,! ciency board.
trlbutlons explains why Brown Is in
Plans Not Complete.
the ProgreBsrve movement. It does, "The report was handed me late
to me.
Wednesday evening and as I was out
"We have so bosses, but a leader. { of town all day Thursday I had no
sUl those other so-called bosses are ■ opportunity to examine it, nor have I
only porters. Our leader Is Mayor yet had an opportunity to consider
Baker. Billy Murphy, Gongwer and
Others and myself, we're only porters. the various things which are not In"We have seleoted for you candi- cluded in the estimate made nor
dates for the Legislature and county covered by the plans and specificaoffices. It Is a cold business propo-, tions of the architect," continued
sition. If they are elected, they will Baker.
Dyer's plans and specifications did
do what they are pledged by their
not include plumbing, heating and
platform.
"It Is more or less menacing to ventilating systems, electric power
have the third term tradition ig- and lighting plants and passenger and
nored," said Baker. "Every coun- freight elevators. The committee estry that has had that tradition over- timated that these would total $250,thrown has had It done by a dic- 000. Their estimate does not include
the contracts already awarded, which
tator."
amount to $252,687. This would bring
Winds Drown Speakers.
the total cost of the building to $2,With a temperature rapidly ap- 266,600. Architect fees already drawn
proaching the freezing point, nearly by Dyer amount to $63,133.60.
500 citizens of the Twelfth ward last
Contracts for the new city hall
night attended the tent meeting at amounting
to $252,687 were awarded
Woodland avenue and E. 83d street during
the Baehr administration.
Winds which threatened to hurl the Baker, then
city solicitor, brought
tent to the ground shrieked, and it Injunction proceedings
to prevent the
was with difficulty at times that the
contract for the superstructure being
speakers could be heard.
to the McAllister Company for |
| Congressman Robert J. Bulkley, let
opening the meeting, expressed sur- $1,138,599. When he became mayor
prise and pleasure that so many had he appointed W. S. Lougee superingathered in spite of the weather. The tendent of construction of the new
audience sat huddled in overcoats City hall building.
while Bulkley spoke on the immigraSpecifications Are Revised.
tion problem, the tariff and the
Lougee claimed that the structure |
trusts. The speaker advocated lib- could not be built according to plans \
eral immigration policies.
for the money appropriated. Dyer1 j
Cyrus Locher, candidate for county was ordered to revise his plans and
prosecutor, following Bulkley, dwelt
upon county politics. Maurice Bern- specifications. He did so, and after"
stein, candidate for state Senator,
eight months resubmitted them. Louattacked Colonel Roosevelt and the
gee still maintained that the building '•
Progressive party.
could not be built for the sum approRev. Dr. Harris R. Cooley, intropriated.
duced as "Cleveland's lover of chilSeveral weeks ago Mayor Baker
dren," declared that it is difficult in sent the plans and specifications to
Cleveland to find anyone not pro- i the Builders' Exchange, with the regressive.
' quest that a committee be appointed
While Cooley was talking Mayor to examine them. The Builders' ExBaker entered and a shout went up change named W. B. McAllister, of the.J
from the audience.
The applause W. B. McAllister Company; William i
i outinued for nearly two minutes.
Dall, of the Andrew Dall Company,
Aaron Hahn attacked Taft, assert- ,and George B. McMillan, of the G. B.
llng that he is the greatest failure in
"cMillan Company.
■lie country's history, and Baker
Their report was as follows:
Rhanked the residents of the ward
In accordance with your request the comBor their support on the constitu- Imlttee appointed by the Builders' Exchange
estimate the probable cost of the protional amendments, saying that it |to
posed new city hall have the honor to hereTas his first opportunity.
with submit the following report:
The committee has examined the plans and
specifications for the new city hall prepared
by Architect J. MUton Dyer, as submitted
to us, and estimate the value of said building, erected in accordanoe therewith, at
$2,073,918.
)
This estimate does not include the cootracts already awarded and w*>rk performed.
In your letter of Ootober 2 you called our
particular attention to the plumbing, heating and ventilating systems, electric power
and lighting plants, passenger and freight
elevators, specifications and drawings for
which have not been submitted to us, and
asked us to make an approximate estimate
for you on these items. In order to do this
we must accept opinions given to us by the
architect of the building, who obtained the
same from experts in the various lines who
were advised as to the probable requirements
by him. His report indicates that an allowance of $250,000 should be made to cover the
above items.

BAKEE GIVEN EEPORT

Mayor Baker, in Brief Statement, Predicts Victory
for Wilson.
Rodway

and

Farquharson

Confident of County
Victory.
Mayor Baker, following the custom!
of Tom L. Johnson, refused last night,
to issue other than a brief statement'
as to the outcome of Tuesday's election. He wired the Democratic national committee headquarters in New
York his opinion that Cuyahoga county would give Wilson a substantial
majority.
A-N. Rodway and Guy O. FarquWJiat Baker Thinks.
The issues in this campaign are
the tariff and the trusts, on both
the position of the Democratic
party and the leadership of Woodrow Wilson have been accepted by
the people.
Wilson's election,
therefore, is assured by an enormous popular plurality and a substantial majority in the electoral
college.
NEWTON D. BAKER,
Mayor of Cleveland.
vharson, as chairmen of the Republican and Bull Moose organizations,
respectively, issued statements.
"The contest in Cuyahoga county
is a three-cornered one," said Rod-:
way. "It is my impression no candidate will have much advantage over
another.
"The prosperous conditions in the:
country have occasioned much consideration during- the past few weeks'
m the minds of business men and
employes, with the result that many
of them have decided if the national
administration were changed now it
would hazard the present prosperous
condition of the nation.
"I am convinced, from information
I have received and from personal observation, that this conclusion will
result in a great many votes, doubtful
a short time ago, being cast for President Taft.
"The personnel of the Republican
county ticket is so well recognized for'
its proved merit by the electorate of
the county that I am convinced the
entire Republican ticket locally will
be elected."
"Cuyahoga county voters
know
that the contest is between Roosevelt
and Wilson," says Farquarson. "Taft
has not the remotest chance to win
The working men, the farmers anc
the business men realize this anc
mey are going to' votaTfoTRooseveltT
He received more than 57,000 votes
m this county in 1004, and he will
have a substantial plurality this
time."

PICKS SITE FOR
MUNY PHONE CO.
Mayor Favors Use of Old WestSide Market Property.
Mayor Baker announced Tuesday he favors I he old West-side
market house property as the site
for the main West-side exchange
of the proposed municipal telephone system.
City Solicitor Wilcox reported
to Baker Tuesday that the city's
title in the market house site was
absolutely clear.
The title was;
established in a suit in the '50's.
The city's title to Market-pl permits it to be used as a thoroughfare or for market house purposes
without contest, with heirs, Wilcox found.
The old market house is now
being used for vegetable stalls,
but will no! be necessary for that
purpose after next spring, when,,
the outside stalls
of the
new;
market house will
have been
complel

%w s^

BY NEWTON D. BAKER,

Chairmaji county Democratic committee.
WILL make no prediction. I
•*■ know no more about the result of the election than anyone
-id I am not a guesser.

<Uv(LU/rWWBAKER HIKES TO COUNTRY
Early

and

Then

OH! WHAT PLUMS
ARE RIPE; ALL
LOOKINGFOR'EM

Br

yan, Brandeis and McAdoo Mentioned for Places b

tion: Talk Baker

Forgets

About Election.
Mayor Baker voted early yesterday
and then wenl to Warrensvllle to
all about election day until
Director Stage achlm. Stenographers and
Who were not of votin
up the occupants of the city
hall yesterday.

■KiJt '

New

Administml
°* Secretary.

Thirty-eight States, Including Congressional and Local Tickets, Won by
Dems in Great Landslide.

Democratic , patriots were figuring,
Wednesday, what federal, . state and
county jobs they will take. Republican office holders were trying to decide how they,will make a living after
the Democrats decide.
There will be eight - nice places
j By United Press.
available in the federal building
PRINCETON,
within the next three years. Hopeful

N. J, Nov. 6.-Choice of his '' official family''
—the cabinet—faced President-elect Wilson today. It is known
that Wilson has made no promise or pledge. But leading, demoSCHWAB TO BEGIN
; crats said several appointments were considered as practicallv
J
36TH YEAR ON JOB I settled. These are:
\
Henry Schwab will.be reappointWilliam J. Bryan, as secretary of stale.
ed by Judge Hadden chief clerk ot
probate court. Fulfilling that term
Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, former chief chemist, as secretary of
will bring Schwab's ...years of servagriculture.
ice in the probate clerk's office to
40. He entered as a deputy In 1877,
Louis D. Brandeis, Bostod attorney, as attorney general
as soon as he was of age. He
William G McAdoo vice ^airman of the democratic national
was made chief clerk in 1897.
Frank Zizelman is starting on his
committee, is also slated for/a cabinet portfolio, either as post
twenty-second year in the same
master general or secretary k war. Josephus Daniels, national
' office.
committeeman of North CaroAna, and chairman of the democratic
publicity bureau, is regarded as a likely choice for postmaster

partisans were seen looking up wist- general

11

Votes

11

IwV^iv

^Ws- \\r/-

r"°""Jaai<ei

1
£££*!& r^acior officeTde"' wlu
•„ Sft^l^f^
"^6 ^^ ^^ * ls «*"*»*,
orated with Circassian walnut.
not De called to the Wilson cabinet, but will be taken care of
These gentlemen are due to vacate
For secretary of the treasury, Representative A Tvn+^oii
on request after March 4, next:
Palmer Wiknn learl<vr ir, tL
i
^epiesentatlve A. Mitchell
Maurice Maschke, collector of £„«'„,1°^ *^v ™ Pennsylvania, or Representative Wilia
customs; job worth $8,000 a year. | ™ y- rtedneld ot .New York, are generally regarded as leading
8
A. i N. Rodway, collector of in
in Wilson s consideration.
ternal revenue; job worth $4,500
Redfield, who retires from the house March 4, is also talked
a year.
Herbert G. Grant, appraiser of of for secretary of commerce and labor.
Labor Commissioner
merchandise; job worth $3,000 a Gnarles P. NeiU is also a possibility for that portfolio
year.
• ■ Representative Burleson of Texas is talked of as secretary
Hy D. Davis, United States marot the navy or interior department.
shal; job worth $4,000 a year.
Postmaster Floyd's $5,000 job and
beautifully decorated room "in the^^SSfIKE
^P.™^ fnd Wilson publicity
northeast corner of the building will ™anj f tal*e<i of *or secretary to the president. Mayor Newton
u
be available after May-1, 1914. United - ^aker Ot.Cleveland IS another thought to be consirWprl fn*
states District Attorney Denman's the job of "little president "
I
ounsmerea ior
$4,000 place and. a noble room with
lovely mural' decorations may be .
filled by a Wilson patriot on and after ••
May 1, 1915. Denman's assistants,
Gary Alburn and John Hadden also
will be ready to retire on that date.
Friends, Wednesday, placed Councilman Ed J. Hanratty, D. J. Zinner,
Dan Pfahl and Joe Pelcinski, W. W.
Gongwer, Arthur J. McKernaln and •
several others in nomination for'-.- "TW.
i, news
*»f„
1 .. j ,
JT,
Thls ls no
to me
federal places.
.
- declared Baker when told of the report h»
8
Unfortunately, only eight places J. .t° be appointed secretary to Wiison. "So far as lam concerned you
mentioned are open.
federal building jobs art 'under "cMlfc* "* ""^ *■*&&* * »t I have never had any conversation
Wllsori
service. But there are plenty of fine r
relative to this or any other position in his administraplaces in the state and county. Mayor Hon. My intentions are to stay right
here
in Llev
Cleveland »„H ha ™
ere In
Baker and Governor-elect Cox have
,
' 6
eland and be mayor."
a perfect understanding and Cuya'
"* "* ^ * * *
lioga county should get its share of
the state plums after Harmon rei ires.
Several local men will be
permitted to serve their country by
Working for the coming Democratic
legislature.
And then think of the county jobs!
When Prosecuting Attorney Cline,
Sheriff
Hirstius, • Commissioners
Vail. Eirick and Fischer, Auditor
Vtv.stien. Recorder Schreiner and the
other Republicans retire there will
be scores of deputyships open,
Ed
Hanratty enjoyed a boom
"Wednesday for chief deputyship under Shereff-elect Smith. Several as#|rlng attorneys will be made happy
with
places
in
Prosecutor-elect [
liocher's'.;office, Several of the city,
prosecutors will ask for advance- ;
Went under Locher, notably Frank
Uay and Samuel H. Silbert.
One Democrat in the county must
move soon. This is Circuit Judge
Qharles A. Niman, appointed by
Governor Harmon to take the place
ifed by Fred A. Henry, resigned.
Walter D.
Meals.
who defeated
NimaH, will take his place on the
IJfeneh as soon as he qualifies. "I
shall not do anything for a few
'I;M S." Meals said.
4
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Told He May Aid Wilson
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WANTS HANDJN_CHARTER
Federation To^sT^Baker for Appointments on Committee.
1
Tne Cleveland Federation of Labor
mdemand that Mayor Baker put
Se representative labor men on the
nJttee of
he will charter,
appoint
committee
or fifteen
municipai
"f hPhome rule amendment.
:un d
, f meetiM last night the body
At a
^ T session of the legislative
' 0TdeTet* for Friday evening at
^wimee a special committee will
which t™ %/go before Baker and
LVXtth^llbor men be placed
on the committee.
_

KAMEMENTOPLAN
FOR CITY CHARTER
Committee of Mayor and
Five Officials Holds First
fleeting Today.
EEPORTTO. COUNCIL
Details of Election of Commission Will Be Considered
Thoroughly.
Details of the election of a commission to prepare a new city charter
when, the home rule amendment becomes effective November 15 will be
prepared by a special committee
comprised of Mayor Baker, City
Solicitor Wilson and two Democratic
and .two Republican members of
council, at last night's meeting. They
will report to council, meeting as a
committee of the whole.
At the request of Mayor Baker,
President Charles Lapp named a
committee from council.'. He selected
». E, L. Haserodt, author of the ordinance providing for a home rule
commission, and W. L,. Thompson
Democrats and W. B. "Woods and W.
1 J. Shaw, Republicans.
First Meeting Today.
The committee will hold its first
meeting in Mayor Baker's office tomorrow. The ordinance providing for
I the selection of a commission cannot
be passed until after November 15.
Council was asked to ratify some
Railwa
Iwitfs c r6t hanges
y Commissioner
u
when a
Ua" . n?r '?UCed asking
resolution
that new

Xdn. I °£

i WnJXl I ?e spared splitting the
■st eet car hnes at the Public Square.
The change will result in the lines
1
"nng operated as four separatl lines :
mel?
Bleder
Gilbert a
'HOVHLa voted wlth "d
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nnM^ *
matter of eliminating stops on the Wade Park ave■esol tf Was Up for ratification. The
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^f^tops_on the Euclid
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HANLEYFIGHTS SAVES OBY i TOM L. STATUE
B1GEL0W BOOM
GT LABOR! |H PUBLIC-SI]
Representative Seeks to Be-

First Experiment Tried by City

come House Speaker.

Commission to Approve the

Proves a Success.

Memorial Site.

ASKS MAYOR BAKER'S AID

J0 JRY |y QN 0THER J0BS

Members of the Tom L. Johnson
memorial commission, at a meeting
Hanley Active in Opposition to Kirtland-st Aqueduct Far Be- in the mayor's office late Friday,
were to formally approve the northProgressive.
low Contractors' Estimates.
west section of the Public square
Herbert S. Bigelow, representaThe first city job done by direct as a site for the statue and speaktive-elect from Hamilton-co and
labor will be finished in a week ers' forum, to be erected in honor
former president of the constituand Uncle Mose will be about of the ex-mayor.
tional convention, was m^confer$4000 better off. than he would *»Artists hI? appit"
ence in Cleveland Friday with
Mayor Newton D. Baker, relative have been if he had hired a con- design.
to the organization of the new tractor to do the work.
Work will be started as soon as'
The Kirtland-st aqueduct to
legislature and the program for
possible.
progressive legislation.
supply water power for the new
Bigelow, a candidate for the muny light plant, chosen by
speakership of the house, is threatened with the opposition of Edward Mayor Baker to test the direct
L. Hanley, democratic boss of labor plan, is nearly completed.
Mohtgoniery-co'and Dayton. He is The plan has proved successful
eager to have the support of Mayor and the city will follow it on other
Baker and the Cuyahoga-co delegajobs.
tion.
Before the aqueduct job was
Bigelow's Statement.
undertaken bids had been reNew Ordinace to Guard
"The organization of the gen- ceived by Server Springborn. They
eral assembly is a matter of prinAgainst Attacks.
were
so
far
above
the
estimate
ciple and not at all of personalities," said Bigelow. "Mr. W. B. the mayor and server decided to
Councilman Haserodt will have
Kilpatrick of Warren has been re- reject them all. The lowest bid
to introduce a new ordiance proferred to as a candidate for was $24,850.
viding for a charter commission
speaker. He is an excellent man
F W. Ballard, superintendent
whom any
good progressive of construction for the new muny i and'election to determine whether,
would be justified in supporting.
Cleveland shall have a new charter;
light plant, undertook the work
"The activities of the reactionarq So far bills approximating $lk>»00
under the municipal home rule j
forces to control the organization have been paid by the city. Bills
amendment.
of the house in their own interests outstanding will raise this aboiu
The new ordinance will pro-|
are obvious. But this is a condi000.
vide
a secretary and quarters for
tion which was inevitable, and the §2 Quicksand,
unexpectedly enman who must meet it in the gov- countered, added about $lo00 to
the commission, to be provided
ernor-elect. Mr. Cox has given
by .the city. It will also specify
expense.
nobody grounds for doubting that theThe
success of this undertaking
the method under which memhe will meet this first test with has decided the mayor anu
bers of the commission are to be
courage and fidelity."
selected by petition and the date
efficiency board to undertake by
Quite by chance, he says, he direct labor larger jobs, the reof election.
happened to come to Cleveland on moval of the Fairview park
The new ordiance will be introthe same day that the new Cuya- reservoir and the construction ot
duced to obviate all question of
hoga-co senators and representa- the new high level reservoir at
the legality of . the. charter protives are'-to meet with Baker. Warfensville.
City Accountant i ceedings.
The municipal home
Bigelow had not seen the mayor Bunnins is in charge
the first
rule amendment does not go into
since before the constitutional job and Waterworks ot
Superintend effect until" November 15 and
election.
Mayor Baker does not want to
It is reported that Hanley will dent Schulz of the second.
give technical qulbblers
any
head the opposition of the bosses
to attack the proposed
and the business interests to Bige- OUT AGAIN, JN AGAIN i chance
charter on the ground it was
low.
before November 15.
\mong those to draw nice plums | started
Mayor Baker says he's for any
Arrangements for the new ordiprogressive for speaker whom »« the result of the democratic vicnance were on the program for
Gov. Cox indorses.
Baker does tory will be. about 20 councilmen
discussion in the mayor's office atnot agree to follow Cox's selection who will be thrown out of office
3 p. m. Friday when Baker meets
if the man chosen is not a 24- when the proposed new city cnarwith
Councilmen
Haserodt,
karat progressive.
ter goes into effect. Mayor Bake!
Thompson,
Shaw
and
Woods
to deWalter F. Brown, progressive
favors a council of five to seven
cide the date for holding the
state chairman, has named Dec.
members, and that is practically
charter commission election. It
7 as the date for a meeting of
certain to be one provision ot the
probably will be about February.
Ohio bull moosers at Memorial
new charter.
hall, Columbus. It is planned to
Council now contains 2b demoorganize more compactly
the
cratic members. The administraparty and lay plans for another
tion, however, will see the losers
campaign.
are provided for.
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Me representative labor men on the
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^X'tth^llbor men be placed
on the committee.

Hanley Active in Opposition to
Progressive.

Kirtland-st Aqueduct Far Be-

!IAM¥MSN TO PLAN
I FOR CITY CHARTER

Herbert S. Bigelow, representaThe first city job done by direct
tive-elect from Hamilton-co and
labor will be finished in a week
former president of the constituand Uncle Mose will be about
tional convention, was ln^confer$4000 better off. than he would
ence in Cleveland Friday with
Mayor Newton D. Baker, relative have been if he had hired a con-1 design.
to the organization of the new tractor to do the work.
Work will be started as soon as'
The Kirtland-st aqueduct to j
legislature and the program for
possible.
progressive legislation.
supply water power for the new j
Bigelow, a candidate for the muny light plant, chosen by ;
speakership of the house, is threatened with the opposition of Edward Mayor Baker to test, the direct
L. Hanley, democratic boss of labor plan; is nearly completed.
Montgomery-co'and Dayton. He is The plan has proved successful
eager to have the support of Mayor and the city will follow it on other
Baker and the Cuyahoga-co delegajobs.
tion.
Before the aqueduct . job was
Bigelow's Statement.
undertaken bids had been reNew Ordinace to Guard
"The organization of the gen- j ceived by Server Springborn. They
eral assembly is a matter of prinAgainst Attacks.
ciple and not at all of personal- were so far above the estimate
ities," said Bigelow. "Mr. W. B. the mayor and server decided to
Councilman' Haserodt will have
Kilpatrick of Warren has been re- reject them all. The lowest bid
to introduce a new ordiance proferred to as a candidate for was $24,850.
viding for a charter commission
speaker. He is an excellent man
F W. Ballard, superintendent,
whom
any
good
progressive of construction for the new muny i and election to determine whether ,
would be justified in supporting.
Cleveland shall have a new charter;
light Plant, undertook the work.
"The activities of the reactionarq So far bills approximating ?1».J"U
under the municipal home rule j
forces to control the organization have been paid by the city. Bills
amendment.
of the house in their own interests outstanding will raise this aboia
The new ordinance
will pro-|
are obvious. But this is a condi000.
vide a secretary and quarters forj
tion which was inevitable, and the S2 Quicksand,
unexpectedly enman who must meet it in the gov- countered, added about $1^00 to
the commission, to be provided j
ernor-elect.
Mr. Cox has given
by the city. It will also specify
the
expense.
.
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nobody grounds for doubting that
The success of this undertaking
the method under which memhe will meet this first test with baa
bers of the commission are to be
decided the
mayor
and
courage and fidelity."
selected by petition and the date
efficiency board to undertake DJ
Quite bv chance, he says, he direct labor larger jobs, the reof election.
happened to come to Cleveland on moval
of the
Fairvtew park
The new ordiance will be introthe same day that the new Cuya- reservoir and the construction ot
duced to obviate all question of
hoga-co senators and representa-| the new high level reservoir at
the legality of . the charter protives are'-to meet with Baker. Warfensville
City Accountant
ceedings.
The municipal home
Bigelow had not seen the mayor Running is n charge ot the first
rule amendment does not go into
since before
the constitutional iob end Waterworks Superinteneffect until'' November 15
and
election.
Mayor Baker does not want to
Tt is reported that Hanley will dent Schulz of the second.
give
technical
quibblers
any
head the opposition of the bosses
chance to attack the proposed
and the business interests to Bigecharter on the ground it was
low.
started before November 15.
\moug trise to draw nice plums
Mayor Baker says he's for any
Arrangements for the new ordias the result of the democratic vicprogressive for speaker whom
nance were on the program for
Gov. Cox indorses.
Baker does
tory will be about 20 councilrnen
discussion in the mayor's office afe>
not agree to follow Cox's selection
who will be thrown out of offu.e
3 p. in. Friday when Baker meets
if the man chosen is not a 24when the proposed new city _charwith
Councilrnen
Haserodt,
karat progressive.
ter zoes into effect. Mayor Bakei
Thompson, Shaw and Woods to deWalter F. Brown, progressive
favo*s a council of five to seven
cide the date for holding the
state chairman, has named Dec.
members, and that is practically
charter commission election. It
7 as the date for a meeting of
certain to be one provision of the
probably WiU be about February.
Ohio bull moosers at Memorial
new charter.
_
hall, Columbus. It is planned to
Council now contains 26 demoorganize more compactly
the
cratic members. The administraparty and lay plans for another
tion, however, will see the losers
campaign.
are provided for.

Committee of Mayor and
Five Officials Holds First
Meeting Today.
IKEPORTTO COUNCIL
Details of Election of Commission Will Be Considered
Thoroughly.
Details of the election of a commission to prepare a new city charter
when, the home rule amendment becomes effective Noyember 15 will be
prepared by a special committee
comprised of Mayor Baker, City
Solicitor Wilson and two Democratic
and two Republican members of.
council, at last night's meeting. They
wjll report to council, meeting as a]
committee of the whole.
At the request of Mayor Baker,'
President Charles Lapp . • named a
committee from council. '. He selected
E, L. Haserodt, author of the ordinance providing for a home rule
commission, and W. L. Thompson
Democrats and W. B. Woods and W.
J. Shaw, Republicans.
First Meeting Today.
The committee will hold its first
meeting in Mayor Baker's office tomorrow. The ordinance providing for
the selection of a commission cannot
be passed until after November 15.
Council was asked to ratify some
xvntRailway Commissioner
,,.;„ s<car'?hanfres when a resolution
duc ed
asking
tnat
new
schnfl,
i 0,be
' prepared
schedules
splitting the!I
^oodland-Lorain and Scovill-W. 25th j
ThTnho r n6S at the Public Sciuave.
b^L anSe. WiU result in the lines
being operated as four separate lines, i
Councilrnen Bieder,
Gilbert and
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Commission to Approve the
Memorial Site.
Members of the Tom L. Johnson
memorial commission, at a meeting
in the mayor's office late Friday,
were to formally approve the northwest section of the Public square
as a site for the statue and speakers' forum, to be erected in honor
of the ex-mayor.
.rtists have already appr<
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BAKER IS AFTER
IIS
A SPECIAL CODE LEGJSLAUVE1
FOR CLEVELAND! Baker, Cox, Hanley and Fin-

"opposition to him lias appeared
within the delegation itself. For this
■ilpatrick
suggested.
This i

situation |
will be one of the |
things discussed in today's conference of the legislative delegation.
Log rolling has begun for positions
in the senate and house. Memberselect of the Cleveland delegation received letters yesterday from two or
three men announcing themselves as
candidates for various places.
"A building code for Cleveland and
Cleveland will
probably
support
William Green for president pro tern
| Painesville is ridiculous," was Mayor
; of the senate.
Green
hails
from
■ Baker's comment Friday, on the proi Coshocton and was floor leader in
posal of the
Builders'
Exchange
the last senate.
W. Y. Goshorn «;l
i recommendation that the state buildGalion probably will be supported
code commission be made a per'for another term as senate clerk.
manent organization to .serve buildWhen it comes to the spoils of war
■ ers throughout the state in every ca(the
Democrats are not talking pubpacity. Frank W. Elliott, consulting
licly,
but they are doing a lot ,6f
hiteet of the architect, made the
thinking.
Not a candidate for big
proposal Thursday night at the twentieth annual banquet of the exchange
Mayor Newton D. Baker already (place appeared here yesterday, but
there is speculation as to possible
He was pledged hearty support
has been put to the front in the or- federal appointees.
lUioti proposes that the commis-<
W. B. Gongwer, chief clerk of the
HS :i board of appeals to
ganization of the next general assem- board of elections, it was generally
inline building materials and de- !
bly.
agreed among Democratic
leaders
■ ■ prepare drawings illustrating
yesterday
can, succeed
Maurice
[uirements of the new code dePoliticians in all sections of the Maschke as collector of customs two
lations in dispute and perform
state agreed yesterday that
Cleve- years hence, if he wishes. Gongwer's
all other services required.
from
a financial
considerland's mayor, E. "W. Hanley, chairman that
I "Cleveland wants to frame its nun
to the holding of political jobs.
A
building code under the home rule
of the Democratic state central com- year ago he could have had a better
lid Baker. He will fight I
mittee, and W. L. Finley, chairman place, but refused offers.
Therefore
efforl to make the commission
of the Democratic state executive they question whether he will conint.
I
sent to leave his present post even
committee, acting
with
Gov.-elect j ! for the collectorship.
James M, Cox, will dominate the situ- i!
William J. Murphy is just as gena lion.
j erally picked for collector of internal
A contest is expected over the or- j I revenue to succeed A. N. Rodway
'when Rodway's term expires in 1914.
Following a conference between'
ganlzatlon of the assembly.
; I Murphy, so Mayor Baker thinks, is
[Mayor Baker, Director Springborn
With all the talk of offices to be j the best mayor's secretary in all the
and Architect Stinchcomb, announcefilled by the Democrats, possible se-J land and "Bill" admitted yesterday
ni was made that the new Edgej that
from
a
financial
considerlections, especially for federal plums!'
I ation he had no desire to change his
water bathouse, to be built next sum.
to
be
available
in.
northern
Ohio
||
position,
as
long
as
Mr.
Baker
is
-"<■■ will be located slightly wesToV
within the next
four
years, , and j mayor.
«ie ol
.use..It was also decided
C. A. Niman, present circuit judge,
not to have the municipal dance hall
pleasure at the showing the Demo- f
defeated for election to the post he
operated fith the bathhouse. The old
crats made in the county, there is apholds,
was suggested for United i
dance hall will be continued indetprehension in the minds of the leadStates district attorney to succeed U. j
G. Denman. Legality of the election
ers.
of circuit court judges has been quesMayor Baker, the politicians agree,
tioned, however, and it is thought
has displayed the caliber of his leadpossible that if the election is held
ership through his determination to
invalid Niman may be appointed by
Gov. Cox next February to the court
meet today with the Cuyahoga legislative delegation.
They expect
thc\f of appeals, which supersedes the
present circuit court.
mayor will put the situation frankly
Niman out of consideration, it was
suggested yesterday that John N.!
up to the eighteen members of CleveStockwell, jr., or Carl D. Friebolin,
land's delegation.
senator-elect, 'would be in line for
Sieed to Hold Cards.
Four councilmen and Mayor Baker
district attorney.
Jiho wei-e to confer :n :; o'c
k FriWhen it comes to the county places
Cleveland is counted on to play a!
day are expected to decide that pet u u
prominent part in the fight and Mayor! there is a long line of applicants.
\ "
lidates for the commisCivil service'in municipal offices found
81011
Baker, his friends say, will need to! many Democrats outside the breast"' la I
chosen to frame a
new charter for Cleveland under the
hold
all
the
cards
in
his
own
hand
at
works when Mayor Baker took office
n
"""- rule clause, must be circulated
every stage. He is expected to lead \ i last year.
as m municipal elections.
These
men
now
are
casting
as no northern Ohio Democrat has'
we want it absolutely nonI longing glances at the court house,
partl
nonepolitical," B
been known to lead in years, and will:
where they expect the civil service
said
importanl
n .host
amendment to the constitution will
bo found fighting in the ranks of the,
In the
progress of Cleveland.
We
not
interfere with many places falling
progressives from start to finish.
mid throw aside party lines and
into
the hands of the Democrats not
01
Last
June
a
tentative
alliance
wag,
P '. shuck our coats
later than next October.
The first
;
•get a good hold and pull together "
arranged between Mr. Cox, Hanley
come Jan. 1.
The committee will lix the date Cor
There are six places in the office
and Baker. That coalition still is in
election. Baker expects the decision
of county prosecutor. The sheriff has
effect. Necessarily Finley must now
will be to hold il in PYbruarv.
eighteen deputies. There are a few
lie added.
assistants in the coroner's office and
all will be ready New Year's day.
This combination, as it stands, can
Councilman E. J. Hanratty is concontrol any political move made
i sidered almost certain to be chief
within the state Democratic organideputy to Sheriff AVilliam J. Smith.
zation.
Cox, Hanley and Finley all
Hanratty wanted to be sheriff, but
want Mayor Baker in the combinawhen Smith got the nomination the
councilman turned in and became one
tion.
of Smith's strongest supporters.
-Mr. Baker will be there if the,
George R. McKay and Frank Day,
I agree to his terms, the mayor's
present prosecutors in the criminal
branch of the municipal court, may
W. Burr Gongwer. clerk of the associates say. He will demand, they
become assistant county prosecuting
elections board, has no desire to sue-. I say. that every act of the Cox adattorneys under. Cyrus Locher. SamUnited States Marshal Hy Davis. ministration and
every
legislative
uel Silbert also may get a similar proGongwer has been a much-discussed! enactment be stamped with the word
motion.
possibility for the place, but he denied
ayor Baker announced yesterday
Friday that he even would con- "progressive."
he would not accept a cabinet position
sider it.
.Mayor Baker, as he is presented,
under Woodrow Wilson, and would
Just why or wherefore does not ap^ is ready to break with anybody at
fttCjJojkfuirHf&irot^
pear but the wise ones in the federal
any
time
he
believes
such
action
is
building Friday were telling that
IBtipiAjput auo .toj Sirtttod naq. put
Maurice Maschke, collector of cus- demanded by the best interests of
at siuiod uai trtpoao ITTM OM. 'U3FX
IO retain his place until his tho people of Ohio.
mo 0$ it Sttuq puu luatnaspiiaApT
full term expires, early in 1915.
EH
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The ai
is said to have come1
Btteo Mastreaio nj JOUBOO OMopttBiS/A
from local DemocAts who will Have things to be met is the naming of a
•siaiod
;er for the next house of the
the say so in the disposal of federal
OOt '(ezts xS) uresio ssoio eiFtM,
patronage.
ral assembly. As already stated,
'BltltOtf
OS '(ozis oos) nrseio BSOJQ WTHM.
Rev,
S. Blgelow of Cincin•s}tn:od
nati, president of the constitutional
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convention,
is
to be a candidate,
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ley Pool Interests on
Party Program.

Gongwer, Murphy, Niman
Suggested for Federal Places.

| PICK LOCATION OF NEW
EDGEWATER BATH HOUSE

TO ELECT
TO FIX CHARTER

10. S. MARSHAL?
NOT I-GONGWER
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opposition to nun has appeared
within the delegation itself. For this
reason the name of W. B. Kilpatrick
of Warren was suggested. This;
situation probably will be one of the J
things discussed in today's confer- ence of the legislative delegation.
Log rolling has begun for positions
in the senate and house. Memberselect of the Cleveland delegation reBaker, Cox, Hanley and Fin- ceived letters yesterday from two or
"three men announcing themselves as
ley Pool Interests on
candidates for variousP^ces.
.
Cleveland will probably suppor.
"A building code for Cleveland and
Party
Program.
William Green for president pro tern.
Painesville is ridiculous," was Mayor
of the senate. Green ha Isi from
I Baker's comment Friday, on the proCoshocton and was floor leader in
] posal of the Builders' Exchange
the last senate. W. V. Goshorn ci
Gongwer,
Murphy,
Niman
| recommendation that the state build['Gallon probably will be supported
• ing code commission be made a perIfor another term as senate clerk.
Suggested for Fedmanent, organization to serve buildWhen it comes to the spoils of war
i ers throughout the state in every ca[the Democrats are not talking pubera! Places.
, pacity. Frank W. Elliott, consulting
licly, but they are doing a lot J6f
I architect of the architect, made the ;
, thinking. Not a candidate for big
; proposal Thursday night at the twenplace appeared here yesterday, but
Mayor
Newton
D.
Baker
already
i tieth annual banquet of the exchange.
there is speculation as to possible
| He was pledged hearty support.
has been put to the front in the or- federal appointees.
Elliott proposes that the commis- !
W. B. Gongwer, chief clerk of the
ganization of the next general assem- board of elections, it was generally
I sion serve as a board of appeals to
: examine building materials and de- i bly.
agreed among Democratic leaders
j vices, prepare drawings illustrating
yesterday
can. succeed
Maurice
Politicians in all sections of the Maschke as collector of customs two
; requirements of the new code, deI cide questions in dispute and perform
state agreed yesterday that Cleve- years hence, if he wishes. Gongwer's
{ all other services required.
that from a financial considerland's,
mayor, E. "Vv. Hanley, chairman to
"Cleveland wants to frame its own
the holding of political jobs'. A
of the Democratic state central com- year ago he could have had a better
j building code under the home ■ rule
provision," said Baker. He will fight
place,
but refused offers. Therefore
mittee, and W. L. Finley, chairman
they question whether he will conj any effort to make the commission
of
the
Democratic
state
executive
_
sent to leave his present post even
; permanent.
committee, acting with Gov.-elect • for the collectorship.
James M. Cox, will dominate the situ- j
William J. Murphy is just as genPICK LOCATION OF NEW
ation.
! erally picked for collector of internal
j
revenue
to succeed A. N. B.odway
EDGEWATER BATH HOUSE
A contest is expected over the or- i < when Rodway's
term expires in 1014.
Following a conference between
gar.ization of the assembly.
i Murphy, so Mayor Baker thinks, is
Mayor Baker, Director Springborn
With all the talk of offices to be I ;: the best mayor's secretary in all the
'and Architect Stinchcomb, announcefilled by the Democrats, possible se- j land and "Bili" admitted yesterday
I that from a financial considerment was made that the new Edgelections, especially for federal plums t i ation he had no desire to change his
water bathouse, to be built next sumto be available in. northern Ohioj ' position, as long as Mr. Baker is
mer, will be located slightly west of
within the next four years, . and mayor. .
the old bathouse.. It was also decided
C. A. Niman, present circuit judge,
pleasure at the showing the Demonot to have the municipal dance hall
defeated for election to the post he
operated fith the bathhouse. The old
crats made in the county, there is ap- holds, was suggested for United ,
dance hall will\ be continued indefprehension in the minds of the lead- States, district attorney to succeed"U.
initely.
G. Dehman. Legality of the election
ers.
of circuit court judges has been ques- •
Mayor Baker, the politicians agree, tioned,
however, and it is thought
has displayed the caliber of his lead- possible that if the election is held
ership through his determination to invalid Niman may be appointed by
meet today with the Cuyahoga legis- Gov. Cox next February to the court
of appeals, which supersedes ' the
lative delegation. They expect the present circuit court.
mayor will put the situation frankly
Niman out of consideration, it was
up to the eighteen members of Cleve- suggested yesterday that John N.
Stockwell, jr., or Carl D. Friebolin,
land's delegation.
senator-elect, would be in line for
Jfeed
to
Hold
Cards.
district attorney.
Four councilmen and Mayor Baker
"When it comes to the county places
who were to confer at 3 o'clock FriCleveland is counted on to play a
'
there is a long line of applicants.
day are expected to decide that peprominent
part
in
the
fight
and
Mayor
i
Civil service-in municipal offices found
tition of candidates for the commisBaker, his friends say, will need to I many Democrats outside the breastsion of 15 to be chogen to frame a
new charter for Cleveland under the
hold all the cards in his own hand at!. works when.Mayor Baker took officehome rule clause, must be circulated
every stage. He is expected to lead j i last year.
as in municipal elections.
These men now are casting
as no northern Ohio Democrat has I longing glances at the'court house,
"And 'we want it absolutely nonbeen known to lead in years, and will i where they expect the civil service
partisan and nonepolitical," Baker
said. "This is a most important step
be found fighting in the ranks of the, amendment to the constitution will
I In the progress of Cleveland. We
not interfere with many places falling
progressives
from start to finish.
I should throw aside party lines and
into the hands of the Democrats not
Last
June
a
tentative
alliance
was
i
I personal grudges, shuck our. coats,
later than next October. The first
•get a good- hold and pull together."
arranged between Mr. Cox, Hanley
come Jan. 1.
The committee will fix the date for
There are six places in the office
and Baker. That coalition still is in
I election. Baker expects the decision
of county prosecutor. The sheriff has
effect.
Necessarilj'
Finley
must
now
will be to hold it in February.
eighteen deputies. There are a few
be added.
assistants in the coroner's office and
all will be ready New Year's day.
This combination, as it stands, can
Councilman E. J. Hanratty is concontrol any political move made
sidered almost certain to be chief
within the state Democratic organideputy to'Sheriff William J. Smith.
zation. Cox, Hanley and Finley all
Hanratty wanted to be sheriff, but
want Mayor Baker in the combinawhen Smith got the nomination the
councilman turned in and became one
tion.
of Smith's strongest supporters.
Mr. Baker will be there if the
George R. McKay and Frank Day,
others agree to his terms, the mayor's
present prosecutors in the criminal
branch of the municipal court, may
W. Burr Gongwer, clerk of th« associates say. He will demand, they
become assistant county prosecuting
elections board, has no desire to suc- say, that every act of the Cox adattorneys under Cyrus Locher. Samceed United States Marshal Hy Davis. ministration and every legislative
uel Silbert also may get a similar proGongwer has been a much-discussed enactment be stamped with the word
motion.
possibility for the place, but he denied
Mayor Baker announced yesterday
"progressive."
Friday that he even would conhe would not accept a cabinet position
sider it.
, Mayor Baker, as he is presented,
under Woodrow Wilson, and would
Just why or wherefore does not ap- is ready to break with anybody at
not be a candidate for United States
pear but the wise ones in the federal j any time he believes such action is
senator in 1914. He says there are
building Friday were telling that
greater opportunities in working out
Maurice Maschke, collector of cus- demanded by the best interests of
the problems of Cleveland under home
toms, is to retain his place until his the people'of Ohio.
rule.
full term expires, early in 1915.
In this situation, one of the first
Verifying of the tally sheets of
The assurance is said to have come things to be met is the naming of a
election officers was begun yesterday
from local DemociAts who will have j
by the board of elections. ' It will be
the say so in the disposal of federal ' speaker for the next house of the
continued today and tomorrow, and
patronage.
! general assembly. As already stated,
on Monday the official count will be
j Rev. Herbert S. Bigelow of Cincinstarted.
The complete unofficial count was
j nati, president of the constitutional
announced 3'esterday. There was but
i convention, is to be a candidate.
one change. Charles R. Grant of
Bigelow has many friends in CleveAkron was found to have been elected
land, but it is questionable whether
circuit judge over C. G. Washburn of
Elyria.
Washburn carried Lorain
he will be supported for speaker by
county by 4.S00 and Medina by 600,
the Cuyahoga delegation.
but Grant ran up pluralities of 6,000
in Summit county and 2,200 in Cuy-

BAKER IS AFTER
ASPECIALCODE LEGISLATIVE 1!
FOR CLEVELAND

TO ELECT MEN
TO FIX CHARTER

U.S. MARSHAL?
NOT I-GONGWER

The complete unofficial figures give
Wilson for president 48,513 in Cuyahoga; Roosevelt, 33,772; Taft, 14,196,
and Debs, 10,070, a plurality for Wilson of 9,741. For governor the figures
are: Cox, 43,671; Garford, 33,909;
Brown, 13,57S; Ruthenberg, 9,848 a
plurality for Cox of 9,672.
Many of the election officials and
most of the clerks working about the
board rooms Tuesday night were sick
Wednesday and yesterday. Apparently something the men ate or drank
made them ill. Clerk Gongwer is having an analysis made of the water
used for drinking.
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ifILSOH WANTS OUR
MAYOR AS HIS AIDE
Secretaryship to President
Is His If He Will
Accept It.
BRYAN A PEEMIEESHIP
Was Offered Cabinet Position
Several Months Ago, Say*
His Friends.
Leader Bureau,
36 "Wyatt Bldg.

WASHINGTON, November 7.—Mayor Newton D. Baker, of Cleveland
will probably be offered the post of
secretary to the President in the
This tip comes
ntw administration.
straight from Princeton, N. jr., tonight. The place will be one of the
first disposed
of.
President-elect
Wilson may decide to make this public before leaving on his vacation.
i He has told personal friends that
he regards Mayor Baker as one of
the strongest men withi whom he has
I come in contact since he ba**™*J?
l tiolltics In this connection the Fresi
1
dent-el ct declared he regarded the
office of secretary to the Resident as
equal in importance and dignity to a
place in the Cabinet.
The President-elect
looks
upon
Mavor Baker ag a big man and greatly desires that the Cleveland Democrat shall identify himself with the
new administration.
If Mayor Baker should decline the
secretaryship to the President, as
some of the Democratic leaders believe he would, he will probably be
offered something equally important
in the Cabinet or elsewhere in the
public service.
Bryan Secretary of State.
William J. Bryan has been offered
the premiership in the Wilson administration. This is the only matter
I that is reasonably certain as to the
I new Cabinet. A friend of Mr. Bryan in Washington let it be known
! this afternoon that "The Commoner"
I had been offered the Secretaryship of
State in the Wilson Cabinet many
i months ago conditional upon the
! election of Wilson as President.
1 The statement caused no surprise in
Washington. Men close to Presidentelect Wilson have believed all along
that Mr^Brj-an would have the place,
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BAKER DROPS ARDUOUS
DUTIES TO WED PAIR
MAYOR BAKER paused between outlining city policies
under home rule, taking up other
problems of city government and
discussing politics with Democratic leaders, to officiate at a wedding at the city hall yetserday.
The contracting parties were
Wilfred Charles Werle, 2006 View
roid, and Elsa Louise Vess^e
Rosenberg, daughter of Dr. J"
liam L. Rosenberg, 440o Windsor
Lavenue, handwriting expert.

DEMOCRATS BEGIN
RUSMFTER JOBS

BIGELOW AFTER JOB
ASKS BAKERFOR AID

new^^r b^hou^ W3

Stmltte«'afCa0mconference yesterday.

Seeks Vote of Cuyahoga
Delegation in Speakership Eace.

PUT UP TO YOTERS

CONFERS WITH MAYOE iElect.ion Will Be Held
First Tuesday in
Cox Expected to Come to As
February.
sistance of Cincinnati Man.

Aspirants Besiege Baker's
Secretary; Mayor on
Speaking Trip,

election
to
decide
whether
An
Cleveland voters want a ne* city
charter and to determine the membership of the home rule charts
commission will be held on the first
Tuesday In February next year
Work on the charter will be P-hed

Although Mayor Baker was in con-:
ference here for two hours yesterday
with Herbert S. Bigelow, of Cincinnati, the mayor is not believed to
have committed himself to Bigelow's
so the municipal election of MM! will
candidacy for speaker of the state
William J. Murphy, secretary to
be held under the new charter inHouse of Representatives.
Mayor Baker, who Is "Deu» ex maBaker will decide how the thirteen stead of under the present form of,
chlna Democratus" (which Is not the
Representatives
from
Cuyahoga city government.
way Baker would Bay he is god of
This decision was reached at a
county will vote on the question,
the Democratic machine), received
everyone in politics believes. Al- meeting of the special committee of
more visitors than any other one man
though one Representative-elect is "city council, comprised of Woods.,
in Cleveland yesterday—end every
Shaw, Haserodt
and
Thompson j
restive, it is ■ thought to be a fact
one of them oalled htm "Billy."
that on a showdown Baker s word .Mayor Baker, Vice Mayor LapP and
The scramble for jobs was on and
will get every one of the votes for 'Assistant City Solicitor John Stockapplicants annoyed Murphy so that
whoever he wants. If he keeps hands I well in Mayor Baker^ office yesteroff, there may be a split.
he could do nothing else. The mayor
The committee had been called
Governor-elect Cox will probably day
escaped by going to Blrie, where he
be able to handle Baker for Bigelow. together to discuss the Ha?erodt or! spoke last night. No serious consid- - Cox, it is said, agreed to support dinance, providing for the election 01
ieratlon has been given any of the ' Bigelow for the speakership in concharter commission
under
plums to be shaken down by the par- 3 sideration of Bigelow's withdrawal Ihome rule amendment to the con"'""
from
the
race
for
Governor
and
ty in power, unless it is that of Z
his endorsement of Cox as a progres- !1 tution.
United States marshal. Hy Davis' ap- 1
sive. This story was widely current
Ordinance Withdrawn.
polntment as which has never been
among Cleveland Democrats yesterIt
was
decided to withdraw the
confirmed by the Senate.
day in spite of the fact that Bigelow
It has been conceded that It was 5 declared he had no assurances of jj Haserodt ordinance and reintroduce
Senator Burton's opposition that has ; support from Baker and Cox, to say ) I it after November 15, when the home
,
held up the appointment hitherto, i nothing of E. L. Hanley. Democratic !,
rule amendment becomes effective.
but norw Senator Atlee Pomerene is ; boss of Dayton.
! The measure will be introduced at
looked to voice a vociferous objecPuts Issue Up to Cox.
j-the council meeting on November 18
tion. Confirmation of Davis' appointBigelow went back to Cincinnati I! and likely passed under suspension of
ment would mean the passing of one
last
night.
Before
he
left
he
ssued
I
of the most comfortable of the fed1 the rules at the following council
a statement, putting the issue strong- n| '
eral "easy chairs" to a Republican
I meeting.
lv
up
to
Cox.
by a Democratic administration.
"The activities of the reactionary,
This was done in order that the inSix Jobs Go With Marshal.
forces to control the organization of troduction of an ordinance before the
With the offloe of marshal goes ap- 1 the House in their own interests are constitutional amendment was effectpointment of six deputies, four in 1 obvious," Bigelow said. "But this is
a condition which was inevitable, and ive might not furnish a basis of atCleveland and two in Toledo. Two
the man who must meet it is tne tack upon the city charter when it is
Democrats who will be available
Governor-elect. Mr Cox has1 eiven adopted.
when their Jobs expire are Burr
nobody grounds for doubting that he
Gongwer, deputy supervisor of elecSeveral changes in
the original
will meet this first test with courage
tions, and B. B. Haserodt, elected
Haserodt ordinance were suggested.
county clerk for a term of two years.
and fidelity."
.
The present disposition of me It provided for fifteen blank spaces in
More than one federal nephew bewhich the names of candidates not
Cleveland
organization
is
to
support
lieved to be safely ensconced In the
the state administration until cox nominated by petition might be writclassified service is actually quaking
falls to show himself progressive. If ten, as is done on Judicial and school
! in his boots. It has not been f orne| -*->—» <;nii, t,h£re-will_be a row.
| gotten that various artifices, lncludboard ballots. Mavor Baker objected.
I lng salary reductions and transfers,
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J^uuU^-)T^4'(aiyWILSON WANTS ODR
MAYOR. ASHIS AIDE
Secretaryship to President
Is His If He Will
Accept It,
BRYAN A PREMIERSHIP
Was Offered Cabinet Position
Several Months Ago, Say*
His Friends-

BAKER DROPS ARDUOUS
DUTIES TO WED PAIR
« * AYOB BAKER paused beM
tween outlining city policies
under home rule ta^up^other
problems of city go}
ocrat_
rS^tfo&e at »Redding at the «ty hall yetserda^
The contracting Parues
WU fred

H
road,

C ha
W
Bouise00vIssie
fln d Blsa
and E sa
n_

tHtSfl- Mf&
BIGELOW AFTER JOB
ASKS BAKER FOR AID

DECIDE ON BATH HOUSE—The
npw Edeewater bath house is to De
complftTd in time for use next season
at a cost of not to exceed $100,000 it
will be located near the site of the old
bath house at Edgewater.
Mayoi Pinker Service Director Springborn and
Architect
Stinchcomb decided upon
fhese matters at a conferenceyester-_
I day.
~~~

Seeks Vote of Cuyahoga'
Delegation in Speakership Eace.

I HOME RULE TO BE
i PUT UP TO YOTERS

DEMOCRATS BEGIN CONFERS WITH MAYOR: j
to Come to As
RUSH AFTER JOBS j Cox Expected
sistance of Cincin-

Eiection

t

nati Man.

Will Be Held
First Tuesday in
February.

whether
An election to decide
Cleveland voters want a new city
charter and to determine the memLeader Bureau,
Although Mayor Baker was in con36 Wyatt Bid?.
bership of the home rule charter
ference here for two hours yesterday
WASHINGTON, November 7.—Maycommission will be held on the first
with Herbert S. Bigelow, of Cincinor Newton p. Baker, of Cleveland,
Tuesday in February next year
nati, the mayor is not believed to Work on. the charter will be pushedj
will probably be offered the post of
have committed himself to Bigelow's
secretary to the President in the
candidacy for speaker of the state so the municipal election of 191- will
William J. Murphy, secretary to
new administration. This tip comes
I be held under the new charter in-.
Mayor Baker, who 1B "Deus ex ma- House of Representatives.
straight from Princeton, N. J-, toI stead of under the present form of
Baker
will
decide
how
the
thirteen
chlna Democmtus" (which Is not the
night. The place will be one of the
city government.
Representatives
from
Cuyahoga
first disposed of.
President-elect
way Baker would say he is god of
This decision was reached at a
:
county
will
vote
on
the
question,
the Democratic machine), received
Wilson may decide to make this pubI everyone in politics believes. Al- meeting of the special committee of
more visitors than any other one man
lic before leaving on his vacation.
! though one Representative-elect is city council, comprised of Woods,
In Cleveland yesterday—*nd every
He has told personal friends that
and
Thompson
I restive, it is • thought to be a fact Shaw, Haserodt
he regards Mayor Baker as one of
one of them oalled htm "Billy."
that on a showdown Bakers word Mavor Baker, Vice Mayor Lapp and,
the strongest men with whom he has
The scramble for jobs was on and
will get every one of the votes for. 'Assistant City Solicitor John Stock-,
come in contact since he has been in
applicants annoyed Murphy so that
whoever he wants. If he keeps hands i well in Mayor Baker'.s office yesterpolitics. In this connection the Presihe could do nothing else. The mayor
off, there may be a split.
dent-elect declared he regarded the
Governor-elect Cox will probably '• day The committee had been called
escaped by going to Brie, where he
office of secretary to the President asbe able to handle Baker for Bigelow. j together to discuss the Haserodt orequal in importance and dignity to a ! spoke last night. Mo serious considCox, it is said, agreed to support dinance, providing for the election ot
place in the Cabinet.
ieratlon has been given any of the
Bigelow for the speakership in con- ;
The President-elect looks upon ! plums to be shaken down by the par- % sideration of Bigelow's withdrawal a charter commission under tne
Ihome rule amendment to the congtiMayor Baker ag a big man and greatty in power, unless it is that of :? from the race for Governor and
ly desires that the Cleveland Demotution.
his
endorsement
of
Cox
as
a
progrescrat shall identify himself with the | United States marshal, Hy Davis' ap- i sive. This story was widely current
Ordinance Withdrawn.
1
new administration.
polntment as which has never been
among Cleveland Democrats yesterIf Mayor Baker should decline the
It
was
decided to withdraw the
day in spite of the fact that Bigelow
confirmed by the Senate.
secretaryship to the President, as
j declared he had no assurances of •! Haserodt ordinance and reintroduce
It
has
been
conceded
that
it
was
!
some of the Democratic leaders beSenator Burton's opposition that has ; support from Baker and Cox, to sa> it after November 15, when the home
lieve he would, he will probably be
held up the appointment hitherto, j nothing of E. L. Hanley, Democratic ! rule amendment becomes effective.
offered something equally important
but now Senator Atlee Pomerene Is i I boss of Dayton.
in the Cabinet or elsewhere in the
The measure will be introduced at
looked to voice a vociferous objec- ,
Puts Issue Up to Cox.
public service.
the council meeting on November 18
tkm. Confirmation of Davis' appointi Ci 1
Bigelow went back to ^ " i " u^[ \ and likely passed under suspension of
Bryan Secretary of State.
ment would mean the passing of one
last night. Before he _left_hejssued
^ ^ fol]owfng council
;:fi^ ^^
of the most comfortable of the fedWilliam J. Bryan has been offered
a statement, putting the issue strong- j the rules
eral
"easy
chairs"
to
a
Republican
the premiership in the Wilson admin| meeting.
ly up to Cox.
by a Democratic administration.
istration. This is the only matter
in order that the in'"The activities of the reactionary ,, This
.JIUS was
W£tH done
u,
that is reasonably certain as to the
She Jobs Go With Marshal.
forces to control the organization of I > troduction of an ordinance before the
new Cabinet. A friend of Mr. Brythe House in their own interests are ,| constitutional amendment was effectWith the office of marshal goes apan in Washington let it be known
obvious,"
Bigelow
But
pointment
of
six
deputies,
four
in
ObVlOUS,
J31SB1UW said.
"toWo and
aa.L~this afternoon that "The Commoner"
a condition which was inevitable and ive might not furnish a basis of atCleveland and two in Toledo. Two
had been offered the Secretaryship of
the man who must meet it is tne tack upon the city charter when it is
Democrats who will be available
State in the Wilson Cabinet many
Gove™nor-eTect. Mr Cox has given adopted.
when their Jobs expire are Burr
months ago conditional upon the
nobody grounds for doubting that he
Several changes in the original
Gongwer, deputy supervisor of elecelection of Wilson as President.
will meet this first test with courage Haserodt ordinance were suggested.
tions, and B. B. Haserodt, elected
The statement caused no surprise in
and fidelity."
county clerk for a term of two years.
th
Washington. Men close to President-,
The present disposition of tne It provided for fifteen blank spaces in
More than one federal nephew beelect Wilson have believed all along
which the names of candidates not
Cleveland
organization
is
to
support
lieved to be safely ensconced in the
that Mr. Bryan would have the place,
the state administration until Cox nominated by petition might be writclassified
service
Is
actually
quaking
if he desired it. The only question is
fans to show himself progressive. If ten, as is done on judicial and school
I whether he will accept. His friends | in his boots. It has not been forhe does fail there will be a row.
:
gotten that various artifices, Includboard ballots. Mayor Baker objected
here believe, he will accept, although
Cuyahoga Delegation Organizes.
they admit it will be the occasion of I ing salary reductions and transfers,
to this.
may
be
used
to
oust
political
heresome sacrifice on the part of Mr.
•Raker told the Cuyahoga county i "It seems to me that this might be
tlcs
Bryan. He has a very rich income
.
L
leSfative
delegation
at
a
meeting
in
j
the mark of jokesmlths," said Baker..
One of the most important of postfrom his writings and lectures, which
hii office yesterday afternoon not to ,
"I believe that this election should be
| election conferences, from a Demohe cannot continue if he goes into
1 cratic standpoint, will be that in
a selection of qualified candidates.
the Cabinet.
Mayor Baker's office at 4 o'clock this
There should be opportunity to pans
Bryan to Run in 1916.
afternoon, when the legislators and
i upon qualifications of candidates,"
Senators-elect from this county will
Mr. Bryan will be a candidate for
It was decided to leave the matter
! discuss with him a program for the
President in 1916, according to his
I coming session. Baker has a numclose political admirers and friends.
was elected chairman and Don r. 1 of candidates' names rotating on the
ber of measures in mind.
He takes the view, according to these
i ballot to the board of elections,
IJ.men, that President-elect Wilson will
Get Complete Returns.
i Stockwell was also directed to cone bound to remain out of the race
| fer with the board in regard to
Complete returns were received by
jr renomination. Mr. Bryan bethe board of elections yesterday. |
! whether the ordinance should say
.ieves, it is said, that Mr. Wilson is
These figures were not official but in- ]
jhow candidates for the commission
morally bound by the Baltimore plateluded the three missing precincts. No,
form.
i should be nominated.
changes are made by them In the re- j
Beyond the Bryan matter there is
Party Emblem Barred.
suits
Pat Corrigan, bookmaker at|
no reason to believe that anything
the G-illsy Hotel, and Tim Raleigh,
office., th, ~J °' "j „M«„d»ra
It was the concensus of opinion
is definitely settled as to the Cabinet.
j betting commissioner at 1448 E. 9th
Certain men will be offered portthat the names should go on by peI street, were paying off on all but a
folios, it is believed. But it is doubttition of 2 per cent of the total num[few
wagers.
At
Raleigh's
wagers
on
ful if President-elect Wilson has deI Wilson's plurality In Ohio were
' ber of electors. The committee also j
cided on the places.
tax
valuation
of
public
m"'<posted.
It is generally conceded that Wila baste for rate-making, ^n eight ' construed the home rule amend- {
The complete returns showed a total
liam F. McCombs, chairman of the
■ ment to mean that no party designa- j
of 88,772 votes for Theodore Rosevelt
hour day for/CnSing of continual tion should appear after the name;
Democratic national committee, caln
in the county. Wilson's total was 53,child labor and *°™°. °f ££
h.
have a place in the Cabinet if he
tion schools, estab tehrnent o
_
of a candidate. The law reads that ;
518, while that of Taft, 14,196, was bewishes it. Mr. McCombs is a New
workmen scomPmmis_
ers. Pennons
low the estimate. Judge Hadden, of
there shall be no party emblem on
York man. That state can not get
the probate court, was re-elected with
more than two places in the Cabinet
^n ana ceS^ uor legislation.
the ballot.
60,674
votes.
and probably will get but one. Three
The committee thinks that offices
Added
returns
gave
Cox
43,t>71
To
Hold
Public
Conferences.
men are thought to be in line for the
should be provided for the commisBrown 18,578, and Garford, 38,909,
Cabinet honors from New York—McMost, if not all of the_ measures.
arge. 1 his.
Most, if not an
while other Progressives ran proporan0
wiUl_a secretary ra cha
Combs, Senator O'Gorman and.WilI are ^ogress veparty
to watch tc ,8$fi-not be incorporated m ' the orditionately well.
Wilson's plurality
| liam G. McAdoo.
the Progressives Intena
^ I win n
the
WQUW
n(
was 9,741.
The election of Judge
Other Candidates Discussed.
Grant, of Akron, over Clarence G.
i ei_.,
Washburn, of Elyria, was indicated
were available. A separate ordinance
The name of Samuel Untermyer
>y
the
totals,
Grant
receiving
30,915
has been mentioned in connection
fhTcftfco^rchamber to hear (J providing for this will be passed|
;o Washburn's 28,632, Grant led by a
after January I. Commission memwith the appointment as Attorney
views of th« Pubhc.
offices he«;
imall majority in Summit and Mebers will not be paid.
General. He is the attorney for the
A
e
P
S
ina counties, but may loBe some of
The first Tuesday in February is|
L exptct ;d immeliately after Co^
House of Representatives in the
e
XP
d
is lead when complete returns from
the earliest that the election can bej
money trust investigation and was
fake s omce Most of the, present em
..orain county are In
one of the heaviest contributors to
ployees a«» safe One of^ the
^j held, as an ordinance is not effectivel
until thirty days and candidates for I
the Wilson campaign fund.
the commission must file tneir pety
Congressman Burleson, of Texas,
tions with the election board at leastl
will most certainly be in the adminhad not been _">^
d b
discharged.
twenty days before the election. Thel
istration, but in what capacity is not
ganization, and wom
Fmley,
commission will be given thi'eel
known. He is mentioned for Secremonths to complete its work, as the
tary of Interior, Postmaster General
charter prepared must be ratified byl
and Secretary of Agriculture.
P
a e
h
I
b^^e dtT p| tro nIge f* he the voters.
Other names believed to be certain
Another election would have to oe
of preference in the new Cabinet are
1
HVfaker ^°l,TVe Val held some time in July upon the
Joseph W. Folk or Rolla Wells, of
I word in ^county, state and na- iadoption of the charter in order that
St. Douis; Josephus Daniels,
of
'candidates for city offices might be I
North Carolina; Senator Obadiah
tional o ce atten'tion has been paid,^nominated at the September primaGardner, of Maine, and Louis D.
+« fwlPral pap, and none will be until I .
under the home ruie charter.
Brandeis, of Boston.
inlf the first of the year. The only I In tne event that the commission
Itltl iob that seems certainly de- Icannot complete its labors in time
Before leaving for Erie, where he
Srmined upon is a deputy fire mar- J
[spoke before the chamber of comthe primaries and election to be
r^haTsWp for John B. Weber, who was \\
&
&6T the new charter, Provision
tmerce last night, Mayor Baker said
^charged
by
Governor
Harmon
for
I through his secretary, William J. 1
]lkel
be made to shorten the
remaK
loyal
to
the
Baker
organiterms
of
the offlcer9 elected to one
I Murphy, that he would not accept the!
I position of secretary to President Wil- \
^non
« lyear. If this was done the new char-.
I son, a Cabinet job, nor the candidacy
Anv number of booms sprung "P |ter would become effective at the beIfor United States Senator in 1914,1
vMterday for men for county jobs. |; glnning of m3 instead of 1914.
Iwhen Senator Burton retires.
Thft big organization has not asi yet j Election of city officials on a non-i
• "He is not seeking political adParted to make up its list, and there|pai,tigan ticket is one of the reforms!
vancement," said Murphy.
"He isj
wm be
orithat Mayor Baker hopes to see writ,
De nothing
nouim& doing
u"'"o for
-- ..a day
rtji1
to
■really sincere in his determination toj
ften into the new charter. Municipal
|so. But the patriots continued
■remain in Cleveland, be mayor and dol
ownership of telephone companies,
[swarm
in
Ithe things he has planned for thel
street railway systems and other
Jptty."
public utilities are other things
which Will likely be undertaken.

Aspirants Besiege Baker's
Secretary; Mayor on
Speaking Trip,

a

\AKAj
A New Charter for Cleveland

Mayor Baker's Future

J_iater it was discovered by Fesler
that items seven and eight, each of

Next week the municipal home role amendwhich called for 1,190 cubic yards of
Mayor Baker declares that he would not accept class D concrete each, would require
ment to the state constitution, under which every
664 cubic yards additional concrete
the position of secretary to the president if it Fesler charged irregularity in the
city in Ohio can frame and adopt its own charand Fath & Son wrote
were offered to him. He has checked the boom specifications,
a letter protesting against the method
tor, goes into effect. Yesterday a committee con-j started by his political adherents to make him a of awarding the contract.
Figured on the basis of computing
sisting of the mayor, the city solicitor and four; United States senator. "I don't want to be a the cost of other concrete to be vsed
members of the council met for the purpose of ar- [ senator," he says. "I want only to be mayor of in the caisson, the Great Lake?
Dredge & Dock Company could supJ
e a
,
ran jring for the election whereby the voters of i ^
ply the additional quantities and still
I :lmrrtl <Tn J\
Progressives
and
wrn In
Republicans as be low bidder.
"Political Plot"—CUne
■ own making
«.w „ and
™A »!,«««.-'
democrats
will applaud this determina-'
a new charter ofe ^
their
choose ; tion. . Mayor
£
B^ ^ ^ confidenee
"Baker and his crowd have been
opposed to the bridge ever since it
.15 commissioners to draw it up m case the de-:people of Clevel||lld to a greater ^^
was proposed," Cline declared. "First
eision is in the affirmative.
heen reposed in any
it was Baker, then someone else, and
It is well for the people of Cleveland to have!many years Whi,e
*»r now Fesler comes in with a kick that
regular methods were not employed.
clearly in mind from the start the method which iion put another man ^ ^ ^
- It's nothing but politics to keep the
Side people from having what
must be followed in adopting a new charter. ,respect him but they ]ike and ^.^ ^
J West
they are entitled to."
The change in the' specifications
First, the council may, by a two-thirds vote or that feeling win not fee ^^
^ ^
were made, according to County
Engineer Lander, because the style
must, upon the petition of 10 per cent of the elec- rificing loyalty he DQw ghows ^^ th
of bridge to be erected by the King
tors, provide by ordinance for the submission to
Bridge Company requires stronger
Mayor Baker's friends prophesy for him t piers.
.he voters of the city of the question:
Shall brilliant caree, in ^^ ^.^
James Richie, representing Fath &
Son, unsuccessful bidders, declared
a commission be chosen to frame a charter! The by the standard of puWic seryice he .gJ *
before the commissioners that the
lust-named course is the one that will be taken. voung man There ig ample time ^ him ^
extra strength required could not be
The question must be put to the voters at the fill this prediction and also complete, if permitted"
polls within 120 days after the passage of the or-the work he is now enthusiasticall proseeuti '
(linance. The ballot must npf bear any party
(^nation and must provide for the election of
nnmission of 15 members to draw up a charter
lie event that the proposition carries.
The charter framed by the commission shall be
submitted to the voters of the municipality within one year from the date of its election. Not less
than 30 days prior to this deciding election the■
city clerk must mail a printed copy of the pro- {
posed charter to every voter whose name is on \
Declares Mayor and Fesler
the registration books. A majority vote only is
required for the adoption of the charter, which
Would Hold Up High Level
then remains in force until such time as it
Structure
specifies
The duty immediately confronting the electorate of Cleveland is the naming of candidates
GREAT LAKES CO. WINS
for membership in the commission of 15. The
JOB AFTER FIREWORKS
manner of their selection must be decided by
the city council. Undoubtedly the simplest methContract With County Brings
od would be the one most satisfactory to the
people of Cleveland. The field for candidates
the Cost of the Job Up to
should b,e restricted as little as possible. It
$531,849.50
would then devolve upon public spirited citizens
and organizations interested in civic affairs to
County Commissioners Saturinduce men who are qualified to act as charter
day
awarded the disputed concommissioners to enter the contest. If the list
tract
for secondary piers for the
of candidates proved to be a long one, these ornew
high
level bridge to the
ganizations and the newspapers would enlighten
Great
Lakes
Dredge & Dock
the voters as to the qualifications of the men repCompany,
after
about as pretty
resented in it and make recommendations.
a
display
of
forensic
fireworks
That Cleveland will vote for a new charter
as
they've
had
in
a
long
time.
practically goes without saying. It is vitally
County Prosecutor CUne led In the
necessary that the commission which frames it,
pyrotechnics -with a whole wagon
load of aerial bombs, sky rockets, set
subject to approval, shall not only represent all
pieces, roman candles, pin wheels,
etc., used to emphasize his charge
I he people of Cleveland, but that it shall consist
that Mayor Baker, Mayo Fesler of
of men having sufficient ability, wisdom and exthe Municipal association, et al., are
in a fine political plot to delay buildperience to do their work well.
ing of the bridge.

CLINE CHARGES
BAKER PLOT TO
DELAY BRIDGE

Quibbling between commissioners
and various competing contractors
furnished the rest of the show.
Job to Cost $531,849
The Great Lakes company was low
bidder for the contract at $497,587.50,
which with additional concrete found
to be necessary in caissons will bring
the total cost of the job up to $531,849.50. It got the job at those figures.
C. H. Fath & Son had bid $550,577.50;
Foundation Company, $617,352.77; J. C.
Carland & Co., $659,943. The county
engineer's estimate had been $538,000.
Bids were opened last week.

supplied by adding 1,700 additional
cubic yards of concrete. He claimed
it would take 5,000 cubic yards extra
to mushroom the base of the caisson.
J. W. Frazier, member of the board
[ of consulting engineers, agreed witr
i County Engineer Lander and Bridgt
| Engineer Felgate that the amount
j1 added to the specifications would
cover the extra strengthening necesj sary.
When the commissioners called on
t Fesler he said he was satisfied that
! nothing irregular had occurred in
J plans or awarding of the contract.
"No Irregularity"—Fesler
I "So far as I have been able to learn
from engineers the bids are all right,
but I do believe the engineers should
have had opportunity to bid on the
whole contract with the extra work
required," he said.
Taken as units the Great Lakes
Dredge & Dock Company was consideraby higher on the two items over
which the dispute arose. Their bid
called for $27 a cubic yard on concrete
to be used in erecting item seven, and
$35 a cubic yard for concrete on item
•eight. The Fath bid called for $18 a
cubic yard on the former, and $24 a
cubic yard on the latter.
"Had we interpreted the specifications in the same manner as the consulting engineers and
the Great
Lakes engineers undoubtedly have,
there would have been a material differnee in our bid. I doubt whether
they have given the correct interpretation," said Richie.
The
commissioners unanimously
awarded the bid to the Great Lakes
Dredge & Dock Company after they
had satisfied themselves that all bidders had equal opportunity and that
no favoritism had been shown to any

orji
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Congressman Arthur I,. Bates offered

flie reKohltion
c:,,» Hunareu
r-fiinrlrPfl cnc
Frifi DWMC«,
Boosters' meTmaB
of sympathy to Mrs.
Five
on the recen't death of the

NOVEMBER 8,

lie territories to freedom, aim
when secession followed upon the heels..
of his election, haying fivrt his adversaries in the wrong, the president
skillfully united the eause of the ["nion
with the cause of human freedom and
extinguished by means of a lawful
military order (which was followed by
a Constitutional amendment) the system that lay like an incubus upon our
'national life.

Eradicating War's Evil
There is one way and imp way only
Attended
Eleventh Annual member
™°,
; ?: - ";
honorary
/viifc-u"VM
of the chamber since his srfslt In which the evils of war may be eradicated. Every ether cry diverts and
nf as a principal speaker at the banquet
distracts us from the accomplishment
of 1909.
President Felheim then spoke:
f *fB great PurPOse. Men are crying,
"This banquet was not lived penile.- Jf, hcTct ls;.disarmament! Lo, there is
—
men, for Nov. 7. because it was mv tae neutralization ot territory! Lo,
birthday. The chairman of the banquet yonder is the inculcation of-the peace
ADDKhoobbjCornmitee can tell you that. I did not spirit instead.of the war spirit! Every
tell anyone that it was my birthday, ' orie of these cries distracts us from the
only the secretary.''
,one useful measure, and that is to
He was interrupted by laughter andlj|create in the first place some better
Eight long tables, dressed in" white
' agency than war itself to determine
and pink, were crowded with 520 em- applause, but continued:
"I thank yn very much for your up- international controversies,
thusiastic boomers for Erie's 100.000
preeiation. The work of a Chamber
First, of disarmament—Wherever the
population in the Masonic Temple last of Commerce or kindred organization, effort has been made to limit armanight. Lyman Felheim, president of often demands, and justly so, much
ments, that effort has failed. Perhaps,
the Chamber of Commerce was the cen- time and effort which its officers and
before
some efficient substitute for war
ter of the assemblage at the head of members might devote to personal or
the speakers' table. It was his fifty- other interests. This work is certain- has been created, it ought to fail. Unsecond birthday, as it happened, and ly of the most unselfish kind and brings der modern conditions do great armathe eleventh annual banquet of the pro- its own reward. Often after the eul ments promote war or discourage it?
As war becomes more dangerous, does
gressive organization that has meant mination of soffie concerted movement it not also become more difficult and
so much to the growth of the city,
to mark some period during an admin- rarer?
History would appear To anGuests of honor from three different ;stration. gatherings of more or less imswer in the affirmative. Mr. Bloc.h, in
parts ol the country responded to toasts
)Vta„„. bril]„ (),|il.,„.s and members tohis work which was the inspiration of
rn oratorical addresses that were conthol. m meeti
Vihi,h e]lgender bet.
the czar's call for the first Hague considered as brilliant as any that have ter-acquaintance and understandmg and ference, sought to demonstrate, and in
been delivered at previous celebrations. ■• aKgist the organization to improve and
a measure succeeded, that the terrible
International peace prob ems were dis- harmonious action.
character of modern warfare and the
cussed by an editor, scholar and lawyer- <<Tonight, the banquet night of the
perfecting of the appliances of destrucof international renown. .National af- Erie Chamber of Commerce, we are celetion would make wrar so terrific as
tfairs were treated in a lighter, but brating the eleventh annual gather-I
finally
to abolish it. This result has
most instructive way by the wit of con- ing of tilis eh.'araet'er. On such an oecagress. The problems of the modern sion it has a]waya been your pleasure to inof yet been reached, but the drift is in
eity, such as Erie is rapidly becoming, listen lo a,idressos both eloquent and , that, direction. Wars have become
shorter and rarer. If this be so, why
were explained from the standpoint of learned by men whose standing in the
practical experience by the executive nations, aye, even in the world :s prog, seek now to stay this beneficent tenBfficer of the neighboring city of Cleve- ress, is of the highest. And the gentle- ] dency? Why limit armaments when
land. The guests were railroad men of men who have honored us with their j armameents diminish the frequency
prominence in this section, manufac- presence at our festive board this eve- i and duration of war?
turers, professional and business men ning, T am sure will present to you such j
Nations Aimed Heavily
pnd leaders in the civic bodies. Music subjects which will redound to your j
No
nation
has ever been armed to
ind an abundance of good things to eat benefit and edification
the teeth more completely than Germade the early part of the evening nass
"Tonight will be presented subjects; many since the Franco-Prussian war.
Buickly.
relating to municipal, national, and in- i
No nation has done more to preservo
At the speaker's table were:
ternational affairs of the nation and of |
On right—Lyman Pelheim, Win O. the world. Upon the subject of the I the peace of Western Europe. The BalFoulke, Clark Olds, J. Adam Bede, Isa- 'Judicial Settlement of international ! kan peninsula has been rent with strife;
lor Sobel, Paul A. Benson, A. W. John Disputes' there is no better exponent China and Japan, Bussia and Japan,
have had sanguinarj^ struggles; we
i°i ' x?\-it'
* <flrrlek> R- Eose>! than the gentleman whom it will be our have had our own war with Spain, and
files B. Kitts and Alfred Baker.
good fortune, to hear this evening, lie
: On the left—Newton D. Baker, Isaac is a man of many activities, an editor, England has had one with the TransBaker, Henry W. Darling, James M. lawjrer, member of the Indiana senate vaal. Yet along the boundaries of the
Bhenvin, James W. Wardrop, Emory from 1883 to 1885, later a member of German empire peace has been pre|. Walling, A. E. Sisson, J. B. Robert- j the United States civil service commis- served for 40 years, and that, too, with|n, A. W. Mitchell, YV. J. Flynn
sion, and is now president of the Na- out aggression and without great in§ Opposite side—Fredj-L. Weed, Sena-1 tional Municipal league. He is an au- justice. Her commercial interests have
lor Henry A. Clark, H. Thompkins, other of no mean repute, an advocate of been a Safeguard against military conL B. Arbuckle, A. Z. Ingalls, William civil Bervice reform and many other flicts, and, strange as it may seem, her
biinio,,, p. A. Mizener, Jacob Umarmament has promoted in more than
up-to-date public affairs.
fi, Fred L. Cleveland, W. B. Hillary,
one way her industrial progress. .No
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l W. Shreve, W. 6. Coughlin, William
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;»™c, S. II Drown, J. M, Force, John
former President Clark Olds, his enter- ordination, the hardihood, patience, en
I Smart, Irving Blake.
tainer while in the city, bowed his durance, power of organization, selfPost-Prandial Oratory
acknowledgment of the round of ap- sacrifice and patriotism which the Gerplause. He lost no time in getting into man military system has developed
01 thn fMowea tlle fea
his speech but his reference to Brio must have done much to promote that
n
nti , f ^ &&**** ' «"nest at- as a city of beauty, industry and pro- splendid industrial development in
which Germany has been a leader not
B8t after burst of applause indicated gress were pleasing to the banquetters.
only in Europe, but throughout the
* MhuBiasm aroused by the speak- lie said:
world.
»• 1 He temple quartet, consisting of
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fcta Hooper, J. 0. Diehl, C. J. filler
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ge on the menu, James M. Sherwin, must immediately emancipate them evhigher moral plane; The sordid acZ«lui"leUt of the organization erywhere, and in some impossible way
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honored the leaders of finance, who
any longer, gentlemen.
wd lo be called
caHe that, but its pur-, slaveholders; even though the Union be seek to corrupt, government and threat■ dissolved.
U«;"8 rfianjsed this yearj.ifis a ,'eleen to transform our democratic instiBbn of the
Now, there was just one available
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way at thai time, to accomplish what
W worthy president Lvi
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the friends of human freedom dfsTre*>!-, ;the officers of the army and navy. The
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life; the frankness, the endurance, the
sacrifice, the patriotism, the subordination of self to the organization and the
cause represented—all of these are virtues, that we ought, not to lose and
which pure industrialism does not yet
supply to the same-degree.
The limitation of the world's armaments, therefore, before an effective
substitute for war has been provided,
might, well involve as much disaster as
i benefit to mankind.
The limitation of armaments, to be j
practical, must be by international
agreement and that agreement is still
:far in tho future.
I
Neutralization
.lust as illusory as a herald of peace
under present conditions is the plan for
neutralisation. Neutralization is defined as the imposition by international
agreement of perpetual neutrality, removing th eobjects of dispute by placiing them outside the realm of war.
[Switzerland has been thus maintained
;and Belgium and Luxembourg and tho
Ionian Islands and the Suez canal and
the Congo. Bjit the idea that these,
countries have been kept from war and!
conquest by any mere agreement is
more than doubtful. Have they not.
rather been preserved by the mutual
jealousies of their stronger neighbors?
Moreover, such international
agreements depend upon alliances in which
the armaments and war power1" of the
respective allies control.
The surest and indeed the only way
to diminish the occasions for war is
to provide an effective substitute as a
remedy for injustice. Arbitration first
and then the establishment of a court
of arbitral justice, is that substitute.
In adopting this, we follow the line of
least resistance. When the enar called
the first Hague conference to secure the
limitation of armaments he failed utterly in his efforts, but along the lines j
of arbitration the first Hague confer- j
ence was of inestimable value.
With all its defects international arbitration has worked extremely well.
Nearly every controversy thus submitted has been satisfactorily adjusted.
Until recently there was only one instance where such agreements wore
avoided and that was in regard to our
Maine boundary submitted to the King
of the Netherlands, which was set aside
by consent of both of the contracting
parties. Two recent South American
arbitrations have been unsuccessful,
and in our own case against Venezuela
;
recently decided by The
l)unal, a previous arbitration, decided by
Dr. Barge, the umpire appointed by
the Queen of the Netherlands, having
been set aside. But in no single case
has war followed any of these arbitra- '
tions, while it can hardly be doubted '
j that some of the controversies might
j have led to war had arbitration not
been resorted to.
Another important step in the progress of arbitration was taken in the
establishment of the present permanent
panel provided for at The Hague,
, which doubtless possesses for greater
I respect and authority than the casual
tribunals provided for in special treaties.
Arbitral Justice
1

The next step to be taken in this
great movement is the establishment
of the court of arbitral justice recommended by the last Hague confi
but which that body was unable to ;
create because the powers could not
unanimously agree upon the method of
its constitution. Mr. Scott's admirable
at of the development of municipal law and tribunals points this out
I as the next phase of development. First,
. we had that body of usages among nations which, without court or sanction,
went by the name of international law,
just as in primitive communities the
usages of the people, habitually obeyed,
constituted their municipal law, even
before the courts existed. Next we
have the panel, from which arbitrators are taken, just as in early days of
Roman law personal controversies, first
submited to a stranger chosen for the
special occasion, were afterwards taken
before a judge selected from a panel of
competent persons previously appo
: for the purpi
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The third stop in municipal law was
\y McKean sang a triolet years ago. A breakdown in city governMrH_ g
the establi linnnil of a permanent 0f'soprano solos, "The Danza^' "My ments threatened to demoralize the life.
This was the measure that lies j-_
I.addie."
and "If I Were You." H er The time had come for the city to take
a(i,iie
e us now
nternational law, 5voioe was no pleasing that she was on new functions. Business enterprise
recommended b\ the second Hague con: i enC0Te<j and responded with an Irish had- grown rich out of the city itself
and the privileges in the streets. The
flerencc to i
(instituted through di- Bongl "Tipperary Town."
city was the Cinderella led around by
tie cliani!
channels havTW„„„^ TJ„W,
fng been ,« already ope,
by the
Introducing Mayor Baker
unscrupulous men. In addition to the
identical notes < M to the powers by
Introducing Mayor Newton Baker of repressive function of police power,
our secretary of state. Every effort <ji(,Veland, President Felheim said:
the city had taken the corrective and
of the lovers of peace should now be I "l^om the community life of our na- the aiding and assisting of the people.
ed t" the one purpose of urging j tjon aevelops our municipalities. Ac- The cry of Socialism was the attack
and aiding by every
means in our ,.or^;ng (■„ extraordinary energy or nat- made. In 1850, only two American
power the establi9hmenl of (Ins tri- ural a§vantages some uities have pros- cities owned public parks. Ownership
buna].
'pered more than others. As they de- of waterworks was long thought to be
Get Nation's Best
j veloped they have naturally assimila- impossible for municipalities. The nogreater responsibil- tion prevailed that it was impossible to
Everv nation will Lave a strong nio-'ted and assumed
,:,,,. ,,„■ placing upon this exalted tri- ities. Besides-loyalty and constant at- be efficient and honest.
bunal its most distinguished jurists, and tention to progress in its soocial, civic,
Parental Relative to Public
.unctions it is
that the ef- industrial aud mercantile; fu.
'' I know something of the relation
,ill be successful. If so, nations necessary to conduct a fast growing
need not (ear to trust
even their:city along strictly up-to-date business of city and mayor. Men come to me |
who say they are used up in struggling i
"honor and vital interests" to such a.lines. As a crisis in affairs generally
body, those two things which statesmen creates the proper leader, so the de- with the world, that they are not able I
used to say could never be surrendered ' velopmeut of such a municipality brings to do a clay's work, and want me to f
give them a city job. The mayor has j
by a sovereign state. They have beenlto the front public-spirited citizens willa parental relation to the people. I:
stirrendored by the states of the Fed-;! ing and able to cope with tile situation. marry the living and bury the dead. A ]
era] Union wnich used to be entirely It is assumed that these great responsifather asked me to visit his daughter
sovereign They have been surrendered j bilities call for the best and most prac- who was sick, saying that he thought '
by the republics of Central America toj.tical citizenship. No better ^ type^of a visit from the mayor would help her.
the court of justice at Cartago under [such citizen leadership stands higher The mayor is expected to be everything
a treaty which provided that all con- than the gentleman who will address except a business man. Personally I
troversies of whatsoever nature or you on the subject of 'City and Busi- repudiate it all. I think that the ideal
origin should be submitted to its judg- ness.' 1 deem it a great privilege to city should be as efficient as any privment. This question of "honor and introduce the mayor of Cleveland, O., ate business. (Applause.)
il interest" is extremely nebulous, Hon. Newton D. Baker."
"The city has a duty to the dependApplause for the mayor was renewed
one can define it, and to say that it
ent classes.' The law of life is the law
I must bo determined by the party at is- three times while he bowed and smiled of struggle. The ends of our civilizale to refuse In an extreme case all before he was enabled to start his tion appears to be to prevent struggle
jurisdiction to any court whatever. speech by telling the story of the giant and bring out the unfit.
We have
Men used to talk that way about their of Saville.
burdened the fit with a large number
"Some
time
ago
when
beating
the
own honor and the duel settled these
of unfit. The tendency of the city born
tions for them but in civilized com- bushes I went to the town of Saville," is to go to seed. They get enervated/
ities the court has supplanted the he said, "and was shown the giant; and played out. - The modern city has
and men's "honor and vital inter-, much the same as we show the people
as its foremost task to make possible
safer than they were before.; who come to Cleveland, Lake Erie. The
giant was eight feet and one inch tall. that every child born have a fairi
Sn w ill ii bo H itl) nations.
chance to* grow up a full man-animal.
The creation of a Court of Arbitral They told me that his wife, who had This is'why they should be provided,
.lust ice under such a sanction would be died, was eight feet and three inches with wholesome and recreative amuseid most valuable not merely as an I diil not appear much alongside of him. ments. The city should take care of]
improvement upon arbitration but -as a (The mayor is somewhat diminutive in the old and provide by pensions for
ial and necessary step ill the forma- stature, being less than five feet six those who go down in the modern strugworld federation for interna- inches). Sc it is thai cities show theirj gle. The city should never confuse the'
, I purposes. The nit imate^ phases visitors the largest things and I under-; charitable and business functions. It
of i his transformation are still too stand why I am introduced to the i should demand of those in charge the
.... and distant to be traced with Chamber of Commerce tonight.
(ApAn essayist has written that people, highest degree of efficiency.
flinty. 'I'!"' influences for such a
plause.)
are
confused
in
their
thinking
by
the]
federation in lieu of international conPreserve Civic Wealth
Hi,Is are to be found in the increase of vastness of the world. They are con-'
I lie intelligence ef the world; in the fused by the mountains and the climate
and other things. We should
have ■ "Additional functions of the city are
interests of commerce; in the additional, some planetary thinking and we would; that, as a creator of wealth, it should
influence and power in every national-i
lose sight, of these confusing distinc-: seize and preserve for tne citizens the
ity of I lie great body of the people, who: tions between peoples and
nations.! wealth it creates. We have been doing
are the greatest sufferers and the least The national boundaries would be ob- this in Cleveland. We own the street
gainers from war. and in a decided im- literated.
rs"lroad after 10 years, of whicTi part of,
provement in the moral attitude ot
the time was almost war. As a result
Many
National
Problems
mankind. The process of social devclthe people realize that transportation is
to this as the necessary
"The matter with this country is its a public function. The first thing is
future ol' mankind. The growth of the vastness. The national problems are not the dividends, but the efficiency of j
family into the clan, the tribe, the na- so large that many are confused with service. Now we have the annual divition, the empire, leaves but one step them. .Science has achieved much by dends. This was won in opposition to
in and by every analogy taking the details and arguing from
trie business interests. The growth of
which history and sociology can furnish the minute to larger things. I want
the idea of public right and duty has
the world is -.lie to take It.
to seize out the single thing, the city, been such that last year we had a maMen Mill consider this a vision, an and put it under the microscope. I jority in the Chamber of Commerce
impracticable dream but when we look have to talk about two things, the city where formerly we had 800 to 1 on
buck upon history we find the dream of and business. I know something about questions of public ownership.
one generation has been the reality in cities.
"There is a large number of things
"American cities have grown up
the generations that follow.
In the midst of the corruptions of de haphazard. Jefferson said that we are that cities must learn to do. They
caving Rome men dreamed of purer an agrarian and rural people. That was should separate national and state polionly 100 years ago. Tonight, we are in tics from city affairs. They must not
deity than the old gods of Greece. Nei
the torches of Nero's gardens the midst of a commercial and . indus- distract the people by talk of elephants
I nor the (laming eyes of Hie tigers of trial empire. The cities in this country and roosters and political tricks. Prob| the Coliseum could stitle the spirit of grew up as centralized placeB of distri- lems that are hidden should be analyzed
i those dreams; dreams that, were born in bution. The European city has a differ- and brought out. The city should draw
ubterranean darkness of the Cata- ent history; it. was originally a place sharply the distinction between private
combs; dreams thai made (ho dreamers of military defense. We have overlook- and public wealth. Monopoly for the
brave and chaste and honest amid the ed the military importance attached to general good must be public. •
'' These things will come about from
rdico and debauchery aud corrup- our cities.
"Half tiie population live in cities. two sources. We, meaning you and I,
tion around them; dreams that wreathed
their faces with smiles in the dying The correcting inttuence of the country must learn the city so that we can love
i the arena: dreams that rose neighborhood is lost in the apartment. it. We ought to love it in the way to
with .their pure souls from the circles A man is sometimes lucky if he knows produce a broader and more intelligent
of (lie howling amphitheater and led the members of his own family. The people. You have studied the questions
them along the bright path of the sun- corrective or parental control is almost arising in your business affairs. Have
light of Cod's love,
These men unknown. The children are sometimes you studied you city questions likedreamed aud, lo. the new faith in which abstracted almost from the cradle to wise? As a business man does your
they put their trust spread over all the the mills. Such city.life has devitalized city get the willing and cheerful work
'earih and buried beyond the hope of the population. The cities arc using up of the same sort as you give your busirod ion the grosser superstitutions the vitality of the nation. The govern- ness? The business of the city has become one of expert service. D o you
j of antiquity.
ment of cities has fallen into the hands give your genius and your service? If
of
professional
office
holders
who
have
Applause continued several minutes
called upon, you must accept public
after Mr. Poulke hud finished, Capt. | neither fitness nor training. The Amer- office disagreeable as it is. Create a
I
ican
cities
have
become
the
shame
of
IS. H. Martin offered the resolution on
new spirit and new attitude towards
the settlement of international disputes the nation.
municipal questions. Elect men to of'' The regeneration began 15 or 20
•bit vat ion and unanimous pa
on definite programs and put them
was accorded.
out by recall the day they don't'do

what they promise. That's whado in your business affairs. The great
dream of American cities is that the
public sentiment will be aroused for
beautifying,
more
healthful, more
wholesome and regenerated cities. The
problem of the nation is in the eitie°
and I consider at the present time that
it is a higher duty to be a city builder
than a nation builder."
Great Applause for Bede
■ Greeted with applause that rivalled
in intensity, while it lasted, any of the
demonstrations that heralded "the approach of the great and near great in
the "late unpleasantness" of political
affairs, J. Adam Bede arose to speak
at .the Chamber of Commerce banquet
last night after two speakers had fed
the minds of the assembled guests with
pearls -of thought gleaned through a
perusal of international and municipal
questions. He was glowingly Introduced by the toastmaster, President Pelheim, as the man who would bring
down the house. Bede made good. In
his introductory remarks the toastmaster said:
"We have heard tonight two most
eminent speakers. We certainly have
benefited and profited through the messages from the two honorable gentlemen who have just addressed us. Can
we not call a work in the interest of a
world-wide peace and the building up
of a great city and its business a pursuit of happiness as well as a benefit
to the community We doubt there are
as many roads to happiness as there
are people. ' T am reminded of one road
to happiness of a certain jockey in
pursuit of his vocation. After losing
many races, he at last, riding a good
mount, came in ahead, exclaimed; 'I'm
first at last; I always was behind before.'
"The honorable gentleman who will
next address you, also bring to my mind
a story about a man who visiting Washington, D. C, presented himself and
family to President Eoosevelt. I am
informed that the family was quite
numerous. The president, ' champion of
the Anti-Eace Suicide Cause' acknowledge the introduction, inquired, pointing to the large family, 'Who arc
these?' and received the reply, 'They
are my string of Bedes.'
"Now gentlemen, believe me in the
'Pursuit of Happiness,' we will listen
to a string of pearls.
"It gives me the greatest pleasure
to introduce the Hon. J. Adam Beds of
Duluth, Minn.
Held Good Attention
Bede, as a political reporter would
say, '' had the crowd with him from
the start," and never once in the
course of his brilliant remarks was
there any evidence that the crowd was
not with him. He arose with a smil-3 on
his lips that never once wore off. Before he spoke a word every one in the
hall was laughing, and before he finished nearly every one wiped his eyes
and unbuttoned his vest to give better
vent to his laughter. A pinch hitter,
brought into the game at the last moment, when the crowd expected nothing better could be dug up, Bede scored
a winning run, driving everything before him.
Keen wit interspersed with "horse
sense" and straight political "dope"
straight from the ' shoulder hit local
politicians right and left. Mingled^ wit1'
his humor Bede threw niuchlitli^AU I
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. It gives rue the greatest pleasure
ity of the great body of the people, who; tions -between peoples and
nations. wealth it creates. We have been doing to introduce the Hon. J. Adam BeJ „{
e
are the greatest sufferers and the least j The national boundaries would be ob- this in Cleveland. We own the street Duluth, Minn.
gainers from war. and in a decided im-, literated.
r/Mroad after 10 years, of whicl part of.
Movement in the moral attitude at*
Held Good Attention
the time was almost war. As a result
Many National Problems
mankind. The process of social devel- \
the people realize that transportation is I Bede, as a political reporter would
opment points to this as the necessary;
"The matter with this country is its a public function. The first thing is I say,
,
"had the crowd with hira f,0,„
future of mankind. The growth of the \ vastness. The national problems are not the dividends, but the efficiency of j> the start
' and never once in ne
family into the clan, the tribe, the na- so large that many are confused with service. JNow
Now we have
annual diviof his brilliant remarks was
nave the
me annum
uivi-;[■ course 01
tion, the empire, leaves but one. step them. Science has achieved much by- de'ids. This was won in opposition to there any evidence that the crowt] w,
more to be taken and by every analogy taking the details and arguing from trie' business interests. The growth of ! not with him. He arose with a snhl-j on
: which history and sociology can furnish the minute to larger things. I want the idea of public right and duty has his lips that never once wore off..'lieto seize out the single thing, the city, been such that last year we had a ma-1: fore he spoke a word every one iii th,
the world is sure to take it.
Men will consider this a vision, an and put it under the microscope. I jority in the Chamber of Commerce: hpll
'
was laughing, and before he fin
impracticable dream but when we look- have to talk about two things, the city where formerly we had 800 to 1 on ished nearly every one wiped his eyes
and
business.
I
know
something
about
back upon history we find the dream of
questions of public ownership.
and unbuttoned his vest to give better
one generation has been the reality in cities.
"There is a large number of things vent to his laughter. A pinch hitter
"American
cities
have
grown
up
the generations that follow.
that cities mUBt learn to-do. They brought into the game at the last moIn the midst of the corruptions of de- haphazard. Jefferson said that we are
should separate national and state poli- ment, when the crowd expected nothcaying Koine men dreamed of purer an agrarian and rural people. That was
tics from city affairs. They must not ing better could be dug up, Bede scored
deity than the old gods of Greece. Nei- only 100 years ago. Tonight we are in distract the people by talk of elephants a winning run, driving everything bether the torches of Nero's gardens the midst of a commercial and indusfore him.
and roosters and political tricks. Probj nor the flaming eyes of the tigers of trial empire. The cities in this country
Keen wit interspersed with "horse
lems
that
are
hidden
should
be
analyzed
j the Coliseum could stifle the spirit of grew up as centralized places of distrisense"
and straight political "dope"
and brought out. The city should draw
1 those dreams; dreams that were bqrn in bution. The European city has a differ- sharply the distinction between private straight from the shoulder hit local
ent
history;
it
was
originally
a
place
! the subterranean darkness of the Cataand public wealth. Monopoly for the politicians right and left. Mingled with
i combs; dreams that made the dreamers of military defense. We have overlookhis humor Bede threw much light on
general good must be public. •
:
brave and chaste and honest amid the ed the military importance attached to
future social conditions and the solution
"These
things
will
come
about
from
' cowardice and debauchery ...and corrup- our cities.
of the social problems.
"Half the population live in cities. two sources. We, meaning you and I,
tion around them; dreams that wreathed
He began to smile when he arose. "I
must
learn
the
eity
so
that
we
can
love
their faces with smiles in the dying The correcting influence of the country
feel like a humming bird (laughter)
it.
We
ought
to
love
it
in
the
way'to
agonies of the arena; dreams that rose neighborhood is lost in the apartment.
among the eagles of oratory," he said.
with iheir pure souls from the circles A man is sometimes lucky if he knows produce a broader and more intelligent ' • I have listened to the solution of inpeople.
You
have
studied
the
questions
of the -howling amphitheater and led the members of his own family. The arising in your business affairs. Have ternational troubles, on how to run a
them along the bright path of the sun- corrective or parental control is almost you studied you city questions like- city on business principles, and to
light of God's love.
These men unknown. The children are sometimes iwise? As a business man does your sallies between your own members. I
:
dreamed and, lo, the new faith in which abstracted almost from the cradle to I city get the willing and cheerful work agree with everything that has been
i they put their trust spread over all the the mills. Such city.life has devitalized i of the same sort as you give your busi- said. I have long advocated runningj
I earth and buried beyond the hope of the population. The cities are using up ness? The business of the city has be- cities on business principles 1 even
! resurrection the grosser superstitutions , the vitality of the nation. The govern- come one of expert service. D o you introduced a bill into the legislature
j ment of cities has fallen into the hands give your genius and your service? If to swap the Phili^ines for Ireland, ami
of antiquity.
I
Applause continued several minutes I of professional office holders who have called upon, you must accept public then raise our own policerneri. You
! after Mr. Foulke had finished. Capt. I neither fitness nor training. The Amer- office disagreeable as it 'is. Create a may not know It, but I built your har1 S. H. Martin offered the resolution on 3 ican cities have become the shame of new spirit and new attitude towards bor here. I have done several things.
'' I tell yan,'' he said, '' Thomas Jef•the settlement of international disputes , the nation.
municipal questions. Elect men to of'' The regeneration began 15 or 20 fice on definite programs and put them
■son .hit it right when he saidJSpR,
j by arbitration and unanimous passage
\l ha\ i the right of \\ivKmtty
i out by recall the day they don't' do
was accorded.
pursuit of '•
The third step ifi municipal law was * Mrs. C. W. - McKean sang a triolet
the^es ablishmertt of a permanen > of TOp^,0 solo*."*%**%£>, *£
court. This was the measure that lies tLaddie," and "If H'«
»,
'"I
before us now in international law, ? voice was so pleasing thatshe
recommended bv the second Hague con ■encored and responded with an Irish
ference to be constituted through di- song, "Tipperary Town/'
plomatic channels, these channels havIntroducing Mayor Baker
ing been now already opened by tne
Introducing
Mayor Newton Baker of
identical notes sent to the powers by
Every effort -Cleveland, President Felheim said:
r of state.
of the lo es of peace should now.be; .,From the community Me of our narlevoted to the one purpose of urging tion develops our municipalities. Acnnd -idin" by every means in our cording to extraordinary energy or natter the "establishment of this tri-ural advantages some wties have prosKl
■
' Pered more than others. As they deGet Nation's Best
. .
jyeloped they have naturally assimila,, v.
. stronff mo-'ted and assumed greater responsibilEvery nation will have a strong ™..jtieS- Besides -loyalty and constant attive for placing upon this exaltea
civic,
t
tion to pi.ogress in its social,
bunal its most distinguished juris*,, ana
^..^ and mercantile functions it is
there iB good reason to hope that tne e
to
conduet a fast growing
fort will be successful. 1± so nanois
J
strictly up-to-date business
need not fear to
rust ev™ J™^^: jj a crisis in affairs generally
"honor and vital interests
to rob «.
lead
so the de.
body, those two thing,which^".^^/^ a municipality brings
used to say could never be surrenderea
^ ^^
blic.spirited citizens willby a sovereign state. J^y1™ Fed-- ing and able to cope with the situation,
surrendered by the statesi o
.,
assumed that these great responsieral Union which used to be^« ;
^
^ aud mogt pra(>.

! we wouJJ ever c-atctT-up wifUfhappinessi
J We never will. But universal peace,
land therefore a better happiness, is not
[far away when you can sit by your
fireside, as you can now anywhere in
our United States and call up by tele
[phox-a almost any king on earth. Oh, '.
lam an optimist, all right."
"I have visited the very'rich and
the very poor, have been one myself
but not the other, although .1. Pierpont
Morgan is a chum of mine, and I have
found the greatest happiness among
the middle classes. As Mayor Bak—
has said, we are thinking too sma—
I We can be happy when we are thinking
[of little things, we should think of
[continents. Then we will have better
[statesmen and less lobbyists. Don't
[blame your congressman if he dares
jnot to do what you want him to do
j Make him tell you what he will do, an
[then stand back of him. Everyon
[will be happier then.
The Merit of Happiness
"I feel sorry for the man who as a
boy did not grow up on a dairy farm
where there is a good cow. Next to a
mother there is nothing better than a
good cow. I wonder how many here
ever got up on a good frosty morning
to go after the cows, kicked them to
make them get up and then warmed his
feet on the warm ground? That
the first lesson in American politicskick something and then look after
vourself to profit thereby.
"Start in with your children and you
will soon make the world right, uet
acquainted with your own children.
Keep close to them during the danger
yearB and you will do much for the future happiness of the nation.
lieae'-saarpenea "his wit on the r
suits of the recent election, spoke
the hustling, bustling world and tne
part newspapers played in it.
t'11
old world is getting better every day,
only you people think in such small
units that you. don't believe it. there
are not enough, newspapers pnntea
each morning to tell of all the good
, that is done the day before, but all 01
them manage to hunt up a lot ot tne
I bad. They can 't help it, because hustle
and bustle and sensation is what you
crave and demand. They tell you a lot
of things, and do much to carry news ot
the world, to remote parts of the country. Thev make you live fast.
Cries of "go on, go on," kept Bede
on his feet much'after midnight anc
only when he could talk no longer did
he enjoin members of the Chamber 01
Commerce to "smile, durn ye, s
and the world will be better.
BABGE SINKS; CEEW SAVED
(By Associated Press)
St. Joseph, Mich., Nov. 7.—The tub
James H. Martin, arriving here from
Waukegan, Ills., today reported "«
loss of the lumber barge Hattie »«»8
during a violent storm on Lake MiM'
! gan last night. The barge, in tow 0*
the Martin, was swamped by lie* [seas. The crew of five was rescued.
Dispatch Want Ads Give Best Kesulti

J^(^A^^^^^^-'f'/^^While the

I Mayor, Hatton and Fesler
Together to Cut Elective
County and State Jobs.
Declare Straight Voting Compelled by Complex
Ticket.
B1GEL0W APPEAL FUTILE
Speakership Candidate Falls in Effort
to Win Cuyabogn Support, but Gels
Newspaper Aid for Bitter Contest—
Baker Urges Delegation to Defer to
Nc„.

Governor—Public

Meetings

Begin Next Week—Friebolin Made
Chairman - Consider

Limited

■ (ounly Home ISule.
With Cleveland the

storm

center j

yesterday of the fight for organiza- j
tion of the next Ohio house of repre- j
sentatives, there was opened a con-]
lest

for

a change in Ohio's election I

laws that will put an end to such com- j
plicated ballots as were used in Tues- |
clay's election when a premium was j
placed on straight party voting and a
heavy handicap on independent vot- ,
| ing.
Mayor Baker, A. R. Hatton, professor of political economy at W. It. U .
[and Secretary Mayo Fesler of the
[Municipal association, all declared
against conditions as they existed
ETuesday and agreed there would be a
[harmonious joining of all the forces
[of civic welfare to end it. They agree
{that the short ballot apparently points
the way to the best solution.
"The difficulty with indepei:
'oting at such an election as that of
ist Tuesday undoubtedly arises from
pie number of names and the n umber
offices involved." said Mayor Baker.
"One remedy will come from direct
'ote for the presidency, eliminating
he long and confusing list of presi[ential electors. Simplification of the
tate government by making fewer
lective officers and more appointive
the governor will help.
jaker cites County.
'We also should have a reorganiition of the scheme.of county govfcment, having the county prosecucounty treasurer, recorder, corjr and perhaps others appointed by
il executive authority of the
which ought to be a single
1
some sort of a legislalody to deal with the purely leg[ve end of county affairs.
ir instance, the county commisspend as much money as the
J government. The appropriation
noney in the city is a legislajfunction. While the mayor and
issociates
are
executives, the
[ty commissioners, on the other
| do the whole business.
iese three things, will shorten \
ballot and make it possible for;
poter to consider more carefully;
[more independently the
names I
Bitted."
"of- A. R. Hatton .said the. short
| Plan seemed to him the ideal I

mayor

and

stale i

"I hope the new city eh,
%3?&&ft%^^12^.
provide for the short ballot, he said.
"There is no reason against applying ^l^ood to doubt his fitness as a
leader under the circumstances.
it to the county. In fact the straight
One objection being made is that,
The!
commission plan applied to the coun- he is an ardent single taxer.
Democratic
leaders point to the unty has fewer objections than it has
popularity of that doctrine
among1
when applied to uie city.
the farmers and fear objection from
that element if a man of single tax
Combination Will Come.
proclivities is made speaker.
"The combination of the. city and
Bigelow's friends opened the wa
county government is a plan that ul- by declaring that E. W. Hanley o
timately will come.
It has worked Dayton is trying to beat him.
Bigelow reached Cleveland earl;
well wherever tried."
in the morning and had two Ion?
"The most significant feature of the audiences with Mayor Baker. Whei
election Was the slavish adherence of he had finished his second talk wit'
the voters to party lines," said Mayo the, mayor he refused to discuss eith
_ ,
. .
' ..
.._
. . ,,
er his conference with the mayor o
Fesler, secretary of the Municipal ashis position with reference to th
sociation.
"It is apparent they were speakership.
Earlier in the day Mr. Bigelow hac
afraid to run the, risk of losing their
said:
votes by scratching the ticket. Even
"The organization of the genera
the Progressives, who had three canassembly is a matter of principles
and not of personalities."
Mr. W
didates in the Republican column, did
B. Kilpatrick of Warren has been renot mari-c tnose names debarred from
ferred to as a candidate for speaker.
their ticket by the ruling of the secretary of state."
He' is an excellent man whom any"The iong ballot was one of the! good progressive would be justified in
chief causes of this strict adherence ! supporting.
"The activities of the reactionary
to party lines.
'The long ballot' as
the Plain Dealer says, 'is the best arforces to control the organization of
the house in their own interests are
gument for the short ballot.' The balobvious. But this is a condition which
lot of Tuesday was a crime against
popular government.
was inevitable, and the man who must
meet it is the governor-elect.
Mr.
"There are two or three ways in
Cox has given nobody grounds for
("vhich a change can be made. First,
doubting
that
he
will
meet
this
first
>y adopting the short ballot. Secon
test with courage and fidelity."
,V a consolidation of the city
Apparently that seems to be Mayor
cciuntv government as is in operati
Baker's view". The mayor in talking
in San Francisco and Denver and
with the Cleveland delegation urged
a modified form in St. Louis. Thi
that they should not become entanby transferring the election of col
gled in the fight by promising support
ty officers to the odd years.
"Under any of these sug.ges ted to anybody.
He said James' M. Cox, governorplans the pressure would be reliev/ed.
elect, is the man wdio will be charged
The short ballot committee is wc .rking on the problem. Pamphlets w ere with the responsibility of the administration and Mr. Cox's voice should
sent to all candidates of the legislabe given great weight in deciding the
ture, asking an expression as to their
speakership.
views on the short ballot, which pro"This delegation should support
poses to give to the governor in the
Gov.-elect Cox in any undertaking he
state, and county commissioners in
proposes that promises for the forthe county power to appoint heads of
warding of the interests of the people
departments.
of the state," the mayor said, in ef"It was recognized that rural comfect. • "We want the administration
munities would protest against a
to
be successful and it is your duty
change depriving them of direct electo
aid in every way:"
tion of their officers. So it was sugThe mayor mentioned Mr. Bigelow
gested
that
permissive
laws
be
and Mr. Kilpatrick as candidates for
passed.
speaker. Many of the Cleveland dele"The passage of such laws was
gates favor Kilpatrick, but Herman
generally favored.
Under such a
plan each county would determine Fellinger, has opened a fight on Kilpatrick
here. The liquor people are
how it should elect its officials. Some
counties could maintain the present opposed to Kilpatrick.
In such a situation it is entirely
system. Others could adopt the plan
of having most of the officers ap- probable the support of Cuyahoga.
county will gr. to some man not yet
pointive.
"Such a scheme would be a reform named, unless Cox takes a position
that undoubtedly would tend to cure behind either Bigelow or Kilpatrick.
The 'delegation organized by electsuch conditions as existed last Tuesing Carl D. Friebolin, senator-elect,
day."
chairman and Don P. Mills secretary.
The suggestions as made will be It was decided that public meetings of
considered fully by the Municipal as- the delegation should be held in the
sociation and committees will under- council chamber every Saturday until
take the work of drafting bills that the legislature convenes.
some member of the CuyahAs;a deleThe first meeting will be one week
gation, perhaps Carl D. Friebolin or from today at 1:30 p. m. These meetW
A.
Greenlund,
senators-elect,
ings also will be continued through,
will present to the legislature.
If the session.
The purpose is to give
necessary an amendment to the state all citizens any opportunity to express
constitution will be urged.
views and make suggestions,
„,;%„,„„„
1VTorl,,.l(>,,c
nf
The fight for speakership of the
Members of
the delegation exlower house of the general assembly
pressed their opinion yesterday there
centered here by reason of the activ- would be two sessions of the new
ity of Herbert S. Bigelow of Cincin- legislature. Each will last six months,
Bigelow came to Cleveland yester- according to such information as is at

dav seeking the support of Mayor na™;
The regular session, opening in Jan- '
Baker and the Cuyahoga delegation.
uary, is expected to last until June I
He didn't get it.
.
or
later. Gcv. Cox, it now is believed,
Almost immediately he started to
fie-ht
He saw several people and is will then call an extraordinary session
understood to have enlisted powerful to meet January of next year.
Students of legislative conditions i
newspaper support.
pointed out that the new constitution 1
Bigelow s candidacy is expected to makes neCessary so many new and
Istir up a bitter fight. Reports from progressive iaws that lt wilI be lm .
| Columbus indicate that nearly a.
sible to compiete the Democratic
! prominent members of the mcomn.
m in one session.
I state administration are also opposed i
i to him. Thev make no secret of this
fact and the fight .will soon be in the
i open.
,
,
Mayor Baker believes the wishes ot
Gov.-elect Cox should govern Cuyahoga's position as to the speakership.
He and all other prominent Democrats agree with Mr. Cox that there
is a large and highly important constructive program to be carried out
in the forthcoming session of the legi islature.
,
,,' ..J''
They would bring together all the
1
various contending elements to make
possible completion of this work.
The mayor, at least, stated this to
be his position to Cuyahoga"s delegation which met with him at 4 o clock
yesterday afternoon.
Bigelow saw j
Mr. Baker both before and after the j
legislative delegation meeting.

/

fU^r^O-tttf)-

MAYOR BELIEVES CALL FSGHT FUTIL
SUBWAYS URGENT 10 OEFEAI BAKER
Baker Asserts Methods Must
., ..

_„, r_

•tia second terni as maj'or 6T Cleveland by the greatest majority ever
received by any candidate for that
office.
The municipal situation was discussed as much yesterday as were the
I; after effects of Tuesday's vote, the
organization of the next general assembly and the disposition by 'the
.Democratic organization of county apI pointments.
W. V. Goshorn of Gallon, clerk of
[thee senate in the last asembly, was

Bull Moose and Republicans }he re yesterday seeking support

re-election. He met Mayor Baker, "W.
Ti. Gongwer and W. J. M:urphy. John
iKrause, city treasurer, acted as host
for Goshorn. Cuyahoga is disposed to
'support him.
Senator-elect Carl D. Friebolin,
chairman of the Cuyahoga legislative
Company Now Awaits Action: Legislative Delegation Dis- delegation, said the delegation undoubtedly will propose bills that will
cusses Bills and
eliminate such ballot conditions as exof Voters on Home
isted last Tuesday.
Backed by Mayor Baker the delegaOffices.
Rule.
tion will insist on the passage of
bills that will tend to provide the
Newton D. Baker may not be seri- short ballot in the state. Friebolin
"Cleveland has got to the point
may propose some such measure.
ously
opposed for re-election
as
The Municipal acsociation also has
where it must have a subway. If
mayor of Cleveland next November. Appointed him a member of a corawe don't get it the way we have been
piittee
to prepare a state civil serThis possibility has developed out
ig we will have to go about it o' the general.political discussion fol- vice law. Friebolin favors a civil
service law that will retain to counlowing Tuesday's election.
Neither ties and cities the right to control
some other way."
the
commissions.
Mayor Baker made this statement the Republicans nor the Bull Moose
W. A. Greenlund, senator-elect, is
are anxious to give Mayor Baker a
to
propose bills dealing
Yesterday in discussing the subway ^ ,f ^
^ ,g to ^^ ^ preparing
-^^{^r'amenaZent
%™j.
situation. He declared that ne nas Q]d partjsaa uneg.
providing for registering and war
no definite plan in mind for hastening
Greenlund has
I£ thg mayor is to be elected on a wanting land titles.
the materialization'Of the project
the politicians ^fflfff th?s Silt ion.
"*" t°b*V*
nonpartlsan' ballot
Although it was generally believed agree Mr_ Baker would be a hard op- .The amendment was to remove
early In the year that the subway ponent
constitutional objections the supreme
court found against what is known
company would start building the
The cila2ices are the next mayor
as the "Torrens land title system."
subway some time in the summer of wlI1 be eiected on a npnpartisan bal- by which title may be registered in
1012, a recent statement made by ]o. lm(jer a charter that will be ex- the owner and a certificate of title
,'tary Thomas P. Schmidt of the elusively Cleveland's—proposed by issued to him against all the worlii.
■. Neither Friebolin nor Greenlund
subway company Indicates that the Cleveland
men, put througn
oy nas any disposition to ask exclusive
company now is awaiting the deci- Cleveland men and approved by the right to father these measures. Both
sion of the people with respect to a people oi Cleveland."
£*1l<?X?a>, }he effort of the members
_.,
. will be determined
, i.
-ivby the
4.1, new.
„„, oE tne delegation
should be to avoid .
new city charter.
This
duplicatloll_
They woujd haye Qne :
Can Itmric Snbwar Bonds,
charter commission that is almost member in charge of the details,!
Under home rule the city will ha*e j certain to come Into existence next ^^^•^^ ftft
the right to issue bonds to build Its February.
Legislation now is mider,^^"^1^
the bill is
own subway, but the mayor's state- j consideration that will^"J^M P. L. A. Leighley, sole Democratic1
ment yesterday brought out that the ; S'a "coiZi'ssion £d^Se^te&to Tuesd^^lm, ^
administration has not planned any naming Us^-ibers
£Jesf^^tst 3LuS"5SS

Change if Necessary to
Get Rapid Transit.

,

,■

, .

1 „„,,A r>nn

Inclined to Leave Contest to Socialists.

i^thrgh
It Calmed that the - £^2^fe^«
'or
ld transit service and the con- C, .
Any citizen may become J$&i££*
™secutor Sylvester
under p

r;lp

8

C

Igestion of surface lines has made the hf^idate *°™? ^°£%™™™£1

William

Agnew,

chief

deputy

- ain" peonage if Electors ^fa wa^ suggesfed^or™8 IT*
Ings only a necessary rule, yet a signers to the nominating petition.! S1"*'
?*•■ ln X *£? n? *■ ^^
of the commissioners will »ef ™&e™, >" '*ffge 0{.e™d ™.
group of eouncllmen is strongly op- Election
on a nonpartlsan ballot. This com-^"cce«° Waltei D Mealg. Other
posed to this change and other i mission is planned to be elected the-^«s B"™e»^d " P™WecUve canchanges being brought about under first Tuesday in February.
fakes office ?an 1 L^°ier' W^°
Immediately after
election thea
«Kefc■ °™c«>**£
\- included ■ nearly
the management of Street Railroad
Tbe "_,_ -."?.a&s>stants In the prosecu::ommission will et to work.
Commissioner Peter Witt.
generaT'scheme of those in charge "f'^Vscore rf othere head«uarte~rs
Councilman Horrigan, one of the the preliminary work is to provide'1™J„eXI P t;»w „,.,,'.
J
statemJ\ih ^ f hll
Democratic members of council who for election of the mayor and allpx "£°|
other elective officials on a iionpar- ^^nf Q stat|m|nt with the board
has been voting against the cutting
tisan ballot.
This is the manner** cost °h,ni |o|l to' H*h%V S"S*
out of stops, declared yesterday that under which it is probable next ^'^thTstitoffil,
eda ^r^*^
he Is opposed to the changes inaugu- election in Cleveland will be con- Thonias s_ Parref, g^. „
Hucted.
_
.
Yovng, $131.91; M. J Walsh
SI/IS «50rated by Witt
Newton D
'■ n ~£~~
TL£l™2' *
"Wit Is making a mistake In try- w. candidate.
ing to change conditions when the tlifi Hepubl
j change Is not an Improvement," said bra have attempted to line unusa ui^an- clayton Townes, §28.47 W
1913.
Stinc'icomb, Democrat $244Sfi
tn h
! Horrigan. "The people want the cars (lorSome
of the Republicans say frank-p,ecten county
e^Hl *
'so to b
onnnUr engineer.
to stop at all street intersections. The !v they do not care to.give Mr. Baker
Bull Moose leaders
ople in my ward very plainly indi- kny opposition.
In the state have declared it to be
cated that feeling on this question their intention to give battle in every
when there was talk of cutting out City and village next fall.
Here in
land the Bull Moose leaders apthe Detrolt-av stops."
pear just as chary as the RepubliAt the last meeting of the council cans
of fighting Baker.
three Democrats voted with the HeProf. A. R. Hatton, John D. Fackpublicans against elimination
of ler, Guy O. Farquharson and other
recognized Bull Moose leaders in CuyWade Park-av car stops. The Dem- ahoga
county have declared privately
ocrats who voted with the six Re- that they do hot care to oppose Mr.
ouhlicans are Bieder. Horrigan and teaker. The.- say the mayor, as a
noerat, is lighting for _ the same
Gilbert.
(principles they are as Bull Mooaers
and declare that instead of opposing
him they feel as if. they ought to aid.
Tt also is just as true of the Republicans'. Some of the leaders of that
party assert that if the Bull Moose
attempt to fight Mr. Baker the Republicans would not nominate a candidate, but would tender him their
support to beat the Bull Moose.
Under such conditions Newton Djest opponent next fair
be the candidate of the Socialist i
.. But even some of the Soclalliave expressed strong feelings of
sfi-iendship for Mr. Baker.
As the politicians read the future,
based on present conditions, Mr.
e, will be elected to
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tor Research.

i Establishment of a library „f
• nfcipal research at the cUy hal, *?"
be discussed at a meeting L^"
6 U
brary board this afternoon
"
Mayor Baker has offered the „.
!
a room in the city hall f„r^ ^ °i;
oc
cupled by park police forTn^ , -'
pal library and has asked*?""»=«-!
attache of the publf. in that an
Placed in charge. PBookS and^L^I
ture bearing on all phases of era_'
iwdpal government would bf T"!
ogued there
Earl Wells l\^%
the information and complaint \ f
reau at the city hall, has been L^'"
1 he library board will also rt= >*
whether it will sell the roon'nt

,SDBWMHEADBilCIL
FROM EASTERN TRIP
Hopkins Silent on Result of
Supposed New York
Conference.
President W. R. Hopkins.' of the
Cleveland Underground Rapid Tran
sit Company, returned yesterday
from New York, where it is understood he was in conference with
financiers relative to the construction
of the Clevealnd subway.
"We are working upon the subway
plans but we have nothing definite
to announce," Hopkins said. "We
are not ready to finance yet Our
plans are more extensive than thev
had been at first."
Hopkins said that the company had
fixed no date for the commencing of
work in the streets. He said that the
company had until 1914 to complete
the construction of the first line
What the first line will be Hopkins
has refused to tell.
It is entirely possible that real estate transactions are behind the delay. Property along the route will
rise rapidly as soon as the route is
named.
Plans for the down-town district
are becoming more extensive, Honkins said.
Mayor Baker said yesterday that
the city hall is not taking up the
subway question just now and that,
he has no plans for the future to j
announce.

Dr. Bustard Says 4th Commandment's Dead Here.
"That Mayor Baker or the city council had revoked the Fourth commandment calling for sabbath observance,
would be the impression of a stranger
visiting Cleveland," was the charge of
Rev. W. W. Bustard of the Euclid
Avenue Baptist church last night.
Open saloons, Sunday newspapers,
Sunday baseball, Sunday motorcycle
' races, unnecessary Sunday labor and
Sunday automobiling, were incidents
cited by the speaker to prove his con! tentlon of sabbath desecration in
Cleveland.
"Sunday should be the soul's library
day," said Dr. Bustard. "It should be
devoted to things he has no opporl tunity for in the stress of work days.
i"
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OALL FIGHT FUTiL
10 DEFEAT BAKER

•«a second term as mayor 6T~Cleveland by the greatest majority ever
received by any candidate for that
office.
The municipal situation wag discussed as much yesterday as were the
i after effects of Tuesday's vote, the
| organization of the next general assembly and the disposition by ' the
Democratic organizatio" of county apI pointments.
W. V. Goshorn of Gallon. ,clerk of

Baker Asserts Methods Must Bull Moose and Republioan3fe^Xfcthi&,uSS^rt,fS
re-election. Ho met Mayor Baker, W.
Inclined to Leave ConChange if Necessary to
fe. Gongwer and W. J. Murphy. John
jKruuse, city treasurer, acted as host
jfor Goshorn. Cuyahoga is disposed to
test to Socialists.
Get Rapid Transit

teupport him.
Senator-elect Carl D. Friebolin,
chairman of the Cuyahoga legislative
delegation, said the delegation undoubtedly will propose bills that will
eliminate such ballot conditions as existed last Tuesday.
Backed by Mayor Baker the delega1lon will insist on the passage of
bills that will tend to provide the
Friebolin
Newton D. Baker may not be seri- short ballot in the state.
"Cleveland has got to the point
may propose some such measure.
ously
opposed
for
'
re-election
as
where It must have a subway.
If
The Municipal acsociation also has
mayor of Cleveland next November. appointed him a member of a comwe don't get It the way we have been
This possibility has developed out jmiltee to prepare a state civil serFriebolin favors a civil
tg we will have to go about it of the general.political discussion fol- vice law.
service law that will retain, to counlowing Tuesday's election.
Neither ties and citie3 the right to control
some other way."
Mayor Baiter made this statement the Republicans nor the Bull Moose the commissions.
W. A. Greenlund, senator-elect, is
aro anxious to give Mayor Baker a
yesterday In discussing the subway
preparing to propose bills
dealing
light, if the election is to follow the.with the constitutional amendment
situation. He declared that he has old partisan lines.
providing' for registering and warno definite plan in mind for hastening
Greenlund has
If the mayor is to be elected on a ranting land titles.
suggested he would like to have
the materialization of the project.
nonpartisan ballot the P°htiCiant> charge of this legislation.
Although it was generally believed , agr^0 Mr< Baker wou]d be a hard op
.The
amendment
was to remove
early in the year that the subway ponent.
constitutional objections the supreme
^..-t
™
nvr>r court found against what is known
| company would start building the
The chances are the
-1 as the "Torrens land title system,"
I subway some time In the summer of will be elected on a nonpartisan bal- by which title may be registered in
1912, a recent statement made by lot under a charter that will be ex- the owner and a certificate of title
,-tary Thomas P. Schmidt of the' ciusiVely
Cleveland's—proposed by issued to him against all the world.
Neither Friebolin nor Greenlund
by has any disposition to ask exclusive
i subway company Indicates that the Cleveland
men, put
through
company now is awaiting the deel- Cleveland men and approved by the right to father these measures. Both
b li e ed
slon of the people with respect to a.peopie of Cleveland.'
f J J J }he effort of the members
new city charter.
This will be determined by the new &$^?^y^^^"*£
Can Itinc Subway Hondo.
charter commission that
is almost member in charge
Of the
details
Under home rule the city will have . certain to come into existence next ^£J*eJ^fi$._ of the delegation
the right to issue bonds, to build Its February.
Legislation now is mider^^^^hmd^hnn after the bill „

Company Now Awaits Action\ Legislative Delegation Discusses Bills and
of Voters on Home
Offices.
Rule.

,bway. but
the mayor's stateuwu buu
Wl um "•" .—.,—
erday brought out that the
administration has not planned any

j consideration
ttujtjyffl
the] p ,.4
^. A.• Lelghley,
v.pnnie the rmertion
of submUJo.
whether thev;
^'suiey. sole
soie Democratic
uemocrai
; ^att£„*!£S£ and^provide'forfe"*"8 '«* Jnommon Pleas *»fl .?e
ueiearea
i
uesaay,
was
suggested
j naming its members.
yesterday for first assistant under
h
eS
C
.™£
p™tr«„mlSl by °umy ^osecutor-elect Cyrus Lc
y
Although It claimed that the need fSK.ffflSa^ttthl ^fft^lhf■Jg**?
SaS « "^f"^
t rapid transit service and the con- tions.
Any citizen may become ajt^ffice under Prosecutor Sylvester
for election to the commis-JM™?£«m
gestlon of surface lines has made the candidate
sion.
All that is needed is a • cer^
William
Agnew
cmef
deputy
stopping of car3 at alternate cross- tain percentage of the electors
as*£*? Cha^ P Sa Urn was county
r
8
ns e
d f r
ings only a necessary rule, yet a signers to the nominating petition.£° *' T* <i l ^
? . assistant
0
group of councilmen Is strongly op- Election of the commissioners will be fj ^™. »>'=&arge of civil work,
on a nonpartisan ballot.
This com-'" ™«to D. Meals, other
posed to this change and other i mission is Planned to be elected the'"™ jested MprospecUve canchanges being brought about under first Tuesday In February.
fakes office 1,1 if i^61"' Who
immediately after
election the\*k«f
f ^..SSi,,^ included nearly
the management of Street Railroad
commission will get to work.
The*" of0^ a^stants in the prosecuCommissioner Peter Witt.
geheral scheme of those in charge of^Vfcore of o?hers headquarters
Councilman Horrigan, one of the the Preliminary work is to provide 1,^X1°',?^
u^ge Harvey R. Keeler filed his
Democratic members of council who for election of the mayor and
other elective officials on a .nonpar-^Pe^fionstate™ent with the board
has been voting against the cutting
tisan ballot.
This is the manner,0/ co^t him1 V'eT^tn" I
T? 9*2
out of stops, declared yesterday that
under which it is probable.next fal^othTr'sta "neVt'fl e°d were- ^^
he Is opposed to the changes Inaugu- election in Cleveland will be
con- TJlomas g Farrell $9550
S. M.
ducted.
.
Yovng, $131.01; M
rated by Witt.
Newton
D. Baker is "
IN
"Wit Is making a mistake In try- la candidate for re-elect
ing to change conditions when the !the Republican-mor Bull
I change Is not an Improvement," said prs have attempted to
1913.
Stinchcomb, Democrat,"s^>44'ssi \\> i-.o
' Horrigan. "The people want the cars forSome
of the Republicans say frank- lectJ, cmmt ei,°?^ *
to stop at all street Intersections. The !- they do not care to.give Mr. Baker
Bull Moose leaders
ople In my ward very plainly Indi- iny opposition.
In the state have declared it to be
cated that feeling on this question their intention to give battle in every
when there was talk of cutting out City and village next fall.
Here in
Cleveland the Bull Moose leaders apthe Detroit-av stops."
pear just as chary as the RepubliAt the last meeting of the council
cans of fighting Baker.
three Democrats voted with the ReProf. A. R. Hatton, John D. Fackpublicans
against
elimination
of ler, Guy O. Farquharson and other
Wade Park-av car stop3. The Dem- recognized Bull Moose leaders in Cuyahoga county have declared privately
ocrats who voted with the six Re- that thev do hot care to oppose Mr.
The.- say the mayor, as a
oublicans are Bieder, Horrigan and Baker.
Democrat, is lighting for the same
Gilbert.
(principles they are as Bull Moosers
and declare that instead of opposing
him thev feel as if they ought to aid.
It also is just as true of the Republicans. Some of the leaders of that
party assert that if the Bull Moose
attempt to fight Mr. Baker the Republicans would not nominate a candidate, but would tender him their
support to beat the Bull Moose.
Under such conditions Newton I>.
ment next fall
may be the candidate of the Socialist
party. But even some of the Socialhave expressed strong feelings of
friendship for Mr. Bi
As the politicians read the future,
based on
present
conditions,
Mr.
i, thev I'-llove, will be elected to
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Establishment of a nv,,

^nlcipa, research a1t^Xryha°umUbe discussed at a meeting 0ftn *"
brary board this attenJn
the U.
Mayor Baker has offered the „Ro J
a room in the city hall fn„ " " e of:
cupied by park poHce fo^T m y P0"'
pal library and has aske/ IPnni^- [
attache of the publfo m that an
Placed in charge. PBooks Sjft be'
ture bearing on all phase's Jtera"'
n.cipal government would h? "^;
logued there.
Earl wWlls Z <iata"
the Information and wmpls5n?d1 of
reau at the city hall, has beer £ T<
Ihe library board will also S.«
whether it will sell the j^nS
worth of library bonds, authoVC'°°Ji
a special election, before January ^

SDBWM \
\ FROM EASTERN TRIP
Hopkins SiJent on Eesnlt of
Supposed New York
Conference.
President W. R. Hopkins, of the
Cleveland Underground Rapid Tran5nC™'7,
returned yesterday
from New York, where it is understood he was in conference with
nfn?£f !%S reIati7e t0 the construction
ol the Clevealnd subway.
"We are working upon the subway
plans but we have nothing definite
to announce," Hopkins said.
"We
are not ready to finance yet. Our
plans are more extensive than they
had been at first."
Hopkins said that the company had
nxed no date for the commencing of
work in the streets. He said that the
company had until 1914 to complete1
the construction of the first line.
What the first line will be Hopkins
has refused to tell.
It is entirely possible that real estate transactions are behind the de-:
lay. Property along the route will
rise rapidly as soon as the route is
named.
Plans for the down-town district
are becoming more extensive Honkins said.
Mayor Baker said yesterday that
the city hall is not taking up the
subway question just now and that
he has no plans for the future to j
announce.

Dr. Bustard Says 4th Commandment's Dead Here.
"That Mayor Baker or the city council had revoked the Fourth commandment calling for sabbath observance,
would be the impression of a stranger
visiting Cleveland," was the charge of
Rev. W. W, Bustard of the Euclid
Avenue Baptist church
last night.
Open saloons, Sunday newspapers,
Sunday baseball, Sunday motorcycle
races, unnecessary Sunday labor and
Sunday automobiling, were incidents
cited by the speaker to prove his con! tention
of
sabbath
desecration In
Cleveland.
"Sundav should be the soul's library
day," said Dr. Bustard. "It should be
devoted to things he has no opporI tunity for in the stress of work days.
"Works of necessity and works of
; mercy are the only works which should
be undertaken on the sabbath. Sunday
is the Lord's day, and should be kept
the Lord's way.
Works of necessity
are those which can't be done at any
other time. Works of mercy are those
which ought to be done because they
do good."
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SAYS SHORT BALLOT BAKER FACES FIGHT COUNCILMEN BLOCK
FOR OHIO PROBABLE ON CHARTER BOARD BAKER POLICE PLAN
Hunicipal Ass o c i a t i o n Contests for Places on Commission Now
Plans to Lobby for
Measure.
ifljfi
Likely
MGISLATOKS PLEDGED CONFERENCE

\

CALLED I COAL PROBE ORDERED

"Will Ask Lawmakers for Non- Two Factions, "Progressives,'*
Partisan City
May Seek Hand in MakElections.
ing City's Law.
Short ballot reform of election ,i
Probability of a contest for eleclaws, through the submission by the j tion to the city charter commission
Legislature for a referendum next, between two slates of candidates^
fall of two constitutional amend- each
callingitself
progressive,
ments, was declared yesterday to be loomed big last night.
almost certain. This view was taken
W. G. Osborn, speaking for the
as the result of letters received by Progressive Constitution League, anthe Cleveland Municipal Association nounced that a conference of fifty
from legislators-elect all over the progressives would be formed to constate.
sider charter making, and said it was
Mayo Fesler, secretary of the as- possible the league would back its
sociation, yesterday announced a own candidates for charter commismeeting of the short ballot commit- sioners.
tee of the association for Wednesday,
Mayor Baker said that he knew
at which plans for the legislative nothing of the league confei^nce or
lobbying the short ballot backers will candidates, and since it is known he
do are to be made.
intends trying to get a non-partisan
In connection with the short ballot progressive conference together to
reform for state and county offices, name candidates, the probability of
which will have to be done largely by a fight is great.
constitutional amendment, the LegisOne of the most striking illustralature will be asked to act upon a tions of the care which Baker belaw permitting nonpartisan ballots in lieves should be used in the prelimmunicipal elections.
inary steps toward making a charter,
League Pledges Support.
to prevent injunction suits and legal
7%is law 1* one that is planned to blockades, came last night in the
be introduced by the Progressives, meeting of the city council, sitting
and unless Mayor Baker recants his as a committee of the whole.
advocacy of that principle it, or one
Mayor Blocks Reading.
Jike it, will be supported by the
E. B. Haserodt, chairman of the
[ Cleveland legislative delegation.
special council charter committee,
The short ballot committee of the wanted to have read to council a
association, just before election, sent drafted ordinance that will be introout letters to all legislative can- duced after November 15, when
didates in the state, with a pamphlet home rule is in effect. Clerk B. E.
stating its views on the short ballot. Collins was about to read it, when
Fesler said that most of the men Baker hastily interposed.
written to had favored the specific
"Don't read it," he said. "Any acreforms advocated in the circular and tion before the taking effect of the
that only a few had suggested minor
home rule provision of the constituchanges in the program.
tion would be unwise. It might at
The schedule of state elective
offices that the short ballot people least raise a speculative question."
provides
that
the
back would make the following the i The ordinance ^.,
LI.H
UCo
ull>l.
tivp- n omces that would be elec- | special election to choose fifteen
tive: Governor,
Lieutenant
Gov
charter commissioners be held FebmtoT State Senator and member of ruary 4, that two questions be sub™e House of Representatives.
mitted, the first as to whether a
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NosnH 0NT

Democrats Break With
Mayor for First
Time.

awiAv OTO(13

Fitzgerald Asks Report on
Finances of Stree1?v431eaning Department.
Lively doings featured the session;
of city council last night, tha first!
meeting since the election. I|emocratic councilmen broke over thfe administration
traces
and
koted
against Mayor Baker's wishes firi referring back to committee (Chief
Kohler's proposed reorganization of
the police force. Republicans members furnished several pyrotephnical
displays.
The evening's routine included:
Referring Chief Kohler's reorganization ordinance back to tie police
and finance committees, after Mayor
Baker had urged its adoption as "a
scientific and proper reorganization."
Tabling of a resolution $y Councilman Fitzgerald calling upon A. B. du
Pont to Itemize a voucher for $800 for
services as consulting engineer.
Referring to the finance committee
a resolution by Fitzgerald asking the
auditor to furnish a detailed statement of the condition of the finances
!
of the
street
clean! .g
depart: ment, which Fitzgerald claimed were
depleted.
j
1

I
'
j
j

Pfahl Reopens Fight.
Renewal of the fight between Councilmen Hanratty and Pfahl, when
Pfahl offered a substitute ordinance
to the ordinance permitting the construction of lodging houses of the
sixth class.
Adoption of the Menning resolution
protesting against the use of the
name "University of Cleveland" by
Baldwin University at Berea and
Cleveland institutions, which recently
incorporated under that tittle.
Adoption of resolutions eliminates
street car stops on Eucl1 n and *t.
Clair avenues.
Introduction of an ordinance granting the East Ohio Gas Company certain concession in exchange for a new
main to the West Virginia fields.
Adoption of a resolution by Councilman Smith, directing that Cor.-j;:-Jvsman R. J. Bulkley take up with fedtend;
posite the easterly end of Gordon Park
instead of the westeriy end, as present plans provide.
Adoption of a rer .ration by Councilman Rolf asking that the state public utilities commission investigate
the shortage of coal cars /n railroads
entering Cleveland, said to threaren a
coal famine.
Seek to Change Traction Code.
Introduction of an ordinance repealing obsolete sections of the street
railway code and incorporating under
one ordinance forty-nine general ordinances relating 4a street railroads.
Passage of ordinances directing the
purchase of land it Newburg I'eights
for sewage disposal y.ants.
Adoption of a resolution by Council-

man Rolf directing that steps be
taken to eliminate ttie smoke nuisance
said to prevail at fc. 152d street and
the Lake Shore traVks.
Mayor Baker, urging passage of the
ordinance in which YKohler's reorganization plans werfe incorporated,
referred to it as an Administration
measure. "There ha- e Veen two public meetings upon the Ordinance. It
is a scientific and propel reorganization," said Baker, >vhen\Coiin -ilman
Koch, chairman of the nolice committee, moved that the neasure be
>olice and
referred back to the
finance committee.
Andrews, Beider, Dowlibg, Friedel,
Gilbert, Horrigan, Koch,
Moylan, Smith, Thompso and Zepp
voted with the Republic! ns to refer
back the ordinance.
Councilman
Thompson has opposed ft from t
first.
Baker Defies C< ineil.
Mayor Baker threw diwn a defy to
the council when he ,cafne to the defense of A. B. du Pon employed as '
the munici- :
consulting engineer f
lat
a salary j
pal electric light pla
of not to exceed $l£»0( per month,
introduced a ,
Councilman Fitzger
on du Pont to j
resolution calling
submit an itemized atement of servhich lie recently '
ices rendered, for
$800.
received a voucher
said
Baker, [
"It is ridi'culo
"though if the eou ncil feels like
adopting this resolution as a joke it
is free to indulge." Fitzgerald had
charged that onjfe of the two items
enumerated on tie voucher was "conference with tile mayor," and that
no other dates were shown.
"Consultation! is wise in affairs of
this kind," say Baker. "I have approved Mr. duf Pont's vouchers when
no items were? enumerated. It would
be just as sensible Tor the council
to insist upoij Mr. Williard, the artist, who is pajnting 'The Spirit of '76,'
to enumerate! the charge for painting
a drummer bfcy in the picture.
Assumes Responsibility.
■•A consulting engineer charges for
his technical knowledge, not for the
number of times that he talked with
the mayor or any other person. I
assume the entire responsibility for
the payment of the vouchers so long
as they do not exceed the maximum
of $1,000 per month, fixed by council.
Council has legislative powers, but
the mayor lias the executive and I
intend to exercise it."
The other resolution of Fitzgerald
which pTEcTpTtated a verb"!
called
upon the auditor to submit a
!
report showing the cash on hand in
the street cleaning department; the.
cost per month to clean streets; the
approximate cost to clean the stre
until the first of the y.ar and the
conditions of the funds during
last half of 1911. Fitzgerald stated
that he had been informed that the
street cleaning funds had been entirely depleted and there was no
money to do further work in the department.
Service Director Springborn said
after the council meeting that there
were sufficient funds to continue the
work until the nc::t appropriation
ordinance is passed, unless unusually
severe weather prevailed during the
remainder of the year.
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man Rolf directing that steps be
tiiken to eliminate trie s.-;ioke nuisance
said to prevail at \f. 152d street and
the Lake Shore tra
Mayor Baker, urgifW passage of the
ordinance in which YKohler's reorganization plans werte incorpora£;d,
referred to it as an Ydministration;
"There ha-.e Veen two pub| Democrats Break With measure.
lic meetings upon the Ardiuance. It
is a scientific and propel reorganiza( Mayor
>r for \First
tion," said Baker, vvhenlCoinvilntan
Koch, chairman of the jpolice comTime.
mittee, moved that the ineasure be
referred back to the fcolice and
committee.
jcOAL PEOBE OBDEPED finance
Andrews, Beider, Dowlifig, Friedel,
—
Gilbert, Horrigan, Koch,| Marquard?
Smith, Thompsoi and Zepp
Fitzgerald Asks Report on Moylan,
voted with the Republicans to refer^
back the ordinance. (Councilman;
Finances of Streel^ieanThompson has opposed ft from the
ing Departments
first.
Baker Defies Ccfcncil.
Mayor Baker threw dfwn a defy to ;
Lively doings featured the s'
the council when he ,cafne to the de- \
of city council last night, th
fense of A. B. du Ponf, employed as !
meeting since the election,
consulting engineer f<fr the munici- i
cratic councilmen broke over t
pal electric light plait, mt a salary j
ministration
traces
and
of not to exceed $1*00 per month, j
against Mayor Baker's wishes
Councilman Fitzgerald introduced a ,
ferring back to committee
Kohler's proposed reorganization of resolution calling uf on du Pont to j
the police force. Republican!mem- submit an itemized statement of serv- j
bers furnished several pyrotefhnical ices rendered, for *hich he recently ■
received a voucher for $800.
displays.
"It is ridi'culoiis," said Baker, [
The evening's routine included
Referring Chief Kohler's dfeorgani- "though if the jeouncil feels like
zation ordinance back to tie police adopting this resolution as a joke it |
and finance committees, af$r Mayor is free to indulgft." Fitzgerald had
Baker had urged its adoption as "a charged that oi* of the two items '
■scientific and proper reorganization." enumerated on tAe voucher was "conference with trfe mayor," and that
Tabling of a resolution $y Council- no other dates *ere shown.
man Fitzgerald calling upjm A. B. du
"Consultatiot* is wise in affairs of
; Pont to itemize a vouchejr for $800 for this kind," saiB Baker. "I have apservices as consulting engineer.
proved Mr. du| Font's vouchers when ,
Referring to the finance committee. no items weref enumerated. It would a resolution by Fitzgerald asking the be just as slnsible for the council
auditor to furnish a detailed state-; to insist upol Mr. Williard, the art- j
ment of the condition of the finances] ist, who is pajnting 'The Spirit of '76,'
i of the street clean! .£ depart- j to enumerates the charge for painting
ment, which Fitzgerald claimed were ] a drummer b|y in the picture.
depleted.
Assumls Responsibility.
Pfahl Reopens Fight.
"A consulting engineer charges for
' Renewal of the fight between Coun- his technical (knowledge, not for the
cilmen Hanratty and Pfahl, when number of times that he talked with
1
Pfahl offered a substitute ordinance the mayor or. any other person. I
I to the ordinance permitting the con- assume the entire responsibility for
I struction of lodging houses of the the payment of the vouchers so long
j sixth class.
as they do not exceed the maximum
Adoption of the Menning resolution of $1,000 per month, fixed by council.
protesting against the use of, the Council has legislative powers, but
name "University of Cleveland" by the mayor has the executive and I
Baldwin University at Berea and intend to exercise it."
Cleveland institutions, which recently ,._The other resolution _of_ Fitzgerald
which TjreCipitatedT a verbal battle
incorporated under that tittle. X
called upon the auditor to submit a
Adoption of resolutions eliminates report
showing the cash on hand in
street car stops on Eucl'n and ot. the street cleaning department; the
cost per month to clean streets; the
Clair avenues.
Introduction of an ordinance grant- approximate cost to clean the streets
ing the East Ohio Gas Company cer- until the first of the y~ar and the
tain concession in exchange for a new conditions of the funds during I the
last half of 1911. Fitzgerald stated
main to the West _ Virginia fields.
that he had been informed that the
Adoption of a resolution by Council- street cleaning funds had been enman Smith, directing that Cor.-i-e'ss- tirely depleted and there was no
man R. J. Bulkley take up with fed- money to do further work in the department.
eral authorities the question of
Service Director Springborn said
tendins"the breatwateft5 atohit op- after the council meeting that there
posite the easterly end of Gordon Park were sufficient funds to continue the
instead of the westeriy end, as pres- work until the nc::t appropriation
ordinance is passed, unless unusually
ent pians provide.
severe weather prevailed during the
Adoption of a rez .-v.tion by .Council- remainder
of the year.
man Rolf asking that the s/ate public utilities commission investigate
the shortage of coal cars /n railroads
entering Cleveland, said p threaten a
coal famine.
Seek to Change Traction Code.
Introduction of an ordinance repealing obsolete sections of the street
railway code and incorporating under
one ordinance fortf-nine general ordinances relating h street railroads.
Passage of ordinances directing the
purchase of land if Newburg Heights
for sewage disposal p.ants.
Adoption of a resolution by Council-

AKER FACES FIGHT COUNGILME]
FOR OHIOPROBABLE ON CHARTER BOARD ; BAKER POLICE PLAN
Municipal Association 'Contests for Places on Commission Now
Plans to Lobby for
Likely
Measure.

\

LEOISLATOKS PLEDGED CONFERENCE

CALLED

"Will Ask Lawmakers for Non- Two Factions, "Progressives,'^
May Seek Hand in MakPartisan City
ing1 City's Law.
Elections.
, Short ballot reform of election
laws, through the submission by the
Legislature for a referendum next
fall of two constitutional amendments, was declared yesterday to be
almost certain. This view was taken
as the result of letters received by
the Cleveland Municipal Association
from legislators-elect all over the
state.
Mayo Fesler, secretary of the association, yesterday announced a
meeting of the short ballot committee of the association for Wednesday,
at which plans for the legislative
lobbying the short ballot backers will
<U> are to be made.
In connection with the short ballot
reform for state and county offices,
which will have to be done largely by
constitutional amendment, the legislature will be asked to act upon a
law permitting nonpartisan ballots In
municipal elections.
League Pledges Support.
This law ia one that is planned to
be introduced by the Progressives,
and unless Mayor Baker recants his
advocacy of that principle it, or one I
like it, will be supported by the
Cleveland legislative delegation.
The short ballot committee of the
association, just before election, sent
out letters to all legislative candidates in the state, with a pamphlet
stating its views on the short ballot.
Fesler said that most of the men
written to had favored the specific
reforms advocated in the circular and
that only a few had suggested minor
changes in the program.
The schedule of state elective
offices that the short ballot people
back would make the following the
only state offices that would be elective: Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Secretary of State, State Auditor. State Senator and member of
the House of Representatives.
Cats County Officers.
For county offices, the recommendations are that the only, officials
elected be the county commissioners
and county prosecutor.
Short ballot for municipal affairs
can be made possible for Cleveland
in the drafting of the new charter
but in order to have nonpartisan local
elections it will be necessary to have
the Legislature pass an act permitting the omission of the party designation and name from municipal bal
lots, and regulating the method of
■ nominating.

Probability of a contest for election to the city charter commission
between two slates of candidates^
each
calling
itself progressive,
loomed big last night.
W. G. Osborn, speaking for the
Progressive Constitution League, announced that a conference of fifty
progressives would be formed to consider charter making, and said it was
possible the league would back its
own candidates for charter commissioners.
Mayor Baker said that he knew
nothing of the league confei^nee or
candidates, and since it is known he
intends trying to get a non-partisan
progressive conference together to
name candidates, the probability of
a fight is great.
One of the most striking illustrations of the care which Baker be->
lieves should be used in the preliminary steps toward making a charter,
to prevent injunction suits and legal
blockades, came last night in the
meeting of the city council, sitting
as a committee of the whole.
Mayor Blocks Reading.
E. B. Haserodt, chairman of the
special council charter committee,
wanted to have read to council a
drafted ordinance that will be introduced after November 15, when
home rule is in effect. Clerk R. E.
Collins was about to read it, when
Baker hastily interposed.
"Don't read it," he said. "Any action before the taking effect of the
home rule provision of the constitution would be unwise. It might at
least raise a speculative question."
The ordinance provides that the
special election to choose fifteen
charter commissioners be held February 4, that two questions be submitted, the first as to whether a
commission be elected, and the second ballot for commissioners. If the
first question is negatively decided,
there will be no new chaiter. If it
is affirmatively decided, the election
at the same time of commissioners is
to be valid.
Nomination of the commissionercandidates will be by a 2 per cent
petition, the nominations to close
twenty-five days before the election.
Progressives Ask Ruling.
The ordinance said that the names
of candidates shall appear "without
party designation. The definition of
; that term is doubtful, progressives
! say, and they want to know definitely
whether or not that simply means no
: party column or emblem, or whether
it also means no "Dem.", "Rep." or
"Prog." after the name of a candidate. , This ordinance will be introduced
by Haserodt November 18. At its
next meeting the council will table
an ordinance calling" for a charter
election, so no action will be taken
before the home rule provision is in
official existence.
Osborn, as chairman of a committee of the Progressive Constitutional
League, whose other members are
Stephen S. Stilwell and Dr. J. E.
Tuckerman, said last night invitations
will be sent to fifty men they consider progressives to form a conference to meet bi-weekly during the
making of the charter and decide
what a really progressive charter
should
contain.
The
conference will hold its first meeting in a
fortnight, Osborn said. The invitations will go out in a few days.Leaders in all parties will watch i
the progress of the charter making, to
be sure that none of the other parties
takes a partisan advantage and steals I
campaign material from what they I
believe ought to be a non-partisan |
affair.
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Build the Subways

passed under suspension of the rules'
next Monday night.
Quick action by the council will expedite work to be undertaken by the
gas company, it is promised.
The ordinance as it stands gives
the company the right to use artificial
mains for natural gas, providing the
people of a street agree to discontinuance of the artificial supply.
The public service commission, in
its decision yesterday specified that
the proceeds of $1,500,000 of the bonds
could be used to acquire the Mohican
property. It stipulated that $2,000,000 was to be used to construct a new
supply pipe line from the Ohio river
to Cleveland, to carry the increased
supply of gas needed from the West
Virginia fields.
It stipulated that
$1,300,000 be expended on enlargement of the plant in Cleveland. It
provided that $200,000 be expended
for reimbursing the income fund for
money used in the past in paying for
extensions and betterments.
The East Ohio Co. had asked the
commission for an allowance of $1,000,000 for the purchase of the Mohican company. Prof. C. E. Sherman
of Ohio State university reported that
the value of the Mohican company is
but $1,210,050, and the commission
apparently compromised by allowing
$1,500,000.
The consolidation has been allowed
by the commission against the protest of Akron. That city objected to
the deal at any price because it includes the artificial gas plant and
competing natural gas service there.
A diversion of gas to Cleveland and
lack of protection by the artificial
plant if the natural gives out is
feared by Akron.
President Daly has been in Columbus most of the time for the past
week, urging upon members of the
service commission the importance of
action without any delay more than
was necessary, said Columbus dispatches last night. He has been one
of the most persistent applicants who
has appeared before the commission.
He was present yesterday at the
meeting of the commission to answer
all inquiries and to say the order as
finally issued was acceptable and
would enable him. to get work" started
without delay in the improvements
that had been planned.
"The issuance of the order makes'
it possible for our company to -o
ahead with the toprpyements artd_
! we will lose no time in getting the1I
• work started," said Daly after the
- order had been made.
"With the sort of weather we are.
having we will be able to get a lot
of the work on the pipe line done yet
this fall and we can easily complete
it during the coming summer. With
it we will be in position to guarantee
to Cleveland all the gas that will be
required there for domestic use for
several years. We are easy on the
score of gas supply after the additional pipe line once is completed.
"For the coming winter we will
make a connection at once with the
pipe line of the Mohican Oil & Gas
Co. and be able to get for use in
Cleveland ail the surplus gas that
can be supplied from its fields and
not used now by its customers.
"The dealings we have had with the
public service commission have been
pleasant although we have been anxious that delay be avoided because
we were most anxious to get our plans
completed for the benefit of our customers during the winter. We are
satisfied with the order although the
division is not exactly as we had
planned. We will accept it and go
ahead with the improvements."
-.—o

The traffic congestion on the street railroads
during the rush hours morning and evening is
probably the most serious and difficult problem'
that the city government has to deal with immediately. The necessity for changes in the routing and operation of the cars is obvious.
Yet
every sueli change must inevitably bring a storm
Ample Matural Product for
of protests from those whose present convenience
This Winter Promised
is thereby infringed upon.
The present street railroad situation was foreby East Ohio Co.
seen long ago. And the city took steps to meet
it. In 1910 franchises were granted for the conPublic Service Commission
struction of street car subways under Superior,
Sanctions Purchase of
Euclid, Detroit and Woodland avenues and West)
Akron Concern.
25th street. They were the object of much bitter
controversy at that time. But the necessity for
the subways was obvious and the franchises were i OLD ORDINANCE WANTED]
granted.
;
Legislation Passed by City Council!
That was two years ago. Since then almost,
Last Summer Failing- Through
nothing has been heard of the subway project ex-1
East Ohio Refusing to Accept It
eept ;in occasional vague announcement of plans'
Now Sought—Council to Act on
by representatives of the company that was;
President Daly's Request-OrdiConned to carry it out. The public has half for-)
nance Permits Converting Artigotten it. So Far as it knows, nothing whatever
ficial Mains —Mohican's Value
lias been done toward starting the work of con-! Compromise—Akron Defeated.
striM'tion.
But Cleveland needs the subways and needs
Cleveland is assured of an adequate
ihem now. If work were begun upon them im- j supply of natural gas this winter.
The city also Is assured of sufficient
mediately the traffic relief they afforded when,
: gas for a wider distribution throughcompleted would be tardy. Mayor Baker is thoroughly justified in making the veiled threat con-; out the city. Suburbs that have founc
tained in his statement: "If we don't get the it impossible to get gas now, will b€
supplied.
subways in the way we have been trying, we will;
The assurance comes through th<
go about it in another way." And that way is
action'of the Ohio public service com-I'linitely provided for in the new rights granted mission at Columbus in approving
municipalities by the state constitution.
late yesterday afternoon the sale oi

GAS NOW ASSURED
BY SALEAPPROVAL

COUNCIL DEMS
MAKE 1ST BREAK
AGA1ST BAKER
r Raker came near losing his
temper Monday night during council
ting. He was fretted by Republican heckling in a demand for an
itemized statement from A. B. du
Pont showing what he had done to
collect $800 in fees as consulting enr of the municipal lighting plant.
Then an insurgent movement, led by
Councilman
Thompson,
prevented
passage of an ordinance to reorganize
lartmont as suggested by
Chief Kohler. Baker spoke in favor
of the Kohler plan as "a very important measure, which should be passed
at once." A motion to re-refer the
ordinance to council committees on j
police and finance carried, 17 to 13,
while Bake* puffed vigorously at his
pipe.
"Get that roll call, Billy," Baker
said to his secretary, W. J. Murphy.
The vote
was:
Ayes—Andrews,
Bernstein. Biedcr. Dittrick, DoWlihg,
Fitzgerald, Friedcl, Gilbert, Horrigan,
Koch,
Marquard,
Moylan, Shaw,
Smith, Thompson, Zepp. Total 17.;
Btenesch,
Durkin.
Foster, j
rich, Ha'nratty, 1 Taserodt, Men-'
MeGinty.
Polcinski, Pfahl, )
Sulzmann, Wagner. Woods, Zinner.
(1 13. Woods was the only Re-1
publican to vote for the Baker amend-,'

1

ker scolded Fitzgerald's attack
in Pont.
approved of that voucher and
prove of more." he said,
issume full responsibility."

the Mohican Oil & Gas Co. of Akron
to the East Ohio Gas Co. The commission also authorized the rast Ohio
to issue $5,000,000 m additional bonds
to be sold at par."
"We now are in a position to guarantee Cleveland all the gas that will
be required for domestic use for several years," was President M. B.
Daly's announcement at Columbus,
immediately after the commission had'
issued its order.
Wnnts Ordinance Passed.
Mr. Daly at once telephoned to
Mayor Baker and asked that the gas
ordinance passed by the council last
summer, which failed because of East
Ohio's refusal to file written acceptance of it, be reintroduced ar.d passed.
Daly suggested it be passed :ast
night under suspension of the rules.
The council did not do this.
Councilman Pelcinski, at the request of Mr. Daly, did reintroduce the
ordinance. Mayor Baker explained to
the council that Mr. Daly had called
him by long distance telephone, suggesting ;
Hluction of the ordinance and its passage under suspension of the rules.
"I told Mr. Daly that I - -ould ask
to have the ordinance introduced and
would suggest that it be referred to
he committee of the whole for pub,ic discussion," the mayor said; "The
ordinance is unchanged in its present
form."
Goes to Committee.
After Pelcinski had presented the
measure, the advice of the mayor was
followed and the ordinance went to
committee of the whole.
The committee will meet at 2
o'clock Friday afternoon.
If
no
changes are suggested at that meeting the ordinance probably will be

f*J, /%
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EMANDS INQUiRY fAKESHD CHANGES NOW REBELS ARE
ESiWITH NEW CHARTE EATING OUT

Councilman FitzGerald Told
Council, Advised by Mayor,
by Mayor Request Abto Make Fresh Start for
surd Proposition.
Election Feb. 4.

Council Asks Baldwin UniChamber of Industry Wants
versity to Give Up New
Efficient Men on ComCharter.
mission.
Members of the city council clashed
in heated debate at last night's meeting following reading of resolution by
Councilman FitzGerald, Republican
leader, calling for an investigation of
funds in the street cleaning department.
FitzGerald also asked for an itemized statement from A. B. du Pont
showing the service performed by
him for $SOO. A voucher on file in
the office of the city auditor shows du
Pont to have obtained this sum recently as municipal lighting department" consulting engineer.
Mayor Baker took part in the debate on the du Pont resolution. He
declared its demand was absurd anc
that an itemized statement could not
be made when the advice of an expert
on scientific or artistic matters is obtained.
"I assume full responsibility for approval of the voucher," he said, "and
I expect to approve a great deal more
like that. The council fixed the maximum amount that may be paid tc
Mr. du Pont."
The du Pont resolution then was
defeated by a vote of 20 to 5, all Republican members excepting Shaw
voting with FitzGerald.
The resolution calling for a, report
on street cleaning department funds
was referred to the committee on orj dinances.
] "I have been informed that the
' street cleaning fund is depleted," said
' FitzGerald, "and that the department
will not be able to clean streets or
gather garbage till the first of the
year. I would like a statement showing what steps will be taken to- clean
streets and collect garbage." ,
Director Springborn denied that the
fund was depleted.
"If the weather is not bad we will,
be able to clean the streets with our
present funds," he said. "If the receipts from taxation are up to the
estimates there may even be a surplus."
Mayor Baker was not backed by
the council last evening in a request
for immediate action on the ordinance calling for a reorganization of
the police department. The ordinance
was referred to- the committee on
police.
Councilman J. E. Smith offered a
resolution requesting Congressman R.
J. Bulkiey to take steps to obtain
approval of congress to extending
the breakwater to the far end of
Gordon park.
Four ordinances were passed authorizing the purchase of 125 acres
of land in the upper river valley to
be used as the site for the river purification plant.
The Tom L. Johnson memorial
commission reported that it had
agreed upon the northwest section of
the Public square as a suitable site
for the Johnson memorial.
The council adopted the Menning
resolution protesting against use of
the
name University of Cleveland by
th
e Baldwin university and the two
affiliated institutions, and calling
upon the trustees to surrender the
charter.
A resolution by Councilman Rolf
was adopted calling upon the state
public service commission to investigate an alleged shortage of coal
cars. It is feared the situation will
result in a coa lfamine.
The council voted to cut out half
the stops on the Buclid-av and St.
cair-av car
lines.
Councilmen
£'??eil\ Gllbert and Horrigan voted
wun the Republicans against the
S?S&
, A resolution was offered
«w,"Su ?r elimination of all far side
stops between W. 9th-st and E. 14thfhe resolution was referred.

The city council as a committee of
the whole decided after last night's
regular meeting to submit an adverse
report on the pending Haserodt
ordinance authorizing a special election on appointment of a charter
commission of fifteen. The ordinance
is to be tabled at next Monday night's
meeting and an entirely new ordinance introduced.
It is feared that if the present
ordinance is passed or even a substitute measure adopted, the entire
charter may be open to attack on the
grounds that the council took steps
to' bring about the charter election
previous to Nov. 15, the date upon
which the home rule amendment to
the constitution becomes effective.
Mayor Baker at last night's committee meeting even advised against
an informal reading of the new ordinance which is in Councilman Haserodt's hands.
The new ordinance turned over to
Haserodt yesterday by Assistant City
Solicitor Stockwell fixes Feb. 4 as the
date of the special election on the
question of appointment of a charter
commission.
It also provides that candidates for
membership on the charter commission are to be nominated by petition
containing 2 per cent, of the number
of votes cast at the last preceding
municipal election. This would require each candidate to obtain ,1,800
signatures to his petition, which must
be filed not less than twenty-five days
prior to the date of the election.
Members of the West Side Chamber
of Industry at a meeting at S o'clock
tonight will open the fight for election of efficient persons to the charter
commission.
The legislative committee of the
chamber will make a preliminary report calling attention to the coming
charter election and its meaning to
the city. The report, it was said by
Secretary A. E. Hyre yesterday, will
not suggest names for the charter
commission.
The much discussed high level
bridge connecting Lorain-av and
Huron-rd S. E. will receive a boom
at tonight's meeting. A resolution to
be introduced will call for a special
committee of twenty-five "West Side
citizens to inaugurate a city-wide
movement looking to starting the
project by the city.
Chamber of Industry members contend that the county's high level
bridge should have been planned to
span the river between Huron-rd S.
E. and Lorain-av and declare that
even with the Superior-Detroit county
bridge completed, the growth of
Cleveland and the increased population will congest traffic.
William H. Alexander, Cleveland
weather forecaster, will tell of thework of the government bureau, " -».
address will be illustrated
\
stereopticon views.

Insurgent Democratic councilmen ■
who kicked over the traces Monday
night and refused to vote for police
reorganization,
paraphrased
the
popular song, "When I get you alone
tonight," and whispered as they approached the sanctum sanctorum of
Burr Gongwer, clerk of the elections
board and W. J. Murphy, mayor's
secretary, Wednesday, "May I see
you alone today?"
Like the small boy before Christmas time, they have shown a sudden disposition to "behave."
One by one they sought the ear
of Mayor Baker, Gongwer or Murphy Wednesday. Baker wasn't to be
seen, as he went over to the West
Side market house in the morning.
Murphy and Gongwer listened patiently to all who cared to come and
be made clean. But they demanded
the acid test, which will be to support the ordinance.
A public meeting will be held next
Monday at 3 p. m., at which time the
■ordinance will be considered by council committees on finance and judiciary.
Councilmen Thompson and Koch,
two of the Democrats who voted to
re-refer the ordinance after Baker had
pleaded for its passage, are members
of the police committee. The ordinance was introduced in
Koch's
name. He explained Wednesday that
he is for. the ordinance unless he
changes his mind. Koch further explained his vote by saying he voted
as he did, in order that council [
members may learn all they want r
about it.
Thompson has led the fight against
the ordinance, on the ground that
Kohler's plan to increase the number
of officers is not a good one; that
what the force needs is more men.
Councilmen Andrews, Smith and
Bieder, who were among the early
City Hall callers Tuesday, explained
that they "are not disloyal to the
administration, but are desirous of
learning more about the ordinance."
It probably will be recommended
for passage by the committees and
receive a majority of votes Monday
night,.

ORGANIZES BOYS TO
HELP HEALTH WORK
Miss Mildred Chadsey, sanitation
bureau chief, will organize Wednesday night at Central Friendly Inn
the first of seven boys' sanitation
clubs.
The boys are to be recruited at
each social settlement, and will be
separate from the junior police squad
commission appointed by Mayor Baker last summer to swat flies. It will
be their duty to report violations of
health regulations, and carry hygiene and sanitation principles into
homes.

S^ )i, Ml
MAYOR LASHES FARMERS OFFER
DEMS INTO LINE MUNY POTATOES
Police Reorganization Law to
be Passed Now.
COUNCILMEN

EXPLAIN

Deny

to

Attempt

Oppose

Baker's Policies.
Mayor Baker's police reorganization ordinance will pass council by an easy margin Monday
night.
The crack of the party lash,
threatening to
drive
insurging
democratic councilmen from the
patronage
platter,
Wednesday
sent councilmen whose votes held
up passage of the measure Monday night scurrying with explanations of how they hadn't intended
to insurge at all, and
promises
that hereafter they'll be good.
Councilman Billy
Thompson
wants to be postmaster.
But democrats were wondering
what effect the insurgency will
have on Thompson's
chances,
which had been regarded as good.
Thompson is considered the leader
of the fight against, the police reorganization, and declared in committee he would continue voting
against, it.
As the result of 11 democratic
councilmen voting with the republicans, the ordinance was referred to committee Monday night
against the personal protest of the
mayor.
Late Tuesday Baker called a
meeting of the county executive
committee.
It was decided that
proper pressure to hold
democratic councilmen in line on administration measures would be
to withhold patronage coming as
a result of the party's recent, victory In county, state and nation.
One more chance, it was decided,
would be given
the
insurging
members.
Now Councilmen Explain.
"1 didn't oppose the measure,'
Councilman E. M.
Bieder exolained Wednesday.
"I wasn't
decided on it. and just, wanted it
hold up a week for further consideration."
"I thought 1 voted for it," de' hired Councilman Charles Mar(|uard. "Sure, I favor it."
''There was no intention on my
par! to be insurgent," said Councilman William Horrigan. "I wanted
it given further consideration, and
the vote only put it. back a week."
"I didn't consider 1 was bucking
the mayor," said Councilman John
Andrews. "I had some questions t
wanted to ask Kohler, but. 1 certainly didn't intend to be insurgent."
democratic councilman was
found who said he would oppose
the ordinance for final passage.
Other councilmen who voted last
Monday to refer the measure were:
Emmet Dowling, John Friedel,
Charles Gilbert, David Moylan, J.
R Smith, William Thompson and
Louis Zepp.

Erie-co Producers Want to Sell
500 Carloads.
Five hundred
car
loads
of
finest quality potatoes With which
to fight the high cost of living In
Cleveland this winter are offered
by Erie-co farmers for storage in
the
refrigerating
plant
just
opened at the West-side market
house. The offer is made in a
letter received Wednesday- by
Park Superintendent Fred C. Alber from L. B. Hahn, farmer arjd
.producer, of Huron, O. The offer was laid before Server
Springborn Wednesday.
He and
Mayor Baker will
determine
whether the administration will
sanction the storing of these potatoes by the Municipal Fish & j
Produce Co., so they can be offered for sale in the markets
when potato prices are being
boosted during the winter.
Crop is Best Ever.
Hahn wrote: "Erie-co has one
of the finest crops of spuds it has
ever produced. A great many are
already sold, but there are at
least 500 car loads left.
Could
load them for you at about 58
I cents a bushel delivered in Cleve| land.
"Better drive out here and see
j them unless you have your supply
i bought already. Don't think you
| can get better quality anywhere
ielse."
Some months ago Springborn
■ announced himself in favor of
[storage of potatoes to fight, the
I high cost of living.
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The split in the ranks of DeB
cratic councilmen Monday
the first real outbreak since Baka
The Charter Commissioners.
election. Up to that time
Fifteen men -nail draw a new charter for the
appeal for an ordinance
city of Cleveland. Any citizen, it appears, may
railed to bring to it a Democratic J
seek nomination to , this commission by the
jority which insured its passage, jJ
familial-petition method. It rests with the
as, under similar circumstance;
voters at a special election to discriminate among
Mayor Job
I for support,the candidates offered and secure the best.
certain to win quick response.
That is not enough, however. The proper selecBaUer Takes Floor.
tion of charter writers must begin before election.
Mayor Baker backed Chief KolJ
The right kind of men must be nominated if the
plan of reorganization, which'V
send police lieutenants out from
right kind arc to be elected. The office is one
stations to keep tabs on patrol
which should seek the men, lest it go by default
while the clerical work o
to those incapable of filling it properly.
would be left to subordir
Cleveland is in a position to lead the municiWhen a motion was made to re]
palities of Ohio in taking advantage of the authe ordinance back to the coir.raitj
thority conferred by the home rule amendment
look the floor,
.adopted-by the state in Septomber. This largest
"Already there
city of the state has felt for some years the
lie meetings on this ordinal
cramping influence of a government code deBaker. "It is a :<
...■ plan of reorganization,
signed by legislators unacquainted with our particular needs and ambitions. The shackles were, should be passed at once."
The vote was a test of strength
stricken off by the acceptance of the new con■ n the administration and B
stitution. It remains to make the most of the
o wanted
great opportunity now presented.
Mayor Baker and the council have gone at the
problem thoughtfully. No time is to be lost before setting in motion the machinery for charter
lv.ittee.
revision and no effort spared to avoid technical
Twelve Democt atic vflt i
counted against the adminii
defects in the process.
and when the Democratic ex
The writing of a new government charter for a
committee meeting was over
city of 600,000 people is a task whose importance
day eleven of these had been
and dimensions will appear to anyone who gives
nated for the "In-Bad club."
it a moment's thought. The charter itself is
They were John Andrews,
likely to serve as a model for other municipalities
Bieder, Emijiet P. Dowling,
in Ohio. The problems concerned are innumerFriSdel, Charles V. Gilbert, ffl
able and the difficulties large.
J. Horrigan,
Charles Marqi
No citizen of Cleveland is too learned, too imDavid Moylan, J. E. Smith, "WU
F. Thompson and Louis J. Zepp.
portant or too busy not to consider it an honor
Along with the announcement
to become a charter commissioner. It is time now
all patronage was to be withheld fl
to give thought to the personnel of the body
these so long as they remained;
which shall adopt' the rules to govern this comthe "In-Bad club" went the annul
munity for years to come.
ment that all other means of
pline at the disposal of the or,
ization would be directed
them.
Mayor Baker ok" not
through the committee meeting
night and would not comment oi
situation.
Send Ordinance Back.
A considerable part of the
Directed by Executives to patronage is at the disposal of
hers of the council. By the rf
Deny Court House Places
lion of some Democrats the
■■r "'"0f; win

Ele

AKER HOLDS GLU
to In-Bad Club.'

FIGHTS AT FIRST SIGNAL\\
OF PARTY lNSURRECTlOfCenstltution League Read?ti
With List of Charter
Framers.
The Democratic executive commit^ I
ent back of Mayor Baker yester-0 ,
day and placed in his hands a club3 j
with which he set out last night to01
force back into line the eleven Demo-;; .
cratic councilmen who at the coun-v
cil meeting
Monday disregarded j0
Mayor Baker's personal appeal for re- *
organization of the police department D
as planned by Chief Kohler, and sent '
the ordinance back to committee.
The executive committee met in
Mayor Baker's office late yesterday
afternoon, and within a short time
the word went out that until the eleven
get hack into line they sffiall be barred
from all share in the county patronage which fell to the organization
la'st week in the defeat of Republican
county officeholders and the election
:,f Democrats.
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MAYOR LASHES FARMERS OFFER
OEMS INTO LINE MUNYPOTATOE
Police Reorganization Law to

Erie-co Producers Want to'Sell

be Passed Now.

500 Carloads.

COUNCILMEN

EXPLAIN

Deny

to

Attempt

Oppose

Baker's Policies.
Mayor Baker's police reorganization ordinance will pass council by an easy margin Monday
night.
The crack of the party lash,
threatening to drive insurging
democratic councilmen from the
patronage
platter, Wednesday
sent councilmen whose votes held
upi passage of the measure Monday night scurrying with explanations of how they hadn't intended
to insurge at all, and promises
that hereafter they'll be good.
Councilman Billy
Thompson
wants to be postmaster.
But democrats were wondering
what effect the insurgency will
have on Thompson's
chances,
which had been regarded as good.
Thompson is considered the leader
of the fight against tbe police reorganization, and declared in committee he would continue voting
against it.
As the result of 11 democratic
councilmen voting with the republicans, the ordinance was referred to committee Monday night
against the personal protest of the
mayor.
Late Tuesday Baker called a
meeting of the county executive
committee. It was decided that
proper pressure to hold democratic councilmen in line on administration measures would be
to withhold patronage coming as
a result of the party's recent victory in county, state and nation.
One more chance, it was decided,
would be given the insurging
members.
Now Councilmen Explain.
"I didn't oppose the measure,'
Councilman E. M. Bieder explained Wednesday. "I wasn't
decided on it and just wanted it
beld up a week for further consideration."
"I thought I voted for it," declared Councilman Charles Marquard. "Sure, I favor it."
"There was no intention on my
part to be insurgent," said Councilman William Horrigan. "I wanted
it given further consideration, and
the vote only put it back a week."
"I didn't consider I was bucking
the mayor," said Councilman John
Andrews. "I had some questions I
wanted to ask Kohler, but I certainly didn't intend to be insurgent."
No democratic councilman was
found who said he would oppose
the ordinance for final passage.
Other councilmen who voted last
Monday to refer the measure were:
Emmet Dowling, John Friedel,
Charles Gilbert, David Moylan, J.
E. Smith, William Thompson and
Louis Zepp.

Five hundred car loads of
finest quality potatoes with which,
to fight the high cost of living in
Cleveland this winter are offered
by Erie-co farmers for storage in
the refrigerating
plant
just
opened at the West-side market
house. The offer is made in a
letter received Wednesday- by
Park Superintendent Fred C. Alber from L. E. Hahn, farmer arid
-producer, of Huron, O. •
The offer was laid before Server
Springborn Wednesday. He and
Mayor Baker will
determine
whether the administration will
sanction the storing of these potatoes by the Municipal Fish &
Produce Co., so they can be offered for sale in the markets
when potato prices are being
boosted during the winter.
Crop is Best Ever.
Hahn wrote: "Erie-co has one
of the finest crops of spuds it has
ever produced. A great many are
already sold, but there are at
least 500 car loads left. Could
load them for you at about 58
cents a bushel delivered in Cleveland.
"Better drive out here and see
them unless you have your supply
bought already. Don't think you
can get better quality anywhere
else."
Some months ago Springborn
announced himself in favor of
storage of potatoes to fight the
high cost of living.

i

The split in the ranks of Demo-!
cratic councilmen Monday night was'
the first real outbreak since Ba'ser's
The Charter Commissioners.
Fifteen men will draw a new charter for the election. Up to that time his personal
city of Cleveland. Any citizen, it appears, may, appeal for an ordinance had never
seek nomination to .this commission by the failed to bring to it a Democratic ma. i
jjority which insured its passage, just j i
familiar, petition method. It rests with the
as. under similar circumstance,! I;
voters at a special election to discriminate among
'Mayor Johnson's call for support wa<
the candidates offered and secure the best.
certain to win quick response.
That is not enough, however. The proper selecBaker Takes Flonr.
tion of charter writers must begin before election.
Mayor Baker backed Chief Kohler's s
The-right kind of men must be nominated if the
plan of reorganization, which would i
right kind are to he elected. The office is one
send police lieutenants out from the
which should seek the men, lest it go by default
stations to keep tabs on patrolmen
while the clerical -work of the station
to those incapable of filling it properly.
would be left to subordinate officers.
Cleveland is in a position to lead the municiWhen a motion was made to refer
palities of Ohio in taking advantage of the autbe ordinance back to the committee
thority conferred by the home rule amendment
Mayor Bak^r took the floor.
.adopted by the state in September. This largest
'Already there have been two
city of the state has felt for some years the
public meetings on this ordinance,"
cramping influence of a government code desaid Baker. "It is a scientific and
signed by legislators unacquainted with our parproper plan of reorganization, and
ticular needs and ambitions. The shackles were , should be passed at once.''
The vote was a test of strength bestricken off by the acceptance of the new contween tbe administration and Demstitution. It remains to make the most of the
oeratic councilmen who wanted the
great opportunity now presented.
picn changed. The Derao$
Mayor Baker and the council have gone at the
f .'gents with five Republicans were
problem thoughtfully. No time is to be lost beenough to send the plan back to comfore setting in motion the machinery for charter
mittee.
revision and no effort spared to avoid technical
Twelve Democratic votes were
counted against the administration,
defects in the process.
and when the Democratic executive
The writing of a new government charter for a
committee meeting was over yestercity of 600,000 people is a task whose importance
day eleven of these had been nomiand dimensions will appear to anyone who gives
nated for the "In-Bad club."
it a moment's thought. The charter itself is
They were John Andrews, E. M.
likely to serve as a model for other municipalities
Bieder, Ernmet P. Dowling, John
in Ohio. The problems concerned are innumerFriedel, Charles V. Gilbert, William
able and the difficulties large.
J. Horrigan, Charles Marquard,
David Moylan, J. B. Smith, William
No citizen of Cleveland is too learned, too imP. Thompson and Louis J. Zepp.
portant or too busy not to consider it an honor
Along with the announcement that
to become a charter commissioner. It is time now
all patronage was to be withheld from
to give thought to the personnel of the body
these so long as they remained in
which shall adopt the rules to govern this comthe "In-Bad club" went the announcemunity for years to come
ment that all other means of disci-

Ler •■mmission.
Osborn" said that
such a ticket had ibeen made up, but
that it was still tentative.
Whether the league, will support the
ticket Mayor Bakpr is organizing, or I
will put one of its own in the field, j
will be decided at a. meeting to be held |
within two or thr^e weeks.
Invitations to this meeting are to
go out within a few days.
W. B. Kilpatrick of Warren, candidate for speaker or the Umo House of
representatives, was in Cleveland yesterday to see Congressman-elect Robert Crosser. On Kilpatricks heels
came Hay Kennedy of Lima, another
candidate for speaker.
An election expense affidavit filed
I yesterday by Rev. John S. Pattledge;I in behalf of the Anti-Saloon league,
says that organization spent $23.40.
The money went in an effort to elect
Gahn, Greenlund. Stilwell, Martin
and Zmunt to the state senate, and
Mills,
Baldwin,
> Bartholomew i
Coe, Beman, pultman, Doty, Gibson, I
Nicola, Preyer, Curtis and Mook to
the house.
Few of those who filed expense accounts yesterday' acknowledge campaign contributions. Joseph Menning, candidate for county commissioner, acknowledges $318 and spent
$044.25. P. L. A. Leighley, candidate for county common pleas court,
received contributions of $30 from
Dr. William R. Wall, and sDent
P
$411.25.
John D.Fackler spent $410 40- Dr
Robert C. Droege, $437.90; Carl D'
Friebolin, $133: Benjamin H. Rose
] nothing; Walter W. Pollock, S2S&j Joseph Lustig, $41.99; Hal D, Banks'
I$21; Don P. Mills. $]23.Q(i

Directed by Executives to j
Deny Court House Places I
to Mn-Bad Club.'
FIGHTS AT FIRST SIGNAL'
OF PARTY INSURRECTION
'Constitution League Ready
With List of Charter
Framers.
The Democratic executive committee went back of Mayor Baker yesterday and placed in his hands a club
with which he set out last night to
force back into line the eleven Democratic councilmen who at the council meethfg
Monday disregarded
Mayor Baker's personal appeal for reorganization of the police department
as planned by Chief Kohler, and sent
the ordinance back to committee
The executive committee met in
Mayor Baker's office *e yesterday
afternoon, and within a short time
thfword went out that until the eleven
get back into line they stfart be barred
from all share in the county patronage which fell to the organization
iwt week in the defeat of Republican
county officeholders and the election
of Democrats.

pline at the disposal of the organization would be directed against
them.
Mayor Baker flit not remain
through the committee meeting last
night and would not comment on the
situation.
Send Ordinance Back.
A considerable part of the county
patronage is at the disposal oi members of the council. By the elimination of some Democrats the peonage of thosp who remain in good
standing with the organization is increased.
The present plan is to snd the
police reorganization ordinance back
to the council again next wk if
enough of the in-bad Democrats to
pass it' can be clubbed into llsWore
that time.
The meeting of the committee )«•
terday followed a meeting HW
Baker;s office of 1
MM
elected last week to county*
Patronage was discussed 8
meeting. Each of the e
learned how much
tronage«|
his own disposal and how nri™
to go to the organization fot«
button in the council.
Mayor Baker told tto
officers that j-rvlec to tie p#f
to be the first test of their ft*
be re-eleC 1 and that reguK*
loyalty to he organization *««
save them if their adm.n»l
were not efficient and satisfy
the public.
The Progressive Constitution
has so amended its oonrtWJ
it may take part in the forth i
campaign for a new city charte.]
Tom Pitzsimons and w. »|
born of the league called « j
Baker yesterday and told him 1
league's plans.
J
Osborn said, after the meet*
the league may put a tick"
field for HK""'
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EMS SHY AT
FOR!
Election Postmortem Shows
Policies Conflict.
pARTY

MACHINE PERILED

With Slathers of Plums, Civil
Service is Ignored.
Mayor Baker and the county
democratic organization find themselves in a sad muddle as a result of the party's sweeping victory

PICKS GOUWUIAN
AS AID TO SHERIF

SAY POLITICS LURED ELECTION EXPENSES
POLICE FROM BEATS MUST BE RECEIPTED

"Lobbyists," if Guilty, Faee
l J. Smith Names E. J. HanDiscipline by Chief,
ratty to be Chief Deputy
'Tis Said.
for Coming Term.

ORDINANCE 0. K. NOW

J. B. Vining Proposed as Candidate for PostmasCouncil Appears Ready to Pass
tership.
Kohler's Plan for Reorganization.
Councilman Edward J. Hanratty

N'ov. 5will be chief deputy under SheriffMachine policies and platform
elect William J. Smith. Hanratty's
Patrolmen accused of lobbying with
principles are found to run at such
salary will be $3,000.
their councilmen to defeat Chief
cross currents that its going to
George W. Heaney, 2033 B. 69th-st, Kohler's police reorganization ordibe hard sledding to satisfy party
will be second man in the sheriff's of- nance may also feel the crack of the
organization demands, and at the
' flee after Jan. 6, at a salary of be- administration whip.
same time avoid open repudiation
tween §1,900 and $2,400, if he will ac"The department has been inof principles held up during recept it. This is the place Richard formed that certain police officers left
cent campaigns.
Stegkemper has held for years-under their beats to talk over this ordinance
• Also, Baker finds his declaraRepublican and Democratic adminis- with councilmen," said H. W. Stilltion for nonpartisan municipal
man, secretary to Safety Director
trations.
These two positions practically Stage, yesterday. "It is against the
elections under the new charter
were decided by Smith yesterday. He rules of the department for police
is drawing lines tight within his
is expected to name-all his other dep- officers to be active in politics. Lobown party organization to combat
uties in a few days.
bying for or against any particular
Cyrus Locher, county prosecutor- measure is forbidden. Chief Kohler
juBt that result.
elect,
is
considering
the
personnel
of
will no dou t take steps to discipline
One of the democrats' big talkhis assistants in the prosecutor's of- any patrolman guilty of violating this
ing points was the declaration for
fice. Locher has more than sixty ap- department rule, if he secure evistatewide civil service.
The replications for the half dozen places.
dence."
cent.amendments to the state conWhen Hanratty resigns as eouncilOrdinance Will Pass Now.
stitution specifically provided for
xnan-at-large to become chief deputy
sheriff: the council will name his sucThe police reorganization ordinance,
the passage of laws to put such
cessor. P. V. Kalina and William E. held up Monday night against Mayor
civil service into effect in all
McBwen want the place. Kalina fell Baker's wishes, will pass by an easy
state and county offices.
just under the nomination in the 190S margin at the next council meeting.
Refuse Own Medicine.
primary.
The threat to drive insurging counThese and other ctuestions were cilmen from the patronage platter
Now, howessr, with oodles of
considered
by
the
Democratic
county
had the desired effect. Mayor's Secgood jots to portion out, the civil
executive committee at a meeting in retary W. J. Murphy, who is also
service plank doesn't appear so
the mayor's office yesterday after- secretary of the Democratic execuattractive. Plans are being drawn
noon. The committee gave no further tive committee, was busy receiving
to fill these places by party apattention to the revolt of Democratic explanations yesterday.
pointment.
councilmen who voted to delay the
"I did not oppose the measure,"
Laws to place county jobs unpolice reorganization ordinance.
Councilman E.- M. Bieder explained.
der civil service could easily be
The ordinance will be passed by the "I was not decided upon it and just
enacted to be operative before
council next Monday night. So-called wanted it held up for another week
rebels expressed sorrow yesterday for consideration." Bieder, who has
Sept. 3, 1913, when the bulk of
that they had voted Monday to refer been voting with the Republicans
county appointments expire. £»ut
the ordinance back to committee. upon street car stop elimination ordiit's a big question as to whether
Many called at the mayor's office yes- nances, thought yesterday that furor not they will be. Party workterday to explain that they were not ther opposition to these measures
ers are howling for jobs, and the
against the ordinance.
would also be useless.
practical necessity of satisfying
J. B. Vining yesterday was proCouncilmen Explain All.
this demand if the;party organizaposed as a candidate for postmaster
tion is to be retained in good
"I thought I voted for it," said
to succeed Ray G. Floyd. Vining's
working order, faces party leadentrance means that Councilman W. Councilman Charles Marquard. "Sure.
J. Thompson is to be opposed. Vining I favor it."
ers. Organization heads are now
"There was no intention on my
was a letter carrier for eighteen
Shying mightily at their old civil
years, and believes he will have the part to be insurgent," said Councilservice declarations. In Cuyaindorsement of the letter carriers.
man William Horrigan.
hpga-co the civil service amend"I did not consider that I was
R. R. Kennedy, representativement carried by a vote of 4 9,124
elect from Lima was in Cleveland yes- bucking the mayor," said Councilman
to'9672.
terday seeking support for his. candi- Andrews. "I had some questions,
Reform Would Kill Machine.
dacy for speaker of the house of rep- though, that I wanted to ask Chief
resentatives.
Kennedy
was
told Kohler."
With no minor state and counOther Democratic councilmen exCleveland Democrats would be govty jobs to pass out, and with the
erned largely by the wishes of Gov.- plained their stand by stating that
nonpartisan election of city ofthey had been misled when Counelect Cox.
ficials and the consequent loss of :
Jacob Weinberg, Peter Cuthbertson cilman Koch, chairman of the police
municipal plums, many of which
and John P. Brumm were named by I committee, moved to refer the measstill remain in spite of civil servA. J. Pearson, P. B. Gott and Frank ure back to committee. Koch said
ice, party machine engineers deE. Steveris, judges-elect, as their that he feared the measure would be
clare it would be impossible to
bailiffs. The positions pay $1,200 a defeated, and wanted it to go back
keep together a local ward and
"■ rrW^nrrr
swrxg trnraupmrci to the comr-ittee until the time was
precinct organization for use in
more opportune.
presidential years.
•pi 091' ' ' ' -fcreq JO; . s^ss piij^j/e "I have not talked to a councilman
today about the police ordinance,"
"It would be like having an
•pi O0Q Ol OSB' • ■ -sSiniiaA MopBip said Mayor Baker.
army with only generals in the
field. There wouldn't be
anything but big jobs to work for,"
said one practical
politician.
Thursday.
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Judge Holds Victors' Jobs
Forfeit Unless Vouchers Are Filed.
Unless the victorious Democratic
candidates file receipted bills with
their expense accounts before Friday
night with the board of elections
some politicians think It possible their
elections may be declared invalid.
It had gone as a custom for two
years that a sworn statement covering receipts and disbursements was*
sufficient to comply with the corrupt
practices act. But a day or two ago
Judge H. B. Chapman filed vouchers
covering all payments over $10. Yesterday Judge George L. Phillips came
in to file his account for $511.95. He
had vouchers, too
Judge Rules for Receipts.
Deputy Clerk Ed. Horn waB appealed to by Judge Phillips as to tl
necessity of filing the receipts. Hoi
said it was not customary.
Judf
Phillips called for the election la\*
and read the corrupt practices act.
"I think they should be filed," h
decided.
Practically every victorious candl
date, including the judicial candl
dates, has filed without vouchers o
receipts, excluding Chapman
an<
Phillips. The penalty for a corrup
practice under the act is $100 to $501
fine, six months in jail and a loss oi
the office.
Pearson's Election .Cost $2,184.
So far the most expensive individual
campaign in the county is that of A.
J. Pearson, judge-elect.
He paid
$2,134. Expenses filed show the Democratic assessment for judges on the
non-partisan ballot was $600.
Despite the fact that the Democratic state platform endorsed the
constitutional amendment requiring
competitive examination civil service
installed in county government, and
in spite of Mayor Baker's repeated
declarations in favor of civil service,
the Democratic executive committee,
is getting ready to parcel out appointments to county offices as political
spoils for extension of the publiclypaid Democratic organization.
The committee met yesterday afternoon in Mayor Baker's office and
spent two hours dealing with the
partition of the spoils.
The persons who, apparently, will
have the least to say about the jobs
will be the county officers. There has
been absolutely no consideration
given to the possibility that the
Democratic Legislature may carry
out its platform pledges and pass a
civil service law before September
3, when the bulk of the Republicans
retire.
Baker Favors Law.
Baker said yesterday that a civil
service law would be supported, but
he had no idea what kind of a law
would be passed.
A. R. Hatton, Progressive, is at
work drafting a civil service law,
which he will ask to be introduced
at the forthcoming session. Many influential Democrats are frankly opposedto all civil service.
The civil service amendment passed
Cuyahoga county by 49,142 to 9,672.
The legislative committee of the
Cleveland Federation of Labor last
night endorsed F. W. Steffen for
the board of education, to fill the
place which Joseph Kraus will make
when he resigns in a fortnight.
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SAY POLITICS LURED ELECTION EXPENSES
POLICE FROM BEATS MOST BE RECEIPTED

OEMS SHY
Election

Postmortem Shows

Policies Conflict.
PARTY MACHINE PERILED
With Slathers of Plums, Civil
Service is Ignored.
Mayor Baker and the county
democratic organization find themselves in a sad muddle as a result of the party's sweeping victory
No\v 5"..
';" i "".Machine policies and platform
principles are found to run at such
cross currents that its going tobe hard sledding to satisfy party
organization demands, and at the
same time avoid open repudiation
of principles held up during recent campaigns.
: Also, Baker finds his declaration for nonpartisan municipal
elections under the new charter
is drawing lines tight within his
own party organization to combat
just' that result.
-One of the democrats' big talking points was the declaration for
statewide-civil ■service. The recent.amendmerits to the state constitution specifically provided for
the passage of laws; to put such
civil service into effect in all
state: and county offices.
Refuse Own Medicine.
Now, howei'sr,. with oodles of
good Jetis to portion out, the civil
service plank doesn't appear so
attractive. Plans are being (Jrawn
to fill these places by party appointment.
- Laws, to place county jobs under civil' service could easily he
enacted to be . operative before
Sept.' 3, 1913, when the.bulk of
county appointments expire, jsut
it's -a big que^tion as to whether
or not they will be. Party workers are howling for jobs, and the
practical necessity of satisfying
this demand if the,party organization is to be retained in good,
working order, faces party leaders. Organization heads are now
Shying mightily at their old civil
service declarations. In Cuyahpga-co the civil service amendment carried by a vote of 49,124
to'9672. :
Reform Would Kill Machine.
:
With no minor state and county jobs to P^8 out, and with the
nonpartisan election of city officials and the consequent loss of
municipal plums, many of which
still remain in spite of civil service, party machine engineers de-.
clare it would be impossible to
keep together a local ward and
precinct organization for use in
presidential years.
"U would be like having an
army with only generals in the
field. There wouldn't be anything but big jobs to work for,"
said one practical
politician,
Thursday.
'

"Lobbyists," if Guilty, Face
W. J. Smith Names E. J. HanDiscipline by Chief,
ratty to be Chief Deputy
^^
for Coming Term.
.
ORDINANCE 0 K NOW
J. B. Vining Proposed as 0Can___!_ * UW
didate for PostmasCoimdl Appeayg ^^ ^ pagg
terShip

-

Ccuncilman Edward J. Hanratty
will be chief deputy under Sheriffelect William J. Smith. Hanratty's
salary will be §3,000.
George W. Heaney, 2033 E. 69th-st,
will be second man in the sheriff's office after Jan. 6, at a salary of between $1,000 and $2,400, if he will accept it. This is the place Richard
Stegkemper has held for years-under
Republican and Democratic administrations.
These two positions practically
were decided by Smith yesterday. He
is expected to name'all his other deputies in a few days.
Cyrus Locher, county prosecutorelect, is considering the personnel of
his assistants in the prosecutors office. Locher has more than sixty applications for the half dozen places.
When Hanratty resigns as councilman-at-large to become chief deputy
sheriff the council will name his successor. P. V. Kalina and William E.
McEwen want the place. Kalina fell
just under the nomination in the 1908
primary.
These and other questions were
considered by the Democratic county
executive committee at a meeting in
the mayor's office yesterday (afternoon. The committee gave no further
attention to the revolt of Democratic
councilmen who voted to delay the
police reorganization ordinance.
The ordinance will be passed by the
council next Monday night. So-called
rebels expressed sorrow yesterday
that they had voted Monday to refer
the ordinance back to committee.
Many called at the mayor's office yes-terday to explain that they were not i
against the ordinance.
J. B. Vining yesterday was proposed as a candidate for postmaster
to succeed Ray G. Floyd. Vining's
entrance means that Councilman W.
J. Thompson is to be opposed. Vining
was a letter carrier -for eighteen
years, and believes he will have the
indorsement of the letter carriers.
R. R. Kennedy, representative- j
elect from Lima was in Cleveland yesterday seeking support for his. candidacy for speaker of the house of rep- I
resentatives. Kennedy was told
Cleveland Democrats would be governed largely by the wishes of Gov.elect Cox.
Jacob Weinberg, Peter Cuthbertson
and John P. Brumm were named by
A. J. Pearson, F. B. Gott and Frank
E. Steveris, judges-elect, as their
bailiffs. The positions pay $1,200 a
year.
The board of elections announced
that few precinct changes w'ould be
made for the next general election
and none for the city charter election
in February.
The eighteenth ward Democratic
club will study economic questions,
beginning with Henry George's teachings. There will, be one lecture a
weeE with J. B. Vining as leader.
A conference of the Progressive
Constitution league will be held
this week, probably tomorrow night,
to consider the advisability of calling
a conference of progressive citizens to study matters pertaining to
the new city charter, said W. G.
Osborn, member of the league's committee, last night.
Eighteen candidates in last week's
election filed expense statements with
the board of elections yesterday. The
limit of time for the filing of such
statements will expire this week.
Of those filing yesterday A. J.
Pearson, elected common pleas judge,
spent the largest sum. Pearson says
it cost him $2,134.60. Robert J. Bulkley, re-elected to congress .in . the
' r.weruy-iirst district, spent $1,433.(54.
I Fred L. Taft, Republican candidate
, for congress in the same district,
[spent but $764.17. William F. Eirick
1 spent but $615 in his campaign for
I re-election as county commissioner.
A. H. Weed, defeated candidate
Ifor common pleas judge, spent
l$467.73; Frank E. Stevens, successful Democratic candidate for common
■pleas judge, $842.44, and P. D. MetzIger, successful Democratic candidate
|for commissioner, $635.
The. Personal Liberty league says
lit spent $75 for postage and stationary in behalf of some candidates,- not
jnamed, and the German-American
I alliance spent $54.75 for the same
|items.
Henry P. Boynton in behalf of the
I Progressive Legislation league says
Ithe league spent $808.28 and has a
IdefWit- of $92.97. Other statements
Ifded are Walter Granger, $11.65;
iGeorge F. Doster, $122.25; S. S. StilIwell, $60; Martin L. Sweeney,
l?128.50; George F. Stalley, $42; Herlanan Fellinger, $210; A. D. Baldwin,
_D. Nicola, $160.67.

Kohler's Plan for Reorganization.
Patrolmen accused of lobbying with.
their councilmen to defeat Chief
Kohler's police reorganization ordinance may also feel the crack of the
Hdministration whip.
"The department has been informed that certain police officers left
their beats to talk over this ordinance
with councilmen," said H. W. Stillman, secretary to Safety Director ^
Stage, yesterday. "It is against the
rules of the department for police:
officers to be active in politics. Lobbying for or against any particular
measure is forbidden. Chief Kohler
will no dou t take steps to discipline
any patrolman guilty of violating this
department rule, if he secure evidence."
Ordinance Will Pass Now.
The police reorganization ordinance,
held up Monday night against Mayor
Baker's wishes, will pass by an easy
margin at the next council meeting.
The threat to drive insurging councilmen from the patronage platter
had the desired effect. Mayor's Secretary W. J. Murphy, who is also;
secretary of the Democratic executive committee, was busy receiving
explanations yesterday.
"I did not oppose the measure,"
Councilman E.- M. Bieder explained.
"I was not decided upon it and just
wanted it held up for another week
for consideration." Bieder, who has
been voting with the Republicans,
upon street car stop elimination ordinances, thought yesterday that further opposition to these measures
would also be useless.
Councilmen Explain All.
"I thought I voted for it," said
Councilman Charles Marquard. "Sure,
I favor it.''
"There was no intention on my
part to be insurgent," said Councilman William Horrigan.
"I did not consider that I was
bucking the mayor," said Councilman
Andrews. "I had some questions,
(hough, that I wanted to ask Chief
Kohler."
Other Democratic councilmen explained their stand by stating that
they had been misled when Councilman Koch, chairman of the police
committee, moved to refer the measure back to committee. Koch said
that he feared the measure would be
defeated, and wanted it to go back
to the comT-ittee until the time was
more opportune.
"I have not talked to a councilman
today about the police ordinance,"
said Mayor Baker.

Judge Holds Victors' Jobs
Forfeit Unless Vouchers Are Filed.
Unless the victorious Democratic
candidates file receipted bills with
their expense accounts before Friday
night with the board of elections
some politicians think it possible their
elections may be declared invalid.
It had gone as a custom for two
years that a sworn statement covering receipts and disbursements was"
sufficient to comply with the corrupt
practices act. But a day or two ago
Judge H. B. Chapman filed vouchers
covering all payments over $10. Yesterday Judge George L. Phillips came
in to file his account for $511.95. He
had vouchers, too
Judge Rules for Receipts.
Deputy Clerk Ed. Horn waB appealed to by Judge Phillips as to tl
necessity of filing the receipts. Hoi
said it was not customary. Judg
Phillips called for the election lavt
and read the corrupt practices act.
"I think they should be filed," h
decided.
Practically every victorious candi
date, including the judicial candi
dates, has filed without vouchers o
receipts, excluding Chapman an(
Phillips. The penalty for a corrup
practice under the act is $100 to $50t
fine, six months in jail and a loss ol
the office.
Pearson's Election .Cost $2,134.
So far the most expensive individual
campaign in the county is that of A.
J. Pearson, judge-elect. He paid
$2,134. Expenses filed show the Democratic assessment for judges on the
non-partisan ballot was $600.
Despite the fact that the Democratic state platform endorsed the
constitutional amendment requiring
competitive examination civil service
installed in county government, and
in spite of Mayor Baker's repeated
declarations in favor of civil service,
the Democratic executive committee,
is getting ready to parcel out appointments to county offices as political
spoils for extension of the publiclypaid Democratic organization.
The committee met yesterday afternoon in Mayor Baker's office and
spent two hours dealing with the
partition of the spoils. .
The persons who, apparently, will
have the least to say about the jobs
will be the county officers. There has
been absolutely no consideration
given to the possibility that the
Democratic Legislature may carry
out its platform pledges and pass a
civil service law before September
3, when the bulk of the Republicans
retire.
Baker Favors IJaw.
' Baker said yesterday that a civil
service law would be supported, but
he had no idea what kind of a law
would be passed.
A. R. Hatton, Progressive, is at
work drafting a civil service law,
which he will ask to be introduced
at the forthcoming session. Many influential Democrats are frankly opposedto all civil service.
The civil service amendment passed
Cuyahoga county by 49,142 to 9,672.
The legislative committee of the
Cleveland Federation of Labor last
night endorsed F. W. Steffen for
the board of education, to fill the
place whjch Joseph Kraus will make j
when he resigns in a fortnight.
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HE'S STILL AN ASSURES CLEVELAND
WINTER GAS SUPPLY
INSURGENT, BUT
Declares Akron Purchase Obviates the Shortage
SOME SUBDUED Daly Here;
Thinks Council' Will Act Favorably;
Councilman
W.
F.
Thompson,
chairman of the finance committee
and member of the police committee,
who inaurged last
Monday night
against Chief Kohler's police reorizatlon pl»n, indorsed by Mayor
Baker, was still an insurgent Thursday, although a very subdued one.
Thompson denies that he is really
an,] truly an insurgent. Still, he op; Hie ordinance and will lift Ms
voice high enough next Monday
night to say "No."
"I expect it will pass," he said
Thursday.
"1 will offer no further
isition than my vote against it."
Thompson says he has been told
that Kohler's plan to increase the
her of captains and sergeants
les with it
the
promotion of
le familiarly known as "Kohler's
coddlers" or "pets." He denies any
I policemen working to defeat the ordinance approached him.
"In brief," said Thompson, "my
only Interest in the ordinance is to
protect the older men in the departl. I think wise, old heads are as
h needed on the police force as
young blood. The young men need
! advice."
The patronage Jobs
sought by
councilmen and which were held up
■ like a wisp of hay thrust in front of
zy horse to make it go, are still
hanging Are. No federal jobs have
1
been handed out as yet. Thompson
landidate for postmaster,
and J. B. Vining, former letter carrier, now secretary of the departi of" corrections and charities, is
ig boomed Cor the job.

IEIGHLEY CAN
GET $4,000 JOB
probably will be
LS fir.sl a: : istanl
to
Prosecuting \
ne; elect Cyrus Loch'er.
■ position pays $4,000.
lieighley
the onlj
icfatic
candidates for the
r.immnn
pleas
bench who was not •
tie lias
lid he wants the plaSj, but Sevlembers of the executive cpm■ for him, if he asks.
Attorneys James Walsh and William Agnew are being considered for
the place now held by Walter D.
'Uii1 y solicitor. .Meals will
•k to quilify i
cult judge to sie e,r,i Judge C. A.
i\'iin:
(louncilfna n Ed J. 1 (sprat ty will be
chief deputy under SherifC-elecl W.
J. Smith.
Hanratty's pay will be
|3,000.
e in lie- council will
gb to I'. \ . Kalina- or William E.
secretary to Charity
or i Ipolej. i.; in i he field as a
i. in succeed Postmaster Ray
oycl.

Cold to Retard W. Va., Line.
"There is no need for worry about
a gas shortage this winter," said -M.
B. Daly, president of the East Ohio
Gas Company yesterday.
"We will
pull through all right. The supply
obtained through the purchase of the
Mohican Company of Akron will prevent any serious shortage, despite
the fact that it will be impossible to
increase the supply from the West
Virginia fields this winter."
Daly said he could see no reasons
why the gas ordinance- should not
be disposed
of Monday night, as
council has had
ample discussion
over the measure, and no changes
are being asked for by him. He said
that he had not been notified of the
public hearing which was set for todav at Mayor Baker's office.
"I anticipate a great deal of trouble
in getting labor this winter. Men will
not work on pipe line construction in
this kind of weather," said he glancing out of the window at the snow
and sleet.

"It is not like railroad construction,
and we cannot provide cars in which
to make the men comfortable. We go
directly across country over hills,
through valleys and creeks in as
straight a line as possible, as some
of the country is very rough. It
will be a hard matter to get men to
work under the conditions necessary
when they can find work in the city,"
he said.
The ordinance provides that the
artificial gas mains will not have to
be changed until after next April.
Daly said the right-of-way for the
new main has not yet been obtained,
but that it will be within a short
time. The main will be of steel, and
the top of the pipe will be three feet
underground. The lines are not laid
close together, because in case of an
explosion in one all of them might
be disabled if they ran side by side.
"The natural gas will
mean
to
Cleveland the same thing as if we
were to offer artificial gas at eighteen cents per 1,000 feet," said Daly.

i ONE HEALTH OFFICER HOME RULE CLAUSE
!
IS URGED BY MAYOR IS EFFECTIVE TODAY
:

P1 ail f o r Commissioner (lash Between Mayor and
Likely to Be Incorporated
Insurgent Democrats
in New Charter.
Expected.
Abolition of the board of health and
the placing of the work of the department in the hands of a commissioner directly responsible to the
mayor is favored by Baker and will
likely be incorporated in the new
home rule charter. For this reason
the investigation of the health de- |
partment,
started several months
ago when a special committee was
appointed by the board, may never
be finished.
President f. W. Harvey, chairman
•of the probe committee, yesterday
■blamed delay in making the report
upon the illness of Member Tielke
. and the absence of Member Gardner
Abbott from the city.
t "We expect to resume our investigations within a few days," said
Harvey.

FAVOR FEDERAL PLAX
Gen. Sherwood Discusses Menace of Wilson Extra
Session Program.

Today the municipal home rule
amendment becomes a living, breathing reality, thus letting down the
bars for action by the city council
looking toward simultaneous submission of the question of the election
of a commission and at the same
time, of the names of at least fifteen
Andrews Makes Charges.
men for members of this body.
Councilman John
Andrews
anMonday night Councilman E. B.
nounced several days ago that he Haserodt's ordinance covering this
would introduce a resolution asking. wiu be tabled and a new one introthat the special committee of the, duced. Thjs in turn wm probably be
health department submit its report, reierred to committee and passed at
tlle next
^H"..0?1'^ f!ate; _^"^5!Yf -filf?*
meeting. The ordinance will
members of tht department with at
name February 4 as the date of the
tempting to smother the report.
election.
The probe committee was appointed
With Mayor Baker in Pittsburg,
after an effort had been made to dis- where he spoke before the Civic Club
miss Factory Inspector Rose Con- last night, some of the insurgent
stant.
Mrs. Constant charged Dr. Democrats were said to be pernic.C. E. Ford, secretary of the health iously active in framing opposition to
beard, and Miss Mildred Chadsey, his purported plans for a non-parisan municipal election under the
chief of sanitary police, with being
back of the effort to oust her. The jjj new charter. A bitter fight is looked
charges against Mrs. Constant were \ for on this score.
dismissed.
Testimony showed that H
Ba]_
Favors Federal Plan.
there was friction in the department
Word
from
Professor George W.
and the special committee was then
Knight, Columbus, who was a mem«•! 1-1 T\ it J n f /\ yl
fr.
ItiiTOctitT'ltQ
appointed
to
investigate.
ber of the constitutional convention,
May End Inquiry.
was that Columbus favors the comThe announcement that Baker fa- . mission plan of government. Baker
vors abolishing the entire board and has preference for the federal plan,
tl
subsequent reorganization of the ' with a mayor, small council, and
department is expected to put an end j most of the offices appointive.
Cincinnati,
Toledo.
Dayton and
to furthei investigations of the com- I
other of the larger Buckeye cities
mittee.
The, health board held a special j are expected to move for a new charmeeting
yesterday
to
consider) ter soon. The inauguration of the
5-lWUJ-l
? nuMWuuuy "4^1^ i^ff.i.' ' -VXtOix home rule amendment removes all
si ipapw 'pojjad SUIHBS am in apsiu ac>ct| barriers to
preparations
for
the
[0 ou ptrs auiBS aq; si 'juao 3snq election of a commission.
I si i;.m(M 'ajB.1 aqj, MBa.C JBBI
"There must be at least fifteen men
IS aqi AUTirai.-re.Td uo
named to run. although any number
;|1 90UBJ11SU] puoix
can get on by a 2 per cent petition,"
said .Mayo Fesler. secretary of the
Municipal Association.
last
night.
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"Sixty days after passing of tne ordt
nance is the minimum that rnnof
elapse before an election can -hBe
held."
Today is momentous to the \-|ctn
rious candidates, and all others wh
were elected, in that this is their
last chance for filing receipted bills
of their election expenses, under the
possible penalty of having their
elections declared illegal.
Sherwood in Town.
Came yesterday,
furthermore
whiff of national politics with' the
advent in Cleveland for a few hours'
stay of General Isaac N. Sherwood
Toledo, father of the famous dollar
a-day pension bill. He was re-elect"
ed to Congress and is looking for"
ward dubiously to- the possibility of a
special session, which he believes im
I minent.
I "I am opposed to a special session"
.said the general, tong a Picturesque
figure in Ohio politics. "I think it
should be called anywhere from the
15th of September to the first of OctoI ber. As a result of the last special
I session we lost two Senators, and
! I really believe Vice President Sher[ man's death was indirectly due to the
effects of presiding over that special
| session.
"It stands to reason there could be
■ no worse time for the calling of a
■ special session, with the President
new to the job, the matter of patronage bulking large in the list of tasks
| and a Democratic majority in Con, gress so large as to be unwieldy.
Fears Extra Session.
"I tell you I should be afraid of it.
But there are a lot of new members
who want to be up and doing along
the road to fame, so I suppose we'll
have the special session.
"As to the personnel of the Cabi-1
net I have no idea.
I have no,
friends who want a position there.
I've plenty of appb ations for post-'
masters' jobs, however. I am, how-1
ever, much interested in the fight for \
the office of commissioner of pensions.
I shall support Daniel C. Gentsch, of i
New Philadelphia, for the place. He
is the father of Attorney Frank F.
Gentsch, of this city, and has been
in the pension office for some time.
't "Genera R. V. Bell, of Illinois, an-'
other veteran in this work, is con; sidered a likely candidate. I do not
1
expect there will be any more gen-1
eral pension legislation this session,
■ although there will, of course, be a
great many private pension bills. We
cannot possibly finish with the work
of the dollar-a-day pension bill before
March 1. Fully 400,000 claims were
filed under that bill."
General Sherwood was inclined to
view lightly the militia pension bill
of Congressman Russell, of Missouri,
which provides pensions for certain
national guardsmen called out, not
only from his own state, but from
Kentucky, Tennessee and other states '
as well.
"Squirrel Hunters" Included?
The general wondered if it would'
include the "squirrel hunters" ofj
Ohio, and added that he would have j
to be "shown" where they had deserved pensions.
The general conferred with Attorney Gentsch and Congressman-elect |
William Gordon. The latter is upok-1
en of as a future member of the rivers and harbors committee.
It was stated yesterday that P. LA. Leighley would probably be named
as first assistant to Prosecuting Attorney-elect Locher.
Leighlev was
the only one of the Democratic candidates for the common pleas bench
who was not elected. Talk of other
appointments includes that of Councilman E. J. Hanrattv as chief deputy under Sheriff-elect W. J. Smith.
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"Sixty days after passing of the ortti
nance is the minimum that
elapse before an election canmust
be
held."
Today is momentous to the victo
rious candidates, and all others wh
were elected, in that this is their
last chance for filing receipted bills
of their election expenses, under the
possible penalty of having thP!
elections declared illegal.
Sherwood in Town.
Came yesterday, furthermore
whiff of national politics with' thp
advent in Cleveland for a few hoursstay of General Isaac N. Sherwn^
Toledo, father of the famous dollar
"It is not like railroad construction,
a-day pension bill. He was re-elect
and we cannot provide cars in which
ed to Congress and is looking for
to make the men comfortable. We go
ward dubiously to- the possibility nf a
directly across country over hills,
special session, which he believes im
through valleys and creeks in as
i minent.
straight a line as possible, as some j "I am opposed to a special session "
of the country is very rough. It
.said the general, long a pictureaatie
will be a hard matter to get men to
figure in Ohio politics. "I think it
work under the conditions necessary
; should be called anywhere from the
when they can find work in the city,"
; 15th of September to the first of Octo
ha said.
As a result of the last special
The ordinance provides that the | ber.
session we lost two Senators and
artificial gas mains will not have to
I
really
believe Vice President'Sherbe changed until after next April.
man's death was indirectly due to the
Daly said the right-of-way for the
effects of presiding over that special
new main has not yet been obtained,
session.
but that it will be within a short
"It stands to reason there could be
time. The main will be of steel, and
no worse tima for the calling of a
the top of the pipe will be three feet
special session, with the President
underground. The lines are not laid
new to the job, the matter of patronclose together, because in case of an
age
bulking large in the list of tasks
explosion in one all of them might
and a Democratic majority in Conbe disabled if they ran side by side.
gress so large as to be unwieldy.
"The natural gas will mean to
Cleveland the same thing as if we
Fears Extra Session.
were to offer artificial gas at eight"I tell you I should be afraid of it.
een cents per 1,000 feet," said Daly.
But there are a lot of new members
who want to be up and doing along
the road to fame, so I suppose we'll
have the special session.
"As to the personnel of the Cabi- i
net I have no idea. I have no i
friends who want a position there.
I've plenty of appi: ations for post-!
masters' jobs, however. I am, how-1
ever, much interested in the fight for I
the office of commissioner of pensions.''
I shall support Daniel C. Gentsch, of j
New Philadelphia, for the place. He
is the father of Attorney Frank F,
Gentsch, of this city, and has been
in the pension office for some time.
"Genera R. V. Bell, of Illinois, another veteran in this work, is considered a likely candidate. I do not
expect there will be any more gen- ■
eral pension legislation this session,
although there will, of course, be a
great many private pension bills. We
possibly finish with the work
Gen. Sherwood Discusses Men- cannot
of the dollar-a-day pension bill before
March 1. Fully 400,000 claims were
ace of Wilson Extra
filed under that bill."
General Sherwood was inclined to
Session Program.
view lightly the militia pension bill
of Congressman Russell, of Missouri,
which provides pensions for certain
national guardsmen called out, not
Today the municipal home rule
only from his own state, but from
amendment becomes a living, breathKentucky, Tennessee and other states :
ing reality, thus letting down the
as well.
bars for action by the city council
"Squirrel Hunters" Included?
looking toward simultaneous submisThe
general wondered if it would
sion of the question of the election
include the "squirrel hunters" ofj
of a commission and at the same Ohio, and added that he would havej
time, of the names of at least fifteen
to be "shown" where they had de-|
men for members of this body.
served pensions.
The general conferred with Attor-;
Monday night Councilman E. B.
ney Gentsch and Congressman-elect j
Haserodt's ordinance covering this William
Gordon. The latter is spok- \
will be tabled and a new one introof as a future member of the rivduced. This in turn will probably be en
ers
and
harbors
committee.
referred to committee and passed at
It was stated yesterday that P. L.
the next meeting. The ordinance will A. Leighley would probably be named
name February 4 as the date of the as first assistant to Prosecuting Atelection.
Locher.
Leighlev was
With Mayor Baker in Pittsburg, torney-elect
only one of the Democratic canwhere he spoke before the Civic Club the
didates
for
the
common
pleas bench
last night, some of the insurgent who was not elected. Talk
of other
Democrats were said to be pernicappointments includes that of Couniously active in framing opposition to cilman
E. J. Hanratty as chief dephis purported plans for a non-par- uty under
Sheriff-elect W. J. Smith.
tisan municipal election under the;
new charter. A bitter fight is looked
for on this score.
Baker Favors Federal Plan.
Word from Professor George W.
Knight, Columbus, who was a member of the constitutional convention,
was that Columbus favors the com- i
mission plan of government. Baker
has preference for the federal plan,
with a mayor, small council, and.
most of the offices appointive.
Cincinnati, Toledo. Dayton and
other of the larger Buckeye cities 1
are expected to move for a new char- I
ter soon. The inauguration of the
home rule amendment removes all |
barriers to preparations for the
election of a commission.
"There must be at least fifteen men
named to run. although any number
can get on by a 2 per cent petition,"
said Mayo Fesler. secretary of the
Municipal Association. last night, j

HE'S STILL AN 'ASSURES CLEVELAND
INSURGENT, BUT I
WINTER GAS SUPPLY
Declares Akron Purchase Obviates the Shortage
SOME SUBDUED Daly Here;
Thinks Council Will Act Favorably;
Councilman
W.
F.
Thompson,
chairman of the finance committee
and member of the police committee,
who insurged last Monday night
against Chief Kohler's police reorganization plan, indorsed by Mayor
was still an insurgent ThursIthough a very subdued one.
Thompson denies that he is really
and truly an insurgent. Still, he opthe ordinance and will lift his
high enough next Monday
night in say "No."
"I expect it will pass," he said
Thursday.
"I will offer no further
tion than my vote against it."
Thompson says he has been told
that Kohler's plan to increase the
number of captains and sergeants
with it the promotion of
those familiarly known as "Kohler's
rs" or "pets." He denies any
policemen working to defeat the ordinance approached him.
"In brief," said Thompson, "my
only interest in the ordinance is to
protect the older men in the department. I think wise, old heads are as
much needed on the police force as
young blood. The young men need
e."
The patronage jobs sought by
councilmen and which were held up
a wisp of hay thrust in front of I
a lazy horse to make it go, are still '
hanging fire. No federal jobs have
' been handed out as yet. Thompson '
is openly a candidate for postmaster,
and J. B. Vining, former letter car, rier, now secretary of the department of corrections and charities, is
J2£iing 1 loomed for the job.

LEIGHLEY CAN
GET $4,009 JOB
A. beighley probably will be
i assistant to Prosecuting Attorney-elect Cyrus I.ochcr.
The position pays $4,000.
Cieig'hley
t he onl;
for the common picas
who was not i
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l< to quilify as circuit jio
i Judge C. A.
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ith. I lanrat t \ 's pay will be
13,000. His place in
il will
P. V. Kalina or William E.
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itary to Charity
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Cold to Retard W. Va., Line.
"There is no need for worry about
a gas shortage this winter," said M.
B. Daly, president of the East Ohio
Gas Company yesterday. "We will
pull through all right. The supply
obtained through the purchase of the
Mohican Company of Akron will prevent any serious shortage, despite
the fact that it will be impossible to
increase the supply from the West
Virginia fields this winter."
Daly said he could see no reasons
why the gas ordinance- should not
be disposed of Monday night, as
council has had ample discussion
over the measure, and no changes
are being asked for by him. He said
that he had not been notified of the
public hearing which was set for today at Mayor Baker's office.
"I anticipate a great deal of trouble
in getting labor this winter. Men will
not work on pipe line construction in
this kind of weather," said he glancing out of the window at the snow
and sleet.

ONE HEALTH OFFICER HOME ROLE CLAUSE
IS URGED BY MAYOR IS EFFEGTIVETOBAY

P 1 a n f o r Commissioner Clash Between Mayor and
Likely to Be Incorporated
Insurgent Democrats
in New Charter.
Expected.
Abolition of the board of health and
the placing of the work of the department in the hands of a commissioner directly responsible to the
mayor is favored by Baker and will
likely be incorporated in the new
home rule charter. For this reason
the investigation of the health department, started several months
ago when a special committee was
appointed by the board, may never
be finished.
'President I'. W. Harvey, chairman
•of the probe committee, yesterday
: blamed delay in making the report
upon the illness of Member Tielke
,and the absence of Member Gardner
Abbott from the city.
( "We expect to resume our investigations within a few days," said
Harvey.
Andrews Makes Charges.
Councilman John Andrews announced several days ago that he
would introduce a resolution asking
that the special cc.amittee of the
health department submit its report
at an early date. Andrews charged
members of the department with attempting to smother the report.
The probe committee was appointed
after an effort had been made to dismiss Factory Inspector Rose Constant.
Mrs. Constant charged Dr.
C. E. Ford, secretary of the health
board, and Miss Mildred Chadsey,
chief of sanitary police, with being"
back of the effort to oust her. The
charges against Mrs. Constant were
dismissed. Testimony showed that
there was friction in the department
and the special committee was then
appointed to investigate.
May End Inquiry.
The announcement that Baker favors abolishing the entire board and
tl subsettuent reorganization of the
department is expected to put an end
to furthet investigations of the committee.
The health board held a special
meeting
yesterday
to
consider
charges made by the Ohio blind
commission against a South Side
physician for alleged failure to report a case of ophthalmia, a disease
affecting the eyes of infants. The
physician was summoned to appear
b. fore the board to. explain his side
of the case, but sent word that he|
was out of the city. No action was |
taken.
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FAVOR FEDERAL PLAN
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FUG FLIES AS BAKER'S CHARTER
CITY GOES UNDER -PLANJSOPPOSED
NEW HOME RULE Constitution League DeThe Stars and Stripes fluttered from
fla" poles in the Public Square and on
the City Hall Friday, more meaning' iy to Cleveland citizens than on any
i 0'ther days, with the possible exception of July 4 and July 22, Independence day and Cleveland day.
Friday marked a new era for Cleveland and other Ohio cities, being- the
day when section 3 of the new constitutional amendments became effective
and gave to Ohio cities the much-desired right to govern themselves.
The first important step will be to
select a commission of 15 men to
1
frame a new city charter.. An ordi' nance authorizing a special election
! February 4 will be passed by city
i council.
The 15 men elected between FebI ruary 4 and some time in July will
work out a new charter. They will
'.stipulate whether Cleveland
shall
'operate under one of three plansfederal, commission or business manager.
It is believed that the federal plan
will be selected and that the most important things to be considered will
be the number of council members,
number of elective offices and to fix
the responsibilities of government.
Mayor Baker, who doubtless will
have a hand in shaping the charter,
offers to the commission, the slogan
of "simplicity." He would have a |
smaller council than the present of >32 members;, abolish the health board j
and have it under supervision of a director, responsible to the mayor, and i
fewer elective city officers and more j
appointed by the mayor.
Baker hopes that when the fall of !
1913 rolls around and the general mu- i
nicipal election iS"held, that it will be !
on a nonpartisan ballot.

Friday, Nov. 15, 1912

BAKER ENTERS
GAS FIGHT IN
LOS ANGELES
Mayor Baker is not only a champion of cheaper gas in Cleveland. He's
Just now taking a part in a gas fight
going on in Los Angeles, Cal., precipitated by natural gas promoters try60 t0 68 ccnts a
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cides to Question Commission Candidates.

'SHOUT BALLOT LKGED
j Conference of Fifty Called to
Discuss Campaign.
I Contrary to the desires of Mayor
I Baker and others interested in the
I making the home rule charter, the
Progressive Constitution League, at
an executive meeting last night, decided to quiz all candidates for charter commissioner on specific issues
before the election. The meeting was
at 736 Caxton building, in the office
of W. G. Osborn.
Baker believes the commissioners
should be elected on their personal
| reputation, and should decide after
. discussion what to put in the charter.
I he league, which will call a conference of fifty radicals of various
stripes next week, decided last night
on a tentative program of general
principles for .the charter.
The suggested program, for the
conference's discussion, was for a
federal plan as distinguished from a
commission or business manager plan.
Wants Short Ballot.
With that as a basis, the league
stands for a short ballot, with the
centralizing of authority and resptfn- sibihty in an elective mayor.
With the exception of the mayor,
the only elective officers suggested
were a small legislative council, and '
possibly an auditor. Appointment of
an administrative offices was recommended to be vested in the mayor.
After a discussion of an hour and a
naif, on the question of electing a
council by wards or at large, the latter course was preferred.
Assuming that the city has the
right to determine its election methods, the league preferred a non-partisan ballot over the Massachusetts
ballot type or a preferential election.
Retention of Ballots Urged.
The ballots, contrary to present law !
were recommended to be retained a1
reasonable time before destruction !
in the idea that this would prevent;
fraud.
The league decided that voters'
should have the right to . initiate I
measures, both directly and indirectly, and that the right of referendum
on council acts should be retained by
the people, with reasonable petition
percentages.
. The widest application of the recall was advocated unanimously the
league declaring for recall not only
of elective officials but also of appointive heads of departments.
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BAKER URGES SIMPLICITY
nv M:VVTO\ D. BAKER,
Mayol- of Cleveland.
e amendment to the

that amendment says:
"Municipalities shall have author'i exercise all powers of local
I in adopt and
enforce within their limits such local
and o1 her regulations
nol in conflict with general
ts of the amendment
li ally authorize cities to
irms of public service
ipal ownership, and
ct of the amendment
1
is thai (>hio c ! iea a re fri e to manage
own affairs in their own way,
i Iction—that
il to the legislature
in to limit municipal indebtedinn.
. things that are of statemportanee are still matters of
ilal Ive control, but all loaatters are wholly within the
power of the several cities.
All this is true from Nov. 15 when
lakes effect, no
matter what form of government the
various cities may have So that the
tSE,WTOH D.&AKE.Q,
rter making has nothdo with the municipal
ed, but has soleto do with the organization of the municipal government.
There are two or three kinds of
■xercise of these powers.
The suggestion that Cleveland have commission form of government. For
a charter commission and a home instance, the Galveston plan, the Des
made charter, therefore, has nothing Moines plan, and others. There has
to do with the question as to lately been tried what is known as
whether the city shall embark upon the business manager plan. There are
municipal ownership enterprises, but many, people who believe that the old
tes entirely to the form of govern- fashioned strict division between legment Hi*' city shall have, and the islative and executive functions has
charter commission to be elected will enough merit to be retained. In
not be called upon to express any short, the last ten years in the United
opinion upon the wisdom of making States has seen both a large amount
an
enormous
newly given powers but of experiment and
vide the administrative amount of discussion and suggestion
hinery for using' them in the on the subject of the best form of
the people later desiring their municipal government.
The upshot of all this is that exWhy dons Cleveland need a new perts everywhere realize that there is
probably no "best form" for universal
er?
in the first
place
the present adoption, but that the differences in
municipal code is the result of a series population, history, experience and
which the leglsla- physical characteristics, between vaup a plan of gov- rious cities, make differences in their
which would be equally form advisable, and everyone who has
mallest and largest been familiar with Cleveland governny such plan ment since 1002 realizes that at manyi'1'hurdens the small city points the plan under which we are
icts the large one. It takes now working lacks convenience, simplicity and effectiveness.
no ai
local differences.
I am very anxious to avoid sugveland lias had experience with
iment by boards of commission- gesting what I think the best form
The
ers, with the federal plan, and with of government for Cleveland.
er commission to be selected
esenl nude, which is neither a
ought
to
be
men
of
the
highest
charstrict federal plan nor an old fashacter who will devote enough time
i board plan.
From this experience we have to the study of the various experi■ land quite definitely ments in other places to get the best
that the best form of municipal gov- for Cleveland, and their study ought
ernment, for us is one that centralizes not to be prejudiced in advance by |
any positive expressions of opinion'
iponsibility, and gives i
from me.
nil ive to enable him
In general, however, I feel sure
ut without embarrassment that
under our new charter the balupon which he is elected. lq1 might
to be short, making fewer
Tn the meantime there have been elective city
officers and more ' apa great mans
experiments In the pointed by the mayor, abolishing i
Statics upon different forms or such boards as the board of health,

BAKER SHOWS PITTSBURG
Cleveland Mayor Tells Clvlo flub
What His City is Doing.'
IIAL TO THE PLAIN DEALER.
R.Q. Nov. 14.—Mayor Newton I>. Baker of Cleveland addressed
the seventeenth annual meeting of the
Civic club of Allegheny county tonight,
was "Civic Topics."
r's talk concerning what
'.and has done to establish comfort
In the populous parts of the
city was of extraordinary interest, because at the i
tion the peop'e
of 1"
i-ized the expenditure
of 870,000 for comfort stations. C
land
a In the matter of street
railways, plans for a subway and pubdc |
-ions held the interest of
a large audlem
Director Joseph G.
Arm
. said
hen
or Baker's
speech that wou'd be used in making
public improvements In Pittsburg.

and placing the administration of the
health department, like the department of public service or public safety, under a director, who would be
responsible immediately to the mayor, and for whose administration of
his office the mayor would be personally responsible., and in general Congressman Opposes Extra
drawing together into closer harmony
Session in March of Nathe various city departments so that
the mayor, or whatever other name
tion's Lawmakers.
might, be given to the chief executive, would have the power to bring
•'■l>OIIl the most sympathetic co-oper■ ■-1i'■ ■ i and at the same time be responsible for the efficiency of aii the Democrats Meet to Discuss
administrative departments.
Apportionment of
It may be that the charter ought
to make possible those economies
Offices.
which large business enterprises secure by centralizing' purchases, and
by having a construction department.
Gen. Isaac R. Sherwood, represenwhich will be constantly organized and
able to do for the other departments tative of the Toledo district in contheir construction work by direct emgress, was a visitor at Mayor Baker's
ployment. It is quite certain thai
office yesterday.
very large saving could be accomplished in that way.
"Merely called to pay my respects,"
The whole object of the new charsaid the Toledoan, as he entered Mr.
ter would be to make the machinery
Baker's office.
of our city government so simple thai
."I am opposed to an early spring
everybody could understand it, sc
centralized that the blame, could alspecial session of the new congress,"
ways be put with certainty upon one
said Gen. Sherwood after he had left
person for inefficiency and failure
the mayor's office. "A session called
and so harmonious that no ineffi
for
Sept. 15 or Oct. 1 would be better
ciency or failure need arise by lack ol
' We will have a great, unwieldy
co-operation among the city's embody, of 430 members in the next
ployes.
house," said he. "Most of them will
The constitutional amendment pro- be inexperienced.
Naturally there
vides that the council must pass ar will be corMicts in opinion
and if an
ordinance submitting to the people early session is called it would
mean
the question of having a.charter com- th mmbers would be kept in Washmission, and at the same time and on ington ali summer.
the same ballot the names of those
"Personally, it seems to me there
are printed who, if the people decide
to have a charter commission, will would be a distinct benefit in letting I
things
alone until we Democrats getI
form the commission.
Nominations are to be made bv pe- the hang of the barn door. Presi-i
tition, and the ballot cannot have any- dent Wilson will be extremely busy, i
party or partisan designation of any Each new member of congress will i
sort, so that at the first election the have from 100 to 500 applications for i
people must do two thing's:
Vote jobs in his traveling bag, and the i
"yes" or "no" on the question, "Shall fact is that if an early extra session '
there be a charter commission?" and is called the lawmakers will not be !
second, vote for fifteen persons out of able to devote their undivided time i
all those nominated to be.the charter to legislation."
An informal meeting of memo
commissioners in the event of an affirmative vote on the main question. of the Democratic executive riommitA charter commission so selected ! i teee was held in the mayor's office
will, of course, be supplied offices, yesterday afternoon after Mayor !
clerical assistance, and incidental ex- Baker had gone to Pittsburg, where
pense from the public treasury, but he spoke last night before tile Civic j
the commissioners will draw no sal- club of that city-.
arj-.
Cyrus Locher, county prosecutor- ■'
They prepare their charter and elect, said yesterday he was not yet
within a year from the time of their ready to announce the personnel of
election must present their work at his office force. There is a general
another election, at which time the belief that P. L. A. Lieghlev, William
Agnew and Samuel Doerfler will get
people have a right to adopt it or re- places.
ject it.
William H. Richardson, 1481 GraceIf they adopt it, it takes the place i av, Lakewood, was suggested yesof the present municipal code so far ' terday for United States marshal to
as Cleveland is "concerned. If they
succeed Hy D. Davis. Richardson
reject it, we continue to be governed never has been active in political afunder the municipal code as now in fairs, although always a strong folexistence, or as hereafter amended
lower of Tom L. Johnson.
by the legislature.
Friends of Vice Mayor Charles W.
Lapp began grooming him for postmaster yesterday. The entrance of
Lapp makes three candidates for this
place.
Nineteen candidates at the election
last week filed statements of campaign expenses with the board of
elections yesterday. Most of the
Democratic candidates, following the
suggestion of Judge H. B. Chapman,
are riling with their statements, receipts for expenditures.
W. J. Smith, successful candidate
for sheriff, said he spent $1,044; B.
B. Haserodt, elected county clerk,
$052.30; Judge W. A. Babcock,
$933.50; Frank E. Stevens, elected
judge, $842.44; Judge George L.
Phillips, $511.95; W. J. Hart, independent .judicial candidate, $422.33;
Dr. P. J. Byrne, elected coroner,
$313.05; George H. Schwan, defeated
for judge, $115.95; Maurice Bernstein.
$108; Paul Schwan, jr., $89.10; Hosea
Paul, elected county recorder, $46.50;
William.C. Schaefer, $73; A. L. Talcott, treasurer Prohibition count}
executive committee, $44.50; Williapt
Davio, $42; George W. Hahn, $7.00
Harry F. Vollmer. $27.S0; George R
Uamm, S4G.40; Charles Rosenblatt
£12.67 and Albert Mendelson. S3 R7.
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used in a modified form by cities of nition of a new profession, tne pro- i
1
many other countries of Europe. It fession of city governing. Will it
attract
the
best
material
of
the
city
will be free to adopt the English,
or the state or the entire country by
type of municipal government.
assuring' permanency of office to any
It may go west for its inspiration, I mayor who makes good.
Shall Cleveland retain its present:
adopting for its final use the commisform of the federal govern- '
sion form of government, which had modified
ment and merely make such changes
its origin in Galveston and was as have been most frequently dis- j
brought into existence through a dis- cussed, namely, that of reducing
astrous hurricane and the need of a size of the council and of giving the i
mayor the right to appoint an entire |
quick acting administration.
cabinet, including the city solicitor !
Shall Cleveland have a large coun- and city auditor, both of whom are
cil of fifty or more members, entrusted now elected by the people?
Witl>
the
swee n
All of these questions must be ans■ 1Q10 C T
P
P' 8' powers of an wered
by the people through their
|\|0V. 15, iyi4> retterS U0ne, English council, or shall it have no charter
commission if Cleveland deat
Sha11 have
cides to elect a commission Feb. 4.
If present plans are followed the
cil of the German type, whose function is advisory, and whose power is commission will have but lour months
to Pick From Best.
in which to complete its work and an
mainly centered in decisions upon election on the approval of the charquestions of general policy?
ter which it drafts will take place In
nspiration May be Found
Shall the council, embodiment of all e; rly summer in order that the coming municipal election may result in
types of representative governing the selection of officials under the new
in Modern Germany or
power organized for the purpose of order of' things and the new scheme
centralizing and focussing the ideas of government become effective Jan.
Codes in France.
1, 1914.
and ideals of a body of people of
"Municipalities shall have aumany minds and many characteristhority to exercise all powers of loCommissions in West or Big tics, give way to the smoothly workcal . self-government and- to adopt
and enforce within their limits such
ing commission plan, now acclaimed
Councils in England
local police, sanitary and other simby many municipalities of the west as
ilar regulations as are not in conthe
salvation
of
the
American
city?
May Appeal.
flict with general laws."
Will the small council or the com- Courts May Fix Limits.
mission form of government, even
This is section 3 of the home rule
MAYOR MAY BE EXPERT combined with the initiative and re- amendment as approved by the peocall, be as close to the people as the ple of Ohio at the special September
German, French or English types of election. The meaning of this section
Executive Imported Solely for
and the limits of power that it
municipal government?
actually defines will probably be a
Qualifications May be Tried or He Will It Arouse Pride?
matter of doubt until the courts have
,
been called upon for decisions.
May lie Mere Figure Head—Shall
Will it be of such a character as , The establishment of a great uniPride of Citizen be Aroused by to arouse such daily interest and civic versity of Cleveland, which will be
Appeal Through Official Position pride as the scheme which exists in j part and parcel of a great municipal
.government is the dream of Mayor
and Machine Politician Disap- Berlin, where, with its municipal , Baker. There are statutes which dehousekeeping idea, its 144 members of I line the powers of a municipality with
pear?—Vast Powers Open Way to council and its administrative board
respect to the establishment and
Physical and Artistic Upbuilding of thirty-four, the advice and the | maintenance of universities, but these,
i in their present form, merely give a
While Improving Living Condi- services of scores of citizens interest- | city power to add to an institution
ed in this or that phase of city I which has come into its possession as i
tions—IJreat Possibilities IJnvriiactivity is obtained through citizeri j a gift.
Will the city, under home rule, be1
deputations?
to make such a university fit into
Will it come as close to the council jI able
the entire scheme of city government,
as
the
Paris
scheme
of
government,
BY LEO WEIDEXTHAL.
t] '
j by having each city department and
with its twenty ancient ward divi- ; each city department head hold a
This is Home Rule Day.
sions or arrondissements, each of ■ certain relationship with the faculty
Dating from Nov. 15 of the year which is a unit of municipal govern- of the university?
Will the training of engineers
1912 Cleveland is a free city, with jment, each,having a deputy mayor or
: architects,* artists,
artisans,
acagent
of
the
mayor
in
charge
of
a
rs limited in some respects, it is
countants, sanitary
experts, phydistrict municipal building?
sicians, sociologists, landscape archiby the authority of the state.
Will such a district type of super- tects, chemists, bacteriologists, lawn the main as unbound, as un- vision, each district having its corps yers and other workers needed In the
great force of a city form a prominent
id about, as were those cities of of officials directly responsible to the part m the activities of this municipal
nt times that have made world mayor in the big central city hall, institution? Will the selection
of
,-y
serve to bring the government home employes of the city for the various
tq the people, bring, about establish- departments be left to a civil service
bearing a distinct relationship
es, Rome, Venice, all In their ment of attractive neighborhood cen- board
to the university itself?
ters
■ and in their days of greatness,
- Stimulate local pride and a; Will the city under home rule seek
fee cities. Each was unham- -ealthful nei8'hborhood rivalry in all . to wipe out sections of the city now
given
over
to
rows
of
old
fed, imtrammeled, free to work out that promotes the soclal- Physical and shacks
or
old
tenements
and
I
moral
well
being
of
residents
of
a
replace
them
with
model
tene| own destiny, to make use of the
ments and homes as has been done
foliar talents of its greatest men, I great city?
Shall Cleveland have a general within the past century in all of the
■» genius of its master builders
great cities of Europe? Is the right
fetmg from this day of Nov. If, manager type of mayor, selected for to build model tenements included" in
Cle
expert
qualifications,
as
is
the
mayor
the powers that have been given to
If'
«land by the terms of the
municipalities?
fcb- amended Ohio constitution is of a German city? Shall he be a
Will the great activities of the city '
functionary
official,
a
figurehead,
up| the right to devise its own
under its new powers be social or i
holder of' the communal dignity, or will
the city authorities concern them- I
gar, its own scheme of governwill he have the sweeping administra- selves with outer betterment, with the ■
building
of great public works under :
etion Cleveland, through tive powers of the French mayor and such departments as have been or-,
■cliarti; '•commission of fifteen to be his assistants?
ganized in the city of Paris, of Berlin .
Shall Cleveland have a mayor in and under the direction of the countyPopular election on Fef
)f
the coming yea will be free to .( whom'is vested all powers save that \ council of London?
Vast powers are given the city of
absolutely original and un- °f the ^^ approYal of expenditures, J Cleveland and all municipalities of
or shall it have no mayor at all?
the state by sections 10 and 11 of the
°£ government. It will be Adopt Rniltvay Methods?
■to search the annals of the anShall Cleveland adopt the railway home rule amendment, which might
or business corporation scheme of result in the establishment of great
and medieval
„, world,
,,„„„. to
Ln ^tudy
boulevards cutting through the heart
-*gemuS of cities which have left government, which leaves the selec- of the city, the prolongation of short,
tion of a mayor and his corps of
|>r meftaceabl e record in the history jdepartment
broken,
and dead-end streets, the
heads or cabinet to the
porld
elimination of every bend in the windprogress
and
civilization.
'board
of
directors
of
the
municipal
e
t<> Study "woria
corporation, namely the common coun- ing Cuyahoga river, the building of
[t ,vi|, . e
"
cil? Shall the city board of directors great wharves, the establishment of
' free to seize unon nnri or council be given absolutely free a great outer harbor combined with
a railroad terminal, modeled after
Pt for
its own that which It rein in this selection
Shall it be mstructec
instructed to make its that of Hamburg, and the establish» can be m-irio *~ «,
. ,
lt mt0 the
ment
of service subways.
I of t„„
,
'! search nation wide for an expert of
lie modern, American city the proper training, to advertise, if
1
be tree to study the newer necessary, as is done by councils of
German cities?
lament of the cities of mayorless
Shall Cleveland in making of its
bur r„man5'' arrowing as rapidly new charter seek to wipe out the machine politician, the professional office
■ Me of the eities of Fran- ~1- seeker and to bring about real recog-
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Now for Home R ]
COMMITTEE OF NINE
BAKER NAMES
ASKED BY BAKER TO 9 TO NOMINATE
protaMy MVU some M
*
PICK CHARTER TICKET CHARTER BOARD;:;":
ue
The home rule amendment to the statj
tution went into effect yesterday. The n
Cleveland have not yet grasped its U\

It means, first, a new city charter. pftJ

His Choice Includes Men Ol ^nd will unquestionably elect to have on

Mayor Hopes to Obtain United Support!
for Men Picked by Non partisan

Civic Body.
Mayor Baker Saturday named
a committee of nine citizens
whom he asked to assume the
burden of selecting 15 citizens to
stand for nomination to the city's
charter commission.
Believing that the selection of
the most able, efficient and civic
spirited members for the commission could be brought about better through such a nonpartisan
committee as he named than
through the various associations
and clubs interested in the drafting of the charter, Baker invites
careful consideration of his action by every citizen of Cleveland.
Covers Wide Field.
The
committee
named byBaker consists of one judge, three
ministers, one attorney, one bank
president, two union labor leaders and one reCTPad business man
and student of civic affairs. The
membership of the committee is:
Alexander Madden, judge of the'
probate court.
Rev. Worth M. Tippy, pastor of
Epworth Memorial church.
Thomas G. Fitzsimous,
member of the constitutional convention.
Thomas S. Farrell, labor member of the constitutional convention.
George B. Siddall, attorney.
F. H. Goff, president of the
Cleveland Trust Co.
Rev. Gilbert P. Jennings, pastor St.. Agnes' church.
.bbi Louis Wolsey of the
Anshe Chesed temple.
F. W. Steffen, secretary Cleveland federation of labor.
Accompanying the announcement of the committee Baker issued the following statement:
Thinks It Best Method
"In response to the editorial
suggestion of one of the afternoon
ipers, and after consultation
with a large number of citizens, I
have decided to name a nonpartee to nominate
men as candidates for the charter

Several Parties, Religionscharter

wiu prescribe tlle fom

^m

of the municipal government it wants

and Vocations

provide a simple organization under wJ
practically unlimited powers that hail
MAYOR MOVES TO KEEP
granted the cities of Ohio, to do as they
the r
MATTER FROM POLITICS * ™fPal fairs- fn be ^ereiJ
» Cleveland can have a form of city govJ
modeled after that in operation in
Expects the New City Con- France, England or Switzerland. It cam
StitutiOII Will Be Ready for *he municipal experiments that have beJ

Saturday with City Clerk Collins
by Councilman Ed Haserodt. It is
ready to be read in council nextj
Monday night. Haserodt said that}
he has not decided whether he will
ask for suspension of the rules tc
pass it.
Clerk Burr Gongwer of the board
in the west. It can decrease the mJT
of elections said Nottingham and
i^fewburg are to be annexed in time
Adoption in July
elective municipal officers and thereby!
to allow their citizens to vote for
the
hallot and concentrate responsibility.
members of the charter commission
at the special'election Feb. 4. The
Nine prominent men, leaders make the mayor supreme in the city gov
ordinance provides that noininat
petitions for charter "commls- at bench, bar, in the church, in or it can reduce him to a mere figurehead,
sion members must be filed 25 days capital and in labor were asked have the initiative and referendum in k
before the election. One voter in ,,,,..
nix
x ,. •
■,
• •
1T
T

50 must sign these petitions, re- Saturday by Mayor Baker to act
quiring about 1800 signatures for as a nonpartisan committee to
choose a commission ot 15 men
who will frame Cleveland's new
city charter under the home

BAKER AN
OKTE

fairs. It can place municipal elections on
partisan basis and, proceeding further aim
Hne, can eliminate party politics entirely]
It can prj
the government 6f the city.
the recall of city officials. It can estaUii]

service system whereby the business oft

Approval of Amendment Removes Last Hitch.

Judge
The men selected
are:
Alexander Haddea of probate court, wil1 be transacted by men trained fort
Rev. Worth M. Tippv. pastor Bp- The only lines that limit it are those riJ

lSm«Mo^nUC?«"h:a„J1SSS! strict Nation and indebtedness and 'dbJ
ber of the constitutional convention; ]y local affairs from those that have fun
Thomas Farrell, labor man and mem. .
.
..
1
What is believed to be the last ber of the "constitutional convention; tion outside its natural and proper jurisdicl

r gas SSHBc^t£rfceS

The new charter wiU

bave nothing toil

main from the West Virginia Trust Company; Rev. Gilbert P. Jen-municipal ownership of public utilities J
field was smoothed out Saturday:nings, pastor St. Agnes' church; Rao„^„+. ' n
■ uv
c
in a conference at the city ha„ jbi Louis w0l
Blid Avenue tem. appropriation of property for public w]
ravide an

bel ween Mayor Baker and Presi- Cleveland Federation'of LboT*^ P
organization capable of appl;
deht Daly of the Kast Ohio Gas
"I decided on this committee after wide powers that have been granted mi
,•
„• ±1.
jAT_
.,
. .
Oo.
Both agreed to an amend- consultation with a number of citi- tleS
m these
zens," Baker said. "I believe they
directions by the State COllitll
merit to the gas main ordinance,
win act honestly in selecting- the it i not concerned in the other reforms
to be passed again Monday, which names of 15 good citizens who are to , s ,
.
provides that the company shall frame a charter for the city—one of by the constitutional amendments, save
test the pipes and fixtures in all
r
StePS ever takeH must not
antagonize them and can adopl
homes and buildings to be sup- in%ocafSegisi°a trom
"The home rule amendment aims at vi sable, some of the new methods of the statt]
plied with natural gas before that
„
, ±or
n
•,
. . ,
gas be turned on.
Councilman a non-partisan commission to frame ,3mment
This eliminates the
Purely municipal USC
Haserodt had announced that he! the charter.
Manifestly it is time for the people
of
would submit an amendment re-] machinery of the established nar
1 tional parties as a method of securing
quiring this test to be at five nominations and, while there are land to begin thinking deeply upon its MW
pounds pressure, but Daly- told
thf
> mayor that, such a test would Svrcy anTtdu^riaftoditr S tCT- * is vitally necessary that they tf
lj
e excessive.
might, with propriety, interest them the right men in the commission which is t
Don't Specify Poundage.
selves in this matter, it has seemed are ,,
, .. ,, ,
.., ,
, .,„■,, ,c
the, draft that will be submitted. 10 HI
..,tow ahout a provision simply to me that it would be difficult to se- P
requiring a test by your com"ZT^m ^he^uS the P^ If ^ *&* ™» <*° "0t '**?*
commission.
pany," asked the mayor, "with- an^ thuu
■•lire bWy of our citizenship candidates for this honor and responsibility
"The home rule amendment out specifying the poundage?"
would not be represented. I have T.
TJ T,
, .
, ■ ,
, .
• „
aims at a nonpartisan commission
"That would be perfectly ac- been unable to suggest a' better should be sought out, induced to serve ins
to frame the charter. This elimi- ceptable," said Daly.
i am now toi- election, and nominating petitions circulate
nates the machinery of the estabCouncil in committee of the Rowing."
lished national parties as
a whole voted late Friday to pass
•«-„*„
them. The time to prepare for this is now,
We Jn Jul
method of securing nominations, again the ordinance under which
y ou Coin-tor
and while there are many associa- ['resident Daly agrees to commence' After the commission has been
tions, clubs, and other civic and the construction of an additional njmed by the committee of nine, all
industrial bodies which might sas main from the West Virginia
<* **?m Bt!kfr e*Pf ts to serve, it
B
will be the duty of the charter comwith propriety Interest themselves h; - lf)
., :
. ..
mission to select a secretary, hold
in this matter, it has seemed to
Dfily announced his company meetings and have the charter
roe that it would be difficult to would at once proceed to make, framed by July so that it can be put
secure co-operation among them natural gas connections on 76 up to the people for voting,
all, and that, even could it be se- streets which now have no gas at An ordinance will be introduced in
cured, the entire body of
our all.
council, probably next Monday night,
citizenship would not be repreHe said, however, it will not be providing for a special election to be
sented.
1 have been unable to before spring that streets now held February 4. at which time the
suggest a better method than the |using artificial gas will have nat people,will vote for the 15 men named
by the special committee.
one I am now following."
Jural gas.
If the new charter is adopted next
Ordinance is Ready.
'
- ————■——■——•
July, the first nonpartisan municipal
Cleveland's new charter eonunis-*
election ever held in Cleveland will
3ion election ordinance was filed
be held.
It was reported Saturday that the
Democratic
executive
committee
wanted a hand in the naming of the
charter commission and that an effort was made to make the election
of the commission partisan.
Baker denied the report.

\(\]V

SMALLER COUNCIL
FOR CITY I
Body With Power Limited to
Legislative Matters Urged
Under New Charter.
Naming of Mayor at Nonpartisan Election Also
Suggested.

brilliant gifts who are drawn
to
municipal service through their interest in the things that concern the
common weal.
They are not elected
at partisan elections and there are no
i party nominations.
Another
striking ' characteristic
ivhich councils of the great European
(centers have in common is a power
jbeyond the merely legislative function.
The councils of the cities of
the old world have a sweeping appointive power which in nearly all
s includes the power to select a
mayor and his cabinet.
Spoils System Unknown.

c

■em
now

Mayor Names Nine Representative Citizens for
Nonpartisan Body.
Ordinance for Appointment
of Commission Up
Tomorrow.

MAYOR NAMES 9 TO
PICK CHARTER SLATE
Baker Acts to Exclude
Political Pressure From
Selections.
JUDGE AT HEAD OF LIST

The study of the government of
these cities has shown that, notwithstanding that these councils
havo
been given this power, the spoils system is unknown and that municipal
efficiency in all departments has been
Mayor Baker has taken the lead in a
movement tor
citizens'
the thing sought above
all
else. nonpartisan
nomination of members of the city charCities of Continent Have G'reat Expert service, ability in the manLetters were foragement of a city's affairs, construct- ter" commission.
Mayor Baker yesterday got away
Representative
Organizations
warded by the mayor yesterday to
ive Jjower and insight have been
from any pressure which the Demonine prominent citizens asking them to
Which Have Been Pointed to an
lecognized ^and respected
by th6se ^
cratic organization might want to
members of a nonpartisan nomStrong Types of Municipal Effi- representatives of the people, and the inating committee.
■ exert to get him to name organization
The committee selected by the mayor
ciency—Initiative,
Referendum actual working forces have remained
Democrats as his candidates for the
undisturbed through the changing is Alexander 1-ladden, judge ot probate
charter commission when he yesami Recall Named as Methods of
administrations.
The boards of di- court; Rev. Worth M. Tippy, pastor
terday asked nine well-known CleveMaking Popnlar Legislation n rectors selected by the people have Epwbrth Memorial 'church: Thomas G.
land men to pick out fifteen candimember
constitutional
Simple Matter.
felt their responsibility and the ap- Fitzsimons,
dates for the commission, to be voted
convention; Thomas S. Farrell, member
pointment -of efficient department constitutional convention: George B.
upon at the special election FebSiddall, attorney; F. H. Goff, president
heads has resulted.
ruary 4.
BY LEO WEIDE\THAL.
Cleveland Trust Co.; Rev. Gilbert P.
Will the Initiative and referendum Jennings, pastor St. Agnes' church;
Baker had contemplated calling- in
A mayor elected by the people at 'power and the recall take the place Rabbi Louis Wolsey of Anshe Chesed
representatives of the various civic
temple; F. W. Steffen, secretary of the
nonpartisan election, a small city [of the thorough representation
Allied Printing Trades council.
associations and making up a slate.
'"The trouble with nonpartisanahip is
council with powers strictly limited much sought in the cities abroad'.' there is no head," said the mayor yesHe changed his plan in order to elimse who wili lead in the move- terday. "There is; no way for it to exinate, he said, machinery of national
to matters legislative—these are two
ment fur a small council with limited -press" itself. I am trying to find a way
parties and because he feared the
features of the new Cleveland code power claim that the initiative power by which the democratic nonpartisan
civic and industrial societies would
ship of a free people may expres itself.
not co-operate.
that will be advocated by many of placed in the hands of the people in A political organization has a head and
The men named by Baker yesterday
can express itself. I know of no better
a
form
that
will
make
the
creation
the leaders in Cleveland's civic life
way than f havo taken to obtain a nonare: Alexander Hadden, judge of the
partisan
expression."
of popular legislation a simple matprobate court; Rev. Worth M. Tippy
during the brief charter reform camIn announcing the selection of the
pastor of Epworth Memorial Church;
ter, will even, make it possible -for citizens' committee of nine, the mayor
paign now before the people.
Thomas
G. Fitzsimons, member of
the people to do without councils al- issued the following formal statement:
Power to construct its own code
the constitutional convention; Thorn- ■
to the editorial suggestion of
together, that here will be no need of oneIn ofresponse
as S. Farrell, member of the constithe afternoon papers, and after conhas come to Cleveland at a time when
l representative body oi men, espe- suitation with a large number of citizens, I
tutional convention; George B. Sida movement for the abolition of the
a
aMldea
cially of a large body of men to dc- " ™
<° name, a nonpartisan com
dall, attorney at Hw; F. H. Goff
mittee to nominate fifteen men as candl
old completely representative type of
president of
the Cleveland Trust
cicle municipal policies, to supervise dates for the charter commission.
council is sweeping the country. This
The home rule amendment aims at a non- ( Company; Rev. Giloert P. Jennings,
expenditures and to pass city ordi- partisan commission to frame the charter, i pastor St. Agnes' Church; Rabbi
feeling has been at the root of the
This eliminates the machinery of the estab- j Louis Wolsey, of the Anshe Chesed
present day popularity of the commis- nances.
Itched national parties as a method o( se- i
Temple; F. W. Steffen, secretary AlIn striking out along these
lines curing nominations, and while there are
sion form of government which vests
many associations, clubs and other civic and
lied Printing Trades Council.
American
cities
are
venturing
into
industrial
bodies
which
might
with
propriexecutive and legislative authority in.
Baker made the following stateinterest themselves in this matter, it has
Enthusiasts claim ety
four, fiive or six men.
The argu-t fields untrodden.
seemed to me that it would be difficult to J ment when he announced the committee:
: that the people of a city with power
secure co-operation among them ail, .and
ment has been advanced that the
jo ""3muo}su.jn that even could it be secured the entire body
In response to the editorial sugof our citizensuip would not be represei
ancient city'type of government
•St
I have been unable to suggest a better methgestion of one of the afternoon
too cumbersome, too archaic, for
od
than
the
one
I
am
now
following.
nSUlI ismva
papers and after consultation with
development of administrative el
The Haserodt ordinance authorizing
.CBT[00 UM3t|£
a large number of citizens, I have
b
a
special
election
'on
the
question
of
ciency and thorough business ma'
ap-Bui 'stvieoo
decided to name
non-partisan
appointment of a charter commission
committee to nominate fifteen
agement along modern lines.
may be passed under suspension of
men as candidates for the charter
the rules at tomorrow night's council
Some Ask Big Council.
meeting. The new ordinance fixes
commission.
But strangely enough in the mic'
Feb. 4 as the date of the special elecThe home rule amendment aims
tion
and
describes
the
method
of
of it all has come reaction. A gro
at a non-partisan commission to
nomination.
frame the charter. This elimiof students of civic and municir
Nomination petitions must be filed
nates the machinery of the estabtwenty-five days before election.
A
governmental problems is now a
candidate must obtain 1,800 signalished national parties as a methvancing argument for the cnlarg
tures to his petition.
If Nottingham
od of securing nominations, and,
and Newhurg annexation commissions
ment of municipal .councils, pointii
while
th^re are many associations,
complete their work in time, citizens
clubs and other civic and industo the big city governments of E
of these suburbs may vote as Clevetrial bodies which might with
landers on the charter question.
rope with their great central repi
f <-4<pf9
:TB JCEB.
propriety interest themselves in
tentative bodies as types of mun
** 9 O
paaml jCituioadg '4
this matter, it has seemed to me
Pal efficiency which uphold
a'J
that it would be difficult to se-tllOJUIOO S.10A V
'SOAOOtS mOtTll/
cure
co-operation among them all,
strengthen their claims.
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and that e. en could it be secured
Mayo Fesler, secretary of the M!
the entire body of our citizenship
«N£0
^E -£*PU0W te\> \[C i
niclpal association of Cleveland, ac'
would not be represented. I have
satz
•*
O
O
'9
puf
S-;-f
?S
'
vises the appointment, of a council c
been unable to suggest a better
s^itiS uoraxi pouti aaaaia: 'pawn •:
method than the one I am now
forty or fifty members for Cleveland
following.
nut also urges
that this
counc
<■> o c»
vs £*pnojff The commltee wilt organise some
"'30
Xix^ioodg -IOIOO iaSi :
should not give any attention to th
time next week, it is expected. Monptrv: S^SOA panri soaau: .S.miirus
-outine matters which now const'
day night the ordinance calling for
tute a large part of. its proceeding!
(the special election will be introin
His opinion the council's powe
duced by Councilman B. B. Haserodt.
fhould be limited to a determinate
°t Policy and to questions of a legis,
tative character.
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An examination of the forms
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government in force in
European,
pies shows that they have a numwr of characteristics in
common!
, 'rf of aU in Germany, France, England and other countries
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Ordinance Calling for Special
Election to Bo Introduced Monday.

Mr, iVltj |T
brilliant gifts who are drawn
to
municipal service through their interest in the things that concern the
common weal.
They are not elected
at partisan elections and there are no
1
party nominations.
Another
striking ' characteristic j
jwhich councils of the great European
jcenters have in common is a power!
Cnj., ISIi+U DniAfor ! imitpd tO Ibeyond the merely legislative funcBody With Powei LOT J W jt.on The councils ofthe citlea oi] Mayor !\iames Nine RepreLegislative Matters Urged the old world have a sweeping ap-|
sentative Citizens for
pointive power which in nearly all;
Under New Charter.
Idases .includes the power to select a
Nonpartisan Body.
mayor and his cabinet.

Naming of Mayor at Nonpar- »»•**- ***** ^"'•
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Ordinance

MAYOR FAMES f TO
PICK CHARTER SLATE
Baker Acts to Exclude
Political Pressure From
Selections.

for Appointment! JUDGE AT HEAD OF LIST

The study of the government of
these cities has shown that, notwithof. Commission Up
standing that these councils
havo
Suggested.
Tomorrow.
been given this power, the spoils system is unknown and that municipal
Mayor Baker has taken the lead in a
EUROPE HAS BIG BODiEJ efficiency in all departments has been nonpartisan
movement for citizens'
the thing sought above all
else.
Expert service, ability in the man- nomination of members of the city charCities of Continent Have Great
Letters were foragement of a city's affairs, construct- ter commission.
Representative
Organization* ive power and insight have been warded by the , mayor yesterday to
nine prominent citizens asking them to
■Which Have Been Pointed to as recognized and respected by these become members of a nonpartisan nomStrong Types of Municipal Effi- representatives of the people, and the inating Committee.
actual working forces have remained
The committee selected by the mayor
ciency—Initiative,
Referendum
undisturbed through the changing is Alexander 1-Iadden, judge of probate
and Recall Named as Methods of administrations.
The boards of di- court; Rev. Worth M. Tippy, pastor
Making Popular Legislation a rectors selected by the people have Epworth Memorial church: Thomas' G,
F'itzsimons,
member
constitutional
felt their responsibility and the ap- convention;
Thomas S. Farrel), member
Simple Blatter.
pointment \of efficient department constitutional' convention; George B.
Siddall, attorney; F. H. Goff, president
heads has resulted.
Cleveland Trust Co.; Rev. Gilbert P.
BY LEO WEIDEKTHAL,.
Will the initiative and referendum Jennings, pastor St. Agnes' church;
Rabbi Louis Wolsey of Anshe Chesed
A mayor elected by the people at power and the recall take the place temple;
F. W. Steffen, secretary of the
of
the
thorough
representation
so
Allied
Printing Trades council.
_
a nonpartisan election, a small city
"The
trouble
with nonpartisanship is
much sought in the cities abroad'.' there is no head,"
said
the
mayor
yescouncil with powers strictly limited
Those who will lead in the move- terday. "There Is! no way for it to exto matters legislative—these are two ment for a small council with limited press itself. I am trying to iind a way
by which the democratic- nonpartisanfeatures of the new Cleveland code power claim that the initiative power ship of a free people may expres itselt.
A
organization has a head and
that will be advocated by many o£ [placed in the hands of the people in canpolitical
express itself. I know of no better
:
make the creation way than I have taken to obtain a nona
form
that
w
the leaders in Cleveland's civic life
of popular legislation a simple mat- partisan expression."
In announcing the selection of the
during the brief charter reform cam- ter, will even, make it possible - for
citizens' committee of nine, the mayor
paign now before the people.
the people to do without councils al- issued the following formal statement:
In response to the editorial suggestion of
Power to construct its own code together, that here will be no need of
one of the afternoon papers, and after conhas come to- Cleveland at a time when a representative body of men, espe- sultation
with a large number of citizens, 1
a movement for the abolition of the cially of a large body of men to de- have decided to name a nonpartisan committee to nominate fifteen men as candiold completely representative type of cide municipal policies, to supervise dates for the charter commission.
The home rule amendment aims at a noncouncil is sweeping the country. This expenditures and to pass city ordi- partisan
commission to frame the charter,
feeling has been at the root of the
This eliminates the machinery of the estabnances.
Ushed
national
parties as a method of sepresent day popularity of the commiscuring nominations, and while there are
In striking out along these lines many
associations, clubs and other civic and
sion form of government which vests
industrial bodies which might with propriexecutive and legislative authority in, American cities are venturing into ety interest themselves in this matter, it has
fields
untrodden.
Enthusiasts
claim
seemed to me that it would be difficult to
four, fiive or six men. The argusecure co-operation among them all, .and
ment has been advanced that the that the people of a city with power that
even could it be secured the entire body
of our citizenship would not be represented.
ancient city'type of government is to recall an official at any time
I
have
unable to suggest a better meth, . for
~
.,,
to make od thanbeen
too cumbersome, too archaic,
the iiieir
tneu hands,
n«mu=, with the power
i
the one 1 am now following.
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legislation within easy
anu unmake
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reach will be m no need of large a special election on the question of
ciency and thorough business man-'led '
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,
. .
appointment
of a charter commission
councils, large citizens commissions, may be passed
under suspension of
agement along modern lines.
euuu
'.....
. ,.
the
rules
at
tomorrow
night's council
Some Ask Big- Council.
ge
administrative
bodies.
In
other
lav
meeting.
The
new
ordinance fixes
words the big, ready stick and a di- Feb. 4 as the date of the
special elecBut strangely enough in the midst rect and sweeping legislative power
tion and describes the method of
of it all has come reaction. A group■
placed in the hands of the people nomination.
Nomination petitions must be filed
of students of civic and municipal will take the place of the carefully
twenty-five days before election. A
governmental problems is now adcandidate
obtain 1.S0O signabuilt-up, far-reaching and complex tures to hismust
petition.
If Nottingham
vancing argument for the enlargegovernmental organizations that ex- and Newbtirg annexation commissions
ment of municipal .councils, pointing tend through every phase of city life complete their work in time, citizens
of these suburbs may vote as Cleveto the big city governments of Eu- • in the great capitals of Europe.
landers on the charter question.
rope with their great central repre- With the power .to make and un- i
sentative bodies as types of munici- make municipal policies directly at j
pal efficiency which uphold and' hand, will the power to unseat an i
strengthen their claims.
official who displeases take the place ,
Mayo Fesler, secretary of the Mu- of the co-operative policies that pre- j
nicipal association of Cleveland, ad- vail in certain cities of Germany and ;
vises the appointment of <a council or other parts, of Europe?
In
other
forty or fifty members for Cleveland, words win this plan give better re_ (
but also urges that this council sults tnan that of bringing into play I
should not give any attention to the the abilities and gifts of a people by
routine matters which now consti- assigning t0 the most gifted definite
tute a large part of. its proceedings. piaces in a great oounciimanic and
In Ins opinion the council's power advisory organization scheme that
should be limited to a determination has tor its aim the advancement of
of policy and to questions of a legls- 1
Will the big stick take the place of
lative Character
a constructive policy in which the
An examination of the forms of advice of a representative body of
government in force in European the people and a representative citizens' commission , is .sought at every
cities shows that they have a num- step?
ber of characteristics in common. ' How can .Cleveland best attain the
First of all in Germany, France, Eng- ideals of its best citizens?
What
land and other countries council ! government organization scheme will
j'best answer her needs?
members are not paid.
They are reOnce there, was a .Clevelander who
cruited from all walks of life and in dreamed a dream of a city whose
their midst are men of the most! government chose, as. its aim the well
\ being of each of its inhabitants.
.This city did not utterly disregard
the experiment of committees whose
corporate existence was felt in hisli tory thousands of years ago, nor did
it disregard the dictates of its own
[ noblest impulses, its own dreams.
This city took for its own some| thing of the neighborhood development and neighborhood pride idea
l
that comes from the establishment of
[■civic centers.
It borrowed this from
| old Paris with its chief mayor or
prefect, Paris with its deputy mayor
each assigned to a minor or district
, city hall.
There were ward or district councilmen in this city, unpaid,
-but entrusted with the power
to
|.cast a vote on questions of municipal
policies in a great, central 'government body.
Each standing committee of the council worked with an
advisory citizens' commission and
there were neighborhood meetings of
minor councils at the minor, neighborhood city halls, and each of these
neighborhood meetings was attended
by the deputy mayor, who made record of complaints, attended to the
district wants and received suggestions, reporting to the chief mayor'at
the big central.city hall any administrative changes suggested at the
neighborhood gathering.
The council in this dream of city
organism was the great heart, the
center of municipal life. The administrative department,
the
brain.
Heart and brain guided its policies,
worked out its problems. Heart and
brain both played a part in the communal scheme of government.
The constitution of the state of
Ohio has given the people of Cleveland the right to work out their own
governmental problem. Within twelve
months the work is to be completed and the next selection of officials
will take place under the scheme that
the Cleveland people themselves have
I devised.

Ordinance Calling for Special
Election to Be Introduced Monday.
Mayor Baker yesterday got away
from any pressure which the Democratic organization might want to
exert to get him to name organization
Democrats as his candidates for the
charter commission when he yesterday asked nine well-known Cleveland men to pick out fifteen candidates for the commission, to be voted
upon at the special election Feb! ruary i.
Baker had contemplated calling in
j representatives of the various civic
! associations and making up a slate.
He changed his plan in order to eliminate, he said, machinery of national
parties and because ho feared the
civic and industrial societies would
not co-operate.
The men named by Baker yesterday
are: Alexander Hadden, judge of the
probate court; Rev. Worth M. Tippy,
pastor of Epworth Memorial Church;
Thomas G. Fitzsimons, member of
the constitutional convention; Thomas S. Farrcll, member of the constitutional convention; George B. Siddall, attorney at Hw; F. H. Goff,
president of
the Cleveland Trust
Company; Rev. Giloert P. Jennings,
:
i pastor St. Agnes' Church; Rabbi
i Louis Wolsey, of the Anshe Chesed
Temple; F. W. Steffen, secretary Allied Printing Trades Council.
Baker made the following statement when he announced the committee:
In response to the editorial suggestion of one of the afternoon
papers and after consultation with
a large number of citizens, I have
decided to name ■ non-partisan
committee to nominate fifteen
men as candidates for the charter
commission.
The homo rule amendment aims
at a non-partisan commission to
frame the charter. This eliminates the machinery of the established national parties as a method of securing nominations, and,
while thsre are many associations,
clubs and other civic and industrial bodies which might with
propriety interest themselves in
this matter, it has seemed to me
that it would be difficult to secure co-operation among them all,
and that e. en could it be secured
the entire body of our citizenship
would not be represented. I have
been unable to suggest a better
method than the one I am nowfollowing.
The commitee will organize some
time next week, it is expected. Mon, day night the ordinance calling for
'.the special election will be introduced by Councilman H. B. Haserodt.
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COMMITTEE TO
PICK CHARTER
MEN TO SERVE
Mayor Baker, received Monday, in
arly mail, half :i dozen letters
who have ideas on
how
the new charter should ha
drawn. Mosl of them favored o.
Her epunei,. with the mayor emred to name his close aides.
"Everyone of the letters show rend I am more than pleased
no wthat our people are takueh an interest," said Baker. "!■
turn the letters over to the
commission when it is named and
be pleased to receive any other
rs."
Not nil of the mine men are »v
o pick a slate of IE to be
members of the charter commission
by Mayor Baker Saturday have re,] official notice of appointment,
It is believed that all will serve,
meeting of the members of the
Lmlttee probably will be held some
this week for organization.
.. Worth M. Tippy, pastor of
Epworth Memorial church; F. W.
Steffen, secretary Allied Printing
des council; F. H. Goff, president
of the Cleveland Trust Company.
Gilbert P. Jennings, pastor- oC
St. Agnes' church; Attorney George
: B. Siddall, and Rabbi Louis Wolsey
the Anshe Chess* Temple, all
Uaid Monday that they will serve.

!

0/?, Girls! Want
to Marry $100,000?
Here's Tour Chance

Mayor Baker was informed Monthat anj "perfect woman." who
may marry a man who
Will fall heir to a $100,000 estate. The
<
dition is that the wedding;
place Immediately.
'I'hi' offer is contained in this letter Prom Chicago, signed Fred W.
Myers, general delivery:
"I am a!
ig business
man
with
ability
and of good family, but so far I have
-I to find an ideal woman to aplate a good home.
Mr. Mayor.
I am writing to you to aid me in
finding a perfect woman who can
i the requirements of a home.
"1 have no bad habits of any kind
and I am sine 1 can suit, tlie one
who will appreciate a good home. I
am doing tins on account of a will
left he my father in Germany, in
Which il requires me to marry within
a specified period or else I cannot;
claim
said
property,
valued
at
j $11KI.IHHV

WEST SIDERS WANT
TO KEEP STORES OPEN
as who usually defer the buvielr Christmas dinner until
and expect to get I
table dHu.ue.es a, tho marke, ,,it
"ill be disappointed this year if the
mber of Commerce retail merchants board has its way. The b,
ker to close all
Christmas eve '"
the board decided all
a should be closed Christmas
While East Side stores ge™!
ally will comply, tv„, side stores
will stay open Christmas eye The
'rietors of West Side stores s',\
°""1 — '.0 fair Cor them
11
-he new West Side marPen. They do notl
ay they see , °n °
attempt to dose the market houses an adroit effort to have
fctliem close their stores.

BAKER TALKS AT COLLEGE
Slated for Series of Addresses at W.
R. V. on Municipal Questions.
|

A series of addresses upon municipal
questions will be given on certain Sunday evenings In November and December at. Western Reserve unlversitv
Mayor Newton D. Baker, upon the lnvl^
tat on of President Charles F. Thwini
will
give these lectures. 'She first win
be
on6 Sunday evening at 8 o'clock
A™?
lectures will be given In ' the
Amasa Stone Memorial chapel
T „
dates
and subjects are: Nov. 24, "The
y s
n ' Housekeeping;" Dec. 1, "Thl
City's Safety;" Dec. 8, "The Citv's
Health;" Dec. 15, "The City's idea's "
wS'KS art frle". taVlted t0 attendDEI.AVS TRACTION FREIGHT.
Mayor

Undecided About Recoinmendins Ordinance.

Mayor Baker has not yet decided to
eimend for passage thej ordinance
looking to
blishment of electric
service on Cleveland streets.
"I see possibilities of trouble ahead In
the passage of this ordinance," said the
or yesterday. "There are a number
of legal questions that must be considers "

V.

BAKER FORCES CITY FACES DEFICIT;
MEN INTO LINE SUSPENDS PAYMENT
Cleveland, $200,000 "Shy,]'
BENEATH WHIP Will Hold Up Bills Until)
January 1.
Democrats "S e e Light" i
at Threatened Withdraw- SALABIES ARE SAFI
al of Patronage; Support Laborers Will Be Laid Off.
Koliler Ordinance.
Street Departments Are
Hardest Hit.

GAS FRANCHISE FOR
NEW MAIN PASSED
Plan to Split WoodlandLorain and Seovill-W.
25th Street Car Lines Is
Approved.

LAKE FRONT IS
BAKER'S CRISIS;
HE REALIZES IT

Democratic councilmen forced
into line by the threat of the
executive committee to deprive
them of their share of patronage
passed Chief Kohler's police reorganization ordinance at the
The supreme court decision session of the council last night.
giving Cleveland control of its Splitting of Woodland-Lorain and!
lake front puts Mayor Baker Scovill-W. 25th street car lines was<
approved, ordinances providing for
face to face with the political
the separation of the smoke inspeccrisis of his career, politicians
tor's department from the building!
declared Wednesday.
inspector's department and a reorThe mayor now must make ganization of the latter department,:j
ihe group plan a reality, or both the objects of considerable opposition, were passed.
shoulder the ridicule for the
A franchise granting the East Ohio
failure of Cleveland's most cher- Gas Company certain concessions in
return for the building of an addiished dream, they say.
Furthermore, on Baker's action depends the future of all the territory
north of Superior avenue between
East and West 9th streets, the development of which has been delayed
for years by group plan agitation.
Must Treat With K. B.'s
Baker must carry on the negotiations with the railroads which will
decide whether Cleveland is to have
a .meat union station at the north.
end of the mall, about which th
city's dream group plan is built.
So they say.
Baker is disposed to lose no time ii
taking hold of the responsibility. II
learned Wednesday from Suprem.
Court Clerk McKean that there wil
be no written opinion on the supreme
court decision giving the city powei
to appropriate the lake front land.
"We first must study the opinion oi
the circuit court," said Baker. "Then
nisi proceed to perfect the city's
title in the land. After that we wil
be in a position to deal with the railand steamship companies."
Baker would not say he would call
an early meeting with the railroad
officials who profess to be ready to
deal with the city. Baker did say
that new leases for East 9th street
passenger boat piers will be considered.
The railroads have taken the position that if they build a $15,000,000
union station as a part of the group
plan, using much land for. park, the
city should make concessions on the
price of the land. A committee of
the real estate hoard two years ago
lated the value of the necessary
land
000.

tional main from the West Virginia
fields was passed. An amendment,
by Councilman Woods, providing
that all the gas from the additional,
main be given Cleveland consumers r
in case of a shortage was killed,
after Mayor Baker had stated thai1
the East Ohio Gas Company would
not accept an ordinance containing
such provision
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Baker denied the report.
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Operations of the Smith one per
cent tax law, an increase of $150,000
in the salaries of police officers and
firemen and £he expense of the municipal court has resulted in Cleveland
facing a deficiency of approximately
$200,000 in city funds.
The financial affairs of the city
have reached such an acute stage
that bills will not be paid until after January 1. It may. result
in the salaries of a number of city
officials remaining unpaid until that
time. The problem was discussed at
a conference in Mayor Baker's office
last night.
Coughlin Compiles Report
For the past week City Auditor
Coughlin has been working upon
figures showing the deficit in each office, the approximate receipts from
now until January 1st and the expenditures for the same period.
Present at the meeting were Mayor
Baker, Service Director Springborn,
Safety Director
Stage,
Auditor
Coughlin, Treasurer Krause, City
Solicitor Wilcox, Traction Commissioner Witt and Peter Henry, clerk
of municipal court.
Plans for lumping the deficiency in
one fund and allowing it to remain
until the next semi-annual appropriation is receiving or of raising
funds to met the deficit were discussed. Baker announced that the
pay rolls in all departments would
be met.
"We entered the year with unpaid
bills of $200,000 from a former administration," said Baker. "Our appropriation was $187,000 less. Increases in the police and fire departments amounted to $150,000 and the
cost of the municipal court will
reach $125,000."
Deficit is Predicted.
City Auditor Coughlin at the beginning of the year predicted that
the deficit would reach $500,000. It
will be a little more than $200,000.
The financial affairs of the city will
result in laborers in every department being laid off.
Further entrenchments will be, taken in the
street cleaning and street repair departments, which will be the hardest
hit.
There is approximately $7,200 m the
general fund out of which the
salaries of Mayor Baker, city council
and other officials, amounting to
'about $15,000 for the month are to be
paid.
Costs from the municif*
court, however, are expected to increase this fund by $20,000. Receipts
of the garbage disposal plant are also
believed to be adequate to take care
of expenses of the garbage collection
department.
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COMMITTEE TO
PICK CHARTER
MEN TO SERVE

Mayor Baker, received Monday in
his early mail, half a dozen letters
from citizens, who have, ideas on
how the new charter should be
drawn. Most of them favored a.
smaller counci,. with the mayor empowered to .name his close aides.
"Everyone of the letters show reflection and I am more than Pleased
to kno wthat our people are taK
in gsSoh an interest," said Baker
I
will turn the letters- over to the.
^Sn when it is named and
will he pleased to receive any oth«r.
letters "
Not'all of the mine men are appointed to pick a slate of 15 to be
members of the charter commtasion
by Mayor Baker Saturday have received official notice of appointment,
but it is believed that all will serve.
A meeting of the members of the
committee probably will be held some
time this week for organization.
Rev Worth M. Tippy, pastor of
Ep worth Memorial church; F.W.
Steffe.n, secretary Allied Printing
Trades council; F. H. Goff president
of the Cleveland Trust Company.
Rev. Gilbert P. Jennings, pastor- of
,St Agnes' church; Attorney George
iB'siddall. and Rabbi Louis Wolsey
I of the Anshe Ches«« Temple, all
(said Monday that they will serve^^

YOJb, Girls! Want
to Marry $100,000?
Here's Tour Chance
Mayor Baker was informed Moil-,
day that any "perfect woman," who '
so elects, may marry a man who
will fall heir to a $100,000 estate. The
only condition is that the wedding,
take place immediately.
The offer is contained in this letter from Chicago, signed Fred W.
Myers, general delivery:
"I am a
young business man with ability
and of good family, but so far I have
failed to find an ideal woman to appreciate a good home. Mr. Mayor,
I am writing to you to aid me in
finding a perfect woman who can
meet the requirements of a home.
"I have no bad habits of any kind
and I am sure I can suit the one
who will appreciate a good home. I
am doing this on account of a will
left by my father in Germany, in
which it requires me to marry within
a specified period or else I' cannot
claim
said property, valued at j
$100,009.
,
_r_l,

WEST SIDERS WANT
TO KEEP STORES OPEN
Persons who usually defer the buying of their Christmas dinner until
Christmas eve and expect to get their
table delicacies at the market houses
will be disappointed this year if the
Chamber of Commerce retail merchants' board has its way. The board
will ask Mayor Baker to close all
market houses Christmas eve.
Last week the board decided all
l stores„?.h.oul<l »e closed Christmas
| eye. While East Side stores gener;ally will comply, West Side stores
! will stay open Christmas eve
The
I proprietors of West Side stores say
it would not be fair for them to
close when the new West Side market house stays open. They do not
I n?nt 1° ?Iose and say they see in the
| Chamber s attempt to close the mareffor
?Ses their
tn adrolt
t to have
, rtL
them close
stores.

BAKER TALKS AT COLLEGE
Slated for Series of Addresses at W.
R. U. on Municipal Questions.

BAKER FORGES CITY FACES DEFICIT;
MEN INTO LINE SUSPENDS PAYMENT
Cleveland, $200,000 "Shy|
ENEATH WHIP Will Hold Up Bills Until

A series of addresses upon municipal
questions will be given on certain Sunday evenings in November and December at Western Reserve university
Mayor Newton D. Baker, upon the invitation of President Charles F. Thwing
will give these lectures. 'JSie first will
be on Sunday evening at S o'clock.
The lectures will be given in ' the
Amasa Stone Memorial chapel.
The
"
dates and subjects are: Nov. 24, "The
City's Housekeeping;" Dec. 1, "The 1 \n™.-.„-.,*. 1^
City's Safety;" Dec. 8, "The City's DCmOd'atS
Health;" Dec. 15, "The City's Idea's"
The public has been invited to attend
<Cbe lectures are free.
DELAYS TRACTION FREIGHT.
Undecided About Recommending- Ordinance.
Mayor Baker has not yet decided to
recommend for passage th<^ ordinance
looking toward establishment of -electric
freight service on Cleveland streets.
"X see possibilities of trouble ahead in
the passage of this ordinance," said the
mayor yesterday. "There are a number
of legal questions that must be con_g}(l£E£d_l—
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January 1,
«g e e Light" J
at Threatened Withdraw- SALARIES ARE SAP I
al of Patronage; Support Laborers Will Be Laid Off;
Kohler Ordinance.
Street Departments Are
Hardest Hit.

GAS FRANCHISE FOE
NEW MAIN PASSED
Plan to Split WoodlandLorain and Scovill-W.
25th Street Car Lines Is
Approved.

AKE FRONT IS
BAKER'S CRISIS;
HE REALIZES IT
~

The supreme court decision:
giving Cleveland control of its
lake front puts Mayor Baker
face to face with the political
crisis of his career, politicians
declared Wednesday.
The mayor now must make
the group plan a reality, or
shoulder the ridicule for the
failure of Cleveland's most cherished dream, they say.
Furthermore, on Baker's action depends the future of all the territory
north of Superior avenue between
East and West 9th streets, the development of which has been delayed
for 3'ears by group plan agitation.
Must Treat With K. K.'s
Baker must carry on the negotiaj tions with the railroads which will
decide whether Cleveland is to have
,.a great union station at the north
end of the mall, about which the
city's dream group plan is built.
So they say.
Baker is disposed to lose no time in
taking hold of the responsibility. He
learned Wednesday from Supreme
Court Clerk McKean that there will
be no written opinion on the supreme
court decision giving the city power
to appropriate the lake front land.
"We first must study the opinion of
the circuit court," said Baker. "Then
we must proceed to perfect the city's
title in the land. After that we will
be in a position to deal with the railroads and steamship companies."
Baker would not say he would call
an early meeting with the railroad
officials who profess to be ready to
deal with the city. Baker did say
that new leases for East 9th street
passenger boat piers will be considered.
The railroads have taken the position that if they build a $15,000,000
union station as a part of the group
plan, using much land for,, park, the
city should make concessions on the
price of the land. ' A committee of
the real estate board two years ago
estimated the value of the necessary
land at $1,800,000.

Democratic councilmen forced
into line by the threat of the
executive committee to deprive
them of their share of patronage
passed Chief Kohler's police reorganization ordinance at the
session of the

council last night.

Splitting of Woodland-Lorain and
Scovill-W. 25th street car lines was j
approved, ordinances providing for
the separation of the smoke inspector's department from the building j
inspector's department and a reor- j
ganization of the latter department,
bath the objects of considerable op-!
position, were passed.
A franchise granting the East Ohio
Gas Company certain concessions in
return for the building of an additional main from the West Virginia
fields was passed. An amendment,
by Councilman Woods, providing
that all the gas from the additional,
main be given Cleveland consumers f
In case of a shortage was killedd
after Mayor Baker had stated tb'aB^j
the East Ohio Gas Company would
not accept an ordinance containing,
such provision.
i
Councilman ^Haserodt's amendment j
calling for pressure testa by the East!
Ohio Company when turning natural!
gas into pipes and fixtures for the
artificial product was passed.

Minority Wages Bitter War.
Republican
minority
members
waged vigorous opposition to several
administration measures and Mayor
Baker and Safety Director Stage
were placed on the defense upon
several
occasions.
Councilman
Thompson and Smith were the only
Democrats to vote against the police
reorganization
bill.
Woods
and
Shaw, Republicans, voted with the
Democrats.
Councilman Dowling,
who
had
questioned Chief Kohler in regard to
the proposed changes at the committee meeting in the afternoon, voted
in favor of the mes-mre, explaining
his vote by saying that he would
have felt compelled to vote against
it if Mayor Baker had not informed
him that he knew nothing of a club
being.used to force Democratic1 cow*
J oilmen into line.
The ordinance increases the o
ber of police captains from four to
ten, reduces the number of lieuten
ants from thirty-six to twenty-eight
and increases the number of sergeants from thirty-four to fifty. At
the committee meeting in the after
noon Chief Kohler stated that he ex
pected to have the number of lieuten
ants reduced to seventeen within
year.

j
j
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Operations of the Smith one per
cent tax law, an increase of $150,000
in the salaries of police officers and
firemen and the expense of the municipal court has resulted in Cleveland
facing a deficiency of approximately
$200,000 in city funds.
The financial affairs of the city
have reached such an acute stage
that bills will not be paid until after January 1. It may. result
in the salaries of a number of city
officials remaining unpaid until that
time. The problem was discussed at
a conference in Mayor Baker's office
last night.
Coughlin Compiles Report.
For the past week - City Auditor
Coughlin has been working- upon
figures showing the deficit in each office, the approximate receipts from
now until January 1st and the expenditures for the same period.
Present at the meeting were Mayor
Baker, Service Director Springborn,
Safety
Director
Stage,
Auditor
Coughlin, Treasurer Krause, City
Solicitor Wilcox, Traction Commissioner Witt and Peter Henry, clerk
of municipal court.
Plans for lumping the deficiency in
one fund and allowing it to remain
until the next semi-annual appropriation is receiving or of raising
funds to met the deficit were discussed. Baker announced that the
pay rolls in all departments would]
be met.
"We entered the year with unpaid
bills of $200,000 from a former administration," said Baker. "Our appropriation was $187,000 less. Increases in the police and fire departments amounted to $150,000 and the
cost of the municipal court will
reach $125,000."
Deficit is Predicted.
City Auditor Coughlin at the beginning of the year predicted that
the deficit would reach $500,000. It
will be a little more than $200,000.
The financial affairs of the city will
result in laborers in every depart
ment being laid off.
Further en
trenchments will be, taken in the
street cleaning and street repair departments, which will be the hardest
hit.
There is approximately $7,200 in the
general fund out of which
the
salaries of Mayor Baker, city council
and other officials, amounting to
about $15,000 for the month are to be
paid.
Costs from the municipal
court, however, are expected to increase this fund by $20,000. Receipts
of the garbage disposal plant are also
believed to be adequate to take care
of expenses of the garbage collection
department.

\ him that he knew nothing of a club \
.being.used to force Democratic"cduTiM eiinuen into line.
The ordinance increases the num-1
I ber of police captains from four to ]
I ten, reduces the number of lieutenBants from thirty-six to twenty-eight j
■ and increases the number of serBgeants from thirty-four to fifty. At|
■ the committee meeting in the after■ noon Chief Kohler stated that he ex-|
Bpected to have the number of lieutenI ants reduced to seventeen within
I year.
To Employ Experts.
The separation of the smoke in-i
I spector's office from the building deI partment is a part of the plan toj
I employ tec'-.nical school grac. ates' asi
I smoke inspectors at an initial salary!
Bof $50 per month.
Councilman Fitzgerald, inquiring of I
■ Director Stage how many additional!
Bmen would be required under the re-j
■ organization, declared that it was]
■ impossible for a man to live upon a]
■ salary of $50 per month.
The reorganization of the building j
■ department, long under considerB ation, w; urged by Stage. It diI vides the city into . five districts and j
I centers authority in the inspector's j
B office.
Mayor Baker, speaking in favor of j
I the splitting of the Woodland-Lorain |
B and Scovill-W. 25th treet car ltnes,
I declared that the running of car lines
B was the most important trust of city '
■ council. "Every one knows that
■ Cleveland's street car system is not
■ as good as it ought to be and every
B change is opposed," said Baker.
Gilbert Continues Fight.
Councilman Gilbert, was the only
I Democrat who has been opposing j
I Traction Commissioner Witt's policies j
I To continue his opposition last night.
I He was Joined by Councilman Pfahl]
I and Pelcinski, Democrats, who are|
I new recruits.
At the meeting of the street ra.ilI way committee in the afternoor
I Mayor Baker promised to personally!
I investigate the rerouting of Clark
I avenue cars by way of W. 14th street!
I and the Central viaduct and W. 25th
I street cars by way of W. 25th street!
land the Superior viaduct and action!
I upon this Witt proposal was deferred.!
I A number of West Side business OrI ganizations appeared before the com-|
Bmittee to oppose the change.
j Stop elimination resolutions for thel
B_ W. 25th, Bridge, Buckeye. Un H > nj
BscovillT I-Unsman, Woodland, E. fOSthv
■ liorain, Fulton road, Clark and ,
Bscranton lines were introduced last]
B night.
j- A resolution by Councilman .FitzI gerald directing thel city board or ■
B health to request the state board of |
B health to invoke the Benze act to I
I force the establishment of a filtraB tion plant was referred to the comB mittees on public works, health and
B clean'iness and the Director of Public |
■ Service.
Fitzgr -aid's resolution was based
I upon reports of the International |
I Great Lakes Pure Water Association,
■ in session here, when a number of ,
B sanitary engineers declared in favor I
B of filtration plants as arainst chlorine j
B and sewage disposal plants.
j
B City Solicitor Wilcox, City Auditor I
I Coughlin and Service Director SpringI born were named as a committee to I
I corar'cte details for the annexation of i
I Newburg and Nottingham with simI ilar con-c.nittees appointed by the
I councils of these places.
The Cleveland Dental Society pro■ tested last night against the use of
■ natural for artificial gas as allowed
Bin the new East Ohio ordinance.
■ claiming that natural gas was useI less for many purposes for winch tne
■ artificial is mployed and that nat-
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Iff CLOSES Y
Council Breaks WoodlandLorain and W. 25th-Scovill Through. Routes.

Shortage of Over $200,000
Not Embarrassing, According to Mayor.

Opponents of Clark-av ReConditions Charged to Deficit
routing Win Temporary
During Baehr
Victory.
Regime.
By a vote .of twenty-four to eight
Cleveland will close the year 1912
the ciity council last night decided to
break the ScoviU-av-W. 25th-st and with a shortage of more than $200,000
AVoodlaml-I-or.o;. nes at the Public
In its treasury.
square.
The situation was considered so
Councilman Newell, who led the j
opposition, declared steps taken re-'] serious by some of the city officials
eentlv by the city have been in tindirection of inconveniencing the pub- ; that last night, after the council
lie rather than improving service.
i meeting, a special meeting of the efMavor Baker declared that while ;
changes now being made may incon-: ficiency board was held to devise
#enience a small part of the public j
thev were for the good of the large i] means of facing the problem. Mayor
majority of car riders and that con- I Baker announced at the conclusion of
ditions on the Superior viaduct made !.:
it necessary to break the car lines at • the meeting that the city would be
the Public square.. .
|
. Resolutions calling for elimination j able to take care of the difficulty
of half the stops on the Bridge-av, ! without serious trouble.
Union-av,
Scovill-av, Buckeye-rd, j
Fears by some department heads
AVoodland-av, B. 105th-st, Lorain-av, j
Fulton-rd, Clark-av, Scranton-rd and | that city payrolls could not be met
Kinsman-rd lines were received last |:
evening and referred to committees!, were allayed by the mayor with the
declaration that there would be no
Without discussion.
Councilman Newell moved that the !| trouble on this point.
resolutions breaking the Scovill-av- i
"Salaries will ', e paid when due,"
iw-25th-st and Woodland-Lorain lines j
be referred to the committee on street I said the mayor.
railways that, patrons might have op- ■! Situation Xot New.
portunity to vote on separating the
The situation confronting the city
, lines.
The motion was defeated
I twenty-five to seven.
is not new. For years there has been
'in adoption of the resolution Coun- ' a deficit at the end of each year.
cilmen Pfahl, Pelcinski and Gilbride, ;
Until Herman Baehr became mayor
Democrats, joined with the majority I
of the Republicans. Councilman Shaw; almost three years ago little attention
was the only Republican to vote in was given to it. When Mr. Baehr took !
| the affirmative.
A determined stand by West Side : office there was left over from the
councilmen and a delegation of West Johnson administration something in
citizens yesterday at a public' excess of $100,000 in unpaid bills, of
.'meeting of the council committee on
'street railways against the Clark-av which the Baehr administration made
Rerouting scheme proposed by Street I much capital.
Railroad Commissioner Witt r
When Newton D. Baker succeeded
ed in a temporary victory for oppo-* 1 Herman Baehr the Baehr administraRents of the change.
Mayor Baker ashed the committee, j tion left a deficit in excess of $200,000.
after he had heard the argument, to ! This deficit, Mayor Baker says, still
hold the resolution until he had op- j exists and it is this the city has to
portunity by personal inquiry to as- ! meet.
certain public sentiment in the
"When this administration took ofClark-av section on having all Clarkav cars use the W. 14th-st and Cen- fice a little more, than ten months ago
tral viaduct route downtown.
there was a deficit in the city's funds
. Witt stated that about 71 per cent
of a total vote of 2,000 car riders fa- of more than $200,000," said he. "The i
vored the change, but the councilmen unpaid bills exceeded this sum and j
and citizens' delegation declared pub- when we canvassed the situation
lic sentiment was in the opposite direction, most of the residents in' the feared the shortage for the year wmilri '
be
anywhere
from
0,000
to
Clark-av section requiring direct
$500,000.
service to the W. 1'Oth-st and Detroit-av section.
".We have anticipated the trouble
"You. are trying to make people in j so that the year will close with a
shortage but slightly in excess of
the Clark-av section accept some$200,000, about what it was when we
thing tney don't want," said Counciltook
office.
man Kenning. Councilmen Koch and
Bepp_jaJso argued against the change,
"The large increase in city expendiLapp
tures necessitated by increased sala^ai.U
. ty°rconvenience.
declared it was
against public
aries to firemen and policemen and
LVwtt claiBia congestion at the Suestablishment of municipal court has
peuoi
viaduct
been taken care of by practicing
necessj
change.
economies.
Petitions
"So we will close the year slightly
St S
the
|ropo8ed"
removal
I? oaia'»=ainst
better than we began it and yefliave
pth-st n,,,
°lr „0L
from W.
met two immense increases in exan
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*-holta
' the City's penditure. The shortage is general all
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r'ic ' V
signed by
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^ere generously
down the line.
hot yesterday "
"^ '" that clis"
"We will meet it some way, ei
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Sa le wa
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and
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HID CAR RIDERS
To Find Out if Clark-av Riders
Want Route Changed.
Mayor Baker is his own best lit)|J investigator.
When there is a difference toeween Traetioner Witt and councilImefi as to the wisdom of a proposed street car change, Baker just
SOPS out and finds the truth for
himself.
So Tuesday he hustled out to
Clark-av to interview citizens as to
what, they thought of Witt's plan to
have all Clark cars use the central
viaduct in reaching Public square.
Witt, said it was necessary because it relieved congestion on the
Superior viaduct, and that delays
were obviated because the ceii1 i al viaduct is now a high ' level
bridge. Witt also declared that 71
per cent of Clark riders voted for
the change, but Councilmen Koch,
Menning, Zepp and Vice Mayor
l.app said they were against the
change.
Council Monday night, bv a 24 to
8 vote, decided to split the Woodla nd-Lorain and Scovill-W. 25th-st
cats at the square, so killing the
last through lines.
Resolutions calling for the elimination of half the stops' on Bridge,
Madison, Union, Scovill, W. 25th,
Woodland, Buckeye, ' Fulton, E.'
105th, Clark, Scranton and Kinsman lines were also received.
Agitation for an E. 79th-st crosstown line from the lake to New-j
,
burg is to be renewed at a meet-'
3 ling of citizens in Peck's hall, Wade i
Park-av and E. 82d-st, Tuesday
night.
Wholesale merchants have petitioned council not to remove cars
from W. Ninth and W. Sixth-sts,
as will be done when the new court- '■
house-depot loop is established1
after Dec. 1.

CITY WINS LAKE FRONT H SELF MILLION
SUIT; CLEARS WAY FOR
STATION AND DOCKS

Waterworks Department Surplus Would Relieve Deficit.

While other city departments are
impoverished and facing a deficit
that is reported by City Auditor
Coughlin to exceed $200,000 for the
present half year, the waterworks
department is fairly rolling in surplus funds, and has about a million
dollars more than it needs.
Mayor Baker and the efficiency
board met Monday night to devise
ways and means to meet the $200,000 deficit. The shortage is held
due to the Smith 1 per cent law and
the fact that the Baker administra-aq sdooji ueuBSing air} snorai'1 tion inherited a similar deficit from
)tio uenojq SBII Baaiorp Av.uoi pa,lithe Baehr regime. Coughlin asks
why technicalities should prevent
}iurpB Bijog }B •juamu.iaAO.S aijj,
•SABJ snorSrra. the city from borrowing from its
uBpamtuBrfOj\r aq} jo UOI}B[OIA a waterworks million dollar surplus
si uot)Binaja iiSnoqi 'uaur [twipsn the funds to meet the. general
p'uB saaotjjo AUIJB JO saqst.« aqt I deficit.
oi .>,nta.iaiap ut pa»OB an
snujaL
"H there's any interest, to be
he
BJeioqo jo saipoq aqj jo Suui.imS paid for a loan, why shouldn't the
pauopoTiBs .tajjBi auj -qoanqf jcity pay i , to itself. instead of to
aq}
' a bank?" Coughlin wants to know.
5tiaqs 9t(l PUB uBiia,: aq-j ire*A:M»f| ■ "I have heard that waterworks

Supre me Court Decision Makes Possible $12,000,000 Union Depot and

II dO N3AI0 Oil
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To Find Out if Clark-av Rid ers
Want Route Changed.
.Mayor Baker is his own best little investigator.
W;hen there is a difference between Traetioner Witt and councilmen as to the wisdom of a proposed street car change, Baker just
;oes' out and finds the truth for
himself.
So Tuesday he hustled" out to
Clark-av to interview citizens as to
what they thought of Witt's plan to
have all Clark cars use the'central
viaduct in reaching Public square.
Witt said it ,was necessary because it relieved congestion on the
Superior viaduct, and that delays
were . obviated because: the central : viaduct is now a high • level
bridge. Witt also declared that 71
per cent of Clark riders voted for
the change, but Councilmen *Koch,
Menning, Zepp and Vice Mayor
Lapp said they were against the
change.
Council Monday night, by a 24 to
8 vote, decided to split the Woodland-Lorain and Scovill-W. 25th-st
cars at the square, so killing the
last .through lines.
I Resolutions calling for the elimination of half the stops' on Bridge,
Madison, Union, Scovill, W. 25th,
Woodland, Buckeye, ' Fulton, E.'
1Q5.th, Clark, Scranton and Kinsman lines were also received.
Agitation for an E. 79th-st crosstown line from the lake to New-j
burg is to be renewed at a meet-'
/tog of citizens in Peck's hall, Wa.de
Park-av and E. 82d-st, Tuesday
night.
Wholesale merchants have petitioned council not to remove cars
from W. Ninth and W. Sixth-sts,!
as will be done when the new court-!
house-depot, loop is established!
after Dec. 1.
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Plus Would Relieve Deficit.

AND DOCKS
Supreme Court Decision Makes Possible $1 2,000,000 Union Depot and
E. Ninth-st Piers.
City to Clear Title Immediately-Mayor
Takes Up Muny Dock Plan-Reversionary Heirs May Contest.

While other city departments are
impoverished and facing a . deficit
that is reported by City Auditor
Coughlin to exceed $200,000 for the
present half year, the waterworks
department is fairly rolling in surplus funds, and has about a million
dollars more than it needs.
Mayor Baker and the efficiency
board met Monday night to devise
ways and means to meet the $200,000 deficit. The shortage is held
clue to the Smith 1 per cent law and
! the fact that the Baker administra| tion inherited a similar deficit from
i the Baehr regime. Coughlin asks
why technicalities should prevent.
the city from borrowing from its
waterworks million dollar surplus
the funds to meet the general
deficit.
"If there's any interest to be
paid for a loan, why shouldn't the
city pay it to itself, instead of to
a bank?" Coughlin wants to know.
"I have heard that waterworks
funds cannot be used for anything
but waterworks purposes, and
that waterworks surplus must be
applied to the waterworks sinking
fund to defray bonded indebtedness of that department. If existing laws prevent the use of this
money for present needs, every
ieffort should be made to change
! the laws under home rule," he
isaid.
...
Last summer,' when additional
' funds, for the fight to save babies'
lives were needed, the' plan of
using waterworks funds was
found to be prevented by a provision of the, general state code.
"That bar can be removed under home rule," said Councilman
Benesoh.

The supreme court Tuesday, simple title both in park and
made Ian as.
deciding the lake front case in
Having acquired a clear title, in
favor of the city, removed the the opinion of Harvey D. Goulder,
last legal obstruction to a new general counsel for the steamship
companies, the city can negotiate
union station located on the lake a lease with the boat companies
front and to location of passenger for the piers. Supreme court, by
the circuit court decision,
boat docks at tjje foot of E. affirming
threw out the present lease, but
Ninth-st.
provided for. the enactment of a
> decision means:
substitute later.
1: That negotiations for a $12,City to Clear Title.
000,000 union station at the foot
"The city will begin proceedings
of E. Ninth-st will be reopened: in probate court to clear its title,"
The belt line would give all lines said Mayor Baker. "We are ready
service to the station.
The sta- to hear from the railroads on the
tion would be a monumental union station project. If a station
is not built soon a convention hall
structure to harmonize with other will be."
group plan buildings.
"The boat companies are ready
2: That Detroit & Cleveland on a minute's notice to begin
and Cleveland & Buffalo boats will work." said D. C. Mclntyre, general
dock at the foot of E. Ninth-st. freight traffic manager of the
The piers will be widened to 300 D. & C. Navigation Co.
feet and will have railroad facili"The railroads are ready to beties for handling freight. A $250,- gin conferences with the city,"
000 building will be built for wait- said D. C. Moon, general manager
ing rooms and offices.
of the Lake Shore railroad, spokes3: That Cleveland now has a man for officials of lines entering
better grip on the harbor situa- Cleveland. "We have the money
tion than any great lakes city. to begin construction when the way
This decision, coupled with that of is cleared."
the supreme court a month ago,
L.ani! Worth $10,000,000.
;Tiy"fo'''* ?""' tkc Pennsylvania railNine acres of the original Lakeroad was ousted from a 51-acre
i tract between W. Ninth-st and the view park and 99 acres of made
! Cuyahoga river, gives Cleveland land will be the undisputed prop! the opportunity to do : what al- erty of the city as soon as approi ready has been started by New priation proceedings have been
completed.
lYork and Hamburg, Germany.
The land is variously valued at
Under home rule, officials, say,
the city may build municipal from $1.0,000,000 to $15,000,000.
docks and warehouses. A huge It extends from W. Third-st to E.
| frontage, several thousand feet in Ninth-st. '
Appropriation proceedings
length, is owned by the city.
should he completed rapidly, acCity May Appropriate Title.
The court ruled the city, may cording to Assistant City Solicitor
1 appropriate reversionary interests Wilcox. However, if a fight is
Hit lake /rout land, originally ap* made by reversionary heirs, it maysI propriated by the city for park be a year before a complete settlement is made.
I purposes exclusively.
John G. White, the chief reUnder the decision, which conI firms the decisions of the common versionary heir, would not say
[pleas and circuit courts, the city Tuesday what his next move
[is granted the right to acquire fee' would be.
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City Should Control Harbor
Anticipating Growth, Says Baker
Here's Mayor Baker's vision of the Cleveland harbor of the
and why he wants it under city control:
"Cleveland's lake business now is mostly in coal and ore,"
.. Baker Wednesday. "The flats and Whisky island are best
minted for handling this trade. The business is already conf lied by monopoly.
But in the future when Detroit, Toledo,
Bffalo
and Cleveland grow to cities of one and two million popu,
:? Jjon—as they are bound to do—Lak eErie will be like the streets
f Venice to the people who live on its borders. There will be a
? rrv business between these ports with boats buzzing in and out
nntfnually and doing an enormous freight .business.
"The paths of Lake Erie will always be free so that monopoly
f the lake carrying business must come through control of
flt„re

term l

,I jf Cleveland can control its terminals and rent dock and
house Space like a private company, its people will have a
great advantage over other lake ports. That is the situation we
want to meet.
■■We also want our.river made more useful that it may. become the center of a greater manufacturing center. The future
will see the upper river valley, now barren land, covered with
ictories
Deepening, and widening and the removal of passenger
hnats to the E. Ninth-st piers will accomplish this."
Lthe people set to studying about ,
the needs of a city, the better they 11
De able to choose between strong
md weak features in the framing
if the charter."—Judge Alexander
Hadden.
Whitlock is an entertaining
writer, and knows how to say
What he means. The question of
*«
•u.w.rt..__.* tharter provisions is a vital one

CHARTER PLANS
TAKING SHAPE!

Members of Committee urgan-L
•

o

thig tlme> and any llgnt he can

*„ D;„U Oninmiccinn throw upon it will be invaluable."

ize Soon to Pick Commission [_F

w* stef£en

secretary

cieve-

land federation of labor.
Al I riTI7FN<? MAY HELP "I nave a niSh °Pinio,n of Mr.
Whitlock's earnestness and conscientiousness. He is a man of
Electors Urged
to Study
&
J Whit- ability, a student of government.
tl
rs
His portrayal __ of
conditions
lock Series Opening in Press, abroad willgive valuable suggestion and variety of viewpoint to
Members of the citizens com- the framers of Cleveland's newnamed by Mayor charter."—F. H. Goff, president
mittee o, nine,
,
Baker to select 15 representative Cleveland Trust Co.
They'll Turn on the Light.
men of Cleveland to stand for elec
The Whitlock articles should
felon
to
the
city's
charter
commis
t.vu „,, wv w„ = v.u»^ ""*"""" prove tremendously interesting.
sion, expect to organize and take AnytMng along the line of comup consideration of candidates asiparative study of conditions in
soon as Rev. Gilbert P. Jennings) municipalities is extremely 1mand Thomas S. Parrell, two mem- portant at this time. -Attorney
George B. Siddall.
bers, return to the city.
"Let us have all the light posThe widest possible latitude will sible upon this great question of
be given the deliberations, and the municipal home rule. The comcommittee will welcome yugges- munity should be educated to aptions from any organization or preciate the value and worth ot
careful decision upon the topics
private citizen.
Whitlock will write.
The committee united Wednes- £ ^^teEk much from cities
day in urging Clevelanders to ^TOaa, and I welcome the knowlstudy with care the series of ar- ecige 0f any facts that are brought
tides on municipal government in from authentic, dignified sources "
Rabbi Louis Wolsey, of the
Europe, by Mayor Brand Whitlock of Toledo, which begin in Anshe Chesed tempie.
The Press next Monday. It expects the series to be invaluable
as an analysis of the various
forms of municipal government,
not only from the standpoint of a
student, but of a mayor in close
touch with the practical administration of civic affairs.
Here's
what the seven members in town
Wednesday said:
All Should Study Them.
"It is important that our people
generally should be studying the I
government of cities, so as to be
able to pass finally upon Cleve™s»e" charter. The plan of
I he Press to publish a series of;
articles by Mayor Whitlock upon
{us observations in European cities
is admirable. Mr. Whitlock's work
will be particularly valuable, beis long
m«™ °'f £oledo
,
experience as
TW"
T
-"-^v. Worth Mr
Sen
* °£ Epworth Memorial
is a s l
didTiaeaWTh0C.k e Seri6S
Way ahead »
of™~
onShTL
^/
"s
on the other side of the water, and

€
of'

much from th
^if™
« study
conditions in European mii-

nicipalities." - Thomas
Fitzsimons.
Series Will Be Vital.
n of s rl
IS I!l!?*
» > articles
comme
I
ndable, because the sooner

-<£2-J?j2^r■ Seek Reversionary IUghtn.

TY DEPOI DREAM
Municipalization of All Lake
Front Work to be Sought
by Councilmen.
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decision"
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of the°°,lower courts
makes
The exact steps to be taken by the possible the appropriation of reve?| city to get all advantage possible out sa°.ean? 7Bh,tS*nd negotiations for the
,
I of the court's decision are yet a matter sale of land to the railroads as well
as confirming the right in the city
l to be determined by the city officials. after clear title to land is obtained
Mayor Baker yesterday afternoon t0 'ease to the boat companies
•went over the situation in detail with ! iwT* ^oup pIan as approved calls
lor erection of a railroad depot at the
City Solicitor Wllcox.
, extreme northerly end of the mall
The first step undoubtedly will be , with Its main entrance at the end of
revival
of the -suspended
mded
apprb- i tne center line of E. 3d-st extension,
to
gain
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Jhe_ courtanToth"
was in
priation proceedings
to
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ticases
TfJohn

j ACCEPT CHARTER DUTIES
Three

Men

Willing

to

Serve

Nominating Committee.
Mayor Baker has received word f,
I
three of the nine members of the luf'
zens' charter commission
■—noml
«•« he named some"^

Acceptances have been received bv
the mayor from Att
ed by
tle to the reversionary rights still, ers against the city to restrain appro- Siddall, Rev. Dr. Worth M TW
held in the name of original owners ;Priation of reversionary rights Sev- Probate Judge Alexander Halde/ ^
The Haserodt ordinance anth^' • ■
of land the city appropriated for h^L Q"e*"?ns 1w?re involved. ' The
a special election Feb 4 on the ?ZIng i
U
s
Lakeview park purposes.
I 0
££ £
f^310" afrms-\—
one
of "
_,_,
.
,
*
,
, „
lower
one .of the
h
wer courts
court's " opinions. | Xion WTln' fife V.^ tar c°™-"
This land was obtained for park The cityt Pis l0enjoined from teasing | council committee of the wh± 0f the '
property
to
the
boat
lines until after i
purposes in 1872. The city then neglected to get title in fee simple. . It reversionary rights are obtained.
The cases first came to a hearing t
now must buy reversionary rights be- before Judge H. B. Chapman in com- i
fore it has a clear title. After get- mon pl'eas court. The supreme court ||
_,^ 1JV
no ujaiiiun
opinion in
in uc^iuiiiQ
deciding uic
the ■
ting these rights it may do what it rendered
four cases involved, merely making a'
pleases with the land, according to journal entry sustaining'the circuit I
the supreme court's decision.
court of Cuyahoga county >n its re- ;
"The decision is a victory for the view of all.
The judgment of the supreme
city," was Mayor Baker's comment. court
was unanimous in deciding the
Mayor Sn>« City at Once Will Re"One important result is that it gives ' ^"-y
city naa
had a right to sell lake front
vive Appropriation Proceedings the city a freer hand in the use of': land to the railroads for depot pur- COIJilfiilman MdQOmrff fln«»to Gain Title to Heverslonnry property appropriated for a sp,cmc l$~ JJ.^ &1&fi3fa
^^ ^^
! leasing rights to the boat companies.
RifthtH .Still Held in Names of 'purpose.
"The court gives the city authority! since
it requires
a vote of
four
Original Owners—Railroad and
to use land acquired in this manner '^geS 1° rfPeal a circuit court deIlont Line Ollieials Willing to Co- for a new purpose if the character of cision the tie vote sustained the de| eision of the lower court.
"While In effect the supreme court's
operate With Oiryj 13xpress Pleas- the property 'ranges and its use for
decision means Lakeview park land
a new purpose is advisable.
arc at Decision.
may be used for depot purposes, in
"The city first will begin proceed- reality the city wins the title in fee
ings in'.probate r jurt to clear its title simple to a tract of nine acres of land
Erection of a great municipal pas- to the Lakeview park land. We are- on the. lake front, to which about
ninety-nine acres have been added by
senger and freight terminal, the! ready to hear from, the railroads on dumping into the lake. The city orig1 the union station project.
If
a
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Despite arguments of Councilman
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Supreme Court Opens Way
for Station or Convention Hall.

'ONE OR OTHER'—BAKER
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Project.
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ment with all Of the roads."
comprehensive scheme for developluncllman McGinty believes the
ment of the entire harbor work," said,
city should lease the property to tly* Springborn. "The council should take
steps to make a new lease, with the
railroads under some such arrange-1 boat companies that work can be
ment as was entered into with the D. I started on reconstruction of the westerly E. i)th-st pier and the building
& C. and C. & B. boat lines
"r'f a pasenger boat depot."
looking toward sale of the
d for depot purposes and erection
by the i
of a granite structure harmonizing in general design
with the federal building, court house
and city hall, Councilman Benesch,
lie council committee on

TIE!
NEARS BYDECISiON
Municipalization of All Lake
Front Work to be Sought
by Councilmen.
Supreme Court Opens Way
for Station or Convention Hall.
'ONE OR OTHER'—BAKER
Mayor Says City at Once Will Revive Appropriation Proceedings
to Gain Title to Reversionary
Rights Still Held in Names of
Original Owners-Railroad and
Boat tine Officials Willing to Cooperate With City; Express Plenanre at Decision.
Erection of' a great municipal passenger and freight terminal, the
whole to be made a part of the lake
front development scheme, is the
dream of city official:.' as a result of
the Ohio supreme court's decision yesterday that lake front land, after the
city obtains a clear title, may be sold
or leased to railroad and passenger
boat companies for terminal facilities.
Immediate erection of a monumental union passenger station and
establishment of passenger boat terminals at the foot of E. 9th-st are certain, city officials said, unless unforseen hitches come later.'
It was after receipt of word from
Columbus that the city's right had
been established to use Lakeview
park for depot and pier purposes,'
when the city hr.s appropriated the
rights of reversionary interests held
by heirs of original owners of the
park land, that announcement came
from members of the city council that
there would be an attempt at municipalization of the whole lake front development.
Plans Municipal Depot.
While -he city under the decision
can resume negotiations with the
railroads looking toward sale of the
land for depot purposes and erection
by the railroads of a granite structure harmonizing in general design
with the federal building, court house
and city hall, Councilman Benesch,
secretary of the council committee on
group plan, announced he would advocate erection of a ttfUnicrpai depot,
if an advance rental agreement could
be reached with the railroads.
Benesch maintains th: under recent amendments to the state constitution the city can finance the proposition through issuance of mortgage j
bonds.
''
"The city, by using the funds it I
takes in for rental, could retire the
bonds within twenty-five years," said
Benesch. "Cleveland ought to own
its union passenger station. The land
ought not to be sold to the railroads.
The city should erect the building |
after entering into some rental agreement with all of the roads."
Councilman McGinty believes the
city should lease the property to the
railroads under some such arrangement as was entered into with the D.
& C. and C. & B. boat lines.

The supreme court in upholding the
Seek Reversionary Rights.
decision of the lower courts makes
The exact steps to be taken by the possible the appropriation of rever- ACCEPT CHARTER DUTIES
city to get all advantage possible out sionary rights and negotiations for the Three Men Willing to Serve on
sale of land to the railroads as well
of the court's decision are yet a matter as confirming the right in the city
dominating Committee.
td be determined by the city officials. after clear title to land is obtained,
Mayor Baker l^^cTived word from
Mayor Baker yesterday afternoon to lease to the boat companies.
group, plan as approved calls three of the nine members of the cT
-went over the situation in detail with forThe
erection of a railroad depot at the sens' charter commission nominal
City Solicitor Wilcox.
extreme northerly end of the mall committee that he named .S^Kl
The first step undoubtedly will be \ with its main entrance at the end of
revival of the -suspended
appro- Ith®rhe
£enter .line of E. 3d-st extension.
Acceptances have been received by
„a,„
' ,
decision of the court was in
t„
ti
priation proceedings to gain ti- j the cases of John G. White and oth- the mayor from Attorney George T*
Siddall,
Rev. Dr. Worth £. Tippy aifd
tle to the reversionary rights still j ers against the city to restrain approheld in the name of original owners prlftion of reversionary rights. Sev- jPr°^te Judge Alexanaer Hidden
V
of land the city appropriated ^i^Z[Ta7^o^7m
^
*""
s decision affirms__everv
Lakeview park purposes.
one of the lower court's opinions. 'HSL.?£ appointment of a charter Zm-1
of the <
This land was obtained for park The city is enjoined from teasingjfebunen TOmmlttee^f "the hands
w
purposes in 1872. The city then neg- ! property to.the boat lines until after
reversionary rights are obtained.
lected to get title in fee simple. . It'
The cases first came to a hearing f
now must buy reversionary rights be- » before Judge H. B. Chapman in common
fore it has a clear title. After get- '
Pleas court. The supreme court
no opinion in deciding the
ting these rights it may do what it rendered
four cases involved, merely making a
pleases with the land, according to journal entry sustaining the circuit
court of Cuyahoga county in its rethe supreme court's decision.
"The decision is a victory for the view of all.
The judgment of the supreme
city," was Mayor Baker's comment. court was unanimous in deciding the
l"One important result is that it gives city had a right to sell lake front
to the railroads for depot pur- COUnCllman Hp<5PrnHt flmine
the city a freer hand in the use of land
poses. The court, it is said, divided , V#«MIloniiielll ndbBIUUl UppOS
property appropriated for a' specific three and three on the question of ;
p«
Rnilto Jn Ua Aolx«^
C5
leasing rights to the boat companies.
> "UUie 10 t)e ASKeCi
purpose.
Since
it
requires
a
vote
of
four
"The court gives the city authority
for on E. 79th-st.
judges to repeal a circuit court de- I
to use land acquired in this manner cision the tie vote sustained the de- j
for a new purpose if the character of cision of the lower court.
"While in effect the supreme court's CfiaffibPr (if Pmnrpcc R<inl/o
the property hanges and its use for
scision means Lakeview park land """,aM!,JCI U! ri UgreSS baCKS
decision
a new purpose }s advisable.
may be used for depot purposes, in
East End Traction
"The city first will begin proceed- reality the city wins the title in fee
ings iri .probate ojurt to clear its title simple to a tract of nine acres of land
Project.
to the Lakeview park land. We are on the. lake front, to which about
ninety-nine acres have been added by
ready to hear from' the railroads on dumping into the lake. The city orig- ,
the union station project. If a sta- inally had only an easement for park , Despite arguments of Councilman
:
tion is not built soon-( a convention purposes," says a dispatch from Co- Haserodt, who urged caution in eslumbus.
"This
vests
the
city
with
I (ablishine- mnvo ^™<,„ <■„
hall will be."
full ownership and permits it to do , fnes which te Z% £ streei car
Railroad and boat line officials were whatsoever it will with the land.
on the whole system 'about 200 c^
as pleased as city officials with the
"Two.of the four suits were brought :zens pIedged themselves° ijl nfcht
l
e j ln the clt
r
at m
lnt
decision of the supreme court.
% " °its lease
,
?J the
?P £
l C.
M and
2 t0 work for a line in E 79th-st and
effect
with
D. &
71st-st.
"The general, public is too familiar C. & B. boat companies. One was
The Cleveland Chamber of Prog
with the union station proceedings to brought by John G. White and the
other
need to.be 1 ' of past developments," Ra
said D. C. Moon, general manager of lines
last night appointed a committee to
the Lake Shore. The court's decision
The city council m .1909 passed an formulate plans for a campaign for
merely clears the way. .
ordinance authorizing the board of a cross-town line between E 55th-st
"We are ready to resume negotia- public service to lease its real estate '(and E. 105th-st.
to the navigation companies, where- ■ A mass meeting was called^ for last
tions if the city and citizens care to upon the city leased the westerly pier night in Peck s hall, E 82d-st and
have the new station located at the of the two built by the city at the.Wade Park-av N. E. to consider the
foot of E. 9th-st. We are readv to I foot of E- 9th-st. The lease granted,question. Senator-elect E. J. Hopple
i the navigation companies authority to. was chairman
meet therepresentatives of the people j extend and widen the pier. It wasttf Councilmen
Haserodt,
at any time. The railroads, speaking run from January, 1910, to Dec. 31,. Woods, Durkin, Sulzman Andrews
generally, need about twenty-seven 1949, at a rental of $1,000 per year, and Smith were present. W. R. Hopacres of land for depot and terminal for five years, obligation to pay rent kins, it was announced, had promised
to terminate upon payment of $55,000,. to come but was not present.
facilities."
the money to be spent for improve
After all other councilmen present
, "From what our attorneys folk me ments.
had spoken favoring the project
"Attorney White claimed that- b; Councilman Haserodt, chairman of
today I believe we will be able t'c
. appropriation proceedings the cit; council street railway committee, opmfm-VrsHnnon. ^.new Pier and ad- a^uired only an easement for part posed immediate action on the
n^vi^tnn ™ dl-nar !°r th?- UT5 Purposes. The lease was a change o: ground that establishment now of an-'
navigation companies at once," said.ua/whlch the city was without an other cross-town line might endanger
1
the D * pyNiJ^f™anager oi thority to make, being a diversion o 3-cent fare.
"TTn'lefc ?w<> ( S «10n C°' i
the property from lawful use, Whit
"Not a cross-town line earns a
6
dela^ the nier
?rPthf ?
"nfor
feen claimed
The lease would make th living," said Haserodt. "Every one i
P
dep ts
nd ad
min?st™tin
n
h^Min^
?,
f
"
Pier
a
private
instead
of
a
publt
is a drain on the receipts of the en- '
i
v
ministration buildings will
be com- „h.rf (I wn„ nr(,nf>fl
tire system. We are working on a|
Pleted by July 4, 1913, and excursion- W"l7though common pleas court de small margin and an increase in operfrom the new place. «s on that day cid^afnst wSt^ ^irluTtour ating cost such as this would imview and granted an in pose would be apt to necessitate an
T. P. Newman, general manager of took White's
against the city enterinj increase in fare."
[ the Cleveland & Buffalo Transit Co. junction
into
its
lease
with the navigatioi
Councilmen E Zzman and French
i said his company and the D. & C. tpcompanies until title was clear. Th attacked this statement, both inare ready t0 1JUt more
'foio^kn
than
court affirms and makes thi sisting that the great number of peo
| $^00,000 into the improvement on the supreme
(lake front as soon as all legal injunction perpetual against the Ol| pie who would ride on this line to the
lease, but opens the way for a nev mills of Newburg, the factories along
i obstacles are out of the way.
! St. Clair-av N. E. and Gordon park,
Moon, speaking for the Lake Shore and valid substitute.
"Concerning title to the Lakeview would make it a paying investment,
railroad, also speaks fop the Big Pour
park
lands,
White
instituted
his
suit:
E. A. Meyers, president of the
both of which are part of the New
York Central system, and he said, so as an heir of the people who ownel Chamber of Progress and chairman
tor as he knows, all railroads entering the lands. He sought to enjoin ap of the route committee, reported that
Cleveland are in accord on the depot propriation proceedings which haihis committee had gone over the
been started in Cuyahoga county in'territory and recommended estabThe union depot decision Was the solvency court to get fee simple titlilishment of a line to start at Unionsecond sweeping , lake , front victory to the land in question. During thjav S. E. on E. 79th-st, proceed along
that has come to the city within a pendency of White's suits the appro E. 79th-st to Addison-rd at Houghmonth the first being the decision priation cases have been held ur av, along Addison-rd to E. 71st-st at
The new decision permits these an Superior-av N. B., along E. 71st-st to
declaring- T>rnnertv_aQw. used -hv_th
Pennsylvania for coai dock purposes pr0priatton proceedings to proceed. : St. Clair-av N. E., to E. 72d-st and
is owned' by the city.
'
"White, in asking that the city b thence to Gordon park.
Service Director Springborn and enjoined from proceeding with thes At the end of the discussion those
other high administration heads are appropriation cases, claimed the cityj present promised to circulate petiinclined to favor joint, development of real purp0Se was to sell the preat« tions favoring the route and present
all lake front land made available un- i portion of the land to the railroad them to council with the consent of
der the two decisions. Springborn for a union station site. White a| owners of the majority of frontage of
would dovetail the union station and gued that the city had only an easj abutting property.
freight handling improvement as part ment, and no right to appropriate.)
.
°
of one comprehensive scheme for the \
"The city claimed it acquired the
development of the water front.
: fee to the property in 1872, and if not
"The city river and harbor com-, it still has the right to bring appromission will be asked to work out a,' priation proceedings to perfect its
comprehensive scheme for develop- fee in the land. This view all the
ment of the entire harbor work, said courts maintained through to the suSpringborn. "The council should take preme court today, and White's pe
steps to make a new lease with the tition for an injunction wa:
boat companies that work can be missed."
started on reconstruction of the westUnder the plans oi\Uit/.pMISSSEEj
erly E. 9th-st pier and the building
boat companies the new pier will be
^f a pasenger boat depot."
used jointly by the C. & B. and the
D. & C. companies, and will be 700
feet long and 300 feet wide. It will
be built of concrete with a steel su- !]
perstructure. Railroad tracks and
roadways for wagons will extend the
full length of the freight depots
which will be placed on each side of
the pier up to 100 feet of the end.
The administration building of the
two navigation companies will be two
and one-half stories in height with |
towers on each corner three stories in
height. The building will be a little
over 200 feet wide and 70 feet in
length.
It is to be of vitrified brick with
stone trimmings. The C. & B. company will occupy the east half of the
structure and its boats will lie in the
slip, while the D. & C. company will
occupy the west half of the structure ]
! and its boats will take the west slip.
The railroads will run through the
center of the building to the freight
depots. The wagon roads will enter
the pier from each side of the administration building. There will be two
large passenger waiting rooms with
entrances from the mall, one to be
used by each company.
The slips on either side of the pier
where the big passenger boats will
tie up will be 200 feet in width each..
"The big pier with its accommodations for passenger and freight service and the building will make the
most complete arrangement of this
kind to be found anywhere m the
country," said Newman yesterday
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If FEDERAL J
Lene and Baker to Work
fHere Through Bulkley,
Gordon and Crosser.
(nator to Aid Harbor; Discusses National
Outlook.
Lator Atlee Pomerene and Mayor
C D Baker reached a thorough
£, of influence under the Demote national administration, to beMarch 4.
Senator Pomerene is to aid the
tin any undertaking that has to
with Cleveland and northeastern
The senator and mayor ■
fclo affairs
■K through Robert J. Bulkle
mam Gordon, Cleveland s tw
atic congressmen after Marc.
Robert Crosser, congressmar

111 'SI.

Jlarge-elect, is to aid whenever h
[n is wanted.
his, Cleveland Democrats hear
!t night, was the outcome of a cov
•ence behind closed doors tht
Led more than an hour. Mr. Porr
kene met the mayor in Mr. Baker
eln the city hall.
The re.su
fought joy to the organization, an
tons that the immediate lining up c
for federal plums is on.
or Baker's recommendations a
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s are that when federal posi
lecome available not more tha
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rats outside
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as a suggestion yesterda:
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BAKER MAY NOT AID MDONOUGH AFTEI
BAKER CHANGES
DRAWING CHARTER 0. S. MARSHAL POST

SOCIAL CENTER

Feels as. Useful Outside the Politicians Hint Saloon Sale
Commission as Ou
Means Candidacy for
It.
Federal Job.
WANTS MODEL CODES HAS BEES' SUPPORT
Municipal League to Ask illicit Depends on Burton;
State Action to Save Small
Bulkley Loaves for
Cities Expense.
Capital Today.
Stump orators will have to quit
If Mayor Newton D. Baker is to be
a candidate for city charter commis- "aling Tim McDonough, Democratic
sioner, he will have to be drafted, he member of the board of elections, the
"saloon boss of the Democratic .maindicated strongly yesterday.
Baker said that he felt he could be chine," as they have done in many,
as useful outside of the commission many campaigns, for yesterday he'
as he could upon it. He said that it said he had sold his interest in the
was by no means a matter of course cafe at K. nth street and Superior
avenue, which has been his political
that he. would be a candidate. He
fpr sixteen years.
explained that he wanted to do all headquarters
McDnrr"-"h';' retirement from the
he could toward the adoption of the
right kind of a charter, but jje 'saloon was accepted by politicians as
evidence that lie will be a candidate
thought he could give as much by for United States
marshal
after
advice as he could by sitting with March 4.
"That
is
a
long
time
off,"
was
his
the charter-makers.
The committee of nine citizens ap laconic reply, when he was asked
pointed by the mayor to choose a list; whether he sought the federal office
[f McDonough wains the job the
of fifteen nonpartisan candidates for
lutive committee, of
the commission will not be organized
until after the charter election ordi- which he is a member, will see that
be
gets
it.
nance is adopted by the city council,
the mayor and Judge Alexander
S<>?!s His Saloon,
Hadden, a member of the commitAi ■ ■ 1 >.u11■ n:• 11 said he had disposed of
tee, agreed yesterday.
his inteWait in the sal
>, which has
in en conducted under the name of
Council Has Ordinance.
This ordinance is now before the Mil Sol & McDonough, i,. AJ, Michel;
partner. The politician
council and in the natural course will his formi
be passed December 1. It may pass said he would spend more of his time
wn
next Monday, under a suspension of £'""'"« *
. fartos. which he owns in
the council rules, although this hard-l^ l°'V
" r" 1"'" 1CS- ,
.
ave n
ly 's probable.
,?
' "',] irn.,n '' tlve ljus'~
1
A
u
Acceptances'from the nine commit-! '„',
"'
'» gh said.
teemen reached the mayor. WteAK oTa-naS^
day, and he expressed gratification w,,,,
,, ,
.... .
, „„,,
„*. **.„<_ „„>,n„ JCi-4+
ml.
„„„
\\hilc thih politicians were busy.
at their public spirit. The commit- fl; ;„1.„.ilv, the
.imiir,
McDonoug.n
teemen said yesterday they wouldU^ ■ 4ve stopped talk of givihg
rnMtTl,
suggestion from|rjcIt,ocr. fs johs ,ultn afte>. Thanks.
iving.' The jjartition of state legisA conference of the Ohio League of lative pa ronage will be taken up nt
-Municipalities,
whose
membership th" Democratic legislative caucus at
includes the mayors of the larger Oplumbus December 6. Four or five
portion of Ohio cities, will be held at good, jot ought to fall to Cuyahoga
Columbus before January
1
tocounty and one or them wi]i ,m.
recommend to the Legislature model doubtedly c-0 ^o \rthur McKernain
charters to . e adopted as forms asistant 'secretary of the Democratic ,
which the cities can adopt without , rimittec
going to the expense of having char.
•
Jo,)
ter commissions. Baker has advised
Offers Two Problems.
the mayors rf four or five of the Whether the federal marshalship j
smaller municipalities,
who
have [will be open fcr c. Democrat depends
asked for his opinion as to the best upon wo ti ii?F. One is the willing- i
kind of charter, to await the action iuss'of Senator Burton to have U. S.
he demand for non-Bessemer oi
iflarghnl Hy D. Davis confirmed; thai
not been so great, but a fair amount
of business has been done. It is thought, j>ther is wb thcr Senator Pomerene'
however, that before the end of the it.id the Democrats will oppose an
year
the
mining
companies
will tttempt ti secure Davis his position
have sold practically all the ore they br four more years.
Pomerene,
will be able to deliver in 1913.
A'hile here Tuesday, refused pointThe sales made Tuesday and "VVcclnes- blank
k to
day'VerV^e-largest ever made in the ""disclose his hand In this resume time in the history of the trade. s<tLU-,
. '
While it is true that most of the desiH Leaders of .the ocal.. Democratic
able ores had been reserved for weeksj organization said yesterday that they
orders came in very fast when thq were not disposed to try to oust the
prices were announced, which indicates, present federal officers until the cithat the furnace men are satisfied with p]rat!on of tneir terms;
th

OreSf "eight matters for next season Congressman Bu! ey will go^ to
have only been discussed in a genera! Washington totiay to attend hearings,
way, and while it is practically settled of. the House committee on banking
that the vessels will get better carry and cur—^cy, of which he is a meming chaises, the shippers are not reads ber, on the question of providing a'
to say what the rates will be The boat. substitute for the Burton-Aldrich curmen are quite confident that seasor
....
exneota to nr^ss
B ]kl
chartering will be done on the basis o: ™;cy. DIii- -fuiKK-y expects to press
50 cents net from ports at the head o: patent office reforms during the cornLake Superior, which would be an ad-lng session.
The Congressman will
vance of ten cents.
also try to call from committee his ;
The shippers in some cases look foi bill for the coinage of-t'-.ree-cent and
an curly settlement of the freight rat* one-half-cent pieces.
question, while others would like to se<
the matter nut off until after the first

1

His Plans to be Followed in
Remodeling.
A visit of Mayor1 Baker is being
followed by radical changes in the
plan for Cleveland's first municipal
social center, to be located in the
old Cleveland
general
hospital
building. It was planned to remodel it into a two-story building,
with clubrooms on the first floor
and a dance hall and assembly
room on the second floor.
Baker's suggestion that there he
only one story is now being worked
out by architect Stinchcomb, the
whole floor being devoted to a big
dance hall auditorium for meetings
as well as dances. Room is being
left for a pipe organ.
The hospital residence is to be
used for neighborhood clubs and
smaller gatherings.

HADDENTOHEAD
BAKER'S NINE?
May be Chairman of Committee Picking Charter Framers.
Probate Judge Alexander Hadden I
is mentioned as chairman of Mayor
Baker's committee of nine which
will select 15 candidates for the city
charter commission. But Baker re: fuses to recommend anybody for
the chairmanship.
Hadden's name is first on Baker's
list, and he was asked by Baker to j
call the committee together as soon |
as the Haserodt charter ordinance j
shall be passed in council, probably
a week from Monday night.
Numbers
of
applications for!
places on the commission have already been filed with Hadden and
other nominating committee mem-'
bers.
It is understood the committee I
will aim to have all parties and ]
walks in life represented and that '
the committee will insist that Mayor Baker himself be a member.
Harry Thomas is regarded as a
likely nominee to represent union
labor, while Prof. A. R. Hatton of
Western Reserve is mentioned for
another place.
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BAKER MAY HOT AID M'DONOUGH AFTH
BAKER CHANGES
DRAWING CHARTER D. S. MARSHAL POST

SOCIAL CENTER

» Pomerene and Baker to Work
Here Through Bulkley,
Gordon and Grosser.
Senator to Aid Harbor; Discusses National
Outlook.

Feels as Useful Outside the Politicians Hint Saloon Sale
Commission as On
Means Candidacy for
It.
Federal Job.
WANTS MODEL CODES HAS DEMS' SUPPORT
Municipal League to Ask Much Depends on Burton;
State Action to Save Small
Bulkley Leaves for
Cities Expense.
Capital Today.

Senator Atlee Pomerene and Mayor
Newton D. Baker reached a thorough
understanding yesterday as to their
Stump orators will have to quit
If Mayor Newton D. Baker is to be
spheres of influence under the Democratic national administration, to bea candidate for city charter commis- baling Tim McDonough, Democratic
sioner, he will have to be drafted, he member of the board of elections, the
gin March 4.
"saloon boss of the Democratic maindicated strongly yesterday.
Senator Pomerene is to aid the Baker said that he felt he could be chine," as they have done in many,
mayor in any undertaking that has to |
as useful outside of the commission many campaigns, for yesterday he
do with Cleveland and northeastern j
as he could upon it. He said that it said he had sold his interest in the
Ohio affairs. . The senator and mayor
was by no means a matter of course cafe at K. 9th street and Superior
will work through Robert J. Bulkle;
that he would be a candidate. He avenue, which has been his political
and William Gordon, Cleveland's tw
explained that he wanted to do all headquarters for sixteen years.
Democratic congressmen after Marc
McDor"-'irs retirement from the
he could toward the adoption of the
4 next. Robert Grosser, congressman
ne saloon was accepted by politicians as
right
kind
of
a
charter,
but
at-large-elect, is to aid whenever hi
v,v evidence
that he will £
be a candidate,
thought he could give as muchh by
^^
fw.
gtateg
arsna[
after
help is wanted.
advice as he could by sitting with March 4.
This, Cleveland Democrats hear
'hat is a ions' lime off," was his
the charter-makers.
last night, was the outcome of a cor
nic reply, when he was asked
The committee of nine citizens ap- i1;
ference behind closed doors th£
w
he sought the federal office.
pointed by the mayor to choose a list;
lasted more than an hour. Mr. Poir
of fifteen nonpartisan candidates for; II' McDonough wants the job the
erene met the mayor in Mr. Baker
the commission will not be organized Democrat!'' executive committee, of
until after the charter election ordi- j which he is a member, will see that
office in the city hall.
The resu
nance is adopted by the city council, he gets it.
brought joy to the organization, an
means that the immediate lining up c
the mayor and Judge Alexander
Sells His Salooa,
forces for federal plums is on.
Hadden, a member of the commitMfcDonough said he had disposed of
Mayor Baker's recommendations a
tee, agreed yesterday.
-nj-s interest in the .saloon, which has
to Cleveland will be supreme. Th
Council Has Ordinance.
been conducted under the name of
chances are that when federal posi
McDonough, to Al. Michel,
This ordinance is now before the ,Michel &
tions become available not more tha
?he politician
partner.
council and in the natural course will
?, '" nl
two, and possibly only one, will go t
be passed December 1. It may pass C.' !' , „ would spend more of his time
Democrats
outside
of Cuyahog.
farms, which he owns in
next Monday, under a suspension of '-M- " y~ ;:)<two
county.
state, and to politics.
the council rules, although this hard- ■'
There was a suggestion yesterda;
ly is probable.
I 'T have reti <sd from r tive busithat one of the Cleveland appoint
*-■." McDonough said.
Acceptances from the nine commitments would go to a Stark count;
the. pla.-e will bo conteemen reached the mayor yester-.d However,
man. The rumor was general, but nr
ic ' -.! under the same old name.
;
day, and he expressed gratification While then politicians were busy
Cleveland Democrat had any clea
at their public spirit. The commit- r1 scussipg the .McDonough affair,
idea as to which of the half dozer
choice positions in the federal buildteemen said yesterday they would
—(they ' ive stripped talk of giving
ing would go to that county.
welcome advice and suggestion fromTj(.m()(.r,.ts ■„„,, untu afte, ThanksSenator Pomerene came here from
aii citizens,
giving. The partition of state legisCanton yesterday to attend the
A conference of the Ohio League of jptiva pa nonage will be taken up at
Chamber of Commerce luncheon, at
'Municipalities,
whose membership:th, Democratic legislative caucus at
which Congressman William C. Redincludes the mayors of the largerjoiumhus December 6. Four or five
field of Brooklyn, spoke. Mr. Pomportion of Ohio cities, will be held at!KOnd -j0v ought to fall to Cuyahoga
erene reached Cleveland shortly after
Columbus before January
1
to0oUntv .and one of them will tin11 o'clock, went direct to the mayor's
recommend to the Legislature model doubtedly ™ to Arthur McKernain,
office and accompanied Mr. Baker to
charters to . e adopted as forms asistant 'secretary of the Democratic
the Chamber of Commerce. The apwhich the cities can adopt without; nmitfei
pointment for later in the afternoon
going to the expense of having chariwass made at that time.
Job Offers Two Problems.
ter commissions. Baker has advised
Following the conference neither of
the mayors r£ four or five of the. Whether the federal marshalship !
the participants would discuss its
smaller municipalities, who have jwill be open for a Democrat depends j
subjects except to say they were genasked for his opinion as to the best upon wo ti 'nps. One is the willing- i
eral.
jkind of charter, to await the action L.ss 'of Senator Burton to have U. S. j
"Patronage?" laughed Senator Pomf
ss en
M
£?™a"?
fJ„"on^f
rJL°™„""r
arshJ Hy D. Davis confirmed; the i
erene, when questioned. "Oh, I won't ??*
not been
so great,
but a„ fair
amount ther
is wr thcr Senator Pomerene
discuss that now," he said. "It's a of business has been done. It is thought,
little too early. Wait until after however, that before the end of the x.:d the Democrats will oppose an
voar
the
mining
companies will tttempt ti secure Davis his position
March 4."
have sold practically all the ore they ior four more years.
Pomerene,
Mr. Pomerene discussed quite freely
will
be
able
to
deliver
in 1913.
ivhile here Tuesday, refused polnthis views on the tariff, trusts, camThe sales made Tuesday and Wednes- bli»nk to disclose his hand in this repaign contributions and Cleveland's
day were the largest ever made in the
,
river and harbor work. He said he is ■ same time in the history of the trade. Sct ■
. ..
. ~
•„„
While
it
is
true
that
most
of
the
desir-,
Leaders
of the ocal - Democratic.
deeply interested in Cleveland's effort to make the lake front one of the able ores had been reserved for weeks, organization said yesterday that they
best In the world, and that the peo- ^ orders came in very fast when the were not disposed to try to oust the
prices were announced, which indicates present federal officers until the cxple of Cleveland may depend upon 1,that
the furnace men are satisfied with p|ratlon of tneir terms.
him to help in any reasonable harbor
improvement.
oVefreltht matters for next seasoii Congressman Bui eywillI goto
Senator Pomerene is a member of have only been discussed in a general Washington toaay to attend hearings
the committee investigating campaign way, and while it is practically settled of. the House committee on banking
contributinons and the committee on that the vessels will get better carry-and cur--"ey, of which he is a memI ing charges, the shippers are not read} ber> on the question of providing a
interstate commerce. .
"The committee investigating cam- i to say what the rates will be. The boat, substitute for the Burton-Aldrich curBulkley expects to press
bin
paign 'contributions will resume its men are quite confident that seasor
fwork immediately after congress ft'SS^rSoE port's Tt the heal o Patent office reforms during the comjconvenes Dec. 2 next," he said. "We tLake Superior, which would be an ad- ing session. The Congressman will
also try to call from committee his i
lexpect to try to have William Ran- vance of ten cents.
dolph Hearst testify. We are deeply ! The shippers in some cases look foi bill for the coinage of t'-.ree-cent and
'Interested in gaining such information I an earlv settlement of the freight rat< one-half-cent pieces.
I question, while others would like to set
jas Mr. Hearst may have.
"I' was very much delighted the I-the matter pot off until after the first |
fother day to hear that the presidentf elect had expressed himself in favor
J of a special session of congress to I
1/take up the tariff question. The business men want the question settled
and, in my judgment, are more interested in having it settled than in having any particular rates.
"The people voted four years ago
to have the tariff revised and they
j: understood that meant a downward
revision. This they failed to get.
They have just voted again in favor
> of a revision of the tariff and it would
| be little short of a crime to delay ac; tion until the regular session in Dej cember, 1013.
"My own belief is that if an honest
j effort had been made by the government to enforce the provisions of the
I Sherman law there would be no trust
j question to plague the public now.
"I certainly hope the incoming adI ministration will not play favorites
in this respect. Wo want no good
j trusts and no bad trusts."
When the question of harbor im| provement was taken up the senator
! said:
"Cleveland shall have all the help
j I am able to give. I am much interjested in having the government make
liberal allowances for Cleveland's
harbor. Your congressman and Mayor
Baker may depend on me to help them
[all I can.
"The Forest City, under the recent
[supreme court decisions, has an opportunity that seldom comes to large
I cities. With Mayor' Baker guiding the
I forces of civic betterment, which are
[of a higher degree in Cleveland perIhaps than any other city of the same
size in the country, Cleveland ought
to go forward to a point unexcelled
|t>y(any other city in the world.
I -j. T?m Jonnson's dream was of a
In i built on a hU1-' Under Mayor
IBaker your people are almost sure to
[realize the fruition of that wonderful
Idream."

His Plans to be Followed in
Remodeling.
A visit of Mayor Baker is being
followed by radical changes in the
plan for Cleveland's first municipal
social center, to be located in the
old Cleveland
general
hospital
building. It was planned to remodel it into a two-story building,
with clubrooms on the first floor
and a dance hall- and assembly
room on the second floor.
Baker's suggestion that there be
only one story is now being worked
out by architect Stinchcomb, the
whole floor being devoted to a big
dance hall auditorium for meetings '
as well as dances. Room is being
left for a- pipe organ.
The hospital residence is to be
used for neighborhood clubs and
smaller gatherings.

HADDEN TO HEAD
BAKER'S NINE?
May be Chairman of Committee Picking Charter Framers.
Probate Judge Alexander Hadden
is mentioned as chairman of Mayor
j Baker's committee of nine which
, will select 15 candidates for the city;
charter commission. But Baker re: fuses to recommend anybody for
the chairmanship.
Hadden's name is first on Baker's
list and he was asked by Baker to
call the committee together as soon
as the Haserodt charter ordinance
shall he passed in council, probably
a week from Monday night.
Numbers
of
applications for
places on the commission have ali ready_ been filed with Kadden and
other nominating ■ committee mem- |
bers.
It is understood the committee <
will aim to have all parties and j
walks in life represented and that!
the committee will insist that Mayor Baker himself be a member.
Harry Thomas is regarded as a
likely nominee to represent union
labor, while Prof. A. R. Hatton of
Western Reserve is mentioned for
another place.

-
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In Ibis letter you undertake to advise the
n talk of
prises, to water, parks, schdi
'.lie marana police, but yon seek strongly to disi, now central
courage any widening of municipal endeavor in public service enter;.
and tlio purchase of
T had always supposed that the purchase
and sale of municipal securities depended
tugs. Rei
' I'tian
upon purely financial considerations, and
of a great municipal passenger and
that where the credit of the city was good
the security ample. those who were
freight terminal was urged by coun- I and
engaged in trading in such Securities were
indifferent to the economic and
social
ctlmen.
philosophy involved ill the use of the proWon't Change Vrogva.ua,
ceeds of the bonds.
j
I feel rpiPr. sure that neither the cite of
as plans ho would recommend
eland as represented by its executive
officers,
nor the people of Cleveland, have
el for municipal
ever until now realized that they were under any obligation to conform their political
declined to state
philosophy to (lie particular views of nonlay, but ii: was reported they
residents, whose sole relation to the city of
Cleveland
was that of lending it money
would be in the nature of legislation
upon which they were paid promptly and
authorizing cities to rj
' bonds
regularly the'agreed rate of Jnteiesl and
lie lull amount of the sum loaned when
in such a man:.. :■ as to permit them
due.
As a matter of fact, the people of Cleveiiken up easily by popular subland have given a very great deal of mscription.
lention io the relation proper to be sustained between them and public, service
les now have the right to sell
utilities, and it would be a'grave misfortune if the amount of serious thought des by popular subscription and
voted to this subject and the very definite
irdfrng to Assistant City Solicitor
and helpful conclusions which have been
reached ail had to be abandoned because
ik E. Stevens the law does not
they did not meet with the approval of
some gentlemen in New York.
limit the denomination.
The illustrations that you give us of the
The city could sell bonds of as
danger which we encounter are wholly unimpressive in view of the fact thai we are
small denomination as .f2u, according
aide to rebut them with conspicuous sucut the usual denominacesses in municipal enterprise in our own
city.
; present is $1,000.
If I may illustrate to you the sad misinformation under which' your letter was
re not going- to change our
written, I will supply some facts with rebecause of this'letter," said
gard to the city of Pasadena, which plainly were not called, to your attention. The
r. "This evidently is a cirSouth California Edison Co. operates in a
ter sent out as a general
very large field in California, including the I
city of Pasadena. The city of Pasadena
warning to cities. We are not going
has an exceedingly successful, well managed and economical municipal electric
to let those gentlemen dictate to us.
light plant, which supplies electricity at a
"We are going to run our own afrate of 3 cents a kilowatt hour -the lowest rate supplied anywhere in the Tinted
fairs in Cleveland. It is impudence
States, so far as my knowledge goes.
The Soutli California Edison Co. sought
on the part of those people to addrest
to discourage the building of the plant. It
a letter of this description to the
has made war upon that plant by every
means fair and otherwise for a number of
mayor of a city."
years, and it is at present engaged in the
The letter of A, B. Leach & Co.
practice of charging excessively high rates
for electric current throughout the entire
follows:
ferrfiory operated by it except in the city
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In addition

Mayor Baker Sends Ironic
Reply to Dealers Opposed
to Wide Activities.
Says City Does Not Meed Advice of Wall Street
Corporations.
HE CALLS IT IMPUDENCE
Cleveland'*

Executive

Communleatlou

riesent*

From

Security

Home Whleh Advises Cleveland
In < on lino Its Operntloiis to Certain
Letter

Departments—Will
lo

Submit

I-e^Islnlnre—Says r.'eiv

Vorkrrs Cannot Dictate to People of Sixth City.

her yesterday received a
rum A. B. 7,each & Co., New
iond house, advising the city to
confine its activities to control of
vstoms, school?.
ill police
departm snt n,
and
sounding a warning that the credit
.1 cities is being dam-e launching into
new lin
i micipal activity requiring large issues of securities.
rizing iiie letter as a display of Impudence,
Mayor Baker
promptly dictated a reply teeming
ami making known in
ision that, lie would transmit
Ion
from the New
York bond house to the Ohio legisla: its coming session, so that a
devised t.> provide a
new market for tile securities of Ohio
"TiiiH letter from New York will
bring home to the people of Cleveland the tyrannj of Wall-st," said
the mayor.
"A few men down in
do.
000,000
SU,00O,()<lO,0(l

They want
people with
in their
all engage in.

them.''
Cornell With Home Hole.
\e\v York
was
ae rule

ate to
lie utilities,
bonds in
tffs.
weeks there
lo discussion ol
i> ques-.
.he council,
mbers have
I Cleveland
all such
■I and conope.
immi-ng
i activity in
U resoI more
owner-

Hon. Newton D. Baker,
Mayor,
City of Cleveland, O.
Dear Sir:
. .
Having In the past been responsible for
the distribution of very large amounts of
PITY OF CLEVELAND BONDS, we believe that we can vv^th good grace express
to you a thought or two relative to the
continued issue of bonds by your city.
From a. long and wide experience in the
placing of investment securities, it has
been necessary for us to study carefully
the credit situation of municipalities anil
their relationship to public utility enterprises. We have reached the conclusion :
that while it is reasonable and proper for
ontrol a certain nature of enter- '
prise aad improvements, that It is lnadtble to broaden unnecessarily their loll in public utility masters.
It i3 most essential that the
cities control their water plants, park schools, Are and police departments,
iking an unwis«
i when they engage in miscellaneous
ami general business enterprises.
We believe that the preponderance of ex*
perienoe will Indicate that a better service.
in the long run. a more economical
us been rendered -when these matwere in the hands of private enterand capital, with the city having
i supervisory control of these situations.
New York city has engaged in municipal ownership of some of the utilities with
exceedingly undesirable results. The cases]
which may be cited are their ferries and]
docks, showing an exceedingly heavy draft;
upon the city to cover the deficit.
11 has just come to our knowledge that
the city of Pasadena, Cat., has brought!
an action in the courts of California toj'
restrain the private electric company from'
making low rates for its product, claiming
that its rates are so low that the city enterprise is not able to compete with them,
and that the city enterprise is showing
drastic losses in this particular business.
These cases could be extended to a very.]
number, but we believe the general'
experience will be alomr the lines of the
one just indicated.
Some of the cities of the country have un- 1
rter way the creation and control of various'
public utility enterprises, all requiring a
very large issue of securities and city conid management; and as a result their
munlcipal credit is being very largely dim
aged, and the prices of their bonds con
tinually seeking a lower level.
The credit of the largest corporation, of
trie largest city or state or nation, cam
be impaired ami destroyed by abuse and
a i- mi;- judsaient that if the city of Cleveland, or any other city, enters the public
utility Held on ii very large scale, and.
backs the same with its public credit, thai
the said public oredit is bound to receive a
very greal damage and injury.
We trust that this will not happen to
tin oiiy or Cleveland, but that the city
will undertake Hi., management of those
, hleh an i
lncc, and allow- private capital and busi
ticss lo lake charge of these matters wlli.
are also within its proper province
We trusl that you will pardon us bringing this matter to your attention, but feel
that we are in a measure involved due 10
Be lir.ins.iclions in the oast th
have had in piacing city of c
curates.
Yours trulv,
A. B. I.EACH s
Following is the mayor's renly .
Messrs. \. u, Leach & Co., 140 Broadway
New York City, N, Y.
Gentlemen: I have received under date I
ol Nov. 19th your letter addressed to me as'.
of the city of Cleveland, in which
you seek to discharge yourself of the re- !

of Pasadena, where it is in competition
with the municipal plant, and ■ there it is
seeking to destroy this municipal enterprise by selling current at less than cost
of production- making up its loss by excessive charges in other parts of its territory.
Tim application of the city of Pasadena
to which you call my attention, is a verysimple case of an effort on the part of a
city to restrain unfair competition, and as
private enterprises have for some centuries
had the benefit of that common law princi- "
pie there seems to be no criticism of a city
which seeks to avail itself of it.
Thinking that you may care to publish '
this letter as corrective of any misleading :'
impression. which your letter to me has
created I am glad to be able to inform
you- that the city of Cleveland is todav
operating a municipal electric light plant
in competition with a very large and established privately owned electric light enterprise.
„The effect of the city's ownership and
operation of its plant has been to reduce
the cost of arc lights per lamp per year to
the city from $GI> to $51 and bring about
a general reduction in the cost of electric
current for both light and power to the
people of the city, and all this at a veryhandsome profit to the city from the man
agement of its own enterprise, and in making that profit I have had cognizance
taken of depreciation, interest and allowance for taxation.
As your letter to me is not marked confidential and is apparently one of a series i
of letters written by you to other cities
1 shall feel myself free to trans'-'
mit your letter to the legislature of Ohio i
which will meet in January of the coming
year in support of certain measures which
I trust the legislature will find itself able
to consider; the object of which will be to
provide a more sympathetic market for the
securities of Ohio cities than those cities
at present seem able to find.
Yours truly.
NEWTON D. BAKER,
Mayor.

BAKER CHIDES
N.Y. BOND HOUSE
Mayor Baker won't accept- thefatherly advice of A. B. Leach & Co.,
New York bond house, to beware of
venturing too far into the field of
municipal ownership of publie utilities, and instead of being thanked for
their efforts, Messrs. Leach will find.
oil opening their mail in New York
Friday they have been spanked.
"I never enjoyed anything so much
in my life," said Baker as he swung
around in his swivel chair, and holding the Leach letter in hand, began
to dictate to Milton Young in pleasant, but staccato tone.
Baker told the bond house their
letter seemed to be one of a series of
circular letters seeking to discourage
municipal activities.
Baker called
attention to the fact that Cleveland's
small municipal plant has reduced
the cost of current to consumers,
and at the same time the plant has
been a success..
I-Ie also warned-the company their
letter would be used on the floor of
the state legislature to further the
interests of certain measures to be
advocated by Cuyahoga's delegation
in the interest of Cleveland.
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!>■£- m(rWALL-ST'S WARNING TO UNCLE MOSE!

MOVES TO IMPROVE
CITY BOND MARKET
Mayor Will Send New York
Fiscal Letters to Ohio
Legislature.
RAP MUNICIPAL PLANS
Epistles Say Credit Will Be
Injured by Projects—
Baker Beplies.

"BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU DO

*

*

*

I'lan Popular Subscription.
Popular subscription for bonds
with their sale across the counter
is possible under' Ohio laws, after
the bonds have been advertised
and offered to the highest bidder,
and have failed to bring bids.
Bakef is reported to be considering legislation to facilitate this
Baker Thus Throws Down method of selling bonds.
One feature the legislature will
Glove to Wall-st.
be asked to take up will be the
_
submission of a constitutional
ITO SFI 1 IM c;MAI I I riTC amendment to popular vote reHU StLL. IN SMALL LOTS pealing the taxation of municipal
bonds, which goes into effect

PLANS POPULAR
t CITY BOND SALE

|peal of Mirny Bond Tax to

Ja

'TJs

tax wI11>

it is

predjcted;

raise the interest that must be
be Sought.
paid on municipal bonds and will
j Sale of bonds to citizens over make it harder to sell them at
popular sale in Ohio, as outside
le counter in the city auditor's buyers can purchase them withpee, aided by legislation to make out having to pay the Ohio tax.
Inditions more favorable for such
To Sell Bonds Next Month.
lies by popular subscription, is
In . December Cleveland will
be result predicted at the city
highest
bidder
111 of Wall-st's effort to intimi- otter to . the
Bte Cleveland into abandonment $3,905,000 bonds, including the
|i its plan to operate its own pub- $2,000,000 library bond issue,
$200,000 sewage disposal bonds,
cities, under home rule.
Wall-st's threat was that con- and the bonds which council re- f
activity along
«.iuiiS that line cently
•> voted
—— to sell to get the in
impair Cleveland's credit "rilas"d premium paid before the
»ig bond-buying houses and [municipal
taxation amendment
lower the value of munici- becomes effective,
nds. This threat'was con ' The Leacn letter asserts that
'n a letter received hv Mm, cities which have under way creaThursday afternoon from" tion and control of various public
Leach & Co., New York utilities find the price of their
bonds declining.
rokers.
"I feel quite sure," Baker
■? reply Baker has notified bond
he will use their letter to fi ,wntes' that the People of Cleve
Per efforts at the coming leg- 'jland have never realized they
tlffSes!!on t0 Set another (were under any obligation to conform their political philosophy to
o ,o,° n^ b°nds of Cleveland ;the particular views of nonresi' Olno cities than the one
\> attoi'd.
dents, whose sole relation to the
city was that of lending it
money."

Letters written by New York fiscal
agents attempting to discourage municipal enterprises on the ground that
broadening of interest in public utility matters would damage public
credit, will be transmitted to the Ohio
Legislature by Mayor Baker.
"The communications will be used
in support of certain measures, the
object of which will be to provide a
.more sympathetic market for the securities of Ohio cities than these
cities now seem able to find." Baker
said yesterday.
Reports that the city is contemplating taking over control of telephone systems, street car lines and
electric light plants under home rule
and is considering a number of other
projects, including municipal electric light plants, municipal docks and
1
terminals, is causing a flurry in the
financial centers of the country. Big
bond firms are bringing forth all
, kinds of arguments to show that such
a course would prove disastrous. This
is what has prompted Baker to suggest legislation leading toward more
sympathetic bond markets.
Sees Damage to Credit.
Baker yesterday received a letter from A. B. Leach & Co.. 129
Broadway, New York city, who stated that in the past they had been responsible for the distribution of very
large amounts of city of Cleveland
ciaT" considerations, and that, where
' .
the credit of the city was good and Declaring that the municipal credit
the security ample, those who were of a number of cities la being greatengaged in trading in such securities ly damaged by the creation and conwere indifferent to the economic and tro, of public utlutles enterprises and
social philosophy Involved m the use tthat
. . +the
. __,
, ., . .
,
pr,ces of thelr hond are con
of the proceeds of the bonds," Baker
*
"
wrote.
tmually seeking a lower level, the
"I feel sure that neither the city ofi company says:
Cleveland, as represented by its ex"It is our judgment that if the city
ecutive officers, nor the people of of Cleveland, or any ether city, enCleveland, have ever realized that ters the public utility field on a very
they were under any obligation to large scale, and backs the same with
conform their political philosophy to its credit, that the said public credit
the particular views of non-residents, is bound to receive a very great damwhose sole relation to the city of age and injury. We trust that this
Cleveland was that of lending it will not happen to the city of Clevemoney upon which they were paid land, but that the city will undertake
things
promptly and regularly the agreed the management of those
rate of interest and the full amount which are properly within its provof the sum loaned when due."
ince and to allow private capital and
/-^„o;/i„,^i
business to take charge of the. matConsidered r>„„„#.,n-p
Carefully.
ters which are withln thft m ovince
"As a matter of fa^t, the people of of private capital and business."
Cleveland have given a very great
Municipal ownershiD of docks and
deal of attention to t'.:^ relation, ferries
in
New York was proproper to be sustained between them jnounced a failure, and the communiand public service utilities, and it cation declared that the city of Pasawould be a grave misfortune if the dena, Cab. had brought action in the
amount of serious thought devoted courts there to restrain a private
to this subject and the very definite electric light company from making
and helpful conclusions which have low rates for their Droduct on the!
been reached all had to be aban- ground that the city enterprise was
doned because they did not meet not able to compete.
with the approval of some gentlemen
Baker Is Sarcastic.
in New York."
Bonds aggregating $1,700,000 will be Baker grew very sarcastic in his.
so"", on December 20. At the same ■ reply, which he suggests that the
company publish as a corrective of
time $2,000,000 of sewage disposal a
bonds issued under the provisions of' "y. misleading impression which
the Benze act, and which are not in-j^eir former letter has created
He
eluded in the limit ol the city's ad(Js additional details to the Pasabonded indebtedness, will be sold.
dena incident and refers to it as a
Figures made public vesterday by simple case of an effort on the part
of
a city to restrain unfair oompetiI City Auditor Coughlin showed that
the municipal electric light -plant in tion.
"I had always supposed that the
Brooklyn earnei"! in 1311 the sum of
$34,412.69 as against $21,960.57 the year purchase and sale of municipal securities depended upon -purely finanbefore.
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A Crisis for Baker
There is considerable speculation among poliicians as to the effect upon Mayor Baker and j
l he men of his administration of possible faihtre
to take the utmost desirable advantage of the
recent courl d( eisions clearing up the city's rights j
on the lake front. They say he is confronted by j
| the greatest crisis of his career.
They could employ their time to better advantage. The mayor is unquestionably confronted by
|n C1.i8is. Bui lie does no1 regard it as such. To
him it is a long-hoped-for opportunity for Cleveland which justifies his refusal to abandon liis municipal activities for national affairs. There will
be no lagging on his part. It is possible that at
times he may need the restraining rein, but he
| will not need the spur.
Great possibilities are opening for Cleveland,
but thus far it is satisfied that Mayor Baker is
the r
i to have as boss on the job.

Nonpartisan City Elections

IT

NEW BOND DESIGN, AND MAN
IN DISPUTE WITH MAYOR

LEACH REGRETS EXPOSURE.
I'T PLAIN DEALER'S LEASED WIRE.

, NEW YORK, Nov. 22.—" I am

One of the great questions involved in the sorry that correspondence was
liaming and adoption of the new city charter is. given out," said A. B. Leacli, head
of the banking house crr^A. B.
whether or not Cleveland shall have nonpartisan;
Leach & Co., today, referring to a
municipal elections. The issue has been raised by Cleveland dispatch reciting that
Mayor Baker. He favors the change and is being j Mayor Baker had received a letter
from the New York banker advissupported by many progressive men, regardless ing that city not to go beyond the
of party. Determined opposition may be ex- control of water plants, park systems, schools, lire and police depected from the politicians whose measure of sucpartments and sounding the warncess ordinarily is measured by their ability to ing that the credit of some Amerikeep voters within party lines.
can cities was endangered because
The question is one" upon which all the can- they were launching into new lines
didates for membership in the charter commis- of municipal activity requiring
large issues of securities.
sion should declare themselves. The people are
Leach became wrought up over
entitled to the opportunity of making sure in the visits of reporters to his ofadvance that it will not go wrong in this im- fices in the Singer building and to
portant matter. And no one who has studied the! them declared that noWme word
rapid development of public sentiment in this cityj more would he say onjjriic subject
and that Mayor BakuSrshould not
along progressive lines can be in doubt as to what|
have given out the correspondence.
the people want.
Cleveland, in fact, already has practically elimBaker Speaks at \V. R. U.
inated party control from its municipal elections. President Charles F. Thwing of WestThe knell of the old political regime here was ern Reserve university has announced
that .Mayor Baker will give a series of
sounded when the city dumfounded the party four
Sunday evening lectures at Amasa
leaders by the vote it gave "Golden Rule" Jones Stone Memorial chapel, beginning tonight at 8 o'clock. "The City's
and his ideas of city and state government. Since morrow
Housekeeping" will be the subject of
then it has little heeded politics in electing its the lecture tomorrow night. "The City's
Safety." "The City's Health" and "The
City's Ideals" will be the subjects of the
mayors anil councilmen.
other talks.
,
___^
There can be no doubt as to what the Cleveland
MAYOR
ADDRESSES
CLASSES.
|
voters will do when they are given an opportunity?
The
night
school
classes
at
the
to pass upon the question of nonpartisan munichouse of correction in Warrensipal elections. Their approval of the proposition ville were addressed last evening
will surely be overwhelming, despite all the ef- by Mayor Baker. The mayor
stated that most of the failures in
forts the machine politicians can put forth.
life are because so much time is
spent looking for big things to do
when the little things are right
at the door. The little things, the
mayor stated, are of great importance to society.
An audience of about .150 listened to the mayor's address.
There also were songs and recitations.

k&. LLrvCW
Upper photograph shows drawing
of Tom L. Johnson which will appear
on next issue of Cleveland municipal
bonds; lower picture presents A. B.
~Leach, Wall Street man, who advises j
against extending municipal owner-j
ship.
I
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ASKS PUBLICITY BY
CAR LOOP PLANNED
BAKEK^CHARTER 9;
FOR HOTEL SECTION
V

^ressive League Seeks
t01)0 Away WitH All
Secrecy.
TD

PLEDGE NOMINEES

Kticizes "Star Chamber"
Tactics Displayed; Department Mergers Likely.
fa resolution requesting that Mayor
Charter commission of nine
fullest publicity to applications
Hj reconimi'iidations of would-be
Kiinees for charter commissioners,
[as passed last night by the ProBLsive Constitution League meeting
C, the Caxton building,
■tat on the heels of that, a comBtee of five was named to frame
■pledge which all nominees for comKsioner must sign in order to reBe the support of the league and
Ee assurance that the organization
Ell not offer an opponent of its own
llection.
proceedings of the members
hered were prompted by the feel- [
that the committee of nine was
being sufficiently democratic in
methods—that its procedure savld too much of the "star chamber,"
"cut-and-dried" system of dothings.
Seek to Oust Clique.
re are certain interests, and by
do not mean 'interests' in its!
itly corporate, or quasi-corrupt
jse, that have banded together and:
nk they are going to put over a;
te for charter commissioners," said
G. Oshorn, secretary of the league.
[Vhile it is true that most of the
they "will name will doubtless be,
jeptable to the league in their pririles and ideas as to what should
in the city charter, we think the
liter of selecting them should be \
to about in a more public manner,
we are going to make certain that
Jilng- is being 'put over' the peo- i
by requesting pledges."
arrangements of city depart| will be accomplished by the
ring of the new charter, and it is
likely that more than three di.ors will be provided,
"ireand police will have one civilian
r the chiefs, in the opinion
jpirector C. W. Stage. Consolida- ,
»n of the water and electric light
■artment under one head—i= *~>" '
mm By .\. a. uuJr'onc, consulting en- I
pneer for the new lighting plant.
Alliance Is Urged.
jstage believes that the safety departments should be closely allied. Du■fflt said that only by the closest
■Bance between the water and elec■c lighting departments can the
maximum of efficiency be obtained
■m either of them,
■instruction of the new light plant
at the Kirtlanil pumping station will
De completed, city hall officials beWe' ml ore the next municipal elec■>n. The charter will be in effect by
■at time.
K,he -o0",'5' sPeclfic pledge which
Wor Baker made in his pre-election
Pmpa.gn was three-cent light and
tL ,US^ he win want operation
ne piant on the most economical

■

iw-^i-- ^yAVERS BOND LETTER PIHMC.

FOREGO CHURCH TO
HEAR BAKER TALK

Mayor Snys Broker Sought to Reform Sentiment.

Mayor Baker does not agree with
A. B. Leach & Co. of New York, that
the concern's correspondence relative to the issue of Cleveland bonds
for purposes other than lire and police, park, schools and water improvements should not have been
made public.
"The company wrote to me as mayor," said the mayor yesterday. 'The
company sought to effect the reformation of public opinion. It was a public matter."

Baker and Witt Scheme to
Handle Traffic From
Union Station.

Eeserve Students Take
Girls to Address on
"City's Housekeeping."

n

Mayor Baker, after a conference
with Traction Commissioner Peter
Witt, yesterday announed the route
of the new depot loop for the Cleveland Railway Company. The route
will be as follows:
Union depot, Lakeside avenue, Ontario street, northeast corner of the
Public Square, Superior avenue, E.
9th street, Prospect avenue, loop and
return.
As soon as tracks can be laid in
Huron road from E. 9th street to Euclid avenue, and E. 14th street, the
dep/>£ loop cars will turn from E. 9th
street t oEuclid avenue and will go to
E.jl^th street, down Huron road to
E. 9th street and Prospect and as in
the original plan. Legislation for this
loop will be introduced in the city
council Monday night, it is expected.
Serves Business Section.
The loop is designed to serve the
hotel and business district, as well as
providing a transfer service between
the depot and the lines of all sections
of the city. Service on the other lines
which now go to the Union depot will
probably be discontinued.
Gross receipts of five Cleveland electric traction lines totaling $757,667,
| that last year escaped taxation, has
been discovered by the state commission at Columbus.
This represents the gross earnings !
of the Electric Package Company, !
which is jointly operated by the
Cleveland Railway Company, the
-Cleveland, Painesville & Eastern,
' Cleveland Southwestern & Columbus,'
Northern Ohio Traction and Lake
Shore Electric. The latter'a share
was the biggest, $209,232.
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JOB-HUNTERS PLAN
TO FIGHT CHARTER
Object to Non-Partisan
Election Plan of
Baker.
JACKSOiV CLUB OBJECTS
Provision for Recall of Elective Officers Is Considered Certain.
Job-hungry underlings in the Democratic organization already are framing up a tight against the non-partisan municipal election feature of nev»
charter, although Mayor Newton D
Baker has come out strongly for the
non-partisan principle for future citj
votes.
The Jackson "Club, the Second Ware1
Democratic organization, at its las;
meeting had a tumultuous denunciation of the non-partisan idea, and officers of the club said yesterday that
only adjournment, at midnight, prevented the adoption of resolutions
condemning the stand.
Leaders in the Democratic organization stoutly maintain that Baker can
get the organization to do anything
that he wants it to do. This may be
true as to many parts of it. Several
of the newly elected Democratic
county officials, however, realizing
that they won principally because
there was a rooster over the column,
are outspoken in opposition to nonpartisan elections. One of these is
County Commissioner-elect Joseph
Menning.
Ordinance Due Today.
With the possibility that the city
i ordinance calling for the election of
i charter commissioners February 4
I1 will come up for final action tonight,
and the first meeting of the Progressive Constitution League called for
Tuesday night in the rooms of the
Cleveland Law School, the Engineers
building, the skeleton of the new city
' charter is assembling.
The fixed provisions of the new
charter are the powers of the city and

Expert Discovers Oversight.
The Cleveland Railway got $120,788.
Inasmuch as the Electric Package
Company is not a public service corporation under this arrangement and
hence did not report to the commission, and since the companies did not
include these receipts in their respective reports, the receipts from
this source escaped notice until run
j down recently by an expert examj iner.
The commission has run down other
I untaxed public service receipts, which,
\ together with the above amount, to| tals $1,194,479. This will yield the
state taxes amounting to $14,333.
■

once it is adopted. The state constitution says that the people of the city
have power of complete local selfgovernment, subject only to general
law. This will almost certainly be
restated in the preamble to the char■?B33TS—>irctr-^T——■ -'jjhnVfng -cantnity be'
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EAPS MIMCIPAL COUET
Mayor Puts Three "Home
Rule" Queries; Lecture
First of Series.
Western Reserve students having
engagements last night to take their
friends of the fair sex to church
changed their plans and, apparently
imuch to the delight of their fair
^companions, went to Amasa Stone
| Chapel of the university to hear
$ Mayor Newton D. Baker speak on
} "The City's Housekeeping."
The chapelwas well tilled and, in
■ addition to the students and their
i friends, there were many older people who displayed deep interest In
the mayor's word picture of Cleveland under a home rule administration.
Baker said that under home rule
the police department will be more
efficient, as will all departments of
municipal affairs. He did not favor
a municipal court.
Court Costs $200,000 Yearly.
"The annual cost of a municipal
court will be $200,000, part of which
will be covered by the earnings of the
court," he said. "However, I beHeve
that the system will be too expensive."
The speaker deplored the fact that
the Legislature gives council power
to fix municipal salaries. He believes
that this should be done by executives.
"If a man starts in as a bookkeeper
at $800 a year in a business house and
when he has become efficient receives
$1,500 annually, then leaves the employ of the company, the new man
does not start at the rsalary which
was received by his predecessor at the
time he left," said the mayor.
"Under our present system," he
continued, "the new man starts in at
$1,500, the salary received by the
other man, who worked himself up to
a state of efficiency. Under the plan
by which salaries may be regulated
by executives, this would be impossible."

Puts Queries to People.
In concluding, Baker spoke of the
work of the city council and asked
three questions, which, he asserted,
must be answered by the people. They
were:
"Shall we adopt the commission
form of government?
"How should our councilmen be
chosen—if we have, councilman—
from wards or from the city at large?
"How large a council shall we
have-r-a compact body of nine men
or a representative body of thirtytwo to forty-five men?"
The address last night was the first
of a series of four. Next Sunday,
Baker will speak at Amasa Chapel on
"The City's Safety." He will talk
about "The City's Health," December
S, and the following Sunday will give
an address on "The City's Ideals."
The series was arranged by President
Charles F. Thwing.
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ASKS PUBLICITY

BY CAR LOOP PLANNED
MERKMRTBR 9 FOR HOTEL SECTION
Igressive League Seeks j
I Do Away With All
Secrecy.
T(,

PLEDGE NOMINEES

iiticizes "Star Chamber"
[Tactics Displayed; Department Mergers Likely.
resolution requesting that Mayor
»r's charter commission of nine;
fullest publicity to applications;
recommendations of would-be
inees for charter commissioners,
passed last night by the Profive Constitution League meeting
ie Caxton building,
st on the heels of that, a comee of five was named to frame
ielj<re which all nominees for commoner must sign in order to re■e the support of the league and
assurance that the organization
not offer an opponent of its own
pon.
he proceedings of the members
Ihered were prompted by the feelmat the committee of nine was
being sufficiently democratic in
methods—that its procedure savtoo much of the "star chamber,"
w. "cut-and-dried" system of do-'
kg things.
Seek to Oust Clique.
■here are certain interests, and by
It I do not mean 'interests' in its
fctly corporate, or quasi-corrupt
Cisc, that have banded together and
n- arc going Lo put over a
he for charter commissioners," said
IG. Osborn, secretary of the league.
while it is true that most of the
in they will name will doubtless be
itable to the league in their prirfes and ideas as to what should
In the city charter, we think the
pr of selecting them should be
about in a more public manner.
Jfce are going to make certain that
ling is being 'put over' the peo- i
ly requesting pledges."
earrangements of city depart- '
fa will be accomplished by the
tog of the new charter, and it is
likely that more than three dims will be provided.
lie and police will have one civilian
d over the chiefs, in the opinion
Director C. TV. Stage. Consolida- j
1 of the water and electric light |
artment under one head-ia- *°— '
m by a., ts. ciufont, consulting en- i
leer for the new lighting plant.
Alliance Is Urged.
Stage believes that the safety de-j
rtments should be closely allied. Duint said that only by the closest
lance between the water and elecc lighting departments can the
Kimum of efficiency be obtained
Im either of them.
Construction of the new light plant
the Kirtland pumping station will
completed, city hall officials bepe, before the next municipal elec% The charter will be in effect by
I time.
V only specific pledge which
«or Baker made in his pre-election
Tipaign was three-cent light and
is thought he will want operation
ie plant on the most economical

Baker and Witt Scheme to
Handle Traffic From
Union Station.
Mayor Baker, after a conference
with Traction Commissioner Peter
Witt, yesterday announed the route
of the new depot loop for the Cleveland Railway Company. The route
will be as follows:
Union depot, Lakeside avenue, Ontario street, northeast corner of the
Public Square, Superior avenue, E.
9th street, Prospect avenue, loop and
return.
As soon as tracks can be laid in
Huron road from E. 9th street to Euclid avenue, and E. 14th street, the
deDot loop cars will turn from E. 9th
stras^ t oEuclid avenue and will go to
E.jl^th street, down Huron road to
E. 9th street and Prospect and as in
the original plan. Legislation for this
loop will be introduced in the city
council Monday night, it is expected.
Serves Business Section.
The loop is designed to serve the
hotel and business district, as well as
providing a transfer service between
the depot and the lines of all sections
of the city. Service on the other lines
which now go to the Union depot will
probably be discontinued.
Gross receipts of five Cleveland electric traction lines totaling $757,667,
that last year escaped taxation, has
been discovered by the state commission at Columbus.
This represents the gross earnings!
of the Electric Package Company, !
which is jointly operated by the |
Cleveland Railway Company, the
..Cleveland, Painesville & Eastern,
Cleveland Southwestern & Columbus,
Northern Ohio Traction and Lake
Shore Electric. The latter's share
was the biggest, $209,232.
Expert Discovers Oversight.
• The Cleveland Railway got $120,788.
Inasmuch as the Electric Package
Company is not a public service corporation under this arrangement and
hence did not report to the commission, and since the companies did not
include these receipts in their respective reports, the receipts from
this source escaped notice until run
down recently by an expert examiner.
The commission has run down other
untaxed public service receipts, which,
together with the above amount, totals $1,194,479. This will yield the
state taxes amounting to $14,333.
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AVERS BOND LETTER PUBLIC.

FOREGO CHURCH TO
HEAR BAKER TALK

Mayor Says Broker Soualit to Reform Sentiment.
Mayor Baker does not agree with
A. B. Leach & Co. of New York, that
the concern's correspondence relative to the issue of Cleveland bonds
for purposes other than lire and police, park, schools and water improvements should not have been
made public.
"The company wrote to me as mayor," said the mayor yesterday. 'The
company sought to effect the reformation of public opinion. It was a public matter."

Reserve Students Take
Girls to Address on
"City's Housekeeping."

n
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JOB-HUNTERS PLAN
TO FIGHT CHARTER
Object to Non-Partisan I
Election Plan of
Baker.
JACKSOiY CLUB OBJECTS
Provision /or Recall of Elective Officers Is Considered Certain.
Job-hungry underlings in the Demo,
cratic organization already are framing up a fight against the non-partisan municipal election feature of new
charter, although Mayor Newton D
Baker has come out strongly for thf
non-partisan principle for future citj
votes.
The Jackson "Club, the Second Wart'
Democratic organization, at its las;
meeting had a tumultuous denunciation of the non-partisan idea, and officers of the club said yesterday that
only adjournment, at midnight, prevented the adoption of resolutions
condemning the stand.
Leaders in the Democratic organization stoutly maintain that Baker can
get the organization to do anything
that he wants it to do. This may be
true as to many parts of it. Several
of the newly elected Democratic
county officials, however, realizing
that they won principally because
there was a rooster over the column,
are outspoken in opposition to nonpartisan elections. One of these is
County Commissioner-elect Joseph
Menning.
Ordinance Due Today.
With the possibility that the city
I ordinance calling for the election of
i charter commissioners February 4
i will come up for final action tonight,
! and the first meeting of the ProgresI sive Constitution League called for
Tuesday night in the rooms of the
Cleveland Law School, the Engineers
building, the skeleton of the new city
' charter is assembling.
The fixed provisions of the new
charter are the powers of the city and
'■ the method of amending the charter
once it is adopted. The state constitution says that the people of the city
have power of complete local selfgovernment, subject only to general
law. This will almost certainly be
restated in the preamble to the charter. The new charter can only be'
amended by a majority of Cleveland's
voters, at a referendum, and the proposed amendment can be submitted
by a two-thirds vote of the council or
by a 10 per cent petition.
So the new charter will not be a
permanent basic code to drag back
the people if they progress beyond it,
but will always be elastic, responsive
to the current mature thought of the
majority of the people it governs.
Recall Considered Sure.
The recall of all elective officials is
now considered certain to be included
in the new charter. This will probably be coupled with an increased
term for the mayor and councilmen,
; making a municipal election fall only
every fourth or sixth year, for instance, Instead of every second year. I
With the ready means of removing j
officials out of tune with the people, i
the necessity for frequent elections |
will have passed.
Chairman A. R. Hatton, of the home |
rule charter committee of the Ohio |
League of Municipalities, said yesterday that the committee will meet the |
end of this week, probably on Saturday, to take up the drafting of three I
model charters, to be submitted tol
the legislature as permissive char-|
ters.

KAPS MUNICIPAL COUKT
Mayor Puts Three "Home
Rule" Queries; Lecture
First of Series.

Western Reserve students having
engagements last night to take their
friends of the fair sex to church
changed their plans and, apparently
(much to the delight of their fair
' companions, went to Amasa Stone
I Chapel of the university to hear
I Mayor Newton D. Baker speak on
1 "The City's Housekeeping."
The chapel was well filled and, in
I addition to the students and their
friends, there were many older people who displayed deep Interest in
the mayor's word picture of Cleveland under a home rule administration.
Baker said that under home rule
the police department will be more
efficient, as will all departments of
municipal affairs. He did not favor
a municipal court.
Court Costs $200,000 Yearly.
"The annual cost of a municipal
court will be $200,000, part of which
will be covered by the earnings of the
court," he said. "However, I befteve
that the system will be too expensive."
The speaker deplored the fact that
the Legislature gives council power
to fix municipal salaries. He believes
that this should be done by executives.
"If a man starts in as a bookkeeper
at $800 a year in a business house and
when he has become efficient receives
$1,500 annually, then leaves the employ of the company, the new man
does not start at the salary which
was received by his predecessor at the
time he left," said the mayor.
"Under our present system," he
continued, "the new man starts in at
$1,500, the salary received by the
other man, who worked himself up to
a state of efficiency. Under the plan
by which salaries may be regulated
by executives, this would be impossible."
Puts Queries to People.
In concluding, Baker spoke of the
work of the city council and asked
three questions, which, he asserted,
must be answered by the people. They
were:
"Shall we adopt the commission
form of government?
"How should our councilmen be
chosen—if we have, councilman—
from wards or from the city at large?
"How large a council shall we
have-r-a compact body of nine men
or a representative body of thirtytwo to forty-five men?"
The address last night was the first
of a series of four. Next Sunday.
Baker will speak at Amasa Chapel on
"The City's Safety." He will talk
about "The City's Health," December
S, and the following Sunday will give
an address on "The City's Ideals."
The series was arranged by President
Charles F. Thwing.
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ences, leaving Vice-Mayor Charles W.
Lapp in his place.
The council resolved itself into a
committee of the whole with Democratic Floor Leader E. B. Haserodt,
author of the ordinance, as chairman.
Councilman Woods wanted to know
whether it was not possible to bar
i present office-holders from sitting on
Council Orders First Elec- | I ho charter commission.
i, "Any citizen who can get the requition Under Home Kule site signatures, whether there are
fifteen such citizens or 100, must
have his name on the ballot, and I
Provision to Choose Fif- Fsee
no way in which that right can
\ be taken from any citizen," said City
teen Commissioners.
Solicitor Wilcox.
"There seems no reason why any
member of the administration should
CIRCULATE PETITIONS ■ not,
in the opinion of the majority
of the people, be deemed qualified to
IN DECEMBER, EULING serve,"
Lapp declared.

CUTS RATES IN CHARTER VOTE
TROLLEY GRANT SET FOR FEB. 4
Baker Favors Change in Interurban Freight Ordinance.
Mayor Baker announced Monday he would recommend to council street railroad committee a
favorable report Monday night on
the ordinance to permit interurban
freight cars to run over Concon
tracks to the downtown business
districts at stated hours of the
The ordinance as recomled by the mayor, however,
will cut in two the rate a car mile
as proposed in the original interurban freight ordinance.
The
origiual proposal was 50 cents a
car mile. Interurban companies
claimed this was exorbitant. There
will be no provision for regulation
of interurban freight rates to shipas the mayor fears that
would bring the interurbans, and
through them the Concon, under
control of the federal
interstate.
commerce coiumi'",! —
Baker and Peter Witt
don't, seem to give their shirts
much thought. Two-dollar shirts
tlieir limit. But Tommy
hlin makes up for the city
administration by wearing some
wonderful shirts. I know him to
egant in his dress, although
I have never seen him.

Power to Abolish Officers.
Mayor Baker Hastens Ac- -This commission wdi have power
to ab
,.
r» T.1
J.
T»
°lish the offices of mayor and
tlOn On Problem tO Per- councilman," said
said Councilman
Councilman W.
w^
F
Fitzgerald. "An official whose office
mit Time for Considera- is at stake is not so well fitted to j
serve in a judicial way as a man,
tion of Candidates.
who has no official, financial or am- j
bitious interests to be served."
„.
...
„
. ,.
Wilcox ruled there was no way to
Circulation of nominating pe- elect commissioners by districts, as
titions for charter commission Fltzseraid suggested.
Fitzgerald
for s ins the
candidates will begin December ^^^
J,J
P«>pie
a
i« /-n
^,
«
, xl
majority and minority report of the
10, Clerk Burr Gongwer, 0± the commission be made.
Fitzgerald, j
board of elections, decided last w°°ds and Bernstein asked more I
tlme t0 discusa the
mo-ht after
thp city
Htv council
council oror ordinance)
charter election
nignt,
alter tne
Dut a motion by Bernstein
dered that the first charter elec- to have action postponed until Frttion be held February 4, 1913. day failed. The same three counciimen Votcd agalnst
The
foi rules>
suspension of the
me ordinance
ordinance nrovides
pioviaes 101
but the rules were abrogated
submission
01
the
question and the ordinance passed.
whether Cleveland shall have a May°r Baker yesterday said the
new charter and for the electiononIy "me limit people should ur^ on
„ ,.,.
. .
. ,
commissioners was to have the secOf fifteen COmmiSSloners-at-large ond charter election to adopt or reOU a non-partisan ballot.
ject the completed charter earlyIt was passed under a suspension enough so city officers can be seof council rules, after Councilmenlected under it next fall. Otherwise,
William B. Woods, W. S. Fitzgeraldhe said, the home rule amendment
and Alex Bernstein ^charged in-wiIi nave been useless for Cleveland
sufficient time for consideration of i|until 1914.
had been permitted.
Baker to Sign Wednesday.
Mayor Baker will sign the ordinance Wednesday and will transmit
a copy to Judge Alexander Hadder
and the other members of the committee of nine named by the mayor
to select a slate of candidates. The
committee is expected' to "meet late
Wednesday afternoon- or Friday, tc
sift the names suggested.
Meanwhile the Progressive Constitution League will hold its initial
charter conference tonight at the
rooms of the Cleveland Law School,
Engineers' building, preparatory to
putting up a slate of its own.
Baker said he would not participate
in choosing a slate, after he notifies
the committee.
Baker said a campaign would be
conducted for an affirmative answer
,
to the question of whether there is
to be a new charter and for candidates. This campaign probably will
not begin until January 10, the date
when all nominating petitions are to
be filed. A petition must have signatures of 2 per cent of the voters.
Clerk Gongwer said preparation of
blank petitions would start this morning and that the board will permit
circulation of one set of petitions for
an entire slate of fifteen.
Hold Hasty Conference.
Hasty conferences-between Mayor
Baker and Democratic councilmen
preceded last night's action. Baker
decided a few hours earlier the ordinances ought to be passed immediately, to permit time for discussion.
Baker went East after the confer-
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Of^J CHARTER BODY
Republicans, Seeking Delay,
Fail in Effort to Shut Baker
Off City Commission.
Solicitor Rules Council Has
No Authority to
Restrict.
NOMINATORS MEET SOON
of Commission Expected
peinbcis
to Act in F«v Days Follo>viiis
Passage Under Suspension of
?Hnles of Ordinance to Vote Feb.
4_Kepnl)licanS, Defeated in PreUminories, Make Final Vote
rnanimons-nush Sow to Give
Time to Code Framers.
Battlins for delay in passage of the
nee authorizing a special electro Feb. 4 on naming a city charter j
Knmission, Republican council lead- j
■s revealed it last night's council '
leering that they favored a clause j
g from membership on the i
ission Mayor Baker, members;
ticil and other city officeholders
political future might be affected by the new charter,
fcfter lively debate the ordinance '
■horlzin$ the people of Cleveland
■ vote oj{ appointment of a charter
Knmissirtn was passed under a susBnsion of the rules in its original
Bn, and by unanimous eyote.
Brior to the final vote Councilman
Rsgerald, Woods and Bernstein
Bed against suspension of the rules.
Kit none carried his opposition to
Be vote on thd ordinance itself, y
■final action on the ordinance' was
Bt generally expected at lati night's
Beting, but it was at the request of
■yor laker that the measure was
Bsosed of without further delay.
me mayor was absent from I the city
Bt evening.
■p|) "peaks for linker.
Bjiee JIayor Lapp, who spoke for
I
listration in reply to quesI
Republicans, declared he did
with Councilmen Woods
rerald that the mayor and
of the council should be
ei the commission.
:itor Wilcox said the conion prohibited the council from
membership on the com'he city solicitor said any
i sent numsignatures to a nomination pedifled and his name canfom the ballot.
'■- is every reason to believe
yes of a majority of peo" now serving the city are
''ience best fitted to judge
ds," said Vice
r
Lapp.

In addition to proposing' that the
mayor and members of the council be I
barred from membership on the com- j
mission, Councilman FitzGerald sug- j
gested that members be elected from j
districts that every section of the
city should have representath
IVlIcox Rejects Districts.
City Solicitor Wilcox also ruled
against this scheme, declaring the
amendment to the constitution specified that members of the commission
were to be elected from the municipality at large.
A third suggestion from FitzGerald
was that the elec'ors on receiving
copies of the proposed charter should
also be given a record of the vote of
each member of the commission on
the question of apnroval of the charter as finally submitted to the people.
First inkling of any opposition to
the ordinance in the form suggested
some weeks ago by Mayor Baker and
members of a subcommittee of the
council came after Councilman Menning moved during a meeting of the
council committee of the whole last
evening that the committee of the
whole recommend the ordinance for
;
passage.
"I believe there are questions that
should be considered by the eomrnitiefore action Is taken," said Councilman Woods. "Would it not be advisable to eliminate: any present office holder from the commission? The
commission may favor the commission
form it government, doing away
with council and mayor; it may favor
the small council.
"If the mayor or any member of
the council would be on the commission he would be decermining the future of the office he then was holding."
"We should take as many steps us
possible to safeguard the integrity of
die commission,'' said Couneillman
FitzGerald. "If tl
no restrictions every officeholder veil] have the
right to pass on his own political
.life."
"I can't sec why the holding of an
office should deprive a man of his
rights as an elector," said Vice Mayor Lapp. "I don't see how the council can bar aim."
Because of passage of the ordinance
last: night a meeting of the citizens'
nominating committee is looked for
v. it bin the next few days.
Mayor
Baker suggested recently in a letter
to Judge
er Hadden that the
cbmmissii
s to organize
us soon as the: ordinance hud been
given its final reading.
Administration heads de
is necessary now to permit the
mission four n
ime in pre]
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REPS FAIL TO
BAR MAYOR OFF
CHARTER BODY
Republican councilmen fought desperately Monday night to prevent
passage of the charter commissior
ordinance. They sought to bar office
holders,
particularly
Mayoi
Baker, from the commission.
But
the Democrats passed the ordinance
in the original form.
Circulation of nominating petitions
will begin December 10 for membership to the commission. Clerk Gongwer of the elections board announed. The comm'ssi'n will be elected
February 4. The new charter will be
submitted to the people probably July
18, Tom L. Johnson's birthdaj"- anniversary.
The
Progressive
Constitutional
league is preparing to put a ticket
into the Held to oppose the 15 candidates to be selected bv Baker's committee. They are to meet Tuesday
night in the Cleveland Law school,
Kngineers' building.
Councilmen Bernstein. Fitzgerald
and Woods led the fight against officeholders
becoming
commission
members.
'If any member of the council or
the mayor should serve on the commission, he would have a hand in determining his own political future,"
declared Wood.
The new charter is expected to be
in operation in time to hold the first
nonpartisan municipal election ever
held in Cleveland.
Councilman Pelcinski introduced an
ordinance to compel public utility
corporations to have employes wear
badges when entering private homes;
expenditures of $8,000 for fire department equipment, and $4,000 for an
addressing machine in the water
works department were authorized,
and the contract for Edgewater bathhouse plans '-eld by Architect M. M.
Gleichman was abrogated, and Director Springborn was authorized to
employ W. A. Stinchcomb.

ATTEMPT TO BAR
JIAYOR FAILURE
Three republican councilmen,
Fitzgerald, Bernstein and Woods,
fought in vain in council meeting
Monday night to bar Mayor Baker
and other city office holders from
membership on the charter commission.
City Solicitor Wilcox ruled the
constitutional amendment does not
permit such restriction.
The Haserodt ordinance providing for a special election Feb. 4 to
decide whether Cleveland shall
have a new charter and who shall
frame it, was passed unanimously
under suspension of rules.

URGES CITY JOBS
BE APPOINTIVE
Fesler Would

Abolish

Many

Elective Offices.
Speaking before the real estate
board Tuesday noon at the Hippodrome inn. Mayo Fesler, secretary
of
the (municipal »association,,
argued for abolishment of municipal elective officers and independent boards.
He said the treasurer, auditor
and city solicitor should be ap- !
pointed by the mayor. The board
of health, ho declared, should be
abolished and its duties placed in |
the hands of an appointed director
of public health. Administrative'
authority should be centralized in
the mayor, he said.
Fesler said that of 87 items of
business considered at the last
council meeting, 81 should have
been settled by administrative departments. He advised the election
of a nonpartisan charter commission.

"EADYTOPUSH

DEPOT PLANS
New York Central Anxious for
New Station, Officers Say.
The New York Central is ready
h the lake front union depot
project to completion as soon as
land can begin negotiations
to turn over the site to the railroads.
This assurance was given to
Mayor Baker Tuesday in New York
by President W. C. Brown
and
First Vice President Smith. Mayor
Baker slipped away to New York
Monday night to confer with these
two magnates.
"I wanted to secure positive assurance the railroads will be ready
as soon as we are in a position to
turn the site over to them," Baker
said Wednesday on'his
return.
"Brown and Staiith assured me the
railroads are just as anxious to
build the union depot as Cleveland
is.
"They want the lake front site.
This is shown by the fact thai
talked as if it were settiei
depot is to be built there.
did not speak of any other site or
plan.
"Brown m'formed me General
ion of the Lake
is empowered to act fo
ork Central lines in d
gotiatiana with the ■
"Brown agreed « I
nations sin
til the
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In addition to proposing that the
mayor and members of the council be
barred from membership on the commission, Councilman FitzGerald suggested that members be elected from
districts that every section of
the
city should have representation.
Wilcox Rejects Districts.
City Solicitor Wilcox
also
ruled
against this scheme, declaring
the
Republicans, Seeking Delay, amendment to the constitution specithat members of the commission
tail in Effort to Shut Baker fied
were to be elected from the municipality at large.
Off City Commission.
A third suggestion from FitzGerald
was that the elec'ors on receiving
of the proposed charter should
Solicitor Rules Council Has; copies
also be given a record of the vote of
each member of the commission on
Mo Authority to
the question of approval of the charRestrict.
ter as finally submitted to the people.
First inkling of any opposition to
t!ie ordinance in the form suggested
NOMINATORS MEET SOON some weeks ago by Mayor Baker and
members of a subcommittee of the
council came after Councilman Menof Commission Expected
■embers
ning moved during a meeting of the
Days Following
I to Act in Pew
council committee of the whole last
[passage Under Suspension
of
evening that the committee of the
whole recommend the ordinance for
fenles of Ordinance to Vote Feb.
passage.
C-Kepnblicans, Defeated in Pre"! believe there arc questions that
Itainaries, Mate
Final
Vote
should be considered by the commitIjnanimons-Rusn Siow to Give
tee before action is taken," said Councilman Woods. "Would it not be adTime to Code Framers.
visable to eliminate any present oflioldcr from (ho commission? The
battline for delay in passage of the
commission may favor the commission
[dinanco authorizing a special elecform
jf government doing away
with council and mayor; it may favor
jn Feb. 4 on naming a city charter
nission, Repv.blican council lead- j the small council.
"If the mayor qr any member of
revealed it last night's council
sting that they favored a clause j the council would be on the commission he would be decermining the filing from membership on
the
ission Mayor Baker, members
tare of the office he then was holouncil and other city officeholders
ins."
"We should take as many s
ise political future might be at
iguard the inte
A by the new charter,
lRHlnn "
yn if)
OnMwnni~
commission,"
said
Couneillman
ter lively debate the ordinance
FitzGerald. "If there are no restricferlzini the people of Cleveland
tions every oSceholder will have the
[vote of appointment of a charter
right to pass on his own political
life."
ission was passed under a susliy the holding ■
ion of the rules in its original
office should deprive a man of his
, and by unanimous 4vote.
rights as an elector," said Vice Mayor to the final vote Councilman i or Lapp. "I don't see how the council can bar iiim."
igerald, Woods and Bernstein
Because ef passage of the ordinance
|d against suspension of the rules,
last night a meeting of the citizens'
none carried his opposition to
nominating committee is looked for
vote on the ordinance itself. within the next few days.
Mayor
Baker suggested recently in a letter
action on the ordinance'was
to Judge Alexander Hadden that the
enerally expected at latt night's
commission
s to organize
ng, but it was at the request of
us soon as the ordinance had been
given its final reading.
r laker that the measure was
Administration heads decli
of without further delay.
is necessary now to permit the commayor was absent from I the city
mission four tii");ths' time in prep
evening.
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municipal election to be held ttnto
Speaks for Baker.
uel
the new charter.
yor Lapp, who spoke for
„ Th/1 h°me ritfe amendment to the
constitution stipulates that an elecdministration in reply to question ,must be held not less than sixty
of Republicans, declared he did
gree with Councilmen Woods
Passat
e n^T
f n th?-n 12° cla^s after
'itzgerald that the. mayor and
s
0
re of the council should be
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d from the commission.
The charter commission fixes the i
Solicitor Wilcox said the condate of the election on approval of
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c
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that°*stitutiona
a copy of I
oting membership on the comthe proposed charter be forwarded'
n. Tlie city solicitor said any
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I signatures to a nomination pels qualified and his name cauI kept from the ballot.
every reason to believe
in the eyes of a majority of peo«ow serving the scitv are
I'ience best fitted to judge
'barter needs," said Vice
PP.
fa test of this legislation is not
tiracy," said Coun"rakl"It should
be
ration and con(
f there is any doubt on
<*t. the whole matter
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Councilman Pelcinski introduced an i
ordinance requiring public service
corporations to equip with badges all
employes who must enter private
homes for collection or inspectfon
6
06 WM S
by
,
»™S
ay "an
an " Jrfac^^^
attack some days
ago
on a
woman living in the old Collinwood
section by a young man who gained
admission to her home by seating
that he was a wire inspector
M-Jvrfr CSU?Cil. unanim<™sly sustained
™?rl »t akSI S Vet° ot' the Benesch
cold storage regulation ordinance
Expenditure of $8,000 for fire department equipment was authorized,
the water works department was
authorized to expend $4,000 for an
addressing machine.
The Master
Plumbers association suggested
I communication that the plumbing ini spection department bo placed under
j tlie 'Joai'
alth. It is claimed
; greater efficiency would result because
j inspectors then would have police
| power.
A resolution authorizing Service
Director Springborn to
cancel
the
contract for plans for the Bdgewater
and Gordon park bath houses made
with Architect
M.
M.
Gleichman
under the previous administration was
offered by Councilman French. The
new administration gave this contract to W. A. Stinchcomb, former
park engineer, early in the present
year.
An ordinance restoring Veterinary
Surgeon Downs to the police department pay roll was passed under suspension of the rules. An ordinance
passed at the previous meeting inadvertently dropped him.
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REPS FAIL TO
BAR MAYOR OFF
CHARTER BODY
Republican councilmen fought desperately Monday night to prevent
passage of the charter commission
ordinance. They sought to bar office
holders,
particularly
Mayoi
Baiter, from the commission.
But
the Democrats passed the ordinance
in the original form.
Circulation of nominating petitions
will begin December 10 for membership to the commission. Clerk Gongwer of the elections board
announed. The comm'ssPn will be elected
February 4. The new charter will be
submitted to the people probably July
IS. Toni L. Johnson's birthday anniversary.
The
Progressive
Constitutional
league is preparing to put a ticket
into the field to oppose the 15 candidates to be selected bv Baker's committee.
They are to meet Tuesday
night in the Cleveland Law schooi,
Kngineers' building.
Councilmen Bernstein. Fitzgerald
and Woods led the fight against officeholders
becoming
commission
members.
"If any member of the council or
the mayor should serve on the commission, he would have a hand in determining his own political future,"
declared Wood.
The new charter is expected to be
in operation in time to hold the first
nonpartisan municipal election ever
held in Cleveland.
Councilman Pelcinski introduced an
ordinance to compel public utility
corporations to have employes wear
badges when entering private homes;
< xpenditures of $8,000 for fire department equipment, and $4,000 for an
addressing machine in the water
works department were authorized,
and the contract for Edgewater bathbouse plans '^eld by Architect M. M
Gleichman was abrogated, and Director Springborn was authorized to
employ W. A. Stinchcomb.
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ATTEMPT TO BAR
MAYOR FAILURE
Three republican councilmen,
Fitzgerald, Bernstein and Woods,
fought in vain in council meeting
Monday night to bar Mayor Baker
and other city office holders from
membership on the charter commission.
City Solicitor Wilcox ruled the
constitutional amendment does not
permit such restriction.
The Haserodt ordinance providing for a special election Feb. 4 to
decide whether
Cleveland
shall
.have a new charter and who shall
! frame it, was passed unanimously
under suspension of rules.

URGES CITY JOBS
E APPOINTIVE
Fesler Would

Abolish

Many

Elective Offices.
Speaking before the real estate
board Tuesday noon at the Hippodrome inn, .Mayo Fesler, secretary
of
the
municipal
* association,j
argued for abolishment of municipal elective officers and independent boards.
He said the treasurer,
auditor
and city solicitor should be ap-!
pointed by the mayor. The board
of health, he declared, should be
abolished and its duties placed hi
the hands of an appointed director '
of public
health.
Administrative
authority should be centralized in
the mayor, he said.
Fesler said that of 87 items of
business considered at the last
council meeting, 81 should have
been settled by administrative departments. He advised the election
of a nonpartisan charter commission.

READY TO PUSH
DEPOT PLAN
New York Central Anxious for
New Station, Officers Say.
The New York Central is ready
h the lake front union depot
I to completion as soon as
Cleveland can begin negotiations
to turn over the site to the railroads.
This assurance
was
given to
Mayor Baker Tuesday in New York
by President W. C. Brown
and
First. Vice President Smith.
Baker slipped away to New York
Monday night to confer with these
two magnates.
"I wanted to secure positive assurance the railroads will be ready
as soon as we are in a position to
turn the site over to them." Baker I
said Wednesday on'his
return.
"Brown and Sinith assured me the
railroads are just as anxious to
build the union depot as Cleveland
is.
"They want the lake front site.
This is shown by the fact that
talked as if it were settlei
depot, is to be built there.
did not speak of any other si
plan.
"Brown informed
me General
ufendent Moon of the Lake
Shore is empowered to act for the
ork Centra] lines in tie
gotiatians with the •
"Brown :
tiations she
til the
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lAKER SEES HEADS
OF N. Y. CENTRAL;
TALKSJEWDEPOT
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Now for the Charter

Tlio city council. Monday evening-, started the
ball rolling for a new municipal charter. A special election will be held on February 4 by which
the voters of Cleveland will decide whether or not
they want a new -charter and choose a commission
of 15 members to draw one up for submission to
I hem. providing the proposition carries.
There is Little doubt that a new charter will be
demanded. The need for it is evident to every intelligent Clevelander. The great, immediate duty,.
therefore, is that of selecting and qualifying cani didates for the commission, to be voted upon next
City's Executive Makes Known Reason for His "Mys- February. Fifteen candidates will be picked by
the committee appointed for that purpose by
terious Trip" to New York; Gets Assurance Offi- Mayor Baker. Another set will be selected by the!
cials Favor Immediate Action on New Union Progressive Constitutional league.
Station; Lake Front Site Taken as Foregone Con* These candidates and all others that may be
put forth must, to obtain places on the ticket, be
elusion, He Says
i
nominated by petitions containing the signatures
of 5 per cent of the voters of the city. Any citizen of Cleveland can be a candidate. The pelt
Mayor Baker returned from New York Wednesday, pleased tions are to be had of the board of elections, and
with the result of whal was regarded Tuesday at City Hall oj a much be filed with the signatures by January 10.
trip surrounded with mystery.
The 2 per cent restriction precludes the possiBaker's visit to New York directly concerned the Tjbig union bility of a field of nominees so large that it will
depot plan and, as he expressed it:
be difficult for the average voter to discriminate
"] went dired to the heads of the New York Oemtral line* batelljgently among them. But it should be seen
to confer with them, inasmuch as we had progressed so far in
our negotiations with local heads of the line..
j i.o that the number is not too small and that there
will be among them enough capable, trustworthy
■I talked with President Brown and fl A 1) in FFil IT
First Vice President Smith, of the N. , ■
II K |\ %PS
I '
men of different interests to insure a commission
v. .'. They assured rite they arc m|U, \/. J . fljj |J£ Jut I ,
y svmpathy with the move for
/
that will recognize the rights of all kinds of
a new station and that while all neto be
conducted
Cleveland citizens as well-.as the needs of the
re
through local heads, they stand ready
municipality from the official and material standat all times to lend their assistance
and give advice on the uniondepot.
points.
Bakor was asked if Brown and
It is easy to insure this if the proper vigilance
Smith approved of the site now under
consideration for the new depot.^
and
energy are put into play. The petitions may
"We did not discuss the site, he
replied, "but talked as it. were a forebe obtained for the asking. Any citizen of Clevegone conclusion that the one under The Republican organization is split
land who desires to be a nominee or wishes for
consideration was the only one in
over the city charter question. Spiritview."
»
r did not call on President Un- ed opposition will be voiced Wednes- the nomination of some other man, can get them
dwerwood of the Erie railroad.
of the and place them in circulation for that purpose.
dav night at the meeting

BUCK PARTISAN
CHARTER SLATE

There will be no Immediate meet-;^
Republican Clubs to the
IngS of railroad heads and city of- __
^f ___ _ „„..,,„
tit__
proposition
to enter a Republican
flcials to discuss the union station. >
"That would be useless at present, slate of charter commission candisaid Baker! "First of all. we wan dates. Charles Cawood is back of the
to perfect our title in the land. Iher partisan slate plan.
there will be meetings galore."
The same fight is being made in the
Western Reserve club, a strong Re-!
publican organization. The club has
decided to stay out of the fight for the
time being and to bring prominent
speakers here to discuss charter
changes.
Fesler Speaks on Charter
Secretary Mayo Fesler of the Municipal association Wednesday noon,
before the real estate board, declared
that a new city charter is needed to
give us nonpartisan municipal elections, fewer elective officials, a separation of legislative and administra- ;
tive functions and to free us from the ■
present defective municipal code.
Fesler showed that of 87 items considered at the last council meeting,
81 were purely administrative and
not in the province of a legislative
body.
The Republican row is the result of
Mayor Baker's appointment of a nonpartisan committee to name a com-i
mission slate' and the 'suggestion
that, the mayor himself be a candidate for commissioner.
Baker Is Favored
The effort to put a Republican
slate in the field will be fought by
some Republican leaders on
the
ground that they will be playing into
Baker's hands by starting a partisan
tight.

The mayor takes the attitude that,
he should not be a candidate for the
charter commission, but should accept the place if the people want him
to serve.
Rev. Worth M. Tippy, member of
the Baker nominating committee,
told the Progressive
Constitution
le Tuesday night that he favors ;
Bttker, A. R. Hatlon and D. E. Mor- !
;an as members of the commission. !
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igressives. He said they
men who know the admini istrative side of questions when they
, • Dealer makes BO pretense of know: see them; that he had been asking
F
I f\Iavor Baker desires or would accept
! his friends who good men would be
T^nupon the proposed charter commission, | to put on a commission and that in
r 14 ^ever, that if the mayor can reply the names of certain men were
r
become one of the fifteen com- always appearing and reappearing.
Eater he named Mayor Baker,
t to nomination and election should not
Prof. A. R. Hatton of W. R. u. am]
rleDgin Cleveland is better qualified for D. E. Morgan as men he apparently
; Cleveland Officials Map Out
I ""I! a collaborator upon the city's new had in his mind as charter commissioners.
Charter Scheme for Cabir
lie has made municipal problems a
Asked by Judge George S. Addams
net of Six Chiefs.
l!' tudv for yearsWith fourteen other of juvenile court as to fundamental
f on the commission, it is ridiculous to things the committee would stand for,
Lt he could misuse his position-even the speaker said the committee had
j Control Given of Libraries,
i so inelined-to 'perpetuate his office or not met and had no policy.
He said questions, that might deSchools, Health and
in officeir IfLmnussion
of fifteen, now soon to be termine the selection of candidates
University.
' should be composed of the' strong rep- would be whether men considered are
progressive
or
reactionary,
adminisl°'tives available of the best citizenship of
trative experience, how the suggested
After months of study and re3 Politics has no place in the discussion
candidate looks at the human probsearch work, R. II. Bunnlng, secretary
)M who attempts to make political caplems and that he was more interested
ie enterprise will deserve the scorn he is in getting the1 schools out of their
of the city board of efficiency, and
tangled condition and of taking up
Earl H. Wells, head o
parto receive.
■ there should be no large number of extension of playgrounds than he was
ment of municipal research estabmwicipal office holders among the fif- in the commercial side of a city charlished by Mayor Baker, have com■icnds of the home rule project cannot af-. ter.
aizal ion of
Replying
to
aquestion
by
Walter
jeopardise the entire venture by loading
the city governmeri
Ing many
W. Pollock, Rev. Dr. Tippy, speaking
B commission with men who do not comand
for himself, said it would be unfortublic respect.
tlie
nate if a body like the league could
iot to he forgotten, of course, that the not go before the committee and subCleveland and the
ment
jommissioners are to be nominated by pe- mit a program in which it believes.
in the council and mayor of the city.
,1 elected by the people.
The only adMayor Baker, on his return to the
It is believed the general outlinl
to he given those indicated for nomina- city today, is expected to send copies
proposed is favored by the city adMayor Baker's selected nine will be the of the charter ordinance, as passed by
ministration, but Mayor Baker has
which comes of that method of selection, council Monday night, to members of
not yet announced his views oh decu thus indicated must still be put upon the charter commission committee,
partmental reorganization under the
with
a
suggestion
that
the
committee
al ballot by action of some hundreds of
new charter.
proceed to orgahize.
...low citizens and must contest for election
Judge Alexander Hadden is in Mas- j i' The scheme as outlined by BunL polls with all others who may seek nomina- rsachusetts, where he was called by
; ning and Wells gives the mayor a
lly the same petition method without the con- I the illness of a member of his family.
cabinet of six, consisting of a director
t of tlie nine. The field is wide open. ,
of public welfare, director of public
j He will not return until next week,
dictation to be endured either in the j and until then it is not believed the
safety, director of public service, dior election of the charter commission is committee will meet.
rector of public works, director of
finance and director of law.
Meantime, city officials are giving
Jv recorded at the polls.
considerable thought to the questions
Make ftew Divisions.
Councilman Joseph Jleni.
1aiy_olyed.
The department of public welfare
ning yesterday suggested the advisawould embrace a division of public
bility of sending a representative oi
schools, of public libraries, a Unithe city abroad to study the municipally owned enterprises of the great
versity of Cleveland, a division of
cities of Europe and the publicly
parks and recreation arid a division of
owned institutions of New Zealand
research and efficiency. The director
as an initial step in the taking over
of new public utilities under the new
of public Welfare would supervise the
■ home rule powers given Ohio cities.
work of superintendents in each of
New city charter developments yesthese
divisions.
terday indicated that members of the
Rev. Worth M. Tippy Gives ! city
The plan would center every phase
council are planning to urge a
wide campaign of education to
of municipal activity in the city, as
Charter Views to Progres- Icity
bring .home to the people the importhere would be no distinct board of •
tance'
of
the
step
before
the
city.
sive Legislation League.
Councilmen Menning and Haserodt. education or library, board. The legfavor legislation calling upon schools, islative duties of these boards would
churches, colleges and other organi- be handled by the city council, and
to co-operate in a campaign
Would Have Mayor on Com- zations
the administrative powers would be
; of education.
If the city decides to send a repre- centered in the director of public welmission to Draft New
sentative abroad he will be asked to fare under the general authority of
. give attention to publicly owned teleBasic Law.
the mayor.
phone systems, to the market system
Special attention is given to organl of Paris, the great harbor and termi-t
nal development of Hamburg, the city- ize the departments of public, service
Hi". Dr. Worth M. Tippy, one ol
planning enterprises of Paris, Berlin. and public works. The activities of
the nine citizens named by Mayoi
Budapest and other cities and to all a department of public works- are now
the newest phases of public activity
■ Baker to sug-gest nonpartisan eandicentered in the public service dpjtfwf*abroad.
j dates for charter commissioners, preThe Progressive Constitution league ment.
meeting last night was the first of
| sented his views on the subject to
Bunnlng would create a distinct deseveral to be held for public discuspartment of public works, and would
the Progressive Constitution league sion of charter questions.
Dr. L. B. Tuckerman presided and- assign to its director the carrying out '
meeting last night in the assembly
among the speakers were Prof. Hat- of all new city work, such as ibfii
ton,
Judge Addams, Judge Willis
room of the Cleveland law school in
Vickery, S. S. Stilwell, Walter W. Pol- building, harbi r construction,
the Engineers building.
lock, A. B. du Pont and W. G. Osborn. erection of fire engine ft
Rev. Dr. Tippy declared for conThe next meeting will be held Tuesand other pub
centrated responsibility, with great day evening of next week.
o
11
power in the hands of the chief ex*0Tti^5W§e-rirfe4r§-rr^d^
ecutive. He favored, he said, elec'IT6T 'SS -Snv 'a -g
tion of a council by wards and reo-mvMa uo asnoti Smp^tiS op™
garded combining the functions of
otfs 'tmuotoro -o mvBM. mrarpw,* j
the county commissioners and board
of education, giving the power of these
i38it us-mgg a no ^3a. SntjrfeAv arn^ j
bodies to a mayor, as something to
iotta '.x3im3K- WB»H mmowd
be greatly desired.
He said he desired to see the citv
'&'06I trt 'asnonabsolutely unshackled in handling ail
problems affecting the human welfare
«q WHS 'W8M SJn0T tI2tirro^c
of its people and would have it absotfumoo vSonvtno mo.ij paSrreu 9q 0i
lutely tree in dealing with public serv4
am iwi 8tr* S„A nw^j -ZQGl m
ice corporations.
,»s-rr;os -a no 'rersanq ojSm 'u^mnn
Waitfs
Progressive,
Candidates.
;
PS A-q ,ous 'aaviS tnror irerajoj^j
The charter candidates nominated
'OOGI til '^s-pg
■Mayor Baker's committee, he said.

The Charter Commission.

JOIN ALL BRANCHES

W MAYOR

E POWE
EAD OF CITY

J)JV^

|^iaJliA-lW.t/1-K v

The Charter Commission.
, ■ Dealer makes no pretense of knowr T11 Mayor Baker desires or would accept
T^nueon the proposed charter commission.
r Ive, however, that if the mayor can
P 11 to become one of the fifteen com♦"", his nomination and election should not
liners «
. JkDgin Cleveland is better qualified for
I1"311 o collaborator upon the city's new
File "as made municipal problems a
_r
iv for years.
With fourteen other
ft wthe commission, it is ridiculous to
■"L he could misuse his position-even
p «, inclined-to 'perpetuate his office or
■ "- ■

JLpif in officefcommission of fifteen, now^ soon to be
,hould
be
composed
of the^ . strong repLIU.
""
i
hell. &JJUU
...
-.
. -;J-:
I.-_j
of
es available of the best citizenship
da Politics has no place in the discussion
Erne who attempts to make political capT the enterprise will deserve the scorn he is
JL to receive.
Civ there should be no large number of
Et "municipal office holders among the fifI Friends of the home rule project cannot af-,
|t0 jeopardise the entire venture by loading
I the commission with men who do not comI public respect.
Is not to be forgotten, of course, that the
L commissioners are to be nominated by pefand elected by the people.
The only adlee to he given those indicated for nominaJby Mayor Baker's selected nine will be .the
jtige which comes of that method of selection,
[fifteen thus indicated must still be put upon
official ballot by action of some hundreds of
J fellow citizens and must contest for election
|e polls with all others who may seek nominally the same petition method without the conLf the nine. The field is wide open. ,
fie only dictation to be endured either in the
fcatioii or election of the charter commission is
[to be dub/ recorded at the polls.

ASK$IIPOI
Rev. Worth M. Tippy Gives
Charter Views to Progressive Legislation League.
Would Have Mayor on Commission to Draft Mew
Basic Law.
Rev. Dr. Worth M. Tippy, one ol
i the nine citizens named by Mayoi
Baker to suggest nonpartisan candidates for charter commissioners, presented his views on the subject to
the Progressive Constitution league
meeting- last night in the assembly
room of the Cleveland law school in
the Engineers building.
Rev. Dr. Tippy declared for concentrated responsibility, with great
power in the hands of the chief executive. He favored, he said, election of a council by wards and regarded combining the functions of
the county commissioners and board
of education, giving the power of these
bodies to a mayor, as something to
be greatly desired.
He said he desired to see the city
absolutely unshackled in handling all
problems affecting the human welfare
of its people and would have it absolutely tree in dealing with public serv4
ice corporations.
Want, Progressive, Candidates.
The charter candidates nominated
VT -Mayor Baker's committee, he said.

Ql^%&huS^%^

progressives. He said they I
men who know the admin-1
i istrative side of questions when they I
i see them; that he had been asking!
I his friends who good men would be >.
| to put on a commission and that in
| reply the names of certain men were
always appearing and reappearing.
Eater he named Mayor Baker.
Prof. A. R. Hatton of W. R. u. and
D. E. Morgan as men he apparently
had in his mind as charter commissioners.
Asked by Judge George S. Addams
of juvenile court as to fundamental
things the committee would stand for,
the speaker said the committee had
not met and had no policy.
He said questions that might determine the selection of candidates
would be whether men considered arc
progressive or reactionary, administrative experience, how the suggested
candidate looks at the human problems and that he was more interested
in getting the1 schools out of their
tangled condition and of taking up
extension of playgrounds than he was
in the commercial side of a city charter.
Replying to a question by Walter
W. Pollock, Rev.i Dr. Tippy, speaking
for himself, said it would be unfortunate if a body like the league could
not go before the committee and submit a program in which it believes.
Mayor Baker, on his return to the
city today, is expected to send copies
of the charter ordinance, as passed by
council Monday night, to members of
the • charter commission committee,
with a suggestion that the committee
proceed to organize.
Judge Alexander Hadden is in Mas- j
sachusetts, where he was called by
the illness of a' member of his family. .
He will not return until next week,
and until then it is not believed the
committee will meet.
Meantime, city officials are giving
considerable thought to the questions
jjivolYerl. Councilman Joseph Men' ning yesterday suggested the advisability of sending a representative pi
the city abroad to study the municipally owned enterprises of the great
cities of Europe and the publicly
owned institutions of New Zealand
as an initial step in the taking over
of new public utilities under the new
; home rule powers given Ohio cities.
New city charter developments yes• terday indicated that members of the
city council are planning to urge a
city wide campaign of education to
bring' home to the people the importance' of the step before the city.
Councilmen Menning and Haserodt.
favor legislation calling upon schools,
churches, colleges and other organizations to co-operate in a campaign
| of education.
If the city decides to send a representative abroad he will be asked to
give attention to publicly owned telephone systems, to the market system
! of Paris, the great harbor and termi-i.
nal development of Hamburg, the city
planning enterprises of Paris, Berlin.
Budapest and other cities and to all
the newest phases of public activity
abroad.
The Progressive Constitution league
meeting last night was the first of
several to be held for public discussion of charter questions.
Dr. L. B. Tuckerman presided and
among the speakers were Prof. Hatton, Judge Addams, Judge Willis
Vickery, S. S. Stilwell, Walter W. Pollock, A. B. du Pont and W. G. Osborn.
The next meeting will be held Tuesday evening of next week.
—
o

| Cleveland Officials Map Out
Charter Scheme for Cabinet of Six Chiefs.
j Control Given of Libraries,
Schools, Health and
University.
After months of study and research work, R. H. Running, secretary
of the city board of efficiency, and
Karl H. Wells, head of the department of municipal
tabIished by Mayor Baker, have cornel a scheme for reorganization of
city government embracing many
trtmental chai
■ if

the

Cleveland and the I
nent
in the council and mayor of the city.
it is believed the general outiiin
proposed is favored by the city administration, but Mayor Baker has
not yet announced his views on departmental reorganization under the
new charter.
' The scheme as outlined by Running- and Wells gives the mayor a
cabinet of six, consisting of a director
of public welfare, director of public
safety, director of public service, director of public works, director of
finance and director of 'law.
Make -Ve-iv Divisions.
The department of public welfare
would embrace a division of public
schools, of public libraries, a University of Cleveland, a division of
parks and recreation and a division of
research and efficiency. The director
of public welfare would supervise the
work of superintendents in each of
these divisions.
The plan would center every phase
of municipal activity in the city, as
there would be no distinct board of •
education or library, board. The legislative duties of these boards would
be handled by the city council, and
the administrative powers would be
centered in the director of public welfare under the general authority of
the mayor.
Special attention is given to organize the departments of public service
and public works. The activities of
a department of public works are now
centered in the public service dp^pa^rf
ment.
Running would create a distinct de- :
partment of public works, and would '
assign to its director the carrying out '
of all new city work, such as bri
building-, harbor construction,
erection of fire engine houses, po
stations, and other public bi
icral charge of the water works
light plants, markets, telephones'
street railway, railway terminal and
; gas service.
Wells believes creation of a big
artment of public works will enable the city to attend to all of its
u n
«' work without letting contracts.'
L™of ?>ty c"u!d even fabricate its
'own steel," sa]<] Wells yesterday. -It
could buy the steel plates."
The department of public safety reUC
is at preseht
rhHow
? aS " but
"nder
tue new scheme,
the plan 'adds
a
division of health to the activities of
ep! U
nt thereb
the
'
y abolishing
the w
boardr ofr",health.
Wells believes the council should be
consulted on questions of admiatataU
bU that lt shciuld
ts J«
7' mainly
f
confine
its
efforts
to legislation
In addition he believes with Se<
tary Mayo Pesler of the Municipal
assoqiation that the council should be

whoh"? °f ,the 1PUrely

r0Utine du

^s

th
it"
<"Jen US PTO^edings, so
that its activities could be centered
in the discussion of policies and the
passage of general ordinances.
in some respects the outline of the,
ZhL government is similar to that
a n^V", 1 e governmental scheme
Y Secret
cently
ary Pesler relaS'ti?,/116 "ew city barter stipu-j
Jates that every member of the citv
council shall be a member of the
l'cent™«f ed"Cat:on- the plan of con!
thorf£ SF ?u?°01 and general city au
not & V", he n?ayor and council can-,
We d
gives a ^J
* ' as tne constitution
t°.
boards distlnct ^cognition to schoo'1

w

"Now, gentlemen, let's get together lM

w

AGREE ON DEAL
FOR DEPOT LAND
White and Baker Come to Settlement Over Lake Front.
Attorney John G. White and
Mayor Baker Friday agreed that a
settlement with reversionary Heirs
to l.ukeview park property on payment by the city of $10 a -front
foot would be fair. White agreed
to accept the offer, and skid he
would advise other heirs to do so.
Delay will be met in dealing
with distant heirs, many of whom
live in California and France.

D

x^\°\n.
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FIRST SEALS HERE
| Rights to CHT Front Land Scan Lists for Man Who Will
Lead Party in Campaign
Given Up by Lawyer for
Against Baker.
Reversionary Clients.

Elections Officials to Order Invests Dollar in Fight to
Blanks to be Ready for
Aid Organization Battling
Use After Dec. 10.
Tuberculosis.

I Delay May Arise Getting injBaehr, McKisson and FitzTouch With Heirs
Gerald Among Those
Abroad.
Mentioned.

Republican and Democratic Much of Cleveland Fund Will
be Spent for Work
Leaders Deny Playing
at Home.
Politics.

There has been much speculation in
Mayor Baker bought the first dolPrinting of i nominating petition
political circles recently as to whether
'for candidates for charter commis lar's worth of 1012 Red Cross ChristNewton. D. Baker will be opposed Cor
sioners will be ordered by the boarc mas Seals yesterday, the opening day
re-election as mayor of Cleveland next
of the. sale.
fall. Republicans in particular have' of elections today. City Clerk Cqlllni
Mayor Baker expressed his personal
been giving considerable thought to; yesterday certified to the board th<
satisfaction in the work of the AntiI
ordinance
calling
the
election
fo
the question.
Tuberculosis league, and spoke at
of that. party admit
they i Feb. 4.
^Leaders
^ & quandal
y
Fimil a,,ti(,„ de.
some length concerning the wide imCirculaion
of
petitions
will
begin
ents to adopt a similar course.
iarge]v on developments beu]s
portance of the study and prevention
Attorney White notified the mayor tween n6w and next September, when
Dec. 10.
. ., „ of tuberculosis.
W
C
Osborn,
secretary
ot
tne
that he is ready to'relinquish hi!
Ltiona are to be made. MeanProgressive Constitution league, an"A glance at the statistics showing
that he is reau> LU
M
tirrte, Republicans ..are agreed that tuiown reversionary rights without com- lesg (..|(i |)V(,K(,ni adlninistration makes
nounced yesterday that the pledge the appalling prevalence of tuber- j
the league will ask candidates for
pensation and that he will advise the some serious mistakes Mr. Baker will
culosis is enough to convince me that
owners whom he represents to ac- be re-elected.
_
| the commission to take will be ready this matter is the business of every
In casting. about tor material for' today or Monday. The league in(sept a settlement at the best prices the nomination. Republicans have
tends to try to pledge every candi- Cleveland man and woman," said the
that have hitherto been allowed hold- found but three men who seem to be <
da
Democratic clubs throughout the mayor.
ers of Lake View park reversionary under consideration. These men are
city are planning to devote their ■ "Municipalities cannot attach too
Herman Baehr and Robert E. Mcrights.
meetings to charter discussion so great importance to the work. Every
Kisson, former majors, and W. S.
This word from the attorney brings FitzGerald, present floor leader of the !
that the members may be eoucatea means posslD]e should be. used to raise
the depot project much nearer and council minority.
on the various questions that ^%unds and create more mterest. For
I'.aehr's name Is considered because
it now is believed a settlement can be
arise later.
,
fl
have becn. this purpose the sale of the seals is
Baehr is quoted recently as having deRepublican cuabsalreadv
have bee
\.aluabl both from a financial
effected in every case without litiga- elated repeatedly that he would be a
discussnig the mattei ^nera 5
^ ^ ,m f.(luca,il)na,
candidate for the nomination. He
tion.
a view toaputt!ngfRepublican ticket measure. I am glad to use them on
won't
talk
for
publication.
McKisson
Others to Settle Claims.
a view to pucLuiB
*■
my own correspondence,
has been suggested by several.
in the field.
-Rpnubllcan organl"I shall urge greater appreciation
Four or five other owners' of rever"I hadn't heard of it," said McKisCad6 S
^
n v IvhaveK hand in of the wide importance of the antisionary rights have notified City'-son yesterday.
zation
say
tljey
have
naa
no
tuberculosis
work and shall be
Solicitor Wilcox that they are willing , Hf intimated that he couldn't even
^velopment'are1 * encoded it is pleased to do everything in my pc^ex.
be drafted.
to settle their claims out of court.
FitzGerald has been under considnot the intention to put an out-and-|-tQ assist ,hose in charge of the light
Mayor Baker believes any delays:eration because of his position at
out Republican ticket in the held.
, against tuberculosis."
The Democratic oragnization also |
that may arise while the city is per- counci 1 floor leader.
If opposition
Qf thf, procee(Ja of the seal sale in
, .
... ....
.,, ,
,
..
,,, should develop to .Mayer Baker.
expects to keep its hands off tne, Cleveland, 80 per cent, will remain in
feeling its title will be due to the dif- cnances at this tlme wouId Seem tc
charter fight. The county committee^
esgion of tne Cleveland AntiAcuity of getting in touch with heirs favor
FitzGerald's
nomination,
has not considered the matter at au . Tubercujosls league, and 20 per i
who are residing in foreign countries Friends jokingly have given. FitzGerand it is said will not do so unless ^m be gent tQ the gtate ageIltt who,
or in the far west.
fd the title Of "'mayor," and his nanu
certain situations arise.
„„„,Q,J iri turn, will send 10 per cent, to the
frequently is heard.
The nonpartisan committee named > national association. The expenses of
The depot project has been delayed
Republicans also agree that if there
bv Mayor Baker to suggest suitable the sale will be borne by the associaby a suit to restrain the city from ap- is to be any hope at all in a successful
candidates for charter commissioners tion here.
propriating the outstanding reversion- £fht against the Democrats, the Bull
will meet next week._ The ordinance
The National Red Cross so
, , .
Moose must aid I hem.
In fact,
authorizing the election is not legal AVashington
is_lhe organization which i
ary rights.
lo use the park proper- some of the Republicans say fhe>
!
until c n
Judge Alexander Hadty_ for depot
purposes it was gladly would support a Bull Moose
den'of "rebate court will call the each year issues the Bed Cross
Christmas seals.
necessary for the city to acquire a candidate if-one is found.
iconvm.it- h together.
,
, ....
,
,
* ,,
The Bull Moose attitude, it it
The National Association for the
tee simple title. % A number of these dlalmed) win develop largely through
Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis
outstanding rights were obtained by nominations made for membership or.
is appointed as national agent of the
the city through purchase under tni the city charter commission and the
Red Cross society for the nation wide
distribution of the seals. Its headJohnson administration.*
result of the election of commissionH
i ers. If the Moose are given a voice
quarters also are at Washington.
. , The letter from Attorney Whitc-j in this work if has been suggested in
was read at a meeting of the city; some quarters that they will aid
M
0r B kel
board
,1°'' T^^S*
.
, of efficiency ■ yesterday at tl4' ^f
If, on f,
the 'other
hand, the commiscity hall.
The letter also containet:Uion and its work is not satisfactory
suggestions relative to the westerly to the. Bull Moose, they may join in
E. Oth-st pier lease.
These suegesj opposlng the Democratic city adminis„.„„ „„„i,„i,,
.,, ,
. ,.?.'. tration, whether the election is on
turns probably will he embodied i,j pai.Usall ,„, n0npartisan lines.
the new ordinance leasing the piei The Bull Moose here have not been
to the D. & C. and C. & B. boat lines- publicly active since the, election.
There has been no meeting- of the
New union depot development; committee
and no conference of lead*
have come in rapid sequence withh crs.
Chairman Guy O. Farquharson said
the past few weeks.
A decision d
the supreme court established thi yesterday the Bull Moose county committee might meet next week. This
right of the city to appropriate out depends on the call of State Chairman
standing Lake View park reversion Walter F. Brown for the state gathering early next, month. Farquharson
ary rights.
On Mnnri-iv ti,„ m„, , i, ,
,Bays it may be necessary to call a
On Monday the mayor
left for.ftei general meeting to select c„
lork and at a meeting with official; county delegates to the state meeting,
of the New York Central lines Tuesday he ascertained that the com pany
is willing to commence negotiations
looking to erection of a new union
depot on the lake front. I). C. Moon
general manager of the Lake Shore
railroad, will represent the Lake
Shore in the negotiations.
The Erie has notified the city that
it is willing lo take part in the negotiations.
The Pennsylvania has participated in previous negotiations
looking toward erection of a union
depot at the northerly end of the
mall and the Big Four also was represented at previous conferences
Cleveland's new union depot
brought another step nearer materialization yesterday through a
to Mayor Baker from Attorney John
<;. White, bearing word that White
is willing to effect a settlement out
or court of his own Bake View park
, ._, and, tto
„ Qadvise
rivi«e his
property clairris
his cli-

(jyvUlj/r.

CARPENTERS' UNION
AFTER TOOL THIEF
Mayor and Council Petitioned for More Stringent Laws.
PAWN SHOPS RAPPED
Want Ordinance Amended to
Make Sale of Loot
Difficult.
The meanest thief in the world, in the
opinion of the district council of the
Amalgamated Society of Carpenters
and Joiners, as expressed in a resolution forwarded yesterday to Mayor
Baker and council, is the one who
steals the tools or implements by
which artisans and mechanics make
their living. Protection is asked.
Tool thieving is on the increase,
complains the council through its
secretary, William Rawllnson.
The
burden of the plaint is that if there
was no market for the tools little
stealing would be done.
"During recent years tool thieving
has been greatly on the Increase and
our society has paid hundreds of dollars in tool benefits and, even with
the aid of the police, instances of re- |
covcry are very rare and then at
considerable cost besides loss of
wages," the resolution reads.
The mayor and council are petl- I
tioned to enact a new ordinance or \
amend ordinance No. 26738A so as to
better protect mechanics
in the |
various trades and aid In the prevention of tool thefts.
Recom- >
mendations follow:
That all pawnbrokers and second-;
hand dealers shall require the dis- '
poser to give reasonable proof that j
he Is the owner of the tools he offers
to pawn or sell, and when the tools
are stamped with a name he produce the name stamp, or his working
card bearing the name.
That any person failing to comply
with this order be punished in a
reasonable manner.
That in the event of stolen tools
being discovered in the possession of
pawnbroker or deater, the mechanic
be assisted by the city authorities to
mt/vniroi. aomj. ot little or no expense.

DELAY CHARTER MEETING
Baker Put Off Organization; Mayor
Writes Hadden.
Organization of the committee of
nine appointed by Mayor Baker to
choose fifteen candidates for election
to the city charter commission at a
nonpartisan election February 4
will be delayed until Wednesday or
Thursday of next week.
Baker yesterday ■ received .a letter
from Judge Alexander Hadden, chairman of the committee, who. is in the
East, suggesting that in case it was
desirable to have the committee start
work at once, a meeting could ' be
called before his own return from the
Atlantic seaboard the middle of next
week.
Baker wrote Hadden that he
thought the organization of the committee might well be left v.ntil after
Hadden's return. Baker also wrote
that it was his desire to efface himself as much as possible, front the deliberations of the committee, once it
was organized.
Socialists meet in their headquarters at 737 Prospect avenue this
afternoon to nominate a slate of candidates for the charter commission.

n
(- \c\ 11).

City Will Build at Woodland and
. E. 93d Street.
Plans for a new municipal bathhouse, to be erected in the immediate future at E. 93d street and Woodland avenue, were approved yesterday by Mayor Baker, when Architect
W. S. Lougee submitted them to him.
Baker said that the new bathhouse |
will cost in the neighborhood of $60,- j
000. He declared that the construe-!
tion of it will be started as soon as j
possible.

BONDS WILL BE SOLD
$3,500,000 Worth of Library
and Improvement Securities Go on Market.
That there will be no lack of bidders present at Director Springborn's
office December 20, when bids for
construction of the new city hall are
opened was confidently felt yesterday, following a conference between
Mayor Baker, Building Superintendent Lougee and Springborn.
They decided to notify builders' exchanges the country over that Cleveland is about to build a new .$3,000,000 city hall, and to invite them to.
bid on about 51,100,000 worth of the
work. That amount will be let shortly after December 20. It will practically take care of the superstructure. Bids for inside work will be
received later.
The day will be a busy one in financial circles, viewed ."rora a city hall
standpoint. City library bonds m the
amount of $2,000.0o0 .id city improvement bonds amounting to $1,500,000
will be sold that day. The latter w.ill
lie divided among the parks, etc.
Nearly $750,000 will be tied up in certified checks deposited by contractors
as an evidence of good faith when
they bid on city hall work.
If plans made yesterday by Director Springborn and Street Cleaning
Superintendent Gus Hanna meet with
the approval of city councils budget
appropriation committee Cleveland
will begin to be "spotless town after
January 1. At. Haima's suggestion
Spring-born has agreed that every
thoroughfare in the city should be
taken care of by "white wings at
least three times a week and flushed
at least once a week At presetonly
the down-town districts are taken
fOTA Of.

Mayor Declares Police Free
of Graft in Western
Beserve Talk.

Mayor Tells Western Reserve Students of Police
Department.

DEFENDS GOLDEN RULE

Praises Golden Rule System
and Absence of
Graft.

TO OPEN CITY HALL
BIDS DECEMBER 20
Baker Will Ask Estimates
From Contractors From
All Over Conn try.

MURDERED OFFICER
PRAISED BY BARER

AKER SAYS F
IS NOT ADEQUATE

BATH HOUSE PLAN 0. K.'D

i
i
j
j

Mayor Baker lauded Cleveland's
police department, declared it free
from graft and emphasized the results
of the golden rule policy, in an address last evening on "The City's
Safety" at Amasa Stone Memorial
chapel of Adelbert college, Western
Reserve university.
He also said the police department
is much too sma" -or the city's size.
He made the same statement in regard to the fire department, saying
it needs more men and equipment.
"Many people ask wliy we do not
have more auto fire apparatus," said
Mr. Baker. "One of the reasons is
the problem of frozen water plugs. In
winter the plugs freeze and can be
melted only by the steam of the fire
engines. Automobile equipment would
be furnished with gasoline operated
pumps. This problem is one of the
many we have to solve.
"Serious problems present themselves in connection with the police
department. One is the graft problem. It always may arise and may
exist. But in the ten years I have
been associated with the inner government of Cleveland I have yet to
hear of a single case that looked like
police graft. I can say with confidence, and I know the public will be
glad to hear me say so, that our police department is entirely free from
that evil.
"The so-called golden rule policy
is the sort that makes for the better
police discipline of the city,'' he said.
"In connection with the police pension fund I want to mention that
there is some provision made for the
widow and family of a man who is
shot down—that there is some recognition of the sacrifice which any policeman may be called upon to make
at any moment."
Mr. Baker discussed the buildingdepartment and its various subdi■ visions. He spoke of the development
of the Scranton Road hospital, of the
I city's correctional institutions and the
' colony at Warrensville.

£\|V

MAYOR BAKER GIVES
TALK IN PHILADELPHIA
Mayor Baker will be one of five city
executives who will discuss civic
problems at a dinner Tuesday evening at the Hotel Walton, in Philadelphia, under the auspices of the
City club. The others are: Mayor
Blankenburg, Philadelphia;
Mayor
Shank, Indianapolis; Mayor Dunn,
Schenectady; Mayor Hanna, Dew
Moines, la.; Mayor Ralph, San FranCisco, and Director Henry Bruer of
the New York bureau of municipal
research.
Each will detail what has been done
to improve municipal conditions in
his city.
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Says Smoke Nuisance Kept in
Hand; Discusses City
Farms.
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A tribute to Patrolman Leroy Bouker, murdered by automobile bandits
on Thanksgiving eve, and to the efficiency of the police department as
a whole was paid by Mayor Baker in
an address on "Public Safety" at the
Amasa Stone Memorial chapel of
Western
Reserve University .last
night:.'
"Last week a patrolman was shot
down in the performance of his
duty," sard Baker. "He was called
upon to make a sacrifice that any,
policeman must be willing to make.
I am sure that everyone will be glad
to realize that there has been provided a pension fund which will
licb i
maintain his widow in modest compew
fort."
ng .1
Baker then took up the police de■pen i
Judgi
partment generally.
"I suppose that in many ways the eek tl
police department is the greatest foil of
i the i
danger a city has," he declared. "I
■ward
do not mean a situation like that deg toy
veloping recently in New York, when
|ed.
members of the police department, Mayo
were found guilty of being in league iich h
with criminals. The graft problem
til
has been the most serious one in the park w<
large cities of the country.
Out si (
:ce I
Police Free of Graft.
autifu
"Members of the department are
: is a
subjected to unusual temptations.
Prope:
Their salaries are small, they are se- t app
lected from men noted for their rug- lit th
ged courage and daring, to a certain gewai
extent they are unsupervised and ct of:
their duties are performed principally
during the night hours. But during
the ten years that I have been in the
inner government of this city I have
yet to hear of a single case that
would cast on the police the suspicion
of grafting. It should be a cause for
rejoicing that the police department
here is free from this menacing evil."
Baker warmly defended Chief Kobler's golden rule policy, declaring
that he had been led wholly to believe
that the policy is the sort that makes
for better police protection.
"Insufficiency in numbers is the
problem that confronts heads of the
fire department," said Baker. "Annexation of additional territory is
really a large and serious problem.
Many electors in a desire to see the i
city increase in size vote to take in I
additional territory without thinking
of the extra burden for police and,
fire protection.
Use Steam to Thaw Pint
"Sometimes the question is asked
why Cleveland is so slow in getting
automobile fire apparatus. When «e
have solved the frozen fire plug problem we will have an answer to the
other question. The plugs frequently freeze in winter, and at present
the only means .we have of thawing
them is by jets of steam from tne^
steam fire engines."
"I think that I can see smiles on
the races of some," said Baker, after
mentioning the importance of the
smoke inspection department of the
safety director's office. "Cleveland
has not only kept abreast of the
smoke nuisance during the Past..'!,'
teen years, but has gained a little
on it, while other cities have 1<
heavily. While I can not say the cityj
I is any cleaner than it was fifteen j
years ago, it is just as clean."
The mayor ended his lecture witn a |
discussion of the work accompli'
at the old I-'cranton road infinnarr.
at the Cooley farm and thi
farm at Hudson. He will taw
r
I "Public Health" at the chaf^
J
[Sunday night.
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Service Director, Springbom stated
however, that he believed it was for
the city's interest to accept the plan
as it would give the city possession
of a strip of land 1,250 feet long
and varying in width from 90 to 300
feet along the top of the bluff. He
stated, that the city in the trade
to do—make things over wl
would obtain riparian rights which
w'ould enable it to make fifteen acres
[ng—change conditions so tl
of land immediately adjoining Edgepark and on the water front.
yor Promises Lake-av water
This he stated would work in with
the
city's
of filling in front of
Wizens Co-Operation to the easterlyplan
rable condition may be quic
portions of the park. It
is
estimated
that
200
or
300
acres
of
Develop Lake Front.
; when you "will" to labor
land can be added to the park in
this manner. Service Director Springborn announced that the city now is
idge Winch Suggests Chain considering construction of a breakwater and the use of a railroad in
t the way for you to the hs»
constructing the fill.
of Breathing Spots on
"The land that we make will be
ant Ads arc good weapons
worth millions of dollars in the years
West Side.
to come," he said.
Citizens at the meeting declared
N
- Wff1- ::^PPP!®?||^^§P$,
1^uic-- v itch Plain Dialer V\
Assurance was given a committee development of certain tracts west
of
Edgewater
made
impossible
the
citizens representing
property continuous lake front driveway as
|ers along Lake-av N. W. by far west as Rocky river and that if
lyor Baker yesterday that the city the owners of the first tract were al4S00 or Erie 9. The
mid co-operate in a movement to lowed to carry out the lake front ]
'plan it w'ould interfere with the other!
■ ■y^ijtii
>teet the entire stretch of land boulevard scheme proposed.
This I
mi Lake-av N. W. to the lake and scheme. Judge Winch . explained, |
m Edgewater park westerly toward could be carried out in a brief time j
This bath house and gymnasium approved by Maj
ocky river so that its present park and lake front extensions would be j
made later.
will be erected by the city on the ice Director Spri
Be beauty may be preserved.
The strupture
It was Judge Winch's suggestion ' property recently acquived for playProperty owners will discuss a plan that the boulevard midway between
ground purposes on E. 93d-st and sections joined 1
section
will be us
Lake-av
N.
W.
and
the
lake
be
conWoodland-av
S.
E.
The
plans
were
r a comprehensive scheme of park
drawm by Architect W. S. Louge.e and and the other for
d boulevard development at a meet- nected with a chain of small lake
z, today at the residence of M. F. front parks c:ich containing eight to
ten acres. Each would have jetty
'am ley.
Judge Louis H. Winch, Julius Feiss extensions and a bathing beach with
These parks
id j. B. Davis spoke in behalf of bath house facilities.
operty owners yesterday at the would be located at half-mile or mile
seting in the mayor's office and ad- intervals and would be purchased by
cated a scheme of development the city. This scheme he stated,
ich would call for the extension of would be the means of adding five
new seventy-foot boulevard paral- miles of parkway to the city.
Judge Winch also suggested tl.at
ing Lake-av N. W. and lying hethe cost of acquiring park property
wn it and the lake.
Judge Winch declared that within a might be reduced by appropriating
lek the city would be given posses- land in excess of actual needs a.*d
Speakers Discussing Charter
n of this strip of land as far "west selling the property not needed for
park
purposes
at
the
enhanced
value.
the city limits and that shortly aftStand Together Urging
The mayor-, when it was pointed
■ard land further westr and extendpark is too
toward the river w ould be do- out that Endgewater
Short Ballot.
BAKER TALKS IN PHILLY
small for present need, declared the
.ed.
:ayor Baker ravored obtaining as city is not in a position to purchase
Hobnobs With Mayors "f Other
ch lake front property as possible large park. areas.
the driveway from Edgewater
"The park is too small," he said,
Constitution
League
Ses(Hies.
k westerly.
"but the same may be said of everyutslde of its gateposts and one thing the city possesses. It has outsions
Continue
TomorMayor Baker told the City Club, of
ce Lake-av N. W. is the most grown its police and fire departments.
Philadelphia, last nighl what ('leveutiful street in the city," he said, It must exterfd streets before it can
row
Evening.
ls doing and planning to do m
is a glorious drive."
purchase new parks."
the way of municipal enterprises and
'roperty owners at the meeting did
what Cleveland will do under home
approve the scheme of developProgressive
Constitution
league
rule.
t that has been prepared by the
The Philadelphia club heard a
members meeting in the rooms of the
ewater Cliff Co., owner of the first
from Mayor George R. Dunn, SocialCleveland Law school in 'the Ent of land lying west of the park.
ist
mayor of Schenectady, N, ^ .,
gineers building last night, discussed
whose free speech fights and murelative merits of the federal, commisnicipal coal and ice companies have
Newton D. Baker
sion and business manager plans ol
won him prominence, .Mayor Lew
i government, any one of which the city
"Down to my last quarter, I'll tell you what
Shank, the potato and turkey-selling '
may adopt in its new charter. Edmayor of Indianapolis, and the mayor
mund Vance Cooke presided.
1 would do with it. I'd give it to Dr. Cooley
of Des Moines, one of Hie country s I
The discussion was participated ir
pioneer commission-governed cities.
for the Warrensville farm, and then take his
by A. B. du Pont, Cooke, Miss Adeline
Champney,
D.
E.
Mook,
H.
P.
Boynadvice as to what to do next—perhaps I'd have
ton, S. S. Stilwell, Dr. J. E. Tuckerman, Fred Schulder and others.
to find a home on the farm," said Newton D.
While there seemed to be a differBaker, mayor of Cleveland.
ence in the definition of terms, there
appeared to he a general opinion faBut whether a home for him meant a home
voring the short ballot, under which
' the mayor is to be the responsible
on the farm, the Warrensville farm would still
head, with a council, commission or
be beneficiary by the quarter, says Mayor
cabinet, elected, to
act in an advisory capacity, the people being proBaker, for this is the institution, the charity, the
tected by the initiative, referendum
and recall.
municipal iridustrj or branch, in which he most
Du Pont, particularly, discussed, the
firmly
believes
as
a
means
to
the
most
good
to
: effect the proposed forms would have
ind
on
municipal ownership. He said that
the most people.
under the business manager plan it
would be easier for public service corporations to dispose of their property
to the cities at high valuations.
Asked if franchise value should be
recognized, he replied that it should
not beyond the life of a generation,
twenty-five years. Du Pont said the
commission form of government without a definite head dissipated responsibility. He advocated the federal
plan.
on
Fred Schulder advocated separation
'ter
of the governmental functions. Public
the
utilities
and the like, according to his
the
idea, would be centered in the power
vnd
exercised by city officers, but personal
the
rights, he urged, should be retained by
Afthe people, through a bill of rights.
. The league will meet at the same
loat
place for further discussion tomorrow
3ityj
night.
een
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Service Director.. Springborn stated
however, that he believed it was for
the city's interest to accept the plan
as it would give the city possession
of a strip of land 1,250 feet long
and varying in width from 90 to 300
feet along the top of the bluff. He
stated- that the city in the trade
would obtain riparian rights which
would enable it to make fifteen acres
of land immediately adjoining Edgewater park and on the water front.
This he stated would work in with
the city's plan of filling in front of
the easterly portions of the park. It
is estimated that 200 or 300 acres of
land can be added to the park in
this manner. Service Director Springborn announced that the city now is
considering construction of a breakwater and the use of a railroad in
constructing the fill.
"The land that we make will be
worth millions of dollars in the years
to come," he said.
Citiztms at the meeting declared
development of certain tracts west
of Edgewater made impossible the
continuous lake front driveway as
far west as Rocky river and that if
the owners of the first tract were allowed to carry out the lake front I
plan it would interfere with the other!
boulevard scheme proposed.
This i
scheme. Judge Winch explained, |
could bo carried out in a brief time j
and lake front extensions would be.
This bath house, and gymnasium
made later.
! will be erected by the city on the
It was Judge Winch's suggestion , ' property recently acquired for playthat the boulevard, midway between: ground "purposes on E. 93d-st and
Lake-av N. W. and the lake be con- ] Woodland-av S. E. The plans were
nected with a chain of small lake
drawin by Architect W. S. Lougee and
! front parks each containing eight to
I ten acres. Each would have jetty
extensions and a bathing beach with
bath house facilities.
These parks
■would be located at half-mile or mile
I intervals and would be purchased by
city. This scheme he stated,
; the
; would be the means of adding five
miles of parkway to the city.
Judge Winch also suggested tl.at
the cost of acquiring park property
might be reduced by appropriating
land in excess of actual needs a.,d
Speakers Discussing Charter
selling the property not needed for
park purposes at the enhanced value.
Stand Together Urging
The mayor, when it was pointed
out that Endgewater
park is too
Short Ballot.
small for present need, declared the
city is not in a position to purchase
large park, areas.
"The park is too small," he said,
Constitution League Ses"but the same may be said of everything the city possesses. It has outsions Continue Tomorgrown its police and fire departments.
It must extend streets before it can
row Evening.
purchase new parks."

CITY PREPARES FOR NEW MUNICIPAL BATHHOUSE

Promises Lake-av
Mizens Co-Operation to
Develop Lake Front.
Mayor

udge Winch Suggests Chain
of Breathing Spots on
West Side.
Assurance was given a committee
citizens representing
property
Bners along Lake-av N. W. by
gayor Baker yesterday that the city
" d co-operate in a movement to
et the entire stretch of land
Lake-av N. W. to the lake and
Edgewater park westerly toward
ocky river so that its present park
e beauty may be preserved.
Property owners will discuss a plan
a comprehensive scheme of park
Ed boulevard development at a meetiay at the residence of M. F.
Irani ley.
fudge Louis H. Winch, Julius Feiss
nd J. B. Davis spoke in behalf of
ty owners yesterday at the
Beting in the mayor's office and adSated a scheme of development
Hch would call for the extension of
new seventy-foot boulevard paraling Lake-av N. W. and lying begen it and the lake.
Judge Winch declared that within a
ek the city would be given posses■n of this strip of land as far west
ias the city limits and that shortly aftMward land further west and extendffig toward the river would be donated.
■Mayor Baker ravored obtaining as
Much lake front property as possible
pr (he driveway from Edgewater
Hrk westerly.
■Outside of its gateposts and one
Bice Lake-ay N. W. is the most
utiful street in the city," he said.
is a glorious drive."
roperty owners at the meeting did
approve the scheme of developt that has been prepared by the
gewater Cliff Co., owner of the first
-tof land lying west of the park

Newton D. Baker
"Down to my last quarter, I'll tell you what
I would do with it.

I'd give it to Dr. Coolcy

for the Warrensville farm, and then take his
advice as to what to do next—perhaps I'd have
ro find a home on the farm," said Newton D.
Baker,.mayor of Cleveland.
But whether a home for him meant a home
on the farm, the Warrensville farm would still
be beneficiary

by

the

quarter, says Mayor

Baker, for this is the institution, the charity, the
municipal industrj or branch, in which, he most
rirmlj believes as a means to the most good to
the most people.

The b lib house s :c\ ion will conta In
approved by Ntayor Baker and Serv■ departments for men and
ice Director Springborn.
women
J nd an especially equipped deThe structure will be built in two
1
partmer)
I for ba
sections joined by a balcony. One
The exterior construe lion will be of
section, will be used for a gymnasium
! red shalB brick.
and the other for a bath house.

EE
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Progressive
Constitution
league
members meeting in the rooms of the
Cleveland Law school in 'the Engineers building last night, discussed
relative merits of the federal, commission and business manager plans ol
'government, any one of which the city
may adopt in its new charter. Edmund Vance Cooke presided.
The discussion was participated in
by A. B. du Pont, Cooke, Miss Adeline
Champney, D. E. Mook, H. P. Boynton, S. S. Stilwell, Dr. J. E. Tuckcrman, Fred Schulder and others.
While there seemed to be a difference in the definition of terms, there
appeared to be a general opinion favoring the short ballot, under which
the mayor is to be the responsible
head, with a council, commission or
! cabinet, elected, to
act in an advisory capacity, the people being pro1
tected' by the initiative, referendum
and recall.
Du Pont, particularly, discussed the
: effect the proposed forms would have
on municipal ownership. He said that
under the business manager plan il
would be easier for public service corporations to dispose of their property
to the cities at high valuations.
Asked if franchise value should be
recognized, he replied that it should
not beyond the life of a generation,
twenty-five years. Du Pont said the
commission form of government without a definite head dissipated responsibility. He advocated the federal
plan.
Fred Schulder advocated separation
of the governmental functions. Public
utilities and the like, according to his
idea, would be centered in the power
exercised by city officers, but personal
rights, he urged, should be retained by
the people, through a bill of rights.
. The league will meet at the same
place for further discussion tomorrow
night.
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Cities.
Mayor Baker told the City Club
Philadelphia, last night what Cleveland is doing and planning to do in
'the way of municipal enterprises and
■what Cleveland will do under home
rule.
The Philadelphia club heard also
from Mayor George R. I.iinn, Socialist mayor of Sehenectady, N, Y.,
whose free speech fights and municipal coal and ice companies have
won him prominence, Mayor Lew
Shank, the potato and turkey-selling 1
mayor of Indianapolis, anil the mayor
Of Des Moines, one of the country's I
pioneer commission-governed cities.
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SHIES AT PLAYSPOTCOST
Baker

OF PARK DRIVES
MAY BOUND CITY
County Board to Seek Legislation Permitting Big Boulevard System.
MAYOR BAKER APPROVES
Lake

Shore

Manufacturers

Will Cause Only Missing
Link in Chain.
A double cjia
i nd boulesystem, almost completely
circling Cleveland and Cuyahogaco. may soon become an actuality,
as the result of concerted action by
property owners, the county park
board and the city.
Ai
; Friday steps will I
be taken to get legislation permit-1
ting the board to cany through Its
plan to enciri li the county with a
boulevurd system from Rocky river
valley, through southerly townships, to either the Euclid creek,
or Chagrin river valh
Property owners along the propose
approved the
plan oi West-side property
owners to give the city land for a
boulevard between Lake-av and the
shore, running from Edgewai-upark to Rocky river, will nearly
complete the city's proposed double
circl
Work is noM
being done on i
boulevards
to
connect
Shaker'
Hei
ide park!
thi''
field and Washington j
parks. A boulevard from Garfleld
I. through Woodland Hills park
to Wade park boulevard is also
plan
Land Already Purchaser!:
cut. the city's system
includes
boulevards
connecting I
Euclid Beach, Gordon, Rockefeller, \
Wade. Ambler and Shaker Heights*
r-eud, and boule- ,
vnrds from W. fot.h-st through
Edgewater park half way to Brook-I
earl, mi the West-side.
i he necessary land has I
already been purchased to extend]
the Edgewater boulevard east;
from W. 45th-st to W. 25th-sti
and Detroit av, running between
Washington-av
and
n.
and joining the
proposed high
bridge approach.
ii plans of city
and
county are completed, the only
mis
in the double circle
will be from Gordon park wej
W. :'elh-st.
Mi|i)i^"*"n'fl»
K

[VI
SlUJ,
Mil'
Sit
oiei|l!U

Savs

Random

Road

The part committee of city council
will likely make an adverse report
upon legislation authorizing the director of public service to purchase
land at Random and Mayfleld roads
for playground purposes, following
the annuiiiicement of Mayor Baker
that be considers the purchase price
too high.
Baker told a delegation of citizens
from Mayfleld road yesterday that he
thought $40,000 was too much money
for the proposed Site and that the
.administration would consider other
sites in that neighborhood.
Baker, Service Director Springborn,
Park Superintendent Alber and Councilman Harry French, chairman ot
the park committee, will view th<
Herron property, near the miniature
la lie, being constructed on Kinsmav
mad, this afternoon. Residents of
that section of the city had petitioned
council to purchase the land for par!
purposes.

CITY TO'MAKE UP
CASH'EVERY DAY
$200 Shortage Leads to<
Adoption of Stricter Accounting Methods.
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Purchase of two and a half acres
i land, for park purposes near the
Kinsman road lake, now in construenon, is not favored by city officials
who viewed the land yesterday T<- •
|n. the
neighborhood" of Woodland
HiUs
Park.
Woodland

Collection of all city rents by one
person and daily reports by all city
employees handling money will follow the discovery yesterday that a
collector in the city garbarge department was $200 short in his accounts.
The money has been refunded and no
prosecutions will be made, Service Director Springborn said.
The shortage was discovered after
a detailed examination by the city
auditor's office made at the instance
of Springborn. Arrest of two clerks
in the street cleaning department on
the charge of padding payrolls was
made recently. Springborn directed
the examination of books in the other
department at that time.
The investigations disclosed the
fact that in several city departments
the men in charge of collections have
failed to make prompt returns, and
in at least two instances have appropriated money to their own use.
Restitution was made in each case
and both of the men are still at work.
City Auditor Coughlin has completed a list of city hall employees
handling funds. He will insist that
each make daily returns to the city
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THE NEW CITY.
While Brand Whitlotk and hi
RuroP°«" observations are
coming to our
rescue
the matter of the proPMed
changes in the charter form of
governmtt
ut well tor
ment,
""""•' it
"* may
3 be
' "«*" Ior the
the people „
Cleveland to stop and reflect as thev'
read the advice of Mayor Whitlock
tl,„V
,i
" .
"uluu^ that 1
ab Ut
adnii
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"* **"'
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»i3t,,
iUon
of ^ ^^
y Q( ° ^^

thc
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*™"» to** « that emineht
nCm hst as laokin

city two parks,
S

0

n0

MayoT BaK er
the money."
1

when many other
h

'.Be Sfdes
w7'h ^
'des we haven t

0a

Uld

se ar

8 ''" the salutary

ef.

COnditi n
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the city of Cleveland. In other words !
>' ' Whitlock" has not the sort of a
"'n" m°™1Iy °T ""^^tratiVely, that
is free to come with advice to the much
better governed and regulated city of
Cleveland.
t0

.IM,: <qiv:
WANTS UNION SHOEING
President Hasenpflue
of the
Cleveland federation of labor protested to , Mayor Baker Friday
against
alleged
discrimination
against union blacksmiths by firemen.
Hasenpflue told of three
fire stations from which the
horses, he said, were taken past
union shops to nonunion shops to
StaSt inBveSate°.rdered

'

Ma 01

WoodSnd wn p 7°
P ate
proposed for park purpose,1116 traCt

Auditor Suggests Plan to Stop
Leaks; Baker Favors
Many Permit Extension
Recommendations.
West-Side Boulevard.

•iiaviiau n NHor

-l|Sl:j

fcauer Adverse to Buying Acres on
Kinsman Road.

The first beginnings of Maryar Baker's
activity toward the drafting of this»n«vJ
charter are meritorious. He seleetcd""'a ]
committee to recommend nominees for
the commission that represented diversi-1
fied elemei\ts by their leaders. "
Of course, the committee will head its
list of nominees for the commission with |
Major Baker's name. That is as it
should be. No man, whether a political
opponent or a political supporter of the
ma.vor, can honestly denv that he is „

""* «^r«^ -1 that that is I
great qualification of an imperative sort
added to the natural selection by reason
of the position he holds.

SPECIAL PEOBE
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OPPOSES PARK PURCHASE

Site

High; (o View Other Property.
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of

'
ension of the West-side
boulevard from the west end of
Edgewater park to Rocky river
looks certain, Judge Winch told
Mayor Baker Friday. He said
that at a meeting of property
holders between the park and
Cove-av, Lakewood,
Thursday
night, all but five had agreed to'
give the city riparian rights and
permission to build a boulevard
through their laud for a total distance of 3600 feet.
Elliott H. Whitlock heads a
committee to see property owners
for the four miles along the lake
front between Cove-av and Rocky
river.
Judge Vickery, who owns land
on the last stretch of this- distance, Friday signed an agreement to permit the city to extend
the boulevard through his propertv.

Mayor Baker- and-^the committee will
doubtless select a representative commission. We may as well admit in print
what every one admits privately, that
thc commission Baker recommends will
he chosen at the polls. At present Mayor
Baker holds this city in the hollow'of
his hand.
When President Taft withdrew national patronage from the Republican insurgents in congress, he was roundly denounced the country over.' When Mayor
B.aker threatened to withdraw patronage
from the insurgent members of the city
council, no one denounced him.
.
in
e truth is that, committees and
commissions all selected and elected
through the medium of an election,
»,„_„, _.
...
.
„
^or Baker ls the ra™ who to all prac«ca1 intents and purposes 13 to write
the charter of the city of Cleveland. Baa
ideas will govern. His methods will in°
8ure the
adoption of those ideas when
they are submitted at the polls,
It is a great opportunity and a great
responsibility which the mayor ha3. He
is a young man, an able one, but he has
a tremendous work on his hands in
practically dictating the organic law of
a city of more than 600,000 people. For
the charter will be a Baker charter, ostensibly submitted by a commission
which will be a Baker commission. The
charter as submitted will lie adopted by
a vote which will be a Baker vote and
the Baker vote is the majority vote of
Cleveland just now.
Let us hope that our fine and active
and able mayor may be gifted during
this charter business with even greater
acumen and wisdom and foresight and
discretion than even his most admiring
friends think possible to one man.
That charter will make or break
Cleveland. We sincerely and honestly
hope it may be the former. There could
be no more enduring monument to the
mayor in the minds of generations to
come than such a charter would give him
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THE NEW CITY.
■Vhile Brand Whitlock and his Euroafcer Adverse to Buying Acres on Pea» observations are coming to our
Kinsman Boad.
, rescue in the matter of the proposed

OPPOSES PARK PURCHASE

The park committee of city council
Purchase of two and a half acres changes in tlte''charter form of govern-!
will likely make an adverse report
upon legislation authorizing the di- of land . for park purposes near the mmt' U ma? be wel1 for the people M
rector of public service to purchase Kinsman road lake, now in construe- Cleveland to stop and reflect as they
land at Random and Mayfield roads
Jon, is not favored by city officials read the advice of Mayor Whitlock thiefor playground purposes, following
ved the land yesterday it is there are many things' about the admin- j
in the neighborhood" of
County Board to Seek Legisla- the announcement of Mayor Baker Hills
and
Park.
istration of the city of Toledo which'
that he considers the purchase price
purch ase
tion Permitting Big BouleeitTll
,
°f
the
land
would
"stamp the personal touch of that eminent
too high.
that section of th
Baker told a delegation of citizens eitv
twnPeop,
,e °f when
* novelist as lacking in the salutary efcity two
parks,
many other
vard System,
from Mayfield road yesterday that he
0 n
haVe a
fect that has produced the condition of'
Ma^TpJ,
°U
"y/'
safd
thought $40,000 was too much money
BeSides we haven
for the proposed Site and that the ^he money.^
'* the city of Cleveland. In other words,!'
MAYOR BAKER APPROVES 1. administration would consider other
Kinsman
road
would
senarate Mayor Whitlock' has not the sort of a
sites in that neighborhood.
Woodland Hills Park and the trac?
Ct
Baker, Service Director Springborn, proposed
town, morally or administratively, that
for park purposes.
Lake Shore Manufacturers Park Superintendent Alber and Counis free to come with advice to the much
cilman Harry French, chairman oi
better governed and regulated city of
the park committee, will view the
Will Cause Only Missing
Herron property, near the miniature
Cleveland.
lake, being constructed on Kinsmar
Link in Chain.
road, this afternoon. Residents oi
The first beginnings of Mayor Baker's j
that section of the city had petitioned
activity toward the drafting of this*n«vJ
A double-chain park and boule- council to purchase the land for part
vard system, almost completely purposes.
charter are meritorious. He selectecf a)
circling Cleveland and Cuyahogacommittee to recommend nominees for
WANTS
UNION
SHOEING
co, may soon become, an actuality,
the commission that represented diversiPresident Hasenpflue
of the
as the result of concerted action by
fied elements by their leaders.
Cleveland federation of labor proproperty owners, the county park
Of course, the committee will head its
tested to .Mayor Baker Fridayboard and the city.
against
alleged
discrimination list of nominees for the commission with I
At a meeting Friday steps will |
i
against union blacksmiths by fire- Muyor Bh'ker's name. That is as
itl
j
be taken to get legislation permitmen. Hasenpflue told of three , ' , \ •
'ls-lt;
ting the board to carry through its I
fire stations from which the shoilld be- ^o man, whether a political.
plan to encircle the county with a j
horses, he said, were taken past opponent or a political supporter of the
boulevard system from Rocky river
union shops to nonunion sho.ps^to mayor, can honestly deny that he is a
valley, through southerly townbe shod. Baker ordered Safer municipal expert and that that is a
ships, to either the Euclid creek,
Stage to investigate.
or Chagrin river valleys.
great qualification of an imperative sort,
Property owners along the proadded to the natural selection by reason
posed routes have approved the
of the position he holds.
plan.
The plan of West-side property
Mayor Baker and ;the committee will
owners to give the city land for a
■doubtless select a representative comboulevard between Lake-av and the
mission. We may as well admit in print
shore, running from Edgewater Auditor Suggests Plan to Stop
what every one admits privately, that
park to Rocky river, will nearly
complete the city's proposed double ',
Leaks; Baker Favors
Many Permit Extension of the commission Baker recommends will
circle.
be Chosen at the polls. At present Mayor
Eecommendations.
West-Side Boulevard.
Work is now being done on
Baker holds this city in the hollow of
boulevards
to
connect
Shaker
Heights park and Brookside park
f ension of the West-side his hand.
through Garfleld and Washington
Collection of all city rents by one 00UieVard from the west end of
When President Taft withdrew naparks. A boulevard from Garfleld person and daily reports by all city Edgewater park to Rocky river
tional patronage from the Republican inpark through. Woodland Hills park j employees handling money will folto Wade park boulevard is also low the discovery yesterday that a looks certain, Judge Winch told surgents in congress, he was roundly deMayor Baker Friday. He. said
planned.
collector in the city garbarge depart- that at a meeting of property, .nounced the country over.' When Mavor
Land Already Purchased.
ment was $200 short in his accounts. holders between the park and' ^Aker threatened to withdraw patronage
At present, the city's system j The money has been refunded and no Cove-av, Lakewood,
Thursday from the insurgent members of the city
includes
boulevards connecting! prosecutions will be made, Service Di- night, all but five had agreed to council, no one denounced him.
Euclid Beach, Gordon, Rockefeller,
give, the city riparian rights and
.
rector Springborn said.
ltle trutl1
Wade, Ambler and Shaker Heights j
is that, committees and
The shortage was discovered after permission to build a boulevard
-parks in the East-end, and bpule-j
a detailed examination by the city through their land for a total dis commissions all selected and elected
vards from W.. . 45th-st through j
of 3600 Jeet.
through the medium of an election,
Edgewater park half way to Brook- ! auditor's office made at the instance tance
Elliott H. Whitlock heads a ,, 7„„ - .
...
,
„
of Springborn. Arrest of two clerks
side park on the West-side.
committee to see property owners Wa-vor Baker ls the man who to all praeMost of the necessary land has i in the street cleaning department on for the four miles along the. lake tical intents and purposes ia to write
already been purchased to extend i the charge of padding payrolls was front between Cove-av and Rocky the charter of the city of Cleveland. His
the Edgewater boulevard east
made recently. Springborn directed riveT
. V ,
.
, jA Weas will govern. His methods will infrom W. '45th-st to W. 2 5th-st
the examination of books in the other
Judge Vickery, who owns land
°
.
and Detroit'-av, running between' department, at that time.
on the last stretch of this ■ dis- 8ure the adoption of those ideas when
Washington-av
and
Detroit-av,
The investigations disclosed the. tance, Friday signed an agree- they are submitted at the polls.
and joining the
proposed high
ft .
opportunitv and a gre7t
fact that in several city departments ment to permit the city t<y extend
s
level bridge approach.
boulevard through his prop£
f'
•
the men in charge of collections have . the
If present plans of city and
. responsibility which the mayor has. He
ertv_
failed to make prompt returns, and
county are, completed, the only
]
is a young man, an able one, but he has
in at least two instances have apmissing link in the double circle
a tremendous work on his hands in
propriated
money
to
their
own
use.
will be from Gordon park west to
Restitution was made in each case
practically dictating the organic law of
W. 25th-st.
Manufacturing inboth, of the men are still at work.
terests along the east lake' shore ' and
a city of more than 600,000 people. For
City Auditor Coughlin has comrender it impossible to complete
pleted a list of city hall employees
the charter will be a Baker charter, osthis link, Mayor Baker believes.
handling funds. He will insist that
tensibly submitted by a commission
"The city will heartily co-opeach make daily returns to the city
erate with West-side property
which will be a Baker commission. The
treasurer's office. Coughlin will also
owners," said Baker Wednesday.
recommend, in his annual • report the
charter as submitted will be adopted by
employment of a general collector to
"This proposal will not conflict
a. vote which will be a Baker vote and
whom the responsibility of collectingwith the city's project to run a
all rents is to be entrusted. At presthe Baker vote ia the majority vote of
boulevard close to the bluff, makent all the various departments owning land for small park jetties at
Cleveland
just now.
ing property collect the rents.
intervals and enlarging Edgewater
Ask
Special
Examiner.
Let
us
hope
that our fine and active
park."
Coughlin will also recommend that
and able mayor may be gifted during
M. F. Bramley, Lake-av, has of- :
fered all riparian rights to. the, city j a special examiner be appointed for
thi.-t charter business with even greater
the auditor's office. The duty of this
on his two properties on the west
acumen and wisdom and foresight and
examiner would be to check closely
lake shore. He favors the buildbehind the accounts of every departdiacretion than even his most admiring
ing of a breakwater along the
ment. Earl H. Wells and Harry Sunshore to form a harbor and beach.
friends think possible, to one man.
ning are on the city payroll as departmental examiners. Bunning is in
That charter will make or break
Advocates Pond Tssue.
charge of direct labor undertaken by
Circuit Judge Louis Winch is
Cleveland.
We sincerely and honestly
the city and Wells conducts the city
an active campaigner for the Edgehope it may be the former. There could
information and complaint bureau.
water-Rocky
river
boulevard
Neither has made .any investigations
be no more enduring monument to the
project. A committee of three has
of accounts, which was the work of
mayor in the minds of generations to,
departmental examiners in former
been appointed to canvass Rifljl;
erty owners.
>'~ administrations.
come than such a charter would give him.
"Such a plan would fit in splen-j
"I would not call it a shortage,"
said
Service
Director
Springborn
yesdidly with our proposal to beauterday. "The man failed to turn in
tify the Rock river valley and
an amount a little less than $200.
Connect, it with a boulevard across
Possibly he did not intend anything
the county to Euclid creek or the
wrong. He has made good and there
Chagrin" river valley," said attorwill be no prosecutions."
ney .Rexforcl Hyre, park board
Mayor Baker yesterday expressed
secretary.
himself in faVor of having all rents
Over
fifty
property
owners
collected by a general collector. "It
is not the duty of the departmental
along the Rocky river valley will
examiners to check after accounts,"
be asked by the board to attend a
said Baker. "They are a sort of a
nieeting_Dec. j^G at the West-side
flying squadron to find out the work
chamTTeT- of Industry to discuss the
of different departments for the mayproject. Mayor Baker will speak
or. The work of checking up ac| A similar meeting in Euclid O
counts belongs to the auditor's office.'
ot Euclid creek or Chagrin river
\ alley residents is to be called.
He want funds sufficient to
mro a landscape architect and an
engineer," said Hyre. "Then we
want power to submit the project
to the people of the county for a
bond issue."

CITY TO'MAKE UP
CASH'EVERY DAY

$200 Shortage Leads to i
Adoption of Stricter Accountino' Methods.
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WILL POT CHARTER
SLATE UP TO PEOPLE

F

(;. i). P. Factions Agree After-Eight; to Call Mass
Meeting.

Lapp Urges Lease of Site, All
Betterments to Revert

N CITY PLAY PIER
Ask Legislature to Enable Them to Spend
County Money.

MlvEK'S PLAN SCORED
fcharge .Mayor With Trying-to
Play Politics, Fear Gerrymander.
Opposing factions of the political
action committee of the League of
lepublican Clubs fought for an hour
festerday on vvhether charter commissioner candidates shall be put up
hv the club or not, and finally comKomised. The compromise was a
recommendation to the league-that a
mass meeting of citizens he held to
select fifteen candidates.
Director of Schools Hogen told the
Schoolmasters' Club what he thought
,,[' the idea of having the school system directly under the mayor when
the new charter goes into effect.
Hogen is opposed to merging school
administration with other city duties.
The
fight
in
the
Republican
League will
be continued, it is
understood, into the next meeting of
the league, which will be a special
one Thursday night. The committee
started yesterday by tabling a resolution by Charles Cawood for a conference to pick candidates. Then a
scrap ensued over the chairmanship
of the meeting, A. B. Strimple finally
being selected.
Mayor Baker's non-partisan committee of nine to choose candidates
was scored by several. Baker was
accused of trying to get. the charter
commission in his own hands for the
purpose of playing politics.
John Redd, court house janitor,
wanted a full Republican ticket put
up. S. TV. Gould did not want any
ticket nominated, since, he said, the
league could not properly mix in a
non-partisan election.
This view was taken by John H.
Cos, president of the league. Finally,
on a motion by A. C. Bender, seconded by C. B. Stannard, the compromise was adopted.
"That this committee recommend
for the consideration of the League
of Republican clubs that a mass
meeting of citizens be held for the
purpose of selecting fifteen persons
to serve as charter commissioners,
and that all political and civic bodies
bo invited to participate," the final
motion, read.
Those who took part in the, debates
were Cox, Bender, Strimple, .!. M.
McCleary, Stannard,
Frank Blitz,
Cawuud. Redd, Gould and H. W.
Welch.
It was stated by those who favored
[opposition to the Baker committee's
ticket that a gerrymander of the city
by the charter commission was
|feared by the Republican ward men.
Judge Alexander Hadden, chairman of the committee of nine, will
not return to Cleveland until Monday,
and no meeting has yet been called.
Absolute separation of the public
school system from municipal a'etiv■■i .Cleveland's proposed homo
Ifc^-was strenuously advo^WwCs^lOOlS.
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URGES RETAIL SALE

Judge Winch Says Extension
of Boulevard is
Probable.

Mayor Baker Would Cut Out
Competitive Bidding and
Appeal to Citizens.

to Cleveland.

Asks County Delegation to
Support Cox in Organizing Assembly.

Project Might be Combined
#With New E. 9th-st
Docks.

Mayor Baker will carry Ui the legHoping to obtain money with which to
hire a surveyor and a landscape artist,
the county park commission will take
its case to the legislature at its next
session, and will ask that the act under
which the commission was created be
amended so money for expenses can be
obtained from the county. The act now
provides that the commission may receive donations of land and money, but
so far no money has been donated.
The commission held a dinner conference yesterday noon at the Cleveland
Athletic club with Carl Frlebolin, state
senator-elect and chairman of the Cuyahoga county legislative delegation, and
discussed putting the subject up to the
legislature.
Monday, Dec. 16, at 2 p. m., at the
West Side Chamber of Industry, the
commission will meet toV discuss laying
out the county boulevard and park system along Rocky river.
Judge Louis H. Winch yesterday reported to Mayor Baker that extension of
the West Side boulevard from Edgewater park to Rocky River, where it
eventually will connect with the county
boulevard, is fast becoming a certain'y. He reported that all but five
property holders along that route had
agreed to sign over their riparian rights
to the city and to give the city the right
to run the boulevard between Lake-av,
Lakewood, and the lake front, through
their land for 3,600 feet.

QmAA-

CONCERT HALL IN SCHEME

islature the fight of Cleveland to free

Restaurant and Dance Hall Includ-

by eastern bond houses.

itself from any attempted dictation
ed in Idea of Promoter Repre-

Mr. Baker will ask the general as-

senting Syndicate to Back Proj-

sembly to enact a law giving counties

ect—New Ordinance

Em- I and municipalities the right to sell
over the treasurer's counters bonds

"Would

brace Lake Front Dock and Pier

in popular denominations of $100,
$500 and $1,000.
Commission of One General Plan
The mayor presented the proposiof Improvement to Waterways.
tion to the Cuyahoga legislative delegation at art executive meeting in the
mayor's office at 1 o'clock yesterday
Together with the passage of a new
afternoon. The mayor also urged the
ordinance leasing the westerly E. Oth- i delegation to demand the substitust pier to the D. & C. and C. & B.
tion at an eight-hour for the present
nine-hour workday law for women.
boat lines, negotiations are
to
be
Members of the delegation were
'started by the city looking toward
urged to stand back of the choices of
i construction of a recreation pier on
James M. Cox, governor-elect, in the
the lake front in the downtown disorganization of the general assembly.
Mr. Baker said he understood Mr.
trict with improvements involving an
Cox favored Charles' L. Swain of
expenditure of §1,000,000, if a plan
Cincinnati for speaker and John R.
announced yesterday by "Vice Mayor
Cassidy of Bellefontaine for clerk of
Charles W. Lapp is adopted by Mayor
the house.
r
He said that if these men are proI tsaker and the city council.
gressives the Cuyahoga delegation,
Vice Mayor Lapp informed memhe believed, should support them.
bers of the council yesterday that h<
placesi
had been approached by a promote)
Ideas—Spring-born

of amusement

Tells

projects

Harbor

who

stated

that he would provide capital for the
construction

of a

recreation

pie:

equipped with dance hall, concert hall

Revival Building May Violate
State Code.
Possibility of state interference
with the erection of the proposed
big temporary wooden tabernacle,
to be used in the six-week union
revival of
West-side
Protestant
churches, has caused ministers to
ask Mayor Baker's intercession.
The question is raised whether
such a structure,
without
fireproofing, though designed to shelter great crowds, might not
endanger life and limb in case of
panic to such an extent as to violate the state building code.
The
ministers claim that because the I
building will be temporary it will j
not violate the city code.
Meetings are scheduled to begin in January, with Evangelist
Miilford Lyons in
charge.
Rev.
M. J. Keyes of the People's Methodist church says the tabernacle,
which is to be erected by volunteer labor, will
be
similar
to
those used by Billy Sunday without state interference.

restaurant and boating facilities i
the city would lease the pier site t<
the syndicate for a term of years un
dei' an arrangement by which the improvements would revert. to the city
at the end of the period named.
"The man who has asked me to
take up the proposition is confident
that he could raise $1,000,000 if the
city would make the lease," said Lapp
yesterday. "When I suggested a lease
similar to that which is to be made
with the boat lines he stated that it
would be satisfactory.
Fifty-Year I/ease Talked.
"I suppose if a big improvement
was installed the concern would want
a lease running up to fifty years.
"His plan was to combine the project with the proposed improvement
the westerly pier. It was his SUE
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WILL PUT CHARTER
SLATE UP TO PEOPLE
Gr. 0. P. Factions Agree After Fig-lit; to Gall Mass
Meeting-.

URGES RETAIL SALE
PARK HEADS WANT FAVORS (1
IN CITY PLAY PIER OF PUBLIC BONDS
LAP
Will Ask Legislature to Enable Them to Spend
County Money.

BAKEE'S PLAN SCORED
Charge Mayor With Trying" to
Play Politics, Fear Gerrymander.
Opposing factions of the political
action committee of the League o£
Republican Clubs fought for an hour
yesterday on whether charter commissioner candidates shall be put up
by the club or not. and finally compromised. The compromise was a
recommendation to the league that a
mass meeting of citizens be held to
select fifteen candidates.
Director of Schools Hogen told the
Schoolmasters' Club what he thought
of the idea of having the school system directly under the mayor wJjSjt
the new charter goes into effeer
Hogen is opposed to merging school
administration with other city duties.
The . fight in the Republican
League will be continued, it is
understood, into the next meeting of
the league, which will be a special
one Thursday night. The committee
started yesterday by tabling a resolution by Charles Cawood for a conference to pick candidates. Then a
scrap ensued over the chairmanship
of the meeting, A. B. Strimple finallybeing selected.
Mayor Baker's non-partisan committee of nine to choose candidates
was scored by several. Baker was
accused of trying to get. the charter
commission in bis own hands for the
purpose of playing politics.
John Redd, court house janitor,
wanted a full Republican ticket put
up. S. W. Gould did not want any
ticket nominated, since, he said, the
league could not properly mix in a
non-partisan election.
This view was taken by John H.
Cox, president of the league. Finally,
on a motion by A. C. Bender, seconded by C. B. Stannard,' the compromise was adopted.
"That this committee recommend
for the consideration of the League
of Republican clubs that a mass
meeting of citizens be held for the
purpose of selecting fifteen persons
to serve as charter commissioners,
and that all political and civic bodies!
:
be invited to participate," the final
motion read.
Those who took part in the debates!
were Cox, Bender, Strimple, .1. M.
McCleary, Stannard, Prank BlitzCawood, Redd, Gould and H. W.
Welch.
It was stated'by those who favored
opposition to the Baker committee's |
ticket that a gerrymander of the city [
by the charter commission was I
feared by the Eepublican ward men. I
Judge Alexander Hadden, chair- j
man of the committee of nine, will j
not return to Cleveland until Monday,
and no meeting has yet been called.
Absolute separation of the public
school system from municipal activities in Cleveland's proposed home
rule charter was strenuously advocated by Director of Public Schools
Frank G. Hogen at a meeting of the
Schoolmasters' Club in the Chamber
of Commerce last night.
"No man, as mayor or with the
assistance of able counselors, can
meet the responsibilities and faithfully perform the duties that would
come with the public school problem," Hogen said.
Size Warrants Isolation.
"It is a problem large enough to
take by itself and dispose of. From
my experience with the school question, I will strongly oppose any step
to place the public schools under municipal control."
Hogen stated his views on the'

c\\y

Judge Winch Says Extension
of Boulevard /is
Probable.

Lapp Urges Lease of Site, All
Betterments to Revert
to Cleveland.
Project Might be Combined
J/Vith New E. 9th-st
Docks.
CONCERT HALL ll\I SCHEME

Hoping to obtain money with which to
hire a surveyor and a landscape artist,
the county park commission will take Restaurant and Dance Hall Includits case to the legislature at its next
ed in Idea of Promoter Represession, and will ask that the act under
which the commission was created be
senting' Syndicate to Back Projamended so money for expenses can be
obtained from the county. The act now
ect—New Ordinance Would Emprovides that the commission may receive donations of land and money, but
brace Lake Front Dock and Pier
so far no money has been donated.
Ideas—Spring-born Tells Harbor
The commission held a dinner conference yesterday noon at the Cleveland
Commission of One General Plan
Athletic club with Carl Friebolin, state
senator-elect and chairman of the Cuyof Improvement to Waterways.
ahoga county legislative delegation, and
discussed putting the subject up to the
IgciSlftt 111*6
Monday,' Dec. 16, at 2 p. m., at the
Together with the passage of a new
West Side Chamber of Industry, the j
commission will meet td\ discuss laying > .ordinance leasing, the westerly E. 0thout the county boulevard and park system along Rocky river.
st pier to the D. & C. and C. & B. :
Judge Louis H. Winch yesterday reported to Mayor Baker that extension of boat lines, negotiations are to be
the West Side boulevard from Edge- started by the city looking toward
water park to Rocky River, where•' it
eventually will connect with the county construction of a recreation pier on
boulevard, is fast becoming a certain*'?. He reported that all but five , thp lake front in the downtown disproperty holders along that route had
agreed to sign over their riparian rights trict with improvements involving an
to the city and to give the city the right
to run the boulevard between Lake-av, expenditure of $1,000,000, if a plan
Lakewood, and the lake front, through
announced yesterday by "Vice Mayor
their land for 3,600 feet.
"'barles W. Lapp is adopted by Mayor
t
• ±iaker and the city council.
( "Vice Mayor Lapp informed members of the council yesterday that h«
had been approached by a promote;
of amusement projects who statec
that lie' would provide capital for th<
construction of a recreation pie:
equipped with dance hall, concert hall
restaurant and boating facilities i.
the city would lease the pier site tc
the syndicate for a term of years un
der^ an arrangement by which the improvements would revert to the city
at the end of the period named.
"The man who has asked me to
Revival Building May Violate
take up the proposition is confident
State Code.
that he could raise $1,000,000 if the
city would make the lease," said Lapp
Possibility of state interference
yesterday. "When I suggested a lease
with the erection of the proposed
similar to that which is to be made
big temporary wooden tabernacle,
with the boat lines he stated that it
to be used in the six-week union
would be satisfactory.
revival of West-side Protestant
Fifty-Year Lease Talked.
churches, has caused ministers to
"I suppose if a big improvement
ask Mayor Baker's intercession.
was installed the concern would want
The question is raised whether
a lease running up to fifty years.
such a structure, without fire"His plan was to combine the projproofing, though designed to shelect with the proposed improvement
ter great crowds, might not enof the westerly pier. It was his sugdanger life and limb in case of
panic to such an extent as to viogestion that an upper deck be placed
late the state building code. The
above the pier and that this be used
ministers claim that because the
for concert'and dance hall purposes.
building will be temporary it will
If the city were to turn over the
not violate the city code.
entire easterly pier at the foot of
Meetings, are scheduled to be^
E. 9th-st, it would be even more satgin in January, with Evangelist
isfactory, to him."
Millford Lyons in charge. Rev.
M. J. Keyes of the People's MethThe vice mayor said yesterday that
odist church says the tabernacle,
he would arrange a meeting with the
which is to be erected by volunmayor if the administration decided
teer labor, will be similar to
to go further into the question. Counthose used by Billy Sunday withcilman
McGinty, who discussed the
out state interference.
project yesterday with Vice Mayor
Lapp, said he would attend to the
necessary legislation if it was found
advisable to push the proposition.
- Cleveland's lur.cj and outer harbor
development, together with establishment of a freight and passenger railroad and boat terminal on the lake
front, are to be regarded as one great
project in the plans to be pushed for
ward by the administration. This out
line Of procedure was given the river
and harbor commission by Service Director W. J. Springborn yesterday at
a meeting in the city hall.
Springborn pointed out that the
decision of the supreme court in the
Pennsylvania ore dock case and later
in the Union depot case, together
with the execution of plans to
straighten the upper and lower riverr
gives the city an unusual opportunity
to work out a comprehensive terminal
and harbor improvement plan.
"Will Make Final Report.

Mayor Baker Would Cut Out
Competitive Bidding and
Appeal to Citizens.
Asks County Delegation to
Support Cox in Organizing Assembly.
Mayor Baker will carry to the legislature the fight of Cleveland to free
itself from any attempted dictation
by eastern bond houses.
Mr. Baker will ask the general assembly to enact a law giving counties
and municipalities the right to sell
over the treasurer's counters bonds
in popular denominations of $100,
$500 and $1,000.
The mayor presented the proposition to the Cuyahoga legislative delegation at an executive meeting in the j
mayor's office at 1 o'clock yesterday]
afternoon. The mayor also urged the I
delegation to demand the substitu- j
tion e-f an eight-hour for the present j
nine-hour workday law for women.
Members of the delegation were'
urged to stand back of the choices of
James M. Cox, governor-elect, in the
organization of the general assembly.
.Mr. Baker said he understood Mr.
Cox favored Charles' L. Swain of
Cincinnati for speaker and John R.
Cassidy of Bellefontaine for clerk of
the house.
He said that if these men are progressives the Cuyahoga delegation,
he believed, should support them.
The question of committee places,
for members of the Cleveland dele- ,
gation and minor patronage in the j
senate and house was discussed but j
little.
Urge Child taw Revised.
Following the session in the mayor's
office of the delegation met publicly in
the city council chamber.
A. D.t Baldwin, member of the commission appointed by Gov. Harmon to
codify and revise the laws relative
to children, urged enactment of a code
along the lines recommended by the
commission.
;
County Commissioner Harry L.
Vail suggested laws that would require county treasurers to collect all
delinquent taxes, personal and real
and providing that sheriffs should not
be allowed to make a profit from feeding prisoners.
Hugo, E. Varga, a lawyer in the
Rockefeller building, urged enactment
of laws regulating private banks, indorsing the New Jersey law. J. H.
Shaffrank, president of the board of
review, suggested a law requiring
that the actual money paid for property in cases of- sale be specified in
all deeds filed.
Walter W. Pollock of the Progres, sive Legislation league announced
that the league would suggest a law
correcting the state's ancient tax
assessing machinery. He said he
would present the ideas, of the league
at a later date.
Chairman Carl D. Friebolin, senator-elect, announced that W. O.
Mathews, secretary of the Ohio Tax
league, had asked for an hour in
which to discuss taxation generally
YIext Saturday and suggested that
-Pollock have his. bill ready for pres-

Within a few weeks the commission
will be in a position to make a final
report on the lower river straightening project. It is expected that the
report of United States Engineer John
Millis, since transferred, will be in
the hands of the commission at a
meeting a week from tomorrow.
Arrangements are to be made for
a joint meeting with representatives
of the Chamber .of Commerce, Chamber of Industry and engineers representing the city and county to discuss the advisability of making such
changes, in the Superior-Detroit high
level bridge plans as would make it
possible to eliminate the Irishtown
and Collision bends by the cut-off
known as plan No. 1. The plan would
give the most direct route to the central and upper river valley.
It was stated yesterday that the
changes would mean an additional
cost of but a few thousand dollars
and would not necessitate any delay
in construction of the new bridge
The change would be of an architecturar character. One arch would be
substituted for two at the point where
the cut-off would start.
The subcommittee of the river and
harbor commission appointed to investigate the possibility of making a
change in plans for the structure at
this time reported yesterday and a
meeting with civic organizations and
engineers was suggested to obtain a
general expression of opinion on the
subject.
Members of the commission will attend the conference of port authorities
at *Jew York and other harbors of
he e%.st to be held during the week

dav but would be ready Dec 21.
The fight Baker has started for al
change in the Ohio laws relatingJo
the sale of bonds by counties and
municipalities is a direct result of
The letter A. B. Leach & Co,, New
York bond brokers, wrote him advising Cleveland to confine its activities
t or-X v,-,i of water plants, park]
partments and sounding a warnings
that the credit of some American
cities is being damaged because they
are launching into new lines of municipal activities requiring large Issues of securities.
When the mayor received the letter he characterized it as a display!
of impudence and took it to mean a I
[threat to intimidate cities from en-1
tering upoii municipal ownership of|
such public utilities as street railways, electric lighting plants, telephone service and gas pla^jgi^,
The law now requires 'offering oS
bonds at competitive bidding. Mr. I
Baker would eliminate the necessity!
of competition, giving cities and I
ounties the right to fix the rate of I
nterest to be paid and selling gener- |
,lly and openly to all comers.
Mr. Baker denounced the present I
ine-hour work day law for women..'
e said it was ineffective and diffi- I
culty of enforcement. He wants al
stronger law providing but eight hour]
days.
Codification of Ohio laws relative to]
-■-Vnidrcn as urged by the co3ffl"o&fci*-iJ
commission was strongly supported]
by Mr. Baker. He urged the dele
gation to support heartily a bill tl
be presented in the senate by W.
Greenlund, senator-elect.
"We '.sk, to state it in a nutshel
that greater and better laws for thl
protection of children, that better sil
pervision .of children's homes be prl
vided and that juvenile courts^ U
made the center of the sy
said' .Al D. Baldwin, membeF" of
.codification .commission.
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BAKER WANTS
TO SELL CITY
BONDS DIRECT
Mayor Outlines, Plan at
I legislators' Conference
to Circumvent Brokers
in Marketing: Securities.
BALDWIN CHILD LAW
BITTEJJLY ATTACKED
Code Characterized as Blow
at Constitutional Liberlies—Cox Left to Paddle
Own Canoe.
Anticipation of a financial
war with bond brokers, foreen si eel by the rather acrimonious
passage between Mayor Baker
and A. B. Leach & Co., of New
York, led Baker yesterday to
ask the Cuyahoga county delegation to the state legislature to
back a bill to permit municipal
and county bonds to be sold to
the people" direct.

1\<\\Y
tion found that the men were unprogressive, then Cuyahoga county
men could switch.
This was the first open development
of the rather clever political game
that. Baker is playing in Democratic
state politics.
Refuses to Adtise Cox.
Baker, while standing by Cox at.the
start, has laid down a rule of not
committing himself on any of, Cox's
plans. He has refused to advise Cox,
telling him that the administration
is his. to work out. In this way, as
•lenity shown by his advice I to. the
lelegation, Baker is in a position to
?wat Cox back of the ear in case
3ox does not prove as radical as' he
said ho was during the campaign.
The mayor told the delegation ..he
was much in favor of Baldwin's children's laws code. • This was.the first
subject taken up in the open session.
Baldwin opened by saying that neither he nor Judge Daniel Babst, the
Democratic member of the commission, had any axes to grind politically.
Balwin is a Progressive. The code
will be introduced in bothhouses early in the session.
Baldwin explained the provisions
of the law, emphasizing the necessity
of laws to punish persons who contribute to the neglect or delinquency
of a child, without first convicting a
child of delinquency. The juvenile
court, he said, was to be the clearing
house. It will allot mothers' pensions
and will aid in carrying out what
Baldwin called one of the most important reforms in the code, the
placing of children in private homes
instead of institutions.
License Plan Advocated.
Licensing of private institutions,
and a change from the present sys- I
tern of granting school certificates.for
.children to work on parents' affidavits, to granting them as a result
of a physician's examination, and
bringing of street trades within the |
scope of child labor laws-, were among
the points Baldwin mentioned. Extension of state children's institutions i
was asked.
Senator-elect W. A. Greenlund ctues- !
tioned a difference in the ages of
children permitted to take part in
stage performances and charitable
entertainments, and feared.'dlscrimi
ii
• nation. He also objected to. compulsory physical examination of sejjio.01
children. Baldwin answered several
questions by Greenlund.
"This is the most colossal raid ever
attempted on the Constitution," said
It.unes. "It will deprive 250,000 chil- I
dren In this county of their rights.
"Why, it permits a boy or girl to
be railroadi .i by a juvenile judge. |
after ten minutes' conversation, to;
the reformatory and to the peniten-

Baker's request came in a secret
caucus that preceded the open meeting df the delegation in the city
council •chamber. In the open meetins the legislators-elect , heard a
Sharp debate between A. D. Baldwin,
of (he state child law commission,
and Attorney Louis Barnes, 415. Sofor Savings building, on -the
proposed juvenile code. Barnes said
le was a "colossal raid on consiitutional rights. An argument was
IJ County Commissioner Harrv
h. Vail for the abolition of the delinquent, tax collector's perquisites
and for revocation of the state law
requiring forty-live cents a day for
compensation to sheriffs for feeding
prisoners.
Attorney Hugo Varga
• I strict regulation of private
banks.
Barnes said he had seen twenty
out of twenty-five boys in the hosTo Record Land Values.
at Lancaster there as a result
.1. II. Shaftrank, of the board of re- of correction by Lancaster officials.
view, advocated a law making it com- He asked state police power to repulsory to have the true price of move any official guilty of qjuelty,
land set oul in every deed recorded. ;ind thai first offenses of misdemeanie no! punished by imprisonment
o'{ B4ker
for
the
in an industrial school.
i the bond-selling laws was
"The commission does not tell you
taken as an indication not only of that this bill gives the right to juvenili"'i
I '■ ]|| i1 ' i iiW";.i,';h,t'.'T1her ses;irc on his part to bo prepared
. struggle with bond brokers, but sissunaoui O.VTUI "*o O.\V •o.mjhj dun
3 an indication that: the city £U0J UTJtd o» S[ ,cBp0, aso[LltuI m£
planning extensive municipal j
aJnjn^ .IOJ UB[(J
rship financing, possibly of the 11
"IIO\i
rfahd Railway, the telephones,'or c IMP o.u s'«TOap IB30I PBq 9M
M
BWnnoo
tuoaj
j
,
J| ■
snan
3J
0l[
w
the Cleveland Electric Illuminating
Company, under the provisions of the 5 ""v j, \IO.UUVOH -suormurBSjo ,B00r
Home rule amendment.
r °UI0S io "10 »S«!2 ma JJOOJ nm purr
r also told the delegation .that
,-Munoo SumoS W0J, sn po,llaA^;j
tentative-elect Swain, of Cincinnati, was Governor-elect Cox's
"l Pinoa Jim uv pip Boil.m, p '■!
for speaker of the House, and
I :*o pouiRqsB oq oi Simuou aABH
J. If. Cassidy, of Akron, his choice
9M 0d0GCl 3l
for clerk. Baker said that with the
H Oi asmso ano ->uas3J
■t
understanding
the
two
'i)JBd °m ozuiRSao -mm jno
.')uuituou o-t upUIAi ui e.CBp A-,X1S ,
teemed acceptable to "progresDemocrat?,"
the delegation
1"->I 94i *Bin p9Jap,Suoo s, „ ua„ '
3l
■USlCduilM
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should be for them, but if at any fuIl ui pip
ielega-

Crime Picture Exhibited in Downtown Theater Leads
to Arrest of Proprietor; Becht Says He Will Fight
Case; Baker Orders Suppression of All Pictures
of Crime
Louis H. Becht,. proprietor of a moving picture theater at 260
Superior avenue N. E. was arrested Monday by Lieutenant Farr
and Patrolman Butcher, charged with exhibiting pictures of crime.
It was the first move in a campaign against lurid moving
picture shows, started by Mayor Baker.
"Close 'em all, whether it's legal or not," Baker told Chief
Kohler.; "Blame it on me if there is anjr kick."
"I don't think these red signs and lurid pictures are helpful
to the morals. If the show won't close voluntarily, place a policeman in front of them and keep people from entering."
Baker came down to his office in
Stage and Wilcox "approved trie "orCity Hall Monday morning feeling
dinance. It was to come up before
fine. He had had a good breakfast,
the council committee Monday afterthe crisp air had made him enjoy his
noon.
auto ride to the office, and his pipe
Zinner's ordinance was the result
was drawing fine.
of dodgers handed out by a Broad| way .picture show advertising crime
Sees Sign, Makes Order
:
films.
Then he happened to look out of one
It is Zinner's opinion that such picof the windows on the Superior avetures tend strongly to increase crime
nue side of City Hall. He dashed to
the telephone and gave Kohler his or- and are .productive of such violence
as the murder of policemen.
ders.
For Baker's idle glance out of the
window had shown him a great white
banner spread across the front of a
BAKER ASKS RICH TO
moving picture, show at 260 Superior
avenue, which proclaimed in bloodHELP FIGHT PLAGUE
red letters that, the house was .show'.'Deaths wnich occur from tuing films descriptive of the advenberculosis are the great reproach
tures of Joseph Petrosini, Italian deto our citizenship," Mayor Baker
tective member of the New York po■declared Sunday night in Amasa
lice force killed by the Black Hand
Stone Memorial chapel, discussgang in Italy a year or so ago.
ing the need of larger accommoKohler sent Lieutenant Fan- and
dations at Warrensville, where
JPatrolman Butcher post-haste to the
the city's - fight is being waged.
show to look the Petrosini films over.
"I cannot, but remark what a
"I'll Fight," Says Becht
boon it would be if some of our
wealthy citizenship would expend
Farr and Butcher sat with Louis H.
Beeht, proprietor of the theater, as
its philanthropy in building a
cottage or an additional wins to
the film was si own
Farr and Butcher when they left the
the hospital at Warrensville."
show tore down the big sign in front.
Becht objected.
Hjs arrest followed.
He was released on $200 bail. "I'll
fight," declared- iSCeht.
Kohler saidif nidving picture show
managers persisted in displaying pictures depicting crime that the mayor's order to station a patrolman in
front of the place 'would be carried
out. 1
"We can arrest., all persons ..offering
such
pictures for
display," said
Kohler. "I'll :order them arrested
anyhow and they can be brought before the court to tell their story."
"Evfery degenerate in-itown will go
to see such pictures when they are
displayed.". said Bak^r. "They displease me and, I think, annoy the
average citizen when *he even looks
at the lurid signs."
It was Becht who defied Mayor
Baehr when the latter,- during- the
last days of his administration, ordered him to cease showing pictures
of; the Johnson-Jeffries fight, then i
over a year old..
After Becht had shown ' the pictures for a couple of days, and had
ex'.-ibited no.signs of an intention to
quit showing them until it was no
longer good business to do so, Baehr
ordered Becht's arrest.
Which was what Becht 'was looking for. He made a test case of his
arrest and won it.
Ordinance Is Appruved
An ordinance was introduced into
council last Monday night by Councilman Zinner to prohibit such pictures. It was referred to Safety Dii rector Stage. City Solicitor Wilcox
i and the council judiciary committee.
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tion found that the men were unprogressive, then Cuyahoga. county
men could, switch.
This was the first open development
of the rather clever . political game
that Baker is playing in Democratic
state politics.
Refuses to Ad visa Cox.
Baker, while standing by-Cox at.ftie
start, has laid down a rule of not
committing himself on any of ■ Cox's
plans. He has refused to advise'Cox,
telling him that the administration
is his. to work out. In this way, as
clearly shown by his. advice I'to. the
Jelegation, Baker is in a position to
?wat Cox back of the ear ..in case

Circumvent Brokers ~,ox

does not prove as

radical-as'-.he

said he was during the campaign. '
The mayoF tqld : the delegation „he
was much in favor of Baldwin's children's laws code.- This was .the first
subject taken up in "the open session.
BALDWIN CHILD LAW
Baldwin opened by saying that-neihe nor Judge Daniel Babst, the
BITTERLY ATTACKED ther
Democratic member of the commission, had any. axes to grind politically.
B
e
Code Characterized as Blow will
^Y!
^FrofT^^t
be introduced
in.both housess7^
earin the session.
at Constitutional Liber- ly Baldwin
explained the provisions
of the law
flies
JPS HnY
Lpft
to
Pflfldlp
'
the necessity
OILY Ueil W rOUine ,of Iawg to emphasizing
punlsh persons,who contribute to the neglect or delinquency
Own Canoe.
of a child, without first convicting a
child of delinquency. The juvenile
« ,■ • ,■
a
n
• i court, he said, was to be the'clearing
Anticipation of a financial house It wm allot mothers' pensions
War with bond brokers, fore- and will aid in carrying out what
, -i i
,i
,,
•
.
Baldwin called one of the most imcasted by the rather acrimonious portant reforms m the code, the
passage between Mayor Baker placing of children in private'homes
„ j A r> T
T. P n
and
A. B. Leach
& Co., otc '-vr
New instead of institutions.
„,.,,.,,
;•..-'.'■ •",'
'
License Plan Advocated.
J
York, led Baker yesterday
to j Licensing
.
. ,„ .;,*«&,■
♦,■ **«
of, private
institutions,
ask the Cuyahoga COUllty dele- j and a change from the present sysgation to the state legislature to |tem of granting schooLcertificates,for
children to work on parents' affiback a bill to permit municipal davits,
to granting them as a result
and county bonds to be sold to of a physician's examination, and
bringing of street trades within the i
the people" direct.
Baker's request came in a secret scope of child labor laws were among
caucus that preceded the open meet- the points Baldwin mentioned. Ex- .
ing of the delegation in the city tension of state children's institutions i
• ■ ■. i
council ■ chamber. In the open meet- was asked.
Senator-elect W. A. Greenlund quesing the legislators-elect , heard a
sharp debate between A. D. Baldwin, tioned a difference in the ages, of
of the state child law commission, j children permitted to take part, in
and Attorney Louis Barries, 415. So- I stage performances and charitable
ciety for Savings building, on -the 'entertainments, and feared.'discrirniproposed juvenile code. Barnes said 1 nation. He also objected to. compulthe code was a "colossal raid on con- sory physical examination of school
stitutional rights. An argument was children. Baldwin answered several |
by Greenlund.
made by County Commissioner Harry questions
"This is the most colossal raid ever i
L. Vail for the abolition of the de- attempted on the Constitution," said [
linquent tax collector's perquisites "arnes. "It will deprive 250,000 chil- '
and for revocation, of the state law dren in this' county of their rights.
"Why, it permits a boy or girl to !
requiring forty-five cents a day for
compensation, to sheriffs for feeding be railroaded by a juvenile judge, |
ten minutes' conversation, to j
prisoners. , Attorney Hugo Varga after
the reformatory and to the peniten- j
asked :. -strict regulation of ; private tiary."
bank?.
--,.!.,
Barnes said he had seen twenty
out of twenty-five boys in the hos-.
•To Record I/and Values.
pital at Lancaster there as a result
J. H- Shaffrank, of the board of re- of correction by Lancaster officials.
view, advocated a law making it com- He asked state police power to repulsory to have the true price of move any official guilty of cruelty,
land set out in every deed recorded. and that first offenses of misdemeanThe request of Baker for the ors be not punished by imprisonment
an industrial school.
change in the bond-selling, laws was in "The
commission does not tell you
taken as an indication not only of that this bill gives the right to juvena desire on his part to be'prepared ile court to hold star chamber sesfor a struggle with bond brokers, but sions," Barnes declared, "that, it peralso as an indication that j the city mits Judge Addarns to close the doors
and dispose of 100,000 children and
was planning ' extensive ' municipal you not know about it. This law
ownership financing, possibly of the makes a monarch of the juvenile
Cleveland' Railway, the telephones,'or court."
Barnes attacked Judge Addams.
the Cleveland Electric Illuminating
said that the presence of
Company, under the provisions of the Baldwin
a boy's attorney was never to be denew home rule amendment.
nied at a trial, and that the intent
Baker also told the delegation ,that was to "guard against undue publicRepresentative-elect Swain, of Cin- ity, for instance, when a girl is
of immorality."
cinnati, was Governor-elect 'Cox's charge
Vail ,in urging that the tax eolchoice for speaker of the House, and lectorship be abolished, said Walter
J. H. Cassidy, of Akron, his choice McMahon, the present collector, had ,
for clerk. Baker said that with the made $22,000 in eleven months against j
present understanding the two ■an expense of $3,500. He wanted the j
county treasurer to collect all delin- '
men seemed acceptable to ."progresquent taxes, and said he would refuse j
sive Democrats," the delegation
to approve another contract under ,
the present system. He also assailed |
should be for them, but if at any futhe svstem of paying for food for
ture time either Cox or the delega[prisoners, thoroughly exploited in the;
,j campaign.
Attorney Varga said that the 85
per cent of the people of Cleveland
of foreign birth or parentage should
be protected by strict regulation of
private banks, steamship agencies
and forwarding agents. Varga said
$1,500,000 had been lost to foreigners
by defaulting private bankers in|
Ohio, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and'
Illinois. He urged increasing thej
bond of every steamship and money-j
forwarding agent from the $5,000 nowj
required, as well as prohibition of thei
use by foreign bankers of foreign
coats of arms and flags, which he]
said deceived foreigners into think
ing the banks were government in-j
stitutions. State Representative Herman Fellinger will introduce the legislation and already has taken up thej
subject with consular agents here.
Shaffrank said that the present sys
tern of overstating or ur/derstatin^
realty prices in recorded deeds not!
ionly made trouble for taxing author
fities, but left.the door open for the
cheating of unsophisticated buyers.
iW. O. Mathews, of the Ohio Tax
-eague, gave notice he would present, taxation .matters next Saturday.
fW. W. Pollock, of the Manufacturers'
Appraisal Company, which installs
I the Somers taxation system, said that
the Progressive Legislation League,
of which he was one of the organizers, was drafting a law to simplify
taxation machinery to make it possible for "assessors to exercise uniform judgment throughout the state."
Chairman Carl ' D. Friebolin of the
delegation feared such a law would
interfere with the "homo rule in taxation plank" of Us platform

in Marketing Securities.

Crime Picture Exhibited in Downtown Theater Leads
to Arrest of Proprietor; Becht Says He Will Fight
Case; Baker Orders Suppression of All Pictures
of Crime
■ '
■
Louis H. Becht, proprietor of a moving picture theater at 260
Superior avenue N. E. was arrested Monday by Lieutenant Farr
and Patrolman Bulcher, charged with exhibiting pictures of crime.
It was the first move in a campaign against lurid moving
picture shows, started by Mayor Baker.
"Close 'em all, whether it's legal or not," Baker told Chief
Kohler.. "Blame it on me if there is any kick."
"I don't think these red signs and lurid pictures are helpful
to the morals. If the show won't close voluntarily, place a policeman in front of them and keep people from entering."
Baker came down to his office in |
City Hall Monday morning feeling
fine. He had had a good breakfast, |
the crisp air had made him enjoy his
auto ride to the office, and his pipe
was drawing fine.
Sees Sign, Makes Order
Then he happened to look out of one
of the windows on the Superior avenue side of City Hall. He dashed to
the telephone and gave Kohler his orders.
For Baker's idle glance out of the
window had shown him a great white
banner spread across the front of a
moving picture show at 260 Superior
avenue,' which proclaimed in bloodred letters that; the house was'showing films descriptive of the adventures of Joseph Petrosini, Italian detective member of the New York police force killed by the Black Hand
gang in Italy a year or so ago.
Kohler sent Lieutenant Farr and
Patrolman Butcher post-haste to the
show to look the Petrosini films over.
"I'll Fight," Says Becht
Farr and Butcher sat with Louis.H.
Becht, proprietor of-the theater, as
the film was sr own
Farr and Butcher when they left the
■ show tore down the big sign in front.
Becht objected. His arrest followed.
He. was released on $200 bail. "I'll
fight," declared:; ^seht.
Kohler s'aidif'ra&vmg picture show
managers persisted in displaying pictures depicting crime that the mayor's order to station a patrolman in
front of the place would be carried
out. 1
"We can arresfe.all persons^offering
such ' pictures for display," said
Kohler. "I'll border- them ; arresffed
anyhow and they can be brought before the court to tell their story,"
;"Evfery. degenerate nutown will go
to see such pictures when they are
displayed," .said Bak^r. "They dis- i
please me' arid, I think, annoy the
average citizen when "he even looks.;
at the lurid signs."
It was . Becht who defied Mayor
Baehr when the- latter, during' the
last days .of his administration, ordered him to cease showing pictures
of: the Johnson-Jeffries .fight, : then.
over a year old.,
After Becht had shown ' the pictures for a couple of days, and had
exhibited no, signs Of an intention to
quit showing them until it was no
longer good business to do so, Baehr
ordered Becht's arrest.
, .
Which was what Becht 'was looking for. He made a test case of his
arrest and won it.
Ordinance Is Approved
An ordinance was introduced into
council last Monday night:by Councilman . Zinner to prohibit such pictures. It was referred to Safety Director Stage, City Solicitor Wilcox
i and the council judiciary committee. !

j stao.e an(i wilcox approved tne~m-j dir,ance It was to come up before
| thg counCiJ committee Monday afterI noon.
Zinner's ordinance, was the result
of dodgers handed out by a Broadi way .picture show advertising crime
;
films.
It is Zinner's opinion that such pictures tend strongly to increase crime
and are .productive of such violence
as the murder of policemen.

BAKER ASKS RICH TO
HELP FIGHT PLAGUE
'.'Deaths wnich occur from tuberculosis are the. great reproach
to our citizenship," Mayor Baker
declared Sunday night in Amasa
Stone Memorial chapel, discussing the need of larger accommodations at Warrensville, where
the city's-fight is being waged.
"I cannot, but remark what a
boon it would, be if some of our
wealthy citizenship would expend
its philanthropy iu building a
cottage or an additional wins to
the hospital, at Warrensville."
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Will Conduct Speeches
Protestant Men's
Clubs.

Declares Board is
Mav0r
Working With One-Fourth
of Money Needed.
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grade crossing
crossing is to be started at
once.

SPRUNG BY WITT
IN SINGLE NIGHT
Fearing

Injunction,

He Gets

Busy as Soon as Council

Tells Reserve Students of
Good Work Being
Done.
Sketching briefly the work of each
of the seven bureaus operating under
,..-vision of the Cleveland board
of health. Mayor Baker in the third
of a series of weekly addresses at
the Amasa Stone Memorial chapel,
iidelbert College campus last night
said:
The greatest handicap under
which the board of health labors is
the lack of a suitable amount of
funds. Statistics point to the fact
that the health appropriation comes
to about 20 cents per capita, or
bout $150,000. It really needs to
e four times that amount."
Details on work of some of the more
mportant bureaus including those of
hikl hygiene, tuberculosis, bacteralogical and dairy and meat inspecion, were discussed by the mayor.
"The bureau of child hygiene.
founded only last year, is one of the
ost important institutions we ha-ve,"
e said. "It was founded primarily
>r the purpose of caring for disases of children and for instructing
jothers in the proper care of the
Ibles. In one year it took care of
1,0:17 babies, of whom only 232 died,
17 of this number after passing out
if the hands of the bureau. Everyhing considered, our infant mortality
li Cleveland last year was only 7 per
ient, as against the average, which
22 1-:! per cent.''
[ The board of health's solution of
" e typhoid and diphtheria problems
ere taken up, with the manner in
hich last summer's fly campaign
as conducted.
"After the new intake tunnels were
tablished," said the mayor, "typhoid
eaths diminished to six deaths per
00,000 people, in 1912, while fatal!jes from diphtheria came to a little
-ss than :S per cent. The action of
le board in dispensing any quantity
f anti-toxin to all who cared to call
'or it at the city hall aided in holding
the death list down to that point."
1 In regard to the tuberculosis bureau the mayor said:
"One out of every nine people in the
city dies from tuberculosis, which'
Binges the death rate from the white
plague up to 5,000 or 0,000 yearly.
ine city is attempting to meet these
onditions by the buildings at Warensville. But there is much room for
Improvement, and I cannot help but
pink what a boon it would be to
nose unfortunates who will be strick6 in the future if all philanthropic
oik m Cleveland would set aside a
ortion, at. least, of their income, and
mid an additional wing, or even a
Pttage, to add to those already at the
In conclusion the mayor expressed
he wish that the board of health's
Rbors would continue to grow in prohiitl t0*the erowth of the city, and
pat the time would come when the
peals ol the organization, consisting
aI tf61t Wi3h for the
llth
'
Perfect
pith ofr every
man, woman and
child
k Cleveland, would be fully realized

I

The latest organization to plunge Only Signers Will be Support, Gives Authority.
nt" the campaign preliminary to the
'"raining of a new city charter for
ed for Commission.
Street car changes that took
Cleveland is the Cleveland Federated
effect in the' downtown district
Ihu'rcties.
NAMES
SIX
PLANKS Tuesday:
The Federated Churches will conPayne-av cars no longer run
luct a series el' speeches on charter
to the union depot, but follow
subjects,
including discussion of Federal Plan of City Governtypes of city government by experts
the route of the Superior cars,
ment is Specified.
in the men's clubs of all the .Protesturning on the federal loop.
tant churches of Cleveland.
What
East Cleveland Euclid cars
else it will do when the campaign
A pledge, binding candidates
! no longer run to the depot, but
warms up is not decided yet.
This week will see the real opening who sign it to six definite planks
turn on the monument
loop
jof the charier campaign. Petitions in the building of a new city charfor charter commission nominations ter, was mailed by the progressive like other Euclid cars.
may be circulated Tuesday and aftUnion depot-courthouse loop
er while the first meeting of the imn-_ legislation league Tuesday to 100
line runs from depot to W.
representative
men
who
have
been
partisan committee of nine appointed hv Mayor Baker to put in nomina- mentioned as possibilities for the Ninthrst; to Lakeside-av, to Ontario-st, to Rockwell-av side of
tion fifteen candidates will be held charter commission.
today or tomorrow.
Public square, to Superior-av,
Only
candidates
who
bind
themThe
Progressive
Constitution
to E. Ninth-st, to Euclid-av,
League will hold meetings .Tuesday selves to support the pledge will
around Williamson building to
and Thursday nights for discussion of receive support from the league.
Superior-av
shelter
house,
charter subjects'; and it will also send- The pledge reads:
"We believe the framing of a j where cars load for depot, and
out a pledge to 200 citizens it thinks]
:
1 hence to Ontario-st again.
are possibilities for charter commis- new charter for our city should
Eight Windermere
tripper
lers. The pledges will be for non-j fulfill the very evident demands of \
partisan local elections, federal plan,. the people for a more
popular j trains, between 5:1:5 a. m. and
initiative and referendum, recall of government, the prevention of boss
p. m.; come down Pros-;
officials and a small council at large. rule and machine domination of pect-av to E. Ninth-st, and then
Although the League of Repubi.- mun;cipal affairS) and the elimina- back again by way of Euclid-av,
can Clubs has not decided whetner tion of the spoils system.
without touching the Public
there will be a Republican slate of
square.
"We
believe
the
new
city
charcharter candidates, the probability is
that the non-partisan ballot on which ter should establish such fundaOperation of the new union
commissioners are to be elected will mental principles as will insure the depot and courthouse car line belie a long one. This, politicians re- people Of Cleveland a government came a reality
early Tuesday,
lieve, is to happen because of wide- simple in form, efficient of operaspread public interest m the city tion, responsive to the will of the when Tractioner Witt stole a
charter and because only 2 per cent people, and at all times securing march on opponents of the line
injunction
of the electors on a petition is suffi- to them actual and direct popular Who had threatened
suits.
cient to get a candidate upon the rule.
Midnight work by Concon ofballot.
"Therefore, we, the undersigned
ficials,
Mayor Baker and tractioncandidates for the office of charter
commissioner, do hereby pledge ers office aided Witt hl springing
ourselves, if elected, unqualifiedly, tne (,ouP after council had asked
to support, and vote for the incor- the changes.
poration of the following proviThe way of the new line, howsions in the charter:
eve,. may still be fraught with obstacles. East .Cleveland council at
Here Are the Planks.
1. The initiative and referen- its meeting Tuesday highi fs to de-.
cide whether if cares to enfoi
dum in a form containing perclause in its franchise providing:
centages not to exceed 6 per cent
for service as far as W. Ninth-st. !
in either case.
1 don't, know just what action
2. The recall for all elected or will
appointed officials on petition of Quis be taken," said Mayor Mr :I
"The sentiment of 1li^ peonot to exceed 15 per cent.
.\u-J!'«lO""4H lift} &j?Tp
' 3. A charter modeled on the
:;« sSuppoiy A'IU SABD'I TWJ[
federal plan.
•B apiAOjd [II.M.TI
'qnio 2in>poi;
4. A council elected at large
and t6 contain not more than nine
members.
5. The nonpartisan form ofl
ballot.
6. A short ballot providing tort
the election of mayor, auditor and]
councilmen.
"We shall further maintain:'^
That the powers granted to tbe
municipalities by the state con
stitution shall be operative at all
times and shall in no way be
abridged by any provision of the
charter, and that only a majority
vote shall be required to deter
mine any municipal question."
A public mass meeting for dis
cussion of charter plans, called for
the law school rooms in the En
gineers building Tuesday night,
will be addressed by Mayor James 'MIH fTCCTH OI. a:iSI.KOH<t MA1
R. Hanna of Des Moines, la., and
Mayor Baker.
Mayor Baker's committee of
nine, llamfed to select a slate of 15
charter candidates, expects tc
bold its first meeting Friday oi
Saturday.
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5HURCHES G INTO
CHARTER
iMayor Declares Board is
Workino With One-Fourth
of Money Needed.
•Tells

Reserve Students of
Good Work Being
Done.

Sketching briefly the work of each
of the seven bureaus operating under
the supervision of the Cleveland board
of health, Mayor Baker in the third
of a series of weekly addresses at
the Amasa Stone- Memorial chapel,
Adelbert College campus last night
said:
"The greatest handicap under
which the board of health labors is
the lack of a suitable amount of
funds. Statistics point to the fact
that the health appropriation comes
to about 20 cents per capita, or
about |150,000. It really needs to
be four times that amount."
Details on work of some of the more
important bureaus including those of
child hygiene, tuberculosis, bacterialogical and dairy and meat inspection, were discussed by the mayor.
"The bureau of child hygiene,
founded only last year, is one of the
most important institutions we have,"
he said. "It was founded primarily
for the purpose of caring for diseases of children and for instructing
mothers in the proper care of the
babies. In one year it took care of
31,037 babies, of whom only 232 died,
107 of this number after passing out
of the hands of the bureau. Everything considered, our infant mortality
in Cleveland last year was only 7 per
cent, as against the average, which
is 221-3 per cent."
The board of health's solution of
the typhoid and diphtheria problems
were taken up, with the manner in
which last summer's fly campaign
was conducted.
"After the new intake tunnels were
established," said the mayor, "typhoid
deaths diminished to six deaths per
100,000 people, in 1012, while fatalities from diphtheria came to a little
less than 3 per cent. The action of
the "hoard in dispensing any quantity
of anti-toxin to all who cared to call
for it at the city hall aided in holding
the death list down to that point."
In regard to the tuberculosis bu-reau the mayor said:
"One out of every nine people in the:
city 'dies from tuberculosis, which
bringes the death rate from the white
plague up to 5,000 or 0,000 yearly.
The city is attempting to meet these
conditions by the buildings at "War-:
rensville. But there is much room for
improvement, and I cannot help but
think what a boon it would be to
those unfortunates who will be stricken in the future if all philanthropic
folk in Cleveland would set aside a
portion, at, least, of their income, and
build an additional wing, or even a
cottage, to add to those already at the
place."
In conclusion the mayor expressed
the wish that the board of health's
labors would continue to grow in proportion to the growth of the city, and
that the time would come when the
ideals of the organization, consisting
of a heartfelt wish for the perfect
health of every man, woman and child
> Cleveland, would be fully realized.

The jewels-are worth" $250 000
1 -Mayor Baker told Councilman
| Foster Tuesday work on the elimination of the E. 105th-st Lake Sho"e
grade crossing is to-be started atl
once.

'Will Conduct Speeches m|
, , , ,r ,Q
n
Protestant Men s
Clubs.

NEWDI
SPRUNG BY WITT
N SIGH NIGH!
Fearing Injunction, He Gets
Busy as Soon as Council
, Gives Authority.

I The latest organization to plunge
(nto the campaign preliminary to the Only Signers Will be Supportframing of a new city charter for
ed for Commission.
Street ear changes that took
Cleveland is the Cleveland Federated
effect in the* downtown district
Churches.
NAMES
SIX
PLANKS Tuesday:
' The Federated Churches will conPayne-av cars no longer run (
duct a series of speeches on charter
to the union depot, but follow •
subjects, including discussion of Federal Plan of City Governtypes of city government by experts
the route of the Superior cars,
ment is Specified.
in the men's clubs of all the Protesturning on the federal loop.'
tant churches of Cleveland. What
East Cleveland Euclid cars
else it will do when the campaign
A pledge, binding candidates j
warms up is not decided yet.
ao longer run to the depot, but
who
sign
it
to
six
definite
planks!
This week will see the real opening
■of the charter campaign. Petitions in the building of a new city char-1 turn on the monument loop
for charter commission nominations ter, was mailed by the progressive! like other Euclid cars.
uiav be circulated Tuesday and aftUnion depot-courthouse loop
?er. while the first meeting of the non-l legislation league Tuesday to 100 line runs from depot to W.
representative
men
who
have
been
partisan committee of nine appointed by Mayor Baker to put in nomina- mentioned as possibilities for the Nin.th.-8t; to Lakeside-av, to Ontion fifteen candidates will be held charter commission.
tario-st, to Rockwell-av side of
I today or tomorrow.
Only candidates who hind them- Public square, to Superior-av,
The
Progressive
Constitution
League vail hold meetings .Tuesday: selves to support the pledge will to E. Ninth-st, to Euclid-av,
and Thursday nights for discussion of ! receive support from the league. around Williamson building to
Superior-av
shelter
house,
charter subjects, and it will also sendj The pledge reads:
"We believe the framing of a where cars load for depot, and
out a pledge to 200 citizens it thinks
are possibilities for charter commis- new charter for our city should thence to Ontario-st again.
sioners. The pledges will be for non- | fulfill the very evident demands of
Eight Windermere tripper
partisan local elections, federal plan,; the people for a more popular ' trains, between 5:15 a. m. and
r
initiative and referendum, recall of| government, the prevention of boss
:45 p. m., come down Prosofficials and a small council at large. rule and machine domination of pect-av to E. Ninth-st, and then
Although the League of Repubit-. municipal affairs, and the elimina- back again by way of Euclid-av,
can Clubs has not decided whether* tion of the spoils system.
■without touching the Public
there will be a Republican slate or
"We believe the new city char- square.
charter candidates, the probability is
that the non-partisan ballot on Which ter should establish such fundaOperation of the new union
commissioners are to be elected will mental principles as will insure the depot and courthouse car line bebe a long one. This, politicians be- people Of Cleveland a government came a reality early Tuesday,
lieve, is to happen because of wide- simple in form, efficient of operaspread public interest in the city tion, responsive to the will of the when Tractioner Witt stole a
charter and because only_ 2 per cent people, and at all times securing march on opponents of the. line
of the electors on a petition is suffi- to them actual and direct popular Who had threatened injunction
suits.
cient to get a candidate upon tne rule.
Midnight work by Concon ofballot.
"Therefore, we, the undersigned
!
ficials,
Mayor Baker and tractioncandidates for the office of charter
commissioner, do hereby pledge \ er's office aided Witt in springing
ourselves, if elected, unqualifiedly the coup after council had asked
to support and vote for the incpri- the changes.
poration of the following proviThe way of the new line, howsions in the charter:
I ever, may still be fraught with obistacles. East .Cleveland council at
Here Are the Planks.
! its meeting Tuesday night is to de1. The initiative and referen- cide
it cares-to enforce a!
dum in a form containing per- [clausewhether
in its franchise providing)
centages not to exceed 6 per cent for service
as far as W. Ninth-st.
in either case.
"I don't know just what action]
2. The recall for all elected or will be taken," said Mayor MeV
appointed officials on petition of J i>uJ££ _JTho sentiment of the^yeo-'.
i
J
not to exceed 15 per cent.
will be followed. I don't look
' 3. A charter modeled on the I| pie
for any court action.;'
federal plan.
4. A council elected at large, ! Max Cohen of A. J. Mandel &
and t6 contain not more than nine C6., who has led the fight against
removal of car service from W
members.
5. The nonpartisan form of ;,Sixth and W. Ninth streets, said:'
[ "I have asked attorney Fred
ballot.
6. A short ballot providing for Desberg to look up the law. But
the election of mayor, auditor and so far I have paid all expenses,
and unless other merchants help,
councilmen.
won't carry the matter any
"We shall further maintain: ilfurther."
That the powers granted to the
Immediate relief from rush
municipalities by the state constitution shall be operative at all ihour congestion in the Public
times and shall in no way be square, and better service on all
abridged by any provision of the lines was promised by Witt Tuescharter, and that only a majority day.
"East Clevelanders should be
vote shall be required to deterpleased with the new service for
mine any municipal question."
A public mass meeting for dis- two reasons," said Witt. "The
cussion of charter plans, called for first is the same number of cars
the law school rooms in the En- will run a shorter distance, thus
gineers- building Tuesday night, making quick running time and
will be addressed by Mayor James shorter intervals possible.
R. Hanna of Des Moines, la., and, "The second is that East Clevelanders, most of whom in the past
Mayor Baker.
Mayor Baker's committee of haven't boarded the cars in the |
nine, liamed to select a slate of 15 factory district, will have * chancj*!,
charter candidates, expects to to get a seat at the square.
"By Jan. 1 rerouting of all the
hold its first meeting Friday or
new downtown terminals will be
Saturday.
in effect. We will also purchase
more new cars. When the additional 100 trailers, authorized by
council Monday night, are delivered, we will have 1050 ears. But
we need 1200, and we will get
that number."
Witt said the new depot line
would give a 15-minute service
after midnight. Heretofore it has
been only half hourly.
The East Cleveland council is
to decide Tuesday night whether
the stop elimination plan can be
put into effect in that suburb.
Witt said Tuesday none of the
present downtown stops would be
eliminated, but that beginning
Jan. 1 cars would stop at the near
side of the street.
Mayor Baker asserted forfeiture
of the East Cleveland franchise is
a possibility if the suburban folk
insist upon riding r.s far as W.
Nirith-st.
"We'd be glad if the East Cleveland grant is forfeited," said Baker,
"It doesn't pay to haul people so
far for 3 cents."
General Manager Radcliffe believes only a few
people on the
crosstown lines1 will have to toy
the double fare to the depot.
"Most East-end folk who want to
catch a train patronize the E. 55thst or E. 105th-st depots," said Radoliffe.
President Stanley believes a rule
giving a transfer on a transfer for
the depot line might be adopted.

' f » - [ <\ ) V
Baker Needs New
Lights; No Money;
Gongwer Finds It

BAKER HAS PLAN TO
PREVENT OPEN WAR

or Baker'si eye specialist has
told him that liis eyes are in bad
shape. Mi also ordered new lights
installed. Baker had made estimates ||
Of tl
change.
It was j
as the snag.
When the budget estimate
Baker refused to have j
opropriated for his of- '
flee expenses, lif.-au.se the city's! Democratic councilmen, beginning
Una] i.
I Ight.
i| next week, will meet in Mayor BaBurr Gongwer, clerk of the elec ker's office each Monday afternoon
board, came to Baker's rescue at
ordinance ■!
* o'clock to discuss legislation to
Tuesday. He drafted
ferring $200 from the board to \ he taken up at the meeting in the
or's fund to have the lights l| evening. Councilmen were notified to
1
! crl.
this effect yesterday.
Several of the Democrats recently
WILL SPEAK ON CHARTER have been voting against administration measures and have voiced their
Des Moines Mayor and Baker to Ad- disapproval on the floor. Under the
new plan they will discuss impenddress Constitution League.
ing legislation and thresh out all
Two addresses of more than usual details before council meeting.
the council meeting a week ago
i "ill be given at Tui day a At
number of the Democrats voted
i tins of i In- Progressive with the Republicans, and held up
'ill inn League in the room of. suspension of the rules for the pasthe (lleveland Law School in the En- sage of the Haserodt
interurban
building, v, lic-n iVIaj or .lames freight ordinance. It was an adminR- Wanna, of Des .Moines, la„ and] istration measure.
Baker, of Cleveland, will
Baker Makes Appeals.
•speak on the new city charter.
-Several times recently Mayor Baker
Hanna Is the o mission plan
mayor of Des Moines and was in- was compelled to make a personal appeal from the council floor for the
vited to Cleveland bi K. W. Doty,
who was in Philadelphia al tin
passage of ordinances. At the cauthe Philadelphia City Club had its
cuses each week a course of action
mayor's dinner last « eek.
will be mapped out before council
Judge All xander I [adden, ehairmeets.
"i
r the committee of nine asked
Resolutions
authorizing
$955,000
to nominate a nonworth of refunding bonds to extend
partisan slate of charter commission
the time of payment of five issues of
candidates, said yesterday bis comwaterworks and sewer bonds were
mittee will not meet until after
introduced at last night's meeting' of
Thursday.
council. City Auditor Coughlin said
civil service committee of the
that the sinking fund trustees would
■Municipal Association worked yesbe able to take up only $358,000 worth
terday afternoon on the drafl o
of bonds when the various issues
that will be submitted to the
matured on April 1. 1913.
General Assembly for enactment to
The Durkin dog ordinance, re- ]
to effi i i the constitutional
vived after months in committees,ndment adopted al the polls Sepwas tucked away for several mbre
ber ::. The proposed law will
when it was referred to the judicial,
cover state, county and city offices.
license, ordinance, health and cleantl is probable that ii will leave civil
liness committees and
the city
a cities which adopt home
solicitor.
rule chartet s pn i tj largely to local
i nibndi r stale supervision.
Asks Licensing of Dogs.
Last night's measure was a subTo Make Subway Ornamental.
stitute to the original ordinance. It (
The proposed subway under th<! provides for license fees of 25 and 50
e Shore Railroad tracks on E
cents and for the impounding of all
dogs not licensed.
105tli street will not be a plain are
An ordinance requiring hucksl
but will be an ornamental piece
pay a license fee of $1 and deposit !
masonry, if plans of Councilman R.
lor a
"oenso tag was introduced. I
B. foster arc carried out. Foster *'
It
has the backing of City Sealer
.1 to Mayor Baker yesterday
Radeliffe,
who claims it will prevent
that as the crossing is the gate
in t
lie Lake Shore boulevard and the trafficking
Councilman Andrews introduced a;
to Bratenahl particular at- resolution
calling' on the- director of,
d
to architectural public service and the city engineer
m be
ires.
to report why Lakeside Hospital
authorities had been permitted to
fence in a portion of E. 12th street.
The resolution was adopted.

Councilmen in Future Will
Thresh Out Differences
at Conference.

COUNCIL o. K:S
CAR REROUTING
Makes Witt Decentralization Plan Law After
Fights—Trolley Freight
Measure Goes Through.
MERCHANTS BATTLE
AGAINST DEPOT SHIFT

for steam road invasion of street
Newell because of the danger of a^
eidents.
Max Conn headed a delegation of
manufacturers
and
wholesalers
whose businesses are located in th
territory now served by the Pa •
and East Cleveland depot cars pro*
testing against the establishment of
the new depot loop and cessation of
service on those lines, on W Btl
and W. 9th street, before the street
railway committee of the council
He failed in his protest, after Witt
had defied the council and flatly re
fused to change, his plans in any
particular.
Depot Changes First.

After the council had authorized
the rerouting, Witt said that the
first lines to be affected will be the
jEast Cleveland and Payne 'depot
services. He said these lines would
be turned at the Public Square and
that the new depot loop line will be
started within a week.
Although Judge Estep vesterdav
dismissed a suit to stop Witt from
making these changes, brought by
Attorney Fred Desberg at Cohn's instance. Colin said another suit would
be brought.
Jn the street railway committee
One-half of the cars that now meeting.
Cohn said that the cessacircle and jam the Public tion of service on W. 6th street and
9th street would injure business,
Square will have other down- W.
and that the workmen in the distown terminals before January trict largely given to cloak and suit
would lose from three
1, Traction Commissioner Peter | manufacturing
to ten minutes in getting- to work.
Witt declared last night, after He and his associates submitted a pecity council had passed the reso- tition which they said thousands had
lution providing for the rerout- signed against the change. The new
[line will go on Lakeside ' avenue!
i ing of twenty car lines in the ! Harry Edwards, of the William Ed: downtown section and ordering I wards Company, said the business
be hurt and the comfort of 600
the street railway system decen- |! would
employees would be impaired by the
tralized.
I change. A representative of Joseph
This resolution, one of the most im- \& Feiss said 1,1.000 working people
portant to the Cleveland public ! would be injured.
Witt countered by saying a test
since the adoption of the Tayler
street railway franchise, was only taken last week showed an average
adopted after an all-afternoon fight of twelve people per car on the depot
between
Traction
Commissioner lines.
Baker Defends Witt.
Witt and representatives of workWitt declared that most of these
men and business men in the manufacturing and wholesale district that
15,000 people do not use the,cars from
lies between the Public Square and I the Square now. Mayor Baker, favoring the change, said that the charthe Cuyahoga River, Superior and
acter of the district in question had
Lakeside avenues. The fight was
changed from a residential and retail
carried to the floor of the council,
locality, when the W. 6th and W. 9th
lines were established, to' a wholesale
and Mayor Baker found it necessary
i
one.
to make a speech in favor of the re"If a man does business there, he
routing.
either goes with a wagon or to leave
At the same time that the council
an order," Baker said. "The woman
with the market basket is no longer
authorized the sweeping change in
a feature. Cleveland has grown from
the downtown terminals of practie>'J.u00 to 600,000. It has a natural
cally every car line in the city, it
ter, the Public Square. Inevitably
passed the oinJinance giving the right
everyone wants to go to the Square.
A
change
yhocks the psychology of
I to the Cleveland Railway to haul
the town.
| freight trains through the streets in
"We now face a situation where we
the evening and early morning in
must have an underground or elevatconjunction with
the
interurban
id terminus or adjust routes. This
lines.
is the least inconvenience we can do."
He said Cleveland car service surMeans Business Extension.
sed in excellence traction systems in Boston, New York, PhilaImmense extension of the city's
lelphia, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Dewholesale and retail
out-of-town
I'oit, Chicago and Buffalo. It was
trade is expected by the wholesale
suggested that Witt try and figure a
merchants' board to come when the
way to give service through the district, either by running on W. 6th
freight service is inaugurated. S. M.
and W. 9th or by sending the new
Bond, chairman of the board's comdepot loop up St. Clair one way. He
mittee, said last night that the board
lid not "cotton" to either idea. He
will meet today to work on location
said his plan was the best and meant
of a freight station. The merchants, only that people would have to walk
in new directions.
will build the station on one of three
Haserodt and Witt Clash.
sites now under option. Cars will be
"We are going to have 1,200 ear"
loaded at the station, then hauled to
city limits in trains of three and ■soon, where we now have 800," Witt
*said. "If you don't pass this change
turned ove to the interurbans.
resolution, in six months you'll be
half an hour getting a car through
Freight rates, already fixed, will
the
Public Square."
approximate those charged by steam
When Chairman E. B. Haserodt. of
railroads for equal hauls, Bond said.
the committee, suggested Witt wig
The first interurbans to. handle doing an injustice, Witt told Haser!
freight service will be the lines en- odt to go and fix up a plan of his
tering the West Side boundary. own.
"There's my proposition." said Witt.
Councilmen Shaw and Newell op"If the council does not like it let
posed the freight service. Shaw bea is run the way they i
cause he feared it an opening wedge

Square Congestion Will Be
Relieved by January 1—
Court Refuses Plea for
Restraining Order.

ft I V

IAB 6 MOVIE MEN FOR
FILM CRIME THRILLS
■prietors of Sliows Arrested as Police Censors'Kote I
pictures Banned by Baker: Kohler Orders
Quick Action.
and three hundred
fe of the Cleveland police deKent wore converted into cenrtn
"movins pictures last night,
managers whose shows
six
' ught to breed crime, the
tlioug
jarcl being: fixed by the individtaste of the policeman, were ar-

*here was no redress, no argument
no stay of proceedings. It was
now, and tell
we 0f "Come on
Br troubles to the judge."
The charge lodged against those
rresied yesterday and last night is
hibiting pictures of a criminal
Bail in each case was fixed
)0 and easily secured. The arjjmments will be made this mornin the criminal branch of the
licipal court. The films are held
evidence, and in each case the
rresting patrolman will appear as a
ritness.
Arrests Made.
The following are those arrested:
Lewis H. Becht, Lakewood, prorietor of the Mall, Superior avenue,
ctures showing assassination of Defctive Petrosini; Burwill Steele, 1487
ftandottc avenue, manager of the
fescent, 315 .Superior avenue, pieshowing "Their Lives
for
,ld"; .Miss Jean Oster, Kennard
louse, manager of the Princess
beater, pictures showing robbery
mi murder; Theodore H. Clucker,
Wade Park avenue, proprietor

it ear-. I weal Work on auer plan. I'm satisfied that is the
pserodt attempted with small sueto calm Witt down. He wanted
Xt to try to figure out a way to
nd ears through St. Clair avenue,
said to do that would tie up all
l?1^™™'!,3^ i'-"!™ ?""
tion conditions at the Square for
nr or five months and would also
st $20,000 to $30,000.
fter a lot more . protests, the
Bcratic members of the commitjrecommended the adoption of the
Hlution.
Seven Oppose Witt.
hen ihe resolution came up for
on in the council, it was opposed
iCouneilmen Bernstein, Fitzgerald,
ibeit, Xewell, Sulzman, Woods and
•ner. Bernstein said many people
d worked in the cloak and
1
. and that the Woodland,
Scovill lines ought to
.Xewell wanted
IT? soap.
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of the Castle Theater, 7307 Wade
Park avenue, pictures showing murder; Peter Bobik, 2950E. S-ri street,
proprietor of the
Polar Theater,
Stein-way avenue and 10. 93d street;
Daniel Weiss, 2-19S E. 31st street, proprietor of the Alma Theater, Scovill
avenue and E.' 31st street, showed
"Burglar and the Rose," wholesale
robbery and "The Red Men."
Samuel Bullock,
511 Williamson
building, chairman of the press committee! of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, said that if the con-'
tention of Mayor Baker, that thej
shows constituted a menace to the1
public, is sustained, no contest will
be made. But if the case is not made
the league will fight for its arrested
members.
The war started yesterday afternoon when the Mall, conducted by
Louis H. Becht, caused the mayor's,
displeasure by showing pictures dealing with the life and death of Detec-.
tive Lieutenant Petrosini,
of New
York. He telephoned to Chief Kohler)
and Becht was arrested. He declared
he would fight the case. ,
Kohler Passes Order Along'.
Baker told Kohler to cause the arrest of every moving picture theater
proprietor whose silent actors were
not up to the standard.
"Close them all and put the blame
on. inc. Close them, whether it Is leal or not." said Raker.
KLohler did
not change the order in any essential detail when he passed it on to
the patrolmen.
The feeling which resulted in the
arrests has been gradually crystal-,
lizing- among the councilmen.
Not
long ago Councilman Zinner introduced an ordinance providing for a
city board of censors. That ordinance
is now in the hands of the judicial
committee.
•
That the Police are not confident ol
their ability to close the !
to
which objection is made, is shown by
Kohler's declaration that if the theaters banned would not close patrolmen would be.stationed at the doors
to arrest any person who might try
to enter.
To Hold Clinic on Films.
'The two pictures which are under
Jre at the Mall and the -Crescent
heaters and any others which the
believe should not be shown,
ill be exhibited to the Cleveland
ocal No. I, Motion Picture Exhibiors' League of America, before we
take any action," said Samuel Bullock, chairman of the local's press
committee, last night.
"We will have the exhibition at
(10:30 o'clock Wednesday morning at
kur exhibit rooms in the Columbia
building, Prospect avenue and E. -d
jtreet."
Bullock said that a committee from
Die local had talked with Councilman
dinner

(3ftV^o wZus~ -1^> -lo-i %v
BIRDS TO CAROL AT PARM.
Wives of city officials met yesterday at the sftice of City Charities Director H. R. Copley to dis- \
cuss plans for the Christmas celebration at the Warrensville infirmary farm.
Mrs. Newton D.
Baker is chairman of the committee
and Mrs. Charles W. Sta£e 1S see'
retary.
It was decided to
purchase
graphophones, one for the men's
ward and one for the women's
ward, and to buy canaries, to be
placed about the institution.
"It fill make the place seem
brighter
during
the
winter
months,", said Director Cooley.

Indorses Sweeping Rerouting
Plans With But Few Dissenting Votes.
Cloak District Threatens to
Fight—Freight Act
Passes.

benefited by increased regularity ops
service."
Councilman
Bernstein
declare*.,
breaking up of the Woodland, Kins
man and Scovill lines in the centra
business section would prove an In ' '
convenience to many of his constlt
uents'-.who work in the cloak factor • ■
section.
Councilman Newell said the chanf . .
would be an tT-dded hardship to tl
West Side resident and many wou
miss trains because
ttte
reroutipj
would compel them to H'de to t
Public square to get to the-Unn,
depot.
Councilmen who voted against tl
'rerouting and depot loop resolutic
are Zinner, Sulzmann and Gilbei
Democrats, and Bernstein, FitzGe
aid, Newell and Woods, Republlcai
A large delegation represents
workers in the cloak factory section
appeared at a public meeting of the
council committee on street railways
yesterday afternoon to protest against
the removal of service from Wi 6thst and W. 9th-st.
Max Cohen and
Attorney Fred S. Desberg acted as
spokesmen. ■
Councilman Haserodt did not favor
withdrawal of service from the cloak
factory section and suggested that
Witt prepare a new plan that would
j take care of both situations.
This
j Witt declined to do. Witt said that
I $75,000 already had been expended to
' lay new tracks on Ontario-st and
Lakeside-av N. W. and other changes
would mean additional expense. He
declared that if his plan was not
adopted the time would come when
it would take half an hour to get a
car out of the Public square.
Mayor Baker said he recognized
that Cleveland was a city with a natural center and that the wish of many
was to reach the Public square.
"We don't want to shock the habit
and effront the psychology of everybody In town," he said, "but changes
are necessary with the growth of the
city.
"The people do not realize how
tremendously superior the street car
service in Cleveland is to the service
in other American cities of about the
same size. We should try this scheme
and see whether or not it is a relief
to our overburdened streets."
Unless new legal steps 'are taken
Commissioner Witt can put the new
depot loop into effect sooner than Dec.
16, if he desires, as Judge Estep yesterday dismissed the petition of Attorney Desberg asking that the street
railroad commissioner and company
be restrained from taking tfte cars off
W. 6th-st and W. 9th-st.
Judge Estep ruled that the city so- :
licitor had not refused to bring the'
suit.
It was held by Judge Estep
that City Solicitor Wilcox was not
given time enough in which to examine the merits of the case and answer
whether or not he would file the suit.
The
ordinance
authorizing
the
Street railway company to haul electric freight trains through the streets
was opposed by Councilmen Newell,
Dittrick and Shaw. It was introduced
more than a year ago. Mayor Baker
explained that the provision giving
preference to produoe from the farms
to the city was stricken out for fear
of complications that would throw the
control of the situation into the hands
of the interstate commerce commis-

By twenty-five to seven the city
council last night adopted a resolution
authorizing a complete rerouting of
street railway lines in the downtown
section and establishment of a Union
depot loop, embracing thu hotel sections of the city.
The ordinance
authorizing the
street railway company
to haul,
freight cars through the streets of the
city also was adopted.
Councilman Dittrick,
one of the
'•three councilmen voting against the
freight ordinance, declared a petition .
would be circulated calling for a ref
erendum election on its approval.
Strong opposition to the proposed
street car rerouting came yesterday
from representatives of merchants in
^ fafi
gection
Qn
the
&round that the depot loop would re-.
;
move all service ffrom W. 9th and
W. 6th-sts.
j
Following last night's meeting Max
'Cohen, who has been heading the opposition, declared legal action probably would be started to prevent the
changes from being carried into effect.
A law prohibiting changes on
a line before a five-year period has.
; elapae(ai may be cited.
The depot loop change will become:
effective Dec. 16, Traction Com-!
mlssloner Peter Witt said last evening. The remainder of the rerouting
will go Into effect on or about Jan. 1.!
The complete list of changes was:
published a week ago, when the reso- ,
lution proposing the rerouting was
offered in council. The main purpose
is to decentralize the lines and to
eliminate congestion at the Public
square.
Opposition
came
at last
night's meeting from
Councilmen
; Bernstein, Zinner and Sulzmann on
the ground that working girls in the
cloak factory section would be compelled to walk to their work from the
Public square.
"If there's going to be any experi*-le)9A\ %®wi A"p
menting let us do it at some other
time of the year," said Councilman
Zinner after Councilman Haserodt
-DT-f) SpiIOClQ 'SIHUOOOy TIT
V.iJ
I
*
•
declared the changes were largely an
experiment and that an error could be
rectified. "It will bring suffering to
hundreds of girls who will be compelled to walk to the cloak factory
section from the Public square on
cold days."
Councilman
Sulzmann
declared
that he knew twelve girls who would
be compelled to walk from Prospectav S. B. if the change is made.
"The time never will come when
this council cannot make some improvement in street car service withmtnnof) 1«9 'oGvj pug ito yaniiinwQ
out inconveniencing someone," said
Mayor Baker. "There may be some
pt si }j JaqiaqAY 'mam asojo 'am uo
girls who will be discommoded by
sui^iq aq} ind pun rfe maqi asoio,, ;
the change, but w«'re losing sight of
the 60,000 girls who don't happen to
work in that section and who will beJ»

Councilman Dittrick claims there is
opposition to the measure on the West
Side and that a referendum petition
will be circulated.
A resolution authorizing the purchase of 100 additional trailers was
adopted. The Cleveland Railway Co.
will pay $2,727.67 apiece for the cars.
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NAB 6 MOVIE MEN FOR
FILM CRIME THRILLS
Proprietors of Shows Arrested as Police Censors Xote
Pictures Banned by Baker; Kohler Orders
Quick Action.
Between two and three hundred
members of the Cleveland police department were converted into censors of moving pictures last night,
and six managers whose shows
were thought to breed crime, the
standard being fixed by the individual taste of the policeman, were arrested.
. There was no redress, no argument
and no stay of proceedings. It was
a case of "Come on, now, and tell
your troubles to the judge."
The charge lodged against those
arrested yesterday and last night is
exhibiting pictures of a criminal
nature. Bail in each case was fixed
at $200 and easily secured. The arraignments will be made this morning in the criminal branch of the
municipal court. The films are held
as evidence, and in each case the
arresting patrolman will appear as a
witness.
Arrests Made.
The following are those arrested:
Lewis H. Becht, Lakewood, proprietor of the Mall, Superior avenue,
pictures showing assassination of Detective Petrosini; Burwill Steele, 1487
Wyandotte avenue, manager of the
Crescent, 315 Superior avenue, pictures showing "Their Lives for
Gold"; Miss Jean Oster, Kennard
House, manager of the Princess
Theater, pictures showing robbery
and murder; Theodore H. Clucker,
7122 Wade Park avenue, proprietor

of the Castle Theater, 7307 Wade
Park avenue, pictures showing murder; Peter Bobik, 2950' E. S2d street.
proprietor of the Polar Theater,
Steinway avenue and B. 93d street;
Daniel Weiss, 2498 E. 31st street, proprietor of the Alma Theater, Scovill
avenue and E. 31st street, showed
"Burglar and the Rose," wholesale
robbery and "The Red Men."
Samuel Bullock, 511 Williamson
building, chairman of the press eom-j
mittee of the Motion Picture Ex-j
hibitors' League, said that if the con-j
.tention of Mayor Baker, that thej
shows constituted a menace to the
public, is sustained, no contest willbe made. But if the case is not made ,

BIRDS TO CAKOL AT FARM.
Wives of city officials met yesterday at the oflice of City Charities Director H. R. Cooley to discuss plans for the Christinas celebration at the Warrensville infirmary farm. Mrs. Newton D.
Baker is chairman of the committee
and Mrs. Charles W. Stage is secretary.
It was decided to purchase
graphophones, one for the men's
ward ■ and one for the women's
ward, and to buy canaries, to he
placed about the institution.
'' It -vill make the place seem
brighter
during
the
winter
months,", said Director. Cooley.

COUNCIL SANCTIONS
ALL CUR CHANGES
■
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the league win"fight for its arrested Indorses Sweeping Rerouting
members.
Plans With But Few DisThe war started yesterday afternoon when the Mall, conducted by
senting Votes.

Louis H. Becht, caused the mayor's
displeasure by showing pictures dealing with the life and death of Detec- Cloak District Threatens to
tive Lieutenant Petrosini, of New
Fight—Freight Act
York. He telephoned to Chief Kohler
and Becht was arrested. He declared
Passes.
he would fight the case.
Kohler Passes Order Along.
By twenty-five to seven the city
Baker told Kohler to cause the ar- council last night adopted a. resolution
rest of every moving picture theater authorizing a complete rerouting of
proprietor whose silent actors were street railway lines in the downtown
not up to the standard.
section and establishment of a Union
"Close them all and put the blame depot loop, embracing the hotel secas me. Close them, whether it is le- tions of the city.
gal or not," said Baker. Kohler did
The ordinance
authorizing the
not change the order in any essential detail when he passed it on to street railway company to haul
freight cars through the streets of the
the. patrolmen.
The feeling which resulted in the city also was adopted.
Councilman Dittrick, one of the
arrests has been gradually crystal-.
among the councilmen. Not three councilmen voting against the
' X uoh't care. 1 wont work on an- j lizing
freight
ordinance, declared a petition
long ago Councilman Zlnner jnj'roother plan. I'm satisfied that, is the 1 duced
would be circulated calling for a ref ■
an
ordinance
providing
for
a
best."
election on its approval.
board of censors. That ordinance erendum
ITaserodt attempted with small suc- ii city
Strong opposition to the proposed
is
now
in
the
hands
of
the
judicial
street car rerouting . came yesterday
cess to calm Witt down. He wanted | committee.
representatives of merchants in
Witt to try to figure out a way to
That the police are not confident of from
the cloak factory section on the!
send cars through' St. Clair avenue. } their
ability
to
close
the
shows,
to
I Witt said to do that would tie up all I which objection is made, is shown by ground that the depot loop would re- j
move all service ffrom W. 9th and
attempts to reroute and better congestion conditions at the Square for ."Kohler's declaration that if the thea, W. 6th-sts.
Following last night's meeting Max |
tour or five months and would also ; men„would
,^ ,__
_i_i: j at
_.± ^,._
„,,.„„
be. stationed
the doors
Cohen, who has been heading the op- |
cost $20,000 to $30,000.
to
arrest
any
person
who
might
try
position,
declared legal action proba- |
After a lot more protests, the
bly would be started to prevent the!
Democratic members of the commit- .to enter.
changes from being carried into efTo Hold Clinic on Films.
tee recommended the adoption of the
fect. A law prohibiting changes on j
resolution.
"The two pictures which are under | a line before a five-year period, has.
fire at the Mall and the - Crescent I elapsed, may be cited.
Seven Oppose Witt.
and any others which the j
The depot loop change will become'
When the resolution came up for theatersbelieve
should not be shown, ] effective Dec. 16, Traction Com-!
action in the council, it was opposed police
will be exhibited to the Cleveland j missioher Peter Witt said last eve- by Councilmen Bernstein, Fitzgerald, Local
Xo. 1, Motion Picture Exhibi- j hihg. The remainder of the rerouting
Gilbert, Newell, Sulzman, Woods and tors' League
of America, before we will go into effect on or about Jan. 1.j
Zlnner. Bernstein said many people take any action,"
Samuel Bui- ;
The complete list of changes was;
in his ward worked in the cloak and lock, chairman of said
the local's press • published a week ago, when the reso- j
suit district and that the Woodland, .committee, last night.
proposing the rerouting was]
Kinsman and Scovill lines ought to , "We will have the exhibition at. lution
offered in council. The main purpose
run into that section. Newell wanted 10:30 o'clock Wednesday morning at is to decentralize the lines and to
a way for West Siders to reach the our exhibit rooms in the Columbia eliminate congestion at the Public
Union depot without going to the building, Prospect avenue and E- 2d square. Opposition came at last
Public Square first. Haserodt said street."
night's meeting from Councilmen
the ordinance was experimental, and. Bullock said that a committee from ; Bernstein, Zinner and Suizmann on
if it wronged anyone, service could the local had talked with Councilman the ground that working girls in the
be changed later on.
cloak factory section would be comZlnner said hundreds of small ! Zln,n?f over his proposed ordinance pelled to walk to their work from the
that he had agreed to hold it in Public square.
girls, working in the factory district iand
m th6
"If there's going to be any experibetween Superior avenue and the a,beyan<lth
;? ™
? could confer tur"
menting let us do it at some other
lake. would have to walk from !m,f* do
™ not
illffl
'
.
,,h
see wh
1 n pl
Prospect avenue across the Square, . *e hows
,
>' } f ™°/, , 5, £ time of the year," said Councilman
and that it was a shame.
5" *
J1™ sm.£,?d °ut- Beeht Zinner after Councilman Haserodt
told
declared the changes were largely an
Sulzman said he knew a dozen
Mayor Baker. The films are no
experiment and that an error could be
crippled working girls, who would |worse tllan ':1,me noveI Plots and the
advertising
is
much.the
same
as
that
rectified. "It will bring suffering to
be subjected to great hardship . in l tne
hundreds of girls who will be cometting to work under the changed "of
cheaper theaters."
pelled to walk to the cloak factory
P,a"
Talk to Wide Audience.
section 'from the Public square on
"The time will never come when- „Th t j
„
,.,
Jied B k
cold days."
P
e Cal SS1 V1C th
Councilman
Suizmann declared
!v?hn?,t inconveniencing
h^r,.' ^i'
"
'
e moving
pictures affect more
peowithout
someone
i
^
,-.
i
.,v
that he knew twelve girls who would
P le tol h
are m re P PUlar Wlth
Baker said. "I hope vou will take- ,
J fF
°
°
be compelled to walk from Prospect large view of this matter. We ar
„ '
,'.
.. .■ « , * *
av S. B. if the change is made.
all losing sight of the 60,000 peop'1 ler J tlG ordinance was not intended to
"The time never will-come when
who ride on the cars and who don- aldf<=ut
e the motion picture men,
this council cannot make some imwork in that section who are goinl eps Zmner, and lf they wlU take
provement in street car servicej withto be aided by the I'acilitv and iegu-; ' lme to, prevent .the showing of
out inconveniencing someone," said
laritv of service this resolution will 4611 asProducing
pictures I would be
Mayor Baker. "There may be some
wel1
i.n.vide. It is not how near the carsiPln his
satisfied."
girls who will be discommoded by
"arc but how regular tliev are
"
orders to Chief Kohler Bathe change, but we're losing sight of
i^..„„..*„ * Tii
c i . ■
ker suggested
that patrolmen be stas
the 60,000 girls who don't happen to
Experts to Plan Schedules.
liolied in front
of
movtag
picture
Work in that section and who will be
"People now have to allow twenty [houses showing films of crime, if the
to thirty minutes as a margin for {proprietors of the places refused to
delay. Many people save time byjfelose voluntarily.
getting off West Side cars at thefl "A patrolman would at least be a
west end
of the viaduct and walking![ better censor than the mayor," said
b(,uare
AIM
Baker, in commenting upon the plan
Although Councilman Bernstein 0f having patrolmen act as film cen„..v.« vainly
von...,* to
ildV« the
LUC changes
CfltUlgCS con- sors.
tned
L^ have
I sidered by the committee again, the "I would not exhibit any pictures to
resolution was adopted. Witt said a the public I am ashamed to have my
j corps of schedule experts will start .daughter
and what is fit for her
1 today making times for the changed I think fit see,
for the public," said Becht.
i routes.
I
"My attitude is friendly towards
The council authorized the Cleve-' Mayor
Baker and the administration.
[land Railway to buy 100 new trailer As
for myself I would rather show
cars at a cost of $270,000.
Arbitration between the railway moving pictures of heaven and
heavenly things, but the people won't
land the car men's union on suspen- sta
d f r
sions' of conductors- and motormenj ?
° sllre
"■ T can
'
. out '.ln ttms
..
Wln
! for failure to keep time and for pass IcaseX i:ieel
l have t0 a
J ing waiting persons at corners will j
PPeal to the highest
| start this week. Attorney Charles!
, Higley was named company arbitra- j
| tor yesterday. Elroy M. Avery is '
[the men's arbitrator. They will choose i
la third.

benefited by increased regularity ojns
service."
Councilman Bernstein
declarec
breaking up of the Woodland, Kins '"
man and Scovill lines in the centra
business section would prove an in ' "
convenience to many of his constit
uents'-who work in the cloak factor-,
section.
Councilman Newell said the chanf
would be an tedded hardship to tl
West Side residei<t£s..and many wou
miss trains because tSte rerouting
would compel them to ir*de to t.
Public square to get to tlie^-Unl..
depot.
-™
Councilmen who voted against ti
rerouting and depot loop resolutic
are Zinner, Suizmann and Gilbei
Democrats, and Bernstein, FitzGe
aid, Newell and Woods, Republican
A large delegation represents
workers in the cloak factory section
appeared at a public meeting of the
council committee on street railways
yesterday afternoon to protest against
the removal of service from W. 6thst and W. 9th-st. Max -Cohen and
Attorney Fred S. Desberg acted, as
spokesmen. •
Councilman Haserodt did not favor
withdrawal of service frorti the cloak
factory se&tton and suggested that
Witt prepare a new plan that would
take care of both situations.
This
Witt declined to do. Witt said that
$75,000 already had been expended to
lay new tracks on OntariOrst and
Lakeside-av N. W. and other changes
would mean additional expense. He
declared that if his plan was not
adopted the time would come when
it would take half an hour to get a
car out of the Public square.
Mayor Baker said he recognized
that Cleveland was a city with a natural center and that the wish of many
was to reach the Public square.
"We don't want to shock the habit
and effront the psychology of everybody in town," he said, "but changes
are necessary with the growth of the
city.
"The people do not realize how
tremendously superior the street car
service in Cleveland is to the service
in other American cities of about the
same size; We should try this scheme
and see whether or not it is a relief
to our overburdened streets."
Unless new legal steps 'are taken
Commissioner Witt can put the new
depot loop into effect sooner than Dec.
16, if he desires, as Judge Estep yesterday dismissed the petition of Attorney Desberg asking that, the street
railroad commissioner and company j
be restrained from taking tne cars off j
W. 6th-st and W. 9th-st.
Judge Estep ruled that the city so- j
licitor had not refused to bring the ]
suit. It was held by Judge Estep j
that City Solicitor Wllcox was not
given time enough in which to examine the merits of the case and answer
whether or not he would file the suit.
The ordinance authorizing the
Street railway company to haul electric freight trains through the streets
was opposed by Councilmen Newell,
Dittrick and Shaw. It was introduced
more than a year ago. Mayor Baker
explained that the provision giving
preference to produoe from the farms
to the city was stricken out for fear
of complications that would throw the
control of the situation into the hands
of the interstate commerce commisCouncilman Dittrick claims there is
opposition to the measure on the West
Side and that a referendum petition
will be circulated.
A resolution authorizing the purchase of 100 additional trailers was
adopted. The Clevelarid Railway Co.
will pay $2,727.67 apiece for the cars.
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Exhibitors Display Disputed
Pictures to Judge.

Forces Into Bill Amendment Police, on Mayor's Order, Put
ban on Crime and PicProviding Investigation of
tures of Robbers.
Electric Devices.
Idea Urged by Mayor to Save Exhibitors to Censor Plays
Before Taking Up
Lives of Public Service
Defense.
Employes.
BY

BE* F. ALLEN.
,;,-, Dealer Bureau.
:i,S Post Bldg.,
WASHINGTON, Deo. 0

ii on
i'u his
•*»" con
As the finishing touch
Governor-elect.
gressional
career
r rnx"of~Ohio today bowled
James M. Cox of unio
over the Democratic " sanlZ"'°'
the house.
He obtained the adoption

Juaeeet' Kramer of municipal court,
Prosector McKay and Jgrtoelgasta
one. of the arrests this week attended
a private exhibition yesterda> of the
ill,,'. -The Adventures ot Joseph Petrooir,i "
4
similar exhibition
will
oe.
liven today of the "Aurora Floyd.":
CRUSADE VICTIMS.
?X Kramer will pass on the pictures
in court today
deciding whether the
1
i.oi'ls If. llt*eli(, T.uUervonfl. proprie— police have a l-ight to stop exhibition
<„r of Ihe nail,. >'<!1> Superior-ay \. E. 0lTudIm Krame?eyfiesteSrday heard the

3d-»t.
Jean

inserted

IKIIINI-.

the

legislative,

judicial

the vlolenl opposition of c*™^
Fitzgerald and the ranking memDera

.nv|;

l-Sjs
,, the Cox amendment Q0£
ox made his fight at tile

suggestion of Mayor Bakei of Cieve
land
The investigation and
stani
i,ation of electrical safety devices
,, regarded as an important
e
;■!
Wards the protection of public seiv
employes
and
the
public
in
genire
eral from accidents of electric rail.
ways and all electric apparatus including
telephone
and
telegraph
wires.
„f v,u
In explaining the purpose of his
amendment. Gov-elec1 Cox MUL that
with the adoption ol the Highpres
sure systems, the dangers of ««««$
creatlv have Increased.
After tne
J»* has been thoroughly inveeU„„.
bureau
of standards,
fhaeegoveyrnor-elect said the city pubHe vervice commissions will be apie
formulate Intelligent and effective

eolations of electrical ««W«.tloM.

tK

case Igainst Miss Jean Oster, Kennard
house proprietor [Of the Princess theaterEuclid-ay. After hearing the testimony "he told the police they did right
in causing arrests, but withheld judgment until after he saw the pictures.

is. < . Steele,
1-1*9
Wjaodotte-av,
,,rtraM,l, proprietor e€ the Cre.ce*t
Superior-ay A. W. near W.
iitFBirr,

of the first amendment that has been
in

Membersro1 the Moving Picture Exhibitors' league today are expected to
adopt
resolutions
abolishing
posters
from their theaters and asking the city
to enforce the order at all picture theaters.
They believe lurid posters are
responsible for Mayor Baker's crusade.
Exhibitors say the posters frequently
exaggerate the films as greatly as circus side show banners exaggerate the
Piarities of the attractions mside

Osier. living »< the Kcnuaril
proprietor of «1»- Princes* theater. K.iiilid-av near Public square.
Samuel Weiss, 2*98 E. 31st-»t, proprietor of the Alma theater, E. 31st-st
and SeovUl-av S, E.
,,
Theodore Kliioker. 71-2 Wlnde I'arkav \. 10.. proprietor of the Castle theater, 7307 Wade Park-ay \. E.
Peter Bohjk, 2950 E. SSd-st. proprietor of the Polar theater, E. 'J3d-st and
Steinvtay-av S. E.
Without warning Mayor Baker yesterday launched a vigorous campaign
against all moving picture theaters in
Cleveland showing films of hold-ups,
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COX WINS BATTLE AR T 6 OWNERS
SAO
BACKED It BAKE

IFILMSIiSIIRS
Exhibitors Display Disputed
Pictures to Judge.

Members -of the Moving Picture, Exhibitors' league today are expected.«,
adopt resolutions «f*g££ ^e city
from their theaters and «" £
the.
to enforce the order ajaJ P
^
aters. They believe lurid P
b
responsible for Mayor Bak-r
Exhibitors say the J»^%*^*X:
the films as a*eaUy a* \ £e;
Exhibitors to Censor Plays . exaggerate
eus side show banner^exafgerate^the
.peculiarities of the d.n.i«
Before Taking Up
the tent.
municipal court,
Judge Kramer of mun*%eit,ais in
Defense.
! Prosecutor McKay and ^£*^aed:
one- of the arrests tbte wee*
h
;a
private
p^trofllm.
••The. exhibition
Adventures ^f?™a>
of Josepni^
.sini." A simnar exhibition ^oyd."
! given today of the Aurora * £
CRUSADE VICTIMS.
Judge Kramer will Pfsson Whether the
in court today, decading^nrt^u^.
I,oi>!« H. Becht*. J.MKC-V. i,<.i). proprle-i. police have a right to STOP
them as crime nlm*.
heara the
tor«» .«he >M»11,-SWSutierior-av .%'. 13. of Judge,
Kramer yestei day ne^ennara
B. C. SlcVcf HSO YVjandotte-*v. case against Miss J?a" "^.icess the-'
UUewood, ■proprietor of the Crescenti ater,
house,Euclid-ay
proprietor After
;°t tnheais
gcaring the tesrf
theater, Superior-av A. W. near W. timony he tola the POlioejnei
judg.
in causing arrests, but wn.
tu es_
3d-»t.
Jean Oster, living at the Kcnnard ment until after he saw tnej)^
house, proprietor of the Princess the*
ater, Eiiclid-av near Public square.
Sa.ni.el Weiss, S408 E. 31st-st, proprietor of the Alma theater, E. 3ist-st
and Seovill-av S. E.
V
Theodore Klueker, 712? Wlade Partiav V E.. proprietor of the Castle theater, 7307 Wade Park-av IV. E.
Peter Boblk. 2950 E. 82d-s». proprietor of the Polar theater, E. 93d-st and
Steinway-av S. E.
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Des Wloines Mayor Explains

Without warning Mayor Baker yesFirst Hand Plan—Baker
terday launched a vigorous campaign
against all moving picture theaters in
Speaks of Hopes.
Cleveland showing films of hold-ups,
murders and other crimes.
"I will not tolerate the showing of Charter
Fight Started by
films that tend'to degrade instead of
Circulation of
elevate," Mayor Baker told Police
Chief Kohler. "Close every place that
Petitions.
violates this order. This is not the
time to worry about, technicalities.
Mayor Baker and Mayor James R.
We will look after aVx le§'al questions that may' arise. Act at once." Hanna of Des Moines, la., talked
Chief Kohler immediately assigned city charters before the Progressive
Lieut. Parr and Patrolman Butcher
Constitution league last night in the
as film censors with orders to close
up or arrest all proprietors of the- Cleveland Law School assembly rooms
aters snowing
showing , »«>■"
such films
"-"- or
«- lurid in Engineers building, while Mayo
|
ters.
other police continued- the
Fesler presented his views on the
jcampaign last night. As a result the
subject to members of the West Side
1 following arrests were made:
Chamber of Industry at the chamm
plsal^ ^nd mrey?|,,tr inter- ,
.
slx ^t,
ber's regular monthly . meeting.
s
ests of saving human life, «« flght. ^ouis H. Becht, Lakewood, proTheir speeches marked opening of
Al
U S a
\^ . m endment was that, while prletor of The Mall, 260 Superior-av
the city charter campaign, since yesrox'Aet t™ acdve opposition of the.N^ E . R (,_ steele; i489 Wyahdotteterday was the first day to circulate
floor 'leaders of his °.^" Parfl0'mer av, Lakewood,,proprietor of the Orespetitions for nomination as charter
y
Was vigorously suppj°«^tor Berger(;cent theater, Superior-av N. W., near
commissioners. Petitions have been
Kt member from Wisconsin
Jean Oster, living in
w.
3a.st;
prepared by the board of ejections.
Representative Allen of Ohio also ^ Kennard house< proprietor of the
M B. Excell, former member of the
claimed the attention of the nouse y . princess theaterj Euclid-av, near the
board of public salety, took out hit
lBtr d C
? " ^ataion of the canninf in- , Pub,ic sc:uare. Samuel Weiss, 2498
petitions bright and early yesterday
Z^v of the country. Representative E_ ;Ust-st, proprietor of the Alma
morning. Less than 4,000 signatures
A len recited charges that fruits and,
E^ 31st.st and Scoviu.av S..
are needed fpr nomination and Exvegetables are-V^reA and ^ned. B
^^ ^^^
^ Wade
cell expects to have his petitions
WKtb^&i. surer- Park_av N. E., proprietor of the Casready for filing within a week or ten
" from revolting diseases, and thatj*e theater. 7307 Wade Park-av N. E.,
days. Other independents are exder un
foodstuffs are being P^\f. ™
' and Peter Bobik; SUM) E. 82d-st, propected to take out petitions today.
n«^.rn^fl^d^« Wnve.U- prietor of the Polar theater, E. 03dThe nonpartisan committee, of nine
^of' the charges that children st and Stein way-ay
named by Mayor Baker to suggest a
frf empl v d in ^factories for iong
T,he films and posters on exhibition
ticket for the fifteen candidates meets
hours under inhuman conditions The in. each place were confiscated and
tomorrow. Since the filing time for
•esolutton calls for the appointment
petitions closes Jan. 10, the commitof five members to conduct the in- held as evidence by the police.
The crusade had its inception when
tee will have to do quick work to sugvestigation.
:,.-. . 101
' The house, by a vote of 141 to 101, Mayor Baker, chancing to glance out
gest a complete ticket.
refused to adopt a special i solution of his office window in the.city hall
Favor Federal Plan.
making in order the consideration of yesterday afternoon, saw a big white
Mrs Martin W. Littleton s plan to
Mayor Baker and Mr. Fesler debanner
spread
across
the
front
of
have the government acquire Monticlared in favor of the federal plan
cello, the home of Thomas Jefferson Louis Becht's Mall theater, 260 Supetor Cleveland in its new charter.
Th's ends discussion on the pioposi- rior-av N. E. The banner announced
Mayor Hanna explained the Des
^Tl^tS^ ^ concurrent in great red letters that the house
'.Moines commission form of municiresolution appointing three .senators would show films depicting the adI pal government. He was listened to
and three representatives to make ar- ventures of Joseph Petrosini, Italian
1
with close attention by a somewhat
rangements for the inauguration o. detective member of the New York
President-elect Wilson and the foli small but deeply interested audilowing three representatives were police force killed by the Black Hand
\ ence. Mayor Baker asked him a numnamed- Rucker of Missouri, Garret society in Italy about three years ago.
ber of questions as to the practical.
of Tennessee and McKinley c Illinois. ."These red signs and lurid pictures
I workings of the Des Moines form.
The monev trust investigation committee had" eleven bankers as wit- are not helpful to morals/' Mayor
1 "Cleveland is boiling with new
nesses before i". and developed much Baker telephoned Chief Kohler. "They
"{charter ideas," Mayor Baker told
i "^t?0~y about the workings of the< can't be permitted. If the proprietors
Mayor Hanna and the Constitution ,
clearing
system.
jaring house system
.
close voluntarUy place police
Members of the ways andf^ men in ^^
league, as he followed the lowan.'
front ^
of the
the doorsg tQ
to war
wan.
committee conferred on a tentative people from entering."
-No new charter can be made without j
schedule for tariff revision hearings
The officers detailed by the chief
a study if the Des Moine.3 idea. Clevein January and will meet again to- went to Becht's theater, looked at the
land nas become widely known by the]
morrow, when definite announcement film and ordered Becht to disconwill be made of the dates on which tinue showing it. He declined and the |
fruits of the work of a genius and
witnesses will be heard.
Des Moines has become equally well
officers then took him to police headA
Pittsburg
delegation
appeared
be
A FlttsDurg UBKSJ""" ""^™:X?IttI„| nliarters
He was released on $2<X)
known through its idea for the government of cities.
mpro^-ement of the Allegheny river. Lcourt this mornmgr—BeT^Tea^i
"I confess frankly a gtrong leanmgl
An appeal for a single six-year ]:tne Mall the officers tore down the
on
my part to the federal plan. Yet Ij
presidential term wa. made in the ^^
want to keep my mind open to somel
senate by Senator Works of CaliforBecht
says
he
will
fight
the
case.
nia, who charged that under present
other form. I realize that the federal!
Herman Baehr was mayor
conditions, presidents, their cabinets heWhen
plan may'not be the last word in mu-j
commanded Becht to discontinue
and political appointees devote their showing
films of the Johnson-Jeffries
nicipal government. I believe some,
time to supporting party organisafight. Becht
necm ..refused
i«"»~ to
<■" do
"" so
=>" and
modification orxform of it will be most j
tions, rather than serving
serving the
the nation,
nation. fight,
tor Works declared that gifts by was arrested. He contested the case
1 acceptable.
colorations;
under
present
conditions
and
won
it.
corporations UUUB H
juvenile
court
officials
have
"My own belief is in a centralized j
Vil
tUnator Mar ine of New Jersey in- \charged for months that films showpower. Cleveland is trying to select by
. j „ , .. wn providing for a bureau fehg various crimes are responsible for
| devious5 and somewhat slow processes \
fr,Tnve<igate conditions among crim- many young boys and girls being
a commission, and I can assure you, I
inals paupers and defectives in the ;brought into juvenile court.
Mayor Hanna, most cheerfully that |
SSVwi •States The bill was referred ! Although there is a censorship
Yr, thP committee on education and -committee composed of the Humane,
if the commission does not devise a
to the commiu.ee o
' society) the court officials stated that
form of government the people of this j
1
senator Overman of North Carolina the committee which depends largely
city want, they will say so most em-'
ir.trrSnppd a concurrent resolution upon voluntary assistance has not
phatically. We all hope the form de■Ifrnvidine for the appointment of been strict enough in seeing that
FhroA senators and three representa- .none but crimeless pictures be shown.
vised here'■.'Will be of aid to you."
H,-C« to act as the congressional comJuvenile officials also declare that.
Establishment of popular rule and
,v,irtA.=.in charge of the inaugural ithe moving picture theaters do much,
the making of the will of the people
ceremonies on March 4. The resolu- i-harm to the young in that it is an
supreme, Mayor Hanna said, was the!
tlon was unanimously adopted.
easy matter for young people to. meet
The iudiciary committee heard fur- fjn them clandestinely,
keynote of the Des Moines idea.
ther evidence of a determination to
A week ago Councilman Zinner inThe Des Moines idea was given toj
iheld UP the Taft appointments. The.troduced an ordinance to prohibit
Des Moines, he said, by the business
_.„
=
.,.„„
aftw
a
lone
and
stormyicrime
crime
pictures. . This, however, is
Committee, after a long
stormy
leSton. adjourned and announced held in abeyance according to Sammen. Under it the effectiveness of
Ithat no consideration of the appoint- uel Bullock, chairman of the press'
public opinion was unquestioned and
Inents would be made for a week. Op- committee of the Moving Picture ExIwith the initiative, referendum and|
league, until the league hasi
oosition by the Democrats, supported hibitors'
__
' all the will of .the people is cartov the Progressive Republicans, lsfa chance to be heard.
out most intelligently, he said.
Responsible for the present tie-up.
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morning by
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■ ction Commissioner Peter
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nent. in five years, the mayor said
had saved Jl,000,000
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mil one-half mills.
iker wanted to know whether
candidates banded together in slates.
I lanna said it was not don
an.I that naturally men favoring the
same things were elected.
iBaker
complained that the plan did i
coordination
between
departim
or spirit do i
*"eeu officials.
-■I- said the board of education
work ought to be done by the city, j
Wants to See Plan Tried.
I lanna said ho wanted to
|city in a charter with an elective
ms
■ to appoint all heads ol departments, with a
small
council ami
, ounciiman assigned to one department.
■■In Cleveland the city ha
Eollowing of the w ill ot tin;
people,
in
a
sense
accidentally,
Bakef said. "Thai
otten, 1 m
■'ii.Hiol the form is less ivn]
i have not reached a dniii.no
conclusion on the charter. Cleveland
is larger than Des Moines, it has
more foreign born people, it is different topographically ami industrially.
-i confess, frankly, a leaning m
;
the federal plan. And .
>i to
keep my mind open, li may be the
ral plan is not i ho final word,
/but because of the mtense centralization of responsibility
our
people.
lil seems favored
by

Drafting of a new city charter to
keep step with the national movement to re-establish the rule of the
people was urged upon Cleveland
Tuesday night by Mayor James U.
ne
■ Manna, or. Des Moines, la., at a
g
j meeting of the Progressive Constitution League, Engineers' building. Des
It really begins to look as
f Moines has its own distinctive form
perhaps some inodifh lion
ffnto • effect faster schedule,
i^^
J-ifnl.
i
t commission government.
>s1 acceptable."
Jt
(j-ljinni-imnq
different lines coneerned
out copies 0
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ral sources threatenea
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referendum
at
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3
ions that he. waul'.I heads of deator appointive official
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appointed
by
the
mayor,
!
aiders about
Now,
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\:ih power centralized with respon-j 15 per eeht, i
to stop
ibility in the mayor, and with city | ,.;, a1 iarge of not mere than
members, non-partisan ballot, ai
.oiitrol of schools.
fcther'dW^
i,,, for election o1 ma
Hanna said that non-partisan elec- , ■ihorl
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.vitn
no ■
ions effectually had driven the pro- !j auditor and eOunCilmen,
essionals out of politics in Des j limitation on powers -ranted by ilm
S^dtst^y^hldi^ice^e
at
constil tition.
■
koines, that a party plea would deler, who is an expert
eat a candidate t|er city office there,
of
city
.■barters,
said
that
"nd that absolute rule of the peo- in, present municipal code is inffid of twenty-six iftnutw *»£
ple had been established.
tho Rriiiare to East < leveiano
i"
adequate and
that the
promised
Inyf^instead of forty-nine mrn^
•i[o.mii,) jsipoinoivr qsipsMg puBTSAai. The addresses of the two mayors.
home rule charter is necessary,
.up JO J,oqo ninpuu ■,3,.mili S>n»$ne bj I
utes; from the Square _ to Euclid
"Since i*e borne rule amendment
Association
before
the
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of
bi .ame effective many did schemes
•uoisiia.1 0} jfO'eqChamber of Industry, in which Fesfortv-three minutes, and from
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proposed for municipal
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jaS oi SBAI L.ia>[uiin u.tapoui jo A'oua er said municipal ownership should
Square to Shaker Lakes in thirtjownership and operation of various.
lot be had until the spoils System
-puaj aqj psjB[oap an •saijio Siq oqvs
eight instead of forty-two minutes.
public utilities." Fesler said.
TheB.e j
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Cut Depot Schedule.
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1 he
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a
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Isi .1 without the approval ol the
travel warrants, but the depot is
pa.vBidsip oaaM. lBjidsoH s,a5im = tha, ,fl Des Moines.
rs of the community.
jjueh an awful place that we will haul
oqj Sui.vioqs sa.mjatrt .,We nave to readjust our machin"The cities of ' »hio will not, in my
jjit passengers as soon as possible," o is jo >[.io.«
A'.tBStiodsici .soiqna i
opinion, take over these utilities any
ot government to new condition?
Witt said.
piiB
Ajas-uiN
^BCT
9'SBJJOO
ap!S
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more rapidly under this amend
Changes in the hours of late cars
fhich have grown up in this counjsaAi TB >[.io.w at[) .SUIA\OIIS sj.iBqo
than theft have under the existing
rdMfc^^nto effect last night.
re-establish democracy," he
u,,ui SuuoqBf i •.'
laws
The private companies, how!
oi .MaAtsnpxa paztuoayed a.tB SUOOI "We have a parallel in our cities,
ever will make an effort to render
-BS 00S aq} J° 4iiao aad OAy-AjtiSta; |,
the best service at the lowest |
he first thing that is absolutely
^d300B o, pasnja.z m ',fj^
. •ssauua>iuu.tp aSB.mooua oj pres aj-B ecessary is to establish the rule of
consistent with a fair return on the
- -iaji
jqop^Ai 'sapjBj pBq juao .tad g6 'saatiB.tj he people. The. second thing' is, huvinvestment."
__UJOJ
\in^oi P80un6uUB st n\
S-ua A'IJUIBJ pi;t[ juao .tad z/i^ pa.woqs ig established the will of the peoOOfBS
PQjo uoijBStjsaAui uy
1e, to establish a form of govern•sanuBiro
lent that will carry out that will
puB 5[JOA\. lootps ABpung in saSBaao
xpressed."
n q
-Ui
Sinpuodsajjoo
qjtAi
'u.Moqs
sBAi
° T„^« aoj pane, LAV ««1
Special Interests he said were tryi cliiis.taquiaui ui juao jad i uBq; ssat
ig to undermine, this will of the peoPOWTUOS ON OX ^H ^^ p^p0BSV .ta ,
s aillii v. jo asBa.iatii uy MBa.-C jsBd aqj
ile. Just now Des Moines is having
Luoiuii oqi ui Beqotnqo OAVJ-.CIJOJ otp
, liglu with a street railway about a
1[B JO JfapM atn paAvoqs sj.tBqa aqj^
which
the
corporation
■SpUBtf 1
•.Sjiu at[j jnoqSno.un ran. hise
laims is perpetual, as well as a row
I'paqaauuoo a.re Aaqj qotq.w qj!A\ BU014 p?
lth
a
wafer
company.
' -njijsut atn pUls satio.intio snotjBA aqj r
jo H-10M aq; .Stn.woqs 'iiqiiixa a.intotd
Five Commissioners Rule.
puB j.iBqo aqi jnoqB pa.iajuaa StuttaAa Hanna said i he Des Moines plan
aqj jo ^.iBd ApiBa ai[j ut Tsa.muu .vas to give all power to five corn■pajitin a.!8AY saaua.iojuon ,,AV, aqj oigB^aioiers,' one
on.- of whom is elected
JBBA B rtnoqv
uaAi.i aqf Aq pajBjBdas 3V Ule people aa rflayor. Each of
•ti.iajsBa PUB ti.iaiu.ioti aqj 'saotm.iaj.,-,p olhf,rs [s h(.;l(, ,,,. ;, (:ity depart.
-uoa OAV3 otui papiAtp uaaq aABt[ «^lPOta ^t- M] elections are non-partisan.
-t„aiv- lHtB[aAaio atu.j s,tn oj soua'candldat6B are not Pe,,„itte.d to use
|Puoatutoo aqj jo ^«^9f?0 »^v
asAiS a-msuaui aqi "92 °^ W J° a J o A
•paiaMUdM BBM .Ui.. o„i u. tia.tnqo
machinery Or to promise jobs,
jsipotr.OK A,.,Aa uaitpw ui puiqOA013^,
■
bpjn
p,nitpnU:n.y
0f.
s
u, mm »A9 Ai,B.t tug out s>. s l;l
moo rajo saAi^^uasaadaa JO osnoH
fense foi. the m an ,vho asks the job
1
K a3Bls tBuu sn tjanoam P^
,_„ ,'''',,,and the man who promises it. Ex-1
UBM. lltq senodououi v—"OX Jaqmaa
-uoo MOU out -lopun sts.poqtare Pn^lLeflse lccWtata llrP itemized andi
-a.\a|0 jo Aiin.i iBittiuB JSJIJ aqi puatt'BjBWOril to. Paid ward "heelers" can-'
o; tqSiu ARpsonj, qo.mqo auotS PlOlnot be hired. All public business
•JOT Jgflaj SVH YiiyaJS/iT
aqj ojut pap.uo.t.) pirB[3Aato jo siundinust be transacted in public .
ire mo.ij STSipotnarc pa.tp'i
Hanna iiighly commended use of
, -^uam-BiiXBd uBipBUBO atU
It he initiative, referendum and recall,
lui uoissnos'ip pu-c tioi-cBaaptsuoo japun
-Vdeclaring that the people had edul^uioa" aA-BH we-qs fEsodoad s.uapaoa |
;d themselves so
they judged
lia\uiaaa; inun UOIJOB qans 3upfB^
questions by merit. All franchises
' j»u oi aitioad uBtp-BUBO am °1 lnJ
are inoperative until approved by
the people. Under the new govern-
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nent, in five years, the mayor said
Des Moinos had saved $1,000,000
the people and had cut taxes
and one-half mills.
Baker wanted to know whether:
candidates banded together in slates, I
Manna said it was not done openly A
ami that naturally men favoring- the!
same things' were elected.
Baker j
I nlimiivvitUl complained that the plan did give:
UMMUiaoiuu ,,001.dhiaUo„ between departments,;
or spirit de corps between officials.
Baker said the board or education!
work ought to be done by the city.
Wants to See Plan Tried.
Hanna said he v, anted to scity try a charter with an elective

WITT RUSHES DEPOT FILM MEN PLAN DES MOINES MAYOR
SHIFTS; WDS HALT; T0 HALT RAIDS TALKS ON CHARTER

llll
° Call Issued for Exhibitors' Workings Of
Puts Station Loop
Described at Meeting of
11C
League Confab Today to
Service Before 1|!J»
Constitutional League.
tiou Is Possible.
Contest Local Censure in
"Movies" Crusade.
BAKEK QUIZES SPEAKER
UTS RUNNING TW®\
|
Kesler Brands Schemes for
s speed- JUDGE DECIDES TO
EuclM and Payne Cars
MAKE QUIZ TRIP
Municipal Ownership
ed Up; Test Suit

ra

;

oJ,lt i,u

^r *>with
>f a small""^un^and
mehts,'
council anu
each councilman assigned to one department.
'■In Cleveland the city has gotten
effective following of the will of the
people, in a sense accidentally,"]
Baker said. "That step gotten. I'm
persuaded the form is less importas Wild.
Is Likely.
am. I have not readied a definite
conclusion on the charter. Cleveland
Drafting of a new city charier to is larger than Des Moines. it has
Commissioner F *er
more foreign born people, it is differkeej)
step with the national move- ent topographically and industrially.
wmsto^a^arch^eW.
«
a march on
ment to re-establish the rule of the
"1 confess, frankly, a leaning to
W. 9th street mere—
people was urged upon Cleveland the federal plan. And yet 1 want to
4ay morning by stopping East
Tuesday night by Mayor James H. keep my mind open, it may be the
land and Payne cars at the
Hanna. of Des Moines, la., at a ; federal plan is not the final word,
'but because of the intense centraliSquare, taking lrom the
twoinaugu„ ,n,i
meeting
of the Progressive Constitu- jzation of responsibility and power
treets all service
town streets
service ana
he
tion League, Engineers' building. Des it Seems favored by our people.
loop
It really begins to look as. i- Moines has its own distinctive form Perhaps some modifk tion would be
into effect
-most acceptable."
Guiseppina, the beautiful olivj of commission government.
The league sent out copies of a
C o^re^te^0^ brought
Tlanna's address was interrupted by
While no injunctions W
geV. eater, and Tony, the oleo-lockec
friendly questions by Mayor Baker, j pledge for all charter candidates \
against the cessation of ser
^
who favors a modification of the fed- j yesterday. It purported to pledge
orange peddler and non-residen era]
oral sources threaten-a »
into
plan, lie indicated by his ques- j signers to vote for the initiative and
w!tt by putting the .changes ^ member of the Black Hand So
tions that he wanted beads of .de- referendum at 6 per cent, a recall1
a ti
S
appointee! by the mayor, ! of elective or appointive officials at
rr s abour^--a
d ea any
them,
ety, Unltd., will have to forge partments
with power centralized with respon- ' 15 per cent, a federal plan, a coun,em!pt -stop"^ <»«*£*J?£ "
uit the ""Carmen stuff" and the resi | sibility in the mayor, and with city J cil at large of not mere than nine
ifa suit is brought £.«« ^
members, non-partisan ballot, and a
control of schools.
they did yi
of the "bomb business," whicl
Hanna said that non-partisan elec- , short ballot for election of mayor,
nattyy'is
is oeciuBu.
decided., ,_ f£ Hip Buc]jd
with
noj
tions effectually had driven the pro- j auditor and conncilmen,
All of the schedules to\ the were
has served to enliven their per fessionals
line we
out of politics in Des | limitation on powers granted by Lie.
lines and the Payne rta c< be- formanees for the moving picture
Moines, that a party plea would de- state constitution.
i .
'
5 ^
changed yesterday.
ye»u
105th i
Fisler. who is an expert on the;
feat a candidate I'or city office there, j
tween the Public S«uaw *a«^1 machines.
.
subject
of
city
charters,
said
that
|
and that absolute rule of the peo- j
street will be traveled >" ^. from
the present municipal code is in- j
Mayor Baker's campaign agams
pje had been established.
| instead of twenty-six niinute|n
adequate and ' that the proposed
The addresses of the two mayors,
the Square to East ^ e an
films -depicting crime assumed serb
one by Mayo Feslcr, secretary of the \i home rule charter is necessary.
forty-four instead of forty m
ous
proportions
yesterday,
when
i
"Since the home rule amendment j
Municipal Association before the
utes; from the Square instead of
Heights in thirty-nine
the became apparent that the Motior Chamber of Industry, in which Fes- ! became effective many wild schemes Y
forty-three minutes and iromthirty (Picture Exhibitors League was pre- ler said municipal ownership should | have been proposed for municipal j
Square to Shaker Lakes minutes. paring to fight, as a result of tlw not be had until the spoils system ' ownership and operation of various j
eight instead of forty-two
is abolished, the entry of M. B. Ex- j public utilities." Fesler said. "These |
arrest Monday night of six exhibi- cell as the first candidate for charter j schemes have been suggested, in the
Cut Depot Schedule.
commissioner, and the issuance of a | main, by those, who want to make
line, which tors.
political capital out of their adOn the new depot loop
to the
pledge by the constitution league
All
cases
were
continued
by
Police
Square
s from the PuWk-ta;ro-7treet and
vocacy of municipal ownership, the
were charter developments of Tuesstr<
Judge
Kramer
until
Thursday.,
Union station via
homerule amendment does give the
day.
~
take five
Lakeside avenue, £ w^
fl Qf Those of Miss Jean Oster, Kennard
city broad powers in this regard.
Out
of
National
Politics.
minutes to make — ----- t cl ve. House, proprietor of the Princess
"The public utility provisions of
six under the Payne or East Cieve
Mayor Hanna, although be is a-.
the amendment do not mean that
land service. Depot cars wiU run Theater in Euclid avenue, and oi Progressive in politics, said He had
the cities will enter immediately
everv five minutes and every tiueeii Daniel Weiss, 2498 E. Sist street,
upon a broad scheme of public
taken no part in the national camminutes after midnight
were heard, but decision reserved, paign. It was an understood thing,
ownership. This power can not be
"That is more service than tne
exercised without the approval of the
travel warrants, but he.depot. n until the court had witnessed the al- he said, that no city official should
voters of the community.
such an awful place that we will haul leged objectionable films.
He willj do that, in Des Moines.
"The cities Of Ohio Will not. in my
"We have to readjust our machinout passengers as soon as possible, ho this at the Lake Shore Film Com-:
opinion, take over these utilities any
ery of government to new conditions
Witt. said.
, . „„..,
more rapidly under this amendment
Changes in the hours of late cars pany in the Columbia building at Which have grown up in this counthan they have under the existing
try, to re-establish democracy," he
eastward went into effect last night noon today.
laws
The private companies, howSo that Shaker Heights people can
said.
Prosecutor Makes Quiz Trip.
ever will make an effort to render
"We have a parallel in our cities..
finger among the bright lights nearly
the best service at the lowest price
Judge Kramer and court attaches,: The first thing that is absolutely
an hour later than they now a the
consistent with a fair return on the
last car on that line will run from the including Police Prosecutor George necessary is to establish the rule of
investment."
Square at 11:56.
.
.
McKay, went over to the film com- the people. The second thing is, havmidnight, cars leaving the;
ing established the will of the peoPubhf SQuareSwiU Ttart "as' follows: jpany's rooms late yesterday to wit- ple, to establish a form of govern12:06 a. m., East Cleveland; 12:18^>maa an(i iearn> if possible, what it ment that will carry out that will
Windermere; 12:30 a. m., East was about "Aurora Floyd," the film expressed."
Cleveland; 12:36 a. m., Windermere,
Special interests he said were try1 a. in.,' last Euclid Heights car exhibited by Miss Oster, that made ing to undermine this will of the peo1:30 and every half hour afterward, sturdy policemen-censors quail .
ple. Just now Des Moines is having
East Cleveland.
avert their gaze.
a light with a street railway about a
On the Euclid line, in rush hour
When all was ready for the private franchise
which the corporation
service, instead of a car every half exhibition, it was discovered that the! claims is perpetual, as well as a row
trailer
train
minute there will be a
every minute. On the Payne line cars film rested in the property room" with a water company.
Five Commissioners Rule.
will be one minute nearer together.
at Central station, where it was
"Witt announced that, after next taken after the raid on the Princess,
Hanna said the Des Moines plan
Monday, there will be ten instead of If Kramer sees it, he will have tc was to give all power to five comfifteen-minute service on the Clifton
missioners, one of whom is elected.boulevard line. After January 1 there order its temporary release.
by the people, as mayor. Each of
will be pay-as-you-enter service on
Incidental!}-, Kramer and a group the otni?rs ls head 0f a city departthat line coming down-town and pay- of the principal motion picture ex- fneht. All elections are non-partisan,
as-you-leave going west, so that the, hibitors of the city saw the Petro- Candidates are not permitted to use
sale of = iburban fare slips and con-,
film, which caused,Pal't>' machinery or to promise jobs,
sequent delay in loading cars will b^ sino, Black Hand
„ „
.. ,, . ._ " £..
the latter being a penitentiary ofthe
arrest
of
Louis
H. Becht, pro->fense fol, the man who askg the job
obviated.
prietor of the Mall, 260 Superior ave- ancl the man who promises it. Ex- i
Routes Are Changed.
The changes in routes that went nue. It was a "thriller" without pense accounts are itemized and j
into effect yesterday were as follows: question, but the exhibitors believed Sworn to. Paid ward "heelers" can-j
1
be hired. All public business
Payne cars looped the pstofflce.
the crime in it was treated in so,-not
All Euclid cars looped monument impersonal a manner as to make it;. must be transacted in public .
Hanna highly commended use of!
square in the Public Square.
the initiative, referendum and. recall, |
Windermere tripper trains between innocuous.
On one ude are the mayor and-declaring that the people had edu-1
5:15 p. m. and 5:45 p. m. came down
Prosnect avenue to E. 9th street and Chief Kohler determined to proceeMjeated_ themselves so they judged|
merit. All franchises i
u st
5 .'°"J
loop line started, run- in their campaign to stamp out^
iare inoperative until approved by;
ning from depot to W. 9th street, to "crime" from the moving picture'j-ne people. Under the new govern-,
Lakeside avenue, to Ontario street, to reels.
Police warned several pro-'j
Rockwell
street, through Public prietors not to show certain films1
■ Square to Superior avenue, to E. 9th
■ street, to Euclid avenue, down Eu- and it was expected that several!
Iclid to Public Square and back to new arrests would he made.
|de'pot.
Ijeague Meets Today.
Witt. . declared that the other
On the other, the league will meet
I changes authorized Monday night by
Ithe council
il" go into effect Jan- in the Columbia building this mornluary 1. Meanwhile, new schedules ing and consider a number of propoIfor all lines now reaching the Square sitions looking toward lifting of the
Iwill be prepared by Witt and PresiIdent J. J. Stanley, of the Cleveland official curse on pictures of the hypermelodrama type. In the nature of a
| Railway.
So far, the only strong opposition test case will be an injunction suit
|.to any of the change: is to those put begun by Attorney Ernest Schwartz,
I into effect yesterday. Max Cohen, of
\K J. Mandel & Co., said yesterday representing the Lake Shore Film
lif enough other firms come in to pay Company.
lexpenses a-ither injunction suit will
He will ask that the mayor and the
I be brought to try to restore cars to chief of police be restrained from in|W. 6th and W. 9th streets.
terfering with exhibition of a film
The change will test the city's powCharles
ler to remove car serv' e from a street 'known as "The Invaders."
[irrespective of the wishes of the in- jl-Iutsenpiller, proprietor of the Virhabitants of the street, and also the ginia theater, Collinwood, who had
right of the city to change a coii- the film, was told it would be seized
I tract which the Cleveland Railway
Company h? made with an adjoining f he attempted to run it last night.
Me was ordered to remove the postI municipali"--.
ers.
Witt Claims Right.
Samuel Bullock, chairman of the
The East Cleveland franchise of the
[railway calls for service on the same eague's press committee, said he falear from Bast Cleveland to W. 9th vored doing away with the posters.
lstreet. Witt's friends declare the city The league may act on this. Bullock
lhas the right to do as it pleases with disagreed with the mayor's insinualears inside of Cleveland. The whole
tion that the moving pictures were a
Ipresent management of the car lines
Ithey declare, is built upon that contributive influence to juvenile de- jj
|theory. Mayor J. R. McQuisg of pravity.
Sast Cleveland, thought no court ac"Statistics show otherwise," said
tion would be started.
he. "Let the mayor ask Probation
The East Cleveland council took no
hction on proposed opposition by tli> Officer Tom Lewis."
Bullock, Edward Kohl and C. M.
Milage
to
Commissioner Witt''.'
change of rHns. After brief discus" Christiansen, comprising the commit|sion the matter was dropped
tee, opined that the moving picture
"We are willing to co-operate with
shows
were
being
discriminated
Ithe city of Cleveland in stop elimina
against in favor of novels and stage
It,on just as soon as stop elimination
Ion the run is proportionate " said n
plays containing crime.
E. Kriss, chairman of'the covmS
Await Confab Outcome.
street railway committee. "Tint t"
when the city is willing to allow eim'
"All this," said Bullock, "is as bad
Imation of stops on Euclirt a-Jl ue .in as the case of the policeman who obCleveland, then we win bo I ?
jected to posters showing Nero burn1 submit to the same. 'pro
eCV?
not until then."
*"uceaure, but ing Bome, because, he said, it was
Mayor Baker said that m
,
arson." would be glad if East OlLC,'eveIand
E. Mandelbaum, manager of the
0
dW
h:service
^ *e
franchise?
slic?
^
Lake Shore concern, read a telegram
in , «je sister ^ he s
at three
to exhibitors from the national board
cents a ride did not pav
President Stanley does' nnt i„
of censors, saying that the Petrosino
freight ordinance Passed Z 't" ^
film had been passed by a committee
at
the rate of twenty-five,%2*°*' car
of the board. On this committee
| mile, and says he will reftw. V aniak
were a minister and a settlement
contract for longer tlnr,
,
e
-ith interurban "comfef*
*««■
Worker who found the pictures meloat tha
Irate. A referendum mnv
,
-t
dramatic but no objectionable: The
ay be
he ordinance.
held on
league may decide to have a local
Xew car tickets, foliWi 0
board of censors.
1 ways, projects to ZT* *■£« one
ff hav
been ordered by the cw, ° '
e
L.-av fa^
uevelana Railw

|Court Action Reserved
Pending Outcome of Personal Inspection; Test
Case May Be Result,

ii-iAii).
Although the proprietor of rh.
Crescent theater, Superior-av, nea
tW.. Third-st, is under arrest th
"Outlaw Colony" is stUl be n
shown In the theater, only a bloci
away from central station.
N the effort to simplify the government of cities, to reducp
Brutal passion, sensuality six
■*■ the waste of money raised by taxation and to place civic
shooters and cartridge belts', and
cowardice, which prompts two coldirs on a purely business basis, the town of Sumter, North
blooded murders, carry the charac
Carolina, goes to the logical limit in advertising for a "city
ters in this weird drama of thf
manager."
plains through 15 minutes of reeking, smoking action.
Se will act for the city, just as the business manager acts!
The same theater showed "The
for the large private concern.
i
.Bridal Room," in which a prospecaination of waste in public affairs is one of the
Baker Says He'll Bar All Films tive husband prepares a house and
ag needs. Many cities are adopting commission government
a dainty bridal room for the girl
in Any Way Objecinstead of the old plans of city councils and mayors.
who, in scene 12, scribbles a npte
tionable.
and hops into an auto with a weakMore cities are demanding a larger share of public parchinned, cigaret-smoking fop. Later
tition through the use of the initiative and referendum and
dies in the aforesaid daintv
call.
WON'T BE DICTATED TO she
room in her lover's arms, after
While interest in the success in saving wasted dollars will
black-browed Giuseppe plots the
red upon the experiment of the North Carolina town. Press Finds Crime Pictures are death of the pair over three bottles
of whisky and a game of poker A
ie well to remember that every city is faced with prohStill Showing in Many
few minor assaults, including a
wliieh cannot be traced to useless waste of taxes. The.
stabbing affray, are served on the
Theaters.
new method may help to stem the fide of unrest. It may relieve
side.
Hi- taxpayer. It may get a dollar's worth of service for a
Show Stage Robbery.
Mayor Baker told a committee
dollar's payment of (axes—AND STILL LEAVE THE GREAT
"The
Detective's
Desperate I
of 3 0 motion picture exhibitors
PROBLEMS OF THE CITY UNANSWERED.
Chance" was the luring title of a!
Wednesday noon he not only film
exhibited at the Fulton, 3822
y great city has its slum in the bottoms and its slum would not withdraw his order to
Loram-av. Robbery of a stage
on the liills.
police to arrest exhibitors who coach by Arizona bandits is
ft has ils idle, painted women who pay the final penaltv of showed crime pictures, but that he shown, followed by a scene in the
with their lives of vice. It has "its petted, protected, intended to draw the lines closer office of a great detective, who asidle women who never feel the necessity of an hour's effort— and prevent the showing of all ob- signs one of his men to run down
pictures, even those of ! the robbers. The detective diswho pay in loss of ideals, of real happiness, of con- jectionable
an historical nature.
guises himself as a girl, goes to
tentment.
He refused to listen to the sug-i: the mining town, dances on a
It has its hunted men who have been forced to the bread gestion that, censorship be left en- stage in a saloon, where men and
tard competition against unjust conditions—and it tirely to a local board, composed women are drinking, captivates
of ministers, business men and the leader of the bandits, makes
lia
nates who are worried by more money than they can social
workers.
their sweethearts jealous, and in
end.
"Our job is to enforce the law,"' the bandits' lair at the point of a
Il;iS
he
said.
"You
can
aopoint
your
!t
ions—and its lodging houses for the "down
revolver causes1 all the robbers to
own board if you want, and then surrender.
id out."
we will see if you are within the.
In the same theater is shown
Every great city, by Its size, owns enormous wealth—if ii law."
"Hearts of Men," the story of a
I but the sanity and "business" sense to keep it.
It was finally decided the ex- country boy who tried his fortune
It has its street railway systems, dependent on the use of hibitors should appoint a commit-1 in a big city, only to fall in with
i lie owners of those streets on millions of "made"' tee to name a censorship commit-! bad company and be caught helptee. The latter will name a censor- ing to rob an apartment house.
dollars.
ship board. , Baker said he would
the Lorain, Lorain-av near
Has ils gas magnates turning the use of the people's then instruct Chief Kohler to co- W.At45th-st,
were shown "With
. into dollars for their own enrichment.
operate, but he declared police the Enemy's Help," in which a
would remain on the job ready fight between a gambler and minIf has ils telephone systems, partners in the use of the to
intervene.
ing prospector . was the worst
people's property, taking all the profits for the private owners.
scene,
and
"The
Cowboy's
Raps Shakespeare.
And out of this system comes a waste that is more imMother," in which an indian and
S.
E.
Morris,
president
of
the
portant and far reaching than the mere waste of money raised league, was at the head of the a cowboy fight a battle, the indian
i ion.
committee which
visited
the stabbing the cowboy and another
cowboy being captured for the
a waste of humanity—of men and women and children. mayor.
"How
about
Shakespeare's murder, only to be saved by his
exactiQn of a privately owned public utility leaves
How about the bible? Do mother's timely arrival with the
>' upon the hopes and ambitions of every industrious plays?
not all the crime pictures point a guilty redskin.
izen. It, subtracts from his power to protect his family, to; good moral?" he argued.
Squaw Avenges Husband.
e to his wife the things that she needs or to his children1
"A dozen of Shakespeare's'plays
In "The Ancient Bow," a husproper care and training.
are highly scandalous," the mayor I band of an indian squaw is murGood luck to the city manager! He may be able to cut replied. "Parts are cut out all j dered. The squaw uses an arrow
the time by legitimate . actors. ' j to kill the man who slew her huslew parasites from the payroll.
there are some parts of the bible j band.
Hut the real need is for an application of business sense children ought not to see. HisA boy who wasn't afraid of
n't of ALL Tilt: PEOPLE that will demand the pos- torical crimes are no more proper . burglars was the feature of the
than modern crimes."
session of the people's property by the people themselves.
film, "The
Burglar
Balked,"
The exhibitors declared hun- i shown at the Alvin, E. Ninth-st:
dreds of films that are sent to I near Superior-av.
The burglar
them will have to be returned. was seen working, in a hotel in a i
Most of these are passed on by black mask. The boy finally shot
the national board of censorship.
him three times, and the burglar
Funds were expected to he fell mortally wounded to the
raised Wednesday to carry a test floor.
case through all the courts
There was plenty of shooting
An injunction suit is to be and several Boers were killed in
brought by the Lake Shore Film the film called "Jess," shown at
Baker Committee of Nine to
Co to restrain the city from in-1 the Oxford, Ontario-st and Chamterfermg with exhibition of af plain-av.
Gather Thursday.
new film "The Invaders." Charles
Excepting a suicide, a drinking <
Hutsenpiller, Virginia theater,! scene and an insane ward, nothing
With less than one month reCollinwood, was told Tuesday objectionable was shown to the
maining before all candidates' penight he. could not run it
hudreds
of
youngsters
who
titions for charter commissioner
State Fire Marshal C. B Craw- flocked to Woodland-av theaters
ford is ready to begin a campaign Tuesday night. The Fountain,
must be tiled with the board ot
to compel the movies to provide at near E. 55th-st, announced with
elections, Probate Judge Hadden,
least two fire escape exits
flaming poster the coming of the
equipped with red lights.
"Crooked Path, a story of the unReporters Find Crime Pictures.
derworld." The U. S., E. 38th-st,
will show "Tracked by Wireless"
An inspection of films at 27
Friday and Saturday night.
movies, made by. Press reporters
Tuesday afternoon and evening revealed the fact that, in spite of
Mayor Baker's crusade, many pictures are still being exhibited
which show crime and sensuousness
ot the character complained of by
fT™1'^ authorities and social settlement workers.

Can the "City Manager" Solve the
City's Real Problems ?

HADDEN CALLS
CHARTER MEET

U--Kilj.
Can the "City Manager" Solve the
City's Real Problems?

En a ■ A1though the proprietor of thr
8
yi^S^f^..
<W. Third-st, is under---av.
arrest, nea
'Outlaw Colony" ls Btm be[£
shown in the theater,. only a block
away from central station.
Brutal passion, sensuality six
.shooters and cartridge belts', and
cowardice, which prompts two cold
blooded murders, carry the characters in this weird drama of the
plains through 15 minutes of. reeking, smoking action.
The same theater showed "The
-. .
Bridal Room," in which a nmra„„
Baker Says He'll Bar All Films tiye husband prepares a house Si
in Mny
Anv Wav
Obiecawhdainty bridal room for the girl
VVay UDJ
'
v
°. in scene 12, scribbles a rite
an
tionable.
d bops into an auto with a weak
chinned, cigaret-smoking fop. Later
e dles
in
the
nir-TATrn -rr>
aforesaid daintv
WON'T BE DICTATED
TO room in her lover's arms after
Wack-browed Giuseppe plots the
Press Finds Crime Pictures are fath °f" tne pair over tbree bottles
o+:ll Qu
■ • • M
f Whl?ky and a Same of Poker. A
Still Showing in Many
few minor assaults, including a

T N the effort to simplify the government of cities, to reduce
■*■
the waste of money raised by taxation and to place civic
lira on a purely business basis, the town of Sumter, North
olina, goes lo the logical limit in advertising for a "city
manager.''
He will act for the city, just as the business manager acts
for the large private concern.
aination of waste in public affairs is one of the
leeds. Many cities are adopting commission government
instead of the old plans of city councils and mayors.
More cities are demanding a larger share of public partieipation through the use of the initiative and referendum and
recall.
WTiile interest in the success in saving wasted dollars will
red upon the experiment of the North Carolina town,
>e well to remember that every city is faced with problems which cannot be traced to useless waste of taxes. The
method may help to stem the tide of unrest, it may relieve
Theaters.
side.^' affray' &re Served on the
1il
" taxpayer. It may get a dollar's worth of sen-ice for a,;
Mayor Baker told a committee
f1™ Stage Robbery.
dollar's payment of (axes—AND STILL LEAVE THE GREAT
DeSperate
of 30 motion picture exhibitors Ghanl.. J?f ?f'? *<
PROBLEMS OF THE CITY UNANSWERED.
•y great city has its slum in the bottoms and its slum Wednesday noon he not only ^e^ibTSl^tKul on* 3°^
would not withdraw his order to Eorain-av. Robbery of a stage
on the hills.
police to. arrest exhibitors who coach by Arizona bandits is
It has ils idle, painted women who pay the final penaltv of showed crime pictures, but that he snown, followed by a scene in the
offl
ce of a great detective, who aswith their lives of vice. It has'its petted, protected, intended to draw the lines closer si
and prevent the showing of all ob-; the
S&s one of his men to run down
mn who never feel the necessity of an hour's effort
pictures, even those of
robbers. The detective dieand who pay in loss of ideals, of real happiness, of con- jectionable
:in historical nature
guises himself as a girl, goes to
tentment.
He refused to listen to the sug- the mining town, dances on a
It has its hunted men who have been forced to the bread gestion that, censorship be left en- stage in a saloon, where men and
line by too hard competition against unjust conditions—and it tirely to a local board, composed women are drinking, captivates
of ministers, business men and the leader of the bandits, makes
has its magnates who are worried by more money than they con social workers.
their sweethearts jealous, and in
ad.
"Our job is to enforce the law," the bandits' lair at the point of a
!t has
ions—and its lodging houses for the "down he said. "You can aopoint vour revolver causes' all the robbers to
own board if you want, and then surrender.
I out."
we will see if you are within the
In the same theater is shown
Every great city, by its size, owns enormous wealth—if it law."
"Hearts of Men," the story of a
had bid the sanitj and "business"sense to keep it.
It was Anally decided the ex- country boy who tried his fortune
li has ils street railway systems, dependent on the use of hibitors should appoint a commit- in a big city, only to fall in with
the owners of those streets on millions of "made" tee to name a censorship commit- bad company and be caught helptee. The latter will name a censor- ing to rob an apartment house.
doll,"
ship board, i Baker said he would
At the Loraiu, Eorain-av near
lias its gas magnates turning the use of the people's II)en instruct Chief Kohler to co- W. 45th-st, were shown "With
operate, but he declared police the Enemy's Help," in which a
■ert.v into dollars for their own enrichment.
11
would remain on the job ready fight between a gambler and minhas ils telephone systems, partners in the use of the to
intervene.
ing prospector . was the worst
people's properly, taking all the profits for the private owners,
scene,
and
"The
Cowboy's
Raps Shakespeare.
id out of this system comes a waste that is more imS. E. Morris, president of the Mother," in which an indian and
portant and far reaching than the mere waste of money raised league, was at the head of the a cowboy fight a battle, the indian
a nation.
committee which
visited
the stabbing the cowboy and another
cowboy being captured for the
a waste of humanity—of men and women and children. mayor.
"How
about
Shakespeare's murder, only to be saved by his
Kwry exaelion of a privately owned public utility leaves
How about the bible? Do' mother's timely arrival with the
Is sear upon the hopes. and
ambitions„ of
industrious plays?
..... „„.„.
„A every
^.,^j muuMHuuB
not all the crime pictures point a guilty redskin.
citizen. It subtracts from his power to protect his family, to; good moral?" he argued
Squaw Avenges Husband.
lo his wife the tilings that she needs or to his children' Br "A dozen of Shakespeare's plays
In "The Ancient Bow," a husproper care and training.
I
ehighly scandalous," the mayor I band of an indian squaw is murGood luck to the city manager! He may be able to cut! thTume Tv^ wu?maT °u\ a11 j dered. The squaw uses an arrow
| to kill the man who slew her husfew parasites from the payroll.
| There0are I'J^rlTTt^me I band.
chi
Hut, the real need is for an application of business sense'
ldren ought not to see. His
A boy who wasn't afraid of
par! of ALL Till; PEOPLE that will demand the pos- IZJZ
?mes are no more pr°Per >' burglars was the feature of the
fllra
Bur lar
lou of the people's property by the people themselves.
Thf «hfwfCr,meB/,
' "The
*
Balked,"
*,«,,£ ^ibitors declared hun- | shown at the Alvin, E. Ninth-st
s
lms
hat are
E °L V,
}
,
sent to : . near Superior-av.
The burglar
6 t0
be
MnS „ L
returne'd. '' was seen working, in a hotel in a
are
sed
on
the Ltin^fh
P"
by black mask. The boy finally shot
n
0ndI board of
™. _i
censorship. • him three times, and the burglar
Funds were expected to ~be I fell mortally wounded to the
raised Wednesday, to carry a test floor.
case through all the courts
There was plenty of shooting
An injunction suit is to be and several Boers were killed in
brought by the Lake Shore Film the film called "Jess," shown at
I Baker Committee of Nine to
Co. to restrain the city from in- the Oxford, Ontario-st and Chamterfering with exhibition of a plain-av.
Gather Thursday.
new film, "The Invaders." Charles
Excepting a suicide, a drinking j
Hutsenpiller, Virginia theater, scene and an insane ward, nothing
With less than one month reCollinwood, was told Tuesday objectionable was shown to the
maining before all candidates' penight he-could not run it.
hudreds
of
youngsters
who
titions for charter commissioner
State Fire Marshal C. B. Craw- flocked to Woodland-av theaters
ford
is
ready
to
begin
a
campaign
must be filed with the board oi
Tuesday night. The Fountain,
to compel the movies to provide at near E. 55th-st, announced with
elections, Probate Judge Hadden,
least two fire escape exits
flaming poster the coming of the
chairman of the special commitequipped with red lights.
"Crooked Path, a story of the unnine named by Mayor Baker
Reporters Find Crime Pictures.
derworld." The U. S., E. 38th-st,
lect a nonpartisan slate of
will show "Tracked by Wireless"
An inspection of films at 27
candidates, Wednesday called a
Friday and Saturday night.
movies, made by. Press reporters
meeting of the committee at his
I uesday afternoon and evening revealed the fact that, in spite of
office for Thursday afternoon.
Mayor Baker's crusade, many picBefore Jan. to, the committee)
tures are still being exhibited
must not only determine its choice!
which show crime and sensuousness
tndidates, but petition
of the character complained of by
candidates must be circulatJnvenilfl__authorities and social seted and signed by not less than 2
tlement workers.
per cent of the city's voters.
Clerk Gongwer nf - the board of
ions said Wednesday the entire slate
andidates could
stitioned by one set of 1700
I signatures.
Socialists took out petitions
{Wednesday for their parly's slate
M. it. Exceli, forImer director of public safi
[the only Individual candidate so
Ifar to take out petitions.
All petitions must be returned
[to the board of elections 25 days
■before the date Of election, Feb. 4

HADOEN CALLS
CHARTER MEET

MOVIE MEN DEFY
MAYOR TO STOP
APPROVED FILMS
The

ETO
ETY BSLA

Will Protect Car-Boarding Citi- l.j Picture Machine to be Placed
in Courtroom.
zen from Traffic.
Mayor Baker announced Thurs-\
•day he intended to act on his ob- j
servation of
bewildered pedestrians, from the steering wheel of
his auto.
He intends to ask council to
provide "islands of safety tor
those who go afoot in the downtown district, so they can stand i
the middle of the street and wait
for a car in safety.
•
The mayor thinks the idea
adopted in many European cities
is the best.
This is to have a
raised oval in the center of the

motion picture exhibitors
has a chip on its shoulder for
Mayor Baker, Chief Kohler or anyone
STwants to stop the exhibition ot
historical, biblical or society films
which have been approved by the national board of censorship.
"We are going ahead to show these
pictures just as if nothing .had happened," said Attorney H H. Lustig.
representing the league. "The^mayor
has no right to prevent the production
as the 'Burning of
0f such Plays
Rome' 'The Passion Play' or 'Gusfer'f Last Fight.; We will go to
W. S. Lougee, superintendent
court if necessary."
of construction of the new city
Judge Kramer's courtroom was
turned into an impromptu moving,
hall, showed the
mayor
plans
picture theater, at 1:30 o'clock Thurs-,
Thursdav for half a dozen shelter
day afternoon, when Chief Kohler as I
houses, to be erected on downaudience, passed on several moving ,
town corners
for blind
and
picture films that had been seized by
crippled news venders, so they
the police. One of the films showed
may earn a living during the winpictures based on Rider Haggard s j
book "Jess." The other film was The : _[ter months.
Contract."
I
At 4-30 o'c'ock Kramer was to nave
a moving picture party of his own to
pass on other films seized by the Ppi: lice
These were "The Invaders,
"The Colonel's Ward," "The Forest
Rose" "The Heart of a Red Man,"
"The Sheriff's .Reward" and "Trapper
Bill."
,
_
Political lieutenants hurried to BaFesler Says Commissioners
ker's office Thursday to tell him he is
wrong in attacking the historical
'plays approved by' the censor board.
Must Have Public Confidence.
Baker, however, did not change his
order that the police arrest all movThe people's adoption of the new
ing picture men who showed pictures
Cleveland charter will depend alof crime. "
most as much upon the personnel
Chief Kohler told the exhibitors
of the charter commission as upon
Wednesday to bring all the films to
the charter's provisions, Mayo Feshim about which they are In doubt.
ler, secretary of th«j municipal as"I'll tell you whether they are all
sociation, declared Thursday.
right," said Kohler.
"Mind you, I
don't object to a little gun play.
"It is imperative only men in
"If the mayor is going to stop us
whom the public has the utmost
whenever we show pictures of crime
confidence be placed on the comwe will have to close, up shop," said
mission," Fesler said, sounding a
Lustig. "Nine-tenths of the approved
warning in advance of the first
films portray crime in one way or
meeting of Mayor Baker's commitanother."
tee ' f nine, which meets late ThursThe cases of four of the six exday to pick a charter slate. "No
hibitors arrested Monday were conmatter if the charter's provisions
tinued Thursday morning. There was
seem safe, if the integrity of the
an intimation that the cases would be
dropped..
commission members is open to the
Incidentally "The Invaders,"
a
slightest
question
the
people,
film based on "Ouster's Last Fight"
rather than take a chance on it
was showed Wednesday night at the
being all right, will vote it down.
Virginia, Bast 152nd street, Collin"Last week Los Angeles voted
wood, without molestation... by city
down a new charter by a vote of
authorities. Police had promised to
arrest any exhibitor who tried to
two to one. Although it was gen- |
show his film.
Manager Mandelerally conceded to be progressive, j
baum of the Lake Shore Film coh,<
the commission which drafted itj
pany put the film on in order to test
the right in the courts, if. the police', did not hold public confidence •
interfered.., ,
sufficiently.
A resolution was introduced at the
"Minneapolis has turned down,
meeting of the exhibitors 'Wednesday five charters, one after another.
provid'ng that posters illustrating the St. Paul turned down two charplays be done away with. It comes
ters before she finally adopted one.
up at the meeting next week.
St. Louis has rejected two new
charters since 1876, and is still
operating under the 1876 charter.
Kansas City rejected the charter
drafted for her four years ago, but
adopted one drawn two years later.
Chicago three years ago turned
down a new charter by a vote of
3 to 1, because the men who drew
it did not carry public confidence."
Fesler points out, however, the
big stumbling blocks in the provisions of other charters have been
removed from Cleveland's path oy
the home rule amendment.
The
most bitter fights have been over
the initiative and referendum, municipal ownership and control of
public utilities planks.
IeagUe

KOHLER IS NOWMOVIECENSOR

FMMERS HOLD
CHARTER'S FATE

Chief Kohler Thursday became
censor of all motion picture films
shown in Cleveland. Local exchanges sent him a batch of new
films for his approval.- A motion
picture machine jvent with the
films. They will be thrown on a
screen in one of the courtrooms
each day.
That is the outcome of Mayor
Baker's crusade against the showing of crime pictures. Six exhibitors, arrested Monday, were to !
be tried in muny criminal court!
Thursday afternoon.
The films complained against
were to be exhibited in court.
The motion picture exhibitors
league will hold a meeting Friday
to take final action on abolishing
poster advertising.
The league will not attempt to
establish a local board of censor-,
ship, according to President S. E.
Morris, but will wait until Governor^elect Cox assumes office, who,
they expect, will offer them final
solution of their difficulties by appointing a. state board of censorship.
.

\

PATRIOTS DRAW
COUNTY PLUMS
2J

Faithful Democrats
Step Up to Pie Counter in
Sheriff's and Prosecutor's
Offices.

212 AEE DISAPPOINTED
EN SCEAMBLE EOE JOBS
[four-Year Famine Brings
Out Host <;!' ApplicantsList Is Cut After Stormy
Sessions.
Democrats stepped up to the
county pie counter for the first
time in four years, yesterday.
Twenty-one jobs in the offices of
Prosecutor-elect Cyrus Qoclier
and Sheriff-elect W. J. Smith
were passed out to the patriots
after a session of ihc Democratic
executive committee. One state
job was given, too.

Mulligan's Job.
The most Interesting appointment,
from a political standpoint, was that
o£ .Mulligan. In the campaign just
dosed, Progressives and candidates
on
the
Progressive
Legislation
League ticket charged that a job in
the prosecutor's office had been
promised to Mulligan in return for
the filing of a protest against the
Progressive
Legislation
League
ticket, when the Republicans and
nocrata hired Attorney Harry
Payer to try to throw off the Bull
Moose ticket and the league ticket
from the ballot. At that time all
concerned strenuously denied that
Mulligan was to get a job.
He got it, with the backing in the
executive committee of organization'
chiefs. Locher said he had known
nothing before election of any promises to Mulligan. Mulligan went to
Western Reserve.
At the same time that the,**>pointments were made, Nelson J. Brewer,
who had been a candidate for a job
in the prosecutor's office, was recommended to Hogan for the state- law
business here in Babka's place. The
patronage has been promised to the
local organization, it is understood It
is worth $1,500 a year and permits
the holder to keep up his private
practice. This job was held by Price
& Alburn under Republican administrations.

That the Democratic organization is
still unreconciled to the Salen faction
was shown by the omission of William Agnew, formerly chief deputy
clerk, from the list.
Sheriff Has Trouble.
Sheriff-elect Smith's list was made
A
series of stormy sessions had [up after great turmoil among ward
n needed to eliminate the forty- leaders. As it finally stands, it has
ssful applicants for the Councilman Ed Hanratty for chief
ts in the prosecutor's office, deputy, at $3,000 annually. Dick Stegi the 147 disappointed Democrats kemper, the head of the office force,
o had eyed the fifteen deputy has had no successor appointed and
one may not be. He has been in the
riff berths filled yesterday.
Salaries will bo shifted around in sheriff's office seventeen years.
The other jobs filled yesterday went
the prosecutor's office and it will be
run at a less operating cost than at to the following F. A. Berendt, 317S
W. 54th street, Second ward; John
present, Locher said.
O'Malley, 1478 W. 114th street; Ed
tall Appointments Good.
Wolters, Third ward; Fred Friend,
Although Locher declared the ap- 2026 Wl ■ 44th street. Fourth ward;
pointments in his office were made ex-Councilman William J. Noss, 3349
for legal and not political effect, ex- Woodbridge avenue,
Fifth ward;
cellent political reason
«i for Henry J. Reinartz, 1393 E. 27th street,
each one as well.
Attorneys said Tenth ward; ,jo|m F, Colenia.n, 2717
the men were qualified.
Croton avenue, Twelfth ward: John
The appointments to the pros- Kolesar,. 3455 E. 78th street Fourex-Councilman Joe
t eutor's force, with salaries for each teenth ward;
Sledz, Fourteenth ward; John Fafliok
post as at present constituted, are 8722 Capitol road, Sixteenth ward-'
follows:
first assistant, civil Albert Kelley, 7110 Cedar avenue1
net), F. W. Green, $5,000; as- Hugh Carney. Twenty-first ward- E
sistant, civil branch, O. A. Howells, A. Malier, Berea; F. M. Barber
Chagrin Falls, and William L. Fox'
$2,800;
first
assistant,
criminal Seventeenth
ward.
branch, Samuel Doerffer, $3,500; asThe deputies all have been active
sistant prosecutors, criminal branch, m Democratic politics. Carney is
J. W. Wends, $2,N00; P. J. Mulligan,' said to be as handy a lightweight, or
DO; J. J. Babka, $2,500. Under the used to «be, as there is in the city,
While the county jobs were being
Ijustment, the two first assistants1 passed
the politicians heard that B.
AVi"
$4,000, it is under- ;IA. Dotv was likely to land a place
on I lie state tax commission. Doty
although a Republican, has been very
"• who is n Harvard Law close to the city hall organization.
School man, was remembered by polin who lent his name
to the acquisition of the Denison
:nue three-cent railway franchises
Tom L. Johnson. Doerfler has
lociated with city hall politics an! law suits for ycr>rs. Tic is
Harvard men.
Woods, of
iw School, has been in
law office. Babka, from
Cleveland Law School, has been one
of the two Cleveland attorneys, Rob-'
an being the other who has
I'S law business in Cleveid under Attorney General Hogan.
Mo\wells, Ohio r." ito i niversit .
lOl, ran for municipal judg
and lias been more or less
'"■em, nent in
nizatlon.

N

iCHIEF WILL BE
PICTURE C
Kohler Decides to

educational or degrading. This is~~rr">
as bad as many I have seen.'1
Yesterday afternoon members 0r
.Motion Picture. Exhibitors' Leag-iI'ue
, held an indignation meeting at
the
i Columbia building.

End Poster Displays.
They passed a resolution recommending the Zinner ordinance to pro
HaVC ■ hibit disr»lay of '"rid advertising ban"
ners in front of motion picture play

Doubtful Films Shown in(|h°ases. The resolution follows:

Resolved, that members of Cleveland local

Coiii'l Rnmn and He'll Do
All 0. K.'ing.
BAKEE TO CONTINUE
KIS FIGHT ON SHOWS

Xn 3

'

M- p E

'

L

"

retrain from

^

ers, three sheets, six sheets, eight sheets
or any similar plctoral display advertising
on the outsido of their I heaters, it :
further provided, however, that this resolution shall not prevent any. exhibitor from
displaying the title of- his film subjects by
lettered signs, banners or otherwise when
lettering conforms with the story depicted

The committee which visited Mayor
Baker and Chief Kohler was comprised of President Samuel Smith of
TlleatCl'S the league; Earnest Schwartz an*
Henry Lustig, attornej
rd >;.
Kohl, Samuel Bullock, W. J. Slimnr '
A. A. Weiner, Frank Kinney, E. M.
Mendelbaum, J. E. Willis and William Thompson.

Proprietors Of
Hold Indignation. Meet
ing, but Approve Ban on
Lurid Posters

Chief Kohler yesterday c,on-:
verted himself into a court of
last resort for the censorship oi
movintv picture lilnis. All rnov
inj? picture 1 lien I ers will con
'■ tiiiue to be watched by the police
however, the chief declared.
Courtroom No. 1 at polict
headminrleix i« in Lo mnrln iriL
uoduquarrers is to De made into

a theater where the debatec.
films will be shown.
It is not the chief's intention to
pass upon all productions shown in
Cleveland. But those which . have
been opposed by any self-constituted
censor will be displayed before the
chief. His decision will be final.
The Motion Picture Exhibitors
League is in favor of the passage ot
the Zinner ordinance, but the members protested bitterly against the
police supervision or their theaters at
a meeting yesterday. The men:
also agreed to discontinue the poster
display in front of the playhouses
' •■
1 olieemen will not relinquish their
investigation of motion picture show
houses, despite the new arrangement
to have all pictures depicting crime
censored," Chief Kohler told a committee representing 120 motion picture
show proprietors Wednesday afternoon.
llaker Stands Firm.
Mayor Baker, earlier in the day,
told the same committee that lie i
j would not withdraw his order to arrest exhibitors of crime films but
would draw the lines closer.
Prosecutor McKay, Probation OfTii eer Christian, Police Court Clerk
j Jack Douglas, and Samuel Greenwalt
' yesterday
noon ' viewed
"Aurora
Floyd," the picture which caused the
arrest of Miss Jean Oster, proprietress
of the Princess theater in Euclid
Avenue.
"Aurora Floyd" is a melange of
secret marriage, divorce, blackmail
and murder. Aurora, the heroine,
emerges from the ordeal to fall into
her second husband's arms as she
steps from the courtroom where she
has been tried for killing her first.
McKay refused to give his opinion.
So did all the others except. Probation Officer Christian, who said:
"As guardian of Cleveland's young
people, 1 confess it is not exactly
what I would [ike t0 nave them wi(._
ness. Motion pictures can bQ made

CHARTERPLEDGES
DECLARED ILLEGAL
Elections Clerk Says Constitution
League Violates Corrupt
Practices Act.
Clerk Burr Gongwer, of the board
of "lections, declared Wednesday
that he believed the pledging of
charter commission candidates, now
being attempted by the Progressive
Constitution League, is in violation
of the ollio corrupt practices act.
W. G. Osborn, who is putting out
to prospective candidates the letters
containing the pledge of the league,
said he did not believe the pledge
was illegal.
"The corrupt practices law seems
to hit this case," Gongwer said.
"There is grave doubt whether the
asking of pledges of any candidate
by an organization which intends to
publish a statement of the replies is
not a violation of section 4 of the
act."
The section in question reads in
part as follows:
"The owner, editor or writer of
any publication of any description,
sending letters, petitions, circulars,
or telegrams from any officer, writer,
agent
dgeuL or
or representative
icyieocinauvK of
ui any such
I publications to candidates for of
fice, soliciting, requesting or demanding promises, pledges or committals
for any purpose or for
ior any reason
is guilty of a corrupt prac
tice„"
Osborn admitted the '.-vague intends to publish a statement of the
way in which the various recipients
of the pledge answer it. The penalty
for the violation of the corrupt practices act is $100 to $500 fine or sixmonths in Jail.
Secretary Mayo Fesler, of the
Municipal Association, announced
yesterday that the association will
issue a bulletin on all candidates for
commissioner, before the commission
election February 4. Candidates will
be judged on their character, experience and fitness for the office.
Judge
Alexander
Hadden
has
called a meeting Thursday of. the
non-partisan
committee
ot nine
named by Mayor Baker, to choose
candidates for commissioner.
II. A. Morgan took out (he Socialist petitions for charter commissioner Wednesday. M. B. Excell, the
only other entrant so far, said lie
would seek, if elected, to have tiro
and police civil service strengthened,
put detectives under civil service
and protect police and (ire pensions.
He favors a shorter ballot.

■

POLICETO CENSOR
I Will Pass Upon Desirability
of Certain Pictures Presented to Public.
Kohler Tells Exhibitors They
Know Objectionable
Shows.
LURID POSTERS ABOLISHED
Crime Pictures Outside Theater* Un,1er Ban—Baker Snssests Exhibitors
Have Censor Board of Their Or...,
hut Objects to Ministers and Social
Workers as Critics—State Board
Control of Films Honed for by Proprietors of Shows Here—Aid of Governor-Elect Cox Promised.
Police censorship of all Aims shown
in moving picture theaters'is to be
the result of the present controversy
between city officials and moving picture theater owners. This agreement
was established at meetings of Mo- f
tion Picture Exhibitors' league mem- |
bers with Mayor Baker and Chief of|
Mice Kohler yesterday.
When the moving picture men
called at Mayor Baker's office in the
morning he suggested a committee.
3f three to act with Chief Kohler
nd agreed to ask the chief to co-operate.
| Late yesterday afternoon the picture men met Kohler in a somewhat
tormy session.
■ The chief says he told the picture
en they knew what is objectionable
0 the city authorities, but that if
hey had any doubts to bring their
films to him before placing them on
Exhibition and he would pass on
hen:.
VIII Have Censors.
"The result of our conferences
Bay with the mayor and chief of
police will be the establishment of a
nsorship of moving picture films,"
Sid Samuel Bullock, chairman of the
fcess committee of the league last
ight. "Chief Kohler will either pass
1 questioned films himself or depufee some one to act for him. The
oving picture men will be repreBnted.
"Our organization, at a meeting in
morning, also decided to abolish
Pictorial posters to advertise shows.
Wk shali; make every effort to aceomilish this reform.
gThe difficulty is in dealing with
..t\er owners outside the league,
association often is blamed for I
W[f those men over whom we have

patrol.

1]ofjnnateiy

we hope for state conation pictures. We are workJust what has been done
lijie 1 am unable to say,
?gislature may be called
al with the subject."
ement was made at the
ith Mayor Baker that
Cox, governor-elect, had
support a movement for
ure censorship through a

state board. The legislature may be
.asked to authorize the hoard of censorship.
Mayor Baker told the exhibitors responsibility for pictures shown in theia tors rests with them alone. They
had called to protest against individual patrolmen acting as censors in
the anti-crime picture crusade The
mayor said the police are under oath
to enforce the law.
Mayor Can't Spend Time.

\3J- "JI'JJ

LOCHER AND SMITH CONSIDER SUBJECT
CHOOSE ASSISTANTS OF WATER FILTERS
New Prosecutor and Sheriff
Announce Personnel of
Officeftrces.

Councj| Committees

DisCLlss

Reso|utjon to Ask sute

"I cannot spend my time in movingHealth BoarcJ Report
picture shows," said the mayor, when
city censorship was .suggested. "Appoint a board among yourselves.
When you select your pictures be sure
Spi
you are far enough away from the
I
point that might be termed a violaAlds
tion "
The mayor refused to listen to a
suggestion that a board of censorship
Cyrus Locher, county prosecutorMayor Baker and Supt. Sehlilz of
be established of ministers, business elect, yesterday announced the permen and social workers.
sonnel of assistants he has picked for the city water department will at"Our job is to enforce the law," he his office force when he takes hold tend a meeting of council committees
said.
"Tou can appoint your own Jan. 1, and William J. Smith, sheriff- on public works and health Monday
afternoon to consider the FitzGerald
board, if you desire.
We will co- elect, announced a partial list of his resolution
requesting the city board
operate, but will insist that you keep deputies.
Dr. P. J. Byrne, coroner- of health to report to the state board
of
health
that
the character of the
within the law."
elect, has not yet decided who shall
Tlie conference developed many be his deputy, constable and stenog- Cleveland water supply is sucii that
an investigation of the necessity fo>- a
striking views.
The mayor emphati- rapher.
filtration plant is desirable.
Locher has selected1 F. W. Green
cally asserted that a film was not of
The opposition of the administraand
G.
A.
Howells
for
the
civil
work
tion to the resolution is indicated by
necessity proper merely because it
in his office.
Green is a graduate of an adverse report filed by Service Diportrayed some event in history. He Harvard, is solicitor for Newburg rector W. J. Springborn with the city
said that Shakespeare to the extent City and is well known among Cleve- clerk.
Councilman Zepp declared yesterof a dozen plays might well be barred land lawyers. Howells is a graduate
He has lived here eight day that lie is opposed to the measfrom public in-esentation and that of O. S. U.
years, coming from Massillon, O., ure and that the council comiii
even things portrayed in the Bible where he war city solicitor.
on health and cleanliness also favors
might not be permitted.
For the criminal work in the prose-i an adverse report on the measure.
Director Springborn reports to the
"The Bible is a great work'."' he cutor's office, Locher has named
Doerfler, a graduate of Har- council that the city already lias
said, "when placed in the handr: of Samuel
vard; J. W. Woods, a graduate of had the water supply investigated at
persons who understand it."
Michigan; P. J. Mulligan, a graduate no little expense by D. D. Jackson
of New York and his report
.Moving picture men declared a po- of W. R. U., and John Babka,
of the Cleveland Law school not indicate an Immediate need for
liceman had ordered down posters graduate
T
-oerfler was a candidate for electior water filtration. Springborn believes
showing "The Burning of Home."
as county commissioner two year! it would be unwise and inconsistent
"The burning of Rome was the por- ago. Woods has had office room ii to ask the state authorities to InMulligan is i vestigate the water supply at this
trayal of arson, the policeman said," Locher's law office.
time.
explained .Ernest Schwartz, represent- son of P. J. Mulligan, the former wel
FitzGerald. in his resolution, points
known politician, and Babka is nov
ing the exhibitors. "Arson, the police- in charge of
legal work for thi out that sanitary experts who atman pointed out, was a crime and attorney general in Cuyahoga an< tended the recent pure water conference in Cleveland were not in actherefore the pictures should be nearby counties.
Babka will be succeeded in thi cord with Dr. Jackson as to the relastopped."
post by Nelson J. Brewer, who was ; tive importance of sewage purificaPatrolmen had ordered down pic- member of the last general assembly tion and water filtration. Some of
the experts believed filtration was of
tures of "Leah, the Forsaken," "Ten Brewer lives in Euclid.
greater importance than treatment
Sheriff-elect Smith named Council of sewage.
Nights in a Bar Boom." Exhibitors
man E. J. Hanratty as his chiei
"1 am going to ask Dr. R. (!.
complained that the police never in- deputy.
He has made no decisioi
terfere with these old standbys when with reference to Tichard Stegkem Perkins to attend the meeting." said
Councilman FitzGerald last evening.
portrayed on the scage.
per, a deputy in the office for a scon "At the recent convention he seemed
Smith will decide tha of the opinion that water filtration
President S. E, Morris of the league of years.
later.
Neither has he announce! was of greater
importance
than
said the most lurid pictures of crime who
will be his stenographer.
treatment of sewage."
pointed to a. moral and in all cases
Deputies
he
has
named
are:
John
the criminals received their just desert's. This was admitted by Mayor' O'Malley, 1487 W. 114th-st; F. A.
W. 54th-st;
Fred
, Baker who said he had ordered down Berendt, 3170
a white slave picture on learning that Friend. 2026 W. 44th-st: W. J. Noss
it caused some of the young women 3349 Woodbridge-av Z. W.; John F.
Coleman, 2717 Croton-av S. E.; Henry
who had gazed upon it to faint.
"The power of moving picture:- for J. Reinartz, T393 E. 27th-§t; Joseph
education is tremendous," said Mr. Kolesar. 3455 E. 78th-st; Joseph
Baker. "I have heard about your Sledz, 3593 E. fioth-st; James Faflick,
league and believe it can be of much 8722 Capitol-rd S. E.; William L.
influence in elevating the moral tone Fox, 2639 E. 67th-st; Albert Kelly,
of pictures. I believe you can do 7110 Cedar-av S. E.; Hugh Carney,
8102 Crumb-a.v N. E.; E. A. Maher,
this and hope you will.
"You may count on the city's aid Berea, and F. M. Barber, Chagrin
in any wholesome movement you may Falls.
Locher, now that he has decided on
undertake, but you must understand
it is the duty of the police to prevent the personnel of his office force, will
appear
before the common pleas
crime and to stop exhibition of bad
judges and ask for an appropriation
pictures. This they will do."
Film exenanges may test the power for his office next year.
of the police through the courts. It
was declared yesterday an injunction
is to be sought restraining the police
from interfering with displaying of
certain pictures.
Deputy State Fire Marshal Crawford, in the height of the film theater
agitation will begin a. crusade requiring all houses to have two exits.
Municipal Judge Kramer yesterday
continued until Saturday the cases of

Coroner-Elect Byrne Hasn'tl
Decided on His
-

wrested moving: picture owners;

_

ringborn"opposes Rushing
Project for Puri"
fication.

?

rir!av,
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BAKER PURIFY CHIEF OVERRULES
HOWE'S FILM 0. K.
BURLESQUE?
Pictures Barred Here ApISFT SURE YET proved In- Former Cleve"Wiaetlra" bifflirtestioe shows, merely
Tar or openly lascivious, will come
linder tfae bam wiili moving' pictures
«>r i
en determined
Friday by Mayor Baker, who has
1?een asked by the federated churches
to Investigate conditions in such
houses, The churches
term the shows
"highly immoral."1
"I can't say whether control of
mien houses should obtain by state
Statute or by local ordinance," said
Baker. "I haven't made any plans
yet. As a matter of fact, the line
between morality and taste is so
finely drawn that It Is hard to determine."
Rev. Charles K. Burton, chairman
it the social betterment committee
)f the federation, told ministers at a
.neeting Thursday night that, he had
conferred with
Baker and laid before Mas the-findings of a special
ammnfttoe, members of which have
fteea gatberiiip Information at such
jutoma for wee
*"We make no demands, knowing:
that tbe mayor is in hearty sympathy witSi any betterment work and
t.hat he Is too busy to remove all
svlls at once," said Dr. Burton.
Jinothcic conftrenca will be held;
th Baker.

WELL 00NS1DE!
Baker's Committee Elects Madden Chairman.Goff Secretary
Names of persons suggested as
J candidates for charter commis1 lioner will be considered Satur« lay at the second meeting of the
commit!.>o of
nine, named by
ayor Baker to
recommend a
charter slate of 15.
It. is expected the full committee will attend Saturday's meeting.
Rev.
Worth
M. Tippy,
George Siddall and Tom Fitzsimons, out of the city, were absent
from Thursday's
meeting, at
which Judge Madden was elected
chairman, and F. H. doff secretary.
A public meeting of the committee probably will be called for
early next week, at which any interested citizen may present names
Of candidates and argue their
qualifications.

land Reformer.
B] barring several motion picture
films from local theaters as "unamusing,
uninteresting
and
unedUcational," Mayor Baker and
Chief
Kohler have challenged the stamp of
approval placed on the films by
Frederic C. Howe, former Cleveland
social moralist and reformer, who is
chairman of the National Board of
Censorship.
.Motion picture show owners of
Cleveland held a "peace conference"
in the league headquarters, Columbuilding, yesterday morning,
when they rebuked Mayor Baker for
being too hasty, but declared themselves willing to abide by the present censorship by Chief Kohler, of all
doubtful films.
It was the consensus of opinion that
Mayor Baker acted too hastily and
made "much ado about nothing."
They declare all pictures rejected
have been approved by the National
Board of Censorship.
Again Friday, in court room No. 2,
at Central station, Samuel Bullock,
representing the motion picture men,
and Chief Kohler sat in judgment on
a number of films. Not until the
chief left and appointed Inspector
Ftowe as censor, did Bullock complain.
It was right after "Joe the Pirate"
bad been flashed on the screen that
Bullock objected to a rilling.
The
film was a burlesque on the Black
Hand, during which two village
hoys set the constable on a chase
for Black Handers by pasting letters
over the village..
"We might as well close up shop j
if you are going to rule out pictures |
like those," Bullock said after Inspec- |
tor liowe declared his disapproval.
Kohler will be the last court of appeal, and . will decide whether the
film can be displayed.

MAYOR'S CHARTER 9
ELECT HADDEN HEAD
Committee Chooses Groff as
Secretary—No Public
Meetings Yet.
OSBOKN SCOEES DELAY
i Progressive League Secretary
Sends Out Pledges to
Candidates.
Judge Alexander Hadden, of the
probate court, was elected president
and F. H. .Coif, president of the
Cleveland Trust Company, secretary
of Mayor Baker's charter committee of nine at its first meeting in
the county court house Thursday.
Owing to the absence from the city
of three members, Rev. Worth M.
Tippy. Thomas Fitzslhimons and G.
B. Siddall, no further action was
taken toward holding public hearings which are expected to result in
naming a slate of fifteen candidates
for charter commissioners.
The next meeting was set for Saturday when it is expected the entire
committee will be able to attend.
It
is unlikely that this will be a public
gathering, inasmuch as the election
of officers is to Jbe ratified and plans
discussed by all members.
Will Ask Suggestions.
"Just as soon as it can be arranged we shall have sessions which
the public will te invited to attend,"
said Judge Hadden.
."We shall invite suggestions from the public both
as to candidates and methods of procedure."
Criticism of the committee of nine
was voiced by W. G. Osborn, secretary of the Progressive Constitution League.
The league sent out
letters Thursday urging care in selecting candidates for commissioners.
In part the letter follows:
"We believe that the formation of
our new charter should better be
guided and guarded by men of known
democratic instincts and active human sympathies, rather than by professional and expert agents.
"We believe that the fitness of men
for the office of charter commissioner
may properly be measured by. fheir
ability to appreciate the desires of
the public and their willingness to
pledge themselves to the accomplishment of those desires."
Asks Candidates to Sign.
This letter, togeth-r
with the
league's pledge, is being sent to men
who may be candidates, for their
signatures.
Should they fail to sign
they will be opposed by the league.
"It seems to me that the committee is an unnecessarily long time
getting started," said Osborn.
"Of
course some of the members have
been out of the city but it would
seejrj
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FAVORS 'SAFETY ISLANDS'
Major Would Provide Pi„
Refuge lu Downtow,, St^ °<
"Islands of safety" S00n mav .
tablished by the city in the I ' es'
gested downtown streets V=„ r B
Lconyesterday asked Architect »■ a , 0ugee
*r
to prepare plans for newspaper h
to be placed at downtown aqr™.b.00tl>s
sections.
«eet mterThe "islands of safety" wn,,,, . 0n
structed for pedestrians in th. z£ 1 square and in the middle of ii Wldest
ublic
roadways. They would be rai?^ ovals
In some European cities iS roun| passages connect these "islami5f withl
underground comfort stations
The mayor asked Lougee' to
pictures of the Paris kiosksfir\ A!^,
ing the newspaper booths for iesign
-'
of the crippled and blind n™
* Use
ne
men and boys.
wspaper

Ministers Inspect Burlesque |
and Variety Houses to
Learn Conditions.
Place Findings Before Mayor|
and Seek His Aid for
Corrections.
As the result of investigations of
Cleveland's burlesque' and variety
theaters, conducted by the social betlent committee of the Federated
churches, Mayor Baker has invited
It! v. Dr. Charles E. Burton, chairman of, the committee, to confer with
him in regard to more stringentregulaitkms of such theaters.
This Rev. Mr. Burton announced
last night at the meeting of the federated churches in the Chamber of
Commerce building, was the ourcome
of ,a conference Tuesday between
himself and Mayor Baker.
"For some weeks past," said Rev.
Mr. Burton, after'the meeting last||
night, "members of my committee
have been quietly investigating
lain theaters in the city. "We havei
gone to the mayor with the results]
of our investigations.
"We have made no demands, I
do'we i intend to. The mayor is al
busy man, and cannot correct alll
evils immediately.
We have ir.-[
formed him of'certain conditions i
which he was ignorant.
"He expressed himself as pleased
with our attitude, and lias promised
his help. I shall have another conj
fer'ence with him in the near fuvan|
to discuss recommendations."
Rev. Dr. Worth M. Tippy, presl
dent of the Federated churches, ivaT
absent from the city, and formej
Judge F. A. Henry, vice president)
presided.
President Charles
Th'wing was elected chairman of tM
newly created educational committea
and given . power to appoint a com]
uiittee of at least seven members.
The' civic committee .reported tD«|
the federation would take a P0Slt'J''j
stand in selection of members of tna
city charter commission. The report.
written by David E. Green chair^i
man,.was.read ..by Rev. E. R. «*;!
executive secretary of the federaUom

r

AiiMvH^y.

Friday, Dee., 13, 1912

AKER PURIFY
URLESQUE? IE
YET
"Whether tasrleetiiie shows, merely
ifoflgaur or openly lastsmous, will come
■Jtodsr til© baa -with moving- pictures
<Wf crime, ha«3 not been determined
Friday by Mayor Baker, who has
fteen aaSked by the federated churches
I® investigate conditions in such
houses. "jThe churches term the shows
"Mghly Immoral.''
*I can't say whether control of
stueh houses should obtain by state
Statute or by local ordinance," said
Baker. "I haven't made any plans
yet. As a matter of fact, the line
between morality and taste is so
finely drawn that it is hard to determine."
Kev. Charles B. Burton, chairman)
it the social betterment committee I
>f the federation, told ministers at. a j
.neeting 'Thursday night that he had |
■exretferred with Baker and laid be- j
:£s»ze hina the* findings of a special ;<
«OTttHsiTt*«e, members of which have
S«e« gatftsring information at such
3soe.ses for weeks.
"We make no demands, knowing
ttsat the mayor is in hearty sympathy witti any betterment work and
that he U too busy to remove all
evils, at <mc#," said Dr. . Burton.
Ararther conft-renea will be held
with Baker.

Baker's Committee Elects Hadden Chairman.Goff Secretary
Names of persons suggested as
\ candidates for charter commiss iioner will be considered Saturc lay at the second meeting of the
committee of
nine, named by
Mayor Baker to
recommend a
charter slate of 15.
It is, expected the full, committee will attend Saturday's meeting.
Rev.
Worth
M. Tippy,
George Siddall and Tom Fitzsimons, out of the city, were absent
from Thursday's
meeting, at
which Judge Hadden was elected
chairman, and F. H. Goft secretary.
A public meeting of the committee probably will be called for
early next week, at which any interested citizen, may present names
of candidates and argue their
qualifications.

CHIEF OVERRULES
HOWE'S FILM 0. K.

MAYOR CHARTER 9
EG DDEN HEAD

Pictures Barred Here Ap-!
proved bv Former Cleve- I
land Keformer.
By barring several motion picture ;
films from local theaters as "unamus-'
ing',
uninteresting'
and uneduca- '
tional," Mayor Baker and
Chief;
Kohler have challenged the stamp of
approval placed on the films by
Frederic C. Howe, former Cleveland
, social moralist and reformer, who is
chairman of the National Board of
Censorship.
Motion picture show owners of
Cleveland held a "peace conference"
in the league headquarters, Colum'bia, building, yesterday morning,
■■when they rebuked Mayor Baker for
being too hasty, but declared themselves willing to abide by the present censorship by Chief Kohler, of all
doubtful films.
It was the consensus of opinion that
Mayor Baker acted too hastily and
made "much ado abovit nothing."
They declare all pictures rejected
have been approved by the National
Board of Censorship,
i Again Friday, in court room No. 2,
at Central station, Samuel Bullock,
representing the motion picture men,
.and Chief Kohler sat in judgment on
a number of films. Not until the i
chief left and appointed Inspector I
Rowe as censor, did Bullock com- j
plain.
It was right after "Joe the Pirate" i
'had been flashed on the screen that
Bullock objected to a ruling.
The
film was a burlesque on the Black
Hand, during which two village i
boys set the constable on a chase :
for Black Handers by pasting letters
over the village..
i
"We might as well close up shop j
if you are going to rule out pictures |
like those," Bullock said after Inspector Rowe declared his disapproval.
Kohler will be the last court of appeal, and will decide whether the
film can be displayed.

Committee Chooses Goff as
Secretary—-No Public
Meetings Yet.
OSBOEN SCOPES DELAY
Progressive League Secretary
Sends Out Pledges to
Candidates.

FAVORS /SAFETY ISLANDS'
Mayor Would Provide Piaces
Refuse in Downtown Streets. "
"Islands of safety" soon mav ho
tablished by the city in the „ost congested downtown streets. Mayor K*l
yesterday asked Architect W s T ™ 6
to prepare plans for newspaper h™f?hs
ou
to
be placed at downtown
street
sections.
■
eet ir,tl
interThe "islands of safety" would h» „
structed for pedestrians in "he P,S?i?'
square and in the middle of the rt!
roadways. They would be raised n?^
tn some European cities SBS
passages connect these "Islands" S
lth
underground comfort stations
.The mayor asked Lougee' tn »„;. F
pictures of the Paris kiosks bj^ i
ing the newspaper booths for the fill
of the crippled and blind newsLS I
men and boys.
"<=wi>paper |

!

Asks Candidates to Sign.
This letter,
togeth-r
with
the
league's pledge, is being sent to men
who may be candidates, for their
signatures.
Should they fail to sign
they will be opposed by the league.
It seems to me that the committee is an unnecessarily long time
getting started," said Osborn.
"Of
course some of the members have
been out of the city but it would
seem that such important business
as they have should receive first
consideration.
The longei the committee delays, the harder it will h»
for any other organization to put forward any one to oppose -.hose who
may be thought eligible."
Xo Mass Meeting.
The report of a committee of the
Cuyahoga County League of Republican Clubs, advising a mass meetI1 g
i a£5r the »urP°se of naming a slate
ot fifteen candidates for charter commissioners regardless of any action
the committee of nine might take,
was tabled indefinitely at a meeting'
gue in Web
ni hT
er's Casino last
The action of the committee followed a resolution presented some
time ago • by - Gfetmfciw. Cawood, in
which objection was made to the
procedure^suggested by the mayor
and interference of the Republicans
urged.
There was considerable discussion
ol extraneous subjects and some open
difference of opinion between the
reactionary" and the progressive
elements in the organization. John
H. Cox, president, advocated nonpartisan municipal elections.
"Republicans have nothing to fear
in non-partisan municipal elections "
said he
"Reports of the Municipal
Association and endorsements from
other sources show they are the best
men
Qualifications of the men are
the things we have to consider, and
1 think we should be advocates of
non-partisan elections."

iti

Ol
chai
feet

i

Judge Alexander Hadden, of the I
probate court, was elected president {
and F. H. Goff, president of the
Cleveland Trust Company, secretary
of Mayor Baker's charter commit-,
tee of nine at its first meeting in]
the county court house Thursday.
Owing to the absence from the cityj
of three members, Rev. Worth M.;
Tippy, Thomas Fitzsimmons and G.
B. Siddall, no further action was
taken toward holding public hear-,
I ings which are expected to result in;
j naming a slate of fifteen candidates
j for charter commissioners.
The next meeting was set for Saturday when it is expected the entire
committee will bo able to attend.
It
is unlikely that this will be a public
gathering, inasmuch as the election'
! of officers is to be ratified and plans
' discussed by all' members.
Will Ask Suggestions.
"Just as soon as it can be arranged we shall have sessions which
the public will be invited to attend,"
said Judge Hadden.
."We shall invite suggestions from the public both
as to candidates and methods of procedure."
Criticism of the committee of nine
was voiced by W. G. Osborn, secr.ej tary of the Progressive Constitution Beague.
The league sent out
letters Thursday urging care in selecting candidates for commissioners.
, In part the letter follows:
"We believe that "the formation of
our new charter should better be
guided and guarded by men of known
democratic instincts and active human sympathies, rather than by professional and expert agents.
, "We believe that the fitness of men
for the office of charter commissioner
may properly be measured by. their
ability to appreciate the desires of
the public and their willingness to
pledge themselves to the accomplishment of those desires."

Cor

Ministers Inspect Burlesque
and Variety Houses to
Learn Conditions.
Place Findings Before Mayor!
and Seek His Aid for
Corrections.
As the result of investigations of:
Cleveland's burlesque- and varietytheaters, conducted by the social betterment .'committee of the Federated
churches, Mayor Baker has invited
Rev. Dr. Charles E. Burton, chairman of the committee, to confer with
hint in regard to more stringent regulations of such theaters.
This Rev. Mr. Burton announced
last", night at the meeting of the federated churches in the Chamber of
Commerce building, was the outcome ;
of .a conference Tuesday between
himself and Mayor Baker.
"For some weeks past," said Rev.
Mr. Burton, after 'the meeting last!
night, "members of my committee i
have been quietly investigating certain theaters- in the city. "We have
gone to the mayor with .the results j
of our investigations.
j
"We have made no demands, nor!
do ' we. intend. to. The mayor is a j
busy man, and cannot correct all j
evils immediately.
We have in-.
formed him of'certain conditions of
which he was ignorant.
'"He expressed himself as pleased
with our attitude, and has promised!
his help. I shall have another con-:
ference with him in the near future!
to discuss recommendations."
Rev. Dr. Worth M. Tippy, presi- \
dent of the Federated churches, was]
absent from the city, and former!
Judge F. A. Henry, vice president, i
presided.
President Charles
F.
Thwing was elected, chairman of the! •
newly created educational committee)
and given . power to . appoint a com- j;
mittee., of at least seven members.
The' civic committee .reported that j
the federation-would'take a positive'
stand in selection- of members of the'
city' charter commission. The report.
written by David E. Green, chair-'
man,;, was .read'.by Rev. E. 'R. Wright. .
executive secretary of the federation.;
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CHARTER LEADERS

L

BAKER'S CHARTER BODY w^^^
CALLS PUBLIC MEETING

Mayor Baker does not intend to attend the "jeans and soft shirt" ultrademocratic inaugural ball at Columbus. A request was received Monday
from the chairman of the Democratic
state executive asking him to furnish
names.
The mayor turned the request over to his secretary and told
him to rill it out and leave him out.

lurst Discussion of Candidates for Commission Will
Be Held Tuesday Evening—Postal Frank
Committeemen Organize and
Is A sked.
Decide to Call Nonpartisan Meeting.
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Mavor Baker's committee of nine
met in secret session in Judge Alexander Hadden's private office in the
court house Saturday and determined that the first public meeting
for discussion of candidates for charter commissioners should he at 7:30
p. m. Tuesday in the city council
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of the nonpartisan chamber.
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League of Republican Clubs
Votes Not to Name
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request sent by Assistant City So-i
licitor John N. Stockwell. Jr., to Congressman Robert J. Bulkley that he
endeavor to obtain either a frank or
a reduced postal rate on the distribution of matter pertaining to the new
charter.
Under the provisions of the home
rule amendment, by virtue of which
the city is empowered to have a
charter commission, printed matter,
including a draft of the proposed
charter must be sent to every elector
in the city. This will entail no small
expenditure, as approximately 100,00C
persons must be reached, feulkley is
expected to act at once.
The Socialists yesterday began circulation of petitions for their party's
charter slate.
This includes C. E.
Ruthenberg and Harry D. Thomas.
The home rule committee of the Ohio
League of Municipalities has named
W. A Greenluhd, Slate Senator-elect,
to draft three forms of city charters
to be submitted to the Legislature.
This bill, if passed, would enable any
city to select a made-to-order charter.

'The League of Republican Clubs of
Cuyahoga County last night voted
down with surprising unanimity tm.
suggestion for a separate Republican
ticket for charter commissioners.
David A. Green, reporting as chairman of the civic committee of the
Federated churches, announced at a.
meeting of
that
organization last
night that the committee would make
positive recommendations on candidates after the entries close.
The Progressive Constitution league
had only an indifferent meeting last
night.
Cold weather kept the
attendance
down to a handful, and
there was little discussion of charter
subjects. The league will meet again
Tuesday night.
. .
When the League
of Republican
Clubs was called to order, Chairman
John H. Cox presented the
recommendation of the special committee
that the league consider calling
a
mass meeting to nominate a charter
commission ticket.
The report was
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Refuses Permit to Tuxedo
Clubs; Says He Thinks of!
Stopping All Prize Fights in,
This City
SHERIFF-ELECT SMITH
PLEADS BUT IN VAIffl
Mayor May Use the Sunday^
Laws as a Club AgainsJfi
Obstreperous Moving Pic-i

^-The'meeting Saturday will be at
sueh time as will best suit the convenience of all the members,
said
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^Th™ igreed that we ought to
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of next week, when we will heai sus
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BAKER'S CHARTER BODY
CALLS PUBLIC MEETING
First Discussion of Candidates for Commission Will
Be Held Tuesday Evening-—Postal Frank
Committeemen Organize and
Is Asked.
Decide to Call Nonpartisan Meeting.

League of Republican Clubs

Votes Not to Name
Ticket.
Organization
of the nonpartisan
charter candidates' committee was effected yesterday. Six of the nine
members named by Mayor Baker, to
suggest candidates for the -flitter
commissioners met in the office ol
Probate Judge Alex. Hadden.
There were"present Judge Hadden.
F H Goff, president of the Cleveland
Trust Co., Rabbi Louis Wolsey,' Rev.
Gilbert P. Jennings, Thomas S. Farrell and F. VK Steffen. Hev.^Dr.
Worth
M. Fitzsimons,
Tippy, Georf*A
r!~ ab
and Tom
the three,*b
,
sent members, were out of the city.
The six present discussed the situation in a general way and organized
by electing Judge Hadden chairman
and Mr. Goff secretary. This organization, it is expected, will be made
permanent tomorrow when anothei
meeting is "to be held for the . full
committee.
... i'- ,t
'The meeting Saturday will be at
such time as will best suit the convenience of all the members, said
Judge Hadden. "J?o n^fnes were discussed today, and nothing ot a final
nature was done.
"The six agreed that we ought to
have a public meeting the early part
of next week, when we will hear suggestions as to nominations of candidates from any citizen who desiresto be heard. The time and place ot
this ;: meeting Will. be. decided . S.atur-

Mayor Baker's committee of nine
met in secret session in Judge Alexander Hadden's private office in the
court house Saturday and determined that the first public meeting
for discussion of candidates for charter commissioners should be at 7:30
p. m. Tuesday in the city council
° The! session lasted almost all afternoon. The principal problem upon
which the committee deliberated was
tlie vital necessity of seeing to it that
the proposed commission be "symmetrical," to use .; Judge Hadden's
phrase, that is, well balanced and as
non-partisan as possible.
Judge Hadden, as president, presided. A number of the committee
had never met before, and a part of
the time was devoted to getting acquainted.
A number of names already have been submitted to the
committee Suggestions as to the
proper personnel of the commission
of fifteen will be invited at the city
hall gathering.
Not least in developments was a

The League of Republican Clubs of
Cuyahoga County last night voted
down with surprising unanimity the
suggestion for a separate Republican
ticket for charter commissioners.
David A. Green, reporting as chairman of the civic committee of the
Federated churches,, announced at a
meeting of that organization last
night that the committee would make
positive recommendations on candidates after'the entries close.
The Progressive Constitution league
had only an indifferent meeting last
night. Cold weather kept the attendance down to a handful, and
there was little discussion of charter
subjects. The league will meet again
Tuesday night.
When the League of Republican
Clubs was called to order, Chairman
John H. Cox presented the recommendation of the special committee
that the league consider calling a
mass meeting to nominate a charter
commission ticket. The report was
accepted.
L. H. Webster, representing the
Western Reserve club, thought the
selection of a nonpartisan ticket safely could be left to the committee of
nine named by Mayor Baker.
"I concur," said D. A. Marsh. "It
would be folly for this organization to
go' further. We would be. aiding others and hurting the Republican
party. I move the subject be laid on
the table indefinitely.
Cox, in putting the motion,]said he
had talked with many Republicans
and had riot found one not in favor
of nonpartisan nominations and elections to municipal and county offices.
He said had county officers been
elected on a nonpartisan ticket -last
fall, some Republicans would have
been elected.
James R. Garfield and Prof. A. R.
Hatton, who attended the Bull Moose
conference at Chicago, returned home
yesterday. They spoke, enthusiastically of the gathering and the future
of the Bull Moose party.
called a meeting of the Bull Moose
county executive committee at " the.
Forest City house tonight. The meet'
ing will arrange for the organizatior
of a Bull Moose club in the county;
Reports were general in politica'
circles yesterday that Robert E. M&
Kisson is laying his lines to run foil
rhayor against Newton D. Baker next
fall.
McKisson, well posted politl-'
cians say, is calling in party workers;
and getting a close line on affairs
generally. McKisson will not admit
he has any intention of again trying
to be elected mayor.
Richard Stegkemper, the lone deputy sheriff not displaced by Sheriff.. elect Smith's announcement of the
I personnel of his office force, is not to
I be retained. This was definitely deI cided yesterday. George W. Heaney
is to get the place.

request sent by Assistant City So-:
licitor John N. Stockwell. Jr., to Congressman Robert J. Bulkley that he'
endeavor to obtain either a frank or
a reduced postal rate on the distribu-:
tion of matter pertaining to the newj
charter.
|
Under the provisions of the home'
rule amendment, by virtue of which
the city is empowered to have a
charter commission, printed matter,
including a draft of ■ the ' proposed
charter must be sent to every elector
in the city. . This will entail no small
expenditure, as approximately 100,00C
persons must be reached. Bulkley is
expected to act at once.
The Socialists yesterday began circulation of petitions for their party's
charter slate.
This includes C. E.
Ruthenberg and Harry D. Thomas.
The home rule committee of the Ohio
League of Municipalities has named
W. A Greenlund, State Senator-elect,
to draft three forms of city charters
to be submitted to the Legislature.
This bill, if passed, would enable any
city to select a made-to-order charter.
-«B

OUR MAYOR WONT GO TO
STATE INAUGURAL BALL
Mayor Baker does not intend to attend the "jeans and soft shirt" ultrademocratic inaugural ball at Columbus. A request was received Monday
from the chairman of the Democratic
state executive asking him to furnish
names. The mayor turned the request over to his secretary and told
him to fill it out and leave him out.
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BAKER SEEKS CITY
OF lA LA MODE' TYPE
Ownership

;0R KOHLER BAKER CUAMPS LID ASKS ALL CITIZENS
TOGOJIGHTON ON PRIZE FIGHTING TO CHARTER MEET
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land This Month.
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city," declared Mayor Baker in an address Sunt. ,^ZTZ^Zt venders of day evening. That is a sweeping statement. But

(ff-tf-a^^^^JS undoubtedly it is true.
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S^Sm Murphy, secretary to Mayor
S they Pwere told there was
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J&fi Murphy said. ."It was his
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"Feet's was so great at this time of
the6 year we could not grant the permits."
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in Christmas trees and- othHed,ri:., „,nniM will be granted
er holiday articles
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Cleveland, during the past 10 years, has received an education in municipal affairs such as
probably has not been possible for any other
city. And for that it is indebted to Tom L. Johnson. The citizens of Cleveland who took a personal interest in its affairs during the long time
he was active in its civic life undoubtedly never
will agree as to his motives, the justice of some
of his acts and the wisdom of some of his projects. But
shook the
of
-ecis.
r>ui this
bins aside,
aa^, he
"- »—~
„— city
^ out
v— .
k letnargy 0f many years and aroused it to a
•
•
■ •
■>-■<
-*
:~:__i —,,
:k
een interest in the problems of municipal gov.
eminent.

Mr. Johnson's daring, his unconventionally
I and his driving masterfulness compelled all
Ifearnest citizens either to follow or oppose him.
Iln the street railroad war alone Cleveland
learned more than enough about its own business
land its own rights to pay for the discomforts and;
animosities of that long struggle. Equally important, it was forced to obliterate party lines in
its municipal elections. The issues decided in
—
'
. d i them during that time were so pressing and close
| Mayor ^^^op prLTflght- that it was out of the question to consider them

BAKER PUSHES
WAR ON FIGHTS
AND FILM MEN
thaI

t(Ttor regulate the moving picture jn any
shows. Ue was disposed to invest!The

otner way

than on their merits alone.

average Cleveland citizen today has an enconception of its municipal affairs.

• if there is any real difference be-: The work Qf makmg a new charter and maugUj tween a boxing bout and a pnz ^.^ ^^ kome rule ^ ^ig city can ^e entered
fi

He is examining an opinion- ren-.

SP

Ba^ wm have a secret agentat
l^lw. smoker Thursday night,
;
when TomW Gavigan and Jack Den;
ning "DOX " It will be the emissary's I
duty to determine whether it is, a.
!
"fight" or a "bout." If it's a fight it (
; may be the last "bout" to be held in
C
TWsade1spite the hostile attitude of
the Democratic councilmen to tne
mayor's program. At a caucus meeting Monday night they voted two to
one against attacking "boxing bouts.
Just Sought Views
The mayor smiled.
.
,
"I only wanted to get your views,
he said.
But it is known he has not abandoned his plans to stop "fights.
tie
said Tuesday that he is still opposed
to the idea of having a boxing commission to regulate the pugilistic
game here.
"I'll regulate it myself," he said.
"But, Mr. Mayor," a boxing enthusiast said.
"It isn't a lowbrowed sport here at all. At the recent Daily-Savage bout at the C. A.
C. professional men, bankers and
business men were present. Why the
club fed 500 that evening."
"Raw meat?" queried Baker.
Attorneys Schwartz and Lustig,
representing the four film agencies
here, filed replevin suits in common
pleas court Tuesday for the recovery of the films confiscated and held
by Chief Kohler as evidence.
Question Chief's Right
It is set forth that the chief is
i unlawfully in possession of the films.
Attorney Schwartz also appeared in
police court when the cases of five
| moving picture men were called.
: Judge Kramer overruled motions , to
: quash the warrants and demurrers as |
j to their validity. He then continued j
■! th£__cases until Friday.
-•Wj~Ti:tZ-_declared that his clients,
^oT^r-^ted and discrim- i
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ircilAI FRUIT STANDS self-government in all branches than any other
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city," declared Mayor Baker in an address Sun. ~ eaa street venders of day evening. That is a sweeping statement. But
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Q undoubtedly it is true.
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er years
times in
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Cleveland, during the past 10 years, has repanted
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will be
Ontario and
ad acentsstreets, mayor
.s ceived an education in municipal affairs such as
^i3Promdw^chyr-perm.ts^have probably has not been possible for any other
BMSS.™tu^ed'down all recity. And for that it is indebted to Tom L. John1uestS
' „r M usual the street mer- son. The citizens of Cleveland who took a perTh
r;stocked
up for holiday tradetocked "P
chants
ermlts fr0m
sonal interest in its affairs during the long time
^;'^n Murphy Secretary to Mayor
g!ker they were told there was ne was active in its civic life undoubtedly never
't^r^ostion up with Chief will agree as to his motives, the justice of some
of his acts and the wisdom of some of his projK0h
^"thMatrPasy c^ngestio^ T "
1
"P e .?, was so great at this time of ects. But this aside, he shook the city out of
?ht year we coufu not grant the per- its lethargy of many years and aroused it to a
mits."
'r^'iers in Christmas trees and oth- keen interest in the problems of municipal govhSv ar
articles will be .granted ,
hollda
er
fyr g^nds in Monumental ernment.
1
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.
t Mr. Johnson's daring, his unconventionality
"j^—^^-r — _..«*«
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living masterfulness compelled all
an(j jlis
:arnest citizens either to follow or oppose him.
n the street railroad war alone Cleveland
learned more than enough about its own business
and its own rights to pay for the discomforts and:
animosities of that long struggle. Equally important, it was forced to obliterate party lines in
its municipal elections. The issues decided in
.nedthem during that time were so pressing and close
. Mayor Baker/as ™"D SLTflghtthat it was out of the question to consider them
1 10

IBAKER PUSHES
WAR ON FIGHTS
AND FILM MEN

1 than ever Tuesday to stop v "
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tn to regulate the moving picture
He was disposed to investilh0Ws

in any other way

_
than on their merits alone.

The average Cleveland citizen today has an enof its nmnicipal affairs,
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making
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new charter and inauguT
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work
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■ if there is any real
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'e rating real home rule in this city can be entered
ifiHe is examining an opinion■ renQ unhesitatingly and with confidence,
dered a year ago by Attorney

irSgSpSurr^otr^ng?hose;
iPrBaker0wnl have a secret agent at
Uh« Raeles' smoker Thursday night,
<; when Tommy Gavigan and Jack Dennine "DOX "It will be the emissary's ]

I rt| ^determine, whether it is1 .,
"fis-l-it" or a bout.
It it s a "&" - "
| may be the last "bout" to be held in

C
Th?sadeaS'pite the hostile attitude of
the Democratic councilmen to the
mayor's program. At a caucus meeting Monday night they voted two to
one against attacking "boxing bouts.
Just Sought Views
The mayor smiled.
.
"I only wanted to get your views,
he said.
.
But it is known he has not abandoned his plans to stop "fights.
He
said Tuesday that he is still opposed
to the idea of having a boxing commission to regulate the pugilistic
game here.
"I'll regulate it myself," he said.
"But, Mr. Mayor," a boxing enthusiast said.
"It isn't a lowbrowed sport here at all. At the recent Daily-Savage bout at the C. A.
C. professional men, bankers and
business men were present. Why the
club fed 500 that evening."
"Raw meat?" queried Baker.
Attorneys Schwartz and Lustig,
representing the four film agencies
here, filed replevin suits in common
pleas court Tuesday for the reeoyery of the films confiscated and held
by Chief Kohler as evidence.
Question Chief's Right
It is set forth that the chief is
1 unlawfully in possession of the filrns.
Attorney Schwartz also appeared in
police court when the cases of five
i moving picture men were called.
; Judge Kramer overruled motions , to
: quash the warrants and demurrers as
j to their validity. He then continued ,
! the cases until Friday.
i Schwartz declared that his clients,
| are being persecuted and discrim-:
inated against.
He read a letter
from Manager H. A. Daniels of the
Hippodrome who gives Sunday mov- j
, ing picture shows, to C. M. Christenson, secretary of the National Exhibitors league.
"How do you and Sam Bullock like
it as far as you have gone?" wrote
Daniels.

-iT- i^t^.

SEEKS NO PLEDGES"ON CHARTERTERMS
Mayor's

"Oh, see the mw Simon Legree !^_

No Pledges Likely.
Judge Hadden was asked whether
I the committee would seek to pledge
! its candidates to any definite princi' pies, such as non-partisan municipal
elections, for instance.
"We have not reached that point
as yet, and from the way we are
Prnill- Koing, I doubt whether we will,"

Committee

Not

I ;i-,>l,' +r> l^rvmmrl
LlMM^
1.0 Uemalia rIOlll-

Hadden replied. "Indeed, we are try

ing to find men who will be willing
to give and take, who will not be
stubborn and cause deadlocks. We
have been trying to find men of the
caliber that will inspire trust and
will be able to be elected."
TWO SOCIALISTS QVIT who
The session, which lasted three
hours, was unannounced and the
committee, possibly for the purpose
Hayes and Thomas Besign of being undisturbed, removed its
meeting place from Judge Hadden's
office, where the other caucuses have
From Ticket, Deny Bow
been held, to the office in the Garfield building.
*
Js Cause.
Some progress toward weeding out
the list of names has already been
made and sessions probably will be
Thai candidates For charter com-; held almost daily this week.
ner, chosen by the committee
The committee, Hadden said, ex
of i.in.- appointed b; Mayor Baker; pects to finish before Sunday.
Tuesday night's public meeting of
will go to the polls unpledged to any the
committee in the city councn
ite policy by t'.ie
commll
chamber may be the public's onlj
nod probable after a secret cau- chance to have anything to do in the
cus of the committee in the library open toward making the slate. Had[enderson. Quail & Siddall, 1015 den said that unless the public maniQarfield building, Monday afternoon. fested interest by attending and takhat and the resignations of Max ing part, other sessions will not be
S. Hayes and Harry D. Thomas from held.
He declared the committee
ilist charter ticket
were would not make public the names it
surprising developments of the day.| now has under consideration.
A meeting of the home rule commit-;
Committee Will Listen.
o League of Municlpali"We will be there to listen, not to
at noon resulted in tentative deals on charters for cities to be talk." Hadden said. "We want peonil ted to the Legislature as mod- ple to come into the open with thensuggestions."
or permissive charters,
At this session, W. G. Osborn, of.
lie meeting of the committee of the
Progressive Constitution League,:
lies of probably 200 Cleveland will submit a communication criticisd. The commit- ing the secrecy which has shrouded
i took up each name and told the committee's deliberations.
mes.
Names are being considered from
"I have never been in a meeting every standpoint, with political afin came as close to filiations of their owners subordidid at this one," do- nated, Hadden indicated.
clan
exander
Hadden,
I chair-

ises of Candidates.

The news that Hayes and Thomas,
the two best known of the Socialist
candidates, have resigned from the
ticket was astonishing to many politicians, coming so soon after the row
in the Socialist party in which one
faction tried to oust the two men.1
I"ayes has been acquitted of the
charges brought against him by C. B.
Ruthenberg, editor of the Cleveland
Socialist, which purports to be the
party organ here. Thomas will be
tried as soon as his health will permit.
Both men denied that their resignations had anything to do with the
party row. Hayes' work as organizer for the typographical union, together with the labor of editing the
Cleveland Citizen, made it impossible
for him to be a candidate, he said,
and Thomas was forbidden by his
physician to stand for election.
Work on Charter Drafts.
The Monday noon session of the
home rule committee of the League of
Municipalities was held at the Chamber of Commerce.
Mayo Fesler submitted a draft of
, a business manager form of charter,
i with the council varying from three
to seven in number according to the
size of the city. May-r Baker was
assigned to draft a modification of
; the present municipal c Je to make
j it conform more nearly to the federal
! plan of government and to put into
! it short ballot reforms. A. R. Hatton
j is drafting a commission plan charter.

WOULD CHANGE
TERM OF MAYO
Promoters Seek Assurance He
Will Allow Brock-Rivers Go.
Matt Hinkel and Prince Hunley
visited Mayor Baker's office Tuesday to try to obtain assurance a
permit will be issued for the fight
at (he Victor athletic club Jan. 18
between Joe Rivers and Phil
Brock, for which Rivers is to get
$3000 and Brock a good-sized percentage.
An appointment was made with
the mayor for Wednesday at 11
in. Hinkel said he was willing
to make any concessions Baker
wanted.
Baker drew the line on prizefights
Monday by turning doT/n the application of the Tuxedo club for a contest between Matt Brock and Cal
Delaney, and an exhibition between
Tommy Gavigan and Jack Denning
for Thursday.
In a conference of democratic
louncil members, the vote was
three to one in favor of boxing
touts. It was indicated secret
gents, in addition to police, may
jeport on future bouts.
The
iayor's stand was taken because
the newspaper accounts rerring to the recent Kilbane;tell bout as a prize fight.

Baker Favors Either Four or
One Year Tenure.
Mayor
Baker
Tuesday announced lie was opposed to the
present two-year term of the
mayor and city administration. He
will urge a four-year term with
recall, or a one-year term without
the recall, in Cleveland's proposed
new city charter.
His announcement started as
much discussion as the question
of reducing the size of the council.
"The present term is either too
short or too long," Baker said.
"It is too long if the people
have no chance to change If the
city administration is found unsatisfactory. And it is too short
if there is opportunity to change
at any time the administration is
regarded as a failure."

Commissioner

iCHANCE AT
[CHARTER SLATE

,

Lange

Urges

Safeguards for Women.
HITS CANNING INDUSTRY

Conditions There are Worst of
[The
public's only chance to mix ,
All, He Declares.
fe
the selection of the official slate
Charter commissioners prob• will be at Tuesday night's
i meeting in city council cham-

'staff Special. .

COLUMBUS, O., Dec. 17.—
"State Labor Commissioner Fred
'Lange said today lie would ask
ayor Baker's nominating comfee, through Chairman Had^ ►Mayor Baker of Cleveland and
] announced there are likely to 'the Cuyahoga-co legislative delefno more public meetings un- gation to assist in drafting and
T the people turn out well •pushing legislation to better labor
isday. The committee discussed ..conditions for women and children in Ohio.
didates at a secret meeting
"1 will go at any time before
i Monday.
"I never heard a discussion. 'legislative committees and deBe as close to the skin as that! ■ecribo horrible conditions I have
said Judge Hadden. "Wei afound," said Lange. "I'd have
; to finish up our work be-l| the hours of women reduced from
nine to eight a day, and no chilI Sunday."
upheaval among Cleveland so- 'dren under sixteen work in fac-^
[ilsts won't drive Harry D. 'tories .or stores.
Jmas and Max S. Hayes out of' ' "Girls are working in factories
I party, Thomas said Tuesday' and shops for $1.50 a week, i
.have seen one girl's week's wages
Glenville hospital.
of $1.50 reduced to 90 cents beVord of the resignation of the
cause of 'defective work.'
socialist leaders from their
"In many instances little regard
•ty ticket for charter commisliers was followed Tuesday by ■is given female employes when,
orts they had definitely left -through excessive heat, they fall
socialist organization.
*. exhausted. Usually they are revived on the bare floor or a bench.
"In 24 of the 100 shops we visited in Columbus, we found girls
working who have only attended
four grades in school.
"The canning industry must un'dergo reconstruction. The floors
'should be made so as to carry off
the slush in which employes now
stand all day.
"The work bench should be so
constructed that the steam from
cooking vegetables will be carried
•off so employes will not have to
,inhale it. Where corn is husked,
blowers should be installed to
'carry off the dust.
"The lowest wages are paid by
the canning interests. One girl
.employe earned but $2.69 in two
weeks. Women in this industry
'average 8 to 10, and men 16 to 17
"cents per hour."

4MsrIVIAYUR CALLS FiGHT QUIZj
Baker to

Discuss

Bout

Permits

With Promoters Saturday.
■ntatives or various athletic
clubs which hi
promoting boxbouts in Cleveland have been,
nd a conference in Mayor
office Saturday morning. The
boxing- situation will be discussed.
! and Prince Hunley,
ictive in the affairs
of the Victor Athletic Club, visited
Baker's office TuesiT.-.y to try to obpermit will be
the hout bet.veen Joe
or
us and Phil Brock, for which
Rivers is to get $3,000 and Brock a
itagc.
No permit
pointment
11 o'clock Wednesday when
decided.
Hinkel said he was willing to make
ins Baker wanted.
The mayor's stand "'as taken be-""
r accounts referring;
[lilbane-Attell bout as a
prize fight.
I

ASK BAKER TO
PEN SCENARIO
Please, Mr. Mayor, Write
for Us a Prophylactic
Film, Sing- Moving Picture Men.
MANAGER WILL SEEK
OFFICIAL'S CRITERION
Leander's Aquatic Trip to
Call on Miss Hero Suggested as Theme for
Shadow Play.
Should he feel like it any
time, Mayor Baker can fill his
pipe, puH his feet on his nice
shiny desk, puff a little until the
divine afflatus comes in the west
window, or until Pete Witt telephones to say he thinks seats in
street cars should be abolished,
or something like that, and then
write, or dictate, an absolutely
denatured and crimeless moving
picture scenario.
It

is problematical—as much so
nything in higher mathematics—
whether the mayor will do this,
but he can if he so desires. He
the permission of the moving
picture men, rather one of them will
make a request that he do it. The
exhibitor is C. M. Christenson, secretary of the National Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League.
Wants Baker Criterion.
Christenson, on behalf of the rest
of the local exhibitors, whose troubles
increased, rather than decreased,
Tuesday, wants the mayor to set a
criterion by writing a typically
"good" film himself. With this as
standard, Christenson thinks that the
showmen may be able to learn what
the administration and the police
want.
Benson will suggest that it be
a "western film," 'so-called, and not
all comedy- If Baker can write a
wild and woolly" with
id men," invidious, or subver-

l^uJ- [ti-\
sive gun-play between "punchers'
and tomahawking redskins, without
any "biting the dust," lynching, or
horse-thievery „ he will hand the
mayor a wreath of laurel or whatever
it is that' a genius is supposed to
get for his labors.
The mayor will not be restricted to
western subjects, however. He may
take anything, any happening in life,
or in history (the distinction must be
obvious to those who read history)
and dash off a few hundred active
words that will keep a dozen moving
picture actors busy several hours.
Eager for Prophylactic Film.
"If there is any way to write a genuinely 'live' film that we can show successfully at our houses -vithout sor ■
thing of crime, as defined by Chief
Kohler and the mayor, we want to
know about it," Christenson said.
Those who know of the classic
lv.ojd of the mayor's cerebral convolutions think he may employ ancient history, redivivius. Ah, who
can forget Leander swimming the
Hellespont on Hero's night off to
clasp her in his dripping arms at the
kitchen door?
Bt'.' there is a crir/.e in this—
Leander wilfully violr.ted an antique
municipal ordinance prohibiting anyone from swimming after dark, or ai>„y
time whatsoever without a regulation
bathing suit. History does not say he
wore one.
Think of adoringly-mad Pygmalion
creating Galatea in the likeness of the
impossible, r-.e ideal woman! The
mayor might use that except "Jr the
possibility of the heroic sculptor having committed a crime. He might
have been arrested for displa. .ig lewd,
and impropc- statuary.
"Samson was a strong man of
the John L. Sullivan school; He
slew one hundred thousand with
the jawbone of a mule. . . "
Might Use Samson.
Who has not read the ruble and1
wondered what a great scenario Sam
would make if he hadn't u~~d George
Bernard Shaw's methods on the Phillistines and later, destroyed a. public
building because non-union labor had
gone into it?
That doesn't leave much for the
mayor to write about, does it? Of
coum there are Paul Revere's j.nd
Sheridan's rides, but it may be argued
that they were horse-killers.
In disbursing the possibility of,
dashing off a scenario the mayor unflinchingly and without perceptible
pain "bared the past" and dragged
by the heels into the light of Today
the skeleton of a "brain child" of a
Yesterday, twenty years ago.
And
i r-ttled the skeleton. He
is an author, and not only that, but
the author of a grand opera libretto.
Also, he is, or has had at some time
in his career, novelish aspirations.
Write Picture Scenario?
"Write a moving picture scenario?"
echoed the> executive. "I am not an
author. I never took but one orler of that sort. That was some time
and he leaned with reminiscent
air against the mantelpiece.
"I was sitting in the dining-room
of a little country hotel when a musician, a very eccentric character,
squirming about, waving his hands
and all that, came up and said, 'Kin
yew write no'try'." "
"1 said no and thought, no more
about it for the time being. When
I got home that night I got to thinking it would be kind of fun. So I
proceeded to write a libretto for a
grand opera, and I don't think any
one ever wrote worse verse.
"You can tell how bad it was when
I tell you that the musician hasn't
finished the music yet.
But some
day it will be finished and then you
can read it. Great opera singers will
be doing it and great crowds of peogoing to hear it. and
there'll be cries of 'author, author,'
and then I'll come out of the wings."

Did you say~with wings"" inquired
a facetious reporter the. same fool,
by the by, who asked the' mayor to
write a scenario.
"When all that takes place I probably will have a permanent pair of
wings," laughed the mayor.
Then he grew serious, and a far-1
away -gazing-o'er-the-deep-blue -sealook came into his eyes. It was seen;
he was about to speak of some thing
closely touching his heart, least so
"Quaker .lawn" Markham thought.
Talk Moves Murphy.
"I once decided to write a novel,"'
he began and even Secretary William
i J. Murphy was on the alert.
Here
was
campaign
material
"Billy" had overlooked. Here was a
dark chapter in the life of the "Big
Little Mayor," totally unknown to
his enemies.
"Yes, I once decided to write a
novel" and his 3adness was affecting. "I had picked out two characters that seemed exceptionally good
to me and planned to have them out
under a tree, saying lots of wonderful
■ things to each other. I got them as
far as the tree and then couldn't for
the life of me make them say a
word."
But Mayor Baker is now an author,
if just not like Mayor Brand Whitlock and Governor Wilson.
The developments in the "movies"
imbroglio Tuesday helped matters not
at all. Chief Kohler saw and condemned "The Raiders of the Mexican Border" a ^uasi-historical film.
The chief did not object to the holdup of a stage coach. He said, however, he went through Mexico without experier .ing anything like it.
"They knew who you were," said :
Samuel Bullock, chairman of the j
press committee of the local league.
Demurrer Cases Held Up.
Attorney
Ernest
Schwartz
of I
Schwartz & Lustig, representing the
exhibitors, filed new demurrers and I
argued new motions to quash in nine
cases before Judge -ramer in police i
court Tuesday. The cases were taken
under
advisement
until
Friday.
Should the judge hold unfavorably to
the picture men they will demand
jury trials.
Wednesday morning Schwartz will
file six replevin and four injunction
suits, expected to be filed Tuesday.
The actions are to get the twenty
films seized by the police. Kohler
has said he will confiscate them.
Restraining orders to prevent further
interference will be asked.
A. Siegel, manager of the local
branch of the International Film
j Feature Company, New York, re< ceived a telegram ordering him to
', join "the exchanges in the fight
: against civic oppression."
i.; was this concern's film, "The Bo; hemian Girl," that was condemned
' by Censor Kohler. Siegel said Tuesday he would show the film at the
first booking secured and fight any
' objection fiom the police.
"We are at lor.-- to understand the
crazy action of your authorities in
. cutting out
beautiful classic repro: duction like 'The Eohemian Girl,' "
wrote in part Herbert A. Miles, presl: dent of the corporation.
Another meeting of the league will
I be held in the Columbia building this
morning.

BAKER BALKS AT I
CHARTER PLEDGE I
Won't Bind Himself to Progressive League's Platform,
ADVISES

NONE

SIGN

Says Candidates Should First
Consider Questions.

;

Mayor Baker Wednesday refused the demand of the progressive constitution league that
he should, if nominated for the
charter commission, be pledged to
the recall, initiative and referendum, federal plan of city government and other ideas championed
by the league. The mayor refused to give any pledge. He
said a candidate should go into
the race unpledged and ready to
give his unbiased attention to any
ideas that should be presented.
This is Baker's letter:
Dec. 17, 1912.
W. G. Osbnrn, Secretary the Progressive
Constitution League, Caxton Bldg., city:
My Dear Mr. Osborn: I have received
your letter of Dec. VI and the candidates'
pledge issued by the progressive constitution league. In my opinion no such pledge
ought to be signed by anybody who la a
candidate for membership of the charter
commission. If the persons to be elected
charter
commissioners had legislative
power then it might be that their position
upon certain questions with regard to municipal government ought to be ascertained.
As, however, this commission is for \\\<<.
purpose merely of drafting a charter whicli
is ultimately to be submitted to a popular
vote, and as most of the persons who will
be candidates for that place must be presumed not yet to be fully informed of the
results of municipal experiment and experience generally, I am persuaded that the
only wise and proper position for a candidate to take is that he will examine the
whole question disinterestedly and carefully, and so far as he can will co-operate in
the preparation of a charter meeting the
needs of the city of Cleveland for submission to the voters.
I have not the least idea whether I shall
be a candidate for the charter commission,
and have no special wish in the matter one
way or the other, but if I were a candidate
I would approach the task with a very
solemn seriee of obligation on my part to
read, inquire, and investigate into every
device and expedient which has either bec-h
suggested or tried, and I should not like to
go into such a work by pledges which foreclose investigation in any direction. Yours
very trulv,
(Signed)
XEWTON D. BAKER.

"That is not the answer Tom
Johnson would have given," commented Osborn. "And in spite of
that letter, the league will go ahead
with its plan of securing and advocating as candidates men who are
pledged to the ideas for which the
league stands. It seems to me that
any man who has lived in this city
'for 10 years ought to have convictions as to the fundamental features of the charter needed.
"If there are men who enter the
race who have no such ideas, the
league will do its best to defeat
them if it can."

SfeM Be Said 77*a£ BAKER BINTS HE
Prince Hunley Loses to MAY TRY TO BE
Mayor Baker on Points 1 OF CHARTER 15
Ma¥or

"Was that recent Kilbane-Attell af-

Bate* dippe^tious, fair a prize fight?" was Baker's right
, Lin the well of fistic knowl- cross.
S Wednesday when Matt Hunley started a weak "No, s—"
but collap.sed and Ilinkel threw up
Sel liquor dealer, sporting the sponge to save him from further
,
rkeree and iipht promoter, punishment.
gf PriU Hunley, Hollenden "Come see one of our bouts," invited Hinkel.
otel major don.o and fight im- "I want to save myself that disbresario, called op him W an ef- agreeable task if possible," rep
Baker.
ort to get a pern.it for the proThey'll Call Again
posed liroek-Riyers match set
por December- 23.

ttrw"«hir than Johnny Kil-

Between now and Saturday morning Mayor Baker is going to prepare himself for a course in "The
Manly Art of Self-defense." On Saturday at 10 o'clock, the promoters
are coining again to enact the role
of professors and give Baker all the
possible information to be culled
from their post-graduate course in
boxing or prize fighting.
They will
endeavor to explain the difference
between' boxing and prize fighting,
so that Baker may intelligently understand "the game."
• Representatives from the C. A. C,
Tuxedo, Eagles, Elks, Moose, Victor,
Volk and Marotta clubs have been
invited to consult with the; mayor
and explain why his attitude toward
"the game" is unfair.
Baker says
he will not issue another permit until he can satisfy himself., that the
permit to give a sparring exhibition
is not stretched to a prize fighting
noint

Thai Mayor Baker is al
receptive mood toward being a can"..sit ion on the commission of i.~. which is to draft a new
cliun
-land under home
was iudicatcri Wednesday in a
r sent to W. G. Osboru. secreof the Progressive Constitution
leagued
letter was in reply to the
sent out by the league
asking prosp<.
tidates to" sign
ending themselves to advocertatn measures proposed by
tgue.
Baker flatly refused to sign any
pledge, and said that in his opinion
no such pledge should be signed, by
anyone who is :: candidate for membership on the commission.
In the
uding paragraph of the, letter
Baker makes clear that there is a
bitity of his candidacy.
The letter, in part, says:
1 have lift the least idea whether T
ill
LnSldate Cor the cha
islon; itn.i have no special wish in the
matter one way or the other, but if I
■ "T
tte t would approach, the
iligali, „ ,,,, nlv pari to read, inquire and inveiit!■•■;..(,■ Into i very device and
whirh has cither be.
d ov tried,
and I should not like t" K" into Buch
irk by pledges which foreclose investicUrection.

St was will, his feet when he
.,inn d first one and then another
ffilttelf family. Baker hud both
•I hanging on and so groggy n
IB minutes that they forgot to ask
for the permit.
Xo, Not Jack Johnson
w J Murphy, mayor's secretary
was'in Baker's corner when Hmkel
and Hunley entered. There was no
cheering- Baker didn't even pause
to shake hands, but drove a question
straight at Hunley's
head
winch
Hunley couldn't side step.
•Is Joe Rivers a prize fighter.'
"No sir," countered Hunley. ■
"Is Jack Johnson a prize fighter?"
came an upper cut from Baker.
"No, sir," answered Hunley with
one eye closed.
AT THE TUXEDO CLUB
Said Matt to Cal D.:
Would Replevin Films
"Wanta fight 1"
Said Cal to Matt: "I
"No harm will be done while you
Gotcha right!"
aye notifying the defendants,
ColSaid Mayor Baker:
lister said. "Notify them and then
"I guess not!"
we'll have a hearing.'
_'/.,.,
' The firms suing are the Lake Shore
Film and Supply Company, the Victor Film Service, the General Film
Company and the Warner Feature
Film Company.
„,iii„v,
With the injunction suits which
are aimed at. Mayor Baker, Chief
Kohler and the city, were filed suits ,
to replevin
films
already
seized, j
Court Oftcer William
Halloran is 1
named in the replevin suits as the
j.man Who now has the seized films in
j his cuslocly.
Say haw Is Dead Cetter
I The four film producers declare in
their injunction suit, that their- films
are passed upon by
the national
Injunctions Sought to End the bQard 0f censors, which operates under the direction of the People s inof New York,.and that no film
City's Seizure of .Reels; stitute
is sent out until it has this boards
o k
The producers say they have
Judge Collister Says: "Go more than $26,000 apiece invested in
the business and that as films are
of very little value after they ai
Tell Baker"
m. .nth old, the city's seizures has
done them damage and if continued
Will terribly jeopardize their bank(SUITS FILED TO GET
roll
The attack is made on Section
7027. Ohio statutes, under which the
acted in the crusade.
BACK THOSE HELD city
"This law was enacted before the
jays of motion pictures." the film
men say. 'they believe it doesn't give
Mayor Says He May Close the city teh right to go as far as it
has.
Get Hogan Rulings
Theaters on Sunday; Cites
Copies of two written opinions by
Attorney General Hogan, which hold
Ohio Ruling to Back Up noving picture shows are amenable
o the Sunday closing law in more
chan one way and are operated only
His Right
under suffrance, were placed in the
.ands of Mayor Baker. Wednesday,
first Assistant City Solicitor Stock-,
Four moving picture film prowell is of the opinion the city has
(he right to close picture shows on
Sunday.
.
._
' „„
pightot Mayor Baker and. Chief
•■The mayor could ch.se them or
pohler to seize their films in the
the right to close them as a
USg
weapon to compel picture show men
c usa.le new on. They sued for
to show the right kind of pictures

4 FILM MEN
ENJOIN TO
STOPBAKER?

\lllltTCitlQn in c°m«ion pleas
court Wednesday

an
Ltemnnrarv
1 ♦ • • for order.
""mediate.
uuiai,, restraining

■mu% uo}inq qiiAv e3ps iqSivuis s
auiA^q spis wiijo en,; 'donnas tpua
ut atoquownq pa^inrais v VTIIM.
psdOTiBDB si :IUO.IT art) jo 8pis euo
•pai jo

/ /- / q i

ft Might Be Said That BAKER HINTS HE
Prince Hunley Losesto MAY TRY TO BE
Mayor Baker on Points 1 OF CHARTER 15
Mayor Baker dipped dautiouslv-m{() the well of fistic knowlSM Wednesday when Matt
Hinkel, liquor dealer, sporting
man referee and fight promoter,
gj Prince Hunley, Hoi enden
hotel major domo and fight impresario, called on him man effort to get a permit for the proposed Brock-Rivers match set
for December 23.
■ ■

"Was that recent Kilbane-Attell affair a prize fight?" was Baker's right
cross.
Hunley started a weak "No, s—"
but collapsed and Hinkel threw up
the sponge to save him from further
punishment.
'•'Come see one of our bouts," invited Hinkel.
"I want to save myself that disagreeable task if possible," replied
Baker.
They'll Call Again

Thai Mayor Baker is at least
receptive mood toward being a can-'
dldate Cor a position on the commission of I:, which is to draft a new;
chatter for Cleveland under home j
rule was indicated Wednesday in a
letter seal, to W. <.;. Osborn, secreof the Progressive Constitution
•■.

Baker's/:Ietter was in replv tu the.
circular letter sent out by the. league
asking prospective candidates to" sign
pledges binding themselves to advocate certain measures proposed
i
!< ague.
Baker flatly refused to sign any
pledge, and said that in his opinion
no such pledge should be signed by
anyone Who is a candidate for membership on the commission. In the
concluding paragraph of the letter
Baker makes clear that there is a
possibility of his candidacy.
The letter, in part, says:
I have not the least idea whether T
shall be a candidate for the charter comi, and have no special wish in the
matter one way or the other, but if I
[date. 1 wniM approach the
lask w :
■n my part to read, inquire and in>■■■■ into every device
which has either b
"' tried,
and I should not like to go into
work, by pledges which foreclose investigation in any direction.

Between now and Saturday mornThpv left however, under a shower ing Mayor Baker is going to prelit-- frnm Baker, who was pare himself for a course In "The
Manly Art of Self-defense." On Sathane was with his feet when he urday at 10 o'clock, the promoters
Ji
* first one and then another are coming again to enact the role
JtltSfA' Baker had both of professors and give Baker all the
possible information to be culled
of 'em hanging on and so groggy in
from their post-graduate course in
}5 minutes that they forgot to ask
boxing or prize fighting.
They will
for the permit.
endeavor to explain the difference
No, Not Jack Johnson
between' boxing and prize fighting,
W J Murphy, mayor's secretary so that Baker may intelligently unwas'in Baker's corner when Hinkel derstand "the game."
•Representatives from the C. A. C,
and Hunlev entered. There was no
cheering. Baker didn't even pause Tuxedo, Eagles, Elks, Moose, Victor,
to snake hands, but drove a question Volk and Marotta clubs have been
straight at Hunley's head
which invited to consult with the: mayor
and explain why his attitude toward
Hunley couldn't side step.
"the game" is unfair.
Baker says
"Is Joe Rivers a prize fighter.'
he will not issue another permit un"No, sir," countered Hunley. "Is jack Johnson a prize fighter?" til he can satisfy himself., that the
permit to give a sparring exhibition
came an upper cut from Baker.
"No, sir," ■ nswered Hunley with is not stretched to a prize fighting
one eye closed.
AT THE TUXEDO CLUB
Said Matt to Cal D,:
Would Replevin Films
"Wanta fight?"
Said Cal to Matt: "I
"No harm will he done while you
Gotcha right!"
are notifying the defendants,' GolSaid Mayor Baker':
lister said. "Notify them and then
"I gueas not!"
we'll have/ a hearing.'
,
' The firms suing arc the Lake Shore
Film and Supply Company, the Victor Film Service, the General Film
Company and the Warner Feature
Film Company.
With the injunction suits which
are aimed at Mayor Baker, Chief j
Kohle'r and the city, were filed suits ,
to replevin
films
already
seized. |
Court Officer William- Halloran is,
named in the replevin suits as the
.man who now has the seized films in
his custody.
S«y Law Is Dead Letter
' The four film producers declare in
Wir injunction suit, that their .films
are passed upon by
the natioiittl
Injunctions Sought to End the board of censors, which operates under the direction of the People s inCity's Seizure of .Reels; stitute of New York,.and that no film
is pent out until it has this boards
o k
The producers say they have
Judge Collister Says: "Go more than $25,000 apiece invested in
the business and that as films are
of very little value after they are a
Tell Baker"
month old, the city's seizures has
done them damage and if continued
will terribly jeopardize their bank(SUITS FILED TO GET
roll. The attack is made on Section
7027. Ohio statutes, under which the
acted in the crusade.
BACK THOSE HELD city
"This law was enacted before the
days of motion pictures," the him
men Bay. They believe it doesn't give
Mayor Says He May Close the city teh right to go as far-as it
has.
Get Hogan Ruling?
| Theaters on Sunday; Cites
Copies of two written opinions by
Attorney General fjjogan, which hold
Ohio Ruling to Back Up noving'picture shows are amenable
0 the Sunday closing law in more
ban one way and are operated only
His Right
under suffrance; were placed in the
lands of .Mayor Baker, Wednesday.
First Assistant City Solicitor StockFour moving picture film prowell is of the opinion the city has
the right to close picture shows on
fer%MU test in «>urt the
Sunday.
itghtot Mayor Baker and Chief
•■The mayor could close them or
us" the right to close them as a
*.?I T ,0 sem' theil' films in the
weapon to compel picture show men
c usade now ..on. They sued for
to show the right kind of pictures,
K„«4 in common pleas
Stockwell said.
I court Wednesday.
"I don't think it is necessary to use
Attorneys
R
T
r>,
anv club on the picture, show men,
Schwartz'* T V
Sawyer
and
said Baker. "My belief is that things
will adjust themselves and that all
an lm
Ltemporarv
£><■••
moving picture shows will be places
poraiy restraining
order. mediate
of refinement within a short time
Hogan. in his opinion, even holds
1 hat moving picture shows ot
1. lie i
PassionJPlay"' is, in the strict sense ,
a dramatic performance and that it
comes under the prohibition of the
statute as a dramatic or theatrical j
performance, and that the exhibition
of it on Sunday is a violation of the
law.

trwi^r than Johnny Kll

4 FILM MEN
ENJOIN TO
STOPBAKER?

4JJJW
y
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yor
Baker's
nonpartisan
charter nominating committee will
again this afternoon. The
public meeting in the council
chamber last night was the second
immittee held yesterday.
The members met in the after
noon in the office of George B. j
Siddall in the Garfleld building, >
Judge Sadden, chairman, says the
committee will be ready, he thinks,
is selections . Satur- j
da\ .

MAYOR TAKES UP
Baker Wants to Learn Difference Between Exhibition
and Prize Fight.
Invites Representatives
Clubs to Come and
Explain.

of

BAKER TOO ASK
FOR MEGA

SLATEAGREED10

Treasurer Alone Consents to
Appropriation Cut.
■]

Mayor Baker asks
for
$.770 1
more to run his office for 1lie first |
half of I'M 3 than he was allowed
for the first six mouths of 10 1-', |
and the board of elections', civil j
service
commission
and
city
sealer also make requests for increased allowances, in estimates
Bled with City Auditor Coughlln I
for council's budget .ordinano
'Hie humane society asks $3000,
.•aiui.! as last year, while City |
Treasurer
Krause,
allowed!
if) last, \e.ar. asks for only |
$995.0, the only city department
thill far to consent to a put,
■•■

I,-;

dii"

to a request for ?,I5,Q0 fqr turpj-l
lure, fixtures, stationery^
office I
supplies and incidentals. The city'
;information bureau's expenses are
also added this year.
The board of elections will have
to handle the special election for
city charter commissioners Feb.
I, and therefore its application is
'or $20,41:0, last year's allo>
being $TS;500.'

ker wants to know about
sparring matches and boxing contests and he wants to know afcoul
its and he would like mtor
matlon that would enable him to de-i
terms the difference ben a p,i7,e fight and a sparring Boxing
Promoters Seek to
,, „,,.,i or boxing match.
Ward Off Mayor's Ban.
yesterday letters were sent out by
Mm to all of the big organisations
P'^hecttj thai have held box ng conCreation of a city boxing comfers In the P^t and to
. U.a. give exhlMttons^aUke mission to be appointed by the
character, asking_ each to sendlarep mayor and the prevention of sale
utative to his office Saturaaj of liquor in the same building on
morning.
.
„..•<. lpnrn
"] want to sec i rC cant earn the evening boxing bouts are held,
l0Ut this boxing busl- were among suggestions made
at
ld the mayor alter sending, the mayor's office Thursday by Dan
re
the organizations that
ters from the mayor yesl
are the Tuxedo club, the VI.
a ,|, e club, the Moose, the Bagles.t
,:,\i. the Klks, the Marotta AthSub. the Cleveland: Athletic club
Volk'x gymnasium.
When a representative of the LUX
,.,, , club applied Monday morn ng foi
rmltthe mayor announced inidefiterms that no more prize rights
a be permitted_.,,,„_ nf the
yesterday representatives of
tne
mayor's
office to ascertain whether
a
he issued by the
i)el.m;t.
wollld
mayor for the match scheduled by,
b for Jan. 18.
Joe.Blverc andj
■rock are to meet on that day;
rhe mayo
l£ the permit, is issued.
will see the representatives o£ the,
dub this morning at II o clock.

q^!)-v

McKettrick, head of the 44th-st
boxing club, New York city. He
called with Matt Hinkel to recommend precautions that might pievent the lid being clamped on the
boxing game altogether.
Referees Are Named.
"The boxing commission names
the referees for all bouts in New
York," said McKettrick.'
The clubs give bond to obey the
•'The referee has absolute authority, and can suspend any boxer
who fails to live up to' the rules
framed to prevent brutality.
When Tommy Gavigan, New
York, and Jack Denning, whom
McKettric.lt manages, fight at tne
Eagles club, E. 55th-st, Thursday
night, Mayor Baker may be sittinB
at the ringside. '

All but Two or Three of Nonpartisan Ticket Said to
Have Been Selected.
Committee Will Meet Saturday to Complete
Its List.
Nominations of candidates for the
city charter commission by the committee named by Mayor Baker are
practically agreed to. The committee, after a three-hour session yesterday afternoon, adjourned until 1
o'clock Saturday afternoon. Following the session Saturday it is expected the names of the committee's
choices will be announced.
F. H. Goft" of the committee was
out of the city.
"Mr. Goff was. not with us today
and until we get his judgment on
several names under consideration
nothing further will be done," said
Probate Judge Alexander Hadden,
chairman.
"The
Progressive
Constitution
league submitted thirty or forty
names today and we received some
suggestions from the Chamber of In- '
dustry. The committee devoted itself to consideration of names."
The committee, in its selections to
date, has picked men for candidates
as representing the best thought in j
the walks of life from which they
have been taken. The committee is
trying to name a ticket that will be
representative and symmetrical. All
but one or two nominations, it is understood, have been determined.
Mayor Baker yesterday declared i
against pledging candidates for charter commissioner. He made his views
known in a letter to W. G. Osborn,
secretary of the Progressive Constitution league, who had sent the
mayor the league's pledge.
The
mayor said:

in my opinion n» such pledge ought to be
signed by anybody who Is a candidate for
membership of the charter commission. Men
elected on the commission ought to take the
position that if elected they will examine
the whole question disinterestedly and carefully.
I have not the least idea whether I shall
be a candidate for the charter commission
and have no special wish in the matter, but
if I were a candidate 1 would approach the
task with a very solemn sense of obligation
on my part to read, inquire and investigate
into every device and expedient which has
either been suggested or tried and I should
not like to go into such a work hampered by
pledges which foreclose investigation in any
direction.

Secretary Mayo Fesler of the Municipal association yesterday declared
the charter petitions circulated by the
grocers and butchers of the state are
as vicious a subterfuge as could be
put on paper to annul the grant of
heme rule to cities. He says its real
purpose is to make impossible the
exercise by a city of any control over
public utilities.
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FILM MEN TO FIGHT
SUNDAY CLOSING MOVE
I Threaten Test Suft If Mayor Uses
Weapon in AVar on Crime
Pictures.
If any attempt is made to close mo-!
tion picture shows on Sunday, as has
been threatened, the Motion Picture
Exhibtors' League will test the power
of Mayor Baker, Chief Kohler, the
city, or whoever tries to close them.
"Mayor Baker could use the right
to close motion picture show's on Sunday as a weapon to compel owners to
show the right kind of pictures,"
First Assistant Solicitor Stockwell declared yesterday.
"Mayor Baker cannot close motion
picture shows on Sunday according
to test case decisions of Judge Phillips, of Dayton, and Judge White, of
Kenton," Attorney Lustig, for the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League,
said.
"Copies of two written opinions by
Attorney General .Hogan, showing
motion picture shows are amenable
to the Sunday closing laws, have been
obtained by Mayor Baker," one city
official said.
"Attorney General Hogan, hi an Interview with Secretary Christenson,
of the Exhibtors' League, said motion
picture shows could not be closed,"
Lustig answered.
In municipal court, Saturday morning, four motion picture film distributers will test the right of Mayor
Baker, Chief Kohler and the city to
arrest them for showing so-called
crime pictures, to seize their films or
to force them to adhere to rulings of
a city board of censorship. They have
also filed suits to replevin films
which have ^lready been seized by
the police.
The four concerns are: the Lake
Shore Film Company, the Victor Film
Service, the General Film Company
and the Warner Feature Film Company.

Will it fall?

■ftjO-iqi-/-

TOO MUCH HULLABALOO ABOUT DRAFT IDEAL CITY
BOXING GAME, SAYS SLATTERY gy NEW CHARTE
Mayor Baker's Informants Confound Boxing Bouts With Officials Think Model ResiPrize Fights, and the Sport Suffers—Johnny Kilbane
dence Sections Can be
Figures to Vanquish Johnny Dundee in Coming ChamCompelled By Law.
pionship Battle.
1JV WALTER C. KELLY.
OYS, it is really
amusing to me, all
this hullabaloo that
Is being kicked up
in tin'. City Hall
aboffl the boxing
game,"
remarked
Bug Slattery to a
bunch of fans at
the
Eagles' hall
last night. "It is
reajly uncalled for.
I am inclined to
believe that Mayor Baker has been
listening too attentively to some
knockers, who for
personal
reasons
desire to have the
sport squelched, or
who through ignorance
are
confounding boxing
■w i I h prizefighting."
. , \
■In my opinion,
il |s ;, combination
Of both." spoke up
Dr. Kvz. "There
; SIJATTKKY. ar0, several alleged
sports in Cleveland who are never at
ise only when stirring up some
soil oi a rumpus. Some of these ate
cophantic type, who go fawning around the Mayor and carrying
tales to him. They realize that he is
not in sympathy with the boxing game
figure thai by decrying the sport
they are getting stronger into his good
"The
Kilbane
hi this
nl

one sided bout between Johnny
and Monte Attell recently held
liiv had much to do with the
tirade against boxing,
said
- Frank Day. "11 was written up as a prize light, and. naturally,
when Mayor linker read it he became
ed."
"That boul would have been stopped
before the sixth round had been reached
need referee," rejoined
g'lattery. "Bj all accounts. Aitell was
outclassed, and genuine lovif boxing would have been pleased
LVC seen it discontinued long be[t became necessary for the police
i to interfere. There have been
hundreds of rounds boxed in this city
the past rear, and never before was it
for the police to stop a bout,
said more than once before,
npotent referee is a very imporfactor in the successful running
Of a boxing club. And it is always a
e a fighter act as reffor, while he may know the game.
he does not realize when one of the
Is outclassed."
"While I have the utmost respect for
ad realizing what an
ecutive be is," said Dignus Mc-

Would

Have

Whoie

mocks

Restricted to One Style
Sorley, "I can't help noticing that he
is inconsistent, in bis views oil the boxing game, as against other lines of
, of Architecture.
spoil that are much more da.ngerous.
Thousands of respectable citizens enjoy-j
the
among
many of
Announcement mat
that oieveiano.
Cleveland nuw
now
our boxing
leadingbouts,
business
andthem
professional'
Announcement
men. They should not be deprived or. has the power to rebuild itself, to lay
this enjoyment because of the failings
t
fl[ residence sections, shopof a certain referee, who in reality is
not a referee."
| Ping centers, civic centers, manufac"I believe that if a well-informed, turing districts, all in accord with a
committee meets with Mayor Baker and]
,
,
. ,.
-,
,
presents the facts to him in a compre-J comprehensive scheme of city develhensive manner, be will withdraw hist opment came yesterday at the city
objections to boxing," resumed Slat-,haU
,, from
.
/ a sroup ot„ city
-,.„ offlcials
„m„sa^a
tery. "There have been no accidents!
at the local clubs, and I have seen sev-lwho are convinced that section 10 of
hotr'shi^rr mark'eT s^rlorSy! the h°™ ^ «"«"*«»*' t0 ^ ^
over the other so as to prevent any-j stitution gives the cities of Ohio pow5
L vers
]]unl
ml'0!',"
"♦mow"^'
? much!
'^ers hitherto undreamed of.
the
game
are entitled
to justt as
consideration as the mollycoddles who
This view is shared by Assistant
have no taste for manly sports."
City Solicitor John N. Stockwell jr.,
"Mr. Slattery, I believe you are Building Inspector V. X>. Allen and
right," declared nan McKettrick.
Earl H. Wells, head of the city re,aL^0W
>„C2emnJust
T?,l T2S.
department.
snapped
Bug.
then k?
the „.f!f^"l
curtain-; Search
The city s building inspector yesraiser was on
:terday urged that the new city charmake provision for* a city planBAKER BUILDERS' QIJCCTJter
01
jning department, which, through coGeorge P. Early, of Pittsburgh the operation with the building depart■•Champtoii heavyweight story-teller merit, could gradually build up a
of Pennsylvania." Major Baker, the model city rivaling the cities of the
Hermit Club orchestra, an-' members old world in general symmetry, orderol the Builders' Exchange will entqf- liness and architectural beauty.
tam other members of the exchange
This announcement comes on the
and friends at an annual Christmas eve of a resumption of city group
Party in the Chamber of Commerce plan activities as bids are to be retonight,
ceived today on the contract for the
des th
mayor, other public erection of the superstructure of the
olti.ials have been invited to be new $2,600,000 city hall building, and
guests of the exchange. Vaudeville on the $2,000,000 main library buildstunts have been prepared by a hum- ing bonds.
In addition, $1,565,000
ber of the younger members. 1 lermit worth of general municipal improveClub members will also assist in the ment bonds are to be sold today.
entertainment, frank B. Meade will
Although Cleveland's central civic
lead the orchestra.
center has been established, Allen'
suggested yesterday a further development of the model town replanning
idea which would include a great central market place with streets radiating from it on every side. Small
squares would be laid out and the
property abutting them resold with
building and even architectural restrictions, tinder the scheme proposed
by him.
Earl H. Wells, head of the city research department, is of the opinion
that the city should acquire and lay
out its own railroad passenger and
freight terminal in the downtown section and operate a line between the
terminal and a model section in the
outskirts of the city. Wells favors
laying out factory sections, shopping.,
districts and residence sections under
this scheme.
The usual interpretation of the
section is that it merely serves the.
purpose of enabling cities to protect
newly acquired park tracts by buy- i
ing up contiguous property and sell-,;
ing this property with restrictions.
In the opinion of Assistant City Solicitor Stockwell, the powers con! ferred upori cities by the section are
I of the broadest description. This
view is shared by Building Inspector
| V. D. Allen and other officials, but
I Mayor Baker does not believe the
section is of so elastic a character.
"The difficulty may arise in the
matter of disposing of the kind of
bonds described in the section," he
said.
Mayor Baker has asked the Cuyahoga legislative delegation to consider
legislation which would make it easier
to dispose of bonds by popular subscription and it is probable such a
bill will be introduced at the coming
session of the legislature.
Senator-elect Carl D. Priebolin believes that if bonds are sold in small
^denominations and at popular subscriptions the interest should be limited by law to 3 1-2 per cent., as the
city will receive no premiums as it
does under the present scheme of disposing of the bonds to the highest
bidders.

REVELATIONS OF BUILDERS' CHRISTMAS~FROLIC Pjl/f

' TO
Members of Builders Exchange Also Show Prize
Fight in Burlesque.
Have Happy Time at Annual
Christmas Party
Festivities.
Mayor Baker was presented with
a new union depot and was given an
HLANK 8 ME.AOE
illustration of a prize fight last night.
AHD UEMMIT CLUB
He was the guest at the annual
GR.CH?t,TV<iA WEtiE.
Christmas party of the Builders ExTUE«.L Vs/ITH GOOD
change in the assembly hall of
Chamber of Commerce.
More than
500 builders participated.
When tho mayor was appealed ro
for a decision as to whether he had
witnessed a boxing exhibition or a
prize fight he referred the quo:
to Chief Kohler.
The depot with
which he was presented, he said,
would be submitted to the committee
on art and architecture of the Chamber of Commerce and if approved he
would have people use it at once.
The boxing contest was a burlesque.
Two small newsboys, each
protected with 12-inch gloves, were
the principals.
H. M. Terrell acted
as referee and John Thompson and
W. H. Fay as seconds.
There was no ring, but the seconds
were armed with all the paraphernalia of a real ring battle. They had
towels and sponges, with which
pretended to revive
the
principals
after the first round.
AND HVi
A policeman was on hand. He wore
the uniform, but lacked the badge.
"There has been so much agitation
of the question that we desire to ilfy^N&)
lustrate to the mayor what a prize'
fight is," said President George A. ;
Rutherford. "We want to show it is j
not so bad as the newspapers say."
The boys rushed to the center of'
_ =AT=
0
Si
;*■
'■vpio •}<!—i\A.s—aniAsinoi
the ring at the tap of the gong. They
0
OS
Apnoio—A\.S—SHIAXOUAT ,
meeting with Mayor Baker' yesterday shook hands, passed, feinted and
f)
BS OS
'' -1^310—3—aniAuos;[0i3X' i
afternoon, considered the erection of landed some blows. When time was
]•■:•
•'' MOUS—AI—ABJJ uaa.it) I
as
a temporary' fireproof building on called the seconds took charge of the.
LO'
7.?.
AVOUS—AY—spjclu'd puB.19
srH
property acquired by.the. city for mall lads.
• Atous—MS- iimina
w.
30
Aioug— AY—uaijarr
purposes. The lot the library board
In the second round the smaller}
0
-roaiD—AY—uo:|A-ea
members
have in view is at the south- boy knocked the larger down.
0
The
ns
• Xpnoto—S—ptiUjBAaio
east
corner
of
E.
3d-st
and
Rockwoll(l
'
itpnoio—AV—OSCOI q j
policeman promptly stopped the bout.
I!
s 8fl ou
av. The mayor said he would look into Referee Terrell and the seconds
' ^pnoio—AYS—uotsauiiqo
ot PS 08
' Jtpnoio—AY—<>IB»ria
the question.
tested. The policeman was obdui
0
oi of- os
'' -^pnoio—AY—uo}sog
Readvertising for bids and possible and threatened the arrest of evj
0
9
ft Oi
• jBaio—JU—A-,,3 ouu^nv
litigation
to
obtain
a
decision
as
to
10' »
8S OS
AVOUS—[j—Buadiy
body involved.
the validity of the.issue may hold up
'H3AIH I<
Terrell then appealed to the mayor.
the project for a number of months,
"Wo appeal to you to dee
T
<
H
it was stated yesterday.
One bond whether this is a boxing contest or
Q 59
n
concern is reported to have held that a fight," he said.
0
the library board should have» pub''Respectfully
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Contractors Submit Bids and
Show Estimates Cover
Superstructure Cost.

Library Bonds, However, Faii
to Attract Single
Offer.
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REVELATIONS OF BUILDERS' CHRISTMAS FROLIC Pllf

TO MAYOR BIER
Members of Builders Exchange Also Show Prize
Fight in Burlesque.
Have Happy Time at Annual
Christmas Party
Festivities.
Mayor Baker was presented with
a new union depot and was given an
HLANK 8 MEADE
illustration of a prize fight last night.
At\0 MEHMIT CV.VB
He was the guest at the annual
Christmas party of the Builders ExTV1E«.L WVTH GOOD
change in the assembly hall of the
Chamber of Commerce. More than
500 builders participated.
When the mayor was appealed ro
for a decision as to whether he had
witnessed a boxing exhibition or a
prize fight he referred the question
to Chief Kohler.
The depot with
which he was presented, he said,
would be submitted to the committee
on art and architecture of the Chamber of Commerce and if approved he
would have people use it at once.
The boxing contest was a burlesque. Two small newsboys, each
protected with 12-inch gloves, were ■
the principals. H. M. Terrell acted,
as referee and John Thompson and i
W. H. Fay as seconds.
There was no ring, but the seconds
were armed with all the parapher- I
nalia of a real ring battle. They had \
towels and sponges, with which thev I
pretended to revive the principals !
AND H\i
after the first round.
A policeman was on hand. He wore |
Pftei>£N\T
the uniform, but lacked the badge.
"There has been so much agitation
of the question that we desire to ,1- j
lustrate to the mayor what a prize'
fight is," said President George A. ',
Rutherford. "We want to show it is j
not so bad as the newspapers say."
The boys rushed to the center of!
the ring at the tap of the gong. They
meeting with Mayor Baker yesterday shook nands, passed, feinted and
afternoon, considered the, erection of landed some blows. When time was
a temporary' fireproof building on called the seconds took charge of the .
property acquired by the, city for mall lads.
purposes. ■ T-he lot the library board
In the second round the smaller \
members have in view is at the south- boy knocked the larger down. The •
east corner of E. 3d-st and Rockwell- policeman promptly stopped the bout.
av. The mayor said he would look into Referee Terrell and the seconds prothe question.
tested. The policeman was obdurate
Readvertising for bids and possible and threatened the arrest of everylitigation tff obtain a decision as to body involved.
the validity of the issue may hold up
Terrell then appealed to the mayor. !
project for a number of months,
"Wo appeal to you to decide
Forbids Presents From Work- Contractors Submit Bids and the
it was stated yesterday. One bond whether this is a boxing contest or
concern is reported to have held that a fight," he said.
ers to Those in AuthorShow Estimates Cover
the library board should have, pub"Respectfully referred to Chief
lished a legal notice of. the special Kohler," came the quick answer and
ity Over Them.
Superstructure Cost.
bond election. In the opinion of As- the bout was off.
sistant City Solicitor Frank E. SteRutherford presided over the evevens the step is not required by law. ning's entertainment.
The party
The'
city
was
also
disappointed'
yesSays Custom is Burden and Library Bonds, However, Fai terday in the small premiums offered opened a handshaking bee with holiday greetings, followed oy selections
for bids on $1,565,000 municipal im- by the Hermit orchestra.
Mayor
Not in Christmas
to Attract Single
provement bonds. Bond buyers at- Baker was then introduced and
distributed the situation.to the desire of cussed the question of "How I Start
Spirit.
Offer.
cities' all over- the state to obtain a Big Job."
needed funds in advance of Jan. 1,
In his talk, purely, informal, Mr.
when the constitutional amendment
With Mayor Baker in command. a
Work on Cleveland"s new city hall making municipal bonds taxable be- Baker thanked the exchange for aid
members had given in helping lo
on the lake front is to be pushed for- comes effective. The $1,565,000 must its
movement to abandon Christmas givsolve problems involved in plans for
ward without further delay, but a "be in the city's hands before Jan. 1,1 the new city hall and extended the
ing in the office, the-workshop .
long wait is in store for the $2,000,- it Is'asserted, to make the bonds non- city's greeting as well as personal
other places of employment tnci to
taxable.
concentrate it in the home and in the OOO'main library project.
Nearly all the municipal bonds of- greetings, expressing the hope that
the coming year will open up big and
The library board did not receive a feied vesterday will go to a group of bright and kind to all of the exfamily, had its birth in Cleveland yesCleveland
and
out-of-town
bond
consingle
bid
on
its
bonds
yesterday,
but
terday.
change members.
a number of favorable bida were sub- cerns which submitted joint bids on
After he had concluded he was reUnder no circumstances will any mitted for the contract for the city each issue. The Cleveland Trust Cd.,:
called and was told that, with the
member or members of a street gang hall superstructure and it was ascer- Otis & Co., Hayden Miller & Co. and aid of D. C. Moon, general manager
be permitted to give a Christmas pres- tained definitely that the work can the Tillotson & Wolcott Co. headed of the Lake Shore railroad, the: exbe done within the estimate of $1,- the syndicate submitting best bids in change had succeeded in solving the ■
ent to an inspector, foreman or higher 100,000.
all but three cases.
These bids are as follows: $500,- depot problem.
official, no matter how popular the
The'-lowest bid was made by J. L.
Uncovering a package Rutherford
300
on $500,000 sewer and pavement
authority may be or even if the gift Stuart of Pittsburg.. Under his propresented the mayor and the city j
posal the work Would cost §1,026,000 bonds. $35,021 on $35,000 police bonds, with a depot building in miniature.
is entirely spontaneous.
and pink granite would be used.
'The difficulty I see about It." said
It is the order of the mayor that no
The city board of control will disthe mayor, "is that you have brought
city employe give any other city em- cus's the bids at a. meeting Monday
. and harbor bonds, $225,135 on yourself in conflict with the Chamber
ploye a Christmas gift under any cir- morning ,in the mayor's office.
Commerce. I cannot assure you
Bidding on the contract was close, $225,000 park bonds and $200,120 on of
iii advance that the committee of art
cumstances. It is the belief of the the figure, of Andrew Dall & Son be- $2<K),000 river purification bonds.
arid
architecture, to which I must reThe Spitzer, Rorick & Co. of Toledo
mayor that such gifts disturb the ing SI,062,000 and that of the W. B.
probably will be awarded the $50,000 fer this, will approve it. If it satistrue relation of superior and subor- McAllister Co. $1,125,745. . The low- garbage
plant bond issue, the bid be- I fies the committee I will start to have
bid received a year ago was $1,138,dinate and that the true spirit of the 590
use it tomorrow."
and was submitted by the McAl- ing $50,210.75. The Western German [ people
bank of Cincinnati bid high on $125,- j Participating in other features of
Christmas gift is not at hand on such lister, concern.
the
program
the Bright Light
Members of the library board, at a 000 fire department bonds at $126,575 | quartet, D. E.were
presentation occasions.
Vaughn, George Zerand the Brighton German bank of i
In the opinion of Rev. Dr. Worth
Cincinnati at $50201.50 bid high on bes, Max Leidereiter and Ralph Hunter, H. H. Cudmore and Clark Baker
M. Tippy, the attitude of the mayor
ftt>v?.
in a sketch, "The Traveling Man and
■ The city hall superatrucuiaais not a violation of the Christmas
1
I completed within sixteen months if Samples;" stories by Judge George
spirit.
the terms of the lowest bidder on the P. Early of Pittsburg and "The MusiIn New York a society for the precontract are accepted. The lo.w b«N cal Burglar" by Milt Lusk of the
vention of useless giving—the Spugs
der a year ago wanted twenty Hermit club.
months.
. tv,„
—has been.formed. Members pledge
'The citv has savjsd .through the
themselves to refrain from Christmas
Idelay," said . Service. Director W. J.
presentations of a formal or ceremoIspringborn yesterday.
nial character.
Wants Copies of Letters Spread.
The mr >r late yesterday sent an
anti-Christmas gift letter to the directors of public service and safety
with orders that copies be forwarded
to all subdepartments. In past years
Christmas giving has been general in
city hall circles. Following is the
mayor's letter to the directors:

OK-
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MAYOR BARS GIFTS

10 EMPLOYES

m

I am told that in some parts of the
Public service It has been customary for
Christmas gifts to be made by employes
either to their immediate superiors or to
others in authority. So far as I know,
this practice has not obtained in the city
of Cleveland, but it seems to me that the
true relation or superior and subordinate
officially is disturbed by courtesies of that
kind, and that the true spirit of the
Christmas gift is not likely to be present
under such circumstances.
It is very pleasant to think that, among
the men who are employed by the city,
friendships do spring up and cordial and
generous -sentiments exist, but most of
the people who work for the city of Cleveland draw very insufficient salaries. They
have their homes filled with children and
other dependents, and it is at the very
best a severe tax for , them to provide
even a simple celebration of Christmas
tor them.
The practice of Christinas gifts to fellow public officers, e\ en if spontaneous
and wholly uncolored by any feeling of
compulsion, is nevertheless a burden, and
I am writing this letter with the request
that you have copies of it made and circulated throughout all the subdivisions of
your department as expressive of my wish
that no Christmas gifts be made by any;
employe of the city to any other employ
of the city under any circumstances.
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It- /fll
Wears Sofa Pillow Mitts.
which are allowed on th* permission
"Kid McCoy XIX." was clad only of the mayor. The may~r has anIn a pair of white trunks and a pair ' nounced that unless he is. convinced
the glove shows held here come
of gloves like pillows. He seemed that
under the category of boxing bouts,
little larger than the mayor's boy, no more permits will be granted.
i
Jack. "Biff" Flaherty, it seemed.
"I expect to learn something about |
had a title of some sort to defend the boxing game tomcrrow," Baker i
and wore black stockings in addi- said.
who took part in the meet- .
Major Is Lured to "Prize tion to green trunks. Their young ingThose
of promoters and matchmakers
bedies shone with health and the Friday night were Ed McDonald, of
Fight" by Merry
play of yet undeveloped muscles be- the Tuxedo Club: Matt J. Hinkel, of
neath the sheen of their skins was a the Victor Athletic Club; P. J, Mcln- |
yre, of the Fraternal Order of
Builders.
sight to inspire Rodin or MacMonles 1Eagles;
Tom Reynolds, of tho Loyal]
to furious attack on marble.
Order of Moose; George Marotta, of
the Marotta Athletic Club; and Harry
The Fight hy Rounds.
of the Elks' Club.
"POLICE" HALT BOUT Round one—They shake hands. The mayor Bialoski,
They decided that the mayor should I
laughs. So does everybody. It is seen the
"Kid" is giving away weight and thai lie told the exact truth about the sittho "Biff" has it on him in reach, height uation. They will maintain that the
contests in Cleveland are not prize
Executive, (lazing on Scene He and
other ways. The "Kid" leads with a
lights, but boxing bouts. Hinkel, as
right.
The "Biff" blocks and Jabs the
spokesman, said that the shows here
Hoped He'd Never Wit"Kid" o.i the elbow. Incensed, the lattei
are not fights for prizes, but that the
feints with right and hooks a left to jaw.
boxers
each receive stipulated par for
ness, Laughs.
following with a jab below the belt. The
appearing.
"Kid" gets through the "Biff's" guard
Contests Are Guarded.
several times. Lands a right cross on the
What Mayor Baker's quiet, brown, "Biff's" breast bone. The "Kid's" round.
"We do not have winner and loser
ends of the purses," Hinkel asid. "The
scholastical eyes had hoped never to
"Biff" Goes to the canvas.
old prize fight was a contest to a finwitness was forced in Jest before his
Round two—They rush. Everybody laughs.
ish', with hard gloves and long and
gaze, hovering a second between even the mayor. The "Kid" has the bettei short division of the purses. In Cleveof
some
fast
Infighting,
landing
several
land
the contests are of limited rounds,
■amusement and disapproval, Friday
body blows. Jolts the "Biff" with
are stopped by the referee the minnight, as "Kid McCoy XIX." sparred tellinglights
and lefts to
he jaw. Places ute either one of the boxers is knocked
two fast rounds with young "Biff"
■ on the "Biff's" jaw. which Is
down, outclassed or weak, and the
li
,1
with
glove.
The
"Biff"
falls, Fight
compensation does not depend upon
Flaherty, the Persian "demon,"- bestopped
by
"police."
Th
the
confusion
the
fore the Builders' Exchange at its boys disappear with the gloves belonging to winning or losing."
Mclntyre estimated that if legalized
annual Christmas party.
i cretary T.
boxing contests are stopped in CleveThe mayor, in irreproachable evenThe mayor spoke on the Christmas land the boxing fans w:il go to other
ing clothes, sat at the ringside, ad- spirit, praising the builders for aid cities and will spend from $50,000 to
mitting by his mirth that the some in building the new city hall. Presi- $100,000 in other cities that might othgo to Cleveland.
500 builders had "put one over on dent Rutherford then presented him a erwise
Boxing -./as put on the present basis
him."
by Mayor Baehr and was continued
miniature "new union depot."
When "Kid McCoy XIX.," the
Cuddy and Clark gave an original on a more open arrangement by May- i
lighter and smaller of the two news- skit, "The Traveling Man and Sam- or Baker. During Baehr's administration, when a pern.it was Lo be is- |
boys who appeared, swung a swift
" Judge George P. Early, "the sued, it was not written, but verbal |
and not altogether innocuous right to
ige Story Teller from Pittsburg," from the mayor's office to the police.
the agile "Biff's" jaw, sending him lived up to his reputation as a racon- When Mayor Baker came into office
sprafcwling on the floor, a "policeman," teur. Milt Lusk, of the Hermit Club, he inaugurated a custom of written
impersonated by Samuel Emerson* in his" novel sketch, "The Musical permits.
Baker, it is understood, told his
itractor, appeared and put a stop Burglar." was the hit of the evening. friends he was opposed to'the boxto the bout.
Forrest .1. Dresser was in charge of ing game as practiced here. Last
spring he called in the promoters
Referee Lodges Protest.
the program, assisted by Thompson, and
told them they would have to
John Thompson, acting as referee, Terrell. Fa-yjmd_Ira s- Giffnr,
be careful and observe the police
regulations.
expostulated against the interference,,
and was backed In his objection by
Xive TJp to Rules.
H. Jr. Terrell and William Fay, the
These regulations are:
boys' "seconds."
Limited round contests.
N'o knockquts to be permitted.
"I appeal to Mayor Baker to decide
No knocking c'own of boxers to be
whether this is a prize fight or a
permitted.
sparring exhibition," said Thompson,
Police to watch at the ringside.
Btepplng to the edge of the platform
One-sided contests to be stopped.
Promoters,
Fearing
De"We have lived up to the rules abin Chamber of Commerce Hall, where
solutely," Hinkel said, for the rest.
the party was held.
Since that time, the promoters say
"I respectCully refer the matter to cision, Agree at Confermore than twenty-five contests have
Chief tCohler," came back the mayor,
been stopped in Cleveland by reference to Present Views.
ees, in accordance with the rules.
amid laughter. He left soon after,
Baker revived the subject when thf
but not because of the fight—he has
Tuxedo club sent Sheriff-elect W. J.
to be up early this morning.''
, irrVDTr' Tfi WTN TTTM CTVEU Smith to Baker three weeks ago tr
Early in the week, when visited by MOFJii 1U YV11N H-LUt U v AJXt ^ ^ permit for a bout between Mat.
Brock and Cal Delaney. Baker re>
Matt Hinkel, referee and matchmakfused
the permit, on the ground thai1
er, and Prince Hunley. ^vho invited
^ontest"b""efore
H M per.
the club a shor
him to attend one of the boxing con- AUiOCdies ui Duuta u
^.^
.
evious bet
ime previous
between
Johnny Kiltests and get first hand information
bane and Monte Attell had been a
mit Befusal Will Bring
prize fight.
er said he hoped that was one
Since then he has been calling In
-Illegal Matches.
thing he would not have to witness.
people and talking to them about
Staged for Raker's HenelU.
boxing and prize fights. He has ex- :
pressed his distaste for fighting and
The laughable sparring match was
Mayor Baker today will decide the
frowned on the idea of a boxing
impromptu inserted in the pro- future of boxing in Cleveland. He has
commission.
learned Mayor
will make up his mind, if it is not
Will Seek Xew Law.
r would attend. It followed already made up, whether he will
Hinkel announced that a bill pro;s by the Bright Light Quartet. issue permits for glove contests affor regulation of boxing conPresident George A. Rutherford an- ter a meeting at 10 a. m. with rep- viding
tests would be introduced at the
nounced that because of the present resentatives of the clubs which have coming session of the Legislature
agitation as to what constitutes a been staging shows in the padded and that it would be pressed.
Hinkel was the referee of the bouts
prize fight it had been decided to let
arena.
at. the Eagles' clubhouse Thursday
the mayor judge for himself.
Boxing promoters, at a meeting in night, concerning which Baker reEnter tho "policeman," nee Samuel
private room at the Cuyahoga Res ceived reports yesterday.
"It was as clean an exhibition as
Emerson, in-full patrolman's regalia, taurant last night, feared that Baker
save the star. He walked back had decided to stop "legalized" box- jl have ever seen," Hinkel said.
The promoters fear that if the city
Mill in front of the audience .ing in Cleveland. Although they hold sanction
of bouts is withdrawn, the
surveying the scene from every cor- Lhis belief, they agreed to present the boxing fans will go back to the old
se of what they call clean boxing habit of holding fights in barns in
nor.
The "seconds" brought in chairs, at the meeting this morning to try the country, letting them go to the
and the consequent ill-matchand the familiar buckets, to to persuade Baker to issue further finish,
ing of boxers and disrepute of the
,1 in carrying away the prize permits for boxing bouts.
lighting game.
"crimson fluid" so as not to
Some of the present difficulty,
Baker Expects Light.
sporting men say, has been caused
I the scrub ladies from their
Baker had invited the representa- by the rapacity of certain organiind breakfast next morning. tives ot the clubs and fraternal or- zat}ons for more money from boxing
A little, "soft music" from the Hermit ganizaUnns to come to his omce touay sn0_,„ They
rm,„,, have
i,„,.„ advertised
„j„—+i—* bouts
i,„„*„
tra, which distinguished itself to explain the difference between as tights, which are prohibited by
*B™
collectively and individually, ushered prize
law in Ohio, and boxing contests,
in the principals.

'KID' SWATS 'BIFF'
AS BAKER WATCHES

STAND ON BOXING

Mayor Tells Boxing Emissaries Permits Will be Issued Only for Matches
Between Club Amateurs.
'No Fighters Can Come Here," Asserts
Baker—Refuses to Don Glove When
Asked by Visitors.
Mayor Baker Saturday put an
end to prize fighting in Cleveland.
He told nine representatives ol
athletic clubs in, his office only
amateur boxing will be permitted
from now on.
"You club representatives may
draw up rules, governing these
matches, but do not attempt to
make them a cloak for prize
fights. Bring the rules to me and
i will pass on.them."
The representatives asked for
an opportunity to convince Baker
there was a difference between a
prize fight and a boxing match.
X'hey claimed there were boxers
and lighters in the same class.
George A. Schneider, secretary of
the Cleveland athletic club, said
Willie ttitchie, the lightweight
champion, was a boxer, while Ad
Wolgast, the ex-champion, was a
lighie.-.
The mayor then announced that
no fighters can be brought to
Cleveland.
Permit Only Amateur Fights.
"Permits will be given only for
matches between amateur members of regularly organized clubs,"
he said. "Admission may
be
charged to help defray expenses,:
out of club members only."
The nine club representatives,
who had started in with a whirl,
were ou^jdjjssed when the mayor
got. i

was stopped before a knockout
blow was landed," said Hinkel. "It
was
stopped
when
Denning
showed signs of distress. The people were as well
satisfied
as
though Denning had been actually knocked out."
"The spectators were satisfied
with
a
theoretical
knockout,
then?" asked the mayor.
"Yea."
"Well, then, they .will have to
get along with theoretical prize
fights."

Announcement of Full Nonpartisan Slate Likely to be
Delayed Until Monday.
Announcement of the full slate
of charter commission candidates,
picked by the committee of nine
named by Mayor Baker, which had
been expected late Saturday, following a meeting of the commit-
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Mayor Tells Boxing Emissaries Permits Will be Issued Only lor Matches
Between Club Amateurs.
"No Fighters Can Come Here," Asserts
Baker—Refuses to Don Glove When
Asked by Visitors.
Mayor Baker Saturday put an
end to prize fighting in Cleveland.
He told nine representatives of
athletic clubs in, his office only
amateur boxing will be permitted
from now on.
"You club representatives may
draw up rules governing these
matches, but do not attempt to
make'them a cloak for piize
fights. Bring the rules to me and
1 will pass on them."
The representatives asked for
an opportunity to convince Baker
there was a difference between a
prize fight and a boxing match.
They claimed there were boxers
and fighters in the same class.
George A. Schneider, secretary of
| the Cleveland athletic club, said
j Willie Kitclne, the lightweight
I champion, was a boxer, while Ad
I Wolgast, the ex-champion, was a
I riglite.-.

1

was stopped before a knockout
blow was landed," said Hinkel. "It
was
stopped
when
Denning
showed signs of distress. The people were as well satisfied as
though Denning had been actually knocked out."
"The spectators were satisfied
with a theoretical knockout,
then?'.' asked the mayor.
"Yes."
"Well, then, they -will have to .
get along with theoretical prize
fights."

CHARTER
SEN
ITTEE

The mayor then announced that
no fighters can be brought to
i Cleveland.
Announcement of Full NonPermit Only Amateur Fights.
partisan Slate Likely to be
"Permits will be given only for
matches between amateur memDelayed Until Monday.
bers of regularly organized clubs,"
he said. "Admission may be
Announcement of the full slate
charged to help defray expenses,
of charter commission candidates',
out of club members only."
The nine club representatives, picked by the committee of nine
who had started in with a whirl, named by Mayor Baker, which had
were outclassed when the mayor been expected late Saturday, folgot into action.
Schneider, spokesman, told the lowing a meeting of the commitmayor there had been no prize tee Saturday afternoon, probably
ugnts at the Cleveland athletic will be deferred until Monday. The
committee expects to meet then to
club.
Atatt Hinkel opined sparring did receive acceptances.
When the committee- met Satyoung men good.
Tom Volk had the mayor put on urday the selection of eight of the
a giove and then invited him to 15 candidates already had been detake a swing at his jaw. to prove cided upon. They were:
Mayor Newton O. Baker, Prof
th:\t ii wouldn't hurt. Baker deA. R. Hatton, Stephen S. Stilwell
clined.
D. E. Morgan, D. C. Westentiaver
tfimrriii;r Good Sport.
iCharles T. .Scott, Dr. J.. E. Tucker
"I agree sparring is a
30 man and. E. W. Doty.
thing," Baser t-aid, "and I'm in
The. remaining,seven candidate!
tavor of keeping it as 'an exercise, were to be decided'upon from a
^ut only between amateurs will it list that had been narrowed down
be wholesome.
Police tell me topless than a score of names.
hangerson follow fighters who come
Who the eight already chosen
here. That must be stopped.
are, what they have heretofore
"I have been under the misap done and their attitude toward
prehension that the prize fight: governmental problems in general,
were boxing matches. In its essence is, summed up in the following
prize fighting is crooked. It is brief sketches:
against the state law and I don't?
propose to fail to enforce the law.
"Johnny Kilbane has impressed
me as being a wholesome, honest
young man, yet the other day 1
read of him fighting a former sparring partner in Johnstown under
the name of a California bonebreaker.
"I don't intend to have the
ideals of Cleveland young men
l,Sef Ul
e
W^rn\
, quick
«^°yment
Pt rich
ana pu„.to get
ideas of
the prize ring."
Schneider Tries for Point.
Schneider argued prize fighters
were as good morally as the average run of men.
"Take Schultz and Sweenev
when they fought at the C AC "
said Schneider. "They ate" ice
cream together before the fight
and shook hands and talked
tjnngs^ver after they had met in
"The argument
of
civility
doesn't cut any fi-ure with me
said the mayor "Three men held
1S night and after
had <L
they
aid fcken, everythinS I had thev
1Sht aS POlite as
blease/'
'
y°u
there6,/1""
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The mayor told Schneider th
COul(1
hold
a
tnnl
boxing
tournament between members of
ce
1
,p
f association of the ama'
teur athletic union.
Bmkel declared fights have bee

brutal5
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wit?7nm'I Gavisan is credited
with knocking out Jack Denninsr
li^jh^Jgagles, -though the ii»ht
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"WE'LL HAVE
'BOXING', NO
PRIZEFIGHT"
—Mayor Baker

Promoters and Club Secretaries Plead ,but He's Obdurate, Refusing Bouts for

Me spares Tom Volk
Raker patted the glove again,,
rubbed it against his cheek and al-,
most dropped his best-beloved pipe:
when he forgot the glove for a moment and attempted to remove the \
pipe from his mouth. For a moment,
it looked as if Baker would accept Una
sturdy Volk's invitation.
_ ..
If it's really so, that ones ears
•No, I guess not Tom
he hnahy ^^
Qne
talkea aboutj then
said
I don t knov\ mv pnysi^.u
strength, and rion't know what would Mayor Baker must have felt like holhappen ia you."
"
. lering for the fire department SaturVolk took the glove and. raising it day morning_at !east for the chemiabove his head, slammed it into tne ca] w
For
n or a nand grenade.
open valise. I Ms lips compressed and Baker,g name was on alm0st every
he shook his head.
„ , . feminine lip in City. Hall Saturday,
Uinkel tol« :Paker about the Gavl
feminine lips in
there £
gan-Denning fight Thursday.night at
^^ fey st&nogs and the
the Eagles club. Baker was inurc.su u < llke
when told that two fighters would Their
tho otonne-q and other bits of
knockouts in the
lie credited with ki
record book, although their opponponents were not knocked uncoil-

BAKER'S NO-GIFT LAW
PEEVES HIS STENOGS'

a f \ ft 11 S

"Theoretical knockout, eh?" queried

Profit and Imported Pugs|^^ft™™^^^ «
DECLINES EVEN TO HIT
TOM VOLK, WHO BEGS IT,
IVLatchmakers Argue, but He
Reiterates Belief That the
Game Is Brutal Calls Kilbane "Sweet Souled"

theoretical prize fight would be just
as good as a prize fight H a theoretical knockout satisfies the tans.
"It's All Off"
"Prize fighting is bad. It gives,
voung bovs the Men that they can;
uTThei/fists and in a few months
or years make a fortune just as
Johimv Kilbane did. I'm-against putin. such false notions in hoys heads
T5I men who come Mm other cities
a business of the
and who make
game bring with them undesirables.
They have no other occupation and
, . 'police tell me there are many
compfeints of robberies in the wake
^The^ghffrlimoters stole quietly

Mayor Baker practically put;
boxing in Cleveland out of business Saturday. He told a delepa I ion of fight promoters that in
I lie future no professional prize
fighters would be allowed to
give any sort of exhibition in
(lleveland.
"No man can be imported from
r cities to put on gloves in an exhibition here," said Baker.
"Only
members of organized clubs may participate in any such exhibition and}
they must not receive any remunera- ,
Hon. Before I will issue a permit for j
exhibition a set of rules govern-:{
ing the contest must first be submit-1
ted to me.
Baker told George A. Schneider of';
the Cleveland Athletic club that thej
Central association amateur boxing}
.tournament which has been awarded.'
leveland may be held here next'
; month.
I

"Sweet-Souled Kilbane"
"The prize fight game is crooked
in its essence when it lets a sweet-.
souled boy like Johnny Kilbane befactor in perptrating a fraud
on the public," said Baker. "I don't
> it to be a fact, but I undernd that Johnny went down to
; Johnstown, Pa., and met a boy who
I to be a bone crusher
n California when in reality ha
just a short time before, Johnring partner."
Matt J. Hinkel of the,
Victor Athletic club, Paul .Sulivan
tforrison of the Tuxedo, H.
Iks. Charles MarotMarotta club and Tom Volk
of Volk's gymasium were present at
the hearing. Separately and jointly
they pleaded with Baker for some
or the game."
'Can't we make some rmules and|
control it ?" pleaded Sulivan.
"That's just It. I've tried to control it. and can't replied Baker.
Baker Puts on Gloves
Volk reached into the recesses of.
a grip and drew forth a boxing glove.
It was one of the kind usually used
in gymnasiums or perhaps a few
ounces less. He tossed it over to

"l'u! that on. mayor," said Volk.
cer drew the glove on his right
hand and patted it gently, but with
the same movement a tighter makes
when "breaking" a new pair of boxing
"I never was a prizefighter and.
nt^ver hit a man in my life." said i
Volk. "but I believe 1 am in fit-physical condition. Now. I'll stand with
j«»»^V hands behind m\ back. You may
hit me any place you wish and you
Iwon't leave a mark. Hit me, please/'

°UtWell,
°f th*°£l one," tiHing his hat
cigar, "I guess
back and lighting
"'"Yes'" said another, with a deep
sigh. Then he added, with a look of
I wonder in his eyes:
Ain't it hell?"

femininity—were sore, and sore good
and plenty because of an edict forbidding the giving of Christmas presents among city employes. It made
no difference to them that what Baker
is really trying to do—prevent a mild
form of graft on the part of higherups receiving presents from underlings who curry favor—all that the
stenogs'could see in his letter was:
The practice of Christmas gifts to fellow
public officers, even if spontaneous and
wholly uncolored by any feeling of compulsion,' is nevertheless a burden, and [ am
writing this letter with the request that you
have copies of it made and circulated
throughout all the subdivisions of your department as expressive of my wish that no
Christmas gifts be made by any employe of
the city to any other employe of the city
under, any circumstance.

Pass Letter Along
Directors Stage and Springborn received the letters and transmitted
I them to subdepartment- heads.
"What'll we do with what we've
' bought?" was the wail from more
than 100 fair throats Saturday.
"I think it would be worse to keep
what we've bought for friends than
it would be to give them," said Miss
j Hazel Reid, who keeps track of contagious disease records in the board
I of health. "Here I've been obeying
the order of the Consumers' league,
to 'do my shopping early,' and along
comes the mayor -asking us not to
give presents. He ought to have
thought of that a month Ago."
Hello Girls Don't Worry
Even Miss Rosie Pankuch, who
rattles a typewriter in the mayor's
office, was peeved. But she didn't
commit herself for publication.
"It'd be terrible if I couldn't give
my chum Jane a present," pouted
I Miss Myrtle: Cornhoff in Director
Stage's office. She referred to Miss
Benton, who is in Director Springborn's office.
"We shouldn't worry," said Miss
Bertha Simpson, dean of telephone
operators.
"The mayor's stealing
our stuff. We made a resolution
years ago in this room not to give
one another Christmas presents. And
we've kept it."

Qhm ^Mivr- &U)-V~' \^lj
ptDlCATESJOHNSON HOME
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Pnblic Reception Jan. 15 Maries
Use of Residence as Clnb House.
n„ Ian 15 the old home of Tom L.
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club with
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D Bak£r
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the Tuxedo; H. M. Stowe of the Elks,
and Tom Volk of Volk's gymnasium
were at city hall, yesteday, to receive
Mayor Baker's declaration of intentions. They were told:
First, that importation of professional fighters will not be permitted
and that contestants cannot compete
for money or he paid.
Second, that clinching is to be
barred; that boxers must stand up
and box for points and that elbow
hitting will not be permitted.
Third, that he will not permit Pav, ers to
,., Cleveland;
, that
^„. here
„ciDlo box
um in
w„.,
f after anv sparrmg matches given by
I clubsgwould ^e purely membership
granted, and that the matches- would
to be between amateurs and
members of the athetic organization '
giving the match in each case.
i. "No more belts will be_won_and
lost in Cleveland,- said the mayor.
"Prizefighting in its essence is.unclean It must be unclean If it could
icause a boy like -J^nny KUbane to
become a factor in £^*^°™>.
to newspaper accounts was the pel
petratlon of a fraud on^he gAllc.
"I don't know it to be a tact, out
.according to the accountshe^ntto

10 GOVERN FIGHTS ?r Ca^ nia!° 'X *■$$£&
t0

r

to
Followers of Pugilism to Ask 6^
J* n^SS^
doubt if there's.a toer.jjweejOTjwy

State Law to Permit Contests in City.

on earth, and if the prize
Same has this effect on him it cannot be a wholesome game.
II feature of yesterdays gathering
in the mayor's office was the production of a pair of eight-ounce
Fighting for Money Prohibit- gloves by Tom Volk, who went to the
meeting with a small satchel and a
ed by Decision of Mayor
proposal that the mayor don one of
ttufgloves .and hit him on he ohm
behind the ear or in the pit of.the
Baker.
stomach as hard as he poss Wy couhi.
The first point was designated by the
Mayor; Baker's announcement to athlete instructor as the knock-out,
point, the second the must dangerous
officials of athletic clubs yesterday and the third the most sickening.
that professional fighters will here"Hit me as hard as you can and it
after be barred from all boxing con- L WOn't leave a mark because l am .in
tests in Cleveland, and that no local good $**£* ^"exercise for a mam
B
amateur may box for money, result'P™
,.,^
W
Theymayor put on one of the gloves
ed last night in uniting fight promoters in a movement to obtain a as Volk was speaking but he did not
twing his arm or even rise from his
new state law, and a state commission to regulate boxing contests as Ch"I^rn afraid of my own strength,"
they are regulated in New York.
he
"F^otball is more brutal than
Representative-elect Joseph Lus- , sparring''
said George A. Schneider.
tig of Cleveland has already
an- "A gS will squeal at the sight. oi: a
nounced his intention to introduce
such a bill. It would be modeled
after the New York law, and would
permit contests for money between,
It grves
professionals, when a licensed ref- had" said the mayor.
eree is in charge, and no decision is' voung boys the idea that they can
use their Arts and get rich quick as
given.
Jonnny Kilbane did. I'm against putIt is represented that this regula- ting such notions in the minds of the
tion prevents contests of the sort
which led to Mayor Baker's action ""The mayor did not appear to take
kindly to the suggestion that a box
yesterday, and at the same time pretag commission be appointed, but
serve sparring as a sport.
Tbf draf^a sefof rules.^a sub!
The Rivers-Brock fight which the
^thenftUnrto,-approval. These
Victor athletic club panned .for aJn.
will be submitted by the mayor to
20 is prevented by Mayor Baker's
experts
• they are a cloak for prize fight order, which would bar Rivers as a
he
lng I will not approve them,
non-resident.
Sa
Fight followers recognized last night
The mayor informed Schneider that
hewoSd Permit a boxing tournament to be given by the qie% eland
Cleveland, as a public exhibition, unAssociation among ^"^"aniteur
til Mayor Bakers orders are supercentral association of the amateur
seded by new state regulations.
athletic union.
Sees Chance for Bill.
Lustig said last night that he
thought there was a good chance of
getting such a law through the legislature. Similar bills, modeled on the
New York law are to be introduced
in the legislatures of several states
| this winter.
Meanwhile a return to the secret
fights held under cover in outlying
parts of the-.county is looked for.
Some such were held in Cleveland
until about two years ago when the
lid was tilted. The great increase in
interest in boxing in Cleveland began
last March when the featherweight
^ championship was brought to Cleve' land by Johnny Kilbane.'
i George A. Schneider, secretary of
Jthe Cleveland Athletic club; Matt J.
Hinkel of the Victor Athletic club;
I Paul Sullivan and Dr. Morrison of

1

cLl^jjyw-- l^amMJ^i,
"Why. Sweeney and Sehultz. two!
a matter of fact the Cleveland box bovs who boxed at our club, had four
ing bouts were doing as much to ele- dishes of ice cream together," Schekldeclared. "We serve lots of ice
vate the youth of the community as er
cream to the boys."
almost any-other agency.
Baker Talks Out.
The game fight put up by the boxThat failed to make a hit with
ing promoters was marred by a little I Newton D. He had known very poslow work, particularly when they lite highwaymen, he remarked. Then,
tried to pass off a pair of eight-ounce after the boxing glove interlude.
Baker got down to brass tacks, lie
boxing gloves on the mayor as the was playing for a knockout, entirely
regulation ring article. Murphy, the verbal, of course.
"I think I've been laboring under
mayor's secretary, caught them at it.
"Perhaps the mayor doesn't know a misapprehension about sparring," i
he declared. "We have been having'
NOTES ON THE FIGHT
what kind of gloves we use here," a lot of prize fights here. The statute
Volk suggested, as he brought out makes that a penal offense. I'm not
George Schneider:
"Say, mayor,
exhibits A and B, consisting of some going to take the responsibility for
permitting prize fighting.
you'd forget all your troubles if you
rather large, pillowy gloves. "Here,
"In its essence it is a crooked game. !
saw a battle royal."
mayor, put that on."
The whole raft of professional prize
He tossed a glove to Baker, who put 1 fighters who drift from town to town
M. .T. Hinkel, refereeing and proit on, regarding it with a pleased and [is a menace to any community. The
, -will accept work outside of
interested expression. Volk stood up ■prize fight spirit of getting wealthy
city limits.—Advt.
and made a chest.
over the get-rich-quick route is bad
■'You see, mayor, these boys who !for boys."
Mayor Baker: "We don't have
box are perfect men," Volk continued,
Baker told them what he would
1
outs in Cleveland. The referee
"and they are in a different class from permit. It is:
has to count ten for a knockout. He
the office men. They can stand what ! "Exhibitions by members of athletic
would make the ordinary man uncon- clubs, on rules adopted by me, with
simply doesn't count."
scious without even setting a bloody no clinching, so they will stand up
Charles Marotta and Ed Hanratty
nose.
and box for points.
were holders of ringside seats.
"Now, you hit me in the most vital
"We wont have any hitting with
spots," Volk went on, as Baker leaned elbows, or batting in the face with I
M. J. Hinkel: "I knew what he
forward in an eager way.
the sharp point of the elbow.
Id say."
"The most vital spots are on the
"We won't have anyone like Pavers
chin, back of the ears and the pit of here or any other professionals. We
Mayor Baker: "I never saw a prize
the stomach," Volk suggested.
will
have no championship belts won
I don't know how near to the
Still Baker did not assume a fight- 'or lost here.
.
.
surface the brute is in me and I don't;
"I'll very gladly authorize contests
ing crouch.
want to know."
"Physically speaking, I'm in about of the kind I describe. There must
the same shape as a boxer, by train- be no professional or outside boxers,
Mr. Volk—Mayor, you're a mental
ing, although I am not a fighter," no promotion of fights, and no finan- |
Mayor
Newton
D.
Baker
sent
giant.
Volk reassured him. "You can't hurt |cial remuneration."
Mayor—I'm afraid of my own the boxing game in Cleveland me. Hit me as hard as you like."
Insults Nobility.
Baker poised the glove.
strength.
out of his private office yesterThen Baker, after having walloped
"What place do you want me to
the boxing game here, proceeded to
hit you?" he inquired.
Mr. Schneider—All good clubs' now day, reeling with two black
About that time Murphy, who is add insult to injury. He said the
ii mattresses under the ring caneyes, a nosebleed and general more or less of a fight fan himself, Marquis of Queensbury, patron saint
vas.
of the fistic sport, "must have been a
stepped in.
>r—So it is not a money-mak- debility. The mayor won out in
j
"Those gloves are too big," he said. great brute."
II M Stowe, of'the Elks, intimated ;
ing enterprise? So you would be bet- what might have been described
"Those are eight-ounce gloves. You
fights
now
were
not
much
and
resix-ounce ones."
ter off if you didn't give boxing
in his oAvn phraseology as a use
"Why, that's so," said one of the called a little go he had seen in 1875
shows.
between a roller and a city councilsparring contest for points with promoters. "So they are."
man with bare knuckles for a $50
Schneider—Boxers are polite.
Afraid
of
His
Strength.
a delegation of representatives
purse.
■
Baker—I've known polite highwayBaker seemed to lose the rapt look
"After the twenty-eight round they ;
You
promoters
advertised of the clubs which have been
with which he had regarded the pili couldn't sec, and the seconds had to
Brown as the greatest raw meat putting on boxing shows here.
low on his mitt.
"I'd like to see how hard you can : push them together," Stowe said.
er in the world. If he had bitten
Baker absolutely prohibited fight
Harry Bialoski, of the Elks, put up
hit,
Baker,"
Volk
urged,
not
a
whit
|
u piece out of Brock no one would
shows in which boxers are paid, , disconcerted by Murphy's discoverey i an argument as a fight fan not to
have been surprised.
' have barn-storming d-ays 'returned.
of the plot.
where the contestants are not bona
Baker severely criticized what he said
"I'm afraid of my own strength,"
Baker—You have theoretical knock- fide amateur members of a legitimate
had been reported as a scandalous
Baker said, with a pleasing grin.
out a. Now you can have theoretical athletic club or members of another
fraud in the arrangements of the
"You're a mental giant," countered
fights.
similar club in Cleveland, and no
Johnstown- fight of Johnny Kilbane
Volk.
with a former sparring partner.
When the club representatives went
shows will be permitted except under
He said he thought Kilbane an ex- j
in to see the mayor, they had a disrules which Baker will approve in
cellent character, and that something
tinct impression that the cards were
advance. Uniform sparring rules are
was wrong with a game that would
stacked against them. This impres"betray a boy like that into a fraud
to be drafted
sion increased as the interview
like that."
proceeded.
See Finish of Fight.
"The whole game has suffered be"Well, who's the orator?" Baker
"That stops the boxing game in
cause, under the guise of sparring exstarted off.
hibitions, we've had the town filled
Cleveland," declared Matt J. Hinkel,
"Oh, any one, any one," Hinkel
full of prize fights," said.Baker. "You
staid.
matchmaker for the Victor Athletic
had a fight when Brock and KnockSo Schneider stepped up to the
Club, and one of the best known
out Brown were matched. You'adbreach.
referees In Cleveland.
vertised Brown as the greatest raw
"The first prize fight I ever saw
"The mayor's rules will prohibit was when I was four years old and
meat eater in the world. If he had
bit a piece out of Brock.no one would
all boxing in Cleveland except
gave five pirs as a purse for two
have been surprised."
amateur contests," declared George boys to fight," he. said. "I'll avoid
I don't suppose
Schneider, secretary of the Cleveland technical terms.
you're a fan."
Athletic Club.
"I'll learn," Baker remarked.
Several of the athletic clubs which
What a Fight Is.
have subsisted largely on the profits
"A prize, fight," Schneider con- •
-onjistu osoiu jo JS-K03J0J otn JO Kai of smokers at which boxing has.an tinued," is when two men with bare j
ut 'sauTinuaiodmaid aoBad nsppinj attraction are expected to go out of knuckles or small gloves, fight in the!
,nu 01 suoi|.>nj}sui usajj Sui.maq aidoi] business.
ring for a purse, to a finish. We |
-Viueisuoo uio.ii PSAU.IT; SBI[ jaianod
While declining to talk for publi- don't have that kind of contest. We |
guarantee the wages for the boys j
ireuiono pa}VeAi.T3 XISUOIXUB BUI
•gauii asaio.iA'j cation, the prpmoters yesterday said and we reserve the right to cut the'
pu-8 UBV*au3A oi» Snore sdooj.} aai that the mayor's ruling simply meant fight or any round when we think ]
jo tuSua-ns am pa}uaui3m3 AHUBP that fight fans will go back to the it necessary."
Schneider explained carefully that
-uoo smi AauSunii-^uiBnY apeaai old plan of skulking around the
very many boxing injuries are caused
1ST3T. on.} Suunp 'oauunrB aidu} au,J
SuipinnsinjAHou VBU.} 'sjaadxa A\re countryside, holding fights in barns by a fighter falling on a hard floor,
-Hl'iu 01 3uip.ioooB 'aiq-eaoiiou
si }i and either eluding or conspiring with "accidentally."
"All good clubs now keep mat•januojj muiiui sm Suoru OAI sheriffs.
UB
messes
under
the ring canvas,"
pun •■BttjAOSazaaH P
'Buisoa ui OAI
They are quite anxious for Sheriff- Schneider said. They even pad the
•joi!U>'-U uinssnu
am J«au "I^IK elect Smith to take office. He is a posts.
I11 1
ui Buaill 3° • °. '-u'U'o-iJ UBIA.13S au.
"We've had 600 rounds of boxing
SSOJO oi '.Cprsaa main jo anoj 'Supoo fight fan and a leading member of
at the Athletic. Club, and no one was
JBAI v uo sdJ03 Auuv, aai[ }0 BAIBAV the Tuxedo Club and is allowed by
SUIdBBM Bi Aji!.yuii|V-i.!unsnv AIIA law to license boxing contests held hurt."
Baker was interested to know
suiBidxJ 'pics si l! -uouBn^is suii outside of city limits.
whether the boxing business was
profitable.
Hinkel vowed up and
•JUOIUBIUJV suiBidxa
Promoters Are Game.
down it was not.
•|iuipi: .10 A
Baker's decision was announced aft"Oh, so it is not a money-making]
pmo\i wssriH Jou onS»:o[ UBHl^a aM.
enterprise
then, is it?" Baker said.
er
Schneider
and
others
had
explained
i..mum uouiAV JJUI.IB UBI.VIOS ain i
"So you would be better off if you
uiauo.us .'UI uo uorwimii ^^ asodw that the boxers who have been fight- didn't give boxing shows?"
oi spua^ui A.iKHunil->H-HsnV 'jajoj ing here were ice cream-eating SunThey had nothing to say to that.
_1,,ll.,
pun rBpJBUluioo '[BI
Schneider said the boxers were po\6 suoqipuou aom<> 3uoui day school boys, that no regular bru- lite.
,,' poaouma si u 'onus IBSSBA .(; tality was permitted here and that a»

AY(FR WINS FAST GO,
BARS PRIZE FIGHTS

Amateurs Only May Now
Give Exhibitions and
They Must Not Be Eough
About It, Baker Rules.

PLEAS OF PKOMOTEKS
FAIL TO SHAKE STAND

"Controlled" Contests Impossible, Says Executive
in Laying Down Rigid
Ruling to Sad Audience.

JOHNSON HALL CLUB
TO OPEN JANUARY 15

Mr. and Mrs. Newton D.
Baker Asked to Preside
at Reception.

TOM L.'S OLD MANSION

R WINS FAST GO,
PRIZE FIGHTS
NOTES ON THE FIGHT
George Schneider:
"Say, mayor,
you'd forget all your troubles if you
saw a battle royal."
M. J. Hinkel, reiereeing and promoting, will accept work outside of
city limits.—Advt.
Mayor Baker: "We don't have
knockouts in Cleveland. The referee
has to count ten for a knockout. He
simply doesn't count."
Charles Marotta and Ed Hanratty
were holders of ringside seats.
M. J. Hinkel: "I knew what he
would say/'
Mayor Baker: "I never saw a prize
fight. I don't know how near to the
surface the brute is in me and I don't
want to know."
Mr. Volk—Mayor, you're a mental
giant.
i Mayor—I'm afraid of my own
strength.
Mr. Schneider—All good clubs'now
keep mattresses under the ring canvas.
Mayor— So it is not a money-making enterprise? So you would be better off if you didn't give boxing
shows.
Schneider—Boxers are polite.
Baker—I've known polite highwaymen.
You promoters advertised
Brown as the greatest raw meat
eater in the world. If he had bitten
a piece out of Brock no one would
have been surprised.
Baker—Tou have theoretical knockouts. Now you can have theoretical
fights.

JOHNSON HALL CLUB
TO OPENJANDARY15
Mr. and Mrs. Newton D.
Baker Asked to Preside
at Eeeeption.
TOM L.'S OLD MANSION
Former Mayor's Home Kedeeorated for Private Society's Future Home.

Amateurs Only May Now
Give Exhibitions and
They Must Not Be Eough
About It, Baker Eules.
PLEAS OF PEOMOTEKS
FAIL TO SHAKE STAND
"Controlled" Contests Impossible, Says Executive
in Laying Down Eigid
Euling to Sad Audience.
Mayor Newton D.'Baker sent
the boxing game in Cleveland
out of his private office yesterday, reeling with two black
eyes, a nosebleed and general
debility. The mayor won out in
what might have been described
in his own phraseology as a
sparring contest for points with
a delegation of representatives
of the clubs which have been
putting on boxing shows here.
Baker absolutely prohibited fight
shows in which boxers are paid,
where the contestants are not bona
fide amateur members of a legitimate
athletic club or members of another
similar club in Cleveland, and no
shows will be permitted except under
rules which Baker will approve in
advance. Uniform sparring rules are
to be drafted.
See Finish of Fight.
"That stops the boxing game in
Cleveland," declared Matt J. Hinkel,
matchmaker for the "Victor Athletic
Club, and one of the best known
referees in Cleveland.
"The mayor's rules will prohibit
all boxing in Cleveland except
amateur contests," declared George
Schneider, secretary of the Cleveland
Athletic Club.
Several of the athletic clubs which
have subsisted largely on the profits
of smokers at which boxing has an
attraction are expected to go out of
business.
While declining to talk for publication, the promoters yesterday said
that the mayor's ruling simply meant
that fight fans will go back to the
old plan of skulking around the
countryside, holding fights in barns
and either eluding or conspiring with
sheriffs.
They are quite anxious for Sheriffelect Smith to take office. He is a
fight fan and a leading member of
the Tuxedo Club and is allowed by
law to license boxing contests held
outside of city limits.
Promoters Are Game.
Baker's decision was announced after Schneider and others had explained
that the boxers who have been fighting here were ice cream-eating Sunday school boys, that no regular brutality was permitted'here and that a=

Mayor Newton D. Baker and Mrs.
Baker will bo invited by the Johnson Hall club to preside January
15 at the final public reception and
ball to be given in the old Tom L..
Johnson mansion, Euclid avenue and
E. 24th street. The club will take
up its quarters in the Johnson home
at that time.
Fred A. Smith, founder of the
club, yesterday afternoon said:
"As the most intimate friends of
Mr. and Mrs. Tom L. Johnson,
Mayor and Mrs. Baker will be invited to preside at the final reception
in the old homestead. The money
raised will be presented to the Johnson Memorial Fund commission."
In the small room in the east wing
of the mansion where Tom L. John*sra slept and the adjacent large
library-study-and-living room where
he planned most of his battles, there
now lives a chubby, jolly-faced little!
man and his white sky terrier dog
"Baby."
The man is Fred A. Smith, who is
converting the mansion into a club
house.
Private Club Soon.
After January 15 the Johnson homel
will be a private club. Already there'
are 60 members. There will be twenty-four guest rooms, dining hall
lounging, reading
and reception
rooms, bowling alleys, billiard par
lors and gymnasium.
The room occupied by Tom L.
Johnson, with the same white wicker
furniture and old roll topped desk,
has already been rented to an attor
ney for $100 a month.
The large front room once occupied
by Mrs. Bessie Mariani, containing
the bulk of the furniture which furnished her suite, will be rented to
another member of the club for $150
a month.
In the long enclosed basement room
where Tom L. Johnson experimented
ioiie street car inventions,
to be installed a bowling
alley. A large tunnel leading from
the mansion to the garage -in the
rear will be opened and a dungeon
lounging room established at the
I farther end.
The big mansion will be furnished
with much of the furniture used by
Cleveland's former mayor. Many of
the pieces will be recovered and refinished, but they will not be greatly
changed.
Being Redecorated.
Every room is being repapered. In
the woodwork and first floor lounging and reception room ceiling dec
orations Tom Johnson was excep
tionally careful. The paneling of the
doors and in some of the rooms is
of the finest inlaid work and beautiful carvings. The down stairs reception and lounging room ceiling is
the most beautiful decoration in
Cleveland, decorators declare.
Johnson Hall Club has already re
ceived its charter. The charter mem
bers are: Fred A. Smith, Thomas
C. Ouellet, Joseph T. Levine, Ed
ward Hellriegel and ,T. T. Morse.

"Why, Sweeney and Schultz two '•
a matter of fact the Cleveland boxboys who boxed at our club, had four
ing bouts were doing as much to ele- dishes of ice cream together," Scheld
vate the youth of the community as er declared. "We serve lots of ice
cream to the boys."
almost any-other agency.
Baker Talks Out.
The game fight put up by the box-j
ing'promoters was marred by a little] That failed to make a hit with
D. He had known very poslow work, particularly when they: Newton
lite highwaymen, he remarked. Then
tried to pass off a pair of eight-ounce after the boxing glove interlude'
boxing gloves on the mayor as the Baker got down to brass tacks. He
was playing for a knockout, entirely
regulation ring article. Murphy, the verbal,
of course.
mayor's secretary, caught them at it. "I think I've been laboring Under
"Perhaps the mayor doesn't know a misapprehension about sparrin°-",
what kind of gloves we use here," he declared. "We have been having'
lot of prize fights here. The statute
Volk suggested, as he brought out amakes
that a penal offense. I'm not
exhibits A and B, consisting of some going to take the responsibility for
rather large, pillowy gloves. "Here, j permitting prize fighting.
"In its essence it is a crooked game.
mayor, put that on."
He tossed a glove to Baker, who put |The whole raft of professional prize
It on, regarding it with a pleased and "fighters who drift from town to town
interested expression. Volk stood up |is a menace to any community. The
"prize fight spirit of getting wealthy
and made a chest.
the get-rich-quick route is bail
., "You see, mayor, these boys who (over
jfor boys."
rbox are perfect men," Volk continued, , Baker told them what he would
'."and they are in a different class from [permit. It is:
the office men. They-can stand what "Exhibitions by members of athletic
would make the ordinary ;rnan uncon- clubs,
on rules adopted by me, with
scious without even setting a bloody no clinching, so they will stand up
nose.
.. '
and box for points.
"Now, you hit me in the1 most vital "We. wont have any hitting with
spots," Volk went on, as Baker leaned elbows, or' batting in the face with
forward in an eager way.
the sharp point of the elbow.
"The most vital spots are on the
"We won't have anyone like Rivers
chin, back of the ears and the pit of here,
or any other professionals. We
the stomach," Volk suggested.
will have no championship belts won
Still Baker did not assume a fight- or lost here.
ing crouch.
"I'll very gladly authorize contests
"Physically speaking, I'm in about of the kind I describe. There must
the same shape as a boxer, by train- be no professional or outside boxers,
ing, although I am not a fighter," no promotion of fights, and no finanVolk reassured him. "Tou can't hurt cial remuneration."
me. Hit me as hard as you like."
Insults Nobility.
I Baker poised the glove.
Then Baker, after having walloped
"What place do you want me to
the boxing game here, proceeded to
hit you?" he inquired.
About that time Murphy, who is add insult to injury. He said the
more or less of a fight fan himself, Marquis of Queensbury, patron saint
of the fistic sport, "must have been a
stepped in.
"Those gloves are too big," he said. great brute."
j
H. M. Stowe, of the Elks, intimated
"Those are eight-ounce gloves. You
fights now were not much and reuse six-ounce ones."
"Why, that's so," said one of the called a little go he had seen in 1S75
between a roller and a city councilpromoters. "So they are."
man with bare knuckles for a 550
Afraid of His Strength.
purse.
Baker seemed to lose the rapt look _ "After the twenty-eight round they,
with which he had regarded the pillow on his mitt.
t couldn't see, and the seconds had to
"I'd like to see how hard you can 1 push them together," Stowe said.
hit, Baker," Volk urged, not a whit : Harry Bialoski, of the Elks, put up
disconcerted by Murphy's discoverey fan argument as a fight'fan not to
of the plot.
' have barn-storming days "returned.
"I'm afraid of my own strength,"
Baker severely criticized what he said
Baker said, with a pleasing grin.
had been reported as a scandalous
"You're a mental giant," countered
fraud in the arrangements of the
Volk.
Johnstown- fight of Johnny Kilbane
When the club representatives went
with a former sparring partner.
in to see the mayor, they had a disHe said he thought Kilbane an ex- ,
tinct impression that the cards were
cellent character, and that something
stacked against them. This impreswas wrong with a game that would
sion increased as the interview
"betray a boy like that into a fraud
proceeded.
like that."
"Well, who's the orator?" Baker
"The whole game has suffered bestarted off.
cause, under the guise of sparring ex"Oh, any one, any one," Hinkel
hibitions, we've had-- the town filled
staid.
full of prize fights," said. Baker. "You
had a fight when,Brock: and KnockSo Schneider stepped up to the
breach.
out Brown were 'matched. : You- advertised Brown as, the. greatest raw
"The first prize fight I ever saw
meat eater in the world. If he had
was when I was four years old and
bit a piece out of Brock.no one would
gave five pins as a purse for two
have been surprised."
boys to fight," he said. "I'll avoid
technical terms.
I don't suppose
you're a fan."
"I'll learn," Baker remarked.
What a Fight Is.
"A prize, fight," Schneider continued," is when two men with bare
knuckles or small gloves, fight in the
ring for a purse, to a finish. We
don't have that kind of contest. We
guarantee the wages for the boys
and we reserve the right to cut the
fight or any round when we think
it necessary."
Schneider explained carefully that,
very many boxing injuries are caused
by a fighter falling on a hard floor,
"acc'dentally."
"All good clubs now keep mattresses under the ring canvas,"
Schneider said. They even pad the
posts.
"We've had 600 rounds of boxing
at the Athletic Club, and no one was
hurt."
Baker was interested to know
whether the boxing business was
profitable. Hinkel, vowed up and
down it was not. '
"Oh, so it is not a money-making
enterprise then, is it?" Baker said.
"So you would be better off if you
didn't give boxing shows?"
They had nothing to say to that.
Schneider said the boxers were polite.
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CHURCH INDORSES MAYOR
OM FIGHTS AND FILMS
Boulevard Presbyterian Church,
Superior avenue and E. Boulevard,
Sunday night drew up a resolution
indorsing the work of Mayor Baker
in suppressing undesirable motion,
pictures and prize fights. Rev. Robert:
J
MacAlpine, * the
pastor,
said
churches were frequently remiss in
their duty in not supporting efforts
tor r< forms.
The resolution was signed by R. J.
MacAlpine, minister; A. C. Eckert,
clerk of session, and C. L. Howells,
secretary of congregation.

"I simply don't know my own strength!"

Y
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Christmas Blackmail

MAYOR'S OUT TO

Mayor Bake* did what lias long been needed
fi when he issued an order forbidding the raising
llf of funds among city employes for the purpose of
providing "Christmas gifts for their superiors.

MAW

To

°

often this form oi: Christmas giving 1S

IN"" inspired by the desire of some subordinate to
curry favor. Then many of his fellows feel compelled to contribute, whether they wish to or not,
Mayor Baker intimated Uonday
,
is
contemplating
a
crusade
or fear of possible consequences. It is a mild
thiil he
against obscene and vulgar theatrical
performances in addition to his fight form of blackmail.
against immoral moving pictures.
It would be well if every man in Cleveland
This was revealed'in a conference
Monday
morning
with
Ernes'. who has employes would follow Mayor Baker's
Schwartz and H. H. Lustig, attornevfe
for the moving picture men, and (3. example.
K. Morris, president of the Motion
H s Slnweff deputy county clerk,
Picture Exhibitors' league.
Secretary ftnd treasurer of the Labor
"There are theaters in Cleveland Lyceum Company.
which show pictures of crime. Why
Dr J E- Tuckerman. sedretar:
don!t you attack them'.'" Baker was the Academy of Medicine of C*
asked.
&
"I may get after them some day,"
E'M Wllli*ms. director and sales
replied Baker.
manager of the: Sherwin-Williams
The moving picture men complained of discrimination against ex- CThfnst represents all the frkdpfc
They
S
hibitors by policemen.
They
said
^ niXsclassesad'religious beliefs.
,,, exhibitor would be arrested » parties, .«aj"**,ana ^s^ commlt
by one policeman after his films had |It was tne nmu g._ ^^ m names. ,
been passed by another.
: "" . "V -mKsidered
"One man was arrested for show- | seriously considered
ing the life of Monte Christo, pro-!*
AH Agree to Serve
tested Attorney Lustig.
,,, of those nominated 'nave agreed!
"There are three murders in that f''-«er\-c if elected. The -committee I
picture," replied Baker.
announced that it had attempted to ,
The picture men asked a delay of
late winoh would be rep*e- "
flays in the crusade to get their" [sentative of the entire citizenship.. ;.i
I ta that reason three were norm-■}
breath.
r refused this, but said he nated who might be said W represent ,
'he conservative business class. J.ht> .
1.1 confer with Kohler Monday
rhoon in retard to the censoring Cre Williams, Little and McBride. I
he films.
Brandt Scott and Stilwell are repreThe moving picture men offered
ouereu to
°™""^
of labor, and Doty is repay the salary of a censor appointed. ,8^*™^ a labor man.
8
Baker Hahn, Litzler, Nau and]
Tuckerman are Democrats
Little,
McBride and Scott are listed as K|
publicans. Doty is a La toilette Bepublican.
Hatton, Morgan, Stilwell
and Mooney are Progressives.
No sooner had the list been announced following the final meeting
of the committee Monday than the
Progressive Constitution league made
it known that it would place additional candidates in nomination.
Get Eleven on List
"We suggested the names of 11 of

Committee Gets Men Fromj ^^r^dWs&fw

McBride, Williams and Litzler were

All Parties and Factions;
They Agree to Serve
CONSTITUTION LEAGUE
MEMBERS WILL BOLT

n

°"We wm "te -$** "-re men in
nomination, 4s we are not entirely
satisfied with,'the slate.
.
The executive committee of tne
league meets/ Monday or Tuesday to
arrange for circulating petitions.
Blanket petitions for the »°«}BF?
tisan slate will be .circulate* at d*»
Thev must be filed with the board
of elections not later than January
10. Nearly 2,000 signatures are re-

Claim Eleven of Their Men
Were Chosen; To Put Four
More in Field
I1 h c nonpartisan committee
named by Mayor Baker to nominate 15 men for the city charter commission to be voted upon
February 4 Monday agreed
unanimously upon the following 15 men :
Mayor Baker.
r
Ralph V. Brandt
>' ;,ml
surer of the intern
-'tiers' union.
ward W. Doty, manager of Man, turers' Appraisal Conn.::
ir A. Hahn. lawyer.
WWjial1is_-B--W«*t«rR- professor of
political science, Western
university.
,
• . I
Bascom
ector oi rhe Citizens Savings .v Jriigt Company.
,i,r. lawyer, president
Lou
!,,, Litzler Realty Company.
•:urer of
& McBride Company.
M. P. Mooney, lawyer.
i) E. Morgan, lawyer.
:■! tl Nau public accountant.
the,
nipn.

Get No Salaries
The 15 charter commissioners will
serve without pay. They must draft
a city charter to be submitted to
vote of the people within a 5 eai
from the date of their election
Those who signed the report.nominating the nonpartisan slate are
Alexander Hadden, chairman; G- B,
S ddalT P. H. Goff, F. W. Steffens,
Thomas S. Farrell, Thomas6> Fitzsimons, Rabble Louis Wolse». Dr.
Gilbert P. Jennings and Rev. Worth
M. Tinnv.

V,f.^-w-iii

\

The Moving Picture Question.
Those who "believe in the moving picture idea,
who see in these shows an admirable form of.
entertainment for everyone, should be strongest in
their support of Mayor Baker in his efforts to
eliminate the objectionable features.^ The first
battle has been won in common pleas court, where
the city has been upheld. If the campaign is
carried to its desirable completion the moving picture business will become an unquestionable force
for good in this city.
It is not to be imagined that censoring will be
carried to absurdity. All kinds of little dramas
will be presented just as heretofore—tragedies,
comedies, farces, historical sketches, fairy stories,
tales of adventure—even the woolly west and the
beloved cowboy of the imagination will not be
wholly banished. It must be understood that only
lurid and inexcusable pictures of crime and immorality come under the ban.
The firms ■ which are taboo are usually cheap
in execution and puerile in conception. They appeal not to the solid majority of patrons of the
shows, but to the small boys and the weak brained
adolescents. They detract from the prestige of a
theater which shows them, and tend to have a
deteriorating effect on the quality if not on the
quantity of its clientele. The exhibitors, who are
to some extent in the power of the manufacturers'
combinations, should, it seems, modify their opposition to a reform which must tend in the end to
enhance the value of their business.
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WHO'S WHO ON CHARTER
COMMISSION SLATE
Newton I). Baker, mayor of
Cleveland, disciple of Tom h.
.lohnson who opened the tight in
Ohio for municipal home rule, I
recognized as one of the states
leaders in matters of progressive
municipal government. Ten years
experience as city solicitor and one
as mayor^feive .him an intimate
knowledge of all the problems
which must be met by the new
charter.
A. R. Hatton. professor of political economy at Western Reserve university, has made a special study of municipal governments both in this country and in
Europe. He is one of the younger
school of progressive thinkers and
his teachings and political activities have given him rank among
Cleveland's leaders in the fight to
make government reflect the will
Jot" the people instead of the bosses.
He ran as bull moose candidate for
rcongress last fall.
Stephen S. Stihvell, clerk of the
Cuyahoga-co circuit court and
member of the recent constitutional, convention, is recogniz< i
one of the union labor leaders of
the state. He was for years closely
connected with vthe work of
Ohio federation of labor, and
chairman of the committee on la7
bor of the constitutional convention, and a member of the committee on initiative and referendum. He
was a progressive legislation league
candidate for state senator at the
November election.
I). K. Morgan, candidate for city
solicitor on the republican municipal ticket headed by Frank G.
Hogen in 1911, was too progrei
to rest easy in the repute
camp last summer. He threw his
support to bull moose progressivism and helped to put that party
second in Cuyahoga-co at the recent presidential election. In order
to develop interest in municipal affairs and a broader understanding
of municipal development, he promoted the newly organized City
club. He is a bachelor betrothed
to progressive principles.
Charles T. Scott, president of
the Cleveland typographical union,
will bring to the charter commis-J
sion wide knowledge of municipal j
governments gained in years of |
travel as international represi
ative of the typographical organ-'
ization. He is forty-two, and has
been a printer for 2C years.
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WHO'S WHO ON,CHARTER
COMMISSION SLATE
Newton 1). Baker, mayor of
Cleveland, disciple of Tom L.
Johnson who opened the fight in
Ohio for municipal home rule, is
recognized as one of the state's
leaders in matters of progressive
municipal government. Ten years
experience as city solicitor and one
as mayor'"give .him an intimate
knowledge of all the problems
which must be met by the new
charter.
A. K. Hattoii, professor of political economy at Western Re+J
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I). E. Morgan, candidate for city
solicitor on the republican municipal ticket headed by Frank G.
Hogen in 1911, was too progress*^""
to rest easy in the republican
camp last summer. He tfirew his
support to bull moose progressivism and helped to put that party
second in Cuyaboga-co at the recent presidential election. In order
to develop interest in municipal affairs and a broader understanding
of municipal development, he promoted the newly organized City
club. He is a bachelor betrothed
, to progressive principles.
Charles T. Scott, president of
._——
r
the Cleveland typographical union, j
[■will bring to the charter commission wide knowledge of municipal
governments gained in years of
travel as international represent- j
ative of the typographical organization. He is forty-two, and has
been a printer for 2G years.
Dr. Jacob E. Tuckerman has!
studied much not only on how to,
heal a diseased body, but on how
to remedy economic and "ocial
ills. He is the oldest son of Dr.
L. B. Tuckerman, of whom Tom
L. .Johnson said • that whatever
ideals he himself had of civic betterment were the outgrowth of the
teachings of Tuckermam'Johnson,
in fact, gave the elder Tuckerman
credit for laying the foundation of
sentiment which would make
Cleveland a "city set upon a hill"
to guide.all others. Young Tuckerman was one of the leaders last
year in the work of the progressive constitution league in fighting
for progressive amendments to the.
state constitution.
E. W. Doty, one of the leaders
in the work of the progressive
constitution league and the progressive legislation league, has
had wide experience in state legislative matters. He was a member
of the recent constitutional convention, and served as progressive
floor leader.
Doty served two
terms as state representative and
was clerk of the house for two
terms. He is manager of the tax
valuation department of the Manufacturers Appraisal J3o.
Carl Nan,' expert accountant,
was, as city treasurer, for many
years a member of former Mayor
Tom L. Johnson's cabinet. He has
continued as one of the active disoi' Johnson's t.eachings^Jjjjj
lias given him practical knowledge,
of the defects, as well as the benefits, of Cleveland's present form ot|
government.
Ralph Brandt, secretary-treasurer of the international lathers
union, has been a leader in the!
union's fight for progressive labor
legislation. Formerly a republican,
he joined forces with the bull moose
partv in the last campaign- He I
was one of the labor members of the
progressive constitutional league in
its campaign for election of pro-j
gressive constitutional delegates.
Bascom Little, one of the
younger members of the commission slate, is representative of the
business interests of the city. He I
is thirty -three, a Cornell grad-ttatej
and a director in the Baker Motor
Vehicle Co., the Citizens Savings & |
Trust Co., and the American Ball
Bearing Co. He is largely interested
in a number of other corporations.
Politically, he is a republican. He ]
is a member of the Union, Euclid,
Country, University and
clubs.
Malcolm McBrlde, treasurer ot
the Root & McBride Co., brings to I
the
commission representation.
from the city's wholesale merchant
interests. McBride is prominent in
civic projects, undertaken by the
chamber of commerce, but has]
never participated in political
movements. He also is a director j
in the Mentor Knitting Mills Co.
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Where the Cities Have Failed
Brand Whitlock, mayor of Toledo, struck close
to one great cause of the generally unsatisfactory
government of municipalities in this country
when he said that "American cities give away
nearly everything that might be a source of income to them—their dock rights, street rights
and other municipal possessions. European cities
make everyone pay for his privileges."
This of course is an exaggerated statement, yet
there is much truth at the bottom of it. But while
the indictment it brings against the Americanpeople is a severe one, there is nothing in it to
cause them shame. This is a young country. Its;
energies thus far have necessarily been devoted |
largely to the devolopment of its natural resources. Nearly everything else has been subordinated, and properly, to that object. The men
with'' the ability and capital to give the country,
what itt needs in business, the industries and
transportation, have been accorded great priv-1
ileges.
But the necessity for this special encouragement has to a great extent passed. The country
is settling down to what it must be through the'
future ages. The supremacy of the rights of the I
people over the rights of property is strongly as-1
serting itself. Some of these rights, cheerfully
sacrificed in years past, are being retrieved. That
process is sure to go on, despite all opposition.
And the "vested interests" have no right to
complain. They must adjust themselves to the
permanent order of things now gradually emerging from the formative period of the country.
Europe, centuries ago, went through this process.
America is now ready to profit by its experience.
And surely capital cannot reasonably object to
'methods in this country touching its privileges
which are satisfactorily in operation in Europe,
where property and class are still supreme in so
many ways.

The Fighting "Game"
There can be no doubt that the great majority
in' people of Cleveland are with Mayor Baker
in his decision regarding the boxing bouts which
have for a long time past been such a prominent
ture of club entertainments in this city.
To the red-blooded, man of healthy, natural inicts, there is nothing objectionable in clean
boxing contests. But the temptation is ever present to go over the line of propriety and permit
them to degenerate into slugging matches in
which the audience is satisfied with nothing less
than a knockout. And aside from this, the "fight
promoters" of Cleveland, when they consider the
matter dispassionately, will have to admit to
themselves that for a long time they have been
overdoing the "game." A reaction was inevitable.
Cleveland can get along very well without exhibitions of the prowess of professional fighters.
In I he meantime it is certain that no bar will be
raised against any form of athletics which men
are willing their wives, daughters and sisters
should see.

LEAGUfe WANTS
CHARTER MENTO
TELL PLATFORM
The Progressive Constitution league
Tuesday demanded that all the members of the nonpartisan charter slate
tell where they stand on its city
charter program.
Letters were sent to Louis I. Litzler, Malcolm L. McBride, Bascom
Little, and Edgar A. Hahn, asking
them to pledge themselves. The
pledges had been sent to all the
other nominees some time ago. Several had answered satisfactorily to
the league, Secretary W. G. Osborn
said Tuesday.
Indications are the league will
nominate candidates to oppose Litzler, Little, McBride, Hahn, E. M.
Williams, M. P. Mooney and D. E.
Morgan.
"We demand that all candidates
pledge themselves to our program
before election," Osborn said.
Mayor Baker wrote to Osborn a
week ago declining to pledge himself.
The league will meet Tuesday afternoon to decide how many and what
candidates shall be put in the field
against the nonpartisan slate.
The league asks candidates to
pledge themselves to the initiative
and referendum, the recall, the federal plan of charter, a city council
of not more than nine, elected at
large, the nonpartisan ballot and a
! short' ballot providing for the election of mayor, auditor and councilmen.
Mayor Baker Tuesday communicated with all members of the nonpartisan state except McBride, Ralph
Brandt and A. R. Hatton, who are
out of the city, and secured their
consents to allow the mayor to attend the circulation of their petitions.
.
Blanket petitions bearing the
15 names have been printed and
Mayor's Secretary Murphy announced
thev will be circulated at once.

J^yju^lS-ij^if. ifi
BAKER STARTS CIRCULATION OF
CHARTER CANDIDATE PETITIONS
Five hundred blanket petitions, dacy of Louis J. Litzler, attorney,
bearing the names of the 15 char- was declared by league officers
ter commission candidates picked Tuesday, because of declarations
the initiative and referenby Mayor Baker's committee of against
dum, home rule and other progresnine, were turned over to Baker sive principles Litzler is alleged to
Tuesday afternoon by the board of have made at a municipal conferelections.
ence in Milwaukee a year ago.
The petitions will be circulated
Thirty-Eight May Run.
over Christmas. The mayor had
Other members of the slate to
been authorized by other members
of the slate to take charge of their whom the league indicates hoscirculation. It is expected the nec- tility are Edgar A. Hahn, lawyer;
essary 1700 signatures needed to Bascom Little, director Citizens
put the slate candidates on the Savings & Trust Co., and M. P.
ticket will be secured by ThursMooney, attorney and member of
day.
Meanwhile the executive com- the present city civil service committee of the progressive legisla- mission.
tion league was*meeting, to conIndications were Tuesday the
sider a rival slate. This probably charter commission ticket, to be
will substitute seven new names voted on Feb. 4, will contain 3S
for seven of those included in the names. These will be made up of
Baker slate. The league's slate 15 Baker slate candidates, 15 so^will contain names only of men cialist slate candidates, seven subwho have made public declaration stitute candidates put up by the
of their belief on certain definite progressive league, and Matt B.
charter principles.
Excell. Excell is the only man who
League pledges were sent Tues- has entered the race individually.
day to four members of the Baker
Following the filing of the
slate who had not previously re- blanket petitions for the Baker
ceived them. Announcement of slate, the members will meet early
the league's slate probably will be next week to consider the cammade Thursday.
paign to precede the special elecOpon opposition to the cattdl- tion.

AGAINST PRIZE FIGHTS
■ Eaitor of The Press:

IE PODDING
MAYOR'S LUNCH

': For myself and for hundreds or
oi her members of the Cleveland
athletic club, I want to thank the
Cleveland Press for its courageous
attitude against prize rights. I am
firmly convinced that Mayor
Baker's refusal to issue further Hizzoner's Midday Meal is
permits to clubs for ' so-called
Simple and Cheap.
"sparring exhibitions" is the best
thing that has happened for the
"I want to see the mayor in a
future of the Cleveland athletic
hurry." the out of breath man,
club.
Of course^ a few of the officials who looked as
and members who cannot see be- if he wanted a
yond their noses are talking as boxing permit,
though the club were ruined, but said to Secreit is my conviction that a referen- tary Billy Murdum of the 2 000 members would phy.
"He's in a big
result in a very large majority for
hurry rfight
ite more fights
now." Billy
('. A. C. MEMBER.
answered. "Always is at lunch
time.
Always
eats rice , pudding and drinks
coffee.
Only
I'm not sure
whether this is P.VflTT NEVEK
his day at the STOPS AT NOONNew Sheriff Lines Up With Nisi Prius club
or with the Phi Gamma Deltas.
Mayor Baker.
You might just as well wait."
That's what our mayor eats
Sheriff-elect William ,}. Smith when he's away from the home
Tuesday lined up beside Mayor
cooking influence and how he eats
it. There are other men in town i
Baker in the latter's stand against
with tastes as simple.
prize-fighting, and declared no
fights in any guise will, be tolerated in Cuyahoga-co during his
regime.
"1 intend to enforce all the
laws smith said. "A false impression has gone out that because I am a member of an athletic club 1 will not be active in
stopping fights.
^rting men have been

SMITH WON'T
ALLOW FIGHTS
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The City Charter Commission.
THE non-partisan committee selected by Mayor
Baker (o nominate fifteer. men for the city
charter commission to be voted upon February l.
has done its work remarkably well. The committee
has agre.'d unanimously upon the following list:
Mayor Newton D. Baker, Ralph D. Brandt, secretary and treasurer of the International Lathers'
Union; Edward W. Doty, manager of the Manufacturers' Appraisal Company: Edgar A. Hahn, M. P.
Mooney and D. E. Morgan, all three lawyers of good;
reputation and standing; Carl 11. Nau, public accountant; Augustus R. Hatton, professor of political science,
Western Reserve University; Bascom Little, director
of the Citizens' Savings and Trust Company; Louis I.
Litzler, lawyer and president of the Litzler Realty
Company; Malcolm McBride, treasurer of the Root
& McBride Company; Charles T. Scott, president of
tin Cleveland Typographical Union; S. S. Stilwell,'
deputy county clerk, secretary and treasurer of the
Labor Lyceum Company; Dr. J. E. Tuckerman, sec-;
retary of the Cleveland Academy of Medicine, and E.
M. Williams, director and sales manager of the Sherwin-Williams Company.
In choosing this list the purpose sought was to represent the principal classes, parties, religious beliefs
and other important interests of the city. It was the
final selection of the committee from among more than
two hundred names which were seriously considered,
and in the end the agreement was unanimous. The
Leader believes that no fairer representation of the
mixed population ,of Cleveland could have been obtained, nor would it have been possible to choose a
body of men better worthy of public confidence in the
uprightness of their purposes and their desire to be
fair to all classes and interests in this great industrial and commercial center.
It is altogether probable that the people will endorse the work which has been done by the nonpartisan committee.
If that is done the charter
which must finally be adopted or rejected by the citizens of Cleveland themselves will be framed along
broad lines and with the welfare of the whole community always in view.
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Five hundred blanket petitions, dacy of Louis J. Litzler, attorney,
bearing the names of the 15 char- was declared by league officers
ter commission candidates picked Tuesday, because of declarations
by Mayor Baker's committee of against the initiative and referendum, home rule and other progresnine, were turned over to Baker sive principles Litzler is alleged to
Tuesday afternoon by the board of have made at a municipal conferelections.
ence in Milwaukee a year ago.
The petitions will be circulated
Thirty-Eight May Run.
over Christmas. The mayor had
Other members of the slate to
been authorized by other members
of the slate to take charge of their whom the league indicates hoscirculation. It is expected the nec- tility are Edgar A. Hahn, lawyer;
essary 1700 signatures needed to Bascom Little, director Citizens
put the slate candidates on the Savings & Trust Co., and M. P.
ticket will be secured by ThursMooney, attorney and member of
day.
Meanwhile the executive com- the present city civil service committee of the progressive legisla- mission.
tion league was*'meeting to conIndications were Tuesday the
sider a rival slate. This probably charter commission ticket, to be
will substitute seven new names voted on Feb. 4, will contain 3S
for seven of those included in the names. These will be made up of
Baker slate. The league's slate 15 Baker slate candidates, 15 so^will contain names only of men cialist slate candidates, seven subwho have made public declaration stitute candidates put up by the
of their belief on certain definite progressive league, and Matt B.
charter principles.
Excell. Excell is the only man who
League pledges were sent Tues- has entered the race individually.
day to four members of the Baker
Following the filing of the
slate who had not previously re- blanket petitions for the Baker
ceived them. Announcement of slate, the members will meet early
the league's slate probably/,will be next week to consider the cammade Thursday.
paign to precede the special elecOpnn opposition to the candi- tion.

AGAINST PRIZE FIGHTS
'!'« the Editor of The Press:

CE PODDING
MAYOR'S LUNCH

' For myself and for hundreds of
other members of the Cleveland
athletic club, I want to thank the
Cleveland Press for its courageous
attitude against prize fights. I am
firmly convinced that. Mayor
Baker's refusal to issue further Hizzoner's Midday Meal is
permits to clubs for ' so-called
Simple and Cheap.
"sparring exhibitions" is the best
thing that has happened for the
"I want to see the mayor in a
future of the Cleveland athletic
hurry." the out of breath man,
club.
Of course1; a few of the officials who looked as
ami members who cannot see be- if he wanted • a
yond their noses are talking as boxing permit,
though the club were ruined, but said to Secreit is my conviction that a referen- tary Billy Murdum of the 2 000 members would phy.
"He's in a big
result in a very large majority for
; hurry rfiglit
ue more fights.
now." B i 1 l.y
C. A. C. MEMBER.
answered. "Always is at lunch
time.
Always
eats rice t pudding and drinks
coffee.
On1y
I'm not sure
whether this is P.WTT NEVER
his day at the STOPS AT NOONNew Sheriff Lines Up With Nisi Prius club
or with the Phi Gamma Deltas.
Mayor Baker.
j You might just as well wait."
That's what our mayor eats
Sheriff-elect William J. Smith ' when he's away from the home
Tuesday lined up beside Mayor j cooking influence and how he eats
Baker in the latter.'s stand against jit. There are other men in town
prize-fighting, and declared no j with tastes as simple.
fights in any guiSe Wlll be toler_
ated in Cuyahoga-co during his
regime.
"I intend to enforce all the
aws ' Smith said. . "A false imPiession has gone out that because I am a member of an athletic club I will not be active in
stopping fights.
"If sporting men have been
saying or intimating I will close
m> eyes to the law because of club
affiliations, they are doing me an
injustice.
„J'*f Prize-fight promoters are
"Burning, i do not intend to enforce
prize-fight laws, they are
domg the
so at tneir own r.gk
l do
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ALLOW FIGHTS
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The City Charter Commission.
THE non-partisan committee selected by M
Baker to nominate fifteen men for the
charter commission to be voted upon February l.i
has done its work remarkably well. The committee]
has agreed unanimously upon the following list:
Mayor Newton D. Baker, Ralph D. Brandt, secretary and treasurer of the International Lathers'
Union; Edward W. Doty, manager of the Manufacturers' Appraisal Company; Edgar A. Hahn, M. P.
Mooney and D. E. Morgan, all three lawyers of good
reputation and standing; Carl H. Nau, public accountant; Augustus R. Hatton, professor of political science,
Western Reserve University; Bascom Little, director
of the Citizens' Savings and Trust Company; Louis I.
Litzler, lawyer and president of the Litzler Realty
Company; Malcolm McBride, treasurer of the Root
Sc McBride Company; Charles T. Scott, president of
tin Cleveland Typographical Union; S. S. Stilvvell,
deputy county clerk, secretary and treasurer of the
Labor Lyceum Company; Dr. J. E. Tuckerman, secretary of the Cleveland Academy of Medicine, and K.
M. Williams, director and sales manager of the Sherwin-Williams Company.
In choosing this list the purpose sought was to represent the principal classes, parties, religious beliefs
and other important interests of the city. It was the
final selection of the committee from among more than
two hundred names which were seriously considered,
and in the end the agreement was unanimous. The
Leader believes that no fairer representation of the
mixed population ,of Cleveland could have been obtained, nor would it have been possible to choose a
body of men better worthy of public confidence in the
uprightness of their purposes and their desire to be
fair to all classes and interests in this great industrial and commercial center.
It is altogether probable that the people will endorse the work which has been done by the nonpartisan committee.
If that is done the charter
which must finally be adopted or rejected by the citizens of Cleveland themselves will be framed along
broad lines and with the welfare of the whole community always in view.
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IOT—tne" candidates are supposed to" be
non-partisan in this respect, for the
principal political parties. It is a
"\\ hiskerless' slate, that is, all are
comparatively young men.
Three who are considered to represent business are McBride, Little and
Williams. The latter also furnishes a
desired element of sociology.
Although not generally known as such,
he is one of the foremost charity
workers of the city, and knows the
city's weak spots in a human way, as
perhaps no other member of the commission, save Mayor Baker, does.
Must Have Petitions.
The board of elections, upon being
furnished with names and addresses
o" the men—nothing more is required
A
for such an election—will print "blanket" petitions. These must have between 1,600 and 1,700 names on or beCommission, Gpneral Manager Film Owners Want Baker to Baker Heads Would-Be Mu-j fore January 10, when they must be
filed.
February 4, these candidates, to;ui (I Federal Plans
nicipal Tailors—All
Lift Crime Ban for Thirgether with any others that may
Provided.
have
entered the field, ;md the quesAgree to Act.,
ty Days.
tion of whether there shall be a new
charter will be submitted to vote.
Separate ballots probably will be
ireau,
.A!uses
Cieaveland's
first
and
only
Motion
picture
men
took
itheir
fight
604
lldg.
used.
against police censorship of films 'hand-tailored" suit of civic clothes
The prospect of other candidates
CO
ber 23.—Ohio
seems
imminent, despite the apparent
new charter, to speak literallyinto city council Monday night, when
ill be given the choio
popularity
of the men selected by the
Councilman Fitz Gerald, minority jbecame nearer reality Monday, when
three forma ol
al governn
committee. The Progressive Constihome rule law which Is now leader, introduced a resolution direct- ajayor Baker's non-partisan nine tution League is expected to put at
ig (Iran.M1 by Mayor Newton D
ing that Mayor Baker be requested named tentatively, subject to the least tour others m the running.
Baker, of Cleveland, under the di- to discontinue the use of police offiwj)1 oJ, tne peop]ei fifteen "municipal Eleven of those named were on the
lon of Governor-elect James M
list read by W. G. Osborn, secretary
cers as film censors.
tailors" for the job.
of the league, at the public hearing
The resolution was referred to the
u ^^ that Mose never had a of the committee.
Under the new home rule amendmenl to the constitution, now ii
police committee after Fitz Gerald ]rand ^ ^ before> ^ nag_ gince
The
league's
executive
board
broad powers had made an effort to secure its
llle city.s incorporation in the early planned a meeting Monday night or
adopting charters
1 sometime today to consider the matadoption. Motion picture men do- (eighties, been arrayed in obsolete*
However, II does not specify or re
The organization's pledges have
elare that thev will insist upon the |quasi-colonial garb, a legislative ter.
strict the forms of government w.hici
been sent to the fifteen, but not
measure
being
reported
out
of
com-[nondescript
with
quaint
odds
and
such char
embrace.
it, :
.," K
,
„
:, lends borrowed from the statute signed.
The I
is vi hich i he measure me
"We will not stand on signing the
mlttee, and will force each council- f!*™^.. books of the Btate and
l.\
Mayor
Baker
wil
pledge, but we want to know where
under the amend- man to show how he stands upon the otner municipalities,
the men stand on principles," said
The new charter will be sufficient- Osborn.
ivernment by commis- moving picture question.
This action is taken as an indica- ly modish to permit of Uncle Mose
overnnient by general man
0
1
May Issue No Bulletin.
. and government under the tton that the picture men wish to 'l '^ ^ ,his own with any ^rival^ for
the hand of the -debutante, Miss MilShould
no more candidates appear
ilan.
get a line on their friends in council. lion-In-Nineteen-Twenty.
from this or other source it is unlike(an (lioose Any Form.
That their film ehw place a deadly
After a commission of fifteen has ly that the Municipal Association will
Though it doubtless would be POSH political weapon in their hands, coun- been duly accredited as clutters of issue any pre-election bulletin. Said
sible for municipalities to choose cilmen concede.
charter cloth, the work of taking Secretary Mayo Fesler:
itever form of government they
"If there are a large number of
The picture men held another con- measurements will be begun.
preferred without regard to statutory] ference Monday with Mayor Baker,
candidates in the field, Che Municipal
Representation Pleases.
limitation, still I lie three forms are who two weeks ago began a crusade
Association will follow its usual polMen familiar with local men andl icy and inform the voters on the
thought to
brace all those likely against films portraying scenes of
to b
ed by any city or crime.
affairs expressed gratification and qualifications of the various candivilla
'Give us thirty days to adjust the some surprise at the comprehensive dates. If no other names are preThe commission form is that most showing of motion picture films In representation shown in the selec- sented Ijy petition there will be no
popular now In the Sum h and West. Cleveland and we will eliminate crime tions. They follow:
need of a pre-election bulletin."
The five commissioners elected by films." Attorneys Ernest Schwartz
Newton D. Baker, mayor.
The "near tailors" look for a deluge
the people combine both the legis- and II. Lustig and President Samuel
Ralph V. Brandt, secretary and
' of suggestions on the work to be
late
idministrative powers, Morris, of the Motion Picture Exhibij done. One which startled some yestreasurer of the International
"Please
thereby doing away with the council. tors' League told Baker.
| terday was that of Secretary of PubLathers' Union.
One of the i-nuimissioners is elected call off the police 'watch dogs' while
I lie Safety Charles W. Stage. He ad- I
Edward W. Doty, manager of
or and he presides at all ses- we are doing it," they added.
| vocates a combination of tile commis- j
the
Manufacturers'
Appraisal
"I will confer with Chief Kohler
ts. The various city departments
sion and federal forms of government
Company.
apportioned among the commis- this afternoon about it," Baker asthat would eliminate a council.
Edgar A. Hahn, lawyer.
sured them. Baker did not confer
Me would have the only elective ofAugustus R. Hatton, profeswith
Chief
Kohler.
.
fice that, of mayor — possibly the
Under the general manager form
sor of political science, Western
auditor,
also. The mayor could then
elective official has supreme
Hasn't Seen Mayor.
Reserve University.
(
appoint heads of, say, five departauthoril \
I i ve and adminisBascom
Little,
director
of
the
"I have not seen Mayor Baker toments, these to form a hoard at once
trative,
ti is adapted best to the
Citizens Savings and Trust Comlegislative and executive. This board
:il of small towns and vil- day," Chief Kohler said Monday
pany.
night.
"We
will
continue
our
police
would do the work of council under
es, its advocates say, having been censorship and will arrest those who
Louis I. Litzler, lawyer, presidirect supervision, by virtue of in.1 with success in ran' instances. show lurid pictures displaying crime."
dent of the Litzler Realty Comitiative and referendum, of the peoConcent rales .Authority.
pany.
"We want to pay for the services
Malcolm L. McBride. merchant,
The federal form of municipal gov- I of a film censor to be appointed by
"That would never do at all," said
eminent is that in which the entire p you and Kohler," Morris told Baker. treasurer of the Root & McBride
Mayo Fesler. "In ten years Cleve■ authority is vested in the]] "We will abide by his decisions. We Company.
land
would have a situation worse
r
M. P. Mooney, ]awj er.
ma.\'
ed with the power c nnot stand for police censorship.
than that of New York in the days
Their
ideas
of
crime
pictures
are
too
D.
E.
Morgan,
lawyer.
Inting all subordinate officials
of the Tweed ring."
Carl, H. Nau, certified public acnent heads.
The ad- variegated."
Stage pointed out, however, that,
"We will attend to that later," countant.
of this system is supposed to
under the plan proposed, the mayor
Charles T. Scott, printer, presiiration of executive au- Baker assured him.
would be directly responsible for
"Sunday night a motion picture dent of the Cleveland Typograph. thorlty. The legislative power, howeverything—the government would
r, Is still vested In the council, man was arrested for displaying the ical Union.
be centralized in him—and that, by
life of Monte Cristo," Morris said by
S. S. Stilwell, deputy county
the members of which are ele<
means' of the recall, the people could
• ml members of way of explanation. "The film had clerk, secretary and treasurer of
hold him to account.
run
for
a
week
and
other
officers
ap;
ouse probably will introduce
the Labor Ly-ceum company.
11 as drafted by Mayor Baker. proved it. The play has been enacted
Dr. J. E. Tuckerman, physician
The fact thai ii will have the ad- dozens of times on Cleveland stages,"
and surgeon, secretary of the
ministration backing will give it an he ended by way of protest.
Academy of Medicine, Cleveland.
excellent chance of enactment.
E. M. Williams, manufacturer,
May Plead Guilty.
director and sales manager of
Proprietors of twenty-five show
the Sherwin-Williams Company.
houses, arrested during the two week
All Willing to Serve.
crusade against crime films, may j
abide by Prosecutor McKay's suggesThis was signed by the committee:
tion, enter a plea of guilty and con- -Louis Wolsev, Thomas G. Fitzsimsent to have Judge Kramer de- mons. Thomts S. Farrell, F. W. Steftermine, Friday, which films were ex- fen, Gilbert P. Jennings. F. H. Goff,
hibited in violation of the law.
G. H. Siddall, Worth M. Tippy and
John Skubu, proprietor of the Union Alexander Hadden, chairman,
theater at 3592 E. 81st street, and j Appended is the statement: 'We'
August Caleb, proprietor of a show ha' j sought men whom we believe to'
•Hj.,!
3»»a It "nBf
"=11130 'vbe (fair-minded, and capable and who,
looaiOAji 'UAiojsudanJ) 'VX iwjj
whole, are representative of our!
entire citizenship. We are pleased to
-J9IBB31S
ean
aBopecav*
ST-osr 'Biq<Il3P0II1<J» |« """I" 'ojnuooo say ?hat all have agreed to serve if
tt -u«r Mima 1S.I8S
•••a ■onsornH ((elected."
uo}dm*innos 'Siiioq.wq,} 'mnoniA'id "i -jj
The men named stand in some way
for almost every conceivable phase
labor,
capital,
industry,
the
s
. Irades, professions and. incidentally,
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Rule Law Covering
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ronne'eandidates are supposed to" be
non-partisan in this respect, for the
principal political parties. It is a
"whiskerles*' 3late, that is, all are
comparatively young men.
Three who are considered to represent business are McBride, Little and
■Williams. The latter also furnishes a
desired element of sociology.
Although not generally known as such,
he is one of the foremost charity
workers of the city, and knows the
city's weak spots in a human way, as
perhaps no other member of the commission, save Mayor Baker, does.
Must Have Petitions.
The board of elections, upon being
furnished with names and addresses
of the men—nothing more is required
for such an election—will print "blanket" petitions. These must have between 1,600 and 1,700 names on or before January 10, when they must be
Film Owners Want Baker to Baker Heads Would-Be Mu- < filed.
February 4, these candidates, tonicipal Tailors—All
Lift Crime Ban for Thirgether with any others that may
have entered the field, and the quesAgree to Act.
ty Days.
tion of whether there shall be a new
charter wili be submitted to vote.
Separate ballots probably will be
Moses Cleaveiand's first and only used.
Motion picture men took 'their fight
The prospect of other candidates
against police censorship of films Viand-tailored" suit of civic clothes
new charter, to speak literally— seems imminent, despite the apparent
into city council Monday night, when
me nearer reality Monday, when popularity of the men selected by the
Councilman Fitz Gerald, minority
committee. The Progressive Constileader, introduced a resolution direct- Mayor Baker's non-partisan nine tution League is expected to put at
ing that Mayor Baker be requested named tentatively, subject to the least four others in the running.
to discontinue the use of police offi- will of the people, fifteen "municipal Eleven of those named were on the
list read by W. G. Osborn, secretary
cers as film censors.
tailors" for the job.
of the league, at the public hearing
The resolution was referred to the
It seems that Mose never had a of the committee.
police committee after Fitz Gerald brand new suit before, but has, since
The
league's
executive
board
had made an effort to secure its the city's incorporation in the early planned a meeting Monday night or
sometime
today
to
consider
the
matadoption. Motion picture men de- leighties, been arrayed in obsolete
ter. The organization's pledges have
clare that they will insist upon the I uuasi-colonial garb, a legislative been sent to the fifteen, but not
with quaint odds and signed.
measure being reported out of com- (nondescript
I ends borrowed from the statute
"We will not stand on signing the
mittee, and will force each council- i "fashion" books of the state and
pledge, but we want to know where
man to show how he stands upon the other municipalities.
the men stand on principles," said
The new charter will be sufficient- Osborn.
moving picture question.
This action is taken as an indica- ly modish to permit of Uncle Mose
May Issue No Bulletin.
holding his own with any rival for
tion that the picture men wish to the hand of the -debutante, Miss MllShould no more candidates appear
get a line on their friend3 in council. lion-In-Nineteen-Twenty.
from this or other source it is unlikeThat their film shw place a deadly
After a commission of fifteen has ly that the Municipal Association will
political weapon in their hands, coun- been duly accredited as cutters of issue any pre-election bulletin. Said
charter "cloth, the work of taking Secretary Mayo Fesler:
cilmen concede.
"If there are a large number of
The picture men held another con- measurements will be begun.
: candidates in the field, ihe Municipal
ference Monday with Mayor Baker,
Representation Pleases.
Association
will follow its usual pol■who two weeks ago began a crusade
Men familiar with local men and icy and inform the voters on tils'
against films portraying scenes of
1
affairs expressed gratification and qualifications of the various candicrime.
"Give us thirty days to adjust the some surprise at the comprehensive dates. If no other names are preshowing of motion picture films in representation shown in the selec- sented Vjy petition there will be no
need of a pre-election bulletin."
Cleveland and we will eliminate crime tions, -hey follow:
The "near tailors" look for a deluge |
Newton D. Baker, mayor.
films." Attorneys Ernest Schwartz
' of suggestions on the work to be I
Ralph V. Brandt, secretary and
and II. Lustig and President Samuel
,
done.
One which startled some yes- '
Morris, of the Motion Picture Exhibitreasurer of the International
I terday was that of Secretary of Pubtors' League told Baker.
"Please
Lathers' Union.
I lie Safety Charles W. Stage. He ad- i
call off the police 'watch dogs' while
Edward W. Doty, manager of
| vocates a combination of the commis- |
we are doing it," they added.
the
Manufacturers'
Appraisal
sion and federal forms of government!
"I will confer with Chief Kohler
Company.
this afternoon about it." Baker asthat, would eliminate a council.
Edgar A. Hahn, lawyer.
sured them. Baker did not confer
lie would have the only elective ofAugustus R. Hatton, profesfice that of mayor — possibly the j
with Chief Kohler. .
sor of political science, "Western
auditor,
also. The mayor could then]
Reserve University.
Hasn't Seen Mayor.
appoint beads of, say, five departBascom
Little,
director
of
the
"I have not seen Mayor Baker toments, these to form a board at once j
Citizens Savings and Trust Comday." Chief Kohler said Monday
legislative and executive. This board ,
pany.
night. "We will continue our police
would do the work of council under
Louis I. Litzler, lawyer, presicensorship and will arrest those who
direct supervision, by virtue of in- !
dent of the Litzler Realty Comshow lurid pictures displaying crime."
itlative and referendum, of the peopany.
"We want to pay for the services
ple.
Malcolm L. McBride. merchant,
of a film censor to be appointed by
"That would never do at all," said
treasurer of the Root & McBride
you and Kohler," Morris told Baker.
Mayo Fesler. "In ten years Cleve"We will abide by his decisions. We Company.
land would have a situation worse
M. P. Mooney, lawyer.
c nnot stand for police censorship.
than that of New York in the days
ID. E. Morgan, lawyer.
Their ideas of crime pictures are too
of the Tweed ring."
Carl, H. Nau, certified public acvariegated."
Stage pointed out, however, that,
"We will attend to that later,"
countant.
under the plan proposed, the mayor
Charles T. Scott, printer, presiBaker assured him.
would be directly responsible for
"Sunday night a motion picture dent of the Cleveland Typographeverything—the government would
man was arrested for displaying the ical Union.
be centralized in him—and that, by
life of Monte Cristo," Morris said by
S. S. Stilwell, deputy county
means' of the recall, the people could
way of explanation. "The film had clerk, secretary and treasurer of
hold him to account.
run for a week and other officers apthe Labor Lyceum company.
proved it. The play has been enacted
Dr. J. E. Tuckerman, physician
dozens of times on Cleveland stages,"
and surgeon, secretary of the
he ended by way of protest.
Academy of Medicine, Cleveland.
E. M. Williams, manufacturer,
May Plead Guilty.
director and sales manager of
Proprietors of twenty-five show
the Sherwin-Williams Company.
houses, arrested during the two week
All AVilling to Serve.
crusade against crime films, may
abide by Prosecutor McKay's sugges- . This was signed by the committee:
tion, enter a plea of guilty and con- Louis Wolsey, Thomas G. Fitzsimsent to have Judge Kramer de- rhons. Thomts S. Farrell, F. W. Steftermine, Fridaj', which films were ex- fen. Gilbert P. Jennings. F. H. Goff,
hibited in violation of the law.
;. II. Siddall, Worth M. Tippy and
John Skubu, proprietor of the Union Alexander Hadden, chairman.
theater at 3592 E. 81st street, and
Appended is the statement: "We
August Caleb, proprietor of a show h'ai j sought men whom we believe to
house at 7007 Superior avenue, who lie ftiir-minded and capable and who,
were arrested Sunday night for dis- as a whole, are representative of our
playing "Monte Cristo," will be ar- entire citizenship. We are pleased to
raigned Tuesday morning.
say that all have agreed to serve if
A crusade against obscene and elected."
vulgar theatrical performances may
The men named stand in some way
be inaugurated by Mayor Baker, for almost every conceivable phase
along with his fight against moving of labor,
capital,
industry,
the
pictures showing scenes of crime.
trades, professions and. incidentally.
Baker intimated this at the conference with moving picture men.
"There are theaters in Cleveland
which portray crime," said Schwartz.
"Why don't you get after them?"
"I may get after them some day,"
replied Baker.

FRAMES 3 FORMS
PICTURE MEN TAKE ANNOUNCE CHARTER
OF CITY CHARTER FIGHT TO COUNCIL COMMISSION SLATE

Baker Drafts New Home1 Resolution Offered Asking Mayor's Appointees Select
Fifteen Candidates to
Rule Law Covering
Mayor to Discontinue
Draft City Government.
Wide Range.
Police Censors,
PROBABLY WILL PASS ASK
Commission, General Managerj
and Federal Plans
Provided.
■ au,
604 Harrleoh Bldg.
December 23.—Ohio
» ill be gi\ en I lie choice
is of municipal government
under a home rule law which is now
drafted by Mayor Newton D,
, of Cleveland, under the dill Governor-elect James M
home rule amendment to the constitution, now ii
force, cltic are given broad power:
in framing and adopting charters
uies not specify or re
forms of government wjhicl
sneii charters may embrace.
The three forms which the measuri
prepared by Mayor
Baker
wil
under the amend: government by eoinmisient by general man
1
government under the
al plan.
Can Choose Any Form.
Though it doubtless would be p
municipalities to cho
whatever form of government theyj
preferred without regard to statutory!
limitation, still the three forms i
:e all those likely
In l.
I by any city or
village.
The commission form is that most
popular now In the South and West.
The live commissioners elected by
the people combine both the legislative and administrative powers,
then
away with the council,
of the commissioners is elected
and he presides at all sessions. The various city departments
rtioned among- the commlstder the general manager form
igle elective official has supreme
isiative and administrative.
11 is adapted best to the.
rnmenl of small towns and vili, its advocates say, having been |
.1 with success in rare instances.
Concentrates Authority.
The federal term of municipal government is that in which the entire
hority is vested in the
elected with the power
nting all subordinate officials
and department heads.
The adof this system is supposed to
oneentration of executive authorlty. The legislative power, how■, Is still vested in the council,
the members of which are elected.
i ine of the Cleveland members of.
the House probably will introduce
bill as drafted by Mayor Baker.
The fact that it will have the administration barking will give it an
I lent chance of enactment.
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ARMISTICE I.EPBESENTATION WIDE

lEAGDE THREATENS

BAKER^SCHARTER 15
Osborn Calls Meeting to
Plan Fight 911 Commission Candidates.
SKVEX MAT BE OPPOSED
feomiaees to Hold Early Session at Which Campaign
Will Be Discussed.
Circulation of blanket petitions,
l-T^rine the names of the fifteen canISfrHos for charter commissioner se,';,.'., by the Baker committee of
Ln. aroused the Progressive Consult, "ion league to the necessity for
I uk action by that organization if
11 it would enter any rival candidates.
w G Osborn, secretary, Tuesday
■ arranged for a session of the execul?he toard Thursday, at which
lleiKiie candidates to oppose all on
I the Baker slate who nave not yet
Isigned the league's pledge will be
■ There may be as many, as seven
■contests, possibly oniy four. Copies
fof the pledge were not sent to rour
0 the candidates until Tuesday.
pome have already signed according to Osborn. He refused to give

/^- lie- \MV.

FEAR LIBRARY MAY
BLOCK GROUP PLAN
The chamber of commerce arts
■ and architecture committee Tuesday wrote Mayor Baker, protest. ing against the building of a
emporary library on the city's
lot at the northwest corner of
' tockwell-av and E. Fourth-st.
The committee fears such a
building might delay the group
plan.
"If there is any other way by
which the situation can be met, 1
im inclined to agree with the j
chamber committee," Baker said I

START "CHARTER LISTS
Petitions for the 15 candidates
selected by Mayor Baker's charter
committee were placed in circulation Tuesday. The mayor signed
■T~~ first, petition.

PICTURE GENSO
Baker Will Appoint—Theater
Owners Will Pay.

Mayor Baker and representatives of moving picture theater
owners Tuesday reached an agreement for the employment of a
censor. He is to pass on all films
th
n me
Osbo rn sald careful consideration
before they are exhibited.
would be given Louis J ^tzler beBaker is to name the censor
cause of a declaration against initiaThursday, and his salary is to be
tive referendum and other progres. Sive principles he is said to have
paid by the movie men.
made some time ago. The board will
The picture men wanted Baker
look into the attitude of M. P. Mooney
; off the police until'the ce'non this same .ground.
Edgar A. Halm and Beacom Little 'sor starts work, but Baker reare others the league evidenced un- , fused. Police also will act as censors under the new plan, but becertainty about. It looks now as if
there would be about thirty-eight
fore they make arrests a film apnames on the charter commission,
proved by ti>e censor and chalFebruary 4. In addition to the, lenged by police will have to be
Baker slate men there will be fif- passed on by the mayor.
teen Socialist candidates and Matt
B. Excell, the only independent can- j
didate so far.
__
The board of elections Tuesday
turned over to Mayor Baker the petitions with selections of his committee. His fellow-candidates agreed to
leave circulation of the papers to
■him. It was thought that the necessary 1,700 names would be had by
Thursday.
The candidates will meet early next
week to plan their campaign.

FOR CHARTER VOT
Fifteen Citizens' Candidates
Will Hold Meetings to
Arouse Electors.
Citizens Always Slow to Respond on Special
Days.
Cleveland's charter commission
campaign probably will open Jan. 1-1,
which would give three weeks before
the special election. Mayor Baker ex! pects to take an active part.
Getting out the vote at special elections always has been a problem In
Cleveland. There never has been a
special election where more than 00
or 70 per cent, of the registered vote
has been cast. Arousing interest in
electing a charter commission is the
problem that is attracting attention.
Most of the work will be done by
the fifteen nonpartisan candidates
named by the nonpartisan committee of nine. These candidates are expected to meet and organize next
week.
Mayor Baker probably will
take the initiative as. he did in circulating petitions for the nomination
of the ticket.
W. J. Murphy, secretary to the
mayor, said yesterday a meeting of
' the fifteen nonpartisan candidates
i probably would be held immediately
after Jan. 1. Time for filing petitions |
expires Jan. 10 and by Jan. 2 it is be- j
lieved matters . connected with the
■ election will have taken such definite
shape that the nonpartisan candi- j
dates may plan on a broad scale.
Two or three large hall meetings
are to be held. If there is a demand for them meetings may be held
in every ward and if the weather
permits tents may be brought out. It.
is the intention to fully educate the
people of the city on the questions at
issue.
The
Progressive
Constitution
league will hold an executive session
this afternoon.
It may" consider
names of six or seven independent
candidates. Tonight the league holds
a public meeting in the assembly
rooms of the Cleveland Law school in
the Engineers building. Mayo Fesler,
secretary of the" Municipal association, is expected to speak.
Election of charter commissioners
: is considered the first step toward
eliminating strictly partisan government in the city.
"There will be no parties in municipal elections," said Mayor Baker
terday. "The voters will divide largely on policies and the men as candidates. Good candidates standing for
the right policies will have general
support.
"Manifestly party organizations will I
continue to exist," he added. "The'
organizations will deal only with
state and national affairs."
"Our organization will continue to
exist just as it is now," laid W. B.
Gongwer, one of the Democratic party
leaders. "We will adjust ourselves to
the new municipal conditions and get
behind the men we believe will carry
out the principles that we nave fought
for so many years."
publican leaders also agree that
under nonpartisan municipal elections
parties will continue to exist.
"Government is politics," said a
Republican leader yesterday.
"You
cannot have government in this country without political parties.
The
people's will is most effectively expressed in this country through the
principles enunciated by parties."

NAME CENSOR OF
PICTURESHQWS
Former Dance Inspector Will
Pass on Films for City.
As a result of the request of
moving picture exhibitors that an
authorized censor of moving picture films be appointed, instead of
leaving censorship to policemen,
Mayor Baker Thursday named R.
O. Bartholomew, former city dance
hall inspector, to fill the place.
Bartholomew is now attorney for
the legal aid society.
"We want the censorship of the
films systematized," said Baker.
"We are going to carry this war
through."
It is expected a corps of subcensors will be appointed by Bartholomew, but the final decision
on any disputed film will be left
to him.
Chief Kohler will cooperate.
A type of motion pictures that
exhibitors say they thought had
passed the censorship of Chiet
Kohler caused the arrest Wednesday night of Abe Potikar, 3860
Woodland-av, proprietor of the
Comet, Superior-av and E. 113that.
The film, entitled "A Redman's Love," showed a battle between indiaus and United States
troops.
"We thought military . pictures
of this type were all right," said

IW0NT ASK BAKER TO
CALL COPS OFF MOVIES
An adverse report on a r
offered to council last
Moni
night by Councilman Fitzgerald, :
that Mayor Baker rescind
prdar to have police censor moving
ire films, was signed Friday by
the council committee on pol
The report was rdverse
Daker has announced his intention of
i ^pointing It. O. Bartholomew, former dance hall inspector, a
■ ■mew will accept

BAKER'LL FIGHT
BILLS AIMED AT
OUR HOME RULE
Home rule advocates, led by Mayor
Baker., are to rush the legislature
next month, demanding that it do not
pass the law initiated by the grocers,
which would restrict the power of
cities.
The petitions were filed at Columbus Thursday. Ostensibly the bill
prevents cities from going into the
grocery business. But according to
home rulers it is another move by
Sam Scovil and his friends to beat
the home rule amendment.
Baker will start the fight at the
meeting of the Ohio Municipal league
in Columbus January 22 and 23.
Every city will be urged to fight
against the enactment of the law. '
Local home rules also are ready to
fight the brewers' bill putting the saloon licensing power in the hands of
a state commission, wheh will name
commissioners in every county.
"Such a bill is directly opposed to
the idea of home rule," declared
Thomas F. Schmidt, home rule leader, Friday. "We will give it a battle."

^toift.*. %UIK- \^J
FAIL TO AGREE ON LIBRARY1

IV'

The Charter Commissioners

Mayor Baker and a committee repThe committee chosen by Mayor Baker for the
resenting the library failed to reach:
an agreement Saturday afternoon as | purpose has selected a list of candidates for memto whether or not a temporary building should be erected for the library. bership in the commission which is to draw up a
"I went over the matter fully, but
we reached no definite understand- charter for submission to the voters of the city.
ing," said Baker. "I am in favor of Concerning them it says: "We have sought men
a temporary building, to cost approximately $100,000. I would not, how- whom we believe to be fair-minded and capable
ever, want to see It erected within
and who, as a whole, are representative of our,
the limits of the proposed mall.

entire citizenship."
That the committee has been successful in findMAKES CHARTERS FOR ALL ing men willing to serve as commissioners who
Municipal
League Prepares for represent the most important of the diversified interests of the people of Cleveland is demonstrated:
Conference in Columbus.
The local committee of the Ohio Mu-j by the fact that three of them are responsible of-,
7iliip.il League, which has in charge fieials of labor organizations, three business men
ork of drafting legislation wh
with wide interests, three lawyers of diversified
will embody ready-made charters fm
the municipalities of the slate, ex- practice, one the secretary of the Cleveland Acadpects to finish its work within ten emy of Medicine, another the president of a realty
days.
Mies of the proposed bill will be company, one a professor of political science, and,
to the mayors of eighty
another a manufacturer. In various ways this
and 202 incorporated villages,
| enabling them to give consideration slate of candidates stands for almost every form
to the various charter forms proposed of labor, capital and politics in the city.
ire naming their delegates to thi
first annual meeting of the league,
The 15 candidates chosen by the mayor's comJanuary 23, at Columbus.
mittee
must stand on the same plane as all others
Professor A. R. Hatton, chain
of the committee, is framing the artiJ that may be put forward. Petitions must be cirig with ihe commission forrrj
overnment. Mayor Baker is at culated for them and these must be signed by the
'• upon the federal plan. Tie
manager plan has already beer number of voters requisite to nominate. This is
framed by Secretary Mayo Fesler. | the course which must be followed for all candidates. And that there will be other candidates is
assured. One organization has already signified
its intention of putting forth a ticket of its own.
But the more candidates there are, within a;
reasonable limit, the better. The people should
have as wide a field as possible to choose from.
Yet the 15 men selected by the mayor's committee now have a prestige which will give them an
advantage over all the other candidates. And
Cleveland is to be congratulated upon the apparent fitness of all of them.
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LEI'ME NAME
FILM CENSOR,
BAKER URGES
Mayor Baker, Tuesday, gave movi ing picture show managers what he
' iirmly believes to DO a. regular
Christmas present.
It is that they accept from him
the name of a censor of moving
picture shows.
It shall be the duty of the censor
to name a corps of assistants who
will look over the films and say
whether the pictures depict crime
or violence.
"At the same time, however, said
Baker, "the police may exercise their
right of stopping the pictures, no
matter if the censors say they arc
right. That is provided' for by a
state law. I think, however, I can
name a man who has eyes to see
moving pictures as well as eyes and
mind to determine their fitness."
Baker refused to tell IS. E. Morris,
president of the local league of movpicture exhibitors, and Attorneys]
Schwartz & Lmstig, representatives,
Who his proposed censor Is.
"As I understand it," said Baker,
"there are 127 moving picture men in
Cleveland.
They easily could pay;
$1 a week each towards a fund to take ,
caro of such a bureau as I am will- j
ing to establish. I will name the ■
man and ho will name a staff orj
assistants to whom he can pay the-j
money collected."
I
Morris and the attorneys agreed to
submit the proposition to picture
men and to report to the mayor
Thursday.

Baker Wants But
Little, But Wants
It All Day Long
leit^™ oCO0}Zy Wanted an I<Jeal
Safety Director Stage went out and
w Sb} I d08: t0 add t0 hls Christmas
Joy of having the 1^diphtheria quarantine raised on his home
T^k/' M™*>£y> secretary to Mayor
Baker, said he would be satisfied
with automobile.
But Baker—
"All I want to do is to eat Christmas dinner without having the teleTlae
Tteh8
'" WaS m Christmas !

MAYOR'S VIEWS RAISE |
REPUBLICANS' HOPES
Republican leaders, who a few
weeks ago were doubtful whether
they would enter a candidate against
Mayor Baker at the municipal election next fall, now show signs of
animation.
The mayor's attitude on boxing,
theaters and moving picture shows
is said to account for the Republican
activity. They think the mayor is
losing popularity.
Former Mayor R. E. McKisson is
the one on whom the Republican
hopes seem to rest, although former j
mayor Baehr has some boosters. McKisson, who made his peace with
Maurice Maschke and the Republican
organization two years ago, is said
to cherish mayorality aspirations. He
declines to discuss tbem, however.

VY.

MAY CENSOR VAUDEVILLE
City Officials Told by Inspector
Need of Further Work;.
Robert O. Bartholomew, selected by
Mayor Baker to work out a plan to
censor moving picture shows, declares
some of the vaudeville acts given in
connection with certain moving picture
shows are in greater need of censorship
than the films themselves.
Bartholomew will study the New York
ordinance regulating amusements before
preparing a report to the mayor on the
moving picture and amusement situation
in Cleveland.
Mayor Baker is planning to take up
establishment of a censorship for theatrical performances in the regular theaters. This may be given attention in
connection with the dance hall and moving picture situation.

UH^ K>We tun acres of coal land
°frto°Mayor Baker by Mrs. Cathmade to fa>°
Water
Sparta, O..
eri6
^aJnt
Superintendent Stfrali
Department
i
purchased if
SlpTnougTand held for water deIpartment.
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BAKER THINKS MOVIE
MEN'LL BE GOOD NOW
Mayor Baker was satisfied Tuesday
that "moving- picture men are trying
to co-operate with him in bettering
local conditions.
He was pleased
when lie learned • that beginning
v'ednesday most of the moving pic- I
ture houses will refrain from using
lurid posters in front of their theaters. Instead, they will use onlymodest prints.
Only one film in 10 was branded
"objectionable" by Judge Kramer,
Monday, when 10 movie men ap- |
neared before him. The film was one "
shown by Fred Schade, 7115 St. Clair
avenue.

OPPOSE BAKER
AND 40FHATE
Tne progressive. Constitution league
Tuesday began circulating nominations for five citizens to op*V%Tnonpartisan slate of 15
named V Mayor Baker's committee.

-r^'fo^r;s^yse^a^ell:
r nentsch "Democratic councilmen;

former smoke inspector.
F ve more are to be put in the ra£
bv the league. They will oppose th
Unpledged candidates on the non
p
cit^ slate
Doty, Tuckerman
Icot'Branafand Stilwell of thl
nonbartisan slate are pledged.

CITY HALL FORCE
IN CONTEMPT OF
COURT-ALMOST
There was an awful furore in the
city solicitor's Office Just after the
Baker administration had started actual work on the new city hall late
Monday in order to get around an
'injunction suit threatened by Attorney W. W. Hole, Engineers' building.
I When Herman C. Baehr was mayor,
an injunction was obtained by Newton D. Baker, then city solicitor,
restraining
the
Baehr
administration from letting contracts or
proceeding with the city hall construction after Baehr had excavated
the famous city hall hole down on
the lake front.
So Monday, after work had been
started, somebody remarked that the
Baker administration was violating
the injunction its chief had obtained.
Assistant Solicitor Crawford . rushed
to Judge Vickery's court with an
j order signed by Solicitor Wilcox directing that the suit be dismissed.
I Judge Vickery smilingly pointed out
, that, it already had been dismissed in
i September.
But as a matter of fact the city
started work on the city hall before
Crawford, went to the court house.
Had the injunction been in force the
whole Baker administration would
have been in contempt of court.

r^ji\\v-

BAKER ALLOWS
JUST ONE TRIAL
ING CONTEST
"Tom, I'll try you out on this," said
Mayor Baker, Tuesday. Turning to
his secretary, W. 'J. Murphy, he said:
"Billy, have one copy of these boxing rules sent to Chief Kohler and
keep a copy. Issue a permit for Tom
Volk to conduct a boxing contest under the rules prescribed and we'll see
how it works. If you notice, Tom,
I've added another rule to your set
—that no prizes, money remuneration of any description shall be given
the contestants."
"All right, mayor, anything you
say goes. I'm not trying to dodge
'around anything and I'll abide by
'.anything you say," answered Volk,
proprietor of a gymnasium.
Murphy issued a permit for Volk
to hold his show Thursday, January
9. It is to be conducted under certain
rules — practically those recognized
by the National Amateur association.
"Number two," read Baker. " 'No
hugging or wrestling allowed.' That
isn't broad enough, Tom. I want it
'no clinchipg.' "
"Stick her in, mayor," answered'
Volk, cheerfully. Then he added, "I
just wish I could get you up there
once to see the boys box. I think I'd ,
make a fan out of you."
' "Then I won't go. You might make
a fan out of me," answered Baker.
"Well, you don't need to come up
to the gym. I can put on a show
right here in this room," volunteered
Volk.
"There are three rooms here and
if you put on a show in any one,
I'll- be in one of the other two
rooms," declared Baker.

^ule^rGOOKE REPLIES TO
BAKER ON CHARTER
Cleveland Author Favors
Set Program in
Project.
SAYS PLEDGES NEEDED
Constitution League Head
Declares Commission 3Iust
Follow Schedule.
Edmund Vance Cooke, Cleveland
poet, writer, and lecturer, president
of
the
Progressive
Constitution
League, Sunday mailed a reply to
the letter of Mayor Baker to Secretary W. G. Osborn, of the Progressive Constitution League, and submitted arguments favoring the pledgj ing of charter commission candidates
to a given program in the drafting
of the new city charges.
Cooke questions Baker sharply on
his argument that charter commissioners have no legislative powers
and says that "it sounds strange to
Democratic ears, coming from such
a tried and proven leader of Democracy." He asks what greater power
can there be than of preparing the
fundamental law upon which all
municipal legislation and administration must rest.
"How may the average citizen
know what men to choose to draft
sucti a charter except by requiring
the candidates to pledge themselves
to a given program?" Cooke asks
the mayor.

5--a IVP.
Asks for Declaration.
Now it. well may be that the l
sions of the pledge submitted bv the
Progressive Constitution League mav
not meet: the approval of all good Democrats and all people, who believe in the
I best municipal government.
Briefiv
these, provisions are (I) initiative and
referendum, (2) recall, (3) federal plan
(4) small council elected at large (5)
non-partisan short ballot,
(6) uon'abridgement of powers granted by state
constitution. But if any candidate objects to any of these provisions, certainly any citizen is entitled to know
lus positive views as well as his negative views. If a candidate has other
views, should he- not be required to
state them before asking our suffrages''
Does your position, which objects to
any candidate pledging himself to certain definite principles, also carry with
it the objection to his stating his'differing principles—if he has any?
It would seem that your objection to
any pledge carries with it the objection to the candidate's pledging himself
even to the initiative and referendum
If any candidate will not pledge himself to this lundamental principle of the
.new Democracy, does not this mean
that he is opposed to it—municipally''
Should he not. then, be required to state
that he is opposed to If
Again, you say, "As most of the candidates tor that place must be presumed not yet to be fully informed of
the results of municipal experiments
and experience, etc." Passing over the
fact that you yourself are now a oan, aidate and that you can
hardly be
classified as not being "fully informed "
alter you,- dozen magnificent years of
• service in the City Hall, I want to an
swer that as most of the voters for ca didates must be presumed not v.-, to
be fully informed" concerning the candidates for charter commission, and the
only way for'then, to be fully informed
Is to have those candidates dec-hire
themselves
T take it that I am,
average citizen of average Intelligence
and information, and yet there are seven men among those candidates of
whose predilections and principle j
knqw absolutely nothing.
Some of
hem I never knew war% alive' TlUs
s doubtless the fault of my France
ye am I more ignorant than l,(.
- :
»£. Cevelander? And how is the av
erage Clevelander to know what theL
men will do toward making aCTev
them^lves?638 "^
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Questions Baker's Stand.
You say that toe "only wise and
0
F'' '^ Potion lor a candidate to take
is that he will examine the whole
question disinterestedly and careTully!
etc
Allow me to ask, did Newton A
Baker ever take such a position™?'
^nmg the street railroad ouestion to

To Name Candidates.
The executive committee of the
leaacue is expected to meet Monday
to name seven candidates who have
signed the pledge the organization
has prepared.
These men will op- j
pose candidates on the non-partisan;
slate who have not yet signed the
pledge.
There is also a possibility
r
that a decision will be made to put an
entire
Progressive
Constitution not the question of a City charter u«
League ticket in the field.
The letter, in part, is as follows:
e
than a part?
S'eatei
My Dear Mayor Baker:
Cordially
yours
In reading your letter of December
EDMUND VANCE COOK 1-1.
17 addressed to Mr. Osborn, of the
Pregressive Constitution League,
of
which 1 am a member, I note that you
take t- e position that the charter commissioners should be pledged to no program whatever, on the ground that the
commissioners have no legislative powers, but are "merely" to draft a charter
which is ultimately to be submitted to
a popular vote. This argument certainly sounds strange to Democratic
ears, coming from such a tried and
prove-! leader of Democracy as yourself. Pray, what greater legislative
power can there be than the power to
prepare the fundamental law (or charter) upon which all municipal legislation and administration must res!'.'
The fact that the charter is ultimately to be submitted to popular vote does
not, it seems to me, stop the citizer
from asking th-t a Democratic charter
be prepared and submitted. The same
argument could have been made, and
was made, by the reactionary elements
among us, when the matter of making
a state charter was before us.
The
Democratic features of our new state
constitution, particularly the initiative
an I referendum, were secured by pledging the delegates before they were
elected.
Ft. is true that in case the new municipal charter should be unsatisfactory
it could be rejected
and
another
campaign for a charter could be begun,
but what would be gained by that?
Why not make every legitimate attempt
to s iure a fundamentally Democratic ;
charter now? And how else may the
average citizen know what #ien to
e or : to draft such a charter except
1 j requiring the candidates to pledge
themselves to a given program?. I do
not mean in all details, but in all fundamentals.
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rt BRING BOXING
RULES TO BAKER
Tom Vdlk, gymnasium owner, called
Mayor Baker's office M
lay and
irmed Secretary Murphy that he
s governing boxing
which he proposes to hold
Thursday night. Submission of rules
required
b;
Baker. He insists
>ng ol her i hings, I hal there shall
clinching,
knockdowns
or
ker pracl ically indorses
rules governing amateur boxing
or knockdowns or knockouts,
known Monday that one
asons I taker has banned
ause rumors had
lied his ears that certain promoters had been trafficking in permits.
It was reporl ed I bai Prince t-Iui
r the llollenden hotel,
i urned over the permit for the
Phil Brock-Knockoul Brown fight to
Ma 11 I [inkel a nd ol
"] I nnley has a \\\ B
nized
enting the Victor
club, and ii was to him
that (he
l Irocli i !rov e
permil
was issued,"
said Baker.

Edmund Vance Cooke Declares Mayor is Straying
in Reactionary Field.

Writes Candidates Ought to
Give Their Views on

City Rule.
Kdmund Vance Cooke, member of
the Progressive Constitution league,
made public yesterday an open letter
to Mayor Baker, whom he represented
as straying into reactionary fields in
his attitude regarding a choice of
charter commissioners.
My
Dear
Mayor
Baker,
writes
Cooke. In reading your letter of Dec.
17, addressed to Mr. Osborn of the |
Progressive
Constitution
league, of
which I am a member, I note that you
take the position that
the
charter j
commissioners should be pledged to no
program whatever, on the ground that
the commissioners have no legislative
powers, but are "merely" to draft a
charter, which ultimately is to be submitted to popular vote.
This
argument
certainly
sounds
strange to Democratic ears, coming
from such a tried and proved leader
of democracy as yourself. Pray, what
greater legislative power can there be
than the power to prepare the fundamental law (or charter) upon which
all municipal legislation and administration must rest?
The fact that the charter ultimately Is to be submitted to popular
vote does not, it seems to me; estop
the citizen from asking that a Democratic charter be prepared and submitted
The same argument could
nave been made, and was made, by
the reactionary elements among us
when the matter of making a state
charter was before us.
The Democratic features of our new state constitution, particularly the initiative
and referendum, were secured- by
pledging the delegates before thev
were elected. Anyone who followed
the history of that election and that
convention must know that, had it
not been for the pre-election pledges
secured by this very same league, the
initiative and referendum (as well as
other Democratic measures) would
not now be in the Ohio constitution
It is true that in case the ■ new
municipal charter should be unsatisfactory, it could be rejected and
another campaign for a charter could
be begun, but what would be gained
by that? Why not make everv legitimate attempt to secure a fundamentally Democratic charter now?
And
how else may the average citizen
know what men to choose to draft
sucii a charter except by requiring
the candidates to pledge themselves
to a given program? 1 do not mean
in all details, but in all fundamentals.
Now It well may be that the provisions
or the pledge submitted by the Protrressive
'ailen league may not meet the approval or all good Democrat!) and all people
who believe in the best municipal government.
Briefly, these provisions are (1) Initiative and referendum, C2) recall, i.'l) federal
plan. (-1). small council elected at large (."0
r.onpartlsan short ballot. (6) nonabrldgement of powers granted by state
Pet If any rrtn.ildate nlaj^ygir-....
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10 BRING BOXIN
RULES TO BAKER
Tom Volk, gymnasium owner, called
at Mayor Baker's office Monday and
informed Secretary Murphy that he
would submit rules governing boxing
contests which he proposes to hold
Thursday night. Submission of rules
is required by Baker. He insists
among other things, that there shall
be
no
clinching,
knockdowns
or
knockouts. Baker practically indorses
the rules governing amateur boxing
'except for knockdowns or knockouts.
It became known Monday that one
of the main reasons Baker has banned
boxing was because rumors had
reached his ears that certain promoters had been trafficking in permits.
It was reported that Prince Hunley,
major-domo of the Hollenden hotel,
had turned over the permit for the
Phil Brock-Knockout Brown fight to \
Matt Hinkel and others.
"Hunley has always been recognized j
as representing the Victor Athletic
.
club, and it was to him that the
Brock-Brown permit was issued,"
said Baker.
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$ PLEDGES
HARTERMEN

Edmund Vance Cooke Declares Mayor is Straying
in Reactionary Field.
Writes Candidates Ought to
Give Their Views on
City Rule.
Edmund Vance Cooke, member of
the Progressive Constitution league,
made public yesterday an open letter
to Mayor Baker, whom he represented
as straying into reactionary fields in
his attitude regarding a choice of
charter commissioners.
My
Dear
Mayor
Baker,
writes
Cooke. In reading your letter of Dec.
17, addressed to Mr. Osborn of the
Progressive
Constitution
league, of
which I am a member, I note that you
take the position that
the
charter
commissioners should be pledged to no
program whatever, on the ground that
the. commissioners have no legislative
powers, but are "merely" to draft a
charter, which ultimately is to be submitted to popular vote.
This
argument | certainly
sounds
strange to Democratic ears, coming
from such a tried and proved leader
of democracy as yourself. Pray, what
greater legislative power can there be
than the power to prepare the fundamental law (or charter) upon which
all municipal legislation and administration must rest?
The fact that the charter ultimately is to be submitted to popular
Y°te does not, it seems to me; estop
the citizen from asking that a DemoJ*iIC,a ch^er be Prepared and submitted.
The same argument could
have been made, and was made, by
the reactionary elements among us
when the matter of making a state
enarter was before us.
The Democratic features of our new state constitution, particularly the initiative
and referendum, were secured- by
pledging the delegates before thev
were elected.
Anyone who followed
the history of that election and.that,
convention must know that, had it '
not been for the pre-election pledges I
secured by this very same league, the '
initiative and referendum (as well as
other Democratic measures) would
not now be in the Ohio constitution.
It is true that in case the - new
municipal charter should be unsatisfactory, it could be rejected and
another campaign for a charter could
be begun, but what would be gained
by that.' Why not make everv legitimate attempt to secure a fundamentally Democratic charter now?
And
how else may the average citizen
know what men to chopse to draft
sueo a charter except by requiring
the candidates to pledge themselves ■
to a given program? 1 do not mean
in all details, but in all fundamentals.
Now it well may be that the provisions
of the pledge submitted by the Progressive
Constitution league may not meet the approval of all good Democrats and all people
who believe in the best municipal government.
Briefly, these provisions are (1) initiative and referendum. (21 recall. (3) federal
plan. (4). Ismail council elected at large (5)
r.onpartisan short ballot. (6) nonabrldgement of powers granted by state constitution
io.it it any candidate objects to any of these
provisions certainly any citizen Is entitled to
Know his ,ppsiti«e views as well as his negative views.
If a candidate has other views
shoAnd he not oe required to state them before asking our suffrages?
Does your position which objects to any candidate pledging
mmself to certain definite principles also
carry with it the objection to his stating his
differing principles, if he has any?
It would seem that your objection to anv
pledge caries with it the objection to the
candidates pledging himself even to the
initiative and referendum.
If any Candidafe
will not pledge himself to the fundamental
principle of the new democracy does not this
mean that he Is opposed to it municipally?
Should he not. then, be required to state
that he is opposed to it?
Again you say "as most of the candidates
for that place must be presumed not ye? to
be fully informed of the results of municipal
experiments and experiences, etc "
P,sX,
over the fact that you yourself are now a
candidate and that you can hardly be cla-si
fled as not being "fully informed,'' after your
dozer, magnificent years of service in the
city hall, I want to answer that most of the
voters for candidates "must be presumed not
yet t
^- ? ,be JuUy '"formed' concerning the
candidates for charter commission and the
only way for them to be Informed Is to have ■
those candidates declare themselves.
I take
it that I am an average -'"
—
iutelligen-—"
^f*"'" "
'-"■ "Tgir UICISO caiioMaates of
whose predilections and principles I know
.absolutely nothing. . Some of them I neve_r..
even knew were alive 1
This is doubtless
the fault of my ignorance, yet am I more:
ignorant than the average Clevelander? And
how is the average Clevelander to know
| w hat these men will do toward making a .
| Cleveland charter unless they pledge or de-ij
I clare themselves?
You say that the "only wise and proper
position for a candidate to take is that he;
Twill examine the whole questions disinterest'
' edly and carefully, etc."
Allow me to ask,]
did Newton D. Baker vever take such a po
sition concerning the street railroad ques-j
tion during the nine years of strife?
If
you (and Tom Johnson) had been willing to
leave the question to candidates pledged to'
nothing except to "examine the whole question disinterestedly and carefully." would
the street railway question ever have been
settled in the people's interests?
Would it?
And is not the question of a city charter as
I important as the question of a railway franchise?
Is not the whole * greater than a
part?
Now, Mr. Baker, I hope you will not think
I am trying to scold you, or to cross swords
with you in the public prints.
I should
have preferred to have made this a private
letter, had not your letter of the 17th been
public.
No one has a higher regard for
your public and personal character than have
: I and I have no great fears that the charter
to be drafted will be other than a thoroughly
democratic document.
Personally, I am
quite willing io trust such men as Newton
D. Baker. Carl Nan and A. R. Hatton on
the strength of their public records and
private characters.
Five other candidates
(Messrs. Tuckerman, Doty, Stillwell, Brandt
and Scott) are (you will pardon me) even
more trustworthy in this instance,
since
they have pledged themselves to a definite
democratic program.
I am, then, tor the moment, not so greatly
concerned for the fate of the charter as I
am that a municipal, state and national
leader of democratic thought, a very Galahad of popular government, should take a
position antagonizing a form of direct legislation (the pledging of candidates) in favor
of the purity-of-the-representative principle
Can any real Democrat of today stand for
the broken-down principle of representative
government against the principle of direct
people's power w-hen we know that out of
the unchecked "disinterestedness" of the
representative have sprung the greater part
of the ills of our political calendar?
When the captain turns color-blind and
confuses the banner of the reactionaries with
the flag of the progressives, it becomes the
private in the ranks to make a protest
Hence mine.

£dll allow you i:o~
^publishing answer;; In
convenience."
Bulkley's questions follow
1: Is the progressive party oppuat.^
private monopoly?
2: If the progressive platform contains
any clear declaration either against private
monopoly or in favor of legalizing and regulating private monopoly, what is • such
declaration, in the exact words of thef-platform? If it contains no such declaration,
what reason can you give for straddling
this important question?
.'!: In commending the German policy of
co-operation between government and big
business, does your platform mean to declare that monopolies or agreements in restraint of trade are necessary to the extension of foreign commerce? If not, what
does it mean?
4: Is our foreign commerce increasing , ;
more rapidly in those lines controlled—L,■"
our larger units of business Than it is in ' I
those juies where free competition among
smaller units prevails?
5: Your platform declares democrats insist business must be done in small units
1 1 6 IS
n -for n",!!
- *, justifies
- }%ere this
'" tne
democratic
. |P»«°™
which
assertion?
| <J. What specific language in your platform proposes any definite change in the
J law with regard to trusts and monopolies'
(. DO you agree with Mr Roosevelt's'
opinion, expressed at the Ohio constitutional I
convention that "we -'--rill n n ..l.uuwiti
Horn bringing government regulatioi
point of control of monopoly prices''
so, will it be necessary for the government !
«hon0v,regUlate prloes that the monopolies r
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GOTTA HAVE GAS, See Her Teasing Water; It's Plight of All
GOTTA HAVE GAS; "Gas~or~Bust" Mothers When Monday Comes
NO GAS, NO WASH
(Better say this quick)

West 6th Street Women Will
Have Mayor's Wife Visit
'Em at Their Tubs
FIGHT FOR NEW MAIN
LAUNCHED WITH 1913
Laundry Day Drags Through
Whole Week 'Cause They
Can't Heat Water
Thirty1 residents of W. 6th
street, perched high above the
Cuyahoga river just south of the
Central viaduct, opened the New
lYear by deciding to ask Mrs.
Xewton- D. Baker, wife of the
mayor, to aid them in a battle
- to'; aret natural gas.
"Gas or bust" is their slogan.
■ Natural gas has never distributed
the serenity of 1 the occupants of the
X'luster of little dingy houses at the
farthest extremity of W. 6th street
by failing to respond at critical moments as it has in other homes.
They wish it would.
They're Going After It
At any rate, they're going to ask
the mayor's wife to marshal their
forces into a gas-winning legion.
And so it was that Mrs. Baker will
feel impelled to class herself wholeheartedly into, their
campaign.
They're going to ask her to call out
their way Monday.
Then she'll be able to see for herself the horrors of a wash day with
no gas.
Mrs. T. J. Walsh, 2343 W. 6th street,
is leader of the give-us-gas forces.
Because she has many children and
mo gas to heat thi water, Mrs.
Walsh's weekly wash often laps over
the Monday hallowed by sudsey custom into Tuesday.
. That happened this week. But Mrs.
Walsh paused a moment in her sudsey labors to pull little B^sie away
ifrorn the glowing stove, to scratch
her harassed right eyebrow with a
Jiioist, blue fingertip and then emit
this note of distress, familiar among
the gas-hunting sisters:
Oh, Gee, It's Tough
.' "Gee, but it's tough without gas."
Mrs. Walsh and the other" -— Zoning ieagerly that Mrs. Baker will drop
out their way Monday.
• "If she saw what we have to put
up with, she'd join-us right away,"
faid Mrs. Walsh. .,;.,.
Think of the lot of Mrs. Walsh, O
ye Sisters of the Weekly Wash, when
next Monday you have hot water
pour forth at your touch and have
rapid laundering utensils at hand,
*oi< this i3 Mrs. Walsh's lot on wash
■day:
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has her own view of the delights of
summer.
Ah, the Pity of It
"It's not so bad in winter," said
Mrs. Walsh, "as she used nature's
wringer, her hands, to squeeze water
out of a cleansed garment, "but in
summer—it's awful, this washing
without gas."
There are more children to the
square inch out on the little section
where Mrs. Walsh lives than to the
square yard elsewhere.
Here ate some of the leaders in
the give-us-gas movement and the
number of their children:
Mrs. M. Marquard, 10 children; Mrs.
J Kicilinsky, six children; Mrs. W.
Bolek,. five, children; Mrs. J. Piiat,
three children.
Last spring all the residents of the
little section of West 6th street
signed a contract to take gas if the
corhpaTiy' put In a' main. The gas
company didn't.
"But we'll keep on fighting," said
Mrs. Walsh, as her sudsey rub-dubdub recommenced.

ii-MX

•

She has to place a boiler full of
■water on the stove.
■ Then she bends over the hot stove
w.itn her arrns'immersed in the Water and scrubs, scrubs, scrubs.
I
'Hood's Song of the Shirt wpuld;
have nothing pn Mrs. Walsh's song
nf
the; wash'" If she could only put
'KT thoughts'ihto verse. Mrs. Walsh

Mrs. Newton Baker Is to be
asked to aid 30 women who live
in houses on hilltops high above
the river and just south of Central viaduct, in a campaign to secure gas for their homes. The
30 are going to ask her to come
out and call on them m the bargain.
Mrs. T. J. Valsh, 2343 W. 6thst, is heading the movement and
will put the matter up to the
mayor's wife in person. Mrs.
Walsh says she and the others
have many washings to do and
they are tired doing mem without
the help of gas.
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Adoption of resolutions authorizing
the director of public service to enInto contracts for the paving of
forty miles of street at a cost of approximately $1,450,000.
Passage of an ordinance re-organizing the city solicitor's office and
making Assistant City Solicitor Hosi tetler second assistant.
Passage of an ordinance approving
111 terms for the annexation of Notting1
ham.
Filtration Bonds Killed.
Tabling of resolutions by Councilman Fitzgerald asking that the city
issue bonds in the sum V $2,500,000 for
the v purpose of constructing a filtration plant and that the state
PITS DU PONT ON GRILL beard of health be asked to invesLte to determine whether or not
a filtration plant were necessary.
Tabling of a resolution by Coun
Newell Asks That All Public oilman Smith creating a pure food
inspect: _i bureau.
Tabling of an ordinance by CounUtility Inspectors Be
cil man Pelcinski appropriating money
for the establishment of a naval muUniformed.
Sturj in Lakeview Park honoring
Commodore Oliver H. Perry.
Cltj council Monday night broke all Accepting the resign?tion of Councilman-at-large Ed J. Hanratty, who
>i'ds for volume
of
business becomes chief deputy sheriff on Jantransacted.
[mportant new legis- uary 5. He was given a rising vote
on in be taken up in 1913 was in- of appreciation.
luced ami final action was taken Passage of an ordinance authorizing
the Cleveland Street Railway Coma number of projects, long pend- pany to lay tracks from the interng ini the affairs of 1912. section of Union avenue, and E. 65th
Reorganization of the street clean- street along E. 65th street to Francis
department, tabling of reso- avenue and along Francis avenue to !
lutions by Councilman FitzGerald E. 55th street.
Lights to Label Cars.
construction
of
lilt ration plants! «md the FitzGerald Adoption of a resolution directing
that the Cleveland Street Railway j
resolution asking that the director Company display different colored j
public service itemize vouchers signals at night to distinguish var
i A. B. du Pont for services as: JUS car lines.
authoriztilting engineer and to explain . Adoption of a resolution
resomuon auu.oriz-j
. _ .,
,.
.... .,
_,
ing the police committee of council to i
du Pont s connection with the Cleve- probe the svstem by which sick pris- |
land Underground Rapid
Transit) oners are cared for at police stattions. |
Company provoked the only discus-i Adoption of a resolution authoriz
sions of the evening. The business; inS the building of an additional
street car loop from Superior avenue
was rushed through in the usual to E. 12th street to Walnut avenue
time.
■to E. 9th street for Payne and Superior avenue tripper cars.
Newell Makes Protest.
Introduction of an ordinance by
"Of what use is a civil service Councilman Newell providing that all
commission if a man under civil, public utility inspectors wear uniservice can be removed through the J forms of blue or gray with appro
priate caps, bearing a number to be
technicality of abolishing the office, on file with the name and address of
inquired Councilman Newell when the the employee at the office of the varordinance calling for a reorganization ious companies.
of the street cleaning department was
To Increase Boys' Farm.
up for passage. George Breecker, asIntroduction of an ordinance ausistant superintendent, will be let out thorizing the director of public safeunder the new arrangement. Harry ty to spend $7,000 for the purchase of
Spear, former bookkeeper at War- 69.91 additional acres to the Boys'
farm at Hudson.
rensville, will become secretary of the Introduction of a resolution authordepartment.
Minor changes
are izing the Cleveland Railway Commade by the ordinance which passed: pany to expend not to exceed $10,000
by a party vote.
for tne .,;lr,.hase of land for a new'
Mayor Baker answered Councilman'1 t(.rmina, loop and station at W. 65th
Wood's query as to what had been s.,.,(,|
done by the city efficiency board to-j Intl^duction of'a resolution auwards a reorganization of all depart-! Lhorizing the Cleveland
Railway
ments by saying that a reorganiza- Company to purchase all of the stock
tion of the whole city government il can secure in ihe Electric Depot
would come under a new city char- iompany, which holds an option
ier, and that the efficiency board was '
135 feet of ground on Eagle
no longer considering the matter.
avenue. Two-sevenths of the stock
Councilman
FitzGerald
charged is now held by the railway.
that the payment of a sum not to
Tabling of a resolution changing
l $1,000 per month to A. B. du the name of Woodland Hills Park to
Pont for his services as consulting Tuckerman Park.
engineer for the new municipal light
plant was the payment of a pension
for political services.
Goes After du Pont.
"Under the terms of his contract
du Pont is to be paid a sum not to
exceed $1,000," said FitzGerald. "In
iber he drew a voucher for $1,000.
During the same month local newspapers quote him as serving notice
upon the city in behalf of the Cleveland Underground Rapid
Transit
Company in regard to the laying of
conduit lines. If du Pont is devoting
three-fourths of his time to the subway company and receiving a maxiir\ from the oity, I think
icil has a. right to know it. No
oilman or other city official can
ive pay from the city and represent sonic firm in its dealings with
the city. "Why an exception in du
Font's case'.' I should think that we
ought to fmd out whether he has a
moral or a legal right to work for
both the city and the subway company."
•luded !i the council proceed- j
were the following:

COUNCIL PREPARES
FOR COMING OF 1913

Breaks All Records
Cleaning- Slate for Newyear's Problems.

CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

CITY HALL REVIVES BEFORE SUIT

/ //{/)/[/' -' f —'_J'^1 / 3

CANIS^ILED

AGAIN FIGHT QUIZ

OF OU POUTS PAY
City Officials Oppose Move of
Republicans Objecting
to Dual Service.
Civil Service Record Attack
Marks Clearing of
Decks.

ClTN-

HAl L.

«/OCH

STAH2TS

AGAIN

The new city hall superstructure
contract to J. L. Stuart, 609 New
England building, at $1,078,000, was
approved yesterday noon at a special
meeting of the board of control, and i
before the afternoon was over the
permit for erection of the building
was issued by the building department and work on erection of the
steel was started.
Reports in circulation in city hall
circles early yesterday of a coming
Injunction suit gave added snap to de-

partmental efforts in pushing through seven buildings costing $6,o00 each
final details and incidentally issuance was erected every day during 1912.
of the permit for erection of the 81,- The total number of permits issued
078,000 structure and for the $225,- for the year is about 8,752, as against
000 lighting building at the foot of E. 7,800 for 1011. This includes alterauod-st assisted in smashing all pre- tions and repairs.
vious building department records.
Attorney Warren W. Hole called at
The total cost of new building work the city hall yesterday morning to
begun during the year 1912 will run look into council records and obtain
above $18,000,000 with these two per- data to be used if an injunction suit
n-its. The total for 1911, which held is filed. City officials believe that
the previous record, was $16,994,677. since work has actually started a suit
Two thousand eight hundred permits would center only on the question of
issued show an average of more than__ paying the contractor.
- Siddall secretary^
Mayor Baker asked the committee
to . serve and will strongly urge the
election of the ticket named by the
committee.
Socialists yesterday took out petl1
tlons for the fifteen men they will
try to elect. Their candidates are H.
A. Morgan, William Bessemer, Tom
Clifford, Max Goodman, Eben P.
j Heston, Louis A. Katz, S. Larber,
|l Noah Mandelkorn, John R. Maltbee,
J. Prechtel, Joseph E. Robb,
Offers George
C. E. Ruthenberg, Anthony Sehroe■ der, Harry D. Thomas and John G.
OpWillert.

IS FIB RACE

[

Constitution League
First of Entries to
pose Those on Slate.

I Councilman Benesch Stands
Against Friends of
Mayor.
W. G. Osborn, secretary of the
Progressive Constitution league, last
night announced the candidacies of
five independents for charter commissioners.
The five men are Elroy M. Avery,
author and teacher; DeBo E. Mook,
La Follette leader; Councilman A. A.
Benesch, Democrat, heretofore known
as a strong supporter of Mayor
Baker; Abraham Kolinsky, Democrat,
who served one term in the legislature
and who was defeated as a Progressive leaguer for election in November,
and William P. Walsh, former smoke
inspector.
Benesch's nomination created surprise in political circles.
"Yes, I'll run," said Benesch last
night.
Osborn had not completed the work
of building a ticket at midnight and
hopes to be able to announce additional names this morning.
These men are nominated in opposition to the fifteen nominations
made by the nonpartisan committee
of nine, of which Judge Alexander
n was chairman and George B.

OFFERS CITY COAL LANDS
OIilo Woman Puts Proposition in
View of Home Rule.
Mayor Baker was offered 160 acres of
Stark county coal land yesterday. The
property was offered by Mrs. Catherine
May, widow of Fred May, sr., of Clinton, O. It ie located three miles southeast of Sparta, O.
Following adoption of the home rule
amendment to the constitution Councilman Benesch came out in favor of the
purchase of coal lands for use by the
city in obtaining coal for its own departments such as the water works,
lighting and heating branches of the
public service.
"If the land is cheap enougn it might
be purchased by the water department
and held until needed," said Supt.
Schulz of the water department yesterday. "I don't know whether the city
■could do much, however, until there was
some way of controling railroads. It
might be advisable to have the property Inspected."
o

Debating adoption of a resolution
calling for an itemized statwnent of
the services performed by A. B. du
Pont as consulting engineer for the
city's lighting department during
September and October and with a
final cleaning up by tabling long forgotten resolutions and ordinances, the
city council brought its business for
1912 to a close last evening.
The' meeting also was marked by
an attack on the civil service policy
of the administration.
The new du Pont resolution came
from Councilman PitzGerald who declared the council should find out
why du Pont had drawn the maximum pay of $1,000 during October
and $250 in September and whether
he had spent a portion of his time as
engineer in the employ of the subway company during October.
Councilman Haserodt, administration leader characterized the measure
as a political resolution.
"If there is any politics it is in the
city of Cleveland pensioning this man
at $1,000 a month, giving him a soft
berth," retorted FitzGerald.
"The council or no other employes
of the city can hold their positions
and be employed by any corporation
having dealings with the city. I don't
see why du Pont can receive this
money from the city and still be employed by the subway company."
"As to pensioning Mr. du Pont I
wish to say that the time is coming
when the people of this city will realize they owe him a debt of gratitude," said Councilman Haserodt!
"If he's going to ask for $1,000 a
month for the next two years he is
going to get it," said Service Director W. J. Springborn. "He's worth
it. He is putting the knowledge i
life time into his advice to the city.
He is not in the employ of the city.
He is merely a consulting engineer."
The resolution was defeated.
Following reading an« explanation
of a resolution reorganizing the
street cleaning department, Councilman Newell pointed out that the
position of assistant superintendent,
now under civil service, was abolished and a new job was created in
its place.
"It doesn't appear that there is
very much to civil service if we can
let a man go by changing the name
of his position," said Councilman
Newell. "It doesn't look fair. What
is the use of civil service?"
Director Springborn replied he had
suggested to the civil service commission that the employe now holding the position of assistant superintendent be given a place on the civil
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CITYHALL REVIVES BEFORE SUIT CAN BfTFILEDj AGAIN FIGHT QfJSZ

0FDOP0NRWY.
City Officials Oppose Move of
Republicans Objecting
to Dual Service.
Civil Service Record Attack
Marks Clearing of
Decks.

CiTV HAll. WOQK STARTS AGAIN
The new city hall superstructure
contract to J. L. Stuart, 609 New
England building, at $1,078,000, was
approved yesterday noon at a special
meeting of the board of control, and
before the afternoon was over the
permit for erection of the building
was issued by the building department and work on erection of the
steel was started.
Reports in circulation in city hall
circles early yesterday of a coming
injunction suit gave added snap to de-

partmental efforts in pushing through seven buildings costing $6,500 each
final details and incidentally issuance was erected every day during 1912.
ol the permit for erection of the $1,- The total number of permits issued
078,000 structure and for the $225,- for the year is about 8,752, as against
000 lighting building at the foot of E. 7,860 for 1911. This includes altera58d-st assisted in smashing all pre- tions and repairs.
vious building department records.
Attorney Warren W. Hole called at
The total cost of new building work the city hall yesterday morning to
begun during the year 1912 will run look into council records and obtain
above $18,000,000 with these two per- data to be used if an injunction suit
mits. The total for 1911, which held is filed. City officials believe that
the previous record, was $16,994,677. since work has actually started a suit
Two thousand eight hundred permits would center only on the question of
issued show an average of more than paying the contractor.
- Siddall secretary.
Mayor Baker asked the committee
to serve and will strongly urge the
election of the ticket named by the
committee.
Socialists yesterday took out petl■ tions for the fifteen men they will
try to elect. Their candidates are H.
, A. Morgan, William Bessemer, Tom
Clifford, Max Goodman, Eben P.
. Heston,' Louis A. Katz, S. Larber,
i Noah Mandelkorn, John R. Maltbee,
George J. Prechtel, Joseph E. Robb,
Offers ' |e.
E. Ruthenberg, Anthony Schroe1
der,
Harry D. Thomas and John G.
OpWillert.

PUTS FIVE IN RACE
E
Constitution League
First of Entries to
pose Those on Slate.

.Councilman Benesch Stands
Against Friends of
Mayor.
W. 6. Osborn, . secretary of the
| Progressive Constitution league, last
! night announced the candidacies of i
five independents for charter com- j
I missioners.
The five men are Elroy M. Avery, ;
] author and teacher; DeLo E. Mook,
' La Follette leader; Councilman A. A.
Benesch, Democrat, heretofore known
as a strong supporter of Mayor I
<1 Baker; Abraham Kolinsky, Democrat,
who served one term in the legislature
and who was defeated as a Progressive leaguer for election in November,
; and William P. Walsh, former smoke
inspector.
Benesch's nomination created surprise in political circles.
"Yes, I'll run,'' said Benesch last
night.
Osborn had not completed the work
of building a ticket at midnight and
hopes to be able to announce additional names this morning.
These men are nominated in opposition to the fifteen nominations
made by the nonpartisan committee
ol nine, of which Judge AlexanderHadden was chairman and George B

OFFERS CITY COAL LANDS
Ohio Woman Puts Proposition in
View of Home Rule.
Mayor Baker was offered 160 acres of
Stark county coal land yesterday. The
! property was offered by Mrs. Catherine
May, widow of Fred May, sr., of Clinton, O. It is located three miles southeast of Sparta, O.
Following adoption of the home rule
amendment to the constitution Councilman Benesch came out in favor of the
purchase of coal lands for use by the
city in obtaining coal for its own departments such as the water works,
lighting and heating branches of the
public service.
"If the land is cheap enough it might
be purchased by the water department
'and held until needed," said Supt.
Schulz of the water department yesterday. "I don't know whether the city
could do much, however, until there was
some way of controling railroads. It
might be advisable to have the property inspected."

Debating adoption of a resolution
calling for an itemized stabiirnent of
the services performed by A. B. du
Pont as consulting engineer for the
city's lighting department during
September and October and with a
final cleaning up by tabling long forgotten resolutions and ordinances, the
city council brought its business for
1912 to a close last evening.
The' meeting also was marked by
an attack on the civil service policy
of the administration.
The new du Pont resolution came
from Councilman FitzGerald who declared the council should find out
why du Pont had drawn the maximum pay of $1,000 during October
and $250 in September and whether
he had spent a portion of his time as
engineer in the employ of the subway company during October.
Councilman Haserodt, administration leader characterized the measure
as a political resolution.
"If there is any politics it is in the
city of Cleveland pensioning this man
at $1,000 a month, giving him a soft
berth," retorted FitzGerald.
"The council or no other employes
of the city can hold their positions
and be employed by any corporation
having dealings with the city. I don't
see why du Pont can receive this
money from the city and still be employed by the subway company."
"As to pensioning Mr. du Pont I
wish to say that the time is coming
when the people of this city will realize they owe him a debt of gratitude," said Councilman Haserodt:
"If he's going to ask for $1,000 a
month for the next two years he is
going to get it," said Service Director W. J. Springborn. "He's worth
it. He is putting the knowledge of a
life time into his advice to the city.
He is not in the employ of the city.
He is merely a consulting engineer."
The resolution was d'.Jeated.
Following reading anu explanation
of a resolution reorganizing the ,
street cleaning department, Councilman Newell pointed out that the !
position of assistant superintendent,
now under civil service, was abolished and a new Job was created in
its place.
"It doesn't appear that there is
very much to civil service if we can .
let a man go by changing the name
of his position," said Councilman
Newell. "It doesn't look fair. What
is the use of civil service?"
Director Springborn replied he had
suggested to the civil service com- i
mission that the employe now hold- |
ing the position of assistant superin- ,
tendent be given a place on the' civil j
service eligible list and that it had j
been found advisable to replace him
with a man who knew bookkeeping.
This position will be filled by Harry
Spear, now bookkeeper at the workhouse. Spear will be secretary to i
Supt. Gus Hanna of the street clean- |
ing department and will have full
charge of the office.
Annexation of Nottingham was
completed with approval of the report of the annexation commissioners.
The final legal step in the annexation
proceedings will be forwarding the
official notice to the secretary of
state.
The council again opposed proceeding with water filtration. Three
resolutions bearing on this subject
were voted down.
One, by Councilman FitzGerald,
authorized $2,500,000 bonds for construction of a filtration plant. Another by FitzGerald called upon
state board of- health to inve.sn
the water , supply to determine the
necessity for installation of a plant
of
this
description.
Councilmen
Benesch and Moylan; Democrats,
voted with the six Republicans in
favor of this resolution.
A third resolution by Councilman
Woods asked that an expert be retained to investigate the subject.
This also was voted down by the
Democratic majority.
An ordinance was passed authorizing
the in
cle^Snd
»jfSand
^££
n&^
tracks
K. (-iStl^Kt.
FMWICIS
av
,S ^ to make the ljmon-av line *
branch of the Woodland-av hne.
The street railway company was
authorized to purchase all the new
issue of Electric Depot Co. s stock
,!t can obtain. The latter, company
is about to purchase 23o feet ot
[additional property on Bagle-av S^E
iThe Cleveland Railway Co. now owns
[two-sevenths of the stock.
The company was also authorized |
tn mirchase 90 feet of land on the
west sfde of W. 65th-st at the Edge-I
water park entrance for loop and j
erminal purposes The city is about
to construct a subway at this Point.
|t0
An ordinance was passed author-'
izin- the construction of tracks in E.
Inh-st and Walnut-av N. E. for a
\ne\v luperior-av and Payne-av trip-1
per loop.
„
. . .
The council adopted the Bernstein
resolution asking the company to I
ptace distinctive lights on the cars of
Hcouncffman Newell introduced an
ordinance requiring agents and in-1
spertors of public utility corporations
'^S^cl^-Xch offer* a tuition calling for an investigation of
the method used by the police de-1
nartment in calling for sick prisoners.
lThe resolution was adopted.
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iAKER FOR 4 CHARTER ISSU!
JOT STILL OPPOSES PLEDGES
Openly declaring for four of the j in the selection of constitutional
six provisions in the pledge of the delegates, because if one charter
voted down another can be
progressive constitution league, is
drafted at once, but if the constibut still maintaining that charter tutional amendments had- failed
commission candidates should be there would have been no opunhampered
by
pre-election portunity to consider them again
pledges, Mayor Baker late Tues- for 20 years.
As to the desirability of all
day replied to Edmund Vance candidates
making known their
Cooke, who Monday charged him position on charter planks, withwith inconsistency and political out being bound by definite
color blindness because of his dec- pledges, he says:
laration against
the
league's
Opposes Definite Pledges.
;os.
,
"I am impatient with any sup"There can be no doubt whatever that upon the great funda- pression of opinion on the part of
al questions, such as the ini- those who are candidates for any
• and referendum, the recall, position. I not only do not wish
nonpartisan short ballot a-^d non- to withhold any expression of my
abridgment of powers granted by
oiistltution, the commission- own views, but I do not advise anyers ought to agree," Baker wrote. body else should withhold expres•■So far as I am personally con- sion of his. I do want, however,
cerned, I accept the initiative and * * * to prevent men who are
liduni, the recall, the non- elected to the charter commission
partisan Hliort ballot, and the non- to be tied up to a set of names by
abridgment
of
constitutional pledges when the pledges thems as so fundamental that it selves, by their very indefiniteness,
would never occur to me that any- might prove an obstacle to bringing
body now in Ohio could take a out the best fundamentally demo-J
view adverse to any of them.
cratic charter the commissioners
could devise."
Baker's Idea on Council.
All of which argument fails to
"Upon the question of the size
of the council, and whether it turn Cooke and league officials from
should be elected at large or by their fight for the election of
districts, I think no categorical pledged candidates.
"It seems we both want the same
statement possible. Very much
depends upon what the council thing" Cooke said after receiving
has to do, and there are argu- Bakc's letter, "but -the mayor is
ments'in favor of both which can- inclil ?d to think no one wants anynot be determined even by an ap- thin'' different. I hope that is
peal to the experience of other true * * * Yet that does not incities, but will have to be worked validate the democratic citizen's
out as the charter commissioners "jght to require a pledge ota declaUna the functions apportioned to ration of principles from candidates
who have not been publicly timethe council require."
Baker objects to the league's tried and tested as he has."
.pledge in favor of the "federal
Carl Nau Gives Views.
plan" on the ground that a numCarl Nau, former city treasurer
ber of widely different plans have
been so called, some very ob- and member of the unpledged
jectionable. He denies the situa- slate picked by the citizens comtion is analogous to that existing j mittee of nine) aiso wrote cooke
ASK BAKER'S AID TO SKATE Tuesday, declaring for three of
■
the issues contained
in the
| West Side Children Want Library ieague's pledge. Nau declares he
Pond Flooded.
will first and finally support the
West Side school children living in initiative and referendum; recall,
I the vicinity of Library park will for elective officers only, and nonTuesday morning ask Mayor Baker Abridgement
of
constitutional
I-why the city lias neglected to flood lowers. He is undecided, how^ver, he states, upon the wisdom
the Ubrary park pond.
dV
■TV Farrell. eleven years "^
' I of the federal plan, tne small
Bridge avenue, and Paul
luncil elected at large, and the
ker, thirteen yearsa„«w"i''
old, vis<'.iionpartisan
o
short ballot.
avo nue
"
, ' ia«"^i
1 « One name remained Wednesday!
St^S. tb'r'flgM fForUa0ncba„ace tolo be placed in the slate of
skate Miss Salen suggested that bledged candidates to be'supportask the city ofneuils whykd by the league. The slate as it
nond had not been flooded.
Stands at present includes, in addition to S. S. Stilwell, Charles T.
Scott, Dr. J. E. Tuckerman, Ralph
V. Brandt and E. W. Doty of the
citizens siate, the following substitute names: ■ Elroy M. Avery,
Delo E. Mook, A. A. Benesch,
Abraham Kolinsky, William P.
Walsh, John A. Cline, Frank H.
Lander, Frank C. Osborn and
Eirick W. Becker.

till
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He declared that a negative vote j
upon the question of the selection ofi
a charter commission would mean !
that the work of Johnson, who v-d I
tramped the state for years and had :
demanded that cities be free, had
been in vain.
I ledges demanded of candidates
by the .Progressive Constitutional
League wire set out as conflicting
by Baker, In that they pledged candidates to both the federal plan and
a small council elected at large.
Holds Self Party Dem.
"Upon my return from New York
where I did not discuss cabinet positions and where I did not take up
federal patronage, I gathered from
1he newspapers that a good many
people are fearful that a nonpartisan
election would mean the death of the
Democratic
organization,"
said
Baker.
"They seem to think that by some
hook or some crook the leopard has
changed his spots although air. Bencsch has told you he can not. I am
imagined to be deserting the party
and preparing to jump overboard after scuttling the ship.
"I am a party Democrat. I do not
know how the government could be
carried on without a party or a party
to carry out great prinAroused by dissatisfaction organization
eiples.
among members of the Demo- "But so far as local matters are
cratic organization with non- concerned it does not make any difference whether your councilman bepartisan municipal elections, a "■' lieves in a high or low tariff. It
planned under the new city char- makes no difference whether your
mayor believes that a toll should
ter, Mayor Baker made an im- be charged all vessels passing
passioned plea for the support of through the Panama canal or wheththe organization, at a meeting of er we should have a subsidy for i

CITY-OWNED CAR BAKER PLEADS TO
LINE SHOULD BE RALLY DEMOCRATS
TAXED-BAKER IN CHARTER FIGHT
Mayor Discusses Municipal
Ownership as Women Rap
Service; Chamber to Quiz
.; should be paid on the property
of the Concon, even after the city
s, Mayor Baker said
Saturday. The mayor was answerihe argument that when the city
taxes amounting to $311,000 anil,v, will be lost, and that the taxis will have to make up this
nit, for the benefit of the oai
"Taxes should be paid on the linos.
Just
the
waterworks
property
now pays t:ixes by furnishing I
water to schools, fire department and
■•." said Baker. "For instance
railway might pay into the general fund <>C the oily a sum equal to
amount which is now paid as
dlrecl tax."
Cleveland's car service was criticised Saturday afternoon at a meeting of tin' Council of Women
C. of C. to Act
Simultaneously the Chamber of
Commerce street railway committee
discussed plans for an investigation
:n- service.
The
committee
primarily met to consider Tractioner
Witts request that business houses
a( different hours at night to
relieve the rush period.
Sanitary conditions in cars were
declared rightful. The reports were
followed with the following recommendations which will be sent to
i car officials and Witt:
That the number of cars be insed en those lines where many
working people ride, notably Superior, West 25th, Cedar, Central, Payneand St. Clair.
That the upper part of each car be
made available for ventilators and
Ilial these bo kept open.
Thai a man with police power be j
placed at loading points to see that I
people get on cars in an orderly manner.
Conditions in front of the American
Trust building, where West Side cars
are loaded, were described as "bru-

BAKER, HOME FROM
N. Y, TALKS SUBWAY
Mayor's Trip l\Tets Conference With McAdoo on
Tunnel Project.

Mayor, Fearing Split in Ranks,
Urges Unfriendly Factions
to Support Slate.

Democratic state and national politics and subway construction were
discussed with William G. McAdoo,
tunnel builder and head of the national Democratic committee, during
his visit in New York, Mayor Baker
declared upon his return Friday
afternoon.
"It was purely personal business
that took me to New York," said Baker.
"While there I visited McAdoo and
we talked of state and national politics in a general way. We did not
discuss positions, so, of course, no
recommendations for federal positions
were made. I went over with McAdoo the financial reports of the national committee and was pleased to
see that there was no deficit. I told'
McAdoo of affairs in Ohio.
McAdoo Tunnel Expert.
"McAdoo is an expert in tunnel
and subway construction, and the
greater portion of my time was devoted to a discussion of subway affairs. I asked McAdoo what effect a different rate of fare had upon
'1 subway and surface lines when both
were in ,peration. He did not express an opinion.
"Subways in congested sections to
ward leaders in the final meeting, American vessels
connect with surface lines were also
,
Refers to Hatton.
of the charter campaign at ^ ^ ^^ bUnd enthusiast on ; discussed. McAdoo said that he could
' see how they could be successfully
"Weber's Hall Friday night.
| non-partisan election. We have tried { ; operated, but did not care to pass an
Declaring that he was a party| it with our judicial tickets. I do not [. l opinion upon the Cleveland situation,
Democrat whose ambition was to think that it has been a success. We! ! not being acquainted with conditions."
, „
continue as the head of the Demo-, can not have non-partisan elections
Baker declared that the reported ofcratlc organization, Baker said that at the same time as we have partisan .
fer of a secretaryship by Governor
Wilson was not mentioned.
he regarded the home rule amend-, ones. I think a partisan election
McAdoo told me that he had seen
ment as the greatest political achieve- AVitU a long ballot is better than a:
President Wilson but once since the
ment since 1861.
non-partisan one with a long list of j
election," said he.
Denies Political Rumors.
candidates to be voted upon.
Trip No Mystery.
, -, reports,
"I think that the local Democratic ;
t„ ^.u„^ i10 waq
He branded
that: he was
"I had arranged my trip so as to
preparing to jump overboard and
=
^.^
stop in Pittsburg on W^Sll
'scuttle
the Democratic snip as
While there I ^\^°^!ylZ^
„
ndverfor
the
state.
I
would
regard as
toH bv
campaign rumors Dt
started
by ao\er *«*
,..,.,
. , a.
dent Woods, of the renuoj
sarles who sought to bewilder the great calamity anything which might j
U
" The railroad company owns some
befall or destroy its cohesion or the
issues
of the reversionary rights » «£*
' Baker reviewed the records of the fighting eiUeiency of the organization
front land wanted for the Union
candidates on the non-partisan slate pf wftlfiri T have been a member so
depot Woods and I went o-r maps
of fifteen selected by the committee
and drawings. He naa uu
•JJJOJS sjoadxa uaanf) s(uiBds
—♦
of nine.
^T^e^arnO^hTn^mysterious
a
•uonn
<Iuioo
uaaq
aaaqi
P^q
pinoM
In answer to the statement of Coun
aboiiTmy visit. The discussion/
cilman A. L. Benesch that several: astM.iaqio aq ireq; ssa[ pied uaaq
politics and of subways were rj
piaq
"aaanpo.id
n°
juapuadapui
ut?
ST;
of the slate had opposed doctrines j
incidents."
'aq
saaud
jo
uopTqndiireiu
s.p.rBpuins
preached by Tom Johnson, he de-|
clared that the same thing could bej aqx jo asnuoa i. ?Bip paSaip sdiaqa
said of the list of the Progressive: •A.inf aq} jtq siuao 8AU papXEMB iqSiu
Constitution League, upon which j -0} sew. sdiaqa Ml aSaoao 'A.iTiipisqns
pj-epuins v. ■AUBduiofj UO otqo ol14
Benesch was a candidate.
1SU113SE
Sdg-EttlBp OOO'OOIS -I0J UOROB
Portraying the charter slate of j
uu
up—
-xs
A.renuBf "O 'IVTONM
fifteen as a composite picture which j

ANSWERS CRITICS IN SPEECH
Home Rule Amendment Is Held
Greatest Local Political Achievement Since '61.

RECALLS JOHNSON'S WORK IN OHIO

best represented all citizens of Cleve-|
laud. Baker said that Cleveland dld.i
not want a one-man charter.
"I could not imagine a worse inBtltution to prepare a city charter
n a bank, but then we would
want a banker upon-the charter com ,
mission in order that the sentiments
of banking interests might be ascer- ]
tnined."' said he.
Pictures Johnson Supporter,
ker pictured Tom L. Johnson as
the first advocate of non-partisan
municipal elections when he took his'
I into various parts of the c:ty'
and worked for the election of Republicans who stood for his views as
against Democrats who did not.

90"$ S139 '0Q0'00l$
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•auqi aq} xa
asnoq aq} ui uappui S13AV OOO'T.4 uinj}
a.ioui luqi J9VBI paut'Bj.iaos'B SI?A\ }i
■pa}jredap s.iaqqo.i aqx
■d[,)i[ .loj pa[[.aA piic mo ire.i .ia}qSnnp
jaq 'uara aq} q};Ai SUUISJB atpiM pus
pjBoq uappiq AUB jo aauruouSt passaj
-o.id S0ZJ3H 'S-irc ,,'ino suic.iq .mo.i
A\0[q niAi 3AV .10 'uappiq si Aauom
anoA ajaqAi. sn ua} pui3 spuuq .moA
dn Avoaqx,, 'spJOA\ aq? qiTA ^ail^A
>Ioa.io[i!IM ui yiuoq .iaq jo uaqo^jM aq;
OJUI aurca aqs SB Soz.iaH paBu.iaa
•S.IK pa;aaaS ;q3iuo? sjaqqoj paJts^K"
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He declared that a negative vote
upon the question of the selection of
a charter commission would mean
that the work of Johnson, who *—&
tramped the state for years and had
demanded that cities be free, had
been in vain.
Pledges demanded of candidates
Mayor's Trip Nets Conferby the .Progressive Constitutional
League were set out as conflicting
ence With McAcloo on
by Baker, in that they pledged candidates to both the federal plan and
Tunnel Project.
a small council elected at large.
Mayor Discusses Municipal
Holds Self Party Dem.
Democratic state and national poli"Upon my return from New York
Ownership as Women Rap
where I did not discuss cabinet potics and subway construction were
discussed with William G. McAdoo,
sitions and where I did not take up
Service; Chamber to Quiz
federal patronage, I gathered from
tunnel builder and head of the nathe newspapers that a good many
tional Democratic committee, during
people are fearful that a nonpartisan
his visit in New York, Mayor Baker
Tax should be paid on the property
declared upon his return Friday
election would mean the death of the
of the Concon, even after the citj"
Democratic
organization,"
said
afternoon.
buys the lines, Mayor Baker said
"It was purely personal business
Baker.
Saturday. The mayor was answerthat took me to New York,", said Ba"They seem to think that by some
ing the argument that when the city
ker.
buys, taxes amounting to $311,000 an- Home Rule Amendment Is Held hook or some crook the leopard has
changed his spots although Mr. Ben"While there I visited McAdoo and.
nually, will be lost, and that the taxesch has told you he can not. I am
we talked of state and national polipayers will have to make up this
Greatest
Local
Political
Achieveimagined to be deserting the party
amount for the benefit of the car
tics in a general way. We did not |
and preparing to jump overboard afriders.
discuss positions, so, of course, no i
ment
Since
'61.
"Taxes should be paid on the lines.
ter scuttling the ship.
recommendations
for federal positions ;
Just
the
waterworks
property
"I am a party Democrat. I do not
were made. I went over with Mcnow pays taxes by furnishing free
water to schools, fire department and RECALLS JOHNSON'S WORK IN OHIO know how the government could be
Adoo the financial reports of the naparks," said Baker. "For Instance
carried on without a party or a party
tional committee and was pleased to
the railwav might pay Into the gento carry out great prinsee that there was no deficit. I told'
eral fund of the city a sum equal to
Aroused by dissatisfaction organization
ciples.
McAdoo of affairs in Ohio.
the amount which is now paid as
direct tax."
, among members of the Demo-j "But so far as local matters are
McAdoo Tunnel Expert.
Cleveland's ear service was criti-. Cratic organization with non-! concerned it does not make any dif"McAdoo is an expert in tunnel
cised Saturday afternoon at a meet. . , , .• „„ „c ference whether your councilman beand subway construction, and the
partisan municipal elections, ak[ ]ieveg jn & hig.h or low tariff_ It
ing of the Council of Women
greater portion of my time was de*
C. of O. to Act
planned under the new city char- makes no difference whether your ; voted to a discussion of subway afSimultaneously the Chamber of ter Mayor Baker made an im.| mayor believes that a toil should' fairs. I asked McAdoo what efCommerce street railway committee i.„i, i'i^«i
, be charged all vessels passing
fect a different rate of fare had upon
discussed plans for an investigation passioned plea for the support oi; tnrougn tne Panama canal or whethsubway and surface lines when both
of car service.
The
committee;
were in operation. He did not exprimarily met to consider Tractioner the organization, at a meeting ofer we should have a subsidy for;
press an opinion.
Witt's request that business houses ward leaders in the final meeting! American vessels
"Subways in congested sections to
close at different hours at night to
connect with surface lines were also
,.
Refers to Hatton.
relieve the rush period.
discussed. McAdoo said that he could
of the charter campaign at. ^ am ^ & hm& enthusiast on
Sanitary conditions in cars were
see how they could be successfully
non-partisan election. We have tried! operated, but did not care to pass an
declared rightful. The reports were Weber's Hall Friday night.
followed with the following recomopinion upon the Cleveland situation,
Declaring that he was a partyi it with our judicial tickets. I do not
mendations which w,ill be sent to Democrat whose ambition was to think that it has been a success. We
not being acquainted with condistreet car officials and Witt:
tions."
That the number of cars be in- continue as the head of the Demo-, can not have non-partisan elections
Baker declared that the reported ofcreased on those lines where many cratic organization, Baker said that at the same time as we have partisan
fer of a secretaryship by Governor
working people ride, notably Superi- he regarded the home rule amend- ones. I think a partisan election j Wilson was not mentioned.
or, West 25th, Cedar, Central, Payne' ment as the greatest political achieve- jth a long ballot is better than aj
McAdoo told me that he had seen
w
and St. Clair.
President
Wilson but once since the!
ment
since
1861.
non-partisan
one
with
a
long
list
of
!
That the upper part, of each car be
I election," said he.
Denies Political Rumors.
candidates to be voted upon.
made available for ventilators and
Trip No Mystery.
that these be kept open.
■ He branded reports that he was "I think that the local Democratic
That a man with police power be ; preparing to jump overboard and organization is a great flying squad"I, had arranged my trip so as to j
placed at loading points to see that
stop in Pittsburg on =»* ^ ***.!
people get on cars in an orderly man- "scuttle" the Democratic ship as ™n which has won decisive battles
While there I called upon "Vice £*<*»-g
campaign
rumors
started
by
adverfor
the
state.
I
would
regard
as
a
ner.
dent Woods, of the Pennsylvania \
Conditions in front of the American | saries who sought to bewilder the great calamity anything which might
Trust building, where West Side cars ,_„,__
befall or destroy its cohesion or the I
"'The railroad company owns some
are loaded, were described as "bruof the reversionary rights in lake
1 Baker reviewed the records of the fighting efficiency of the organization
front land wanted for the Union
candidates on the non-partisan slate of which I have been a member so
depot. Woods and I went over maps j
of fifteen selected by the committee long and a leader for so short a time.
and drawings. He had no def
.
.
"Some
Democrats
might
hesitate
of nme
recommendations to make.
about A. It. Hatton," said Baker, ait
"There was nothing -mysterious/
In answer to the statement of Coun-'—----- the names 0r the charter
about
my visit. The discussion
oilman A. L. Beneseh that several i candidates one at a time. "He knows
politics and of subways were <\
of the slate had opposed doctrinesI more about the government of muincidents."
preached by Tom Johnson, he de- nicipalities £^t^SS\>25
be
clared that the same thing could
j "xception. He got tangled with the
said of the list of the Progressive; Bu)1 Mo0se last fall. He and I could
Constitution League, upon which j not agreed about Roosevelt.
Discusses Other Candidates.
Beneseh was a candidate.
Portraying the charter slate of
He thinks that he is one thingsomething
fifteen as a composite picture which while I think that he
best represented all citizens of Cleve- | j^^^&t^* ^aUon "wrote
1
land, Baker said that Cleveland aidji"^
part of the home rule amendment, a
great deal of credit for its passage
not want a one-man charter.
"I could not imagine a worse in- j goes to him. ,
Btttution to prepare a city charter ^Basoom Little. Malcolm MSEl^
than a bank, but then we would|and E. M. Williams represent a^&^
want a banker upon-the charter com- oral type of interest. r^®y.n an their
mission in order that the sentiments as progressive a!
of banking interests might be ascer
tained," said he.
Pictures Johnson Supporter.
want me to describe him as a con
Baker pictured Tom L. Johnson as; sevvative .in national affa^£*J*
the first advocate of non-partisan believes in all of tne v* „
that we have vo ced.
municipal elections when he took his principles
Carl Nau and L. J. -Uit^ci, *,
tent into various parts' of the c:ty
and worked for the election of Republicans who stood for his views as
against Democrats who did not.

BAKER, HOME FROM
». Y, TALKS SUBWAY

CITY-OWN
LINE SHOULD

BAKER PLEADS TO
RALLY DEMOCRATS
TAXED--BAKER i CHARTER FIGHT
Mayor, Fearing Split in Ranks
Urges Unfriendly Factions
to Support Slate.

ANSWERS CRSTSGS IN SPEECH

r

•i better right to spesiK in <* o

wm^ the recall- in an address before
he Chamber of Commerce legislative
committee at luncheon Friday noon.
TuhoHt twelve charter comrais| sion^ndldates were pre sent «ly |
two asked questions of Woodrun.
Secretary W. G. Osborne, of the
proJressn-e
Constitution
League,
|l falcf tt.at Woodruff had approved the j
league's platform.
Deny Signing Pledge.
| incidentally, it developed Friday
1 that three, of the candidates on I
I Osborn's slate claim not to have
signed the pledge.
Woodruff favored an automatic
Recall svstem by which voters at a
general election every two years: vote
°on *e-recall
,
„„n of
nf me
the m^
mayor. 1 nat io
: approximately^ the pre n »
g
1

Ve°r° from large" councils elected by
L He urged use of a system o
7
n-.turald strict* which he said
would give a representative body,
'„ maU that it would not be
representative and yet obviate the|

Su

po^'vvWscuf^the^new^rter

(£lUrJ tkJ&^'i&'iii-t £f /a/3 _
didates, man for man, that are to be
irst nonpartisan, and as evidence
Make It Representative.
of this he pointed to Mr. Johnson's
voted on in Tuesday's election.
natever kind of charter may be drawn for
advocacy of the election of W. J.
Indorses Every Candidate.
Sprlngborn and E. B. Haserodt to the
"nernment of Cleveland by the fifteen comEvery nominee on the nonpartisan council when they were Republicans.
oners to be elected on Tuesday, if approved
ticket was indorsed by name by the; The mayor admitted, however, that
. people' at the subsequent special electhe nonpartisan election of judges
mayor in his appeal for support. Tb^ had not worked, but pointed out that
,':, will become tlie fundamental law of the
indorsement in behalf of E. M. Wil- this was due, undoubtedly, to the fact
' unity governing all classes and all interests.
liams, Bascom Little, Malcolm L that a nonpartisan election was held
a partisan election.
•i] n0t be factional or sectional.
McBrlde, S. S. Stilwell and Dr. J. E.
Taking up the candidates on the
important
consideration,
trite
as
it
Siounds,
■■
JplU
J
|_
J
N
.
to
vftp
nm
n n
Tuckerman was no less than that nonpartisan ticket he said of them:
Lrently being ignored by some of those ™W°l
*f"S i0™ >-. JOHn
Brandt—An exceedingly sane, balgiven Carl H. Nau, A. R. Hatton, D
S0I1 S OlCl FOllOWerS They
E. Morgan, M. P. Mooney or Edcr.r anced, thoughtful man.
urging voters to smash the "slate" preDoty—Progressive citizen.
I Hahn.
the Hadden committee of nine.
Apg p|e£jgecJ \Q Change.
Hatton—Some In the audience
The mayor admitted that, political- might say they wouldn't want a char■The controlling thought behind the nomination
ter
drawn by college professors. The
ly
speaking,
some
of
these
men
were
I, tjie <'Baker fifteen" was that a commission
not of the same beliefs as himself or truth is that Prof. Hatton really
■ chosen which should be representative of the Bull Moose Organization Deknows more about what experiments
the members of the organization, but ; other cities of the country have made
r'g varied life, its varied industries, its varied
tho
question
was
one
of
what
group
cides for Nonpartisan
than any other man, except one. In
I'erests, material, social and political. The idea
of men > would do the best for Cleve- the country. It's true Hatton got
E making the commission cosmopolitan in this
Slate.
land rather than v hether the charter tangled up with the Bull Moose. I
don't care twopence about his views
ILe was adhered to from the beginning and the
framers are Republicans, Bull Moose of Roosevelt. He thinks one thing
■Lit is a set of nominations which ought to
or members of some other party.
about him and I think differently.
!
Ippeal to the fair-minded citizen as deserving ap- BAKER PLEADS FOR MERIT
Charles W. Lapp, vice mayor, pre- The drafting of a charter has nothto do with the acquisition of the
sided at the meeting. Calling it to or- ing
|oval at the polls.
Tennessee Coal & Iron Co. by the
Tells
Voters
Party
Affiliations
der, he said It was to discuss the char■Mavor Baker was quoted the other day as eay1 trust. The truth is. Prof. HatShonld Have No Place In Consid- ter election, and that the speakers, jton helped write the home rule
L that if any one of the fifteen were to prepare
'amendment and helped a lot.
J jitv charter unaided and according to his own
eration of Candidates and That especially Mayor Baker, were eager to
Little—A banker. It seems to me
answer all questions.
to be wise to have the bankers repreL<, the instrument would be rejected by the
New Conditions Will Not Affect
Carl H. Nau was presented as the sented.
, ,
...
WL13. In other words, the task of eharter-mak"Lltzler—He's been working- witti.
Power of Democratic Organiza- first speaker, being followed by Litzlands the broader view which comes of
us a long time. He bore an importtion—Benesclt Says City's Chief Is ler and then Benesch, who suggested 'ant part in the last presidential cam-,
"Kiieting opinions meeting in conference. It
that
if
the
people
of
Cleveland
were
paign.
.„
.
Supporting:
Men
Who
Have
feeds to look at all sides of every important
"Mooney—He's a Republican and
going to revise schedule K in the
Fonjrht Progressive Moves.
I spoke about him on the stump I
,
that the decision may do no injustice to
tariff bill they would send a man .like ' if
think he would want me to describe j
I
imate interest.
William Gordon to do it, rather than I him as conservative. Yet he accepts i
:
Tin ardent advocate of general municipal ownMayor Baker last night urged the O. M. Stafford, president of the Cleve- fully tlie things you and I do. He j
believes In the Initiative and referen- |
pip might desire that every charter commission Democratic precinct organization— land Worsted Mills Co.
dum, and the recall. Why shouldn't |
"If you want the progressive char- he, an able lawyer, help draw the
with him in that particular, but a charter Tom L. Johnson's machine—to vote
ter
right
you
ought
to
insist
that
the
charter?
lira by fifteen men of his way of thinking to authorize a new Cleveland charter
"Morgan—He helped draw the home
men
who
frame
the
charter
be
of
pronot be fairly representative of the entire
rule amendment. He's got tangled up
next Tuesday and to vote for the fif- gressive thought. There are men on
in a leg of the Bull Moose, too.
unity.
teen candidates on the nonpartisan the so-called Baker ticket who for
"Stilwell—It is probably true he opsingle taxer might desire fifteen single
posed
Mr. Johnson, but he's on. the
years past have placed every possible
ticket to build the charter.
other ticket, too, and the trouble Is In
8, a "liberal" might wish a charter favorobstruction and -obstacle in the protheir family as well as ours.
As the mayor was presenting his
to an "open" city, a socialist would have
gressive path Tom L. Johnson tried to
"Dr. Tuckerman—He Is as strong In
clear notions as to what a eharter should views to the Democratic organization blaze through the wilderness. A
his views and opinions as his father.
Everybody
here knows where his fa;ain—but in none of these cases would the re-' at Weber's hall, Superlor-av N. E., leopard does not change its spots.
ther stood.
,ng form of government do more than repre- the executive committee of the county Men do not become progressive over
"Scott—Representative of union labor."
a faction or minority of the population. A Bull Moose club, meeting at the For- night.''
The mayor attacked leaders of the
The mayor followed Benesch. He
er drawn under such circumstances would est City house, unanimously voted to
opposition for fighting the nonpartisaid he wanted no misunderstandings
not true progressives when they had
ore than likely to be rejected on referendum. iellppoTt ^ nonpaj.tlsan tlcket
not true progressives hen they had
as to Benesch's right to speak to the
jeveland wants the cosmopolitan view, the
on their ticket such men as Stilwell
The candidates on this ticket are organization; that no one had a betId appreciation of what this gTeat city has beand Frank R. Lander and when they
ter right than he.
Newton
D.
Baker,
Ralph
V.
Brandt,
I
proposed that John A. Cline be one of
a meeting place of the nations, a forum
"This is no: an iron clad organiza; their candidates. The mayor pointed
the consideration of diverse, theories and Edward W. Doty, Edgar A. Hahn, A
i out that not one of the three ever
tion or a bossed group,'' he asserted.
': aided Mr. Johnson in his fight to
ions. This, in brief, is the reason for the B. Hatton, Bascom Little, Louis I.
"It is an organization where orders
Lltzler. Malcolm L. McBrlde. M. P.
j bring about home rule.
|on of the "Baker fifteen" to stand for
are
taken
from
the
men
in
the
ranks."
n—
Mooney, D. E. Morgan, Carl H. Nau,
Ion to the charter commission.
The Plain charIes T_ ScoU> a g stUwelli Dp. x
Adverting to his trip to New York,
the mayor said he did not go there
•ft repeats their names, already several; E. Tuckerman and E. M. Williams.
to get a cabinet position or places of
i presented, in order that voters may become cites,Labor of Years.
employment for men, mentioned or
Jliar with them:
,,,,
,1. . .
.
tJ.
You havent any right to vote
not mentioned jn_newspapers. The
lor Newton D. BakerMaleolm McBride
against the charter," the mayor told ! story, he said, was manufactured in
|h V. Brandt
M. P. Mooney
the Democratic organization. "There 1 some one's mind.
W. Doty
is not a man In this room who has the j He said he hoped he wouldn't be
D. E. Morgan
ahn
right to vote against it.
Carl H. Nau
I considered for a cabinet place and
'"You sent Mr. Johnson and myself (that he was happy working for a free
| Hatton
Charles T. Scott
through
the
state
year
after
year.
We
icom Little
Cleveland.
S. S. Stilwell
were at the legislature knocking on
f> I. Litzler
"I find in the newspapers when I
Dr. J. E. Tuckerman
the doors; we've been all over the
got back the fear on the part of a
E. M. Williams.
state demanding that the cities of ■number of people that the so-called
Ohio- be set free, and after being j nonpartisan election will destroy the
emancipated, I say to you that the j Democratic organization," he said.
people of Cleveland are solemnly and
"There seems to exist no doubt that
deeply pledged to build a form of govwe need a new form of government,
ernment that will not only .fit Clevebut there suddenly has grown up in
land but will start it on a career that
the minds of some of you an idea that
will prove tliat the only reason we
in some way a charter will destroy
have not had good government In the
your organization. They have the
cities of America is because they are ,fear that what Mr. Benesoh says cannot happen has happened, that the
Says He'Discussed Politics not free.
leopard has changed his spots and
. _ ,
.„,.,, ... _>
"Legislatures of other states then
that I am about ready to scuttle the
0 Wlth
^Hi&lllWflY
W. G.
will set their cities free."
j Democratic ship and
aouiv .
"^o^ ^no woa u«" """
board.
The mayor, in talking to the orsi
The mayor declared himself to be a
oTjoTjawV
o—
ganizatlon, addressed himself particuSES
S
Democrat,
a
believer
in
parties,
and
larly to the question of what will
j^raaci V18^
11
said he was for organizations, but
happen politically under a charter.
that when it came to purely municipal affairs it doesn't make'the slightHe pointed out that the organization
est difference whether a man is for a
would continue to live and thrive,
high or low tariff, or tolls on the
J that he wouldn't desert it and that to
Panama canal.
f1 charge that a charter would end the :
He said the things of importance In
•oiiiXa
Cleveland are those that make a man
1 - organization's life was ridiculous.
fit or unfit for office, what he wants
fj He told why the people of Clevethe city to do and what ideals he upland should approve the charter and
-vlds. Tom Johnson, he said, was
then'compared the two sets of can-
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tfwever kind of charter may b» drawn for
e mcnt of Cleveland by the fifteen
comcerumen
.
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S become the fundamental law of the
EnuW governing all classes and all Merest,
It will not be factional or sectional.
This important consideration, tnte as !t sounds,
j, apparently being ignored by some of those
1 are urging voters to smash the "slate" preyed hv the Hadden committee of nine.
The controlling thought behind the nomination
Baker fifteen" was that a commission

TO mwm
J0m
e||s
ayor J
Tells
Tom L. Johnson's Old Followers They
Are Pledged to Change.

May()r

J^wSh^du^'-nuti-vrof the Bull Moose Organization DeL's varied life, its varied industries, its varied
Iwests, material, social and political. The idea
of making the commission cosmopolitan m this
,ell!e was adHered to from the beginning and the
Hjult is a set of nominations which ought to
,ppeal to the fair-minded citizen as deserving ap-

cides for Nonpartisan
Slate.
BAKER PLEADS FOR MERIT

proval at the polls.
Tells Voters Party Affiliations
Mayor Baker was quoted the other day as sayr
Should Have JYO Place In Consid■m that if any one of the fifteen were to prepare
eration of Candidates and That
a city charter unaided and according to his own
New Conditions Will Not Affect
ideas^ the instrument would be rejected by the
In other words, the task of charter-makPower of Democratic Organizaing demands the broader view which comes of
tion— Benesch Says City's Chief is
/
conflicting opinions meeting in conference. It
Supporting
Men
"Who
Have
jeeds to°look at all sides of every important;
Fonght Progressive Moves.
question, that the decision may do no injustice to
iy legitimate interest.
Mayor Baker last night urged the
An ardent advocate of general municipal ownip might desire that every charter commission Democratic precinct organization—
te with him in that particular, but a charter Tom L. Johnson's machine—to vote
,wn by fifteen men of his way of thinking to authorize a new Cleveland charter
ht not be fairly representative of the entire next Tuesday and to vote for the fifnimunity.
teen candidates on the nonpartisan
A single taxer might desire fifteen single
ticket to build the charter.
pers, a "liberal" might wish a charter favorAs the mayor was presenting his
,8 to an "open" city, a socialist would have
views
to the Democratic organization
ry clear notions as to what a charter should
in—but in none of these cases would the re- at Weber's hall, Superlor-av N. E.,
ng form of government do more than repre- the executive committee of the county
a faction or minority of the population. A Bull Moose club, meeting at the For;er drawn under such circumstances would est City house, unanimously voted to
re than likely to be rejected on referendum. SUpport the nonpartisan ticket.
Cleveland wants the cosmopolitan view, the
The candidates on this ticket are
iroad appreciation of what this great city has beNewton D. Baker, Ralph V. Brandt,
lonie, a meeting place of the nations, a forum
Edward W. Doty, Edgar A. Hahn, A.
lor the consideration of diverse, theories and
K. Hatton, Bascom Little, Louis I.
(pinions. This, in brief, is the reason for the
Litzler. Malcolm L. McBride. M. P.
election of the "Baker fifteen" to stand for Mooney, D. E. Morgan, Carl H. Nau,'
lection to the charter commission.
The Plain cnarieg T. Scott, S. S. Stilwell, Dr. J.
,ler here repeats their names, already several g. Tuckerman and E. M. Williams.
s presented, in order that voters may become cites .Labor of Tears.
I with them:
"You haven't any right to vote
Newton D. BakerMalcolm McBride
against the charter," the mayor told
V. Brandt
the Democratic organization. "There
M. P. Mooney
Doty
is not a man in this room who has the
D. E. Morgan
right to vote against it.
E. Hahn
Carl H. Nau
"You sent Mr. Johnson and myself
E. Hatton
Charles T. Scott
through the state year after year. We
com Little
8. S. Stilwell
were at the legislature knocking on
is I. Litzler
Dr. J. E. Tuckerman
the doors; we've been all over the
E. M. "Williams.
state demanding that the cities of
Ohio be set free, and after being
emancipated, I say to you that the
people of Cleveland are solemnly and
deeply pledged to build a form of government that will not only fit Cleveland but will''start it on a career that
will prove tliat the only reason we
have not had good government in the
cities of America is because they are
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Says He''Discussed Politics not free.
, _ .
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and SubWayS With W. G.
MrAHnn in Fast
IVIUHUUU 111 CdM.

"Legislatures of other states then

will set their Cities free."
Tne
rrmyor> in talking to the or-

ganization, addressed himself particularly to the question of what will
Onfi haPPen politically under a charter.
Admits
Considering
He pointed out that the organization
j would continue to live and thrive,
Thing of Entirely Per
' that he wouldn't desert it and that to
sonal Nature.
charge that a charter would end the
organization's life was ridiculous.
Mayor Baker arrived from New
He told why the people of CleveYork late yesterday afternoon, but h, ian(j should approve the charter and
retained the secret of the true in (then'jJompared the two sets of canwardness of his trip.
The mayor made a-flying trip to
,
^T^~——
■—■
T.
"" --^i H.™ Vo Hikei'' vv imam -<*-.- MeSoo, builder of the Hudson river
Itunnels and vice chairman for Wood
[row Wilson, president-elect, of th
(Democratic national committee. P
Imet McAdoo Thursday afternoon an
|was with him several hours.
When he got home at i o'cloc1
[yesterday Mr. Baker said tie had
[talked politics with McAdoi, die past
land present political situation in
lohio, not with reference to job;.?,
[however, but with reference to g<>n
[eral conditions and that he h."d
|talked subways quite fully.
The mayor also admitted there wss
lone other thing of a personal naturo,
|but he wouldn't disclose what it was.
Discussing subways with McAdoo:
[the mayor said he had talked espe
cially with reference to downtown
Iterminals or through lines; that Mc
lAdoo had said downtown terminals
[undoubtedly would relieve the situa
Ftion in Cleveland, and that he had
[asked about the relationship of fares
[on surface lines to fares charged on
[subways.
This situation is particularly appropriate to Cleveland, since inves
[tors fear that because people may
[ride for 3 cents on surface lines they
Iwill object to paying a higher fare

I
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didates, man for man, that are to be the first nonpartisan, and as evidence
of this he pointed to Mr. Johnson s
voted on in Tuesday's election.
advocacy of the election of W. J.
Indorses Every Candidate.
Springborn and E. B. Haserodt to the
Every nominee on the nonpartisan council when they were Republican.
The mayor admitted, however, that
ticket was indorsed by name by the
the nonpartisan election of judges
mayor in his appeal for support. The had not worked, but pointed out that
indorsement in behalf of E. M. Wil- this was due, undoubtedly, to the fact
liams, Bascom Little, Malcolm L that a nonpartisan election was held
with a partisan election.
McBride, S. S. Stilwell and Dr. J. E.
Taking up the candidates on the
Tuckerman was no less than that nonpartisan ticket he said of them:
Brandt—An exceedingly sane, balgiven Carl H. Nau, A. R. Hatton, D
thoughtful man.
E. Morgan, M. P. Mooney or Edc'.r anced,
Doty—Progressive citizen.
Hahn. \
Hatton—Some in the audience
The mayor admitted that, political- might say they wouldn't want a charter
drawn by college professors. Ihe
ly speaking, some of these men were
not of the same beliefs as himself or truth is that Prof. Hatton really
knows more about what experiments
the members of the organization, but other cities of the country have made
the question was one of what group than any other man, except one, in
of men.would do the best for Cleve- the country. It's true Hatton got
up with the Bull Moose. I
land rather than v hether the charter tangled
donft care twopence about his views
framers are Republicans, Bull Moose of Roosevelt. He thinks one thing
about him and I think differently.
or members of some other party.
Charles W. Lapp, vice mayor, pre- The drafting of a charter has nothing to do with the acquisition of the
sided at the meeting. Calling it to or- Tennessee Coal & Iron Ca by the
der, he safd it was to discuss the char- steel trust. The truth is. Prof. Hat- ,
ter election, and that the speakers, ton helped write the home rule
and helped a lot.
especially Mayor Baker, were eager to amendment
Little—A banker. It seems to me,
answer all questions.
to be wise to have the bankers repreCarl H. Nau was presented as the 86
"Litzler—He's been working wittv
first speaker, being followed by Litzus a long time. He bore an import-;
ler and then Benesch, who suggested ant part in the last presidential cam-,
that if the people of Cleveland were Pa
"Mooney—He's a Republican and,
going to revise schedule K in the i
if I spoke about him on the stump 1
tariff bill they would send a man .like j think he would want me to describe i
William Gordon to do it, rather than j him as conservative. Yet he accepts!
O. M. Stafford, president of the Cleve- j fully the things you and I do. Hej
believes in the Initiative and referen-i
land Worsted Mills Co.
duxn, and the recall. Why shouldn t
"If you want the progressive char- j he, an able lawyer, help draw the
charter?
, .
ter right you ought to insist that the
"Morgan—He helped draw the home
men who frame the charter be of pro- i rule amendment. He's got tangled up
gressive thought. There are men on ; in a leg of the Bull Moose, too.
"Stilwell—It is probably true he opthe so-called Baker ticket who for 1
posed Mr. Johnson, but he's on the
years past have placed every possible
other ticket, too, and the trouble is in
obstruction and obstacle in the protheir family as well as ours.
"Dr. Tuckerman—He Is as strong in
gressive path Tom L. Johnson tried to
his views and opinions as his father.
blaze through the wilderness. A
Everybody here knows where his faleopard does not change its spots.
ther stood.
.
"Scott—Representative of union laMen do not become progressive over
night.''
The mayor attacked leaders of the
The mayor followed Benesch. He
opposition for fighting the nonparti- ^
said he wanted no misunderstandings
not true progressives when they had
not true progressives hen they had
as to Benesch's right to speak to the
on their ticket such men as StilweH
organization; that no one had a betand Frank R. Lander and when they
ter right than he.
proposed that John A. Cline be one of
their candidates. The mayor pointed
"This is no-, an iron clad organizaout that not one of the three ever
tion or a bossed group," he asserted.
' aided Mr. Johnson in his fight to
"It is an organization where orders
I bring about home rule.
are taken from the men in the ranks."
Adverting to his trip to New York,
the mayor said he did not go there
to get a cabinet position or places of
employment for men, mentioned or,
not mentioned in newspapers. The
story, he said, was manufactured in
some one's mind.
He said he hoped he wouldn't be
considered for a cabinet place and
that he was happy working for a free
Cleveland.
"I find in the newspapers when I
got back the fear on the part of a
number of people that the so-called
nonpartisan election will destroy the
Democratic organization," he said.
"There seems to exist no doubt that
we need a new form of government,
but there suddenly has grown up in
the minds of some of you an idea that
in some way a charter will destroy
your organization. They have the
fear that what Mr. Benesoh says cannot happen has happened, that the
leopard has changed his spots and
that I am about ready to scuttle the
Democratic ship and jui'lp overboard."
The mayor declared himself to be a
Democrat, a believer in parties, and
said he was for organizations, but
that when it came to purely municipal affairs it doesn't make the slightest difference whether a man is for a
high or low tariff, or tolls on the
Panama canal.
He said the things of importance in
Cleveland are those that make a man
fit or unfit for office, what he wants'
the city to do and what ideals he upMds. Tom Johnson, he said, was
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ASKED TO EXPLAIN
STAND ON CHARTE
•

"I will say we do not think it best
that the entire commission be made
up of candidates pledged to the progressive reforms we advocate.
It
would be best that some of the commissioners represent the less progressive elements in the community."
Abraham Kolinski, candidate on
the league ticket, came to Osborn's

Osborn Heckled at City Club ™™ortBanquet for Fight on Entries Once Approved.
ENERAL NEWS SECTION

POLITICIANS WAGE
LAST DITCH FIGHT
ON CHARTER PLAN
Inspired by Pear of NonPartisan Elections, Professionals Enter Battle.
URGE

ELIMINATION

Speakers at City Club Have Lively
Tilt Over League

Sell in

SESSION PROVES

LIVELY

Meeting- Develops Into Most Representative and Interesting fn
Charter Campaign—Osborn Explains Why Progressive League
Doesn't Snpport Some Nonpartisan
Candidates—Siddall
Tells
HOTV Osborn Had Reeommended
Eight of Fifteen on Ticket.
Xonpartisan charter candidates, [
and members of the committee which'
named them, crossed arguments last '
night with opposing candjjiaJr,=
representatives of the
Constitution league.
This was at a meeting
club in Weber's hall, Su;
E., which, on the eve of
Tuesday, ;provec\
gathering c |

'"He means," Kolinski' said, "that
his position is like that frequently
taken by the Municipal association.
recpmniends certain candidates,
but said that some from whom he
withheld recommendation were qualified."'
Louis f. Litzler. candidate on the
honpartisan
ticket,
already
had
c ailed on Osborn for a statement as
to how many on the pledged ticket
were not pledged. It was a bus?
night for tke secretary of the league.
"Fourteen of our candidates signed
the pledge," said Osborn. "The fifteenth has pledged
himself verbally, and I consider the making of
a distinction in that case a quibble.
"But I will add that Edward W.
Doty, who is also on the nonpartisan
ticket, withdrew his pledge in one
paragraph. That is the pledge for
the recall, --fe explained that when
he signed the pledge he had read it
hurriedly."
Louis I. Litzler was not satisfied.
He came back to the attack with a
ttended two
1 A. Benescb,;

r\
deed which was uncalled f
Point of view of thieves, except „,"' **
heartless thugs, put a bloody d„ m°8ti
another Sunday of burglaries 1* :
Again the city is shocl^ ^
gard for life show„ by houZZTjj'^
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this wave of brutal crime and give Z !
the c
land protection.
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Chief of Police Kohler is far aw
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tion trip. There is no one who h: to meet
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No one else can do the work for ^
■nands that he shall meet with adequate',,
nig conditions which exist. The n„J
and that immediately. The councU °
thonty for 100 more policemen and f„ !l
gency motor patrols. Now let the Keeutiw
city government get results.

Vote Tomorrow for Cleveli
SBLpOM do the voters of Cleveland]
nity to render their city such sir
have power to give tomorrow. TJi

Tuesday will involve the highest interests
nicipality, for many years to come, it
toward determining how the city governing
I^VMIH ticket had adjusted to the needs .^the greater devil
-\ u\ to two decfuture and how civic problems which go M
^W/Jledge.
foundations of the public welfare shall
election of a
Even in February such an election oq
was for a^
out a very large vote. There should
said Litzler,
free expression of the will of all the pa
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MiANSWAGE
LAST DITCH FIGHT
ON CHARTER PUN
Inspired by Fear of NonPartisan Elections, Professionals Enter Battle.
URGE

BOSS ELIMINATION

Speakers at City Club Have Lively
Tilt Over League
Ticket.
OSBORN IS GRILLED BY SIDDALL
Setting of the stage for tie
most important election Cleveland has had for years, the ret'erendum next Tuesday, when
people will decide whether they

want a new charter, is complete.
In the closing hour of the
brief campaign professional politicians started a fight against
the entire charter proposal,
while at the City Club dinner
Saturday night one earnest citizen after another pleaded for a
charter that will cut boss domination from municipal government.
Grilling of Secretary W. G. Osborn, of the Progressive Constitution'
League, by George B. Siddall, of the
non-partisan committee of nine that
nominated the so-called Baker slate,
at the City Club dinner in Weber's
Casino, together with a setto between Osborn and L. I. Litzler, a
candidate opposing the league ticket,
helped make the dinner the most notable event of the campaign- Addresses by half a dozen charter commission candidates and by representatives of various schools of political thought at the dinner kept up
an exciting four-hour session of the
club.
Siddall disclosed that . Osborn had
recommended to the non-partisan
committee five men now opposed by
Osborn, and Litzler charged Osborn
with misrepresenting that A. A.
Benesch had signed the league
pledge. Osborn claimed Benesch had
gned and Litzler said Benesch told
m he had not.
Aim Charter

Osborn Heckled at City Club
Banquet for Fight on Entries Once Approved.

Explains for Osborn.
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"He means," Kolinski' said, "that
ga g
his position is like that frequently
bandit
What will the city govr
staken by the Municipal association.
Mayor Baker make to g"T**t d0? ^
a
He recommends certain candidates,
Nonpartisan Candidates and but said that some from whom he outlaws? it lB for ™] late* challenge^ "*
withheld recommendation were qualiH«
Others Cross Arguthis wave of brutal crlmV
*Unlcipal«y t„
fied."
aDd
land protection.
^
^e the J*
ments.
Louis 1. Litzler, candidate on the
of1
Chief of Poli
nonpartisan
ticket,
already
had1
'ce Kohler is r
called on Osborn for a statement as
There-is n0 *
SESSION PROVES LIVELY to how many on the pledged ticket to meet this emergency
a
° hds Efficient D^
were not pledged.
It was a busj
No one else can do th
" 7 «ayor. Itis,i>B
Sleeting Develops Into Most Repre- night for tie secretary of the league.
«ands that he shall meet %£ ** ** C, ^ >
"Fourteen of our candidates signed
sentative
and
Interesting
fn
qU
the pledge," said Osborn. "The fif- and T/ti0I1S Which exist Tt
tVig0ri^
e
Charter Campaign—Osltorn Ex- teenth has pledged
himself ver- and that immediately. The ^ *W*te ,"^
plains Why Progressive League bally, and I consider the", making ol
Doesn't Support Some Nonparti- a distinction in that case a quibble.
"But I will add that Edward W.
san
Candidates—Siddall
Tells Doty, who is also on the nonpartisan
How Osborn Hail Recommended ticket, withdrew his pledge in one
paragraph. That is the pledge for
Eight of Fifteen on Ticket.
the recall. He explained that when
O^POM do the voters o
^ I
fl
he signed the pledge he had read it
O
nity to render their
„,♦
^
M < Lo,
their
Nonpartisan charter candidates, hurriedly."
eity such Servic(
have power
to give tomorrow. Thp
Louis I. Litzler was not satisfied.
and members of the committee which
Tuesday will involve the highest in,
^
named them, crossed arguments last He came back to the attack with a
statement that he had attended two
mcipality, for many years to
^*t8 of thi
night with opposing candidates and
meetings at which Alfred A. Benesch,
toward determining how the citvT' K Wi" f
representatives of the Progressive candidate on the league ticket had
6rnment
adjusted to the needs ^the gre^
Constitution league.
declared he was opposed to two dec
N
uture
and
how
civic
problems
S"
larati
fhich
This was at a meeting of the City ■
°ns in the league's pledge,
foundations of the public welfare 2, V°Wn
One of these was for election of a
club in Weber's hall, Superior-av N.
Even in February such an elecZ1 * S°!ve
city auditor.
The other was for a'
out
a very large vote. There l?
°Ught
E., which, on the eve of the charter j small council.
Benesch, said Litzler,
be a ful
free expression of thee will
of all
auT
election Tuesday, ; proved the most j declared he was for an appointed
will of
the
People, ft
issue to be decided is their business"
representative gathering of the char- | auditor and for a large council.
S S
,
.
,
j- ..
.
"It is unfair," said Litzler, "that
to be+1, certain that iwi.1 be wen car edf;:^
ter campaign and one of the most:.,
,., .
..
1 <,_<.
•
1 the candidates on the nonpartisan • set the example of watchful
livolv
ness and 2eal_ Jf
"' .'
„ 1 ticket should be opposed by the league
t ,
Socialists were represented at he j Qn grounds mk the nonpartisan can.
J in "
meeting by Murray y0utz, a Socialist . didates are not pledge(3i when nQt aU j manifest little practical interest
election, they will have only Thelt *"** '
orator^and, writer,
the league candidates are pledged, or
to
W. G. Osborn, secretary of the Pro- if they have signed already have re- j such signs of indifferen
ce have a denioralizi:H
gressive Constitution league, was the pudiated their pledges.
I upon their servants in public oSices
chief spokesman of that organization
ST
The election is virtually in two "
"That this is the ground on which
and the target of those who advocate nonpartisan ^ ticket candidates have
■determination of the question whether th,
the election of the nonpartisan list of been opposed/ I need only refer to
a new charter under the home rule ami
candidates headed by Mayor Baker.
the editorial in the newspaper of the
the
state constitution which was appro™,1.
.- George B. Siddall, one of the commitFederation of Labor which supports
people
by a heavy majority, ,ast Se temb
tee of nine, which selected the non- the league candidates on the mistaken
this point there can be no doubt of i re "h
partisan candidates, made public a assumption that they all pledged,
thing approaching a full vote shall be cast
statement that W. G. Osborn, of1 the
iUid the public letters of the president
Progressive Constitution league, had
Nothing but the grossest carelessness on t
of the league, Edmund Vance Cooke."
recommended to the committee the
Osborn had no reply to Litzlerj;, those who believe that a new and more g
names of eight of the fifteen men reference to Benesch, or the difference*. up-to-date municipal government is
which the committee chose
•of opinion as to whether Benesch had j necessary to the highest welfare of the cit
Wanted Progressive Men.
signed the pledge, but did reply to.an I the defeat of the new charter movement »«
Ho ca.lled on Osborn for an expla- earlier statement by Siddall.
The second issue of the election is ft
"Mr. Siddall pointed out," said
nation why these candidates were Osborn, "that some of the men I rec ) fifteen charter commissioners to frame theT
now opposed by this league.
ummended to this committee lived j government which must finally be submit*
"The answer to ihat is a little outside the city. .
people of Cleveland, for their approval or re'
hard," admitted Osborn. "But I do
I spoke of that only as
interjected
Siddall.
There
are twenty-five men in the Held for rh.J
not think on: position inconsistent.
"Then I want to get my own joke piaces fiv b ,
.
„
virtnaiiv „„„
We already had announced we stood • on record" replied Osborn. "Two of s";. ''eB, Jlve oemS virtually unopposed, and"
only for candidates
who
were ' the committee of nine who selected these twenty-five it is the duty of every voter If
Pledged, to progressive measures. At! ^e^nonpartisan ticket do not live his selection in the freest and fairest manner,"
the same time I felt these other men m Murray Youtz, Socialist, was the warding party lines and seeking only the high"'T"
I recommended to the committee were only speaker at the meeting who op- ness and the best assurance of loyal ™a „v" I
posed the election of a charter com... c
,
progressive men.
mission. He explained that this atti- ^
service,
"We did not wish to weaken the tude of the Socialists was not because
The work which the charter commissioners
opposing ticket. As progressives we
wished that if the nonpartisan ticket Setbris^protest^e^ctrox *> * of the utmost importance, and th^
be elected in place of our own that the board of elections in rejecting such qualities as intelligent men would natl
that ticket be made up of the most eRfttXCa^mo^u!°f^n for in tbelr private affairs, if service.sodffl
progressive men who could obtain a finding himself in company of reac: ; so vital to their interests was to be renderefU
place on it. .
tionaries> who oppose a new charter. |js no reason to question the patriotism <»rl .'
and who join him m voting 'no,'
..
P .HULIM on
"This was that if our ticket was won the appreciation of the audience sPlnt ot any of the twenty-five citizens t
1
not elected there would yet be a ana its expressed sympathy.
is open to doubt. They are all loyal to Crfi
chance that we would not be comA.ltinchcombBwrase: ISgS'aYd a» «? devoted to the general good of thei
pelled to oppose the charter which
Herman J. Nord were others who differ as to the means to be employed, S
■'he chosen commission will write.
were on the program for seven-min- sought
ute speeches.
They were followed
.
by Dr. L. E. Siegelstein, Abraham
Under such circumstances every voter
Kolinski, Prof... A. ,R. Hatton. T> ^ : free to make njs selections in the light ol

attempt by the profesonal politicians to stop the making. |
of the charter, evidenced by an attempt by a Democratic executive I
committeeman to form a bipartisan
anti-charter cabal with a Repub-j
lican leader on Saturday, entirely I
overshadowed the conflict between |
the two commission slates.
Politicians declared
the
entire I
charter may be defeated as a result
of the professional revolt against the
nonpartisan municipal elections to
which all commission
candidates
stand pledged, if a light vote is polled
Tuesday. The revolt was whispered
mong Democratic politicians and
lome Bepublicans who fear loss of
bower under nonpartisan elections.
Socialists will poll 5,000 votes against
the charter, Murray Youtz said.
Mavor "*"'•"•' '•\ •\rrl'i'iri tfHf "pnri1,;" ]
ould decide the charter question not
he politicians. He said the charter
would win.
A warning that' the. whole purpose
of the non-partisan ideal cf good
local government would be thwarted
if one party machine should try to
use city hall employees for party
ends.was made at the City Club by
A. R. Hatton, charter commission
candidate.
Fears Machine Building.
"I am afraid in.the minds of most
people is a belief that we will!have
non-partisan city' politics when we
adopt a non-partisan ballot," Hatton
declared. "I want to say f at unless
we devise a system under which officials , and . employees, of'the city can
keep from being used as a fighting
force in national elections, every national party will" be forced to attempt
to capture that organization. '
..".Unless we write into.the charter)
and convince the people that city employees will not be used as a fighting
force in the national campaign I j
prophesy that every party will try to
gain the favor of the city hall em- |
ployees,"
Osborn was on the grill in the informal discussion at the club. Litzler 1
first asked him how many candidates
on his ticket were pledged. Osborn I
said fourteen had signed and the
league had a verbal pledge from the
other..P. R. Lander. E. W. Doty he
explained, was pledged to all proportions except the recall of appointed!
fficers.
nmruSiildall took a turn. He s:
sborn had furnished the committee'
>f nine with a. list of acceptable can- ,
idates. of whom eight were finally I
lominated. The eight were Mayor
Newton D. Baker, Hatton, D. B Mor;san S. a stilwell, .,. fe. tuckerman,
Carl 11. Nay, M. p. Mooney and Dotv.
Baker, Hatton, Morgan, Nau and
Mooney now are <>!>]>oscd by
the
league.
"Why don't you stand 1
them now?" Siddall asked
ucmfw cmfu-y cmfwvp (,ntw,.„
Osborn had accompanied the
^ ^
with a letter sayIng th;U
»e men |
Were "commended to
5'our eonsideralion." Osborn, saymg it Wag , ^ 1

'jfipW. declare he wa« ^ing

"I will say we do not think it best
that the entire commission be made
up of candidates pledged to the progressive reforms we
advocate.
It
would be best that some of the commissioners represent the less
progressive elements in the community."
Abraham Kolinski, candidate on
the. league ticket, came to Osborn's
support.

Vote Tomorrow for uu~\ ,

i'

n?

■

^Wl!l,'^Wfl^"iizgeraild,lland F. W.
Dickey,
E. M. Baker was chairman of the
meeting.
Dickey was one of those 1
who took a hand in the heckling of I
Osborn.
Osborne's main point in his address I
was that the charter should be sufficiently, progressive to head off extreme radicalism, which he 'fears may
lead to the "anarchy" now known as I
"direct action," if political action |
fails to remedy social wrongs.
Herman J. Nord, who followed Osborn,. said:
"The new charter should do awayl
with all political machinery. . I would!
not eliminate politicians, but I do sayl
that political machinery should bel
given no voice or recognition."
Prof. A. R Hatton talked along a
similar line, and gave expression to
ideas against which Republican and
Democratic organization leaders are
said to be combining in a defensive
alliance.
_ "A plan must be devised by which
city employes are eliminated as 8
power in elections," said Hatton. "If
we do not, real nonpartisan elections
will be impossible, for the national
parties all the time will be seeking tc
control municipal elections.
Each
will do this, if for no other reaso
to keep the force of city employes
from being Used against them."
Said Prof. H.. E. Bourne:
"Most of all is needed the adoption
of the German principle that the city
may do anything which the law does
not expressly forbid, and not bo limited to activities for which the law j
definitely provides."
W. S. Fitzgerald said:
"He who would write law for such
a center of population as Cleveland
should have freedom and ability to j
interpret the spirit of humanity as 1
well as the voice of business. For 1
that reason charter commissioners
-sj^ivildjjpt be pledged to policies for
methods of government which "Have!
worked well elsewhere may not be
ot use here. , The commission should
have a free hand to write into the j
charter some of the spirit which we
believe is characteristic of the city.
George B. Siddall said:
"In selecting the candidates on the
nonpartisan ticket the committee ot
nine of which I was a member considered faithfully and honestly every
name suggested. Those we selected
each received the unanimous vote of
the committee.
,
"Every class of society in Cleveland is represented on the ticket. In
considering each candidate we required not only that he should be
fair minded, but fully abreast of the
times. The ticket includes not oneman who is a reactionary, who will
block the wheels of progress."

an

d surest information he has or can ob
-ine_tiaJt'" ' of the charter candidates on 1M
flic questions, their ability, tneir tr-aining fo,
[work as must be done, and their judgment and
Imon sense in dealing with hard problems.
For?
I party ties and ignore questions of state or nail^j
policy.
This is work to be done for ClevelandT
Cleveland men. Choose them as fellow-citizens, strl
ing only to do what is best and wisest for your^

I city.
If it is felt that no certain and direct personal id
I formation can be obtained concerning the QualM
tions of all the candidates, or enough of them toffl
the list of fifteen, remember that in the selection*
one group great pains was taken to insure the wld]
and fairest representation of many elements in;
civic life and good citizenship of Cleveland. Ttel
nominating committee of nine was itself chosen from]
I a long list of names considered.
Then these men—Rabbi Louis Wolsey, Thomas S-j
Pitzsimons, Thomas S. Farrell, F. W. Steffen, EeT.j
Gilbert P. Jennings, F. H. Goff, G. B. Siddall, R«J
Worth M. Tippy and Judge Alexander Hadde|J
speaking for the clergy, Protestant, Catholic and Jet|
ish, for labor organizations, for the bar and bustae$|
and for the public officials of the highest type, a|
unanimously in placing before the citizens of (M
land fifteen candidates for the charter commission
They are Mayor Newton D. Bakfer, Ralph V. Branftl
Edward W. Doty, Edgar A. Hahn, Augustus R. Ha!-j
ton, Bascom Little, Louis I. Litzler, Malcolm Nc|
Bride, M. P. Mooney, D. E. Morgan, Carl H. »[
I Charles T. Scott, S. S. Stilwell, Dr. J. E. Tuckerraa«j
land E. M. Williams.
Here are lawyers of excellent standing, business
men of the highest type, labor leaders of proved zeal j
land power and learned students of economics. It is a
■list which covers a wide range and stands for as||
(much of the cosmopolitan citizenship and varied IBIterests of Cleveland as could well be given places in 'I
body of men so limited in number. Voters vho |
iccept this group of candidates will have excellent
mthority for believing in the fitness and wisdom of
their choice.

The Charter Ballot.
The nonpartisan ticket is still something of a
novelty in this state. Voters are becoming accustomed to cast judicial ballots without the assistance of partisan designations; they must, of
course, extend their experience, for the tendency
is manifest everywhere to take politics out of all
nonpolitical offices.
Tomorrow's charter ballot is quite properly
without party signs. The names of the twenty-five
candidates for commissioner will appear in one
column, in rotation—that is, each of the twenty
names will take turns heading the column-, the
rest in each instance trailing alphabetically.
The only guidance, then, for the citizen who
desires to cast an intelligent vote tomorrow will
be the names upon the ballot. He must fix in
mind the fifteen he wishes to indorse. The Plain
Dealer here repeats once more the names of the
"Baker fifteen" whom it recommends 'for
chapter commissioner. We suggest that this list
be studied and memorized "in preparation for the
voting tomorrow:
Mayor Newton D. Baker. Malcolm McBride.
Ralph V. Brandt.
M. P. Mooney.
B. W. Doty.
D. E. Morgan.
B. A. Hahn.
Car] H. Nau.
A. It. Hatton.
Charles T. Scott.
Bascom Little.
S. S. Stilwell.
Louis I. Litzler.
Dr. J. B. Tuckerman.
E. M. Williams.

■>>
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BAKERNOTMADE
riLSON
l

Rumors that Mayor Baker was
to become secretary to Presidentelect Wilson were disproved Monday, when Wilson
appointed
Joseph P. Tumulty.
Mayor Brand Whitlock of Toledo also had been mentioned as
a candidate for, the secretaryship.
Following emphatic denials from
Baker that he would accept the office, it was said he had appealed
to William G. McAdoo, democratic
committeeman, on behalf of Whitlock.
Tumulty has been secretary to
Wilson during the presidentelect's term as governor of New
Jersey.
Tumulty succeeds Charles D.
Hilles. The position is considered
one of. the most important.outside
Ithe cabinet. The appointm.
the first one announced by Wilson.

PLAj\! SAFETY ISLAND
, or Baker announced'Monday the first "island of safety"
will be established at the Broadrid of central market. The
•'island" will be a raised circle
where pedestrians can stand and
for cars in safety.
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The nonpartisan ticket is still something of a
novelty in this state. Voters are becoming accustomed'to cast judicial ballots without the assistance of partisan designations; they must, of
course, extend their experience, for the tendency
ia manifest everywhere to take politics out of all
nonpolitical offices.
Tomorrow's charter ballot is quite 'properly
without party signs. The names of the twenty-five
candidates for commissioner will appear in one
column, in rotation—that is, each of the twenty
names will take turns heading the- column, the
rest in each instance trailing alphabetically.
The only guidance, then, for the citizen who
desires to cast an intelligent vote tomorrow will
be the names upon the ballot. He must fix in
mind the fifteen he wishes to indorse. The Plain
Dealer here repeats once more the names of the
"Baker fifteen" whom it recommends for
charter commissioner. We suggest that this list
be studied and memorized ~in preparation for the
voting tomorrow:
Mayor Newton D. Baker. Malcolm McBride.
M. P. Mooney.
Ralph V. Brandt.
D. E. Morgan.
E. W. Doty.
Carl H. Nau.
E. A. Hahn.
Charles T. Scott.
A. R. Hatton.
S. S. Stilwell.
Bascom Little.
Dr. J. E. Tuckerman.
Louis I. Litzler.
E. M. Williams.
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BAKER NOT MADE
US

1

Rumors that Mayor Baker was
to become secretary to Presidentelect Wilson were disproved Monday, when Wilson appointed
Joseph P. Tumulty.
Mayor Brand Whitlock of Toledo also had been mentioned as
a candidate for the secretaryship.
Following emphatic denials from
Baker that he would accept the office, it was said he had appealed
to William G. McAdoo, democratic
committeeman, on behalf of Whitlock.
Tumulty has been secretary to
Wilson during the presidentelect's term as governor of New
Jersey.
Tumulty succeeds Charles D.
Hilles. The position is considered
! one of the most important, outside
lithe cabinet. The appointment is
the first one announced by Wilson.

1

PLp SAFETY"" iai|P!
Mayor Baker announced Monday the first "island of safety"
will be established at the Broadway end of central market. The
"island" will be a raised circle
where pedestrians can stand and
wait for cars in safety.
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'TROPE, I EXPECT NEW
CHARTER," SAYS BAKER
BY MAYOR BAKER
A home, rule charter is needed for Cleveland.
We will get it if the people want it. If they want it now,
we will learn tomorrow.
For the last 10 years I have seen audiences applauding enthusiastically the sentiment of home rule. So strong did that
sentiment become here that the home rule amendment to the
constitution may be called Cleveland's gift to the cities of this
state, for it was our enthusiasm, our faith, and our.advocacy
which carried it before the constitutional convention and carried it in the election on the constitutional amendments.
I believe that this sentiment will manifest itself tomorrow
by a very large affirmative vote.
The question submitted is, "Shall a commission be elected
to write ;i charter?" This is not a political question, nor a
partisan question, but a CLEVELAND QUESTION, and no
citizen of Cleveland ought to be content to have somebody else
do his voting when the issue is so important.
I hope and expect to see a very large vote cast in favor of
the charter.
...
<
T

spector Rowe, who will have full
authority in the department. 1
have entire confidence in Rowe's
ability, and \ in the zeal and efficiency of the department under
his command.
"The cordial and sympathetic
support, of the citizens and the
press will be the most valuable
aid Inspector Rowe and his men
can have in dealing with their
tasks."
When asked whether Kohler
would
be
suspended
under
charges upon his return, and
Rowe installed as acting chief,
Baker replied:
"My statement speaks for itself. I will say nothing more."
Other officers of the force may
be involved, according to rumors
current at city hall.
Criticism of the police department and resolutions asking for a
public investigation and abandonment of the golden rule policy
moved Mayor Baker Monday in
council meeting to plead in defense of the force.
"I am pleading with you to
stand by the men at this time,"
said Baker. "Criticisms and attacks now are ill-timed. The socalled crime wave is not confined
Elections Board Member, How- to the boundaries of Cleveland. It
Councilman McGinty said Monday Q.mnnr+pro fif MeaSUPe Are
is countrywide. I have confidence
he will introduce a resolution in coun- OUPfJUl ICl o vi
cil asking President W. R. Hopkins
in and I haven't heard anyone
ever, Finds Much Silent
Certain Vote in Favor of It
of the subway company to explain
criticise Inspector Rowe or the
just
what
Cleveland's- subway
Opposition.
captains under him. Chief Kohler
chances are.
is either in Panama or on his way
Will
Be
Overwhelming
"The time within which the sub"There is no doubt the vote in fa- there. Under the circumstances
way was to have been started has
vor of a new charter will be more it is not fair to attack him.
expired," said McGinty. "The pro
.,.-,,« Arr>Ain C\C
"Council has done its best to
moters should take the public intc POLITICIANS AFRAID Ur
than enough to carry it," said John
their confidence, at least to a limOrgill of the board of elections provide funds to increase the
ited extent."
NONPARTISAN ELECTION after a tour of voting booths Tues-f force."
McGinty says he wants to know
Get New Clews.
day. "However, I think there is
why the subway has not been startA dark heavy overcoat, bloodmore silent opposition than has
ed, whether the Hopkins company
been taken count of."
stained, found in rear of 1601 E.
proposes to build and, if so, when. Municipal Association Urges
A feature of the vote, it was pre- 93d-st Monday night, was added
"Hopkins has intimated that there
dicted, will be the large tally for to the two clews police are workshould be amendments to the franVote of "Yes" on Charter;, Mayor
chise," said McGinty. "What are
Baker, compared to other ing on in an effort to run down
these amendments?
The public
candidates. Politicians, it is said, the men who shot and killed
wants a subway and it wants to
are in many cases voting only tpr Capt. Ralph E. Byrns In his home
know whether it can expect one from |
Baker to show they oppose non- Sunday night.
Hopkins' company."
I partisan politics.
F. H. Bulkman, jr., 2108 buMayor Baker is on record as saying
Twenty-four judges and election perior viaduct, was a passenger on
(
(that the city should build the sub-;
clerks failed to report for duty m the car of Conductor Hollister,
way, if Hopkins' company does not
the election. Their places were who thinks the gunman rode with
do so. The mayor would defer confilled by alternates. Warrants will him.
sideration of the subway question
,
. ...
until the proposition of taking over
be asked for all who were missing,.
"The man was five feet eight
the Concon property has been set,,. was„„;,*
nPTinltv is fine or'
it
said. Tho
The penalty
or; inches," said Bulkman, "of florid
tled.
imprisonment.
complexion, slightU' bald on top
of his head and about forty years
It's Mose's Divorce
tCYSWWIl
Cleveland's divorce petition for Old-"
,.
i a
[9A9
}d l{lJA
\ dozen suspicious characteis
legal separation from the Podunk
l
BUEAIAN is at hand for the1
l™«~>«rii( districts of Ohio, with an ever- were brought to central station
I, is proposed ill 3ip S« 98001(3 tlOA lasting injunction restraining the Tuesday and grilled. The policy
legislator from Adams-co telling, of the department for some time,
railroad subways. !
Clevelanders how they must gov- it is said, will be to send all susern their own city, was being picious characters who cannot acibs is advocated.
heard Tuesday in the charter elec-j count for their time to the workussed. A munici.house if charges can be brought
tion.
,
Others will be ,
The spirit of Tom L. Johnson,, against them.
bjected. Tossibly;
\ who 12 years ago riveted to his driven from the city.
ext to take over!
political masthead the battle cry,
Woman is Beaten.
"Three-cent fare, home rule ana
Mrs. Bridget Egan, Myrtle-av,,
Lds.
just taxation," stalked through Corlett, employed at the Man-!
-4e it cast for the
the polling places and on all sides darin, 622 Prospect-av, was beat-,
it was predicted the city would en and robbed of $1-70 in an al-j
_jit believes in the
register a pro-charter vote and se- ley near the Bailey Co. on Pros-;
lect a charter commission that pect-av, at 2 a. m. Tuesday. Two
will draft a progressive charter.
rings were pulled from her tin-,
gers.
..
Baker is Confident.
The resolution of Councilman
The polls opened at 5:30 a. rn. Fitzgerald to investigate the poand will close at 5:30 p. m. There! lice department was referred to
UIOCUBq 91H 3-MA3J 0% piHl SBU. OUBUSl
were two proposals, the first] the police committee Monday
uonvpoMta .saaiBaa Jonbrc «8oii*JEno whether the city shall have a night, while the resolution of
new charter, and, second, who Councilman Woods, calling lot
3iii U.W wuanuui s.jioyr jo ^nBoea
•uoores B anuun s.}j *WO ^J 3l« ^ shall draft it. There were 15 suspension of the golden rule, wal
•Hauls am lou-rem P^HBO OS[B }[oa
commissioners to be elected.
"Cleveland will declare itself! tabled.
..BiLSiuisi '.£iiopjtt_EasLPIIM-free " said Mayor Baker Tuesday.
"The people of Cleveland have
Sumuiaaq w\ ^ ™d £'^ °J been fighting for home rule for
dn-op^ui jo sao-imoBjiiimu o^ i 10 years."
Police Monday night instructed
all saloonkeepers to keep their
bars closed during voting hours
Tuesday.
Charges against Chief Kohler will
be filed immediately after the
chief's return from his Panama
trip, Mayor Baker indicated Tuesday in a statement, issued after a
lengthy conference with the efficiency board:
"I have personally investigated
rumors which have been abroad in
the city for some time with regard to Chief Kohler. I believe I
am now in possession of all the
facts, and these facts, are such as
in my judgment necessitate action
upon the chief's return..
"In the chief's absence manifestly no action can be taken. In
the meantime the police force will
remain under the direction of In-

CITY DAD WANTSCAMPA1GN FOR
GILL TH1
TO KNOW WHAT'S CHARTER ENDS; NEW CHARTER
HOLDINGSUBWAY VOTE TUESDAY 1 WILL WIN QU
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'"I HOPE, I EXPECT NEW
CHARTER," SAYS BAKER
BY MAYOR BAKER
A home rule charter is needed for Cleveland.
We will get it if the people want it. If they want it now,
we will learn tomorrow.
For the last 10 years I have seen audiences applauding enthusiastically the sentiment of home rule. So strong did that
sentiment become here that the home rule amendment to the
constitution may be called Cleveland's gift to the cities of this
state, for it was our enthusiasm, our faith, and our.advocacy
which carried it before the constitutional convention and carried it in the election on the constitutional amendments.
I believe that this sentiment will manifest itself tomorrow
by a very large affirmative vote.
The question submitted is, "Shall a commission be elected
to write a charter?" This is not a political question, nor a
partisan question, but a CLEVELAND QUESTION, and no
citizen of Cleveland ought to be content to have somebody else
do his voting when the issue is so important.
I hope and expect to see a very large vote cast in favor of
the charter.
:

Charges against Chief Kohler will spector Howe, who wiil have fun
be -filed immediately after the authority in the department, i
chief's return - from his Panama have entire confidence in Rowe's
trip, Mayor Baker indicated Tues- ability, and; in the zeal and effiday in a statement, issued after a ciency of the department under
lengthy conference with the ef- his command.
"The cordial and sympathetic
ficiency board:
support, of the citizens and the
"I have personally investigated press will be the most valuable
rumors which have been abroad in aid Inspector Rowe and his men
the city for some time with re- can have in dealing with their
gard to Chief Kohler. I believe I tasks."
When asked whether Kohler
am now in possession of all the
would, be
suspended
underfacts, and these facts are such as charges upon his return, and
in my judgment necessitate action Rowe installed as acting chief,
Baker replied:
upon the chief's return...
"In the chief's absence mani"My statement speaks for itfestly no action can be, taken. In self. I will say nothing more."
the meantime the police force will
Other officers of the force may,
remain under the direction of In- ' be involved, according to rumors
current at city hall.
Criticism of the police department and resolutions asking for a i
public investigation and abandon-1
ment of the golden rule policy
moved Mayor Baker Monday in
council meeting to plead in defense of the force.
"I am pleading with you to
stand by the men at this time,"
said Baker. "Criticisms and attacks now are ill-timed. The socalled crime wave is not confined
Elections Board Member, How- to the boundaries of Cleveland. It
is countrywide. I have confidence
ever, Finds Much Silent
in and I haven't heard anyone
criticise Inspector Rowe or the
Opposition.
captains under him. Chief Kohler
is either in Panama or on his way
"There is no doubt the vote in fa- there. Under the circumstances
vor of a new charter will be more it is not fair to attack him.
"Council has done its best to
than enough to carry it," said John
Orgill of the board of elections provide funds to increase the
after a tour of voting booths Tues- force."
day. "However, I think there is
Get New Clews.
more silent opposition than has
A dark heavy overcoat, bloodbeen taken count of."
stained, found in rear of 1601 E.
A feature of the vote, it was pre- 93d-st Monday night, was added
dicted, will be the large tally fori
Mayor Baker, compared to other to the two clews police are workcandidates. Politicians, it is said,, ing on in an effort to run down
are in many cases voting only for the men who shot and killed
Baker to show they oppose non-, Capt. Ralph E. Byrns in nis home
Sunday night.
partisan politics.
F. H. Bulkman, jr., 2108 SuTwenty-four judges and election perior
viaduct, was a passenger on
clerks failed to report for duty m, the car of Conductor Hollister,
the election. Their places were who thinks the gunman rode with
filled by alternates. Warrants willbe asked for all who Were missing,? him.
"The man was five feet eight
it. was said. The penalty is fine or| inches," said Bulkman,; "of florid
imprisonment.
complexion, slightly bald on top
It's Mose's Divorce.
of his head and about forty years
Cleveland's divorce petition for old."
A dozen suspicious characters
legal separation from the Podunk,
districts of Ohio, with an ever- were brought to central station
lasting injunction restraining the Tuesday, and grilled. The policy
legislator from Adams-co telling of the department for some time,
Clevelanders how they must gov-; it is said, will be to send all susern their own city, was being,: picious characters who cannot acheard Tuesday in the charter elec- count for their time to the work-house if charges can be brought
tion.
Others will be
The spirit,of Tom L. Johnson, against them.
who 12 years ago riveted to hisj driven from the city.
political masthead the battle cry,'
Woman is Beaten.
"Three-cent fare, home rule and;
Mrs. Bridget Egan, Myrtle-av,
just taxation," stalked through! Corlett, employed at, the Manthe polling places and on all sides! darin, 622 Prospect-av, was beatit was predicted the city would; en and robbed of $1.70 in an alregister a pro-charter vote and se-j ley near the Bailey Co. on Proslect a charter commission that] pect-av, at 2 a. m. Tuesday. Two
will draft a progressive charter, j rings were pulled from her finBaker is Confident.
gers.
The resolution of Councilman
The polls opened at. 5:30 a. m.i
and will close at 5:30 p. m. There* Fitzgerald to investigate the powere two proposals, the first lice department was referred to
whether the city shall have aj the police committee Monday
new charter, and, second, who] night, while the resolution of
shall draft it. There were 15 Councilman Woods, calling for
commissioners to be elected.
j suspension of the golden rule, was
"Cleveland will declare itself] tabled.
free," said Mayor Baker Tuesday.'
"The people of Cleveland have
been fighting for home rule for
10 years.''
Police Monday night instructed
all saloonkeepers to keep their
bars closed during voting hours
Tuesday,

CITY DAD WANTSCAMPAIGN FOR 0R01LL THIN!
TO KNOW WHAT'S CHARTER ENDS; NEW CHARTER
HOLDING SUBWAY VOTE TUESDAY I WILLJ1N00T
Councilman McGinty said Monday
he will introduce a resolution in coun- Supporters of Measure Are
cil asking President W. R. Hopkins
of the subway company to explain
Certain Vote in Favor of It
just
what
Cleveland's- subway
chances are.
Will Be Overwhelming
"The time within which the subway was to have been started has
expired," said McGinty. "The pro
moters should take the public intc POLITICIANS AFRAID OF
their confidence, at least to a limited extent."
NONPARTISAN ELECTION
McGinty says he wants to know
why the subway has not been started, whether the Hopkins company
proposes to build and, if so, when. Municipal Association Urges
"Hopkins has intimated that there
should be amendments to the franVote of "Yes" on Charter;
chise," said McGinty. "What are
these amendments?
The public
wants a subway and it wants to
Does Not Indorse Anyone
know whether it can expect one from
Hopkins' company."
Mayor Baker is on record as saying
The charter campaign ended
that the city should build the subway, if Hopkins' company does not Monday. Clevelanders will vote
do so. The mayor would defer con- Tuesday on the question, ''Shall
sideration of the subway question
until the proposition of taking over a commission be chosen to form
the Concon property has been set- a charter'" Whether a citizen
tled.
votes "Yes" or "No".on this,
.question, he is entitled to .vote
• at the same time, for 15 of the
says the time is at hand for the 125 candidates for the commis-

Danger of Running Amuck

Mayor Baker
ity to own its traction system. It is proposed jsioiiership.
If a majority of those who vote are
hat the city shall make street railroad subways. against the proposal to draft a new
for Cleveland the vote for
Vlunicipal ownership of taxicabs is advocated, charter
candidates will be of no effect.
Mayor
Baker, W. G. Osborn, secrelity fire insurance is being discussed. A munici- tary "of the
Progressive Constitution
pal icemaking plant has been, projected. Possibly; league, and others who are working!
for a new charter, profess to be. ;cerCleveland will be called upon next to take over' tain the vote to draft a new charter
will be overwhelming. They issued
;he peanut and shoe-shining stands.
statements to this effect Monday.
|
Many professional politicians in
Cleveland showed, by the vote it cast for the
both the Republican and Democratic
constitutional amendments, that it believes in the parties are opposing/ They are using,
fear of nonpartisan municipal
principle of municipal ownership of public util- the
elections to get votes against the
ities. But it does not favor political ownership. charter. The Socialists are a unit
against the charter, because their
And it will not countenance public ownership candidates were thrown off the ballot
the board of elections.
which does not give efficiency and economy of byMuny
Association Urges "Yes"
service. Is it possible for Cleveland, in the presThe Municipal association Monday
a charter bulletin urging .the
ent stage of its progress, to have municipal ad- issued
necessity of voting "Yes" on the
ministrations that will meet these requqirements? charter question and giving the records of the 25 candidates. No one IS
That question has not been answered satisfactor- .indorsed. The Muny pays particular
'attention to the pledges given-by cerily in the affirmative as yet.
| tain candidates. It states that of the
10 candidates of the Progressive Con
The
citv
has
already
entered
the
field
of
pub-..
me cii.) ii«»
,
/"",,
•
ri stitution league Frank R. Lander and

lie electric light production but the experiment; ^ ^ Benesch are not pledged, it is
the five nonpartisan candihas not gone far enough to demonstrate anything' 'I conceded
dates indorsed by the league and the
conclusively.
Ordinary business sense would 1 other eight candidates are pledged to
ithe initiative and referendum, nonseem to dictate that nothing more in this line i partisan elections,. the short ballot
and a smalf council elected at large.
should be attempted until it has come to a satisOsborn said Monday Benesch and
Lander also are pledged. Ten candifactory issue. Nothing could be more foolish and
dates of the nonpartisan slate are not
dangerous than for Cleveland to run amuck with
pledged, but several of them have declared for an effective I. and R. pro
municipal ownership or any of the other newlyvision the short ballot, nonpartisan
merit system and nonpartisan elecaccepted progressive principles.
tions.
Expect 45,000 to Vote
The polls will be open Tuesday from
5:30 a. m. to 5:30\ p. m. There are 99,489 Clevelanders who are qualified to
vote. Election board officials do not
expect the vote to exceed 45,096.
The candidates on the nonpartisan
slate are Newton D. Baker, mayor;
Edgar A. Hahn, attorney; Augustus
R Hatton,. professor political science
W R. U.; Bascom Little, manufacturer* Louis I. Litzler, attorney; Malcolm L. McBride, treasurer Root, Mc
Bride Company; M. P. Mooney, attorney D E. Morgan, attorney; Charles
T Scott president Cleveland Typographical union; E. M. Williams,
fales
manager
Sherwin-Williams
Company; Ralph V. Brandt, secretary
international Lathers' union; Edward
w Dotv manager Manufacturers'
IppraisaV Company; Carl H. Nau,
certified public accountant, S. fe.
SUlwell, deputy county clerk; Dr.
j E Tuckerman, secretary Academy

°fOntoisnslate Brandt, Doty, Scott
Stilwell and Tuckerman are pledged
fo the Progressive Constitution league.
The "other candidates of the league
are
Elroy M. Avery, author; Erich
W Becker insurance man; Alfred A
Benelch, attorne* member city
councU- Abraham Kolinsky, attorney;
Prank
R. Lander, civil engineer
corunty surveyor; John H Lotz, social
aorvice worker, head Alta nouseChSles W Mears, advertising_ man
Delo E. Mook, attorney;
born, civil engineer;
Walsh, sales agent.
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by one of three men who do not wish ;. has drawn loud protests ifom the'
10 be known until definite action is saloon men. But in no general way
„
has the midnight closing ordinance
xaKen
.'.been enforced against them in spite
Would Shelve Golden Rule.
of the fact that the city's defense of
a
,_ „, „T „
, ,
,
lenient enforcement of the midnight
Rev. br. W. W.
Bustard has been j ciosinf? ]aw has ,^en that '^^
i'n correspondence with Mayor Baker; of bad character are barred from its
in regard to Chief' Kohler and the po- j benefits.
„
^
„
, , ■ ., ,
In quarters where thieves may hide
lice. Rev. Dr. Bustard denied last in furnislved rooms the police know
night that his communications to j men and women on whom they can
Mavor Baker hau anything to do with■'ordinarily depend to bring them infor| charges against Chief Kohier. Mayor -»££*£ ^Tscfre^bTthfS2?
Voters Decide Whether They
Baker refused to make anv statement, position to kill shown by gunmen in
Want Charter and Freeregarding the correspondence.
many recent crimes in Cleveland, and
Councilman Woods, Republican, inJthe police so far have been without
dom From Domination.
Quest for Gunmen Leads to troduced fa city council last r^J ^^ ^ ^ effort^to fl»4 tM
a resolution, which held that thel Every policeman on night duty,
Dressing Army of Officers
amount of crime in Cleveland callqfl'except one in each precinct, reported
Sixth City First of Class to
for a shel-:ng of the golden rule pol-jfor duty last night in civilian clothes,
in Civilian Clothes.
l
take
art
the nu n
f r
Pass on Escaping
icy and the arrest of all off enders. \ derers
°
, captain
t * °
ofP the *"
lake
by ^f,.^:
burglars
The resolution was tabled.
, v,hom he surprised at work in his
State Rule.
Councilman FitzGerald, Republican, i home at 1088 Ansel-rd N. E. Sunday
Councilman Declares Chargfired at Kohler in arguing for a reso-.night.
es Will be Filed Against
Cleveland's civic spirit is on trial
lutton he offered to provide for ani T"e order was given by Acting
.. ..
,
..
.. ...
, Chief Rowe yesterday afternoon when
today.
investigation of police activities and tne headquarters detectives conKohler on Return.
policies. This commission as pro-:fessed that they were no nearer to
This is charter election day. The
posed would consist of the mayor, >. the capture
of the
murderers
voters
of Cleveland are to pass. on
and representatives 'of civic iH!an ^ey fhacl *°*n at the start
Council Resolution Providing ministers
,
Tne order is regarded as an emeiwhether they want a home made,
organlzations. Tne resolution was re-igency measure by the officers of the
norne
rule constitution under which
for Probe Referred to
ferred.
department, who say that it is years
since such an orde r was sent out
•
Mayor
Baker
took
the
floor
to
de-'
„
'
,
„
thef
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V
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Committee.
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One patrolman in uniform was left
fend tne police and the work of Act-, in charge at each precinct station I
v
**
I WJ& sdnre^g of
ing Inspector Rowe. •
house. The rest or tne men, under'
B3J, -qt
"I am not attacking Howe,'' said I command of their sergeants, spent
MAYOR BAKER SITS TIGHT Councilman FitzGerald. "I am at- the night in scouring their precincts,
I ifttiM. sdnreig OS
searching every saloon, pool room
«»I -qi
tacking methods and policies. It is and other resort in a hunt for the
I mpii sdureig 08
Exprcusen Full Confidence In Ability the sys'.em which is open to criti- murderers or for information that
of Police to" Cope With. Situation cism. Rowe is a more efficient chief might lead to their capture.
Report of the city council police
and Declares Cleveland Condition^ than Kohler."
committee which has been investigatine most important clew yet dis-; jng- the police situation was gone over
\o Worse Than Those of Chicago,
mir
covered which might lead to the cap- ! at the caucus of Democratic, councila "18i limn pooj)
and rittsburs—Police Make EffnriJ ture of the slayers of Capt. Byrns was i ,n,u in ,May°r Baker's office yesterm
<-,,,.„; i, i ,
T
, ' -r-r ,,.
-.-,. , day. The report, m brief, is that
m
to Enforce Meager pool Room Regu- .furnished
by Joseph Hollister, 7iqsjthe^e ls no "crime Wave" in Cleveland.
lations, After Testimony That Re- Montgomery-av S. E„ an extra con- The report goes to the council next ! thC,xa: 01a °' ""WPIW ni
:
,
IHBH <IW 'SBaBoo 'SBej,
sorts Arc Incubators of Crime— ductor in the employ of the Cleve- week.
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land Railway Co
"Certain forms of crime may have
Councilman Kalina. Plans Ordicits
„ _
"
.
increased," said Mayor Baker.
The
on bunday night Hollister was on! murder of Capt. Byrns is a terrible
nance Curbing; Operation of Pool a Payne-av run and at 9:3<i o'clock I crime. A brave man was shot, down
; fre
his car reached .the intersection of b-v burglars in his own home Hut in
Rooms.
in
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,' „ ',,,, ■
such crimes the situation in Fitts♦>
Fajne-av N, E. and E. JMd-st, west- , burg, Chicago and some other cities is
bound. At E. 03d-st a man ran to worse than in Cleveland.
of j
In their work on the murder of
Capt. Ralph E. Byrns' raur- the track and stopped the car. When
Sundav night I am convinced that the
fierers were still uneaught last he had got on, Hollister noticed that police are doing everything in their
he wore no hat, no overcoat and no power. They are on their mettle, and
♦!♦
particularly active."
I
night, and many known hannts gloves.
op. JHO
•B9J01S
Vigorous efforts are being made |
qsij fi9j[Btj
'sBstd
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The man, Hollister said, handed ' by the police to enforce what regula- i
of potential and actual criminals
»a
him 15 cents for tickets and when a tions of pool rooms are now in effect.
la ag -mg vavis nna eraoH BUBO Z
of the sort who killed him had ticket had been deposited in the fare This enforcement began on testimony :V(
••«» 'itsiiod: BAO;S <I!SV soxoq 3
box^ the conductor saw that his Diufc_[ from juvenile and criminal courts
saraaooHo OWIAVO'IIOJ
not yet been molested by the po- I senger's left hand was bloody and that unrestricted pool rooms have bethat some blood spots were on the' come incubators of crime. A number |
lice.
right hand. The man seemed nerv- 10f arrests of pool room proprietors
ous, Hollister said, and while he was B were made Sunday, following other
Restrictive
police
policies depositing his ticket in the fare box 1 arrests last week of pool room men
his hand trembled visibly.
I who permitted boys under 18 to play
aimed at all night saloons of bad
According to Hollister's descrip- E or ioaf jn pool rooms in violation of
uo Aatfa^ oi[i |c'
i„ „£ I tion, his passenger was about five
state law.
O! OO'ES io; Bsiooq nn; pm: '0g:i
character, pool room resorts or feetj geven mches tall and probably] a Councilman
p.mvvL:....
-aanoisixa n
Kalina, who introduced
years old.
a resolution in city council, asking for
men who live by their wits, and 35 After
depositing his ticket, Hollis- investigation of pool room conditions ' ji
llwUOTMC--"
ter told police, the man walked
Mayor Baker, is to have a confer- ;
other crime centers were gradu- straight through the car to the front! by
e^cp witn Mayor Baker today to plan
where he stood behind Mo- .m ordinance which will place on
...OdllYB,
ally being drawn tighter. But vestibule
torman D. MacArthur, 8014 Birch- 1 clevelana pooi rooms some of the redale-av
N.
directed his | strictions by which they are regulated
the process has not proceeded to attention toE.the Hollister
bloody hands of his [j, other large cities,
and could not give any de- ;
G E Treadwav, president of an orthe point of general elimination passenger
tails yesterday as to complexion or |1 ganizati0n known as the Billiard
whether or not he had a mustache h Room Keepers' association, and other
■of evils aimed at,
Hoilister finished his downtown run i memDers Qf that organization meU
'>'5£s"i:'-^So:: J.^- i'.;.;^r./.. •♦,
and returned to the barn at Hough-av with Councilman Kaliim yesterday.
Bnkcr Defends Police.
A'. E. and E. 105th-st, before he heard
Crime and the police were discussed of the murder of Capt. Byrns. Then They were accompanied by Attorney
:
Townes.
at a caucus o£ Democratic council- he recalled the fact that the man Clayton
This organization is said to in•»ii)i with .Mayor Baker yesterday af with the bloody hands left the car at
elude about 70 of the 270 pool rooms
^poio.o 3 'qr [ j
.ternoon. Mayor Baker sat tight, i E. 79th-st and Lexington-av.
Cleveland.
X iBPA sdrat^s 01 ;
All other clews to the identity of iin The
pool room men told Councilmaintaining that the present aetivi
39S0Q -qt
j;
the murderers were worked over man Kalina that they were anxious
I ifijAv sdunns Z
ties o/f the police were all that the carefully by police yesterday without
to co-operate with him in framing a
oajroo -en
£
situation demands, and most of the result. The brown velour hat and
city ordinance by which boys under,
the 38-calrber revolver found where
18 will be kept out of pool rooms,
X iIWJU. sdure^s 9i—.
organization councilmen took their they
were dropped in the Byrns' house I gambling eliminated and other ob■ -eejioQ Btreiing -qi
*«cue from him.
may yet, police believe, serve to unjectionable conditions removed
X IWAY sdmng ox v-s
Councilman Robert Foster said last earth the thugs.
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They
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In the present efforts of the police
night that plans have been made to
nance
to prevent the development of furfile charges against Chief Kohler as ther crimes, enforcement of the
soon as Kohler returns from Panama. .midnight closing ordinance against
These charges are to be not unlike i saloons of bad character is resorted to
gingerly. There was no general
the charges on which Kohler was j only
campaign unde:- the "suspicious pertried before the civil service commis- j son" ordinance, against men who fresion two years ago, according to this ' o.uent resorts and maintain them(■toojj uwjfl)
I selves in more or less pretentiousness
statement. .
without honestly visible means of
"Investigation on which charges are ;i support.
•pJBi; B 0T'T$ °4 PU91X9 pUB
to be based have already been made,"
OQ q.'B uiSaq saoud aqi
Recent police orders have barred
said Poster. "I shall not file the ! women from many such downtown
•sauad'Bjp pu^ uaurj
charges myself. They are to be filed . resorts after midnight. This order
aT/i»i tr>T SITTatTRfT jatAnao
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by one of three men who do not wish^. has drawn loud protests ,ii'oni the
to be known until definite action is _ saloon men But in no general wa
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^as the midnight closing ordinance
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been enforced against them in spite
Would Shelve Golden Rule.
' of the fact that the city's defense of
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lenient enforcement of the mld-nUrh*
Rev. Dr. W. W. Bustard has been i closing law has Keen ' that M"OSM
in correspondence with Mayor Baker j of bad character are barred from its
in regard to Chief Kohler and the PQ- I benefits.
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where thieves may» nice
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last in furnJshed
rooms the
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night that his communications to: men and women on whom they can
Mnvor Baker hail anything
ing to do with ordinarily depend to bring them Worinfer
thier. Mayor nation °f the crimes of others. Many
charges against Chief Kohler
Voters Decide Whether They
eSe hilVe been
statement ' ° ^
scared by the disBaker refused to make am
aanv otatcment.positior
to kill shown.. bv
i-i
by gunmen i:i
Want Charter and Freeregarding the correspondence.
: many recent crimes in Cleveland, and
Councilman Woods, Republican, in- the
police so far have beeni without
witi
dom From Domination.
in city council last n^Z^?a £ S& ByZ *° ** **
nnesi for Gunmen Leads to atrodueed
resolution which held that the
Every policeman on night duty
Messing Army of Officers
amount of crime in Cleveland called'except one in each precinct, reported
Sixth City First of Class to
for a sheh ng of the golden rule pol-jfor duty last night in civilian clothes,
in Civilian Clothes.
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the lake
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burglars
The resolution was tabled.
j Wh0m he surprised at work in his
State Rule.
Councilman FitzGerald, Republican, j home at 1588 Ansel-rd N. E. Sunday
Councilman Declares Charg- fired
at Kohler in arguing for a reso- ] night.
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on trial
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es Will be Filed Against
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., i Chief Rowe yesterday afternoon when
today.
investigation
of
police
activities
and
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detectives
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headqlJarters
Kohler on Return.
policies. This commission as prp-jfessed that they were no nearer to
This is charter election day
The
posed would consist of the mayor,' the capture
of the
murderers
voters of Cleveland are to pass. on
an
ministers d.uu
and iw"*-*
representatives of civic ^
they had been at the start.
Tne or(jer ls rpgar(je(j as an emerwhether they want a home made,
Council Resolution Providing nuuwiers
organlzations. The resolution was re- gency measure by the officers of the
home rule constitution under which
i'erred.
department, who say that it is years
for Probe Referred to
they shall govern themselves.
■ Mayor Baker took the floor to de- sin^e such an orde,r was sent out.
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One patrolman in uniform was left
Committee.
fend tne police and the work oi Act- in charge at eacn preemct station
They also are to select a charter
ing Inspector Rowe.
j house. The rest or tne men, under
making commission of fifteen men.
"I am not attacking Rowe," said'command
said' command of their sergeants, spent
spent;j
These men are to be picked from
u'g'ht hi scouring their precincts,
MAYOR BAKER SITS TIGHT Councilman FitzGerald "T Tin -itL~]; the
searching everv saloon, pool room > twenty-five candidates. The commistacking methods and pol.licies. It is;j and other resort in a hunt for the
the'
.,,.- murderers or for information that
sioners will serve without compensa- j
Expre«« Fall Confidence In Ability
rai ht
cism. Rowe is a more efficient chief.
S
lead to their capture.
j tion for as long a time as required I
of police to Cope With Situation
than'-K-nhin."
Report of the city council police
'committee which has been investigat- | unless the authorization for a com- j
«„«! Declare* Cleveland Condition. man ivonici.
The most important clew yet dis- I ing- the police situation was gone over I mission is denied.
K. Vor.e Than Those of Chlcaeo
covered which might lead to the cap- 1 at the caucus of Democratic councilme
The verdict is being awaited with .
ainverK of CATrt
vsvrn« w-i«'i
Mayor
Baker's
office yesterand rlttsburs-Police Make Effort tiirto-mf
turtof thA
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Capt. fayrns
wasldayn inThg
report
in brlef> is that
to Enforce Meager fool Room Regu- furnished by Joseph Hollister, 1108 :lnere is no "crime wave" in Cleveland. ! more than, usual interest, not only
lation*, After Testimony That He- Montgomery-av S. E., an extra con- The report goes to the council next j throughout Ohio, but in the nation.
ductor in the employ of the Cleve- week.
The Sixth City is to be the first big
,„rt» Arc Incubators of Crime"Certain forms of crime may have
land Railway Co.
j
city
of its size in the United States
increased,"
said
Mayor
Baker.
"The
Councilman Kalina Plans OrdiOn Sunday night Hollister was on murder of Capt. Byrns is a terrible
to pass on the question of freedom—
!
nance Curbing Operation of Pool a Payne-av run and at 9:33 o'clock crime. A brave man was shot, down
freedom from domination by the state
burglars in his own home. But in
his car reached the intersection of by
in its internal affairs. Civic leaders
such crimes the situation in PittsRooms.
Payne-av N, E. and E. Orfd-st, west- burg, Chicago and some other cities is
declared last night there waaiio doubt
bound. At E. 93d-st a man ran to worse than in Cleveland.
of the outcome.
"In their work on the murder of
Capt. Ralph E. Byrns' mur- the track and stopped the car. When Sunday
Baker Predicts Charter.
night I am convinced that the
he had got on,. Hollister noticed that
are doing everything in then"Cleveland will declare itself free,"
derers were still uncaught last he wore no hat, no overcoat and no police
power. They are on their mettle, and
said Mayor Newton D. Baker last I
particularly active."
night, and many known haunts gloves.
night.
Vigorous efforts are being made
The man, Hollister said, handed j by the police to enforce what regulaThe election is to be unique. Cleve- ■
of potential and actual criminals him .15 cents for tickets arid when a tions of pool rooms are now in effect.
land is the first city in the state to :
ticket had been deposited in the fare This enforcement began on testimony
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vote on the question of whether it i
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shall have a new charter.
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men who live by their wits, and
After depositing his ticket, Holli:3- , ( investigation of pool room conditions just taxation."
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the process has not proceeded to attention to the bloody hands of his , in other large cities.
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visible means of
: without honestly
Kalina
that^ they would be willing to | Jn ms tne election marks an
"Investigation on which charges are i I support.
pay
a
small
license on e^^gee ,epoch. The nonpartisan feature
to be based have already been made."
Recent police orders have barred
election
has
been
ma
said Foster. ''I shall not file the ! women from many such downtown
tnat sa.'""""» " barred. Under this J
rign0!:
charges myself. They are to be filed ■ resorts after midnight. This' order.

CLEVELANDTO TRY

sru?^^^^8™5™^division alonft

^SSfe^S div:-n that has come is
™,°nwoposJad
In most cities it ^
^
as independindependents,
|Ta^r A few require a fee oi™_ ^^ Qf the Progress^
$10 and $15.
league -felt that tne
l rooms Consfitution
• ,FdoP mucfto wipe Lt conditions candidates for .commission shouldI be

+n the welfare of the community

niental
lines.
.. , ,.. tl.„ ,^Q„l
e
Thfs dmsion resulted in the^league
tfeCin?lda OPnarneathSeerC0sKlde. no^U
Ss Sere been an attempt to arous
political prejudice l!» behalf of either
tiC

The campaign closed last, night
vhen M. P. Mooney atad TPrdT A^ K.
expressed confidence that a .charter
commission would be authonzed by
the people in today's election. Bom
also mged election of the nonparti^The^oils open this morning aj
5:30 o'clock. They remain open unil 5-30 o'clock this evening. Every
.nrolled elector in the city is entitled
o vote There are 99.4S9 men qualifle

Elee«oneboard officials and those'
vho study public affairs did not peeve half of the qualified voters of
(the citv" will go to the polls. Ihey
fbase this on the lack of interest he
.eople seem to have displayed m tne
lection.
■ .■*. „..
Estimates as to the total votS ..>..ected run from 25,000 to 40,000 Not
■ven the most optimistic, expect the
ote to exceed the high figure.
.
It is Jn_J.his small vote__that the
|dange7to the authorization of a com- I
ISssion lies. There is a certe n set
Lumber of votes against the chwte^
These votes are wected t be cart
feif'mnuence Ts^grlat in a light
vote but of little consequence in a

rewhen°the voter enters the booth
today he will be given but one ballot |
. contains both the o.ues«0"am^aa
commission be chosen to frame^a
Charter?" and the .names of |llcan^,
Jdidates for commissioner. Electors!

mmmi
IT»,

Slot » »t «■>• "»»"'S"r|y'S

nf the fifteen men ne wants to vj
?or
The ballot contains twenty-I
names, but only fifteen are to be I
,V

°££cErs may vote against author
lizing a commission and 3t»" have"e
r"ht to vote for fifteen commiesion-l
PA
The vote for commissioner is invahdated only in the event that no
Icharter is authorized
electlon
The
i ^evesterday and ballots were <
dirribufed^o'the"Section officers lartj
1 night.
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Clean Up the City.'
ice, shockii
r conifo, emphasize a truth which
pt to conceal, that tin: people
of Cli
ve a police problem of the utmost
9 on their hands.
of Sunday night, coining as
a climax to a series of desperate crimes which
have o
the past week', should arouse
immunity to demand that adequate measures
at once for the protection of life and
ituation has passed
id the stage marked merely by small, scatfolonies which every city expects to endure
at this season of the year almost as a matter of
routine.
ere can be no virtue in belittling tho crisis.
is not tend to reassure the public to be told
that these murders are the work of "amateurs,"
mething might be done were the police
force larger.
ion quick, intelligent, effective action—is
'■ the need. The situation will not wait till another
hundred patrolmen can be secured.
linker is to be held responsible
for what the police department does or fails to do.
lie is its head. The police will do as ho directs,
are able.
Rowe of tho department is next
in ordi
ponsibility. It is for him to furthe skill of the trained police official, and
then in carry out the mayor's orders. To these
two, mayor and acting chief, the city looks for
action to relievo Clevoland of the fame she is
to acquire of being the safest big city in
America for thugs to ply their trade.
Is it not time to forgot, for a period, the
beatific principles of the Kohler golden rule
polic
Clean up the city. Arrest tho crooks, tho sustho street corner loafers—but having
rounded them up, do something more than drop
them over the city line into a suburb.
Clean up the city. Make Cleveland the unhealthiesl place in the land for a gunman to get
into; the hardest place in the world for one to
get out of by his own volition.
What do Mayor Baker and the acting chief proposo to do?
-1

(WOULD

SUCCEED

BAKER .

Bull 11OO.NO and Republican* Have
Bye on Mayor's Job.
J.

J.
Sullivan, former United
district attorney; M. P. Mooney, former member of the civil servmmlssion; D. E. Morgan, Prof.
A. ll. Hatton and W. R. Hopkiti3,
'imoter, were among men
irday "as Bull Mooae
and Republican mayoralty timber
Hopkins is the ione Republican.
Sullivan's boom seemed to have the
most weight yesterday. Next to Sullivan Mooney appears to have the most
i is, but he announced lo
Mends that he would not be a candiWith Sullivan and Mooney out of
the contest the Hull Moose hopes lie
with Prof. Hatton and D. E. Moroni. Politicians say the chances are
both will be out with denials today.

Police Head Probably Will Be Suspended

F KOHLER'S CASE
ImmediatelyIt IsonUp toHis
Return
From
Panama
Trip
the Mayor
On Sunday a stout-hearted lake captain
known to hundreds as a valuable and blameless
citizen, was murdered by burglars while trying
to defend his home against them. As a man of
keen intelligence, can the mayor still maintain
that this city is not suffering from an unusual
outbreak of crime? Can he still fail to perceive
that, aside from its insufficient size, there is something wrong with the police department, and has
been for a long time?
The average Clevelander can see that the
"tough," lawless element in the city has been
permitted to get beyond control. If Mayor
Baker will but pocket for a time his theories and
academic prejudices, he will be able to see that City's Executive Declares He Is Satisfied Rumors f
fact also. The police department is maintained
About Kohler Are Sufficient to Necessitate Action!
for the purpose of preventing such a condition of
So Soon as He's Back From Vacation Tour; Asks j
affairs from coming about. That it has not done ;
Support of Citizens and Newspapers for Inspector |
so is proof of its inefficiency.

POLICE HEAD ALMOST
CERTAIN TO LOSE JOB,
YOR'S INTIMATION;
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Rowe While He's in Charge of Police Force
BULLETIN
—"-y;
Mayor Baker intimated at J. o'clock Tuesday that he will i
suspend Chief Kohler immediately upon his return from
Panama, and allow the civil service commission to hear the ,,
charges against him. "That is my only course," said Baker.
"Of course this can be avoided, if Kohler resigns."
Mayor Baker surrendered Tuesday. He issued a statement!
which City Hall interprets as an'announcement that he expects to |
discharge Chief of Police Kohler when Kohler returns from his
Panama trip, February 20. In any event the chief must stand trialJ
on charges more serious than those he withstood two years and a-|
half ago.
In his statement Baker declares sensational personal charges;
against the chief must be investigated immediately upon his return from Panama.
BELII TR I NOW HAVE POSSESSION OP ALL THE
PACTS REGARDING RUMORS WHICH HAVE BEEN ARROAn
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Police Head Probably Will Be Suspended
♦:•
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Immediately
on
His
Return
From
Panama
Trip
Hill
r
It Is Up to the Mayor
1f Io TTn tn tliA Mavnr

On Sunday a stout-hearted lake captain,
known to hundreds as a valuable and blameless
citizen, was murdered by burglars while trying
to defend his home against them. As a man of
keen intelligence, can the mayor still maintain
that this city is not suffering from an unusual;
outbreak of crime? Can he still fail to perceive
that, aside from its insufficient size, there is sometiling wrong with the police department, and has
been for a long time?
The average Clevelander can see that the
"tough," lawless element in the city has been
permitted to get beyond control.
If Mayor
Baker will but pocket for a time his theories and
academic prejudices, he will be able to see that!
fact also. The police department is maintained
for the purpose of preventing such a condition of
affairs from coming about. That it has not done
so is proof of its inefficiency.
The long-continued complaints of present and
past policemen that the subordinate members of
the police department are prevented by the
policy upon which it is conducted from performing the services called for by their sworn duty
afford ample basis for official investigation. And
the failure to substantiate the only formal
charges ever made against Chief Kohler does not
in any way bar that course. Then his personal
character was attacked. Now only the question
of policy is involved.
It is up to the mayor to act. Will he do so,
or must more men be slain and women half
killed by thugs before he consents to change his
position %

LIGHT CHARTER
VOTE MAY SPELL
ITS DOWNFALL

HEAD ALMOST
TAIN TO LOSE JOB,
MAYOR'S INTIMATION!
City's Executive Declares He Is Satisfied Rumors f
About Kohler Are Sufficient to Necessitate Action!
So Soon as He's Back From Vacation Tour; Asks
Support of Citizens and Newspapers for Inspector
Rowe While He's in Charge of Police Force
BULLETIN
^
Mayor Baker intimated at I o'clock Tuesday that he will |
suspend Chief Kohler immediately upon his return from
Panama, and allow the civil service commission to hear the t,
charges against him. "That is my only course," said Baker.
"Of course this can be avoided, if Kohler resigns."

_ Mayor Baker surrendered Tuesday. He issued a statement
which City Hall interprets as an-announcement that he expects to
discharge Chief of Police Kohler when Kohler returns from his
Panama trip, February 20. In any event the chief must stand trial,
on charges more serious than those he withstood two years and a*
half ago.
In his statement Baker declares sensational personal charges;
against the chief must be investigated immediately upon his re-,
turn from Panama.
"I BELIEVE I NOW HAVE POSSESSION OP ALL THE
I PACTS REGARDING RUMORS WHICH HAVE BEEN ABROAD
; IN THE CITY FOR SOME TIME REGARDING CHIEF KOHfLER. AND THESE FACTS, IN MY JUDGMENT, NECESSITATE ACTION IMMEDIATELY UPON THE CHIEF'S RETURN."

A cablegram sent Tuesday to Colon, Panama, to be forwarded to
"The cordial and sympathetic sup- ■
Kohler, tells him of his danger here, port
of the people and the press of
and advises him to resign to avoid the city
will be the most valuable
Mayor Baker, However, Is the threatened investig-atfon. Kohler aid Inspector
Rowe and his men can
will get the message either by wire- have in dealing
with the task."
less or when the Meg-antic arrives at
Confident of Success of La Guayra, Venezuela, Thursday.
Follows Council Row
Baker's statement came as the seCharges to Come
quel to bitter attack on Kohler and
Nonpartisan Commission
Charges already drawn up by Rev. his golden rule policy in city counA. >S. Gregg, superintendent of the cjJL Monday night. In a caucus of tr7° '
American Civic Reform union, are
An
old
friend,
General thought to have been submitted to Democratic councilmen before thtl
Baker
Anathv marked
>
- Baker
declined to answer any regular meeting Baker learned that]
Apatny,
marKea the
me votinff
voung earlv
eariyfciuestlons
Tuesday after making his several of his supporters are against |
Kohler.
He found that the crime j
Tuesday on the question of a (formal statement.
,-.•-.
rvi
it
Gregg asserted that the charges wave in Cleveland, made more start- |
new Charter tor Cleveland, as i against Kohler will be filed unless ling by half a dozen brutal murders
in the last week, has caused indigna- j
Kohler resigns immediately upon his tion
provided by the home rule return
from Panama. He would not I
against police conditions.
But at Baker's request the Demo- \
amendment to the state consti- say whether he will make the crats
voted down resolutions offered
charges or whether they will be made
tution.
by Dr. W. W. Bustard of the Euclid by two Republican councilmen, W. '
Avenue Baptist church or some other B. Wood-s and W. S. Fitzgerald, ask- '
Voting was light in all precincts.
who has investigated the ing the abolition of the golden' rule
Mayor Baker, Iiowever, was con- person
policy and calling for an investigafident his, nonpartisan charter com- charges.
tion of the morality, condition and i
Dr.
BustaM
'was
in
Jackson,
Mich.,
:
mission would be elected. Demo * Tuesday.
efficiency of the police force.
Before
leaving
he
intitn
cratic organization men, opposed . | mated that the Kohler charges must Five Democrats voted with Repubthe nonpartisan idea out of prin be investigated.
lican members on Woods' resolution
ciple, grinned and said nothing.
■which carried with it abolition of thf
What Mayor Says
"My estimate of the vote is between
25,000"and 30,000," said J. J. Fitzgerald, j ^ have personally investigated" ]ltofs\7^Trts^l
wfthouT'd^rimt
elections board member. Fitzgerald's , tne rumors which have been,abroad J^™" De arrested without c
estimate, shared by other board mem- in tne city for some time with re- The Fitzgerald resolution, sett
bers, is about one-third of the total gard to chief Kohler.
fortn statements of rumors against!
registration.
..T believe I have now possession.moralit efficiency and the spirit ofl
There was a general fee ngTues-- of all the facts. These are certainly. Wsner ups in the police department,
day that the measure would be de- m my judgment sufficient to neces- was referred to the council commit-,
feated.
sitate action immediately upon the^tee on police. The committee is to hold!
Dems Want Spoils
chief's return. In his absence there a pUbiie hearing.
Tniintisfiptinn amotie members of can be n0 action taken- „
"One or two crimes do not make al
m
th? Democraticorg™n"zat£n iiriven "In the meantlme the police force crime wave," said Mayor Baker when|
fft£ reason Tnev are wUhttllx" will remain under the direction of the resolutio
cation of a fewlova^ ward captains Inspector Rowe with full authority talked with 50 or more citizens andl
£ 1 Sn^?wnSS to conduct the department. I have they believe criticism of the police]
ticketon thegrinds that "tnV or" entire confidence in his ability,^ and department has encouraged crime."
ganization practically is in control the zeal and efficiency of the force
of Cleveland and Cuyahoga county under his command,
Wave of Criticism
and that "to the victors belong the [~
spoils."
Spurs Police to Actionl
Two nonpartisan tickets, made up L
of Democrats, Progressives and Re- ■
■ bpurred to activity by a wave ofl
publicans, are in the field. One was ■
■ criticism and their failure to make!
named by a nonpartisan committee ■
■ arrests in the four murder cases ofl
nine appointed by Mayor Baker.'B
■ the last few days, police Tuesday!
e heads-the ticket. The other was ■
I began cleaning out disreputable saedged by
Dy |H
mposed oT^anaidatespTeaged
| loons and pool rooms. A score of |
the Progressive league.
■known criminals and suspicious perin his efforts^ toi
to ^
^ sons were brought tc police head-J
'Mayor Baker honest
nonpartisan j
quarters and questioned by Captainl
i election, has not issued an order, in :
Walker, Detective Rabshaw andl
his capacity as leader of the DemoBertillon Expert Koestle. Four were!
cratic organization," said E. B. HaseI held on charges of being suspiciousl
rodt, floor leader of the Democrats in
, persons. The others were ordered!
I to leave the city.
i city 'council.
+y,4„t
I "if I was in charge I don t think j
Sixty patrolmen have been asII could help putting .all my political ,
I signed to duty in plain clothes, as a |
LOWer behind the thing I was interresult of Acting Chief Rowe's orders.
ested in Mr. Baker .certainly has!
I Police captains from every district I
,rMt will power to keep hands off.- ,
I in the city conferred with Rowe |
The absence of W. B. Gongwer, I
I Tuesday at police headquarters.
I recognized as chief of the Democratic
Part? workers, was taken by. many |
to believe that the organization
a whole frowned on a nonpartisan
election. Gongwer is Panamamg wit)
Chief Kohler.
J Martin Thumm, one of Baker.
I strongest adherents, worked open j
against the charter. He was follovf/
bv many lesser lights.

THE AKRON TTMES
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^JFEWER SALARIES AND MORE WORK," DEMANDS MAYOR
BAKER, AND SEEKS MERGER OP COUNTY IN CITY OE CLEVELAND

Seven Million Dollar Court House and Mayor Baker Who May Move to—Model Cuyaboga County Highway
Cuyahoga. county, with its $7,000,000 court house and its 400 miles of rural brick highway, may pass under
the control of the city of Cleveland if Mayor Newton D. Baker, Tom Johnson's successor, has his way. Baker
says that two governments for the same territory are bound to conflict and that money ep<;nt in multiplying political offices had better be spent for pavements, good roads, buildings, parks, etc. He fathers a movement to make county government optional in the same manner that cities have been glvsn home rule in Ohio.
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Mayor Baker Does Not Meet the Issue,

-

MAYOR BAKER will never satisfy the just demands
of the people of Cleveland for protection from
jdere is interest in plenty in
l,e Leader-News waul columns,
lead them every day and don't
orget to use them. Quick re[Its at least cost.

|E

CENT—EVERYWHERE.

POLICE PROBE
IS KILLED BY
DER
Democrats Sidetrack 2
Republican Demands
For Quiz.
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ASKTMERCY

|lfo Crime Wave, He Says;
Bustard Won't Act Until Kohler Returns.

thugs and outlaws hy belittling the dangers which they
know only too well exist in this city. He can get
. nowhere by talking glibly ahout "the chorus of excited
crime wave criers."
The people know how much ground there is for demanding better police protection. They know that the
official effort to make light of murders and burglaries,
highway robberies and brutal attacks upon unoffending
j citizens, is unworthy of Mayor Baker or any other man
(in high authority. Nor can they be deceived by efforts
i to make it appear that the bitter complaints caused by
existing conditions are attacks upon the rank and file
of the police force, or upon the veteran officer who is
acting as the head of the department, in the absence of'
J
i Chief Kohler.
The Leader believes in the poliecemen. It believes in
Acting Chief Rowe. It does not believe that the headof the city government is taking the wise course or the
right stand in seeking to cry down complaints of the
■ inadequacy of police protection. . Mayor iBaker cannot;
J smother the indignation of the public. He cannot convince the citizens of Cleveland that their city is weir
I guarded against dangerous and brutal criminals.
If the mayor is well advised he will not permit, tie
resolution of Councilman Fitz Gerald asking for an in-.
jvestigation of the police situation by a competent eom| mittee representing large civic organizations and various
elements in city affairs to be sidetracked or voted
down. Turn tiie light into every corner of the police
department. Investigate all charges/brought by reputable persons. Make the facts public.
Cleveland demands the truth and all of the truth.
Nothing less will satisfy the people of this city or stop
jthe outcry against inefficiency in the management of
the police

URGE ALL TO VOTE
TODAY m CHARTER

ICHIEF MAY FACE CHARGES Friends of Home Kule Fear
sl1
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Woods, in his, sought to abolish .the
I golden rule by an arbitrary order.
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Mayor Baker Does Not Meet the Issue,
m * AYOR BAKER will never satisfy the just demands
l\\ of the people of Cleveland for protection from

is iuteresl in plenty in
be Leader-News want cohimn^
e8d them every day and don t
I to use them. Quick re! least cost.
c

E CEl\T—EVEEYWHERE.

POUCEPROK
IS KILLED BY
BAKER ORDER
Democrats Sidetrack 2
I Republican Demands
For Quiz.

IAYORWMERCY
No Crime Wane, He Says;
Bustard Won't tot Until Kohler Returns.

thugs and outlaws by belittling the dangers which they
know only too well exist in this city. He can get
nowhere by talking glibly about "the chorus of excited
crime wave criers."
The people know how much ground there is for demanding better police protection. They know that the
official effort to make light of murders and burglaries,
highway robberies and brutal attacks upon unoffending
| citizens, is unworthy of Mayor Baker or any other man
tin high authority. Nor can they be deceived by efforts
to make it appear that the bitter complaints caused by
existing conditions are attacks upon the rank and file
of the police force, or upon the veteran officer who is
, acting as the head of the department, in the absence of
Chief Kohler.
The Leader believes in the poliecemen. It believes in
| Acting Chief Rowe. It does not believe that the head;
'of the city government is taking the wise course or the
right stand in seeking to cry down complaints of the.
'inadequacy of police protection. . Mayor 3aker cannot,
(smother the indignation of the public. He cannot con-'
■vincc the citizens of Cleveland that their city is weirguarded against dangerous and brutal criminals.
If the mayor is well advised he will not permit the
resolution of Councilman Fitz Gerald asking for an investigation of the police situation by a competent com•mittee representing large civic organizations and various
■ elements in city affairs to be sidetracked or voted
Idown. Turn me light into every corner of the police;
i department. Investigate all charges.brought by reputa•ble persons. Make the facts public.
Cleveland demands the truth and all of the truth.
. Nothing less will satisfy the people of this city or stop
the outcry against inefficiency in the management of
■the nol

URGE ALL TO VOTE
TODAY m CHARTER

CHIEF MAY FACE CHARGES
Two attempts by Republican
[members of council last night to
[force an official investigation of
[police department conditions
/ere summarily stifled by the
)emocratic majority, after a
Dooh-poohing of the crime-wave
igitation by Mayor Baker.
Following a day of futile investigation by the police into the
lurcler of Captain R. E. Byrns,.
slain in his home by two thugs
Sunday night, and an afternoon
Icaucus of Democratic councilmea
irith the mayor for a discussion
lof police conditions, minority
[members Woods and Fitz Gerald
[forced the matter before open
| council in resolutions.
Woods, in his, sought to abolish .the
jolden rule by an arbitrary order.
I Fitz Gerald asked an investigation of
the department l.y a non-partisan
[ committee of citizens.
Sidetrack Both Resolutions.
Woods' resolution was tabled by. a
[vote of 15 11 11. Fitz Gerald's went
to the police committee, after a motion by Councilman Manning that it
I be tabled failed to get a secomT
The police committee is composed
| of Councilmen Koch, Zinner and
Thhmpson, all Democrats, and it was
believed ">y other councilmen that the
members will quietk stifle the resolution.
Mt—.bers of the committee, it is
I believed, -will follow Mayor Baker's
attitude and intimated command ttr
his followers that "there is no crime
wave and *hat there is nothing to
investigate."
Charges Against Chief.
There were many rumors afloat
yeste; Jay of charges to be filed,
against Kohler.
| Councilman Robert Foster, Demos]
crat, declared last night that charges
have been prepared against Kohler)
and that they will be filed ;.s soon as
Kohler gets ..ack from his vacation in
Panama.
Rev. W. W. Bustard, previously
j quoted as threatening charges against
i Kohler inside of two days, said lastj
night that he is not interested in the|
fifing of charges against the chief
| while the latter is out of the city.
Kohler's golden rule policy was
| branded as dangerous and a failure,
and a policy which led to a disrespect!
for law and it's enforcement, and de
mands that a patrolman usurp the)
j authority and duty of courts in the
I resolution by Councilman Woods.
Lack of co-operation and harmony
in the police department was placed1
upon Chief Kohler's reorganization
scheme in the resolution by Councilman Fitz Gerald. The resolution asked
that Mayor Baker name a committee
comprised of two clergymen and one
representative from the Chamber of
Commerce, Chamber of Industry,
Federation of Labor and the city
|| council to investigate the situation.
Prior to the introduction of the
[resolution Mayor Baker, in-answer to |
criticism by Fitz GeralcT, defended the
police department and asked council
to rally to its support. Baker blamed
I mrrcase in crime upon criticism of,
j the department.
Neither Baker nor Safety Director
IStaee would comment. u£Qn
tha
Woods or Fitz Gerajf resolutions.
| after their introduction.
Stage Attached.
"1 have absolutely nothing- to
[say," said. Safety Director Stage.
"Was that a plan?" inquired Mayor
I Baker with emphasis upon the word
I "plan" when asked what he thought
I of the FitzGerald plan for the appointment of a committee to investigate the effectiveness of th»
j organization.
Criticism of police came from
I Councilman Fitz Gerald first when
I a resolution was introduced by
Councilman Haserewit asking that
| Safety Director Stage investigate
question of the city engaging in
| the insurance business.
think that the safety director]
Iconic! better devote his time to th
Ir-esent onslaught of crime rathe
|than investigate a theoretical idea
sr.id Fitz Gerald.
This brought Mayor Baker to hisj
feet in a defense of the police de"
|>artment. He said:
"One or two crimes do not
make a crime wave. This is »

Friends of Home Kule Fear
Defeat If Balloting
Is Light.
Polls open at 5:30 a. m. today for
the charter election, when the citizens of Cleveland will be the fjgst. in
Ohio to exercise the right ot: home
rule if they vote for the framing of
a new city charter.
Politicians expect a light vote.
Possibly not 50 per cent of the total
electorate of the 99,489 in Cleveland
will be cast. If the vote is very light
the charter may be defeated through
the efforts of Socialists and professional politicians in the Democratic
party, assisted by a few Republican
politicians.
Elect Fifteen Commissioners.
Coupled with the big issue of
whether or not a charter shall be
formed, is the election of fifteen
charter commissioners,
who will ,
serve only in case the first question
is affirmatively adopted.
Fifteen hundred city employees will
have permission to spend part of the
day working at the polls, William
Kirby, secretary of the service department, announced Monday. Instructions have been given to department heads to permit as many men
. to work at the polls as possible without crippling the city service.
Every one of the twenty-five candidates whose names will appear on
| the non-partisan ballot at today's
i election is pledged to incorporate in
j the city charter the principle of non- j
partisan municipal politics.
The plank is aimed to free the city
from the domination of the national |
and state party bosses in municipal
affairs and have local alignments on
civic "issues.
It is this fact that rr.akes the only
danger to the success" of the new
charter today. It is natural that
those who depend on party politics
for their jobs should fight to retainj
party ascendency.
Even if the charter vote is affirmative today the foes of the non-partisan principle will continue theirj
battle.
"I'm going to vote for the charteil
tomorrow," said Councilman Joseph!
Menning, a disbeliever in non-partisj
anism in local affairs, who will takd
office this year as a Democrati<|
county commissioner.
Ward Club AVill Fight.
"I'm going to do so because I dc
'not believe there will be any non-1
partisan' charter here. People wouldl
vote against it by a 20,000 majority!
Why, the Second Ward Jackson Clubl
(a prominent Democratic organiza-1
tion) members tell me the club will]
spend every cent it has to defeat aj
non-partisan charter."
Mayor Baker issued the final appeal Monday for citizens to vote.
"I hope and expect to see a large]
vote cast in favor of the charter,'"
Baker said.
"The people of Cleveland have been i
fighting for home rule for ten years.
T.e first battle was to educate ourselves
The next was to educate
the constitutional convention. The
third was to educate the people of
the state
All these battles have |
no fin won
"The last contest comes Tuesday,
when we decide whether we want to
be free after all. Whatever opposition there is to a home rule
charter arises from a misunderstanding. Probably if the Declaration of
Independence had been submitted to
a popular vote, some people would
have been afraid to vote yes,
not many."
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Kohler Not the Main Issue
Mayor Baker has finally seen the; light—at
it partially. He announces that as the result
of a personal investigation he is in possession of
facts compelling him to act upon the "rumors"*
concerning Chief of Police Kohler. He intimates
that Kohler will he suspended and brought to(
trial before the civil service commission.
But if the mayor goes no further than this he
will fall far short of his duty. Chief Kohler is
not the main issue now. "What the people of
Cleveland want, what they demand, and what i
Mayor Baker is bound by his oath of office to [
give them, is efficiency in its police department. '
The first consideration in this or any community
is safety for life and property. That should be
ithe primary object of whatever action the
.mayor takes.
Kohler's personal conduct is
otf secondary importance.
Some of the outcry against the present state
of affairs has been raised by men who are animated by the desire to "get" the chief. With
them the mayor should have nothing to do except to take advantage of any evidence they
may produce bearing on the condition of the
police force and that which has brought it about.
The public is interested almost wholly, just now,,
in its own protection.
The people of Cleveland will surely visit condemnation upon Mayor Baker unless he gets at
the root of the trouble in the department and
eradicates it, regardless of Kohler.

A Great Step Forward
Beyond doubt, yesterday was one of the
greatest days in Cleveland's history. It will, in
all time to come, mark the beginning of an era of
civic development for the city which is only
vaguely comprehended now. Cleveland, under
the charter which its citizens authorized Tuesday,
is sure to fulfill a destiny undreamed of by its
founders.
The election of the Baker slate of charter
commissioners can not be otherwise than gratifying to the people as a whole. These men were selected carefully by a competent committee, and
they represent the highest intelligence of practically every class of citizenship. That they will
give the best there is in them to the great and
responsible task they are about to take up goes
without saying. That they will succeed in framing a charter which will fit the present and future
needs of the city and be satisfactory to its people
is a strong probability.
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Dead on Ice of Lake Spends
Sleepless Night
I

TODRAFT
HOME RULE
TER FRIDAY

FUNERAL PROBABLY
WILL BE HELD FRIDAY

j That

Much Time Necessary

for Relatives to Get Back

san Ticket Wins at

At City Hall it Is Predicted That Police Head Will Get
Out Bather Than Face Another Trial; City Law
Authorities Say They Can Find No Authority Under Which He Can Draw Pension if He Does
Resign

oils Tuesday by a Big
rity
BAKER HEADS
r TO DO THE WORK
;sion Will Get Down'

Chief of Police Fred Kohler's complete downfall was confidently predicted at City Hall Wednesday. He must resign quietly 'ork the Last of This
upon his return from Panama, February 20, or suffer suspension at
Mayor Baker's hands, and stand trial before the civil service commission on charges of a personal nature.
If he resigns, he '11 likely lose his pension.
lonpartisan city cliarte ,
This development In the police "
doners elected Tuesday!
situation was coincident with the unday shows a marked increase in
derstanding that Kohler's golden rule
it Thursday afternoon «$
crime.
policy will be suspended, possibly
abolished, before Kohler's return.
In the one month in 1913 Baker's office to organize

J

The new police attitude is the result of frequent conferences between
Mayor Baker and his efficiency
board. Acting Chief Rowe has been
consulted several times. A complete
reorganization of the police department may be undertaken.
Even the lieutenants may be taken
back off the street duty Kohler put
them on.
A comparison of grand jury
•ecords for January, 1912, with
those of January, 1913, made
by Prosecutor Locher Wednes-

there were 82 cases before the
grand jury; there were 115 in
•January, 1913 There were 101
defendants in 1912; 160 in
1913; six robbery cases in 1912,
16 in 1913; three murders in
1912, 11 in 1913; five grand
larceny cases in 1912, 13 in
1913.
Locher declined to comment
on the result of his examination.
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Kohler Not the Main Issue
Mayor Baker has finally seen the1 light- -at
least partially. He announces that as the result.
of a personal investigation he is in possession of
facts compelling him to act upon the "rumors";
concerning Chief of Police Kohler. He intimates
that Kohler will he suspended and brought to,
trial before the civil service commission.
But if the mayor goes no further than this he;
will fall far short of his duty. Chief Kohler isj
not the main issue now. "What the people of
Cleveland want, what they demand, and what;
. Mayor Baker is bound by his oath of office to
give them, is efficiency in its police department, j
The first consideration in this or any community
is safety for life and property. That should be
ithe primary object of whatever action the
'.mayor takes. Kohler's personal conduct is
of secondary importance.
Some of the outcry against the present state
of affairs has been raised by men who are animated by the desire to "get" the chief. With
them the mayor should have nothing to do except to take advantage of any evidence they
may produce bearing on the condition of the
police force and that which has brought it about.
The public is interested almost wholly, just now,
in its own protection.
The people of Cleveland will surely visit condemnation upon Mayor Baker unless he gets at j
the root of the trouble in the department and!
eradicates it, regardless of Kohler.

F HE DOES
At City Hall it Is Predicted That Police Head Will Get oils Tuesday by a I
Out Rather Than Face Another Trial; City Law
ity
Authorities Say They Can Find No Authority Under Which He Can Draw Pension if He Does BAKER HEADS
Resign
f TO DO THE WORK
sion Will Get Down

Chief of Police Fred Kohler's complete downfall was confidently predicted at City Hall Wednesday. He must resign quietly ork the Last of This
upon his return from Panama, February 20, or suffer suspension at
Mayor Baker's hands, and stand trial before the civil service commission on charges of a personal nature.
If he resigns, he '11 likely lose his pension.
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The statement which Mayor bei
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attack on Chief Kohler by word of
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husband on his plea of neglect.
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problems to be worked out in tri;not served quite 24 years in the de- commission are nu v ^
future," continued Hunt in opposingp^tment.
ouncil Size Big Question
0
the Bigelow bill to revoke the 50- if he should be dismissed under
.
„ 0f the'higgtst
year franchise given the Cincinnat%harges for anything other than dls- evident tnai u^ ^ question
Traction Company.
honesty in money matters or theients will
-<. snaii be electThe mayor told the committee o%0mmission of a felony, he would? large a count
withe efforts his administration wasbe entitled to one-half of the full! how. it .snaii;«.■
y
uBe4
rpaking to provide adequate tractioraension. The full pension for a re-or. Baker we
firgt tlM
service in his city, and explainedUred chief would be $125 per month.ihe commissi<>"• " b)ic meet
the negotiations between the munici-iccording to Secretary Norris of tlie^hold one or™ v
exprcsi.
pality and the Cincinnati" Tractioiiolice department.
t which tf'tlzens ry changes
Company to this end. He declared
Braanet Is Ordered
views o 1 ttie nece
mi
the Pigelow bill was destructive ari
magnet is uraerea
i charter. An eftc-rt"
counc|1
thst its passage would result in Ions Meanwhile Rowe has been in-cure the use oi «'
thecx*
I1 T
lor *
***i
.hlir
with no ceiLainty of tht'ormed by Baker that he is in fullber for
2i»v
!fiv^. nubile.
litis
outcome.
control of the department until Koh-Sn, which wi"^ei^ charge ">
n0
Representative Bigelow admitteder's return.
The word has gone out'i H.. Wells,. . ^gearch worK.
that the bill contained no construe-^ all captains to search the city forty's municipal re
etarv O'I
■ tive measures introduced later. HCuspicious characters.
There is to pjy rnay be'name
consented to having a referendurbe a general cleanup of questionablelornmission.
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weapons.
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Lorain, O.
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Nonpartisan Slate, Headed by
Mayor Baker, Elected in
Entirety.

s at

TO ORGANIZE THIS WEEK

Attorney of S. D. Schearer Cancels
Trip to California to be Witness at
Mayor's Request.

fORK

Commission Invites Suggestions from Citizens as to
Form of Government.

Cleveland Tuesday voted for a
new charter 19,125 to 5218. The
1
nonpartisan slate of candidates,
Dowrt
headed
by Mayor Baker, was
i
elected.
This
The commission, with Mayor
i Baker undoubtedly chairman, will
be formally organized for work
this week. The first meeting will J
be called by the mayor as soon as'
liarteij
7,
•
.*„■ s^red
acxMirfitl ^
from ^^
Mackenzie
his the certificates of election are per-!
have personally
inveshtegtify fee_
lesdayj
•
1
>on at gated rumors which have teen fore the civil service board as to fected.
The total vote was 28,737, the;
*ahize abroad in the city for some time just what testimony had been in
smallest in Cleveland in recent
draft with regard to Chief Kohler. 1 troduced in the divorce hearing years. Widespread confidence the
before Judge Vickery.
charter would carry and cold
e gov
Mackenzie had expected to weather are ascribed as causing
believe I am now in possession
leave Cleveland for California the low vote. Socialists, though
of all the facts, mid these facts
task
next Monday. At the Instance of angered because their slate was ;
13,950 are such as in my'.judgment Mayor Baker he has postponed his refused place on the, ticket, failed
trip, and will remain here to offer
draft necessitate action upon the his testimony, which will be taken to cast their party strength
the charter. There were,
as soon as Chief Kohler returns against
ast at chief's return.
votes cast for candidates by
from his present vacation with the 4394
i total
"In the chief's absence, mani- Cleveland bankers' party to Pan- voters who failed to mark for or
against the charter.
The festly no action can be taken." ama.
Denis Support Slate.
Judge
Vickery,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
■rmiug
—NEWTON D. BAKER,
Mayor Baker led the ticket with j
Schearer, Clayton F. Benjamin, a
9,199;
neighbor of the Schearers at their 18,975* votes, only 150 votes short
Mayor.
former home, Daisy-av, and Al- of the total cast for the charter
led by
bert J. Merki will probably be proposal. The democratic organieasily,
The statement, which Mayor other witnesses who will be called zation was active in behalf of the
of the
mayor and the nonpartisan slate.
than Baker made public in his office by the mayor.
The commission invites sugtan on at the city hall Tuesday after•Kohler May Call Witnesses.
gestions
from all citizens on all
! ConUnder the civil service rules,
:er led noon follows several weeks of which govern the trial of a chief questions connected with thecharter making. Mayor Baker
EI total
attack on Chief Kohler by word of police or other official who is be- announces the commission first
ing
heard
on
charges
of
any
nature,
and by letter to the mayor and
will seek suggestions as to what
Chief Kohler will have the right to
ie new to practically every member of call as many witnesses as he de- kind of a charter the people want.
It is the intention to have the
3 their
sires.charter voted upon July IX. Tom
council.
Baker;
The
Schearer
divorce
hearing
ocStephen
The effort of all these attacks cupied but a few moments in Judge L .Johnson's birthday, or July 22,
clerk;
the anniversary of the founding
No
[alcolm
has been to connect the name of Vickery's court on Nov. 14.
Cleveland.
newspaper reporters appear to have I of Mayo
J. B.
Fesler, secretary of the
Chief Kohler with the divorce been present during the hearing,
ar A.
I muny league, and Earl H. Wells,
33', at^
suit of Samuel D. Schearer and Judge Vickery stated to The 1 muny librarian, are suggested for
e proPress Wednesday afternoon that no
against his wife, which was official stenographer was present, secretary of the commission.
:er; D.
The personnel of the charter
ph V.
!
heard in Judge Vickery s room and that no official transcript of the commission follows: Newton D.
, capi'
testimony
had
been
taken.
factur
Baker, Ralph V. Brandt, B. W.
kof the common pleas court on
A Signed StatementDotv, Kdear A. Hahn, A. R. HatNov. 14, and in which Judge
Judge Vickery states that only ton," Bascom Little, Louis I. LitzS939f ickery granted a divorce to the three witnesses were present and ler, Malcom L. McBride, M. P.
•usliand on his plea of neglect. two were heard—Schearer, who tes- Mooney, D. E. Morgan, Carl L.
tified to support his plea for di Nau, Charles T. Scott, S. S. Stilm'Pledges Testimony.
vorce, and Clayton F. Benjamin, ; well J. E. Tuckerman and E. M.
Williams. Brandt, Doty, Scott,
' The mayor issued his statement neighbor of Schearer.
Stilwell and Tuckerman were on
that he would take action regard-'
both sUtes.
-Ing "rumors which have been
■abroad" after he had sent for
/Alexander C. Mackenzie, attorney
4at 524 Society for Savings, and

He Will Tell of Testimony Before
| Judge Vickery in Which Kohler's
Name was Used.
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MOCMTS LEAD
MR TO PLEDGE
KOHLER CHARGES
Councilmen Say Mayor
; Couldn't Carry Police Head
as Election Burden,
RETURN OF CHIEF AWAITED
Executive Declares Accusations
Warrant Action When Panama
Trip Is Ended.
HAS FAITH IN INSPECTOR ROWE
The storm of protest which in
the past few weeks has arisen
from the religious and civic organizations of the city and
finally from the Democratic
members of the city council
against Chief of Police Kohler,
resulted in forcing an announcement from Mayor Baker Tuesday, which in effect means that
the day of Kohler as chief or
the Cleveland police department
is at an end—unless Kohler can
again stem the tide which is
setting .strong against him.
The breaking point in Mayor Baker's defense of Kohler came Tuesday, when Baker emerged from an
all-morning session with members of
the efficiency board, and declared
that a personal investigation of rumors with regard to Kohler would
necessitate action upon the chief's
return from the Panama bankers'
trip. Kohler is scheduled to return
February 20.

.cement that the chief will be
permitted to resign if he cares to.
If he is not willing to resign the
announcement is taken to mean that
t' 2 mayor's only course
is
to
suspend him and let him again stand
trial before the civil service commission.
The chief's statement to which so
r-uch importance is attached was:
"I won, but before I would go
through another trial I will send in
my resignation."
If the chief strengthened by his
trip to Panama, decides to make a
second fight for his title it is likely
that the American Civic Reform
Union, which, it is rumored, will file
charges against Kohler, will be represented by John A. Cline, former
county prosecuting attorney.
Councilman Robert Foster and other Democrats for the past two weeks
have been urging Baker to force
Kohler's resignation, declaring that
the mayor would find re-election impossible if Kohler continued as chief.
Expects Baker to Act.
"Kohler is a ■ load which Baker
cannot carry and be re-elected," said
Foster Tuesday night. "I have tried
to convince him of that fact and
have been urging other Democrats
to make it plain. It now looks as if
we had succeeded."
Rev. A. S. Gregg, secretary of the
American Civic Reform Union, which
has been considering the filing of
charges against Kohler. admitted
Tuesday night that members of the
Democratic organization had been
exerting efforts along lines similar to
those of the reformers.
'ilt looks as though Baker had seen
the handwriting upon the wall and
will sacrifice Kohler to save himself,"
said Gregg.
Gregg Tuesday night declared that
the Reform Union had not submitted
charges to Baker.
"I know of three separate parties,
though, that are considering the filing:
e!' charges^" he said.
Action of Baker is also believed to
have been hastened by efforts of
Dr. W. W. Bustard, pastor of the
Euclid Avenue Baptist Church. Bustard has been attacking the city administration in preludes to his Sunday evening sermons.
A cablegram sent Tuesday to
Colon. Panama, to be forwarded to
Kohler tells of his danger here and
advises him to resign to avoid 1he
'• i>ve:, i ened investigation.

Resign or Face Charges.
That Kohler will be asked to tender
SCORES BAKER
his resignation as head of the police DIVINE
department or face charges which
Asked to Have Saloons Closed
are to be brought against him was,
Tuesday; Got No, Results.
shown in the following written state-1
ment issued Tuesday by Mayor Ba-| Rev. John S. Rutledge, Anti-Saloon
ker.
League leader, appealed to Mayor
Baker Tuesday morning to close
The statement:
"I have personally investigated ru- saloons between E. 3d and E. 6th
streets, which he said were open
mors which have been abrpad in the during election hours.
Rutledge
for some time with regard to; claims his appeals brought no relief. |
"Saloonists and police either treat
Chief Colilcr. and I believe that I am
now in the possession of all of the Mayor Baker as a joke or Baker is
unfaithful
to
his
obligations,"
facts, . . these facts are such as in Rutledge said.
"I called Mayor
my judgment necessitate action uporaj Baker's office by phone and the clerk
the chief's return.
said "W. J. Murphy, secretary to the
"In the chief's absence manifestly mayor, would call me, but he did
HJ action can be taken. I have en- not."
Acting Chief of Police Rowe said
tire confidence in Inspector Rowe's last night he had issued orders to
x. The cordial and sympathetic all officers and patrolmen Tuesday
support of the citizens and the press morning to enforce ordinances and
will 1 e the most valuable aid In- election laws.
:owe and his men can have
in dealing with their tasks."
Democrats Force Move.
sure brought to bear by Demomembers of the city council
action in the Kohler case,
ded, it is said, where efforts of
reformers failed.
The statement
issued Tuesday is interpreted as an
our'

CHARTER WINNER
Y3T01;BAKER
SLATE IS OHQ
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Ceat of
groun

iminations of the Socialists made no appreciable di:
' ""'
he chart
t-y," and
the disapproving among the I
Democrats seem to have been willing
to "tal
" brought the condid ;,ii: from many that no
serioi
11 ion to the charter will,
develop, at least not on the score of!
a non-partisan municipal election

Proposition Carries by Ma
jority of 9,6IS in Rec-

i

VICTORY FOB HOME BOLE
Opposition to Mayor's Candidates
and to Progressive Plan
Proves Weak.
WILL BEGIN CAMPAIGN SOON
MAYOR HOLDS VOTE IS
MILESTONE IN HISTORY
BY NEWTON D. BAKER,
Mayor of Cleveland.
THE election today marks a
milestone in the history of
cities in
the United States.
Hitherto the home rule movement
has been largely confined to cities
in the far West. The tide has
now moved eastward and the
sixth city in size in the country
has, by an overwhelming vote,
shown its readiness to assume
the responsibility of self-government.
This example will encourage
and lend confidence to cities
everywhere and when the people
of Cleveland have made their
own charter and set it in operation we will have a demonstration of the fact that there
is justice, wisdom and community
feeling enough in the modern
American city to solve the problems which city conditions create.
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Home rule for Cleveland till-

der

new charter,

the

n muntcmight aid in <leproposition, was un-

the most

Should
' enmity appear it
Will be counteracted by the effect of
of i iducat inn to be waged
from now on until the special elec. This max- be held July IS, the
| anniversary of Tom K. Johnson's
birthday, or July 22, the anniversary
of the founding of Cleveland.
Democratic
malcontents,
who
thought
things
were
generally
"primed" to i"get" Baker this time,
will have the figures IS, 1)75 to gaze
upon. This was the total vote given
the mayor, who led his ticket. Conquering that the affirmative vote on
the question, the all-important question. "Khali a commission be chosen
to frame a charter," was 19,119, only
114 votes more than the mayor's total,
this is looked upon as something of a
complimentary assurance that his ensign still flies from the organization
masthead.
Burden Rests With Baker.
j
Che feeling about Baker's office late
last night was that "he should worry
and get a new pipe." Just now he
is "the man of the hour," in that the
burden of the responsibility for the
conduct of the charter commission
according to the will of the people
who elected its members rests with
him.
The decision of the voters of
Cleveland to have a new charter
marks a new milestone in the city's
development, he declared, enthusiastic as well as from the success of the
fundamental proposition as from the
fact that that "Progressive bad boy,"
W. G. Osborn, secretary of the
league, had not succeeded in breaking his tUatc.
Baker will without doubt be chosen
chairman of the commission He
said that a meeting will bo called
Thursday or Friday to organize for
the regular sessions next summer at

"•OVernmentalTv progressive 'ng a charter will be gone througf.
.
, ,
, with under the eyes of such people
Step the City has ever taken, and who can forego the ball game to at-
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. .
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. .cement that the chief will be
permitted to resign if he cares to.
If he is not willing to resign the
'announcement is taken to mean that
V. 2 mayor's only course
is
to
, suspend him and let him again stand
j trial before the civil service commis1 sion.
The chief's statement to which so
r-uch importance is attached was:
"I won, but before I would go
through another trial I will send in
my resignation."
If the chief, strengthened by his
trip to Panama, decides to make a
second light for his title it is likely
that the American Civic Reform
Union, which, it is rumored, will file
charges against Kohler, will be represented by John A. Cline, former
county irosecuting attorney.
Councilman Robert Foster and other Democrats for the past two weeks
have been urging Baker to force
Kohler's resignation, declaring that
the mayor would find re-election imI possible if Kohler continued as chief.
i
Expects Baker to Act.
"Kohler is a > load which Baker
j cannot carry and be re-elected," said
Foster Tuesday night. "I have tried
to convince him of that fact and
have been urging other Democrats
to make it plain. It now looks as if
The storm of protest which in we had succeeded."
Rev. A. S. Gregg, secretary of the
the past few weeks has arisen American
Civic Reform Union, which
from the religious and civic or- has been considering the filing of
ganizations of the city and charges against Kohler, . admitted
finally from the Democratic ! Tuesday night that members of the
Democratic organization had been
members of the city council j exerting efforts along lines similar to
against Chief of Police Kohler, ■ those of the reformers.
resulted in forcing an announce- "Jt looks as though Baker had seen
the handwriting upon the wall and
ment from Mayor Baker Tues- will
sacrifice Kohler to save himself,"
day, which in effect means that said Gregg.
the day of Kohler as chief Of Gregg Tuesday night declared that
Reform Union had not submitted
the Cleveland police department the
charges to Baker.
is at an end—unless Kohler can "I know of three separate parties,
again stem the tide which is though, that are considering the filing;
of charges," he said.
setting: strong against him.
Action of Baker is also believed to
The breaking point in Mayor Baker's defense of Kohler came Tues- have been hastened by efforts of
day, when Baker emerged from an Rev. Dr. W- W. Bustard, pastor of the
all-morning session with members of Euclid Avenue Baptist Church. Busthe efficiency board, and declared tard has been attacking the city adthat a personal investigation of ru- ministration in preludes to his Sunday evening sermons.
mors with regard to Kohler would
A cablegram sent Tuesday to
necessitate action upon the chief's
Colon, Panama, to be forwarded to
return from the Panama bankers' Kohler tells of his danger liere and
:
trip. Kohler is scheduled to return advises him to resign to avoid the
February 20.
^uvr-ntoned investigation.
Resign or Face Charges.
That Kohler will be asked to tender
BAKER
his resignation as head of the police DIVINE"SCORES
department or face charges which
Asked to Have Saloons Closed
are to be brought against him wasj
Tuesday; Got No. Results.
shown in the following written state-j
ment issued Tuesday by Mayor Ba-; Rev. John S. Rutledge, Anti-Saloon
ker.
League leader, appealed to Mayor
Baker Tuesday morning to close
The statement:
between E. 3d and E. 6th
"I have personally investigated ru- saloons
streets, which he said were open
mors which have been abroad in the during election hours.
Rutledge
city for some time with regard to claims his appeals brought no relief.
"Saloonists and police either treat
Chief f ohler, and I believe that I am
now in the possession of all of the Mayor Baker as a joke or Baker is
unfaithful
to
his
obligations,"
facts, .
these facts are such as in Rutledge said.
"I called Mayor
my judgment necessitate action upon Baker's office by phone and the clerk
the chief's return.
said W. J. Murphy, secretary to the
"In the chief's absence manifestly mayor, would call me, but he did
nj action can be taken. I have en- not."
Acting Chief of Police Rowe said
tire confidence in Inspector Rowe's last night he had issued orders to
ability. The cordial and sympathetic all officers and patrolmen Tuesday
support of the citizens and the press morning to enforce ordinances and
will :e the most valuable aid In- election laws.
spector Rowe and his men can have
in dealing with their tasks."
Democrats Force Move.
Pressure brought to bear by Democratic members of the city council
urging action in the Kohler case,
succeeded, it is said, where efforts of
reformers failed.
The statement
issued Tuesday is interpreted as an

EMOGRATS LEAD
BAKER TO PLEDGE
KOHLER CHARGES

Councilmen Say Mayor
Couldn't Garry Police Head
as Election Burden.
RETURN OF CHIEF AWAITEO

Executive Declares Accusations
Warrant Action When Panama
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CHARTER WINNER
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jorlfy of 9,815 in Record Light
VICTORY FOR
Opposition to Mayor's Candidates
and to Progressive

Trip Is Ended.

HAS FAITH IN INSPECTOR ROWE
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WILL BEGIN CAMPMfiN SOON
MAYOR HOLDS VOTE IS
MILESTONE IN HISTORY
BY NEWTON D. BAKER,

a nks because of Bake? s
ion-partisan munlcidea • might aid in depr< position, was unEliminations or the So-'!
adei no appreciable differ.
Primary," and
sapp ■oving among the
em i o have been willing
■ brought the conton front many that no
ition to the charter will
:ast not on the score of
-part an municipal election

Snould organized enmity appear it :
\yill be counteracted by the effect of j
a campaign of education to be waged!
from now on until the special election. This may be held July IS, the
nrmh
of Tom L. Johnson's
birthday, or July 22, the anniversary
of the rounding of Cleveland.
Democratic
malcontents,
who
thought
things
were
generally
"primed" to "get" Baker this time,
will have the figures 18,875 to gaze
upon. This was the total vote given]
the mayor, who led his ticket. Considering- that the affirmative vote on
the question, the all-important question, "Shall a commission be chosen
to frame a charter," was 19,119, only
114 votes more than the mayor's total
this is looked upon as something of a
complimentary assurance that his ensign still flies from the organization
masthead.

Mayor of Cleveland.

Burden Rests With Baker.
The feeling about Baker's office late
last night was that "he should worry
and get a new pipe." Just now he
is "the man of the hour," in that the
burden of the responsibility for the
conduct of the charter commission
'
according to the will of the people
who elected its members rests with
him.
The decision of the voters of
Cleveland to have a new charter
marks a new milestone in the city's
. development, he declared, enthusias- 1
: tic as well as from the success of the I
| fundamental proposition as from the :
!
,
1
j fact that that. "Progressive bad boy,"
i
i W. G. Osborn, secretary of the
league, had not succeeded in breaki
ing his slate.
1
Baker will without doubt lie chosen
chairman of the commission. lie
said that a meeting will be called
Home rule for Cleveland un- Thursday or Friday to organize for,
the regular sessions next summer at
der a new; charter, the mosl sxhich
the .actual me.ehanics 0f mato*
ing a charter will be gone" througr.
POVernmentqllV progressive tag
._,
'
',
.with under the eyes of such people
Step the City has ever taKen, and who can forego the ball game to atTHE election today marks a
milestone in the history of
cities in
the United States.
Hitherto the home rule movement
has been largely confined to cities
in the far West. The tide has
now moved eastward and tne
sixth city in size in the country
has, by an overwhelming vote,
shown its readiness to assume
the responsibility of self-government.
This example will encourage
and lend confidence to cities
everywhere and when the people
of Cleveland have made their
own charter and set it in operation we will have a demonstration of the fact that there
is justice, wisdom and community
feeling" enough in the modern
American city to solve the problems which city conditions create.

the election of fifteen candi-

te

£fayo

Fesler .g foelng

,.boomed„

for

dates nominated by the Baker! the position of secretary to the comj mission, his wide experience in this
non-partisan committee Of nme,twork making, him, in the opinion oS
the
• •
:j™Q-p-t- +W
greater portion of the new com+
e
as
mssioners,
mssioners. better qualified for it than
document of emancipation, were any oth?T- Press of other work may
necessitate his refusal.
decided at the polls Tuesday by The commission win have to work
,
stsiono* ■<-•
'fast in order that the charter may
of 28,7,34 Citizens.
,ile framed and presented to a referThe entire Baker slate won hand-) endum of the people before the fall
omely over that of the Progressive ejection. It is planned to hold this
,.
.. „ _.. ____ „__
J..J_J.„J election under the provisions of the
Constitution League, the candidate; new charter, which will mean the
nn which were pledged to principle! first non-partisan municipal election
in advance. Five of the fifteen mer in the history of the city.
elected were indorsed by the league Tuesday's victory was a triumph
The charter proposition itself car for Professor A. R. Hatton, who drew
the home rule amendment to the conried by almost three to one.
stitution under which Cleveland had a
The total vote was one of the light right to have a charter, as well as
>st at any municipal election. Fear for the mayor. Hatton ran well.
The sole contest between the opposthat the Socialists, enraged at havin;
ing slates was that which kept Louis
their slate thrown out, would kill thi I. Litzler, Baker slate, and Frank R.
charter question with their esti Lander, league slate, almost neck and
mated vote of 5,000 in event of,,; neck until the last, when returns from
small vote, seem to have been un the heavier voting precincts came in.
Litzler won with 13,598 as against
founded.
Lander's 12,536, but the latter was
ahead for a time and made the race
Pear Was Ungrounded.
a lively one. The mayor, of course,
Likewise the anxiety in some quar led his slate with 18.975. Edward W.
ters that rumored dissension in th Doty, who was E. W. Doty on the
Progressive
Constitution
League's
ticket, took "right bower" with 18,178.
Stephen S. Stilwell (and he also had
his initials or. the, other slate) was
'pleased to learn he had polled 18,002
votes.
Carl H. Nau received 16,759, Malcolm *^
L. McBride 16,438 and Dr. J. E. Tuckerman 16,436. Edgar A. Hahn polled J
a total of 16,281 votes, while M P.
Moon y and Professor Hatton were)
next in order with 16,055 and 16,050,1
respectively.
The summary for the 455 precincts)
comprising the entire city follows:
Shall a commission be chosen to j
frame a charter—yes, 19,199; no, 5,249.1
For members of a commission to]
frame a charter:
Elroy M. Avery
11,4941
Newton D. Baker
18,'97al
Erich W. Becker
8*501 j
Alfred A. Benesch
10,'o99|
Ralph V. Brandt
Io|o67l
Edward W. Doty
18,'l78l
Edgar A. Hahn
16J281
Augustus R. Hatton
,. 16^050
Abraham Kolinsky
6i56cj
Frank R. Lander
12'536
Bascom Little
1472^1
Louis I. Litzler
1359^
John H. Lotz
' 8204
Malcolm L. McBride
... 1643SL
Charles W. Mears
;." 8')3gl
Delo E. Mook
M. P. Mooney
" jg'gs
D. E Morgan
."V; 15;53;
Carl H. Nau
16 75c
F. C. Osborn
" 10'18
Charles T. Scott
'" 15'71
*■ stnweii
:;; ]S;00i
■ckerman
UASi
t
William P. Walsh
g,85:
E. M. Williams
14,011j
"There was just one thing responsible for the light vote." said Baker.
"That is that everybody considered
it a sure thing that the proposition
would be carried."
Others figured in their calculations
the weather, and the fact that it was
a special election on a new question.
'Incidentally the largest vote from
anv precinct came from one conceded as Socialist, precinct O, Fifteenth ward The Socialists, through
H. A. Morgan, secretary of the party
here, expressed dissatisfaction, saying "they thought the Democratic
organization would put across a deal
of that kind."
Trip personnel of the new commiiP
sion follows:
Newton D, Baker, Ralph V. Brandt,
Edward W. Doty. Edgar A. Hahn,
August R. Hatton, Bascom Little,
Louis I. Litzler. Maloom L. McBride'
M. P. Mooney, D. E. Morgan, Carl L.
Nau, Charles T. Scott. S. S. Stilwel1
J. E. Tuckerman. E. M. Williams.
Ralph V. Brandt. T. W. Doty
Charles T. Scott. S. S. Stilwell and J.'
E. Tuckerman were on the Progressive
Constitution League's slate <Ms well.
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The Police System on Trial.
MV3TOR BAKER announces that Chief of Police
Kohler will be suspended when he gets back
from Panama, if he does not resign. Grave charges,
the mayor admits, -will be filed against the head of
the police force and a sensational trial is predicted,
unless it is warded off by resignation.
But does Mayor Baker see no need of going beyond
the personal record or character and fitness of Chief
Kohler? Does he fail to perceive the necessity for
investigating thoroughly the system on which the |
police force has long been run?
Methods as well as men are impeached by the con-;
ditions existing in the police department. It is a
question of management as well as leadership. The
public demands a thorough investigation of the system under which the police force has been handled
and of the results of certain policies.
Has the so-called "golden rule" been misused and
exaggerated to the point of making it a shield for
criminals and a dangerous weakening of the barriers
against crime? Is the discipline in the police force
too rigid and too much concerned with small and
superficial things? Has there been a tendency M
deaden the enterprise and dull the initiative of officers? Have too many competent men been used at
desks and too few on the streets, or is the reverse
true? Is the organization topheavy and cumbered
with forms and details which kill ambition and encourage a depressing and machine-like habit of action
and thought?
No personal issue can push such questions into the
background in any well-considered investigation of
police department problems and difficulties. The fate
and deserts of Chief Kohler must rot be allowed to
blind the mayor and others in high authority to the
vital necessity of sifting thoroughly the entire management of the police department, its system and its
i—wilts.

The Charter Election.
Y an overwhelming majority Cleveland voted yesterday for civic progress. The number of citizens
who went to the polls was not large but that may be
explained, in f part, by the general belief that there'
could be no other result than the victory which was
gained for municipal home rule and wider opportunities
for the development of the city. A three-to-one majority can be felt before the ballots are counted.
Under no circumstances can as heavy a vote be expected on a charter for a city or a constitution for a
state as a general election draws out. Many citizens
are interested only in the personal element of a contest
between men. They remain cold to questions involved
in laws. The touch of human leadership will always
be the most effective appeal in campaigns for the favor
of a free people.
But the vital thing is that Cleveland has voted, by
an absolutely decisive majority, for larger civic liberty,
for home rule, for a government more elastic, closer to
the people, more easily adapted to the needs of the city.
And this good work was completed by the election of
the fifteen candidates for the charter commission who
sought office least hampered by pledges, least fettered,
freest to hear all sides and come to a final decision
based upon full inquiry and discussion and the most
mature consideration of all plans suggested and all
problems involved.
This course was recommended by the Leader in common with the other daily papers. It had the support
of logic, the sanction of the best precedents in government and in business. In such a city as Cleveland it
could not fail to win.
Now the heavy task of charter building will be taken '
«P and carried out in a catholic spirit, along the most j
liberal lines and seeking a goal which will reduce J
partisanship to the minimum, make civil service reform |
permanent and all-embracing, secure to the_
contra
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Cleveland Electors Ratify Selection of Fifteen
Men Mayor Baker's Committee Chose to
Frame New Governing Laws.
Commission Will Organize at City Hall This
Week—19,119 Votes for Issu3, 5,249
Against.
THE WINNERS.
Following are the men who will frame Cleveland's new
charter:
Newton D. Baker
A. R. Hatton
Charles T. Scott
E. W. Doty
J. E. Tucket-man
S. S. Stilwell
Ralph V. Brandt
Malcolm L. McBride
Bascom Little
Carl H. Nau
E. ML Williams
Edgar Hahn
L. I. Litzler
M. P. Mooney
D. E. Morgan
■—^
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Cleveland will govern itself under a liOHK'-niade, honie-rule
charter.

The people of the city in yesterday's election decided by

a vote of almost four to one to authorize a charter corn mission to
' prepare a Cleveland constitution.
The people in the same election elected fifteen commi :sio
j to frame the charter. The men elected are the candidates wboTwere
.nominated by the nonpartisan committee of nine, named by Mayor
Baker. Not a single one of the ten men nominated by flip. Progressive Constitution league was elected.
The election was as quiet as Cleveland has experienced ir
twenty years. Little interest was manifested and the total voti
was but 28,734.
Fifteen Who Will Draw Charter
Men who will draw the city's new charter arc:
Newton D. Baker, mayor; E. Wr. Doty, business man; S. S. Stilwell,
deputy county clerk; Malcolm I,. McBride. merchant; Carl II. Nau, accountant; Edgar Hahn, attorney; M. P. Mooney, attorney; D. E. Morgan,
attorney; J. E. Tuekerman, doctor; A. R. Hatton. college professor; Charles
T. Scott, printer; Ralph V. Brandt, lather; Bascom Little, banker and capitalist; E. M. Williams, manufacturer, and L. I. Litzler, attorney.
These men will meet and organize either tomorrow or Friday morning.
The time of meeting depends upon the rapidity with which the board of
elections completes the official count. This count was begun last night.
Board members say it will be completed this afternoon a.n«L. that certificates of election will be issued immediately to the men elected yesterday.
If this program is carried out Mayor Baker may try to arrange a
meeting for tomorrow morning. It is certain that the organization meeting will not be held later than Friday morning.
Mayor Baker was the only one suggested last night for presided
the commission. It is doubtful whether he will permit, the use of his name
in this connection. The mayor's friends pointed out last night that any
one can set as moderator of the body and that the really important "
of the commission will he on the floor. The debates will form not.
least interesting part of the commission's work and Mayor Baker, II
believed, would prefer to be able actively to participate in the discus'
at any stage of the proceedings than be tied up in the capacity of presiding officer.

JEarl H. Wells Leads for Secretaryship
Earl H. Wells, in charge of the city's municipal research depart-1
ment, will probably be secretary of the commission. The names of Weils
and Tom Sidlo, secretary to Street Railroad Commissioner Witt, were suggested tonight
The fact that Sidlo is Witt's secretary, under the present condition of public sentiment, is admitted to militate against him.
As a result the chances are Wells will be the secretary of the con.
Mayor Baker will take the initiative in calling the commissioners together. The first meeting will be held in his office at the city hall. In
considering the time for a. meeting last night, the mayor at first said he
would call it for tomorrow morning. E. W. Doty suggested the possibility that, certificates of election would
eady by that time and
the mayor then decided to await the
i of elections.
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The Police System on Trial.
MVTOR BAKER announces that Chief of Police
Kohler will be suspended when he gets back
from Panama, if he does not resign. Grave charges,
the mayor admits, will be filed against the head of
the police force and a sensational trial i3 predicted,
unless it is warded off by resignation.
But does Mayor Baker see no need of going beyond
the personal record or character and fitness of Chief
Kohler? Does he fail to perceive the necessity for
investigating thoroughly the system on which the(
police force has long been run?
Methods as well as men are impeached by the con-;
ditions existing in the police department. It is a
question of management as well as leadership. The
public demands a thorough investigation of the sysi.em under which the police force has been handled
and of the results of certain policies.
Has the so-called "golden rule" been misused and
exaggerated to the point of making it a shield for
criminals and a dangerous weakening of the barriers
against crime? Is the discipline in the police force'
too rigid and too much concerned with small and
superficial things? Has there been a tendency io
deaden the enterprise and dull the initiative of officers? Have too many competent men been used at
desks and too few on the streets, or is the reverse
true? Is the organization topheavy and cumbered
with forms and details which kill ambition and encourage a depressing and machine-like habit of action
and thought?
Xo personal issue can push such questions into the
background in any well-considered investigation of
police department problems and difficulties. The fate
and deserts of Chief Kohler must rot be allowed to
blind the mayor and others in high authority to the,
vital necessity of sifting thoroughly the entire man-'
agement of the police department, its system and its
iUs.

The Charter Election.
BY an overwhelming majority Cleveland voted yesterday for civic progress. The number of citizens
j who went to the polls was not large but that may be
I explained, in,,part, by the general belief that there
could be no other result than the victory which was
gained for municipal home rule and wider opportunities
for the development of the city. A three-to-one majority can be felt before the ballots are counted.
Under no circumstances can as heavy a vote be expected on a charter for a city or a constitution for a
state as a general election draws out. Many citizens
are interested only in the personal element of a contest
between men. They remain cold to questions involved
in laws. The touch of human leadership will always
. be the most effective appeal in campaigns for the favor
of a free people.
But the vital thing is that Cleveland has voted, by
' an absolutely decisive majority, for larger civic liberty,
( for home rule, for a government more elastic, closer to
. the people, more easily adapted to the needs of the city.
| And this good work was completed by the election of
. the fifteen candidates for the charter commission who
: sought office least hampered by pledges, least fettered,
| freest to hear all sides and come to a final decision
i based upon full inquiry and discussion and the most
j mature consideration of all plans suggested and all
problems involved.
This course was recommended by the Leader in common with the other daily papers. It had the support
3f
logic, the sanction of the best precedents in government and in business. In such a city as Cleveland it
could not fail to win.
Now the heavy task of charter building will be taken j
j up and carried out in a catholic spirit, along the most j
: liberal lines and seeking a goal which will reduce!
! Partisanship to the minimum, make civil service reform i
Permanent and all-embracing, secure to the people ample
control of their civic affairs, facilitate the reasonable
| «se of the powers and resources of the municipality for
the general welfare of the city, and make Cleveland
more than ever a leader in the advanced public life of
the nation. This is a step on the road of progress which
is so vital that its effects will be felt far in the future.
j » is no ordinary act of a year or a decade.
All that remains is to keep the charter building on
e ground, to the end that when the question subSkUS-J&Oe0**1? becomes not an issue of a charterer charter, no one being able to tell exactly what—
uut of one Particular plan of municipal government pu<
Bu the field against all other projects and ideas, a decisive
pajonty may still be counted upon at the polls. No
P»ubt thts factor in the conditions existing will be kept
« mind throughout the charter discussions and will
ISlay
its part in preventing progress rrom falling into
Wutionary changes which might wreck the whole
""ment for a new city government.

Cleveland Electors Ratify Selection of Fifteen
Men Mayor Baker's Committee Chose to
Frame New Governing Laws.
Commission Will Organiza at City Hall This
Week—19,119 Votes for Issus, 5,249
Against
\

THE WINNERS.
Following are the men who will frame Cleveland's new
charter:
Newton D. Baker
A. R. Hatton
E. W. Doty
Charles T. Scott
S. S. Stilwell
J. E. Tuckerman
Malcolm L. McBride
Ralph V. Brandt
Carl H. Nau
Bascom Little
Edgar Hahn
E. M. Williams
M. P. Mooney
L. I. Litzler
D. E. Morgan
...
,
—«Cleveland will govern itself under a feo»6-made, Lome-rule
charter. The people of the city in yesterday's election decided by
a vote of almost four to one to authorize a charter commission to
prepare a Cleveland constitution.
The people in the same election elected fifteen commissioners
to frame the charier. The men elected are the candidates WIIO-WCIT
nominated by the nonpartisau committee of nine, named by Mayor
Baker. Not a single one of the ten men nominated by the Progressive Constitution league was elected.
The election was as quiet as Cleveland has experienced in
twenty years. Little interest was manifested and the total vot*
was but 28,734.
Fifteen Who Will Draw Charter
Men who will draw the city's new charter are:
Newton D. Baker, mayor; E. W. Doty, business man; S. S. Stilwell,
deputy county clerk; Malcolm L. McBride. merchant; Carl H. Nau. accountant; Edgar Hahn, attorney; M. P. Mooney, attorney; D. E. Morgan,
attorney; J. E. Tuckerman, doctor; A. R. Hatton. college professor; Charles
T. Scott, printer; Ralph V. Brandt, lather; Bascorn Little, banker and capitalist- E. M. Williams, manufacturer, and L. I. Litzler. attorney.
These men will meet and organize either tomorrow or Frifiay morning.
The time of meeting depends Upon the rapidity with, which the board of
elections completes the official count. This count was begun last night.
Board members say it will be completed this afternoon and that certificates of election will be issued immediately to the men elected yesterday.
If this pro-gram is carried out Mayor Baker may try to arrange a
meeting for tomorrow morning. It is certain that the organization meetins 'will not be held later than Friday morning.
Mayor Baker was the only one suggested last night for president of
the commission. It is doubtful whether he will permit the use of his name
tWs connection. The mayor's friends pointed out last night that any
one can act u moderator of the body and that the really important work
of th" commission will be on the fe,r. The debates jwin form not th
least interesting part of the commission s work and Mayor Baker, it is
SSvedwouldprefer to be able actively to participate in the d.scussion
at any stage of the proceedings than be tied up in the opacity of presiding officer.

Earl H. Wells Leads for Secretaryship
Farl H Wells in charge of the city's municipal research depattr\,mi nrobablv be secretary of the commission. The names of V. ells
TnT Tom sfdTo -Ltary to Street Railroad Commissioner Witt, were su«gested t?« *H . + ;* senttoent> l8 admitted to militate against h
^^ T he ch^es are Wells will he the secretary of the commission.
Mnvor Baker will take the initiative in calling the commissioners to,ethe
The St meeting Will be held in his office at the city hail In
&
.£*„« the time for a meeting last night, the mayor at first said he
°°™K cTlf
fo" tomorrow morning. E. W. Doty suggested the posW
u ? *tl certificates of election would nor be ready by That time and
Srmayorth- SI to await the action of the board of e.ections.
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that there would he no question as to the legralTtyTbf the
■ ion of the commission. If the members met prior to receiving
missions the work they transacted might be in question.
er was particularly well pleased at the result of the election.
In a statement last night lie said it marked a milestone in the civic deit of the city,"and that home rule for cities is sure to grow as
result of the Cleveland election. The mayor lias devoted considerable j
study to the charter question in the last three or four months and it is
probable that he will have many suggestions when the eomrnissipners meet-

Commission to Subdivide Work
There Is a great deal of studying- to be done by all the members or the
commission and it was pointed out last night that this work would probably be subdivided, which means that committees are to be named to
handle various subjects that will ultimately go into the charter. Just how
these committees will be named will be determined by the commission.
Following- the organization meeting all meetings will probably be in the
council chamber, Ifvthe council will give its consent to the use of its
chamber. Such action means tha.t all meetings of whatever kind will be
open to the public and will bo held in a place most easily accessible to a
large number of people.
The mayor indicated quite (clearly last night that he would urge up.n
the commission its first work be to hear from the people of the city. Any
• ho cares to appear before the commissioners and to present suggestions of any kind, relating to the building- of a city constitution will be
invited to do so.
If the original plan of the charter makers is earned out the commission
Plote its work in three or four months. Such action would
permit of a final election on the charter itself in July.
Two dates for
■ en suggested. They are July IS, Tom E. Johnson's
and July 22, Cleveland day, the anniversary or the founding of
l&nd.
m

Chief, on Return From Panama, Will be Asked
to Resign or Show Cause Why He Should
Wot Stand Trial, is Ultimatum.
St?»tement Signed by Woman Sued for Divorce
Mentions Police Head and Constitutes
Basis of Inquiry by Mayor.
Chief of Police Fred Kohler, on his return from Panama, will
•ailed upon by Mayor Newton D. Baker to resign from the department or to show reason why he should not be brought to trial
on charges before the civil service commission.
"I have personally investigated the rumors which have been
abroad for some time with regard to Chief Kohler," reads a formal statement which Mayor Baker dictated yesterday and issued
in typewritten form. "I believe I am now in possession of all the
ts, and these facts are such as. in my judgment, to necessitate
on upon the chief's return. In iiis absence manifestly no action
can be taken."
tyor Baker was quoted later as saying:
"My only course appears to be to suspend Chief Kohler and
let the civil service commission hear the charges. Of course, this
would be avoided if Chief Kohler resigns."
Mayor's Inquiry^ Started Before Kohler Left City
or Baker's inquiry, on which he issued the statement yesterday,
n when Chief Kohler left for Panama. Burr Gongwer,,
ic organization accompanied him. Intimation at city
ty was that the possibility of Chief Kohler's retirement was
ion.
Baker's inquiry was based on testimony in a divorce suit
ard In common pleas court in November of last year.
Chi
. '3 name did not appear in the petition on which the
The Cleveland business man who brought the action
I of duty'' and added to this formal allegation only
at his wife "has ever since their marriage been subject
.id violcnc, and has rendered life unendurable
ilaiutiff '">
r her misconduct and cruelty."
on formal grounds of "gross neglect of
fore Judge Willis Vickery.
laintiff introduced as evidence a statement
>i witnessed by persons in the office of

<^U^ ^fot^L /f/J
his statement. The plaintiff on the
witness stand described the circumstances under which the statement
was signed and what events led up to it.
This written statement was returned to the' plaintiff, and was not
included in the court records of the case.
Some time later the substance of the statement was sent in an anonymous communication simultaneously to each member of the city council
ft was brought to Mayor Baker's attention by others as Well.
In |,
Baker's inquiry it is said that he saw the plaintiff in the divorce suit who bad introduced in court the statement which
was signed by the hafn
wife. This plaintiff is said to have gi
■Mayor :taker the facts In his possession, but to have declined to make
f a mil charges.
^<

Kohler Hints at Resignation

\

Suggestion That Chief Kohler will resign is contained in a statement
he made following his trial and vindication by a civil service commission
three years ago.
"I would never so through such a. trial again," Chief Kohler said
alter the decision in that hearing. "Before I would do so I would hand
in my reslgna:
Kohler joined the force July .10, 1SS9. To retire on pension at the end
3f twenty-five years' service, he would have to continue on the force until
fuly ill, 1014.
The reports of physicians on which Chief Kohler was
granted a leave of absence for several mouths in. Europe about a year
ago might be made the basis of a claim for pension on disability if accompanied by a resignation on his return from Panama.
The American Civic Reform union, of which Rev. W. W. Bustard is
president, and Rev. A. S. Gregg- is superintendent, was making an investigation along similar lines at the same time.
Rev. A. P. Gregg said last night that it had not been definitely decided whether that organization would prefer formal charges against
Chief Kohler. Me said that Chief Kohler would be given opportunity to
resign, and that the attitude of the organization depends on developments
during the next ten days.
If Chief Kohler is suspended by Mayor Baker for trial before the
civil service commission and the American Civic Reform union appears
as prosecutor, it is expected that the reform union will be represented by
John A. Cline, former county prosecutor, who recently appeared before
a council committee in attacks on the conduct of the police department
Mayor Baker acted yesterday on his own initiative.
No written
charges had been filed with him when "Tie announced that his inquiry had
developed facts which he believed necessitated action. Persons familial
with the development of the . affair, from its start said yesterday that
Mayor Baker's announcement did not depend on the filing of charges by
outsiders and would be backed by himselfj as head of the department, or
through Public Safety Director Charles W. Stage.

Two New Members on Commission
The civil service board as now constituted includes among its three
members, two who were not on the board when Kohler was tried on
charges two years ago/ S. H. Holding, who was on the commission at
that time is still a member. The two new members are R. P. Edwards
and William C. Keough, both lawyers.
Keough was named' about a
week ago.
Mayor Baker's statement yesterday was issued after a meeting of
the efficiency board, composed of city hall officials with whom Mayor
Baker confers on questions of policy. In this statement, which says "no
action wi!l be taken during Chief Kohler's absence, is included the following:
"In the meanwhile the force will be under the direction of Inspector
Rowe. with full authority in the department. I have entire confidence in
-Mr. Howes ability, and in the'zeal and efficiency of the force under his
command.
"The cordial and sympathetic support of the' people and the press ef
tne city will be the most valuable aid Inspector Rowe and his men can
have in dealing with their task."
Chief Kohler is said to have received information bv cable of the re
suits of Major Baker's inquiry. The "Banker Tour" on which Chief
Kohler sailed tor Panama in January is due back in New York Feb 19
While attention yesterday centered on this newest phase of the police
situation, police and detectives under Acting Chief Rowe were narrow
mg down the pursuit of the two burglars who murdered Capt Ralph F
Byrns in his home at 15SS Ansel-rd N. E., Sunday night.
Developments during the day made it appear most likely that the
burglars had their room not in the downtown part of the city but in the
East End, somewhere in the neighborhood along Payne-av' or Wade
Park-av N. E. Nearly the entire iorce of police at work on thej^a^wcentered in that neighborhood.
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wanted to be sure that there would be no question as to the legality of the
organization of the commission. If the members met prior to receiving
"their commissions the work they transacted might be in question.
Mr. Baker was particularly well pleased at the result of the election.
Tn a statement last night he said it marked a milestone in the civic development of the city, and that home rule for cities is sure to grow as
the result of the Cleveland election. The mayor has devoted considerable
study to the charter question in the last three or four months and it is
;
'probable that he will have many suggestions when the commissipners meet,

Commission to Subdivide Work
There is a great deal of studying to be done by all the members of the
^commission and it was pointed out last night that this work would probably be subdivided, which means that committees are to be named to
handle various subjects that will ultimately go into the charter. Just how
these committees will be named will be determined by the commission.
Following the organization meeting all meetings will probably be in the
city council chamber, ilVthe council-will give its consent to the use, of its
chamber. Such action means that ail meetings of whatever kind will be '
open to the public and will be held in a place most easily accessible to a
larg'e number of people.
The mayor indicated quite telearly last night that he would urge upon
the commission its first work be to hear from the people of the city. Any '
one who cares to a.ppear before the commissioners and to present suggestions of any kind, relating to the building of a city constitution will be
invited to do so. ■
If the original plan of the charter makers is carried out the commission "will complete its work in three or four months. Such action Would
permit of a final election on the charter itself in July. Two dates for
this election have been suggested.; They are July 18, Tom L. Johnson's
birthday, and July 22, Cleveland day, the anniversary of the founding of
ifleveland.

Chief, on Return From Panama, Will be Asked
to Resign or Show Cause Why He Should
flfot Stand Trial, is Ultimatum.
Statement Signed by Woman Sued for Divorce
Mentions Police Head and Constitutes
Basis Of Inquiry hy Mayor.
Chief of Police Fred Kohler, on. his return from Panama, will
be called upon by Mayor Newton D. Baker to resign from the department or to show reason why he should not be brought to trial
on charges before the civil service commission.
"I have personally investigated the rumors which have been
abroad for some time with regard to Chief Kohler," reads a formal statement which Mayor Baker dictated yesterday and issued
in typewritten form. "I believe I.am now in possession of all the
facts, and these facts are such as, in my judgment, to necessitate
action upon the- chief's return. In his absence manifestly no action
can be taken."
Mayor Baker Was;quoted later as saying:
''My only course appears to be to suspend Chief Kohler and
let the civil service commission hear the charges. Of course, this
would be avoided if Chief Kohler resigns."
Mayor's Inquiry, Started Before Kohler Left City
Mayor Baker's inquiry, on which he issued the statement yesterday,
had already begun when Chief Kohler left for Panama. Burr Gongwer,,
of the Democratic organization accompanied him. Intimation at city
hall yesterday was that the possibility of Chief Kohler's retirement was
then ..nder'consideration.
Mayor Baker's inquiry was based on testimony in a divorce suit
heard in common pleas court in November of last year.
Chief Kohler's name did not appear in the petition oh which the
snit was brought. The Cleveland business man who brought the action
charged "gross neglect of duty'' and added to this formal allegation only
the statement that his wife "has ever since their marriage been subject
to outbursts of temper and violenc, and has rendered life unendurable,
to the plaintiff by reason of her misconduct and cruelty."
The divorce was granted on formal grounds of "gross neglect of'
duty'' after a brief hearing before Judge Willis Vickery.
In this hearing the plaintiff introduced as evidence a statement
signed by the name of his wife and witnessed by persons in the office of
his attorney.

Chief Kjohler'a name appeared in this statement. The plaintiff on the
witness stand described the circumstances under which the statement
Was signed and what events led up to it.
This written statement was returned to the plaintiff, and was not
included in the court records of the case.
Some time later the substance of the statement was sent in an anonymous communication simultaneously to each member of the city council,
it was brought to Mayor Baker's attention by others as well.
In the corse of Mayor Baker's inquiry it is said that he saw the plaintiff in the divorce suit who had introduced in court the statement which
was signed by the name of his wife. This plaintiff is said to have giveh
Mayor Baker the facts in his possession, but to have declined to make
f.vmal charges.
x^^

Kohler Hints at Resignation
Suggestion that Chief Kohler will resign is contained in a statement
he made following his trial and vindication by a civil service commission
three years ago.
"I would never go through such a trial again," Chief Kohler said j
after the decision in that hearing. "Before I would do so I would hand
in my resignation.''
Kohler Joined the force July 10, 1S89. To retire on pension at the end
of twenty-live years' service, he would have to continue on the force until I
July 10, 1914.
The reports of physicians on which Chief Kohler was
granted a leave of absence for several months in Europe about a year I
ago might be made the basis of a claim for pension on disability if accompanied by a. resignation on his return from Panama.
The American Civic Reform union, of which Rev. W. W. Bustard is
president, and Rev. A. S. Gregg is superintendent, was making an investigation along similar lines at the same time.
Rev. A. S. Gregg said last night that it had not been definitely decided whether that orga.nization would prefer formal charges against
Chief Kohler. He said that Chief Kohler would be given opportunity to
resign, and that the attitude of the organization depends on developments
during the next ten days.
If Chief Kohler is suspended by Mayor Baker for trial before the
civil service commission and the American Civic Reform union appears
as prosecutor, it is expected that the reform union will be represented by
John A. Cline, former county prosecutor, who recently appeared before
a council committee in attacks on the conduct of the police department.
Mayor Baker acted yesterday on his own initiative. No written
charges had been filed with him when Tie announced that his inquiry had
developed facts which he believed necessitated action. Persons familiar
with the development of the affair, from its start said yesterday that
Mayor Baker's announcement did not depend on the filing of charges by
outsiders and would be backed by himself as head of the department, or
through Public Safety Director Charles W. Stage.

Two New Members on Commission
The civil service board as now constituted includes among its three
members, two who were not on the board when Kohler was tried on
charges two years ago: S. H. Holding, who was on the commission at
that time is still a member. The two new members are R. P. Edwards
and William C. Keough, both lawyers. Keough was named' about a
week ago.
Mayor Baker's statement yesterday was issued af.ter a meeting of
the efficiency board, composed of city hail officials witli whom Mayor
Baker confers on questions of policy. In this statement, which says'no
action will be taken during Chief Kohler's absence, is included the fol
lowing:
"In the meanwhile the force will be under the direction of Inspector
Rowe, with full authority in the department. I have entire confidence in
Mr. Rowes ability, and in the'zeal and efficiency of the force under his
command.
"The cordial and sympathetic support of the' people and the press of
tne city will be the most valuable aid Inspector Rowe and his men 'can
have in dealing with their task."
Chief Kohler is said to have received information bv cable of the re
suits of Mayor Baker's inquiry. The "Bahker Tour" on which Chief
Kohler sailed for Panama in January is due back in New York Feb 19
While attention yesterday centered on this newest phase of the police
situation, police and detectives under Acting Chief Rowe were narrow
mg flow, the pursuit of the two burglars who murdered Capt Ralnh F
Byrns m his home at 158S Ansel-rd N. E., Sunday night
Developments during the day made it appear mos*t likely that the
burglars had their room not in the downtown part of the citv but in he
East End somewhere in the neighborhood along Payne-ay or Wade
Park-av N. E. Nearly the entire force of police at work on the case
w !
Me w s
centered in that neighborhood.
"
This was after investigation by detectives had convinced Inspector
Rowe that a hatless man, who boarded a Payne-av N E car at w
,
av N E,and E. 93d-st at 9:33 p. m. Sunday night, and rode as ar asl"'

InuS^yL^lT^ ^S lhe ***** Wh° 10St MS — ™ "£
Joseph Hollister, conductor of the car, noticed that the man's hand,
were stamed with blood. This matched up with the finding at 1^ J
»od-. of a blood-stained overcoat which had been thrown aside in a yard
lhe overcoat was of a greenish shade with which a velour hat m74t
naturally be worn. The blood stains were near the right hand noc^L
and down the front. It contained three pennies and a street car tLet
A label msule showed it was made by Friend & Marks of Milwaukee
appearedto be about two years old, but had been cleaned rather rt
-cntly. 11„, police ^d^vi^iy^rj^which.kpneared to be the clJjJX
mark. This was the number "1:223
B.' The detectives telephoned nearly all the cleaning establishments in
Cleveland yesterday, but none could
identify the mark.
Passengers aboard the Pavne-av
car Sunday night corroborated the
statement of Conductor Hollister. A
Ruhl, a shoemaker, 1553 Addison-rd
o-'-i?*' vras on tlle car with Mrs- Ruhl.
Both noticed the bareheaded man
,without an overcoat who boarded the
car. So did Mr. and Mrs. Ed Egert
Egert runs a grocery at 1551 Addisonrd N. E., and believes he has seen the
man a number of times in that neigh
borhood.
The description given by these persons are of a heavier and older man
than was describe! by Mrs. Byrns but
ha was such a man as the abandoned
overcoat would fit, and the police
think he is the one they want. He
looked to those on the car to be 40
years old and about 165 pounds in
weight. His hair was brownish and
there was a bald spot on top.
When this man left the car at E.
79th-st, he ran into the Ruby apartments at the corner. The police do
not believe he remained there, but
think it possible that he lives in that
neighborhood. Saloons and stores
are being visited in hope that the
man seen on the car may be identified from the descriptions given.
Acting Chief Rowe said yesterday
that a quiet cleaning out of undej s-ii.r,,ks since the beginning of cold
weather had left in tne city few men
' against whom the police n1fTh,,fa«OTa»
ceed under the suspicious person ordinance.
Detective Rabshaw cleaned out a
saloon on Central-av S. E., yesterday
morning, and sent a wagon load to
police headquarters. Some later were
released. Four were booked as suspicious persons under an ordinance
Which charges them with associating
with criminals and dissolute persons
and being without visible means of
support.
The four gave their occupations as a horse dealer, a bartender,
a porter, and a laborer.
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CALLS ELECTION HISTORY MAKING.

AND'S CHARTER

By Mayor Newton D. Baker.
The election yesterday marks a milestone in the history of
cities in the United States. Hitherto the home rule movement has
been largely confined to cities in the far west. The tide has
moved eastward and this, the sixth city in the country in size,
has hy an overwhelming vote shown its readiness to assume the
responsibility of self-government.
,
This example will encourage and lend confidence to cities
everywhere and when the people of Cleveland have made their
own charter and set it in operation we will have a demonstration of the fact that there is justice, wisdom and communal feeling enough in the modern American city to solve the problems
which city conditions create.
Suspend the Golden I^ule.

1

i

/■<!,
jattver may be the merits of■I- Chief
Kohler's
rule policy in the conduct of the police
t 'under normal conditions, present cir, make it imperative that the policy be
lenJed. Over-insistence upon the few-arrests
of the plan has already wrought seriousj
Summon Commissioners
lief.
j resolution offered by Mr. Woods in the city
This Week to Tell of
lil Monday night and tabled by the margin
Plaps for Work.
single vote hit the point exactly,
reas the so-called golden rule policy of polieej
ion is dangerous and is a failure in 'Thgpg'S No LaW ElllSl
tO
M
lesenf crisis, when citizens demand that the' l,lc' c °
enforced; be it resolved
Law of Freedom,' Mayor
that the mayor of the city be * * *
Comments
sted to abrogate any orders to the police demt which 'permit the so-called golden rule
-, and to give orders to the police depart"That's bully."
iliat all violators of the law be apprehettded
Mayor Baker gave voice to a Rooselit discrimination.
itiier words, as the Plain Dealer said yes- veltism on arriving at his office last
evening.. There the news was awaitr, the immediate need is thirt the city be
ing him that the vote in favor of a
id up. The city .faces a crisis. It is time charter was better than a three to
rget the possible merit of the few-arrests one affair and that the entire nontostop, temporarily at leas^, clothing patrol- partisan slate, which his name headjith judicial authority.
i ed had been approved,
merits of old suspicious-person ordinance! Only a small group was at hand
en ignored too long. 'Had the police, under in the mayor's office to receive the
returns and there was an entire abof the now absent chief, been more willing sence of the excitement about the
te arrests the men who killed Byrns, the building that is characteristic of the
ordinary election night.
ho killed Rothenberg, the men who killed
As soon as the returns showed be—bandits, thugs and gunmen in general yond doubt that the people had decided to elect a charter commission,
ible for Cleveland's recent epidemic of the mayor announced that he would
—rriigbjfc have been safely behind bars, call together whatever fifteen had
been elected either Friday or Saturof their'potency for manslaughter.
day morning in order to tell them of
in the suspects. Clean out the known the accommodations that would be
afforded them at the city hall in the
ected resorts of criminals.
way of offices and of funds for office
itfd golden ruling. The policy of few ar- maintenance and employes. It was
erves excellently as a theme for after- stated that the regular meetings will
be held in the municipal reference despeaking. Slapping a thug on the wrist partment of the city hall and that
king him to behave properly hurts the sessions will be held in the council
chamber. The commission will have
t at all. Carrying him into a suburb and $5,000 for the expenses of its office.
him free does absolutely no good; he is All meetings will be public.
"There's nothing so fine as having
o be back in the city before his escort perfect confidence in what a great
Good steel bars and a jury are needed. people will do and having them dowhat you knew they would do,"
ks to the absent Chief Kohler, Cleveland just
was the mayor's first remark afteil
!ii lotting this golden rule nonsense run ho had settled down to receive the|
later returns and was puffing conith her.
tentedly at his pipe. "The hard task
though the Woods resolution was tabled
is before us. The charter will not be,
a success unless the people themselves,
onition to Mayor Baker, the responsible
co-operate. The people must make;
the police, cannot be ignored. To the
suggestions. Every meeting that I
have anything to do with will be an
the community looks for action putting
open meeting.
mto the department to meet this crisis.
"There is one mistake those people
make who have it In their minds that
there is some particular form of government best suited to all people, j
There is no best government just asi
there is no best suit of clothes. The
best suit of clothes is the suit that is
best fitted to you and the best government for the city of Cleveland is|
the government that is the best expression of the people of Cleveland, a
government that will best suit their
needs. There is bo law In the world
equal to the law of freedom."
Mayor Baker expressed the belief
that it would take four or five months'
work to complete the new charter and
that the utmost concentration would
be> required to complete the task in
that time.
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TO BUILD GHARTER
; Voters Will Approve or Reject
New Government on Johnson's Anniversary.
Commissioners Have but Five
Months Time to Draft
Plan.
On i ho anniversary of the birth of
i Johnsi 'i i exl July, or on the
anni
of, Clevcrfffiu will be
of approval or
v city charter
Irafted by
fifteen citizens,
ly's .special election.
but little more than five
mon
ig of the charter, the commission of fifteen undertake
nost arduous tasks
whiel
onfronted a public
body in Cleveland. The work must
idj of the governments
of all of ill,- great cities of the past
of all the great cities of the
mode
The smaller cities of
the
Ling with
pha.s
eminent absolutely new
and
must also be taken into
•day indicated that il wishes a form of governs
uliarly its own.
The
home rule amendment to the eonstitutio
complete latitude. The
(led federal form of government under which Cleveland has
rating for a number of years
way to an absolute federal
the mayor is the
ninistrativo official elected
m which tlie powers of the coun-1
oil are entirelj legislative and policy
nmissioners decide to offer1
deral charter
will provide in the new code that the:
ill appoint directors of law,
Hints, health, public safety, public
service and recreation. It has further
(1 the management of
ml libraries lie centered in'
municipal cabinet. In order to
lent of tlie schools'
in th
[ministration a mm
■ les would have to be
It is churned that the
i under existing
■viped out.
(lie city charter commission
lusion that Cleveland
a simpler form of government
than the federal plan, it may decide
on the commission form, which cerii lve and administrative
authority in a small board or commission. In the far west the claim
is made thai this form of government, coupled with the. initiative, ref-'MIII and recall, is till any modcity can desire. The commission
attracted widespread attention
tdoption by the city of Gal- I
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"The main issue. Newton, is yonder!"

iBAKER HEADS FIGHT
ON ANTI-FRAT BILL

All members of Greek letter fraternities who live in Ohio, especially,
members of the national secret socie-l
ties which nave chapters in Ohio'
State and other Ohio schools are"
fti the"? t0, HM a bi" now P^ing ;
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TALK CHARTER
PLAN AT MEET

fi*SSa£ SJSSS&.%ffiSt4WctoM at Polls to Discuss

•We do not believe that the bill
will become a law," Woods said -but
mty men d0 not
^tend to
gov- overloo,»
lias its advocates in Cl
it is opposed by the presidents of
land
charter commission will the schools affected, for the
most
tudy to (lie governmen
part, and the Legislature is not
dies of Europe which do not btrongly m favor of it
we believe."
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"Elections board clerks finished the
official count at 4 o'clock Wednesday
morning, establishing a record for
completing a count.
Total Vote 28,737.
The official figures showed little
changes from the unofficial ones com' piled the night before. The total
I number of votes was 28,737. just three
'votes more than the unofficial figures.
| showed.
Of this number 19,125 persons voted
! in favor of a new charter and 5,218
| opposed it.
At the meeting this afternoon the
^fptlinfls af "Pii»«+ St»c«inil • 'commissioners will select a chairman
L-SS.1011 :and a> secretary and wUl decide
' whether they will undertake the char[ter preparation by committees, or
I whether to take up the charter point
l by point, with all members discussing.
Division of the commission into
committees of five, one of which
would investigate municipal government in Europe at present, another
to consider forms of government in
vogue years ago and the other to investigate government in western
cities having new charters, was a
method suggested Wednesday,
. Five Are Pledged.
Five of the commissioners are
pledged to the Progressive Constitution League platform, including
the short ballot, the initiative and
referendum and a council-at-large
of not more than seven members.
The other ten members are not
the size

lember introduces a bill of this na
ure, but this one is the most IrtrtS
ent of the lot, woods believes
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Scheduled for This Afternoon.

MAYOR IS PROBABLE
CHOICE AS CHAIRMAN

Body May Work as Special!
Committees; Several Sug-1
g'ested for Secretary's
Place.
Charter commissioners elected
Tuesday will meet in Mayor
Baker's office this afternoon at
3 o'clock to organize and to mapt
out plans for the drafting of a
new code of municipal government.
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] Voters Will Approve or Reject
New Government on Johnson's Anniversary.
Commissioners Have but Five
Months Time to Draft
Plan.
On the anniversary of the" birth of
Tom I,. Johnson next July, or on the
anniversary of tire founding -fif th«»
city, electors of Cleveland will be
asked to set the stamp of approval or
disapproval on the new city charter
to be drafted by fifteen citizens,
chosen at yesterday's special election.
With but little more than five
months for the drafting of the charter, the commission of fifteen undertakes one of the most arduous ta,sks
which has ever confronted a public
body in Cleveland. The work must
embrace a study of the governments
of all of the great cities of the past
and of all the great cities of the
modern world. The smaller cities of
the west now experimenting with
phases of government absolutely new
and untried must also be taken into
account.
Cleveland by its vote yesterday indicated that it wishes a form of government peculiarly its own.
The
home rule amendment to the constitution affords complete latitude. The
present modified federal form of gov- i
ernment under which Cleveland hasi
been operating for a number of years;
may give way to an absolute federal'
scheme in which the mayor is the
only administrative official elected
and in which the powers of the coun-'
cil are entirely legislative and policy
forming.
If the commissioners decide to offer
Cleveland a real federal charter they
"Tl|g main issue. Newton, is yonder!"
will provide in the new code that the
mayor shall appoint directors of law,
* Elections board clerks finished the
accounts, health, public safety, public
official count at 4 o'clock Wednesday
service and recreation. It has further:
morning, establishing a record for
been suggested the management of,
schools and libraries be centered in
completing a count.
this municipal cabinet. In order to
Total Vote 28,737.
place the management of the schools
The official figures showed ' little
in the city administration a number
of legal obstacles would have to be
johanges from the unofficial ones comAll members of Greek letter fraterovercome. It is claimed that the
piled the night before. The total
board of education under existing nities who live in Ohio, especially
! number of votes was 28,737. just three
laws cannot be wiped out.
members of the national secret socieIf the city charter commission ties which nave chapters in Ohio
i votes more than the unofficial figures,
reaches the conclusion that Cleveland
showed.
Ohio schools are o
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Of this number 19,125 persons voted
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judges Declare Chief's
Methods Serve to Encourage
MAYOR BAKERJO ACT
Councilmen Assert They Will
Continue Efforts Until City
is Cleaned Up.
USING SECRET SERVICE MEN
Restriction of the golden rule
police policy that has been
called the keynote of the police
inefficiency; .use of secret service operatives to run down criminals and co-operation by many
officials for increased police ac-
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based. Mayor Baker's indorsement of
the policies adopted by Chief Kohler
in his administration of the police remains unchanged, and no developments yesterday indicated that any
facts which would form a basis for
such charges would be forthcoming
from outside sources.
Acting Chief Howe was called into
consultation- with Mayor Baker at
Baker, Friends Say, is to be
city hall yesterday, and the crime
situation was gone over in detail.
Chosen President at
What Acting Chief Rowe had to say
corroborated
Mayor
Baker's
InformaMeeting Today.
Bear Word of Pending Trial tion, obtained from other sources,
to Absent Chief When
that while there have been an unusual number of crimes of extreme
Moosers See Added Power
Wireless Fails.
violence, the total amount of crime
Given City's Chief
in Cleveland has been less than normal for winter months.
Executive.
Message Reaches VenezueActing Chief Rowe stated that in
the
last
twenty-four
hours
no
relan City Touched by Party
Mayor Baker will probably be
ports of burglaries, house breaking
This Morning.
lor hold-ups had been received. The elected president of the city charter
nearest approach to such a crime commission when that body organwithinLthat time was a report that izes in his office at 3 o'clock this aftBaker Learns Crime Here someone had broken into a saloon ernoon. The mayor yesterday called
! and stolen seven quarts of whisky. a meeting of the commissioners for
Less Than Normal
Acting Chief Rowe told Mayor this hour. At first it was believed
[ Baker that the number of burglaries Mr. Baker might prefer not to be at
i
for Winter.
i in Cleveland in the last month has the head of the commission, but his
were urging him to
been no greater than when Cleveland friendstheyesterday
place.
UPHOLDS POLICE POLICY was little more than half its present take
Meeting of the commissioners tosize.' He offered this as evidence that day was made possible by the fact
that the board of elections completed
llayor Places Koue in Fall Power the police policies which have been in
the official count yesterday. This
.force have tended to diminish rather work was finished at 5:30 o'clock
Over Force, After Hearing; Old ; than increase crime, and that the yesterday morning, the board keepPlan of Dealing: "With Criminal* I council should look elsewhere for ing its clerk constantly at work untile the entire election, including the
Is Effective—Will Not Include causes of the disregard for human life official count, was disposed of.
shown
by
such
criminals
as
have
Mayor Baker was handed his cerReference to Handling; of Departtificate of election yesterday afteroperated here.
noon. The other commissioners will
ment in Pending; CHargrea—Attor- Rowe Given Free Hand.
get their certificates today.
ney for Plaintiff In Divorce Snlt
The official count showed but little
Mayor Baker told Acting Chief change
from the unofficial figures.
Involving; Kohler Postpones Trip Rowe that he had a free hand in his The
total vote cast was 28,737, and
the vote on authorizing a commisWe»t at Mayor's Reqnest—May ; conduct of the department.
An increased number of arrests sion was 19,125 for the commission
Testify at Trial.
to 5,218 against. Mayor Baker- refor carrying weapons and under the ceived 18,955 votes.
suspicious person ordinance have
After the figures had been analyzed
Wireless having failed, cablegrams been made since the murder of Capt. yesterday the politicians began specon the effect it may have in
>f Mayor Newton D. Baker's an- Ralph Byrns by burglars Sunday ulating
the future. Some say the approval
night.
Included
among
crime
preof
the
commission
idea and the big
louncement that Chief of Police Rollventative arrests yesterday were one vote given Mayor Baker means that
er will be suspended for trial on his of a merchant who sold a 3S-caliber he has a right to have the charter
written as to conform to his ideas.
return to Cleveland this month await revolver, to a man who had no per- so Bull
Moose leaders yesterday said
Chief Kohler today at La Guayra, mit, and the arrest of a pool room the result of the election was a big
for Mayor Baker.
Venezuela, when the steamer Megan- manager who admitted a youth under victory
"The election means that Mayor
IS
years.
Baker will be re-elected next fall,
tic, on which Kohler is a passenger,
"The golden rule policy has in no and that there will be a clear cut line
docks at 8 a. m.
way handicapped the police in clear- of progressives and anti-progressives
ir the campaign," said a prominent
Plain Dealer cables were sent Koh- ing the city of potential criminals," Bul1
Mo
mw Hnwp Wi toor B asr
°ser yesterday. "If also
ler immediately after Mayor Baker's LAeflpg Chief Rowe told Mayor iiaxer. _ means the municipal elections here:j
"This
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has
been
going
on
jafter
will
be nonpartisan."
announcement was made Tuesday.
all winter and "we are now arresting j Credit is also given B. W. Doty, S.
all persons whom we could convict is. Stilwell and Prof. A. R. Hatton
An attempt was made to reach him
under the suspicious person ordinance, for the showing they made in the
by wireless from Colon. The wireless
The streets have already been weil election. Doty, they say, is clearly
station at Colon with a message
cleared of men of me beggar or va- entitled, to take complete charge of
grant
class and this may be largely any movement within the Republican
which offered Chief Kohler space for
responsible for the comparatively, party that has for its object the reany statement he might wish TO
small amount of thieving and roo- establishment of cohesive lines back
make, got into communication with
bery.
' of Senator Robert M. La Follette of
"Our experience has been that the Wisconsin for president,
the Megantic.
Signals were angunmen
who
have
been
conspicuous
Leadership of the Bull Moose is
swered, but the distance was too
in Cleveland this winter are not of what the politicians say the elecgreat for transmission of the message.
this class, but young men who have tion means for Prof. A. R. Hatton.
homes in residence neighborhoods of
o—
Kohler, with Burr Gongwer, politiCleveland," said Rowe. "Many of
cal, associate of Mayor Baker, and
these have been frequenters of all
others taking the Cleveland bankers'
night pool rooms and tough saloons.
tour of Panama, left Colon on the
But even when youths spend much of
their timeI in such places it is hard
Megantic Monday.
They remain
uioirP^iJ
V^fi^Samst_Jhem under
eleven hours today at La Guayra and
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based. Mayor Baker's indorsement of
the policies adopted by Chief Kohler
in his administration of the police remains unchanged, and no developments yesterday indicated that any
facts which would form a basis for
such charges would be forthcoming
from outside sources.
Acting Chief Howe was called Into
consultation1 with Mayor Baker at
city hall yesterday, and the crime
situation was gone over In detail.
What Acting Chief Rowe had to say
corroborated Mayor Baker's Information, obtained from other sources,
that while there have been an unusual number of crimes of extreme
violence, the total amount of crime
in Cleveland has been less than normal for winter months.
Acting Chief Rowe stated that In
the last twenty-four hours no reports of burglaries, house breaking
or hold-ups had been received. The
nearest approach to such a crime
| within that time was a report that
■ someone had broken into a saloon
and stolen seven quarts of whisky.
Acting Chief Rowe told Mayor
: Baker that the number of burglaries
* in Cleveland in the last month has
! been no greater than when Cleveland
was little more than half its present
size.^ He offered this as evidence that
the police policies which have been In
; force have tended to diminish rather
than increase crime, and that the
council should look elsewhere for
causes of the disregard for human life
shown by such criminals as have
.' operated here.
! Hone Given Free Hand.

Baker, Friends Say, is to be
Chosen President at
Meeting Today.
Moosers See Added Power
Given City's Chief
Executive.

Mayor Baker will probably be
elected president of the city charter
commission when that body organizes in his office at 3 o'clock this aftBaker Learns Crime Here
ernoon. The mayor yesterday called
a meeting of the commissioners for
Less Than Normal
this hour. At first it was believed
for Winter.
Mr. Baker might prefer not to be at
the head of the commission, but his
friends yesterday were urging him to
take the place.
UPHOLDS POLICE POLICY
Meeting of the commissioners today was made possible by the fact
that
the board of elections comp',,
Mayor Places Rowe In Full Povrer
the official count yesterday.
This
Over Force, After Hearing Old
work was finished at 5:30 o'clock
yesterday morning, the board keepFlail of Dealing' With Criminal"
ing its clerk constantly at work untile the entire election, including the
la Effective—Will >'ot Include
official count, was disposed of.
Reference to Handling of DepartMayor Baker was handed his certificate of election yesterday afterment in Pending- Charge!-Attornoon. The other commissioners will
get their certificates today.
ney for Plaintiff in Divorce Suit
The official count showed but little
Mayor Baker told Acting Chief
Involving Kohler Postpone* Trip Rowe that he had a free hand in his
change from the unofficial figures
The total vote cast was 28,737, and
West at Mayor's Request—Slay i conduct of the department.
the vote on authorizing a commisAn increased number of arrests sion was 19,125 for the commission
Testify at Trial.
to 5,218 against. Mavor Baker- refor carrying weapons and under the ceived
18,955 votes.
suspicious person ordinance have
After the figures had been analyzed
Wireless having failed, cablegrams
been made since the murder of Capt. yesterday the politicians began spec)f Mayor Newton D. Baker's anRalph Byrns by burglars Sunday ulating on the effect it may have in
the future. Some say the approval
I
night.
Included among crime pre- of the commission idea and the big
nouncement that Chief of Police Kohj ventative arrests yesterday were one vote given Mayor Baker means that
,er will be suspended for trial on his
Restriction of the golden rule
I of a merchant who sold a 38-caliber he has a right to have the charter
return to Cleveland this month await revolver to a man who had no per- so written as to conform to his ideas.
police policy that has been
Bull Moose leaders yesterday said
Chief Kohler today at La Guayra,
mit, and the arrest of a pool room the result of the election was a big
called the keynote of the police
Venezuela, when the steamer Megan- manager who admitted a youth under victory for Mayor Baker.
inefficiency; .use of secret serv"The election means that Mayor
18 years.
tic, on which Kohler Is a passenger,
Baker will be re-elected next fall,
ice operatives to run down crim"The golden rule policy ha» in no and that there will be a clear cut line
docks at 8 a. m.
way handicapped the police In clear- of progressives and anti-progressives
inals and co-operation by many
- the campaign," said a prominent
Plain Dealer cables were sent Koh- ing the city of potential criminals,"
officials for increased police acActing Chief Rowe told Mayor Baker. Bull Mooser yesterday. "It also
ler immediately after Mayor Baker's
means
the municipal elections heretivity shared the spotlight in the
"Tlus cleaning up has been going on iafter will be nonpartisan."
announcement was made Tuesday.
all winter and we are now arresting F credit is also given E. W. Doty, S.
[police situation Wednesday.
An attempt was made to reach him
all persons whom we could convict Is. Stilwell and Prof. A. R. Hatton
Chief of Police Kohler's alunder the suspicious person ordinance. ^0r the showing they made in the
by wireless from Colon. The wireless
The streets have already been well election. Doty, they sav, is clearly
leged implication in a night
station at Colon with a message
ftleareu of men of the beggar or va- entitled, to take complete charge of
grant class and this may be largely any movement within the Republican
which offered Chief Kohler space for
scene in the home of Samuel D.
responsible for the comparatively party that has for its object the reany statement he might wish to
small amount of thieving and roo- establishment of cohesive lines back
Shearer, 2606 Daisy avenue,
make, got into communication with
bery.
' of Senator Robert M. La Follette of
June 5. that led to Shearer's'
"Our experience has been that the Wisconsin for president,
the Megantic.
Signals were angunmen who have been conspicuous Leadership of the Bull Moose Is
swered, but the distance was too
successful suit for divorce from
in Cleveland this winter are not of what the politicians say the elecgreat for transmission of the message.
this class, but young men who have tion means for Prof. A. R. Hatton.
(his wife on November 12, has
homes in residence neighborhoods of
—;—
o
Kohler, with Burr Gongwer, polltiCleveland," said Rowe. "Many of
beep officially recognized by the
' cal- associate of Mayor Baker, and
these have been frequenters of all
i others taking the Cleveland bankers'
night pool rooms and tough saloons.
I mayor.
tour
of
Panama,
left
Colon
on
the
But even when youths spend much of
It is said to be the. basis for Batheir time in such places it is hard
Megantic Monday.
They remain
rker's threatened executive action
uio-ij poSi^"**** against them_under
eleven
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today
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Guayra
and
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are only incidental to the general poYork Feb. 19.
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lice system that Woods accused of
Facts on which Mayor Baker an'rOOI 'AW ut -iaq «9I AqSnoa ^qi Xau
failing to keep Cleveland a clean
nounces he will take action on Chief
Icitv. Municipal judges in strong inKohler's return include nothing in
espnr pioi pirepjore ssjrc -uon-iasop jc
terviews scored the golden rule policy
purioaS sqi uo iCapoj ebaoAjp v pwfBW
reference to Kohler's conduct of the
fas encouraging crime.
department.
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An announcement by the civil servCriticism of police policies or methice commission that physical examods
presented
to
the
council
police
•ojotnmuH u* aMOAja
inations of applicants for appointcommittee
or
made
public
In
other
ment to the police force to make up
ways in the last few weeks contain
the list from which seventy-five new
nothing on which charges could be
officers will be appointed in March
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and twenty-five later also came upI vesterday.
There was strong speculation as to
who would succeed Kohler in case
the chief's resignation is obtained on
his return from Panama or if Baker
11 is able to have Kohler dismissed from
lithe force. It was said that a civilian
11 would have to be appointed under tha
new police civil service law.
A further development was tha
declaration by retired police lieutenants that they would oppose Kohler s
admission to the police pension roll,
under any circumstances.
Meanwhile, Kohler, en route to
Panama on the Megantic, docked early
yesterday morning at La Guayra,
Venezuela.
Cleveland friends had
sent word of Mayor Baker's stateI ment by cable to meet him there.
1 Mayor Baker's action in issuing hia
statement Tuesday declaring he had
I investigated facts underlying rumors
1 about the chief apparently was precipitated by Rev. Dr. W. W. Bustard,
pastor of the Euclid Avenue Baptist
Church, and president of the American Civic Reform Union. Dr. BusI tard wrote Mayor Baker a letter askI ing three direct questions relating to
the Shearer case.
Baker is Silent
Baker had known of tl»e case for
several months, it was said. The letj ter was written last Wednesday and
no answer Had been received by Dr.
I Bustard up to the time he left
city Tuesday.
Mayor Baker absolutely refused to
discuss any phase of the Kohler matj ter Wednesday. He said
that he had written to Dr.
i ur iiustara was ... .-.^—- -""-"••
Wednesday night. He will return to
Cleveland this-afternoon. At Jackson a correspondent asked him what
Las his objection to Chief Kohler
"I do not care to take up the mat
I ter at all until I return to Cleveland
tomorrow," Dr. Bustard said
"I must know absolutely what tha
I situation is before I do anything
about it. I am far away from Cleve
land and I do not know what has
1 transpired since I have been away
Dr Bustard was asked also to give
I his opinion of the golden rule l
as in practice here.
"I do not approve of
' rule policy as Vt has worked in Cleveland," he said. "The people already
know that."
Baker sent for Inspector Howe late
Wednesday afternoon and went over
the developments of the last twentyfour hours. Rowe reported to him
that there had b
crease in
amount of crime. They went
the
oVer the policy of the department. On
the conclusion of the interview, Rowa
was asked whether there would be
any change In the golden rule policy
He would neither affirm or deny that
one had been ordered.
But around the city hall the definita

judges Declare Chief's
Methods Serve to Encourage Crime.
MAYOR BAKERJO ACT
Councilmen Assert They Will
Continue Efforts Until City
is Cleaned Up.
USING SECRET SERVICE MEN
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"Antis" Are Active *
j
iince Kohler I
went south show arrests have been j
made daily 1).
men who
the time j
he was up on charg
ars ago.
The
red from
the i
11 "the wi i
and records show thai thej made almost no arrests in iheir "!.; i
ment" from the time they, left the
downtown l o the ■ tme Kohler left
for Panama.
Thi
rule, which they adhered to so strictly, has been suspended by them, and tin
down in police court almost
every day ■■ ith prisoners.
It's Declared Mayor Wants These policemen explain i heir inIncreai ed activity in n
rests
that with Judge
to Know How Rank and by saying
police court bench they are able
to gel their prisoners soul to the
File Feels, but He Denies workhouse. Tin y are a unit in
claiming that If other judges would
follow Betbe's example arid sendi
He Gave Authority
men to- tl
when they
convicted a big step would be;
i toward keeping down the i
crime wave^
EARLY REPORTS FAVOR
Meanwhile Inspectqr flowe and |
:i in pf petectives Walker '
DISMISSAL OF KOHLER admitting
that police were in the air
in their search for the burglar-murderers of Captain 11. E. Byrns in hisj
Cablegrams Meet Chief in home on Ansel road Sunday night.
Judges Flay Golden Itule
of the golden rule po- j
Venezuela, Telling Him of liceRestriction
policy and the establishment of |
a secret service for the apprehension
Charges and Probability of of criminals were being advocated !
aggresively by eouncilmen and municipal judges.
His Being Discharged
Chief Justice McG&nnon of municI Ipal court stated that the crime wave
,, , ,r
i is the worst he has seen in his years

POLICE TAKE
SECRET VOT
ON KOHLER?

With the assurance that May-|of f.xpP1,,.n(,. -m ,,,:„■ work. Judges
or I taker wants it, taking of a Cu» :iil!l 1!-'>f'''- u!l" worked as police
prosecutors for years, joined McGanBecret Straw vote among the rank i non in expression of the opinion that
i;
and
file nun
men ui
of the
noliee iorce.
force syst£ro
''"'' CTimeis wave
"' abnormal, that the
<inu mi
me ponce
to blame for ii and that
was begun Thursday morning to' the "blue book," reputed to be kept
i ,,. , i> i
,i
,. by loonier, is of no value in protect'
BhOW to Baker the sentiment ol ing- the city against the depredations
ot erooks
the force on these three ciues-1
" Rowe still
- , stoutly champions the
1

tions:
I golden rule policy. He conferred long
Should Kohler be retained as chief? with Baker late Wednesday and the
report went out that Baker had or.Should the Kohler reorganization dered
the golden rule curb.
Rowe
plan put into effect early this year be would not affirm this.
Bustard Threat Brings Action
Win. should succeed Kohler?
Councilman Woods, author of the
The
ite was begun close resolution abrogating the policy, said
Upon the heels of the developments he was going to continue his fight
which assure the
n that Baker for passage of his resolution.
Rev, W. W. Bustard pastor of the
rid of the chief. The
told, when their vote is Euclid. Avenue Baptist church and
• that Baker is desirous of lire.'idem of the American Civic Re(Ting their sentiment on these form bureau, was due to arrive in
the city Thursday from Jackson,
questions.
Mffh.
Correspondents at Jackson
To Show Chief's Foes
were unable to get an expression
io are behind the votetaklng from Bustard on the Kohler matter.
'ined Thursday. WhoIt was the minister's threat to make
:'.r,'. thej sei in to have been charges which "would blow some of
itrolmen that they the city's high officials out of their
Kohler using the berths" that spurred Mayor Baker to
as a subterfuge to smoke action.
Bustard made the threat
liief's benefit, jus* from his pulpit last Sunday.
lie referred p, i;,,, Shearer drvorc?
"ii the force who are ophim.
ease, evidence in which has be, a
gathered
I
lonii bureau under
he voting at noon inIO far as the first two Rev, A. s. Gregg's supervision.
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Shearer,
manager of the
■ ions are i oncerned, sentiment is
u Company, big
Kohler and diaries En<
plan.
Nothing- printing ink manufai
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learned of how the third Kohler in his h ime, 2616 liaise ai enuf. last June ,",. with Mrs. Shearer.
leaker denies know ing of 1 he
ling to the testimony in his dipoll, and denies any vorce trial
Mrs. Shearer signed a
ul hority to say he inspired statement of the affair [n the presthe vote, "if it is being taken."
of witnesses.
Alexander O.
nzie, 524 Society for Savings
Mayer Ignorant of Poll
building, promised Mayor Baker he
n given to iniiund that you want to know
sentiment mi tli
reorganization plan. I ild \ on know they were
poll on this'.'" the mayor
:ked.
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"No," he answered.
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uestion whether he knew >U-'ir,i will
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I he chief's fate Kohler was learning
of the things which have happened
home while he lias been touring
Ii the bankers on the Mcgantic.
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I; . and I'eooh ed iiiuueruiis cable■m friends here lolling him
i inst iiim and
I laker's intention of ridding
of him as -hief. Che mes! him, too, that the Shearer
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FIRST CHARTER BAKER REPLIE
MEET THURSDAY TO PER
ON GRANDSTAN

The first meeting of commissioners1
elected to draft a new charter for
Cleveland was to be Thursday afternoon in Mayor Baker's office, for the'
purpose of organizing. It was expected Baker would be named president
of the commission and that Earl H.
Wells, secretary of the bureau of municipal research, would be elected secretary. The latter is to be the only
salaried position on the commission.
The commission has only $5,000 to
expend in its researches and will not
be able to make many junketing trips,
unless at personal expense of mem-!
bers.
Five of the commissioners
are'
pledged to the Progressive Constitution league, which includes the short
ballot, the initiative and referendum
and a council composed of not more
than seven members and selected
:rom the city-at-large.
All meetings of the committee will
pe open. They are to be held in the
uture in the city council chamber at
.'ity Hall.
Suggestions are wanted
>y Mayor Baker for the new charer.

Mayor Baker Thursday dictated a
letter addressed te- Secretary West oi
the local Perry Centennial committee
in which lie ga \,- some sort of an answer to the commission's request for
permission to erect grandstands on
Euclid avenue, between East 22d and
30th streets, for the I llevelan I
celebrations during' Perry wee!;. j[
became known at City Ball Thursday.
Baker refused to discuss the letter
but it is understood at City Hall that
in i': he opposes the proposition of
the committee.
The letter has nol
yet been mailed, but Maker is said to
have sent a copy of it to each member of the efficiency board, which has
been considering- the Perry com
sion's application.
The commission
wants to charge admission to the
stand.
Perry Men Visit Baker
Mayor Baker has been visited by
members of the exect&tve board of
the Perry commission, who have
pleaded with him to allow them to
erect the stand. They have told him
the charge for admission to the stand
is to boost the celebration fund.
F. S. MeGowan. attorney, member
of the executive board, declared! that
as soon as .the commission recel
word from Baker of his stand on
their proposition, a special met
will be ealied immediately.
"I don't know what the board will j
do until after that meeting," he said.

Give Rowe a Fair Chance
Mayor Baker evidently intends to give Chief
Kohler, when he returns home, the option of resigning from the police force or facing charges of
personal misconduct. In the meantime the department is in command of Inspector Eowe. The
Mayor says he has full confidence in him.
But will Mr. Baker give Inspector Eowe a fair
chance? Will he permit him, as a police officer
of long experience and proved ability, to handle
the crime situation in this city as he sees fit?
The epidemic of murders, felonious assaults
and robberies that has caused the people of
< lleveland to fear for their lives and the safety of
their homes has confronted the police department
and the city administration with a grave crisisone which demands the use of extraordinary
means. At such a time the head of the department, even though his authority as such may be
only temporary, should have a free hand. He
should be clothed with authority to discontinue,
at his diseretibn, the operation of any rule or
policy which he believes will hinder him from
cheeking the crime wave and arresting the thugs
who are terrorizing the community.
If this is done the city can look immediately
for relief and a reasonable degree of safety. If
it is not done, the present state of affairs is likely
to continue.

<&Sjh- (? - /<?/<3

POLICE TAKE
SECRET VOT

"Antis"- Are Active *
The police records since Kohler
went south show arrests..have been
made daily by 10d- a ijozeri policemen who opposed Kohler at the time
he was up on charges 2 1-2 years ago.
The men had been transferred from
the downtown beats to "the woods.''
'and records show that they made almost no arrests in their "banishniciit" from t he time they Let' t the
downtown to tfcf time Kohlei left
for Panama.
The golden nil .', which the> • ad-

I

I
i
|

FIRST CHARTER IBAKER REPLIES
MEET THURSDAY TO PERRY BOARD
The first meeting of commissioners'
elected to draft a new charter for;
Cleveland was to be Thursday after-;
noon m Mayor Baker's office, for the
purpose of organizing. It was expected Baker would be named president
of the commission and that Earl H.
Wells, secretary of the bureau of municipal research, would be elected secretary. The latter is to be the onlyj
salaried position on the commission.
J-he commission has only $5,000 to[
expend in its researches and will not"
be able to make many junketing trips!
unless at personal expense of mem-!
bers.
Five of the commissioners are,
pledged to the Progressive Constitution league, which includes the short;
ballot, the initiative and referendum,
and a council composed of not more;
than seven members and selected [
from the city-at-large.
All meetings of the committee will j
pe
open. They are to be held in the!
ut
ure in the city council chamber at!
fity Hall.
Suggestions are wanted I
»y Mayor Baker for the new charer.
—_
„—f

hr-red to so strictly, has been susMayor Baker Thursday dictated a
pended by them, and they have]
been down in police court almost .
letter addressed to Secretary West of
every day with prisoners.
the iocal Perry Centennial committee
It's Declared Mayor Wants These policemen explain their in- i
in which he gave some- sort of an anincreased activity in making arrests
swer to the commission's request for
by
saying
that
with
Judge
Beebe
on
i
to Know How Rank and the police court bench they are able
permission to erect grandstands on
Euclid avenue, between East 22d and
to get their prisoners sent to the
East 30th streets, for the Cleveland
File Feels, but He Denies workhouse. They are a unit in
celebrations during Perrv week it
claiming that if other judges would |
became known at City Hall Thursfollow Beebe's example arid send ,
day.
He Gave Authority
men to the workhouse when they |
Baker refused to discuss the letter
are convicted a big step would be I
but it is understood at City Hail that
taken toward keeping down the;:
in t: he opposes the proposition of
crime wave.
EARLY REPORTS FAVOR
the committee.
The letter has not
Mean%vliile Inspector Rowe and j
yet. been mailed, but Baker is said to
Captain of Detectives Walker were |
DISMISSAL OF KOHLER admitting that police were in the air]
have sent a copy of it to each member of the efficiency board, which has
in their search for the burglar-murbeen considering the Perrv commisderers of Captain R. 15, Byrns in his
sion's application.
The commission
on Ansel road Sunday night.
Cablegrams Meet Chief in home Judges
wants to charge admission to the
Flay Golden Rule
stand.
of the golden rule po- [
Venezuela, Telling Him of liceRestriction
Perry Men Visit Baker
policy and the establishment of j
a secret service for the apprehension j
Mayor Baker has been visited by
Charges and Probability of of criminals were being advocated,
members of the executive board of
aggresively by councilmen and mu- j
the Perry commission, who have
i
nicipal
judges.
[
pleaded with him to allow them to
His Being Discharged
j ' Chief Justice McGannon of municerect the stand. They have told him
i: ipal court stated that the crime wave I
the charge for admission to the stand
is the worst lie has seen in his years |
is to boost the celebration fund.
With tke assurance that May- ,I of
experience in po'iee work. Judges j
F. S. McGowan. attorney, member
of the executive board, declared that
or Baker wants it, taking of a j Cull and Baer, who worked as police j
I prosecutors for years, joined McGan- '
as soon as the commission receives
secret straw vote among the rank i; non in expression of the opinion that j
word from Baker of his stand on j
'
the
crime
wave
is
abnormal,
that
the
j
their
proposition, a special meeting;
and file men of the police force system is to blame for it and that
will be called immediately.
"I don't know what the board will
was begun Thursday morning to the "b'ue book," reputed to be kept
do until after that meeting," he said.
by Kohler, is of no value in protectshow to Baker the sentiment of ing the city against the depredations
crooks.
the force on these three ques- . ofRowe
still stoutly champions the
tions :
J golden rule policy. He conferred long
Should Kohler be retained as chief? with Baker late Wednesday and the
went out that Baker had orMayor Baker evidently intends to give Chief
Should the Kohler reorganization report
dered the golden rule curb.
Rowe
plan put into effect early this year be would not affirm this.
Kohler, when he returns home, the option of rerejected?
Bustard Threat Brings Action
signing from the police force or facing charges of
Who should succeed Kohler?
Councilman Woods, author of the
The straw vote was begun close resolution abrogating the policy, said personal misconduct. In the meantime the deupon the heels of the developments he was going to continue his fight j partment is in command of Inspector Rowe. The
which assure the men that Baker for passage of his resolution.
Rev. W. W. Bustard, pastor of the Mayor says he has full confidence in him.
means to get rid of the chief. The
men are told, when their vote is Euclid Avenue Baptist church and
But wilt Mi*. Baker giveInspector Rowe a fair
asked, that Baker is desirous of president of the American Civic Reknowing their sentiment on these form bureau, was clue to arrive in
chance? Will'he permit him, as a police officer
the city Thursday from Jackson,
three questions.
Mich.
Correspondents at Jackson
of
long experience and proved ability, to handle
To Show Chief's Foes
were unable to get an expression
Just who are behind the votetaking from Bustard on the Kohler matter.
tire crime situation in this city as he sees fit?
couldn't be learned Thursday. WhoIt was the minister's threat to make
The epidemic of murders, felonious assaults
ever they ire, they seem to have been charges which "would blow some of
able to convince patrolmen that they the city's high officials out of their and robberies that has caused the people of
are not friends of Kohler using the berths" that spurred Mayor Baker to
straw vote as a subterfuge to smoke action.
Bustard made the threat Cleveland to fear for their lives and the safety of
out, for the chief's benefit, just who from his pulpit last Sunday.
those are on the force who are opHe referred to tne Shearer divorcs their homes has confronted the police department
posed to him.
i~&3-P.e,_ evidence in which has been
Reports of the voting at noon in- : gathered by the retorm bureau under and the city administration with a grave crisis—
dicated *hat so far as the first two ;■ Rev. A. S. Gregg's supervision.
one which demands the use of extraordinary
questions are concerned, sentiment is I Shearer, Cleveland manager of the
overwhelmingly against Kohler and j Charles Ene'u Johnson Company, big means. At such a time the head of the departhis reorganization plan.
Nothing sprinting ink manufacturers, trapped
cou'd be learned of how the third Kohler in his home, 2i> IB Daisy ave- ment, even though his authority as such may be
proposition was going.
! nue, last June 5, with Mrs. Shearer,
Mayor Baker denies knowing of the according to the testimony in his di- only temporary, should have a free hand. He
taking of the poll, and denies any vorce trial
Mrs. Shearer signed u should be clothed with authority to discontinue,
one lias authority to say he inspired statement of the affair in the presthe vote, "if it is being taken."
ence of witnesses.
Alexander C. at his discretibn, the operation of any rule or
Mackenzie, 524 Society for Savings policy which he believes will hinder him from
Mayor Ignorant of Poll
building, promised Mayor Baker he
"The men have been given to un- will testify before the civil service checking the crime wave and arresting the thugs
derstand that you want to know commission
if necessary.
their sentiment on the reorganizawho are terrorizing the community.
Sleuths at Funeral
v
tion plan. Did you know they were
If this is done the city can look immediately
taking a poll on this?" the "mayor
A squad ol detectives mingled with
was asked.
the crowd of mourners at In-: funeral for relief and a reasonable degree of safety. If
"No," he answered.
of Captain Ralph E. t!yms, victim of
To' the question whether he knew burglars, at Lake View cemetery it is not done, the present state of affairs is likely
of the poll on Kohler's successor, Wednesday. Captain Walker hoped to
Baker replied:
pick up seme who might throw light to continue. "There is no vacancy at present." on the murder, bu;t no
arrests
While the men were balloting on
the chief's fate Kohler was learning were made.
of the things which have happened
at home while he has been touring
with the bankers on the Megantie.
Kohler arrived at La Guayra, Venezuela, and received numerous cablegrams from friends here telling him
of the charges made against him and
of Mayor Baker's intention of ridding
the force of him as chief. The messages tell him, too, that the Shearer
divorce case and his alleged connection with it have been made public.
The city board of efficiency is %£
i meet Saturday morning in "'
i Baker's office to outline plan?
■ year's improvement project:'. ■i may be submitted to city coun
| Monday night.
The council, City Auditor Coughhn
says, has the right to issue $3,000,00(1
in bonds for public improvements and!
by vote of the people may issue $la,-|
609,872 of bonds during the year. After!
April 1 the borrowing power may bel
further increased by the retirementj
of $358,000 of bonds.
One of the largest projects the cityj
has is straightening the lower river,
eliminating Irish town and Collision j
bends, at an estimated cost of $3,100,000.
"The city needs $1,000,000 this year j
for street paving and for sewers,"
Mayor Baker said Thursday.
A rolling lift bridge, to cost $250,000,
is proposed to take the place of the
Main avenue bridge.
The annexation of Nottingham and j
Newburg means additional improve- ]
ment expense to the city.

Give Rowe a Fair Chance

CITY PLAN
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ETE AND JO

OHLER
CLOSED UNTIL
CHIEF IS BACK

There's a hot war on again in
tractions.
Says Concon President Stanley
to Tractioner Witt:
"What are we going to- do . Kohler's Golden Rule Policy
about these deficits in the operating and maintenance funds?
Will Stand in Any
Says Witt to Stanley: "What
Event.
are you going to do about these
surpluses in the accident and insurance funds?"
■
APPROVED BY THE MAYOR
Thursday both Witt and the
Concon were writing what they
thought should be done. After Indorsed by Inspector Rowe,
they have written their opinions
It Will Remain Our
a series of conferences will decide the matter.
Police Policy.
Witt and Mayor Baker say the
fare won't go up. Stanley says it
So far as Mayor Baker and the
ought to be raised, and may be.
You have your choice.
city hall are concerned the Chief
Kohler affair is a closed incident
■until the chief returns from his
Panama and South American trip.
Until Kohler returns Baker will
:not discuss the affair at any conferences or answer any questions
regarding the subject. He said
Thursday he would decline even
to tell if he received any word
from Kohler.
But whether Kohler remains in
Commissioners Want Every- the police department pr not, his
. golden ruie policy will stand. This
body to Help Frame Home
policy had Mayor Tom's complete
approval. Kohler did not consult
Rule Government.
Mayor Tom about the order and
the first information the mayor
MAKERS HOLD MEETING
had about it was when he read it
in the newspapers. He at once,
telephoned to Kohler, congratuAil Sessions to be Open to
ing him, The golden rule was
accord with Mayor Tom's view
Public at Any Time, De' and policies: and both Mayor
Baker and Acting Chief Rowe are
clare Members.
in thorough sympathy with it.
Everybody in Cleveland is invited
A Stack of Cables.
to be a charter-maker.
Efforts to communicate
by
The 15 charter commissioners,
wireless
with
the
steamer
chosen at Tuesday's election, were
Megantic, on which Kohler and
230 other Clevelanders are pas-i
to hold their first meeting at 3 p. m.
sengers, were failures. All mes- ;
Thursday in Mayor Baker's office.
sent by wireless were later'
They will hold later sessions in the .sages
1
cabled to La Guayra, Venezuela,
council chamber.
where the steamer is due to touch
All meetings are .open to the pubThursday. When Kohler steps
lic. Mayor Baker 'and other comashore he will find many cables
mission members have taken a
from newspapers and from perpositive stand against star-chamber
sonal friends, telling him what
sessions at any time. They say they
the situation is and asking for a
will not. attend any sessions that
statement.
are not open.
Kohler at Chautauquas.
They also invite citizens to submit any ideas >of what should be in- j One of Kohler's close friends
predicted the chief would resign
cluded in the charter. Such ideas
rather than go through the orand suggestions may be presented
! deals of another trial.
in person or in writing.
"Many a man would have quit
The commission promises to
long ago under the continued fire
weigh all suggestions thoroughly
directed at Kohler," he said. "He
before placing before the people at
can make a great deal more
special election, probably next summoney outside the department,
mer, the charter, which the people
and live in peace. There is a dewill then have the opport nity to
mand all over the country for his
approve or disapprove.
■vices as a platform speaker,
Here Are Big Questions.
and he_could make $150 a night
in a lyceum bureau, and escape
The short ballot; the size of
.the fights."
council; whether it shall be elected
L. J. Alber, manager of the
at. large or by wards or districts;
Colt lyceum bureau, said he had
whether the city shall be run on
considered Kohler as a lyceum atthe federal plan, the commission
traction.
plan, or the business manager plan,
'The steamer Megantic's itineraor whether there shall be some enry for the rest of its cruise is:
tirely new plan—everything that is
Friday, Feb. 7: Port of Spain and
to be included in the charter will
I.a Brea, Trinidad, -17-hour stop.
be open to debate and suggestion by
Monday, Feb. 10:, Bridgetown, Barbados, 11-hour stop.
'itizens.
Tuesday, Feb. 11: St. Pierre, llarBaker, who is slated for the
tinque. li-hour stop.
Wednesday.
Feb. 12:
Charlotte
chairmanship of the commission,
Amelic, Island of St. Thomas, six-hour
declared the charter should be
stop.
Thursday, Feb. 13: San Juan, Porto
the consensus of the very best
Rico. 10-hour stop.
ideas.
Sunday, Feb. 16: Hamilton, Bermuda, 25-hour stop.
"All the people have a right to
ks at New York afternoon of
he heard from," he said. "It is
Wednesday, Feb. in.
the duty of all who have suggestions to come forward.

ASK CLEVELAND
FOLK TO SEND IN
CHARTER IDEAS
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FRAME

CHARTER MEET TO ORGANIZE

CHARTER

COMMISSION.

Tuckerman, Malcolm McBride, A. R. Hatton, E. W. Doty, S. S. StilweU, Edgar Hann, M. P. Mooney, L. I. Litzler.
From left to right, standing—J. E.
Seated—E. M. WUliams, D. E. Morgan, Ralph V. Brandt, Charles T. Scott, Bascom Little, Mayor Baker,
'—eunes. y, Thursd;
Friday meeting. Doty said he thought there
nights and to hold an afternoon ses- were two or three questions that
L>ught to be-discussed. He suggested
sion eyerj .Saturday,
beginning at .is one the number of committees
1:30 o'clock.
Public meetings will be
here. ought to be, if any.
Mayor Baker proposed a committee
held in the (Council chamber.
Mayor Baker was authorized to lo- >n organization. He said suggestions
.s to employes would be welcome. A
cate headquarters for the commission.
ecretary
and
stenographer,
he
The I oom^f will be in the city hall adhought, were necessary.
Mooney brought up the question of
.iio■■ ,.-nt to the municipal reference liimes for meeting. He said, in a genorary. Prof. A. R. Hatton also anral way, evening sessions would be
nounced that the library of Western
lost satisfactory to the public and if
xtra
sessions are held they could be
Reserve university, dealing with charn the afternoon. Hatton said the
ter material, will be loaned to the
, ommission ought not to tie itself up
city for use by members of the com.s to the times of meeting. He agreed
lth Mooney that, pp the whole -ight
mission.
' J3U. ui
SinCTC 'J-3
.hen
3
Carl H. Nau, unavoidably ou j
Btirepv uauAV^ '9 '<l >i
■the city, was the only absentee V j
•SHI
the mayor called the commissio |
| to order after Clerk Ed Horn of
IJ1 !
Pa
l| board of elections had given i
member his certificate of election ;
iN
o
ling of a charter for Cleveland had them fill out campaign expe
'
-pawl J3A3Uoostatements.
Not a single succes,
A\13I er_
flay.
Fourteen of
commissioner spent a cent in trie cs
spun of51
S ro
rs of paign, according to the sworn st£ p
, om *vim« ^ * hi
n T). ments.
auoz 83IWS
in Hie city hall at 3
"I assumed to call us together I
L'ternoon and begun jcause there seemed no more cent I -uoo 8.ve puasuMOj,
„ nrH .iauuoa JJVis'ia n(j
i ion tor a iplace than the mayor's office," sil
■„oina 'a saia'BtlD
structure that is to mark an epoch in 'Mayor Baker in opening the mectit
Suiaq si Buompuoatar
am
•uao -}fpv W
^
ory.
tHe then told the commissioners the }U3S8Jd JO
m will meet again in was available for their use $5,01
■sunnunoui 91U U l 13
'aaAlH l ?^
informally, at 3:30 appropriated by the council, that thj -uoo suosjsd Aq "«A ^^"SpssnjR^
ifternoon and will re- does not include cost of distributic! oiui pa-HJ a-I8AV sislra"
_ gllnooiis."e-.
forrnal work at 1 :."<) o'clock \Jl.
of \.Uf/"->J
copies of
*SX. the
VlltJ charter
V. licit 1,(7.1. when
>> 1.1C1I printed
^Jl 111 lev ar<n
\J f «* L
'""A
~—
AV
..__„. situoujo BV****!: ow afternoon.
that provision for such distributioil <W 9UIM°^°uian3.iddT* paeniao ^unojilTin. work of yesterday consisted
which must be to every elector i suo"rB "°A. slDWsip n^3-13 'urB<I pa!islargely of a preliminary survey of the city, is made
in funds for tl3 W"!£
l^ V»- 1«°=B<
j uiquO slW
mization
details
necessary
NOXS'OTHVHO K.
city clerk's office.
i _-9 qa.I '■13 A AY —
' 30
ire the larger work is undertaken.
"The money available can be ex4
iporary organization .was effected,
pended by the commission when ap-I of rules in
ts a
simoiBO
proved by the mayor,"' explained Mr. i»PIB,,"l
9
im which the permanent rules
Baker. "I place my power in that W1.._..M
inn
"11^0
AVIAlg
mmtssion may lie built, comrespect in your hands."
VlJ-1 H""
J-"«
mittees on organization and rules were
Next the mayor said that consent
-Aisn^ *%
.•in it'll and a general discussion
to use the council chamber for pubainoaia a".1 °1 SS30:>B pml 3ll\
of i'
work was indulged in.
lie meetings had been obtained and ^^"^sairsxBP °VM 'U1?»n^uf5^,ff
Decide on Evening Meeting*.
a\\\.\/&.
that other rooms, where desks in
omission decided
which commissioners could keep their
tr, urn uoisioaad pu« ISBp
rigs, beginning
papers, would be provided in the city
nptly at
on Tuesday,
_
aoj
eiq'BZiuSooa
SH
hall.
auiSjnq
W
ami
Suggestion was made that it would
help the committee on rules if there
a discussion as to the times of

COMMISSION READY
FOR CHARTER TASK
Meets in City Hall and Elects
Mayor Baker Temporary Chairman.

Decides to Hold Sessions
Four Evenings of
Each Week.
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City and Traction Officials
Look Over Changes.
Mayor Baker. Vice Mayor Lapp and.
Councilman Haaerodt and French, in
company with Street Railroad Comm.s- ]
sioner Witt and Street Railroad Engineer Alexander, . will '"X Cleveland
tracks this morning that the Cleveiana
Hallway Co. wishes to replace this
ZraQf

it a fOSt Of o.)f'U,UUU.

^Arrangements for the inspection trip
were made yesterday at a meeting in
the mayor's office. The laying of tracks
a on™ "Millionaires' Row" was f'^ussed
■,t he meeting H is asserted the home
rule anTenc mfnt to the constitution lias
e iminated the necessity for property
ow™™' consent in the extension of
street railroad lines. Members of the
council are In favor of Usttng t.ie city s
bower by starting this work.
,
■Preliminary to the contemplated insel
vestigation of street railway
™-%K
Hie street railway committee or tne
rhambef of Commerce, Mayor Baker,
Commissioner-Witt and President I J.
Btan'ey of the railroad company TUH
meet with the committee today to determine whether there shall be an m^ Announcement was made yesterday
that beginning Monday e^?8;? *f™S
for patrons of the Shaker Lakes an i
Euclid Heights lines will be Installed.
Between 4:45 and it;4B p. m. no stPP«
will be made by ears on these lines between the Public square and University
circle. The pay-leave system goes into
effect on the two lines on the same day.
_—,
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CHARTER MEET TO ORGANIZE

CHARTER

COMMISSION.

From left to right, standing—J. E. Tuckerman, Malcolm McBride, A. R. Hatton, E. W. Doty, S. S. StilweU, Edgar Hahn, M. P. Mooney, L. I. Litzler.
Seated—E. M. Williams, D. E. Morgan, Ralph V. Brandt, Charles T. Scott, Bascom Little, Mayor Baker.
' T^Enes. y7"Tnursd;
Friday meetmgT^JJoty said he thought tnere
nights and to hold an afternoon ses- were two or three questions that
to be discussed. He suggested
. sion even Saturday, beginning at t>ught
.is one the number of committees
1:30 o'clock. Public meetings will be here. ought to be, if any.
Mayor Baker proposed a committee
; held in the c-ouncil chamber.
Mayor Braker was authorized to lo- in organization. He said suggestions
vs to employes would be welcome. A
3 cate headquarters for the commission. ecretary and stenographer,
he
] The I ooms, will be in the city hall ad- hought, were necessary.
Mooney
brought
up
the
question
of
i jacpsnt to the municipal reference 111
for meeting. He said, in a gen'wary. Prof. A. R. Hatton also an- imes
way, evening sessions would be
Meets in City Hall and Elects nounced that the library of Western ral
lost satisfactory to the public and if
Reserve university, dealing with char- xtra sessions are held they could be
Mayor Baker Tempoter material, will be loaned to the n the afternoon. Hatton said the
Commission ought not to tie itself up
rary Chairman.
city for use by members of the com- ' .s to the times of meeting. He agreed
mission.
. rtth Mooney that, on the whole, night
Carl H. Nau, unavoidably out of ( essiops were preferable. Doty then
Decides to Hold Sessions the city, was the only absentee when t, noved that the commission agree that
'. essions he held every Tuesday,
the mayor called the commissioners Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
Four Evenings of
to order after Clerk Ed Horn of the ivenings at 7 o'clock and that se'sEach Week.
board of elections had given each • jions be held every Saturday afterloon at 1:30 o'clock. The motion carmember his certificate of election and •ied.
A committee on permanent organBuilding of a charter for Cleveland had them fill out campaign expense
ization was then proposed by Moowas begun yesterday. Fourteen of statements. Not a single successful ney. The motion included a detercommissioner spent a cent in the camfifteen charter commiss-iooers. of paign, according to the sworn state- mination by the committee as to officers and employes. Report was
the city met in M.iyor Net/ton D. ments.
asked at the next meeting of the
Baker's office in the city hall at 3
"I assumed to call us together be- commission. The motion carried, and
o'clock yesterday afternoon and began cause there seemed no more central the mayor named as members of the
committee Doty, S. S. Stilwell and
the work of laying a foundation for a place than the mayor's office," said B. M. Williams.
structure that is to mark an epoch in (Mayor Baker in opening the meeting.
Doty raised the question of com
mittees. He said he was in doubt
the city's history.
He then told the commissioners there whether the work should be handled
The commission will meet again in was available for their use $5,000 !j by the commission as a whole or
the mayor's office, informally, at 3:30 appropriated by the council, that this 1 subdivided. Hatton said his notion
o'clock this afternoon and will re- does not include cost of distribution ' was that but few committees were
sume its formal work at 1:30 o'clock of copies of the charter when printed, necessary. Hatton said a stenographer, he thought, was an immeditomorrow* afternoon.
that provision for such distribution, ate necessity, and ought to be availThe work of yesterday consisted
able at the next meeting. The mayor
which must be to every elector in pointed
out that two or three queslargely of a preliminary ■ survey -if
the city, is made in funds i for the tions ought to be settled first, the
the a organization details necessary city clerk's office.
i chief one being whether the stenogbefore the larger work is undertaken.
rapher would have to be selectee
"The
money
available
can
be
exfrom the civil service list.
Temporary organization .was effected,
pended
by
the
commission
when
ap"The eivil service commission hat
a set of rules were presented as a
1 not classified the position," promptly
basis from which the permanent rules proved by the mayor," explained Mr. declared Mooney.
of the commission may be built, com- Baker. "I place my power in that
It was agreed the mayor should
name a stenographer.
mittees on organization and rules were respect in your hands."
Next
the
mayor
said
that
consent
Mayor Baker then suggested that
appointed and a general discussion
it might be well to have> an informal
of prefatory work was indulged in. ji to use the council chamber for pub- meeting of members for discussion of
;! lie meetings had been obtained and the general matter of the functions
Decide on Evening; Meetings.
! that other rooms, where desks in of city government. He said the
Members of the commission decided
meeting would be for all the commisto hold evening meetings, beginning I which commissioners could keep their sioners, but especially for those who
promptly at 7 o'clock on Tuesday, | papers, would be provided in the pity are not familiar with the subject. It
I halk
was agreed this meeting would be
•■W
daiy and
Suggestion was made that it would held at 3:30 o'clock thisafternoon.
help the committee on rules if there At " is meeting copies o#HHH|lmeralj
was a discussion as to the times of code will be furnished commissioners,
they will be given a glimpse at the
sub'icct of what governmental powers
are and how they are exercised.
The commission then adjourned, to
meet at 1:30 o'clock tomorrow aft
ernoon.
Immediately after adjournment the
two committees met. The rules committee decided to meet at noon today.
The committee on organization will
meet this afternoon. Both will re
port tomorrov
The forty-eight rules proposed bj'
Doty yesterday cover, in his estima
tion, almost every question tha
could arise. They provide, amon_
other things, that the president shal,
take the chair precisely at the hou
named for meeting, that he may sub
stitute a member to act in the chai
that he appoint all committees, tha
in the absence of the president th
commission may; designate a membe
to act, that the secretary shall kee
a journal of proceedings and have o:
the desk of each member a printe>
copy of the preceding day's journal
Proposals are to be numbered and
printed, if Doty's rules are adopted-!
Any member also has the right t<
demand a yea and nay vote or anyj
question.
The order of business, if the list isl
adopted, is to be as follows
Presentation of petitions and pub
lie hearings, motions and introduction
of resolutions, introduction and first
reading of proposals, engrossment or
reference of. proposals introduced on
preceding days, reports of commit
tees and engrossments, resolutions
laid over, proposals for second reading, report of committee on revision
and proposals for their third reading.
All amendments to proposals will be
in writing. All resolutions must lie
over one day before being considered

FOR CHARTER TASK

TO INSPECUffl LINES
City and Traction Officials
Look Over Changes.
Mayor Baker, Vice Mayor Lapp and
Councilmen Haserodt and French, in
company with Street Railroad Commissioner Witt and Street Railroad Engineer Alexander, . will taaw* «« *|
tracks this morning that the Cleveland
Railway Co wishes to replace this
,,
5 ftQ- n+ Q cost of S.)00,0OU.
Arrtngements for the inspection trip
were made yesterday at a meeting in
the mayor's office. The laying of tracks
along ^Millionaires' Row" was ^cussed
•it the meeting. It is asserted the home
I ru'e amendmfiit to the constitution lias
I eliminated the necessity for property
j owners' consent in the excision of
street railroad lines. Members, of the
i council are in favor ot testing the city s ,
power by starting this work. ;
Preliminary to the contemplated in; vestlgation of street railway service by j
! the street railway committee of the
j Chamber of Commerce, Mayor Baker,
I Commissioner-Witt and President J J.
Stanley of the railroad company -will
meet with the committee today to determine whether there shall be an investigation.'
, .
Announcement was maae yesterday
that beginning Monday express service
for patrons of the Shaker Lakes and
Euclid Heights lines will be installBetween 4:45 and u:45 p. m. no stops
will be made by cars on these lines between the Public square and University
circle. The pay-leave system goes into
effect on the two lines on the same day.
■— o——

- 7^ ff?3<
]

iWlHlll FIVE SESSIONS
ON PENDING TRIAL EACH WEEK IS
CHARTER PLAN

Lands at La Guayra, but l\lo
Reply Comes to Cables
Awaiting Him.
Commission to Begin Draft
Baker's Advisers Think Chief
Will Withhold Answer
Until Return.

'S EXPOSUR

Head of Civic Reform Union
of New Government at
insists Official Cannot
First Formal Meeting
Hide Private Affairs.
Saturday Afternoon.

| PRAISES STAND OF MAYOR
WOBK AT CITY HALL;
BAKER WILL PRESIDE Members of Force Do Not Shew
Desire to Express Feelings
Public Will Be Invited at
by Straw Vote.
Stated Intervals, Mem- I
bers Decide—Committee COLD WAVE DECREASES CRIME
Works on Eules.
Commendation of Mayor Ba-

Chief of Police Fred Ko'hler arrived
yesterday at La Guayra, Venezuela,
or hi-'ia and South
America with Burr Gongwer and others who left Cleveland two weeks ago.
He made no effort to get into communication with Mayor Newton D.
Baker in regard to the charges pendi
against him.
>jtayof Baker's advisors do not ex- ',
an authorized statement from:
Kohler -until after he has returned to j i
Cleveland Feb. 20. They think he i
will wait to receive from Mayor B-i- j
Commissioners framing Cleveker a formal statement of what the
la tier's inquiry has revealed.
land's new charter will meet each
The Cleveland party, after reaching
week on Tuesday, Wednesday,
La Guayra early yesterday, went io
Caracas, the capital. From there a Thursday and Friday evenings,
cablegram, announcing the arrival at 7 o'clock, and on Saturday
and containing the statement that all
afternoons at 1:30 o 'clock. The
members of the party are well was
dispatched by D. J. Collver to the Coll- first regular meeting will be
& Miller steamship agency in the held Saturday.
There will be
Taylor arcade. The cablegram, rean
informal
discussion
of the
ceived at 3 p. m., came by way of
Haiti.
present municipal code Friday.
A letter received yesterday from
Members, meeting in the office of
one of the party says:
Mayor Baker Thursday afternoon to
"I think Kohler will have made map out- details of the work which
a fast friend of everyone of the 230 will occupy - their attention for sevClevelanders aboard the ship before eral months, held that afternoon sesthe cruise is over.* His bearing is sions might prevent some from atmodest and gentlemanly, and he tending regularly and would be inconseems to be getting what he says he. venient to the genera) public. They
came for—a rest."
voted to sacrifice their evenings and
instructed A. R. Hatton, D. W.
Confer on Pool Rooms.
Mooney and Ralph Brandt, members
Councilman Kalina was in confer- j of a committee appointed to prepare
ence last night with members of the rules, to provide for sessions at these
hours.
Billiard Koom Keepers' association
Pick Temporary Officers.
in regard to the poolroom ordinance
Mayor Baker was made temporary
by which Mayor Baker hopes to do J
away with conditions which juvenile j chairman and E. A. Hahn was chosen
temporary secretary. E. W. Doty, S.
and criminal court officials have said ■S. Stilwoll and Tf. w .Will.!om- „'....
8l
are educating Cleveland youths to | -09d Ai "Ai. 'I I} tpm-U- 'OSTJ sq}uora
suios
'axenbs
tiottifi ui .£}.red }sq-ep
crime. The association, which in-1
eludes about seventy of the 270 pool -og sip jo Sut}33tu ssi3ui v }B u.vs.op
and billiard rooms in the city favors }I 9.10} OUAl. 'PIJO..M. 9U.} J° SJOlIJOAi.
restrictions which will fix a closing [•BtJ^snpui sq} jo sjgquiaui mo.i.t
hour, bar half-grown youths and S-EH treouauxv" sq} ponosaj oqA\ '^ptq I
oi}9iq}u 9q} 'JSJXOQ gunoxeo SSIJAJ
abolish poolroom gambling.
•SiqjSSOd AT3A1 jCl9A9 UI SJ9i[I.I}S
They express acquiescence to a licensing of poolrooms to provide funds 3qi SuipiB 0} Ai9IA V q}IAl 'SJ9}[T3U.I
for employment of a city inspector. igdd'EJAV pU-E OUOUipi pUB SJ911JOAV
The license would serve to make pool- ip0O3 9}jqM 91D JO 95jIJ}S }U9S9JCl Oq}
room managers responsible for the o UOIJ133US9AU! reuosagd *: SuprBui uo
eppgp s-eq 'Sum9A9 siq} uoiun ,SJ3
-character of their places, and would
[.^JOAi }U3UI.TBO U'UOpl3Ua9JUI ,S9lpT31
be forfeited if proper conditions are
>q} i° sa9jjBnbp-B9il 9q} }B paounou
lot maintained.
u-e BVM. }t 'IISM ju-HS9A.^njg sjpi
Judge Beebe, in the criminal branch
•^I39Ai }X9U S9DBld
of municipal court, fined three pool;I3U.1 9UinS9J 0} 9}0A UJM U9UIOA4
room proprietors yesterday for per- )UT! U9UI 9[pi 911} TBqj 9doq v psssoad
mitting boys under 13 to frequent •X9 9H "SJ9^otdui9 jo sresodo.id 9o-B9d
their places.
>t}l SUIPJB39.T SJ95IUJS 911} SUOUTB
|;9}9ldU.103 9q WAV 9}0A v AiEipuns
|tq }t3q} pajBpgp 'EDi.i9tuv jo sjg^.ioAV
linamxBO sreju p9}iun am J° }"3P
-tS9Jd 'oSBOiqo jo '}j35tom SBtiioqx
•a>3lduioo ^i-matf aa«3d[ uo OJOA
■piTiS SJ3pB31 J13q} 'pSHI'B.ia
9a9M 'ii-tOAV jo svmoq ,i3}.ioqs puu
X-ed J9}}9q Suipnioui 'sputiatap .-itoq}
11V -q}uora -e utjq} ojoui aoj 9>iu}s
uo auyuj-euiax .X9}jT3 A-epo} A}IO oq} }no
-qSnoiq} srtoqs jo aaqtanu -B UI >[.IOAV
oa p3tun}3.i ssAi^Jsdo puEsnom v

cablegrams addressed to him there
Virnds. apprising him of the
situation at home and advising him,
it is said, to hurry back or resign.
has been affable on shipboard,
v-er. and has made himself gen*
erallv popular. Some of his friends
w they think he would prefer to
quit under lire rather than; face the
ordeal of another trial. Word rom
in jay Collver, personally conduct.
in- the trip, said Kohler is getting
£! relaxation for which he took the
trip.

,

Bustard Commends Baker.

■■I think Mayor Baker is to bQ
greatly commended for the stand
has taken in the Kohler case" said
Dr. Bustard. "I feel that lie Has
Then
made up his mind to act.
only one way and tt ' i« the right
way. Now that he is shut,,! I only
he will stay with it until the .

"i^belieye Chief Kohler should be
suspended as soon as he returns
pending
^°» o£ Perso™
charges and charges of police inefficiency.
,
"I am sorry to see that the Leader
,is taking the stand that the Shearer
matter has to do with Chief Kohler s
private life and has nothing to do
with his official capa
amst
I which
' say
ker for his stand on the mi- the two are connected.
•'I do not say thai th
• ncy
l-pending charges against Chief is due l" the alleged moral turpitude,
Kohler, a declaration that the but ] do saj that it might be. \o\i
(cannot separate my private life from
latter should be suspended dur- my ministerial capacity and you
cannot separate Chief Kohler's priing investigation, criticism of a
vate life from his public capacity.
tendency to divorce the chief's
•■I think that the golden rule as
Ldministered here is not a good
private life from his public cathing. 1 believe it ma;
pacity and more censure of his
thing for first offend'
'
",llljr
.,
| don't approve of the way
golden rule policy, came in a
Chief Kohler administers it."
statement made by Dr. W. W.
iriefly upon his reBui .
Bustard after his return to the
turn with Rev. A. S. Gregg, secreof which
city Tuesday night.
he is
■ concern
Dr. Bustard, pastor of Rockefeller's
They will probably hold anchurch an,} president of the American
other con
Civic Reform Union, which has prepared formal charges against the
CALLS THE MAYOR UNFAIR.
chief as the result of his being named
To the Editor of the Leader.
co-respondent in the Shearer divorce
The people of this sweet, free city
, case, received a letter written by
ire just beginning to awaken to the
fact that we have a would-be czar
(Mayor Baker just before the pastor
in the mayor's chair.
j left for a speaking tour through
Mr. Baker's action in refusing per; Michigan. He would not disclose the
mission to the St. John's Hospital
contents, declaring they are entireworkers to erect the big thermom- .
etrr out In the center of the Square, I
ly personal.
where it could be seen from all direcSuspension Is Expected.
tions, is but another illustration of •
Talk was rife in the police departhis petty, dictatorial nature.
When
the
fraternal order of
ment Thursday that the mayor's atEagles asked for the privilege of
titude, not only because of the Shearerecting a monster arch right in the
er case, the facts of which are now
center of the Square, it was granted,
before him, but because of the dewhich, of course, was perfectly right
partment's alleged inefficiency under
and proper. But do the Eagles, or
golden rule and Kohler's domination,
any other fraternal society, represent more In this community than
| presaged the chief's resignation or
the noble-spirited people who are
suspension immediately upon his recarrying on the struggle for a new
turn from South America,
St. John's Hospital? Surely such a,
Director of Public Safety Stage was
splendid cause ought to be entitled
to as much consideration as a street
I still "standing pat" for the golden
parade. Yes. Mr. Editor, your corrule, despite the fact that the record
respondent who signs "P. E. E.,"
of the crime wave was sustained by
right. Mayor Baker is distinctly unthe blackjacking of a merchant in
fair and conspicuously small of calhis store by one robber, the burglariber, and there are many who voted
for him last time (the writer among
' izing of a home in East End by one
them) who will have something to
who may possibly have been the same
say this fall.
H. E. S.
man the theft of $200 worth of jewels
/ Cleveland, February 5.
from the window of a jewelry store,
by another.
Mayor Baker Keeps Counsel.
Mayor Baker remained firm in his>
determination not to discuss Kohler,
golden rule or the police department
in any way until the chief returns.
The steamship Megantic, on which
Kohler is making his South American
trip, stopped at La Guayra, Venezuela, Thursday for a stay of fortyseven hours.
Kohler was silent on the trouble
that .seems to be piling up for him
here and made no answer to manv

BAKER TO BE BAKER DENIES JQINTGHARTER 'WON'T ACT TILL
CHAIRMAN OF STREETS FOR SESSIONS BY 2 KOHLER'S BACK'
CHARTER BODY PERRY STANDS CITIES LIKELY
-BUSTARD.

Rev. W. W. Bustard, pastor of
Kuclid-av Baptist church, during
a, meeting of the efficiency board
Saturday, told Mayor Baker he
would file no charges against
Chief Kohler until after the latter
to the
Ba

Organization Committee Decides Upon Mayor as Permanent Head of Commission.
Mayor Baker will be permanent
chairman of the charter commission. This was decided late
Thursday by the committee on
permanent organization, K. W.
Doty, K. M. Williams and S. S.
Stilwell, which met after the first
session of the commission in the
mayor's office. Mayo Fesler, secretary of the municipal association, is strongly urged as secretary.
The committee on rules of procedure was called together Friday
by Chairman A. R. Hatton to discuss the advisability of doing
away with all standing committees and having the work handled
by the entire commission. The
proposition of doing away with
committees
altogether
was
broached in the commission meeti ing by B. W. Doty, who presented
the preliminary draft of rules.
"The more I consider the matter," said Doty, "the more convinced I am the whole commission ought to handle every proposition directly, instead of referring it. to smaller committees."
The commission decided to
meet
Tuesdays,
Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays at 7 p. m.^l
and Saturdays at 1:30 P.m-May-,
to select quarters
nv Raker is
either ?n the city hall or in the
East Ohio Bas building next door
for regular headquarter^ Any
hndv may come to any meeting,
ft was announced, and there also
I will be special public meetings
from «me to time in the council
| chamber.

BAKER EARLY A FAVORITE
.lake Mints Bets 2 to 1 He Will Be
Re-elected.
Mayor Newton D. Baker already is
a two t" one favorite for re-election
H
i me bet of $500 to $250
made Friday by .lake Mintz, who
d, thai Baker will
plected if he is a candidate.
in
considering
the odds
1S
int the remarki ;aker for charter
commissioner Tuesday, the fact that
ectlon will be a nonni one and thai in such an
man who has been thorrtised has a marked adts ready to
00 against $1,200 on the sumo
Ion.

Iii Refusing Permission, Youngstown Board Mem.
Mayor Calls Proposed ber Sees Opportunity for j£&J«5$.
'^ "
Rev.
Bustard
expressed
himself
Pageant Commercial and Mutual Aid—Mayor Pa satisfied with the way Baker
has
handled the Kohler ease thus far.
Not Patriotic.
vors Getting Together.
Permission 1" erect grandstands on Euclid avenue, near E.
22d street, and in one of the city
parks was refused the Perry
Centennial Commission by Mayor
Baker Friday. The commission
had planned to sell the concession for a sum sufficient to pay
for a pageant, which will be one
of the feat tires, of the centennial
in other lake cities joining in
the celebration next July.

in afour-page letter to W it. West.
secretary of the local committee.
I'; ker suggested that Cleveland's celebration center about the removal of a
statue of Commodore Perry from
Wade Park to a new and final location in Gordon or Edgewater Parks.
It would there overlook the lake
which was the scene of his victory.
School children, lodges and patriotic
organizations would join in the movement, the mayor said.
Calls it Commerce Plan.
Baker declared that the proposed
pageant would be an exposition
manufactured by professional men
and would be a passing show paid for
an a snow basis. ' Genuine patriotism!
would be aroused in the other demonstration, he said. The committee had
asked that he make suggestions in the
event that permission to erect the
grandstands was denied.
.Location of the Perry statute in
Wade Park was declared entirely inappropriate. Baker suggested that a
group of smaller figures representing
patriotism, peace and kindred subjects be placed about the Perry statute in its new Ijcation.
Hard to Draw the Line.
In further explaining the reasons for
his refusal Baker said that events of
a religious, social and historical nature were constantly being celebrated
in Cleveland and there was no way to
distinguish where the line was to be
drawn.
"If the public property is given over
to schemes for raising revenue its
normal use is diverted and the common right is denied," wrote the
mayor in conclusion.

Cleveland and Youngstown
charter commissioners may hold
joint sessions at frequent intervals ana act together in the matter of drafting new charters for
the two cities.

R REFUSES
ERRYJTANDS

Final refusal of permission to
erect stands on the streets and
charge admission to view the
proposed Perry centennial pageant was given the Perry centennial commission Friday in a
letter from Mayor Baker. The
commission is finding it hard to
raise the necessary funds for its
proposed gorgeous celebration,
and Secretary F. .1. Woodworth
states the mayor's action may necessitate curtailment of the plans.
The mayor suggests a homemade celebration school and singing society choruses and a removal of the Perry monument
| from Wade park to some lake
I front^ site,

The suggestion was made to Mayor
Baker by City Solicitor David G.
Jenkins, of Youngstown, when they
were" in attendance at the conference
of the Ohio League of Municipalities
at Columbus a few weeks ago. Since
then both cities have declared for
home rule, and both men were elected
to commissions selected to frame
charters.
Sees Mutual Benefit.
We would be glad to have the
Youngstown" commission meet with
us any time that they care to do
so," said Baker Friday.
Under plans suggested by Jenkins
the two committees would meet
jointly at times either as a whole or
through committees, and they would
have joint use of ideas presented and
information gathered. Jenkins believes that it would be an arrangement for mutual benefit.
Cleveland charter commissioners
The newly elected charter comheld an informal .session at .the eityh^. v
"
regular meet
hall Friday The present municipal missun. at. us nrsi regular meet,
code was taken up section by section jng in the city hall Saturday afterand powers it confers on cities were 11o0ri unanimously named Mavor
discussed. The first regular session Baker president, and then spent a
will be held at 1:30 o'clock this after
quarter of an hour arguiig who
noon.
should, have the secretaryship, I
Committees to Report
Organization and rules committees I and failed to reach any concluappointed "at t|ie session Thursday sion.
will report today.
The committee on permanent
It is expected that Mayor Baken organizati0n had recommended H.
will be elected chairman and Mayo, p Boynton, former newspaper
Fesler, of the Municipal Association,| man Member M p..Mooney sugsecretary. The rules 9°™™"^." gested Mayo Fesler, secretary of'
expected to report against standing *he-munv assoclation.
committees of any Ma,
Th,g gtirred ,!p numer0Ils
ad_
Terse comments, among which
was one of member S. S. Stilwell,
who said Fesler's selection might
hinder the passage of the charter
because of opposition to him by
politicians.
The question of naming a secretary, was passed until next
meeting.
■

CHARTER
NOT LUTE
Debates can't be shut off in the
charter commission.
And there won't be any stande,^"'j'1Mtf^^'"tfrTT'^rr,,h''1 'Bug,p

5V^io jo

M**W

«B -«o;

» MI rmJJW*

{J^rxu,,

■.J'jJr-.q-iqfS.

aUM-m*
3dy- ^!1i 3BAKER TO BE BAKER DENIES JOINT CHARTER 'WON'T ACT TILL
CHAIRMAN OF STREETS FOR
BY 2 KOHLER'S BACK'
CHARTER BODY PERRY STANDS CITIES LIKELY
—BUSTARD.

Organization Committee Decides Upon Mayor as Permanent Head of Commission.
Mayor Baker will be permanent
chairman of the charter commission. This was decided late
Thursday by the committee on
permanent organization, E- wDoty, B. M. Williams and S. S.
Stilwell, which met after the first
session of the commission-in .the
mayor's office. Mayo Fesler, secretary of the municipal association, is strongly urged as secret
tary.
The committee on rules of procedure was called together Friday
by Chairman A. R. Hatton to discuss the advisability of doing
away with all standing committees and having the work handled
by the entire commission. The
proposition of doing away with
; committees
altogether
was
broached in the commission meeting by E. W. Doty, who presented
the preliminary draft of.rules..
"The more I consider the mat1
ter," said Doty, "the more convinced I am the whole commission ought to handle every proposition directly, instead of referring it to smaller committees."
The commission decided to
meet
Tuesdays,
Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays at 7 p. m.,
and Saturdays at 1:30 P. m. Mayor Baker is to select quarters
either in the'city hall or in the
fast OU> gas building next door
for regular headquarters. Anybody may come to any meeting,
tt was announced, and there also
will be special public meetings
from time to time in the council
I chamber.

jBAKER EARLY A FAVORITE
Jake Mintz Bets 2 to 1 lie Will Be
Re-elected.
Mayor Newton D. Baker already is
ia two to one favorite for re-election
next fall. ' One bet of $500 to $250
was made Friday by Jake Mintz, who
took the long end, that Baker will
be re-elected if he is a candidate.
Politicians in considering the odds
are taking into account the remarkable vote polled by Baker for charter
commissioner Tuesday, the fact that
the next election will be a nonpartisan one and that in such an
election a man who has been thoroughly advertised has a marked advantage.'
Mint said Friday he was ready to
bet $2,500 against $1,200 on the same
proposition.

In Refilling Permission, Youngstown Board MemMayor Calls Proposed ber Sees Opportunity for
Pageant Commercial and Mutual Aid—Mayor Fa:Xot Patriotic.
vors Getting Together.
Permission to erect grandstands on Euclid avenue, near B.
22d street, and in one of the city
parks was refused the N Perry
Centennial Commission by Mayor
Baker Friday. The commission
had planned to sell the concession for a sum sufficient to pay
for a pageant, which will be one
of the features, of the centennial
in other lake cities joining in
the celebration next July.

In a four-page letter to W H. West,
secretary of the local committee.
Baker suggested that Cleveland's celebration center about the removal of a
statue of Commodore Perry from
Wade Park to a new and final location in Gordon or Edgewater Parks.
It would there overlook the lake
which was the scene of his victory.
School children, lodges and patriotic
organizations would join in the movement, the mayor said.
Calls it Commerce Plan.
Baker declared that the proposed
pageant would be an exposition
manufactured by professional men
and w<->uld be a passing show paid for
on a s.-iow basis. ' Genuine patriotism
would be aroused in the other demonstration, he said. The committee had
asked that he make suggestions in the
event that permission to erect the
grandstands was denied.
^Location of the Perry statute in
Wade Park was declared entirely inappropriate. Baker suggested that a
group of smaller figures representing
patriotism, peace and kindred subjects be placed about the Perry statute in its new Ijcation.
Hard to Draw the Ijine.
In further explaining the reasons for
his refusal Baker said that events of
a religious, social and historical nature were constantly being celebrated
in Cleveland and there was no way to
distinguish where the line was to be
drawn.
"If the public property is given over
to schemes for raising revenue its
normal .use is diverted and the common right is denied," wrote the
mayor in conclusion.

Cleveland and Youngstown
charter commissioners may hold
joint sessions at frequent intervals and act together in the matter of drafting new charters for

the two cities.

Rev. W. W. Bustard, pastor of
Euclid-av Baptist church, during
a meeting of the efficiency board
Saturday, told Mayor Baker lie
would file no charges against
Chief Kohler until after the latter
had returned to the city and Baker bad acted.
Rev. Bustard expressed himself
satisfied with the way Baker has
handled the Kohler case thus far.

R REFUSES
PERRY STANDS
. Final refusal of permission to
erect stands on the streets and
charge admission to view the
proposed Perry centennial pageant was given the Perry centennial commission Friday in a
letter from Mayor B'aker. The
commission is finding it hard to
raise the necessary funds for its
proposed gorgeous celebration,
and Secretary F. J. Woodworth
states the mayor's action may.necessitate curtailment of the plans.
The mayor suggests a homemade celebration school and singing society choruses and a removal of the Perry monument
from Wade park to some lake
front site.

The suggestion was made to Mayor
Baker by City Solicitor David G. j
Jenkin:,-, of Youngstown, when they '
were1 in attendance at the conference :
of the Ohio League of Ivlunicipalities
at Columbus a few weeks ago. Since
then both cities have declared for |
home rule, and both men were elected
to commissions selected to frame
charters.
Sees Mutual Benefit.
"We would be glad to have the
Youngstown commission meet with
us any time that they care to do
so," said Baker Friday. •
Under plans suggested by Jenkins
the two committees would meet
jointly at times either as a whole or
through committees, and they would
have joint use of ideas presented and
information gathered. Jenkins believes that it would be an arrangement for mutual benefit.
Cleveland charter commissioners,
The newly elected charter comheld an informaUsession at <the city mission, at its first regular meethall Friday. -The present municipal
code was taken up section by section ing in the city hall Saturday afterand powers it confers on cities were noon, unanimously named Mayor
discussed. The first regular session Baker president, and then spent a
will be held at 1:30 o'clock this afterquarter of an hour arguiig who
noon.
should, have the secretaryship,
Committees to Report.
Organization and rules committees and failed to reach any concluappointed 'at t|ie session Thursday sion.
The committee on permanent
will report today.
It is expected that Mayor Baker organization had recommended H.
will be elected chairman and Mayo P. Boynton, former newspaper
Fesler of the Municipal Association, man. Member M. P. Mooney sugsecretary. The rules committee 13 gested Mayo Fesler, secretary of
expected to report against standing the muny association.
committees of any Kind.
This stirred up numerous adverse comments, among which
was one of member S. S. Stilwell,
who said Fesler's selection might
hinder the passage, of the charter
because of opposition to him by
politicians.
The question of .naming a secretary, was passed until next
meeting.
•
—■

CHARTER TALK
NOT LUTE
Debates can't he shut off in the
charter commission.
And there won't be any standing committees to which propositions can be referred and buried.
This was the unanimous decision of the commission's committee on rules, consisting of Pi'pl. A.
R. Hatton, M. P. Mooney and
Ralph V. Brandt, which reported
Saturday afternoon at a meeting
of the charter commissioners.
The committee provided for unlimited debate by striking out the
rule xvhich permits calling for tne
4 "previous question" and nee
dtating a vote without further ar1 gument.
I
tl The commitee decided the only]
standing committees shall be the]
rules committee to which may be]
referred any question of procedure, and the committee on revision]
which will go over the charter]
when it is drawn and thrash out
any contradictions or ambiguities.
If any special committees are
necessary they may be appointed
from time to time.
m.-„J
The committee on permanent
organization decided Saturday to
refommend H. P. Boynton 1453 I
E 85th-st, newspaper man, as secof the commission.

f\

"I am not and have not at any
'time been a candidate for the secretaryship," said he. "No membe,]
the commission has conferred with
' me in regard to accepting the p<
tion.
"Now that my name has been formally presented I will say I could
not accept the position if it were offered me. The.work of the Municipal
demands all of my tim
Rev. Mr. Bustard and Bap- association
The commission adopted rules,
at yesterday's meeting' electing Mayor
tists Will Not Act Until
Mayor Baker Saturday promise's
Baker president and agreed that
Chief
Returns.
Rev. W. W. Bustard, pastor Euclid
when the commissioners meet in the
Avenue Baptist church and president
council chamber Tuesday night it will
of the American Civic Reform assothe purpose of discussing
be
Eor
ciation,
a
full
investigation of
Minister
and
Mayor
Baker
charges made against Chief Kohler,
forms of government.
now on a Panama trip with Cleve-;
Open Meeting <<> Public.
Have Long, Secret
land bankers.
The public is invited to attend this
The promise was made at a con- •
'Conference.
ference Bustard had with Baker!
meeting. Discussion Will revolve genwhen the S. B. Schearer divorce!
erally around the three forms of govease, which furnishes the basis of
That entire initiative in the mat- ernment proposed by the Ohio League
the charges, was fully discussed.
Baker assured Bustard that a full, ter of investigating statements re- of Municipalities as optional forms
investigation would be made immedi- garding Chief Kohler will come from municipalities in the state may adopt,
ately upon Kohler's return. Bustard Mayor Baker was indicated by a conif the legislature enacts such a law.
told Baker he would not do anything,
further in the' case, as he was con- ference between the mayor and Rev. These forms are the federal plan, the
fident the mayor would act. Bustard" W. W. Bustard, pastoi* of the Euclid commission scheme and the city manpromised to hold himself in readiness Avenue Baptist church, yesterday.
to give what evidence he had in sup- The Rev. Mr. Bustard was assured < ager idea.
Member L. I. Litzler also anport of the charges.
The Schearer case was mentioned by the mayor that a full investiga- \ nounced he Would introduce in the
in letters between Bustard and Baker ition would be made as soon as the form of a proposal the true federal
several weeks ago, it developed Sat- \ chief returns.
I No further action will be taken at plan of government. If Litzler acts
urday.
'this time by Rev. Mr. Bustard.
his proposal will be known as No. 1.
i police situation has been referred to
Sprung as a surprise the endeavor
I1 in letters exchanged between Mayor to elect Boynton caused as warm a
Baker and the Rev. Mr. Bustard.,
I The minister called at the office of fight as one would care to witness.
i the mayor yesterday while a meet- Moves in the contest were made with
I ins of the efficiency board was in diplomacy and tact and when the
progress.
The mayor left the meeting and contest ended the best of feeling prea conference that took place between vailed all around, but the members
him and Rev. Mr.
™. Bustard in the admittedly were ready to renew the
nrivate office adjoining the outer of- Cleveland's charter commission will, flee of the department lasted about > fight when they get together tomor
organize formally Saturday after- j half an hour.
row. Boynton will remain a candiThe mayor declined to maks ' date for secretary, but present indinoon, with Mayor Baker as president!
and Secretary Mayo Fesler of the statement following the^meetlng.
cations are that he will be defeated.
Municipal association as secretary.
Naijnes before the commission in
The commissioners will start acI addition to that of Boynton are John
tive work next week. They hope to
M. Harris, an attorney; Earl H.
hold at least four meetings weekly,
Wells, in charge of the bureau of
and get the new charter drafted in
municipal research; Ralph Stickle
time to advertise it and submit it to
and Leo Weidenthal, newspaper men,
vote not later than July 22.
Several of the commissioners met
and R. O. Bartholomew, former city
informally Friday afternoon at Mayor
i lance hall inspector.
Baker's office to listen to a discussion
It was after the committee on rules
by the mayor of the present form of
city government. C. G. Hoag of the, Allies of Progressive Consti- had reported and Mayor Baker had
American Proportional Representabeen elected president that the fight
tive league explained the representa-j
on the secretaryship developed. When
tution
League
Seek
to
tive, council plan, by which a small
the report of the committee on orcouncil is elected at large, but each
Elect
Secretary.
ganization, consisting of E. W. Doty,
voter votes for only one man, and
expresses as many choices as thevei
S. S. Stilwell and E. M. Wi IU»»"are candidates to be elected.
was presented verball;
If the vote is 100.000 and 10 menj Fesler Declares He Could Not was found Lhat Mayor liaNF
are to be chosen, each candidate get-;
recommended for presidi
.ton
ting 10,000 votes is elected, and all'
Serve if Position Were
votes for any candidate in excess of
for secretary at a salary of $40
10,000 go to a second-choice man.
Offered.
week and that the employment of
a stenographer at $20 a Wi
Factional lines were drawn at the a custodian at $15 a v.
authorized. That part of the re,
meeting of the city charter commis-.
recommending Mayor Baker
sion In the mayor's office yesterday) tion was adopted unaiiirnoi
When it came to action on the
afternoon. Commissioners allied withthe Progressive Constitution league secretaryship, M. P. Mooney promptly
attempted to have. H. P. Boynton] voiced an objection. His objection
the fight.
former newspaper man, who lives at started
"I didn't understand that the
1453 E. 85th-st, elected secretary. The scope of the committee's duties included the naming of a. secretary."
effort failed.
"The names of Mayo
Election of a secretary was post- he said.
Fesler and E. H. Wells have been
poned until the next meeting, which mentioned and I desire to inqu
is to be held in Mayor Baker's office whether they were considered and
disposed of."
; at 3 o'clock-tomorrow afternoon.
Doty, replying, said that Mayor
The situation on the secretaryship Baker had called attention to the
was complicated last night i
fact that Wells was busy in the
j Mayo Fesler sought by a majority position he occupied and was un- j
available
and that Fesler s name
of the commission for secretary, an- been considered,
but the committee
nounced that under no circumstance^ had deemed it not wise to recom-.
would he act as secretary of the
mend him.
I mission. Fesler's name Was not fo
j mally presented to .the commissic uo!u* jo Jito vu* u. ■I«,UI»» I-««uo;|
yesterday. In some quarters discu u°lu* } +
•40d3Q
-lodarT PBOiTV
PBOJIVJ1
' sion of his name was taken to me*
' presentation of it, but all who spol
•IT JO 3UJSOdSip JO AviA ■B 8A-8£
of him at the meeting very careful
prefaced their remarks by statit
they were not authorized to put h
name before the commission.

AKER BARS STAND FULL PROBE OF
FOR PERRY PARADE KOHLER, BAKER
Mayor Declares for HomeMade Celebration and Refuses Desired Permit.
Favc'.i Removal of Monument 7rom ?airk to
Lake Front.
A home-made Perry Centennial
celebration, with choruses of school
children and singing societies, to accompany the removal of the Perry
monument in Wade park to a permanent place on the bluff overlooking
the lake in either Gordon or Edgewater park, was suggested by Mayor
Baker yesterday in a letter to the
Perry Centennial commission.
In this letter the mayor finally refused the commission permission to
erect stands in the streets and sell
seats to pageant spectators.
F. J. Woodworth, secretary of the
commission, said last night it is impossible to tell whether the refusal
will curtail the commission's plans
for the celebration.
The commission has not found it easy to raise
funds.
"What effect, if any, this refusal
will have depends," said Woodworth,
"on future success in raising money."
Mayor Baker's refusal was based
on the principle that the streets belong to the public and that any grant
permitting any association to usurp
a part of the street and admit only
those who can pay admission, is improper.
The commission had sought the
privilege of erecting a stand on Eu-1
clid-av, from E. 22d-st to*E. 40th-st,
and another in one of the parks. The'
receipts from sale of seats was
counted on to raise money for defraying the expense of the show.
Mayor Baker said in his letter that
a celebration by a company that was
paid fof its services would lack the
enthusiasm which would accompany
a patriotic celebration of a simple
home-made sort.
In this, connection he suggests the
removal of the much moved Perry
monument to a final resting place on
the lake front.
The city, he stated,
would give the monument the proper
setting and approaches and it could
be made the center of a group of
statues symbolizing victory,
peace
and patriotism.
The question of granting the Perry
Centennial commission the right to
erect the stands was taken up at a
recent meeting of the efficiency board
and the mayor then announced his
belief.
His views were shared by
other members of the board.

TELLS BUSTARD
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Mayor Declares for HomeMade Celebration and Refuses Desired Permit.
Favc.c Removal of Monument rrom Pavk to
Lake Front. ~
A home-made Perry Centennial
celebration, with choruses of school
children and singing societies, to accompany the removal of the Perry
monument in Wade park to a permanent place on the bluff overlooking
the lake in either Gordon or Edgewater park, was suggested by Mayor
Baker yesterday in a letter to the
Perry Centennial commission.
In this letter the mayor finally refused the commission permission to
erect stands in the streets and sell
seats to pageant spectators.
F. J. Woodworth, secretary of the
commission, said last night it is, impossible to tell whether the refusal,
will curtail the commission's plans
for the celebration.
The eommis-,
sion has not found it easy to raise
funds.
"What effect, if any, this refusal
will have depends," said Woodworth,
"on future success in raising money."
Mayor Baker's refusal was based
on the principle that the streets belong to the public and that any grant
permitting any association to usurp
a part of the street and admit only
those who can pay admission, is im-*
proper.
The commission had sought the:'
privilege of erecting a stand on Eu-t
clid-av, from E. 22d-st to*E. 40th-st,,
and another in one of the parks. The
receipts from sale of seats was
counted on to raise money for defraying the expense of the show.
Mayor Baker said in his letter that
a celebration by a company that was
paid for its services would lack the
enthusiasm which would accompany
a patriotic celebration of a simple
home-made sort.
In this, connection he suggests the
removal of the much moved Porry
monument to a final resting place on
the lake front.
The city, he stated,
would give the monument the proper
setting and approaches and it could
be made the center of a group of
statues symbolizing victory, peace
and patriotism.
The question of granting the Perry
Centennial commission the right to
erect the stands was taken up at a
recent meeting of the efficiency board
and the mayor then announced his
belief.
His views were shared byother members of the board.

FULL PROBE OF
KOHLER, BAKER
TELLS BUSTARD

"I am not and have not at aiyy
time been a candidate for the secretaryship," said he. "No member of
.the 'commission has conferred with
! me in regard to accepting the posi-

Now that my name has been for
INl/I
i/INL
KI
Srll
r
If
"
"
IllULVlllU iVUIlLLIl mally presented I will say I could:

' not accept the position if it were offered me. The work of the Municipal
demands all of my time.";
Rev. Mr. Bustard and Bap- association
The commission adopted rules,
at yesterday's meeting electing Mayor
tists Will Not Act Until
Mavor Baker Saturday promise-3
Baker president and agreed that
Chief Returns.
■Rev W "W Bustard, pastor Euclid
Iwhen the commissioners meet in the
Avenue Baptist church and president
i council chamber Tuesday night it will
of the American Civic Reform assobe for the purpose of discussing
ciation * a full
investigation of
Minister
and
Mayor
§aker
charges made against Chief Kohler,
| forms of government.
now on a Panama trip with CleveI Open Meeting to Public.
Have Long, Secret
land bankers.
The promise was made at a conThe public is invited to attend this
'Conference.
ference Bustard had with Baker
meeting. Discussion will revolve genwhen the S. B. Schearer divorce
erally around the three forms of govcase which furnishes the basis of
That entire initiative in the mat- | ernment proposed by the Ohio League
the 'charges, was fully discussed.
Baker assured Bustard that a full ter of investigating statements re- j Qj Municipalities as optional forms
investigation would be made Immedi- gardiag Chief Kohler will come from j muniCipaiities in the state may adopt.
ately upon Kohler's return. Bustard
told Baker he would not do anything Mayor Baker was Indicated by a con- j Jf the legislature enacts such a law.
further in the case, a* he was con- ference between the mayor and Rev. j These iorms are the federal plan, the
fident the mayor would act. Bustard W. W. Bustard, pastor of the Euclid commission scheme and the city manpromised to hold himself in readiness Avenue Baptist church, yesterday, j awer .dea
to give what evidence he had in sup- The Rev. Mr. Bustard was assured I ° .
b ' T
I. ^""«
Litzler """
also -—
an• - i lviemuer
JJ.
J..
port of the charges.
v■
tt ■■
The Schearer case was mentioned by the mayor that a full investiga- ,< nounced ne ¥^uM introduce in the
in letters between Bustard and Baker tion would be made as soon as the j form of a proposal the true federal
several weeks ago, it developed Sat- chief returns.
, No further action will be taken at I plan of government. If Litzler acts
urday.
'this time 'by Rev. Mr. Bustard- The his
*-■- proposal
—* —
"> i—
will
be known as No. 1.
i police situation has been referred to . Sprung as a surprise the endeavor
in letters, exchanged between Mayor to elect Boynton caused as warm a
1
Baker and the Rev. Mr. Bustard.
| The minister called at the office of fight as one would care to witness.
1 the mayor yesterday while a rneet- Moves in the contest were made with
j'ing of the efficiency board was in diplomacy and tact and when the
- progress
TheeSmayor left the meeting and ■ contest ended the best of feeling pre.
a conference that took place between vaiied all around, but the members
him and Rev. Mr Bustard in the
mittedIy were ready to renew the
Cleveland's charter commission will ■^'^S^t^Z&lw^ they get together tomororganize formally Saturday after-' • half an hour.
row. Boynton will remain a candiThe mayor declined to make
noon, with Mayor Baker as president
date for secretary, but present indiand Secretary Mayo Fesler of the. statement following the meeting.
cations are that he will be defeated.
Municipal association as secretary.
Naines before the commission in
The commissioners will start acaddition to that of Boynton are John
tive work next week. They hope to
M. Harris, an attorney; Earl H.
hold at least four meetings weekly,
Wells, in. charge of the bureau of
and get the new charter drafted in
municipal research; Ralph Stickle
time to advertise it and submit it to
and Leo Weidenthal, newspaper men,
vote not later than July 22.
Several of the commissioners met
and R. O. Bartholomew, former city
informally Friday afternoon at Mayor
dance hall inspector.
Baker's office to listen to a discussion
It was after the committee on rules,
by the mayor of the present form of
city government. C. G. Hoag of the Allies of Progressive Consti- had reported, and Mayor Baker had
American Proportional Representabeen elected president that the fight
tive league explained the representa-:
on the secretaryship developed. When
tution League Seek to
tive, council plan, by which a small;
the report of the committee on orcouncil is elected at large, but each
Elect Secretary.
ganization, consisting of E. Wv Doty,
voter votes for only one man, and;
expresses as many choices as there:
S. S. Stilwell and E. M. WiJJi«r^
are candidates to be elected.
was presented verbally by Doty, it
If the vote is 100,000 and 10 men; Fesler Declares He Could Not was found that ■Mayor^Baker wa_s
are to be chosen, each candidate getrecommended for president. Boynton
ting 10,000 vote's is elected, and all
Serve if Position Were
votes for any candidate in excess of
for secretary at a salary of S40 a ;
10 000 go to a second-choice man.
Offered.
week and that the employment of j
a stenographer at $20 a week and
Factional lines were drawn at the a custodian, at $15 a week be
authorized. That part of the report i
meeting of the city charter commisrecommending Mayor Baker's elec-.
sion in the mayor's office yesterday; tion was ~aoVopteT^-unau.uuoHsly.
When it came to action: _an_ther,
afternoon. Commissioners allied with
I the Progressive , Constitution league secretaryship, M. P. Mooney promptly'
i attempted to have. H. P. Boynton. voiced an objection. His objection
the fight.
.
i former newspaper man, who lives at started
"I didn't understand that the
:
1453 E. 85th-st, elected secretary. The scope of the committee's duties in-.
eluded the naming of a secretary,
1 effort failed.
"The names of Mayo.
Election of a secretary was post-. he said.
Fesler and E. H. Wells have been,
I poned until the next meeting, which mentioned and I desire to inquire
i is to be held in Mayor Baker's office whether they were considered and
at ?> o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
'Doty replying, said that Mayor ,
The situation on the secretaryship Baker had called attention to the
'was complicated last night when fact that Wells was busy in the
Mayo Fesler sought by a majority position he occupied and was unavailable and that Fesler s name had i
of. the commission for secretary, an- been considered, but the committee,
nounced that under no circumstances; had deemed it not wise to recom-.
, would he act as secretary of the com- m d
"I dWt know Boynton," sugested »
I mission. Fesler's name was not for- Mooney, "but I do know the position
mally presented to .the commission iL an important one (and needs a
yesterday. In some quarters discus- ■man of expert ability. '
Answering, Doty said Boynton was ;
sion of his name was taken to mean a former newspaper reporter and .edpresentation of it, but all who spoke itor a man who had devoted his time •
of him at the meeting very carefullj tn a study of municipal afiairs and ■
prefaced their remarks by stating competent'. He explained that the,
committee felt Fesler was, not avail-;
they were not authorized to put his' abel in the sense that Boynton^ is, j
that Fesler is connected with a civic I
; name before the commission.
organisation and Boynton is not.!
Williams added that the reason the
ad not recommended
WSIR*- was because it_wasfeUUie
"VSaSrHSBSH ">mg*W'">'«. v".-- i
,f criticising tie work ot the
commission and it .might be emhamssed if Fesler was secretary.
'•tn thinking the matter over it
occurred to me that Mr . Jesler was
the most available man foUhe pos
tion
" suggested Mayor Bakei at tnis
tl0 n
. \ s^?1;„0w his zeal and capacity
?o get workout of People and feel
that there is no one more qualified

FOUR CHARTER
MEETS A WEEK

1SE FIRST FIGHT

"profe'A R. Hatton explained that
between the commisi
.eolation
acting as secretary of the commission.
He pointed out that the association
does not take a stand on questions of
P

°"Mr Fesler is by all odds the best
fitted man in Cleveland for the position." he asserted. He added that he
had' -iieo-ested to a director of the
Municipal association that the" body
continue to pay. Fesler's salary eyen
if he does act as secretary to the commission.
Ralph "V. Brandt moved
IgtJjui i relating to th~ yeere*i- .
Adopted. This, if adopted, would have
elected Boynton. D. B. Morgan asked
if Ralph Stickles name had been considered for the position. Doty- sum
ft had not, that he had ^en surprised
there had not been many applications
Mooney suggested this was due to ,
thf misapprehension as to the powers
of the committee. He said it seemed
tofiim the committee had overstepped
its prerogatives.
Malcolm L McBride announced he was.not read* to
report, until he knew whether I eslei
is available. .If PJ*L-„L'ULI„ La 111 " B'l
he ought to be employed..
Williams said that the availability
,f Fesler had been presented to him
in a new light as a result of the discussion.
Morgan then moved the
matter be laid on the table until the
next meeting. Stilwell asked to be
heard By general consent he spoke.
He said he found there was considerable criticism to Fesler because he
is secretary of the Municipal association and that the position he held
had produced enemies among politicians. He said be fett Feslerjs -1
(Ton would seriously react a&amsi. tue
work of the commission.
"After all, two things are true,
replied Mayor Baker. "We underestimate the wisdom and patriotism of
the politicians. We are not writing a
charter for the politicians, but we
are writing, a charter for the people
of Cleveland. If we prepare the right
kind of charter we will not have to
reckon with politicians. If they are
on the wrong side so much the worse
for the politicians.
"A politician on the right side is
omnipotent. On the wrong side he is
noisy, but not numerous.'
Stilwell inquired if the prejudices
of the politicians would not extend to
the people. McBride suggested the
question be referred to the committee adding Mayor Baker and Prof.
Hatton to the memuersnip. Mooney
said the committee, as it stood, would
be entitled to feel peeved at such
action.
,
',
...
A vote on Morgan's motion to table
was demanded and when taken the
only negative vote was cast
Charles T. Scott. _S§|ecti_
TiograpHer and custodian, was .
postponed to the next meeting and
Doty asked if a meeting could be held
Monday, which produced a suggestion by McBride that the secretaryship be settled at once. Mayor Baker
pointed out that Dr. J. E. Tuckerman
had left in the belief that there would
be no action on that position.
Stilwell moved to adjourn until 4
o'clock tomorrow, but before the motion was put Brandt asked if there
was any set program as to What part
of the proposed charter was to be
considered first. Tliat-ieU""lu a Ul!l
cussion of various methods of getting!
action and ended in the decision tol
have the three tentative forme ofl
government prepared by the homel
rule commitee of the Ohio Leaguel
of Municipalities presented to the|
commission Tuesday night
This will open the entire subject
general discussion and will lead to
the result the commission desires tol
bring about, which is to get the views!
of the people of the city as to the|
form of government they want.
-O-i
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CHARTER MAKERS
CALL HEARING ON
GOVERNING PLANS
City Law-Makers Set Tuesday |
Night for Their First Pub- j
lie Hearing.
3. FORMS ARE SUBMITTED!
Commission, Federal and Business
Manager Proposals to Be
Discussed.
MEMBERS ROW OVER SECRETARY
Charter commissioners will
start active work of framing a
now city charter for Cleveland
at a public meeting to discuss
the federal, commission and
business manager types of city
government, in the city council
chambers Tuesday evening.
Model charters of each type, prepared by the Ohio League of Municipalities for introduction in the
State Legislature, will be the proposals around which discussion will
revolve.
Commissioners In this
manner hope to obtain an expression
of opinion as to which style is most
favored by citizens generally.
Decide on Plans.
Commissioners meeting In Mayor
Baker's office Saturday afternoon
decided upon this plan of action,
after suggestions had been made that
members introduce skeleton charters
of each type as proposals Noa. 1, 2
and 3. The league charters were
deemed more adapted.
At the same time announcement
was made by L. I. Litzler that he
was already preparing a draft of a
federal plan charter, which would be
Introduced as proposal No. 1. It
will provide for a large council
elected by wards and the appointment of all city officials by the
mayor, who with the council and
municipal Judges will be the only
elective officers.
Commissioners met Saturday to
effect an organization and adopt
rules governing sessions.
Mayor Baker Was unanimously
I ed chairman.
Secretary Causes Debate.
The commission divided upon the
selection of a secretary.
'he organization committee comp. rod of B. W.
Doty, S. S. Stilwell and E. M. VW11iams had recommended H. P. I: . Iton, former newspaper man, for the
tion.
After a spirited discussion the
! ter was put over until Monday
afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Lines wore drawn during the debate over the secretaryship which are
expected to again becom^-snotlceable
during the deliberation^jof \ie commission.
Doty, StilwWl, ICharlea
t, Ralph Brandt ar« CiWl Nau
supported Boynton. A. ut. He in,
Baker, M. P. Mooney, IfescOfti Little and Malcolm McBrideAseeAed to
or Mayo Fesler. secretary \\f the

Municipal Association. Other commissioners did not express a preference.
Williams asked that final action be
deferred after the discussion had'
continued for more than an hour. E.
W. Morgan inquired if the name of
Ralph Stickle, newspaperman, had I
been considered. He stated that the
selection of a secretary was not entirely a question between Fesler and
Boynton.
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MAY ASK PERRY FEST AID
Committee Considers

Calling

On

City and State.
Mavor Baker's refusal to allow
grand stand privileges along Euclid
avenue to be sold for the benefit of
the Perry centennial celebration,
which will be held here next July,
probably will cause the commission
in charge of the celebration to appeal to the city and the state for
funds.
"Our plans will have to be curtailed," said F. J. Woodworth, a
member of the commission, Saturday.
"Tiie committee will meet next week
to try and devise another plan."
Attorney General Hogan decided
Saturday that counties cannot spend
more than $2,500 in celebrating the
Perrv centennial.
On celebrations
commemorating
the founding
of
counties $15,000 can be spent, he held.

Many After Post.
The written application of John
M. Harris, an attorney, was received.
Mayor Baker announced that the
names of Leo Wiedenthal, a newspaperman, and Attorney R. O. Bartholomew had been mentioned in
connection with the secretaryship.
All of these will be considered by the
committee Monday, together with E.
H. Wells, who had been regarded aa
Pesler's only rival until the committee reported.
Baker said that he thought that the.
selection of Fesler was most appropriate. "I know his zeal and capacity
and think that he is just the type of
man for the place," he declared.
Fesler later declined to consider the
position, saying his work as secretary
of the Municipal Association required
all his time.
"I am not and have not at any
time been a candidate for the secretaryship of the commission.
No
member of the commission has conNineteen council committee meetferred with me in regard to accept- ings are scheduled for Monday afternoon
in the city clerk's office. Tins is
ing the secretaryship. Now that my
name has been presented to the com- the greatest number of committee
meetings ever set for a single day by
mission I will say that I could not the present council.
accept the position if it were offered
The police committee will consider
me. The work of the Municipal As- a resolution by Councilman Fttz
Gerald,
asking that Mayor Baker apsociation demands all my time."
point a non-partisan committee to inHatton, formerly a director of the vestigate the police situation In
Municipal Association, declared that Cleveland and' to make recommendathe association did not take stands tions to council.
The police committee may also
on questions of local public policy.
He *aid that the suggestion had been j complete a report upon cases of iheffciency brought to its attention.
made to the Municipal Association
The license and judicial committees
that it loan Fesler's services to the I will meet to draft a new ordinance
governing
the regulation of taxicabs
charter commission, which would reand motor cars and providing for a
sult in a saving of expense to the
uniform scale of rates.
commission.
The park and city property committee will take up an ordinance
Fear Politicians.
granting Service Director Springborn
Carl Nau and S. S. Stilwell depermission to sell the west end of
clared that the position taken by the
Edgewater Park. Judge Louis Wincn,
who has threatened injunction proMunicipal Association in indorsing
ceedings against the transaction, has
certain candidates and condemning
been asked to be present.
others at partisan elections would
The building code committee will
I tion to (In; charter from
consider a revision of the administrative department of the building inpoliticians if Fesler were chosen as
spector's office, as proposed in amendsecretary.
ments by Building Inspector Allen.
This brought the retort from Mayor
The street railway and judicial
Baker that the strength of the policommittees will take up the resolution
granting the Cleveland Railway
ticians had been overestimated and
Company permission to expend $556,the patriotism underestimated.
000 for track renewals.
"If we prepare the right kind of a
The appropriation and finance comcharter we will not have to reckon
mittees will
consider Councilmar
with politicians/' said Baker. "If
Wood's
proposal to have appropriaf,w
)Y. iiTi jg tlie wrong side so much
tion ordinances prepared in more depaqsnao pun aumoBui aq} Xq }q3noa tailed form. ■
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POLICE PROBLEM OP
TO COUNCIL BOARD

BAKER ASSURES
MINISTER CHIEF
INQUIRY IS SURE
Dr. Bustard Kef uses to Disclose Charges of Civic Reform Union Until Kohler
Keturns.
CLERGYMAN GOES OVER
CHARGES WITH MAYOR

East Cleveland Head of Police Wants Job of RidNineteen Committees Are
ding City of Criminals;
Scheduled to Study Out
Promises Good Job.
Civic Snares Monday.
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Assured by Mayor Baker Saturday of a full investigation of
the Kohler charges immediately
the chief returns from South
America, Rev. Dr. "W. W. Bustard, pastor of the Euclid Avenue Baptist Church and president of the American Civic Reform Union, said the organization's charges would be held in
abeyance pending action by the
■ mayor.
Bustard and Baker held a conference in the latter's office. Their
correspondence relative to Kohler
and the police situation was gine
over. The pastor assured Baker that
lie and the union would be ready to
give what evidence they had and all
support possible.
:
Convinced Mayor Will Act.
. Although the mayor
made
no
promises as to what he would do,
Dr. Bustard is convinced he will act
on the stand he has taken. Should
he fail to do so, the civic union will
take a hand.
"That the mayor believes there is
enough in the charges against the
chief to warrant investigation, I,am
convinced. We wanted to know just
where he stood."
Stamberger Can Clean City.
James Stamberger, East Cleveland
police chief, in an article in the
East Cleveland Signal for this week,
makes the declaration that were he
chief of the Cleveland police, he
would rid the city of crooks in three
weeks.
He would suspend the golden rule
and order the arrest of every violator
of the law; assure his men he was
their friend and treat them justly,
v;..t T,.nvinnt fear, or favor.
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City Law-Makers Set Tuesday
NlEht for Their First Public Hearing.
3 FORMS ARE SUBMITTED
Commission, Federal and Business
Manager Proposals to Be
Discussed.
MEMBERS ROWJIVER SECRETARY
Charter commissioners will
start active work of framing a
new city charter for Cleveland
at'a public meeting to discuss
the federal, commission and
business manager types of city
government, in the city council
chambers Tuesday evening.
Model charters of each type, prepared by the Ohio League of Municipalities for introduction in the
State Legislature, will be the proposals around which discussion will
revolve.
Commissioners in this
manner hope to obtain an expression
of opinion as to which style Is most
favored by citizens generally.
Decide on Flans.
Commissioners meeting in Mayor
Baker's office Saturday afternoon
decided upon this plan of action,
after suggestions had been made that
members introduce skeleton charters
of each type as proposals Nos. 1, 2
and 3. The league charters were
deemed more adapted.
At the same time announcement
was made by L. I. Litzler that he
was already preparing a draft of a
federal plan charter, which would be
Introduced as proposal No. 1. It
will provide for a large council
elected by wards and the appointment of all city officials by the
mayor, who with the council and
municipal judges will be the only
elective officers.
,
Commissioners met Saturday to
effect an organizatic a and adopt
rules governing sessions.
Mayor Baker was unanimously
elected chairman.
Secretary Causes Debate.
The commission divided upon the
selection of a secretary. 'he organization committee eomp. ~ed of B. W.
Doty, S. S. Stilwell and B. M. 'VWlliams had recommended H. P. T . iton, former newspaper man, for the
position.
After a spirited discussion the
matter was put over until Monday
afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Lines were drawn during the debate over the secretaryship which are
expected to again become noticeable
during the deliberations of the commission.
Doty, Stilwell,
Charles
sv t, Kalph Brandt and Carl Nau
supported Boynton. A. R. Hr on,
Baker, M. P. Mooney, Bascom Little and Malcolm McBride seemed to
favor Mayo Fesler, secretary of the
\ i

Municipal Association. Other commissioners did not express a preference.
Williams asked that final action be
deferred after the discussion had \
continued for more than an hour. E. j
W. Morgan inquired if the name of'.
Kalph Stickle, newspaperman, had j
been considered. He stated that the;
selection of a secretary was not entirely a question between Fesler and
Boynton.
Many After Post.
The written application of John
M. Harris, an attorney, was received.
Mayor Baker announced ■ that the
names of Leo Wiedenthal, a newspaperman, and Attorney R. O. Bartholomew had been mentioned in
connection with the secretaryship.
All of these" will be considered by the
committee Monday, together with E.
H. Wells, who had been regarded as,
Fesler'a only rival until the committee reported.
Baker said that he thought that the,
selection of Fesler was most appropriate. "I know his zeal and capacity;
and think that he is just the type of
man for the place," he declared.
Fesler later declined to consider the
position, saying his work as secretary,
of the Municipal Association required
all his time.
"I am not and have not at. any
time been a candidate for the secretaryship of the commission.
No
member of the commission has conferred with me in regard to accepting the secretaryship. Now that my
name has been presented to the commission I will say that I could not
accept the position if it were offered
me. The work of the Municipal Association demands all my time."
Hatton, formerly a director of the
Municipal Association, declared that
the association did not take stands
on questions of local public policy.
He said that the suggestion had been j
made to the Municipal Association'
that it loan Fesler's services to the
charter commission, which would result in a saving of expense to the ■
commission.
Fear Politicians.
Carl Nau and S. S. Stilwell declared that the position taken by the
Municipal Association in indorsing
certain candidates and condemning
ethers at partisan elections would
bring- opposition to the charter from
politicians if Fesler were chosen as
secretary.
This brought the retort from Mayor
Baker that the strength of the poli. ticians had been overestimated and
the patriotism underestimated.
"If we prepare the right kind of a
charter we will not have to reckon
with politicians/' said Baker. "If
they are on the wrong side so much
the worse for the politicians.
"A politician on the right side is
omnipotent. .On the wrong side he is
noisy but not numerous."
Decision to hold a public meeting
Tuesday night upon the three sample charters prepared by the Ohio
League of Municipalities came when
Brandt inquired how the commission
intended to proceed upon its work.
'_ Baker suggested that the ..three different charters be ta«en up in order
to get an expression from the public
on the style desired.
Doty suggested that Litzler introduce a proposal calling for the federal plan, Hatton the commission
form and Morgan the business man- j
ager plan as proposals one, two and !
three.
Hatton replied that while he had j
prepared the commission form of
charter for the Municipal League he
did not think it suitable for Cleveland. He suggested that the first six
or eight meetings of the commission
be given over to a discussion of different forms of government in order
that an expression from the public \
might be determined. Mayor Baker,
who drew the charter for the federal :
plan, also declared that he was not
satisfied that it was the proper thing
for Cleveland.
Hours Are Fixed.
The rules committee named a president and secretary as officers of the
commission. In the absence of the
president the secretary is to call the
commission to order and the mem-;
bers are to select a president pro i
tern. It fixed the hours of sessions
at 7 o'clock on Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday evenings, and
at 1:30 o'clock on Saturday afternoon. Baker suggested that the adjournment time might also be included, but action on this suggestion
was deferred.
There was considerable discussion
as to whether all proceedings of the
commission were to be put in printed form by the secretary, but no final
action was taken.
The organization committee recommended that the secretary be paid
$40 per week, a male stenographer
employed for $20 a week and a cus
todian and janitor at not to exceed
$15 per week.
Mayor Baker reported that pending
the securing of rooms now used by
the city solicitor's office for abstract
work, sessions of the commission
would be held in the council chambers.

■

MAY ASK PERRY FEST AID
Committee Considers

Calling On

City and State.
Mavor Baker's refusal to allow
grand stand privileges along Euclid
avenue to be sold for the benefit of
the Perry centennial celebration,
which will be held here next July,
probably will cause the commission
in charge of the celebration to appeal to the city and the state tor
funds.
"Our plans will have to be curtailed," said F. J. Woodworth a
member of the commission, Saturday.
"The committee will meet next week
to try and devise another plan.
Attorney General Hogan decided
Saturday that counties cannot spend
more than $2,500 in celebrating the
Perrv centennial.
On celebrations
commemorating the founding of
counties $15,000 can be spent, he held.

POLICE PROBLEM UP
TO COUNCILBOARD

BAKER ASSURES
MINISTER CHIEF
INQUIRY IS SURE
Dr. Bustard Befuses to Disclose Charges of Civic Pieform Union Until Koliler
Beturns.
CLERGYMAN GOES OVER
CHARGES WITH MAY0B

East Cleveland Head of Police Wants Joh of BidNineteen Committees Are
ding City of Criminals;
Scheduled to Study Out
Promises Good Job.
Chic Snares Monday.
Nineteen council committee meetings are scheduled for Monday afternoon in the city clerk's office. This is
the greatest number of committee
meetings ever set for a single day by
the present council.
The police committee will consider
a resolution by Councilman Fltz
Gerald, asking that Mayor Baker appoint a non-partisan committee to investigate the police situation m
Cleveland and to make recommendations to council.
The police committee may also
complete a report upon cases of iheffciency brought to its attention.
The license and judicial committees
will meet to draft a new ordinance
governing the regulation of taxicabs
and motor cars and providing for a
uniform scale of rates.
The park and city property committee will take up an ordinance
granting Service Director Springborn
permission to sell the west end of
Edgewater Park. Judge Louis Wincn,
who has threatened injunction proceedings against the transaction, has
been asked to be present.
The building code committee will
consider a revision of the administrative department of the building inspector's office, as proposed in amendments by Building Inspector Allen.
The street railway and judicial
committees will take up the resolution granting the Cleveland Railway
Company permission to expend $556,000 for track renewals.
The appropriation and finance committees will consider Councilman
Wood's proposal to have appropriation ordinances prepared in more detailed form. '

Assured by Mayor Baker Saturday of a full investigation of
the Koliler charges immediately
the chief returns from South
America, Rev. Dr. "W. W. Bustard, pastor of the Euclid Avenue Baptist Church and president of the American Civic Reform Union, said the organization's charges would be held in
abeyance pending action by the
• mayor.
Bustard and Baker held a conference in the latter's office. Their
correspondence relative to Kohler
and the police situation was gone
over. The pastor assured Baker that
he and the union would be ready to
give what evidence they had and all
support possible.
Convinced Mayor Will Act.
Although the mayor made no
promises as to what he would do,
Dr. Bustard is convinced he will act
on the stand he has taken. Should
he fail to do so, the civic union will
take a hand.
"That the mayor believes there is
enough in the charges against the
chief to warrant investigation, I .am
convinced. We wanted to know just
where he stood."
Stamberger Can Clean City.
James Stamberger, East Cleveland
police chief, in an article in the
East Cleveland Signal for this week,
makes the declaration that, were he
chief of the Cleveland police, he
would rid the city of crooks in three
weeks.
' He would suspend the golden rule
and order the arrest of every violator
of the lav/; assure his men he was
their friend and treat them justly,
«,,* ■nruhnnt fear, or favor.
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FESLER WINS ELECTION
Mayo Fesler, secretary of the Municipal association, was drafted as
secretary of the city charter commission Monday.
He is expected
to accept the position with the consent of
n J
r-i„~+«/J U\i UWor-Hc
the Municipal association's
|_aW BOdy bleCteU Dy VVcll US executive committee, which meets
i. i
,,.„l;„
„
+
Wednesday
to consider the question.
n
n

OP at Large UUeSIIOn dt

First Session.

Pesler was elected over H. P. Boyn

ton, ex-newspaper man, who was
supported by four members allied to
jthe Progressive Constitution league.
Mayor Baker
urxayux
xmKer led
leu the
LIIC fight
ugui from
n UIII the
tne

COUHCILMFJ ADMIT |
| POLICE INADEQUATE;
I Powerless to .Remedy Conditions: Inspector Ordinance Adopted.

•oimcilmen
record Monday night as being opposed
to a probe of police affairs by a nonThe commission will meet in the
partisan committee, when they voted
city council chamber Tuesday nighi
'to begin formal consideration of ai down the Fitzgerald resolution calling
missioners.
new charter.
fur an investigation of alleged inefficiency, after an adverse report
I ' Conflict between advocates of a
upon the measure had been made by
large city council elected by wards,
the police committee.
Members took cognizance of the
and advocates of a small city council
(elected at large, a question expected
prevalence of crime in the city, howto he conspicuous in the charter deever, when they passed under susliberations, may develop at the openpension of rules an ordinance by
j Councilman .Pelcinski providing that
ing meeting of the charter commisall inspectors for public utilities Da
sion Tuesday night.
Factional lines were drawn in
Campaigning for a large city coun- council Monday night, and while required to wear badges in a concil elected by wards was opened by i Democratic councilmen cheerfully ad- spicuous place and to furnish numMayo Fesler of the Municipal associa ■ mitted that the police department as i bers of meters and telephones they
it stands now is inefficient, they ! were sent to inspect, upon resquest.
tion two days before election.
L I. Litzler's draft of a federal plan voted down a resolution offered by
Numerous attacks upon women by
charter, which may be submitted at Councilman Fitzgerald, Republican,
the opening session in the city coun calling for the appointment of a com- bogus inspectors led to the introduccil chamber,, provides for a large mittee of citizens to investigate tion of the Pelcinski ordinance.
council elected bv wards, according to. method
~us and conditions.
Own Police Inadequate.
announcement yesterday. The meet-i Coune
Councilman Woods' resolution calling Tuesday night, as planned, is tor mg for suspension of the "golden .! The police committee in its report
consideration of various forms of, ruje p0ijcy" nearly was taken from admitted that the force was inadecharters, rather than for discussions, the tabIfc> A motion to reconsider \(,ulte tout declared that council had
of provisions which might be included was j t b
>-e, lout aec arcu
t
f 17 t
14
in several forms of charters Litzler s1 Councim/an Peicinski's ordinance to ! <kme a11 ll couU1 t0/ *™
^,„ *
tion by providing for 100 additional
draft is to stand for the federal plan compel inspectors representin
of charters, but that may not 1muzzle
mzzle puhlic
nitv corporations to wear patrolmen. It called the appointpunlic
utinty
advocates of a small council wno at a distinctive badge and to be able to ment of a committee as an unwarthe same time are federal plan sup- lurnisn housewives with the meter ranted interference by the legislative
porters.
„„,,„ numbers when they apply at the door
The Progressive Constitution league for admlsalon> was passed under sus- department with the powers of the
was for a small council elected at pension of the ruleSexecutive department, in asking that
large, and five of the men}°e™ °* The council committee on police the mayor name disinterested perthe commission signed the league,
.
rt
on
jts
recent lnvestig atIon
sons t<5» investigate.
pledge which committed them to a
whjch
Attorney
John A
cline
Councilman
Zinner,
Democratic
small council
These are, *-,
vv. gcored
jce methofls ,n general and
floor leader and a member of the
Doty, Ralph V. Brandt, Charles J. chief K
,
particular, said:
r
Scott, S. S. Stilwell and J. E. Tuck „Your committee ,/ of the 'opmlon police committee which framed the
that tne
erman.
committee
. ^ese form a third of the rnmmisrommw
^ executive
^ , is ,al- report, declared that only former pocare Qf
lice lieutenants who had lost soft
n
10 n e rs
son and other ^; ™^ t h e lin^"pand therefore unwarranted interfere
berths were making charges of in!l^noPle^BK^5ltta]^rrt
r thMence on the part of the legislative
in favor of a small council
^ ^department is unnecessary."
efficiency, when Fitz Gerald sought
?,XrnumebePrTf^mer?vVchehavCeo Council authorized the purchase of , to force the adoption of the resoluWr, exoerimenting in various charter 21 automobiles. Eleven are to be
tion,
reforms how nave small • councilftHKfl.. »n the jvater department,
Foster was the only Democrat who
elected at large.
,
voted to adopt the resolution. It was
Against this evidence that election
defeated by a vote of 24 to 7. An
of small councils chosen at large ha
effort by Councilman Woods to take
not resulted in obtaining better mei L
will be submitted to the commission
from the table his resolution calling
With this goes the argument that thi
for the mayor to abrogate- the golden
large council is more representativi
rule policy lost by a vote of 17 to 14.
of the general public.
_
Fight for Uniforms.
Fitz Gerald and Newell, Republicans, led a fight to obtain the uniforming of all public utilities inspectors. The Pelcinski measure was of—Mayor Baker fered as a substitute. Fitz Gerald
and Newell argued that uniforms
Mayor Baker gave the National would be an added precaution. Both
Association of Merchant Tailors a
icilman that public job Tuesday morning in his address voted for the Pelcinski ordinance
later. It was passed by a unanimous
ind obtain informa- of welcome at their opening session vote,
Fitz Gerald, arguing for the adoppns in the city and in the Statler. He charged them
with devoting their efforts to evolve tion of his resolution, stated that it
Ipartment is a good an American style.
was not offered as a criticism of
"There is a lot of misdirected en- police officers, but in response to a
t stir Mayor Baker
ergy in the tailoring business," he
Jgation of the situ- told the 600 delegates. "What we J well-defined feeling that the organlis a style in men's apparel that {zation at present was not satisfaciparently, it is the need
will reflect the American spirit. You i tory. The report of the police comstudy American characteris- I mittee stated that the police situajeeds enlightenment should
tics and needs instead of following j tion was already being taken care
the Parisian idea in-everything that 1
of by Mayor Baker. Fitz Gerald Into clothes."
- •)r Mayor Baker to pertains
The mayor did -not- undertake to quired as to what had been done.
THCM
any suggestions. Whether we I'Zinner said thai he regarded this as
sed to have terrors make
are to have greenback coats or of little moment.
£" ANT>
iasier for him by whether the dollar sign is to figure
Zinner attempted to poke fun at
extensively in fancy vests is a matthe resolution and to belittle charges
ter of doubt.
D
Addresses by the local president, of inefficiency. He declared that an
N. J. Bush, and the national presi10 had appeared before
dent, Clarence A. McCarthy of Chipolice committee had failed to
cago, followed.
.
make good his promise to file briefs
with detailed charges, "Council would
resolusqoajq pUD s»njq fJB Ui stultify itself if it p
kind,"
,, i
S^13( taker . ^
during

Arguments on Both Sides to
be Offered by Com-

«°t0ers.for Fesler- wh0 recelved nl™

DEMS DEFEAT
POLICE PROBE

MAKE US SOME
DUDS THAT'LL
BE AMERICAN
0- )qi3.

V for Baker

Held

1

FESLERSKRETARY

Drafters of Charter Select
Municipal Association
Man After Contest.
Acceptance Up to His Executive Committee, He
Says.
Mayo Fesler, secretary of the Municipal association, elected secretary
of the charter commission yesterday,
announced in Columbus last night
that his acceptance would have to be
determined by the executive committee of the Municipal association.
Information here last night was
that the executive committee would
grant its permission.
"I deeply appreciate the honor indicated by the appointment," said
Fesler at Columbus.
Fesler reached Columbus last night
from Toledo, where he spoke at noon.
He left here early yesterday morning. ' He will return to Cleveland today after speaking before a committee of the senate in Columbus this
morning.
Election of Fesler as secretary was
had yesterday after a contest. Fesler
won over H. P. Boynton by a vote oi
0 to 4. The allies of the Progressive
Constitution league voted for Boynton.
Votes for Fesler were cast by Mayor Baker, Prof. A. R. Hatton, Malcolm L. McBride, E. M. Williams,
Bascom Little, D. E. Morgan, M. P.
Mooney, L, I. Litzler and Edgar
Hahn. E. W. Doty.'S. S. Stilwell,
Ralph V. Brandt and Charles T. j
Scott, four of the five met-, unopposed i
by the Progressive
Constitution
league after their nomination by the
nonpartisan committee of nine, voted
for Boynton. Carl H. Nau and Dr.
J. E. Tuckerman, the latter the fifth
candidate supported by( the Constitution league, did'not attend the meeting.
The vote was by roll call on the
demand of Doty.
Mayor Baker announced the parI ticular object of the meeting was to
be the election of a secretary and
■ read a letter from P..H. Kaiser, one
time county solicitor, recommei"
Boynton for secretary. The mi
declared the question an open one,
saying he had no other communica1 tions to offer.
Doty moved that the report of the
mittee on organization be taken
j from the table. The adoption of
Doty's motion caused the statement
. by the mayor that it brought before
i the commission the report, of
committee.
He said he had
! giving considerable thought to the
j secretaryship and since he desir
i participate, in the discussion, he
\ would ask Prof. Hatton to take the
chair.

"The more T fliink of it, thi
satisfied do I become that Mr. Fesunique qualifications are so preef
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COUNCIIIEN ADMIT |
OLICE INADEQUATE!

WINS ELECTION

Mayo Fesle'r, secretary of the Municipal association, was drafted as
secretary of the city charter commission Monday.
He is expected
to accept the position with the consent of the Municipal association's
Law Body Elected by Wards executive committee, which meets
Wednesday to consider the question.
Fesler was elected over H. P. Boynor at Large Question at
ton, ex-newspaper man, who was
supported by four members allied to
First Session.
the Progressive Constitution league.
Mayor Baker led the fight from the
floor for Fesler, who received nine
Arguments on Both Sides to 1 votes.
The commission will meet in the
be Offered by Comj city council chamber Tuesday night
to begin formal consideration of a
missioners.
new charter.

■I ■

I Powerless to Remedy Conditions: Inspector Ori
dinance Adopted.

OEMS DEFEAT
POLICE PROBE

' Conflict between advocates of a
large city council elected by wards,
and advocates of a small city council j
elected at large, a question expected j
to be conspicuous in the charter de-.
liberations, may develop at the open-:
ing meeting of the charter commis-,
sion Tuesday night.
Factional lines were drawn in
Campaigning for a large city conn-, council Monday night, and while
I ell elected by wards was opened by Democratic councilmen cheerfully adI Mayo Fesler of the Municipal associa-' mitted that the police department as
it stands now is inefficient, they
tion two days before election.
L I. Litzler's draft of a federal plan voted down a resolution offered by
charter, which may be submitted at Councilman Fitzgerald, Republican,
the opening session in the city coun- calling
..
for the appointment of a cornoil chamber,, provides for a large mittee of citizens to investigate
council elected by wards, according to, methods and conditions
announcement yesterday. The meet-i Councilman Woods' resolution calling Tuesday night, as planned, is tor jng Ior suspension of the "golden
consideration of various forms of, ruie p0iicv' nearly was taken from
charters, rather than for discussions;
-i the
mc table. A motion to reconsider
of provisions which might be lncluaea. was logt by a vote of 17 to 14
in several forms of charters. Litzler s oniir,^iirv,o,
Councilman Pelcinski's ordinance to
draft IS to stand for the federal plan compel
„„_, inspectors
...— representing
_„
all,
of charters, but that may not muzzle public utility corporations to wear
advocates of a small council who
a distinctive badge and to be able to
the same, time are federal plan su] furnish housewives with the meter
porters.
.. „
,it,.timl lpaE.Up numbers when they apply at the door
The Progressive Constitution
league for admissioni was passe(i under sus.
for a small council elected at
of pension of the rules.
large, and five of the members
The council committee on police j
the commission signed the league report
on its recent investigation
pledge which committed them to a ;at which Attorney John A. Cline
small council.
These are, B, W. scored police methods in general and
rrntv Ralph V. Brandt, Charles 1. Chief Kohler in particular, said:
Scott, S.S Stilwell and J. B. Tuck- "Your committee is of the
opinion
er
that the executive committee is alThese form a third of the commis read
fhpr
commissioners
who
y
taking
care
of
the
situation;
S n
!° fllSSSthe line-up and therefore unwarranted interfer?1S?»vn?ofPasma council.
Furtherance on the part of the legislative
"L^rt is«Sd through the fact department is unnecessary."
^ a number of cities which have Council authorized the purchase off
wnpXner"ting in various charter21 automobiles. Eleven are to be1
reforms how have small ■ coimcilfOlsed in the water department,
plected'at large.
, ,, I
Against this evidence that electioJ
i of small councils chosen at large ha,
not resulted in obtaining better mei
I will be submitted to the commission
With this goes the argument that tn<
large council Is more representativ.
of the general public:_^___^

Sty.
j
eveland j
in tho i

Investigation Easy for Baker

The suggestion of a councilman that public
n
meetings be held to discuss and obtain informavioition about the crime conditions in the city and
' jmtlie efficiency of the police department is a good
ione in its way. They might stir Mayor Baker
to make the complete investigation of the situation that is needed. For, apparently, it is the
layor, not the public, that needs enlightenment
!QB'this subject.
Yet it is an easy matter for Mayor Baker to
seertain why the law has ceased to have terrors
f0I evildoers in Cleveland—easier for him by
virtue of his position than for any other citizen
All he
0r an)' organization, official or otherwise.
|as to lo. to Set at the truth, is to call privately
w nis home or office, present and past members
io?tiiePlllce'florce and question them. By assur^ thet that what they say will be held in con8S.ce»d pledging protection against possible
jgfM^fk ffieir utterances, lie could quickly
tf^stlhe botttm of the matter and perceive the
"lines along ween he should act.
-Mayor Bab has indicated that he will do
nothing furtheimtil the return to duty of Chief
'toiler. But hwill make a great mistake if he
restricts himselo the Kohler case.

COM
^~~
FESLERSECRETARY

MAKE US SOME
DUDS THAT'LL
BE AMERICAN

—Mayor Baker
Mayor Baker gave the National
I Association of Merchant Tailors a
Ijob Tuesday morning in his address
of welcome at their opening session
in the Statler. He charged them,
with devoting their efforts to evolve
an American style.
"There is a lot of misdirected energy in the , tailoring business," he
told the 600 delegates. "What we
need is a style in men's apparel that
will reflect the American spirit. You
should study American, characteristics and needs instead of followmgthe Parisian idea .in-everything that
pertains to clothes."
The mayor did not-undertake to
make any suggestions. Whether we
are to have greenback coats or
whether the dollar sign is to figure
extensively in fancy vests is a matter of doubt.
,
Addresses by the local president,
N. J. Bush, and the national president, Clarence A. McCarthy of Chicago, followed.
The delegates and their wives will
attend the . Opera House Tuesday
night to see Rose Stahl in "Maggie
Pepper." Down in one corner of the
announcement of this part of the
program is the word "formal. '
"Formal" is serious enough when
it applies to the average man. Think
iwhat.it must mean. to. an aggregation of the nation's leading tailors!
iThe Opera House Tuesday night
.ids fair to be a regular style show
if men's apparel.

r>n:<xTaiie councilmer. went on
record Monday night as being- opposed
to a probe of police affairs by a nonpartisan committee, when they voted
down tho Fitzgerald resolution calling
for an investigation of alleged Inefficiency, after an adverse report
upon the measure had been made by
the police committee.
Members took cognizance of the
prevalence of crime in the city, however, when they passed under suspension of rules an ordinance by
Councilman . Pelcinski providing that
all inspectors for public utilities OJ
required to wear badges in a conspicuous place and to furnish numbers of meters and telephones they
were sent to inspect, upon resquest.
Numerous attacks upon women by
bogus inspectors led to the introduction of the Pelcinski ordinance.
Own Police Inadequate.
The police committee in its report
admitted that the force was inadequate, but declared that council had
done all it could to relieve the situation by providing for 100 additional
j patrolmen. It called the appointment of a committee as an unwarranted interference by the legislative
department with the powers of the
executive department, in asking that
the mayor name disinterested persons t6> investigate.
Councilman
Zinner,
Democratic
floor leader and a member of the
police committee which framed the
report, declared that only former police lieutenants who had lost soft
berths were making charges of in- |
efficiency, when Fitz Gerald sought
to force the adoption of the resolu- j
tion.
Foster was the only Democrat who
voted to adopt the resolution. It was
defeated by a vote of 24 to 7. An
effort by Councilma.n Woods to take
from the table his resolution calling
for the mayor to abrogate- the golden
rule policy lost by a vote of 17 to 14..
Fight for Uniforms.
Fitz Gerald and Newell, Republicans, led a fight to obtain the uniforming of all public utilities inspectors. The Pelcinski measure was offered as a substitute. Fitz Gerald
and Newell argued that uniforms
would be an added precaution. Both
voted for the Pelcinski ordinance
later. It was passed by a unanimous
vote.
Fitz Gerald, arguing for the adoption of his resolution, stated that it
was not offered as a criticism of
police officers, but in response to a
well-defined feeling that the organization at present was not satisfactory. The report of the police committee stated that the police situation was already being- taken care
of by Mayor Baker. Fitz Gerald Inquired as to what had been done.
Zinner said that he regarded this as
of little moment.
Zinner attempted to poke fun at
the resolution and to belittle charges
of inefficiency. He declared that an
attorney who had appeared before
the police committee .had failed to
make good his promise to file briefs
with detailed charges. "Council would
stultify itself if it passed a resolution of this kind." sa.id he. Mayor
Baker look no part in the debate,
■ acting a magazine during

Drafters of Charter Select
Municipal Association
Man After Contest.
Acceptance Up to His Executive Committee, He
Says.
Mayo Fesler, secretary of the Munlcipal association, elected secretary
of the charter commission yesterday,
announced in Columbus last night
that his acceptance would have to be
determined by the executive committee of the Municipal association.
Information here last night was
j that the executive committee would
■1 grant its permission.
"I deeply appreciate the honor in' dicated by the appointment," said
Fesler at Columbus.
Fesler reached Columbus last night
from Toledo, where he spoke at noon.
He left here early yesterday morning. ' He will return to Cleveland today after speaking before a committee of the senate in Columbus this
morning.
Election of Fesler as secretary was
had yesterday after a contest. Fesler
won over H. P. Boynton by a vote of
0 to 4. The allies of the Progressive
Constitution league voted for Boynton.
Votes for Fesler were cast by Mayor Baker, Prof. A* R. Hatton, Malcolm L. McBride, E. M. Williams,
Bascom Little, D. E. Morgan, M. P.
Mooney, L. I. Litzler and Edgar
Hahn. E. W. Doty.'S. S. Stilwell,
Ralph V. Brandt and Charles , T.
Scott, four of the five men unopposed
by the Progressive
Constitution
league after their nomination by the
nonpartisan committee of nine, voted
for Boynton. Carl H. Nau and Dr.
J. E. Tuckerman, the latter the fifth
candidate supported by the Constitution league, did not attend the meeting.
The vote was by roll call on the
demand of Doty.
Mayor Baker announced the parI ticular object of the meeting was to
be the election of a secretary and
read a letter from P. H. Kaiser, one
time county solicitor, recommending
Boynton for secretary. The mayor
declared the question an open one,
saying he had no other communications to offer.
Doty moved that the report of the
! committee on organization be taken
from the table. The adoption of
Doty's motion caused the statement
i by the mayor that it brought before
1 the commission the report, of the
committee.
He said he had been
I giving considerable thought to the
secretaryship and since he desired to
participate in the discussion, he
would ask Prof. Hatton to take the
chair.
"The more I think of it, the more
satisfied do I become that Mr. Fesler's unique qualifications are so preeminent in fitting him for the task
that I want to nominate him on the
theory that we regard this as a sacrifice he ought to make. Mr, Fesler's
citizenship is such that I feel he will
vicld and if we elect him' I believe hy
!
j
!
|
i
}

|1 PICKED FOR POST
DESPITE DOUBTS

MAYO FESLE^
will consent to serve the people of
the city.
"I move, Mr. Chairman, that we
substitute Mr. Fesler's name for that
of Mr. Boynton in the resolution."
The motion was promptly seconded.
"Wouldn't it be more proper if we
elect by ballot-?" inquired Bralfl&U
"There may be more candidates.
"It would be entirely proper," said
Mr. Baker, resuming the chair.
Scott suggested that it was not exactly parliamentary to substitute the
name of one person for another in a
committee report. He expressed the
opinion the report of the committee
should be passed on as it' stood. The
mayor pointed out. there was no motion to that effect before the house.
Mooney suggested a better way would
be to amend by including Fesler's
name in the report of the committee.
"I think it is of vital importance
jto observe the civilities of committee
'reports." said the mayor and the report of the committee was then re[ceived as it stood.
Again asking Prof. Hatton to preside the mayor took the floor to present Fesler's name anew. Doty
nominated Boynton.
Stilwell
inquired
of
Hatton
whether he knew Fesler's views on
the subject. Hatton replied he presumed Mayor Baker made the nomination in the belief that if Fesler was
elected he would make the necessary
, ^mayor inquired^^f^
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newspapers as say'« «ewuld hap.{
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CHARTER COMMISSIONERS APPROVE
FEDERAL SYSTEM AND NONPARTISAN
BALLOT, BUT SPLIT ON COUNCIL PLAN

BAKER'S BILL
WILL LET CITY
BUYCARIMS
Mayor Sends Draft of Bondi
Exemption Law to Cuyahoga Legislators
Mayor Baker Thursday sent
(o the Cuyahoga legislative delegation at Columbus the bill, the
passage of which he considers a
prerequisite to the campaign for
city ownership of the Concon.

SHEN YOU BELIEVE IN
VOTINfr "FORT "BIRDS
INSTEAD OF M€N —

' MAYOR.

8&KER_

Practically unanimous for the
in and Hi:' inn partisan
lect ions, i 'leveland's
iharti
mission
indicated
light ;it its fi '
public
; the council chamber
hat tl
big issue will come
>n the nuesl Ion w h
eland

in charge of schools,
and
the
civil service commission of three.
The cause of the ward plan
is championed by CongressmanUordon, who also made a
plea for partisan politics in cityelections, but got little sympathy
on this latter plea.
"You favor voting for birds, not
men," called out Doty, when Gordon extolled the party emblems.

shall have a council elected by
wards, or a small council elected
at largo.
A poll of the commission's 15 i
members showed seven favor the
council by wards, six are for the
small council at large, and two
\ mem in
ivor Baker and E. M.
Williams—decline to state their
ideas.
Persons close to Mayor Baker,
however, say he prefers the ward
plan. This would give that plan
Mayor's Against It, but There's
Mayor Baker found a little old the necessary majority to be included in the charter when it is
dried up Latin friend in his cona Reason.
servatory Wednesday. Its name is submitted to the people next sumorthezia Insignia, and it had taken
Members favoring the small AS TO OTHER CITIZENS?
up its abode on the lantana plant.
council at large are Stilwell. Doty,
The mayor was so delighted he
Brandt. Turkerman, Scott, and
brought (lie plant, and Its classical
Nan. All but Carl Nau signed the Well, Most of 'Em Cot the
nit to the city hall. City Enprogressive constitution league
tomologist Neillie, editor of the pledge to support that form. .
Rod, and
blue book of bug heraldry, chriaWould
Abolish
Council.
: toned it under the microscope.
Cleveland's leading citizens may
Nau says he even favors having
agree
with
President
Thomas
no council, vesting legislative as
Churchill of the New York school
well as administrative powers in
board
corporal
punishment is
the mayor.
brutalizing to teacher and pupil,
presence Of Mrs. Myron B. but most of 'em got their share of
. president of the municipal "hickory tonic" when they were
.school league; Mrs. John Smart, boys.
ol the same league; Mrs. Sarah E.
Mayor Baker is.against corporal
Hyre, president of the council of
women, and ivirs. Walter Schutt,
president of the federation of
woman's clubs, gave rise to a repor.l that an effort is afoot to have
woman's suffrage included in the'
charter,
Mrs. Vorce, however, stated
that, while the women expect to
representatives at all charter sessions, they do not plan any
effort for suffrage until 1914,
a new state amendment for
suffrage is to be initiated.
Litzrer submitted a draft of a
charter on the federal plau with
a council of 26 members elected
by districts, and municipal judges.
appointed by the mayor. Council!
is given legislative
and
probe'
powers.
The mayor appoints various divicrofe SfNCEftE HAT> HS
rectors, including one for public
EAft. PULLED ONCE UPON
utilities, a director of education
A TIME

Mayor Finds an
Old Bug Friend

IS SPANKING
GOOD FOR KIDS?

punishment. The fact he once got
a lickin' that should have gone to
another boy, may or may not have
something to do with it.

The bill, as drafted by Baker, exempts from the city's net debt, city
bonds voted by the council for the
purchase of a public utility, if that
utility has sufficient revenue to meet
interest and operation charges and
keep up a sinking fund.
Makes Purchase Possible .
This would mean that if the bill
becomes a law, the city council could
issue $10,000,000 or $15,000,000 of bonds
charged against the city, the proceeds to be used to finance the purchase of the Concon, the bonds not
to come within the purview of the
liongworth act.
The mayor did not say there will be
a campaign to buy the Concon, If
the bill passes. The bill, in his opinion, simply makes such a campaign
possible/
"I do not favor agitation for the Indiscriminate purchase of utilities,"
said Mayor Baker Thursday.
"I
think there should be a campaign for
the purchase of the railway lines if
the people want it. I can't say now
whether there will be such a campaign this fall."
As the law now stand's, the Longworth act, in the opinion of Baker and
the financial interests, prevents city
ownership of the Concon. The law
limits the amount of debt which a
city can incur to 5 per cent of the tax
duplicate, 2% per cent of which may
be voted by the city council and the
other 2V2 per cent by a two-thirds
vote of the people.
Cleveland's council now can vote
less than $3,000,000 of bonds and the
people can vote only $12,000,000 more.
Baker concedes it would be inadvisable to use up this margin for the
purchase of the Concon. For that
reason he drafted the bill.
The Concon will cost $24,000,000 if
the city buys. Concon President Stanley said Thursday the Concon will
not fight the bill in the legislature.
Other
public-service
corporations,
however, are expected to make a
warm fight against it.
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c-..techising
nt Ooruon.
e> by members of the
cu
commission, the questions all deWith a vie wto bringing about an im-Signe(i to bring out views on both
mediate start on extension of a fill from si(jes of eacn pojnt presented. Hogan,
the northerly end of the East boulewag agke(1. nalf a QOzen ques' d N. E. on the lake rront in Gordon
nark to a point near the breakwater, tions.
? "00 feet -from shore, Councilman J. h*.
Participating in these interroga-

K^WrS^'lSSnSa^tto^ of the speakers were E W.
Sat? of the cost.
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Doty,

Mayor

lr^eanupSnrpTanfnS!haP:Car, H. Nau,

nffl Perry monument now located

in j.

E,

Baker,
E.

S.

S.

Tuckerman and Prof. Hatton.

SSnW «fSS^^TJgS? °t would
Informal suggestion was made that
hUtiocated in a triangular tract formed the commission be asked to provide
Sy the intersection of the roads leadmg for annexatkm of territory on the
* to the new lake drive. Jiayor r>ctI
has suggested that removal of the borough plan, something akin to de^rdTrflaiVePofTh%neplrrrcen>ices in operation' in Greater New
3£
nnial celebration next July. York and Boston. This is suggested
'in the meantime work on the boulemeang
f brlnffing Er.3t Cleve,.ovri All out into the lake can De stait_
.
] Without consent of the government land and Lakewood into the city tor
^flfrU^ho?c?XAl^a1ntt°catyP°l|nntgi1n^ certain purposes.
Mayor Baker, on calling the comE B. Thomas said yesterday.
mission to order, immediately announced th? meeting open to discussion by citizens of forms of government.
At Stilwell's suggestion there will
be no session of the commission this
evening because of Lincoln's birthday.
The next meeting will be held at 7
o'clock tomorrow night in the council

Commissioners Receive Draft

ELECT MAYOR AND
IL ONLY IS
B SCHEME

Stllwell,

M. Williams, Dr.

fei^ Gordon 'pKfUch'the n£v Saggest BorongH Scheme.

SIDER CHARTER

^JLX^

Draft of Proposed Federal
Plan Provides for Short
Ballot,
RECALL ALSO INCORPORATED

f&~ fa I 3

The director of public safety's
duties would be much the same as
now performed by this official.
Hospital Plan Changed.
Control of
municipal
hospitals
would be taken from him and placed
under the control of the director of
health, who would perform much the
same duties as those now done by
the board of health.
The director of .finance, would havt
the appointment of a city treasurer
i would have charge of accounts anfi
all public auditing-. The department
of weights and measures, now an independent one. and the purchases
I department, now under control of tm
service director would be delegatec
to the director of finance.
The director of public recreattor
would supervise parks, playgrounds
and public recreation of all kinds.

Mayor to Name Directors of Various Departments—26 Councilmen Chosen by Wards.
0.1 INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM

Pure federal form of city government with the mayor and,
tl^en caned attention to the Ger- council members the only elecman-American alliance committee and tive officers, non-partisan elec-,
asked that its members be heard.
Litzler, after a talk with the commit- tion, the initiative, referendum,
tee, said it desired to be heard later. and recall were provided for in

Civil Service Under Mayor.
The director of civil service woulc
supervise civil service and maintair.
efficiency records of city employees,
but there would be a civil service
commission of three appointed by the
mayor.
Schools and libraries
would
b<
under the control of director of edu
cation.
The director of law woulc
perform the functions of the present
city solicitor. Judges of the municipal court would be appointed by th<
mayor and confirmed by the citi

council.
Elections would be held on the
second Tuesday in November. Primaries would be held on the second
Tuesday preceding the election.
The committee will suggest that the
u-~,i*+*A +n pharThere would be no party emblems
charter provide that the bot.d of the proposal submitted to Char 1
on the ballots and only twice the
ter commissioners as -No. 1 by number of candidates as places to be
education be taken over by the cen
tral city government.
Commissioner L. J. Litzler, Tues- filled.
A resolution by Doty was adopted
Initiative and Recall.
to print 500 copies of the journal day night.
Election
to initiate laws must be
Litzler's proposal
was presented
each day.
Stiiwell suggested that
' held within ninety days of the filing
at
the
session
of
charter
commissioncopies be left where they would
of a petition containing the signaers discussing the federal, business,
be of easy access by all citizens, but
tures of 6 per cent of the voters, unmanager and commission forms of
Rctnrns From Columbns, Refusing no action was taken.
less council should pass the measure
Government
at
a
public
meeting
in
Under the first reading of proposals,
'kin the form asked before that time.
to Discnss Secretaryship—Women Litzler "offered his suggested charter.
the city council chambers. It will
A referendum could be called at any
furnish a subject around which the
Among- Spectators May Ask to I>«; It was received and marked No. J..
time within thirty days of the pas.
_
'
There being no other business the
liscussion
of the commission will
! sage of an ordinance.
Heard Later-Informal ■«"«■■ LaywJked a second time if any
revolv- at. coming sessions.
The
Petitions demanding the recall of
tion Made for Absorbing Subnrbi, citizens desired to be heard and D. £,.
i Morgan called on Gordon.
In tne meeting, which marked the.first actthe mayor or a councilman shall conas Boroughs - German-American. ^^ Qf hig remarks Gordon assert- ual steps in' charter 'framing for
tain a 200-word statement of reasons
Alliance Wonld Have City Take ed a small council elected at large is Cleveland was' given over to a brief
for the recall. In not less than thirty
not representative of the people.
discussion of Litzler's plan and to
or more than forty days after the
Over Scliools.
Discussion
that
followed
dealt
in
address by
Congressman-elect
filing of the petition the board of
largely with the size of the council
elections
shall
call
an
election.
and where the ward or district line William Gordon.
Names of candidates filing nominaIt calls for a council of twenty-six
First draft of a charter for Cleve- should be drawn and the point oi
tion petitions with the board will be ,
._ demarkation between legislative ana
members elected by wards and the
voted upon at the same lime as the i
land was formally proposed at the a
executive functions.
Gordon s par
appointment of directors of public
recall. In the event of an afflrma- ;
tisan
election
suggestion
WM
as
meeting of the charter commission in
tive vote, the candidate receiving a I
works, engineering, public utilities,
sharply attacked as his views on the
plurality of votes shall be declared
the city council, chamber last night, i size and manner of electing the counsafety, health, finance, law, public
elected. If the recall fails the mayor \
recreation, civil service, and educaThe draft was prepared by L. ii C1
or councilman is to be reimbursed i
Dotv moved that G. C. Hoag of
tion by the mayor.
Laws may be (not to exceed $1,000 for expenses In- {
Litzler, member of the commission] Philadelphia be invited to address the
initiated by petition of six per cent
curred.
commssion on the Proportion re pre
It provides for the establishment oi sentation plan and Litzlc, ^enpre
("rider Litzler's proposal the direcof the electors, referendums obtained
arguments £or
by an equal per cent and an elec- Jtors, with the mayor, would constiX11S ai6Limciii--J
f— the
---- federal
«.«„
the federal plan.
In presenting it sented his
tute a board of control, which would
tion held for the recall of the mayor
Litzler expressed . the belief that plan^ ^0£J^<C^«E3S
hold >a session twice a week. In the
jpon
petition
of
fifteen
per
cent
of
(event
of a vacancy in the office of
Cleveland people favor this form ot *.Qn and clty manager plans,
IT"
it wrnld 1'f filled by the di
government as against the commisby Litzler declares
.he electors.
The proposal
Candidates filing petitions with
■umnioo
nil 'aBvq VZ no psnui^uop
sion and city manager plans.
~T
i
of
the
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determine until this morning whether
n aurea yu-e UAiojsSunoA }ja[ ajyi.,,
qSncq} Pernod surest 'pup* qSjq \Pctor of public works would have
he will accept the position.
•dn opura
jo Mnsaa v s-e 'Sutuioui giqj M^o nM.°f
of work upon highways, bulld'.v\ PUB U[B3B oora JOS oti uoqx 'OS
Attorney Hogan Questioned.
u
,8
M 8lp
u
! - ^
,nes sewers, bridges, harbors and
o3 o^ uT33aq 9HH °W*
m Pioj i P,UB 't[J3not[j 'ssautsnq Suiq
Discussion of the federal plan, the
uauAV ■#>&* ^otl l«8A3B !,sop °' 10''°'wharves garbage collection and the
qoa-osnoq sttji jo qSnoua pBq I,,
size of the council and how elected
J3
1JSI S
■rig mm m "«
^
^f' nsPectTon of plumbing, boilers and
•^9uora
Siny<BUi uaaq puq oqAi uaui^JOAi uatlAi. inspection oi i
and the question of partisan or non•}uau elevators.
,
Joui }oS ;,up[noo i j; oas puB
partisan elections formed the basis
-VvteV W -«H-«I-1"J am M irtpo- The director of engineer>"* ™>ld
iJtoifi oouo ;i £11 oi am paSSaq puB
for most of the argument, at the
Su^ms moaj P9AW SBA>. '^a-ui-md J'direct the preparation of maps an
pra paAot ail SB tionra SB unq ps\o\
l
e
meeting.
•
•
..^-^ e~ r,nt™^ r»TTi> nailer
,•__ ,^^-r.lj- <vf oil klTlQS.
i-"
aspoa r 'a -Vl«o ** W*3 pulJ p3U'AC construction work of all kinds
The
^Bqi Jjupqj J-,up!P aq pres puB
William Gordon, congressman-elect,
'iRt-moi aatu^ajs JaSuassiscl pu^ m3I3J;ah.ector 0f public utilities would have
uiq JOJ SuiirjAire op oj PIBJIB SBA\ I
and Frank I. Hogan, an attorney,
aiWI eqx-fl ^^ 'O 'AHSflCINVS
j of. all municipal utilities and
eq} ara pio^ PUB 'ara }B aao.MS ajj„
were the first citizens to offer their
•uaavaa Kivid SHX OX iriosas
fl aupen,ise .^ privately owned
p m 09IJ A[UO punoj puB }i pauaclo
views to the commissioners. Gordon
! n
a
:V\.
'tuiq o? A\oqs oi apisjno ;i
•ina-«i
»
d
I
utilities.
stood for the federal plan, a large
j[Snojq PUB "asancl B pun
Snm«lS 61 nopiAl I»ss3A t»0 d«"»a
council elected by wards and for Dar-

bV Member L'ltZler and

Catechise Speakers.

Gordon Argues for Partisan;
Elections and Big
Council.

FESLER TO DECIDE TODAY

infill

»lT->

T-»

* r>

..-.

.

G^i£1'*<.' «'

ck.touiji^.^ 0- ^V,

*v-

_D,..ptisan elections.

Hogan also favored

WOULD RUSH PARK umvtthe
Councilman Anxious to .
^on
Boulevard Into Lake nt Goi

federal plan.
Gordon was subjected to considerI able c itechising by members of the
commission, the questions all de-

to bring out views on both
WWi a vie wtTbrTngTng about an im-signed
mediate start on extension of a fill from sides of eaeh pomt presented. Hogan,
le northerly end of the East boulej
dues-:
waa askedhalf a dozen
,;ra N. E. on the lake ^ont in Gordon J^.
g$ f'e'et-frpT horT CoueneCanX E.
ggrftthas asked Service Director W._ J-

P.rticipating
u

f

the

in

these interrogawere E. W.

speakers

P7ngobf0thet0corPare " "
D°ty- Mayor Baker, S. S. Stiiwell,
CouncilmanSmith will ask Mayor Ba-^ ^ ^ E_ M. Williams, Dr.

ELECT m\
IL
IHARTEfi

S

r
%r%*^J%J*™ » in J. E. Tuckerman and Prof. Hatton.
Wade, park to the.point.on tto lake.:^ggest Borons„ Scheme.
0fd

i^kUV extending Two-thirds of a mile

In1om*l

suggestion was made that

h^TtefVTJ^uX^toSme commission be asked to provide
bV thef intersection of? the roads leading for annexation of territory on the
ffi |fasthsl4eestef?haH4mo™rorf?he borough plan, something akin to de^^n^gS^»^manent^Uo»vlce8 in operation in Greater New
Boston. This is suggested
be made a feature of the ^erry ceii.

krLC^SnZn^3oT^ Ko^-l^ZlTol bringing East Cleveirwftr^t^sen? of^^0^= land and Lakewood into the city for
The fill can be extended to apoint.1,101 certain purposes.
^tBfrThfm0arse'sVa?fyestterJata1y.EnSmee,
Mayor Baker, on calling the com- mission to order, immediately announced tha meeting open to discussion by citizens of forms of government.
At Stilwell's suggestion there will
be no session of the commission this
evening because of Lincoln's birthday.
The next meeting will be held at 7
o'clock tomorrow night in the council

13* >V*'

The director of public safety's
duties would be mnch the same as
those now performed by this official.

Draft of Proposed Federal
Plan Provides for Short
Ballot.
RECALL ALSO INCORPORATED

Hospital Plan Changed.
Control of
municipal
hospitals
would be taken from him and placed
under the control of the director of
health, who would perform much the
same duties as those now done by
the board of health.
The director of .finance would have
the appointment of a city treasurer,
would have charge of accounts and
all public auditing-. The department
.of weights and measures, now an independent one, and the purchase"5
department, now under control of the
service direotor- would be delegatec
to the director of finance.
The director of public , recreatlor
would supervise parks, playgrounds
and public recreation of all kinds.

Civil Service Under Mayor.
The director of civil service woulc
: supervise civil service and maintain
. efficiency records .of city employees,
but there would be a civil service
commission of three appointed by the
mayor.
Schools and libraries
would
be
under the control of director of edu
cation.
The director of law woulc.
the functions of the presem
gov- perform
city solicitor. Judges of the municiand pal court would be appointed by the

Mayor to Name Directors of Various Departments—26 Councilmen Chosen by Wards.

0. K. INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM

Pure federal form of city
ernment with the mayor
Commissioners Receive Draft ° g™lwen caUed attention to the Ger- council members the only elee- mayor and confirmed by the citj
man-American
alliance committee
committee and
ana
.
.
.
l»n j council.
bV Member LitZler and
inan-American alliance
/asked

Catechise Speakers.

that

its

members

be

heard,

Litzler, after a talk with the committee, said it desired to be heard later.
The committee will suggest that the

tive

officers, non-partisan

eiec-

Elections

b*»a

second

woula

be

held

on

the

Tuesday in November. Priraaries would
^e he™ on the seconc
D„„+;™M
Tuesday preceding the election.
There would be no party emblems
c narter provWe mt the
ot
on the ballots and only twice the
' education be taken over by the cen- t_er commissioners as No. 1 by;
number of candidates as places to be
Elections and Big
trai city government.
■
Commissioner L. J. Litzler, Tues-j filled.
A resolution by Doty was adopted
Council.
Initiative and Recall.
to print 500 copies of the journal j day night.
Election
to initiate laws must be
„pnmr TAHAV each day.
Stiiwell suggested that
Litzler's proposal
was presented
held within ninety days of the filing
FESLER TO DECIDE TUDAY copies be left where they would
at the session of charter commissionbe of easy access by all citizens, but
ers discussing the federal, business, of a petition containing the signatures of 6 per cent of the voters, unno action was taken.
manager and commission forms of
Returns Prom Columbus, Refusing
less council should pass the measure
Under the first reading of proposals
government at a public meeting in
to Discuss Secretaryshlp-Womet Litzler offered his suggested charter, j ,
It will -in the form asked before that time.
1he city council chambers.
A referendum could be called at any'
Among Spectators May Ask to b<; It ^as received and marked No. 1.
the
;
firrmgh a subject around which
time within thirty days of the pasThere being no other business the
the
commission
will
iiscussion
of
Heard Later—Informal SnSSeS1maTyoTeaSkedga second time if any
sage of an ordinance.
revolv- at, coming sessions.
The
tlon Made for Absorbing Subnrbv citizenS desired to be hearcl and^D ^
Petitions demanding the recall <ot
, J Morgan called on Gordon.
J.n uio meeting, which marked the .first actthe mayor or a councilman shall conas Boroughs - German-American; CQUI|e of his remarks Gordon assert- I ual steps in' charter 'framing for
tain a 200-word statement of reasons
AUiance Wou.d Have C«, Take ed^small council elected^t large is. Cleveland was given over to a brief,
for the recall. In not less than thirty
discussion of Litzler's plan and to
or more than forty days after the
Over Scuoois.
jg^SS t^'oW J5& \ m address by Congressman-elec. filing of the petition the board of
elections
shall
call
an
election.
•
and where the ™d or dlSt* lme
William Gordon.
Names of candidates filing nominaIt calls for a council of twenty-six
First draft of a charter for Cleve- sh0uld be drawn and »e P°lM ™
tion
petitions
with
the
boa.rd
will be
,.
demarkation between legislative ana I members elected by wards and the
voted upon at the same time as the
land was formally proposed at the "^ecutive functions.
Gordon's parappointment of directors of public
reeall. In the event of an afftrma- ;
was as
meeting of the charter commission in tisan election suggestion
five vote, the candidate receiving a ■
works, engineering, public utilities,
sharply attacked as his views on the
plurality of votes shall be declared
the city council, chamber last night, j size and manner of electing the counsafety, health, finance, law, public
elected. If the recall fails the mayor j
The draft was prepared by L. I. ClDoty moved that G. C. Hoag of recreation, civil service, and educaor councilman is to be reimbursed j
tion by the mayor.
Laws may be
not to exceed $1,000 for expenses inLitzler, member of the commission] Philadelphia be invited to address the
initiated by petition of six per cent
curred.
commssion on the proportion repreIt provides for the establishment oi sentation plan and Litzlc;.*«£*£ of the electors, referendums obtained
Under Litzler's proposal the direc- <
by an equal per cent and an elec- !| tors, with the mayor, would consti- j
the federal plan.
In presenting i sented his arguments for the federal
tute a board of control, which would
tion held for the recall of the mayor i hold a session twice a week. In the
sed. the belief that' plan;, ^^C^«^
jpon petition of fifteen per cent of
Cleveland people favor this form of ™icea^ city manager plans,
event of a vacancy im the office of
mayor it would be filled by the digovernment as against the commisby Litzler declares
the electors.
The proposal
rector of law, public service, safety j
Candidates filing petitions with
sion and city manager plans.
he peopie of the city of
and finance in the order named, j
we,
^«IK, te ouri-he board of elections will be voted
The commission met at 7 o'clock that
Councilmen would receive a salary of,
Cleveltettdi ia oraef- ^ &eeuro «
upon
to
succeed
the
mayor
at
the
$1,000 per year and would fix the sal- '
with all members present. There was '
^ aU the benefits of local sen
ves
all
^J^^^U
\
SE
of
^T^r
el-tlon.
under
aries of elective officers. Four times a
sel
no discussion of the secretaryship and '
me
year the council would be required to
"no 'word was received from Mayo - ^^'S Ohio, do ordain and es- j the provisions of the proposal.
publish a detailed report of the reFesler, elected to that position Mon- \™^h this charter for the city of j
Would Abolish Boards.
ceipts and expenditures of all city
Boards of education and of health
offices.
day afternoon.
Cleveland."
CongrSssman-elect William Gordon,
net sinking fund trustees would be
Fesler did not return to Cleveland
It proposes:
advocating a large council elected by
ot>
legislative power vested
in _ iMma oM
from Columbus until late last evennf
wards and partisan municipal elec"SSuVttSSk
abolished, along with city
twTnty six, elected oy *«™
#o annuaUy.
be $1,000
annually. . . ■hose places would be filled by the
tions, was heckled by commissioners,
ing. Then he said he could not distwo
years.
who fired volley after volley of questwo
years*g$2ti^Jk«<°»
Z[rectors.
C
a, 6je(Jt c-P«"W
e
Counel
to
president
cuss the secretaryship and would not
Council
to elect
^S!f
rnd
c"e* ■ directors.
a etcrci?y
l
Irom Us
an _,,
,'„n)>
__
,
tions at him and subjected him to
irom
its membership
memoer=",'>'
"•■•ts
istan
Under
Litzler's proposal the dita
determine until this morning whether
a grueling cross-examination.
Gorwho shall «W° LS5r rf wto
'Mayor"
»* oTsconUnue
o£-■ rector
have
t
of
uMlc works
majui given
»•,- powg
• -t- ana
dlsconu»u° ™
OI pumic
ivumo would
"«
don was asked to address the commishe will accept the position.
given power to_ create »»OT)aed tor in_ the [ recio! o^ ^_-,
highways, buildsion by E. W. Morgan. 0i OTk UP n hlS
bU
Attorney Hogan Questioned.
CTo?«jg
°" t ■ ^ sewers>
'
°
Trrs
and
charter.. Council also feftS
given
bridges,
harbors and
Gordon declared that the business
Q( w^.j
Discussion of the federal plan, the
manager and commission forms of
SSST**? Sopenif Witte-e.
may _ be , ingS, ^wers,
^ ^ njMMsam
, TiM^;,
garbage
collection and
and the
the
government had only been adopted by
size of the council and how elected
boilers and
cities where the old government was
and the question of partisan or nonunbearable.
"They should not be
elevators.
partisan elections formed the basis
taken seriously in Cleveland, where
director
engineering would
these departments being P
health,. The „„„
. of
.
we are in advance of other cities."
for most of the argument at the,
"Anvthing that undertakes to,disremeeting.
m
gard or abolish party lines will re^rttT^^^T£JIn
■ construction wo* o a1 ^ ^
charge
of direct or *w
William Gordon, congressman-elect,
councll
sult
in bad government," said Gorwith advice and conaen
g
and Frank I. Hogan, an attorney,
don.
"I know of no arguments in
Mayor -to be (
!Yi„ nmvld<
favor of having parties in state or
were the first citizens to offer their
SSSS.
-ecS^Ws order: X«r. ~
would supervise all. privately owned
rmen eny-.^ination that do not apply to city afviews to the commissioners. Gordon
ice. safety and flnanct
consisting
b
"'Provides
a 0and
°«ms
Executive utilities,
of the mayor
his airec?ors.
air
_
stood for the federal plan, a large
(J and the ,
Commissioner Tuckerman declared
council elected by wards and for oar^%f%^ioSn "utno vote. ^^ fl,
that a non-partisan ticket did. not
eliminate parties.
Baker said that |
■ party primaries would keep a Repub- j
lican from voting for a Democrat
rpSvat^wn«rie»- ^ of
that he preferred or.vice versa. Un%?nance Erector ta^es the^^^ & c(ty
F
der a fire of questions from Morgan,
au dl?oT and h- power
charge of
Baker, Hatton and Doty, Gordon admitted that he did not think the
parks, Playgrounds etc.
^ h
party emblem of much consequence,
C
C
a
>5S3. and2 r^/^rrof l!uc abut maintained no argument had
been advanced for any system that
would deprive voters of fewer rights
l^nTTudge-re^rappointed by the
or would take the place of conveniences afforded by party organifa0
tion.
„& of tt«e.tn? ml °al -pVlntmenU
Frank I. Hogen requested the comsix years ' after me
l.
toiiv ana
and Ssixj
mission to consider the dividing of
be
held
as
lo
tho citv into districts with head^Snicipal elections are
to.be held^asj
municipal
nomnaMunicipai «'^,"" f0r municipal
jom™
quarters for councilmen, physicians
now, but primaries I"'
second Tues
tl°on. shall be ^f%^%x,oUon. Elee
and nurses in each.
Commissioner Stiiwell asked the
chair to emphasize the fact that a
time had been assigned for public^ulre^at-s^rper cent, of he
hearings at all charter sessions. The
V
e
commission decided to ask C. H.
°k ecall Petitions. aPP>^-|tur°es Wl
Hoag, of the National Proportionate
officers only, J^rate
Petitions shaU
Representation League, of Philadel- |
phia. to address it.
Only a small delegation of citizens 'were present at the session.
There were several women, in the
fe V°J^TlCm tor election «galleries
as
interested
listeners,
among the number being Mrs., barah I
penses.
E Hyre, clerk of the board of edu
cation, and Mrs. Myron B. Vorce:

Gordon Argues for Partisan -

fion, the initiative, referendum f
,
provided for in.
R
nt
anCl r(5CaU
"^V -++ , +n „W '

the proposal suomitted to char

CSSrW^H^^t^.-^ ^ ^^T^rallMndr The
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FESLER CITES PLAN TO WIDEN
4 CONDITIONS PROSPECT AVE.;
IN ACCEPTANCE MEETING SOON
Nn\ly Elected Secretary of M. F. Bramley, Owner of
C li a M c [■ Commission
Several Properties Along
3ltiils Tliem to Baker;
Line, issues Call; City
Doesn't Waul Salary.
Will Co-operate.
Mayo I'VSIIT. secretary of I he
Municipal Association, chosen
ter commissioners as secw of Uio latter organization,
Wednesday
mailed his conditional acceptance of the position to Mayor Baker, chairman
of f he commission.
lei' had previously . tated that
take the place, bul he
i'd dining- his absence from
the i
A
' '

mill in

iy followed a meetrectors of the Municipal I
igreed to grant the I
1
the charter commissioners'
ervlces with the under-;
thai his sowing as secreild not I"- construed as cornassociation to an ap-j
work of the commis-

Doesn't Want Money.
er in a letter to Baker said that
lie would accept the secretaryship on
Mowing conditions:
11 his services be accepted withneration.
That an assistant secretary be appointed to relieve him or aetalls.
That lie be permitted to give his'
to the work of the Municipal
on and afternoons and
evenings to the work of the comrais-'

slop.

That he be excused from attending
tinga of the commission wheu it
essary for him to be In Columbus in furtherance of legislation
'i>li the Municipal Association is
sted.
Commissioners will take up Fesler's .
i he mooting in the city
council chamber tonight. Members
allied with the Progressive ConstituLcague who sought to obtain
Hi" secretaryship for H. P. Boynton,
former newspaper man, indicated
Wednesday night that they were
willing to leave the appointment of
an assistant secretary to the secre. if the commission decided to
ove Fesler's conditional acceptWcIIs Is Favored.
Earl H. Wells, head of the departmunicipn 1 research. ho was
ntloned ; ai a candidate for the
retarysh . looms large as tha
probable choice foi assistant seerei.ii \.

issions of (he commis
ight will resolve around the proCommissiuner1 L. 1. l.itzle^
the pure federal form of govern-.
I merit. Studei is of municipal governiil Wednesday pronounced Lttzler's model as a complete one of its
kind.
practically
.in'mons for the federal plan, li
Is pi
charter Anally
ty's now basic code
lose to linos laid
■i:-l. r in i
proposal.
"I'll'' hig issue before the commission is w hether 11
uncil shall
ected by wands or a
ill one elected at large. Sttlwell.
'.null. Tu< kerman. Scott and
ia.ll council. Baker
not declared pub'i In r commissioners
iOil.

Widening of Prospect avenue from R. 22d street to E.
55th street is to be discussed at
a meeting of property owners
called for the new t 'cut ral Y.
M. C. A.

BAKER'S BILL
WILL LET CITY
BUTYTO GHfL
BUY CAR LINES
New Yorker Urges School
Board Open Buildings as
Recreation Centers.

Mayor Sends Draft of Bond

Exemption Law to CuyaMayor Baker and School
hoga Legislators
Workers Discuss Method
of Training.
CONCON PURCHASE WILL
Mayoi Baker, Director of Schools
P. G. Hogen, -*l!'.r-'. Arnold Greene,
school board member, Dr. E. A.
rson, medical supervisor
hools, and others look part in
'■> discussion v. a'icn follow edan * 11 l>3 I >r. < llarenee Perr.i . Russell
■ n director of recreation, in The Hollenden last night, be-I
lore the Municipal School league of;
land.
:
Dr.
ct was "Wide I so
he .School House." and he aflvoi use of the school house for so- \
titer purposes.
Dr. Peterson, in the discussion, enobjections to Cleveland!
taking up n wide scheme of school i
ivork until the question
'i'oi-ly housing the children
tied, and new buildings i
added to the present list.
ivs of nearly all, present hbv coincided with those expres
lecturer.
"To what extent ore the public ■
schools of today producing mo
peopli
Perry put this
ptly hj the gathering. The speaki New York with the
se of shedding light on
pl.'in to make public schools social
centers.
The league invited Supt. .1. M.
Frederick
and
his co-workers in school affairs to the lect
hoping by this to gain them to the
league's way of thinking and i
they would approve of making the ]
school house a social center.
"Merely imparting knowledge does |
ii -L produce the habits of right man- i
nor." asserted Dr. Perry. "The character of young people is most effe.c-tually formed by doing, by prac
r wise oversight. The most in- i
forms of this self-activity I
are the games and sports which occupy their leisure hours.
'The industrial revolution has so 1
reduced the home's ability to (.rain its j1
children in morality that society is!
demanding that the school as■ charge of their play time when
acter is developed, as well
their study time when the intellec
trained.
»
"In suggesting that school auth
ties assume a larger responsibility
over the formation of character. I do
rn t have in mind the incorporation of
courses in morals or "(11108 in public
ool currlculums. They should simply offer recreational and social opinities in public school buildings.
Supervise the play hours and you will
teaching the child to grow with
Ihe right view of life and morals.
"Social conditions make it impossiany longer for the school board to
its
??!f^?,:S«
^'ties simply by giving ;
s11
'V '"1"'" ln lhc tnree Rs, running
the. school
houses
only
of
,,
-^ one-third
^
**

M. F. Bramley, owner of several
pieces of property along the street,
issued ,a call for the meeting. Wednesday, after obtaining a list of all property owners. The date has not been
set.
Under Bramley's plans property
owners would donate at least five
feet of land on each side of the street
to the city. There are only three |
buildings in the entire stretch o£ al- i
most n mile which are flush with the
sidewalk. The city will be asked to |
pay damages incurred in the removal j
of these buildings. Service Director
Sprlngborn promised Bramley the cooperation of city officials in the protect.
Would Relieve Conjestion.
"Widening of the thoroughfare
would relieve congestion on Prospect
avenue and on other avenues paralleling it," said Bramley, Wednesday.
"The time is ripe while Carnegie avenue is being paved and there is talk
of extendng east- and west streets.
The widening of the street would
leave a main artery of traffic while
subways were being built in Euclid
and Superior- avenues."
Councilman
James J. McGinty
Tuesday renewed the agitation for
the connecting of Perkins and Chestnut avenues. This would necessitate
the acquiring of a 1200 foot stretch of
land between E. 17th street and E.
21st street, and would give a through
street from E 9th to E. 55th street.
Several years ago the approximate
cost of opening the street was placed
at $190,000.
The cost would now
reach $200,000.
McGinty conferred with Mayor
Baker Tuesday in regard to the proposition. He was told that it would
be considered, along with the opening
of Carnegie avenue from E. 22d to E.
14th street.
Vse Cresote AVood Blocks.
Cresote wood block for street paving was revived Wednesday when
bids for the paving of Carnegie and
Eagle avenues with this material and
also with brick and asphalt were reed. The Cleveland Trinidad pav
in g Company were low bidders on the
irnesfie avenue Jtob upon all three
lnree
Carrie
Y • , „
,1
aterials.
Bids were as ,fol'ows:
ere- iiit (jln
mater
To a]low
sote block. $S7,3S5;
$54,760 as- lo remain idle for the lack of another
185; brick. $o4.,60
phalt. $o3,745. Engineers had esti- .,,,m of workers Is a vast KOCial ]osg
mated the cost of brick paving at 50 .Realization of that fact has brought
per cent less than asphalt.
„it the newer conception of the
school board's responsibility to the
community.
The time is coming
when every board will feel that it is
its duty to have every assembly hall,
.•very gymnasium, every class room
under its charge in use 100 per cent.
of the usable tune."
The address was illustrated by
some fifty or so lantern slides.
—
o——.

COST CITY $24,000,000
If Law Passes People Can
Start Campaign to Buy if
I

They Wish
Mayor Baker Thursday sent
to the Cuyahoga legislative delegation at Columbus the bill, the
passage of which he considers a
prerequisite to the campaign for
city ownership of the Goncon.
The bill, as drafted by Baker, exempts from the city's net debt, city
bonds voted by the council for the:
purchase of a public utility, if that
utility has sufficient revenue to meet'
interest and operation charges and
keep up a sinking fund.
Makes Purchase Possible
This would mean that if the bill
becomes a law, the city council could
issue $10,000,000 or $15,000,000 of bonds
charged against the city, the proceeds to be used to finance the purchase of the Concon, the bonds not
to come within the purview of the
Longworth act.
The mayor did not say there will he
a campaign to buy the Concon^ if
the bill passes. The bill, In his opinion, simply makes such a campaign
possible.
"I do not favor agitation for the Indiscriminate purchase of utilities,"
said Mayor Baker Thursday.
"1
think there should be a campaign for
the purchase of the railway lines if
the people want it. I can't say now
whether there will be such a campaign this fall."
As the law now stand's, the Longworth act, in the opinion of Baker and
the financial interests, prevents city
ownership of the Concon. The law
limits the amount of debt which a
city can incur to 5 per cent of the tax
duplicate, 2% per cent of which maybe voted by the city council and the
other 2% per cent by a two-thirds
vote of the people.
Cleveland's council now can vote
less than $3,000,000 of bonds and the
people can vote only $12,000,000 more.
Baker concedes it would be inadvisable to use up this margin for the
purchase of the Concon. For that
reason he drafted the bill.
The Concon will cost $24,000,000 if
the city buys. Concon President Stanley said Thursday the Concon will
not fight the bill In the legislature.
Other . public-service
corporations,
however, are expected to make a
warm fight against it.

^pJ$WU - $JLlr~!3-/df 3How Newton Has Changed

__

BAKERTOVISIT BILL TO HELP CITY
BOSTON TO GET
L
SUBWAY IDEAS Measure in Legislature to
Mayor Adopts Suggestion of
Citizen, Who Proposes Underground Terminal.
THTS IS A PICTURE OF NEWTON D BAKER AS PANTED IN
THE OKLAHOMA Cin NEWb.^

jFIGHT AGAINST
CHARTER MAY BE
MADE BY WOMEN

Exempt Purchase Bonds
From Debt Limit.

WOULD

RELIEVE

Mayor Baker Favors Draft
and Plans Boston
CRUSH
Trip.

Concon

President

Stanley

Building- of a municipal subway or
underground downtown" terminal and
taking over the surface street railway
lines will become an easier financial
Mayor Baker announced Thurs- undertaking for the city if a bill inday (hat he would so .to Boston, troduced in the legislature at Columprobablv next week, to investigate bus Wednesday by Representative
municipal subways, as suggested; Mills of Cuyahoga, is passed by the
to him in a letter from Willis, P. gerieral assembly.
The bill is favored by Mayor Baker.
Burbank, insurance man, 8^4'
It exempts from the debt limitaSay Plan Abolishing School Rockefeller building.
tions
of a city, bonds issued for the
Immediate construction of a.
taking over of a public utility in the
Board Would Take Away
municipal subway in the central event that the utility can show an
section of the city that would at earning power large enough to meet
Vote.
once relieve, present rush-hour interest and operation charge and
surface congested street car con- maintain a sinking fund.
Cleveland club women threaten ditions, was suggested by
That Mayor Baker now is giving
Burto fight the new city charter If it
serious consideration to the municipal
bank.
'underground
terminal project was inabolishes the school board
and
Stanley Not Optimistic.
dicated yesterday when he announced,
thus autimatically deprives ■ them
"I think the suggestions may he is planning to take a trip to Bosof the only chance they have toi
prove valuable," said the mayor. ton to study the terminal, system in
vote.
there.
Charter proposal No. 1, fa- "Boston may have something to useConstruction
of
a
municipal
thered by L. I., Litzler, puts the teach us about subways."
terminal was advocated some Weeks
selection of a school commission-Concon President Stanley asseit- agQ by CounciIman E. B. Haserodt,
er into the hands of the mayor.
ed the subway scheme outlined by cilairman of the council committee on
Suffragets were especially ex-; Rnrbank
Burbank would mean-an
mean-au initial
n-n.uio.1 outuvi- sstreet
treet railroads.
ra.urua.uc
Haserodt
J.J.U.=>C-™.. believes
„__. *-l n CAA AAfl n-r*A
1 <> _ . *Vm
r,f
llie
IjUtSLlUU
Lain.**, w.~.
~ercised about the threatened dis- lav
nf_ .between
and 4$1V
the r,i,oaHn„
question . LiJof taking
over the
sur
laj 01
Dei.wt.eiL $10,000,000
v- ,
>
constructing
munici
f constructing
face
lines
and
of
enfranehisement.
000 000 He couldn't see where the pal tubes in the downtown municisection
"I do not believe the plan return on this investment would should be placed before the people
for
would be permissible under the come from if surface cars alone decision at the coming November
law," said Mrs. Sarah E. Hyre, used the tubes.
election.
school board clerk.
"The state
Willis P. Burbank, insurance man,
"However, the whole subway
law says women have the right to proposition, as I have always main- S24 Rockefeller building, has written
, vote at school elections."
tained, is purely a terminal proposi- a letter to Mayor Baker suggesting
A suggestion for a small coun- tion, and should be handled by tne immediate' construction of municipal
ciy and ward inspectors was made Cleveland Railway Co.," Stanley as- subways in the central business section for the relief of the overcrowded
to Mayor Baker by A. B. du Pont
surface lines.
Thursday. The inspectors would
Hurbank suggests construction of a
"The city should never give
have the right to speak but not away its rights beneath.
the,
to vote in council meetings. They streets " says Burbank.
In no
would call attention of council to city in the country can a subway ADDS WADE PARK-AV OAKS.
Trippers on Wade Park-av N. E.
needs of their district.
be
constructed
more
cheaply
than in Cleveland. Our streets are to be operated out Superior-av
radiate from a common center, N. E. to E. 9th-st, to Prospect-av
and Public square offers a suit- S. E., and thence east every day
able Bite for a terminal.
except Sundays, Saturdays and
"As a tentative proposition I
suggest construction of a station holidays, beginning Monday. This
under Public square a^^ently is part of the plan being worked
laree for all future needs. Then out by the Cleveland Railway Co.
a line up Superlor-av to PayneBAKER WARNS SMALL
av
accommodating cars from to relieve congestion at the Public
lines as well as St. Clair-av. square.
TOWNS TO/GO SLOWLY these
which could be connected by an
President John J. Stanley said
GENEVA, O., Feb. 14.—(Sp'l.) —
intersecting street.
yesterday he does not favor low
Alavor Melton D. Baker of ClevePlan's. Short Lines.
fare to Newburg on lines now
land, leader of Cleveland's fight tor
"Another line up Euclid-av to charging 5 cents.
a new charter and chairman ot
Bj
22d-st, caring for
Ohio municipal league, which drattppdar"and Wade Park cars.
A
_
ed three model charters for adopthird line up Ontario-^ to the subway extending from the Pub c
third line ujy
■ ranging
for square to Payne-av N. E. under Sution by Ohio cities, doesn't believe
market
ariau&i
r,erior-av N.^E.,^
and another in Eusmall cities and towns of the state
Broadway,bouse,
Central,
W & 14th periorav
^
ag E
should be in any hurry about; Kinsman, Woodland and
Um n
^.^ benpath c)ntario-st.
changing their forms of governlines.
A line down Superior-av
A tube extemlinff 1jeneath Superiorment. In a letter to A. I. Trunkey
to the new high level bridge would ay N w from tne pUDlic square to
of Geneva Baker writes:
accommodate all West-side cars.,the superior-Detroit high level bridge
"So far as I know there never i
"Alternate cars cm all linesiwould handle West Side cars.
lia^ been any lack o£ efficiency in
could then be run through the|_
the forms provided by the legiscenlral part of the city as surlature for the government ot smallface and subway cars.
Outside
er places. I think it would be a
the subway limits all care would
great mistake to stir up the quesrun as surface cars. Cleveland, I
tion."
believe, could afford to build such
a
subway immediately.
Esti™.tM I think, would show the
£rtwouldn't exceed $7,000 000."
Burbank asks that the city ap-,
noiiit an investigating committee
to see how Boston financed and
built its subways.

Claims Cost of Proposed System is Prohibitive.

WANT BAKERMUPPORf
TO GET 4 EXTENSIONS
ritv council members Friday asked
Mayor Baker to back a plan to
,,„ fnnr street extensions as one
ue $500 00

f hmA

t0

andcity's
^ half ' of° the
° costf ol<
I £Xt
cover the
the improvement.
The councilmen want Central :
nu^opened to East 105th str
neeie avenue opened to East liu
street on the west and East boulevard on the east; Cedar avenue
I opened to East 9th street, and Ches,ter Chestnut and Perkins avenues
C
°Ha«teof the expense, of such 1m'orovements must be defrayed by
soeciaT assessment against the property benefiting by the improvement
Mayor Baker told the councl men a
report is being prepared showing the
rajuation ofJhe^ede£j^roperty,

CHARTER BOARD I
HEARSJUNCHES'
The city charter commission Thurs^eara^-ice President Samuel Sco-

th

1 SV'Y
nuvrSoiicitor Wilcox for an
f -ked^eLer women could be giv^h" right to vote at municipal
elections

witrsimons and W.

■tSr1Gr""n ^Vu erfntendent' Lake
£'c°w c£Xy. advocate the appoint.
^
"'V'h'""'*^
terms as
Accepted
Ul
.
Wcn Fes-

rwas« op'f ed

f

o+n«cii and Si °il •

Commis-

MUST HAVE 0. K.
MAYOR BAKER

'
I
I
I

Mayor Baker is. now accepted as
referee for northern Ohio federal
patronage, according to advices from
Washington Friday. Senator Pomerene has the nominal power, but
Baker has the actual authority.
Applicants at Washington for federal appointments in northern Ohio
are being asked: "Have you the indorsement of Mayor Baker?" They
are assured that they must see
Baker, if they hope to get anywhere.
It is understood here that Baker
wishes to succeed Theodore Burton
in the senate. No obstacles will be
thrown in his' path.'

BAKER IS BUSY
ON KOHLER CASE
Mayor Baker is , busy working up
facts in the Kohler case, it developed
Friday. He had a long conference
Thursday afternoon with Attorney A.
C. McKenzie, who has promised Baker to appear as a witness if Kohler
is brought to trial on charges referred
to in the divorce suit of Sam D.
Schearer. Baker has been gathering
other information.
The mayor declined to make any
further statement Friday, but close
friends of the chief say Kohler will,
be urged strongly to resign rather
than face another trial. The chief
returns to Cleveland next Thursday.

ty^J^r

■etTeam, B^r^SulU^
ice.

Councilman French Would

.BEARS:.'

Have Municipal Securities
Sold in Small Lots.
Asks Office in Ward Building
for Auditor or
Treasurer.
Cleveland's first civic center about
to be constructed at Woodlan.d-av S.
E. and K. 03d-st may contain facilities for the sale of city bonds to citi, in the neighborhood if the Mills
bill now pending In the legislature is
ed.
The bill authorizes the sole of bonds
in small denominations and was Introduced at the suggestion of Mayor
Baker who believes the cities should
have means of reaching small buyers
with municipal bonds when large
bond buyers do not bid.
luncllman Harry B. French callo ,
on Mayor Baker to suggest that PlaL^\\ 1 /
X
now being completed for the Inter'
>-\ \ f
N^u:|J
of the new civic center in his Wf ~Jft£. -fE-AfA OF
make provision for a room at wh
rJt-in i 11/A.M
city bonds could be sold.
j^KSC*. b'SUlUWI*
It is his opinion representatives-^
>. -rtjc IO <s<5MGt
the city auditor or city treasuiAMN^
r^rV.MfV
should be at the civic building at c t^ rjfWCE oPtS-l/M"
tain times announced in advance, ^J^ZT ''"-"
neighborhood bond sales might "<M^T|]\/J M'DONOUGH CHIEF?
held.
I
The new civic center will contain
RUMOR AMAZES BAKER
■del playground, a bath house and
nasium, a small meeting hall for ,
>,MI gatherings, an office for I "Big Boss" of Cuyahoga Democracy
the ward councilman, an office for the
Reported as Possible Sucdistrict nurse, and an office for the
district physician. There will be . a
cessor to Kohler.
swimming pool in the basement. A
community garden may be laid out on
Mention of Tim McDonough, ''big |
grounds opposite on Woodland-av j boss" of the Cuyahoga . Democracy, I
S. B.
as the possible successor to Chief j
Under the scheme proposed, the
11 will have regular hours at] Kohler in event of the latter resign- |
1 (lice for the convenience of; con- , ihg or being deposed, brought poli- j
Stituen.ts having complaints or sug-, tlcians and the police department up;
oris.
!
standing with excitement Saturday
Mayor Baker favors the plans
night.
being
1 for the new building,
yed he will favor ward repMayor Baker's comment when
ntation in the council in the
asked about the rumor left no doubt
ting of the new city charter.
Plans for the new city building, that It did not come from him.
"You should know better to call
been completed by Architect W. j
up a busy man and ask him so utterS. Lougee.
ly ridiculous a question," said he.
McDonough could not be reached.
No one denies that such a report
would have interested him greatly,
notwithstanding the fact that he is
considered to be next in line for the
federal marshal's job.
Director Stage was so astonished
when asked if he had heard his
friend McDonough mentioned in this
regard, that he would trust his ears
no longer, and discourteously hung
up the receiver.

TW/ETOR.T
>4.V.
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KOHLER WILL FIGHT;
IIZZED
CHIEF WILL NOT QUIT By PLAIN DEALER
BE
HIS JOB UNDER FIRE
Such is the Opinion of Friends of His
With Him in the Cleveland Bankers'
Party at Bermuda.
,

Chief is Told About Attack on
Him Here and Charges
Made Against Him.
'<
Declines to Read Clippings
Looks Thoughtful, but
Won't Talk.

.

To All Newspaper Inquiries, Kohler
Makes the Same Reply: "I Have'
Nothing to Say."

A/ill

Land in New York
Wednesday and Hurry
Home.

It was reported ai
, tubers of the Cleveland pai
its arrival at Hamilton that Kohler's resignation had been demanded by eable.
"Will you resign?" the chief
was asked.
"I have nothing to say on that
subject." he replied.
"What are your plans on arrival in New York .'"
"I think my previous answer
also answers that question." said
Kohler.
Chief Kohler and the ( leveland parly are scheduled to land
in New York Wednesday morning and will go immediately to
Cleveland by special train.

First, Interview Obtained.
Chief of Police Fred Kohler had
hardly touched the dock at Hamilton,
Bermuda, as he left the steamer Meof age, was gracious; but some of:
gantic yesterday morning, when lit:
the party said he seemed depressed ; \JfJT ASKED TO
RESIGN was addressed by a special Plain
Dealer representative, the first Cleveon the trip here from La Guayra, \
1 land newspaper man to Interview the
where he received many cables, tell- j lbsent Official Hu Jfot Been Sent
chief since he left on the bankers'
ing of the possibility of Mayor ■ Any Such Request, Mayor Baker* cruise Jan. 20.
1
Baker ordering a civil service com- Declared, but "Will JTot Discustj This conversation on the Hamilton
mission trial for the chief.
Caae Any Farther—Declines Even' dock followed the Plain Dealer's efKohler read all the Information, \
forts of ten days to reach the absent
to Say Whether Police Head Will
official by cable and wireless.
Atwritten and printed, he could get.,
be Allowed to Go to His Office tempts to communicate with him beThen he refused to comment.
"I have not a word to say as to j and Resume Command of Force gan with a cable to La Guayra, Venethe course I shall pursue when I re- , Before Order of Suspension Is zuela, Feb. ">, and concluded successturn to Cleveland," was his answer I Placed in Effect—Traveler Will fully yesterday with the meeting in
Hamilton.
to all interviewers.
.
be in Cleveland Thursday,
Kohler refused to say a word in
Neither could he be trapped into
| answer to the question as to whether
talking. But he was fluent in con-!
•j his resignation had been asked by
BY ED^VIN L. BOWKER.
versation on other subjects.
cables as was rumored among other
STAFF
SPECIAL.
The Megantic will dock at New I
members of the Megantic party. But
York next Wednesday morning.
MAMLTON, Bermuda, Feb. 16.jrne report was denied emphatically

Slafl Special.
HAMILTON, Bermuda, Feb. 17.
-Chief Kohler will- fight. He refuses to quit under fire.
This is the opinion of friends of
the chief, members of the party of
tourists with whom he has been to
Panama. He declined to affirm this
report to newspaper interviewers.
He even refused to discuss the possibility of charges against him for
publication.
Kohler and the party of Cleveland bankers Stepped ashore from
the Megantic Sunday afternoon.
Chief Kohler went driving in the
afternoon and chatted and strolled
■with I Burr Gongwer, secretary of
the Cleveland board of elections, The Cleveland party will take a spe- —Chief Fred Kohler of the h> Mayor Baker ,ast nlght' althou*h
cial train for home. Kohler would
j he would not discuss the questiou
and others, In the evening.
Cleveland police arrived here att.further.
The chief, who is showing signs not say he would hasten home.
m «'«u i

COUNCIL TO VOTE
ON BONDS WORTH
TWO MILLIONS
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- Nobody thus far knows just what
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concerning
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headquarters in Central station as
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dimiu
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jt was within two weeks after the
are start of the bankers' cruise that
events began shaping themselves toT
ward an end that meant the placinL
on trial of Cleveland's chief of polic]
before a civil service commi.
The bankers' party, which included
Chief Fred Kohler, sailed on the Megantic Jan. 20. There was more-or

J££5r«™?,SF :»3.^i'-wro
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against him.
Council will decide Monday
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spend $2,140,000.
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KOHLER WILL FIGHT; ? KOHLrTIS QUIZZED
CHIEF WILL NOT QUIT BY PLAIN DEALER
HIS JBJNDER FIRE MAN IN BERMUDA
Such is the Opinion of Friends of His

Chief is Told About Attack on.rival in New Torkr
Him Here and Charges
Made Against Him.

With Him in the Cleveland Bankers' j
Party at Bermuda.
——

—

Won't Talk.
A/ill

Nothing to Say."
Staff Special.

HAMILTON, Bermuda, Feb. 17.
—Chief Kohler will- fight. He refuses to quit under fire.
This is the opinion of friends of
the chief, members of the party of
tourists with whom he has been to
Panama. He declined to affirm this
report to newspaper interviewers..
He even refused to discuss' the possibility of charges against him for
publication.
Kohler and the party of Cleveland bankers Itepped ashore from
the Megantic Sunday afternoon.
Chief Kohler went driving in the
afternoon and chatted and strolled
with | Burr Gongwer, secretary of
the Cleveland board of elections,
and others, in the evening.
The chief, who is showing signs

"I think my previous answer
jr. also answers that question/' said
Kohler.

Declines to Read Clippings,
Looks Thoughtful, but

To All Newspaper Inquiries, Kohler
Makes the Same Reply: "I Havej

It was reported among members of the Cleveland party since
its arrival at Hamilton that Kohler's resignation had been de-,
manded by cable.
"Will you resign']" the chief
was asked.
'; I have nothing to say on that
subject," he replied.
What are your plans on ar-

Land in New York
Wednesday and Hurry
Home.

Chief Kolller and

.

the Cleve-

land party a e scheduled t0 land

*

i in New York Wednesday morning and will go immediately "to
j Cleveland by special train.
First,Intervievf Obtained.
Chief of Police Fred Kohler had
hardly touched the dock at Hamilton,
Bermuda, as he left the steamer Megantic j-esterday morning', when he
was addressed by a special Plain
Dealer representative, the first Cleveland newspaper man to interview the
chief since he left on the bankerscruise Jan. 20.
-This conversation on the Hamilton
dock; followed the Plain Dealer's efforts of ten days to reach the absent
official by cable and wireless. Attempts to communicate with him began with a cable to La Guayra, Venezuela, Feb. 5, and concluded successfully yesterday with the meeting' in
Hamilton.
Kohler refused to say a word in
answer to the Question as to whether
his resignation had been asked by
cable, as was rumored among' other
members of the Megantic party. But
'he report was denied emphatically
by Mayor Baker last night, although
would not discuss the question

of age, was gracious; but some of".
j
;
the party said he seemed depressed. MOT ASKED TO
RESIGN
on the trip here from La Guayra, (
where he received many cables, tell- ■ ibscnt Official Has Not Been Sent
ing of the possibility of Mayor Any Such Request. Mayor Baker)
Baker ordering a civil service com- Declares, tout Will Not Discuss
mission trial for the chief.
fcase Any Farther—Declines ETUI!
Kohler read all the information,
to Say Whether Police Head Will
written and printed, he could get.
be
Allowed to Go to His Office
Then he refused to comment.
"I have not a word to say as to and Resume Command of Force
the course I shall pursue when I re- Before Order of Suspension Is
turn to Cleveland," was his answer Placed In Effect—Traveler Will
to all interviewers.
8
be in Cleveland Thursday,
Neither could he be trapped into
talking. But he was fluent in conBY EDWIN L. BOWKER.
versation on other subjects.
STAFF SPECIAL.
The Megantic will dock at New
York next Wednesday morning.
HAMLTON, Bermuda, Feb. 16.
The Cleveland party will take a spe-j rth-f -ni -, Cr ,,
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cial train for home. Kohler would.
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10 o-clock this_mornmg on the b,lt x do not wish t0. djsouas
Megantic with the party of subject at all," the mayor said.
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Nobody thus far knows just what
Cleveland bankers. He appeared] will happen when Kohler co»es home
to be in excellent health and if;<Jte*"°™^ Mayor Baker re, fused last night to say whether the
vents concerning him now tak- °hfef will be allowed, to go' to his
,
.
'
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mphatically refused to discuss' The bankers' party, which included
Chief Fred Kohler, sailed on the MeOrdinances authorizing the is-j,
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charges. He intimated that gantic Jan. 20. There was more or
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. , , less criticism of police affairs up to
US pleasure 4np was not to be the evening of Feb. 2, when Oa.pt.';
were being drafted at city hall
Taken Up in Order
nari-ed by the fact that his ad- Ralp.h E. Byrns, veteran lake vessel ;
Monday as a result of conferences;
j
' master, was shot and killed in his
Selected.
between Mayor Baker and his efainistration of the police depart- home at 1588 Ansei-rd N. E. by two
ficiency board.
,
burglars, who escaped. It was the i
fourth murder within five days. The
On account of the constitutional Systematic procedure to be fol- jient in Cleveland is under fire.
morning of Feb. 4 Mayor Baker isamendment taxing muny bonds lowed in future meetings -will be " You can tell the Plain Dealer sued the following statement regardthe city may have to pay as high adopted by the charter commission to- hat I have absolutely nothing to in°.Cn
- believe I am in1 possession of all
as 5 per cent interest. Last yeai morrow evening, when the special ay on
that
subject,'
said
the
.,the
facts, and these facts are such as
the city only needed to pay 4 pel committee appointed Thursday to arin my judgment necessitate action
ihief.
cent.
range a schedule, makes its report.
upon the chief's return. In his absence, manifestly, no action can be
$500,000 for 'Light Plant.
The committee, composed of M. P. declines to Head Clipping's.
Half a million of the big bond Mooney, A. R. Hatton and Carl Nau, Clippings from Cleveland news- taken."
It was said the facts that had come
issue will be for the new lighthas held several meetings and un
to the mayor's attention were conplant. A million is set aside as doubtedly will perfect its schedule to- capers, stating that Mayor ±>aker,cerning. a divorce suit filed several
months before, during> the direct trial
the city's share of- the cost oi day. The schedule will set forth in vill insist flint KnhW otonrl
stand +T.icl
trial of
wMch Chie( Kohler s name was not
sewers and street paving.
The order, under special heads, matters
the civil serv- mentioned, but in which an affidavit
improvements at the garbage that may be included in the charter, in charges. before
.
■
was filed which referred to the chief.
plant will take $50,000.
Specialt0 arrangements also will be ec commission,
were produced, Later a statement regarding the
A quarter of a million will g0made
hear"
arguments
of
people
inchief's suspension was attributed to
to build comfort stations in the ifrest?d in, particular topics at a time mt the cruet did. not appear m- ]yray<)r Baker.
,»n^i-„ K„„ „i
_
7
.
" fixed in advance .by: the schedule,
parks, buy playground equipment, clvic and lsihcr organizations pre- .erested. He looked thoughtful,
"Mv only coutb ^PP68-1"3 ,t0, *>eJ0
' susjtend Chief Kohler . and let the
do paving work and erect confec-paring to argue for or'against prosaid'he did not Care to read- civil service commission hear the
tionery and refreshment stands so posals will be notified when the topics )ut
,
i charges," he was quoted as sayin?.,
j the city can" have its own parkin which they are interested-will be lieill.
,
"Of course this would, be-- avoided if:
concessions.
discussed. By this means the great
'Chief Kohler^Tesig-hed."
In addition to the $500,000 iEvolume of business that must be dis-1 Following, ilayor Baker's state-1
bonds alreadv i^ued fnr tho Qdd Posed of by the commission may be
ments, the Plain Dealer, Feb. 5 male]
minttroH^
A
°
, .7 handled with- dispatch and without
an effort to reach the chief by cabling]
ministration and service build, confusion.
1
to La Guayra, Venezuela, where the j
ings, the nurses home, -laundry Members of the schedule committee
! Megantic was scheduled to dock at 8 j
and stable at the new city hos-were not ready yesterday to make
a.
m. Feb. 6. To this cable there wasj
pital in Scranton-rd, council willsaid
publicthe
anyform
partofof cit
the ■ schedule, but
no reply.
pass on an ordinance for $200,000
? government
Prior to that, the Plain Dealer tried j
more for the main building
headed the list. Discussion of this
j tvo communicate with Kohler by wiretit
Woat
o-,i
topic
has
begun
and
has
developed.
produce dealers
I less from Colon, but although thej
.. Jr^"^!??the fact that a strong leaning toward
Megantic answered signals, the disI market house are to get $75,000the federal plan is evident. Federal!
tance out was too great for success- j
| tor a shed and storage plant. Two plan, city manager and commission
ful operation. l The ship remained!
new grjide crossings, one on theaform of government will be discussed j
eleven hours at La G-uayra, and proLake Shore at E. 105th-st and one -t Tne
tomorrow's
meeting.
ceeded thence to Port of Spain, Trinito ic next in
Ion the New? York Central at
P
order probably
dad, where she arrived Feb. 7. Cables |
will be the size and form of .election J
will cost the city of
there
were not answered, but newsthe city council. The draft of a
|
paper
clippings and details of how affederal plan of charter, prepared by
fairs stood here were sent to Ponce]
TJ. I. Litzler, contemplates a large
t de Leon, Porto Rico,, and to Hamilcity council elected by wards. A maI ton, Bermuda. The reports awaiting
jprity of the commissioners are said
the chief at Ponce de Leon also werel
to favor this plan of election.- It was
j
unanswered, but the effort to reachp
stated last night that election by
'
Kohler
ended yesterday with the" in-]
wards is not necessary under the fedI terview at Hamilton.
eral, plan and commissioners who faKohler's enemies now are fightingl
vor election at large may seek to
| to have his name kept off the pension!
eliminate the provision for a ward
Ilist. That he will resign or be forced
election.
lout they seem-to think'certain.
E. W. Doty, Ralph V. Brandt
Charles T. Scott, S, S. Stilwell and J.'
E. Tuckerman are fledg-ed to a small
council elected at large. The Progressive Constitution league favored
such a council and the five commissioners mentioned advocated, the plan
This undoubtedly will be strongly
contested when the council discussion
is opened.
Proposals are being considered by
some civic and sociological organizations for a city department of recrea
[tion, and will be argued before th_
commission at a date to be fixed bv
the schedule committee. E. M Wil
liams yesterday said he is in favor of
such a department, but that he has
given the detail of the question no
thought.
The general plan includes the plac
ing of questions of housing, dance
halls, parks, recreation places and all
forms of public recreation directly un
der the city government.
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AISE CITYS DEBT
OVER TWO MILLION
Ordinances Introduced Last {
Night Would Lift Total
to $42,007,340.
Call

for Expenditures
Seven Branches of
• Activities.

EXTENDS

LIGHT

for

WORKS

Proposition Included in List Would
Have City Compete for Downtown
Electricity business—Bond IKSIIC
of $200,000 for City Hospital at
Scrnnton-rd S. W. Opposed—Borrowing Power of City Cnt Materially by Proposals—Would Eliminate Grade Crossings.
Cleveland's bonded indebtedness
will be $42,007,340 if council passes
seven ordinances authorizing the issue of $2,140,000 bonds, which wevf
Introduced at last night's meeting at
the request of Mayor Baker and other
administration heads.
Opposition to certain of tho proposed issues was voiced by councilmen when the list of administration
projects was made public.
'Not one of the seven projects mentioned is as important as a water
filtration plant," said Councilman
FitzGerald. "A pure water supply
and an adequate police force are two
matters that should be given attention above all else."
Oppi sition developed yesterday to
a ^proposed $200,000 bond issue for
now City hospital purposes when it
was ox plained the money was to be
used for additional buildings on the
Scranton-rd S. W. Those opposing expenditures for buildings on
this site declare building up of the
upper Cuyahoga valley with blast
furnaces because of the smoke and
will make the site on Scrauton-rd S. W. unsuited to a great institution such as was planned.
Plans Grade Eliminations.
The city Is about to receive bids
lontracts for erection on tho site
lildings costing $500,000. The \
Itional sum will bring the cost;
to $700,000
Lily $1,500,000
ly $2,000,000 will be expended it
ilans are followed.
The $2,1 lO.OtH) which the administration is planning to spend is divided as follows: $500,000 for municipal
ric lighting plant purposes; $250,000 Cor parks and boulevards; $200,0(H) for infirmaries and hospitals; $1,000,000 for sewers and paving; $65,<HK> for grade crossing eliminations at
nhoe-rd N. E. and, the Nickel1
Plate ami at K. 105th-st and the Lake
Shore; $50,000 for garbage plant im!ts; $75,000 for a cold stor-,1
plant and sheds at the new -West
market.
the 8.">IK\000 for lighting department purposes the city will take
Immediate steps to extend the lighting warfare in the downtown section.
]
lighting system will
be Installed throughout the business
nsions will be made

£*lr-ff-/<}/?> (?±&~~ $£ak^_
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from the plant now being constructed
BAPTISTS ASK REGULATION
on the lake front at the foot of E.
53d-st in order that light sand power Brotherhood Holds Annual Meetcan be furnished to large concerns in
ing: at First Church Tonight.
the downtown section.
Resolutions
recommending regulaIf the suit restraining the city from
tion of the liquor traffic will be adoptproceeding with the sale of the $1,- ed at the annual meeting of the Bap500,000 bonds still remaining of the tist brotherhood this evening in the j
Issue authorized by vote of the people First Baptist church. Prospect-av S.
is decided in favor of the city with- E. and E. 46th-st. Officers for next i
will be elected.
in the next two months, the ordinance year
The cl\?rc committee will report on \
authorizing the $500,000 bond issue its operations from Oct. 30, 1911 to
Feb. IS, 1913.
will be repealed.
The result of conferences held with
Enemies Here Now Fight to
Mayors Baehr and Baker and with
Cuts Borrowing Power.
former
Safety Director Frank G.
With the $250,000 worth of park Hogen will
be reviewed. No referPrevent His Getting Any
bonds the breakwater for the westerly ence will be made to present relations
to
Chief
Kohler.
lake front boulevard extension will be
Pension if He Goes
constructed and the inner boulevard
chain will bo completed. The city
now has $320,000 in hand for park
Chief Kohler, in Hamilton, Bermuda
purposes.
Monday received positive information
With the $50,000 garbage bonds a
that he must resign as chief of police
warehouse for the storage of tankor stand trial before the civil service
age will be built and other improvecommission on serious charges.
ments carried out. The two grade
He refused to make any statement
crossing1 projects have been under
but spent two hours reading Cleveconsideration for a number of years.
newspaper clippings telling the
Attorney General and Mayor land
One of the most important of the
developments here; since he went on
the Panama trip January 2fi
Clash on Scope of Home
paving projects under the $1,000,000
bond issue will be the repaving of
!toKboMr t0
°k Vme from sightseeing
Rule
Amendment.
1 -t, ,? !everal serious conferences
St. Clair-av N. E. from E. 9th-st
with his friend, W. B. Gongwer, who
east.
™iL°T„P ^"l0*3 ilim ,on tne triP- Gong'
ayor Bakers chief po]iti
The city's borrowing power by
Cox
Asks
Disputants
to
Await
j
i?,tenam
->
vote of the council is nearly $3,000,a
m re
a m n& the
nartv that
tw' Kohler's
T°- ^ . °resignation
^nama
000. This will leave a margin of
Result of Test Case
party
has
nearly $1,000,000 after parsing the
been demanded by cable. Kohler re
Pending.
fused to discuss the story
bond issue ordinances introduced last
Mayor
Baker Monday denied it.
evening.
Expected Here Thursday
Plain Dealer Bureau,
A portion of this authority will be
44 E. Broad-st,
used in the issue of bonds for openrJ*e Cllicf wU1 reach Now* York
COLUMBUS, O., Feb. 17.
U ednesday and is expected to return
ing Carnegie-av S. E. and other east
Conflict of opinion between Attor-.to Cleveland immediately, getting here
and west thoroughfares to the East ney General T. S. Hogan and Mayor ^1?"Jfday_Inor,ning- Mayor Baker de
End and there will be an additional Newton D. Baker of Cleveland over clined to say how rapidly he will act
atter the chief reaches Cleveland
issue for lower river straightening
the scope of the home rule amend- It is likely Kohler will begiven
purposes if certain questions in con- ment to the constitution In Its effect time to confer with his friends and
nection with the Superior-Detroit
on municipal utilities was argued this fet acquainted with the situation. If
high level bridge project are settled
.afternoon at a ponference of those c^r^ll^e' nied" •Utnafhlnf "°
in the near future.
: two, Gov. James M. Cox, John N. If he determines to stand pat' he'
All of the bonds save the grade
Stockwell, assistant city solicitor of'm"st stanch trial on. charges which
crossing bonds bear 41-4 per cent,
Cleveland, and other state officials. (were matters of evidence in"the divorce case of Samuel D. Schearer
interest.
Mayor Baker maintains that thj against May Schearer.
It was reported last evening folhome rule
amendment absolutely The chief's enemies here are assum
lowing introduction of a resolution >wiped out any authority or jurisdic ing that he must resign or be ousted"
by Councilman Andrews calling for
tion that the state public servic< and are fighting now to prevent his
a report from the directors of public , commission had over municipal utill getting any pension,
sei vice and safety showing the num- j ties, such as street car companies If Kohler resign^ voluntarily he
gas, water or electric light companies' gets no pension. If he stands trial
ber of city employes who work longer j either municipally or privately owned and is ousted,, the charge'not
involvthan eight hours a day that an opinion j prior to Jan. 1.
ing dishonesty or a felony he gets
Attorney General Hogan holds th half pension, $62.50 a month
If he
was about to come from the attorney j
contrary. He says that previous t is retired under a certificate' of iil
general at Columbus making the pothe home rule amendment going int health, lie would get a full pension
Jjce and fire department members effect, Jan. 1, the state exercised Two of the five pension trustees are
subject to the elgnt-EouT amendment dual relation, one over the city itselsaid to be against giving Kohler any
to the constitution as well as city the other over municipal utilities. TV. pension.
home rule amendment, the attorne.
w jvkmen.
' The Andrews resolution calls for a general contends, merely wiped out |
complete list of city employes who the state's relation to the city, leavhave a longer working day than eight ing intact the relation of the state
hours. If Attorney General T. S. Ho- over municipal utilities.
The question will involve one of
gan decides the eight hour amendment applies to police and firemen the main provisions of the new public
utilities
bill, which is all but ready for
the city would have to install a threesubmission to the legislature.
■ shift system.
Gov. Cox said tonight that, inasOpposition to raising salaries of
'division heads in the water depart- much as there will be a test case in
the
supreme court over the question,
ment caused a clash, and am amendthe utilities bill will be so drawn as
I ment to the department salary ordito be effective in either instance. It
■ nance as indorsed by the council comwill give the public service commismittee, was voted down because it
sion jurisdiction over all state public
made provision for the increases. The
utilities as well as such utilities as
r.dment was offered by Councilthe municipality does not control.
man Eepp. The ordinance finally
This, said the governor tonight, will
passed aUows increases for machinists
leave the question open, to be deterand employes occupying minor posimined by the supreme court.
tions in the department. The union
Mayor Baker will return here
scales was allowed in all cases.
Another debate . ensued regarding Thursday, at which time the utilities
passage of ah ordinance authorizing
bill again will be discussed.

LEARNS
:R FIRE
UT WON'T TALK!

HOGAN URGES CURB
ON BAKER'S VIEW

from the plant now being constructed BAPTISTS ASK REGULATION
on the lake front at the foot of E.
53d-st in order that light*and power Brotherhood Holds Annual Meeting: at First Church Tonight.
can be furnished to large concerns/In
the downtown section.
Resolutions recommending regulaIf the suit restraining the city from
tion of the liquor traffic will be adoptproceeding with the sale of the $1,- ed at the annual meeting of the Bap500,000 bonds still remaining of the tist brotherhood this evening In the •
issue authorized by vote of the people First Baptist church. Prospect-av S. j
is decided in favor of the city with- E. and E. 46th-st. Officers for next j
will be elected.
Ordinances Introduced Last in the next two months, the ordinance year
The ei^c committee will report on |
authorizing
the
$500,000
bond
issue
its
operations
from Oct. 30, 1911 to ■
Wight Would Lift Total
Feb. IS, 1913.
will be repealed.
The result of conferences held with
Enemies Here Now Fight to
to $42,007,340.
Mayors Baehr and Baker and with
Cuts Borrowing Power.
former Safety Director Frank G.
With the $250,000 worth of park Hogen will be reviewed. No referPrevent His Getting Any
bonds the breakwater for the westerly ence will be made to present relations to Chief Kohler.
Call for Expenditures
lake front boulevard extension will be
Pension if He Goes
constructed and the inner boulevard
Seven Branches of
chain will be completed. The city |
• Activities.
now has $320,000 in hand for park j
Chief Kohler, in Hamilton, Bermuda
Monday received positive information
purposes.
j
that he must resign as chief of police
With the $50,000 garbage bonds a
EXTENDS LIGHT WORKS warehouse for the storage of tank-1
or stand trial before the civil service
commission on serious charges.
age will be built and other improveProposition Included in List Would ments carried out. The two grade,
He refused to make any statement,
1
but spent two hours reading CleveHave City Compete tor Downtown crossing projects have been under
consideration for a number of years. Attorney General and Mayor land newspaper clippings telling the
Electricity Imslness—Bond Issue
developments here since he went on
One of the most important of the
of $200,000 for City Hospital lit paving projects under the $1,000,000 ,
the Panama trip January 20
Clash on Scope of Home
Kohler took time from sightseeing
Scrnnton-rd S. W. Opposed—Bor- bond issue will be the repaying of
to hold several serious conferences
Rule Amendment.
rowing Power of City Cnt Matcrl- St. Clair-av N. E. from ' E. Oth-st
with his friend, W. B. Gongwer, who
I
1
?f„c_omPa;n.ied him on the trip. Gong
oily by Proposals—Would I31iml- east.
The city's borrowing power by Cox Asks Disputants to Await j n£tenan?yor Bakers ehief pom^
nnte Grade Crossings.
vote of the council is nearly $3,000,It was rumored among the Panama
Result of Test Case
000. This will leave a margin of
party that Kohler's resignation has
been
demanded by cable. Kohler renearly
$1,000,000
after
parsing
the
Cleveland's bonded indebtedness
Pending.
fused to discuss the story. Mavnr
bond
issue
ordinances
introduced
last
will be $42,007,340 tf council passes
Baker Monday denied it.
evening.
seven ordinances authorizing the isExpected Here Thursday
Plain Dealer Bureau,
A portion of this authority will be
44 E. Broad-st,
The chief will reach New York
sue of ,$2,140,000 bonds, which weul used in the issue of bonds for openCOLUMBUS, O., Feb. 17.
V. ednesday and is expected to return
introduced at last night's meeting at ing Carnegie-av S. E. and other east
Conflict of opinion between Attor-.to Cleveland immediately, getting here
and
west
thoroughfares
to
the
East
ney General T. S. Hogan and Mayor Thursday morning. Mayor Baker dethe request of Mayor Baker and other
End and there will be an additional Newton D. Baker of Cleveland over gg** ^ f ^aS^erand ^
e
administration heads.
issue for lower river straightening
Opposition to certain of the pro- purposes if certain questions in con- the scope of the home rule amend- It is likely Kohler will be given
ment to the constitution in its effect time to confer with his friends and
posed issues was voiced by council- nection with the Superior-Detroit
on municipal utilities was argued this ^ct acquainted with the .situation. If
men when the list of administration high level bridge project are settled .afternoon at a conference of those l^.^^^^^^^obability no
in the near future.
: two, Gov. James M. Cox, John N. fi he determines to stand pat, he'
projects was made public.
All of the bonds save the grade
Stockwell, assistant city solicitor ofm"st stand trial on charges which'
'Not one of the seven projects men- | crossing bonds bear 41-4 per cent.
Cleveland, and other state officials. I ^re '"a"er-s; °£ evidence in the di-,
.voice case of Samuel D. Schearer
tioned is as important as a water | interest.
Mayor Baker maintains that tn< against May Schearer.
It was reported last evening folfiltration plant,'' said Councilman
home rule
amendment
absolutely The chiefs enemies here are assumwiped out any authority or jurisdiC' ing that he must resign or be ousted
FitzGerald.
"A pure water supply lowing introduction of a resolution
by Councilman Andrews calling for tion that the state public servic* and are fighting now to prevent his
and an adequate police force are two
a report from the directors of public ' commission had over municipal utili; getting any pension,
matters that should be given atten- an: vice and safety showing the num- j ties, such as street car companies If Kohler resigns voluntarily, he
gas, water or electric light companies gets no pension. If he stands trial
her of city employes who work longer j either municipally or privately owned and is ousted, the charge not involvtion above all else."
ing dishonesty or a felony, he gets
Opposition developed yesterday to than eight hours a day that an opinion | prior to Jan. 1.
Attorney General Hogan holds th half pension. $62.50 a month. If he'
was about to come from the attorney j
a^proposed $200,000 bond issue for
contrary. He says that previous t is retired under a certificate of ill
general at Columbus making the ponow City hospital purposes when it
the home rule amendment going int health, he would get a full pension
lice and lire department members effect, Jan. 1, the state exercised Two of the five pension trustees are
was explained the money was to be
"subject to the eight-hour amendment dual relation, one over the city itselsasid to be against giving Kohler any
used for additional buildings on the
to the constitution as well as city the other over municipal utilities. Til pension.
site on Scranton-rd S. W. Those ophome rule amendment, the attorne.
_.—
workmen.
posing expenditures for buildings on
contends, merely wiped out ]
' The Andrews resolution calls for a general
state's relation to the city, leav- j
this site declare building up of the
complete list of city employes who the
upper Cuyahoga valley with blast
have a longer working day than eight ing intact the relation of the state
hours. If Attorney General T. S. Ho- over municipal utilities.
furnaces because of the smoke and
The question will involve one of
gan decides the eight hour amendfumes will make the site on Scranment applies to police and firemen the main provisions of the new public
utilities
bill, which is all but ready for
ton-rd S. W. unsuited to a great inthe city would have to install a threesubmission to the legislature.
shift system.
stitution such as was planned.
Gov. Cox said tonight that, InasOpposition to raising salaries of
Plnns tirade Klhiilaatlona.
division heads in the water depart- much as there will be a test case in
the supreme court over the question,
city is about to receive bids
ment caused a clash, and am amendthe utilities bill will be so drawn as
on contracts for erection on the site ment to the department salary ordito be effective in either instance. It
allldlngs costing $500,000. The nance as indorsed by the council comwill give the public service commismittee was voted down because it
:il sum will bring the cost j
revision for the increases. The sion jurisdiction over all state public
utilities as well as such utilities as
to $700,000 and eventually $1,500,000 amendment was offered by Councilthe municipality does not control.
man "epp. The ordinance finally
or possibly $11,000,000 will be expendThis, said the governor tonight, will
passed aUows increases for machinists
ed if pre!
are followed.
leave the question open, to be deterand employes occupying minor posiThe $2,140,000 which the adminismined by the supreme court.
tions in the department. The union
Mayor Baker will return here
tration is planning' to spend is divid- scales was allowed in all cases.
Another debate . ensued regarding . Thursday, at which time the utilities
ed as follows: $500,000 for municipal passage
of ah ordinance authorizing
bill again will be discussed.
itric lighting plant purposes; $250,o
payment of $5,500 to County Engi1X10 for parks and boulevards; $200,elect W. A. Stinehcomb for
000 for infirmaries and hospitals; $1,- plans for the new $110,000 bath
house at Edgewater park and for
000,000 for sewers and paving; $65,- supervision of construction. The or(KH) for grade crossing eliminations at dinance finally passed In an amended
rd X. E. and the Nickel form.
.,
_
It was claimed by Councilman DurPlate and at E. 105th-st and the Lake
kin that under an ordinance passed
Shore; $50,000 for garbage plant im- by the council some time ago. Stinchprovements; $7o,000 for a cold stor- comb was entitled merely to a perage plant and sheds at the new .West centage covering the cost of plans, as
the ordinance directed that in the
Side market.
future all City buildings should be
With the $500,000 for lighting de- erected under the supervision of the
partment purposes the city will take . biHialng"inspector
Service Director W. J. Springborn
Immediate steps to extend the lighting warfare in the downtown section. stated in reply that the council had
! not allowed the building inspector
irnamental lighting system will funds for employment of an archibe Installed throughout the business
An ordinance was passed amnor- :
msions will be made
tzing expenditure of $2,500 for bath- '
! ing suits. The city is planning to
:hase old Edgewater bath house]
equipment for this summer's use.
,uncilman French introduced an j
ordinance authorizing extension of]
the Unfon-av car line from E. 93d-st]
. lltith-st to give 3-cent fare to |
the Newburg section.
Ordinances authorizing construction of subway entrances to Gordon!
park at E. T'.hh-st and to Edgewater!
park at W. 76th'-st and W. 65th-st|
were passed.
The council also authorised expen-l
diturc of funds tor a new $125,000j
tion to the house of correction atf
rensville and for a $55,000 a
tion to the tuberculoa
irium|
nsville.
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EAST END GETS
CROSSTOWN LINE
IN 79TH STREET

Relieves Other Routes.
The E. 55th street line is among i
the worst crowded in Cleveland.
Traffic figures furnished Mqnday by
the
Cleveland Railway Company
show that it carried 23,335,572 passengesr in 1912. This number is excessive, as a comparison of the rides per
I car mile with the average for the
i system shows. In 1913 the number of
I rides per car mile averaged 9.946 for
the entire system. During the same
period the average number of rides
on the E. 55th street line was 13.2.
On E. 105th street the number of
l passengers, while well over the averCity councilmen believe that Mayor
I age, was not as heavy in comparison
Baker's threatened action in regard
! as the number on the E. 55th street
to filing charges against Chief Kohler
i line. There were 18,703,729 passengers
when the chief returns from Panama
and 10.6 per ear mile.
The E. 55th street line is the old- this week is only the first step in a I
lest cross-town line east of the river reorganization of the police force.
'and was built by the old Cleveland
"The mayor is taking the whole I
I City Railway. The E. 105th street matter of the force in his own hands," |
jline is less than twenty years old.
declared Chairman Robert Koch of j
The new line is expected by trac- the council police committee Monday.
Investigation by a staff correspontion men to develop a volume of new
business and to build up the terri- dent of the Leader in New York Montory through which it runs. It will day disproved a strong report that
open up for ready access to car serv- was current among the chief's friends
ice any number of points where peo- \ ^here that Kohler would be retained to
pie now have long walks before they ; clean up the New York police force
| and would resign in order to take a
A new East End crosstown can reach a car line.
! better job.
Will Boost Realty Prices.
line, extending from Gordon
Baker.to Prosecute, Also.
It will further make communication
Park to Woodland avenue along between the east and west traction j Mayor Baker, it was authoritatively
arteries much more rapid. Under ex- j stated in his behalf Monday, will not
E. 79th street, has been agreed isting conditions, a person desiring only prefer charges against Kohler
will attend to the prosecution of
upon by Mayor Baker, Traction to go from E. 81st street and Hough but
avenue to E. 81st street and Euclid them. When Mayor Baehr suspended
Commissioner Peter "Witt and avenue has to travel by ear more the chief in 1911, the charges were
five times the distance between \ not prosecuted by him.
the directors of the Cleveland than
the two points.
Reports that Kohler's friends would
Realty prices are expected to rise in hire. William H. Boyd, the attorney
Bailway Company as a service
(the territory affected, which is almost' who defended Kohler in his last
' extension for this year, it devel- entirely given over to residential trial, to defend him in this, were
property, and access -to rapid transit! current Monday. The case for the
oped Monday.
Consents for the extension from facilities is regarded as an. important ' prosecution will in every probability
factor in the valuation of home sites.; j kg presented by City Solicitor E. K.
St. Clair avenue north to the entrance
The first for the new line came \ YVileox. Although Mayor Baker has
of Gordon Park were filed Monday Monday night in the city council
i ' steadfastly refused to discuss the
with the city council.
when an ordinance authorizing con- j deteUs of the Kohler case, he is iraFor the portion of the line from struction of a loop on E. S2d street | : derstood to have taken it up already
Hough avenue to Woodland avenue, and E. 79th street from St. Clair j with Wilcox.
avenue to Gordon Park was passed, j
The story that Kohler had been
E. 79th street is practically certain to
It had been pending for more than j requested to clean up the New York
be the route. A detour a few blocks
force gained wide currency among
east or west will have to be made for a year.
Traction Commissioner Witt also i
the part of the line not included in , sent to the council an ordinance to i his friends here. The Leader corthese two sections, because E. 79th extend the Union avenue line from respondent reported Monday night
street is not continuous in that terri- E. 93d street to E. 110th street, giv- that if such a plan had been considered in New York by the members
tory.
ing service to the recently annexed of the Civic Forum, befoi-e which
Directors Authorize Line.
territory formerly Newburg.
The Kohler made an address just prior
Witt Monday refused to confirm or council had resolutions to authorize
to his sailing, it had been abandoned
deny the statement that E. 79th street the pin-chase of 532,000 worth of autowhen news reached New York of
is to be the exact route but from matic work train icars and cranes.
the part Kohler was alleged to play
other sources this.was learned to be
in the Shearer divorce case here.
true.
X. Y. Not After Kohler.
"One thing is certain," Witt said,
Robert Erskine Ely, chief factor of
"a crosstown line will be built to
the Forum, said he knew of no plan
serve the territory between E. 55th
to bring Kohler to New York.
street and E. 105th street.
"Chief Kohler I personally believe
Cleveland Railway directors, at
to be a thoroughly honest and
their meeting Saturday, authorized
moral man." Ely said. "I presume
work looking toward the new line.
lie has made enemies as all reformThe residents of the district which
ers do and, in fact, I received a
the line will tap, in many meetings
newspaper clipping from_so_ni' orj
of a number of civic organizations,
including the Chamber of Progress,
have demanded that such a line be
put in.
Witt said Monday the necessity for
the line was immediate and that the
two existing East End cross-town
lines were crowded to capacity. The
new line will run only so far as
Woodland avenue southerly, because
the traffic on the other lines past that
point can be handled easily by existing accommodations, and the territory between the two lines is
sparsely populated except in the immediate vicinity of the present east j
and west lines and along the routes!
of the present cross-town lines.
j

I Route is Agreed on by Baker,
I Witt and Cleveland Railway Company Directors.

SAY BAKER PLANS TO
REORGANIZE POLICE

Councilmen Believe Kohler
Trial Just First Step in
That Direction.

JWILL SERVE GORDON PARK
Cars From Lake to Woodland Ave.
! to Solve Transit Problem
and Boost Realty.
COUNCIL

TAKES INITIAL STEP

m

BAKER TO FIGHT!
FOR HOME RULE'
IN UTILITY PLAN
Mayor Toils Governor That
'Charter Gives City Control of Service Corporations: Backed by Citizens.
COX WANTS BOARD
TO GOVERN AFFAIRS
Cleveland Delegation to Oppose Bill Unless It Proves
Satsfactory to Leaders
Supporting- Movement.
BY JOHN T. BOURKE.

COLUMBUS, February 17.—
Radically conflicting ideas as to
the control of cities over public
utilities under the homo rule
amendment to the constitution
were expressed at a conference
today, attended by Governor
Cox and Mayor Baker, of Cleveland, during -which were discussed the provisions of the administration bill reorganizing
the state public service commission and amending the present
utilities law.
Declaring the home rule amendment gives municipalities unlimited.
and absoluie authority in regulation
of privately owned as well as mil
nicipally -nwncrt pubi.y;- fffipiif^rrmor
porations
Governor,
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Believes Other Routes.
i
The E. 55th street line is among |
the worst crowded in Cleveland. \
Traffic figures furnished Monday by f
the Cleveland Railway Company i
show that it carried 23,335,572 passen- j
gesr in 1912. This number is exces- j
sive, as a comparison of the rides per j
j car mile with the average for the
i system shows. In 1913 the number of Coiuicilinen Believe Kohler
I rides per car mile averaged 9.946 for
Trial Just First Step in
the entire system. During the same
period the average number of rides
That Direction.
on the E. 55th street line was 13.2.
On E. 105th street the number of
I passengers, while well over the ayerCity councilmen believe that Mayor
i age, was not as heavy in comparison
Baker's
threatened action in regard
i as the number on the E. 55th street
i line. There were 18,703,729 passengers to filing charges against Chief Kohler
when the chief returns from Panama
and 10.6 per car mile.
The E. 55th street line is the old- this week is only the first step in a
! est cross-town line east of the river reorganization of the police force.
and was built by the old Cleveland
"The mayor is taking the whole
Railway. The E. 105th street matter of the force in his own hands,"
Cars From Lake to Woodland Ave. City
line is less than twenty years old.
declared Chairman Robert Koch of
The new line is expected by trac- the council police committee Monday.
to Solve Transit Problem
tion men to develop a volume of new
Investigation by a staff correspon- ;
business and to build up the terri- dent of the Leader in New York Monand Boost Realty.
tory through which it runs. It will day disproved a strong report that
open up for ready access to car serv- was current among the chief's friends
COUNCIL TAKES INITIAL STEP ice any number of points where peo- '".here
that Kohler would be retained to
ple now have long walks before they ; :cl"ean up the New York police force
and would resign in order to take a
A new East End crosstown can reach a car line.
Will Boost Realty Prices.
better job.
line, extending from Gordon
It will further make Communication j
Baker to Prosecute, Also.
Park to "Woodland avenue along - between the east and west traction | Mayor Baker, it was authoritatively
arteries much more rapid. Under ex- ! stated in his behalf Monday, will not
E. 79th street, has been agreed isting conditions, a person desiring | only prefer charges against Kohler
upon by Mayor Baker, Traction to go from E. 81st street and Hough | but will attend to the prosecution of
avenue to E. 81st street and Euclid | them. When Mayor Baehr suspended
Commissioner Peter "Witt and avenue has to- travel by ear more \ the chief in 1911, the charges were
than five times the distance between | not prosecuted by him.
the directors of the Cleveland the two points.
Reports that Kohler's friends would
Realty prices are expected to rise in hire, William H. Boyd, the attorney
Railway Company as a service
the territory affected, which is almost
defended Kohler in his last
extension for this year, it devel- entirely given over to residential who
trial,, to/defend him in this, were
property, and access to rapid transit j current Monday. The case for the
oped Monday.
Consents for the extension from facilities is regarded as an, important { prosecution will in every probability;
factor in the valuation of home sites. ' be presented by City Solicitor E. K.
St. Clair avenue north to the entrance
The first for the new line came \ j.Wilcox. Although Mayor Baker has
of Gordon Park were filed Monday Monday night in the city council,,'
' steadfastly refused to discuss the
when an ordinance authorizing con- \ I details of the Kohler case, he is unwith the city council.
For the portion of the line from struction of a loop on E. S2d street! derstood to have taken-it up already
Hough avenue to Woodland avenue, ,and E. 79th street from St. Clair | with Wilcox.
avenue to Gordon Park was passed, j
The story that Kohler had been
E. 79th street is practically certain to
It had been pending for more than requested to clean up the New York
be the route. A detour a few blocks
year.
force gained wide currency among
east or west will have to be made for a Traction
Commissioner Witt also!
the part of the line not included in j sent to the council an ordinance to! his friends here. The Leader corthese two sections, because E. 79th ; extend the Union avenue line from respondent reported Monday night
street is not continuous in that terri- E. 93d street to E. 110th street, giv- that if such a plan had been considered in New York by the members
tory.
ing service to the recently annexed of the Civic Forum, before which
Directors Authorize lane.
territory formerly Newburg .
The Kohler made an address just prior
Witt Monday refused to confirm or council had resolutions to authorize to his sailing', it had been abandoned
deny the statement that 33. 79th street the purchase of $32,000 worth of auto- when news reached New York of
. is to be the exact route but from matic work train cars and cranes.
the part Kohler was alleged to play
other sources this,was learned to be
,in the Shearer divorce case here.
true.
N. Y. Not After Kohler.
"One thing is certain," Witt said,
Robert Erskine Ely, chief factor of
"a crosstown line will be built to
the Forum, said he knew of no plan
serve the territory between E. 55th
to bring Kohler to New York.
street and E. 105th street.
"Chief Kohler I personally believe
Cleveland Railway directors, at
to be a thoroughly honest and
their meeting Saturday, authorized
moral man," Ely said. "I presume j
work looking toward the new line.
he has made enemies as all reform- I
The residents of the district which
erg do and, in fact, I received a j
the line will tap, in many meetings
newspaper clipping from someone in;
of a number of civic organizations,
Cleveland attacking him. His ad- !
including the Chamber of Progress,
dress made a very profound impreshave demanded that such a line be
sion. Among the addresses of the
put in.
,■•
twenty-five speakers we have stood
Witt said Monday the necessity for
sponsor for in the last five years it
the line was immediate and that the
was conceded that Chief Kohler's
two existing East End cross-town
v a." the best. However, it is all nonlines were crowded to capacity. The
sense to say that we are advocating
new line will run only so far as
his coming to New York to help the
Woodland avenue southerly, because
police clean up the city."
the traffic on the other lines past that
Secretary Howes, of the New York
point can be handled easily by exCity
Club, a leading reform organizaisting accommodations, and the tertion, said he heard Kohler's address
ritory between the two lines is
and was impressed with its force but
sparsely populated except in the imheard of no plan to bring Kohler
mediate vicinity of the present cast i
to New York. The report was denied
and west lines and along the routes I
by Mayor Gaynor's representative j
of the present cross-town lines.
and Mr. Buekner of the police in- j
vestigating committee had not heard
it. Police Commissioner Waldo said!
lie had no knowledge of it.
Kohler's friends are in doubt
j whether he wilt resign or fight. Unless he is retired on a siirgeon'sj
certificate of physical aisaouity,

EAST END GETS
CROSSTOWN LINE
IN 79TH STREET
Route Is Agreed on by Baker,
Witt and Cleveland Railway Company Directors.

WILL SERVE GORDON PARK

I

SAY BAKER PLANS TO
REORGANIZE POLICE

BAKER TO FIGHT!
1
FOR HOME RULE
IB UTILITY PLAIN
Mayor Tells Governor That
1
Charter Gives City Control of Service Corporations; Backed by Citizens.
COX WANTS BOAED
TO GOVERN AFFAIRS
Cleveland Delegation to Oppose Bill Unless It Proves
Satsfactory to Leaders
Supporting Movement.
BY JOHN T. BOURKE.

COLUMBUS, February 17.—
Badically conflicting ideas as to
the control of cities over public
utilities under the home rule
amendment to the constitution
were expressed at a conference
today, attended by Governor
Cox and Mayor Baker, of Cleve-j
land, during which were discussed the provisions of the administration bill reorganizing
the state public service commission and amending the present
utilities law.
Declaring the home rule amendment gives municipalities unlimited,
and absolute authority in regulation
of privately owned as well as municipally owned public service corporations, Mayor Baker told the
Governor, Attorney General Hogan,
Democratic State Chairman Finley
and others at the meeting that he
believed cities are vested with power
to fix rates, dictate conditions of
service, order extensions and otherwise exercise control.
Oppose Baker Idea.
Though Governor Cox announced
that he was at the conference in the
capacity of a referee and would take
no side in the controversy, his chief
administration aides, including Attorney General Hogan, State Chairman Finley, Judge William L. Dechant and Special Counsel C. C.
Marshall, emphatically asserted their
disagreement with the Baker idea,
and it is believed the executive shares
their view that the state, through
the public service commission, alone
may supervise and regulate utilities.
Assistant City Solicitor John N.
Stockwell, of Cleveland, strenuously
supported Mayor Baker's contention
as did Senator Carl D. Friebolin and
Representative Den P. Mills. T'he.J.
attitude of the entire Cleveland delegation in the Assembly as to the
utilities bill will depend on whether
the final draft of the measure has the
mayor's approval.
When Baker left the conference to
go to Pittsburg after nearly two
hours' argument behind closed doors,
the vital point was still unsettled
though it was said an agreement be
reached before the measure is introduced.
Will Name Exemptions.
Mayor Baker was asked to draft
that section of the^ bill which will
name the utilities that are to be
exempt from regulation by the.stated
Should he persist .in his present view
I and insist on exemption from state
control of all utilities inside of city
limits, whether privately or publicly
owned, the provision he drafts will
doubtless be rejected. In that event
it is likely the Cleveland legislators
will oppose the measure introduced.
Mayor Baker conceeded the contention of Governor Cox as expressed
lin his message to the assembly, that
Imunicipally owned utilities should be
Isubjected to the same standards of
Accounting as those privately owned.
§The Governor, in turn, admitted that
[cities should have the right of controlling utilities they own.
I It had been expected to have the
Ibill ready for introduction tonight,
I but the wide divergence of opinion
las to state control means several
I days' postponement. There is a possibility that the present law may be
I unchanged in its regulatory features.
Discuss Bigelow Bill.
The Clevelanders' protest against
Istate regulation of utilities was not
I the only big propostion put up to the
I Gpvernor today to iron out. Tonight
I the state executive was in conference
I with Mayor Hunt, of Cincinnati, and
(Representative Herbert S. Bigelow
seeking to adjust their differences
with reference to the Bigelow bill,
I revoking the fifty-year franchise of
I the Cincinnati Traction Company.
The principle involved reaches belyond the c .fines of Cincinnati, for if
la franchise revocation law is found
I to be constitutional in the Cincinnati
lease the system of giving grants for
la fixer" term may be overturned,
I present franchise's revoked and inI determinate grants ( given to public
I service corporations all over the
| state.
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Wednesday, Feb. 19, 1913
MUNY BONDS BILL UP
mtttee

to-

SfB*?cWadIt° '■'"»'«»•• the On-

'■ nanal bill, wbicB nuthorsue bonds for
tne construction of a subway u»,
fler the canal, and the Mills and
Snyder bills, which would lake
•PPorting bonds, such as
those issued for purchase of pubic utilities, putsfde the limits of
Longworth bond limitati,
'Us bill was drawn bv
-I

PLANS HEAT FOR l
ENTIRE CITY'
Springbarn

and

Mayor

Baker

WHIP CHARGES |! BAPTISTS1L HECKLE ~ PICK FEDERAL PLAN
BAKER ON SALOONS
i INTO SHAPE AS
R
CHARTER
WORH
KOHLER COMES
Framers, Adopting Report,
Members of the Baptist brotherI hood declared they would carry on
j their fight against saloons until all
i were closed on Sundays in speeches
j at the annual banquet of the
I brotherhood, in the First Baptist
Attorneys Confident Case Is church, Prospect avenue and East
! 46th street, Tuesday night.
as long as there is any fight
Complete Against Chief; 1 in "And
me," said John A. Chamberlin,
president of the brotherhood, "I am
going after Mayor Baker until he
Think He'll Fight
Hakes back his statement that he will
(enforce the laws as he sees fit.
"It is up to Baker to enforce the
IF BAKER DOES NOT ACT, | Sunday
closing law or get out of'

BUSTARD'S EXPECTED TO
Police Head Maintains a Silence as Steamer Magan-

r^'iest station for a year and
if results arrant w«'^
mend the city go into the heating

bU

bi

8

r^ct\o |fep ^data

K ef tillBE the buifding
other stations in various sec„f ti,B pitv It would be raj
, n8
,° rnr the city ultimately to
lt,;l
" ,ti,t entire city with heat.

NO CITY MOOSE
TICKET IN FALL
Standing pat on the progressive
platform which declares for nonpartisan munlcVJai government,
rs of the Wuyahoga-co proive club decjhro they will not
bring out a bullUnoosfe city ticket
(all. The (tub hbids its tec-,
„n,I mooting in Vfeber's hall, Tuesday night.
lohn I). Fackllr, president, and |
Cov O Farquharson, chairman of
membership committee, exconfidence that the charter
aission will draft a charter
Iding for nonpartisan city
Committees on legislation, emy in public office, and econ,„ the expenditure of public
funds arc to be appointed. But
,,„,,
rB dlsbiaim any intention of using theln in an effort to
put ono of their number into the
mayorall
,
ror BaUeB undoubtedly is
regarded as a democrat and prob-;
a
abiy would be HO regarded In
nonpartisan canfpalgn, yet under
the projected udw charter, it does
not at all follofv his opponent
would be a bull moose, said Farr words, the
progressive party will foster nonpartisan city go|ernment in every
\ possibh
Fachler repolts a membership
of 500.

tic Wears New York

office,"

The brotherhood's civic committee,
which has been crusading for Sunday
closing and other law enforcement
since October 30. distributed its
printed report. which denounces
Mayor Baker, Chief Kohler and Tim
McDonough for their stand on Sunday closing-.

C0NC0N SPENDS TOO
MUCH, BAKER WRITES

The evidence to be presented
'against Chief Kohler when
charges are preferred against1
"him on his return to Cleveland), Long drawn out arbitration seems
was given its last finishing ! imminent unless the Concon and the
touches Wednesday, as theMty can agreeion the right °f the
Concon to spend more money for op
"hest
neared New
Dest chief"
cmei nearea
.\ew York>
i OI-K eration and maintenance than they"
aboard the Steamer MegantlC, re0eived under the Tayler ordinance
on which he journeyed to Pan- allowances.
ama with Cleveland bankers.
Mayor Baker, Wednesday, declared
The witnesses in the divorce case m a formal letter that the Coneon
of Sam D. Schearer, 2606 Daisy ave- has n0 ri ht to have deflcits in the
nue, in which Kohler figured and
, .
...
which will be the basis of the operating and maintenance funds,
charges went over their testimony There is such a deficit, amounting to
with Al'ex. C. MacKenzie, 524 Society $400,000. President Stanley of the.
1
for Savings, who represented Schear- Concon insists the company's ex> er in the suit, (and City Solicitor Wil- jpenditures all have been approved
!cox and assistants.
by Tractioner Witt, and that they
I "Everything is in readiness for the are regular.
'chief's return," said MacKenzie ( The Concon's and city's
attorWednesday. "There are four or fiveheys will try to agree upon the corwitnesses ready to testify.'
rect interpretation of the ordinance,
The Megantic, bearing Kohler, before asking arbitration.
failed to dock at New York at 81
o'clock Wednesday morning as expected. The vessel was late and not
expected until evening, according to
dispatches from New York. The
chief will come immediately to Cleveland to consult with his friends before deciding whether he will resign
or again face charges.
Attorney MacKenzie said the
charges against Kohler probably
would be brought by the administration.
"It's now up to Mayor Baker," said
Schearer Wednesday. "He has everything in the case. And if he doesn't
file the charges, I understand Rev.
W. W. Bustard will."
Schearer refused to discuss the case
at length.
"Kohler probably will talk big
when he gets hack." said Attorney
MacKenzie Wednesday. "He knows
it is futile to fight the charges, but
he probably will do so for the sake
of the pension, which he misses if he
resigns.
"When he was in my office the day
after Schearer decided to divorce his
wife, he said he had 'faced charges
before and could face them again'
and that he had 'fought the newspapers before and could fight them
again.' That, of course, was six
months ago, but he seemed to realize
charges were certain to be preferred
against him by somebody.
"Kohler said that he hadn't any
money when he was in my office and
that is why he may fight to get the
pension."

Indicate Only One Form
Thought Acceptable.
Select

Discussion Topics
Stated as Resolutions.

A program of topics for discussion
that is practical, based on adoption
of a federal scheme of government
for Cleveland was submitted by the
charter commission's committee on
program at the meeting last evening in the city hall and adopted by
the entire commission.
This was taken to indicate that,
if there is no popular indication of
opposition to the federal plan proceedings after tonight's meeting will
be based on the theory that a federal
plan is acceptable to the people of
the city.
The subject for discussion at tonight's meeting is the form of government.
The subhead in the
schedule for this evening is "Resolved
that the charter provide for the election of a mayor and a council."
The subject involves the question of
the advisability of adopting the federal plan or of choosing in its place
the city manager plan, commission
plan or council plan of government.
Many Suggestions Received.
Last night's meeting was held in
the office of the civil service commission and the large room used for
examinations was filled to capacity.
A numbtr of communications from
citizens containing suggestions for
the new charter were read by Secretary Mayo Fesler.
Among • them was a letter from
Jacob D. Cox, jr., who said the city
was in need of centralization of authority in its legislative affairs as
well as in administrative affairs.
It was his suggestion that to bring
this about the mayor and his cabinet be given votes in the council and
act with an equal number of eouncilmen on an executive committee
that would prescribe the form and
substance of new legislation.
This, committee, in his opinion,
would prove useful in preserving the
"introduction of that vast mass of,
sensation seeking-, half baked legislative proposals under which our
present councils and legislative
bodies are laboring."
The Sycamore club, a West Side,
Democratic organization, forwarded:
a communication indorsing a large |
council and ward representation.
Attorney Nathan Herstam suggested that the charter divide the city
into geographical divisions, each dii.iion to elect a governor that would
make known its wants in the common council and would attend to
service in the particular section represented.
A communication from W. A.
Rounds was read suggesting the election of a council paid to devote its
time to city affairs.
Asks Twenty Commissioners.

/f- /^/3

td~. /<?- /<?f&
John C. Dubbs suggested the election of fifteen or twenty district commissioners. Heads of departments
would be appointed by the commissioners. The mayor'and vice mayor
would be elected.
The committee on program recommended that the early meetings be
devoted to public discussions on the
framework of the new charter and
later meetings to important details,
that for eadh of the meetings a defi- !
nite subject for discussion be stated
in the form of a resolution, and that
the particular form in which the res-:
olutions are stated is not intended to'
forecast the views of any member of
the commission but merely to put the
subject for discussion in concrete
form.
The schedule of subjects is fixed
with the main purpose in view of enabling citizens or organizations to be
present and present views. Subjects
will be taken up. in the following order:
FORM OF GOVERNMENT.
"Resolved that the charter provide for
the election of a mayor and a council."
Questions Involved—Commission plan of
government, city manager plan, federal plan
and council plan.
THE CITY COUNCIL.
"Resolved that the council shall exercise
no administrative functions."
Questions involved—Approval of appointments and removals, approval of contracts,
functions with respect to special Improvement, general powers.
■>■*„.
"Resolved that the charter provide for a
council elected by wards."
Questions involved—Size of council, proportional representation, election at .large,
term of office and salaries, qualification of
members.
„^.„
THE MAYOR.
"Resolved that the mayor be elected, tor a
term of four vears, subject to recall.
Questions involved—Qualifications, salary,
powers (appointment and removal, veto, budget)! duties:
Right to seat in council,
right of discussion in council, right to in-
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ROWE PLANS TO KEEP
LER'S PLAN RECORD OF TRANSIENTS

Clevelanders
Don't Hear
What Course Chief Will Pursue oh Arrival.
Reaches New York Today
and is Due Here Tomorrow.
Chief of Police Fred Kohler arrives i
in New York this morning, and the
special train bringing home the party
of bankers with whom the chief has
been cruising on the Megantic will
reach Cleveland at 8 a. m. tomorrow.
None of Kohlers friends had heard
from him up to yesterday, and no
plans were being made for his defense. ' All are waiting until the chief
himself is on the ground, and it is
seen how proceedings against him are

Complete registration of every
roomer in the city is to be recommended to Mayor Baker by Inspector Rowe, as a result of difficulties
police have encountered in running
down the gunmen who murdered
Capt. Ralph E. Byrns and Leopold
Rothenberg.
The system is similar to that followed in German cities, where complete data regarding every stranger
is in the hands of police a few
hours after his arrival.
Rowe would install registration
books in every rooming house. He
would require the nama, age,
weight, height, general description,
occupation and last address of
every new arrival to he noted. This
data would be turned over each day
to the precinct sergeant.

Departures also would be noted.
Records compiled in each precinct
would be turned over to headquarters, where men would be detailed
to tabulate the reports.
To compel observation of rules,
rooming houses and hotels would be
required to obtain licenses.
A complete report of his plan will
be made to Mayor Baker.by Rowe
within a week, according to William Murphy, secretary to the
;
mayor.
Following a serious crime, police
records .show, the guilty persons
generally move out of the city or
neighborhood. By a process of
elimination police could readily
compile a list of suspects.
It is also argued the arrival of
men with known criminal records
could be learned much more rapidly
than is now possible.

!
MUST
EXPLAIN
SCHEARER IS
TO TESTIFY IN CONDON DEFICIT
KOHLER TRIAL

It is not known that any • Kohler's enemies who were active against
him when on the previous trial will
■ participate in the present agitation
Frank Gentsch, who when the chief
' was tried two years ago, was at! torney for the Forum club, a bitter
I anti-Kohler organization, and worked
Concon attorneys are sitting up
I actively in opposition to the chief,
declared last night that he has no
nights trying to compile an anintention of getting into this affair.
swer to this question of Mayor
Two courses are open to Chief KohBaker and Tractioner Witt:
ler.
One
*is
to
resign,
the
other
to
"What legal right under the
'"ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENTS.
fight the charges. Friends of the Samuel D. Schearer Agrees to jj terms
"Resolved that the charter provide for
of the Tayler grant did the
the administrative departments of safety,
. chief will only say they believe he
be a Witness—Chief to Re- l Concon have to accumulate any
I finance law, and that other departments
will
fight,
and
fight
hard.
mav be established by ordinance."
deficit whatever?"
It is considered certain the charges
Questions involved—Departments to be esturn Thursday.
against Kohler will be laid before
Until it is answered there will
tablished, single head or board, appointment
of subordinates, terms and salaries.
1 the civil service commission by Mayor
be no further conferences be.
Samuel
D.
Schearer
will
testify
Unless a strong public interest is , Baker. If not Rev. Dr. W. W. Bustween the city and company over
tard, pastor of the Euclid Avenue against Chief, K^ler in tha^v.ent a readjustment of the funds in
manifested tonight in the theme unBaptist
church,
and
Rev.
A.
S.
Gregg,
der discussion the question of the
superintendent of the American Civic the chief persists in his intention several of which the Concon mainform of government will be closed
Reform union, have been mentioned of demanding trial on the charges tains there are deficits totaling
tentatively at'the conclusion of the
as willing to push the charges.
which Mayor Baker announces he more than $350,000.
meeting, and the second topic, "the
Tomorrow afternoon Mayor Baker will prefer. Kohler will arrive in
Baker and Witt take the stand
city council," will be up for discusI
probably
will
send
for
Kohler,
and
the Concon had no right to spend
sion Friday evening, and the third
New
York
at
4:30
p.
m.
WednesI
the
chief
will
resign,
or
decide
to
topic will be up for discussion on the
more money than the ordinance
| fight and will be suspended by Mr. day and in Cleveland at 10 a. m.
following meeting night.
allowed.
Thursday.
Thus far no arguments against the I Baker pending trial.
They say the apparent deficit of
Schearer's decision to testify is $149 353.72 in the maintenance
federal plan have been submitted to i If Kohler fights the charges, it was
said yesterday that Attorney W. H. in compliance with a request from
the commission.
Member B. M. Williams offered a Boyd, who defended the chief before, Mayor Baker made to Alexander account and $200,588.54 in the
will act for him again. This rumor
account cannot exist as
resolution providing for a distinct
S Mackenzie, Schearer's counsel, operating
could not be verified.
as the city is concerned beadministrative department of social
through City Solicitor Wilcox. far
the Tayler grant didn't perwelfare. This subject will be disMackenzie advised Schearer it was cause
cussed with the other questions of
mit the Concon to spend this
incumbent
upon
him
to
testify
inlepartmental organization.
money. As a matter of fact these
asmuch as the mayor, who would deficits are both covered by surThe commission authorized apale the charges, made the re- pluses in other ta4«
pointment of a committee on invitations to receive suggestions as to
quest.
names of citizens and organizations
Schearer conferred with Mayor
to be asked to appear.
Baker immediately after suing
It was suggested that invitations
his wife for divorce recently. The
be extended to Judge E. J. Blandin
Schearers had known Kohler.
and to C. G. Hoag, secretary of the
Affidavits from Schearer and his
Proportional Representation league.
witnesses have been taken in deThe commission split on the question
tail..
Wilcox read them in
of paying the traveling expenses of
Secretary Hoag but the majority
Mackenzie's office. Wilcox is arvoted in favor of authorizing the payranging the case on behalf of the
The Baptist brotherhood's civic
ment. The city auditor and beads of
mayor. The affidavits brought out
city departments also will be asked to
numerous details not heretofore jcommittee reviewed its campaign
appear.
made known.
Baker returned to enforce the midnight and SunThe Question of the right of tne
from Pittsburg Wednesday after- day closing laws for saloons Tuescommission to place a nonpartisan
provision in the charter without state
noon.
_ day evening at the annual banStrong head winds and rough quet in the First Baptist .church,
legislation was raised by Member D.
E. Morgan at an informal discussion
seas delayed the trip of the
following the meeting. Member A. R.
Megantic from Bermuda to New Prospect-av and E. 46th-st.
Hatton expressed the belief that unStenographic reports of the
York.
The ship bearing Kohler
der its home rule power the city could
conferences with Mayor Baker
was due at 9 a. m. Wednesday.
adopt a charter containing a nonparMany of the passengers were and Chief Kohler held over a year
tisan election provision.
seasick. The ship's course wai aiio were read and applaud
Members of the commission were
calm Wednesday.
invited to attend a meeting of the
Resolutions adopted call for the
City club tomorrow evening at which
The New York Central special continuation of the fight and the
arguments on a council elected by
which will bring the Megantic interviewing of mayoralty candiwards will be presented. D. C. Wes-,
tourists back to Cleveland leaves dates next fall on their attitude
tenhaver will present the ward counNew York at 7 p. m.
toward law enforcement.
cilman side of the case. The-other
"I am going after .Mayor Baker
side of the question will be taken by
until he takes back his words, '1
"R. A. Fnnto
will enforce the laws as 1 see
At,' " John A. Chamberlain, president, declared.
New officers: Charles E. Adams,
president; C. A. Brooks, secretary E. W. Alldridge, treasurer;
C F
Groth, Arthur
Frank Smith, 1
vid B

BAPTISTS TO GO
AFTER BAKER

7

- /f- /<?/3.

ana eitteenS Other topics sugted by 'the schedule committee
■:<■ upon the adoption of the federa] plan.
Size of council, recognized as one of
the big issues, proportional . representation, election at large, term of
n. m it office and salaries find qualification of
me,nbers wi
Pi AIW resol|
" be discussed under the
LHll
ition providing for the election
of a council by wards.
Qualifications of the mayor, salary
and whether he shall have the power
of appointment and removal of other
city officials, the veto and the inauguration of the financial budget
will be debated under the heading
"Resolved that the mayor be elected
for a term of four years subject to
recall."
i departments to be established,
single heads or boards, appointment
ibprdinates and
ternis
af.«
riea are factors entering into the
question of administrative depart-

CHARTER FRAMERS
SHOW MUCH FAVOR
TO FEDERAL PLAN
»»■■». p»mfe» ■
F flip if A I
fLUEiUHL

Tonight's Commission Meeting
Will Take Up Hatton
Resolutions.

John A. Chamberlain, president of the Baptist Brotherhood,
and leader in the organization's
crusade for the enforcement of
midnight and Sunday closing
laws for saloons, Tuesday declared "as long as there is any
fight in me I am going after
-Mayor Baker until he takes bach'
those words, 'I will enforce the
laws as I see fit.'"

Members of the Brotherhood, at the
annual meeting held at tne First
Baptist Church, Prospect avenue and
|E. 4,9th street, cheered their president's sentiment.
Report Is Distributed.
The report of the civic commutes
which has been carrying on a crusade for Sunday closing and other
law enforcement since October 30,
Advocatcs District Governors.
distributed its printed report which
Attorney Nathans Harstam made a
scores Mayor Baker, Chief Kohler
plea Cor direct governors who would
.and Tim McDonough in the matter ot
i the open saloon on Sunday.
...„,„ ««„-«,.««« „„„ ,„r.'1,av'' headquarters in territories the
! Chamberlain also criticized Mayor
DISTRICT GOVERNORS NEW IDEA'oounds of wUehw»W be determined
Brand Whitlock, of Toledo, for the
by commissioners. They would look
publication
of
"much dangerous
„ ,,
„
after the interests of particular secstuff," and declared that evidently
Construction of the frameErame-i'
(Uons and wou]d be entireIy sepamte
Whitlock had never read the statutes
of Ohio or any law book.
work of Cleveland's HOW mU-'iIrom members of council.
Chamberlain's vehemence in attackW. A. Rounds, 5711 Franklin avenue,
ing Baker was based upon what henicipal code will start with to-jsuggested the e,ection of a mav01.
described as Baker's dodging of the
issue January 19 when the civic comright's meeting of charter com-;1'01' a term oi three >'ca,'H at a
mittee and a party of Brotherhood
salary of $10,000 per annum. "Counmembers, numbering about forty, had
missioners when it will be dcf-icil should pass as few ordinances as
a conference with him. The report
possible and repeal old ones not encontains extracts from the stenoinitely decided whether the forced," wrote Kounds.
graphic report of what was said at the
meeting.
Chamberlain referred to
federal, city manager COmmis-; Indorsement of a large council
the mayor as "Brother Newton." The
i.d by wards was contained in a
sion or council plans of govern communication from the Sycamore i extract from the report giving Chamberlain's effort to force Baker to state
menfc will form the basis of' cinb.
his position on Sunday closing is as
A];;., i.r Baker was out of the city
follows:
coming discussions of the cornChamberlain:
"Now, I submit,
Tuesday night and Carl Nau was
aren't we entitled, or put it in this
mission.
chosen to preside. No meeting of the
way, in justice to yourself, shouldn't
Sent imriit a1 present in \\IQ commission will be held Thursday
you tell us your position on that matnight as several members are going
ter? You will admit to me, I think,
commission is strongly in favor to Columbus on that day.to argue
sincerely, that it is a condition that
ought not to exist, policemen going
in favor of the short ballot measure
of the federal plan.
about instructed not to enforce a particular law?"
Resolutions introduced by Professor pending in the legislature.
The commission received an inA. R. Hatton at the meeting in civil
Unwilling to Argue.
commissioners' rooms, city vitation to attend a meeting of the
Mayor
Baker then
said:
"I
hall, Tuesday night to the ef- City Club in Weber's Hall Thursday
haven't the least desire, haven't any
night.
Attorney
E.
A.
Poote
will
Willingness
to
argue
the
question
that the charter provide for
with you, John. The questions of law
the election of a mayor and a coun- advocate the election of a small
enforcement, and the question of the
D. C.
cil; that the council shall exercise counoil chosen at large.
Sunday violations, and the question
tive functions; that the Wes.tenhaver, school board member,
of the evils of intoxicating liquor,
1
s eak
favor of
charter provide for a council elected.' " P
'"
? large council
are all different questions, and all
witn ward
questions about which people write
by wards; that the mayor be elected
representation at the City
books, and I in fifteen minutes can't
for a term of four years subject to ' 'kd>_!TiRifl]ng.
■ come to any conclusion about it."
recall and that the charter provide
Chamberlain declared that the arfor the administrative departments
rests of down-town saloonkeepers
and their trial before Mayor J. R.
ifcty, finance, law and other !
McQuigg,
of East Cleveland, has
tits that may be established.
. changed the attitude of the saloon
by ordinance will be taken up at dif, men from considering the matter a
ferent sessions of the commission.
joke, to a serious matter.
Chamberlain recommended a sysAYill Discuss lOach Topic.
tematic districting of the city and the
The schedule committee, composed
I arrest of the. whole 1,500 saloonkeepNau, M. P. yiuoiuy and A. R.
| ers of the city. He was applauded
Hatton, at Tuesday night's session,
time and again by the 200 members
of the brotherhood who heard him.
'ininendcd that sessions of tho
The
report has.been sent to depart■n be given over to discusmental and research libraries in cities
is of these topics. ' Hatton later
and io universities all over this couned that each topic be considered
try. Thirty-five copies were mailed J
'srate resolution to be disto the city of Baltimore and 200 copies
wore sent to England. It contains
hy the commission when
a complete record of the brotherup.
hood's crusade from October 30, 1911,
missioner K. M. Williams into February 18, 1912. KJs_signeji_-by
:6 a resolution calling for an
55
a7? oi wai^V^^^i
^51-1"
administrative department of social
Sl 3
uaAS U1
.urns BtiiP '«iw " °Av^
The director would have
•non*-tHW ^V ^
regulation and supervision of dance
•uoii I
halls, theaters and moving picture,
-oacaa
-to
»mift*n
*>J
UMh*»jn
pool and billiard rooms and
-ana aaqqna <W °} 'P^o.idd* J! PUB
ses of social activity.
WVqi 30- uinpuMojM * °* WW»
federal Plan Favored.
-ans aq a«o m* .jmqwaBW.. «tt
The subject at the meeting tonight
•ittPHiini mun pwiduioo «1I »°«
will be, "Resolved that the cha
xmu IT ism IPWP uonm os p3Al0A
or the election of a ma; or j
and a council." The questions of the i
'
-U01SS3S Ut ims 8*M. *JMimi
four plans of government are inMO jo spuu'uwp pamntuaoj P"* W™
Sentiment so far lias been
unanimous in favor of the
i among the commission-

CONSIDER TOPICS

SINGLY

Social Welfare Department Is Proposed for Regulation of
Amusements.
MCI

WAR ON BAKER
IS DECLARED BY
BAPTIST LEADER

Brotherhood P resident
Would Make Mayor Take
Back Statement Regarding Excise Laws.

WOULD AB-REST EVERT
SALOON 31AX IN CITY

Brand Whitlock 11 sd
Comes in for Scolding aSi
John A. Chamberlain
Throws Down Gauntlet.

*-£-- 2,0^ /f/J.
t0 0se Dice in EIectin
FEDERAL PLAN
KERPREDICTSBetter
£
Board of Education
AGREEMENT ON
> Says Baker APPROVED BY
T
GHARTERBOARD
E RULE BILL
GOGS

tO

CollimbllS

WOULD rather settle with a
dice liox than continue our present method of electing- a board of
education, because no efficient board,
per se, of any kind has ever existed
in the world, for when two. or more
TlllU'S- pelS011H attemPt to make up their
minds their bewilderment and general

l efl iel:Le
day for AllOther Confer-• ftio,"
- ,?
>; '^ease in geometrical rasaid Mayor Baker before the
ence With Governor Co^ Smoon. Sch001 League Wednesday
111,1

Tlle man was

ris ht

when

•mil k'Htwnaxr fan TTrwr-o,, "
'
he said
dim
AliOlliey Ixen. xlOgaiLjthat the best committee
is composed
,

of three members, two of whom are
dead. The consensus of opinion is
PI HTTP TrTTTTTTTJ'Q
boards of education elected by
£ UDiJilj U XiliJ-iJ.-HiO
districts are bad, but a board elected
at Iar e j
nATra-1,1 /~k-n T7vmv<im-i-rt-»& s worse. The best plan is
CAUSE OF 1 EICTIOjN "ie appointment of a director of education by the mayor, the director to
name the superintendent of Instruction
.r
■■ r...
o T -J.
- An legislative matters should
JllayOr ailCl City SOllCltOl'be in the hands of the city council
.
so
that the executive department may
be
that

Claim Amendment WineS

unhampered by,business care="

busy to look into the merits of those
aspiring
to
become
educational
guides," he continued.
"The school janitors meet in the
basement, 'see' the school venders of
candy and pencils and thus the guerrilla warfare is conducted and the1
candidates slip in."
The mayor would have as open and
iled dissection of the educational
problems as there has been of the
street railroad, situation.
"By shaking off the old superstitions, the people would obtain two
results—the thing they are after and
widespread knowledge of educational
power not practiced at present in anv
large city."
The history of the development of
the civic consciousness was traced
the arising benefits from the park
system since I860, beginning with
Central Park in New York, and the
public baths and playgrounds.
"As no one lives unto himself alone
so no man suffers, or is wicked or
is unjustly treated to himself alone
all Cleveland is that much worse
When a thoughtless person flings
into the streets banana peelings and
scraps of paper, not only is his civic
pride unawakened, but he indicates
his deportment in his own home"
After his address the question was
raised as to the fate of the fragment
of woman suffrage, which would be
eliminated with the abolition of the
board of education.
"By that time women will be voting on all questions," optimistically
predicted the stlffraglst mayor

*■
The mayor reviewed the history of
Ollt illUJlUll^
AlltllOVitv Ui
Of J3UllC
St,fltPthat Periocl when
the federal plan
UUl.
waa foIlowed> calling- it the best we
have known.
"With this arrangement, whereby
the educational and recreational departments would be combined, we
unite the formal and the inAn agreement with -state 0£_ would
formal sides of education."
fieials over the scope of the No one in the audience was able
to answer the mayor's question:
home rule amendment to the f'Who has heard any proposed educasystem discussed during- the
constitution in its effect on mu tional
nayoralty campaign when the mem
of the board of education are
nicipal and privately owned oers
Uso canvassing?1
utilities was predicted by Mayor The life and very thoughts of the SENDS SEEDS TO MAYOR
candidates for mayor, past, present
Baker Wednesday on the eve of md future, are turned inside out and Representative Sharp Forecasts
his departure for Columbus for jack again, and everybody is too
Spring With Garden Gift.

t Commission.

another conference with Governor Cox and Attorney General Hogan.

Clinching proof that spring is near
K0HLER WILL ASSUME
. t hand came with the first package ■
COMMAND, OF POLICE^alter
^eT^S^r^VESE
at the City Hall Wednesday.

Conflict of opinion between Hogan
and Baker had arisen Monday in a
discussion of the provisions of the
new public utilities bill, which will
shortly be submitted to the Legislature. Baker and Assistant City
Solicitor John N.■ Stockwell maintains
that the home rule amendment abso- ]
lutely wipes out any authority or
jurisdiction that the state public
utilities commission had over municipal utilities, whether owned by the;
city or by private corporations.!
Hogan holds the contrary.
"A careful survey is being made," <
said Baker Wednesday. "We hopeto reach an agreement when thej
matter is again discussed."
Split on Public Utilities.
If Baker's opinions arc sustained,
privately owned utilities would have
to make application of city council
before issuing bonds for improvements. The city last fall fought the '
35,000,000 bond issue sought by the
East Ohio fias Company, but the
state public utilities commission approved it.
Politicians had predicted that the |
public utilities bill was the rock on
which Cox and Baker might split.
It has been understood that Baker
would be for Cox just as long as the
Governor shared the
progressive
views held by Baker.
"Governor Cox is carrying out all of
the progressive ideas advocated in
the Democratic state platform on
which he was elected," said Baker
Thursday. "All progressive bills are
rapidly taking- shape."
Plead for Short Ballot.
Mayor Baker, James R. Garfield, j
John D. Fackler. John H. Clarke and I
Mayo Fesler will plead, before the
joint committee of the elections com- :
mittee of the two houses of the Cen- I
eral Assembly Thursday evening for |
the short ballot law.
While in Columbus today Baker j
will appear before the House commit- ■
- considering' the Bigelow bill which !
would make it unnecessary for street
car companies_4p_obtain consents of I1
.
c
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Baker to Await

Personal William G. Sharp is the Congresslan who made a bid for fame by
Talk With Chief Before
mding out the first free package of
ied at the government's expense this
Taking Action.
;ar.

Chief Kohler will assume his duties as head of the city's police force
Thursday upon his arrival here
without interference by Mayor Baker.
The curtain on the police drama, in
which Baker, Kohler and threatened
action by Baker looking to Kohler's
trial on charges are the dramatis
personae and the plot, will not rise
until Friday, although the stage was
set Wednesday.
Although Kohler's arrival in Cleveland from New York, w_here he landed late Wednesday from the liner
Megantic after a Panama cruise, is
set for Thursday morning, Baker will
not be in Cleveland. The mayor will
go to Columbus early Thursday
morning to attend a hearing on the
short ballot bill, now before the General Assembly.
It was stated for Baker that no action would be taken by him relative
to Kohler until he had talked personally with the chief. This was
taken to indicate Baker will permit
Kohler to resign belftre preferring
charges against him.

Resolution Providing for
Election of Mayor andj
Council Is Unanimouslyi
Adopted by Framers.
DISTRICT POLICE
COURTS ARE URGED
Only Rock on Which Fif-,
teen Commissioners May I
Split Is Method of Choosing Auditor.
Cleveland's new charter tin-!
der which the city will be gov-i
erned after January 1, 1011.
will be based upon the federal
plan of government.
This was tentatively decided;
upon by charter commissioners!
i11'.r in the offices of thej
civil service commission, city
liaV
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BAKERPREDICTS better to Use Dice in Electin& FEDERAL PLAN
Board of Educatlon Sa s Baker
APPROVED BY
AGREEMENT ON
> y
CHARTERBOARD
HOME RULE BILL
HT WOULD rather settle with a
1 dice box than continue our present method of electing- a board of
education, because no efficient board,
per se, of any kind has ever existed
in the world, for when two or more

t0 make U rthelr
Goes to Columbus Tlmrs-pel
'T;.!"tT5,minds
their bewilderment and -Pgeneral
AllpfTlPV flnnfliv efieiency increase in geometrical raday M< .AHl/ClltJl
MJIliei-j
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j Mayor Baker before
-~re the
ence With Governor Coxi SS. Sch001 League Wednesday
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"The man was right when he said

TT

ailCL AtlOmey Cren. ilOg-an that the best committee is composed

of three members, two of whom are
dead. The consensus of opinion is
tnat boards of
PT'UTTf1 T 1 TTT TTiTTcC
education elected by
i L DJJJIJ L -LJ-lji.-LJ.Xji3
districts are bad, but a board elected
at large is worse. The best plan is
CAUSE OF FKICTIOlS'the appointment of a director of education by the mayor, the director to
—"—■
name the superintendent of Ihstrue,,
,
„.,
,
,.
.,
tion.
All legislative matters should
r

Mayor

and

City

Solicitor be m the hands of the city council
so that the executive department may

Claim Amendment WipeS be unhampered by-business care»"

The mayor reviewed the history of
StatPthat Period when the federal plan
OLclLCwas foUowedj calling it the best
be
we
have known.
"With this arrangement, whereby
the educational and recreational departments would be combined, we
would unite tne formal and
\n aoTPPTnent
the inAn
agreement with
wrai -state
&taie ofOJ. formal sides of education."
fk'ials over tlie scope of the No one in the audience was able
\.o answer the mayor's questionlome rule amendment to trie |'Who has heard any proposed educacional system discussed during- the
constitution in its effect on mu- mayoralty campaign when the memnicipal and privately owned oers of the board of education arei
Out
UUl

AllThnvitv
AUUlUlltJ

of
Ui

t Commission.

utilities was predicted by Mayor
Baker Wednesday on the eve of
his departure for Columbus for
another conference with Governor Cox and Attorney General Hogan.
„

busy to look into the merits of' those
aspiring
to
become
educational
guides," he continued.
"The school janitors meet in the
basement, 'see' the school venders of
candy and pencils and thus the guerrilla warfare is conducted and the
candidates slip in."
The mayor would have as open and
detailed.dissection of the educational
problems as there has been of the
street railroad situation.
"By shaking off the old superstitions, the people would obtain two
results—the thing they are after and
widespread knowledge of educational
power not practiced at present in anv
large city."
*
The history of the development of
the civic consciousness was traced
the arising benefits from the park
system since i860, beginning with
Central Park in New York, and the
public baths and playgrounds
"As no one -lives unto himself alone
so no man suffers, or is wicked or
is unjustly treated to himself alone,
all Cleveland is that much worse.
When a thoughtless person flings
into the streets banana peelings and
scraps of paper, not only is his civic
pride unawakened, but he indicates
his deportment in his own home "
After his address the question was
raised as to the fate of the fragment
of woman suffrage, which would be
eliminated with the abolition of the
board of education.
_ "By that time women will be vot* on all questions," optimisticallv
predicted the suffragist mayor.

The life and very thoughts of the SENDS SEEDS TO MAYOR
candidates for mayor, past, present
tnd future, are turned inside out and Representative
Sharp
Forecasts
jack again, and everybody is too
Spring With Garden Gift.

Conflict of opinion between Hogan
and Baker bad arisen Monday m a
discussion of the provisions of the
new public utilities bin. which will
shortly be submitted to the Legislature. Baker and Assistant City
Solicitor John N.-Stocltwetl maintains
that the home rule amendment absolutely wipes out any authority or
jurisdiction that the state public
utilities commission had over municipal utilities, whether owned by the
city or by private corporations.
Hogan holds the contrary.
"A careful survey is being made,"
said Baker Wednesday. "We hope
to reach an agreement when the
matter is again discussed."
Split on Public Utilities.
If Baker's opinions are sustained,
privately owned utilities would have
to make application cf city council
before issuing bonds for improvements. The city last fall fought the
S3.000,000 bond issue sought by the
East Ohio (Jas Company, but the
state public utilities commission approved it.
Politicians had predicted that the
public utilities bill was the rock on
which Cox and Baker might split.
It has been understood that Baker
would be for Cox just as long as the
Governor shared the
progressive
views held by Baker.
"Governor Cox is carrying out all of
(he progressive ideas advocated in
the Democratic state platform on
which he was elected," said Baker
Thursday. "All progressive bills are
rapidly taking shape."
Plead for Short Ballot.
Mayor Baker, James R. Garfield,
John D. Fackler. John H. Clarke and
Mayo Fesler will plead before the
joint committee of the elections committee of "the two houses of the General Assembly Thursday evening for
the short ballot law.
While in Columbus today Baker
will appear before the House committee considering- the Bigelow bill which
would make it unnecessary for street
car companies to obtain consents of
owners of a majority of foot front- j
age along streets before laying |
tracks. Baker has always maintained I
that the old law requiring consents i
was unconstitutional and will speak j
in favor of the Bigelow bill.
If the Bigelow biJl is passed lay- j
ing of car tracks along Euclid avejriue between E. 22d street and E.
|40tii street. long blocked by property
owners, will be one of the early acts
)C the administration.

K0HLER WILL ASSUME

Clinching proof that spring is near
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hand came with the flrst

Package

COMMAND OF POLIUEc garden seed delivered to Mayor
,
alter at the City Hall Wednesday.
Mayor Baker to Await Personal William G. Sharp is the Congress*
lan who made a bid for fame by
Talk With Chief Before
snding out the flrst free package of
ied at the government's expense this
Taking Action.
;ar.
Chief Kohler will assume his duties as head of the city's police force
Thursday upon his arrival here
without interference by Mayor Baker.
The curtain on the police drama, in
which Baiter, Kohler and threatened
action by Baiter looking to Kohler's ;
trial on charges are the dramatis
personae and the plot, will not rise
until Friday, although the stage was
set Wednesday.
Although Kohler's arrival in Cleveland from New York, where he landed late Wednesday from the liner
Megantic after a Panama cruise, is
set for Thursday morning, Baiter will
not be in Cleveland. The mayor will
go to Columbus early Thursday
morning to attend a hearing on the
short ballot bill, now before the General Assembly.
It was stated for Baker that no action would be taken by him relative
to Kohler until he had talked personally with the chief. This was
taken to indicate Baker will permit
Kohler to resign befgre preferring
charges against him.

Resolution Providing lor
Election of Mayor and
Council Is Unanimously \
Adopted by Framers.
DISTRICT POLICE
COURTS ARE URGED
Only Rock on Which Fif-,
i
teen Commissioners May!
Split Is Method of Choos-1
ing Auditor.
Cleveland's new charter un-'
der which the city will be gov-,
erned after January 1, 1914,
will be based upon the federal
plan of government.
This was tentatively decided j
upon by charter commissioners;
meeting in the offices of the'
civil servict commission, city I
i.oii
lay night.
Hall, ur^d
A resolution by Professor A
A. R.
Hatton that the charter provide for'
the election of a mayor and a council
Was unanimously adopted.
Discussion over a proposed amendment by B. W. Doty that the charter
provide for the election of mayor and
council only, brought out the fact
that the question of the election or'
appointment of a city auditor would
loom large in the deliberations of
commissioners. All other officers will
likely be appointive. Doty withdrew:
the proposed amendment after an
hour's discussion in which every
member of the commission partici-.
pated.
During the debate Bascomb
Dittle announced that he would introduce a resolution calling for the
appointment of a committee which
Would conduct a continuous audit.
Assures Federal Plan.
on of the Hatton resolution
excludes a further discus
pi
if the commission, business mana
an<] council plans of government.
The • is no finality to any of the acts
of t c commissioners, however, until
the liarter as a whole is voted upon.
The '• di ial plan is the only.one which
h a s been publicly advocated before
It is not thought
the jommission.
any effort to bring forth the other
plans will be made.
A communication from G. Henderson. 1107 K. 111th street, in regard to
the loss of time by patrolmen in testifying as witnesses in cases in police
court led to the suggestion by Mayor
Baker that the secretary investigate
the question of district courts with
the possible view of having the charter provide for the holding of court;
in different police precincts each
morning'.
"It is possible that if municipal
judges.held sessions of court-for one
hour each morning in different districts and later at a central point a.
saying of many thousands of dollars
would result," said Baker.
M. P. Mooney led in the opposition,
to Doty's proposed amendment which
would have the effect of making the
..mayor and members of council the
only elective offices.
May Elect Auditor.
"It raises in advance a question
which we are not prepared to answer
now," declared Mooney. He indicate*
that he favored the election of either
auditor or treasurer.
Doty said that an elective auditor,
would be a sub-mayor. He expressed!
the opinion that if the two were of j
opposite views friction and delayl
would result. He said that the dutiesl
of an auditor should be simply those!
of a bookkeeper.
Mayor Baker expressed the belief]
that there should be some one to]
prevent even an accidental expendi-"]
ture of money illegally. He said that]
the duties of an auditor under the!
present system were much morel
than those of a bookkeeper.
Hatton said he was not in favor I
of electing an auditor in the sense!
that this official is now elected, but!
that he thought the charter should!
provide for a system of auditing in-f
dependent from the executive branchj
of the city government.
The commissioners approved the
selection of Earl H. Wells as assistant secretary of the commission at]
n salary of $40 per week^. It_wasa.n-J
nouncect tnSt no custodian would be
appointed. Word was received that
C. R. Hoag, of Philadelphia, would ,
address the commission on " Proportional Representation" February 27.
Next Meeting Friday Night.
No sessions of the commission will :
be held tonight. Hatton's resolution
that council shall exercise no administrative functions.will be up for discussion Friday night.
Discussion will revolve around tne
question of whether council shall
have the approval of appointments
and removals and of contracts, its |
functions in respect to special improvements and its general powers.
If the commission takes definite action upon this resolution the resolution calling for a council elected by j
wards will be taken up Saturday I
afternoon.
This is one of the Ms
issues confronting the commission
The
Eighth Ward
Democratic
Club, representing 2,200 voters went
on record Wednesday night as favoring partisan municipal elections, the
federal plan of government and .a
council of twenty-six members elected
bv wards The secretary of the oi gLSation was directed to inform j
the charter commission of its views.
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'•Resolved that the charter, provide !
for (he election of a mayor and j REPORTS TUBE PROGRESS
council."
j Springborn Hopes to Give Council
By unanimous adoption of this res- |
Subway Data Next Week.
olution the city charter commission,
last evening cleared the way for mod- j
Reports of progress on the subway
eling a charter for Cleveland based j project will be forwarded to the counon the) federal form of government.
cil Monday night by Service Director
This excludes further consideration W. J. Springborn. Following a meet- '
of the commission form, unless ing with President "W. R. Hopkins of
the matter is reopened by adoption of
a formal resolution, as the typical the Cleveland Underground Rapid
commission form of government vests Transit Railroad Co., Springborn anboth legislative and administrative nounced he had asked Hopkins to
power in a small group of men elect- have his report ready as soon a3 posed at large.
The commission also sible that it may be transmitted to
tacitly barred further discussion of the council at the coming session.
"The council resolution does not
the so-called general manager or the
ask me to name the day when work
council plan.
Several members, following the for- will be started," said Springborn
A
mal decision, expressed belief the gen- report of progress was called for.
eral public has indicated it favors the Many details must be disposed of m
taking up the project and I believe
federal plan.
Decided opposition was manifested the delay was to the interests of the
1
to an amendment to the resolution
city if it has been found the tube as
offered by E. W. Doty, binding the at first planned would not be as satcommission to the election of these isfactory as that now designed,
' officials and no others. The fight was i
President Hopkins also had a meetheaded by M. P. Mooney, who de- ' ins with Mayor Baker yesterday.. ^
clared his mind w^as still open on
whether an auditor or treasurer
MAYOR RETAINS SILENCE
should be elected as well as mayor
and council. Othe'r members of the
AS CHIEF NEARS HOME
commission voiced opposition to an
! j immediate stand, and Carl Nau
Fred Kohler is scheduled to arrive
FRED KOHLER
jj withdrew his second to the Doty
in Cleveland tomorrow after his
]! amendment, leaving the way clear to
southern trip and immediately reFor the second time within two years Chief of Police Fred Kohler ' a roll call on the original resolution.
sume charge of the police department
M
P.
Moonev
declared,
following
face charges when he returns from his southern trip tomorrow.
"Vnr'toaay atHeast no action is likely
the meeting, that the form of governir, the pending suspension proceedings
Chief Kohler's police career is as follows: Appointed patrolman ment based on the principle enunciatIL,w>%* the chief Mayor Baker will deed by the commission need not neceslator Columbus at 7:80 o'clock this
July 16, 1889; detailed to secretary in police department June 9, 1895; sarily be the federal plan.
'morning on legislative business and
"The resolution merely means the
nlans
return tonigh-.
promoted to sergeant July 1, 1895; advanced to lieutenant Sept. 20, commission is not prepared to state 'P Even toafter
having read *n extra containing a statement from Chief Kohthat
all
legislative
and
executive
1896: made captain Dec. 16, 1900; detailed as chief of detectives July functions should be vested in one
ler Mayor Baker -last night declined
t0
1902: superintendent of police May 1, 1903; given highest rank in man," he said.
^haveno,ecoCmment; to make," said
Discussion, tomorrow evening is on
the mayor as he was leaving the city
. '.'Resolved that the council shall, exthe police service and made chief of police May 4, 1903.
As Chief of Polite Kohler became convinced that prevailing methods

[ • • un!3ai!q 'asiJO Auoqa '-soag -iqag
■oawd Bug 'ssua Xuoqa 'nounuioa:
1 pooS 'aseo A'uoqg 'jam^O isauig;
rule" system, which made him a national figure.
I ■ aun '9suo JLu-eSonvm 'a.iourq;ai:iS
In April. 1910. opposition to the chief in ttic department, headed
nTESieq
by the Forum club, broke into open rebellion, and following unauthor- s 'asBO iCn.isSoq'eai 'qaBg 3" q^^X
zed Sunday night raid on several saloons, charges were brought formally i pooS 'asua A'uBSoqtrai 'pnoraqaiH
•poo3 '9SB0 A'meSoqeui 'M^aBqas
0
against Kohler by A. C. Knight Schoeneman and P. J. Brown.
,
A\.9U ei[i[ 'n^
uotssna 'aipoj;
In June. 1910, Kohler was suspended by Mayor Baehr and put
of dealing with unfortunates were wrong and established the "golden

on trial.
Trial lasted twelve days and cost city $5,000.
Kohler was exonerated of every accusation on June 24 and restored
to duty as chief.
This exoneration absolved Kohler of five charges of intoxication,
of immorality end said he was not unjust in enforcing discipline.
The chief, after being vindicated, went abroad to recuperate his
health.
On Jan. 19. 1913, Kohler left Cleveland for trip to Panama with

l^f^^vfcl S^¥

him
It win not be necessary for him
tnmreDort to me on his return to the
1

S0 <
n
S
1!app . T expec°t no

developments tomor-

r0

jVa'vor Baker intimated that Kohler
will automatically resume the office of \
chief, no formal reinstatement being

["vicf1'Mayor Charles W. Lapp declared he knew nothing about the
Kohler ease and had no connection with
11
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'Hie' initiative in action against the
chief now Is apparently vested in Mayor ,

^Officers of the American Civic Reform I
union which was prominent in forcing
"""Issue, stated, yesterday they have ,
l,.lt everything m the hands of the
mayor. They declared he has all the
facts in the divorce case, in which Ivoli- I
' to have been named, and

Ohio bankers, despite criticism of police department for "crime wave"

TM1

then said to be prevailing.
On Tuesday. Feb. 4. two days after the brutal murder by burglars
Capt. R. /'. Byrns, Mayor Baker announced he w-as in possession
kf facts which forced him to act against the chief, this being taken to^

9Z
Q8

9*

tld suspend Kohler on the chief's return to Cleveland. ^ '
rges on -which Kohler will be tried before civil service .^mion, unless he resigns, are outgrowth of divorce scandal in which the
chief is said to have figured prominently.
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Charter Commission Passes
Resolution to Elect Mayor
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Rule Under Other
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"Resolved that the charter, provide
for the election of a mayor and
council."
'
By unanimous adoption of this res- I
olution the city charter commission ,
last evening cleared the way for modeling a charter for Cleveland based
on thei federal form of government.
This excludes further consideration
of the commission form,
unless
the matter is reopened by adoption of
a formal resolution, as the typical
commission form of government vests
both legislative and administrative
power in a small group of men elected at large.
The commission also
tacitly brn-rsa—f'HTthor discussion of
the so-called general manager or the
council plan.
. Several members, following the formal decision, expressed belief the general public has indicated it favors the
federal plan.
Decided opposition was manifested
I' to an amendment to the resolution
1 offered by B. W. Doty, binding the
[commission to the election of these
'-: officials and no others. The fight was
I; headed by M. P. Mooney, who de| clared his mind was still open on
[I whether an auditor or treasurer
: should be elected as well as mayor
! and council. Other members of the
I commission voiced opposition to an
,, immediate stand, and Carl Nau
FRED KOHLER
; withdrew his second to the Doty
For the second time within two years Chief of Police Fred KM<r\***^*^*g»™*^^

REPORTS TUBE PROGRESS
Sprlnsho1"" Hopes to Give OoTineil
Subway Data Next Week.
Reports of progress on the subway
project will be forwarded to the council Monday night by Service Director
W. J. Sp.ringborn. Following a meeting with President "W. R. Hopkins of
the Cleveland Underground Rapid
Transit Railroad Co., Springborn announced he had asked Hopkins to
have his report ready as soon a3 possible that it may be transmitted to
the council at the coming session.
"The council resolution does not
ask me to name the day when work
will be started," said Springborn.
A
report of progress was called for.
Many details must be disposed of in
taking up the project and I believe
I the delay was to the interests of the
city if it has been found the tube as
' at first planned would not be as satisfactory as that now designed.
!
President Hopkins also had a meet1
ins with Mayor Baker yesterday, m

MAYOR RETAINS SILENCE
AS CHIEF NEARS HOME
Fred Kohler is scheduled to arrive
in Cleveland tomorrow liter ms
southern trip and immediately relume charge of the police department

[will face charges when he returns from his southern trip tomorrow.

M. P. Mooney declared, following
"Vorloday afleak no action is likely
the meeting, that the form of governin the pending suspension proceedings
Chief Kohlers police career is as follows: Appointed patrolman ment based on the principle enunciatasainst the chief. Mayor Baker will deed by the commission need not necesPart forColumbus at 7:30 o'clock this
'July 16, 1889; detailed to secretary in police department June 9, 1895; sarily be the federal plan.
morning on legislative _ business and
"The resolution merely means the
to return tomgh..
.promoted to sergeant July 1, 1895; advanced to lieutenant Sept. 20, commission is not preparea to state I Pnlans
Even after having read an extra conthat
all
legislative
and
executive
ni
1896; made captain Dec. 16, 1900; detailed as chief of detectives July
^ M^r^^r^s^nYgh^raecrm^
functions should be vested in one
t0
20, 1902; superintendent of police May 1, 1903; given highest rank in man," he said.
.'nkav°ef recent to make,' said
Discussion, tomorrow evening is on
the mayor as he was leaving the cits
the police service and made chief of police May 4, 1903.
"Resolved that the council shall exno administrative function."
Earner" when "it was thought that
As Chief of Police Kohler became convinced that prevailing methods ercise
Kohler would arrive this morning,
Adoption of this resolution will
mean
a
decision
to
place
legislative
of dealing with unfortunates were wrong and established the "golden
power alone in the hands of the
council. At present the council has
rule" system, which made him a national figure.
power to pass upon questions that
In April, 1910, opposition to the chief in tie department, headed closeiv concern the administrative
Chief among these is
.LrePHe
is
of v,absence.
Unby the Forum club, broke, into open rebellion, and following unauthor-1| departments.
city.
ne action
»» on
"\ leave
. tlahen
„kpn
fixing salaries of city employes.
less
some
is
vyy vice
* ^y Mayor
..„,„„„
Lapp, I expect no developments loraorMayor
Baker,
as
chairman
last
, ized Sunday night
raid on several saloons, charges were brought formally \
J
r
■
.
'
_,
, r> T n
evening, made it clear, following
rr
°Mayor Baker intimated that Kohler
:
ist Kohler by A. C. Knight Schoeneman and P. J. brown.
i adoption of the resolution fixing,the
'against
Brown.
will automatically resume the office of
*~-.„ rr , ,
, , r
7iyr
T>
i
J J. .,'general form of government, that
chief, no formal reinstatement being
•me, 1910, Kohler was suspended by Mayor I
In June,
Baehr and £«*|fhia action,was not necessarily final.
"Nothing
is
final
until
the
charter
I
"
vie"!"Mayor Charles W. Lapp deon trial.
Trial lasted, twelve days and cost city $5,000.
i in its complete form has received the
clared he knew nothing about the
Kohler
case and had no connection with
'
final
vote
of
the
commission
and
is
Kohler ivas exonerated of every accusation on June 24 and restored
submitted to the people," he said.
lt
ThI
Sftfative
in action against the
Member Bascom Little, during the
to duty as chief.
chief now is apparently vested in Mayor
discussion over electing the city auThis exoneration absolved Kohler of five charges of intoxication, ditor, announced that he was planB
Officers of the American Civic Reform
ning
a
resolution
to
require
employunion, which was prominent in forcing
of immorality and said he was not unjust in enforcing discipline.
the issue, stated, yesterday they have
ment of certified public accountants
left everything in the hands of the
The chief, after being vindicated, went abroad to recuperate his to go over city records each year and
mayor
They declared he has all the
make ah. independent audit.
This
facts in the divorce case, m which Kohhealth.
idea met with approval of other
ler is said to have been named, ana
that he has placed the matter in the
On Jan. 19, 1913, Kohler left Cleveland for trip to Panama with members.
Members Scott and Morgan came
hands of City Solicitor E. K. Wi cox.
In the event that Kohler resigns or
Ohio bankers, despite criticism of police department for "crime wave"-' out against limiting elective positions
is suspended as chief, it was rumored
to mayor and council. Morgan de
yesterday,
present plans of city offithen said to be prevailing.
clared adoption of the Doty amendcials contemplate no immediate appointment also would mean final action
ment
o£
a
man
to ta>Xe his place
On Tuesday, Feb. 4, two days after the brutal murder by burglars on the short ballot principle.
It was said that Inspector W. H.
Rowe,
now
acting
chief, will retain his
A
committee
on
invitation,
conof Capt. R. E. Byrns, Mayor Baker announced he was in possession
present rank under the proposed plan,
sisting of Members Mooney, Stilwell
and
that
Safety
Director
C. W. Stage
of facts which forced him to act against the chief, this being taken to and Morgan, was appointed by
as well as being the. nominal head ol
Mayor Baker and the commission dethe police force, will act
mean he would suspend Kohler on the chief's return to Cleveland.
cided to invite C. G. Hoag of Philapacity of superintendent of police.
i
Officials of the American Civic Reform
,
delphia
to
the
meeting
Feb.
27
to
exCharges on which Kohler will be tried before civil service com- ' j plain the proportional representai union were confident before Kohler
handed
at New York yesterday that he
The entire
mission, unless'he resigns, are outgrowth of divorce scandal in which the U tion form of election.
would make no fight to retain his office.
t meeting will be given over to the ex/7 Attorney Alexander E. Mackenzie, who
chief is said to have figured prominently.
!■ planation.
-represented the plaintiff in the divorce
Secretary Mayo Fesler read a comsuit in which Kohler is said to have
been mentioned, said yesterday that he
' munication from G. B. Henderson
has discussed all the testimony in the
suggesting that the charter prevent
case with Mayor Baker and City bo~
police losing time in court after
licitor Wilcox. He said everything is in
making an arxesl.___.
Mayor Baker said the suggestion
"The procedure to be followed by
,;egarding the time lost by police
Mayor Baker was the subject of discussion among Kohler's friends yesterday
jVfter making arrests might lead to
It was stated that Kohler will be asked
consideration of the plan of having
to undergo a physical examination ati
pjplice court se'ssions in outlying disthe hands of Police Surgeon Norton and
tricts.
then will be retired to the, pension list. I
\lt was announced that the GerIf Kohler refuses to undergo the examination, it was said, he will be asked
man-American alliance will make
to
resign. Refusal to resign, it is said,
the following requests
will bring the filing of. the charges with
That all rights and powers under home
the civil service commission and iionieri
rule be kept as close to the people as possi
must then stand trial
,„.„„„
| ble.
Tt has been suggested that Attorney
Good local self-government to be held one]
W
H
Boyd
who
defended
Chief
Kohler
I of the principal features.
in "his trial'before a civil service com-'
Short ballot.
mission two years ago, might act foi
■ Civil service maintained on a fair andl
lequitable basis, with expert examiners and]
th
■ examinations filled with practical and not!
itCtorrfeyaSCyd said last night he had I
■ theoretical problems not germane to the!
beard nothing from^Chief Kohler or his
I subject and not contemplated in the work to!
friends to indicate he wduld be letamea
I be taken up.
for"Do
theyou
chief.
.„ be
- asked
„QV0H tn
Executive, legislative and judiciary to re-j
think you will
to
I main separate and independent as now.
S
defend Kohler?" he was asked.
i
Initiative, referendum and recall for all j
-I
have
no
reason
for
thinking
so,
elected officers.
Election of mayor, city auditor and coun- j
he answered.
I cil by wards or from districts, each district j
I not to exceed 25.000 population, councilmenj
I to be paid adequate salary and devote all]
I their time to city affairs; each to have an I
I office where people may find him, to havej
I1 certain open hours for people to call, and]
each to have a four-year term subject to re-'
call.
Declaring the school question canj not be touched, as the constitution j
would forbid, the organization suggests an amendment that ousts the
board of education and provides management of the schools by a commission to be named by the mayor.
The Eighth Ward Democratic club |
last evening, at G. B. TJ. hall on W. |
25th-st, declared* for the federal form
of government with a large and partisan council of at least twenty-six
I members elected by wards.
Member Doty will address members of the Electric league at noon
today at Hotel Euclid on ■'Cleveland';
1 New Charter."
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ER? IN N. I SAY
^ /^ PLANS IN EAST FOR
STAYS IN N. Y.;
FIGHT HE'LL MAKE?

KOHLER
CITY OFFICIALS MEET
TO DISCUSS CHARGES

There's a "Fred'k Kohler" Registered at WaldorfAstoria, But He Can't Be Found When Phone Call
Comes; Crossing Man Here Certain He Saw Chief
in Buggy Early Thursday; Door Is Slammed When
Reporters Call at Police Head's Home

Mayor's Secretary and Burr Gongwer,
of Election Boards, Discuss Police
Situation—Bankers Return.
Thursday brought no actual
hew developments in the possible
trial of Chief Fred Kohler, of the
Cleveland police department, before the civil service cpmmissioners, on charges which it has been
reported Mayor Baker
would
bring.
The bankers' party, of which
the chief has been a member on a
month's cruise to Panama and
through the West Indies, reached
Cleveland at 9:15 a. m. Thursday,
on a special Lake Shore train.
Most of the party left the train
Bt the E. 105th-Bt station.
Chief; Kohler was not with the
party from New'York to Cleveland. He registered Wednesday
light at the Waldorf-Astoria, and
\as still a guest at the hotel
nirsday afternoon. He declined
see a Press reporter, and made
statement during the day.
Vlayor Baker was in Columbus,

Where was Chief Kohler Thursday, anyway?
On the register of the Waldorf-Astoria, New York, there was
written just as plain as the nose on your face, in the unmistakable
looking after legislation in which hand that signs the letters to the uplift magazines proclaiming
the city is interested.
11
I
^g^gj^fei"i_njjjjCL-prime, appeared the signature:
Conference is Held.
The Kohler case was discussed
(.woM PMVX)
t who so described himself was
at length by the "seconds" of
Kohler and Baker. When W. B.
■qo_a 0Q"3$ V& sanrB.but whether he was Chief of PoGongwer, clerk of the board of
5{JBp JO iqifif uodn soua^mesake who sells shoes or ladies'
elections, and former secretary to
e unwilling to jeopardize their
Mayor Tom, alighted at the E.
105th-st station, he was met by
iprrAi padid 9JB sun_9S Jappi
__
W. J. Murphy, secretary to Mayor
II-LUI Jflis . jo .pram ajB SIT'
,
.
_ •
TIT™. o^lArvT ™„ „„„.,
"home rule, said no Kohler action
Baker.
PU. SdOOT pu. SUOWiq q^T-Hvould be taken by him Thursday.
Gongwer was with the bankers'
Acting Mayor Lapp said that he
party, and his conference with i
„, „„.
_
had no intention of taking any acMurphy is understood to have
SI qOpq/A lapOUI AV9U __T9JT4ugtion in the Kohler matter.
been at the request of either the j
UO%%00 "S SI ajaut). ATtBp SuiAIJ, "* have been given no instructions,
mayor or Chief Kohler. |
*
i
■ 'Know nothing about the Kohler case
Murphy and Gongwer left the I
>-»T f-t*~* _~_TI-_-_T-_^-_-- officially and will make no move,"
E. 10 5th-st station a few mo- f
9TA1C OUOUIX\Jsaid Lapp.
ments after Gongwer's arrival
*
'"'
'
\ William H. Boyd, who successfully
and went at once to Gongwer's
He fended Kohler
residence in Beachland.
There they -were in conference
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1 IN N. V., S
^^-,v PLANS IN EAST FO!
STAYS IN N. Y.;
FIGHT HE'LL MAKE?

KOHLER
CITY OFFICIALS MEET There's a "Fred'k Kohler" Registered at WaldorfBut He Can't Be Found When Phone Call
TO DISCUSS CHARGES Astoria,
Comes; Crossing Man Here Certain He Saw Chief
Mayor's Secretary and Burr Gongwer,
of Election Boards, Discuss Police
Situation—Bankers Return.
Thursday brought no actual'
faew developments in the possible
trial of Chief Fred Kohler, of the
Cleveland police department, before the civil service cpmmissioners, on charges which it has been
reported Mayor Baker
would
hring.
The bankers' party, of which
the chief has been a member on a
month's cruise to Panama and
through the West Indies, reached
Cleveland at 9:15 a. m. Thursday,
on a special Lake Shore train.
Most of the party left the train
at the E. 105th-st station.
Chief; Kohler was not with the
party from New York to Cleveland.
He registered Wednesday
Vi'ght at. the Waldorf-Astoria, and
-as still a guest at the hotel
hursday afternoon. He declined
see a Press reporter, and made
statement during the day.
Vlayor Baker was in Columbus,

i

looking after legislation in which
the city is interested.
Conference is Held.
The Kohler case was discussed
at length by the "seconds" of

Kohler and" Baker. When W.
SecK' MdrL°merhBeeereSrdy
Mayor Tom, alighted at the
105th-st station, he was met

B.
to
E.
by

in Buggy Early Thursday; Door Is Slammed When
Reporters Call at Police Head's Home
Where was Chief Kohler Thursday, anyway?
On the register of the Waldorf-Astoria, NewYork, there was '
written just as plain as the nose on your face, in the unmistakable
hand that signs the letters to the uplift magazines proclaiming
Cleveland to be f-f-free from crime, appeared the signature:
"Fred'k Kohler, Cleveland."
Clerks insisted that the guest who so described himself was
a "Fred'k Kohler" of Cleveland, but whether he was Chief of PoHce Fred k
"
' Kohler" or just a namesake who sells shoes or ladies'
garments or something they were unwilling to jeopardize their.
reputations for veracity.

W. Burr Gongwer, board of elecW. J. Murphy, secretary to Mayor
tions clerk, who came back on the home rule, said no Kohler action
Baker.
Gongwer was with the bankers' special train that set the members of would be taken by him Thursday.,
Kohler-Panama-Bankers' trip
party, and his conference with the
Acting Mayor Lapp said that he
|iown in
Cleveland, said Kohler had had no intention of taking any acMurphy, is understood j.o have
been left
behind in New York. Other tion in the Kohler matter.
3
been at the request of either the "T"" " Tt' " V X
* S?
•vTo-,",,,.
ni-,iaf^TT^VIIQT.
members of the party that toured the
"I have been given no instructions,
mayor \y
or Chief
Kohler. !
Spanish Main with Kohler didn't see know nothing about the Kohler case
Murphy and Gongwer left the hS"^ tife"^^"t&y?saja:
officially
and will make no move,"
E. 105th-st station a few moThose at City Hall who claimed to said Lapp.
ments after Gongwer's arrival be "in the know" asserted that KohlWilliam H. Boyd, who successfully
and went at once to Gongwer's er had decided, on learning that May- defended Kohler when he was .on-tria'i
residence in Beachland.
or Baker was to be absent in Colum- before the civil service - commission
There they .were in conference bus Thursday, to stay in New York two years ago, said Thursday that he
until afternoon, when Murphy left and plan 'out,the .fight he says he would not defend Kohler again. The
for theNcity hali.
proposes to make against the charges rumor that Boyd would be Kohler's
"I haven't a thing to say about Baker is' expected to file against him attorney has bobbed up persistently.
William J. Murphy, mayor's secreKohler," said Murphy on his re- immediately upon his return,
tary, said he did not know where
turn to city hall. "That's all up
He's Sure He Saw Chief
Kohler was in New York or when he
to the mayor. I know nothing Patrolman Carbeck, who knows intended to come back to Cleveland.
about his plans."
Kohler as well as he knows the nose What would be done when the chief
At the mayor's office it was oh his own face, stakes his buttons, did come back also was unknown to
said Kohleu's leave of absence much^ss his eyesight, on it that he Murphy, he said.
Whatever action will be taken
rests with Mayor Baker and *£&£*£ XJTTiolTe^
against Kohler will be taken by tho
rather indefinite. He therefore is about the thing
mayor, all signs Indicate.
The
not obliged to return home at any It was this w'ay:
American Civic Reform union which
particular time.
Carbeck is on crossing duty at Eu- gathered together the evidence for
"Whenever he arrives he is clid'avenue and East 55th street. An the charges against the chief has put
chief again, as soon as he walks automobile came along (as autos the matter squarely before Bakei.
into this office," said Inspector have a habit of doing there).
The union's officials say that they
Rowe."
Carbeck raised his hand to stop it have done all they intend t'l do in
TIT- TI TD„„J „nJ.™~,r n,i,n ^a and 'noticed a man behind the ma- taming over to Baker all the facts in
T H^yd' att0F'ne/ W£° d6~ chine suddenly pull up his horse so tho case.
fended JCohler against charges sharply as t0 attract attention,
All the evidence in the Schearer ditwo years ago, said he had re- «.Tne man was the chief," Carbeck vorce case, upon which the charges
ceived no word from the chief re- says. "I was so flabbergasted that I are to be based, has been gone over
garding the present case.
had to look twice. Then I waved my by the city solicitor.
A statement prepared on board the
When the chief stepped onto hand for the traffic to proceed, and
the White Star line pier\ in New the auto and the chief went on their Megantic before New York was
w
reached, was all Chief Kohler had to
York from the steamer Megantic, fyThe chief was smiling like a good offer to the score of reporters who
Wednesday evening, he was acfellow.
I
was
so
flustered
that
I
formet him when the steamer docked
costed by more than a dozen jjot to salute him.
Wednesday evening. The statement
newspaper
men.
He
talked
Am I sure it was the chief? Don't evidently was written for the chief
with travelog freedom about his kid me—I guess I know Chief Kohler. by W. B. Gongwer and indicates that
trip, but when he was asked His horse and buggy were very mud- full details of the situation in Clevewhether he would resign as chief dy; they looked as if they'd been land had not been known to the Meor fight his accusers, his lips traveling over some bad roads."
gantic passengers.
But Buggy's in Barn
"Here is my statement, gentleclenched and his face set hard.
men,"
said the chief as he drem-tjtgj
Then Kohler turned interview- Mebbe so, but the chief's official
two
sheets of White Star line "staer. He put questions fast as to buggy was found Thursday over at
crima developments in Cleveland. .Central station patrol barn, covered tionery from his overcoat and passed
it to the newspapermen. "I will not
Particularly he wanted to know with canvas to keep the dirt off it.
about the Byrns and Rothenberg 81st
Out at the Kohler home, 1894 East say anything else until I reach
I murders.
street, Mrs. Fred Kohler, her! Cleveland and find out definitely what
eyes red an<
-ir„i,i«_t= ».t»^mt
i her manner agitated, charge is being made against me."
Kohler's Statement.
siammed the door when inquiry was
Here Is the Statement
Chief Kohler issued this state-made for Chief Kohler.
"I consider the attacks made
|ment in New York:
There were buggy tracks leading
upon me during jrny absence
T consider the attacks made into the back yard, but no signs of a
from Cleveland malicious, cowupon me during mv absence from,»u&gy, Kohler's or another's. Neigh
Cleveland malicious, cowardly and b°r£» said they had seen nothing of
ardly and unwarranted.
"Nothing has been charged
unwarranted. Nothing has been:^ ^f Xr hand a long-distance
against my official qualificacharged against my official <iuali~i telephone call for Kohler at the
tions.
The attack upon my
Ifications.
Waldorf-Astoria at 11 o'clock Thurspersonal life is based upon
'The attack upon my personal day morning brought the response
I life is based upon anonymous, that Kohler was not in his room but
anonymous slanderous commuslanderous communications and that he would be paged. Later came
nications and comes from percomes from persons who had the report that Kohler could not be
sons who had ample opportuniample opportunity and who, al-found around the hotelty and who, although requested
though requested to do so, reWhere's Chief Hiding?
to do so, refused to make any
fused to make any charges when I He has not been seen gince he fled
charges when I was present to
was present to face them, and be- th6 volley of shafts from the question
face them and before I left
fore I left Cleveland for this con- quiVers of the newspaper men at the
Cleveland for this contemplated
|templated rest.
docks Wednesday afternoon.
After
rest.
"The attacks from Cleveland can-being chased in and out of every nook
"The attacks made upon me
I not be prompted by any desire tc and cranny of the customs house and
in my absence from Cleveland
improve police efficiency. While : docks from the time the steamer
cannot be prompted by any denever claimed to be a perfect huna
warped in until Uncle Sam's minions
sire to improve police efficiency.
"a„ w,!^ T <ihn11 be verv elad t( d finished with his baggage, Kohler
"While I never claimed to be
fece^ha^^^
a perfect human being, I shall
| of my accusers
j w B Gongwer, the chief's closest
be glad to place my character
I do claim to have the aualrfi, poliUcal friend> who made the Panaalongside that of my accusers.
cations of an efficient chief or POma trlp with nim; explained Kohler's
"I do claim to have qualificalice, and as to my efficiency I an falmre to be aboard the bankers' spetions of an efficient chief of poperfectly willing to let the recoricial by saying that Kohler's baggage
lice, and as to my efficien
show. Respectfully,
I didn't arrive.
am perfectly willing to let the
^SignedX
"Fred Kohler,"
Here's Gongwer's Reason
record show."
Gongwer was awakened In his berth
Ion the bankers-" train at Erie, Pa.,
| early Thursday.
"Where is the chief?" he was asked.
"His baggage didn't arrive.
It
I happened to a lot of the tourists,"
said Gongwer.
"He had a reserva|tion on this train, I know."
"What does this statement of the
I chief's mean.-" was asked.
"Has he
a big Irump card he means to play
land vihich he is holding back?"
"You can read English as well as I
I can," was Gongwer's reply as he
rolled over to sleep again.
Baker Won't Act at Once
Mayor Baker, before leaving for
Columbus where he is attending a
I meeting of state and city officials to
determine what powers the state
utilities commission will have under

His wouldbe interviewers darted
about the customs office and docks as
the chief tried to flee them. Their
tirade of questions drummed at his
ears until he had boarded a taxlcab
and was whirled uptown.
The reporters were at the special
train which bore the bankers back
to Cleveland. But Kohler had deserted the party with which he had made
the Panama trip. A canvass of the
hotels did not turn him up.
Kohler was worried. He smiled and
appeared affable while the New York
newspaper men bombarded him with
the questions interesting New York
—whether he was after Police Commissioner Waldo's job, whether he
would try to clean New York of vice.,
whether he thought the Panama
canal zone well policed, etc.
But the questions about the Cleveland situation brought Kohler down
into serious mieh. He listened eagerly to the questions. He was nettled
about the Schearer divorce affair.
The garbled 'and meager accounts of
it which had reached the Megantic
was common property on board.
Kohler kept very much to himself|
all the way from Bermuda, conferring
at length and often with his adviser,
Gongwer.
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KOHLER HERE TODAY MAYOR OPENS EXPOSITION
WILL RESUME DUTIES

The chief was expected to leave
New York Wednesday night on the
bankers' special, but he failed to
do so..
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LEAVES NEW YORK

Probabilities are that Kohler will
his duties as chief of police
le gets in the city. Incting chief, said:
is soon as he steps
in this office, as far as I am cond."
d back from
Columbus Fridaj morning and may
talk with Kohler at once.
will bo
Kohler's
last
to get off, unless he should
• at Buffalo while a
ncs is being made.
Judging from the chief's attitude,
I after landing from the
dncsday, there
hy he should not come
1
b I
ie,
now that he has
■ it lie to frustrate the
efforts of reporters to interview him

Discussing this yesterday, he said
he had remained in New York because of the uncertainty that existed
Wednesday night as to the time the
special train carrying the bankers'
party would leave for Cleveland.
From the time Chief Kohler retired
Wednesday until just before the departure of the Lake Shore limited at
5:30 o'clock last evening, he secluded
himself in his room at the Waldorf-1
Astoria.
The chief buried himself to such an i
extent that he even refused to answer)
long distance telephone calls
from!
Cleveland.
The calls were switched
to his room and pages were sent scur- I
rying through the hotel lobby calling
his name, but Kohler refused to re-1
spond.
Kohler Disappoint* Crowd.

Police Chief, After Day in Seclusion at Waldorf-Astoria,
Starts for Cleveland.

Under the impression
Kohler

that

Chief,

bankers' party, a crowd gathered ..t
the E. 105t-h-st station at 9:15 o'clock!
yesterday morning when the special I
pulled in.
,
Comes on Lake Shore Limit-• Kohler was not to be seen, how-;
er and members of the ar
ed Due Hpre Farlv This
C
'
» ty could!
BU UUC neie LdMy irilb
.throw no light on his whereabouts ,

'The train Ieft New Yor* late Wednesday night and in the rush incident to^
!
departure many of the travelers fail.d"
I to note the chief's absence.
William J. Murphy, secretary to
' Mayor Baker, was waiting at the sta
tion for arrival of the tourists. MurDepartment Head ' Says He Was Un. phy declined to say whether he was
Gongwer Mods Murphy.
eertain as to Time Bankers' Train I there at the direction of the mayor,
Mi Mayor Baker in Columbus,]'
> had left Cleveland two hours
ttev. W. W. Bustard, of the Euclid]
Was to Leave, hut Officials Here earlier for Columbus.
W. Burr Gongwer. clerk of
the
Avenue Baptist Church, and presi-j
See ill His Delay Tactful Move to board of elections, was one of the,
of the American Civic Reform
Wain Information Before His Arri- first to leave the train. He was met \
■ II, which has prepared chai
val—Burr Gongwer nml Major's by Murphy and the two went immsr. away on vacation,
diately to Qongwer'.s residence where'
Secretary Confer at Former's Home they held an extended conference.
ed Thursday in th
"We talked over the Kohler situaturn of \\ . ' >ui r I longwer, a personal
—linker Spends Day in Columbus.
tion fully/' said
Murphy after the
ohler's, who was with him
_
conference, "but I am not at libertyon the Panama trip, and his confer...
, r„,
W tni
public any part of the con-!
After a day in seclusion at The J versation. I do not know when
■-.illi William ,1. Murphy, the
Waldorf-Astoria,
Chief of Police Fred Kehler will arrive in
Cleveland.
mayor'
ary.
Mayor Baker is expected back toGongwer visited the city hall in Kohler at New York yesterday afternight, but I have no idea as to what
the
morning,
almost
immediately
noon boarded the Lake Shore limited form the procedure will take." ,
irrlving in the city. He saw
Friends of Kohler see a bit of tact
Murphy then. The latter was away for Cleveland, due to reach the E. in the fact that uncertainty as to
! of I ho day and was not at I05th-st station at 6:55 o'clock this train time caused the chief to desert
the bankers' party and wait over ani ill" evening and was believed morning.
i other day in New York, while one of
home iu [his
closest political friends, Gongwer,
Since issuing the statement,
in
letail.
came to Cleveland to learn at first
registering at the which lie armed unfair and cpwardly jhand the nature of the charges
ist the chief.
rf-Astoria, in New York, man [the attacks on him in his absence,
It is believed that Kohler decided
elude newspaper men -until |Kohler has remained silent He „. in remain in New York on the adhe climbed aboard car oix at the f
jvice of Gongwer. Friends here think
i
fused
absolutely to add to his state- that if Kohler had come to Cleveland.
Grand Central station
lacking full detail of th^ pending!
ment.
Neither
would
he
talk
of
the
Mrs. Kohler Is Silent.
j charges, he would have been at a de- |
charges
to
be
filed
against
him
by
Kohler, at the Kohler home,
cided disadvantage from the start.
Opponents of the chief understand
i. appeared agitated.
i- Baker.
it to be Mayor* Baker's plan first to
interviewed and.
Kohler was not the only man who
e K tiller examined by Police Surto answer the bell
mie of silence yesterday. geon Norton, retiring him on full peni ignored.
sion in case it is found that -any disMayor Baker, at Columbus on legis- ability was caused by reason of his
ion as to whom
lnlivo business, also was silent.
service as an officer of the depart■ would engage to take charge
"Will Chief Kohler resume charge ment.
of his cl
iges be forl
T
. o|f the police department on his rejj "ov, 1:'l^-;l>'lc,n;ir'if'tlie would rcagainst him and a trial
iy. but
the
party,
?um to Cleveland?" the mayor waij iiiiiiii ■
William II. Boyd, who suchearing of, the number of deaths
;
at
Columbus.
i
among
i
Ighters,
refused
ohler in his trial
tion. A woman
"I am not in position to say,
i he eh il ser\ ice commission
■om Spain had lost her
a id he would nut rep- ' ,.„,.,',
,, ■
,
. n,\'life the week before, the natives
Will anything be done toward fU>
namat
;
The Vmei lean Civic Rcfo rui union "^' charges before Kohler returns?" and the tourists rode the streets in [
eges in the carnival parade, with '
"1 will not discuss that," answerei
will do nothing until the mayor tails
sques and floats, and confetti
on evidi
i rning
1 he Baker.
and flowers.
Mr. K. D. Bishop and
in idem, which it pi
Gongwer to Give Facts.
C. B. Schmick had the honor of being
Ul
introduced
to
the
festival queen and
'"'■
Mayor Baker will return to Cleveto attend the carnival ball as guests
rly this morning.
of the Arries, an old family of PanaKohler, deserting the bankers- party, ma bankers.
H. D. Berner, phonograph man,
Anderson of
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KOHLER HERE TODAY
WILL RESUME DUTIES
Chief Leaves New York on
Flyer: Due in Cleveland at 7:15 A. M.
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Chief Fred Kohler left New York £n^-Tuberculosis society,

«Mfl
M,.

nsr

•on the Lake Shore limited at 5:30 fCrittentonToir^1" BUnd and Fiorence
j o'clock Thursday night, and barring:
; his dropping off the train, will be in
Cleveland at 7:15 o'clock this morning.
Probabilities are that Kohler will
resume his duties as chief of police
as soon as he gets in the city. Inspector Rowei acting chief, said:
"Kohler is chief, as soon as he steps
in this office, as far as I am concerned."
Mayor Baker is expected back from
Columbus Friday morning and maywant to talk with Kohler at once.
Rochester will be
Kohler's
last
chance to get off, unless he should
care to leave at Buffalo while a
change of engines is being made.
Judging from the chief's attitude,
expressed after landing from the
steamer Megantic, Wednesday, there
MOming.
is no reason why he should not come
.
directly home, now that he has
started, unless it be to frustrate the
efforts of reporters to interview him
further.
Department Head'Says He Was UnGongwer Meets Murphy.

HLER IN SILENCE
EMS NEW YORK

|;3

The chief was expected to leave
New York Wednesday night on the
bankers' special, but he failed to
do so..
Discussing this yesterday, he said
he had remained in New York because of the uncertainty that existed
Wednesday night as to the time the
special train carrying the bankers'
party would leave for Cleveland.
From the time Chief Kohler retired
Wednesday until just before the departure of the Lake Shore limited at
0:30 o'clock last evening, he secluded
himself in his room at the Waldorf-j
Astoria.
;
The chief buried himself to such an j
extent that he even refused to answer'
long distance . telephone calls
from j
Cleveland.
The calls were switched
to his room and pages were sent scur- j
rying through the hotel lobby calling, his name, but Kohler refused to re-1
( spond.
Kohler Disappoints Crowd.

Police Chief, After Day in Se- ]■ Under the impression that Chief
Kohler was still a member of the
clusion at Waldorf-Astoria, j| bankers'
party, a crowd gathered Li
the E. 105th-st station at 9:15 o'clock
Starts for Cleveland.

Comes on Lake Shore Limited Due Here Early This

yesterday morning when the special
pulled in.
Kohler was not to be seen, how- j
fever, and members of the party could!
.throw no light on his whereabouts ,
The train left New

York late Wednes-

,day night and in the rush incident to »
"' departure many of the travelers failed
to note the chief's absence.
William J. Murphy, secretary to
Mayor Baker, was waiting at the station for arrival of the tourists. Murphy declined to say whether he was
certain as to Time Bankers' Train there at the direction of the mayor,
With Mayor Baker in Columbus, j'
.who had left Cleveland two hours j
Rev. W. W. Bustard, of the Euclid I \
Was to Leave, but Officials
Here earlier for Columbus.
, Avenue Baptist Church, and presi-!
W. Burr Gongwer. clerk
of
the!
See in His Delay Tactful Move to
board of elections, was one of the'
dent of the American Civic Reform'
Gain Information Before His Arri- first to leave the train. He was met I
Union, which has prepared charges;
val—Burr I Gongwer and Mayor's by Murphy and the two went imme-l
against Kohler, away on vacation,.'
Stately to Gongwer's residence where i
interest centered Thursday in tin re-|
Secretary Confer at Former's Home they held an extended conference.
turn of W. Burr Gongwer, a personal
"We talked over the Kohler situa—Baker Spends Day in Columbus.
tion fully," said
Murphy after the
friend of Kohler's, who was with him
conference, "but I am not at liberty
on the Panama trip, and his conferto make public any part of the conAfter a day in seclusion at The
ence with William J. Murphy, the
versation. I do^ not know when
mayor's secretary.
j Waldorf-Astoria, Chief of Police Fred Kchler
will
arrive
in
Cleveland.
Gongwer visited the city hall in f Kohler at New York yesterday after- Mayor Baker is expected back tonight, but I have no idea as to what
the
morning,
almost
immediately
form the procedure will take."
after arriving in the city. He saw noon boarded the Lake Shore limited
Friends of Kohler see a bit of tact
Murphy then. The latter was away for Clevffand, due to reach the E. in the fact that uncertainty as to'
the rest of the day and was not at |j.i05th-st station at 6:55 o'clock this train time caused the chief to desert
the bankers' party and wait over an-1
borne in the evening and was believed morning.
other
day in New York, while one of
to be at Gongwer's home in BeachSince issuing the statement,
in his closest political friends, Gongwer,
land, going over the case in detail.
came to Cleveland to learn at first
Kohler,
after registering at the Which he termed unfair and cowardly hand the nature of the charges
Waldorf-Astoria, in New York, man- the attacks on him in his absence, against the chief.
It is believed that Kohler decided
aged to elude newspaper men until
He re- to remain in New York on the adhe climbed aboard car six at the Kohler has remained silent.
vice
of Gongwer. Friends here think
fused absolutely to add to his stateGrand Central station.
that if Kohler had come to Cleveland
Mrs. Kohler Is Silent.
jment. Neither would he talk of the lacking full detail of the pending'
Mrs. Kohler, at the Kohler home, s charges to be filed against him by charges, he would have been at a decided disadvantage from the start
1S94 E. 81st street, appeared agitated. Mayor Baker.
Opponents of the chief understand
She refused to be interviewed and.
it to be Mayor* Baker's plan first to
K hler W&S n0t the oWy man who
have Kohler examined by Police Surfinally, to answer the bell at all.
°
geon Norton, retiring him on full penTelephone calls were ignored.
played the game of silence yesterday.
sion in case it is found that any dis
There was speculation as to whom Mayor Baker, atvColumbus on legis- ability was
e his
hi,
as caused bv
by reason n
of
Kohler would engage to take charge !**!Ve; business' also was silent,
service as an officer
of the depart:
WlU
of his defense should charges be forChief Kohler resume charge ment.
Under the law, Kohler if retired in
mally made against him and a trial 0t tbe police department on his reBj?_ waY coul(3 'not draw full pension
ensue. William IT. Boyd, who sue- turn t0 Cleveland?" the mayor was IM-'o a month, unless his disabilities
cessfully defended Kohler in his trial ELSkeii at Columbus,
are the result of his
service
He
before the civil service commission j
"T am not; in Position to say,"' he j could receive full pension under anv
;
condition
if
he
had
been
on
the
force
two years ago, said lie would not rep- [''eplied.
i twenty-'•
..
resent Kohler again.
"Will anything be done toward filThe plan of the opposition ifc,.,-««*a".
The American Civic Reform union §ing charges before Kohler returns?"
to contemplate the filing of an injuncvcill do nothing until the mayor fails ;
"I will not discuss that," answered tion suit, seeking to restrain the city
from paying Kohler a pension if he
to act on evidence concerning
the i Baker.
is so discharged.
Shearer incident, which it presented j Gongwer to Giv
Leaders in the movement;, it is said,
Kaets.
to him
All this evidence has been
will demand that in addition to the
Mayor Baker will return to Cleveexamination by Police Surgeon Norgone over by the city solicitor.
land early this morning.
ton, Kohler be examined by two other
It was rumored in Columbus ThursKohler, deserting the bankers' party physicians to be named bv them.
day that David F. Anderson
of
The. question of who will be made
for another day in New- York, will reYoungstown, had been retained by
chief in the event that Kohler is deturn to Cleveland today, to learn from
posed has caused much speculation
the union to prosecute the charges
W. Burr Gongwer, clerk of the board among police officials.
Under the
against Kohler if he is placed\on
law, it is said, only officers who have
of
elections,
who
preceded
him.
full
trial by Mayor Baker.
been in the service twenty-five vears
details of the situation.
Anderson is known to be fa] liar
may become chief and still be eligible
This,
the
chief's
friends
believe,
will
to
the pension.
with the divorce scandal in ■ licli
An officer who has been
in
the
the chief is involved. ■ A lawj ■ i>r put. Kohler on a fairly even footing
with his accusers. Gongwer is in pos- service twenty-five years, it was said*
some note, Anderson
''as ;> member
yesterday, may resign on full pensession of all the facts, it is said, and
of the constitutional
sion and be appointed
chief as a
ui\ cntion and
preceded Kohler to Cleveland for that civilian. This construction of the new
put. the teeth in the liquor
license purpose.
corialitutional
law has its opponents who declare
amendment
which
that an official cannot-draw two salbears his name.
aries from the city.
They believe*1
the pension would be termed a salary
which,
With the salary of chief,
would bring about a condition contrary to law.
"ft is all up to Mayor Baker," the
chiefs accusers declare.
Officials of
the American Civic Reform union say
they will take no action. They contend that their part ended when they
before the mayor
| succeeded in getting
| the l acts in the divorce case in which
Kohler is said to have been named.
Clevelanders returned
from
the
cruise through, the West Indies, taken
by Kohler and Gongwer, had a wonderfully variegated story to tell of the
trip.
They boarded launches a-i La Guayra to reach the Megantic. anchored
in the harbor.
The sea was rough
and one woman became almost hysterical. When they finally stepped
aboard M. A. Bradley announced that
he had caught a faint sound from Gabriel's horn, but did not like the tune
it played.
Dr. H. C. Byman met the President
of Venezuela and family in their garden at Caracas. Other Venezuelans
offered to
"SJu , in the
•" •
r if they would rc• another day. but
the
party,
hearing i ?t the number
of deaths
among rai-..^- bull fighters, refused lj
the proffered
distinction. A woman"
bullfighter from Spain had lost her
life the week before, the natives
It was carnival time in Panama,
and the tourists rode the streets iri
ges in the carnival parade, with
its masques and floats and confetti
and flowers.
Mr. K. D. Bishop and
C. R. Schmick had the honor of being
introduced to the festival queen and
to attend the carnival ball as guests
of the Arries, an old family of Panama bankers.
H. D. Berner,
phonograph
man, ,
twice won the ship's pool as to length
of the days run.
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AND SOLICITOR CHIEF RESUMES
F MUST DUTIES AT ONC
Rev. A. S. Gregg, Superintendent American Civic Reform Bureau, Is Summoned by Wilcox to Tell What
Information He Has; Police Head, on Return From
Panama, Calls In Inspector Rowe; Meeting Is
Noisy, Though Neither Will Tell What Was Said
Chief Kohler took active charge of his office again
Friday morning.
Mayor Baker Friday morning called in City Solicitor Wilcox and the two prepared the charges against
Kohler.
Indications are the crisis will come at a conference
between the mayor and chief Friday afternoon
Charges based on the testi
mony in the divorce suit of
Samuel D. Schearer, 2606 Daisy
avenue, will be filed with the
civil service commission unless
Kohler anticipates the action by
resigning.
"It may happen in an
hour, it may not happen until late this afternoon/' said
Wilcox after the Baker conference.
When asked what he
meant by "it" Wilcox replied :
"I am not at liberty to
i say."
He added, however, that
he anticipated no action until after a conference between Chief Kohler and
Blayor Baker."
The chief had given no intimation up to 1 o'clock whether
he will fight or resign. He held
numerous conferences with Inspector RoAve and Detective
Bernhart and read his mail.

he was making his regular morning
call.
Enemies declared Kohler intended
to try to get himself retired for disability to shut off any charges..
Kohler was smiling and resolute
as he strode into police headquarters
at 8:15, but he declined to make any
statement in addition to the one he
made when he landed from the Megantic Wednesday evening.
He will have conferences Friday
with his adviser, W. Burr G-ongwer,
other close friends, and possibly
with Mayor Baker.
"He's Chief Today"—Baker
'Kohler will be chief of police tor
day so far as I know," said Baker on
hearing of the chief's return. I do
not know whether I will have a conference with him today."
While Kohler waited over a day in
New York. Gongwer, who came on
from New York Thursday morning,
was busy learning the nature of the
charges which threaten Kohler. The
chief will go over the situation with
his friends, before taking any decided action.
"What can I say or do?" asked
Kohler, as he stood in the vestibule
of Lake Shore train No. 1fl as it
neared Cleveland.
"There are no ,
charges filed against me, are there.' ,
Kohler said he knew no reason why ,
he should not take up his duties as
chief immediately upon his return.
"I have not heard' from Mayor
Baker since I went away," he said.
The mayor refused to make any
He Appears Nervous
■——-^"ri ryVir
ohler and had
"" The chief appeared nervous as he
yJil-JIJLf-t ^rew close to Cleveland.. He was up
ind dressed long before it was neces- j
Iiary He looks older and grayer than
le did when he went away on the j
Southern-cruise.
'
'
He showedthe deepest interest in
the Cleveland situation.
He was
anxious to .know whether the. crime
wave had subsided.
"What was the general impression
of the statement I made Wednesday
ivening?" he asked.
He greeted the corps of .photographer's smilingly and posed for a
picture at the 105th street sta.t«on.
(■looid puoodg)
"It pays to advertise," he laughed.
sap'Bq
Breakfasts at Home
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Baker and City Solicitor Wilcox Draw
Up Formal Charges Against Him
Behind Closed Doors.
Law Requires Suspension of Police
Head Immediately After Civil Service
Commissioners Get Case.
Chief Fred Kohler was hack in the saddle al police headquarters Friday, browned from his ocean trip to Panama, smiling on his friends, but reticent as to his plans to meet cha:
to be filed againsl him late Friday or Saturday.
While Kohler .spoil! the morning at his desk, reviewing the
work of the department during his absence with. Inspector Rowe,
the mayor and City Solicitor Wilcox were busy at the city hall
drafting the charges, which .will resull in the suspension of the
chief and his trial by the civil service hoard.
"I haven't a word to say about charges," said Kohler.
'"Neither Mr. Wilcox nor myself care to discuss the Kohler
case;" said the mayor after their conference. However, Rev.
A. S. Gregg, leading anti-Kohlerite, joined Wilcox bur
after.
Rev. Gregg led the conversation around to the Kohler case,
and when Wilcox suggested there
might be criticism of delay in filing charges against the chief,
Gregg replied:
"1 am perfectly satisfied wiih
the way the mayor has handled
it."

PROPOSED
GOULD WIPE OUT
-CENT FARE

May tail in Kohler.
Gregg then asked regarding
probability of an interview
Measure Takes from City the
tv/een the mayor and chief during |
the day.
Power Over All Public
"I think there's likelihood there j
-will In. one r-iiil "^ —"~ 'JT
Utilities.
r-romWj 9-msjai a*om on vm OH
The new state public utilities
sin ioi asBO .iaiua-iS on pen. SH
bill being framed by Charles
-S9111010 .»H»q ou psq ©H
Marshall, assistant state atto
•rea oi aioui on pen. an
;.\' luadKOix i general, if passed might mean the
jo awxiB m "j *°<*s <» J9*J0*W end of three-cent fare in C
land and a boosting of the gas,
electric light and telephone rates,
according to John stockwell, assistant city solicitor.
Mayor Baker, Senator Friebolin
and Stockwell argued vainly with
Marshall at a conference in Columbus Thursday to have removed
from the bill a provision which
kives the public utility commission ,
'full control of all public utilities:
and right to hear appeals from }
city decisions.
Stockwell says this means the
power to regulate their own public utilities, which home rule gives
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AND SOLICITOR
F MUST
Baker and City Solicitor Wilcox Draw
Up Formal Charges Against Him
Behind Closed Doors.

Rev. A. S. Gregg, Superintendent American Civic Reform Bureau, Is Summoned by Wilcox to Tell What
Information He Has; Police Head, on Return Prom
Panama, Calls In Inspector Rowe; Meeting Is
Noisy, Though Neither Will Tell What Was Said

Law Requires Suspension of Police
Head Immediately After Civil Service
Commissioners Get Case.

Chief Kohler took active charge of his office again
Friday morning.
Mayor Baker Friday morning called in City Solicitor Wilcox and the two prepared the charges against
Kohler.
Indications are the crisis will come at a conference
between the mayor and chief Friday afternoon
Charges based on the testi
mony m the divorce suit of
Samuel D. Schearer, 2606 Daisy
avenue, will be filed with the
civil service commission unless
Kohler anticipates the action by
resigning.
"It may happen in an
hour, it may not happen until late this afternoon/' said
Wilcox after the Baker conference.
When asked what he
meant by "it" Wilcox replied :
"I am not at liberty to
say."
He added, however, that
he anticipated no action until after a conference between Chief Kohler and
B^ayor Baker.
The chief had given no intimation up to 1 o'clock whether
he will fight or resign. He held
numerous conferences with Inspector Rowe and Detective
Bernhart and read his mail.

Chief Fred Kohler was back in the saddle at police headquarters Friday, browned from his ocean trip to Panama, smiling on his friends, but reticent a"s\> his plans to meet charges
to be filed against him late Friday or Saturday.
While Kohler spent the morning at his desk, reviewing the
work of the department during his absence with Inspector Rowe,
the mayor and City Solicitor Wilcox were busy at the city hall
drafting the charges, which .will result in the suspension of the
chief and his trial by the civil service board.
"1 haven't a word, to say about charges," said Kohler.
''Neither Mr. Wilcox nor myself care to discuss the Kohler
case,'' said the mayor afrer their conference. However, Rev.
A. S. Gregg, leading anti-Kohlerite, joined Wilcox immediately,
after.

he was making his regular morning
call.
Enemies declared Kohler intended
to try to get himself retired for disability to shut off any charges.
Kohler was smiling and resolute
as he strode into police headquarters
at 8:15, but he declined to make any
statement in addition to the one he
made when he landed from the Megantic Wednesday evening.
He will have conferences Friday
with his adviser, W. Burr Gongwer,
other close friends, and possibly
with Mayor Baker.
"He's Chief Today"—Baker
"Kohler will be chief of police today so far as I know," said Baker on
hearing of the chief's return. I do
not know whether I will have a conference with him today."
While Kohler waited over a day in
New York, Gongwer, who came on
from New York Thursday morning,
was busy learning the nature of the
charges which threaten Kohler. The
chief will go over the situation with
his friends, before .taking any decided action.
"What can I say or do?" asked
Kohler, as he stood in the vestibule
of Lake Shore train No. 19 as it
neared Cleveland. "There are no j
charges filed against me, are there? ' ,
Kohler said he knew no reason why
he should not take up his duties as
chief immediately upon his return.
"I have not heard' from Mayor
Baker since I weht away;" he said.
He Appears Nervous
The chief appeared nervous as he
drew close to Cleveland.. He was up
and dressed long before it was neces- :
sary. He looks older and grayer than
he did whan he went away on the f
Southern-cruise.
,...''
He showed' the deepest. interest In|
the Cleveland situation.. He was
anxious to .know whether the crime
wave had subsided.
"What was the general impression
of the statement I made Wednesday
evening?" he asked.
•■He greeted ■ the corps of photographers smilingly and posed for a
picture at the 105th street station.
"It pays to advertise," he laughed.
Breakfasts at Home
As he went:out :.o.f;:the statip'n Mrs.
H. D. Berner, 11124 ' Euclid avenue,
who with her husband, was a fellow passenger of Kohler on the
j
cruise, patted him on the back and
said:
"Good luck, chief."
The Berners and Kohler dined together on the train Thursday night.
There were no patrolmen at the
station to greet Kohler when he arrived The police auto was waiting
for -him and be was driven to his
home, 1894 East 81st street. ,
He had breakfast and then was
driven rapidly to Central station.l
Rowe was waiting for him in his pri-l
vate office. They went into a conferj
lence at once.

Rev. Gregg led the conversation around to the Kohler case,
and when Wilcox suggested there
might be criticism of delay in tiling charges against the chief,
Gregg replied:
"I am perfectly satisfied with
the way the mayor has handled
it."
May Call in Kohler.
Gregg then asked regarding the ]
probability of an interview be- [
tv/een the mayor and chief during •
the day.
"J think there's likelihood there '
will be, one," said Wilcox.
Witn the filing of charges it is
mandatory chat the mayor suspend the chief pending trial before the civil service commission.
There was no indication on the
chief's part that he would resign
or do anything else than fight the
attack against him.
"We can try officials holding officers under civil service only
after they have been suspended,
and that fact has been certified to
us together witli the charges," .
said Secretary Hughes of the commission.
Mayor Baker will leave for
Ohio Wesleyan university early
Saturday, where he is scheduled
to deliver an address. For this
reason it was said there is little
probability of charges being filed
Saturday.
*
Members of the civil service
commission who will try Kohler,
if charges are filed, declared
themselves ignorant Friday of all
developments. The members are
Samuel H. Holding, chairman,
Ralph Edwards and W. C. Keough.
Kohler,
when
questioned
whether he had talked with the
mayor or other officials since his
arrival, said, "Ask them."
"I'm pleased with the work of
I police during my absence," he declared.
Rowe told him of the work of
the force during the last month,
telling of the arrest of Frank Kinney in connection with the mur
der of Capt. Ralph E. Byrns and
the sentencing of the three Boukei?'
gun men. Kohler appeared great
ly pleased.
Kohler arrived in Cleveland at
6:55 a. m. Friday.
All travel stain removed, his
customary white cravat tightly
knotted, he entered central police
station in his usual manner.
The chief greeted Secretary Smith
^iu newspaper men, then retired
to his office and started through a
vast accumulation of mail.
Dr. Norton, police surgeon, left
on his usual rounds at 9:15 a m
iwithout seeing Kohler. At Safei
Stage's office it'was said Th Norton had. not been ' requested to
make a physical examination o
the chief.
• "If Kohler wants to go on duty
this morning, he will, as chief of
pohce,.' said Mayor Baker early
Friday at his home.
The mayor returned from Columbus at 7:15 a. m., ate a hur
ned breakfast, and planned to be
at the city hall earlier than usual
Phi»7?r» &°U S'°ing t0 sugPend the
chief? the mayor was asked
I will not answer that," he re

The mayor refused to make any
statement regarding Kohler and had
not been in direct communication
with Kohler up to" 1 o'clock Friday.
But Kohler's adviser, W. Burr Gongwer, " a Baker lieutenant, had had a
long talk.with the mayor,' and was
with him when the mayor reached
his office. Gongwer. would not say a
word.
"He Must Quit or Be Tried"
Immediately after Wilcox left the
mayor's office, Rev. A. S. Gregg was
called into conference in Wilcox's office. He emerged' an hour later saying that the Schearer case was the
main topic of conversation.
"There will be no action until after
a conference between the mayor and
Kohler," said Gregg. "We. discussed
the Schearer case and there will be
charges filed, unless Kohler resigns.
I will file the charges."
Angry voices were heaird in
Kohler's office while he was holding
his second conference with Rowe.
The chief could be heard talking
loudly.
Later he smilingly denied there
was .any dispute. Rowe also denied
that the chief had criticised him, al't'fiough his face was flushed when he
emerged' from the office. '
"We - were merely talking over
matters pertaining to the conduct of
the department," said Rowe.
' Mayor Baker was emphatic in his
refusal to discuss the Kohler case
Friday.
Baker Remains Mum
"Today I must not fail to keep my j
I resolution not to talk on this subject," he said.
The mayor goes to speak at Ohio |
IWesleyan university at Delaware I
[early Saturday morning. He will be
Igpne all day. It is this fact which
(leads Kohler's friends and enemies |
Ito believe the crisis will come FriIday afternoon.
Otherwise action j
|would be delayed until Monday.
The mayor is expected to tell Koh- I
ller exactly what his attitude is and j
|to give the chief the alternative of J
resigning or fighting charges which!
|the mayor will file with the civil I
service, commission. If charges arej
Hied Kohler will be suspended at I
the same time. Rowe probably will]
be named acting chief.
Wears Usual Sinile
Kohler was smiling when he I
|emerged from his office at 11:30 and!
vent to the captains' room. He atej
Dne of Desk Officer Eli Potts' dinners!
vith Potts and Rowe, just as he has|
|been doing every noon for years.
Except for the reporters and photographers about the chief's office,
there was nothing at Central station!
|to indicate that the chief has reached I
»ne of the crises of his life; that hel
lust decide within a few hours |
whether to resign or fight for his job.
Half of his morning was spent inl
Conference with Rowe. Detective I
3ernhart, who spent 40 minutes withl
Ithe chief, is regarded as Kohler'sl
Iman, and is closer to him than any|
|of the other detectives.
Police Surgeon Norton dropped|
laround to the chief's office, but did
I not go in to interrupt the conference
I between Rowe and Kohler. He said

"Are you going to call the chief I
to your office today?"
P
"I will not answer that," the
mayor replied.
vn,',Tile? 70u have'i't made

s?l"akeVSt0WhataCti0Ily0u!

"You can't infer that," ithe
mayor replied.
Chief is Flattered.
"This makes me feel like a re.
turning war hero. This triumphal
entry flatters me." declared Koh
S
a ed a batter of
ras
y from
cameras ta ^/
volley° of questions
reporters and handsclasps from a
*rTf IT Squad ot friends a™he
S
Sh0
aat !he
TJ ^
the E
E. ' 1105th-st
station. ^ ^
The chief showed no outward
sign that he is 'returning to face
a possible battle for his job He
was smiling, handshaking, bow.
ing, and gracious even to the por
ter who made a late appeal to be
permitted to carry his grip.
Won't Discuss Case.
He raised his hat most gallantly to a little girl who carried a
bunch of artifiHitl flowern. HTH e-%
pressed delight at their 'pei-tun,
as he buried his nose in th
bouquet.
The chief was in a great hurry
to get into his machine. His
"diauffeur didn't give him time to
sit down before he shot the auto
head. Then the chief sat down
ith a thump. He went directly
ito his home, 1894 E. 81st-st.
"More fuss over the chief than
when John D. Rockefeller comes
home," observed a station porter.
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PROPOSE
COULD Wl
3-CENT F A R
Measure Takes from City the
Power Over All Public
Utilities.
The new state public utilities
bill being framed by Charles
Marshall, assistant state attorney
general, if passed might mean the
end of three-cent fare in Cleveland and a boosting of the gas,
electric light and telephone rates,
according to John stockwell, assistant city solicitor.
Mayor Baker, Senator Friebolin
and Stockwell argued vainly with
Marshall at a conference in Co-,
lumbus Thursday to have removed •
from the bill a provision which
gives the public utility commission ,
full control of all public utilities
and right to hear appeals from j
city decisions.
j
Stockwell says this means the
power to regulate their own public utilities, which home rule gives
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KOHLER HAS TILL
MONDAY TO QUIT
OR FACE A TRIAL
Chief Kohler was on the job at police headquarters again Saturday
morning:; Mayor Baker was down at
Delaware, O., to make a speech before Ohio Wesleyan university students. There was about the whole
Kohler situation the quiet which precedes a storrn.
Kohler was shown the hand that is'
against him in a conference with the
mayor in City Hall late, Friday. He
has until Monday at. 10 a. m. to say
whether he'll resign or face the
charges against him.
Baker will not talk of the affair.
Kohler will not.
Kohler has seen no attorney since
his return to Cleveland Friday morning. His friends talk of Harry Payer,
1013 Williamson building, as the most
likely man to defend the chief if he
decides to fight. Payer was attorney
for Henry Mundinger in the longdrawn-out trial of Mundinger during
the Baehr administration on the
charge of city payroll padding. The
Mundinger jury disagreed.
M. B. Kxcell. attorney for Kohler's
enemies, Is prepared to start suit for
Injunction to prevent Kohler collecting pension money If he resigns.

CHIEF TO STAND TRIAL RESTRICTS COUNCIL
ON CHARGES; HE WON'T 10 MAKING LAWS
RESIGN JOB UNDER FIRE
Charter Commission Agrees
to Eliminate Administrative Functions.

Kohler Retains Attorney Harry Payer
to Defend Him Before Civil Service
Commission.
Chief Kohler will fight for his job.
He has engaged Harry F. Payer as
his counsel.
No matter what the charges
against him, the chief will put up
a battle.

Just how far the fight will go,
just how many will become involved, whether the trial before the
civil service commission will extend beyond the chief's personal
life and enter the larger affairs of
police administration and politics, is
j not known.
Kohler Saturday followed his
usual routine as chief.
He ate
lunch with Inspector Rowe.
He
conferred with the captains, and
went through his mail. And
there was not the slightest suggestion in his personal manner
that anything out of the ordinary
was before him.
Charges probably will be filed
Monday either by Mayor Baker,
who was out of town Saturday, or
statement following
conferomeone acting at his behest
ence:
"I had a very long talk with
■■
■ •
IM
i
tr:..:„U/»,llce
commission, composed
of
Municipality Is Finishedsamuei H. Howing* Ralph m- Chief Kohler and will see him
again Monday at 10 o'clock. Bewards and W. C. Keough.
for Cleveland '
Nothing happened in the confer- yond this V have nothing to say."
The conference was free from
ence between the mayor and chief
late Friday to alter the mayor's in- personal ill-feeling. When it endTf you own property facing one oltention to file charges against the ed, Burr Gongwer, secretary of
the board of elections and Kohler's
the city parks, you know it is wortichief.
more than property on the next street The chief, throughout . their friend, conferred with the mayor.
Kohler has refused every request
But do you know why?
™I™, , »d- he Bt0Gd «P°n Ws for a statement since his return to
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Benesch Wants Body Represented in Cabinet of
Mayor.
Cleveland's city council under the
new charter, as now proposed, irrespective of its size or the mode of
electing its members, will be relieved
of administrative functions and be
limited solely to legislative duties.
Following a three-hour discussion
of the question, "Resolved that the
council exercise no administrative/
functions," a majority of the charter
commissioners at last night's meeting voted that "so far as practicable"
the council be limited to legislative
activities.
It was intimated that
when the final charter draft is drawn,
this qualifying phrase will be eliminated.
Prof. A. R. Hatton included the
phrase "as far as practicable" in the
amended resolution which finally was
adopted.
The amendment was opposed by M.
P. Mooney, who declared that, inasmuch as the state law already restricts the activities of city councils
to legislative functions, Hatton's
resolution intimated a weakness of
decision which the commission should
not feel.
Wants Policy Defined.
Defending the amendment, Hatton
said it was not his purpose to use
the phrase in the final draft of the
charter, but that for present purposes the amended resolution simply
designated the general policy the
commission will follow in regard to
the question.
Discussing the council question
last night, the commission heard from
Councilman A. A. Benesch, Service
Director Springborn, Municipal Judge
Samuel Kramer and Councilman W.
■ B. "Woods.
All speakers advocated limiting
council to legislative duties, but
could not settle the question as to
whether^ such limitation would make
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KOHLER HAS TILL CHIEF TO STAND TRIAL RESTRICTS COUNCIL
MONDAY TO QUIT
TO
MANNG
LAWS
ON
CHARGES;
HE
WONT
OR FACE A TRIAL
" Chief Kohler was on the job at' police headquarters again Saturday
morning; Mayor Baker was down at
Delaware, O., to make a speech hefore Ohio Wesleyan university students. There was about the whole
Kohler situation the quiet which precedes a storm.
Kohler was shown the hand that is'
against him in a conference with the
mayor in City Hall lata Friday. He
has until Monday at 10 a. m. to say
whether he'll resign or face the
charges against him.
Baker will not talk of the affair;
Kohler will not.
Kohler has seen no attorney since
his return to Cleveland Friday morning. His friends talk of Harry Payer,
3013 Williamson building, as the most
likely man to defend the chief if he
decides to fight. Payer was attorney
for Henry Mundinger in the longdrawn-out trial of Mundinger during
the Baehr administration on the
charge of city payroll padding. The
Mundinger jury disagreed.
M. B. Excell, attorney for Kohler's
enemies, is prepared to start suit for
injunction to prevent Kohler collecting pension money if he resigns.

$40,728,079.51
IS WORTH OF
CITY PROPERTY

RESIGN JOB UNDER FIRE

Kohler Retains Attorney Harry Payer
to Defend Him Before Civil Service
Commission.
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Cleveland's city council under the
new charter, as now proposed, Irrespective of its size or the mode of

No matter what the charges
against him, the chief will put up
a battle.

electing its members, will be relieved
of administrative functions and- be
limited solely to legislative duties.
Following a three-hour discussion
of the question, "Resolved that the
council exercise no administrative/
functions," a. majority of the charter
commissioners at last night's meeting voted that "so far as practicable"
the council be limited to legislative
activities.
It was intimated that
when the final charter draft is drawn,
this qualifying phrase will be eliminated.
Prof. A. R. Hatton included the
phrase "as far as practicable" in the
amended resolution which finally was
adopted.
The amendment was opposed by M.
P. Mooney, who declared that, inasmuch as the state law already restricts the activities of city councils
to legislative functions, Hatton's
resolution intimated a weakness of
decision which the commission should
not feel.
Wants Policy Defined.
Defending the amendment, Hatton
said it was not his purpose to use
the phrase in the final draft of the
charter, but that for present purposes the amended resolution simply
designated the general policy the
commission will follow in regard to
the question.
Discussing the council question
last night, the commission heard from
Councilman A. A. Benesch, Service
Director Springborn, Municipal Judge
Samuel Kramer and Councilman W.
B. Woods.
All speakers advocated limiting
council to legislative duties, buteould not settle the question as to
jgr^her^uch _ymitatign_would make
service in the council attractive to
the highest class of men.
Benesch declared that if adminis! trative power is taken from the coun! cil, the passage of ordinances involv' ing penalties and of appropriations
' of money should be left.
He held that the council, if small
and elected at large, should be officially represented in the mayor's cabinet and that the charter should empower council and council committees
to subpena' witnesses.
Director Springborn urged that the
council should not be required to approve contracts, handle the dismissal
of employes, or to fix salaries. This,
he contended, should be the duty of
department heads.
Springborn said the city purchasing agent should be given broader
powers and that it should not be
necessary for him to advertise in
daily papers whenever the city has
property for sale or desires bids on
the furnishing of supplies costing
more than a stated amount. He declared the present advertisements seldom were read.
"Why not publish them in a newspaper conducted 'by the city?" suggested F. W. Doty.
({ Springborn agreed that this would
*pe beneficial, but suggested further
[that the purchasing agent be empowsred to send out notices or post them
conspicuous places, announcing
Ithat the city is in the market for cer|tain goods.
Along the line of further city activities, Mayor Baker suggested that
when the new library is built the
I present building be used to house a
permanent municipal exhibit showing
| the activities of the city departments.
Judge Kramer declared that during
his two terms in council the administrative functions exercised by that
body were purely perfunctory.
He
| urged elimination of this power,
preserving the right of appeal to
I council by persons affected by ordiI nances passed.
Councilman "Woods pointed out that
the present state law holds the duJ ties of the council shall be solely legI islative and not administrative.
In
| answer to a question from M. P.
■Mooney, "Woods said he thought abollition of salary might bring a better
Iclass of public servants into* council
Iservlce.
F. E. Cudell, former city architect,
I in a letter to the commission, suggested that the civil service laws be
[amended to provide that an incomUng mayor must retain the entire administrative force except the cabinet
personnel, the auditor, the treasurer
! and the outgoing mayor's secretary.
He urged that the charter provide
| for establishment of an "advisory
I nonpartisan city council of ladies,
| elected at large by their own sex."
"Feminine representation of this
nature would be ladylike and a timely addition to our municipal government," the letter concluded.
"That should be referred to Lloyd| George," commented E. M. Williams.
John Eisenmann, building code
j commissioner in 1905, suggested an
I addition to the mayor's cabinet in the
person of a director of buildings. Both
letters were received and filed.
After the adoption of Prof. Hatton's amended resolution, D. E. Morgan asked that City Solicitor Wilcox
give a ruling on whether there is an\>
legislation now pending in the general
assembly that might limit the power
! of the commission in framing a charter, or whether any such legislation
| can now be passed.
The commission adjourned until
t7-30_o'clock next Tuesday evening.

Just how far the fight Will go,
just how many will become involved, whether the trial before the
civil service commission will extend beyond the chief's personal
life and enter the larger affairs of
police administration and politics, is
! not known.
Kohler Saturday followed
his
usual routine as chief.
He ate
lunch with Inspector Rowe.
He
conferred with the captains, and
went through his mail. And
there was not the slightest suggestion in his personal
manner
that anything out of the ordinary
was before him.
Charges . probably will be filed
Monday either by Mayor Baker,
who was out of town Saturday, or

,- -^u«»ilce

commission,

composed

of

FiniSheOSamuel H. Holding, Ralph Kd-

statement following the conference:
"I had a very long talk with,
Chief Kohler and will see him
again Monday at 10 o'clock. Beyond this V have nothing to say."
The conference was free from
personal ill-feeling. When it ended, Burr Gongwer, secretary of
the board of elections and Kohler's
friend, conferred with the mayor.
Kohler has refused every request
for a statement since his return to
Cleveland. He. indicates he will
make a statement Monday morning.
Mayor Baker left Saturday for
Delaware, O., where he will speak
at the university dinner of the
Ohio Wesleyan university.
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Benesch Wants Body Represented in Cabinet of
Mayor.

Chief Kohler will fight for his job.
He has engaged Harry F. Payer as
his counsel.

First Appraisal Made for AnVS^^S^^^
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Charter Commission Agrees
to Eliminate Administrative Functions.
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Bjr previous arrangement the Chief
called on the mayor at that hour. ALUMNI RE-ELECT BAKER
They were closeted together just 40
Graduates of .lolms Hopkins Reminutes.
tain Mayor to Head Association.
Mayor and chief met in a friendly
manner. There was no stormy scene
such as was witnessed when Herman I Thirty members of the Northern Ohio
Baehr, then mayor, met Kohler three I Alumni association ot Johns Hopkins
] university celebrated Johns Hopkins
years ago when charges were filed
at a banquet at the University clutt
against the chief by A. C. Knight ' lil\\ ?*ht£.
- -o T T.
Major isewton D. Baker. "92, was
Schoeneman and P. J. Brown.
• toastmaJster. E. J. BentonJ 'CKS, profesThere were a few commonplace sor P£AIst?ry at Ad'elbert college, spoke
greetings and then the special busi- &,u$* ^V^^ew^MeaiJi
'03, on "The
ness that. brought the two together School," and pr. E. P. Hyde, 'CM, on
Chief, if He Clings to Office, was taken up.
"The Responsibility of the University In
the Development of Pure and Applied
Mr. Baker expressed his satisfac- Science." J. S. Ames, professor of
Will be Accused Formally
physics at Johns Hopkins, gave the printion with Kohler's management of the cipal address on "The University as it is
of Gross Misconduct.
! police force, but he said the charges Today and Its'Plans for the Future."
Mayor Baker was re-elected president
j that had been presented, and to of the association, Dr. H. O. Taylor was
elected
secretary, Dr. B. P. Hyde treaswhich five witnesses are expected to
urer, Dr. C. W. Stone, vice president,
Police Head Given Details of give
substantiating testimony, are and Prof. E. P. Gould of Wooster (O.)
university member, with the officers,
such that as mayor he felt there was of
Charges at Meeting in
the executive committee.
no course for him to pursue other
Mayor's Room.
than to suspend the chief and file
the charges with the civil service
Baker Desires Officer Have commission.
Kohler in return presented his side
of the case to some extent. There
Ample Time to
was further discussion and at the
close of the conference it was said
no action would be taken until Monday.
CITY SOLICITOR PREPARES Baker and Kohler Silent.
Chief Reported to Have ReNeither Mr. Baker nor Chief Kohtained Harry F. Payer as
Municipality's Attorney, Folio-w- ler commented on the meeting or the
ing Conference With Mayor Soon developments. Mayor Baker made a
His Principal Counsel.
After Baker Comes Back From formal announcement.
"I had a very long talk with Chief
Columbus, Drafts Charges Which,
Kohler and will see him again Mon- ^ Attorney Refuses to Confirm
If Filed, Will Necessitate Koh- day at 10 o'clock," said he in this
Rumor He is Outlining
ler»s Trial Before Civil Service statement.
"Beyond that I have
Commission—Chief Returns From nothing to say."
Kohler, as he emerged from the
New York Early in Morning: and
mayor's office, was halted momenDetermined to fight, Fred Kohler,
Boon Afterward Resumes Duty.
tarily by newspaper men waiting just
chief of police, is preparing to defend
outside the door.
"You will have to see Mayor himself against the charges that will
. Fred .Kohler, head of CleveBaker," was his sole answer to ques- , be filed against him with the civil
land's police department for the tions as to what developed at the service commission this week.
The fight, according to generally
a\it ten years and a member of conference.
Not another word would the chief
credited
reports in circulation yesterth\ force for more than twen- utter with reference to the conferday,
is
to
be to the finish.
ence or the charges. He maintained
ty-three years, will be suspend- this attitude the rest of the day.
Harry F. Payer, attorney, probably
From the mayor's office Kohler will be Kohler's legal adviser. Neither
ed as chief by Mayor Baker on
went to headquarters at Central sta- Kohler nor Payer would discuss the
Monday unless he resigns before tion, where he had resumed his concase yesterday.
trol of the police force at 8 o'clock
10 o 'clock that day.
"I believe that, I will represent
in the morning. In his office he had
Suspension will result from a long talk with Inspector Rowe, who Kohler in the event that charges are
presented," was Payer's sole comthe filing of charges alleging has been acting as chief, and then ment.
met a few friends. He left his office
When asked as to whether he had
Kohler guilty of conduct unbe- fabout 5:30 o'clock.
seen Kohler, the attorney refused to
Kohler's
future
action
is
extremely
coming an officer and a gentleanswer and declared he would not be
problematical. He may fight. Then
man, and subversive to the dis- again he may not. Up to last night interviewed.
Payer's attitude makes it certain
he had not engaged an attorney. If
cipline of the police force.
that lie has been approached, directly
Kqhler should retain counsel, it is exor indirectly, by Kohler.
Payer was
These charges have been collated
ed he Will select Harry P. Payer.
busy in his office in the 'Williamson
by E. K. Wilcox, city solicitor, aided
Kohler's entire attention is devoted
building until late yesterday afterto determining his course. In trying
by Mayor Baker.
noon and reports in circulation were
to reach a decision Kohler has the aid
The solicitor, it is expected, will file and advice of only a few close, perto the effect that he was investigating
j all phases of the Kohler case with the
them with the mayor and Mr. Baker sonal friends.
Should Kohler resign, rather than
then will be called upon immediately go on triai, he will not be pensioned. i view of determining a line of deto suspend the chief for trial before Ho has failed of twenty-five years ! fense.
Situation Appears Delicate.
the civil service commission, the mem- service by one year and four months.
If he permits charges to be filed
bers of which are Samuel H. Holding, against him and either pleads guilty
Kohler, although informally told by
Ralph w. Edwards and W. C. Ior is found guilty and dismissal re- ' Mayor Baker of the charges he has
sults, he will get half pension.
Keough.
' to fa,ce. has nothinr —■""■=«
There is a possibility he could reDecisive action against Kohler, ex- tire on the ground of physical Inca- 1—»*ii,'B.o pected yesterday, has been delayed pacity, but high officials at the city
until next week through the desire of hall do not believe this procedure
Mayor Baker to be fair to the chief. will be followed.
To retire on pension Kohler would
Mr. Baker thought it best not to have to be declared physically unfit.
precipitate a crisis in the Kohler case If such a report were submitted by
XJtjT 5? janzr»10S 1«H m2ji£<loo
until the chief had an opportunity to the department surgeon, and an attempt made to retire him on a
acquaint himself with the charges he monthly pension of $125, it is known
must face and had been given rea- that retired members of the departsonable time to determine his course i ment purpose to appeal to the courts,
demanding- that they be given the
of action.
right, as beneficiaries of the police
Chief Given Details.
pension fund, to have another expert
lSS
The chief at a meeting in Mayor
JjOrf"rl1f'1flfv'' tYllKalir^rVgtXJWfTvl
Baker's office at 3 o'clock yesterday
afternoon was given full details of the:
charges that are to be filed against
him. The information came from
Mayor Baker himself.
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KOHLER IS ILL;
SURGEON TELLS
OF BAD NERVE
;I)i'. ftorton Refuses to Say
Whether Condition of Poi lice Head Would Entitle
Him to Pension.
iLAWYEB IS RETAINED
BY FRIENDS OF CHIEFI
Further Acton on Charges
Will Be Taken Viler Conference With Mayor Raker Monday.
Police Sttfgeoii V. B. \(»lon,
->HM E. 46th street, declared
Saturday nighi Chief Kohler is
in a bad nervous condition. Dr.
Norton is the physician who certifies ;ls to disability of applicants for pensions.
Dr. Norton said he could not arid
would not determine whether I
Kohler's condition Is
fir
ciiablo him to go on (he police
sion roll, in advance of a ci
ficlal examination. Dr. Norton
he hmi not. been requested to
amlne Kohler.
Chief Kohler refused to break his
silence Saturday as to his cptlfsi
though his friends repeated he would
fight against any charges Mayo
krr may file after a conference Monday.
Friends Retain Payer.
That the chief's friends and not
the chief himself have been negotiating with Attorney Harry F. Payer to
represent Kohler if he has to face
charges was indica.tad, apparently, in
two statements Saturday. One was
by Payer and the other by Kohler.
"I expect
to
represent
Chief
Kohler in case any charges are filed
against him," Payer said. "I am not
in a. position to talk further."
"I have not retained any lawyer,"
Kohler declared.
When Payer was told of the chiefs
words and was asked whether Kohler's friends had approached him, he
refused to change hts original statement or to reply.
Kohler is using the interval in making up his mind to a course of action.
The postponement of the interview
was at Baker's request and not at
that of the chief, Mayor Baker intimated when he returned Saturday
night from Delaware, O., where he
had made a speech.
Baker Maintains Silence.
Baker maintained the silence which
has marked his conduct since his first
statement issued February 4, in which
he said action was necessary in regard to rumors concerning Kohler.
In their conversation Saturday linker told Kohler all he had against him.
"Our conversation was entirely
frank," Baker said.
Baker said he did not know wheth- .
er Kohler was thinking of resigning.
"I have not examined Chief Kohler ;
since I certified he was fit for duty j
after his return from Europe," Dr.
Norton said. "No one has asked me
to examine him at this time.
"I saw Chief Kohler for about five
minutes this morning. He is in a
very bad, nervous condition."

(8 UAM) l^uduf
By previous arrangement the Chief
called on the mayor at that hour.
They were closeted together Just 40
minutes.
Mayor and chief met in a friendly
manner. There was no stormy scene
such as was witnessed when Herman
Baehr, then mayor, met Kohler three
years ago wher, charges were filed
against the chief by A. C. Knight
Schoeneman and P. J. Brown.
There were a few commonplace
greetings and then the Special business that. brought the two together
Chief, if He Clings to Office, was
taken up.
Mr. Baker expressed his satisfacWill be Accused Formally
tion with Kohler's management of the
of Gross Misconduct.
police force, but he said the charges
that had been presented, and to
five witnesses are expected to
Police Head Given Details of which
give substantiating testimony, are
such that as mayor he felt there was
Charges at Meeting in
no course for him to pursue other
Mayor's Room.
than to suspend the chief and file
the charges with the civil service
commission.
Baker Desires Officer Have
Kohler in return presented his sido
of the case to some extent. There
Ample Time to
was further discussion and at the
Decide.
close of the conference it was said
no action would be taken until Monday.
CITY SOLICITOR PREPARES Baker and Kohler Silent.
Neither Mr. Baker nor Chief KohMunicipality's Attorney, Follow- ler commented on the meeting or the
ing? Conference With Mayor Soon developments. Mayor Baker made a
After Baker Comes Back From formal announcement.
"I had a very long talk with Chief
Columbus, Drafts Chargren Which,
Kohler and will see him again MonIf Filed, Will Necessitate Koh- day at 10 o'clock," said he in this
"Beyond that I have
lei^s Trial Before Civil Service statement.
Commission—Chief Returns From nothing to say."
Kohler, as he emerged from the
New "Fork: Early in Morning and
mayor's office, was halted momenSoon Afterward Resumes Dnty.
tarily by newspaper men waiting just
outside the door.
"You will have to see Mayor
Fred .Kohler, head of Cleve- Baker,"
was his sole answer to ques\nd's police department for the tions as to what developed at the
a\:t ten years and a member of conference.
Not another word would the chief
th.\ force for more than twen- utter with reference to the conference or the charges. He maintained
ty-three years, will be suspend- this attitude the rest of the day.
From the mayor's office Kohler
ed as chief by Mayor Baker on
' went to headquarters at Central staMonday unless he resigns before - tion, where he had resumed his con" trol of the police force at 8 o'clock
10 o 'clock that day.
in the morning. In his office he had
Suspension will result from a long talk with Inspector Rowe, who
the filing of charges alleging has been acting as chief, and then
met a few friends. He left his office
Kohler guilty of conduct unbe- about ,">:30 o'clock.
Kohler's future action is" extremely
coming an officer and *a gentleproblematical. He may fight. Then
man, and subversive to the dis- again he may not. Up to last night
he had not engaged an attorney. If
cipline of the police force.
Kohler should retain counsel, it is exThese charges have been collated pected he Will select Harry F. Payer.
by E. K. Wilcox, city solicitor, aided
Kohler's entire attention is devoted
to determining his course. In trying
by Mayor Baker.
to reach a decision Kohler has the aid
The solicitor, it is expected, will file and advice of only a few close, perthem with the mayor and Mr. Baker sonal friends.
Should Kohler resign, rather than
then will be called upon immediately go on trial, he will not be pensioned.
Ho
has failed /Of twenty-five years
to suspend the chief for trial before
service by one year and four
months.
the civil service commission, the mem- If
he permits charges to1 be filed
bers of which are Samuel H. Holding-, against him and either pleads guilty
Ralph W. Edwards and W. C. i or is found guilty and dismissal results, he will get half pension.
Keoug-h.
There is a possibility he could reDecisive action against Kohler, ex- tire on the ground of physical incapected yesterday, has been delayed: pacity, but high officials at the city
until next week through the desire of I hall do not believe this procedure
will be followed.
Mayor Baker tp be fair to the chief.! To retire on pension Kohler would
Mr. Baker thought it best not to! have to be declared physically unfit.
precipitate a crisis in the Kohler case, If such a report were submitted by
until the chief had an opportunity to' the department surgeon, and an attempt made to retire him on a
acquaint himself with the charges he: monthly pension of $125, it is known
must face and had been given rea-, that retired members of the departsonable time to determine his cours« i ment purpose to appeal to the courts,
demanding that they be given the
of action.
right, as beneficiaries of the police
Chief Given Detail*.
pension fund, to have another expert
on Kohler's physical condition.
The chief at a meeting in Mayor pass
Kohler returned from New York
Baker's office at 3 o'clock yesterday at 6:55 a. m. yesterday. He alighted
afternoon was given full details of the at the E. 105th-st Lake Shore stacharges that are to be filed against tion. The train was boarded at Buffalo by Cleveland newspaper men.
him. The information came from
Kohler' arose 'at 5 o'clock, nearly
Mayor Baker himself.
two hours before Cleveland' was
reached.
As he stepped from the
train he greeted the corps of photographers smilingly and willingly posed.
"Reminds me of a hero returning
from the Mexican war," suggested
someone jokingly.

KOHLER10 RESSG
OR BE SUSPENDE
Y
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ALUMNI RE-ELECT BAKER

KOHLER IS ILL;
SURGEON TELLS
OF BAD NERVES

Graduates of Johns Hopkins Retain Mayor to Head Association.
.Thirty members of the Northern Ohio
Alumni association o£ Johns Hopkins
university celebrated Johns Hopkins
day at a banquet at the University club
i last night.
Mayor Newton D. Baker. "92, was
toastmaster. K. J. Benton, '03, professor of history at Adalbert college, spoke
on "The New University;" Dr O T
Schultz, '03, on '"The New Medical
School," and Dr. E. P. Hyde, '06, on
"The Responsibility of the University in
the Development of Pure and Applied
Science." J. S. Ames, professor of
physics at Johns Hopkins, gave the principal address on "The University as it is
Today and Its'Plans for the Future."
Mayor Baker was re-elected president
of the association, Dr. H. O. Taylor was
elected secretary, Dr. E. P. Hyde treasurer, Dr. C. W. Stone, vice president,
and Prof. E. P. Gould of Wooster (O )
university member, with the officers,
of the executive committee.

Dr. .Norton Refuses to Say
Whether Condition of IV
j lice Head Would Entitle
Him to Pension.
i

j LAWYER IS RETAINED
BY FRIENDS OP CHIEF

TO FIGHT CHARGES
*

Chief Reported to Have Retained Harry F. Payer as
His Principal Counsel.
Attorney Refuses to Confirm
Rumor He is Outlining
Defense.

Further Acton on Charges
Will Be Taken After Conference With Mayor Baker Monday.
Police Surgeon F. B. No»ton,
£164 E. 46th street, declared
Saturday night Chief Kohler is
in a bad nervous condition. Dr.
Norton is the physician who certifies as to disability of applicants for pensions.

Determined to fight, Fred Kohler, I
chief of police, is preparing to defend
himself against the charges that wili
Dr. Norton said he could not and
be filed against him with the civil!
would not determine whether Chief
service commission this week.
Kohler's condition is such as to j
enable him to go on the police pen- !
The fight, according to generally
sion roll, in advance of a careful ofcredited reports in circulation yesterficial examination. Dr. Norton said
ne
had not been requested to ex- '
day, is to be to the finish.
amine Kohler.
Harry F. Payer, attorney, probably
Chief Kohler refused to break his
silence Saturday as to his course, alwill be Kohler's legal adviser. Neither
though hife friends repeated he would
Kohler nor Payer would discuss the
fight against any charges Mayor Baker may file after a conference Moncase yesterday.
day.
"I believe that I will represent
Friends Ketain Payer.
Kohler in the event that charges are
That the chief's friends and not
presented," was Payer's sole comthe chief himself have been negotiatment.
ing with Attorney Harry F. Payer to
When asked as to whether he had
represent Kohler if he has to face
seen Kohler, the attorney refused to
charges was indicated, apparently, in
two statements Saturday. One was
answer and declared he would not be
by Payer and the other by Kohler.
interviewed.
"I expect
to
represent
Chief
Payer's attitude makes it certain
Kohler in case any charges are filed
that he has been approached, directly
against him," Payer said. "I am not
in a position to talk further."
or indirectly, by Kohler.
Payer was
"I have not retained any lawyer,"
busy in his office in the Williamson
Kohler declared.
building until late yesterday afterWhen Payer was told of the chief's
noon and reports in circulation were
words and was asked whether Kohler's friends had approached him, he
to the effect that he was investigating
refused to change his original state- .
all phases of the Kohler case with the
ment or to reply.
view of determining a line of deKohler is using the interval in mak- '
fense.
ing up his mind to a course of action.
The postponement of the interview
Situation Appears Delicate.
was at Baker's request and not at
Kohler, although informally told by
that of the chief, Mayor Baker intiMayor Baker of the charges he has j mated when he returned Saturday
from Delaware, O., where he
to face, has nothing specific to act j night
had made a speech.
upon.
He cannot know the exact
Baker Maintains Silence.
charges until they are formally pre- I
Baker
maintained the silence which !
sented to him by the mayor.
This '
has marked his conduct since his first
will come, it is expected, tomorrow,
statement issued February 4, in which ;
and suspension will follow.
he said action was necessary in regard to rumors concerning Kohler.
Relieved from duty Kohler will be
In their conversation Saturday Bak- j
in a position entirely different fromer told Kohler all he had against him. '
i his present one. Then he wiUknow in
"Our conversation was entirely
; minute detail . what he is to combat, j frank," Baker said.
i The
defense
also
will
have j
Baker said he did not know wheth- !
some
idea
as
to
how
far j er Kohler was thinking of resigning.
"I have not examined Chief Kohler ;
\ the
fight will
have to be car- ; since
I certified he was fit for duty |
• ried, the number of. persons that may
after his return from Europe," Dr. j
be involved and whether only the \ Norton said. "No one has asked me i
chief's personal life or his official '■ to examine him at this time.
"I saw Chief Kohler for about five
record, as well, will be called in dues- ; minutes this morning. He is in a
;
tion.
.
very
bad, nervous condition."
Developments yesterday indicated ;
• clearly that the lines for the fight are i
being drawn.
Scores of Kohler's
friends are going to his aid.
It is
considered entirely possible that these
friends again will raise a defense
fund, 'i There were some indications
that a subscription list had already
been started, but the suggestion that
funds are being raised was emphatically denied.
So far as Kohler's' control of the
police force is concerned, there was
no change in the situation at police
headquarters yesterday.
From the chief's manner, one
would not know he was under pressure or expected any immediate
change in his official life. He disposed of all the business that came
before him at police headquarters
just as he has done'for. nearly ten
years.
,
..
. 4.T. *
Renewal yesterday of gossip that
Kohler would ask to be retired on a
pension because of physical incapacity met with little response.
This talk emanates from many
who believe it would be better for
the discipline of the police department if there was no trial. Strong
representations along this line are
expected to be made to Mayor Baker.
Judging, from the atmosphere at
the city hall, these suggestions will
^ret little more consideration from the
mayor than they will from Kohler
and his friends.
Both sides seem
opposed to an evasion of the issue
y a. resort ,to the pension .plan.
Mayor Baker, who spoke yesterday
at Ohio Wesleyan university, Delaware, O., did not return to Cleveland
until 9 o'clock last night. When he
did get back he refused to discuss
the Kohler case, saying- there would
be no developments until after he had
talked with Chief Kohler at 10
o'clock tomorrow morning.
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KOHLER GETS
DAY TO QUIT
OR RETRIED

TO ANSWE
BULLETIN

or's office Monday was but a
mself to
proJog.
I himself in his office.
Impatient at the delay of Mayor
The chief knows now. in docuMayor Baker announced briefly
Baker in filing charges against
torm, what occasioned hief had been,given a written
Chief Kohler, U*-\. \. s. Gregg of Mayor Baker's declaration charges statement
of the alleged fads unthe American civic reform union
•d.
<ler consideration, and thai he was
conferred Monday ivith attorney
Tli.
, Lo expected to
nswer to them
John \. Cline, HK> union's attur- minutes be
' m- Tuesday,
facts?"
iney. Gregg said if Cline advised that
talking ,
it, he'd immediately file charges
Th
d
the
chief!
e
mayor
smiled
and
retired
against Kohler.
|0|<I of
'
■ in the south to hi
trther, Stage was silent.
Chiefs "X„t Bragging?"
Mayor Baker Monday
'i Kofiler emerged from the
When Kohler opened the door
Kohler a written statement
mayor's oi
■•[ shal!
e, to the mayor's desk, Wilions against him.
have
to
refer
you
to
my
superior
liam Murphy, secretary 10 the
itil 10 a. m. Tuesday to
statement."
mayor, as
'How are you t'eelChief Kohler returned to his of-*, ing, chief?"
pected crisis did not oc fice at central police station direct!
cur. What happened in the may
with the D
el,': Kohler replied, good naturedly.
Baker, Stage and John. Stockwell, assistant city solicitor, met
in conference just previous to
Kohler's visit to disttiss
the
charges.
Chief Kohler was on duty Sin
Monday as usual. Kohler
continued to refuse to break
silence as to his plans. He even
refused tp admit that Harry P.
Payer would be his counsel in the j
event of a trial. There is' a
gestion that Payer was retained
by Kohler through intermediaries.
Payer admits that if there is a
trial he will appear for the chief.
Cline Enters Case.
Rev. Dr. W. W. Bustard, president, and Rev. A. S. Gregg, secretary, of the American civic reform union, and others who have
been zealous in their opposition ,
to Kohler, probably will not appear in the case. City Solicitor
Wilcox Will handle the prosecution.
John A. Cline, former prosecutor, retained by the union, says
he will not act unless a lack of
energy and good faith should be
shown by the prosecution.
A rumor was afloat Monday j.
that, an attempt would be made
disqualify William C. Keou
member of the civil serv
• mission, on the ground that he J
member bf the firm of Myers, ■,
en &. Keough, of which firm
ID. E. Green, counsel for the Baptist brotherhood, is a member.
Rumor is Denied.
I
"Green is the only, member of
the firm who has anything to do
with the Baptist brotherhood,"
.eaugh. "His interest is entirely personal."
.. Worth M. Tippy, Epwo'rth Memorial M. E. church,
Sunday referred to the Kohler
in his sermon. He said:
"How many of the people who
criticise our chief of; police are
without sin themselves? 'He that
is without sin, let him cast the
first stone.' "
The German-American alliance
Sunday night declined to act on
the Kohler case. Erich W. Becker, insurance man, 1439 E. 111thto place the alliance <on

Mayor Submits Him Written
Statement of Charges and
Gives Him Until Tuesday
War in Equal Manner
BELIEF HE'LL RESIGN
GROWS AT CITY HALL
Chance Baker Offers Gives
Opportunity to Make Formal Resignation or Declare
Ware in Equal Manner
Chief Kohler was given a 24hour new lease of official life
Monday noon by Mayor Baker.
The chief and the mayor conferred for nearly an hour in the
mayor's office and went over
again the charges which will be
preferred if Kohler does not resign.
"I have given the chief a. written
statementipf all the facts in this (
case," said' Mayor Baker after the
meeting. "He has promised to give
me a written answer by 10 o'clock tomorrow morning."
The chief, asked for a statement,
referred his questioners to Baker, as
he has consistently done.
"Any statement of this affair must
come from my superior officer," he
said.
The chief was smiling when he came
out of the mayor's office. He went directly back to police headquarters to
take active charge of the department.
The belief that Kohler eventually
will resign Is gaining ground at the
City Hall and-police headquarters, as
well as in the camps of his enemies.
It is pointed out that the case against
him is too strong to permit of an
adequate defense.
Belief He'll Resign Grows
The fact that the chief has not retained counsel strengthens this be-,
lief.
The interpretation put upon Baker's action in again postponing the
climax of the cases is that the mayor
wishes to give Kohler a chance to
make a formal statement. If he is
to resign he may do it in a formal
way, and if he is to fight he will
have a chance to make out a formal
declaration of war.
The chief met a friend in the hallway on the way to the mayor's office and was asked:
How do you do this morning,
chief?"
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MAYOR GIVl
TO ANSWER
BULLETIN
Impatient at the delay of Mayor
Baker in filing charges against
Chief Kohler, Bev. ,i. S. Gregg of
the American civic reform union
conferred Monday with attorney
John \. Cline, (he union's attorney. Gre<;g said if Cline advised
| it, he'd immediately tile charges
against Kohler.
Mayor Baker Monday
gave
Kohler a written statement
I of flic accusations against him.
I
is until 10 a. m. Tuesday to
|
I crisis did iioi (><•<ur. What happened in the may-

ors office Monday was but
imself to im,
proli
I himself in his office.
The chief knows now, in docuMayor Baker announced briefly
mentary form, what occasioned the chief had been,given a written
Mayor Baker's declaration charges statement of the alleged facts unwould bo Bled.
onsideration, and i
The chii
, hall in expected to make answer to them
m. Tuesda
minutes b
used.
hat are th
i facts?"
that
[ng to
a news]*:
■ said the chief
The mayor smiled and retired
l()l<l
'
avels in the south to hi!
seas. Further, Stage was silent.
Chief's "Not Bragging?"
When Kohler emerged from the
When Kohler opened the door
mayor's office he said: "I shall
ig to the mayor's desk, Wilhave to refer you to my superior liam Murphy, secretary to the
officer for any statement."
asked, "How are you feelChief Kohler returned to his o ing, chief?"
about how_I
I central police station directliter his conference with the mayor.ffeel,"
replied, good naturedly.
Baker, Stage and John Stockwell, assistant city solicitor, met
in conference just previon
Kohler's visit to discuss
the
charges.
Chief Kohler was on duty Sunday, and reported at his
mday as usual. Kohler
.tied to refuse to break
silence as to his plans. He-even
refused to admit that Harry P.
Payer would be his counsel in the
event of a trial. There is a suggestion that Payer was retained
ohler through intermediaries.
Payer admits that if there is a
trial he will appear for the chief.
Cline Enters Case.
Rev. Dr. W. W. Bustard, president, and Rev. A. S. Gregg, secretary, of the American civic reform union, and others who have
been zealous in their opposition
to Kohler, probably will not appear in the case. City Solicitor
Wilcox will handle the prosecution.
John A. Cline, former prosecutor, retained by the union, says
will not act unless a lack of
energy and good faith should be
shown by the prosecution.
A rumor was ailcat Monday i
i an attempt would be made to j
disqualify William C, Keough, |
. member of the civil service |
;imission, on the ground that he j
i member 6f the firm of Myers, :
■en &. Keough, of which firm
!D. E. Green, counsel for the Baptist brotherhood, is a member.
or is Denied.
"Green is the only member of
the firm who has anything
he Baptist brotherhood,"
said Keough. "His interest is entirely personal."
Rev. Worth M. Tippy, Epworth Memorial M. E. church,'
Sunday referred to the Kohler
case in his sermon. He said:
"How many of the people who
criticise our chief of; police are
without sin themselves? 'He that
is without sin, let him cast the
first stone.' "
The German-American alliance
Sunday night declined to act on
the Kohler case. Erich W. Becker, insurance man, 1439 E. 111thst, sought to l
alliance on
record.

KOHLER GETS
DAY TO QUIT
OR BHR1ED
Mayor Submits Him Written
Statement of Charges and
Gives Him Until Tuesday
War in Equal Manner
BELIEF HE'LL RESIGN
GROWS AT CITY HALL
Chance Baker Offers Gives
Opportunity to Make Formal Resignation or Declare
Ware in Equal Manner
Chief Kohler was given a 24hour new lease of official life
Monday noon by Mayor Baker.
. The chief and the mayor conferred for nearly an hour in the
mayor's office and went over
again the charges which will he
preferred if Kohler does not resign.

"I have given the chiet a written
statement-ipf all the facts in this
case," said* Mayor Baker after the
meeting. "He has promised to give
me a written answer by 10 o'clock tomorrow morning."
The chief, asked for a statement,
referred his questioners to Baker, as
he has consistently done.
"Any statement of this affair must
come from my superior officer," he
said.
The chief was smiling when he came
out of the mayor's office. He went directly back to police headquarters to
take active charge of the department.
The belief that Kohler eventually
will resign is gaining ground at the
City Hall and police headquarters, as
well as in the camps of his enemies.
It is pointed out that the case against
him is too strong to permit of an
adequate defense.
Belief He'll Besign Grows
The fact that the chief has not retained counsel strengthens this belief.
The interpretation put upon Baker's action in again postponing the
climax of the cases is that the mayor
wishes to give Kohler a chance to
make a formal statement. If he is
to resign he may do it in a formal
way, and if he is to fight he will
have a chance to make out a formal
declaration of war.
The chief met a friend in the> hallway on the way to the mayor's office and was asked:
"How do you do this morning,
chief?"
"Well, I'm not bragging about it,"
the chief answered with an enigmatical smile.
Wiseacres at the City Hall Monday forenoon, had about decided before the chief met the mayor that
Kohler would design.
Kohler spent the morning before
the time appointed for his meeting
with the mayor at his duties at police headquarters.
Confers With Doctor
Kohler was in active charge of the
police department Sunday. While at
the station he had a brief talk with
Police Surgeon Norton.
Neither
would talk of the conference.
Several friends of the chief dropped
in on him but nothing was said by
anyone to show the way the wind
was blowing.
The chief received an invitation
Sunday to speak at a banquet of the
allied real estate interests of NeW'i
Tork city Friday night with Governor Sulzer of New Tork.
An editorial in the Wachter and
Anzeiger, German daily, of Sunday
defended the chief. Kohler took pains
to deny that he had inspired the
editorial or that he countenanced it.
The German-American alliance discussed the Kohler case Sunday but a
move to put the body on record on
the case failed.
Rev. Worth M. Tippy of Epworth
Memorial church, Prospect avenue
and East 55th street, referred to the
police chief's difficulties Sunday
morning in a sermon on Cleveland's
general vice. He asked who of Cleveland's leading citizens was sufficiently without sin to cast the first stone
at Kohler.
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Suspension
Expected
at
Meeting in Mayor's Office
This Forenoon.
Pastor Asks How Many Men

in City Can 'Cast
First Stone.'

After the trial Kohler declared tha t
if ho ever was in need of legal aid
lie would, if W. H. Bo'yd, his attorney, was not available, seek to obtain the services of cither Mooney or
Holding.
By reason
of the fact
Holding stili is a commissioner, he
cannot be considered as attorney for
the chief, but the suggestion came
yesterday that Kohler might turn to
;estion immediate-'
h was stopped by Mooney.
"There is nothing to it," said
when asked if the rumor was true,
ing been a commissioner. I have
refused to appear before the commission, and I'm not going to make a
change now."
Kohler, when asked about it, said:
"I haven't tallied to a lawyer since
my return to Cleveland. I don't know
that I need a lawyer," he insisted,
"and until I find out I need one I
shall make no choice."
Earlier in the day. when asked as
to the outlook', the chief said, "Everything looks all right as far as I can
but I can't see very far." The
clfief, it is known, hasn't been sleeping soundly since his return and he
[is beginning to show the strain'und>;r
which he is working.
The German newspaper article was
not only an interview, but a strongdefense, purporting to have been
made in his own behalf, by the chief.
This made the chief say he was the
victim of an attack by fanatics because of his liberal views of law enforcement. The chief was quoted as
.; that the fight on him was not
60 much an attack on him personally as on his system and policies.
It. further quoted the chief as saying'
he had tried to pursue a middle-ofthe-road policy as between liberals
and radicals and because the radicals I
believe he has leaned too much to- i
a I'd the liberals they are .trying to j
him out.
The chief was quoted further as
saying his private life is being used to !
discredit his liberal policy. Bust ■
g & Co., according to" the paper.
/ere named by the chief as the men j
■ing to oust him. The chief, the '
declared emphatically he',
not to be caught, and the fight I
ud be to a finish.
"1 said nothing of the sort," de- j
c! the chief, when asked about
lie article last night.
peal will be made to the city'
council tonight to oust Kohler. . The
Physical Culture society of Cleveland,
Dr.iW, I. Gordon, president, and Dr.
Rose Kirchner, secretary, will petition
that Kohler be dismissed.
"We believe Fred Kohler is not the
luan to be chief of police, as to our
minds he has not enforced the laws."
declared
Dr.
Gordon
last night.
"Therefore, we will ask the council
tonight to see that he is removed
from office."
Kohler yesterday received an invitation from the Allied Real Estate In
terests of New York to be the guest
,,f honor of that body at a banquet
New
at lne Waldorf-Astoria hotel,
-York, Feb. 28. The organization has
invitations to Gov. Sulzer of
sent
Xf,w York, Kohler and Don Seitz of
the New York World.
last night
A
report
vvas .current
American Civic Reform
tnat
tlle

Chief Kohlef will face the crisis
in the charges pending' against him
at 10 o'clock this morning.
Given
until this hour to decide his course,
the chief, when he meets with Mayor
Baker,
undoubtedly
will tell
the
mayor that he proposes to fight
charge's if they are filed againstlrim.
Mayor Baker, as an immediate result, is expected to suspend the c•:
E
and certify the charges to the c'iyil
service commission for trial by that
body.
With that action taken, the
public will know definitely for the
first time the detailed charges against
the chief. There also will come [the
first definite statement from the chief
as to how he intends to defend himself and the identity of his legal aids.
The curtain of mystery that has
surrounded developments in the case
since Thursday was not lifted yesterday.
Neither Mayor Baker nor
Chief Kohler had a word to say.
Kohler emphatically denied a defiant
statement attributed to him by a
German newspaper yesterday.
General interest in the case was
maintained to a greater degree than
before, however.
Rev. Worth M.
Tippy, in his sermon at the Epworth
.Memorial church yesterday morning, referred to it. His remarks bordered somewhat on the sensational.
The sermon dealt with thoughts from
Jesus' treatment of the scarlet woman.
In the course of the sermon the
minister made a passing reference to
the Kohler case. -He didn't refer to
the chief by name, nor to the officials
whose duty it is to prosecute, but to
the life of the city in general.
"I wonder," said Rev. Mr. Tippy,
"what percentage of the men of the
city have a moral right to censure the
chief of police in this distressing
trial?"
An effort to have the GermanAmerican alliance take decisive action in the case last night failed. anion of which Rev. w. w. Bustard
Erich W. Becker, insurance man, hvpresident and Rev. A. S. Gregs is
ing at 1439 E. Illtti-st, sought to have secretary has engaged Attorne
the alliance go on record. Many fa- T Anderson of Youngstown to aid in
vored upholding the chief on the tne fjg-ht on Kohler. The report had
ground that his official record was not i( tliat Anderson had been working
in question, but after a thorough dis- on tne case for two or three weeks
cussion the alliance decided that, in- an(i would attempt to sit at the proseasmuch as Kohler would be given a tutor's table in the trial of Koh'ler,
trial before the civil service commission, it was best not to act.
"The alliance believes the chief will
have a fair trial," said President Herman Pellinger. "In view of this belief it was deemed best to await the
presentation of all the evidence."
_
There was some interest, too, in
the fact that the New York Sun of
yesterday contains a half-page artim Kohler's work as chief of police. The article appears in the magazine section and is
carried under j
ler's name.
The most interesting report in circulation yesterday was one that M.
P. Mooney, former member of the
civil service commission,
probably
would be one of the chief's legal advisers.
The report emanated from
people who had followed the previous
. I of Kohler.
They recalled that
in the trial itself and after it was
r the police chief repeatedly had
declared his complete faith in the
absolute fairness of both
Mooney,
: a member, and S. H. Holding,
the two la

I MAYOR BAKER WILL
OPEN WOMAN'S EXPO
Everything is in readiness for the
opening of the American Woman's
Exposition this morning .at Central
Armory, which will be the headquar, ters of prominent Cleveland club' women for the remainder of the week.
Mayor Baker has promised the
women connected with the different
charities that he will be on hand to
officially open the exposition at 1:30
o'clock. The doors will open at 11
o'clock and the exhibitors will be
there long before that time, together
with
demonstrators.
The
show will be open every night until
11 o clock.

KOHLER SILENT
ON EVE OF BIG
POLICE CRISIS
Conference With
Today Will Determine i
Whether Chief Is to Ee-|
main at Head of Force.
BAKEK TO DECIDE ON
ACTION BY THE CITY
Most Delicate Situation
Which Has Come Up in
Mayor's Administration
Will Be Disposed Of.
Whether Frederick Kohler
will continue to be chief of police of Cleveland or whether he
will have to fight before the
civil service commission, will be
| decided when Kohler and Mayor
i Baker come face to face in Baker's office at 10 a. m. Monday,
,., ,.
_ ..
___»,_M.
Neither would discuss the probable
outcome of this conference, on its
eve.
Each realizes that it is a
crisis, a crucial point in Kohler's
ten-year career as the city's police
head,
a most delicate
situation.
probably the most delicate that has
yet arisen, in Mayor Baker's administration.
The chief, although he held several
brief consultations with close personal friends, remained for most ol
the day in his office at police headquarters.
In the morning Kolilei
sent for Police Surgeon F. B. Norton
while the physician was at the station and had a brief talk with him.
Kohler has maintained absolute
silence pmblicly on the subject matter of the conference with Baker.
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After the trial Kohler declared that
if lie ever was in need of legal aid
ho would, if W. H. Boyd, his attorney, was not available, seek to obtain the services of either Mooney or
Holding. By reason of the fact
Holding stili is a commissioner, he
cannot be considered as attorney for
the chief, but the suggestion came
yesterday that Kohler might turn to
Mooney. The suggestion immediate-'
ly was stopped by Mooney.
"Thty-e is nothing to it," said he,
when asked if the rumor was true.
"Having been a commissioner, I have
Suspension
Expected
at refused
to appear before the commission, and I'm not going to make a
Meeting in Mayor's Office
change now."
Kohler, when asked about it, said:
This Forenoon.
"I haven't talked to a lawyer since
my return to Cleveland. I don't know
that I need a lawyer," he insisted,
"and until I find out I need one I
Pastor Asks How Many Men shall
make no choice."
Earlier in the day. when asked as
in City Can 'Cast
to the outlook, the chief said, "Everything looks all right as far as I can
First Stone.'
see. but r can't see very far." The
. it is known, hasn't been sleeping soundly since his return and he
Chief Kohler will face the crisis is beginning to show the strain'under
in the charges pending' against him which he is working.
The German newspaper article was
at 10 o clock this morning. Given
not only- an interview, but a strong
until this hour to decide his course. defense, purporting to have been
the chief; when he meets with Mayor made in his own behalf, by the chief.
Baker, undoubtedly will tell the This made the chief say he was the
victim of an attack by fanatics bemayor that he proposes to fight
cause of his liberal, views of law encharges ii' they are filed against him. forcement. The chief was quoted as
Mayor Baker, as an immediate re- Baying that the fight on him was not
60 much an attack on him personsult, is expected to suspend the
ally as on his system and policies.
and certify the charges to the civil It. further quoted the chief as saying'
service commission for trial by that he had tried to pursue a middie-of- ■
body. With that action taken, the Che-road policy as between liberals j
public will know definitely for the and radicals and because the radicals!
believe he has leaned too much to- !
first time the detailed charges against
fl the liberals they are trying to |
the chief. There also will come ithe
him out.
The
chief was quoted further as '
first definite statement from the chief
his private life is being used to !
as to how he intends to defend him- saying
discredit his liberal policy. Bustard, :
self and the identity of his legal aids. <;vegg & Co., according to" the paper, I
ere named by the chief as the men j
The curtain of mystery that has
'•ing to oust him. The chief, the'
surrounded developments in the
aid., declared emphatically he
since Thursday was not lifted yes, not to be caught, and the fight i
terday.
Neither Mayor Baker nor
'id tie to a finish.
"I said nothing of the sort," deChief Kohler had a word to say.
red
the chief, when asked about
Kohler emphatically denied a defiant
article last night.
statement attributed to him by a
Appeal will be made to the city
German newspaper yesterday.
council tonight to oust Kohler. The
Physical Culture society of Cleveland,
General interest in the case
maintained to a greater degree than Dr.iW. I. Gordon, president, and Dr.
before, however.
Rev. Worth M. Rose Kirchner, secretary, will petition
Tippy, in.his sermon at the Epworth that Kohler be dismissed.
Memorial church yesterday morn"We believe Fred Kohler is not the
ing, referred to it. His remarks bor- man to be chief of police, as to our
dered somewhat on the sensational. minds he has not enforced the laws,"
The sermon dealt with thoughts from declared Dr. Gordon last night.
Jesus' treatment of the scarlet woman. "Therefore, we will ask the council
In the course of the sermon the tonight to see that he is removed
minister made a passing reference to from office."
the Kohler case. -He didn't refer to
Kohler yesterday received an invi
the chief by name, nor to the officials tation from the Allied Real Estate Inwhose duty it is to prosecute, but to terests of New York to be the guest
the life of the city in general.
0f honor of that body at a banquet
"I wonder," said Rev. Mr. Tippy, at tne Waldorf-Astoria hotel, New
"what percentage of the men of the -York, Feb. 28. The organization has
city have a moral right to censure the sent invitations to Gov. Sulzer of
chief of police in this distressing X(,w York, Kohler and Don Seitz of
trial ?':
the New York World.
An effort to have the' GermanA report was current last night
American alliance take decisive ac- that the American Civic Reform
tion in the case last night failed. union of which Rev. W. W. Bustard
Erich W. Becker, insurance man, liv- is president and Rev. A. S. Qregg is
ing at 1439 E. lllth-st, sought to have secretary has engaged Attorney D.
the alliance go on record. Many fa
r. Anderson of Youngstown to aid in
vored upholding the chief on the the fight on Kohler. The report had
ground that his official record was not it that Anderson had been working
in question, but after a thorough dis- on the case for two or three weeks
cussion the alliance decided that, in- and would attempt to sit at the proseasmuch as Kohler would be given a i utor's table in the trial of Kohler.
trial before the civil service commission, it was best not to act.
"The alliance believes the chief will
have a fair trial," said President Herman Fellinger. "In view of this belief it was deemed best to await the
presentation of all the evidence."
There was some interest, too, in
the fact that the New York Sun of
yesterday contains a half-page article on Kohier's work as chief of police. The article appears in the magazine section and is carried under
Kohier's
name.
:
The most interesting report in cirtion yesterday was one that M.
P. Mooney, former member of the
civil service commission, probably
would be one of the chief's legal advisers. The report emanated from
people who had followed the previous
trial of Kohler. They recalled that
in the trial itself and after it was
over the police chief repeatedly had
declared his complete faith in the
.lute fairness of both Mooney,
i a member, and S. H. Holding,
the two lawyers.

WILL COM

MAYOR BAKER WILL
OPEN WOMAN'S EXPO
Everything is in readiness for the
opening of the American Woman's
Exposition this morning at Central
Armory, which will be the headquar: ters of prominent Cleveland club' women for the remainder of the week.
Mayor Baker has promised the
women connected with the different
charities that he will be on hand to
officially open the exposition at 1:30
o'clock. The doors will open at 11
o'clock and the exhibitors will be
there long before that time, together with demonstrators.
The
show will be open every night until
11 o'clock.

KOHLER SILENT
ON EVE OF BIG
POLICE CRISIS
Conference With Mayor,
Today Will Determine j
Whether Chief Is to Be-I
main at Head of Force.
IBAKEK TO DECIDE ON
ACTION BY THE CITY
'Most Delicate Situation
Which Has Come Up in
Mayor's Administration
Will Be Disposed Of.
Whether Frederick Kohler
will continue 1<> lie. chief of police of Cleveland or whether he
will have to fight before the.
civil service commission, will be
decided when Kohler and Mayor
Baker come face to face in Baker's office at 10 a. m. Monday.
Neither would discuss the probable
outcome of this conference, on its
eve. Each realizes that it is a
crisis, a crucial point in Kohier's
ten-year career as the city's police
head, a most delicate situation.
probably the most delicate- that haf
yet arisen, in Mayor Baker's administration.
The chief, although he held severa",
brief consultations with close personal friends, remained for most oi
the day in his office at police headquarters. In the morning Kohlei
sent for Police Surgeon F. B. Norton
while the physician was at the station and had a brief talk with him.
Kohler has maintained absolute
silence publicly on the subject matter of the conference with Baker.
Unless he should be suspended, he1
will continue to be a subordinate
official to Baker, as he is now, and
he is observing his usual custom of
letting the mayor tell of what he
talks to the chief of police about.
Kohler was in direct charge of the
department Sunday afternoon, doing
police duty at the station. He denied, and said that the denial could
not be made too strong, that he had
talked with or engaged any attorney
to represent him since he landed in
New York.
"I have had no need of an attorney
yet," Kohler said. "If I should have,
I do not know who he will be."
Developments of the week, Kohler
said,
would
probably
determine
whether or not he will be able to accept an invitation he received Sunday to be a guest of honor, with Governor Sulzer of New York and Don C.
Seitz, of the New York World, as a
speaker at the annual banquet of the
Allied Real Estate Interests at the
Waldorf-Astoria, New York, Feb-i
ruary 28.
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KOHLERAGREES
TO GIVE BAKER
ANSWER TODAY
Chief, After Conference
With Mayor, Receives
W r i 11 e n Statement of
Charges Against Him.
FATE LIES IN CHOICE
OF THREE MOVEMENTS
Rev. Gregg Withholds Action Against Police Head
Until Result of Official!
Reply Is Announced.
Chief

of

Police

id up a hand.
"Talk to my superior officer," ho
I said. "I have nothing- to say."
Baker then made the following
I statement:
I "I have given to Chief Kohler a
1
written statement of all the laces
I concerning- the subject we have under investigation and the chief has
promised to make me a repli in
writing by 10 a. m. Tuesday."
Councilm&h Robert Foster declare?
id learned that the de- I
pments at the citv hall, including the two conferences with Kohler,
were steps in a complete line of ac-!
tion outlined and agreed to by Pinker, City Solicitor Wilcox and Attorney A. (.'. Mackenzie; who has_haau_
named as a possible witness against
the chief. Foster had the matter up
with Mackenzie.
He said the li
step in the plan was the suspension
ie chief U\ the mayor.
Rev. A. S. Gregg, who told Baker
accusations against Kohler, had aj
I conference Monday afternoon with;
Molin A. Cline, who has been retained
by Gregg and Rev. W. W. Bustard.
Gregg said they had decided not to
until after Tuesday's
meeting between Baker and Kohler.
He said thgir further course would
be decided Tuesday.
Kohler said he had not yet consulted an attorney. Attorney Harry F.
Payer, who says he expects to represent the chief in case the chief is
put on trial, Monday denied himself
to interviewers.

Frederick

Kohler will make his formal answer to the charges against him
to Mayor

Baker at

Tuesday morning.

10

{UAAJ

o'clock

Baker is ex-

ARMORY GLOWS
WITH COLOR AT
WOMAN'S SHOW

WILL A
MAYOR BAKER F
ENSIGN TODAY
Chief of Police Will Urge This
Action That He May Face
His Accusers.
~,,„

nA«U«J

Meeting

Qor-rot

Held to Consider

Case in All
Phases.
ROWE MAY HOLD PLACE
Inspector Slated to Head Department Darlngr Suspension of Chief,
It is Said, Although. Capts. Shattuck and Schmnnk Are Considered—Kohler Will Meet Mayor at
10 O'clock This Morning: and ReThat

He

be

Suspended-

Friends, After Long; Discussion,

of

Kind in City's History, Is
Formally Opened by
Mayor Baker.

nt

Conference of Official's
Friends.

quest
FilSt

n«

1

pected to act immediately.
Should Kohler be suspended or
dismissed by the mayor upon receipt nVaa+ F,YT>nsitiOU.
nt
+V.n chief's
nViiafa answer
nnawm- today,
(nrlav he ilaE U1Wl JJJ1"""1
of the
ppeal to civil service under the
pending Jung bill which repeals section 4381, Ohio code, giving chiefs oi
police and fire departments rights oi
al to a commission. This bit;
would leave'him at the mercy of the

Wf. tt

Figure Way Ont for Chief and at
the Sanie Tline Relieve Mayor.
Fred Kohler, chief of police,
sk
JSl

Mayor

Baker

to

suspend

will
him

ftodday.
Should this section go out with the j
/ Kohler
i
will urge this action upon
passing of the bill, there will remair |
iTTOTmADC QW
il
restriction,
section
4250, ! ly.000 YlblIU.no OlliJi
i
the
mayor
so he may have an opporwhich gives the mayor power to an
point and dismiss safety and servicf
FIRST DAY'S DISPLAY' tunity to face his accusers in public
trtments heads and heads of sub
and have all charges pending against
inients.
The Supreme Court
i.d that section 4381 supersedec
..
u„,,, him thrashed out in a public hearing.
T
Kohler Monday received a complete
statement of the alleged facts in the
or the mayor, in writing.
The chief ivas in conference with
il friends during the day and
took advice on the best course to
pursue.
He bad at length a basis
for decision.
Chief Keeps Silence.
While his friends declared he would
resist any attempt to oust him from
office, the chief maintained the silence
kept since his first interview with Baker.
From what could be learned of his
Ions with friends, the chief
had not definitely settled his course
of action, lie was in better spirits,
apparently, than at any time since
his arrival in Cleveland.
At the city hall it was semi-ofnoially stated that the mayor's action
in the Kohler affair would come
Tuesday and that the several conferences with the chief had been due
desire to give the chief every
opportunitj for making up his mind
and meeting the situation.
The chief, except for a trip to
hall t.o see Baker and a few
minutes In the Hollenden lobby talkends at noon, spent the day
Is office.
Three possible situations can come
conference today. Baker
tell the chief he is satisfied with
his reply to the accusations and the
matter can be dismissed. Tile chief
sign, either without reserva- !
il with a request to be retired
on pension. The mayor can suspend
and the chief had a fortymorne, the
tniling.
nation.

Brilliant Booths Lure Fein-

Kohler,s action was decided at a

illillitV With SnggeStiOIlS meeting of his friends last night.
-fiT
1
Lighten
VVOrK
-P,
IS BeaUty BOWei'.

xr il
Whether Kohler was present could
Hallnot be learned.
He could not be
-bed, but announcement was made
authoritatively, that Kohler would
' abide by the decision of his friends
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monster kaleidoscope or a C0n-|It
vention
of
rainbows
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When Mayor
mounted the platform
formally
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the

first
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Woman's Exposition
in Cleveland.
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was

lastea

several hours.

surrounded with secrecy.

One

Monday report had it that fifteen men were
. ,
the party that took the Kohler
ta
•» a * e r Rituation under advisement. Another!
to

open ,eport was that but four .or five were

American in the conference.
Names of those
participating could not be learned.
ever held,Ucc|Mlon Ho,leve, BnUei..

It was scheduled

The

effect

o£

w

There have been but three names
considered as Kohler's temporary
successor, according to reports last
night.
These, in addition, to Rowe,
were Capts. Shattuck and Schmunk.
Rowe was in control of the police
force during Kohler's trip to South
America. The record established by
the police department in that period
is such as to have won for the inspector many commendations.
The
mayor is understood to be among
those who have been impressed with
that record. The result is a feeling
that Rowe is entitled to the acting
chieftainship.
Baelir's Action. Recalled.
This recalls the fact that when
Kohler was suspended three years
ago and Capt. Schmunk was named
acting chief by Herman Baehr, then
mayor, ignoring the inspector, Rowe
sent word to the city hall that he
would resign if the administration
wanted him to.
Rowe felt he had
been insulted delibei-ately by the administration.
Kohler's final position w-.s not decided until last' night's conference.
The
thought
that
he . * irsonally
would request the tiling of charges
as a means of relieving the situation
seems never to have occurred to anybody.
Gossip at the city hall yesterday
was
to
the
effect
that
but one of three courses of action
was possible.
These contemplated a reply by Chief
Kohler of such a nature that the
mayor woidd be completely satisfied
md dismiss the case as based on the
charges formally presented to the
chief yesterday by the mayor.
It
also was suggested that the chief
could resign.
The third alternative
was the arbitrary filing of charges
and suspension by the mayor. Kohler's friends found a different w7ay
out.
As a result of last night's conference it is considered certain that the
chief today in a formal statement to
the mayor in reply will cover the
charges against him. This will be in
response to the written statement
given the chief by Mayor Baker at
their conference yesterday morning in
the mayor's office.
Kohler was
closeted
with
the
mayor for mote than half p.n hour.
When the chief emerged from the
office he sail", to newspaper men:
"i snail have to refer you torn
superior officer for any statements
Mayor Baker announced that the j
chief had been given a written state- i
ment of the alleged acts under consideration and that he was expected
to make answer to them at 10 o'clock
this forenoon.
It was rumored that the charges
are of a more serious nature than
was at first anticipated. There is a
suggestion that Kohler's conduct of
the department may come up for in-

the decision is that

vestigation.
. There was an apparent growth in
Kohsentiment yesterdayJ^Tt*^ ? ;

to have opened in the afternoon Kohler wjii fight to a finish, it also
,
.
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V"L:+ means Mayor Baker is to be relieved __^-J«f3fl»?L-—-■"■""
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to comply immediately.
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Indications last night were that In- '-^ gu\>U
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si>ector Rowe would be named acting
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chief until the Kohler case is disposed of.
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KOHLERAGREES
TO GIVE BAKER
ANSWER TODAY
Chief, After Conference
With Mayor, Receives
W r i 11 c n Statement of
Charges Against Him.
PATE LIES IN CHOICE
OF THREE MOVEMENTS
Rev. Gregg Withholds Action Against Police Head
Until Result of Official
Reply Is Announced.

! Bui lie held up a hand.
"Talk to my superior officer," ho
I said. "I have nothing to sa
i Baker then made the following
I statement:
I "I have given to Chief Kohler a
'written statement of all the tacts
erning the subject we have under investigation and the chief has
I promised to make me a repij, m
writing by 10 a. in. Tuesday."
Councilman Robert Foster declare!
Mond
id learned that the developments at the city hall, including the two conferences with Kohler,
were saps in a complete line of action outlined and agreed to by Baker, City Solicitor Wllcox and Attorney A. C. Mackenzie, who has—haim-,
named as a possible witness against
the chief. Foster had the matter up
with Mackenzie. Tie said the last
step in the plan was the suspension
he chief by the mayor.
Rev. A. y. Gregg, who told Baker
accusations against Kohler, had a
conference Monday afternoon with
John A. Cline, who has been retained
by Gregg and Rev. W. W. Bustard.
Gregg said they had decided not to
file charges] until after Tuesday's
meeting between Baker and Kohler.
He said thsir further course would
he decided Tuesday.
Kohler said he had not yet consultey. Attorney Harry F.
Payer, who says he expects to represent the thief in case the chief is
put on trial. Monday denied himself;
to interviewers.

Chief of Police Frederickj
Kohler will make his formal answer to the charges against him
to Mayor Baker at 10 o'clock
Tuesday morning. Baker is expected to act immediately.
Should Kohler be suspended or
dismissed by the mayor upon receipt
of the chiefs answer today, he has
no appeal to civil service under the
pending Jung hill which repeals section 4881, Ohio code, giving chiefs ol
police and Are departments rights ol
appeal to a commission. This bill
would leave'him at the mercy of the
Should this section go out with the
passing of the bill, there will remair
without restriction,
section 4250,
which K'ives the mayor power to ap
point and dismiss safety and servicf
artments heads anil heads of sub
irtments.
The Supreme Couri
ded that section 4381 supersedec
4250.
Kohler Monday received a complete
imeni of the alleged facts in the
i of the mayor, in writing.
The chief was in conference with
11 ring the day and
took advice on the best course to
pursue. He had at length a basis
Ion.
Chief Keeps Silence.
While his friends declared he would'
t any attempt to oust him from
office, the chief maintained the sls kept since his first in>\- with Baker.
From what could be learned of his
sations with friends, the chief
had not definitely settled his course
of action. He was in better spirits,
mtly, than at any time since
i rival in Cleveland.
At the city hall it was semi-offl.1 that the mayor's action
in the Kohler affair would come
Tuesday and that the several cones with the chief had been due
desire to give; the chief every
opportunity for making up his mind
ituation.
The chief, except for a trip to the |
city hall to see Baker and a few
minutes in the Uollenden lobby talking to friends at noon, spent the- day
in his office.
Three possible situations can come
the conference todaj'. Baker
tell the chief he is satisfied with
his reply to the accusations and the
er can lie dismissed. The chief
resign, cither without reservaor with a request to be retired
on pension. The mayor can suspend
the chief.
ker and the chief had a fortymversatioii Monday nun-nil: • chiel

ling. 1
the situation.

ARMORY GLOWS
WITH COLOR AT
WOMAN'S SHOW
Great Exposition, First of
Kind in City's History, Is
Formally Opened by
Mayor Baker.

Chief of Police Will Urge This
Action That He May Face
His Accusers.
Move Decided On at Secret
Conference of Official's
Friends.
Meeting

Held to Consider
Case in All
Phases.

ROWE MAY HOLD PLACE
Inspector Slated to Head Department Daring Snspenslon of Chief,
It is Said, Although Capts. ShattncU and Schmnnlt Are Considered—Kohler "Will Meet Mayor at
10 O'clock; This Morning and Request That He be Suspended—
Friends, After Ijong Discussion,
Figure Way Out for Chief and at
the Same Time Relieve Mayor.
Fred Kohler, chief of police, will
sk Mayor Baker to suspend him
.oday.

; Kohler

will urge this action upon

15.000 VISITORS SEE
i the mayor so he may have an opporFIRST "DAY'S DISPLAY! tunlty to face his accusers in pub! ie

Brilliant Booths Lure Fein

and have all charges pending against
him thrashed out in a public hearing.
Kohler's action was decided at a

illillity "Witll SnggeStiOllS meeting of his friends last night.
XT 11
Whether Kohler was present could

tO Lighten Work
_
IS BeaUty BOWer.

Jaallnot

be

learned.

He could not be

reached, but announcement was made
authoritatively, that Kohler would
'■ abide by the decision of his friends

Central Armory looked like a a'T^* J^J™!; lasted several hours.
monster kaleidoscope or a COn-|It was surrounded with secrecy. One
vention of rainbows Monday report had it that fifteen men were
venuun UJ.
-Rotor1" the »arty that t00k the Kohler
night When Mayor ^ a K e r sUuation under advisement. Another
mounted the platform to open report was that but four .or five were
iformally
11,
«,«
fi.-cr American
American L^.^,.^
iii the conference. Names of those
the
first
.
cou]d not be learned

Woman's Exposition ever hel%eciBi<>n Sieves Bnher.
in Cleveland. It was scheduled The effet,t of thc decision is that
to have opened in the afternoon Kohler w^u fight to a finish.
"
*.
-,
i
„^v,:v;to means y.ayur Baker is to be relieved
!
but delay in placing +the exhibits
Qf thg
of
the situation that has confronted
postponed the formal opening hlm.
In the face of the demand the chief
until evening.
„„wiU make on Mr. Baker there can

Among the early visitors womei^
suspension,
alternative
tha„
predominated and the first tnousanu
,, ,
.
„„,, fV,„ „v,;„f
sightseers all had a personal Interest with Kohler's enemies and the chief
in the displays. L,ater visitors in- nimseif insisting on suspension, the
eluded a large proportion of men and ayor can act without creating ill
tie total attendance for the day wai.^ on e[ther ^
The exposition 'will be open from The police chief will face the mayor
11 to 11 o'clock each day for the re-at io o'clock this morning. The maymainder of the week.
,,,. wiu get from the chief his request
that he be suspended and is expected
to comply immediately.
Indications last night were that Inspector Rpwe would be named acting
chief until the Kohler case is disposed of.

There have been but threfe names
considered as Kohler's temporary
successor, according to reports last
night. These, in addition, to Rowe,
were Capts. Shattuck and Schmunk. !
Rowe was in control of the police
force during Kohler's trip to South
America. The record established |->y
the police department in that period
is such as to have won for the inspector many commendations.
The
mayor is understood to be among
those who have been impressed with
that record. The result is a feeling
that Rowe is entitled to the acting
chieftainship.
Haehr's Action Recalled.
This recalls the fact that when
Kohler was suspended three years
ago and Capt. Schmunk was named
acting chief by Herman Baehr, then
mayor, ignoring the inspector, Rowe
sent word to the city hall that he
would resign if the administration
wanted him to. Rowe felt he had
been insulted deliberately by the administration.
Kohler's final position w-.s not decided until last' night's conference.
The thought that he . L srsonally
would request the filing of charges
as a means of relieving the situation
seems never to have occurred to anybody. Gossip at the city hall yesterday was to the effect that
but one of three courses of action
was possible.
These contemplated a reply by Chief
Kohler of such a nature that the
mayor would be completely satisfied
tnd dismiss the case as based on the
marges formally presented to the
chief yesterday by the mayor.
It
also was suggested that the chief
could resign. The third alternative
was the arbitrary filing of charges
and suspension by the mayor. Kohler's friends found a different way
out.
As a result of last night's conference it is considered certain that the
chief today in a formal statement to
the mayor in reply will cover the
charges against him. This will be in
response to the written statement
given the chief by Mayor Baker at
their conference yesterday morning in
the mayor's office.
Kohler was closeted with the
mayor for mote than half p.n hour.
When the chief emerged from the
office he sak"- to newspaper men:
, ''I shall have to refer you to raj.
superior officer tor ajiy statements.
Mayor Baker announced that the j
I chief had been given a written state- j
Intent of the alleged acts under con- ;
I sideration and that he was expected
to make answer to them at 10 o'clock
this forenoon.
It was rumored that the charges
are of a more serious nature than
was at first anticipated. There is a
suggestion that Kohler's conduct of
the department may come up for investigation.
"£
There was an apparent growth in
sentiment yesterday that Chief Kohler if he is to leave the department,
should be retired on full Pen«on. TMB
movement was begun by. £ German
newspaper, friendly to the chief.
KoWer citizens pointed out yesterday, has served nearly twenty-four
vears on the force and they claim
Ms series have been such that he
is entitled to the full pension.
In some quarters there were expressions last night that a solution
along this line may yet come, at
thoulh Kohler's friends seem not to
:
expect such an outcome.
I Following the meeting between
'mayor and chief yesterday a report
' gained circulation that Rev. A. b.
I Gregg superintendent of the Amer'icani Civic Reform union, was not
satisfied with the delay, in Proceedine-q and would ask John A. Cline,
the union's attorney, to force action
hv filing charges independent of any
that might be submitted by Mayor
Ba

«regg did have a long conference
with Cline in the afternoon. The case
was discussed from all angles, but
when the conference ended it was
that the union
w"th the decision
should await official action by the
m

^'We are awaiting action by the
mayor," said the Rev: Mr. Gregg last
nie-ht
"The case is up to him and
in his hands. Until he acts we pro.
nose to remain silent. Future action
.bjT us depends on what the mayor
d<

^If the mayor has thought it best
to give the chief plenty of time to determine his course we have no objecti

°Gre*g said Cline was the organization's attorney and would represent
it in any action taken. He saw Attorney D. T. Anderson of Youngstown, O., would have no connection
with' the proceedings.

^f:K'C\ii

olt<LAor-'--eJlUr- Z>\o- II 13Whether Ebwe will be made chief
r E police if City Solicitor E. it Wilro>;, who will prosecute Kohler for
Baker, succeeds in having the chief
sod, Baker refused to say.
;ainst Kohler are
Tn,
based on one slate law, section 4381
of the general code, and two sections
of the police rules.
Immorality Alleged.
The mayor, who signed the charges
in his official capacity, accused the
chief of gross immorality, under the
state law, and of conduct subversive
to the good order and discipline of
the department under article 20 of
rule 13, and of conduct unbecoming
an officer and a gentleman under
article 19 of the same rule.
The specific charge was made
without qualification by Baker that
Kohler, by night and by day, from
January 1 to June 5 of 1912, surreptitiously visited Schearer's wife in the
husband's absence. The charges say
that the chief visited Schearer's house
at 2606 Daisy avenue June 5 and was
caught by Schearer, who broke his
way in.
Denies All Chaises.
Kohler, in a written statement to
the mayor, denied all of the allegations tending to show any of the
Chief of Police Frederick three charges. He said he asked a
public hearing to clear up "the slanKohler, suspended on charges, derous interpretation placed on one
Tuesday at his own request, by! fact." The chief, in his letter, made
perfectly clear.
Mayor Baker, began immediate- j his"I position
now wish my friends and those
ly to prepare his defense. His who are not my friends to know that
trial, which Trill be public before I will fight this aggregation to the
end. finally showing my innocence
the civil service commission,! of the base construction placed on
will begin Saturday afternoon, my conduct, as set forth in the
legations," he said.

KES EXPOSIIION OPENS CHIEF SUSPWD,

OUTLINES BATTLE
PLAN FOR OFFICE

Councilmen Meet Constitu- Woman's Display at Central
tional Objection to OrdiArmory Attracts Throng
nances as Prepared.
First Day and Night.

Koiiler Tells Mayor, Fight Is
For Honor and Woman's

Failure to Pledge Redemp- Exhibitors Vie in Decorating
tion Delays issue TotalBooths and Arranging
ing $2,140,000.
Their Wares.

Name.

Preparing to carry out the adminThousands of electric lights blinked
istration program of issuing $2,140,000 through banks and streamers of
worth of bonds, the council yesterday
flowers
draped
about
decorated
was brought face to fade with a new booths in Central armory last night
amendment, to the Ohio constitution. when Mayor Newton D. Baker officiThis amendment provides that no ally declared the Woman's Exposition ;
bonded indebtedness shall be incurred open to the public.
or renewed unless provision is made
. His welcome to the waiting throng]
for levying annually by taxation an warmly applauded, t'-e crowds turned
amount sufficient to pay the interest . and made their way by the exhibits.
on the bonds and provides a sinking '
Visitors seemed at loss to determine
fund for their redemption at matu- , which way they would go, as every
rity.
; aisle offered inducement.
Seven ordinances authorizing the j
Uniformed and quaintly gowned atissue of the bonds advocated by the j tendants dashed here and there,
city board of efficiency are being held | booth exhibitors passed out "literaup by the city law department be- j
cause there is no provision in the leg- ; ture" and visitors were taken by
islation pledging the city to the an- ' storm as the many devices, goods and
nual payment of the $170,000 or, wares were explained to them and
thereabouts needed to meet the inter- i
their merits were set forth.
est and maintain the sinking fund.
In the balcony the band offered the
The ordinances as introduced at the j
last previous meeting follow the old ' "Star Spangled Banner," and its seform, which made no provision for lection was followed by one from
retiring the bonds, but anticipated
their renewal at' maturity. Assistant children, ensconced in the Japanese
City Solicitor John N. Stockwell, jr., tea garden, who sang of school days.
yesterday said all the ordinances
In all it was an auspicious opening.
would have to be amended.
The City hospital project, covered The exhibits ranged from borax to
by one bond issue proposed, was dis- flat irons, electric stoves, paints,
cussed at a caucus of Democratic powder and groceries, and included
councilmen in Mayor Baker's office fruits, preserves, flowers, sewing mayesterday. The board of efficiency
has advocated $200,000 bonds for chines, bread, photographs, health
buildings in the proposed $2,000,000 foods, corsets, dresses anjj_gowns.—
City hospital group on Scranton-rd
S. W. Bids are to be received Monday for erection of^ive of these buildings, estimated to Cost $500,000.
The point was raised yesterday that
if the city has determined to establish
a group on so large a scale, a site hi
the suburbs should have been selected. City sites for small emergency
hospitals were urged. Mayor Baker
urged councilmen to look over the
Scranton-rd site.
The council last night, 24 to 6, supported Mayor Baker in his veto of
resolutions restoring street railway
stops abolished at the recommenda' n of Street Railroad Commissioner
Peter Witt. Councilmen Rolf and
Moylan and Republican members
voted to adopt the resolutions. One
of the stops sought is.at Aspinwallrd N. E. an.l E. I."i2d-st. This stop
may be restored, as well as that at
Auburn-av S. W. and W. 14th-st.
An ordinance granting the county
commissioners the right to locate the
secondary piers of the Superior-He.-.
"This is an age of newspaper rule,"
troit high level bridge in the position
declared Mayor Newton D. Baker
planned by the county was referred
to committees.
last night before the Men's club of
An ordinance establishing a city
Epworth Memorial church, E. ootndepartment for registration of vacant
st and Prospect-av S. E. in his adlots was introduced by Councilman
•■ ...... nn "PH- ""^ ih'' n '^<P" ' p.iK>]-.'.i"
I'lda-D ' jxioa '. inuryuiAv [Oils isSujpunq .rairjo
H. L. French. The sum of $500 may
UIOOJ
2i[[ui u-iapotii 'osnoq QSBJJJ^D XJOIS-be set aside for the new department.
pooS 'uj-eq &2JT2I 'osnoq mooj-ij 'stTHDV "M
The vacant lot gardening will be unjier thfi_dir£C±ion of City Forester ;
Wild 'Z-0S x°S J° "AV W9 A>PH 'SfirS 'K
John Boddy.
Xl-iado-id Ana JOJ opu.ii iqSim :n .red
An ordinance authorizing
the
sitoi
ui''A :-01©
'S&JOIB
'eaqojnqo
'spEOU
■ nv.i .iro'u '. oia "a 'JT 'IT 'aaom!-i[dl
Cleveland Railway Co. to extend
33ZHB.UU30
laOJ}33S
Surai.raj
qnij
til
tracks in Front-av from W. 9th-st to; "aore-iodBAO qilAi usnq j^Sns os.in[ lareq I \1V>
W. 10th-st was introduced.
asnoq poo.3 :spco.i U.-.M uo OHBJUOJJ :3.rent>s
Councilman French presented an; 10 }ST» B.r.ru. <■:-: tj-iosoj ssuio qSiq JCDU
ordinance authorizing the purchase j
for $7,000 of Edgewater parks old!
-uvdn
bath house with its equipment.
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Mayor Gives Address on Publications to Men at
Church Meeting.

Points to Cleveland as
Leader in Improving Social Conditions.
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ROWE TAKES POLICE REINS

Commission Announces Public Trial,
Opening Saturday, on Baker

Charges.

CHANCE GIVEN TO QUIT ON PENSION

at i:3Q o'clock:
i -^
Chief Kohler made it plain. ^g mlssion on the night Baker a
that he will put up a cool, hard Schearer trapped him. Kohler put
three pointed questions to his accusbattle to clear his name and that ers. ITe asked them to show how his
of Mrs. S. D. Schearer, men- conduct as policeman had been untioned in the charges of gross becoming an offici r,
Asks Record Reviewed.
immorality.
He asked whether the poll

The chief will fight not only for
was better or worse and tho police
vindication of himself and the woman
condition of Cleveland betfc r or worse
from the accusations, which he emnow or when he became chief ten
phatically denies, but to retain his
years ago. The third question was
position as chief of police and his
whether his accusers could show any
right to a full pension of $125 a
one of 10,000 women he has had offimonth.
cial business with who could swear
Would T;ose Full Pension.
ho was grossly immoral.
The chief's letter indicated his line
If Chief Kohler is dismissed, he
of defense clearly and he refused i
will lose the full pension but will
in
day to go into details,
receive a half pension. Director nisithe
nne win iK- si:
Stage said Tuesday any officer fac- i record and his right to a full pension.
ing such charges as Kohler does has Only once has Kohler been up on
the right to apply for a pension on charges and that fme he was acgrounds of permanent disability at quitted. He will try to prove that
any time until he is dismissed from Mrs. Schearer has been maligned
the force.
that the charges were provoked
That Attorney Alexander C. Mac- 'persons desiring- to get his position
kenzie. S. "D. Schearer and others (away from him.
who have pressed the charges against -ha chjef ]nd,cated t]]at ^ w)n
Kohler. have made overtures to the pregent a poUce errand ^
^
chief's friends to aid him to get a ■_„,
tension if he will retire at once, was June fi
engaged
disclosed by Mackerzie
Tuesuay
WitneMes
Digclo8ed.
Mackenzie said he belie', eu ^u,u" „., :
voud Plead illness and ask a pen- What witnesses Kohler may
sion hefore the trial begins. Although^ not been disclosed, nor is it
Mayor Baker would not discusV thrown whether^ Mrs. Schearer wil,
phase of the situation, it is cla.mec AUorney Mackenzie ,iu(linpd Ule ,
by his friends he would further suc?case of the prosec.ution xuesd
m re tnan
a plan.
°
'<< dozen witnesses will be
„„.„
rr-ifp,.
nharee.
',',,'"
'■'" ,!l" occurrence of June 5
n
Roue lakes unai^e.
]Mackenzie said sis- witnesses would
Inspector Rowe was placed
^testify. Two of these, Schearer anu
charge of the police department MCIayton Benjamin, are known.
Mayor Baker and had a confereni "The other four Kohler knows v
r
v-ith the mayor at which the condu^f
,f • ''"' ,llf' does not know who I
witn tne majoi. <".
Mnarp' Mackenzie said. "We will not
of the department for the tin teU_;just ye| ,.
Kohler is under suspension was di Mackenzie said tho■ j mayor hai
cussed. Baker said the departme dence of six times, with definite dates,
would be conducted by Rowe as when he said the chief was at the
'-'■.hearer horne.
home.
was while Kohler was absent in Pa Sche-er
Other witnesses. Mackenzie said,
ama on leave.
will testify to these dates. MackenFaker refused to say whetl zie said that he had arranged traps
Kohlcr's efficiency as chief of pol for Chief Kohler tv.
■ in question.
I

n^y.\<\ (3
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PEND
OUTLINES BATTLE
PUN FOR OFFICE

EXPOSITION OPENS
Councilmen Meet Constitutional Objection to Ordinances as Prepared.

Woman's Display at Central
Armory Attracts Throng
First Day and Night.

Failure to Pledge Redemption Delays Issue Totaling $2,140,000.

Exhibitors Vie in Decorating
Booths and Arranging
Their Wares.

ther Howe will be made chief
r:f police if City Solicitor E. K. Wil<o>;. who will prosecute Kohler for
•r, succeeds in having the chief
sod. Baker refused to say.
The charges against Kohler are
based on one state law. section 43S1
of the general code, and two sections
of the police rules.
I in morality Alleged.
The mayor, who signed the charges |
in his official capacity, accused the'
chief of gross immorality, under thej
state law, and of conduct subversive i
to the good order and discipline of
the department under article 20 of
rule 13, and of conduct unbecoming
an officer and a gentleman
article 19 of the same rule.
The specific charge was made
without qualification by Baker that
Kohler, by night and by day, from
January 1 to June 5 of 1912, surreptitiously visited Schearer's wife in the
husband's absence. The charges say
that the chief visited Schearer's house
at 2606 Daisy avenue June 5 and was
caught by Schearer, who broke his
way in.
Denies All Charges.
Kohler, in a written statement to
the mayor, denied all of the allegations tending to show any of the
Chief of Police Frederick three charges. He said he asked a
public hearing to clear up "the slanKohler, suspended on charges j derous interpretation placed on one
Tuesday at his own request, by j fact." The chief, in his letter, made
perfectly clear.
Mayor Baker, began immediate- j his"I position
now wish my friends and those
ly to prepare his defense. His, who are not my friends to know that
trial, which will be public before I will fight this aggregation to the
end, finally showing my innocence
the civil service commission,! of the base construction placed on
will begin Saturday afternoon i my, conduct, as set forth in the allegations," he said.
at 1;3Q o'clock.
Kohler said he was ready to show
Chief Kohler made it plain his mission on the night Baker says
that he will put up a cool, hard Schearer trapped him. Kohler put
three pointed questions to his accusbattle to clear his name and that ers. He asked them to show how his
:
of Mrs. S. D. Schearer, men- conduct as policeman had
n untioned in the charges of gross becoming an officer.
Asks Record Reviewed.
immorality.
He asked whether the police force
The chief will fight not only for
was better or worse and the police
vindication of himself and the woman
condition of Cleveland better or worse
from the accusations, which he emnow or when he became chief ton
phatically denies, but to retain his
years ago. The third question was
position as chief of police and^ his
whether his accusers could show any
right to a full pension of $125 a one of 10,000 women he has had offimonth.
cial business with who could swear
Would T^ose Full Pension.
he was grossly immoral.
The chief's letter indicated bis
If Chief Kohler is dismissed, he
of defense clearly and ho i
•will lose the full pension but will
in the dav to go into
receive a half pension. Director nisi
line wm oe Bti
jug 1)nSL
Stage said Tuesday any officer facrecord and his right to a full pension.
such charges as Kohler does has
Only once has Kohler been up on
the right to apply for a pension on charges and that fine he was
|
grounds of permanent disability at quitted. Me will try to prove that
any time until he is dismissed from .Mrs. Schearer has been maligned and
the force.
that the charges were provoked
That Attorney Alexander C. Mac- .Persons desiring to get his position
kenzie, S. D. Schearer and others, jaway from him.
I who have pressed the charges against ■
The chief indicated that he will
1 Kohler. have made overtures to the present a police errand on which he
chiefs friends to aid him to get a will c]aim t0 have b
engaged
pension if he will retire at once. was
^

Koiiler Tells Mayor, Fight Is
For Honor and Woman's
Name.

Preparing to carry out the adminThousands of electric lights blinked
istration program of issuing $2,140,000 through banks and streamers of
worth of bonds, the council yesterday
flowers
draped
about
decorated
was brought face to face with a new
booths in Central armory last night
amendment, to the Ohio constitution.
when Mayor Newton D. Baker officiThis amendment provides that no ally declared the Woman's Exposition '
bonded indebtedness shall be incurred
open to the public.
or renewed unless provision is made
• His welcome to the waiting throng
for levying annually by taxation an warmly applauded, tl.e crowds turned
amount sufficient to pay the interest . and made their way by the exhibits.
on the bonds and provides a sinking !
Visitors seemed at loss to determine
fund for their redemption at matu- i which way they would go, as every;
rlty.
; aisle offered inducement.
Seven ordinances authorizing the
Uniformed and quaintly gowned atissue of the bonds advocated by the ( tendants dashed here and there, ,
city board of efficiency are being held ,;
up by the city law department be- booth exhibitors passed out "literacause there is no provision in the leg- ] ture" and visitors were taken by
islation pledging the city to the an- ' storm as the many devices, goods and ■
nual payment of the .^lTO.OOO or | wares were explained to them and I
thereabouts needed to meet the inter- j
their merits were set forth.
est and maintain the sinking fund.
In the balcony the band offered the i
The ordinances as introduced at the ;
last previous meeting follow the old ''Star Spangled Banner," and its He- i
form, which made no provision for lection was followed by one from \
retiring the bonds, but anticipated
their renewal at* maturity. Assistant children, ensconced in the Japanese
City Solicitor John N. Stockwell, jr., tea garden, who sang of school days.
yesterday said all the ordinances
In all it was an auspicious opening.
would have to be amended.
The City hospital project, covered The exhibits ranged from borax to
by one bond issue proposed, was dis- flat irons, electric stoves, paints,
cussed at a caucus of Democratic powder and groceries, and included
councilmen in Mayor Baker's office fruits, preserves, flowers, sewing mayesterday.
The board of efficiency
has advocated $200,000 bonds for chines, bread, photographs, health
buildings in the proposed $2,000,000 foods, corsets, dresses aad-iMLWjia.
City hospital group on Scranton-rd
S. W. Bids are to be received Monday for erection ofrilve of these buildings, estimated to cost $500,000.
The point was raised yesterday that
if the city has determined to establish
a group on so large a scale, a site :n
the suburbs should have been selected. City sites for small emergency
hospitals were urged. Mayor Baker
urged councilmen to look over the
Scranton-rd site.
Mayor Gives Address on PubThe council last night, 24 to 6, supported Mayor Baker in his veto of
lications to Men at
resolutions restoring street railway
stops abolished at the recommend.iChurch Meeting.
' n of Street Railroad Commissioner
Peter Witt. Councilmen Rolf and
Moylan and Republican members
voted to adopt the resolutions. One
Points to
Cleveland as
of the stops sought is.at Agpinwallrd N. E. and E. 152d-st.. This stop
Leader in Improving Somay be restored, as well as that at
Auburn-ay S. W. and W. 14th-st.
cial Conditions.
An ordinance granting the county
commissioners the right to locate the
secondary piers of the Superior-De-.
"This is an age of newspaper rule,"
troit high level bridge in the position
planned by the county was referred
declared Mayor Newton D. Baker
to committees.
last night before the Men's club of
An ordinance establishing a city
Epworth Memorial church, E. QOthdepartment for registration of vacant
st and Prospect-av S. E. in his adlots was introduced by Councilman
dress on "City Patriotism."
H. L. French. The sum of $500 may
"Newspapers create public sentibe set aside for the new department.
ment," he continued, "and the peoThe vacant lot gardening will be unpie of the city should take it upon .
dAr the direction of City Forester i
themselves to improve the papers.
John Boddy.
~
Some papers print news without takAn ordinance authorizing
the
ing the trouble to verify it.
Cleveland Railway Co. to extend
"It would be a good thing if readtracks in Front-av from W. Oth-st to;
ers would use a blue pencil and when
W. 10th-st was introduced.
they find a mistake or something unCouncilman French presented anj
true, mark it, and mail it to the
ordinance authorizing the purchase'
editors.
, ,
. ,,.
for $7,000 of Edgewater park's old!
"Plutocracy seems to have a. noia
bath house with its equipment.
on many papers. Head; of families
should make newspaper editorials a
subject for family discussion to get
the real value of these great educational factors, the newspapers.
"I read the newspapers as little as i
any person I know of. Frequently I
find my judgment is being biased and
I pull myself up with a jerk and remember the paper is being conducted
by men who don't know any more
about the topic at hand than I uu
and are not any better qualified to
give a judgment than I.
Mayor Baker declared, the greatest
thing a mayor of any city could do,
was to appeal to the people urging
a greater manifestation of patriotism.
"In ancient cities," the mayor said,
"social conditions were of a closer nature than they are today. Even European cities maintain a closer social
relationship than we do in America
"When our country's early laws
were framed, there was little Provision for the city. The city came and
Sew and we of Cleveland have
lumped to the front by our understanding of social and governmental ]

NEWSPAPERS RULE,
AKER TELLS CLUB

^Mayor'Baker quoted freely from
Lincoln J. Steffens', '/The.Shamei o
the Cities," to emphasize that * closer j
social relationship must be
foed in Cleveland.

ROWE TAKES POLICE REINS

Commission Announces Public Trial,
Opening Saturday, on Baker
Charges.

CHANCE GIVEN TO QUIT ON PENSION

iJ[]ne

disclosed by Mackenzie
Tuesday.
-iViMl.<!c„c. v . ... ,
Mackenzie said he believed Kohler
^ <*«»« »ot D sclosed
would Plead illness and ask a P~en1ha™ J*1**6886* kohler may call
sion before the trial begins. Although™** not been disclosed. nor is it.
Mayor Baker would not discus* thrown whether Mrs. Schearer will
phase of the situation, it is claimedea^J0T eiBer. ■»«*■
Attorney Mackenzie outlined the
by his friends he would further s
se of the prosecution Tuesday. Not
more than a dozen witnesses will be
a plan.
called. To the occurrence of June 5
Rowe Takes Charge.
Mackenzie said six witnesses would
Inspector Rowe was placed
itestif... Two of these,
ana
charge of the police department MClayton Benjamii
own.
Mayor Baker, and had a conferenc '"'""■ other four Koiiler I
with the mayor, at which the condu* ™er?, ,b.ut,he does "«t know who
o^the department for the Mn-^ .^j-'-^-aid. "We will not
Kohler'is under suspension was di Mackenzie said (ho mayor bad evlcussed. Baker said the departnjeJdence of six times, with definite i
would be conducted by Rowe as when he said the chief was a
was while Kohler was absent in Pa^chearer home.
„im nn ,eave
her
witnesses. Mackenzie said,
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...ma
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dates. Mackenw„etlh "
Baker
refused to saj ™|
,, tlm ]if> ^
;ie
hafl ar
Kohler's efficiency as chief of potlfor Chief Kohler twice.
in question.
|
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Dictograph Plays Part.
at June 5 came
result of 01
Che sectrap was iii Mackenzie's office,
Savings, December
,,, thtH occasion, MacI discussed tin- entire
a all 'its bearings with Schear
IT and himself.
"We hafl ii distograph in the
' Mackenzie said. "We have
, ,,r,l. it will be used only as
,. Kohler denies
part ,,r the circumstances.
Ircumstances.
Ms
'1 to tell what tne
record would show and also reruseu
■.hat detective agency had
work. Baker said he never
d Ct
S a
.'•'
e ?hief came
,,,, „,' ?h
Lne i mrt came
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BAKER FAVORS SCRAN-TON
ROAD HOSPITAL SITE
Mayor Admits It Is Not Ideal Location, but Thinks It Best
Available.
Approval of the twenty-six-acre
tract on Scranton road as a site for
the new City Hospital was expressed
b
Mayor Baker Tuesday.
.^ havg feeen givine the matter
careful congideratlon for over a year,
there

are

arguments

location it seems the
most desirable one available." said

"f^Jhm and
A bond issue of $500,000 for the
™
wa« wtlrely completion of hospital buildings upon
,
Th» US the lot, which is the old infirmary
"' ,[,,.TheHe
triLihtn
site upon
which the present contagaye it to Baker
Baker.
'.^
h^spita, is located was authorPresents Suspension Order.
An ordinance aulzed a year ago.
Th(
on Monday had given thorizing a J200.000 bond issue for the
K,'/,:
0f the charges and the same purpose is now pending berore
JU1IL1I.
new date on the copy council.
A number of councilmen are opposuary 25. Then
ing
the expenditure of the .money at
er handed Kohler a brief order
this place, claiming that it is not j
.ending him from duty.
as smiling when he left centrally located and that manufac-1
111.- mayors
nineo and
imu kept
i^c^o ■•■": turing
luring "development
uc.t.^.^-.. of
~- . the upper
-frr
mayor's office
. perfectly through what must i rlver valley will result in a smoke
been one' of the most trying in- j nuisance.
"There is' opposition to the site, but
In"Ms police experience. He
i few friends and then went I have not heard a suggestion as to
dnuarters where he re- where we can obtain a similar sized
of land in the city," said
lned Cor the greater part of the tract
holding a number of conferences Safety Director Stage.
Stage says that it would be ImposWith different friends
[mmediately after Kohler left the sible to get staff surgeons if the inat Warrens.r's office. Baker
HaKer made
maae the
LU« brief
UWC stitution were located
iuccn.cu a..
or'a
.. ,1 nnnnnn/IDll
mneemenl I. ■hat1 ■_he_ 1_had
suspended \ vnle and smaller emergency hospiChief Kohler on charges which he, tala were established throughout the
id send to the civil service com i city, as several councilmen have sug
mission.
, . . | • gested.
r then notified Rowe of his.
M'DONOUGH SEEKS LIGHT
appointment as acting chief.
Confidence in Inspector.
ON CHARTER PROPOSALS
"T am making this appointment oi

KlTb^^rr^eX^mln? Asks Mayor Baker to Explain
and be111 tne ,II^' '" ■e of
~- the chief
—
cause. I have the greatest confidence
in his ability as a police official ol
long experience," Baker said.
Baker was asked to name the
Chief's accusers.
•■i am the signer of the charges, as
nun or," he replied.
Baker refused to say whether or noi
he had discussed the matter of a pension with Kohler.
Immediately after the civil service]
commission received the notice ol
suspension and the charges, Secre-.
tary C. IJ. Hughes notified Presidem
Samuel H. Holding and members
Ralph Edwards and William Keough
o held a special meeting. Aftei
Obtaining Chief Kohler's assent, anc
ifter being urged by him, the
commission gave out the charges anc
fixed Saturday, at 1:30 p. m., as th<
time for a preliminary hearing in tin
ease. If attorneys agree to proceed
examination of witnesses will begh
Monday at 10 a. m.
Commission Has Power.
The commission can either acqui
or find the chief guilty. In the lat
the commission has the fina
the penalty, which ma:
be suspended with or without pay, re
duction in rank, reprimand or dis
sal.
lissal.
...
Solilctor Wilcor who will pre
sent the case for Baker, was u
, die. Tenn., Tuesday attending!
tuneral of his brother. He wil
M
Wednesday
or Thursday
Mixed to confirm the rep
id engaged Attorney Harry I
Payer.
Superintendent A. s. Gregg, of th
American Civic Reform Association
who represents Rev. W. W. Bustard
who with Dr. Bustard hac
& to file charges against th*
said Tuesday both were out o
ase.
lifferent face would bi
put on the Kohler case if the Junj
bill, exempting chiefs of police fn
rigid of appeal to the civil ser\
lission, reported favorably Tues-1
e I louse judiciary committee, were law. The bill makes chieiV
liable to instant removal by the

Non-Partisan

Municipal

Elections.
Tim McDonough is seeking light as
to non-partisan municipal elections
as proposed by Mayor Baker and
other charter commissioners under
Cleveland's new municipal code.
"I want to. have a long talk wlthi
you in regard to non-partisan elec-j
tions," said McDonough Tuesday in
accepting an invitation of Baker to
automobile over to the site of proposed additions to the City Hospital
group In Scranton road, to which
there is some opposition.
"I don't quite understand the nonpartisan proposition and maybe you
can explain it to me," said McDonough. Later McDonough said
that his mind was open to conviction
and he wanted to have a thorough
understanding of the non-partisan
scheme. It is understood, though,
that the Democratic organization is
opposed to the plan.
"The Eighth Ward Democratic
In a communication to charter
commissioners, frankly stated that
they favored partisan municipal elections," said Baker in a discussion of
the subject. "This is the kind of a
letter that the commission is glad to
receive as it shows how people feel
^*'uaSn s\hat the charter framers
*j confront"
muht
contront.

J?luJr- xb-/9/3

DISMISSAL ISN'T
COMPULSORY IF
KOHLER'S GUILTY

retary Kirby of the service department was busy Wednesday arranging: the council chamber for the
Kohler hearings, which probably will
begin Monday morning. If the public
is admitted at all. only a limited
number of persons will be allowed in
the chamber.
Kohler's defense against the thai
probably will be that he went to
home of Samuel D. Sehearer,
Daisy avenue, on the night of Jam
5; 1912, in his official capacity as a
i officer.
Kohler indicated sui n
to friends Wednesday.
Mayor Says Simplicity of Or- Those who are close to Kohler
he will let the burden of pr3oT of
onduct rest heavily upon the peo-,^
dinance Is Exceeded by
pie prosecuting charges against him
and that he will simply submit that
Wide Latitude
he went to the home of Schearef, not
as an intimate of Mrs. Schearei', but
in the role of protector.
An fttempt will be made to show
CITY HALL SIMMERS
! Mrs. Schearer believed mysterious
\A/iTU TAI k" flF PAQF persons were watching the house and
wi in -lrti_r\ ur OHOE;that she caUpa on the police for pro•
.
I tectlon. The chief, it is said, will
claim he answered in person. "News-

ts'

Civil Service Commissioner; papers
have minted that KOWW and
the Sehearers were friends of long

tanding. That is not so," said CounRobert Foster. Wednesday.
"Schearer told me he never had
Kohler before in his life to speak
to him, until the night be found him
I in his house. Then he says, Koh. ier approached him, put out his hand

Finds It's Impossible to. ilman
Demote the Chief
_

•

_..T -

,

,

, .,

Friends Wednesday held put 'ZtZiA 'Hello, Sam.- the hope that dismissal does not. Mrs. Rose Livingston, New York.
necessarily follow conviction oi "be^Thf Y^a'T Ste
the' three offenses with which Tuesday declared her willingness to
Chief Kohler stands charged. advocp,ts .Kohler us a "clean up" man
They showed him that the law "Cleveland lias vice," she said, "bul
under which civil service com-, it is the cleanest big city in the
. .
,
,
T •
■
■ country. I would ask nothing better
missioners are to try him is as «££ (0 take Chiet Kohler hack to
broad as the universe in govern New York with me—with all his
faults."
ing its findings.
Suspension on charges didn t pre-

"The mayor shall have the exclus- vent Kohler from taking his usual
ive right to suspend the chief *
* noonday lunch with Acting Chiei
for incompetence, gross neglect of Ptowe and Eli Potts, faithful desk
duty,
gross immorality, habitual sergeant. Potts cooked a luscious
drunkenness, failure to obey orders steak in his own inimitable way, and
given him by the proper authoritj
the chief's generous share of it, which
for any other reasonable and just
with great relish, showed thai
cause," the law says. "If the chiel troubles are not bearing heavily on
* * * is' so suspended the may- him, so far as meali
acerned,
or forthwith shall certify such fact, at least.
together with the cause of such suspension, to the civil service commission, who within five days from the
date of receipt of such notice si
proceed to hear such charges
RENDER JUDGMENT THEREON,
WHICH SHALL BE FINAL."
Mayor Baker was unable to determine just what powers are vested in
the civil service commission.
il<
would say only that the simplicity ol
the statute is exceeded by its '
latitude.
What One of Trial Board Says
"My opinion is that we may fix the
ipunishment to suit the offense. Thai
is, we may cither dismiss or punish
after conviction, as we see fit," said
Commissioner Edwards, "in the casi
of a chief of police, we have jurisdiction in a trial. But it would be impossible, to demote, as the chief is not
selected under civil service, but if
named by the mayor.
Even if wi
did have the power to demote, whi
would say to what position the chiet
should be relegated if conv'u
i The number of captains, lieutena
is fixed by ■
and
if we said, -Mere, you become a cafP]
tain, instead of chief.' what could the'
demoted man do when there was no
vacancy?"
General discussion of the pension
law was in the air at city Hall
Wednesday. Councilmen and others.
numbering among them friends and
open enemii s of Kohler. decried the
system' which prescribes that a man
who has served a certain number of
years—from 10 to 25—may be put on a
pension provided that he becomes incapacitated or is dismissed from the
•[■tment for other, than commis-.
sion and conviction of a felony or for
dishonesty, while a man who has
Served even 24 years and is almost
within the shadow of the coveted full
pension is allowed nothing if he retires from the force voluntarily.
Trial in Council Room
"It simply puts a premium on commission of some offense in violation,
of the department rules," said Councilman McGinty. "It doesn't permit
a man who feels that he would like
to retire on half pension to get off of
unless he is dismissed for
ause. "

•-===^^^rA-X^-, <^Lv- 2, L
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'Don't forget the other rug, Newton."
Walker May Not Go In
The inclusion of his name in some
of the lists made public is based upon
WASHINGTON, Feb. 26.— conjecture
and is not in accord with
It became known today that the latest information reaching- those ,
close communication with the new
Mayor Newton D. Baker of in
administration. Their advices are to
the
effect that while Chancellor
Cleveland was offered a cabinet
Walker was considered,
circumportfolio by President-elect Wil- stances arose which are. likely to
him from the lists.
The present
has
son, but tteclined it because be eliminate
The elimination of Representat'\ e
has great projects in mind for A. Mitchell Palmer, of Pennsylvania.
Robert L. Henry of Texas, as
the city of Cleveland and pre- and
cabinet possibilities, also became defferred to remain free for their Hnitely established during the. confer- proval Wednesday of the libr
ence held at the eapitol early today. library from B:
development.
The personnel of the cabinet, as i Palmer was tendered a cabinet posiwell avenue to Euclid
ition
but declined it.
■n ii street.
partially made known last night by
He had been prominently mentioned
"The board ■
n't want
information reaching' con; n-essional ias attorney general, but as the tender
$2,000,000 site.
■ did not cover thin portfolio but ani ddn'l bi
other which he did not regard as in
the mall sue. \\ ■
line with his lines of work, he con"STORY IS ABSURD,"
ti i
cluded to remain in the house of rep- to
a public in: i ii.nl i
where he will represent its remove
SAYS MAYOR BAKER resentatives,
pa
Baker. "I would i
to a large extent the desires and
this siti
"The story is absurd," Mayor
policies of the new administration asnew
building to liaffecting the tariff, currency and the heads of municipal
Baker said Wednesday.
public utili
otherjegjslation.
——| j such as strqet i
"I have not been offered a cablighting,
inet position, consequently I have
MAYOR PAYS $190 FOR
central depol for '•
not refused one."
interurban and undefgroui
ROOMS NEARJVILSON'S cars."
"Don't you think the library board
quarters, stood today practically unreconsid
CT i oxrTWfJTON,
February
25.— would
changed, namely:
"Not this board," he dryly
,£SS i- Ba*er has closed
Secretary of state — William J.
Bryan of Nebraska.
' Wmtract
through Congressman
Secretary of the treasury—William
I X Tor two rooms at the ShoreG. McAdoo of New York.
l
where President-elect Wilson
Secretary of the navy—Josephus
Ta vie President-elect Marshall
Daniels of North Carolina.
and
Postmaster general—Albert Sidney
bV guests during the inaugurawill
Burleson of Texas.
The mayor pays $190 for the
tion.
Some published reports, including
on the European Elan
the name of Chancellor IS. R.
rooms,
Walker of New Jersey, as attorney
general, were not confirmed. The information on which the four portfolios were definitely designated was
of a positive character, but it did not
include the name of Chancellor
Walker.
i:v THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

IWiMAYOR BAKER
HAS REFUSED
CABINET JOB
Has Great Projects in View
for Cleveland: Wants to Be
Free to Develop Them
PALMER AND HENRY ARE
NOT TO BE MEMBERS
Bryan, McAdoo, Daniels and
Burleson Are Assured of
Places in Wilson's Family
BULLETINWASHINGTON, Feb. :>«.—
The bill creating a department
of labor passed the senate today.

BAIER SCORE
LIBRARY MOV
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KOHLER CONFERS
WITH WM.H. BOYD
ON HIS DEFENSE

torney Say. 300 Page, of DlotoChief Kohler*"
Mayor Baker's susp* . ...
graph Conversation of Kohler
-.- , ,
i „ •
,,
\ frank but
Kohler, following the c,ohoolS) ^^
Regarding Divorce Case Will be
sign under fire, cannot ' He shows <
Introduced—Inspector Rowe at
K\ en the warm, friends
Head of Police Department.
cede that much. Th0 l-ald, and the
lowed the mayor no alte.o raise thing:
That Chief of Police Fred Kohler
The question will no- market gardi
commission. The chief!P you to ma] was at the house of Samuel D.
portunity to face his acetates Departn Schearer, 2606 Daisy-av S. W., the
to show why he should **n tolling['of night of June 5. 1912, as a police of.like coins, ha
post of honor he
-kable Bulleti: ficer and a friend of the family called
of proof, of course, res
in to protect Mrs. Schearer, in the abor want of a
oust the chief.
;'' and for wa sence of her husband, from unidentiI a view of the fact tfo help you a"
fied persons whose surveillance had
ion becomes virtualut a simple bi
given her reason for alarm is the deKohler hearing, it behoc
fense which friends of Chief Kohler
i the chief to suspend of effort on
his conduct. Nothinjssive farmers say he is prepared to make against
undermine the authoritVllnced at th< the formal charges of misconduct filed
prejudice the public mE^C^an ? against him yesterday.
This, and a strong insistence that
< lleveland recognizes
he is the victim of a conspiracy, is
< hief Kohler's suspensj ^
nt J
represented as being the line of exdepartment will be or*u]cl be U15ed
fieiency. The man temjilso pointed o planation he will make of the evidence of prosecuting witnesses.
experienced officer who-, js always g<
"I am ever ready to show my misof everyone.
mand. This f sion and conduct on the 5th of June,
1912," writes Kohler in his formal
HEAR SELVES ENTERTAIN statement presented in writing to
Stars of Lyceum Circuit, Meeting, Mayor Baker.
Beyond this and a general denial
Perform Before Each Other.
and condemnation of the interpretaEntertainers of Coit Lyceum bureau tion his accusers place upon his prescourses last night in Association hall, enee ta the house, Chief Kohler has
Y.'M. C. A., saw and heard each other indicated in no way what his defense
perform. The session was part of of the charges is.
[he fourth annual Coit-Alber efficien- Said Dnty Called Him.
cy convention, meeting this week.
That Chief Kohler, accused by
Rev. Dr. A. P. Johnson of Phiia-'
delphia, former Cleveland minister, Schearer and other men who broke
gave his lecture on "Eli and Den- into the house, insisted at the time
nis," speaking of the things that that he was there as chief of police
make for success or failure. Mrs. has been a part of the testimony alMarion Balou Fisk offered a cartoon
entertainment.
Maclnnes 'Neilson, ready made public. Friends of Chief
Scotch baritone, sang several old Kohler point out that a belief by Mrs.
Scotch songs.
Schearer that mysterious persons
Tonight Dr. George "William Evans
of Cincinnati will speak and Sydney were watching the house,is apparentLandon will give a number of im- ly justified by the statement yesterpersonations of famous literary char- day that on one occasion, previous to
acters of the present. The conven- June 5, an attempt had been made to
tion 'will conclude with a banquet in
Hotel Euclid Friday night, at which trap Kohler.
The formal, statement by Chief
ex-tlov. .T. Frank Hanley of Indiana,
v.apt. Richmond Pearson Hobson, Kohler contains this paragraph:
Mayor Baker, Rev. Dr. Harris R.
"I shall do everything in my power
ey and Rev. Herbert S. Bigelow to protect the good name of persons
of Cincinnati will be among those
most interested beside myself, makinvited to speak.
ing any sacrifice in so doing up to a
point where it is clearly evident that
I am being jobbed with wanned overcharges by those whose whole Initeirt
and purpose appears to 'be that of destroying the character of a woman
and getting -a policeman."
Kohler, following his suspension by
Mayor Baker, spent last night in
preparation for the preliminary hearing at 1:30 p. m- Saturday and the
opening of his trial before the civil
service commission Monday.
Boyd to Represent Kohler.
Wife of Chief's Accuser is Attorney W. H. Boyd instead of
Attorney Harry F. Payer, is to repreSaid to Have Called for
sent Kohler at the hearings, accordProtection by Police.
ing to reports last night. Kohler and
Boyd were said to have been in conference in a downtown hotel during
Plot to Ruin Him Also May; the evening. Kohler could not be
reached by telephone, or could W. H.
be Alleged by SuspendBoyd.
ed Official.
Conduct unbecoming an officer and
a gentleman; conduct subversive to
the good order and discipline of the
Saturday Afternoon Fixed as department, and gross immorality, are
the formal charges against Kohler.
Time for Preliminary
Inspector Howe is now acting chief.
Hearing.
The crisis in the Kohler case came
at a brief meeting between Mayor
Baker and the chief in the mayor's
CASE TO START MONDAY office. Kohler readied the city hall
—:
—
a few minutes before 10 o'clock.
Consideration of Charges Against Promptly on the hour he was ushered
„,
, . Will
■.»,>., be Began
T.
x. into the mayor's office.
m*.
Then
BeChief
The two were closeted together for
m_
Comniission—Schearer Dia few minutes. When ' Kohler
vorce Case Evidence Summed fp emerged he handed waiting newsby Mayor In Filing Charges—At- paper.men a copy of a statement he
had prepared

Attorney Claims Evidence Will Show ;|
Chief's Visit to Schearer Residence
Legitimate Call.
Boyd Predicts Acquittal—Says Client
is Ready to Start Trial Monday—
Doesn't Want Delay.
Chief Kohler's defense a1 his
trial before tlte civil service
commission next week will be
thai all charges against him
are uu! rue, and that bis visit to
the home of Samuel I). Schearer, 2606 Daisy-av, the nighi of
June 5, was for honorable pures.
■ The chief and his attorney,
William H. Boyd, whom he has
retained, Wednesday met in a
two-hour conference in I he lal offior, !)2i) Carlield buildLive defense was
laid, and Boyd declared, as he
issued a statement setting forth
defense, that Kohler will be
com]
indicated. Boyd
defended Kohler against wholesale charges two years ago before the commission.
Holder's friends Wednesday
were planning to raise a deI'HIKI thai the chief may
be relieved of all costs in conlion with his light.
ding possibility of
phj sical examinee if he is entitled to a
lor physical disability,
died:
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'•No such thing. We're going'
to fight."
The trial will begin Monday
unless the other side delays matters, Boyd declared.
"I will notify the commission
Saturday of our readiness," he
declared.
ISovd's statement:
"A large part of the things contained in the written charges will
be conclusively proven to be untrue. As to all else Mr. Kohler will
lie able to show an entire lack of
either guilty intent or guilty conduct on his part.
"This last statement applies to
his being at the Schearer home on
tiu night of June 5, 1912."
To Ask. Examination.
The opinion grows that Kohler
will be asked to submit to physical examination before the trial.
Alexander C. Mackenzie, counsel
for Schearer, is urging this course
upon city officials and Kohler's
friends. Neither Mackenzie nor
Schearer is anxious to have Kohler deprived of a full pension on
retirement.
Police Surgeon Norton, after
previous examinations of Kohler,
has reported him to be extremely
nervous.
Kohler's friends declare this condition had become
far more noticeable in the last six
months.
"I am confident a physical examination would show Kohler incapacitated for carrying on the
burden of directing the police department," declared Mackenzie.
Mackenzie said neither he nor
Ills client would lend any aid to
any effort of Kohler's personal or
political enemies to prevent him
obtaining full pension.
If Kohler were retired as
physically disabled he would refull pension.
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I CHIEF KOHLER AND MEN WHG'LL HEAR HIS CASE
—Mayor Baker announced Kohler
had been temporarily relieved of his
duties as chief of police, at his own
request, and that Inspector Rowe had
been designated acting chief of the
department.
The mayor certified to the civil
service commission a copy of the
charges on which Kohler had asked
for action. These papers were tiled
with the commission's secretary, I. L.
Hughes, and were made public immediately.
The charges deal entirely with the
domestic trouble between Samuel D.
Schearer and his wife, who lived at
2G0G Daisy-av S. W. It is alleged
that Schearer found Kohler in his
home on the night of June 5, 1912. As
a result >f the incident Schearer last
.fall in common pleas court was divorcee* from Mrs. Schearer.
The charges complete as filed by
' the mayor with the civil service com! mission are as follows:

-Kohler informed the mayor as to
what his statement said. The mayor,
so far as is known, made no comment
on the charges, but told the chief
he would comply with the request ho
made for suspension.
The chiefs statement follows:
Hon.. Xewton T>. Baker, Mayor, City.
Dear Mr. Baker:
I have very carefully
and with much interest read a copy of the
charges to be preferred against me and I
deny all of the allegations tending to show —
1. Conduct unbecoming an officer and gentleman.
2. Conduct subversive to the good order
and discipline of the department.
?., Gross immorality.
Being somewhat acquainted with the duties
of the mayor upon the receipt of complaints
of like character and fulta
Ltint, your
desire for justice through fair and impartial
means, I conceive it my duty not only to
you alone, but to myself and family and to
those who may have bee'n or may be injured
by the slanderous interpretation placed on
one fact, to ask that proceedings be taken
■ .linns 152 -and 102 o\' the municipal
code pertaining to the police department and
that I be relhwied or temporarily suspended
] act Ive duty, so that my accusers may
I present their case at a public hearing.
I have been reluctant in making any statement except to comment upon the cowardly
act of ^Hacking me while- I was absent from
the city and when I had no opportunity to
defend those who had most to lose.
But r
now wish my friends and those who are not
i
The Civil Service Commission of the city of
my friends to know that I will tight this
Cleveland, O.
Gentlemen: I have this day suspended 1 aggregation to the end; finally showing my
, Frederick Kohler, chief of police, and hereby innocence of the base construction placed OR
! certify to you the grounds of my action and, my conduct as set forth in the allegations.
I am ever ready to fight any man or set
{ the charges against him.
of men whoa i rim in the right, as I know I
Frederick Kohler, at all times herein men; tioned being the chief of police of the city am in this case.
I shall do everything in my power to
! of Cleveland, did at various times, by day
ICast Cleveland Delays Scheme.
. and by night, from Jan.- 1, 1012, to and In- protect the good name of persons most intent sted be sides my self, making any sacri: dfttidij
5th day of June, 1012, surStreet Railway
Commissioner Pi
fice in so doing up to a point where it is
Witt's
plans for rapid transit :
. repiitiously visit the wife of one Samuel D.
videni
Lhat I am being jobbed
East Cleveland wfi-r not considered by
j Schearer, at the home' of said Samuel IX
warmed-over charges by those whose
and council at its mi
| Schearer. at 2606 Daisy-av In the city of
whole Intent and purpose appears to be that
ins last night. 1 Uscussion on thi
j Cleveland; at all of such times visiting said
of destroying the character of a woman and
was postpoi
wife in the absence of her husband, he. the ' getting a policeman.
j said Kohler, in each instance knowing of the
Fighting for a position is but a minor
absence of the said Samuel D. Schearer from
■ matter, but when the good name of a woman
his home.
and persons mostly interested beside myThai; hi many of such visits the said Kohler spent hours in the house of the said ! serf are attacked, there is only one thing a
Samuel D. Shearer alone with the said Mrs. . man can do and that is to "fight "
I a.ni ever ready to show ray mission and
Schearer, and frequently when such visits l
cuiicratrc on 1.1Jo ->;n oay or June, Jail1. First,
were at night prolonged his stay in said
I. would ask my accusers to show haw,
house alono with said wife until the late
hours of the night or the early hours.of the ; after twenty-four years of consecutive servmorning.
That the last of such visits was j ice in the police department in all of its
capacities, my conduct as a policeman has
on the 5th day of June, 1912.
been "conduct unbecoming an officer and
That Immediately prior to the said 5th clay
gentleman."
of June, 1912, Samuel D. Schearer, having
These are the men who will try Chief Kohler:
Secondly, whether
the appearance,
the
' become aware of the visits to his home an.!
to his wife of the said Kohler, did inform . condition and the work of the police department,
as
well
as
the,conditions
of
the
his wife that on the evening of the 5th day
ATTORNEY S. H. HOLDING, president of the civil service
city of Cleveland as far as police must take
of June, 1912, he, the said Schearer, intendcognizance since I have been chief of police
ed to go to Buffalo on the boat leaving
commission. Mr. Holding has been a member of the commission since its
and
directed
their
work,
whether
the
condiCleveland for that city art S p. m., and that
tions are better or worse, and, if better, if
lie would be absent In Buffalo for a day or
With Attorney M. P. Mooney and John
that is an indication of "conduct subversive organization in January, 1910.
two.
to the good order and discipline of the dcThe said Schearer left his .home that even- 1 partmenf;."
T.
Bourke,
newspaper
man,
who
were appointed by former Mayor Hering at or about the hour of T p. m.. leavThirdly, in my official capacity In the
ing'in the house no one save his said wjfe.
past fifteen years as lieutenant of police, man Bachr, members of the first commission, Holding conducted the first
That within a few minutes after the said
of police, captain of detectives and
Schearer left the said house, Frederick Koh- i captain
chief of police, I have conducted official
ler appeared and entered.
Holding is a Democrat, and a member of the firm
business with not less than 10,000 women— trial of Chief Kohler.
That shortly thereafter said Schearer rewomen in every walk and station of life.
turned to Ids house and found the lights in
I will ask, can it be shown by any of of Holding, Masten, Duncan & Leckie.
the lower floor thereof extinguished and the i these 10,000 women that any of my acts
doors of said house securely locked and boil- ! have been' such that any of them could hold
ATTORNEY RALPH W. EDWARDS was appointed a member
ed on the inside..
i up their hand and say that I was immoral,
Being1 unable to effect an entrance by the I much less could it be said I was grossly
of
the
commission early in the Baker administration to succeed M. P.
use of his latch key. the said Schearer rung immoral? On'the other hand, I know that
the bell, knocked upon the door, and other- . t here are thousands and thousands of these
women whom I have helped on the road'toj Mooney at the expiration of Mooney's term.
He is a Democrat and a
wise demanded admittance, without result.
Tie thereupon broke a large glass window morality, not only by proper direction.
by force, entered the house, turned on the by givmg substantial aid, thereby putting! member of the firm of Geter, rarretl c? Ldiuards.
Edivards is a former
them in a position to be moral; and to those
lights on the lower floor of said house,
the lenUlnUirp
passed through the various rooms from the who did not need this aid, gave them the mprnhrr
rntinutJ nf
U
Ult:
advantage
i
riences
which
strengthJ
t-tynuuuri.
front to the back, and at the back kitchen
,/TTnnA7f:v TJ/TTTT m/r n rr/^Trrrrr
•
t
discovered the said Frederick Kohler en";. ened their bettor judgment and many times
A1 1 URJS'EY If ILLIAM G. KtUUGH WCS (ibfrOUltcd a mCllldeavoring to escape by means of said rear ;: brushed idle fancies from their mind and
' kept them in the path of constant happiness;
door.
and i therefore claim that nothing can be her of the commission some weeks ago to succeed former Member Bourke,
The said Frederick Kohler had been in {I shown,
and that I have not violated the
'
the upper part of said house during the ,' three rules In question.
efforts of said Schearer to gain admittance j
Should I, under ail these circumstances.
at the front, and with a pocket searchlight \\ be deprived of all my rights, my honor, my
had been groping his way from the upper f| position and all my righhts in the police penpart of the house to the lower part in his jj sion to which I have contributed for about
endeavor to escape, *»
[.; twenty-four years?
That thereupon the said Schearer conVery respectfullv yours,
fronted the said Kohler and demanded that
Fred Kohler, Chief of Police
he go to the upper part of the house with
Alexander C. Mackenzie, attorney,
him, which the said Kohler then did. the
Society for Savings building-, who
said Kohler being then partially dressed
only.
Said Schearer and said Kohler then represented Schearer in the divorce
went upstairs in the said house, where_they action, declared he has a dictograph
found the wife of the said Schearer scantily
copy of a conversation between himattired.
Other evidences and appearances in and, self, Chief Kohler and Schearer that
about the said house showed improper con- L occurred in
Mackenzie's offlce on
duct and relations between the wife of the Dec. 20.
h I[IAV u-sajf)
said Schearer and the said Frederick Kohler.
This evidence, it isj^; $" -,;Bp y
That thereafter the said Frederick Kohler '
was required to leave the house of the said ' typewritten pages. &i> "npwiuiuioo
Schearer, and did leave accompanied by the < tail every word spef "^ ^tyn liuiqns
wife of the said Schearer.
J% r^J.i uo.i>[v
The said Schearer thereafter brought an ing and will be up^
}uaAi
action in divorce against his wife, which t'ore the civil ser>' %^f^ * \
said action resulted favorably to the conten"Chief Kohletion of the said Schearer, and in said action , voluminously °
HV
'B3u\
the conduct and action of the said Mrs. \
Schearer and the said Frederick Kohler were the case, ani
V
testified in open court.
he
uttered,> ,%%,
*1>% ^
h
11
All of the foregoing facts thereafter became generally known to the public at large
by reason of the publication of parts thereof
0 CJ, V, O j
In the daily press of the city, and the repetition from person to person of the acts and
\ .,-imi
circumstances hereinbefore stated,
foregoing constitutes:
.i.re Kii[i :rBirj
1. Conduct unbecoming an" officer and a
K» o &%>* & ■* ?- ^5 papti3uiwc-38.i
gentleman.
ti<Kc>.^^ ^^"i J° aS.iBi[o ut J3ou
2. Conduct subversive to the good order ]
and discipline of the police department.
3. Gross immorality.
(^S^Si 'SuiAo.iduii jo ssusdxa ai]j m
With which offenses I do hereby charge
;4<S HIM ssuti 3-eoq -a ^ "O Pue -Q ^
him.
pm; -\'}p aiu auiaqos sjm jgpufl
Tours very truly. Newton D. Baker, mayor.

'/COMMISSIONER

5. H. HOLDING

TOD KOHLER

MEN WHO WILL HEAR
CHIEF KOHLER'S CASE
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Kohler's statement had been pro
pared in answer to the charges which
had been handed him by the mayoi

«

st/V '

^ li - 1^13
iviayor Baker announced Kohler
had been temporarily relieved of his
duties as chief of police, at his own
request, and that Inspector Rows had
been designated acting chief of the
department.
The mayor certified to the civil
service commission a copy of tho
charges on which Kohler had asked
for action. These papers were filed
with the commission's secretary, I. I_.
Hughes, and were made public immediatelyThe charges deal entirely with the
domestic trouble between Samuel £>.
Schearer and his wife, who lived at
2606 Daisy-av S. W. It is alleged
that Schearer found Kohler in his
home on the night of June 5, 1912. As
a result qt the incident Schearer last,
.fall in common pleas court was divorcee' from Mrs. Schearer.
The charges complete as filed by
[ the mayor with the civil service comI mission are as follows:
The Civil Service Commission of the city of

CHIEF KOHLER AND MEN WHO'LL HEAR HIS CASE
i—x_-r.-i.rt I (

.tvonier informed the mayor as to
what his statement said. The mayor,
so far as is known, made no comment
on the charges, but told the chief
he' would comply with the request he
made for suspension.
The chief's statement follows:

Hon.. Newton I>. Baker, Mayor, City.
Dear Mr, Baker: 1 have very "carefullv
and with much interest read a copy of the
charges to be preferred against me and I
deny all oC the allegations tending to show—
1. Conduct unbecoming an officer and gentleman.
2. Conduct subversive to the good order
find discipline of the department.
c!. Gross immorality.
Being somewhat acquainted with the duties
of the mayor upon the receipt of complaints
of like character and fully appreciating your
desire for justice through fair and impartial
: means, I conceive It my duty not only to
I you alone, but to myself and family and to
j those who may have been or may be injured
j by the slanderous interpretation placed on! one fact, to ask that proceedings be taken
; under sections 152 and 162 of the municipal
j ;.'odc pertaining to the police department and
iUat I be relieved or temporarily suspended
] from active duty, so that my accusers may
I present their case at a public hearing.
j I have been reluctant in making any state| ment except- to comment upon the cowardly
} act of attack-in,^ me while I was absent from
The city and when I had no opportunity tol
defend those who had most to lose. But 11
now wish my friends and those who are not \
Cleveland, O.
my friends to know that T will tight this
Gentlemen: I have this day suspended aggregation to the end; finslly showing my
Frederick Kohler, chief of police, and hereby innocence of the base construction placed ok
certify to you the grounds of my action and my conduct as set forth in the allegations.
the charges against him.
I am ever ready to fight any man or set
COMMISSIONER
Frederick Kohler, at all times herein men- of men when I am in the right, as 1 know- 1
t tioned being- the chief of police of the city am in this case.
f shall do everything In ^lny power to
I of Cleveland, did at various times; by day
East Cleveland Ilelnys Scheme.
. and by night, from< Jan.- 1, 1012, to and in- protect, the good name of persons most in] <_ftudui_r the 5th _ 3ay^_of__J_une?__ 1012, sur- terested besides my self, making any sacriStreet Railway Commissioner Peter
in so doing up to a point, where it is
Witt's
plans for rapid transit service to
; reptitiously visit the svjfe of one Samuel D. fice
clearly evident that I am being jobbed
East Cleveland were not considered by
j Schearer, at the home' of said Samuel D. with
charges by those whose
} Schearer. at 2606 Daisy-av in the city of whole warmed-over
the
East
Cleveland council at its meet- j
intent and purpose appears to be that
Cleveland; at all of such times visiting said
i ing' last night. Discussion on the subject
destroying the character of a woman and
wife in the absence of her husband, he. the of
was postponed.
getting a policeman.
j said Kohler, in each instance knowing of the ,
righting for a position Is but a minor
absence of the said Samuel D. Schearer from
matter, but when the good name of a woman
his home. I
and
pea-sons mostly interested beside myThat In many of such visits the sa.id Kohler spent hours in the house of the said | self are attacked, there is only one thing a
,
man
can do and that is to "fight."
Samuel D. Shearer alone with the said Mrs.
Schearer, and frequently when such visits i I »m ever ready to show my mission and
were at night prolonged his stay in said coiiuilOi vu tiie utn ctay of June, 1912. First,
I would ask my accusers to show how,
house alone with said wife until the late , after
years of consecutive servhours of the night or the early hours.of the I ice in twenty-four
the police department in all of its
morning. That the fast of such visits was capacities,
my conduct as a policeman has
on the 5th day of June, 1912.
"conduct unbecoming an officer and '■■
I That immediately prior to the said 5th day been
! of June, 1912, Samuel D. Schearer, having gentleman."
These are the men who will try Chief Kohler:
Secondly, whether the appearance, the'
. become aware of the visits to his home anJ condition:
the work of the police deto his wife of the said Kohler, did inform. partment, and
as
-well
as
the,conditions
of
the
his wife that on the eveping of the 5th day city of Cleveland as far as police must take
ATTORNEY S. H. HOLDING, president of the civil service
of June, 1912, he, the said Schearer, intend- cognizance since I have been chief of police
ed to go to Buffalo on the boat leaving and directed their work, whether the condi- commission. Mr. Holding has been a member of the commission since its
Cleveland for that city a»t S p. m., and that
ai-e bettfe* or worse, and. If better, if
he would be absent in Buffalo for a day or tions
that is an indication of "conduct subversive organization in January, 1910. With Attorney M. P. Mooney and John
. two. i
i
to
the
good order and discipline of the deThe said Schearer left his .home that evenT. Bourke, newspaper man, ivho were appointed by former Mayor Hering at or about the hour of 7 p. m.. leav-;'' partment."
- Thirdly, in my official capacity in the
ing in the house no one save his said wjfe. past
fifteen years as lieutenant of police, man Baehr, members of the first commission, Holding conducted the first
That within a few minutes after the said captain
of
police,
captain
of
detectives
and
Schearer left the said house, Frederick Koh- ij chief of police, I have conducted official
ler appeared and entered.
Holding is a Democrat, and a member of the firm
not. less than 10,000 women— trial of Chief Kohler.
That shortly thereafter said Schearer re- | businessinwith
every walk and station of life.
turned to his house and found the lights In • women
of
Holding,
Masten,
Duncan
& Leckie.
1
will
ask,
can
it
be
shown
by
any
of
the lower floor thereof extinguished and the i these 10,000 women that any of my acts
doors of said house securely locked and bolt- Ii have been such that any of them could hold
ATTORNEY RALPH W. EDWARDS was appointed a member j
ed on the inside..
i up their hand and say that I was immoral,
Being unable to e^ffGC-t an entrance by the j' much less could it be said I was grossly
use of his latch key. the said Schearer rung ! immoral? On the other hand, I icnow that of the commission early in the Baker administration to succeed M. P.!
[the bell, knocked upon the door, and other- ; [there are thousands and thousands of these
women whom I have helped on the road'toj Mooney at the expiration of Mooney's term.
He is a Democrat and a\
■wise demanded admittance, without result.
He thereupon broke a large glass window morality, not only by proper direction, butby force, entered the house, turned on the by giving substantial aid, thereby putting member of the firm of Geier, Farrell & Edwards.
Edwards is a former'
lights on the lower floor of said house, them in a position to bo moral; and to those
.passed through the various rooms from the who did not need this aid, gave them the member of the legislature.
front to' the back, and at the back kitchen advantage of my experiences which strengthened their better judgment and many times
.discovered the said Frederick Kohler en* ; brushed
fancies from their mind and
ATTORNEY WILLIAM C. KEOUGH was appointed a mem-\
deavoring to escape by means of said rear [ kept themidle
in the path of constant happiness;
door.
and I therefore claim that nothing can be her of the commission some weeks ago to succeed former Member Bourke,;
The said Frederick Kohler had been in j' shown,
and that I have not violated the
the upper part of said house during the :! three rules
in question.
efforts of said Schearer to gain admittance
Should I, under ad I these circumstances, Democrat.
at the front, and with a pocket searchlight be deprived of all my rights, my honor, my
had been groping his way from the upper position and all my righhts in the police penpart of the house to the lower part in his sion to which I have contributed for about
endeavor to escape.
twenty-four years?
That thereupon the said Schearer conVery respectfully yours,
fronted the said Kohler and demanded that
Fved Kohler, Chief of Police.
j
■he go to the upper part of the house with
Alexander
C. Mackenzie, attorney.
him, which the said Kohler then did, the
said Kohler being then partially dressed Society for Saving's building-, who
only. Said Schearer and said Kohler then represented Schearer in the divorce
went upstairs in the said house, where they action, declared he has a dictograph
found the wife of the said Schearer scantily copy of a conversation between himattired.
Other evidences and appearances in and self, Chief Kohler and Schearer that
about the said house showed improper con- occurred in Mackenzie's otnee on
duct and relations between the wife of the Dec. 20.
said Sphoarer and the said Frederick Kohler.
This evidence, it is said, covers 200
That thereafter the said Frederick Kohler
was required to leave the house of the said !tvpawritten pages. It is said to de
Schearer and did leave^ accompanied by the jl tail'every word spoken in the. meet
W
The° said fchearer^thereafter brought an ' ing and will be used in the trial be
action in divorce against his wife, which fore the civil service commission.
said act:on resulted favorably to the conten"Chief Kohler spoke freely and
tion of the said Schearer, and in said action voluminously, covering every phase of
the conduct and action of the said Mrs.
Schearer and the said Frederick Kohler were the case, and we have every word
; testified in open court.
he uttered," said Mackenzie last
j All of the foregoing facts thereafter be- night.
- came generally known to the public at large
-"TC.ahler_-.has_ been a great chief of
j by reason of the publication of parts thereof
In the daily press of the city, and the repeti■ tion from person to person of the acts and
BAKER TO TEACH TIM.
circumstances hereinbefore stated.
The foregoing constitutes:
Timothy
JdcDonough, member of
1.
Conduct
unbecoming
an
officer
and
a
1
gentleman.
,the Cuyahoga county Democratic
_!. Conduct subversive to the. good order
and discipline of the police department.
executive committee, wants to
3. Gross immorality.
With which offenses 'I do hereby charge
/COMMISSIONER
know about nonpartisan municipal
! him.
Tours very truly. Newton D. Baker, mayor.
government.

S. H. H0LD1NS

Ffc&D KOHU&fc

MEN WHO WILL HEAR
CHIEF KOHLER'S CASE

Kohler's statement had been prepared in answer to the charges which
had been handed him by the mayor

To this end arrangements for an
interview with Mayor Baker were
completed by him yesterday. The
interview is scheduled for today.
"I want to know about this
nonpartisan government," McDonough said to the mayor yesterday.
"I have been wanting to mention
it to you for some time as you
know more about it than I do.
There are some things I don't understand. ''
j police and we shall not hound him. I
We simply insist that he no longer!
[be chief. We hope he gets his full!
[pension. "We believe he is entitled toj
[it, for he has done great work as chief]
of police. Undoubtedly his physical]
condition is such that he should be]
[retired. He is not the same Kohler]
|he used to be."
Mackenzie made it clear that his|
| people are not playing into the hands |
j or supporting the game of any politi! cal or civic organization.
He says they will not be used asj
I the tools for the political aspirations |
I of any man or to gratify the grudge
of an enemy of Kohler. He added
that they would not be a party tol
court proceedings to prevent Kohler |
I retiring on a full pension.
Attorney Mackenzie last night was I
[ deeply interested in Kohler's state-1
ment.
He referred particularly to ]
that part where Kohler said he knew
I exactly 'what he did on June 5.
"1 see Kohler in his statement says I
I he can show his mission and conduct
at Schearer's home on June 5," said 1
Mackenzie last night. "If he can suc|cessfuliy do that he is entitled to his]
| job."
"With the filing of .charges against
j Chief Kohler by Mayor Baker our |
whole activity has been accom| plished," said Rev. A. S. Gregg, superintendent of the American Civic ]
I Reform union, last night. "We shall j
not file any additional charges, i
! Rumors that we will are without j
I foundation.
"Responsibility for prosecuting the j
I charges rests entirely with Mayor j
I Baker."

V Ktouen %
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%£j^mi^ +.;iw
A False Alarm

BAKER WON'T TALK CABINET
''Manifestly it is not a question
i discnss,'' declared Mayor
last night, with reference to
a story carried by both evening
in Washington, that Mr.
r had been offered a cabinet
ion by President-elect Woodrow Wilson and had declined
post.
Statements in the Washington
3 were positive.
Mayor
Baker was quoted as having told
Wilson ho appreciated the
honor of the tender, but that he
"has larger tilings to do in Cleve-

Mayor Baker seems to have been somewhat
Btirred up over the leasing for six years by the
library board of central quarters in a new block
at Euclid avenue and Bast 14th street. He apparently takes it for granted that the board has
abandoned the idea of using the present city hall
site for the proposed new central library building.
But it is difficult to see any good ground for
this apprehension. Fully six years must elapse
before the new city hall can be finished, the present city hall torn down and a big library building
completed. The makeshift building now doing
duty as the central library, practically an annex
of the city hall, was long ago inadeauate besides
being unsafe and unsanitary. Removal from it is
necessary in any event if its location is to be
taken by the new library building.
The library board has not decided against the
city hall site and is not likely to. That is the only
location acceptable to the people. It is easily accessible and not far from where the library always has been. Moreover the new library building is a necessary part of the group plan. The
basic idea of that great project will be partly
destroyed if it is placed elsewhere than on the
mall.
The people of Cleveland undoubtedly would
find the means to carry their wishes into effect
even if the present library board and the city administration also should oppose them.

LIBRARYTRANSFE
Fear Selection of Upper Euclid-av Quarters Menace
to Project for Mall.
Chamber of Industry Expected to Take Formal
Action.
Announcement yesterday that the
six years
j the top floor of the Kinney & Levan
ling on Euclid-av, near E.
114th-st, and intended to establish the
main library there was followed by
j officials and prlcitizens
red the selection would place new obstacles In the
roup plan. .
.said that inasmuch
In..in" had decided to place
hi library at a point far ren the proposed civic center, the citj should no longer feel
undi
Ions to reserve the prestor the $2,000,000
i i'v building.
man Menritng of the council
roup plan expressed
at ill- selection and added
:■ chairman of the special
mittee, he had vainly
- u official expression fro
iard showing Its views
Ite selected for the
when the group
Iginally designed. This
j i- thi
% now- occupied b;

\

E. 9TH RECREATf
"T01\l PIER
IS OPPOSED BY BAKER
Might

as

Well

Choose

Stagnant

Pond for Site, Mayor Tells
McGinty.

Opposition to Councilman James J.
McGinty's plans for a recreation pier
and boat landings at the foot of E.
9th street was expressed by Mayor
Baker Thursdey after a conference
With McGinty.
"Placing a recreation pier at E.
9th street would be placing it on astagnant pond," said Baker. "Why
not at Gordon or Edgewater Park?
In ten years the entire downtown district will consist of wholesale and
other business houses and there will
be no people in the immediate neighborhood who would be accommodated
by a pier at that point."
Tli.i. i he West Side Chamber of
"We are spending too much money
n Hie parks hot easy of access." said
ustry would dike some action in
McGinty.
"A recreation pier at B.
ire of a protest against the
TuqT" Pptq os- Wff" "stureWBu [jry Hh street would accommodate people
n the downtown districts, who peresaqi jo qoB8 VL%y& eraoo
haps cannot afford to ride to the
>arks."
qoiqAV
suotpajip atn
PSalter promised to consider the
matter further and will hold another
conference with McGinty.

•raoisno B sguioo
-oq %i Strunn'8 os "otsnpas
-iiras' jo' Jrtioq jreq spqi
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Y TO FORCE ON
AGNEW A JOB HE
DOESNOTWANT?
Friends Charge Dem Organi-i
zation Broke Faith on the
Place He Was Promised
IHEAR HE MUST TAKE
OLD PLACE OR BE IN BAD
Say He Wants County Law
Job According to Alleged
Pledge
friends of Attorney William Ag-j
iew,
former chief lieutenant of
les P. Saleft, charged Friday that j
'
. i iid the Democratic or-j
ganization had broken faith with Ag-i
new, despite the fact that Agnew and'
jthe organization smoked the peace |"
more than a year ago.
They delared Agnew was given a
positive promise he was to be appointed chief assistant to County
"Ctitor Locher.
When another
loirited to this job, Agnew's
friends say. the organization off'
to make Agnew chief clerk to the
I oard of review and later secretary
ity civil service commission.
Lhey said, declined both of!, with the statement:
"No, T
want the place in Locher's office or
■ it's in my line, the
law."
Say Job Js Forced on Him
A :
Agnew's friends
or some one else
i he organization, called
told him he would have
losition of chief deputy
Clerk-elect E. it. 11
was
Charles P. Salen
I

•■Xu. i ■

ird i'> give up
Agnew is said to have
sed the place
- ■ office, end, since I didn't
me in the |
LW."

Tin n,

lot

ii was declareTi', Pake;■ else higher in the organiza-i
that Agnew take the
is his duty to the.
[aserodt, being new
must have someone faith 'the Suties on whom to
Agnew, it is declared, as-

Baker and Murphy Deny
organizalier to
wi.th the
•
lin.
■•1 '...-■
iv in ' ■ ■ tier's - iflice? Why, i
! am under the impression till those
I i e only com- '
Friday.
n tary, \V. .! Murphy,
ance.
1
i
la word about,
W to Jake
lut the
er's office,
promised thai to Agbeen 1 icher him-

[am \wMvri
BAKER WON'T TALK CABINET
'•Manifestly it is not a question
n discuss," declared Mayor
Baker last night, with reference to
a story carried by both evening
is in Washington that Mr.
Baker had been offered a cabinet
ion by President-elect "Woodrow Wilson and had declined the
post.
Statements in the Washington
papers were positive.
Mayor
p was quoted as having told
Wilson ho appreciated the
of the tender, but that he
"has larger things to do in Cleveland. •'

LIBRARY TRANSFE
Fear Selection of Upper Euclicl-av Quarters Menace
to Project for Mall.
Chamber, of Industry Expected to Take Formal
Action.

'Jr-WWA False Alarm

Ulnw-

TRY TO FORCE ON
AGNEW A JOB HE
iOES NOTWANT?

Mayor Baker seems to have been somewhat
slirred up over the leasing for six years by the
library board of central quarters in a new block
at Euclid avenue and Bast 14th street. He apparently takes it for granted that the board has
abandoned the idea of using the present city hall
site for the proposed new central library building. '
But it is difficult to see any good ground for Friends Charge Dem Organic
this apprehension. Fully six years must elapse
zation Broke Faith on the
before the new city hall can be finished, the present city hall torn down and a big library building
Piace He Was Promised
completed. The makeshift building now doing
duty as the central library, practically an annex
[HEAR. HE MUST TAKE
of the city hall, was long ago inadeauate besides
being unsafe and unsanitary. Eemoval from it is
OLD PLACE OR BE l!\l BAD
necessary in any event if its location is to be
taken by the new library building.
| Say He Wants County Law
The library board has not decided against the
Job According to Alleged
city hall site and is not likely to. That is the only
location acceptable to the people. It is easily acPledge
cessible and not far from where the library always has been. Moreover the new library buildFriends of Attorney William
ing is a necessary part of the group plan. The
tew,
former chief lieutenant
les P. Sales, charged Friday that;
basic idea of that great project will be partly
i nd the Democratic or- j
destroyed if it is placed elsewhere than on the yanization nad broken faith with Ag- j
mall.
new, despite tho fact that Agnew and |
The people of Cleveland undoubtedly would the organization smoked the peace;
pipe more thin a year ago.
find the means to carry their wishes into effect
Tiny delared Agnew was given a
even if the present library board and the city ad- positive promise he was to bo
pointed chief assistant to County'
ministration also should oppose them.

Announcement yesterday that the
try board Lad leased for six years
| the top floor of the Kinney & Levan
I Co. building on Euclid-av, near E. i
\KAMSTi 14th-st, and intended to establish the I
main library there was followed by j
o.st. from city officials and private citizens
n-ed the selection would plan- now obstacles in the E. 9TH RECREATltTM PIER
j way of the group plan. .
IS OPPOSED BY BAKER
Mayor Baker said that inasmuch j
tho board had decided to place Might as Well Choose Stagnant
riaia library at a point far rePond for Site, Mayor Tells
moved from the proposed civic censhould no longer feel
McGinty.
under pbligations to reserve the pres- !
Opposition to Councilman James J. ■
ent city hall site for the $:2,000,000
McGinty's plans for a recreation pier j
library building.
and boat landings at the foot of E.
Chairman Ah lining of the council^ 9th street was expressed by Mayor;
committee on group plan expressed Baker Thursdey after a conference
I at the selection and added (with McGinty.
that, as chairman of the special: "Placing- a recreation pier at E. j
group plan committee, he had vainly 9th street would be placing it on a-l
attempted to obtain an official expres- stagnant pond," said Baker. "Why]
sion from the board showing its views not at Gordon or Edgewater Park? '
rding the site selected for the In ten years the entire dowrifowri dis- j
main library building when the group trict will consist of wholesale and
plan was originally designed. This other business houses and there will
is thi
« now occupied by the be no people in the immediate neighborhood who would be accommodated
city hall building.
by a pier at that point."
That the Wesl Side Chamber of; "We are spending too much money
stry would take some action in j in the parks not easy of access." said
nature of a protest against the McGinty. "A recreation pier at E.
*th street would accommodate peopJe
ion of the library board was n the downtown districts, who per- i
predicted yesterday by an active haps cannot afford to ride to the I
member of thai organization.
jarks."
j
Baker promised to consider the
"The board should not have chosen
matter
further
and
will
hold
another!
i location so far away from Cleve,jonference with McGinty.
I's civic center," he said. "It will
bp Inconvenient for the people on the
West Side and in the Newburg district. The Chamber of Industry will
act."
Denj- lc-avlnfir Group Plan.
Several members of the library
hoard last night denied that leasing
[Hhe Kinney & Eevan Co. quarters inted any intention to abandon the
p plan site for location of the
uanent library.
The selection was said to have been
deemed a matter of expediency by the
majority of the trustees.
However,
there appeared to be a difference of
opinion among the board members as
to whether the permanent library
will occupy the site of the present
cit^ (fall.
An j expression was obtained from
all trustees except W. A. Harshaw,
president of the beard, who is out of
the ciVy.
All were asked to answer
low Ing :
ising the Kinney-Lt ran
quarters Indicate any inteni
part of the library trustees
abandon the present city hall
site as the location for the permanent library?"
John tl. White, vice president
of the board, said :
It doesn't mean abandonment of tho
group plan. It is an absolute-certainty that!
I the i
library will form part of the'
■ group plan. 1 can'l say whether it will bo!
J on the present city hall site, however.
issue which has been
I am confident that
Bivcn in favor of

ecutor Locher.
When another
was appointed to this job, Agnew's
friends say, the organization offered
to make Agnew chief clerk to the
review and later secretary
of the city civil service commission.
lid, declined both ofitatement:
"No, I
wain the place in Locher's office or
. ause it's in my line, the
law."
Say Job Js Forced on Him
A ;
. Agnew's friends
or some one else
lization, cal
told him he would hi
isition of chief dep
lerl -eleci E. B. 1."
e. This was the p
h< n Charles P. Salen
•■>:,.

o give up the
is said to have
...is promised the place
nd, since I didn't
hat, ! pre
Unite in the

n. ii was declares, Baker or
one else higher in the organizathat Agnew take
is his duty to the
serodt, being new
e someone fa:■ with 'the Euties on whom to
jVgnew, it is declared, as
;

QI

d.

Baker and Murphy Deny
say th ■ organ! za-

:

■ ■»
a in.
"IN sil ii a in Locher's office:? Why,
ler the impressi ..i all
i o.mmenf Mayor Baker mate Friday.
Maker's secretary. W. 3. Murphy,
prpf
"1
la word about
.. po
"IE am

I the
in Locher's office, j
id:

that Lo A-gbeen ' '-;" him -'
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